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Car Repair

Statistics.

In an article entitled "Freight Car Kepairs," published

where in

this issue, there are given interesting figures with regard

to repairs to freight cars

On
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Editor
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House

A
Devoted

the cars destroyed were

all

is

it

interesting

note that, although the

to

that on this road at least the contention that shippers were not

using large capacity cars

to

the

Com-

Chicago.

On

efficiently,

was well founded.

the second road, the most noticeable feature

percentage occurred on light capacity cars.

motive power, car equipment,

postage.
Single copies, 20 cents.
Advertising rates given on
application to the office, by mail or in person.
In remitting, make all checks payable to The Railway List Company.
Papers should reach subscribers by the 16th of the month at the
latest.
Kindly notify us at once of any delay or failure to
receive any issue and another copy will be very gladly sent.

equipment.

the

number of 30-ton

at Chicago,

grown from

cars has

Illinois,

18,

Under Act

of

1895,

XXXIX

On

Light capacity

March

3,

to 42.5 per cent of the total

14.7 in 1909 to 54.2 in 1913.

cars,

when run

in

the heavy trains prevalent

No.

1

Change

1

Cars

2

Machine Formers
Loading of Cars

2

Change

3

Date of General Foremen's Convention
European Locomotive Developments
Machine Formers for Locomotive and Car Parts
Door Troubles
Cutting and "Welding Devices for Railroad Work
Manufacture of Brake Beam Hangers
Why a Zinc Coating Is the Best Rust Preventative for Iron
and Steel
Locomotive Boiler Inspection
Wrench for Hopper Cars
New Locomotives, Grand Trunk Ry
Leonard Shops, National Transcontinental Ry
Safety Device for Handling Air Pumps During Road Shipments.
Freight Car Repairs

3

Ry

Panama Canal Locks

.

a remedy,

it is

warranted.

in Attitude.

During the past few months the newspapers, which
measure

reflect the feeling of the public,

attitude towards

their

4
5

8

have appeared expressing the opinion that regulation had proceeded far enough for the present and that the roads' appeal for
higher

freight

rates

opinion, as indicated

sign to

railway

should be

by these

officials.

national prosperity

is

12

13
17
17
19
21

a large

have shown a change in

granted.

The trend of public

editorials, is certainly

9

11

to

Quite a number of editorials

railways.

2

Twenty Years Ago This Month

•

is

is

1

A

Statistics

Warehouse Trucks

Some

economical to equip their old wooden cars

it

with steel underframes, and while of course this

1879.
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equipment,

today, are adding materially to the high cost of repairs.
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in Attitude
Standardization of Freight

Although on

3.3 per cent of its

amounts

cars

often a question as to whether the outlay

Literature
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number

In the meanwhile the percentage of 40 and 50-ton

roads have found
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Car Repair

to

average capacity of cars had increased 38.83 per cent since 1907,

the number of 20-ton cars equals but

Vol.

suf-

still

damage as compared with the 9 per cent credited

the average tare weight had increased only 29.81 per cent, showing

New York

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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be noted

cars over 30 tons.

Manhattan Building, Chicago

pany, at
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first

to the fact, however, that less than one per cent of the

number of

total

WILLIAM
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but 13 per cent of the cars destroyed were 25-ton cars, but this

COMPANY

LIST

On

the cars destroyed in 1907 were 25-ton cars or under.
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Published by

on two large transcontinental systems.

both roads the figures prove the inability of the light capacity

car to stand the service.

The World's Greatest Railway Mechanical Journal

else-

that

when railway

The public

is

a welcome

beginning to see that

closely allied with railway prosperity

stocks are

down

it

and

touches nearly everybody's

pocketbook.

In a Chicago paper recently, E. D. Hulbert, vice president of
the Merchants'

Loan and Trust

Co.,

and mentioned in connection

21

23
24

25
26
29
29
33
35
36
37
38
38
38
39
40

with the new Federal reserve board, expressed himself as follows
with regard to the outlook:
Conditions in some respects' are not as good

were a year ago.
the

number

is

now

as they

More men are out of employment, and

likely to increase before the turn comes.

Such conditions as we are passing through now are pretty
likely to search out the

weak

spots,

and we may expect an

increase in commercial failures.

On

the other hand, with the tariff and currency ques-

tions settled for

some time

to come,

and with both the

stock market and the stocks of merchandise largely liqui-

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
we have a more

dated,

solid

we have had

operations than

foundation

business

for

of a business revival

is

to curtail everybody

If the railroads are permitted to

make such earnings

of

is

damage which may and

fre-

is

also-

not infrequently represented in delays and blocked traffic;

the

for instance, might result in an accident which would cost the

and prosperity.

railway owning a car thus poorly designed only a few dollars,
in

words indicate confidence in the coming year.

who know,

dicate that those

prosperity

At

is

glowing terms,

while the railway operating the car at the time of the failure-

His statements

might easily be placed

They

all

they asked.

a complete return of

realize that

It

should be possible by agreement

the railways, and the objectionable features of the enforce-

appears that the eastern roads will be granted
of the 5 per cent increase in freight rates for which

ment of such a federal law could be thus avoided.

However, the matter has been delayed because one

meantime the Master Car Builders' Association would do well

it

multitudinous number

Some of

the expense of thousands.

under federal requirement.

among

Louis D. Brandeis, employed by the government, has submitted a
of questions to the roads which

number of automatic

which Mr. Brandeis

mechanical questions

will take

stokers,

feels

the railways cannot be

extend

its

own work

expected at

affects

freight

P.

president

Riplev,

of

the

Santa Fe, has expressed himself very forcibly on the freight car
This article was commented upon editorially in the

situation.

September issue of

this publication

and has drawn out discussion

parts

F. A. Delano, president of the Monon, in discussing the quesexpresses fear that such standardization might be carried

He,

extremes.

recognizes

however,

action and illustrates

by

the

need

for

concerted

calling attention to the standard of the

Pennsylvania, the designs of which call for construction which

by far exceeds

in weight that of

any other system.

If these de-

signs are correct, those of all other lines are far too weak.

Set-

ting the highest price for an ordinary box car at $1,400 and the
lowest at $900, he feels that the most efficient car could be constructed

by standard

design, at a cost which would represent a

big saving over the highest, and not be much more expensive than
the lowest.

Mr. Delano also

escapes those

this subject

—that the present M.

B. rules place upon the car owner nearly
incident to cheap construction.
fixed little

by

little

a fact which often

calls attention to

who touch upon

He

in

all

are

constantly bea considerable

at

Therefore the article on "Machine Formers for Loco-

saving.

motive and Car Parts," published on another page,
of

is

particular

-department

interest

It

contains

illustrations of seven formers for various parts,

and

descriptions

one which

time when the motive power

this

at

is

pressed to save every cent possible.

is

sills,

sills,

bolsters, etc., just

little

attention to

car struts, tool brackets

and box car corner bands.

The shop superintendent who wants
profitable

to

to lower the cost of pro-

will

can

adapted to use in his own shop.

be.

find

it

how

consider

duction

It

these

formers

possible

is

that

some of our readers are familiar with some of them or have
improved upon them.

If so,

we would be glad

we may give
The formers shown by Mr. Hedeman are

tions of them, in order that

the increasing

number

of steel

and

steel

to receive descrip-

our readers the benefit.
well designed

frame cars

and dies are going to play an important part

and with

in use, formers-

in lowering costs.

Loading of Cars
One of the recent meetings of the Car Foremeu"s Association
of Chicago

was devoted

rules for loading

immediate necessity for a standard method of attaching brake

tories, thus

beams, a standard quality for journals and air brake hose.

This contention

vice president of the Virginian, expresses him-

favoring complete standardization of cars by legal require-

to a discussion of the loading of ears,

and most of the members present expressed the opinion that the

the question of general standardization, but calls attention to the

ment, under direction of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

draft,

cab roof gutters, hopper door supports, arch bars, hopper

suggests that standards should

for draft rigging,

These parts include

the production cost of these parts.

burdens of expense

F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie, gives

self as

and formers

large numbers,

C.

as they have been fixed for wheels, axles, journals, arch bars, etc.

Eaymond Dupuy,

of turning out dupli-

cost

which the author, Mr. Hedeman, states have materially reduced

in the problem.

from others interested

as

The development of presses and bulldozers during the past

ing designed to handle fork of this character

In a copyrighted article in the September, 1913, issue of The
E.

to

Machine Formers

and other

Standardization of Freight Cars
List,

the

in

possible.

cate

Eailuay

and

in the standardization of parts as rapidly

few years has greatly decreased the

Official

however,

once,

super-

rates.

Monthly

Such action by

statistics.

number of

these questions have to do with the

heaters in service, the

it

amount of

to answer, as they call for a large

some time

to

The complete standardization of freight ears would be possible

in-

dependent on railroad earnings.

this time

a part or

be

any part

in

fails

objectionable practice of suspending brake beams from car bodies.

with regard to the railroads are especially significant.

to

familiar with the oper-

judg-

enterprise, nothing, in

While Mr. Hulbert does not paint the future

tion,

not well

largely of foreign cars, that

an individual car which

to

that,

ment, can prevent the rapid return of business activity

tion of

his

my

all

is

quently does occur to other cars in the train, and which

as

are absolutely essential to the growth and healthy condi-

any industrial

made up

small importance compared with the

affected.

is

be readily admitted by

It will

damage

the

in the country,

the only one to suffer,

is

ation of long freight trains

the condition of the railroads.

They are the largest employers of labor
and when they are forced

taken.

in the

the effect

to

responsible for expense of repair incident

is

cheap construction, he

to

The one thing more than any other that stands

owner

since the car

ever had before.

way

would appear that Mr. Delano's point

It

for years, or perhaps have

January, 191+

were not being properly observed

working a hardship on the men
is

true,

for there

is

in

all

terri-

in certain territories.

considerable divergence in

which rules are lived up to in different sections.
The fact that the loading rules are not lived up to can scarcely
be blamed to any extent upon the car men. however, for they are
the

way

in

i

-
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earnestly endeavoring to live up to the rules as they understand

The

them.

difficulty is that

by the higher

and organizations

officers

The shipper may

shippers.

Even

rules.

they are not given sufficient backing

if

he

is

not

to

be

apt to

is

overcome this condition of

by going

affairs,

tell

In

cars.

where there are interchange bureaus, effective work
to

with the

familiar

own

load his

dealings with

their

familiar with them, he

knows how

inspector that he

may

or

in

Many

direct

to

the

necessity

few of the agents have a proper knowledge of

the loading rules and there

is

opportunity for educational work

reaching

its

a hand in enforcing the observance

Many

accidents and deaths have occurred

of the loading rules.

by the sudden shifting of a load and
would open a new

What

is

this

the railways with respect to

of

may be

result

of course,

of the shipper,

by the

the railway

vital to

is

shippers.

by antagonizing

to lose business

It is necessary that the rules

tomers.

be enforced on

its

all

bv the action of nn association which embraces

made
vices

A MANUFACTURER,

who has been

cus-

roads

possible

public property some benefit to mechanical officers

may

re-

information with respect to the operation of certain de-

which has not been voluntarily offered in the committee

The developments

'

Association.

be interesting.

will certainly

(From
The Griffen Wheel

from the

assistance

officers

to locomotives,

himself as satisfied that the adoption

of the railway mechanical departments.

siderable change in locomotive design, cannot be presented with-

absolute

disfavor

such

of

generally

officers,

Co. secures^ an injunction against

is

one frequently gained by novices in the

rail-

mainly on account of the fact that they are technically

field,

unprepared to present their devices

men and can
will listen.

in proper detail to technical

deal only in glittering generalities with those

Coming from

and one who

is

a

man

his statements, as the

who

of years of experience in the

fully prepared to demonstrate

and to back

gentleman above mentioned

is,

his at-

surprising and should be provocative of careful thought.

HERETOFORE THE
sults of efforts for

reports of department heads on the re-

economy were supposed

endorsement of the executive

Commerce Commission

officers

to

infringement

prevent

of

the

This ends a famous infringement suit which
an unusually large sum of money and has kept employed

former's patents.
has cost

the best legal talent of the world.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is standing suit brought
by the Pullman Palace Car Co. to recover damages for the break-

Sc

McKeen

R.

Indianapolis

to be concluded with

of their roads.

The

has. however, compiled a series

has been elected president of the Terre Haute

(Vandalia).

Joseph Billingham succeeds George Ott as master mechanic of
& Ohio shops at Garrett, Ind.
The first practical test of the water power plant at Niagara

the Baltimore
Falls was

made

in Jan.

25.

The Alexander Car Replacer
incorporated

with

Jos.

Jermyn,

Co.

of Scranton, Pa.,

president

;

John

T.

has been
Richards,

and James Russ, secretary.
Samuel Higgins has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Lehigh Valley.
The Illinois Central has completed new shops at Burnside near
treasurer;

Chicago,

speaking.

This impression

A. Griffin, G. C.

ing of a contract regarding the use of sleeping cars.

the contrary, he insists that any device which calls for con-

incurring the

T.

W. W. Evans.

The Westinghouse Air Brake
Xew York Air Brake Co.

of such devices must be secured without the expectation of any

Interstate

the Files.)

Co., Chicago, has been formed to manu-

The 'incorporators are

facture car wheels.

has been proved to result in a very considerable increase in efficiency, recently expressed

is

Ago This Month

erifq^fe ais

all.

for some time past, en-

gaged in exploiting a device which, when applied

ihe

What

details?

work of the American Railway Master Mechanics

W.

titude

these

If the questions are answered in detail aud the reports

railways?

that the American Railway Association

is

and no road can afford

up

upon

attainable from this catechism other than delay of

the

The business

field

will pass

the decision and a saddling of great additional expense upon the

Willard and

safety work.

field in

needed most

would seem that

it

take steps to insure the fulfilling of these rules

way

who

are the experts

these agents.

tically all roads should take

out

as to assist the commission in

the advisability or inadvisability of the past and future practice

was that the safety bureaus, which are now organized on prac-

On

way

Who

decision.

Another thought brought out at the above mentioned meeting

alike

demanded by these questions can poa

sibly be handled in such a

sult in

rules.

improperly loaded cars come from the small stations along

the line, where

among

cities

being done

is

management of the various concerns and urging the
of complying to the loading

the

the mass of information

111.

The Armstrong shops of the Union Pacific at Kansas City, Kas.,
have completed a new locomotive for high speed heavy work.
The locomotive is of the American type and weighs 62 tons. It
will be used on the main line between Sidney, Neb., and Cheyenne,
Wyo., for hauling sixteen coaches on through .passenger trains.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is testing a process for

making wood incombustible.
The report that the Lake Shore will build new shops at Coll in
wood has been revived. A. M. Waitt, master car builder, states
that he has been called upon periodically to furnish plans for
such a plant and that there are a dozen different designs around
his office.

The engineering laboratory at Purdue University was dedicated
January 19. It was destroyed by fire four days later.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is considering the application of automatic couplers to comply with the law.

of most searching questions, the answers to which will necessarily
constitute detailed

and voluminous reports, which are

to

as evidence in the investigation preliminary to the rate decision.

One of
of

these questions calls for information as to the

locomotives

equipped

with

brick

arches,

chanical stokers and feed-water heaters.

DATE OF GENERAL FOREMEN'S CONVENTION.

be used

number

superheaters,

me-

Another question deals

The executive committee of the International Railway General
Foremen 's Association met at Hotel Sherman, December 9th,
1913, for the purpose of arranging for the 191-1 convention, and
for

consideration

the

of

interests

with the installation of fuel-saving devices and the results there-

from generally.

Those who have studied the problems touched

upon by these questions are surely excusable for wondering how

the

of

other

association.

matters pertaining to

read very cordial letters from the business

men

numerous

to

notably

cities

Xew

inviting

York,

and

the
St.

the

best

The secretary had received and
's

associations of

meet with them,
Louis, but after due and careful
association

t
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was decided that Chicago was the most suitable
to meet in, 'due to its accessibility and accommodations.

consideration
city

it

Therefore the next convention will be held at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, July 14-15-16-17, 1914.

,

The same plans will be followed as at last convention, the
Foremen meeting first, followed immediately by the

General

Tool Foremen's convention, thus eliminating the necessity of the
exhibitors moving their exhibits until both conventions are

The question of holding the 1915 convention at San Francisco
during the Panama Exposition was considered, but the committee
came to the conclusion that it would not be advisable to go so
far especially at that time, for several good and sufficient reasons,
so action was deferred until the next executive committee was
elected.

Several others matters were discussed and decided upon, look-

ing towards improvement in conducting the affairs of the con-

and otherwise, and it is expected that the
year 1914 will mark a new era in the annals of the association.
The General Foremen's Association covers an important field as
its members are the men who are in actual touch wtih the details
vention, both socially

of shop production.

An

intelligent discussion of shop

problems

by these men is bound to make for economy and it is to be
hoped that master mechanics and superintendents of motive power
support in urging their men to attend these
Those desiring to join the association should communicate with William Hall, secretary, 829 West Broadway,
Winona, Minn.
give

their

conventions.

EUROPEAN LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENTS.
Twenty powerful locomotives, the first of which has been
delivered are being built by Robert Stephenson for service on
the Xatal section of the South African Railway system, where

there are gradients of

300

ft.

1

in 30

(compensated), combined with

radius curves.

The engines have four leading wheels 2 ft. 4% in., eight
coupled wheels 4 ft. 6 in., and two trailing wheels 2 ft. 9 in.,
in diameter.
The cylinders have a bore of 22 in., with a piston
stroke of 26 in., and the valve gear is of the Walschaert pattern.
The heating surface is 2,361 sq. ft., to which the tubes contribute
2,212 sq. ft. and the firebox 149 sq. ft.
The superheater
(Schmidt's) surface is 503.04 sq. ft. and the grate area 36
sq. ft.
At 75 per cent of the boiler pressure the tractive effort
amounts to 36,375 pounds. In running order the engines weigh
The maximum axle load is 36,176 pounds.
155,680 pounds.
The tender has 400 cu. ft. of fuel space and a capacity for
weight in running order being
The total length over buffers of engine and
112,784 pounds.
tender combined is 66 ft. 5% in. and the total weight 323,264

4,250

Chemin de fer de I 'Est, France, is one of the most imposing.
This company has lately placed in service two tank engines with
a 2-10-2 wheel arrangement fitted with the "Mestre" superheater.
These engines weigh 117 tons and are simple engines
with cylinders 25% in. by 26% in. This design is a develop-

ment of the previous eight-coupled class and would be regarded
by some as falling under the designation "decapod," a term
applied in the

place to engines with 2-10-0 wheel arrange-

first

ment.

concluded.

will
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gallons

of

water,

the

The Belgian State Railways are showing a "Baltic"

(4-6-4)

tank engine with four high pressure cylinders 16% in. by 25%
in., its weight being 113 tons.
This also is equipped with a
superheater,

and

carries

6

tons of coal

and

3,500

gallons

These heavy tank engines with six-coupled wheels
and bogie "fore and aft" are becoming somewhat the fashion,
and it is rumored that Mr. Billington is moving in this direction
on the Brighton, England line.
of water.

Two very interesting engines have lately made their appearance on the Northern of France. These are superheater fourcylinder locomotives of 2-10-0 type, the one a

de Glehn-du Bousquet

lines, the other a

compound on the
simple engine. These
over severe gradients

are for working heavy mineral traffic
and are doing fine work in actual service.
There is interest in the announcement that a Swiss locomotivebuilding firm has delivered to the Prussian State Railways the
first practical oil locomotive built on the Diesel system.
Con-

siderable difficulty has hitherto stood in the way of adapting
this type of motor to the special requirements of railway work,
and the experiments have occupied a lengthy period. Even if
it

does not affect anything like a revolution in railway practice,

this engine is distinctly interesting.

The internal combustion
motor has lately come in for a good deal of attention, although
hitherto this type of motor has at best only had a restricted
field of utility for railway purposes and the best results have
perhaps been attained by the combination of petrol and electricity, which has been used with success for certain classes of
passenger traffic. In the circumstances a successful oil engine
would represent an important advance. The locomotive built
for the Prussian Government is designed for express passenger
work, and is capable of developing a speed of 62 miles an hour
when the motor is running at no more than 304 revolutions per
minute.

A Danish engineer of English origin has invented a railway
signaling apparatus which he claims would in operation make
absolutely impossible such an accident as that which occurred
recently in England en the Midland Railway. In the case of

minutes behind a former

this accident one train following five

one dashed into

it,

owing

to the driver not observing the sig-

nals which indicated that the former train had
*on..a steep gradient.

The invention

is

come to a stop
for autoapparatus
an

pounds.

matically indicating on the locomotive itself the position of

These locomotives, which are the heaviest yet constructed
by Stephenson, are for the standard South African gauge, 3 ft.
They are being constructed from the. designs of D. A.
6 in.
Hendrie, chief mechanical engineer of the South African Bailways, under the supervision of H. G. Humby, consulting engineer to the High Commissioner for the Union of South

the signals along a railway track.

Africa.

The progress of superheating is continuous both in England
and on the European Continent. The latest news in England is
to the effect that Locomotive Superintendent Hughes, of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire, is now fitting several eight-coupled
engines with his own arrangement of superheating apparatus.
Mr. Mcintosh is employing the Schmidt arrangement in some
2-6-0 engines he is building for the Caledonian, the first Moguls
introduced into Scotland.
The South Indian Railway is refor the first metre-gauge
ordered for service in Hindustan.

sponsible

superheating locomotives

Beference has also been made in these columns to some of
the important locomotive exhibit at the Ghent exhibition,
Belgium. Mention might be made here that the exhibit of the

It consists

of a vertical

shaft placed near the railway track, said shaft being turned

by the same gear used for operating the semaphore or light
signals.
The shaft is fitted with horizontal arms, which, when
the locomotive passes by the shaft, operate vertical swinging
arms on the locomotive. Through the ensuing movement each
By these means
of the said arms closes an electric current.
a lamp of the same color as the one on the signal mast or corresponding to the signal given by the wings is lighted on the
locomotive.
The advantages claimed for the invention are
that trains can travel at full speed in

take can be

made where

all

weathers; no mis-

signals are placed near each other

and

men on

the engine can see the
indicator on the enmeans
the
position of the signals by
of
gine; there is no unnecessary stopping or slowing down of the
train, thus bringing about a saving in the coal consumption;

showing different

lights; both

trains are able to keep time in all sorts of weather. The system
has been tested by the Danish State Railways at different speeds

up to 56 miles per hour, in snowstorms, and has been found to
work with security.

'
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Machine Formers for Locomotive and Car Parts
By Walter
With economy

as the foreword in railroad operation, anything

new and

which will tend to reduce the cost of manufacture of
and cars, is gladly welcomed by the
motive power department.
Each of the following formers or dies have materially reduced
the production cost of the part which it is designed to make.
It will readily be seen by shop foremen that the adoption of
these tools, or tools embodying their principles of design and
construction, will be a worth-while addition to their shop tool
repair parts, for locomotives

equipment.
Fig. 1 shows draft sill for steel cars, and is made with the
three-piece, hydraulic press die shown on Fig. 1-A. The design
of this sill is shown clearly on the figure, and the dies ,are designed to press out a right and left sill at one operation.
The hot sheets are laid on the lower or female clamping die,

Fig.

R.

Hedeman.
is allowed between sheet flanges
and the coefficient of expansion used is .0078.
Fig. 2 shows detail and application of cab roof gutter, to cabs
above top of side cab window. This gutter was applied at the
request of the enginemen, to prevent the water from dripping
from cab roof on the neck of the engineman in rainy weather.
At first these gutters were made by hand by beating the metal
around a piece of 1" pipe, bent to the proper radius. As a great
number of these gutters were required, the dies shown on Fig.
2-A were designed to lessen the cost of manufacture.
These formers are for use on the bulldozer, and very little
power is required to make these gutters.
The blanks are cut rectangular in shape and placed against
face of female die. As the ram comes up with the male die
fastened to same, the sheet is bent in the shape of an arc, and

One-sixteenth-inch clearance

and

dies,

Fig. 1A.

1.

which is fastened to the bottom central plunger of the press,
and the top flange of the sill is turned by bringing down the
male clamping die, which is secured to the top central plunger.
The continuous front and bottom flange of the sill is then
turned by raising the female or flanging die, which is fastened
to the main platen of the press.

then carried into the female die beyond the shoulder, and

The female

die

is

larger in back than in front; this is to per-

mit the removal of the finished gutter through either end of the
die.

Fig. 3 shows pressed shape used for supporting hopper door

x,
i

it

J

r
i

T
1

Serfion
X

x

1

Cast Iron

Cast Iron
1-

1-

Tf?as

Sector?
x-x

Qalv
Iron

it
Fig.

2.

is

perfectly formed.

Fig. 2A.

Thus
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&*
hinge Butt Support

Open Hearth 5teei

Fig.

Fig. 3A.

3.

hinge butts on steel cars of the hopper type. These hinge butts
are made with the bulldozer formers shown on Fig. 3-A.
The female die is stationary, while the male die is movable,
and is provided with flanges at either end to be drilled with
suitably located holes to fasten die to ram.
The blank, cut to the proper shape, is heated and placed on
ledge (as shown fine dotted on figure) in front of female die.
The I"x2"x5" lugs on the front of the male die are provided
to prevent male die raising when bending the sharp bottom
One-sixteenth-inch taper is allowed at
flange on the support.
either end of the female die to permit easy removal of the shape

when same
Fig.

The two unused lugs on each end of the male
vided for adding another toe squaring former
same was not required.

were pro-

die

necessary, but

if

Fig. 5 shows diagonal strut used on the end of steel hopper
cars, for

bracing the center and end

It is necessary to

make

sills.

these right and left, and same can be

made with

the formers shown on Fig. 5-A. These dies
are designed for use on the bulldozer and are simple in con-

easily

struction.

A

total of

%"

taper

is

allowed for the removal of the finished

is finished.

4 shows bottom arch bar for freight car. and tender

^T=T

truck.
It is easy

enough to make an arch bar without

heat on the bulldozer: but to

make

gibs, in

Diagcnai Cente r dn& tna J
? Right
i

one

the bar shown, with gibs, in

one heat, requires a pair of formers similar to those shown on
Fig. 4-A.

The design of these formers is clearly shown on the figure
and the notes on same make the method of operating very plain.
Arch bar without gib is formed on the first stroke of the ram,
and gib or toe is formed on second stroke by dropping the auxiliary former "B"' into position.
_\

s

end shews former

Fig.
'A

"

in

position

en 2nd stroke of ram for finishing
arch bar

5.

This end
position

Shons former 'A out of
on first stroke of ?~

Wrg-f

5fee!

I -thus
'us Rigp
Right
l-Thus iefr

Fig.

4.

Fig. 4A.

s
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7.

Fig. 7A.
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8
shape from the female

die.

To insure getting the proper offsets
made with &" clear-

in the ends of the strut the female die is

ance at the middle portion, to give solid bearing to male die
at the end where offsets are pressed.
Fig. 6 shows two sizes of fire tool bracket, one 14" long and
the other 22%" long. These brackets are used on the front end
of tender tanks for the fireman to hang the ends of firing
tools on.

W

sheet steel, and twisted after
Brackets are made out of
being punched out with the dies shown on Fig. 6-A. The male
die has the contour of the bracket and the hole in the female
die is made gV' larger all around. Sheets are punched hot, and
the two different lengths are made by using the proper length of
blank.
The finished bracket is removed from the female die,
through the hole in the end of same.
Fig. 7 shows roof corner band for box car roof. This shape
would be comparatively easy to make were it not for the
set in one of the legs of the band.

1W

These bands can be made with the bulldozer formers shown
on Fig. 7- A, in two operations as follows: the heated strip ia
first placed flat side up on the ledge on upper front part of
female die.
then advanced and the 1}|" set is put in shape by male
die pressing against same; male die is prevented from raising by
lower part entering female die.

Earn

is

The partly

finished shape is then placed edge

up against lower
part of female die, and another hot strip from furnace put in
upper part of die. Earn is then advanced and lower shape is finished, while upper shape is given the first set.

This operation
repeated until the required number has been made.

is

Eights and lefts are made by placing alternately the half
finished shape with first made set to the right or left side of the
female die.

those in
off

common

use are as easily, or possibly more easily, lost

than the other.

Generally speaking the outside door, overhung or sliding, has
fixtures of less complicated design

protection to lading and offer a better opportunity for pilfering.

Probably the most dangerous door in use is the overhung door
with two or three guides or brackets spaced along the side sill
to prevent the door swinging out at the bottom, but that same

economy

few brackets be used as possible^
usually two, one at a point near either edge of the door when

false

dictates that as

closed.

When, due
it

actually

is

to ignorance of

to operate a door, or because

men engaged

in loading or un-

loading cars in freight stations or on team tracks, resort to

&

St. L.

Ry.

force,,

and sledge and pry, they soon break away the corners and then
the door can and does swing out to the destruction of itself or
any less substantial object it may come in contact with.

Then again, doors are abused

at

loading points

in

another

manner. No door is designed to retain lading in the car, and
no lading should be placed in contact with the door, yet it is a
common practice to pile lading of any description in contact with
doors, and as soon as cars are moved the doors begin to bulge-

Many

cars are cut out of trains or doors lost off due to this prac-

tice.

Doors must be closely watched at

all

inspection points for in-

dications of failure, either of the door itself or of

its

fastenings,

and a car should never be allowed to leave a terminal,,
either empty or loaded if condition of doors indicates the least
possibility of their coming loose or swinging out, or exposing
contents of the car.
A stitch in time saves nine. and often
a little preliminary repairs saves a door.
or fixtures

'

'

'

'

mittee of the M.

Horn, Car Foreman, P. C. C.
is

how

difficult to operate,

this

dangerous and expensive condition, in

opinion, lies in concerted action to standardize doors.

DOOR TROUBLES.
This subject

than the flush door, consequently

they are cheaper and in more general use, while they afford less

The remedy for

By Frank

January, 1914

C. B.

my

If a com-

Association, ignoring cost, and setting

aside individual preferences, were to go at the door problem in a

a serious one, not only to car designers and

transportation department and last, but not least, to the repair

thorough manner, and without regard to existing cars, and devise
a door and fixtures that would meet the demands of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Bureau for Safe Transporta-

and inspection

tion

builders, but in a greater degree to freight

and claim agents, the

forces.

Doors are of two general types, flush and outside, and in their
present state of development neither is satisfactory. While both
have their advantages from one point of view or another, they
are overshadowed by the objections that are constantly arising
due to loss of doors and consequent loss or damage to lading, not
to speak of the cost of a door to replace the lost one and the
many cases where property damage or personal injury or loss of
life is incident to loss

of doors from moving trains.

So with no consideration for tomorrow, he inaugurates a

damage claims

series

for his claim

department, constant
trouble for his inspection forces and expensive car repair bills for
renewals and repairs of doors. Doors can be found all along his
right-of-way, utilized

as bridges

out buildings, barn doors, etc.
so

common

over ditches, roofs or

We

see

them

daily,

sides

of

and they are

that they no longer impress us as they should.

Flush doors,

While the

initial cost

would be higher, there can be no doubt

as to the ultimate saving, not only in the actual cost of repairs,,

To commence at the seat of the trouble, false economy is to
blame for most of our door troubles. In order to save a couple
of dollars on the first cost of a car, the party responsible will
choose a door faulty in design, difficult to operate, and in all
probability one already in use on his own road, not because he
wants that particular door, on account of any merit it possesses,
but because it is cheaper than others.
of loss and

Inflammables, Explosive and other Dangerous Articles,
would
have the requisite strength and at the same time
that
operate with reasonable ease (edges and corners protected by suitable metal designs), and the Association would adopt it as a
standard, 75 per cent of the door troubles, and 90 per cent of the
wrong repairs (incident to present wide range of door design) y
would disappear.
of

properly applied, are in all probability less expensive to maintain than the outside type, and as a rule cars so
equipped, require very little or no special preparation for shipif

ments of inflammables and explosives. They exclude rain, snow
and sparks, and are less susceptible to damage from sidewiping
than outside doors.
They cost more, however, and as a rule
operate harder than the outside type, and unfortunately, most of

but also in fewer detentions incident to shopping cars owing to

door troubles.

Until some such remedy

is

applied

we

will

be

compelled to go on as in the past making the best of the bad
conditions as we find them.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works is building a Mallet compound locomotive which, it is said, will be the largest and have
the greatest tractive power of any engine ever built. It is tobe used in hauling long freight trains on heavy mountain grades
of the Erie system. The weight of the locomotive will be 410
tons and the tractive power 160,000 pounds. It will have capacity for 10,000 gallons of water and 10 tons of coal.
Joseph W. Peters has been made secretary of the board of
His
managers of the Association of Engineering Societies.
office is at 3817 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo., at which place the
Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies will be
published.

,

The National Association of Railway Commissioners has by
unanimous vote committed itself to a proposition advocating
general uniformity in interstate express rates.

'
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CUTTING AND WELDING DEVICES IN RAILROAD WORK.*
By

A.

issued in 1887.

W. Whiteford.

modern cutting and welding

All

devices,

irrespective of type,

design, the source of their energy, or the principle involved, are
built with but one object in view

—a

more

This was about 1884, and the United States patent was

veloped.

flexible distribution of

power.

Benardos was followed closely by Slavianoff, a fellow countryman, who got out a very similar device except that where
Benardos used a carbon electrode, he used a metal electrode of
substantially the same composition as the metal to be welded.
This idea has been known ever since as the
Slavianoff process.
From these two original ideas all subsequent arc welding devices
have been developed with the exception of an idea worked out by
'

They are not intended to perform any labor nor to accomplish
any result that has not already been accomplished by some standard means, but they do it in a different manner. The result of
their efforts is usually seen in one of three different ways; a
decrease in time required

—an increase

—

in efficiency

or a reduction

in cost.

They have, perhaps from lack of a better or more comprehensive
known under the head of autogenous

term, gradually come to be

welding devices.
This really is a misnomer, as autogenous welding in its literal
sense means seJ^-welding or welding by means of heat alone.
Some authorities have made an effort to divide the work into two
one to be called autogenous welding and the other to be
called heterogeneous welding; autogenous welding to include all
welding where no outside metal was introduced, and heterogeneous
classes,

welding to include all welding where an alloy or foreign substance of any kind was used.
This hardly seems to be correct either, as in each class there
would then be a division of principle. A more recent effort has
been made to divide them according to their sources of power.

—

This would class them under two heads

chanically.

The arc or surface system of welding has three divisions each
division being

The

named

after the

man who

first

developed

it.

producing anything of this kind of which
we have any record was made in 1874, by a German named
Werdner. He attempted to take an electric arc and deflect it by
means of an air jet and thus secure what would have practically
been an electric blow pipe, but his efforts do not seem to have
been successful.
earliest effort at

In 1881, a Frenchman, by the name of De Meriten, succeeded
welding lead plates together for use in battery jars by means
•of an electric arc. but nothing seems to have come from it.
Two Russians were next, Benardos and Olszweski, who developed an arrangement whereby they passed an electric current
from a carbon electrode, which was one terminal, to the metal to
be welded, which became the other terminal, the result being the
formation of an arc between the two which generated sufficient
heat to flow the metal within a given radius and thus produce a
surface weld. This is what is known as the "Benardos Process,"
and is the first arc welding machine that was successfully dein

*

A

paper delivered before the

Zerener, a German, which

came out somewhat later. He really
an improvement on the original Werdner idea of deflecting
the arc, only instead of using an air jet he used a magnet. This
idea, like Werdner 's, has never been very extensively developed.
The Benardos and the Slavianoff processes, however, have been
developed to quite a considerable extent, not only in Europe but
also on this side of the water.
The Siemund Wenzel Company, of Xew York, were the pioneers
in this work in this country followed closely by the C. & C. or
Garwood Company of Garwood, New Jersey, and to these two
concerns belongs the credit for introducing the idea into American railroad service. The machines and outfits are made in
various types and sizes both portable and stationary and you
are all more or less familiar, no doubt, with the equipment and
the work that is done by it.
Standing somewhat by itself, although really allied to the gas
branch, is what is known as the alumino-thermite process, or
Thermit welding.
This is a German development, brought
out about 1900, and consists of an arrangement whereby the
uniting of metallic oxides and aluminum is brought about in such
a way as to produce a flowing mass of metal at about 5400
Fahrenheit. This is made possible by the increased affinity that
the aluminum has for oxygen over the balance of the mixture.
When ignition takes place, the oxygen in the other metals makes
a rush for the aluminum, the aluminum oxide rising to the top
in the form of a slag; the free body of clean metal, still at a
flowing heat, then running down into the mould and joining the
tried

—

'

and gas. As
all the electric machines receive their power from an electric current, and as all the gas machines receive their power primarily
from the gas of combustion which is oxygen, it would seem that
the terms electric welders and oxywelders would not be far out
of the way.
Whatever might be their names, however, and irrespective of
how they might really be classed, the history of their various
developments presents some interesting features.
The electric group has two mains divisions. Resistance or sectional welding and arc or surface welding.
Aside from the fact
that they both receive their power from an electric current they
are in no manner similar.
Resistance welding was developed by Prof. Elihu Thompson at
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, in 1877. He was conducting
some experiments with a Leyden jar and he noticed that under
certain conditions the two coils of wire with which he was working would become fused together at certain spots. The result of
his investigations is what we know to-day as the "Thompson
process." Briefly, it consists in passing an electric current
through two pieces of metal brought into close contact, the resistance at the point of contact generating enough heat to cause
the ends to fuse when sufficient pressure has been applied meelectricity

New England

Railroad Club.

'

'

—

'

'

'

parts together.

The gas branch of these cutting and welding devices
several

also has

Unlike the electric group, however, these

sub-divisions.

are not divisions of principle, but only divisions of degree.

These sub-divisions usually take their name from the secondary
is combined with oxygen to secure the necessary heat.
They come under various heads such as coal gas, Pintsch gas,
water gas, Blau gas, hydrogen and acetylene.
The principle involved is the same in all cases, being the proper
combination of the secondary gas with the main gas or the gas
of combustion, which is oxygen; and the various degrees of
gas which

efficiency possible in each case are directly proportionate to the

amount of oxygen required to produce the proper temperature.
With coal gas you are all, no doubt, familiar. The same is also
true of Pintsch gas.

Water gas and

its

formed by passwith coke which has

by-product, producer gas,

is

ing jets of steam through furnaces filled
been brought to a glowing heat.
Blau gas is a form of liquefied illuminating gas produced by
the distillation of mineral oils in red hot retorts. This is in a
manner very similar to Pintsch gas. Chemically, it consists of the
coal gas, but in essentially different proportions.
combination of oxygen and practically any heat carrying
gas can be utilized for cutting metals, but as far as we know, in
the present state of the art, no torch has yet been developed
whereby welding can be successfully or economically done with

same elements as

A

any of the above combinations.

From

the standpoint of general

may be disregarded as
oxygen consumption is much
larger, the cost is greater, or the work is more inefficiently done
than with either hydrogen or acetylene.
It was disHistorically, hydrogen should be mentioned first.
service, therefore,

all

these other gases

either the operation is slower, the

covered in 1766 by an

primary gas, and

named hydrogen,

is

English

chemist

—Cavendish.

the very lightest substance known.

or water-former

by

It
It

is

a

was

Lavoisier, a French chemist,

—
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from the fact that
water

fact,

H

o

is

it

still

was found

so plentifully in water,

the greatest source of

O, no doubt, being familiar to you

its

supply

and in
term

—the

Some years

later, Berthelot,

a French-

by passing a jet of hydroelectric arc.
In 1862, TVoehler, a German chemist,
succeeded in producing it from a combination of lime, zinc and
carbon, which he brought to a white heat.
This was the forerunner of calcium carbide. It was first liquefied by Cailletet, in
1877, and Claude and Hesse succeeded in working out the process
by which it is possible to dissolve it along about 1895. Acetylene gas as we know it is formed by combining calcium carbide
man, succeeded
gen through an

and water.

in

making some of

Calcium carbide

fused with a low-ash coke.

is

The

it

the

metal found in lime rock

credit for the commercial

de-

velopment goes to an American, J. M. Moorehead, who in conjunction with Wilson successfully worked out the problem of producing it from lime rock, which they did down in North Carolina in 1892.

To Moorehead,

also,

goes the credit for the development of the

process whereby acetylene can be compressed into cylinders, along

the line of the idea

first

laid

down by Claude and Hesse.

These

cylinders are packed with porous asbestos and filled with acetone
into which the gas is dissolved.

alcohol which

Acetone

is

a form of denatured

possesses the peculiar property

of being able to
take to itself twenty-five times its own volume of acetylene gas
for every atmosphere of pressure under which it works.
Oxygen, however, is the real factor in the successful application

of either hydrogen or acetylene.

It is one of the primary elements and also one of the most abundant. It comprises about
eight-ninths of all the water, and about fifty per cent of all the
rock in earth. It is also very prevalent in flesh and human tissue,
sixty-six per cent of the human body being oxygen.
In volume it
is twenty-one per cent, and in weight eighty-eight per cent of

the

air.

was discovered in 1774 by Priestley, an English chemist,
and very nearly so by Sheele. a Swede, in 1772; but he had not
been quite able to prove his case, so the honors divide.
It

In 1789, Lavoisier proved conclusively that it was the gas of
combustion and that without it no combustion was possible. Guy
Lassac worked out the law of combining gases by volume in 1808.
By 1851 they had gotten so far as to try and manufacture it. In
1877, Pictet, a Swiss, and Cailletet, a Frenchman, proved that

could be liquefied.

By

it

1880, the electrical angle had been intro-

duced, and finally came the atmospheric development.

As a

of about one hundred years of experiment and
oxygen can now be produced successfully in three ways
chemically, by electrolysis and from the atmosphere.
The chemical method consists of putting chemicals of various
sorts, generally potassium chlorate and dioxide of manganese,
into a retort, sealing them up and bringing them up to about,
400 degrees of heat. Oxygen is set free at this point, properly
washed and cleaned, and stored for service.
The electrolytic process consists in passing an electric current
final result

research,

through a given volume of water and setting free the hydrogen
and oxygen of which water is composed. This is done by putting sulphuric acid in the water, which forms what

an

is

known

as

and the action of the current then sets the gases
the hydrogen following the negative pole and the oxygen the

electrolyte,

free,

the

product

all.

Acetylene was also discovered by an Englishman, Sir Humphry
Davy, who detected it by the odor, while making some experiments

with potassium in 1836.

developed later,
of

positive pole.

The atmospheric process consists in taking it out of the air
and separating it from the nitrogen by what a layman would
call the "freezing" process.
This is done by reducing the temperature of the atmosphere in given volumes under pressure to a
point at which the oxygen liquifies.
This is in the neighborhood
of 320° below zero. The oxygen is then drawn off, expanded
and compressed into cylinders ready for service.
There are various methods whereby these separate ideas for
making oxygen are carried out. Bassingault developed the first
of the chemical processes in 1851, but Brin's process, which was

chemical
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Any
service.
much more expensive and the

seems to give more satisfactory
processes

are

less satisfactory for

service than either of the others.

The method worked out by Garuti, an Italian, seems to lead
in the electrolytic line, the largest American plants such as the
American Oxy-hydric Company of- Milwaukee and about 80 per
cent of all the European plants using this process.
There are various other developments of this electrolytic idea,,
among which are those of Shuckert, Schmidt. Flamaud and
Eenard, but Garuti's system has the advantage for two reason-:
First— Lower amount of electric motive force required.
Second More perfect separation of the gases.
There are also several types of the atmospheric process, in-

chief

—

cluding those of Knudsen and Claude.

remained for a German, however, Dr. Carl Linde, to really
His idea
or what is known as the Linde process is generally conceded to
be the simplest, cheapest, most efficient, and to produce the purest
oxygen of any of the atmospheric systems.
Practically all the commercial oxygen used in this country and also
a very large part of that used in Europe, where hydrogen production is not a factor, is the product of equipment working on
the Linde principle.
The development of the torch also played it- pair in the working out of these various devices. Like many of the gas developments, an oxy-hydric blow pipe was known to chemists for years
before it branched out into other fields. The first man who seems
to have made an effort to apply the idea practically was an Englishman, by the name of Fletcher. He experimented with coal
gas and oxygen in 1886, but either owing to the fact that he had
nothing but coal gas to work on, or because his oxygen was poor,,
he never made a success of it.
The first man who really developed the idea was a Belgian
by the name of Jottrand, who used it successfully to cut metal
in 1888.
He used a combination of hydrogen and oxygen.
The next man to follow the idea and the first to use acetylene
with oxygen was a Frenchman. Le Chatelier. This was about
1895.
Next came Fouche and Picard in 1901 and 1903; then
Rodrigue-Ely and Gauthier, and then again Fouche 's later developments in 1908. Up to the present time these include all the
main ideas of the different types of torches in use.
As to a comparison of the work done by the two separate combinations of hydrogen and acetylene with oxygen, it is safe to
say that each has a field in which it is supreme cutting and welding can be done with both hydrogen is most effective for very
light welding, say under a sixteenth of an inch in thickness, and
In
for very heavy cutting of say over ten inches in thickness.
the entire intermediate field, that is, all welding one-sixteenth and
over, and all cutting up to ten inches, which range covers practically all of the work done on railroad shops, acetylene is most
efficient.
In either case, however, successful welding depends on
It

perfect the atmospheric process, which he did in 1S95.

:

;

the following:
1-

—Purity

of the gases.

near as possible
—Use of metal
as the metal to be joined.
3 — Thorough fusion of the inside surfaces
ditional metal.
—Cleanliness of the
5 — Control of the mixture and
of the
2

filler

as

to the

same compo-

sition

4:

before adding ad-

parts.

flame.

size

There are also various features of torch design and construcmight be entered into in comparison with the various
classes of work to be done, but from a general standpoint of
service demanded, any torch to be satisfactory should ijjelude:

tion that

—Perfect interchangeability of
—Ease of adjustment.
— Convenience of handling.
— Constant gas consumption.
—Constant pressure.
6—Largest possible opening

1

parts.

2
3

4
5

at

nozzle

tip

for each

thickness

of weld.

The application of these devices

to

railroad service also

pre
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These problems are usually solved in
accordance with the conditions under which the equipment has to

flat

work.

Piping

various problems.

sents

Either of the three gases can be obtained for use in one of

They can be generated on the ground for immediate
or they can be generated at central plants and distributed

two ways.
use,

In the general run of railroad work, the
most widely adopted plan for the handling of either oxygen or
hydrogen is to secure it in commercial cylinders from the nearest
The same thing can also be done with
source of generation.
in portable containers.

work where the demand

warrant the
installation of a generator the dissolved or commercial cylinder
process is used, but in the larger plants it is usually piped from a
generator installed on the ground.
These generators as built to-day are of two types:
1.
Water-to-carbide, in which water is brought in contact with
the carbide, the volume of carbide being in excess of the volume
of water during the first part of the operation.
2.
Carbide-to-water, in which the carbide is thrown into the
water, the volume of water always being in excess of the carbide.
acetylene;

for all

Irrespective

of types, however,

successful generators

embody

it

is

will not

generally

piping of

3

all air

starts.

in all

gas,

also being laid without the use of threads or flange
In this way they are enabled to use pipe of about half
the thickness of our standard pipe, thereby saving greatly in
material costs. To show what the German government thinks of

only necessary to mention that at Cologne, in the new
Palace of Justice building only recently completed, there is nearly
this, it is

seven miles of piping

in which there is not a single threaded
being welded by the oxy-acetylene method.
Wonderful progress has also been made here in America. To
Massachusetts belongs the credit of having installed the first

joint, all

and

applied sciences.
Of their leading industrial centers, such as shipyards,

gun works,

etc.,

this system

greatly used.

As one

is

oxy-acetylene has become part

of

In the manufacturing lines especially

equipment.

show how rapid has been the growth

in the

United States,

battleships turned

out at one of the navy yards, about $70,000 worth of the work

was done with oxy-acetylene equipment. The 'work of raising the
Maine at Havana was also very greatly facilitated by
the same means.
battleship

MANUFACTURE OF AIR BRAKE HANGERS.
By

E. A. Murray, M.M., Chesapeake

feature of the work over there, I might mention that

Operation Mo.
tteat Mo.

2

& Ohio

Ry., Clifton Forge,

Virginia.

The scientific management of railway shops is no more or less
than the saving of unnecessary waste in time and material; or
we might say, decrease the cost and increase the output. In
"

order to show what

is

being done in this direction. I will describe
beam hangers are being manufactured

the method in which brake
cost

their regular

to

I will cite the fact that in one of the latest

at

all

This was at Quincy in 1905, by the Fore
This was only eight years ago,

plant in this country.

River Ship Building Company.

which these various systems are now
being put, it is safe to say that either one system or the other
is rapidly making its way into every known branch of the metal
working art. This is particularly true of oxy-acetylene. From a
standpoint of volume, America leads the world, with Germany
second, France third and England a rather poor fourth.
In scientific research and special development, Germany leads
all other countries.
This is partly due to the fact that the German government has taken a hand in the work and established
schools at various points, where the art is taught as one of the
to the general use to

mills,

is

joints.

of recharging.

In

sizes is

conceded that

—Low temperature of generation.
2 — Complete decomposition of the carbide.
—Maximum evolution of the gas.
4—Removal of
from the generator before gas generation
5 — Low pressure
parts of the generator.
6 — Continuous supply of
simplicity of mechanism and ease

steel

now being made by lolling from
and welding by means of the oxy acetylene torch.
and

all classes

plate,

the following points:

1

As

11

the above

named

shops,

of one and one-half

at

cents

what we consider the very low
each.

The

cost,

however, does

not include shearing the stock to length and handling the finished

product to material bins.

The

services

of

two men are employed:

operator and a heater.
length of hanger desired.
shape, as shown

in

The stock

is

namely a machine

cut to length to

It is then heated

operation number one.

and bent
It

is

suit

a

the

"U"

again heated

marked A A. and both eyes are
an opposite direction. In other words, the hanger
is completed with two heats and three operations.
This work
is accomplished on a machine shown in the illustration.
It was
built in the shops at this point, and consists of a east iron
off-set slab plate, to which are securely fastened two air cylinders
(one cylinder is only used in the manufacture of brake beam
hangers, the other being underneath the slab plate and used for
other "purposes).
The machine is equipped with a system of
to a sufficient length at points

then bent

in

2
rtote-

Cut Iron
to Suit

Tl?e ec/eb

of esc/? Hanqer

are Bent in opposite Directions

hanger

Tool for Bending Iron
Operation no.
I.

Plan of

in

Bending

Machine.

Tool for Bending £~c/es
Operation No. 2a/3
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road companies.
in one of
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of the Erie at a

made
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I would like to say also that the statement was
the technical journals some time since to the

beam hangers were made
cost of five cents each,

at the Cleveland shops

my

which in

opinion

is

very high.

The photographic illustrations show that the eyes were bent
on the hanger before the hanger was bent into " U " shape. This
is incorrect and a reversal of the usual procedure.
The error was
made in arranging the machine for photographing.

WHY A
It is

ZINC COATING IS THE BEST RUST PREVENTIVE
FOR IRON OR STEEL.
difficult for many persons to understand why zinc is

the best rust preventive for iron or steel, and they believe it
is on account of its cheapness that it is so extensively used.

They have an idea that

Bending Machine With "U" Former

Place

in

very handy for the operator.
it
The bending formers can be removed in an instant by simply
An air hose
lifting them off of the pins marked "B" "B."
from the
accumulation
scale
is
also provided to remove the
The heating forge is located close by the bending
formers.
The general make-up of the machine can be observed
machine.
by referring to the illustrations, and while I have visited a

operating leveis, which makes

good many of the railroad smith shops throughout the country,
I think this machine equally as good, if not better, than any I
have ever been able to see. I would consider it a valuable machine
to have in any railroad shop, as it can be used to great advantages in manufacturing coupler yokes, etc.

The surprisingly low cost of the manufacture of brake beam
hangers was made possible only by the manner in which our smith
foreman, B. L. Woodrum, applied himself to the study of the
subject of cost reduction and increased output, which should be
t

lie

disposition of

all

foremen who are

in the

service of the rail-

lead, being a cheaper metal, would
answer far better, and as it is more non-corrosive than zinc,
would protect the iron better. This is not a fact, however, as
will subsequently be explained.
The very fact that zinc is corrosive metal does not affect its
properties when applied as a coating to iron or steel. Indeed,
if it did not corrode, it would not be of value for such a purpose.
When iron or steel which has been coated with zinc is
exposed to the atmosphere, a galvanic action is set up, although,
of course, extremely slight.
Any two dissimilar metals form
a galvanic couple, but as zinc is the most electro-positive metal,
the galvanic action between the zinc and iron is as great as
could be obtained when iron is used for one of the metals com-

posing the couple.

The

result

is,

therefore, that with the slight galvanic action

up on galvanized iron or

when exposed

to the atmosnot follow, then, there
would be no protection. In this case, the zinc, being the electropositive metal, suffers corrosion at the expense of the electronegative metal iron. The effect is that the corrosion goes on
with the zinc exclusively and iron is not corroded at all, provided any zinc is left on the iron or steel. This condition

set

steel,

phere, a corrosion takes place.

Did

it

takes place whether a light or heavy coating of zinc
The only advantage of a heavy zinc coating is that

is

it

present.
will last

but under ordinary atmospheric conditions, where a
of moisture is the only exciting liquid, the galvanic action is very small, and the zinc coating, be it ever so
light, lasts a long time.
In the case of sea water or air saturated with salt moisture, the corrosion, of course, is much more
rapid, and a heavier zinc coating is required to resist it for a

longer,
slight

amount

length of time.

The reason for the protection of iron or
ing

is,

steel

by a

zinc coat-

therefore, on account of the fact that the zinc corrodes

expense of the iron or steel by the galvanic action set up.
Zinc, however, when exposed to the air, does not corrode rapidly
or deeply, and, in fact, very lightly. This property is of great
value, as the zinc coating does not corrode rapidly, even with
the galvanic action set up, so that it lasts for a far greater
The very
length of time than would naturally be expected.
tact, however, that the zinc corrodes at the expense of the iron
is all that is necessary to protect the iron or steel, even though
at the

be extremely slight.
Other metals like lead or tin, on account of their not being
electro-positive to iron, do not act like zinc. They act simply as a
it

covering like a paint or varnish, and if portions of the iron
happen to be exposed, even such as a pinhole, the iron begins
With a zinc coating, however, this will not take
to corrode.
place.

Brass World.

The Railway Business Association held

New

its

annual meeting at

York, on December 11, 1913.
were
made, one by Howard Elliott,
At the dinner two addresses
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and one by Governor
There were over a thousand in attendance at
Cox, of Ohio.
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

Bending Machine With Eye Formers

in

Place.

the dinner.
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Locomotive Boiler Inspection
By Frank McManamy,

Chief Inspector, Division of Locomotive

Boiler Inspection, Interstate

When

was passed by
was looked upon with considerable apprehension
by most railroad officials, and many dire prophecies of its effect

Congress,

the locomotive boiler inspection law
it

on the railroads were made.
The prevailing impression at that time appeared to be that
the law was impractical and unnecessary; that it would cost
the railroads an immense sum of money and would benefit no
one. Although the comparatively brief time it has been in force
has not been sufficient to fully demonstrate all the benefits to
be derived from its provisions, it is evident that the two and
one-half years' experience with the law has materially changed
the feeling towards it, and, I believe, has fully vindicated the
motive of those who urged its passage, the wisdom of those
who enacted it, and, I hope, has demonstrated the fairness of
those who are charged with the duty of enforcing it.
It could not reasonably have been expected that the enforcement of a law so far-reaching as the locomotive boiler inspection law, governing as it does the condition of the motive power
which is the very life of one of the most, if not the most, important industries of the country, could have been effected without
some friction and some opposition. Neither could it reasonably
be supposed that the conditions which, in the minds of those
who urged it and those who passed it, made the law necessary,
could be remedied without some expense. Nor could we expect
that the uniformity of practice and of equipment which, local

and service conditions considered, are so essential to safety,
could be brought about without sacrificing some of our pet ideas
or changing some practices whose chief claim to superiority
lies in the fact that they have been in use a certain number of

Commerce Commission

The accident records show that during the year ended June
was a reduction of over 60 per cent in the number killed and ten per cent in the number injured by failures
of locomotive boilers and their appurtenances, in comparison
with the preceding fiscal year, or with any previous year of
which a reasonably authentic record exists, and this, in my
opinion, amply justifies every requirement of the law.
The practice of conducting a rigid, searching investigation of
all accidents to locomotive boilers and their appurtenances
30, 1913, there

with the sole object in
view of determining the exact cause and having the proper
remedy applied, has done much to reduce the list of casualties'
and has directed attention to conditions which previously have
been overlooked or ignored. The knowledge that such an investigation will follow every accident is an incentive to the railroad companies to maintain their equipment so that its condition can not be shown to have caused accidents, and is also an
incentive to the employes to perform their work in the most
efficient and careful manner.
sufficiently serious to justify a report,

law became effective has been too brief
to permit a comparison to be made which will accurately show
its value.
It is believed, however, that in addition to the comparison of the total number of injuries during the year ended

The period

since the

30, 1913, with the preceding fiscal year, the following
comparison of some of the most serious, as well as some of the
most frequent, accidents during the first and last quarters of
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1913, fairly represents the benefits which result from government supervision over the condition of locomotive boilers and their appurtenances:

June

years.

The fact that the locomotive

boiler

inspection law on the

whole has been beneficial to the railroads as well as to their
employes is now being generally admitted, and for that reason
it is not my purpose tonight to spend time in discussing its
value, because I believe that has been abundantly demonstrated;
therefore, I will tell you first some of the things that have
been accomplished by it, and will then analyze a few of the
accident reports in order to show, if possible, some of the
things that must be given attention in order to further promote
safety.

A

paper delivered before the Western Eailway Club.

A

Boiler Shell

*

Crown sheet

failures

Flue failures
Injector steam pipe failures
Arch tube failures
Water glasses bursting
Lubricator glasses bursting

-First QuarterInAccidents Killed
jured
30
18
is

15
10

11

fi

2

11

1

13
11

6

13
.".

5

36

-Last QuarterIn
AcciKilled lured
dents

..
..

36
11

16
6

..

16
6

It will thus be seen that for the six classes of accidents
referred to above which resulted in injury, 95 occurred during
the first quarter and 51 during the last quarter.

better illustration, perhaps, of the improvement which has
been brought about is that during the three months ended September 30, 1912, there were 95 accidents of the classes men-

A

tioned above, with 10 persons killed and 113 injured thereby,

Which Was Blown Several Hundred Feet From the Scene

of the Explosion.
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was too thin at this point. This
a defective condition which could not readily be discovered
by inspection, but the fact that such failures invariably occurred
at the same point should have led to an investigation that would
fact that the pipe or the collar
is

have disclosed the cause. That this was not done is doubtless
due to the fact that until the passage of the locomotive boiler
inspection law there was no central organization by which all
boiler accidents were investigated and where necessary data
could be compiled showing conclusively where the weakness lay,
aud that is one important duty that the federal locomotive
boiler inspection service is trying to perform.

In order that this condition may be properly remedied at its
we have directed the attention of injector manufacturers
and locomotive builders to this weak point, and they are at the
present time earnestly striving through the efforts of a joint
committee with which we are co-operating to have adopted a
connection that will remedy the trouble. It is believed that a
better connection has been designed and will be used on all
new work, but it will require some time to change the thousands
that are now in service; therefore, until that time comes,
extreme care should be exercised in brazing these joints, and
such work should not be done except at points where there are
proper facilities and competent men to do the work.
Another class of accidents in which there has not been an
improvement is flue failures. During the year ended June 30,
1912, there were 56 failures which caused injury, resulting in
one killed and 62 injured, and during the year ended June 30,
1913, there were 54 failures which caused injury, resulting in
one killed and 63 injured.
The results thus shown are so nearly equal that no lesson can
be drawn from them, except that more attention should be
given to the welding, fewer welds should be made, particularly
on flues for high pressure power, more attention should be
given to properly testing welded tubes, and a positive limit
should be fixed for scrapping.
The question of flue failures, although important of itself, has
been mentioned principally because it leads up to what to me
appears to be a more important question that right now should
be given serious consideration by the mechanical departments
of the various railroads, and by the department of the government with which I am connected, and that question is, Shall
superheater tubes be welded?
source,

Other Side

of

Boiler Shell

Shown on Preceding Page.

while dining the six months ended September 30, 1913, there
were 94 accidents, with eight killed and 103 injured thereby.
A brief digest of some of the more serious accidents shows a

very decided improvement on the whole, but there are certain
classes of accidents where, instead of an improvement, conditions appear to have grown worse.
One illustration of this is
the arch tube failures.
During the year ended June 30, 1912,
there were IS arch tube failures which caused injury, with
uone killed and 23 persons injured thereby, and during the year
ended June 30, 1913, there were 20 arch tube failures which
caused injury, with three killed and 27 injured thereby.
Investigation shows that of these 20 arch tube failures, 15
were caused by improper application or neglect; one showed
evidence of both; three were reported to have been defective,
and only one showed a clear rupture without evidence of
improper application, neglect, or defect in the tube.. This proves
conclusively that with proper attention 80 per cent of these
accidents could have been positively prevented, particularly in
view of the fact that these failures did not occur immediately
after the application of the tube, but in each case one or more
subsequent inspections had been made and certified to, stating
that the tubes were in good condition, when, as a matter of
fact, they had not been properly inspected.
It will,

no doubt be urged that the increase in the number

of locomotives in service which are equipped with arch tubes

may

account for the increased number of accidents, but as it
has been shown that four out of every five arch tube failures
result from improper application or neglect, they can not properly be charged to the increased number of tubes in service.

Tightening washout plugs under pressure is a practice which
has caused numerous accidents, and a peculiar fact in connection
with it is that in a majority of such cases this work was being
done with the boiler foreman or roundhouse foreman present

and either directing

With the wonderful results claimed and in a measure obtained
from superheaters, it appears to be a question of only a few
locomotives will use superheat. This
will result in thousands of 5%" or 5*4" superheater tubes being
used where now there are hundreds. To the men on locomotives, the collapse or failure of one of these large tubes amounts
to about the same as a crown sheet failure, because in either
Therefore, if
case, death or serious injury is almost certain.
we are to have the same number of failures of superheater
tubes due to welding that we now have with the smaller tubes,

years until practically

the injuries resulting therefrom will, on account of the size of
much more serious that, in the inter-

the tubes, doubtless be so

performing the work. This class of acciand strict instructions should be
issued and enforced never to put a wrench on a plug while there
is pressure en the boiler.
Another type of accidents which has shown an increase during the pas.* fiscal year is injector steam pipe failures.
During the year ended June 30, 1912, there were 31 accidents
of this type which caused injury, in which 38 persons were
dents

is

all

or

positively preventable,

.

\

A

injured.

During the year ended June

30, 1913, there

were 36 accidents

of this type which caused injury, in which 47 persons were

'.

I

injured.

In 24 cases the failure occurred where the collar was brazed
on to the pipe and was due either to defective brazing or to the

Accident Where Entire Crown Sheet Came Down, Killing
Persons and Seriously Injurina One. The Locoomtive
Was Being Used as a Stationary Boiler.

Two

"
'
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superheater tubes once in three years in accordance with rule
10, which provides that "All flues of boilers in service, except
as otherwise provided, shall be removed at least once every
three years and a thorough examination shall be made of the
entire interior of the boiler." It was urged that their superheater tubes should be exempt from that requirement on account
of being welded in and also because their boilers could be

entered, thoroughly cleaned and inspected as required by the
rule, without removing the superheater tubes.
Careful consideration was given to the reasons on which their request was

based and also to what to us seems to be a more important point
which was not advanced, viz., that the removal of such tubes
would in all probability result in their being safe ended and
put back; therefore, to avoid that contingency and to remove,
so far as possible, the occasion for welding these tubes, as well
as for the reasons advanced by them, it was decided that:
Unless further investigation should prove that it is necessary
to do so, superheater tubes need not be removed every three
years, provided the tubes are in good condition and the boiler
can be thoroughly cleaned and inspected without their removal.
'

'

'

This privilege

may

may

not prove to be of as

much importance

as

at first appear, for the reason that present indications are

that, except in rare instances, the life of such tubes will not

exceed three years.

Another question of considerable importance, which has recently been decided, relates to the removal of brick work in
oil-burning locomotives, for the purpose of hammer-testing stayThis is an expense which should, if possible, be avoided,
yet not at the risk of continuing locomotives in service with
bolts.

Although bolts usually break next the outside
always the case. Therefore, it has. been considered necessary in all rules for inspection to supplement the

broken staybolts.
sheet, it is not

use of the telltale hole

however, that

if bolts

by the hammer

test.

It is believed,

behind brick work have a

telltale hole

against broken bolts

their entire length, sufficient protection

have been provided. Therefore, when this question was
taken up by some of the carriers, they were advised as follows:
will

"If

staybolts which are behind brick

work on oil-burning

locomotives, or behind grate bearers, have a telltale hole 3/16"
in diameter their entire length,

the removal of the brick

work

which

is

kept open at

or grate bearers each

all times,

month

for

the purpose of hammer-testing such bolts, will not be required.
Safety Valve Casing Showing Condition of Adjusting Screws.
Valve Caused an Explosion.

This

have to be taken possibly even to the
extent of prohibiting welds in such large tubes.

est of safety, action will

Do

not misunderstand

me

in this.

I

am

not making a posi-

tive statement that "welds in superheater tubes will be prohibited,

but that

it is

a matter which

what action may be necessary

is

will

being closely watched, and
depend on future develop-

This will not, however, relieve from making a thorough inspection each time the brick work is removed, nor will it relieve
from removing the brick work for an inspection when necessary.

appears to be some requirements of the rules which
are not fully understood, or, at any rate, are not properly comOne is
plied with, to which I desire to direct your attention:
that simply hammer-testing staybolts does not by any means
constitute a complete monthly inspection in accordance with

There

still

ments, because a large percentage of such tubes now in service
new and have never been safe ended. Many
shops where this work is being done are poorly equipped for
are comparatively

handling

it

:

adequate

tests

instances not being made;

of

welded tubes are in many

and, as might be expected, there

is

a wide divergency of opinion as to the best method of doing
such work.
That the strength of a weld is practically an
unknown quantity has been demonstrated times without number.
The fact that a number are tested and found good is not
an indication of what the next one will do, and, for this reason,
it is the generally recognized practice that where the highest
degree of efficiency and reliability is required, welds are prohibited. It is the general practice not to permit the use of welded
radials or other boiler staj-s. Almost all roads prohibit welding
Safety appliance standards prohibit the use of
arch tubes.
welded brake shafts, yet in none of these things is reliability
more essential nor failure more disastrous than in superheater
tubes.

A

was brought up by some of
whether they would be required to remove

short time ago the question

the railroads as to

Box With Right Side Sheet Cut Away. The White
Lines Denote the Burned Areas on the Crown
Sheet and the Left Side Sheet.

Interior of Fire
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Showing the Collapse
the

rules.

of a

Superheater Tube.

Neither does the fact that

tested the staybolts of itself place

him

a

man

has hammer-

in possession of all the

necessary information to enable him to properly certify to the
inspection report: yet we find many instances of where the man
who tested the staybolts certifies to the report when he has
gone to some other point before the other work shown on the
report was done, and as a matter of fact he does not know
that

it

was ever done.

A

Disastrous Explosion

of locomotives they appear to have been located without much
regard for the height of the crown sheet, the proper height of

the lowest reading of the ylass being obtained by the use of

When

nipples of various lengths.

shown on the monthly inspection report
is a part of the inspection and must be performed in accordance with the rules; washing the boiler, cleaning gauge cocks
and water glass cocks, testing and repairing injectors, repairing
steam leaks, and inspecting arch or water bar tubes which can
Every item that

January. 1914

is

only be properly done when the boiler is washed, are just as
part of the monthly inspection as testing the staybolts.
and should be performed at the time the monthly inspection is
made, and the man or men who certify to the inspection report
must have knowledge that such work has been performed.

much a

There also appears to be some doubt in regard to the proper
construction of rules 30 and 36, relative to the interval between
steam gauge and safety valve tests. This period is assumed by
some to be anywhere between 90 and 120 days. This is a mis-

In order that there should be a certain degree of flexibility in the rules, they were made to read that this work should
be done at least once every three months, which means approximately 90 days. The proper time to test steam gauges and set
safety valves is each third inspection, and it should be done at
the time the inspection is made, so that it may be properly
certified to on the inspection report. If the monthly inspections
are made at the required periods,, they will automatically take
take.

made below the highest point
water glass cock

is

opening to the boiler

this

of the

crown

closed or the opening restricted, water will

when

there is none on the crown, and we
have records which show that this has been the cause of more
than one crown sheet failure; therefore, I desire to urge the
importance not only of having the lowest reading of the glass
the proper distance above the crown sheet, but also of having
the fittings so applied that the glass can not under any circumstances show water when the crown is bare, and this means that
the fitting should be so designed and located that the proper
reading of the glass can be obtained and the opening to the
boiler kept above the crown sheet.
The necessity of carefully
checking the location of water glasses and gauge cocks was
forcefully demonstrated a short time ago when one of our inspectors found ten new Mikados which had just been received
from the builders and placed in service with the lowest reading
of the water glass just below the highest point of the crown

show

in the glass

sheet.

As a means of reducing the number of plugs to be removed
when boilers are washed, the practice of blanking washout openings appears to be meeting with considerable favor on some

care of the interval between the quarterly inspections.

Another matter that has not always received the consideration
that it should is the location of the bottom water glass fitting.
The opening to the boiler for this fitting should always be above
yet on a large percentage
the highest point of the crown sheet
;

An Explosion Due

to Defective

and Insufficient Crown Bar Braces.

is

sheet, if the top

Arrows Point

to

Defects

in

Casting.
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number of instances investigation disclosed
was being done by the local officials or inspec-

NEW

roads, although in a

the fact that

it

tors without the

knowledge of the chief of the mechanical department. It is doubtless true that in some instances, more
washout openings than are actually needed have been provided,
but we find that the opposite is more frequently the case, and,
under such conditions blanking any of them is inviting trouble,
yet we know this is being done. I believe the statement that
more boiler failures are due to poor washing than to any other
one cause can be demonstrated, and that there is no other way
in which the mechanical department of any railroad can lay
up so much future trouble for itself at such a small saving as
by slighting the washing of boilers.
The matter of blanking washout openings will be watched
as closely as possible and when sheets begin to show indications
of distress vigorous action will be taken, and if it should come
at a time

when

considerable inconvenience

is

caused thereby

it

would seem that neither the inconvenience nor the cost of the
repairs could be properly charged to the operation of the law or
of the inspection

work performed by

capacity, is on

through
dation
is

90,346
54,522
4,676

The number of locomotives found defective as shown above,
viz., 54,522, does not indicate that this number of locomotives
were found to be in violation of the law, but they were found
which should be remedied before the locomotives were again placed in service. The number found in direct
violation of the law is represented by the number ordered out
of service in accordance with Sec. 6 of the law, which requires
to contain defects

the district inspectors to issue a written order holding the
locomotive for repairs when one is found that does not meet
the requirements of the law or rules. No formal appeal from
the action of any district inspector has been filed during the
year.
This, in view of the vast amount of work performed

and the number of locomotives on which repairs were ordered,
shows that while the inspectors have been diligent, they have
also used discretion and good judgment in the enforcement of
the law. It is believed that it also shows the existence of a
spirit of co-operation and an earnest effort to comply with the
requirements of the law on the part of a large majority of
railroad

officials.

WRENCH FOR HOPPER
By

CARS.

A. Jesson.
The illustration shows a safety WTench for dropping the doors
of hopper cars.
The wrench consists of a body A and a
knuckle Al, which, it will be noted, can swing into the position
shown by the dotted lines. After releasing the pawl and giving the shaft a partial revolution the wrench will be released.
With a solid wrench there is always danger that it will hang

and

fly off if

J.

the shaft revolves rapidly.

many

roads replacing the consolidation in heavy
and is proving most successful; but the consoliemployed to excellent advantage in service which

traffic,

is still

within

its capacity.

The Grand Trunk Railway has recently placed in service
twenty-five Mikado and three consolidation type engines, which
were built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. All these locomotives are equipped with superheaters. The consolidations are
used on the Detroit and Toledo Shore Line, which is comparatively level, and they are well adapted to the conditions on this
division.
They have a considerably higher ratio of adhesion
than the Mikado type locomotives, but their relative steaming
capacity

is

lower, as the following data show:

Mikado
Type

the Division

of Locomotive Boiler Inspection during the year ended June 30,
1913, discloses the following:

Xumber of locomotives inspected
Number found defective
Number ordered out of service

LOCOMOTIVES, GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

The two types of eight-coupled locomotives which are most
commonly used in the United States are the consolidation
(2-8-0) and Mikado (2-8-2).
Service conditions must decide
which of these two shall be employed for any given class of
work. The Mikado type, because of its high relative steaming

the action of the inspectors.

A summary

17

The wrench was

de-

vised by the bridge and building department of the Louisville
& Nashville and is in use on the coal chutes.

Weight on

pounds
Tractive force, pounds
drivers,

Ratio of adhesion
Total equiv. heating surface (sq.
Cylinder volume, 2 cylinders (cu.

Consolidation

Type

204,700

190,600

51,800

38,600

3.95

5.18

ft.)

.

.

4,804

3,030

ft.)

.

.

19.9

14.4

242

210

10.6

12.7

Equivalent heating surface
(Cylinder volume)
Tractive force
(Equivalent heating surface)

In proportion to the cylinder volume, the heating surface
Mikado type locomotive is 15 per cent, in excess of the
consolidation; while in proportion to the tractive force, the
increase is 20 per cent. In making this comparison each square
foot of superheating surface is assumed to be equivalent to
1% square foot of water heating surface.
The two locomotive designs have many features in common.
The boilers are of the extended wagon-top type with wide
fireboxes, and they are equipped with brick arches and pneumatically operated fire doors and grate shakers.
In the Consolidation type, the mud-ring is sloped sufficiently to secure a
furnace throat 20 inches deep, thus providing room for the
foot of the arch between the grate and bottom row of tubes.
The depth of throat in the boilers for the Mikado type locomotive is 26% inches. In both classes the dome is of pressed steel
made in one piece. This style of dome is strong and light, and
is proving satisfactory in every way.
All these locomotives have 14-inch piston valves, which are
of the built-up type with cast iron bodies and bull rings, and
malleable iron heads.
The packing rings are of Hunt-Spiller
gun iron, and this material is also used for the piston packing
of the

and the cylinder and steam-chest bushings. The valves
driven by Walschaert 's motion.
The link and reverseshaft bearings, on each side of the locomotive, are combined in
a single casting which is bolted to the guide yoke.
The Mikado
type engines are equipped with a screw reverse, while the usual

rings,

are

lever

is

applied to the consolidations.

The frames used in both

classes are of

vanadium

cast steel,

with single front rails under the cylinders. The Mikado type
locomotives have the Cole design of main driving-box. with
ll"x20" journals.
With this construction, strong transverse
braces are applied at the main pedestals. The frames are also
braced transversely midway between adjacent driving axles.
The front frame sections, under the cylinders, are made with

downwardly projecting lugs, and to these is bolted a steel
casting which supports the driving brake shaft and the radius-

Wrench

for

Hopper Cars.

bar pin for the front truck.
The tender frames for both classes have 13-inch channels
for the center sills and 10-inch channels for the side sills.
The wheels are of forged and rolled steel. Those used under
the tenders for the consolidation engines have vamadium con-

——
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Consolidation
tent, while

in

tender wheel:

i

the case

ol

the

for

the

Grand Trunk Railway

System.

Mikado type locomotives the

The tables contain the principal dimensions of these two
Consolidation

Mikado

4'-SV

4'-8y2 "

Gauge

23"x30"

Cylinders

Valves

Piston,

27"x30"
14" diam.

diam. Piston

1-1"

Type
Diameter
Thickness of sheets

Wagon-top

Wagon-top

68%"

74"

&
180

Working pressure
Fuel
Staying

w

%" &

11"

175 lbs.
Soft coal
Badial

lbs.

Soft coal

Badial

Box

Length

Width

sheets.

Steel

96%"
75%"
72%"
56%"

108"

%"
%"
%"

sheets. sides
sheets,

Steel

back
crown

V

sheets. tube

75%"
85%"
68%"
back
crown

%"
%"
%"

tube

y-2

sides

n

165 sq.

ft.

28 sq.

ft.

Driving Wheels
Diameter, outside
Diameter center

main

ft

WeightOn driving wheels
&

tender, about

5%",

0.150"

0.125"

2".

32; 2". 240
20'-0"

219
3400

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

31 sq.

3650

ft.

sq. ft.

56.5 sq. ft.

63"

63"

56"

56"

V' x 12"

ll"x20"
10"xl2"

Vi"xl2"

Wheel Base
Driving
Rigid
Total engine
Total engine & tender

Total engine
Total engine

sq. ft.

50.6 sq. ft.

•

Journals,

ft.

sq.

.",

17'-0"

16'-6"

17'-0"

16'-6"

25'-0"

35'-l"

57'-3%"

67'-6%"

190,600 lbs.

204,700 lbs.

215,200 lbs.

272.100 lbs.

370.000 lbs.

443,000 lbs.

Tender-

Water Space
Side-

.H,"
41,"

Back

±U>"

Front

.n,"
41,"
41,"

TubesMaterial

Diameter

1.V-0"

2162

"

0.125"

26; 2", 207

2355

Total
n ate area

Journals, other

Material

Depth, front
Depth, back
Thickness of
Thickness of
Thickness of
Thickness of

Length
Heating Surface
Fire box
Tubes
Firebrick tubes

Boiler

Fire

2".

5% ",

Number

types of locomotives.

Mikado

Consolidation
5%", 0.150"

Thickness

are heat treated.

January. 1914

5%"

Steel
& 2"

Steel
5%" & 2"

Mikado

for the

Wheels, number
Wheels, diameter
Journals
Tank capacity
Fuel capacity
Service

Grand Trunk.

8

8

34"

34"

oV'xlO"

6"xll"

8,000 gals.

9000 gals.
15 tons

10 tons
Freight

Freight
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LEONARD SHOPS, NATIONAL TRANSCONTINENTAL

RY.

The general layout of the repair shops of the National Transcontinental Railway at Quebec, P. Q., shows that not only has
convenience of operation been the general principle governing
the design, but future needs have also been provided for. Each
shop is capable of extension without interfering with any
other and any department can be increased separately as occasion

may

require.

There are eleven buildings in
suitable for the special

work

all,

of various dimensions, each

to be done in

it.

These buildings

a locomotive, erecting, machine and boiler shop
(under one roof), forge shop, freight car shop, power house,
planing mill, dry kiln, store, lumber shed, forge stores and scrap
The total
bins, oil house and office building for executive staff.

consist

of

area covered

is

about

five

and one-half

acres.

In the erecting shop there are eighteen pits, placed transwhich a 120-ton crane lifts locomotives into, and
removes them from, their respective positions. A 20-ton crane
versely, over

operates over the same area at a few feet lower level and carries small material and makes many light and rapid lifts.

The "transverse-pit layout" has the advantage of doing

away with many
out" movement

side doors in the building for the "in-and-

locomotives.

of

There are two doors, con-

veniently placed, through which engines and material enter and
This arrangement is economical in the matter of heatleave.
ing.

awav with the necessitv of a transfer-table with
inconvenience from snow and ice. The practically un-

It does

all its

broken sidewall permits the use of jib cranes, one serving the
two locomotives, being capable of lifting smokestacks,

fronts of

main valves, smoke box doors and rings, etc., etc. The use of
these very handy cranes would be most difficult if the wall of
the shop had been cut up into a series of doors.

The cross-section
The large crane is

of the shop shows the position of the cranes.

carried on a series of built-up columns, so

is central over the line of foundations.
As
one crane does the work of lifting and placing each locomotive,
there is no chance of confusion such as might occur when two
cranes are used and Avhere two men do the work. The single
powerful crane has also the advantage over the usual twin
crane arrangement in economy of first cost and maintenance.

that the heavy load

All the overhead cranes are provided with effective safety

One of the most important prevents the load from
being "over-wound" by the lifting drum, either by accident or
otherwise. It consists of a device which, when the maximum
lift has been reached, automatically opens a switch on the
hoisting circuit and so cuts off the current, thus suddenly removing the driving power. The cessation of the current immediately brings into powerful action a gravity operated brake,
which is normally held out of service by the flow of current.
The direction in which the midway crane operates is a new
departure in railway shop construction, which has been brought
out by W. J. Press, mechanical engineer of The Commission, and
it secures substantial advantages.
The midway is laid out so
as to be alongside of the shops and not at the ends of the buildings as is frequently the case. The object of this arrangement
is that when material is brought by the midway crane from the
storehouse, forge shop or foundry to the machine, erecting or
boiler shop, it is placed at the door nearest to the machine
on which the material will be handled, or to the engine upon
which it will be used. In this way the delivery of material is
not concentrated at one spot at the extreme end of the building.
It avoids distribution from a congested area, and it obviates the "long haul" through the shop.
Material is laid
down at a point as near as possible to its destination, and
economy of time and labor, as well as facility in handling, is
thus secured.
The system of placing machines is such that the movement
of material will be in one direction and the distance over which
any locomotive "part" is carried, will not be unnecessarily
lengthened by journeys forward from one machine and back

appliances.
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Scale
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General

Layout

of

Leonard Shops. National Transcontinental Ry.

The continuous one-way movement of material
another.
saves time and labor and prevents interference.
The pits in the locomotive shops are supplied with steam,
to

compressed

air,

hot and cold water.

walls carry the pipes.

By

Depressions in the pit

arrangement the working space
and the pipes are not where they

this

in the pits is not restricted

can be easily damaged by workmen dropping material on them,
and thus while being quite safe, they are out of the way.
The forge shop and the boiler shop are placed as near as
possible to the power house. This is important, for in the case
of the forge shop, where hammers are operated by live steam,
the short distance between boiler and hammer reduces condensation and delivers steam where it is required with small
loss.
A similar condition holds good in a sense, for the delivery of compressed air to the boiler shop machinery.
The

nearer the source of supply, the less the pipe friction involved
losses due to the forcing of air through

and the smaller the
the pipes.

Industrial tracks form convenient

means

money expended.
The whole plant has been

under the supervision of

communication
between the various shops. The buildings, cars, engines and
supplies are protected by a water-system arranged to be readily
put in use in case of fire. A further protection is 'afforded by
reason of the use of concrete and steel in the various structures.
The shops are situated at Quebec and have been named after
Major E. W. Leonard, chairman of The National Transcontinental Eailway Commission, under whose administration they were
The outlay has been carefully supervised so that
projected.
excellent results will be attained and full value received for
of

the

Elevation of Erecting Shop, Leonard Shops of the National

laid out

Transcontinental Ry.

—
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Gordon Grant, chief engineer, in such a way that the latest
and most modern railway practice has been provided for, and
the design will be second to none in the country.
The permanent and substantial character of the shops and
the size of the whole plant will be of material advantage to
the city of Quebec by providing steady employment for a considerable number of men the year round.
The contract for
this important piece of work was awarded to Joseph Gosselin
of Pt. Levis, Que.

The design and laying out of the plant, the relative size,
arrangement and position of the buildings and the selection of
the machinery and appliances has been entrusted to W. J. Press,
mechanical engineer of The Commission, who has had charge of
similar work at the Transcona shops of the National Transcontinental Eailway near Winnipeg. The Transcona shops are
now being operated and in general plan, kind and quality of
equipment they are of the most up-to-date type. The Transcona
and the Leonard shops when completed will embody the latest
design and the most modern practice, enabling them to be operated with a very high degree of efficiency.
Altogether they
will form a most valuable addition to the second of the great
national "cross-continent" highways of Canada.

SAFETY DEVICE FOR HANDLING AIR PUMPS DURING

ROAD SHIPMENTS.
By

F.

W.

Bentley, Jr.

The shipment of air pumps between main or division shops
and outside roundhouse points is, of course, an expedient and
a necessary practice in the maintenance of this part of the

brake equipment on any road. The 9 ^2 -inch pump, the
most commonly used compressor, is under the best conditions an
unwieldy part to handle safely, but when necessary to hurriedly load or unload them on or off a baggage car they are
a sore proposition to the trainmen; and sometimes a dangerous one.
The above sketch is descriptive of two single handle irons
which are readily bolted to the pump on its delivery from the
air
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FREIGHT CAR REPAIRS
The

cost of freight car repairs

and the influence of light

ca-

pacity cars on the cost of repairs is a very live subject today,
and in view of this fact the following figures are of especial
interest.
These figures are authentic and are based on the
operation of one of our large transcontinental roads for the
fiscal years between June 30, 1904, and June 30, 1913, the

former being the earliest date that complete data was available.
The percentage of light capacity cars destroyed by accident to
the total number destroyed by accident during the fiscal year
1907 and the fiscal year 1913 was as follows:
Capacity.
25 tons and under
'

30 tons
All over 30 tons

1907.

1913.

65%
29%

13%
78%

6%

9%

From the above it is evident that the light car contributed
A larger proportion of 25to the increased cost in the past.
ton cars were destroyed by accident in 1907 than in any other
The smaller proportion destroyed in 1913 was undoubtedly due to the fewer number handled. This is evident from
the fact that in 1904 on this road 30 per cent of the cars owned
were 25 tons and under, while in 1913 the percentage of 25-ton
The percentage of 30-ton cars
cars was .74 of 1 per cent.
owned in 1904 was 40 and in 1913 it was 26.2.
The total cost for both repairs and renewals for the years
1904 and 1913 was as follows:
Per car owned
year.

1904

$ 86.99

1913

107.84

Per freight car mile
71c

1904
1913

83c

,

These figures show an increase in the cost per car owned
of 23.97 per cent and per freight car mile of 16.9 per cent.
The cost increased, notwithstanding that the average age of
equipment on this road is now somewhat less than formerly,
the average age being 9.01 years in 1904 and 8.48 years in
1913.
The proportion of steel equipment has also greatly increased, being 11.6 per cent in 1904 and 60.3 per cent in 1913,
an increase of 48.7 per cent.
However, another factor also increased and that was the inIn 1904 it was
crease in the average capacity of the car.

and in 1913 42.45 tons, an increase of 38.83 per cent.
The average tare weight was 13.55 tons in 1904 and 17.55 tons
in 1913, an increase of 29.81 per cent.
The cost on a basis of combining car movement with tons
capacity and tare, representing use and size of equipment, and
given on a basis of 1,000,000 miles per ton of capacity, was
89 cents in 1904 and 63 cents in 1913, a decrease of 29.22 per
The cost new per unit of equipment has also increased
cent.
as reflected in cost at M. C. B. price per car of average capacity
in 1904 and 1913, as follows:
For 1904—
$ 647.50
30-ton wooden box car
29,500
pounds
weight,
Average tare
30.57 tons

3=»
X(-

£1

4t»
h-

TT)rr

W

20"

M<\
Two of
These

Upset

2Q

K

2
Handy Device

for Handling

^4

m

Air Pumps.

and whieh make its shipment a far safer and easier
task for all who are forced to handle it during the course of
its consignment.
The handles on the repaired pump are then,
of course, applied to the old pump and go back with it to the
shop,

main shop.
"Safety first" is indeed a good slogan, and from the experience and in the opinion of the writer it cannot be incidentally more forcibly applied than in the use of the simple
detachable grab irons for handling such pumps during their
hurried train shipments from point to point on the road.

21.58

Cost per ton capacity
Cost per pound of tare

2.2c

For 1913—
40-ton steel underframe car
Average tare weight, pounds

$1,167.50

35,100

29.19
Cost per ton capacity
3.33c
Cost per pound of tare
of
35.3 per
capacity
ton
per
cost
increased
an
shows
This
cent.
per
of
51.4
of
tare
pound
per
cost
cent, and an increased
capacity
on
solely
The cost for repairs and renewals based

and tare were:
Per ton of capacity

Per ton of

1904

$2.84

$6.31

1913

2.54

6.03

tare.

This shows a decrease of 10.6 per cent in the cost per ton of
capacity and 4.4 per cent per ton of tare.
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A

1.

Fig.

comparison would be ou a gross ton mile
basis, but the road had no data for 1904, and so the cost was
compared for the 1907 period, which was the period during
which the largest number of 25-ton ears and under were demol-

2.

fair basis for

A

from another large transcontinental system operating in a
from the one first mentioned. Figure 1 is a
combination chart giving the number of revenue cars in service
results

different territory

comparison on this basis shows the cost in 1907 to be
compared with $21.22 in 1913, showing a decrease in
the cost of repairs and renewals on a gross ton mile basis of

together with their mileage, the latter being represented by the
upper line with its succession of jagged peaks. The lower portion
showing the number of thousands of revenue ears is a cumulative

7.22 per cent.

chart.
The lower edge of the large black space indicates the
number of 20 ton cars in service at any time, while the upper
edge of this space indicates the number of both 20- and 30-ton

ished.

ti'2.86, as

Basing judgment on the above figures, the mechanical head
of this road concludes that the larger, heavier and more expensive freight car of the present time has greatly increased the
aggregate cost for repairs, but that on any basis combining business handled and size of equipment that the cost per unit
has decreased.

cars.
Therefore the vertical distance between these lines at any
point measures the number of 30-ton cars in service at that time.

The number of 40- and 50-ton cars are shown in the same manner.
Thus on July first, 1913, there were in service 3,000 Twenty-ton
cars, 38,000 thirty-ton cars, 44,000 forty-ton cars

Interesting
also

given

in

statistics

the

with regard to freight

diagrams shown herewith.

car

repairs

are

ton cars making a total of 89,500 cars of

The road has no 50,000 pounds capacity

These are actual

all

and 4,500

fifty-

classes

cars.

It

will be

noted

that the 20-ton cars have been steadily retired for the past four

J909

19IO

1911

^700
600

,

Fig.

3.

100

Fig.

4.

I9IZ

1913
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and a half years and that at the present rate they will all be
retired in about a year and a half.
The chart also shows a
slight

number of 30-ton cars since the first of
most marked increase has been in the number

boys are, he would go far ahead of them, in every day shop work,

work.

decrease in the

this year, while the

have studied the apprentice system

I

As a general

Figure 2 shows graphically the number of couplers pulled out
and broken on the various divisions of this road and also gives
It includes both home and foreign cars and
the ear mileage.
means broken couplers or anything which allowed couplers to puli
out, such as broken rivets and pockets, split sills and split draft

different

be noticed that on one of the divisions 600
couplers were pulled out in January, 1913, and that the number
It

will

pulled out in 1912 and 1913

times the amount of

is

startlingly high, there being about

damage done

way

was done
in 1909.
The larger percentage of the trouble was caused by
split sills and broken bolts, practically all of which occurred on
cars that were built previous to 1909.

five

in this

as

Figure 3 shows the couplers applied on the various divisions.

Most of these couplers were reapplied because of pockets having
been broken and rivets broken or pulled out on account of
split sills.
The car mileage is also given in this figure.
Figure 4 gives a record of draft timbers applied which bears
out the information given in the other charts.
The charts are
made up from entirely different sources, one from material used

and the other from inspectors' reports of

contract and

rule, he is turned loose to put in four years in
departments, and at the end of that time, he is
turned out as a mechanic, but is he one?

If he is bright and of a studious nature, he will develop
into a thinking

man and

will

fairly equipped to hold his

come out of

own with

his apprenticeship

the journeyman, but if

of a drifting nature and with no one to start
so

much

him thinking,

against him.

The question comes who is really the greatest looser? True,,
is not what he should be, but taken from the money
end, I believe the company who hires him is the greatest

the boy
looser.

You w ill
r

These cars were in just as good shape as ever but could not
stand the heavy service.
After looking at this diagram it is
interesting to know that this road now purchases very few more
couplers than in 1909.

in both

railroad shops and the same systems seem to prevail in both.

of 40-ton cars.

timbers.
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man.

'

'

when they

"I

do not have to hire an inefficient
what are you going to do
about the same standard

naturally say,

All

well and good, but
are all

.'

Through lack of systematic training, you have turned out inefficient mechanics, they in turn go to a shop where the same
lack of system is in vogue, and that shop's men come to you.
I

such

do not
results

know
as

in

a place where a small outlay would bring
the proper training of apprentices.
I be-

lieve railroad shops suffer

more than other shops, on account

of the roving disposition of their mechanics.

The making of a railroad mechanic is
making of any other class of workman.

different

Ke

is

from the
a peculiar

failures.

proposition.

On

a basis of the statistics shown in figure

of cars of various capacities
in

owned by

1913 are as follows:
Capacity

1909

30 tons

40 and 50 tons
but

company

in the percentage of 40-

in

1909 and

1913

.

17.9%
67.4%
14.7%

20 tons

The growth

this

the percentage

1

3.3%
42.5%
54.2%

First,

and 50-ton cars

is

marked

has a larger percentage of light
the road mentioned in the first
cars are of 30-tons capacity and only .74 of one per cent are of
25 tons or less.
nevertheless

capacity

cars

record

this

service

in

in the number of large capacity cars in
number of heavier cars in service of course
means heavier trains and heavier power. With light capacity
cars in service under conditions which they had not been designed to meet, it is not surprising that this increase in damage
to them has occurred. The placing of a few of these smaller cars
in a train of heavy cars, subjects their coupler and draft ap-

a

decided increase

A

larger

pliances to strains

many

when these ears were

times greater than those encountered

built.

The car department of

this

road

therefore in

favor of the retirement of light capacity box
cars from interchange and the statistics as shown in the charts
is

I

would suggest that you take the best

man you have and make him
should

the apprentice

all

around

instructor.

He

have the faculty of teaching and at the same time

the faculty of a master.

that

It will be noted in figure 2 that the heavy increase in pulled out
and broken couplers begins at about the time when figure 1 shows

service.

an easy matter to use a specialist in a large shop, but
in roundhouses or small shops he is of no use and it is into
this class that a great many of the inefficient mechanics go.
Taking all these conditions into consideration, you can not
help but form your own solution of the problem.
It is

clearly uphold this point of view.

There should be a course of study laid out, comprising a
study of the whole locomotive, that would explain every part
and its relation to other parts also its needs and uses. The
apprentice should be called upon to make out a labor slip,
that should go to instructor, naming the kind of work and time
spent on it, each day. I would suggest an examination each
month and the credit or demerits marked on all work he had
performed.
Great care should be taken in choosing boys for apprenticeand at the beginning I should make it thoroughly understood that at least two nights per week should be devoted tostudy at some evening school or study class conducted by the

ships,

company.

The reasons for the labor slips are these: It would pive
the instructor definite knowledge as to the boy's work. Many
a boy does not get the chance he should have, and it is hardly
with a boy's mind, will put himself
out to be interested in the concern that don 't seem to have
any interest in him.
A boy learns most of his trade from the man he is put to

to be expected that a boy,

APPRENTICE EFFICIENCY.
By John
At

the

present

day

we

Hewitt.

cannot

but

notice

the

growing

scarcity of good mechanics, and also, that in the present age,

with

all its

invention and systems, there does not seem to be
in the training of apprentices than when I

much more system
was a boy.
The technical

colleges

are turning

a great

out

dents, but as a general rule, they do not

seem to

many

stu-

find the con-

necting link between theory and practice.

In a great
his

grammar

many

cases,

were the average apprentice with
show that these

school education given the same

work with, and whether or not the man will instruct him or
use him for a helper to a large extent determines how much he
will learn.
The instructor should be the man in this case
boy the whys and wherefores.
In conclusion, I would like to see a system brought about,
whereby an apprentice would serve his time, not by the number
of days altogether, but in passing by a certain number of
merit marks from year to year, until his apprenticeship was
There is no reason why a boy in his fourth year
ended.
should not be more valuable than seventy-five per cent of the
to tell the

mechanics of todav.
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FUEL TESTS, CANADIAN NORTHERN

RY.

At the request of the general manager, the mechanical department of the Canadian Northern Ry. recently made a comparative fuel test between class M-l-a engines, without superheaters,
and class X-l-a engines, with superheaters. The tests were
made on the Rainy River subdivision, which extends in a
southeasterly direction from Winnipeg, and runs were made
from "Winnipeg to Rainy River, a distance of 153 miles. The
tonnage rating over this division

is as

follows:

-East-

-West-

M-l-a

2400

3200

B and F

1800

2400

the same in both directions, the difference in figures indicating
the heavier grades encountered by the eastbound traffic.

Car Limit

Car Limit

At the time of the tests one of the oldest and best engineers
said that with the class M-l-a engine he could always tell by
the vibration when passing over bridges in the night, but that

1,000 ton-miles for the smaller engine.

2700

sprague
1750

Woodridge
2250

"Winnipeg

M-l-a and class X-l-a engines were of the consolibituminous coal, their general dimensions
burning
dation type
and specifications being as follows:

Both

The results of the tests are shown in the table. It will be
noted that the results are all in favor of the larger class, N-l-a,
engine equipped with superheater. Tests C and E were made
under almost similar conditions eastbound, and tests B and F
westbound.
These are closely representative of the average
performance of these engines with approximately full tonnage.
In connection with eastbound tests C and E it will be seen
that the superheater engine only burned 72.2 pounds of coal per
1,000 ton-miles, as against a consumption of 133.5 pounds per

N-l-a

Rainy River

100':

very lightly loaded than they do when loaded to a reasonable
All coal used, of course, was very carefully weighed.

extent.

M-l-a

N-l-a

2000

January, 1914

class

"With westbound tests
the superheater engine burned 59.9 pounds, as against
110.4 of the smaller engine, the ratio remaining approximately

with the class N-l-a engine he frequently ran over culverts and
short bridges in the dark without feeling

them

M-l-a

Max. tract effort
Type of boiler

Ext. wag. top

Firebox

114%

Xumber

of

45,000 lbs.

Ext. wag. top

x 41%

64%

in.

300

tubes

all.

X-l-a

34,200 lbs.
in.

at

2-in.

262

in.

xllOif

in.

5%

26

2-in.,

in.

Weight on front trucks
Weight on drivers

20,900 lbs.

40,000 lbs.

152,200 lbs.

190,000 lbs.

Total weight of engine

173,100 lbs.

230,000 lbs.

Total weight, engine and tender
Wt.. engine and tender, in W.
Light weight of tender
Water capacity of tender
Coal capacity
Firebox heating surface
Flue heating surface
Total heating surface
Length of tubes
Grate area

141,300 lbs.

145,500 lbs.

314,400 lbs.

375,500 lbs.

57,300 lbs.

61,500 lbs.

6,000 gal.

6,000 gal.

12 tons

172

sq. ft.

180 sq.ft.

2,128 sq. ft.

2,650 sq.ft.

2,300 sq.

14

12 tons

2,830 sq.

ft.

15

in.

ft.

200

Factor of adhesion

ft.

3 in.

49 sq.ft.

33.1 sq. ft.

Boiler pressure

ft.

180

lbs.

4.45

lbs.

4.2

Lbs. Coal
Direc-

Test

Date

A

Sept. 11th

B

Sept. 13th

C

Sept. 15th

D

Sept. 16th

E
F

Sept. 19th
Sept. 21st

Tons Over
Total
Ruling Grade Ton-Miles

Total Time Actual Run-

Consumed

ning Time

Lbs. Coal

Consumed

per 1,000
Ton-Miles

Engine

tion

2407
2407

East

798

121,296

3:40

13:35

9:55

14,400

118.7

West

2,275

345,800

2:45

13:35

10:50

20,600

59.9

East

2,190

332,234

10:00

20:45

10:45

24,000

72.2

West

1,901

286,951

2:35

12:15

9:40

14,400

9:00
2:50

19:15

10:15

32,000

133.5

13:15

10:25

30,200

110.4

2407
2407
2018
2018

East

1,294

239,602

West

1,800

273,600

The class M-l-a engine was built in 1907 by the Canadian
Locomotive Co. and the class X-l-a about four years later by
the Canadian Foundry Co. The class X-l-a engine was equipped
with the Locomotive Superheater Co.'s type A top header superheater, and since the test the pressure on this engine has been
increased to 200 pounds also.
Six single trips were made, two with the M-l-a engine and
four with the X-l-a engine.
Both engines were handled by
the same engine crew, with a road foreman in charge in each
case.
The ton mileage was arrived at by multiplying the total
tonnage of the train, exclusive of the engine, by the mileage
between reducing and picking-up points. No important factor
was overlooked. Considerable trouble was experienced in obtaining tonnage, however, and it will be noted in the case of
test
that the class X-l-a engine only had about one-third
of a train and the relative fuel consumption was very high,
vlearly showing that engines burn relatively more fuel when

"A"

Total

Delays

The conclusions reached by the

50.00

test are that the class N-l-a

superheater engines steam better, ride better, and curve

much

better than the class M-l-a engine, and that the larger engines

are less injurious to the track in proportion to their weight.

For the first time in 15 years there is a decrease of 83.86 miles
main line mileage of railroads in Louisiana, due to the fact
that the tap lines have been going out of business under a
ruling made by the Interstate Commerce Commission that they
are not common carriers, and therefore not entitled to a division
of rates on through hauls. It is true that the commission was
reversed by the United States Commerce Court, but so far has
The total main-line
not led these roads to resume business.
mileage of the state at this time is 3,973.26, and spurs and
branches, 1,283.79; which, with yard tracks, sidings, etc., gives
a grand total of 6,860.04 miles of all tracks.
in
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The Roundhouse as the Cartoonist Sees
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HORIZONTAL MULTIPLE DRILL.
In the frog and switch shop of the Call Switch

& Frog Com-

pany, of Denver, Colo., the method of drilling frogs was considered
too slow and tedious an operation.

the purpose was easily obtainable,

would

drill all

frog holes at one operation was designed by Ira

Call, president of the

The machine

Home-Made

Horizontal

Multi-Spindle

Frog

Drill.

As no machine adapted to
a home-made machine which

company.

shown

accompanying illustration. Seven
horizontal spindles driven by a Morse chain operate simultaneously
in drilling the bolt holes in the frogs which are clamped on the
table in the assembled position.
The use of the machine has
reduced the cost of frog manufacture in this plant very considerably and the simplicity of the design is such as to make
the machine an economical adjunct to any shop having frog work
as a part of its output.
is

in the
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CARS FOR THE GRAND TRUNK.
The Grand Trunk Railway System has added to its ear equipment recently a large number of steel ears of improved designs,
comprising several thousand all steel hopper cars, 2,000 steel
frame box cars and 250 steel underframe automobile cars, a
brief description of which will no doubt be of interest at this
time as an illustration of the fact that this road is providing

equipment

to properly take care

of its traffic.

January, 1914

connected by two 5-inch channels, placed back to back, to
which the operating arm of the door gear is connected. The
operating device, which is known as the "Lind Gear," consists of levers and cams, is positive in action and when in the
closed position the doors cannot be accidentally opened and
lading discharged along the tracks.
The trucks are of the arch bar type with rolled channel top
arch bar, 5 feet 6 inches wheel base, 5 a j by 10-inch journals;
pressed steel truck bolster and brake beams;

Hopper

Cars.

These cars are specially adapted to the transportation of coal
and coke, being self-cleaning and having doors which are easily
and quickly opened or closed by means of a device whielf is
positive in action as well as safe against accidental discharge
An illustration of the car is shown herewith. They
of la. lino.

by the Pressed Steel Car Company, are designed to
carry 100,000 pounds of coal with an addition of the usual 10
per cent overload, and have been giving excellent service.
Pressed shapes, plates and structural material have been
were

built

Steel

Frame

40 Foot

20-pound channels, reinforced at top with cover
plates, and at bottom with 3% by :'.'-._,-inui angles.
Thfe side
sills extend from bolster to end and are made of pressed steel
10 inches deep. Ten-inch 15-pound channels are used for end
sills and are attached to side sills by means of gussets and
malleable iron push pockets. The body bolster consists of a
-inch web plate, reinforced at top with a bent plate, and
at bottom with 3% by 3-inch angles, and an 18 by %-inch
tie plate, the center plate and brace being made of malleable
10-inch

%

iron.

The corners

„

by means of diagonal braces made of 5 by 3-inch angles extending from body
bolster at center to end sills at corner of ear.
The side, end
and floor sheets are made of %-inch plates reinforced with
flanges and angles, the sides being stiffened vertically by
seven pressed steel stakes per side, two inside gussets at cross
Tidge and two channel braces extending across car near the
top from side sheet to side sheet.
There are four doors, hung in pairs, each two doors being
of car are further stiffened

All

safety appliances

are

accordance with the require-

in

ments of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Canadian
Railway Commission, in order to permit use of ears in service
between United States and Canada.
The general dimensions of cars are as follows:
30'
0"
Length inside of body
9'
6"
Width inside of body
10'
Width over side stakes
1M>"
31'
6"
Length over end sills

Box Car, Grand Trunk Ry.

used to the best advantage to obtain as light a ear as possible,
consistent with good practice, for the service required.
The
center sills, which extend from end sill to end sill, are made
of

malleable iron

journal boxes and gray iron wheels being used.

Height from
Height from

rail to

top of body

rail to top of

brake mast

Length of drop doors in clear
Width of drop doors in clear
Weight of car body
Weight of two trucks

10'

0"

10'

9"

2'
3'

4%"
4%"

20,600 lbs.
16,400 lbs.

37,000 lbs.
Light weight of car
Percentage of paying load to total weight of car and
75 f r
lading

Two thousand

frame box cars of 60,000 pounds capacMcKees Rocks works of the
Pressed Steel Car Company, and are showa in the illustration,
These cars have steel under and upperframes and carlines, with
wooden floor, roof and sheathing,
The center sills are 15-inch 33-pound channels and the side
sills 8-inch 11^4-pound channels, all extending from end sill to
end sill. The end sills are 10-inch 15-pound channels connected
to side sills by means of gusset plates and pressed steel push
j

tv

we re

steel

recently completed at the

pockets.

The 'body bolsters are
are made of four pressed

built

integral with underframe

and

steel diaphragms and one cast center
a s-inch
brace each, reinforced at top and bottom with 15 by

January, 1914
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AUTOMOBILES
CRAND

CRAND

TRU.

32 989

32989
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Automobile Car. Grand Trunk Ry.
cover plates.

The underframe is further strengthened, transby two cross bearers, made of pressed steel diaphragms,
with top and bottom cover plates, 13 inches deep at center
sills and 7 inches deep at side sills.
Also by three shallow
diaphragms made of 5 by 6%-inch channels. The side posts
and braces are made of 3-inch 6.7-pound Z bars and the end

couplers, vertical twin spring draft gear with

versely,

to couplers, roller side bearings, inside

posts of 4-inch 8.2-pound Zs, securely riveted to the side and

bolsters, cast steel center plates,

end

back

sills

and

plates.

boards are made of yellow pine 1% inches thick,
resting directly on side sills and bolted to intermediate Z bar
stringers, being supported at center by yellow pine stringers

The

floor

resting on top of center
is

made

sills.

The

side sheathing, or lining,

of yellow pine 1*2 inches thick, bolted to

Z bar posts

appliances in accordance with the Interstate

The trucks are of the arch bar type with 4*4 by 3-inch
journals and 5 feet 2-inch base, equipped with pressed steel

malleable

shoes,

iron

M.

boxes

C. B. brake beams, steel
and 625-pound gray iron

wheels,

The general dimensions of car are
Length inside of car

Width

yellow pine.
Cars are equipped with Westinghouse air brakes, cast steel

Width
Width

Height
Length

as follow>:
36'

0"

car

3'

6%"

floor to carlines

8'

OV2"
0"

inside

Height from

Width

of

door opening
of door opening
over end sills
over side sills
over eaves
of

VERMONT
LEJIGTH

3

Commerce Com-

mission requirements.

and braces with %-inch bolts; the end lining being made of
1%-inch yellow pine bolted to end and corner posts. There
are two center side doors, one on each side of car made of

CENTRAL

key attachment
metal roof and all safety

WIETH
MEIGHT

CAPT V

31 FT.

O

IX.

10 f10 FT.

HIS

<

IX.

FT

CAFTT IOOOOO LBS
ITCICHT

Hopper Car, Grand Trunk System.

37201 LS!

6'
7'

37'
B'

9'

7%"
4%"
9%"
3%"

'

;
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from
from
from
from

Height
Height
Height
Height

;

12'

2%"
7%"

13'

5"

rail to top of floor
rail to
rail to

4'

roof at eaves
top of running boards

brake mast

rail to top of

13'

CENTRALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PANAMA CANAL
LOCKS.
The

11%"

29

electrical

specification,

Panama Canal

design and manufacture of the

Automobile Cars.

system may properly be
regarded as one of those undertakings which, from an engineering standpoint, not only arouses a lively interest but also
presents an opportunity for much valuable instruction.
The
interest results mainly from the size of the canal project itself,

The 60,000 pounds capacity automobile cars which were built
company by the Western Steel Car £ Foundry Company
at its Hegewisch, 111., plant, are also illustrated herewith and

and the instruction from a consideration of the methods employed to insure the passage of even the largest ships afloat
across the Isthmus with speed and safety. The complete opera-

are of the following dimensions:

tion

Weight of car body
Weight of two trucks

23,000 lbs.
12,300 lbs.

Total light weight of car

35,300 lbs.

for this

Length
Length
Length
Height
Height
Height
Height

over striking plate
over running boards

of

centralized

canal

the

locks, terminals and auxiliary equipment
energy throughout, with the present excep-

41'

8"

utilizes

42'

0%"

tion of the

40'

0"

under contemplation.

8'
from floor to carline
3'
from top of rail to top of floor
12'
from top of rail to eaves
from top of rail to top of running board.... 13'
14'
Height from top of rail to top of brake mast
8'
Height of side door opening in clear

6"

Width of side door opening
Width inside of body
Width over eaves
Width over side sills

9'

0"

8'

6%"

9'

6"

inside

.'

The

8 -ft"

6"

30'
8'
7'

electrical

Panama

Bailroad, the electrification of which

is

specifications for the entire generating, lock controlling

and distribution system for operating the Panama Canal were
prepared under the supervision of Mr. Edward Schildhauer,
electrical and mechanical engineer, Isthmian Canal Commission,

0"

1%"

9'

Center to tenter of truck
Height of end door opening in clear
Width of end door opening in clear

The

8"

control

:

"
vt

6"

1%"
9%"

underframe of these ears is principally of the
composed of plates and shapes, except for
the bolster and cross bearer diaphragms, which are pressed
steel.
The superstructure is of a wooden type with diagonal
tie rods in the side, and each side is fitted with double side
doors set off center.
One end is fitted with double hinged
end doors with a vertical operated locking device. The roof
is of the inside metal type and the car is braced longitudinally
by diagonal braces fitted into the side plates and carlines.
One thousand gondola cars are now being turned out by the
Pressed Steel Car Company for the Grand Trunk Railway
System and an additional order of 3.000 box cars is soon to be
turned out by the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.
steel

type

structural

WHO
When

EDWARD SCHILDHAUER,

DID THIS?

Elect,

the boss swings through the office like a tornado, rip-

among

snorting

the desks

—looking

for the fellow

—

who made

the

you begin to shrink inside your hat slips down over
your ears and you can turn around in your suit without taking
it off.
It does make a fellow feel uneasy around the nerve
centers when he did slip a cog and the boss is storming along
the line, looking for some unlucky cuss upon whom he can vent
mistake

his

;

spleen.

Takes a big man to "fess up" at a time like that. You've
got to have a pile of courage to face the raving monster but
it's got to be done.
A little lie might save you but the big

—

—

man
'
'

will stick to his principles if it costs

fess up.

Be

and Mech. Engineer, Isthmian Canal Commission.

him

his job.

He'll

'

Who's afraid of losing a
your better instincts.
job that can be lost by being manly courageous honest and
clean.
Better be out of that kind of a job than in it. A job
your worth.
like that is a wet blanket on your finer sentiments
true to

—

—

— don't

At any rate

—

fear

let

you to

drive

expense of the better qualities within you.
I

strong.

DID

IT.

I

AM

SORRY.

IT

deception

Speak out

at the

—say

it

WAS MY FAULT.—

Exchange.

assisted

by a

staff of

able electrical engineers, including Mr.

who was closely identified with the lock control
problems, and Mr. W. B. McCann with the generation and disC. B. Larzelere,

These specifications exhibited great care
and painstaking engineering. They contained every safeguard
that expert engineers could suggest, were exact and explicit in
regard to the results required, yet gave proper range in the
details of accomplishment.
tribution of power.

Generation and Distribution.

The power system

for the operation of the locks, towing loco-

motives, lights for the locks and buildings, and motors not
directly connected with the lock control, is composed of:

A

7,500 kv-a, 2,200 volt hydroelectric power plant at the Gatun

Dam;

A

4,500 kv-a

2.200 volt

Curtis turbo-generator electric power

plant at Miraflores for emergency, lately used to supply power for
construction work

A

double 44,000 volt transmission line across the Isthmus, connecting Cristobal and Balboa with the two power plants;

maximum

Four 44,000-2.200 volt substations, stepping down at Cristobal
and Balboa, and up or down at Gatun and Miraflores, depending on
which of the two plants is supplying power

elevation of 3,706 feet.

Thirty-six 2,200-240 volt transmission stations for power, trac-

The Grand Trunk Pacific comes next with a maximum grade of
1.0 per cent and a maximum elevation of 3,719 feet.
The Santa

and light at Gatun, Pedro Miguel and Miraflores locks;
Three 2,200-220-110 volt transformer stations for the control
boards at the locks;

COMPARATIVE PROFILES

of the western lines of eight trans

continental lines show that the Cadanian Northern has a

grade of

Fe has

.7

per cent with a

the steepest grade,

it

maximum

being 2.6 per cent.

tion
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Stations

and Balboa for coal handling plants,

Cristobal

at

machine shops and dry docks.
The system of connection throughout employs a double bus,
double switch scheme, with provision for disconnecting any oil

January, 1914-

In some instances another interlock makes two singlethrow switches a double-throw switch and prevents both switches
switch.

switch for cleaning or repairs without interrupting the circuit.

being closed at the same time.
For solenoid operated switches, the same form of disconnecting
switch is used; but the solenoid is stationary and the connecting

In the power house and the four 44,000-2,200 volt substations, the

mechanism

oil

switches are solenoid operated and are installed in concrete

cells,

above which are concrete fireproof compartments containing
In the thirty-six transformer stations in

the two sets of buses.

the lock walls, the oil switches are
oil

switches have

hand operated.

disconnecting switches,

so

All 2,200 volt

arranged that

live

For the hand operated switches, a pipe framework supports
which carry the oil switch operating
forming a section of the switchboard
On the guides a lever and toggle mechanism is mounted,
panel.
by which the oil switch and slate base may be raised and lowered.
Above the oil switch and mounted on the pipe framework a stationary cast iron base carries the disconnecting switch studs and
The high tension leads run to the tops of the diginsulators.
connecting switch studs, and the bottom of each stud is equipped
metal

guides

mechanism and

with

contact

slate base

On

fingers.

the

top

'

of

each

oil

switch

stud

is

mounted a contact blade. When the oil switch is raised, these
blades engage the contacts on the bottom of the disconnecting
switch studs, which thus in the closed position form extensions
The disconnecting switch contacts are
of the oil switch studs.
surrounded by insulating shields which prevent accidental contact.
When the oil switch is lowered, it is completely isolated from
the circuit.
fixed

When

height where

the
it

oil

is

raising or lowering of an

switch

latched.

is

raised,

An

it

always goes to a

interlock prevents the

oil

switch from being raised or lowered unless its contacts are open,

precluding the circuit being closed or opened by the disconnecting

Centralized

Control

oil

switch while in the closed position.

The instrument and control board for the Gatun generating
station is of natural black slate, as are all the switchboards for

the power system.

parts are completely covered.

vertical

to the oil switch has a vertical slotted link which allows
switch
the oil
to be raised and lowered without being disconnected
from the solenoid mechanism. A mechanical interlock prevents the

by means of grille work
The switchboards for the transmission line
substations are of the vertical type, with control apparatus and
mimic connections symmetrically arranged on the middle section
of the panels.
The rear of the board is enclosed by means of
grille work with doors at each end.
Power Supply and Control Panels for Lock Machinery Motors.
Current for the lock machinery and towing locomotives is transformed from the 2,200 volt system in the immediate vicinity of
It is totally enclosed

with doors at each end.

where

it

tions,

for all locks, each containing duplicate 200 kv-a. 3-phase

is

used.

There are a total of thirty-six transformer

sta-

2,200-240 volt transformers for power and one single-phase 25 kv-a.

2,200-220-110 volt transformer for lighting.

The

stations,

nor-

mally fed from the 2.200 volt buses in the 44,000-2,200 volt substations, can also be operated from the power plants; the sta-

Gatun locks from the Gatun hydro-electric station and the
stations at Miraflores and Pedro Miguel from the Miraflores
emergency steam plant.
The motors are started and controlled by contactor panels located near them, the contactors of which handle the main motor
currents.
These contactors are controlled from the central control
tions at

Board for Miraflores Lock.

;
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are closed and the hand rails are down, aud

is

it

desired to cross

on the gates, the foot push is pressed and the hand rails are
raised by their motors.
This is true not only of the hand rails
on the nearer gate leaf, but of the hand rails on the farther leaf
as well.
After passing across, one can, if one desires, press the
foot push on the other side and both

Or, if one leaves the hand rails

hand rails will be lowered.
up and the gates are opened by

the operator in the control house, they will be automatically low-

ered so as to be out of the

When
rise

way when

the gate

the recess.

is in

the gates are again closed, the hand rails will automatically

again

time.

if

the foot controller has been operated in the

The hand

cannot be raised when the gates are opened,,
switch is operated while the gates

rails

and no harm results

mean

if the foot

are in the closed position.

The

filling

culverts,

and emptying of the locks

one in the middle wall and one

is

accomplished by three

in each side wall, the flow

of water being controlled by rising stem valves.
in the culverts at points opposite

the culvert can be shut off at

They are located

each end of each lock so that

any desired point for

with water from above, or upstream, or for emptying
it

filling
it

a lock

by allowing

and down to the next, lock. Lateral culverts conduct
from the main culverts, under the lock chambers, and

to flow out

the water

up through openings

The

in the lock floors.

rising stem valves are installed in pairs, and each pair is

two parallel halves
by a vertical wall. This arrangement reduces the
size of each valve and makes it more easily operated, each valve
being 8 by 18 feet. One pair of duplicates is left open as a

in duplicate;

also each culvert is divided into

at these valves

Control

House at Gatun.

The smaller motors, including those for

house.

cylindrical valves.

auxiliary culvert valves and miter forcing, are started

by being

thrown directly on the line. Two double-pole contactors are used,
one for forward and one for reverse. In the case of larger motors
for miter gate moving, rising stem valves and guard valves, a
starting point with resistance in two legs of the three-phiise circuit is provided.

In

cases the contactors are operated

all

from the control boards
and a common

by three wires, one for forward, one for reverse

In the case of panels having a smiting point, the period
during which the motor remains on the resistance is automatically
return.

controlled
trol

by

house

is

a dashpot, so that the starting operation at the con-

the same, simply energizing a forward

wire as the case

may

be.

The

reverse

control connections are arranged in

such manner that each individual machine
cally.

or

may be

controlled

lo-

This arrangement provides for emergency operation should

the control circuits from the central control house be out of order.

Location and Operation of Lock Machinery.

From an

operating standpoint the machinery was placed below

the coping of the lock walls, thus affording a clear

guard, or reserve pair; the other pair

is

used for operating, so

that in case of an obstruction in the culvert or accident to the

machinery, the duplicate pair can be used.

At the upper ends of the culverts at the side walls, the dupliis accomplished by three valves in parallel, called the guard
valves.
They perform service exactly similar to the rising stem
valves, except that three valves in parallel in this case must conform to the same laws as the two in parallel in the other case.
The culvert in the middle wall must serve the locks on both
sides, and to control this feature cylindrical valves are placed in
the lateral culverts that branch out on each side.
There are ten
of these on each side of the culvert at each lock.
At the upper end of each set of locks there are two valves in
the side wall for regulating the height of water between the upper
gate and upper guard gate, as it is desired to maintain the level
of the water between these gates at an elevation intermediate between that of the lake above and that of the upper lock when
the upper lock is not at the same level as the lake. These valves

cation

are called the auxiliary culvert valves.

space for

maneuvering ships and protecting the apparatus from the weather
without erecting numerous houses.
The miteriug gates consist of two massive leaves pivoted on the
lock walls which operate independently of each other.
A pair of
gates is located where each change of level occurs and divides the
locks into 1,000-foot chambers.
In addition to these gates, at
lake and ocean ends are duplicate pairs of gates used as guard

Centralized Control and Indicating System.

The

control boards are installed in control houses located

on

the middle walls at points which afford the best view of the locks,

although this view

is

not depended on to

know the

position of

the gates or other apparatus, as all are provided with indicators-

on the control board.

The

control boards are

made approximately

operating miniatures of the locks themselves, and are arranged

minimum

with indicating devices which will always show the position of

use of water, mitering gates of the same description as those

lock gates, chains and water levels, in the various lock
chambers; and with the exception of such machinery as needs only
an "open" or "closed" indication, the indications will be synchronous with the movement of the lock machinery.
For such indication, appliances with commutators, multiple eontacts or ratchet mechanisms would not be suitable because of the
many contacts and small pieces in their construction; and particularly because devices of this character move step by step and
would not indicate all points in the movement of the main machinery, such indications being more or less approximate, according to the number of steps in the indicating devices. The indicators on the Panama control boards were developed especially for
this undertaking, and show accurately and synchronously every
movement of the machinery to which they are connected, whether

gates.

To handle the

vessels of various sizes with the

above are installed, dividing 1,000-foot locks into two compartments. These gates are termed intermediate mitering gates. When
the mitering gates are closed they are what might be termed
clamped in this position by a device called a miter forcing machine.

On

mitering gates a foot walk with hand rails is
"When the gates are opened and in the recesses provided
for them in the lock walls, these hand rails would interfere with
the passing of the towing locomotives, except in the case of the
the top of

all

provided.

The hand rails are therefore made to be
and lowered. This is done by a motor under the foot walk,
controlled from the lock wall.
Near the approach to each foot
walk a controller is located in the lock wall flush with the surIf the gates
face, this controller being operated by a foot push.

lower guard gates.
raised

valves,

in the extremes of travel or at

any intermediate

point.

:
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A complete synchronous indicator consists of a transmitter located at and operated by the machine in the lock wall, and a
receiver operating an indicator at the switchboard in the control

they are geared to the receivers by means of bevel gears. When
the miniature gates are completely opened they are covered by

Both transmitter and receiver have a stationary and a
house.
rotating part.
The stators have three-phase windings with leads
from three corresponding equidistant points brougt out and connected together, but not connected to a source of power, the stator

in the lock walls.

coils

being energized by induction from the rotors. The rotors
are bipolar and are connected in multiple and energized from a

mitering gates.

110-volt, 25-cycle, single-phase source.

being used to indicate the position of the valve gate. Both front
and back of the shaft is fitted with opal glass marked with black
lines for the %, Vo and
positions.
A small aluminum cage

The movement of the lock machinery and with
transmitter rotor produces a

field in

it

the connected

the transmitter stator polar-

ized in the direction of the rotor axis, which induces voltage in the
stator coils.

This voltage

is

transmitted by the three-phase con-

nection above mentioned to the receiver stator coils and duplicates
in them but in the reverse direction, the same conditions of polar-

and voltage as present in the transmitter. The rotor of the
by the external source in the same direction as that of the transmitter, is reacted upon by the polarized receiver stator until the magnetic axes coincide and the rotors
of both transmitter and receiver are in the same relative position.
Any difference in the position of the transmitter and receiver
rotors causes a difference of potential between the stator windings with a consequent flow of current and resultant torque, which
again moves the receiver rotor to the same relative position as
The receiver rotor follows closely
that of the transmitter rotor.
and smoothly the movement of the transmitter rotor, and conse-

ity

shields to give the effect of the gates folding

As

the rising stem valves occur in pairs, theft position indimachines occur in pairs also.
The transmitter rotor is

cator

driven by a shaft and gearing similar to that described for the
Each indicator is similar to a small elevator, a car

%

moves up and down in each compartment. A drum for operating
the cord which raises and lowers the cage is located underneath
the control board and is operated by the receiver through a suitable train of gears. To make the indications visible from points
up and down the control board, the elevator shaft under each car
is always illuminated and the portion above is dark.

receiver being energized

quently imparts to the position indicator a movement identical
with the movement of the lock machine, although on a scale re-

duced to the requirements of the control board. A brief description of the individual synchronous indicators follows.
In the case of the mitering gates, the vertical operating shaft
is

connected to a shaft which operates the transmitter machine.
latfer shaft is threaded and carries a nut on which is mounted

The

The rack engages a gear on the rotor shaft, and this turns
the rotor as the gates operate. The mitering gate indicator comprises a pair of aluminum leaves, shaped to correspond to the
plan view of the top of the gate, which travel horizontally just
a rack.

above the top of the board, the hinge ends being connected to
shafts extending down through the surface of the board, where

back into recesses

Water Level

Indicators.

The specifications covering the water level indication required
an accuracy of 1-20 of a foot, or 1-10 of 1 per cent in actual water
level.
In the transmitters and receivers for the machines described
previously, the rotors turn less than 180 degrees with an inherent
lag of 1% per cent between transmitter and receiver rotors in
this distance, which obviously prevents this arrangement from
being employed to give the water level indication.
It was found that if the rotors were revolved ten complete revolutions, the required accuracy could be obtained; but since this
arrangement makes it possible for the rotors to be in synchronism
every 180 degrees, or in twenty different positions for the entire
travel, the indicators would not indicate correctly if for some reason the transmitter rotors were turned more than one-half revolution with the power off.
Therefore, the required accuracy was
obtained by two sets of transmitters and receivers, one set connected to a fine index in which the rotors make ten complete revo-

and the other set connected to a coarse index
less than 180 degrees.
The fine index is a hollow cylinder carrying a pointer,
of the cylinder being such that when an aluminum ball
ing the coarse index, which can be depended upon for
lutions

dication,
fine

the length
represent-

coarse in-

within the limits of the cylinder, the reading of the

is

index

operating

correct within the limits specified.

is

The

scales are

illuminated by lamps in both base and top caps of the indicator.

For water

level indication, wells 36 inches square in the lock

walls with communication to the lock

by a small opening

at the

box
bottom of the well to dampen surges contain a welded
A non-slipping phosphor
float, 30 inches square by 9 inches deep.
steel

bronze belt transmits the movement of the float to a sheave fitted
with pins on the transmitter mechanism, the pins registering with

The sheave shaft is carried in ball bearcups for lubrication and drainage cocks at the bot-

holes punched in the belt.

ings with

oil

tom of the bearings.
The position of the miter forcing machine
.

is

not indicated by

open and closed positions are shown
mechanical indicator on the control
lights
and
a
by red and green
board representing the machine.
synchronous indicators, but

its

Control Boards Bepresent Locks in Miniature.

The control boards are of the flat top benchboard type, 32 inches
high by 54 inches wide, built in sections, with total lengths as
follows

Stem Valve

Indicator.

Water

36 feet

Miraflores

52 feet

and center walls of the locks are represented by cast
iron plates and the water in the locks by blue Vermont marble
The outer edge of the board is surrounded by a brass trim
slabs.
rail, and the sides are enclosed with steel plates which can be
The control board
readily removed for inspection of the board.
is supported by a wrought iron framework resting on base cast-

The

Rising

ings,

side

which are in turn supported on the operating

Level

Indicator.

64 feet

Gatun
Pedro Miguel

control house.

floor of the

—
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LaCoss succeeds C. L. Perrin as foreman of the Atchison,
Santa Fe at Vaughn, N. M.

E. C.

Topeka
E.

Sr

Mullen

T.

succeeds Charles Johnson as foreman

Atchison, Topeka

A. J.

Topeka
F.

33

of the

Santa Fe at Seligman, Ariz.

4"

Cunningham
Sr

has been appointed foreman of the Atchison,
Santa Fe at Barstow, Cal., succeeding C. D. Mack.

W. Boardman

the Baltimore

4'

succeeds W. Sennott as master mechanic of
Ohio at Eastside, Philadelphia, Pa.

M. T. Nash has been appointed general locomotive foreman of
Sr Ohio at Holloway, O.
He succeeds H. Ainscough.
G. A. Schaiffn succeeds J. J. Foley as general locomotive fore-

"""^

the Baltimore

man

of the Baltimore

4~

Ohio at Weston,

W. Va.

E. E. Hoover succeeds J. A. McGuire as general locomotive
foreman of the Baltimore 4~ Ohio at Holloway, O.
E. J. Creel has been appointed general locomotive foreman of
Sr Ohio at Painesville, O.

the Baltimore
F. T.

Summers

the Baltimore

Sr

succeeds J. H.

Agar

as general car foreman of

Ohio at Garrett, Ind.

D. Beltz has been promoted to road foreman of engines
of the Baltimore Sr Ohio with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.
J.

N. Gage has been appointed assistant road foreman of
engines of the Baltimore Sr Ohio with headquarters at KockG.

wood, Pa.
F. S.
2200-Volt A.

C.

Instrument and Control

Special Climatic Requirements.

To withstand the humid atmosphere of the Isthmus, every
sulated part, such as solenoid, relay, circuit breaker

and other

in-

coils,

was impregnated with non-hygroscopic compounds. All small parts
were made either of brass, copper, Monel metal, bronze, or of
sherardized iron or steel. Mica and treated asbestos lumber were
used largely in place of fiber or wood.
Interesting

Manufacturing Details.

Nearly two thousand special drawings were required in their
fabrication, and there were also involved the following unusual
quantities of materials:

Special slate bases

1,300

Small castings
Screw machine parts
Copper rod and bar
Asbestos lumber

New
New

160,000
1,200,000

58,000

ft.

9,000 sq.

ft.

650
625

patterns
jigs, templates, tools, etc

Porcelain parts

18,000

Special bus supports

6,800

Gal. pipe (framework)

21,000

Special gears

ft.

2,300

640

Special instruments

Miscellaneous sherardized pieces

300,000

Cases for boxing

Deveny has been appointed road foreman

the Baltimore

Board.

4,150

The combined weight of the centralized control boards for Gatun,
Pedro Miguel and Miraflores is about thirty-nine tons. In their
construction there is employed
More than 2% miles of interlocking rod.
About six million feet of control leads made up in five and

—

eight-conductor cables.

Seven hundred and thirty-two motors.
Four hundred and sixty-four switches.
All of the lock machinery motors, control panels, centralized
control boards, power station generating apparatus, switchboards,
transmission line substation equipments, coaling stations, and practically the entire electrical equipment for the wharf terminal
cranes and for the extensive permanent repair machine shops were
manufactured by the General Electric Company.

of engines of

Ohio with office at Chicago Junction, O.
J. C. Basford has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Baltimore Sr Ohio with office at Philadelphia, Pa.
J. P. Haran has been appointed general foreman of the Baltimore 4' Ohio South Western with office at East St. Louis, 111. He
succeeds J. F. Kane.
J. W. Neill succeeds J. P. McAnany as master mechanic of the
Canadian Pacific with office at Moose Jaw, Sask.
George Logan has been appointed general foreman of the
Chicago Sr North Western at Clinton, la., succeeding C. D.
Ashmore.
W. H. Halsey succeeds George Logan as general foreman of
the Chicago Sr North Western at Missouri Valley, la.
L. Chapman succeeds W. H. Halsey as shop foreman of the
Chicago Sr North Western at Chadron, Neb.
John J. Murphy succeeds L. Chapman as shop foreman of the
Chicago Sr North Western at Norfolk, Neb.
Herman Witte has been appointed shop foreman of the Chicago 4~ North Western at Fremont, Neb. He succeeds John J.
Murphy.
C. K. Fryant has been appointed shop foreman of the Chicago
4" North Western at Wyeville, Wis., succeeding G. Schimming.
Frederick A. Delano has been elected president of the Chicago, Indianapolis Sr Louisville, to succeed Fairfax Harrison, recently elected president ofi the Southern.
Mr. Delano was born
at Hong Kong, China, September 10, 1863, graduated from Harvard University and began his railway career in 1885 as machinist

Sr

apprentice in the shops of the Chicago, Burlington

Quincy, at Aurora,

bureau of

steel

&

For two years he was in charge of the
inspection tests and records; from April,

111.

rail

1889, to July, 1890, assistant to the second vice-president of the

same road, and from July, 1890, to January 31, 1899, superintendent of freight terminals at Chicago. He was superintendent
of motive power of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy from
February

1,

1899, to July

July, 1901, to January

10,

consulting engineer to the

1,

1901, and general

1905.

In March, 1905, he became-

War Department and

Commission and was elected first
on May 1, 1905. In October, of
president.
He was also president
E. B. from May 1, 190.">. to 1908

manager from
the Philippine

vice-president of the

Wabash

same year he was chosen
of the Wheeling & Lake Erie
and since May, 1905, has been
the
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of the year, after having served

first

years in the mechanical

-jO

department. Mr. Garstang was born in England in 1851 and in
1862 did his first work in railroading by carrying water for
the contractors on track laying work between Fort Erie and

In December. 1863 he entered the mechanical department as a machinist apprentice on the Cleveland & Erie at
Cleveland, O.
He remained here six years, in the meanwhile
attending night school.
Following this period, he spent eleven
Niagara.

& Great
Western and the Xew York, Pennsylvania & Ohio; three years
as general foreman on the Pennsylvania and five years as master
mechanic of the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis
^now the Big Four). In 1SSS he was appointed superintendent
of motive power of the Chesapeake & Ohio and in 1893 accepted
a similar position on the Big Four.
A year ago his title was
changed to general master car builder and he has since served
Mr. Garstang was president
largely in an advisory capacity.
of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association in 1894
and 1895 and has been connected with that association about
thirty-five years.
For the past twelve years he has been chairman
of the Master Car Builders' committee on standard wheels.
years as machinist and general foreman of the Atlantic

Griffin, road foreman of engines of the Chicago

J. P.
F.

president ol the
receiver of the

present

Moines,
F. J.
first

la.,

hod

Pacific with office at

Des

$

W. M. Whitenton,
<

resigned.

assistant general

h cago, Bock Island

4'

manager of

Pacific with office

succeeds T. H. Beacom, promoted.
been appointed assistant general manager of
of the Chicago, Rock Island t}- Pacific with office

h:>s

He

at El Reno. Okla.

W. Pritchard

succeeds

('.

W.

.Jones, transferred.

has been appointed assistant superintendent

car department of the Chicago.

Hock Island

4'

Pacific with office

at Chicago.

R. C.
Pacific,
la.,

Hyde, master mechanic of the Chicago. Bock Island 4'
has been transferred from El Dorado. Ark., to Manly.

succeeding F.

Eddy

W.

Williams, resigned.

been appointed master mechanic of the Chicago, Bock Island 4' Pacific, at El Dorado. Ark., succeeding R.
Hyde. Mr. Eddy was formerly inspector of tools and ma-

W.

I

J.

lias

foreman of the Chicago, Milwaukee

Frank

R.

W.

at

R. Lutem.

general car and locomo-

Paul

4' St.

Joxes has been appointed foreman
4'

Marion, la.

at

locomotive

of

Omaha with

office

Omaha, Neb.
F.

I.

Plechner has been appointed

assistant purchasing agent

of the Great Northern with office at St. Paul, Minn.

B.

.1.

Haslet has been appointed locomotive foreman of

He

hern at Breekenridge. Minn.

Wm.

Cooney has been appointed locomotive foreman

P.

J.

succeeds

the

Krier.

of the

Great Northern at Casselton, X. D., succeeding J. T. Murtinger.

Oscar Anderson succeeds W.

E. Johnston as car foreman of

the Great Northern at Skykomish,

John Kruttschnitt
of the Ulii

has been appointed mechanical inspector

with

\ral

Frank McManamy

Wash.

office at

Chicago.

has been appointed chief of the division

of locomotive boiler inspection of the Interstate
mission, succeeding the late

Commerce Com-

John F. Ensign.

.

Wm. Baker

chinery at Chicago.

William Garstang. general master
I

tive

succeeding

la.,

repairs of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis

He

la.

the third district

R.

first

Island

Easley has been appointed
district of the

general manager of the

has been appointed car foreman of the Chicago

Hennessey has been appointed

G. F.

succeeding

Beacom

McLean

Geo.

Alton

4'

Mo., has resigned.

Slater,

Great Western at Oelwein,

appointment.

Des Moines.
T. H.

at

Wabash Pittsburg Terminal Ry. He has been a
Wabash Railroad since December. 1911. until Ms

district of the Chicago,

at

Delano.

W. Jones has been appointed

C.

the

A.

cinnati,

Chicago

§

St.

car builder of the Cleveland.

Louis, retired from railway service on

has been appointed road foreman of engines of

the Lehigh Valley with office at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Keiper succeeds John Roney as road foreman of engines
of the Lehigh Valley at South East on. Pa.
H. Kugler has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Lehigh Valley at Buffalo. X. Y.
J.

I.

L.

W. Englehart

succeeds B. F.

of the Minneapolis, St. Paul

Glenwood.
E.

C.

B.

Gram

Sault

as traveling engineer

Marie with

Ste.

office

at

Minn.

W. Hartolgh

Missouri,

4'

Kansas

$

has

been

Texas with

appointed
office

at

W. A. Curley as
Yan Buren, Ark.
Curley succeeds W. J. McKiernan

Randall

succeeds

foreman of the
Mo.
master mechanic of

car

St.

Louis,

the Missouri Pacific at

W.

A.

as master mechanic

of the Missouri Pacific with office at Monroe, La.
F. H.

Edmonds has been appointed

traveling car inspector of

the Missouri Pacific with office at Little Rock. Ark.
C. F.

He

succeeds

Mase.
I".

Mase

succeeds J.

Bowman

as general foreman car de-

partment of the Missouri Pacific with office at Argenta. Ark.
M. R. Ducey succeeds D. E. Moodie as storekeeper of the
Mobile 4' Ohio at Meridian, Miss.
John H. Peyton has been elected president of the Xashville.
Chattanooga 4' St. Louis, succeeding the late John W. Thomas.
Mr. Peyton is assistant to the
Jr., effective April 1, 1914.
William

Garstang.

president of the Louisville

&

Xashville.
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W.

F.

has been appointed receiver of the New Orleans,
Mr. Owen was
Chicago with office at Mobile, Ala.

Owex

Mobile 4'
formerly president and general manager.
J.

W. Sasser

succeeds J. E. Gould as superintendent of motive

power of the Norfolk Southern with office at Norfolk, Va.
M. S. Montgomery has been appointed road foreman of
engines of the Northern Pacific with office at Duluth, Minn.
W. V. Wicks has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Northern Pacific with office at Jamestown, X. D.
S. Olsox, general shop foreman of the Oregon Short Line, has
been transferred from Ogden, Utah, to Pocatello, Ida.
J. E. Stoxe has been appointed general shop foreman of the
Oregon Short Line at Ogden, Utah.
J. M. Hexry, as announced in our last issue, has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the western PennsylMr. Henry was born in
vania division of the Pennsylvania.
He graduated from Purdue
Altoona, Pa., October 10, 1S73.
University, and started work for the Pennsylvania in 1889, as
messenger. He worked as machinist in the Altoona machine shops
during his vacations while at college, and after he graduated,
He was made inspector
in 1900, he went to work as machinist.
in 1901 and in 1902 was made assistant engineer of motive
power in the office of the superintendent of motive power on the
He was appointed master
old Philadelphia and Erie railroad.
mechanic in 1903, and served in that capacity on the Elniira,
Eastern, Willi amsport, Buffalo and Philadelphia Terminal divisions.
He was promoted to superintendent of motive power on
December 1. 1913.
J. D. Wallex has been appointed car shop foremau of the

35

Pennsylvania at Oil City, Pa., succeeding

W.

C.

J.

F. Lichtenfels.

J. E. Buff as ear shop foreman of the

Lixder succeeds

Pennsylvania at Shire Oaks, Pa.
A. H. Shoup has been appointed car shop foreman of the
Pennsylvania at Cresson, Pa. He succeeds D. Hengstler.
J.. J. Deitche has been appointed general foreman of the Pere
Marquette at Chicago succeeding E. W. Hartough.
F. J. Harper has been appointed traveling piece work inspector
of St. Louis 4' San Francisco with headquarters at Springfield, Mo.
J. M. Davis, general superintendent of the Southern Pacific at
San Francisco, has resigned, effective January 1. It is said that
he will become general manager of an eastern road.
appointed master mechanic of the
J. OToxxor has been
statoi Island Eapicl Transit, with headquarters at Clifton, N. Y.

The position of assistant master mechanic has been abobshed.
M. Merrymax lias been appointed general storekeeper of the
Western Maryland, with office at Hagerstown, Mil.

OBITUARY.
A. B. Phillips, general foreman of the Denver

Lake

at Salt

City, Utah, died

on December

D. A. Joxes, president of the Mississippi Eiver
died on December

7

at St. Louis,

4'

Bio Grande,

6.
4"

Bonne

Terre,

Mo.

B. Boutet, assistant interchange inspector at Cincinnati, died
on November 15. 1913. He was a brother of Henry Boutet.
J.

W. Thomas,

president

Jr.,

and general manager of the

Chattanooga 4' St. Louis, died on December 17, at
Nashville, Tenn. He was 57 years of age. Death was due to
pneumonia.
Xashville,

mang^fe ISI&nufacturens
HEAVY CROSS-COMPOUND, TWO-STAGE AIR COMPRESSOR.

shaft,

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western has recently installed in
its Kiser Valley shops at Staunton, Pa., a Chicago Pneumatic
2.500-foot, two-stage compressor, equipped with Corliss cross compound steam cylinders and designed for the highest steam economy
and resulting minimum fuel consumption.
The illustration shows the compressor on the testing floor of
the Franklin, Pa., shops of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., it
being the practice of the company to completely assemble and
thoroughly test all machines previous to shipment.
This unit has steam cylinders 19 in. and 31 in. in diameter, respectively, for the H.P. and L.P., the L.P. air cylinder being 28
in. and the H.P. 17 in. in diameter, with a common stroke of 26 in.,
the free air displacement being 2.500 cu. ft. per minute at 135
R.P.M.. which is the maximum speed for which the air and steam
valves and parts are designed.
Steam and exhaust valves are of
the Corliss type, operated by a simple system of links connected to
wrist plates, which in turn are driven from eccentrics on the crank

as far as

the entire valve gearing of the machine being simplified
possible

or

practicable and operating quietly at the

highest speeds.

Variable delivery of air to meet the demands

is

at all times

provided for the application of a sensitive speed governor and
air pressure regulator operating on the steam valve gear to momentarily change the point of cut off by a sufficient amount to
allow the compressor to assume the speed to correspond to the air
load.

As

this load is constant per stroke the

quently the point of cut off at the steam end

M.E.P. and conseis

practically con-

stant regardless of the speed this gives an opportunity for the em-

ployment of compound cylinders exactly proportioned for the
steam conditions, and permitting of economies far exceeding those
of constant speed engines.

A minimum

power consumption

is

obtained by a carefully de-

signed air end. which, as shown in the illustration, includes a very
large intercooler. through the employment of which air is deliv-

ered to the H.P. cylinder at very nearly the temperature of the

atmosphere, this being the ideal condition in the economical compression of air.

Friction losses

minimum, due

in

this

type of % compressor are reduced to a

employment of large pins and bearings
throughout, the maintenance of perfect alignment through the
to

the

use of continuous sole plates beneath the cylinders, the exclusion
of dust and dirt by the enclosed construction, and particularly to
the unexcelled system of positive lubricating at all speed--.

THURMAN CAR CLEANER.
Although the vacuum cleaner has proved itself a valuable piece
of apparatus in the home, it is a device which proves especially
adaptable for the cleaning of railway coaches.

Vacuum

combined compressed air and vacuum method of cleaning which
an improvement on the straight vacuum method. When the
car has reached the terminal yard, a hose from the yard air
line is taken into the car and attached to the dust tank shown

a

is

Heavy Cross Compound Two-Stage Compressor.

The Thurman

Cleaner Co., St. Louis, Mo., has placed on the market
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in

This

illustration.

man and it therefore
vacuum hose.
The compressed air is

January, 1914

tank can easily be carried by one
requires but 25 feet of one inch

first used to blow cinders and dust
out of the crevices as the vacuum tools cannot reach them in
out of the way corners. After this work is done the compressed
air hose is attached to the vacuum producer and the cushions,
The cost of the
bedding and floors are cleaned by suction.
apparatus is low and the equipment includes all tools necessary
to properly clean passenger cars.

The "type
which

A"

outfit is

made

of pressed steel in two parts, to

is attached the aspirator or

vacuum producing apparatus.

aspirator has an orifice Ys" in diameter, through which the
compressed air passes and produces a large inrush of air with at
The dust screening
least 12 inches of vacuum mercury column.
apparatus on the inside of this tank consists of a novel arrange-

The

ment of the

cloth so as to get a large area in a small space.

The

emptied from a screw hand hold at the bottom. The bulhow the system works. A compressed air supply of
from 60 to 75 pounds is ample, about 20 cu. ft. per minute being
required for each cleaner.
On many interurban electric lines the air supply is obtained

tank

is

letins explain

from the air brake pump when the car is in the terminal; while
on steam roads, the air supply is obtained from the pipe line in
the terminal yards.

The Chicago & Alton, Louisville & Nashville, Grand Trunk
Pacific and some other roads have been using these devices for
about
it is

five years.

On

the Chicago

claimed that one

man

&

Alton, at the St. Louis yards,

can clean fourteen regular passenger

The system

on the Wheeling and
Lake Erie, Delaware & Hudson, M. K. & T., Imperial Railways of
Russia, International Sleeping Car Company, Paris, France, and
many other roads in this country and Europe.
coaches per day.

is

also in use

Compressed Air- Vacuum Car Cleaner Operating on
in

an accessible position

cast

engine room, and actuating upon a

in

Clutch

steel pulley.

operation is by hand or foot lever,

allows of absolute clearance of the band

HALL-SCOTT MOTOR CAR.

A
of

maximum amount

without drag, a

gasoline motor car for railway passenger service, a

number

which have been in successful operation for several years,

positive lock

when thrown

of an axle

construction as to allow of continuous service without attention,

gears run in a bath of

excepting to keep shaft boxes and joints filled with grease.
Connection between the engine and shafting is by means of a
split, steel baud clutch lined with a non-burn material, located

proof.

1*1

I.

Ill'

H

IU

in release position

of slip without burning, and a

into holding position.

speed changes, in either direction, without reversal of the engine.

The transmission

is

up of three east

built

steel casings securely

bolted together, of a design to allow of easy access to the driving
gears.

The transmission is suspended upon the front axle of
same manner as found in electric motor axle

rear truck in the

suspension, with journal boxes cast integral with the steel case

and removable journal brasses. The third point of suspension is
by steel nose support resting upon hardened flat steel members.
The spur and bevel gears used in transmission are cut from
high carbon cast steel or steel forgings, as has been found best
suited to their position and the work imposed upon them, heat
treated and hardened.
The transmission drive shafts are machined from solid billets of forged steel and heat treated. These
shafts are supported at ends in roller bearings.
oil,

the case being

oil

All of the drive
tight

and dust

Following is a table showing conservative figuring covering the
cost of operating Hall-Scott type M-6, 150 H.P. gasoline motor car

\

<

OliIUHMMII

when

Connection between the shaft and driving axle is by means
mounted transmission, allowing of four selective type

shown in the accompanying illustrations.
The car is radically different in design from others which
are manufactured commercially in that, while direct mechanical
drive is employed, the engine is mounted on the car body and
is not subjected to the more or less severe vibration of the trucks.
The automobile principle of transmission is employed as will
be seen by inspection of the drawing. The drive consists of a
steel shafting in two sections running directly from the gasoline
engine to the transmission on rear truck.
The first portion of
this shafting is suspended between two 7" I beams running
entire length of car, and is supported upon babbitted journal
boxes, which in turn are securely bolted to the 7" members. The
second section is a short shaft with toggle and slip joints at
either end to take care of the side, and up and down motion
of the truck. This shafting and toggle joints are of such heavy
is

Car Seats.

WCLLS.rARCO&C*

EXPRESS

.-««

'

Hall-Scott Composite Motor Car.

<l

W

I'

V

\

N
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Hall-Scott Motor Car With Trailer.

equipment, using distillate for fuel:
Cost per mile for distillate

and when
$0,023

(Figuring distillate at 8c per gallon, and operation of
three miles on one gallon.)
Cost per mile for lubricating oil
(Figuring lubricating oil at 40c per gallon.)
(Figuring salaries to conductor and motorman at $200.00
per month.)
Cost per mile repairs and renewals
(Figuring $50.00 per month for all repairs and renewals
to car body, trucks, and power plant.)
Cost per mile for depreciation
(Figuring 10 per cent per year on cost of car at $14,000.)

struction.

044

The St. Louis Truck & Manufacturing Company is offering 24
standard models of 2-wheel trucks and 30 standard models of
4-wheel trucks that embody these important features. The nose-

025

$0.11

and other heavy work which has heretofore
been thought impossible for the motor car, and at the same time

trailers over grades,

operated at a

The car bodies are constructed according to the specifications
of the railway companies and the cars are entirely built in the
shops of the Hall-Scott Motor Car

West Berkeley,

Calif.

The

offices

of

Co.,

the

and side bars are forged in one piece of open hearth steel,
thereby forming one solid frame, having no welds to weaken and
break under load and no bolts to loosen. The crossbars are made
of high carbon angle steel hung over sides of truck frame and
riveted to it, and form a pocket for the short wooden handlebars.
These wooden handlebars are held in place without being bolted
or drilled, thus getting the full strength of the fibre of the wood
and absorbing the vibration of the truck before it is communicated to the hands of the operator. The pedestals are provided
with removable bushings or bearings, and the entire truck is so
piece

010

noteworthy that this four speed change transmission allows of a remarkable flexibility in control, the handling
of a heavy tonnage of rolling stock in yard switching, handling

may be

result

008

It is especially

provides a high gear ratio so that the car
high speed for level track work.

added in combination self -oiling bearand removable bushings or bearings,

would justify the claim of the manufacturer that
nothing has been left undone to reach the ideal of truck con-

the

Cost per mile for operators

Total operative cost

to this feature is

replaceable handles

ings,

constructed as to provide for iustantaneous repair with the use
of a wrench only, and without putting

it

out of service for a

moment.
These trucks are in service on many railroads, and are being
marketed through the Kelly-Derby Company, Chicago, and The
Van Nest Company. Xew York City.

which are located at

company are

in

the

GRIP NUTS ON KNUCKLE PINS.

Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

ALL STEEL SELF OILING WAREHOUSE TRUCKS.
The manifest superiority of steel trucks for heavy warehouse
duty as compared to those made of wood has been demonstrated.

In the running gear of a locomotive the necessity for reliability
The Grip
is, of course, paramount.
Nut Company, in the development of a knuckle pin nut has been
subjected to criticism, but the experience of such railways as have
in the fastenings of the rods,

Plan and Elevation of the Chassis of the Hall-Scott Motor Car.

Showing Power Plant and Transmission Arrangement.
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cerning water supply, design treating plants and handle a general
line of pipe

Co., Chicago,

W.

and

fittings,

Derby has

R. E.

and

water tanks, gas engines and pumps.

severed his connection with the Kelly-Derby

will

engage in another

line of business.

A. Allen, formerly with the Carnegie Steel Co., has been em-

ployed as commercial engineer for the R. D. Nuttall Company.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Robert M. Smith, formerly general
Co.,

has opened a sales agency in

sales

manager of Mudge &

New York

City.

M. Wood has accepted a position as sales manager of the
Menominee Elec. Mfg. Co., Menominee, Mich., manufacturers
of fans, vacuum cleaners and small motors. He was formerly
with the Wesco Supply Co.
L.

A. Griffin, president of the Griffin Wheel Company, Chi-

T.

cago, has been elected chairman of the board of directors, and

W. H. Snedaker,

local

manager of the company's plant

Wash:, has been elected a vice-president, with

Whitcomb

F. L.
Co.,

with

office at

office at

Tacoma,
Tacoma.

at

has been elected president of the Griffin Wheel
Mr.
111., succeeding Thomas A. Griffin.

Chicago,

Whitcomb was born

at Worcester, Mass., and was connected with
Boston from 1882 to 1884. Later he engaged in the
boot and shoe business at Cleveland, 0. From 1886 to 1888, he was
in the purchasing department of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at Topeka and Chicago. He has been with the Griffin Wheel
In
Co. since 1888 and was general sales agent until 1909.
1909 he was elected vice president, which position he held until
his recent appointment.

a wool house in

All

Steel

Trucks.

adopted the grip nut for application to the pins has been such as
to dispel all fear of its failure.

One road has had

its

engines equipped with grip nuts in this

and the advisability of the
was determined after numerous experiments, the success
of which removed all doubt as to the safety of the equipment.
It is stated that twelve railways now have from one to fifteen
application for more than a year,

practice

engines, each, so equipped.

Grip Nut Designed for Locomotive Knuckle Pins.

The nut as designed for knuckle pins is illustrated herewith.
In application it is set up ayainst a thin nut of standard thread.
While it is not necessary to jam the nut in turning it on, the railways

in

some cases have made

to removal
foi

it-

is

so great in either case that there

working

off

The

this the practice.

resistance

can be no chance

T. N. Jacob, of East St. Louis, 111., the chief engineer of the
East Side Levee and Sanitary District of that city, from its
organization, has resigned to engage in private practice, with
office at the Cahokia building, East St. Louis, 111.
The Railway Utility Company. Chicago, has discontinued its
branch office in Vancouver, B. C.
The Hyman-Michaels Company of Chicago has secured a contract for 300 tons of 80 pound rails to be used in the concrete
construction of the U. S. sub-treasury vaults now being built at

This firm makes a specialty of taking railway
The
scrap material and putting it into shape in its own plant.
plant is completely equipped with cranes, acetylene cutting apparatus and shears, and recently a standard inspection bureau has

with the vibration of the moving parts.

^fi^Sellingf >Side

The American Mason Safety Tread Company, of Boston, was
awarded a gold medal at the International Exposition of Safety
and Sanitation, held during December in the Grand Central
Palace, New York City.
The Pittsburgh Steel Products Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., has
opened an office at 1933 Railway Exchange Building, St. Louis,
Mo. It will be in charge of A. F. McCoole, manager of sales,
and C. F. Palmer, supervisor.
The Solvay Process Co. has moved its New York office from
100 William street to the 42nd Street building, Madison avenue
and 42nd street.
the Grip Nut Company, with
J. W. Hibbard, treasurer of
office at 500 Fifth avenue, New York, retired from the business
of that company on November 1 and is taking advantage of this
opportunity to take a much-needed rest and will spend a year
or two in travel in an endeavor to improve his health.

San Francisco.

__

been
1

1

Edward

l\

Williams, formerly disbursing

officer

of the

Panama

Canal and treasurer of the Canal Zone, has been elected treasurer
of Mc< lord & Co.

The Railroad Wateb & Coal Handling

Co. has been formed,

with offices at 537 South Dearborn street, Chicago.

The

officers are:

and W. F.
has had a
large amount of railroad experience. Mr. Miller having had twentysix years' experience in railroad water service; T. S. Leake thirtythree years experience with buildings and coal chutes, and W. P.
Leake twenty-two years' experience with buildings.
The firm
will construct water and coaling stations, make investigations con-

M. D.

Miller, president;

T. S. Leake, vice-president,

Leake, secretary and treasurer.

'

Each of the

officers

installed

in

connection

yman -Michaels Company

is

with

the

composed

rail

department.

The

of the Block interests of

the Block-Pollak Iron Co.

Xeff has been elected a vice-president of the American
Mr. Xeff was born at La Fontaine, Ind., May 2. 1>74.
In 1S95 he was graduated from the mechanical engineering department of Purdue University and entered the service of the
During the
Chicago & North Western as a special apprentice.
greater part of his special apprenticeship he was in charge of the

John

P.

Arch Co.

locomotive testing plant where a very considerable amount of research work was being carried on. Following this he served as a

roundhouse foreman at Chicago; division
foreman of the motive power department at Waseca, Minn., Octomaster mechanic at Huron, S. D., May.
ber, 1899, to May, 1901

machinist;

assistant

;
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Ralph G. Coburn.

Alan Lichtenhein.

Allison.

1901. to September, 1902; master mechanic of the Western Iowa

Fe. witli headquarters at Chicago.

division, with headquarters at Boone, Iowa.

In 1909 he became identified
with the Franklin Railway Supply Co.. and for two years was

July. 1904.

mechanical manager, with

September, 1902, to
In 1904 he left railroad service to take a position as

engineer of tests of the American Locomotive Equipment Com-

In 1906 he was made mechanical engineer of that company, and succeeded to a similar position with the American Arch
pany.

Company when
made assistant

was formed in 1910.

In March, 1912, he was

to the president of the

American Arch Company,

it

which position he held until his recent election as vice-president.

Frank

A. Purdy, who was recently appointed sales manager of

the Gold Car Heating

& Lighting Company, and

the Canadian

office at Xew York.
Since that time
he has been western sales manager, with office at Chicago, and has
also been western sales manager of the Rome Merchant Iron Mills

and the Economy Devices Corporation, and general western
manager of the American Arch Co.

Walter H. Coyle has been elected second vice-president of the
Franklin Railway Supply Co. Mr. Coyle was born at Salamanca,
X. Y.. December 27, 187S. Four years later his family removed
and Mr. Coyle was educated in the public schools
After leaving school he was for eleven years in
the service of the Erie Eailroad in various capacities in the
mechanical and traffic departments. In January, 1905, he became
to Meadville. Pa.,

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, joined the sales force
When the latter company was
of the former concern in 1905.
organized, January 1, 1907, he was appointed its manager and

of that place.

has held that position until his recent promotion.

identified with the

William

L.

Allison has been

elected a

vice-president of the

American Arch Co. Mr. Allison was born near Salisbury. X. C
March 20, 1876. He was educated at the Davis Military School,
Winston-Salem, X. C. and received a United States Military
.

Academy appointment, but

did not

graduate.

He

entered

the

Kent Manufacturing

Co., Kent, Ohio, and in
June of the same year entered the mechanical department of the
Franklin Railway Supply Co., with headquarters at Franklin, Pa.
In June. 1911, he was made assistant to the vice-president, with
headquarters at Xew York, and was placed in charge of the sales
department of the central territory, which position he held until

government service as United States deputy marshal, which position he held for three and a half years.
From March, 1898. to
January, 1904, he was employed by the Baldwin Locomotive Works

his election as second vice-president, as

in various capacities, the last year of his service with that com-

Mr. Coburn was born at Boston in 1882.

pany being as engineer of tests. From January, 1904. to August,
1909. lie was mechanical engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Co.

J.

P.

Neff.

sales

Ralph

G.

Coburn has been appointed

noted above.
eastern sales

manager of

New York.
graduated from

the Franklin Railway Supply Co., with headquarters at

Harvard

in

1904. and entered the service of the

He remained

Frank A. Purdy.

He

with that company about

American Glue

four years, being

Walter H. Coyle.
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in charge of its western factories and having his headquarters at

Des Moines, Iowa, and Chicago.
Chicago

office

manager.

sales

On May

1,

1909, he opened the

of the Franklin Bailway Supply Co., as resident

On June

1,

1911, he was

made

assistant to the

vice-president, in charge of eastern-southern territory, with head-

quarters at

New

York, which position he held until his

ment as eastern sales manager.
Alan Lichtenhein has been promoted

appoint-

Canadian sales manager of the Franklin Bailway Supply Co., with office at New York.
Mr. Lichtenhein was born May 24, 1887, and is a graduate of
both Williams College and the Harvard Law School.
Upon the
death of his father, who for many years occupied a very prominent position in the Canadian railway supply field, he entered the
service of the Franklin Railway Supply Co. in Canada, and now
succeeds to his father's position in charge of Canadian sales of
that company.
E. M. Chadwick, formerly with the Fairbanks Co., has been
appointed manager of the Buffalo branch of Manning, Maxwell &
Moore, railway and machinists' tools and supplies and electric
traveling cranes; and D. A. Hamilton, formerly with the Beed
Prentice Company, of Worcester, Mass., has been appointed
assistant at Manning, Maxwell & Moore's Detroit branch.

At the

to

First International Exposition of Safety

January, 1914

engaged to a greater or less degree in the study of metallurgy,
in connection with improvements in chilled iron castings.

Edward

L. Adreon, SR., vice-president of the American Brake

Co., died at his

home

sudden and was due
stomach.

in St. Louis onto

the bursting

December

29.

Death was

of a blood vessel in the

Grief over the recent death of his son, E. L. Adreon, Jr.,

undoubtedly had affected him

also.

Mr. Adreon was born in
was educated at Wyman's

Louis University.

St.
St.

Louis on December 23, 1847, and
He entered the

and Sanitation,

E.

L.

Adreon. Sr.

office of the comptroller of the city of St. Louis in 1865 and remained there twenty years, being twice elected to the office of
comptroller during the period from 1877 to 1885. From April,
1887, to 1910 he was vice president and general manager of the
American Brake Co., and since that time has been vice president
of the company.
Since 1888 he has also been southwestern manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In the past he has held the following offices:
Secretary and
Westinghouse Automatic Air & Steam Coupler Co.;
director, Adreon & Co.; president, Bailway Supply Manufacturers'
Association; president, Emery Pneumatic Lubricator Co.; vice
president and director, Broadway Savings & Trust Co. He was a
member of the following organizations: Business Men's League,
Manufacturers' Association, Latin-American Club, St. Louis Bepublican Club, Noonday Club, Mercantile Club, St. Louis Club,
Missouri Athletic Club, Adirondack League, Sons of the American
Bevolution, St. Louis Railway Club, Aero Club, Air Brake Association, Masons, A. O. U. W., and Legion of Honor.
treasurer,

Frank M. Gilmore.

New York, the American Abrasive Metals Company was awarded a gold medal diploma for its Feralun Safety
Treads which have extensive uses for anti-slip surfaces where
people must walk.

held recently in

OBITUARY.
Frank M. Gilmore,
home

president of the E. D. E. Co., died at his
in Chicago on December 18, of Bright 's disease. Mr. Gil-

more was born 49 years ago, at Boston, Mass., but had made
his

home

in Chicago

for the past 22 years.

A

considerable

portion of this time

was spent with H. W. Johns-Manville Co.
About two years ago he left this firm to organize the E. D. E.
dealing in car insulation and refrigerator car specialties.
well known in the railway field, especially through the
South and Southwest, where he traveled for many years while
with the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. His death was sudden and
Co.,

He was

his

many

friends will greatly miss him.

Bobert C. Totten, president of the Nickel Chrome Chilled Car
Wheel Co., has passed away. Mr. Totten was born in Pittsburgh on January 6, 1833, and lived in that city most of his
life.
His father was one of the earliest founders in Pittsburgh
and organized the old Fort Pitt Foundry. In 1850, Mr. Totten,
at the age of 17 years, entered the foundry and continued in
that business until about 1891. Since that time he had been

Mr. Adreon combined in a most eminent degree the qualities
In addition to his thoroughness, his insistence on prompt and correct work, he had the human
qualities that endeared him to his subordinates
geniality, kindness, magnanimity.
He inspired them with enthusiasm and loyalty, and there are few if any managers who have been able to
get out of their employees so much work done in the same devoted
spirit.
They might not have done it for an impersonal company,
but they did it gladly out of their personal regard for Mr. Adreon.
His dealings with the patrons of the company were always marked
by fairness and liberality, and the good impression thus made on
the railroad and locomotive companies of the country has been a
business asset beyond computation. Without in the least disparaging the able labors of others, it must be set down as a fact
that to Mr. Adreon more than to any one man is due the success
and present high standing of the American Brake Co. For a
quarter of a century he was with it as its guiding spirit; to it he
gave the best endeavors of his life, and it stands a living monument to his genius, energy and devotion.
necessary to the successful manager.

—

—
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But others are such as could be carried on while the

locomotive

is

perpetual.

In the efforts for economy in fuel, firemen have

in

A

and certain of them could be made

service,

impossible

is

it

produce

to

absolute

and indisputable
*

evidence that certain methods are economy-producing ones and

checked carefully at both ends of the

may be found

is

and even then

trip,

in explanation of results

good

or bad.

In large power plants an absolute check on firemen

New York

is

obtained

through an analysis of the stack gases; this being made a con-

to

At

tinuous process.

Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

and business communications
pany, at

of these tests

not simple hobbies of persons in authority, unless the coal
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Many

improvement of design.

unequal conditions
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have

plants

testing

are laboratory experiments and could be carried on nowhere

but

P.

on

much valuable data which has

been instructed as to best methods in performing their duties,

Pres. and Treas.

L. F.

obtaining of

assisted in the

else.
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in Service.

as run

locomotives

of

tests

the

Com-

Chicago.

impractical

simple

of

outfit,

first

application

thought such a system would seem
locomotives.

to

By means

obtained in such a manner as to form an average for the
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a

of

however, a sample of the front end gases can be
trip.

equally simple analyzer installed in the roundhouse can then

be used to show the results of the trip in the nature of
gases passed

This system gives an absolute check upon

off.

the results of different methods of firing and,

upon each fireman.

Moreover,

obviates argument.

The

daily

by comparison,

produces the evidence which

it

results of the analysis

may

and a rivalry among firemen thus created.
are

results
Office

the"

consistently

obtained from

man

or

be posted

Where poor
machine the

trouble can be easily located and corrective measures immediately applied.
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the system above mentioned would be of great value in
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as to the condition of arches, tubes and front end apparatus
in all cases.
It

is,

in brief, not at all improbable that certain tests of this

nature are too generally considered as practical only in the
testing

plant in

comparing and improving designs for new

Train Handling.
All railways which have for the past

with the times in the adoption of

met with

few years kept pace
heavier power each year have

serious embarrassments, in the handling of the conse-

quent long trains.

Draft gear troubles have increased alarm-

ingly and the handling of trains

by engine crews has

neces-

sarily

been placed under much closer supervision than in the

past.

One

to

in the fact that there are

lie

of the difficulties of the situation, however, seems

supervise properly.

The problems

few who can be found
of both air brake

to

and draft

gear manufacturers in developing equipment to stand the rough

handling of trains by enginemen
will

who cannot understand

or

not work according to the rules of good practice, are

impossible of solution.

A

paper covering this subject was read by F. B. Parmer

before the Western Eailway Club on January 19.

In the paper

Mr. Farmer has presented suggestions and rules governing the
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operation of long freight trains, "which have been found to work

He

very satisfactorily.

places emphasis upon the importance

of calling for detailed reports of each break-in-two

engineman and conductor, and presents forms

The paper

By

from both

for these reports.

reports

necessary, if proper- results be obtained, that they

it is

shall be studied

by men who are

qualified to actually demonstrate

where the excuses are not acceptable and

to

teach

methods.

from the enginemen, Mr. Farmer

Industrial Railways.

hopes to impress upon them a sense of responsibility not otherfelt.

The American people are as a
methods used by the daily press

There can be no doubt that the frequence of recurrence of
break-in-two

may

troubles

unless definite action

is

viewed with alarm, and

well be

taken in reducing their frequency the

mind of

causes doubt in the

class

minded and the

fair

in treating certain subjects often

the thinking

representation of the public in this country.

man

as to its proper

Those associated with

the railways probably have more reason than those associated with

further increase in the length of trains and consequently in

any other industries

the development of heavier power will be considered imprac-

treating upon subjects which concern the railways.

Those lines which make a practice of refusing to

ticable.

better

published in abstract on another page of this issue.

is

calling for detailed reports

wise

February, 1914

It

to

wonder at the attitude of the press

only recently that articles appeared

is

in

simultaneously in

haul small and light cars are not free from trouble of this kind,

the leading daily papers of the country to the effect that several

might be safely stated that draft gear damage

of our largest systems have been caught in a species of "re-

and

it

There

greatly reduced.

is

a logical reason for this

is

not

—a combina-

tion of faulty inspection and careless handling will destroy the

best of draft gear even if

it

And

and by actual demonstration.
that,

owing

there

are

illustrated

their

it

is

methods are wrong

enough

by the experience

This

demonstrators.

skilled

'

It

would not be surprising,

if it

.

er,

may be

of a certain large road which

It is only in later issues of these

that

it

is

investigation on the part of the Interstate

known among

business

men

was demonstrated by a bright young road foreman

that a burst air hose need never cause a break-in-two, this

excuse was accepted.

many long

promptly shutting

valve

hauled

freight trains without draft gear trouble even

when he

felt the

off

when

His alertness

faulty air hose frequently set the train brakes.
in

man

In proving his point this

steam and lapping the engineer's

Thereafter the

officers

of this

Another excuse, frequently given by enginemen who are

him

make

out reports,

is

faulty inspection which allows

to leave a terminal with draft gear

been damaged.

This excuse

above-mentioned road.

now no

is

own railways

which has previously

longer accepted on the

Incoming as well as outgoing trains are

is-

for the pur-

the form of switching charges and per diem rates on cars.

The

advantages of this practice on the part of large manufacturers

have been so great as to encourage a very large increase in the

number of railway companies incorporated
and locomotives, and have led

to operate plant tracks

a situation which has become

to

embarrassing in several respects.

The Pennsylvania, the New York
and the Erie have

filed briefs

Central, the Baltimore

& Ohio

on this subject with the Interstate

Commerce Commission for the purpose of obtaining a ruling as

road refused to accept the "burst hose" excuse.

required to

It

pose of obtaining allowances from the large railway systems in

drag of an unexpected application inva-

riably saved breaking in two.

Commerce Commission

that the larger industrial con-

cerns have built and maintained their

until it

if at all,

into the particular species of rebating above referred to.

attributing about 90 per cent of its break-in-two troubles to

And

open to criticism with

explained that the railways themselves instigated an

well

That was the notation on each report.

still

same newspapers,

required reports from enginemen and which was consequently

burst air hose.

were possible to know,

hundreds of thousands of minds had formed the opinion, based

respect to such matters.

an unfortunate fact

to the rapid strides in the design of heavier pt

not

if

'

upon these items, that the railways are

does no worse.

Enginemen must be shown wherein

bating.

the legality of the practice,
all

and

it is

to-

probable, as a result, that

allowances for the performance of this class of service will be

There was absolutely no secrecy about any phase of

abolished.

the subject, as has been publicly stated

of the Pennsylvania system.

by Samuel Eea, president

It is plain to see, therefore, that

"stretched" by clubbing a few brakes at the rear end and
working the locomotive. "Long necks" are located and the

another grave injustice has been done the railways generally by the

damage can thus be charged

probable outcome of the matter will be the disbandment of most

to the

crew which brought the

train in or to the switching crow which handled

may
train,

show.

If no

it,

as the test

"long necks" are allowed in an outbound

a break-in-two cannot be charged to previously defective

Another advantage which

draft gear.

is

method used by the daily press in handling the

of the railway corporations formed for the purpose of operating

manufacturing plant tracks, as there will be no further incentive
for their existence.

gained by stretching

outbound trains before leaving the terminal

is

Keeping on the Subject.

that of locating

which are not evident until the slack is pulled
In cold weather the rubber of the hose and connection

Within a few months the open season for railway conventions

serious air leaks
out.

will

be with us again.

and when the train has stood for some time
with the slack "bunched" an attempt to pull out will develop
leaks which will cause the brakes to set after the train has

to get inspiration

perhaps traveled for some distance.

is

gasket

is stiffened

If the slack is pulled out

against hand brakes tightly set at the rear end and then an
inspection

is

made the

tion that locates
If

enginemen

leaks can be located

by the same

inspec-

"long necks."
are, in

The

subject.

standard practice, to

out detailed

every department of railway

activity will journey to various meetings to

man who

and

to

make new

friends.

obtain

new

ideas,

AYithout doubt the

conscientiously attends the sessions of his association

going to be a more valuable

man

for the railway company,

and

those at the heads of mechanical departments should encourage

attendance on the part of their men.

However,

make

Men from

it

frequently happens that those

who take part

the discussions are so full of ideas that quite often they

in

wander
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away from

the subject which

a convention

may

proceedings,

the

is

under discussion.

selves strictly to the

make

the sessions of their respective associations of greater

value by insisting that one subject be handled at a time.
stray

to

(From

Montii

This

the Files.)

Those who are

coming summer can do a great

Not only do individuals have a tendency

enfq^ans y^o

its

them-

confine

to

subject before the house.

to preside at meetings during the

deal to

In order that

obtain the greatest amount of good out of

members should be required

43

F. N. Hibbits has been appointed master mechanic of the Erie
at Rochester, N. Y.

was recently stated in the daily press that President ReinTopeka & Santa Fe, had been presented,
by the Pullman Palace Car Company, with an elegant private
It

hart, of the Atchison,

away from

President Reinhart desires to have it known that neither
or anyone else has presented him with a
private car or anything else.
car.

the subject, but the associations as a whole occasionally do the

same thing.

The committee on subjects can do a great deal of

good in many cases by seeing to

it

sticks to the subject to which

devoted.

it is

times been directed at some

and frequently

field,

which they

may come

in contact in the

an organization which

future, but this should be done outside of

devoted to the work of a particular set of men.

committees consider

and what they are doing

tion

Let subject

who are members

of the associa-

—then go ahead and

decide on sub-

just

first

men

It is indeed very proper for

which they are directly interested every day in the year.

jects in

Jerome metallic packing, manufactured by
Chicago, has been

made standard on

We

Mechanical Officials.

Mechanical Officials," by Ernest Cordeal.

as stated in the article, that

'

f

if

a high degree of

It

'
'

is

Sta-

true,

efficiency is

to be maintained in the operation of a railroad, the mechanical

department must bear the largest share in

its

accomplishment."

In no department can statistics and records be used to such good

advantage as in the mechanical department, for

the Illinois Central loco-

an unpaid salary balance of $15, thus puncturing the scheme.
The Austrian railway authorities have issued a circular to
private railway companies urging experimentation in the electric lighting of cars.

The Grand Trunk is considering the substitution of electric
locomotives for the special hard coal-burning steam locomotives

it in reality is

ating with success on the Vandalia.

COMPENSATION OF LABOR ON BRITISH AND AMERICAN
RAILWAYS.

superintendent of motive power unless they are put into such

shape that he can

tell

mind

how

at a glance, almost,

A

ances, etc., are running.

diagram

to use compressed

The Chicago Railway Equipment Company, lessees of the
National Hollow Brake Beam Co., has certified to an increase of
capital stock from $150,000 to $250,000.
The Wabash will make a trial on one of its locomotives of the
Lewis valve gear after a design furnished by J. B. Barnes, superintendent of motive power. The gear is reported to be oper-

not of very great value to the busy

statistics are

will

his costs, perform-

more

convey

the

to

in a minute than the actual figures will convey in fifteen.

Mr. Cordeal gives a number of interesting points with regard

to

the form of chart adapted to convey the information quickly and
completely.

With wages

one-sixth to one-half the scale forced on

railways by successive arbitrations at

the

&

Co. of

New

York, who built the Orient railroad shops at Wichita, Kan., are
drawing plans for increasing the capacity of the shops. The
present shops now employ 200 men and if enlarged under the
plans now being made, the payroll would provide for 1,800 men.

The Oregon-Washington Eailroad & Navigation

Co.

will

ask

for bids for a $575,000 steel swing bridge across the city waterat

bayonet, British railways, with the approval of Parliament, have
been permitted to meet small advances in the pay of employes
Avith increased passenger fares and freight rates.
Hitherto it has been difficult to present in convincing form the
disparity between British and American railway wages so as to
show in their true contrast the fundamental differences existing
This difficulty has
in economies of construction and operation.
been removed by the report just made by the British board of

way
it

rates has

become of such engrossing

interest in this country,

renders possible the measurement of American railway pay

by

British standards presented in the following statement showing

the daily rate awarded British employes compared with 1912 aver-

age earnings per

man

in the

United States:

Minimum

Maximum

United States
Average

Enginemen
Firemen

$1.15

$2.18

$5.02

73

1.46

3.03

Conductors

77

1.42

4.29

Trainmen

63

1.42

3.02

Great Britain

crossing elimination at Lima, O.

wage disputes

during two years' operation of the amended railway conciliation
scheme. At a time when the relation of railway wages to rail-

Tacoma, Wash.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are considering plans for grade

American

point of the strike

trade presenting terms of settlements in railway

Eepresentatives of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

way

Jerome, of

The corporation organized to build a railway from North
Dakota to the Gulf was sued by its young lady stenographer for

the manufacturing end of railroading.

However,

C. C.

air to clean its coaches.

present on another page an interesting article on

tistics for

through

motives.

now operating through the St. Clair tunnel.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific plans
Statistics for

its

train to the West.

associations because the subjects

the criticism has been justified.

is

Criticism has some-

Pullman company

The Lehigh Valley has introduced a dining car on

that the association itself

taken up were outside of or beyond their

to study problems with

the

'

The Seaboard Air Line

will soon begin

work on important

minal improvements at Savannah, Ga., which,
volve an expenditure of $500,000.

it

is

ter-

said, will in-

Railroads entering Spartanburg, S. O, are preparing to erect a
union station there.

Work
&

nooga

will be started in
St.

The Norfolk Southern
N.

C.

the spring by the Nashville, Chatta-

Louis on the East

End

will build

viaduct at Chattanooga, Tenn.

an engine house at Raleigh,

Herein are

set forth the actual

earnings of four great classes

of American railway labor in 1912, to which further additions
have already been granted, compared with the new-won scale of
For enginemen and firemen the services are
British employes.
almost identical, but conductors and trainmen here differ some-

what from the nearest British counterpart. American earnings,
including overtime and extras, are used, it is true; yet their use
against the British maximum is more than fair, for this is far

—
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above the average. Actual earnings, computed as the American's,
would be roughly a mean between minimum and maximum. According to latest determinations, in fact, $1.86 daily was the average earnings for engineers, $1.11 for firemen and $1.26 for passenger guards.
As British railway wage rates, devoid of

all extras,

have been

impossible of ascertainment through lack of published figures, the
chief value of the present report to the student of foreign rail-

ways

lies in its

Yearly Eng-

exact data on actual scales of pay.

lish compilations,

presenting only for a selected week the actual

compensation paid by 27 companies in the United Kingdom, show
only the average earned per man; there are available now, however, specific rates awarded the individual classes of employes in
219

wage disputes with

additional information

as

present

to

settlements 107 were arrived at by agreement be-

tween deputations of the men and the companies alone; 93 by
agreement between the two sides of conciliation boards without
assistance of a chairman and 4 by such agreement with mediation
of a chairman. Only in 15 cases was a chairman 's decision required after efforts at agreement had failed. In each award the
scale

is

to

2%

stand as a rule from

wage rate awarded

to

any

class

to

3

years.

The highest

of railway servants was $2.18

daily or $13.08 weekly granted to engine drivers.

This

is

to be

compared with an average actual earning record in 1912 of $5.02
daily for enginemen of the United States; yet this British maximum wage not only is far beyond the generality of railway wages
in the United Kingdom, but, as will be seen, it is in itself excepThere are American roads
tional for even railway engineers.
where the daily compensation of enginemen averages $5.50.
Next highest in the wage scales set are signal fitters and telegraph wiremen, but the rate is that set for foremen of the class
in London.
So also, with few exceptions, other wage awards
which attain to the region of $8.00 per week apply to foremen,
the leading member of a gang, to some special member or apply
only in the London district. From an average maximum far below that figure rates of payment drop to the $2.18 per week which
in one ease was awarded to a porter in southwestern Scotland.
This too is an exception. Conciliation boards seem to have set 17
shillings per week ($4.13) as the general minimum for adult em-

minimum is broken also in certain cases of
brakemen. carmen and vanguards, carriage and wagon examiners,
checkers, engine cleaners, gatekeepers, greasers, number takers,
permanent way men and shunters) and for "lads," as junior
ployes (although the

employes are termed, considered as apprentices, a minimum wage
of 7 shillings ($1.70). For "lads" the maximum seldom is over
£1 ($4.87) weekly.

As may be judged by the wide divergence between minima and
maxima, unlike the practice in the United States no general wage
rate applies to the same grade of railway labor.
Two reasons explain the diversity:
first, employes performing the same class
of work with similar records of service vary widely in rate of pay
because of difference in living conditions; secondly, employes performing the same class of work under similar living conditions
vary widely because of difference in records of service.
gradu-

A

ated scale applies universally, in other words, itself adjusted to
special conditions of special territories.

Lowest wage

scales apply as a rule to Ireland, Scotland

rural parts of

England.

arise in the large cities

Highest

scales,

advance almost universally is at the rate of 1 shilling (24
per week annually toward the maximum of the grade,
reached not unusually after from 15 to 20 years. The maximum
of $8.50 for brakemen is attained on the North Staffordshire
Kailway after IS years of service, which began at $4.61. The
similar maximum for passenger guards is reached on the same
road in the
twenty-second year in charge of trains.
In that
period the guard has risen from 24 shillings to 35 shillings per
week, that is, from $5.83 to $8.50, a weekly addition in 22 years
his

cents)

'

'

'

'

of $2.67!

Money wages,

man 's

railroad

A

nothing.

it is

true, constitute not the

whole of the British

compensation, yet other allowances total almost

special investigation of 1907, results of which

published recently, showed

and

adults

204,237

and the

on the other extreme,

where living costs are greater.

So.

in

were

15,915 lads re-

ceiving free uniform and other clothing; applied to

conditions of service on British railroads.

Of the 219

February. 1914

all

employes

was worth 8 cents per week for adults and 6 cents per week for
lads.
Free or reduced rent to 14,337 adults averaged for all em-

this

Other allowances were of even smaller
The British railway man is. moreover, allowed an

ployes 2 cents per week.

consequence.

annual holiday with pay varying with class of work and length
of service from 3 to 6 days per year. Ordinarily, also, when

by work to lodge away from home temporarily, employes
awarded "lodging allowances," which vary from 12
been
have
cents to 85 cents nightly.

require'!

It

significant, however, that in

is

most cases where the bonus

question has come up such extras in reward for added effort or
efficiency are abolished at the request of the
fixed

men

in favor of the

advances demanded.

Though hours of labor

among

differ

the

many

classes almost as

widely as do wages, ranging from 4T to 72 hours per week, the

Brakesmen work

ten-hour day seems to be regarded as standard.

ten hours a day; engine drivers and firemen, 10 to 12: gatekeepers,

goods guards, 10 to 12 and passenger guards, 10 to 11.
Permanent way men work from 55% in summer to 47 in winter,
9 to 11

;

;

is paid as time
Friday
or
Christmas
as time
and one-quarter and Sunday, Good
and one-quarter to time and one-half. Rare eases of double Sunlay time occur.

with Saturday half-holiday.

What

Overtime, as a rule,

has been the total effect of these wage increases, already

the cause for a rise in rates which has left few British railway

untouched? Twenty-seven companies, employing more
than 90 per cent of the railway servants of the United Kingdom,

charges

show these

results:

Average Weekly Earnings of British Railway Servants 1903 to
1912.

Number employed

week
December.

First
in

in selected

week.

Average weekly
earnings per head.

1903
1904

448,944

$6.04

446.197

6.08

1905

449.923

6.14

1906
1907

458.579

6.17

479,314

6.27

190S
1909

459.753

6.07

459,968

6.16

1910
1911

463.520

6.25

1912

473,168

6.48

482,905

6.65

Advanced wages granted toward the close of 1911 by many of
by additional increases on other

1912. average weekly earnings of railway servants in Ireland were

the important companies, followed

$5.04. in Scotland $5.91,

England and Wales $6.80, the average for the United Kingdom being $6.65. The high record, $13.08,

railways in 1912, brought a rise of 23 cents in the average weekly
earnings per man for 1911 and a further rise in 1912 of 17 cents

already mentioned in the ease of engine drivers, applies to drivers
of only a few long-distance trains on the Great Central Eailway

1907, another year of good trade.

who

and

in

reside permanently in London.

lings ($.73) per

week extra

Such men, receiving 3

shil-

in consideration of their metropolitan

living expenses, so attain their exceptional rate.
It is

from the graduated

scale,

however, that one best appreci-

ates the slow, laborious ascent which

servant

's

rise in the

wage

scale.

marks the British railway
Beginning at the set minimum.

per week!

The 1912 average

is

38 cents higher than that for

American railways, paying an average wage of $733 per year,
confronted by demands for 20 per cent advances and awards of
7 per cent, would seem to bear at least as heavy a burden as did
their British counterparts, since compensated with public approval
Bureau
for their 2.6 per cent increase to a yearly wage of $346.
of Eaihrau

News and

Statistics.
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Mechanical Officials
By Ernest

Cordeal.

The operating expenditures of a railroad may be roughly divided into two classes. First, those items which are comparatively fixed or in other words are not subject to decrease by
improved efficiency of operation. Under this head would be
considered such accounts as include the salaries of general

be maintained at the practical miniuium. The necessary data
to assist and support such supervision should be furnished,
first, as promptly after the end of accounting periods as possible, and second, in as brief and comprehensive form as pos-

superintendents of the various departments, wages of
and switch-

The men who hold supervisory positions in the mechanical
department are without exception loaded with a burden of
cares and responsibilities which leaves them little time for the
study of long, intricate statements or reports.
Columns of
figures, no matter how skillfully arranged, give up the salient
facts only upon diligent study.

officers,

dispatchers, station employes, engine men, trainmen

men, also the accounts which cover depreciation and renewals.
Second, those items in which economy may be affected by
improved efficiency of operation. Under this head would be
included all the repair and supply accounts.

Under the

first classification

many

of the accounts are prac-

volume of business handled. This
applies to the supervision accounts and the depreciation accounts. Expenditures for renewals depend upon administrative
The wages of dispatchers and station men are fixed
policy.
The wages of train, enwithin certain limits of variation.
gine and yardmen vary directly with the amount of business
handled. It is obvious that the accounts under this head do not
tically fixed regardless of the

present a field for the reduction of operating expenses, presupposing a fixed quantity of traffic to be handled.
Under the second head, on the other hand, are found the

accounts which must bear the burden when improved economy
By dividing the total operating exis desired.

of operation

penses of a railroad into two classes as outlined
found that approximately 50 per cent falls into the

An

it

will

be

first class.

analysis of the remaining 50 per cent which falls into the

second class reveals the fact that fully three-quarters of the
total is included in the accounts which are handled by the
Under this head are included the
mechanical department.
maintenance of equipment accounts covering repairs to locomotives and cars and the transportation accounts covering
fuel, lubricants, supplies and handling of equipment.
therefore apparent that if a high degree of efficiency
is to be attained in the operation of a railroad, the mechanical department must bear the largest share in its accomIt

is

plishment.

economic operation may be accomplished by continuous, competent supervision of expenditures included in
the second class. In order that such supervision may be given
it is essential that mechanical department officers, from the
superintendent of motive power to round house foreman, be
provided with accurate, current data reflecting performance
in the various activities under their supervision.
Not only should records of current expenditures be provided,
but further certain standards of performance should be established so that the actual figures may always be considered in
Efficient,

sible.

The graphical chart when properly designed presents the
most complete solution of the problem of placing the pertinent facts before the interested parties in the most concise
and definite form requiring the minimum of effort for their

best,

Charts should be so constructed as to throw the
A graph which must be pondered over before it divulges the information which it contains is no improvement over columns of figures.
The prime
object, then, in the designing of graphical charts for the assistance of mechanical men should be to so simplify the form
that the fact or facts presented are comprehensible with the
digestion.

facts in the face of the reader.

minimum

of mental effort.

The facts which should be brought out in the charts are:
First The actual monthly expenditures to the various

—
Second —The cumulative average of the months contained in
the
period.
Third — The relation of the actual figures to a prearranged
fiscal

standard.

Exception

are shown in relation to service rendered. For instance, they
would demand that locomotive repairs be reflected as a cost
per engine mile or per gross ton mile. Undoubtedly the cost
per gross ton mile is the most equitable figure for comparisons
of performance as between different roads, between different
divisions of the same road, or between different periods of
time, but such data as a guide for the supervision of current
expenditures is practically useless.
The supply accounts may

be expected to follow very closely any variation in the volume
of business handled, the handling accounts will also follow in
a lesser degree, but the repair accounts may and frequently

Undoubtedly the most economic
may be obtained by adherence to a policy of operating locomotive and car shops uniformly throughout the year,

will

be

effected

insuring the
ital

best condition of rolling stock at all times.
However,
whether the shops are operated uniformly or spasmodically
in an attempt to regulate expenses to the variations in income,
monthly repair costs per unit of service for the same period
are of little value.
Aside from the questionable value of
monthly unit costs such a basis for use in conveying the necessary information to mechanical officials adds a complication
which defeats to a large extent the purpose of the data, not
only must simplicity be sacrificed but longer delays in com-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Transportation.
Account 72—Enginehouse expenses—yard.
Account 73 —Fuel for yard locomotives.
Account 75 —Lubricants for yard locomotives.
Account 81—Engine house expenses —road.
Account 82 —Fuel for road locomotives.
Account 84—Lubricants for road locomotives.
Account 85—Other supplies for road locomotives.
for

intelligent

must be exercised

supervision

of

maximum yearly output with the minimum capinvestment in buildings and equipment, permitting the
retention of a steady trained force of workmen and insuring
the

Maintenance of equipment.
Account 25 Steam locomotives repairs.
Account 31 Passenger train cars repairs.
Account 34 Freight train cars repairs.
Account 46 Shop machinery and tools.

constant,

inversely.

repair costs

The principal accounts with which the mechanical department has to deal, following the Interstate Commerce Com-

Each one of the accounts enumerated

may

be taken by some authorities on the subject to the expediency of showing actual monthly charges
without reduction to a unit basis whereby the expenditures

their relation to the results expected.

mission's classification, are as follows:

ac-

counts.

is

the

piling the data are unavoidable.

of such nature that

expenditures

The use of the cumulative average should require little exBy this means monthly fluctuations are equalized
and the general tendency of expenditure either upwards or
downwards is indicated. The cumulative average is preferable to the twelve months average for the reason that while

planation.

there-

in order that the cost of operation

may

the former considers only expenditures for the present year
the latter is influenced by the figures representing the months

.
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of the previous year until the twelve month period has been
completed when the last month of the previous year is eliminated.
In a progressive world the records of past performance

February, 1914

would be of

little interest unless, perhaps for the emphasis
of past errors to be avoided in the future.
The comparison
of present with past performance is as a rule a valueless makeshift.
Efficiency should not be based upon what has been done

The second chart reproduced, illustrates a form often used
and one which has certain advantages for certain purposes.
The straight lines of this form share with the first graph the
factor of simplicity which is absent in following examples
where the curved or broken line is used. The chart as drawn
introduces the double standard of cost and amount of business
handled. As a historical record of performance or as a means

but upon what should be done.
In order that it may be known what relation the performance

of advising the higher officials of the tendency of unit costs
from month to month and from year to year, this form is

of the present bears to the best possible attainment, in order
that a definite mark may be established a record to be striven
for, standards of performance should be prearranged.
Such

As a chart to be put in the hands of officers in
charge of a single division or point for their guidance in the
every day conduct of affairs, it is far inferior to the first for
the reason that the pertinent fact, of so much actual money
spent, is not indicated with sufficient clearness.

may

be built up from the expected unit costs. The
variation in the quantity of business handled from year to
year is rarely so great as to render impracticable the setting
of a fixed standard expenditure to cover any of the accounts

standards

acceptable.

20OOO

under consideration.

A

number of chart forms

are here illustrated for the pur-

pose of establishing the superiority of this method of presenting pertinent information. In addition to the form suggested

15000

as the best on account of its simplicity and the prominence
with which the salient points are brought out, other more
complicated forms are shown in order that certain comparisons
may be drawn.

500O

IOOOO

July
Aug.

15000

n

____

..

__

,.-

— __ ^-

IOOOO

ZOOOO
Fig. 3.

^1

Sept

The third form illustrated, while it makes use of the monthly
actual expenditures and can readily be completed by the addition of the line indicating the standard allotment, is not

Oct.

Hov.

Dec
JdD.

nearly so easily comprehended as the other forms. The curve
or broken line in itself a thing more complicated fails to convey ideas with the abrupt, uncompromising clearness of the

Feb
Fig.

1.

straight line.

The

first

chart illustrated

is

recommended for
simplicity itself.
The
that

use.

The

arrangement of this chart is
scale of
amounts is given a prominent place at the top of the chart
making it a matter of ease to determine the charges represented by the lines in the body of the graph. The monthly
charges are represented by the open blocks and the cumulative averages by the solid blocks.
The standard representing
the result which is expected, is indicated by the vertical line
which in the case illustrated calls for a monthly expenditure
of $15,000 or more correctly for a total expenditure for the
year of $180,000 it being understood that monthly fluctuations
will occur which should, however, balance up in the average
so that the final block representing the average monthly
charges for the twelve months will fall close to the standard
line.

be understood at a glance. When
month are added, together with
the average, the graph becomes a perpetual memorandum to
mechanical officials appraising them constantly and without
effort on their part of the exact standing to date of each
account represented.
This form of chart

may

the figures for each succeeding

The twelve month average has been used

in this

chart to illustrate its disadvantages.
It will be observed that owing to the exceptionally low
charges for the months of September to March the average
line rises but little above $15,000 at the end <fi the chart
although the expenditures for the months from April to October range from $15,700 to $17,200.
Again the average line
rises for the last month on the chart although the charges for
that month are well below any of the preceding eight months
the increase in the average being due to the fact that the

dropped when the current month
low.
The official who had watched
is
carefully this average line and congratulated himself upon the
fact that it had not risen above the standard allowed, would
having been distinctly disappointed when with the last month's
figures in, the average for the current year had appeared above
the standard. No such false impressions as this would be possible when the cumulative average is used instead of twelve
months.

November which
added, was abnormally

previous

is

Cost of locomotive Repairs per IOOO
Gross Ton Miles
.15

Cost of Locomotive Repairs per
1000 Oro55 Ton Miles
-

IJ
.10

"^T

/

^r= """"

"v

T

—

~~

""*

\^~>

\

*"

10
*

.05

OR

Fig. 4.

^$M
Fig. 2

The fourth illustration combines the bad features of the
second and third without retaining the good. The curved and
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broken lines again hinder the rapid accurate reading of the
chart while the introduction of the double standard of money
and work performed renders the chart useless as an assistant
to the man on the work. The twelve months' average completes
the task of rendering the chart impracticable.
In consideration of the foregoing graphs it should not be

understood that the forms which are designated as inferior
for the purpose in hand may not have certain uses. It is simply as a means of conveying pertinent statistics to practical

mechanical
'

men

that their usefulness

is

40-TON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE,

questioned.
G., P.

& H. RY.

& Hespler Ry., Preston, Ontario, placed the
Baldwin-Westinghouse
locomotive -herewith illustrated in
40-ton
service on November 20, 1910, and since that date it has been
in continuous operation, twenty-four hours every day, except
Sundays, averaging about 150 hours per week. This service includes hauling practically every kind of freight in standard
steam railway rolling stock, between the Canadian Pacific lines
at Gait, Berlin and Waterloo, a distance of from 12 to 14 miles.
Although the haul is not long, there are a number of 2% to
2%% grades from one to two miles long. The maximum number
of cars hauled in one train is about 25, the average number being 15, and the tonnage per train is about 200 tons, or on four
trips of road per day, 2,000 tons.
The

47

Tire turning

45.00

Motor axle bearings

30.00

Unit switch control

50.00

Trolley parts, wheels, harps, poles and bases
Brake shoes

110.00
270.00

Miscellaneous
Total (from

30.00

November

July 14, 1913)
.$705.00
on this locomotive, covering a
period of over 2y2 years, is considered a very good record by
the operating company, in view of the large amount of service

The

30, 1910, to

.

.

total, $705.00, for repairs

received.

Gait, Preston

BRAKE CYLINDER HEAD HOLDER.
By

J.

A. Jesson.

In removing and replacing the non-pressure head and piston
away from the cylinder and it
requires considerable force to hold it in position while replacing
the head bolts.
The sketch shows a simple device that will overcome this
objectionable feature and will prove a valuable addition to the
brake cleaner's kit.
the head will usually spring

It is hardly possible to estimate exactly the total mileage, as

the greater part of the.. time, 16 hours per day, the locomotive is
in switching service. No record is kept of the tonnage and
mileage, but the switching mileage would easily equal half, if

A-U

not three-quarters, of the road service.

This locomotive is equipped with four Westinghouse No.
308-B-2 commutating-pole, 600-volt railway motors, rated at 120
h. p., and unit switch control.

The locomotive is given one-half hour inspection every 2-1
hours, and about five or six every Sunday, when making light
repairs, such as applying

brake shoes, changing wheels for tire
wear and inspection of motors, airbrakes and control equipment.
Tires have been turned twice since this locomotive went into
service, and the total repair account to date is given below:
Air compressor (principally due to armature and field
trouble due to low trolley voltage)
$170.00

Brake Cylinder Head Holder.
It consists of a yoke A, which fits over the crosshead and
against the cylinder head. Pin B fits in the brake pin hole, and

set

screw C holds yoke in position after adjustment to head.

THE SOCIETY

of Railway Associations' Secretaries was
formed at a meeting held in New York City on November 22,
1913.
Another meeting will be held early in February.

40-Ton Baldwln-Westlnghouse Locomotive— G. P.

&

H. Ry.
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LOCOMOTIVES IN ENGLAND IN

February, 1914

1913.

Looking back at the locomotive year in the United Kingdom
there are seen points which, although not novel to readers of
the

Bail way

Master Mechanic,

of the lines of

tions

will

bear

recalling

improvement followed.

Take

as

indica-

for example

the introduction of an engine designed on the Stumpf principle.
This steam cylinder had been very interesting to British locomotive engineers.

It

came along at a time when most of the

who devote

attention to railway matters were prepared
to regard the possibilities of improving the reciprocating steam
engine as virtually non-existent; it is an instance of the result
of school research work applied directly to an industry whose

people

own

men have

fallen somewhat into the grooves of
one of those rare cases of radical novelty in
steam engine design being adapted immediately to the locomotice.
The Stumpf engine was only announced in 1912 and early
in 1913.
Vincent L. Kaven, the chief mechanical engineer of
the North-Eastern Eailway, had the principle embodied in and
working an express passenger locomotive.
In the Stumpf cylinder piston valves admit steam to the
cylinder, but the outlet for exhaust steam is through ports
around the middle of the cylinder, the piston itself acting as
an exhaust valve. The piston being very long, these ports are
not uncovered until the end of the stroke is reached in either
direction.
It will be observed that the steam has a direct
passage through the cylinder, instead of turning back to
exhaust through the same port by which it entered. This means
that hot incoming steam does not meet walls cooled by outgoing exhaust steam; consequently there is less loss by condensation and improved economy.
During the year the North-Eastern Eailway 's dynamometer
car has been attached to a number of goods and express passenger trains hauled by the Stumpf engine between Newcastle and
York.
The weight of the passenger train was from 212 to
411 tons (one ton equals 2,240 pounds), and of the freight
trains from 632 to 1,054 tons. The booked speed of the passenger trains varied from 48.6 to 51.6 m. p. h. and that of the
freight trains averaged 24 m. p. h.
The engine was quite
capable of hauling the trains to the booked speed. The average
coal consumption was 2.93 pounds per horsepower hour, and the
average water consumption 20.71 pounds per horsepower hour.
These averages are taken from the figures of ten express passenger runs from Manchester to York and four passenger and six
goods runs from York to Manchester.
Few remarkable designs have been seen this year. The six
wheels coupled passenger express engine is gradually improving
its ascendency over the four-wheeled coupled.
Super-heating
is now so common that it has almost ceased to be interesting to

O

the public.

</>

practical

routine,

and

it is

During the latter part of 1912

C. J.

Bowen Cooke commenced

building a four-cylinder passenger engine of the 4-6-0 type, and
January of this year the Sir Gilbert Claughton, shown in the

in

was put into service. The cylinders are 16 inches
diameter by 26 inches stroke, fitted with piston valves 8 inches
diameter, and all driven on to one axle. This arrangement of
cylinders gives a more perfect balance than is possible when

illustration,

the cylinders drive on to separate axles.

The valve gear used
Walschaert's applied to the outside cylinders, the valves of
the inside cylinders being worked from the outside cylinder valve spindles through rocking levers at the front end of
the valve chests. Superheated steam is used, the pressure being
175 pounds per square inch, and the superheat ranging from
630 degrees to 650 degrees. The boiler is of the Belpaire type,
the mean diameter of the barrel being 5 feet
inch and the
length 14 feet 5% inch. The firebox outside casing is 9 feet 6
inches long and the width 5 feet 7% inches at the top and
4 feet 1 inch at the lower part of the box between the engine
frames. The total heating surface of all the tubes is 1,987.8
square feet, and the firebox heating surface is 161.2 square feet,
with 30.5 square feet of grate area. The coupled wheels when
new, with 3 inch thickness of tires, are 6 feet 9 inches diameis
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ter.

The front of the engine

is

radial truck, having wheels 3 feet 3

working order

of the engine in

on a four-wheeled
inches diameter. The weight

is

carried

nearly 78 tons, of which 59

tons are distributed on the coupled wheels, the

maximum weight

on one pair of wheels being about 20 tons. The tender carries
3,000 gallons of water and seven tons of coal, and weighs iD
working order about 39 tons. At the present time ten of these
engines are in service.

A

run was made with one of these engines (Ealph
Broeklebank, Xo. 1,159) between Euston and Crewe, on the 2d
November last, with a train of empty main line coaches and the
dynamometer car, the weight of which was 435 tons, and with
engine and tender the total weight was 552 tons. The distance
This included three
of 158 miles was covered in 159 minutes.
The mean
to
about
minutes.
slacks and one stop, equal
6?i
horsepower at the engine draw bar was 855. The average indicated horsepower taken at 25 points was 1,358 and the maximum was 1,617 horsepower. Besides the above mentioned class,
20 engines of the George V class, 16 of the Prince of Wales
class, and 28 of the 0-8-0 freight engines, all fitted with superheaters, have been built.

Engine wheel base
Engine and tender base
Length over buffers
Center of boiler from rail

With the

London, Brighton and
and the consequent acceleration of the passenger
service, it became necessary to have more powerful steam engines
to deal with the freight trains expeditiously.
A special class
of engine has been designed for this purpose and, second to the
Stumpf experiment, it may be regarded as the most interesting
locomotive production of the year. Designed by Mr. Billinton,
the chief locomotive engineer of the above mentioned railway,
the engine is of the Mogul type i. e., having a leading pony
truck with one pair of wheels, six-coupled driving wheels ami
no trailers. In addition to being a new type on this line, the
engines have several interesting details.
The Belpaire firebox appears for the first time on the Brighton line, instead
of the ordinary round top crown which has been standard pracThe boilers are fitted with superheaters
tice up to the present.
of 21 elements. The feed water, which is heated in the tender
tank by exhaust steam, is drawn from near the upper surface,
where it is hottest, by means of a float feed arrangement, and
delivesed to the boiler by a Weir pump which stands on the
platform on the left hand side of the firebox.
A No. 10
Gresham combination hot water injector is also fitted. The
safety valves have an attachment by which blown off steam is
turned into the tender tank instead of wasting its heat in the
atmosphere. The slide valves are of the piston type, 10 inches
diameter with internal admission, and operated by Stephenson
link motion.
The reversing shaft is provided with a clutch,
operated by compressed air, in order to steady the motion and
relieve the thrust on the reversing gear when the engine is
working. The cylinders are fitted with a new type of combined
vacuum and water relief valve. The piston rod metallic packing is enclosed in an air-cooled sleeve, and is of the non-floating
type. Forced lubrication to the cylinders and piston valves is
provided by a mechanical lubricator, which possesses the novel
feature of being valveless.
The weights are compensated
between the pony truck and leading wheels, also between the
driving and trailing wheels. The pony truck is center-pivoted,
the weight being carried on two transverse laminated springs
supported at the ends by heart-shaped links, which allow of the
electrification of parts of the
line,

standard quick-acting type, with reservoir
capacity for heavy service.
The leading dimensions are as
tings^ are

the

of

follows:

Cylinders
Piqfon valves
Coupled wheels
Pony wheels
Bigid wheel base
.

.

.

21 in. diameter
.

by 26
10

j

in.

5 ft. 6 in.
3 ft. 6 in.

15

ft.

6 in.

in.

stroke

diameter
diameter
diameter
diameter

ft.

9 in. diameter
.".47

11 in.

ft.

57

ft.

5 in.

8 ft. 6 in.

Working pressure

170 lbs. per sq.

110 tubes, 2%, in. diameter
21 tubes, 5% in. diameter

790
366

Firebox

139 sq.

Total

in.

ft.

ft.

1,574 sq. ft.

Grate area
weight of engine in working order
weight of tender in working order

Maximum
Maximum
W.

sq. ft.

279 sq.

Total

B.

sq. ft.

1,295 sq. ft.

Superheated tubes

Urie, the chief mechanical engineer of the

24.8 sq. ft.

63%
41%

tons

tons

London and

South- Western

Railway, has been building ten mixed traffic
engines of the 4-6-0 type, four with Bobinson superheaters, four
with Schmidt, and two using saturated steam. Some of the leading particulars are: outside cylinders, 21 in. by 28 in.; Walschaert valve gear; coupled wheels, 6 ft. diameter; tractive
effort at 80 per cent boiler pressure 24,700 pounds.

surface with Schmidt superheater

is

The heating

2,320 square feet, with Bob-

inson superheater 2,254 square feet, and with no superheater
2,192 square feet.

The grate area

working pressure

180 pounds.

—

necessary side play on a plane parallel to the rail surface. Train
heating apparatus is also fitted to the engine in case of its
being used on passenger trains. The Westinghouse brake fit-

23

Heating surface

test

South Coast

49

is

is

30 square feet and the

LARGE SECTIONAL FIREBOX.
The accompanying illustration shows the interior of the largest
Jacobs-Shupert sectional firebox yet bailt. The photograph was
taken during the process of construction, and before the back
head and door sheet had been applied. There are twenty men
seated about the table within the firebox.
It is one of a lot of
fireboxes being built for the Philadelphia & Beading to be applied
These locomotives are
designed to burn anthracite coal, and hence the large grate area

to

its

I-8-A

Consolidation

locomotives.

Largest Jacobs-Shupert Firebox Built.
is required.
These particular fireboxes will be equipped with the
Gaines arch or bridge wall, so as to form a combustion chamber

between the bridge wall and the back flue sheet. The firebox
consists of fifteen channel shaped sections, each section being 10
The firebox is 13 feet 2 inches long and
inches wide over all.
8 feet 8 inches wide, inside dimensions, and the distance from the
bottom of the mud ring to the center of the crown on the inside
is 5 feet 1 inch.
It is expected that these fireboxes will be in
service

by next

spring.

'
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CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES THROUGH
THE ELECTRIFICATION OF RAILWAYS.*
By

G. Percy Cole, Electrical Engineer,

Canadian General Electric

February, 1914

ments, a large part of our power supply is still obtained from
Look at the labor spent in and about raising
and distributing the coal which we are now using up at such an

the energy of coal.

alarming rate; and which we would save under more economical

Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

conditions.

Reviewing the examples of the steam roads that have electrified
their terminals and sections of their main lines, one is struck
with the fact that few, if any, undertook the electrification from
entirely an economic standpoint, and on account of the financial
return expected on the money so expended. Municipal laws looking to the abatement of smoke have been largely the cause of

Up till recently, the consensus of opinion has
been that such changes in motive power would, for some time to
come, only be compelled by local conditions and ordinances, and
that there were no inherent advantages in electrification to warrant its adoption under such conditions, other than the eliminapast electrification.

tion of the

smoke nuisance, and the

ability of the electric loco-

motive to accomplish some special work not possible with the

steam locomotive.
Recent developments

in the art of applied electricity are gradu-

A

few years ago the discussions
The
few important electrifications have shown results quite in accord
with the calculations and estimates, and demonstrated conclusively
that technically satisfactory operation of heavy railways by elecThe question then becomes an economic one.
tricity is possible.
As approximately 70% of the revenue derived from the operation
of railroads is obtained from the transportation of freight, we
can understand why the managers of some of the Western roads
are studying from the standpoint of economy alone, the application of the electric locomotive for main line operation over the
mountain divisions. Economies effected on these divisions, where
ally altering this state of affairs.

centered around the feasibility of heavy electric traction.

the cost

Due

high, will have a large bearing on the total net revenue.

is

to the advance in the art,

we now

find that propositions which,

only a few years ago, could not be considered within the economic

range for

electrification,

are highly attractive and commercially

hear a great deal nowadays about the conservation of our

few years ago that the mention of
the word conservation simply resulted in a mental picture of
somewhat vague, semi-official measures enacted to save our remaining forests from the ravages of the lumberman's axe. Now
we save the forests by eliminating the spark-shedding locomotive!
Thanks to the press of all civilized nations and the conservation
commissions appointed in the various countries, the term "Conservation" has broadened very materially until now it embraces
such subjects as utilization of water power, preserving the fertility of farm lands, assuring a continual supply of fur-bearing
animals, the bettering of hygienic conditions of our cities, and
other kindred subjects. To quote the words of Premier Borden:
"It means preservation, not waste; efficient development, not
locking up these resources; the reasonable uses of them having
regard to the nation's interests; and last, but not least, the participation by the people in all the advantages and benefits."
If our modern day civilization stands for anything, we must
It is only a

natural resources.

consider not only the material, but the labor side of conservation.

must be evident that the more efficient the operation of the
country as a whole, the more rapidly must it add to its wealth
and diminish the amount of labor which individuals have to expend in order to live at a certain standard. This efficient working
of the country, to a large extent depends upon the proper use of
It

natural resources in the form of material and labor, and the
elimination of all waste in both of these which can possibly be
its

brought about.
If

it is

right for the nation,

dividual to strive towards the
sources, which

We

*

is it

not also the duty of the in-

more economical use of these

re-

only just to conserve for future generations?
must, however, not lose sight of the fact that
true engineerit

is

'

'

based on economies.
Notwithstanding all our

ing

is

A

amount of labor of the people connected with actual
operation of burning coal for all its various uses, which labor,
under a more efficient system, could be turned to better account
the enormous

in the interests of the country.

We

recently noticed in the papers, in connection with the dis"smoke nuisance" in this metropolis, one of our
Controllers was reported as stating that the pall of smoke hang-

cussion of the

ing over the city and contributed by the large factories, railway
locomotives and power houses, was a sign of the prosperity of
the country; leading us to infer that the rate at which

we can
a measure of our industrial activity and prosperity.
This would be true, perhaps, if we were using our coal with reasonable economy; but this is certainly not true of what we are at
use coal

is

present doing.

Taking all the uses of coal into consideration, S. L. Ferranti
has shown that we are getting back an amount represented by
useful work of one kind and another, of much less than 10% of
the latent energy in the coal. It is in the process of transforma-

work in the form of heat and power that this
great loss occurs, as the process is a most difficult one,, and requires the highest scientific and practical skill to carry out with
tion of coal into

even moderate economy.

more than
version

is

The fact that we are throwing away
of the value of our coal in the process of cona matter of great concern to any nation.

90%

Undoubtedly at the present time, the most convenient method
of utilizing energy is by means of electricity.
In the last few
years remarkable progress has been

reasonable.

We

Then there is the vast army of workers who are employed in
cleaning up the dirt produced by our present methods of using
coal.
The daily routine of every household shows what a large
proportion of domestic labor is devoted to this.
There is also

'

great

hydro-electric

paper before the Canadian Railway Club.

power develop-

electric

power

made

in the application of

in practically every industry;

trical appliances in our domestic life is also

and the use of

elec-

proceeding at a rapid

The question very naturally arises as to when and by what
means will electrical energy be available in such large quantities
and at such reasonable prices, that we can do away with all other
forms of motive power and accomplish all our heating, lighting,
cooking and other industrial applications solely by means of elecpace.

tricity.

Mr. Ferranti, above mentioned, one of the most noted authorion prime movers in England, states that the only complete
and final conversion of the whole of the coal which we use for
heat and power into electricity, and the recovery of its by-products
at a comparatively small number of great electricity producing
stations.
All our wants in the way of light, power, heat and
chemical action would then be met by a supply of electricity disties

tributed all over the country.

must be remembered, however, that the distribution of energy in the form of electricity instead of coal can only be effectively carried out when it can be done in such a way that it is
available for all the purposes for which coal is now used; and
this can be the case only when the conversion is effected at such
It

an economy as

will cause the electric

energy delivered, to repreMr. Ferranti

sent a high percentage of the energy of the coal.

has shown that in order to supply electricity for

all

purposes,

it

would be necessary among other things, to have a conversion efficiency (efficiency of coal energy to electric energy) of not less
than 25 per cent. On the basis of large generating stations of
one-fourth million kilowatt capacity at the pit's mouth of the

supplying net works of high tension transmission
a load factor of 60 per cent, he has estimated that the
average price at which current could be supplied throughout the
country would be one-fourth of a cent per kilowatt hour.
coal

centers

lines with

At the present time we are not

able to purchase electricity for

the above low figure, nor has the all-electric millennium yet ar-

—
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rived; but the central station generating industry has

now grown

power can be obtained
In large
at very low figures and on very satisfactory terms.
blocks, it should not be difficult to purchase electrical energy at
of a cent per kilowatt hour. Recently the Great
from 1 2 to
to such proportions that in the large centers,

%

Power Company has made a rate of 0.536 cents per kilowatt hour to the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Eailway, and
agrees to construct some of the high tension lines, in addition.
If power can be obtained from the large central stations at
Falls

be justifiable for the steam roads,
undertaking electrification, to go to the great expense of constructing their own power houses. In fact, considering the nature
of the power load caused by through trains, whether freight or
passenger, it will usually be impossible for the railway itself to
manufacture its electricity at a cost of less than twice the price
at which it can be sold to the railway at a profit, by existing electricity supply undertakings with large miscellaneous power and
such reasonable rates,

—

it

will not

lighting loads.

The question may be asked

way load be acceptable

:

Would

the addition of a large rail-

companies? This
has been answered in the affirmative by Samuel Insull in a paper
The Relation of Central Station Generation to Railway
entitled
to the central station

'

'

Electrification," read before the

American Institute of Electrical

In this paper it was shown that
the central station supply company will be able to provide the
necessary electrical energy at an attractive price, for the reason
that the annual consumption will usually be quite an addition to
its lighting and miscellaneous power load, and for the further and
important reason that the time distribution of the railway load
will usually be such as slightly to improve the total load factor at
Engineers, on April 5th, 1912.
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pile to driving wheels for electric
first

and steam operation.

by reciprocating steam engines, their
form of energy in the coal to electric
energy, may be taken as a maximum of 10 to 12 per cent. Steam
Electric generators driven

economy expressed

in the

turbine driven generators, a

Next

maximum

efficiency of 17 per cent.

economy comes the large gas engine fed from
gas producers, with an efficiency of coal energy to electric energy
of possibly 25 per cent. Finally we come to the internal combusin order of

tion engine using crude petroleum (Diesel type) direct connected
to electric generator, and we find the maximum efficiency of fuel
energy to electric energy to be in the neighborhood of 30 to 31%

per cent.

The above

figures all apply to the largest power* stations at pres-

ent in existence and the efficiency
station at full load

is

the

and unity power

'

'

power

'
'

efficiency of the

These figures will
be very much reduced when we consider the annual overall efficiency from the fuel to the outgoing cables or as it is termed,
efficiency.
energy
This latter efficiency takes account of the
load factor of the station, or all the varying conditions of output during the 8766 hours of a year. Take for example the steam
'

factor.

'

'

'

During the short periods of maximum load, the
may be from 15 to 17 per cent, but high
values of this sort are offset by very low values of 3 to 4 per cent,
occurring during times of very light load. If we can get an anturbine station.

efficiency of the station

nual overall efficiency of 11 per cent,
ingly reduced
will

we

are doing very well in-

For the other types of prime movers, we get a correspond-

deed.

annual

overall

efficiency,

the

as

following table

show:

Annual

In 1907, when this subject of electrification was being actively
discussed by the large engineering societies, the conclusions ar-

Power

the steam roads were not justified in undertaking the large

expenditures involved in building their

own power

sta-

by adopting electricity for their motive power,
numerous economies would result.
At that time, compared with the then existing conditions, the
magnitude of the power load required by railways appeared large.
For example, the kilowatt capacity of the power houses for the
New York Central electrification amounted to 20,000 kilowatts.
To insure continuity of service, duplicate power houses were resorted to, thus doubling up on the capital expenditure for this portion of the electrification. The capital costs of these power houses
amounted to approximately $3,500,000.00, which figures out at a
little less than $90.00 per kilowatt; and certainly no one blames
the heads of the steam roads for steering clear of electrification
in the face of such tremendous capital outlays.
The intervening years since 1907 have completely reversed the
situation.
The independent central stations of the large centers
have grown at such a pace that their capacities in some instances
now run up to the hundreds of thousands of kilowatts with indi-

tions, even though,

even 35,000 K. W. capacity; thus
division of a main line railway
seem, in comparison, extremely small. In the United States, and
to some extent in Canada, the transmission net-works of these
vidual

generating units of

making the power required for a

large central stations are so extensive, that

it is

only a question

of a few years until practically the whole country, at least in the
more populous districts, will be entirely covered, with the result
that large blocks of power ean.be supplied to the railways from
these net-works, at very attractive figures, and that on account
of the non-coincidence of the railway and lighting load peaks, the
railway load will be a desirable addition; even granting that the

load will be more or less fluctuating, as would be the case on a
division with relatively

few trains per day.

In whatever form energy is produced and distributed to the
train, it ultimately appears as mechanical energy applied to turn
one or more axles against the resistance to their rotation imposed
by the weight on the wheels and the motion of the train. It is
instructive to examine and compare the over-all efficiency from coal

Efficiency

of Station at

rived at seemed to be such that, at the then present state of the
art,

we

find the following:

the generating station.

capital

Taking

the conversion efficiencies for electric generating stations,

Full load.

Reciprocating Steam Engine Station.

..

Steam Turbine Station
Gas Producer and Gas Engine Station.
Diesel Engine Station

But

.10-12

15-17
.

.

25

%
%
%

30-31%%

Overall
Efficiency

of Station.

8%
11%
18%
22%

manufacturing electricity is analyzed in debe found that for station of large outputs we can
eliminate all except the steam turbine station. If the analysis is
made according to the latest approved methods, by dividing the
total cost into (1) Production of costs; (2) Investment costs;
(3) Administration costs, it will be found that the cost of manufacture by means of steam turbine stations is much less than with
the three other types of prime movers, even with coal costing
$4.50 per ton of 2,000 lbs., which is rather a high figure.
Contrasting the steam turbine station with the internal combustion
station, H. M. Hobart has shown that even with the 22 per cent
annual efficiency of the latter plant, the total cost of manufacturing
energy is 13 per cent greater than in the case of steam turbine
11 per cent efficiency plant, for two reasons. First, the oil fuel
with a calorific value of 18,000 B. t. u. per lb., and costing 4 cents
per TJ. S. gallon, costs twice as much per kilowatt hour of calorific
value as the $4.50 per ton coal with 14,500 B.t.u. per lb. If the
coal had cost only $2.25 per ton (and good coal is obtained at
this price in many stations) then the oil would have cost "four
times" as much as the coal per kilowatt hour of calorific value;
and even if the oil engine station have had 44 per cent overall
efficiency, the fuel cos.t per kilowatt hour of output would have
been as great as in the 11 per cent efficiency steam turbine station.
tail,

it

if the cost of

will

Let us now investigate of what order of magnitude the efficiency
becomes when delivered to the driving wheels of the locomotive
after all the losses due to transmission, sub-station transformation, low tension feeders and locomotive motor equipment are taken
into account. Assuming a steam turbine station with 11 per cent
annual efficiency, it can be shown that the overall efficiency from
the coal pile in the power house, to the rims of the drivers, is,
for practically any well designed and commercially sound railway
scheme, of the order of 6.0 to 6.5 per cent. In this connection two

—

'
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noteworthy papers have been presented recently before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The first by H. M. Hobart,
entitled "2,400 Volt Railway Electrification" (A. I. E. E. proceedings, p. 1,017, May 20, 1913). The second by Chas. P. Kahler,

"Trunk Line

entitled
p. 1,057,

May

Electrification"

(A.

I.

E. E. proceedings,

20, 1913).

In the first paper, taking an example of a 75 ton electric locomotive hauling 10 Pullman coaches weighing 75 tons each, and
making a non-stop run of 100 miles in two hours, Hobart has
calculated the annual overall efficiency

from

coal pile to driving

wheels to be 6.1 per cent for dense service and 6.6 per cent for
Comparing with this a 185 ton Pacific type steam
locomotive hauling the same train over the same distance at the

sparse service.

same schedule speed, he finds the net
drawbar of approximately 2.65 per

efficiency

from the coal

to the

cent, thus showing that the

requires only 47 per cent of the amount of
required in the case where the same train of 10 Pullman coaches is hauled by a steam locomotive. If this is expressed
on the basis of coal consumption per ton mile of "useful" load
electric locomotive

coal which

(i.

e.

is

per ton mile behind the drawbar)

we have:

For the steam train 0.163 lb. of coal per ton mile.
For the electric train 0.077 lb. of coal per ton mile.
in Bulletin 402, published

But we read

The Utilization
by Dr. W. F. M. Goss, as follows:

Survey, entitled
tice,"

by the U.

S.

Geological

of Fuel in Locomotive Prac-

'

'

—

Observations on several important railroads have indicated
that not less than 20 per cent of the total fuel supplied to locoThis
motives performs no function in moving trains forward.
'

is

we are face to face with such a saving would be
on a par with believing that, because the Mallet locomotive used
in the St. Louis tests developed under certain conditions a
drawbar horse-power hour form 2.6 lb. of coal and that by the
addition of superheaters, this figure could be reduced to approximately 1.6, we are then justified in assuming that the aggregate
coal consumption of steam locomotives can be obtained by
multiplying 1.6 lbs. by the aggregate drawbar horse-power
hours required to operate the existing freight and passenger
service of the country. In America, there is no evidence that
the heads of our steam roads are contemplating any general
electrification in the near future; for it is obvious that in these
days of railroad regulation and difficult railway finance, unless
we have a definite answer to the question, "Will it pay?" very
little progress can be made.
But it is right at this point, however, that it is necessary to consider the subject in its very
broadest aspects. In no line of human endeavor is there such
building for the future as in railroading. Otherwise we would
not be witnessing the present increased activity in the application of the electric locomotive to steam railroad properties.
If
in the past, the electric locomotive has made inroads into the
steam field, in connection with tunnels, terminals and mountain
grades, it has been because it was the logical machine to adopt.
The saving may not be apparent in lower operating costs, but
believe that

may

result

from greatly increased capacity, the elimination

of water stations along the line, the reduced steaming capacity

'

amount

dependent only to a very slight extent on the character-

istics of the locomotive, being in a large measure controlled by
operating conditions, the length of divisions and the promptness

with which trains are moved."

There are other ways in which the fuel can be wasted. For
example, the fuel lost by 'dropping through the grates is a factor
that depends on the grate design, and on the characteristics of the
but chiefly on the degree of care exercised in managing the
fire.
A familiar sight, when walking along the ties of some roads
(where they don't pinch you for trespassing) is the amount of
fuel,

of the steam locomotive in very cold weather, just at the time
requires its maximum power, the increased speed of trains
over single track mountain divisions, the improvement in conditions of travel due to the elimination of all smoke, the many
incidental advantages in having -electric power available at all
it

electrification of railways is fully justified, and that each case
should be considered on its merits. For many years to come, for
trunk line service, the steam locomotive will be used; but in

building for the future,

We

served by these lines.

be employed in a generating station
than on steam locomotives which are usually supplied with run
of mine. Thus, if the comparison were carried beyond the quantity of coal per train mile and reduced to terms of the fuel cost
per train mile, the result would in most instances be to increase
the above 2 to 1 ratio (2 for the steam locomotive to 1 for the

more of the order of 3 to 1.
moved with only % of
the amount of fuel it now takes to move it, enormous quantities
of coal would be conserved for future generations. Let us get
some idea of the amount and value. In 1911 the total amount of
bituminous and anthracite coal mined in the United States was
approximately 535,771,000 short tons. For the same year in
Canada, 11,323,000 tons were mined, or a total of roughly 547,000,000 tons for the two countries.
to a ratio

If the traffic of the country could be

It is estimated that locomotives use

more than

one-fifth of the

On this basis, we have the annual
consumption of coal by locomotives in Canada and the United
States amounting to approximately 110,000,000 tons. If it were
possible to save
of this, valued at $2.00 per ton, we effect a
yearly saving of roughly $147,000,000, which amount would go a
long way towards paying the interest on capital expenditures for
total quantity of coal mined.

%

electrification.

But there
will result in

is

not going to be wholesale electrification that

any such economies during the next few

years.

To

will be wise to thoroughly investigate

it

know that in years gone by, many
have been built much in advance of their com-

electric operation.

Other considerations involved are: the cost of
the coal delivered at the convenient site of the generating station
is materially less than the cost of the same coal by the time it is
loaded on the locomotive tenders, and also, a cheaper grade of
lignite coal can economically

other different ways that will

suggest themselves to the seasoned railroad man.
The point
it
is
desired
bring
here,
is
that
to
out
that the interest in the

trolley lines

other animals.

many

points of the system, and in

and on the embankment, that has jiggled off
passing
locomotives; to say nothing of the lumps of
of
the tenders
coal used by the firemen as ammunition against barking dogs and
coal near the track

electric locomotive)
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all

mercial justification; but the result has bee^i a tremendous aid
to

the rapid extension and

development of the communities

The American Institute papers of Messrs. Hobart and Kahler
to, and also a paper by A. H. Babcock,

previously referred

electrical engineer of the

Southern Pacific

of all thoughtful railway

men; for

Co.,

merit the perusal

in these papers,

we have

the optimistic and pessimistic sides of railway electrification

discussed at great length

engineers

now

by world-wide

experts.

To show that

realize to the full that electrification will be a

very gradual process, the following extract from Mr. Hobart 's
paper is of interest:

"The predominating

item in the capital outlay is that for
rolling stock; and against this outlay a credit can equitably be
allowed, since the replaced steam equipment can be used up on
non-electrified divisions.
In other words, in making up its
budget for new rolling stock, a railway engaged in electrifying
its system by divisions, will in each successive year devote a
greater sum to the purchase of electrically equipped rolling
stock, and a lesser sum to the purchase of equipment for steam
operation.

'

Leaving aside the economic feature, there are several important reasons why we have not seen electric operation more
generally adopted on steam lines. In the writer's opinion, the
foremost reason is the fact that in the modern steam locomotive
we have a mighty good thing. On the whole, it is very reliable,
and in what business is greater reliability required than in railroading?
Everyone knows it is pretty nearly as difficult to
change a Canon of the Church as to introduce some new feature
The attitude is reasonable, and
on railroad rolling stock.

—
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natural; as the responsibilities involved in any radical change

are very great indeed.

Another reason is the fact that for the last few years there
has been a discussion going on in the various engineering
societies as to the best system to use; leading outsiders to believe that there has been a much greater lack of agreement in
regard to systems and standards than is really the case. However,

as the economic range of application of each system is

becoming better known, we are now emerging from the chaos
of five years ago to a clearer understanding of the relative
merits of each system. The actual operating results from exist-

ing terminal installations has been a large factor in clearing
up debatable points.
Choice of System.

As

in steam operation, there is no universal locomotive that

used for freight, passenger or shunting service, so in electric
operation there is no one system that meets all the varied demands of railroad operation. Experiments are being carried out
on both sides of the water with systems, employing mercury
arc rectifiers, split phase converters, special forms of single
phase motors, etc.; and while many of these systems show
great promise, they are still in the experimental stage, and we
will thus consider only the four systems furnished by the present
is

state of the art, as follows:
1.

The low pressure direct current (D.C.) system, working

at 500 to 600 volts.
2.

The high pressure

(D.C.)

system working at 1,200 to

3,000 volts.

The single phase alternating system.
The polyphase (3-phase) alternating system.
System 1 has abundantly proved its applicability for electric
urban traction and short urban or interurban railway lines all
over the world. The low voltage employed limits the economical
use to a few miles, unless coupled with the employment of
3.

4.

rotary converter substations.

In this latter case, the energy
transmitted by three-phase alternating current at high voltage
to transformer stations along the line, and there changed to
D.C. current at 500-600 volts.
is

System 4, the three-phase system, finds its greatest application for mountain grade divisions and tunnels with heavy grades;
as it is possible to introduce great economies in operation, due
to being able to connect the motors as generators and return
power to the line when going down grade. The Great Northern
Power Company has adopted this system, and its success and
the success of the Valtelina line and several other similar north
Italian lines, has encouraged an extension; and a Parliamentary
appropriation of twelve million pounds sterling has been made
for electrification of Italian main line railways on the threephase system. The greater complications of the overhead line,
involving a double trolley wire and those of the arrangements
for speed regulations have been arguments against the threephase system.

System
enter the

2,

the high pressure D.C. system, while the last to
in the opinion of many, the solution for trunk

field, is

line electrification.

It is

now

well

known

that the Lancashire

and Yorkshire Bailway Company is going to electrify a short
length of line between Bury and Holcombe Brook at 3,000
volts D.C. It is not anticipated that the consumption of current at the train will be in any way different from that of
any other continuous current train, but it is certain that the
capital cost of rolling stock will not be appreciably greater
than that of the low tension continuous current rolling stock,
and that a very high efficiency of transmission will be obtained
between the power station and the train.
System 3, the single-phase alternating system, has now been
.
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switching arrangements are heavier, and the motor has
generally to be associated with a transformer; but the advantage
of being able to transmit and pick up current from overhead
trolley wire at high voltage and transform down on the locomotive to low voltage is very great.
The future of railway electrification at the present time seems
the

between the single phase alternating, and the high presmain line work. The nature of
the current affects the system of operation, and it is much
easier to obtain the power necessary to drive motor car trains
of varying make up with direct current than with single phase
alternating current. The horse power output per ton of electrical equipment has been estimated at 11 H.P. for D.C, as
The operating costs for A.C.
against 6 H.P. for A.C. motors.
system are certainly higher than for D.C. Mr. J. Dalziel, in
to lie

sure direct current systems for

discussing a paper presented before the Institution of Electrical
While the single phase system has certain
Engineers, states,
'

'

weight and cost of rolling stock equipment, on the one hand, possible main line electrification cannot
with prudence be overlooked, especially on some lines; and
on the other hand, even in dense urban passenger traffic work,
its disadvantages are by no means so outstanding, and it in
fact has advantages of comparative performance sufficiently
great to make its rejection for any work that may be in contemplation a matter for the gravest consideration, and, indeed,
of bad engineering where main line work is possible."
In America, however, in the opinion of the writer, the high
tension D.C. system has a preponderating advantage in that
without much difficulty, power can be obtained from existing
large stations whether equipped with 60 or 25 cycle generators.
The single phase system requires 25 cycles or lower; in schemes
This precludes the single phase
of magnitude, 15 is figured.

drawbacks

in increased

A.C. system from obtaining power from any of the existing
supply companies, without interposing expensive frequency
changer substations, thus taking away the main excuse for

adopting the single phase system; namely, the use of simple
booths equipped with transformers instead of substations containing rotative machinery.
The main essential is to thoroughly realize the limitations
of each system, and act accordingly. Each electric system has
The high
its own particular field, and steam also has its field.
voltage D. C. system

"It

is

not the panacea for

all electrification.

possible that the single-phase system

Hobart says:
play an important part
is

may

in certain classes of railway work, such
as for hauling freight trains and express passenger trains; but
in the interests of railway electrification, it is important to
confine the application of the single-phase system to its true
economic range of work; or, at any rate, to classes of work not

widely outside of this range."
A method that has been recently adopted, where electrification is under consideration, is for the railway to obtain alternate
tenders from firms of repute who are capable of carrying out
both systems equally well, not only for the first cost of the
This method
installation, but also for the cost of operation.
has been recently followed by the Commissioners of the Victorian Bailways, for the very large electrification scheme in the
Tenders and guarantees were obtained
vicinity of Melbourne.

from

all

reached

the chief manufacturers of the world, and a decision
only

after

very careful

deliberation.

The

Melbourne

tried out for a

on a large scale, and is the first instance where
has
been made after a consideration of electrical
decision
the
as compared with steam locomotive methods.
The writer is aware of the wonderful developments that
have taken place during the last few years in the design and
improvement of the steam locomotive; where we now have
large articulated compound engines capable of exerting draw-

pensated series and compensated repulsion motors, have been
invented, and these can be accelerated and reversed with the
same ease as continuous current motors. The A.C. motors are
about half as large again as the D.C. for the same power output,

bar pulls of over 100,000 lbs., working simple, and that it is
claimed by the use of superheat, the consumption of coal per
horse power hour at the drawbar is now only about 2% pounds.
It is safe to assume, however, that by the time the electric
locomotive has behind it the years of development now pos-

number of years. In this system, single-phase
traction motors having commutators called respectively com-

electrification is
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by the steam locomotive, considerable electrification
have taken place. One of the biggest factors in bringing

sessed
will

about on this continent is the fact, that, in spite of all the
muck raking magazine articles, it has been abundantly proved
that the railroads of this country are not over-capitalized and
that, on the contrary, they are very much in need of money
and added capitalization. In comparison with English railways, it has been shown that the American roads with only
one-fifth the capitalization per mile, handle one-fourth more
business, charge only one-third the rate, pay double the -wages,
and are supported by only one-seventh of the population. Is
it not safe to assume that some of the added capitalization will
go towards electrification, after its economies have been fully
proven? The present capitalization of English railways is very
much higher than in this country. This is undoubtedly holding back electrification to some extent, as the directors of
the roads are extremely reluctant to add anything to their
present burden of fixed charges.
this

The large water powers with which
should

aid in

electrification,

since

this country is

large

quantities

endowed
of

cheap

energy are available in various parts of the country.
Indirect Advantages from Electrification.

The adoption of

electricity

February, 1914
as

a

motive power for

and thus the all-electric millennium -would be
In fact, the signs of the times are not wanting at the present moment; for just recently there has been
formed the "Society for Electrical Development, Inc.*' The
trical appliances;

slogan of this society is, "Do it electrically," and the
spontaneous support received from every branch of the industry
means an immense stimulus during the next few years. It
behooves us all therefore to be in a receptive mood.
official

REINFORCING WOODEN BOX CARS.
In an effort to strengthen the ends and draft sills of the 30
and 40 ton wooden cars, the Canadian Pacific Railway has added
Inexpensive reinforcements with most satisfactory results.
Defective draft sills are replaced with 6-inch 22.7 steel Z bar
sills.
Three-inch 6.7 Z bars are bolted to the end posts, extending to the bottom of the end sill behind the deadwood and
bolted to the end sill. Inch and three-quarter lining is applied to
cover the original lining, being secured with the end post bolts
posts.

shops.

delay on the repair tracks to equip the old cars with

As the high tension transmission

lines will in all probability

from the

and power sold to advantage to small towns
and ranches. Inexpensive stepdown apparatus
has lately been developed, enabling even small quantities of
power to be tapped off high voltage lines. In the great wheat
belts of Canada, the power could be sold to do the threshing
and perhaps in the future, to increase the yield per acre, due to
the direct stimulation of plant growth by means of electricity.
Experiments in England have shown an increase in the yield
per acre of from 15 to 50 per cent, due to a proper application
of high tension currents. In California it has also been shown
that an electrified field in which sheep are grazing, has largely
increased the yield of wool and improved the quality at the
same time.
off

lines

or large farms

C.

P.

Wooden Box Car Showng Reinforcing Lining. Note
Which Extend Through Lining and Outside Z Bars.

manu-

well on its way.

Only one or two of the indirect advantages accruing from
electrification will be mentioned here.
If the railroad purchases large blocks of power at low figures -from the central
station supply companies at the large centers, it will be able
to utilize a portion of this energy for operation of its railroad

travel along the right-of-way of the railroad, taps can be taken

all

facturing operations would mean an immense conservation of
the labor of the nation. This would have a tendency to make
labor more remunerative, which in turn would stimulate invention in all kinds of labor-saving devices; in other words, elec-

as well as being nailed to the intermediate end posts and corner

The Z bar center sills have given the most satisfactory results.
They are very easily applied to the car, and there is no additional
The

steel

sills

ths» steel sills.

are riveted to the body bolsters, bolted to the

needle beams and securely attached to the end

sill,

the end

sill

being supported by the reinforced end.
In the application of the 194-inch

lining, over the original lin-

ing the cost of repairs to the original lining
the addition of the heavy lining cost but very

is

making
The Z bars

saved,

little.

bolted to the outside of the old end posts are also an inexpensive

improvement as they can be applied over cracked

posts.

Bolts
C. P.

Wooden Box Car Showing Z Bar Reinforcement

at End.
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Freight Train Handling
Draft rigging in fair to good condition
pulled out.

not pushed in nor
implying

The, severity cannot be judged by any shock felt

a severe blow.

by

is

It is either driven in or jerked out, both

a heavy locothe speed must change suddenly

those riding trains, particularly the engineer of

For a shock to be felt
and considerably. The amount of the instant reduction in speed
of a modern freight locomotive that is necessary to cause a break
in-two is too little to be felt as the severe shock that it is to
draft rigging. Engineers who do not understand this are prone
motive.

-

to attribute resulting failures to the condition of the draft rig-

ging instead of to their handling.

A

train composed of empties behind loads is not an excuse for

breaking-in-two

neither, as a rule, is

;

an

" old

defect. '

'

Many

of such defects should be called ancient, as not infrequently they
While allowance will be made for
are original in old couplers.

an old

age did not result
would have occurred then with

defect, yet the fact that its evident

in failure before, asks whether it

proper handling; or, if the draft rigging was plainly defective,
why it had not been noted in season and the car switched to the
rear, or, if necessary, set out? Every "old defect" not original
with the part that failed was once a new defect, and the man
who breaks many of the "old defects" is one who is contributing to the new ones. Therefore, this bald statement cannot alone

be accepted as a

The

They work together. Loose slack is that which can be run in or
out without compressing the draft gear springs. It merely perSpring slack is the additional amount that can
be had, in or out, when these springs are compressed, and which
helps to drive the slack in the oposite direction and thereby inmits of shocks.

crease the shocks.

an example of

all

out and held

When

of the following illustrations gives

so.

The damage

arises

from

its

sudden change.

slack runs in or out rapidly one part of the train gradually

attains a lower speed than the other

and the shock

of the draft rigging having to suddenly

make

is

the result

the speed uniform

on the instant the slack is all in or out. How heavy the shock
will be depends mainly on the difference in speed that must
instantly be made uniform and on the weight that must suddenly be altered in speed. Weight is important, as with a heavy
locomotive or loaded cars, but change in speed is more so as
changing it suddenly 3 m.p.h. will cause nine times the shock
than will a similar quick change of one m.p.h.

To

smooth train handling lies in ability to control
it from running in or out harshly.
Where
so controlled no draft gear in fair to good condition will be dam-

first

These springs are
compressed with slack either in. or out heavily, and at such times
their action must be considered as well as that of steam, the
brakes or the track.
With no slack and good draft rigging trains could not be
broken in two. The same can be said with slack either all in or

sufficient explanation.

secret of

The

this draft gear spring action.

illustrate,

suppose that on an ascending grade, steep enough
a long train was stopped with the

to alone start the cars back,

aged.

engine brakes only, fully applied as the speed became low and
on after stopping.
The compressed draft gear springs
would help the grade to start the rear and back and when all

thought in the use of steam, train brakes, independent engine
brakes and sand, it can generally be controlled, even to the extent

slack had run out, the rear half of the train could easily be
moving at three or four miles per hour. If the engine brakes
could be released on the instant all slack had run out the jerk

the slack, in preventing

Slack action cannot be prevented, but by engineers acquiring knowledge of the various causes for it and exercising fore-

held

of avoiding further injury to damaged draft gear. The heavier
the locomotive and the longer the train the greater is the care
required.
In train handling harsh running out of slack is the

necessary to instantly bring the standing engine to three or four

usual trouble, proven by about 40% of the break-in-twos occurring
within ten cars of the engine.
Slack is run out by the use of

Had the engine braking power been gradually reduced as speed
became low and entirely released shortly before the stop was completed the compressed draft gear springs would have gradually
run out the slack. Then the grade would have started the entire
train back with little or no slack action and a light application
of either the train or the engine brakes would have stopped it
without damage.

steam as well as brakes.
Comparative records of engineers and conductors in the same
class of service, where all must at times have trains requiring
more than usual cars to avoid draft gear damage, prove that much
of the damage which some experience can be avoided. To effect
and maintain an improvement the co-operation of all concerned,
including switchmen and car men, is requested.
Intelligent observance of the following will aid greatly.

Instructions for Freight Engineers.
Slack cannot be changed both gently and quickly; therefore,
haste slowly" is imperative when steam, grade or brake

"make

is changing the slack, either stopping or starting trains.
That is, where any one of these is changing the slack allow
ample time for the change to be completed before doing anything
that would hasten it. Also, do not endeavor to start until the
gage indicates sufficient brake pipe pressure to give reasonable

action

assurance that

As one

all

brakes are released.

when releasing the train brakes while runcommence to use steam until certain the slack has
had ample time to run out, and even then start its use gradually.
Another is where, when running forward, steam is shut off and
illustration,

ning, do not

brakes applied; allow ample time for the slack to run in before
applying the brakes. Even then make a slight reduction if the
speed is low. The following is an example of insufficient time and
results:
Where a long train has just been started, and while the
engine is working heavily, if steam is shut off suddenly and a

heavy service application is made at once there is liability of
driving in couplers or even of " jackknifing" any weak car near
or ahead of the middle of the train.
There are two kinds of slack, loose slack and spring slack.
*Eead by F. B. Farmer, of the Westinghouse Air Brake
January meeting of the Western Railway Club.

Co.,

at the

miles per hour would be more than draft rigging could stand,

yet

it

would be worse

if the

engine brakes were applied.

Again, assume a long train, having empties behind loads, being
stopped with the train brakes, on a level grade and from 25
m.p.h.; that the first reduction and leakage had reduced the
speed to 6 m.p.h.; that at this time, when the brakes on the
empties had the slack pulled out heavily, a further reduction of,

were made. The head brakes would feel it first
Just as this would stop the loads from
pulling on the empties, the latter would feel the reduction. At
low speed brake shoe friction is high. Hence, the empties would
anchor,
and by the time they had run out the slack the
majority of the train would be three or four miles per hour lower
in speed than the engine, meaning that the latter must instantly
be reduced in speed that much. Draft rigging could not stand
this and a break -in-two would follow.
say, 7 pounds,

and

'

start the slack in.

'

'

'

Had no

reduction been

made

at 6 m.p.h. the slack would not

have changed except to draw out a little more. It could not
run out, as the only additional possible would require more comThese are compressed with
pression of the draft gear springs.
Hence, there
slack pulled out as well as when it is pushed in.
could be no bad jerk, merely a hard pull and, possibly, a light
jerk.
But even this would be avoided if, when within 40 feet
of stopped, an additional reduction of 6 or 7 lbs. were made. The

forward brakes would feel it first and would start the slack in,
but the train would be stopped before the rear brakes could respond to this reduction and run the slack out again.
Yet another illustration: assume the same train being backed
at low speed, engine working heavily, draft gear springs thereby
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compressed; then, that steam were shut off and, say, a service
reduction of 8 lbs. were made. The brakes on and near the engine
would feel it first and start the slack out, the coupler spring

slight closing of the throttle then possible, will at once

would help to run it out faster and by the time it was all out
there would be a similar difference of 3 or 4 m.p.h. in speed
between the ends of the train. While the shock would be severe,
possibly enough to cause damage, it would be less than with the
loads at the rear end, and even then much below that in the

often cause the other or others to

the engine without

much 'change

two or more engines in a

How

"steady"
With

of slack or loss of speed.

excessive slipping of one will

train,

slip.

rapidly any certain brake action, either application or

may change

release,

the slack depends on the speed, because brake
higher, with the

shoe friction, the actual holding power,

is

application, as speed

why

This

lower.

is

is

same

the slower-releasing

fore part of the previous illustration, because of the lesser weight

rear brakes are hable to cause a break-in-two on attempting to

to be suddenly reduced in speed.

release at low speed, particularly if the reduction is heavy, yet

If,

when backing, steam had been used somewhat

lighter

at

then heavier from the time the brake application was begun,
the reduction had been but 6 lbs., and if the engine had been
prevented from applying, no serious shock would have occurred
first,

at the rear end because the lighter reduction would have had less
effect, and the heavier use of steam then and preventing the engine

brakes from applying would have largely offset the effect of the
earner response of the head than of the rear brakes.
"With sufficient tie another method would produce equally good
That is, shutting off steam, waiting for the compressed
results.
coupler springs to drift out the slack, applying the engine brakes
lightly to stretch it farther, then making the reduction of 6 lbs.
and at the same time releasing the engine brakes. However, this
would take more time than is generally had. is more complicated,
and, therefore, the other method is better.
The foregoing illustrations of the wrong and the right methods
are to demonstrate that the main cause for damaging shocks in
train handling is slack action, and that it can be controlled.
While showing that the use of steam can help to prevent harsh
slack action, by opposing the tendency of the brake action to
change it, it is plain that if used in the same direction as the
brakes tend to run it, the slack will be increased. Bear in mind,
though, that if the slack is either in or out heavily any brake action that tends to run it in the same direction cannot cause any
severe shock; therefore, that, when running ahead, slack in is
generally more favorable for applying, as slack out is for releasWhile it would make the instructions too long to cover
ing.
every condition of train, or brakes, of track, speed, etc., by illustrations and specific directions, the foregoing and the foDowing
instructions will almost invariably enable any engineer, who has
the knowledge he is supposed to and who exercises judgment and
forethought, to avoid damaging shocks from slack action.
can be caused,
Undesired quick action or
brakes dynamiting
especially with long trains, by a very light (3 or 4 lbs.) or very
slow reduction (lapping the brake valve and allowing brakes to
leak on), where it would be avoided by braking as directed.
Therefore, avoid these two bad practices. If it cannot be avoided
the shock will be less where the speed is higher, but the faulty
triple valve should be located, cut out and carded.
In starting
a freight train keep the engine at a slow and uniform speed for
two car-lengths, and don't vary this rule because less distance
'

'

'

may have

'

started the entire train.

In slacking to start a train, endeavor to take either a foot or
two or the slack of the entire train. Take but little if slacking
the entire train will allow the rear end to run back, as an attempt
to take all then will almost certainly cause damage. With a helper
at the rear any slacking should be done carefully by the helper
engineer, the head engineer keeping the throttle open moderately,
but prepared to temporarily ease off enough to prevent a lunge
when he is started. With two engines ahead the second engineer
should allow the head one to start the train, or, if impossible, to
almost

stall

before aiding him.

severe shock if

any slack

Excessive slipping of

Starting together will cause a

is in.

drivers

causes

severe

shocks to

draft

The coupler springs cause the slack to change quickly,
and this is usually followed by a severe shock with the renewed
use of steam. Hence, when slipping is probable, use sand. Also,
when working an engine heavily at slow speed use no more
throttle than necessary. Full power is then obtained with a moderate opening.
The beginning of slipping will instantly reduce
the steam pressure in the cylinders, and, with the quick and
rigging.

will not

produce any appreciable shock when release

the higher speeds.

Therefore,

follows

it

that

the

made

is

lighter

at

the

reduction at any certain speed the less will be the slack action.

The higher the speed or the lighter the application the
be the slack action from either applying or releasing.

less will

Attempt no "spot" stops. This means do not endeavor to run
up close to a switch to head in, and to always stop short and
cut off for coal and water. The main object is to stop properly
within any reasonable distance short of the switch, the water
Proper stops can not be made regularly, and,
some desired spot. Trying
to stop close to the switch or to spot for coal or water without
cutting off causes the trainmen more work, by draft gear damage
that occasionally results, and injures the reputation of an engineman.
tank or coal chute.

same

at the

Shut

time, stop the engine at

steam gradually and allow ample time for the engine

off

drift in the slack as much as it will before commencing to
apply the brakes. With a drifting throttle use no more steam
than necessary and none below 7 or 8 m.p.h. If set when at
normal speed and not changed, the engine will be working hard
when speed is low.
to

At ordinary

speed

with two reductions.
point to insure that

make each

Make

the

stop with one application but

first

reduction sufficient and at a

it alone will, with no additional reduction,
prevent the engine from passing the objective point.
Take all

chance of error in judgment on the side of stopping too soon.
Then, when not over 40 feet from stopped, make the second reduction of 6 or 7 lbs.

The only object of

this

second and final

reduction is to start the slack in at a time too late for

it

to

run out again before the stop is completed, thereby reducing
possible strains on the draft rigging and bunching the slack more
or less for starting.
It must not be made earlier than directed
as to do so is liable to cause a break-in-two rather than prevent
one.
When made properly the brake valve will be discharging
when the engine stops. If the grade permits, release may be commenced as soon as the train is stopped and without waiting for
the brake valve discharge to cease.

The heavy use of sand for the last eight or ten car-lengths
holding power of the head brakes and will reduce

will increase the

Eeleasing the locomotive
liability of driving wheels sliding.
brakes or reducing their holding power at this time increases
liability of damage to draft rigging and should be avoided if
possible.

If the slack stayed in after the
result

first

reduction no

from making more reductions between

it

harm would

and the

final one,

but the engineer cannot know how the slack will be with any
With the latter
train other than one with empties behind loads.
the slack is sure to stretch after each reduction but the one made
within 40 feet of stopped, and this

With

may

be true of any other

it in and is folThe slower the speed and the greater
the reduction the heavier will be the run-in and the following

make-up.
lowed by
run-out

;

it

slack out each reduction starts

running out.

hence, the worse the jerk.

The amount of initial reduction should suit the speed of the
train and the grade, and must not be less than 6 lbs. nor over 12
For speeds of 15 m.p.h. and less use a 6 to 8 lbs. Above 15
lbs.
m.p.h. use as

much

less

The objects sought are

than 12 lbs. as conditions will warrant.
have all slack action take place at the

to

be gradual, at the same
however it will, and then not to

higher speeds, so as to insure that

time to permit

it to

adjust itself

it

will
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disturb

it

any by further reductions

until the final one; also, to

avoid a total reduction of over 20 lbs. if practicable.
An exception to the rule of one application for stopping a
freight train is where speed is very high, particularly where the
stopping place is a meeting point or a railway crossing; in fact,

any place where additional hazard would follow lack of entire
Under such conditions a reduction of about 12 pounds
control.
should be made far enough from the objective point to permit of
slowing the speed to between 20 and 25 m.p.h., not lower than 20
and of releasing and recharging quite thoroughly before reaching
the place where the regular application for stopping should be
begun.

,

When stopping a long train while backing at moderate or low
speed use a light reduction, keep the engine brakes from applying
and continue to use steam. The object is to prevent the slack
from running out harshly.
Speaking generally, all stops should be made with the train
brakes, experience having demonstrated that rough work too frequently accompanies stopping with the independent engine brakes
because the power of these brakes on a modern freight locomotive and the time necessary to run the slack in or out gently are
neither not appreciated or the knowledge is not used.
The presence of " " triple valve will not permit of releasing
long trains at low speeds unless the forward 25 cars have these
valves and cut in.
The holding power that can be retained on
the engine will not alone permit of this.
It is a help, but has
its limitations and which are far below that of 25
triple

K

"K"
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pressure has equalized but before fully recharged (about 7 to 10
seconds), made a "kick-off" movement, to release for a second or
two, then back to running position. If
ET ' equipment is had
'

'

make

'

make the
movement and then graduate off the locomotive brakes
by movements from holding to running position and back.
To release when brake pipe pressure is very low, as after being
'

'

the

first

kick-off '

return from release to holding position,

'

cut off for some time, following a burst hose, etc., the brake valve
should have been on lap long enough before attempting to release

maximum main reservoir pressure. Then release position
must be used longer than 15 seconds; in fact, until on use of runto obtain

ning position the brake pipe pressure is within 10 lbs. of the
standard carried. If the rise to this pressure is quick it is then
sufficient to make the "kick-off," but which may have to be repeated, as head brakes may have been overcharged more than
usual.
If the final rise to the pressure stated is slow a mere
"pump-up" when it is obtained lap the brake valve until full
main reservoir pressure is again had and then make the regular

—

—

release.

Making

the "kick-off"

movement with the brake valve when

the brakes are fully charged

is undesirable as it is liable to overcharge the head brakes and cause them to apply and stick. With
proper releasing it is rare that any brake fails to release or finally

reapplies.

When

running, and particularly at low speeds, do not release

the train brakes just before or about the time a service reduction
is

ending, as the reduction will have bunched the slack.

This

when standing.

valves.

does not apply

At how low speeds brakes can be released without liability of
damage depends on how heavily they are then applied, the amount
of main reservoir pressure, the length of the train, whether slack
is then in or out, lightly or heavily, and on whether track conditions (sags, humps and curves) do or do not favor releasing.

A train should not be held with the train brakes for over ten
minutes on a grade where brakes are required to prevent movement. The engine brakes alone will hold a very heavy train on a

Plainly, no simple rule can care for these varying conditions.

Where reasonably

efficient

retaining valves are in use,

it

is

somewhat lower speeds than when they
handles down. While the head brakes always start

practicable to release at

are cut out

—

much
when they are not in

to release before the rear ones the retaining valves cause a

slower fall of brake cyclinder pressure than

use and this causes the slack to run out more gradually.

The most favorable conditions for releasing brakes are train
maximum main reservoir pressure and brakes almost
fully applied.
The most difficult release is when the brake pipe

standing,

very low, as where the engine has been cut off for
some time, after a burst hose, a break-in-two or emergency application, because of the large amount of air required to raise the
pressure in the brake pipe, also in the auxiliary reservoirs of all
pressure

is

early releasing brakes, above the pressure in the auxiliary reservoirs of the best holding brakes, particularly those at the rear.

Next

from
The high amount remaining on each triple
slide valve makes it harder to move to release, and the lesser
difference between the brake pipe and the main reservoir pressures
causes a more gradual flow into the brake pipe, and, consequently,
a slower rise in its pressure. To insure release a quick and conin difficulty of releasing is after a light application

standard pressure.

siderable rise of brake pipe above auxiliary reservoir pressure

must be had.

Furthermore, in trying to get this to the rear after
a light application the head brakes are sure to be so heavily
over-charged, above the adjustment of the feed valve, as to insure
that some will re-apply and stick.

Where a light application is had it should be increased before
attempting to release. With trains of over 60 cars it should be
increased to at least 15 lbs. below the standard carried, and to
10 lbs. with shorter trains. Of course, it may be necessary at

steep grade if the position of the slack

is

such as to prevent cars

from starting when the train brakes are released; for example,
all slack in at the stop on a descending grade.
The value of the engine brake is so great in preventing slack
action as to warrant no unnecessary reducing of its holding power.
However, drivers must not be slid. While it is known that slippery
rails induce sliding, but which condition can be improved by use
of sand, it is not so generally known that an equal reason for
sliding is slack action that causes a push or pull on the engine, and
not necessarily any severe jolt or jerk, an additional reason for
avoiding harsh slack action. But at any time that sliding is at
the engine man should, with the "ET" equipment, have
a hand on the independent brake valve, prepared to partially or
wholly release the driver brakes promptly if the circumstances
demand.
If with the "ET" equipment the driver brake re-applies
("creeps-on") after releasing the train brakes it generally indicates that the train brake release was not made properly; but the
driver brakes should not then be released with the independent
brake valve as this will render them liable to "creep-on" again.
Instead they should be released by a quick "kick-off" movement
of the automatic brake valve.
Uniform and correct regulation of the brake pipe and main
reservoir pressures have an important bearing on good braking.
Hence, enginemen are directed to see that the air gages indicate
correctly and that the feed valves and the governor regulate the
pressures at the required amounts and without material variations,
reporting them for needed cleaning or repairs in season to insure
this.
The uniform regulation of brake pipe pressure is particularly important. If the feed valve allows it to vary three pounds
or more brakes will be much more liable to "stick" and to
all liable

times to release after a slow-down without the reductions stated,
but such conditions should be avoided as far as practicable and no
release attempted with a very long train after a very light re-

"dynamite." The amount of the main reservoir pressure has an
important bearing on the promptness of releasing and of recharging the brakes.
Too low pressure delays these, and too high
pressure causes unnecessary wear and heating of the air compressor. The duplex governor, properly regulated, permits of high

duction from full pressure.

pressure

The proper way to release the brakes on a long freight train
after an ordinary application is to use release position for about

times.

15 seconds, return to running position, and, after the brake pipe

when needed, yet reduces compressor labor at

other

Except where differently authorized the standard freight train
pressures are: brake pipe 70 lbs. and main reservoir 90 lbs. low
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pressure and 130

If the air gages are correct

high pressure.

lbs.

the hands indicating brake pipe and main reservoir pressure will
register

alike

on a light engine, the automatic brake valve

if,

(Westinghouse)

is

Enginemen should make

in release position.

and report gages for testing and adjust-

this simple test each trip

ing whenever the variation exceeds three pounds.
Instructions for Freight Conductors.

Freight conductors should inspect for stuck brakes and damaged
draft rigging as trains are pulling out of terminals and. whenever
Cars with draft
practicable, on starting from points en route.

done to prevent
noted at other
where
and
terminals,
taken
of
must not be
out
answer.
Otherwill
this
if
points should be placed toward the rear

rigging obviously liable to fail soon

nothing

if

is

wise chain up also or set out if this will not make the car safe,
as a break-in-two occasionally causes damage elsewhere in the
train.

Railroad
Conductor
Train

c

oa

uu

e.u

'•»

-

£

such observations indicate danger take any needed precaution, in
the way of signals or application of hand or air brakes, as the
circumstances warrant.

Conductors and Enginemen.

Where undesired quick action occurs with proper braking proceed to locate, cut out and card the brake with the faulty triple
valve.
The difficult one to loeate is where it does not
dyna-

application

™

J"

- !]

-

ously descending a steep grade.
It must also he noted when
approaching a meeting point or other place where extra hazard
would result from a closed angle cock or low pressure. Where

'

Engineer

-

The conductor should be held strictly responsible for such
observance of the caboose gage, either by him or the rear brakeman, as will insure against danger from a closed angle cock or
low pressure from any cause. The gage must lie observed continu-

mite'' at standing applications, appearing to only when making
a stop.
It will do so just as regularly when standing if the test

Direction

Eng No._

whether signal to start should be delayed until more pressure
obtained.
On a steep, descending grade full pressure should
be had before this signal is given.
is

'

Break-in-Two Report

s

» *—

.

»

in

OM

.*• '..-«

T
~

i

ii

:

I

i

!«

Februarv. l'H4

is

deferred for some time after brakes have been fully

c—

><

-

i

I

I

i

j,

U

i

if

Railroad

I

1

1

Engineer's Break-in-Two Report

Train

Eng. No.

Direction

-

Tinu

Was

Mix

.Delay Hrt.
(rain Starting

Coadr.

Number Empties behind Loads_

Total Cart Coupled Loads

Nearest mile pott or station (Girc branch

Stopping

_

.

Running

Backrng

letter)

StnttMnmg

I' Starting tea* slack taken'

[odicaw foflowi»(

man y

auiM

by

ear* from

X. bat

ako give

rail

explanation

in

every cue.

Id (1). <6)

and

(7)

i

*cgice

Was steam being used 7

MTXAK-IN-TWO

CM n
hf.

(II

m

k.

•

Were engine or

H—

How

-Speed when shutting of!

ill

—

nin »

—

^Am't.

Bow

reduction

first

_

red~n_

»-•

-

'

It*

K****aep*<

iH

Co**'

reduction

-

-

Speed then

Total reduced just before final

.

Where engine brakes independent

(Note:

m

straight-air need, gire brake

Any

.Where'

previous severe shocks'

Cause'

No. of cart from engine where break occurred! -

4 Tnm-

State fully your reason for break-in-two;

•

w Uem

/

nr

i

•,

<-'•****

Aj. C«> ai

n Ea(

from stop_

far

tfm4
•jfUnder pressure where reduction asked for

In

SfMMl

final

IC-nr^,

in

1

*)

~W

train brakes being used? _

long before brakes applied

iMaAfiidlMlla,

,j|

W*.

at break-in-two

Were brake* being released!
M

Am't.

•

Speed

tmd

TUi Int*

'

«-

CONDUCTOR
rm*J 1*

Form
They should report

Tnw>

HMur

«nd aapj t« Tnw*. V»«t

for Conductor's Report.

fully every break-in-two, including

'
'

clip-

"

whether or not damage is done, giving reason for failure.
Brake pipe leakage should be stopped promptly. This includes
even small ones and particularly so where the total amount is
excessive, either as learned from the engineman or observed by

bys,

The latter shows
begun and also when the locomotive

the caboose gage.

it

is

after

cut

an application

off.

the train

the

more

air

is

lost

with the same rate of

air

for Engineer's Report.

charged, at least ten minutes.

ing for

it

standing,

make

Also when wanted, as when

a very slow reduction of 3 or 4

test
lbs.,

wait on lap until brake pipe leakage has increased this to 7 or S
lbs.

gage is to insure greater safety and better
These ends can be attained where those whose
duty it is to observe the gage do so with sufficient frequency and
with an understanding of what it can indicate. From the speed,
the pressure shown by the gage and the knowledge that should
be had as to what the brakes could be expected to do it should
he known whether the train can be or is being safely controlled
by the engineman. Also, when air brakes are being released and
recharged this gage and knowledge of the brake pipe pressure
required to insure release
at least 55 lbs. where a service applimade
from
cation had been
70 lbs. and more if made from
higher pressure or by an emergency application) will indicate

The caboose

Form

is

leakage.

air

reports in duplicate and mail original to Traveling Engineer and duplicate to Train Master

It is excessive

where, with the brakes applied, the leakage alone will reduce the
pressure from about 60 lbs. faster than 7 lbs. in a minute. The
longer

Engineer _

Make

and then,

if it

has not occurred, add 6 or

7

lbs. in

the ordi-

nary manner.

But before starting

operation.

to

test

for

it.

the observers should

tribute along the train, standing back about two car-lengths
it

so that

the

dis-

from

by hearing, and by seeing in day light, they may note
from which the quick action comes and be able

direction

thereby to concentrate attention on the part of the train where
it starts.
After it occurs, and before signal to release is passed
to the engine, each observer

who thinks he has

located the faulty

brake should cut out it and two on each side of it. Then, when
the other brakes are released he should slowly open each of the
cut-out cocks he has closed until the brake starts to release, then

move the end of the handle about one-fourth inch farther toward

—
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LEVERAGE APPLIED TO A FIRE DOOR.*

open position. The object is to make a large enough opening
through the cock for the brake to charge anil to respond to a
service reduction, yet so small that

if

it

applies quick action

it

cannot reduce the brake pipe pressure fast enough beyond the
cock to throw other brakes into quick action. A further advantage of the five brakes almost cut out is that, even if the faulty
valve is not among them, they will usually stop quick action
and thereby show in which direction further attention should be
concentrated.

After the brakes are again recharged and a sufficient time has
elapsed (such haste in re-applying as previous undesired quick
action is then a waste of time) the test application should be reIf the faulty valve is among these almost cut out it
peated.
alone will apply quick action ami will usually release immediately.
-

among these the observers should change to a portion of the
where
the quick action came from and then repeat the tests.
train
When the faulty valve is located it should be cut out and carded.
Then, before starting, all other brakes that were almost cut out
If not

must be fully cut in. No excuse will be taken for failure in
this as any so left might stop desired quick action and, by the
A
slower brake 'application, endanger the safety of the train.
lesser evil would lie that with either desired or undesired quick
action the shock from slack action would be greatly increased if
quick action could not act throughout the train.

REPLACING THE VACUUM.
A

plug railroad in Indiana had one locomotive equipped with
injectors, one of which had never worked.
One day the
and
help
operate
had
to
injector
failed
to
be sent for
second
When
shop.
the
physician
machinist
from a distant machine
arrived and tried to work the injector, lie told the man in charge

two

that the throttle of the injector leaked and broke the

vacuum

The accompanying
motive

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

is building a roundhouse,
water
tank
and car repair shed at
sand
house,
shop,
Brownwood, Tex. The foundations are all in.

&

illustrations are of a foot-operated

loco-

door, which affords a very interesting study in prac-

The door consists

two similar parts of suitable size to cover
mounted on another casting, which
is bolted to the boiler-head in the same manner as the ordinary
hand-operated door frame. The two half-doors pivot on two
studs, which plainly show, ami are so connected by lexers that
one balances the other, the only force necessary to open them
being that necessary to overcome their inertia and the slight
friction of the pins, on which the doors and lexers turn.
of

the door opening, these being

There are two points that are the cause of the door's perfect
operation, and it is of these that we wish to write more particularly, as

they afford a nice study in leverage.

Upon applying
of about 2 to

the foot to the foot lever, which has a ratio

by means of rod 1
under side of the upper half-door casting, which is balanced by the lower half, as the distances from fulcrums 6 and 7
to the pins connecting rods 2 and 4, respectively, are the same,
and the fulcrum pin 5 being in the center of lever 3. You will
now notice that the top of rod 1 is L-shaped (inverted) and
somewhat sloping at the left, causing the point of contact to be
at the right or nearer the center of the door, giving a comparatively long distance from the pin 6 and permitting a slight
force to start the doors open.
As the doors open, however, the
point of contact moves outward, thus decreasing the leverage,
which is not needed now as inertia being overcome the doors are
easily kept in motion, but rapidly accelerating the motion of the
door with the same rate of movement of the foot lever. This
provides an easy starting and rapid opening door.
1,

this pressure is transmited

to the

We
i'n

stated previously that the door eastings are similar, and,

fact, they are cast

from the same pattern, but you will notice

that the pin for the connecting rod 4 of the lower half-door is

almost on a straight line from the main fulcrum pin 7 and the
center of gravity of the door (e), while the corresponding pin
in the upper door is placed considerably above this line.
In opening, the upper door

office,

Denver

fire

tically applied levers.

which prevented the instrument from raising the feed water.

"That's all right," commented the man in charge, "take out
the vacuum and I'll send to William Sellers & Co. for a new
one." The Scenic Lines Employes' Magazine.

59

'

By

\\°.

.].

Jarrett, in

Rio Grande Balanced Fire Door.

is

a lever of the third class, the

The Scenic Lines Employes' Magazine.
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power from the foot

lever,

by means

of rod

1,

the door itself; while the lower door

a lever of the second
class, the door being the power applied, and the point of application the pin in rod 4, which is between the power applied and
the fulcrum, this power being transmitted by means of rod 4,
is

is

lever 3 and rod 2 to the upper door.

In closing, the class of the levers is reversed, the upper beclass and the lower of the third class, the

coming of the second
foot lever having no

now, and you will notice that, in
brought much nearer the fulcrum,
thus changing the ratio of this lever, giving it a greater leverage, causing it to overcome the weight of the lower door, which
remains at practically the same ratio in both positions, and
closing the door promptly, this being the effect desired and
obtained by making practically a bent lever of the upper door.
The advantages of this door over those operated by air are
many, among which may be mentioned lower first cost, due to its
few parts; simplicity of construction and small amount of
machine work necessary; practically no cost for maintenance,
as there is nothing to get out of order, and its not being dependent on the air supply for its operation.
No additional work is required on the part of the fireman as
the act of shifting his weight from one foot to the other in
firing gives sufficient pressure to open the doors.
Due to the
effect

opening, the line of rod 2

TIRE TURNING TEST.

and that from rod

2 being applied between the fulcrum and the weight, of course,

is

February, 1914

A driving wheel tire turning test was recently conducted at
the Clifton Forge, Va., shops of the Chesapeake & Ohio which
is of interest to those who want to get a line on the speed
of such

operations

four pair

of

in

56-inch

shops other than their

own.

A

set

of

were turned out in one hour and
fifty-two minutes, the best time made on finishing one pair
being 24 minutes. The average time from floor to floor was
28 minutes. A set of six pair of drivers were turned out in
two hours, fifty-two and a half minutes. The best time made
in finishing one pair of this last set was 28 minutes from floor
to floor and the average time was 28% minutes.
The figures
and illustration were furnished by E. A. Murray, master mechanic.
This is a good record and we would be glad to hear
from our readers with regard to similar tests.
tires

shifting leverage, as abo\ T e described, the travel of the foot pedal
is

only about 1^4", this depending upon the amount of opening

desired.

The doors in service on the Denver & Kio Grande are
from 12" to 13" opening. On roads which use an

set to give

8" or 9" opening the foot travel could, of course, be decreased.
This door affords one of the best examples of the practical
application of the principles of leverage that have come under
our observation, and is the result of a suggestion of W. O. Cook,
general road foreman of engines, developed by G. W. Bashaw,
chief draftsman, assisted by P. C. Withrow, mechanical engineer,
>of the Denver & Eio Grande.

Tire Turning on the C.

&

O. Ry.

„ studded

to

Boiler
s/4'5tvd5

Balanced Fire Door Used on the Denver

&

Rio Grande R. R.
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TENDER DERAILMENTS.
By. F.

The

W.

Green, M.

Am.

Soc.

M. E.

elimination of railway accidents is the obvious purpose

of the "Safety First" movement, which occupies a prominent
place in railway thought at the present time. Of the various

kinds of train accidents, tender derailments are perhaps of
This discussion will endeavor to
most frequent occurrence.
ascertain their cause, and to suggest remedies for their prevention.

Assume a tender of the usual type, weighing 140,000 lbs.
when loaded with coal and water. It is a common practice
to design tenders of rather short length, in order to avoid in-

convenience to the fireman

reaching for coal.

in

The capacity

necessary to properly serve the large locomotives now in use,
must therefore, be obtained by increasing the height. This
produces a tender with a low ratio of length to height, and a
relatively high center of gravity.
The short length requires a
rather close spacing of the tender trucks; and this in turn, a
rather close spacing between the rear wheels of the locomo-

—

—

whether driving or trailing and the front tender truck.
Railway track is not rigid and unyielding, but is subject to
depression proportional to the weight of each passing wheel
load.
Its co-efficient of rigidity, if such a term may properly
dependent upon the character of the roadbed,
used,
is
be
Since this is an extremely
drainage, ballast, ties and rail.
variable quantity, inequalities in track level, surface and lines,
tive

are the inevitable consequences.
is

transmitted

through center plates to the bolster of each of the two ten-

when

the track

is

level

and in perfect

line

and

In the case assumed, there would be seventy thousand pounds carried upon each truck; and one half this amount,
or 35,000 lbs. on the two wheels on each side of each truck.
As long as perfect track continues the wheel reactions will
remain equal, but as soon as une-\»n track is traversed, the
wheels will naturally follow the de^wessions and irregularities
in the track.
Suppose the front track falls into a depression.
Both truck wheels go down on tim right side, relaxing the
right front truck springs correspondingly, which in turn produces a compression of the track springs en the left side of
the front truck, causing an upward thrust upon the left front
side bearing.
This upward thrust is then transmitted to the
The right back
causing
tank body
it to rock to the right.
side bearing then comes into play, receiving the/downward
thrust due to the rocking of the body, and transmitting it to
surface.

On the rebound the left front
into
play but with a reversal of
bearing
again
comes
side
function receiving a downward thrust this time, instead of
the right back truck springs.

—

imparting an upward thrust as before. Briefly then, the rocking of the tank body, which is caused by inequalities in the
or dissipated by the
track, ordinarily is eventually dampened
truck springs absorbing shocks imparted to them through the
side bearings.

We
joints

v

will

now assume

for

example,

further that track irregularities, low
regular intervals. "When such
at

occur

places are encountered in the passage of the train, if the rock-

contrary to the effect produced by the
low joints, the condition resulting is illustrated by Fig. 1, in
which it will be observed that the motions tend to neutralize
ing of the tank body

is

But, when the rocking of the tank body is. synchronized, as it were, with the low joints, then the resulting
condition is sh*)wn in Fig. 2. In the latter case violent shocks

each other.

1

— Curve A-B

As before

stated, when the track is level, the entire weight
tank body is transmitted through the center plate
equally to the wheels on each side of the truck. But when
the tank body is rocking, this condition does not exist; a portion of the weight is taken from one side and added to the
other, with each swing of the tank body. The numerical value
of this weight is of course, proportional to the distance the
side bearings are located from the center plate, the strength

the

of

of the truck springs, the height of the center of gravity of
the tank body above the center plate, and the amplitude of
the swing. If we call the normal weight N, and the abnormal

weight A. then when there is no swing, A equals zero. But
when the body is rocking, one side of the truck has a reaction,
N plus A, and the other side, at the same instant, a reaction
equal to X minus A. Xow, X plus A is greater than N minus
A. We have therefore a greater weight on one side than on
the other with a constant force exerted through the center
pin, and equal lever arms from center pin to wheels on either

When

side.

forces

are

equal,

the

rates

of

acceleration are

In other words, with a given pull
bar, transmitted through the center pin to
the side of the truck having reaction N
faster than the side having reaction N plus
enough, and the force transmitted through

inversely as the weights.

through the draw
the truck bolster,

minus
A.

If

A will move
A is large

draw bar is great enough, it inevitably follows that the
truck must tend to revolve in a horizontal plane with only
the wheel flanges to resist this tendency.
We have thus seen how tender derailments are produced.

Derailments of any other cars
but are of somewhat less
lighter loads, lower centers of
their prevention seem to be
ner,

are produced in the same manfrequent occurrence, because of
gravity, etc. The remedies for
indicated along the following

lines:

Track conditions should be made as nearly perfect as
1.
the present state of the art will permit.
When imperfect track is unavoidable the speed of trains
2.
should be reduced to such a point as to avoid excessive rocking of the tender body.

Tenders should be constructed with as long a wheel
base, and with as low a center of gravity as conditions will
permit.
Side bearings outside the truck frames should be
prohibited, and wide spacing of side bearings avoided, on account of their producing an increase in the value of A. At the
same time too close a spacing of the side bearings should be
avoided because of the decrease in the dampening effect of
the truck springs thereby produced.
Truck springs should be of ample capacity to absorb
4.
3.

shocks without completely closing, in order to extend the effect of the shock over as long a time as possible.
It is usually the instantaneous shock transmitted when the
truck springs are fully ^compressed, which derails the truck.
Enginemen should be trained when encountering a danger5.
ous place in the track that the best course, is merely to shut

maximum

when there is not time for brakes to take hold. When
they "keep the slack stretched" by working steam over such
the force
places, they make matters very much worse, because
off

steam,

unacting through the center pin increases the magnitude of
the
tendency
of
the
balanced forces, and therefore increases
truck to derail.

Tender

Track

Fig.

are produced at a time when the dampening effect of the truck
springs is a minimum and they are unable to perform their
proper function.

the

The weight of the tender body and contents
der trucks,
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~*a

""'

— Solid

Fig. 2

b

Represents the Track with Low Joints at a and
Curve C-D Represents Swing of Tender Body.

b.

and

Line Curve Represents Track with Low Joints at a
Dotted Line Represents Swing of Tender Body.
Note That Here Two Curves Are Synchronous.

&.
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Mechanical foremen and others should be cautioned
against experimenting with "three point suspension" and simThey have all been tried out and have been
ilar theories.
found to introduce more difficulties than they eliminate. For
example, when front side bearings are eliminated entirely, the
rear side bearings are called upon to dissipate all oscillations
produced, and the rocking of the tank body becomes worse than
6.

who

below him

is

fill

who

a^re

willing to treat

all

employees with fairness,

truthfulness and courtesy, will he gain the utmost respect of the

men, and then, and not until then, will the cooperation of the
employees be obtained in an effort to increase the shop output.
Quite a number of the railroads, as well as some of our
commercial houses are adopting the plan of remunerating their
employees, for ideas that may be advanced by them, regardless

before.

Heavy equipment should follow,
7.
strengthening of track and roadbed.

such positions as general foremen and master
are big enough to think, at least, that the man
as good a man, or even a little better, than he is

pointed to
mechanics,
himself:

February. 1914

and not precede, the

When this requisite (cooperation) is obtained,
be encouraged to study technical books, magazines,
and mechanical drawing, and men will strive to be leaders instead of followers. Xot that all men can be leaders, for there
must of necessity be followers, but when a man sees that his
efforts are appreciated he will put forth all there is in him.
of their position.

the

INCREASING SHOP OUTPUT.
By William

Hall.

important question of the day is, how can the ordinary
mechanic be brought to see that cooperation on his part in
increasing the output of the shop will be to his own advantage.
If this article brings out suggestions or criticisms that may be
helpful, I shall feel amply repaid for my trouble in advancing

An

men

will

Another requisite

in

obtaining the cooperation of the men is
It is very essential to the main-

cleanliness in his suroundings.

tenance of efficiency of the men, both in the back shop and the
roundhouse, that these places be kept clean and light. A man 's
efficiency is dependent upon his willingness as well as his abilA better
ity, and willingness is influenced by his surroundings.

the following.

you can't keep a good man down. By that I
mean a man who has ambitions and aspires to improve his condition, and rise step by step until he reaches the highest rung of
While this may be true in some cases, it will be
the ladder.
found thar those who have attained that for which they aspired,
have received more or less encouragement from those higher
up, with a prospect of further promotion from time to time, as
opportunity would permit.
Of late years, however, the ordinary mechanic has had a very
poor show, for it has been the policy of most railroads and manuIt is said that

moral tone should be encouraged in the men, and incidentally
should be practiced by some of the superiors.
If the shop output is to be increased, it is of the utmost
importance that the individual mechanic be carefully studied
so that his conditions may be improved and encouraged to make
a

greater effort.

The

concerns to give the preference to the technical
graduate. He is given a special apprenticeship and is given to
understand that as vacancies occur he will have the first chance
facturing

This has had its effect on the ordinary mechanic
who has learned his business from actual experience and hard
knocks, and in a great many instances this actual experience has
been reinforced by many hours of hard study and self -education

for promotion.

Illinois Central has

announced that an order for expense

aggregating $1,000,000 has been made for the construction of
freight terminals and freight depots at Evansville, Ind.

new

The

Illinois

is building a complete engine and car
Nonconnah. Tenn., at a cost of $600,000.

Central

repair terminal at

George B. Swift &

Co., of

Chicago, has the contract.

along technical lines.
The promotion of the technical graduate in preference to the
ordinary mechanic has deterred the best of the rank and file
from bringing out ideas that if put into practice would matePlacing men who know
rially increase the output of the shop.
absolutely nothing whatever of shop work or shop practices in
pure and simple favoritism, and does
Another reason that the cooperation
of the ordinary mechanic is not obtained is that he can see for
himself that the best efforts of a man are not always appreci-

positions over mechanics

not

make

ated.

He

is

for efficiency.

sees for himself that the superintendent is not kept

touch with the men who are working for the best interest of
the company, but depends upon the reports of the man between
in

who is jealous of his knowledge and
knows more than his immediate superior. Many a
good man has been downed by his immediate superior because of
selfish motives, or a desire to replace him by some favorite.

himself and the mechanic,
afraid he

This does not apply to the mechanic alone, but to foremen also
and in this statement can be found an answer to the question
propounded by the technical press a short time ago, "Why is it
''

many foremen are changing or looking for position^.
Another reason why foremen and the ordinary mechanic are
backward in advancing new ideas is that if his ideas are not
frowned upon lie is robbed of his ideas by his superior. The man
1

that so

higher up is not advised of the proper source of the idea or suggestion, thus destroying all ambition in a man who is striving
to the front
eral suggestions

have been made to remedy the

as following closely the capabilities of a man,

the

man found with

evil,

such

and promoting

the necessary qualifications, encouraging the

advancement of ideas and rewarding the right man. But who
is to be the watcher of these ambitious kind of men.'
Not the
superintendent, but the man holding an inferior rank. There
fore these suggestions fail of equity and not until men are ar

V

V
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THE FREIGHT CAR QUESTION.*
By

The subject of freight ear standardization
a

is

one that will be

very live one before the railroads during the next few years.

a century or more, the Master Car Builders' Association, the leading master car builders, superintendents and
other railway officials of high order have given the question of

For

a quarter of

car equipment

considerable attention and

much

credit is due the

untiring efforts of individual members of the association, whose
work has been of untold benefit to the railways of the world and
brought the standard of railway rolling stock to a degree of proficiency almost undreamed of within the past thirty odd years.
Yet, because of the fact that so many master car builders and
others have had personal views regarding car construction, and
have been using the same old designs for many years, together
with the various car building companies seeking to sell their
product regardless of its not having been built according to
recommended practice, and a desire to use what should have been
considered obsolete patterns, every lot of cars turned out. have
had details of construction greatly at variance with those previously built, and as a result after all the efforts of the men who
have done so much along the lines of car design, there is scarcely
a road which has in its equipment that which is in accordance
with recommendations of the Master Car Builders' Association,
excepting such details as wheels, oil boxes, axles and brasses and
a few other such details, and only because of the recognized advantages of the details I have mentioned, have we those few M.
C. B. standards in our cars today.

In October.

the

1901,

length; 8 feet, 6 inches in width, and 9 feet in height, with a

maximum

American Railway

adopted

Jlssociation

The point might be raised that if we adopted standard construction we would stop progression, but I feel that the future
development oT car construction would take care of such new
features without causing confusion.
I know personally, a few years ago, of box cars being built by
a car company in Ohio and sold for the sum of $427, at the same
time the road with which I was connected was building their own

be 36 feet in length, 8 feet 6 inches in width and 8 feet in height,
an inside dimensions. Cross section, 68 square feet; capacity,
2,44s cubic feet.
The side door opening to be 6 feet in width.
Resolved,
That the standard 36-foot car be considered the
(2)
unit for the establishment of minimum carload weights; and that
where necessary in any classification territory to recognize cars
under 36 feet in length it shall be by a reduced minimum of 2%
percent for 35-foot cars and
percent for cars 34 feet or under,

in interchange on roads all over the country, with the result that

the cheaper cars were constantly proving defective, and causing
the

roads handling them

equipment.

much more

feet

minimum weights

and 38

shall

better quality

cars

is

obliged

to

feet, 25

per cent over the

and 42

feet, 40 per cent over the

of which means not only a loss to the road

car,

$750,000

Before proceeding further

Form

us

let

revenue freight car equipment.

On

55 per cent over the
per cent over "the

Box

what

constitutes this

of Equipment,

1,095,727

51,974

Stock

81,809

Tank

12,365

139,866

Flat

minimum

35,126

minimum

Hopper
Wood Hopper

minimum

Coke

205,661

Steel

128,270
38,054
155,843

Wood Gondola

minimum

292,252
-

29,708

minimum
2,266,655

Total

for the 36-foot car.
feet

see

Classification

operating 232,408 miles:

for the 36-foot car.
feet, 65

this

on file in the office of the General Agent of the American Railway Association, at Chicago, for the month of June,
1913, is the following data, taken from replies of 160 roads

Other Revenue

For cars of 45 feet and 46

from

7

Steel Gondola
feet,

yearly

source alone.

for the 36-foot car.

For cars of 43 feet'and 44

frequently happens the

but delays to traffic. I made an estimate along
this line some few years ago, and found that one of the large

for the 36-foot car.
41 feet

it

take out the poor brass and substitute the
all

Dump
and 40

own

gets on to a road using the

of metal in its brass,

higher price brass,

for the 36-foot car.
feet

repair than their

cheaper brass breaks, journals are cut and the road handling the

be as follows:

feet, 10 per cent over the

to

the question

Refrigerator

centage of increase of the

For cars of 47

cite

when a car with the cheaper brass

Resolved, That for cars over 36 feet in length the per-

For cars of

me

of journal brasses as an
some roads use metal costing nineteen to twenty-one
cents per pound, according to the price of copper, others buy
brasses which cost them fourteen to sixteen cents per pound, and

inside dimensions.

For cars of 39

Let

illustration;

•">

For cars of 37

and yet the ears of each road were handled

cars at a cost of $850,

systems was losing approximately

Resolved, That the dimensions of the standard box car

(3)

outside dimension of 9 feet, 2 inches in width at 13

feet above top of the rail.

handling the

the following resolution:
(1)

am

advised that in this connection a copy of a circular has
been issued by the committee on maintenance, American Railway
Association, under date of October 18, 1913, relative to increasing
the inside dimensions of a standard ear to 40 feet, 6 inches in
I

M. Pennsylvania Lines West.

D. J. Duvvell, M.

63

and 48

feet, 70 per cent over the

minimum

and 50

feet, 80 per cent over the

minimum

Caboose, Work, etc

129,342

for the 36-foot ear.

For ears of 49

feet

for the 36-foot car.

For cars over 50

feet,

150 per cent over the minimum for the

36-foot car.

Resolved, That any diminution of revenue incident to the

(4)

minimum proposed

in

the

accompanying schedule

shall

be ad-

justed in the rate.

Resolved,

(5)
articles,

such

That the minimum carload weights of heavy

as iron,

brick,

lumber, minerals,

etc.,

should,

as

fast as practicable, be advanced to the stencilled capacity of the
car.

Resolved, That no box cars of larger dimensions than
(6)
those prescribed for the Standard Car should be hereafter constructed,

notified of the.

1901.

owners and builders of cars be officially
adoption of this resolution. Adopted October 23.

and/ that

all

J

Extracts from a paper read before the Cincinnati Railway Club.

Grand Total

2,395,997

On October 1 of this year the actual number of revenue cars
owned by railroads was 2,360,754. You can readily see how the
number grew in the several months from June 1 to October 1.
The figures which I give are for all railroads in the United
States and Canada.
Let us see how these cars are located; how they are running:
1,292,158
Home cars on home roads
roads
1,068,596
Home cars on foreign
1,137,200
Foreign cars on home roads
Cars away from home
This

is

number out
home shops
x
in home shops

a tremendous

Home

cars in

Foreign cars
Total cars

in

shop

2,205,796
of the total cars owned.

144,568
(hi

32,546

177,114
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For year ending October
this

way—

bad

order,

'
'

'

'

One

1.

many days

car, so

—53,309,507

had been, putting

1913, there

it

out of service on account of
number of days,

car days, or an average

each car was out of service during the year of 22.53.

What

does

mean, a foreign car or a car away from home, making it a
foreign car? It means that the road having that car on their
hands must either make wrong repairs, put on defect card and
this

send car home, or they must hold it until they receive material
make repairs or they must carry in stock sufficient
material to make repairs, in order to get the car off their hands.

with which to

earning nothing and the railroads
are consequently losing the revenue which they might derive from

In the meantime that ear

is

same.
I know these figures are
figures.
know them in view of the fact that
owned by each road are away from home,

Let me give you some more
dry, but it is interesting to

so

many

of the cars

making them foreign

owned

Home

we

of

that

find

all

the

cars in

Foreign cars

standard equipment and while

skeptical regarding the ultimate outcome, let

home roads

home shops
in home shops

Total in shops

number of the states have already passed bills
governing car construction and as a case in point I cite senate
bill No. 298 passed by the state senate of Ohio, April 28, 1913,
and approved by the Governor on May 5, 1913, which is an act
to the fact that a

regulate the size and construction of all caboose cars used
by any common carrier in this state.
There are many of our leading railway men today who feel
that affairs along this line are swiftly treading towards government control. Let me read what some of the leading railway men
have to say on the subject:
Mr. Mellen, ex-president -of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is quoted by the Boston Post of November 9th in
to

part as saying:

Min.

Max.

Avg.

36.37

67.63

54.73

89.31

143.35

102.91

capital will find the field unprofitable as a result of the too strict

2.69

8.01

6.12

33

3.02

1.38

4.87

11.03

7.50

cent to total

cars

regulation."

Ralph Peters, president of the Long Island, who
dearly beloved to

many

present,

is

number of cars
own road was but 54

these figures you will note that the average

owned, that

is,

home

cars at

per cent of the cars owned.

home on

their

Also that the total cars used com-

that the owners of the roads

ownership, since

it

will

known and

"I

have no doubt

gladly welcome government

them of the

will relieve

is

quoted as saying in a letter

discussing federal ownership of railroads:

By

many are indeed
me call attention

The railroads will all go under government ownership. It is
coming quickly. Five years ago I felt that I should not live to
But now I think that I shall. Regulation by the governsee it.
ment during the last ten years has tended to lower the value of
railroad stocks as investments.
There is not the big money in
railroads that there used to be.
There will not be any opposition
to government ownership when the time arrives, because private

the per

ears

Total cars on lines

Home

recognize the fact that government control of railways

'

is:

cars on

all

will force us to

'

cars.

Dividing the United States and Canada into eleven districts
and taking the number of cars owned by the lines in each district,

We

in

February, 1914

financial responsibility

for their properties, the operation of which they practically

no

pared with those owned varied from 89 to 143 per cent, an average of 102 per cent; in other words, some roads used 43 per cent

longer

more cars than they owned,

ment, which certainly will be the result if we undertake government ownership and operation of railroads, telegraphs and tele-

or 43 cars in addition to every one
hundred which they owned. These figures seem large, but they
have been verified by reports from the American Railway Association and I feel they can be depended upon, and it means a great
deal to the railroad companies.
Taking the figure I gave you a
few moments ago of 32,546 foreign cars in home shops, at a per
diem charge of 45 cents per day, means $14,645.70 per day for per
diem, or for a 365-day year $5,345,680.00 of per diem charges.
The question may arise, or some one may eay that the five million
dollars thus represented

railroads;

again.

that

That

is

it

does not get out of the coffers of the

merely passes from one to another and back

very true, but at the same time the ears have been

out of service and considering one day as a basis which

taken and which everyone understands

is

way below

we have

the actual

time that foreign cars are held on their repair tracks, we have
run up a total yearly per diem charge of over five million dollars

control.

this country

However. I do not believe that the people of

are yet ready to change the form of our govern-

phones and similar business utilities."
In relation to standardization of freight car equipment, E. P.
Ripley, president of the Santa Fe, in The Monthly Railway Official

List for September, 1913, says in part:

"I

suggest a standard car uniform in

so much the better.
There is no sort of doubt that
be forced to something of this kind eventually. Why
not make the attempt to do it voluntarily and properly instead of
being obliged to do it by law with the necessary accompaniment
of federal inspectors and the cumbersome and other impractcable
notions of the particular politicians who happen to be making
railroads,

we

shall

laws for us at the time?"

pect that within the next three or five years that they, if not the

ing units,

which we

and dimensions for

under direction of the
incumbent on the railroads to get busy. I predict that the time is not far distant
when the Interstate Commerce Commission will take such course,
and fliat a limit will be put on the present equipment as to time
in service, according to age and construction and I believe that
after a certain period all cars will be built after drawings and
specifications furnished by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
I feel further that a reasonable time will be set as to the service
to be rendered by the cars then in commission or under construction on a mileage basis and they will then have to be withdrawn
from service; it may be 15 or 20 years, but I feel that the ques-

cars,

Interstate

will be obliged to follow

Commerce Commission.

tion will arise.

It

is

essential details to

if

If in addition

and additional days but adds to this figure.
The question is, are the railroads going to recognize the fact
that something will have to be done towards designing and building standard freight equipment? The Interstate Commerce Commission has given us prints and printed instructions for grabirons and safety appliances for our cars and for steps and safety
appliances for locomotives and I feel that it is reasonable to exrailroads, will issue to us standard drawings

all

possible—arbitration if necessary.
by agreement,
we could establish a freight ear pool, or an equipment company, the stock of which should all be owned by the

be arrived at

For the purpose of training young men who contemplate entering railroad service the University of Pittsburgh with* the coming fall term will inaugurate a comprehensive course in railway
meehanieal engineering and administration. In this course such
subjects will be given as materials of railway construction, operatrailway design, utilization of locomotives and cars,
maintenance of locomotives and cars, railway shop methods,
fundamentals of railway practice and thesis; the two latter
features under the direction of D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania Lines West. It is
intended that the course will be closely affiliated with the railroads and that the students shall be given an opportunity to study
modern methods of railway operation through the courtesy of the
managements of the railroads in the district. Students shall be
taken on inspection trips, assist in tests and become acquainted

with the various phases of operation.

The Air Brake Association

will hold its twenty-first

annual con-

vention at the Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit, Mich., on
7

and

8,

1914.

May

5,

6,

—

A
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Shop Kinks, Canadian Northern Ry.
over the whole matter carefully and cautiously, the Canadian
Xorthern decided that the arrangement shown in figure 6 is as
good a device as could be set up within the space allotted, and

The accompanying sketches show a number of shop kinks
Canadian Xorthern Ey., which have been installed
supervision
of H. Ashton, chief mechanical inspector.
under the
Figure 1 shows a machine shop crane to serve 90" driving
wheel lathes in roundhouse machine shops. The span is sufficient
to include the narrow gauge track from the engine house proper
and to handle running gear, engine trucks and tender trucks.
in use on the

furthermore, requires very

little

material which could not be sup-

by the railway company. First of all, the rubber hose is
held stationary by the force exerted from the top 3%" x 4"

plied

Six ton hoists with a five foot stroke are being used for this work.

All nipples to

be of extra

heavy pipe

—General

Arrangement

Fig. 2

Figure 2
filling

an

is

mud

ring

oil

Heater.

of Oil

heater designed for small work such as

and heating

corners

firebox

patches.

It

is

extremely simple and safe, in that all parts are integral in one
piece up to within 8" of the nozzle tip.
This precludes the
danger of trouble on account of parts becoming accidentally dis-

The

connected.

joint between the pipe

and casing of

boiler is
Fig. 3

tightly packed with asbestos.

The wheel

tongs, illustrated in figure 3 are in use by a

of wheel and

number

Filler

cap

Figure 4 shows

all

the

All paris to

It connects

be

brass

shop air line.
A novel design of a combination
contour of bearing wedges and brasses

A"»•

Copper

great

many

different

kinds

of

machines

for

3

fe"

repairing

C3^JSI

3

Ccnnecfs to Shop air
line °>c*pressure

serviceable.

a

of flozz/e

Section

gauge for checking the
is shown in figure 5.
All
inspectors are furnished with these and they are found to be
are

r supply

information with regard to a paint

the regular

There

,Air

Discharge
Side

sprayer, which has been found to be very efficient.

very

Tongs.

foundry companies" as well as by the Canadian

Northern.

to

— Wheel

and renewing

air

and steam hose, but after going

5td brass pipe
Fig.

dear Wheel
Pinion

wheel
5top~

-I'xKTPlate

Cor.

Con
Bar

I'xS"

Fig.

1

— Machine

Shop Crane, Canadian Northern Ry.

4

Car Paint Sprayer.
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^

Cut out Valve
*

cock

y

Cylinder 3i"Dia.

V Stroke.

Cylinder,

4"5trote^

Fig. 6

— General

Arrangement and

Detail of Hose Mounting Machine.

mounting and the hose

two wooden clamp blocks connected up to
The nipp*les and
through a 14" symmetrical lever.
couplings are forced on by the same size of cylinders placed
This gives a very flexible arrangehorizontally on top of bench.

chine, through a single

ment, for where different lengths of hose are used the necessary

By P. E. Cosgrove, Fmn. Boilermaker, E. J. 4' E. By.
The sketch shows an improved way of lagging a boiler on
or around the back end, to enable workmen to renew broken
staybolts with the least possible trouble and at a low cost. We
are using what I call a panel jacket made in sections and filled
with asbestos.
These panels can be removed very easily and it
saves making a nasty mess all around the engine.
They are
made to suit the space and can be taken off and put back in a

cylinder,

through

piston rod

variation

may be taken up

cylinders moved.

This

is

rod connections or the
not necessary at the present time on
in the piston

removed

is

not released or

until absolutely completed.

METHOD OF LAGGING

short time, as there

is

BOILERS.

no stripping to be done.
"itudi

-iifrr-

m Doner

iJ
Studs riveted
Over

Fig. 5

— Journal

^

Bearing and

Wedge Gauges.

tfl

\-vh
\-£~

Brass springs

non7

t

only
13j" /ong
Cut.

t

Removable Jacket Panels

We

For

Cylinder

Vert.

Cylinder

Phton

3- Required CI.

I-

Required

Single leather

For horiz Cyl

Rod

a.

2-

Required

Cylinder Details for Hose Mounting Machine.

In this
runs 22" long.
required for each size of hose,

the Canadian Northern as the hose

all

arrangement a set of blocks is
1", 1%" and 1-%", to suit the style being run.

brought about by reducing the regular spring by 8". In placing
the hose clamps, the first step is to slip them on loosely by hand
and by operating the last, mentioned cylinder, which has connected
to its piston a 19" symmetrical employing a pincer arrangement
each end, on the clasp brake principle, so arranged that as

the*4tdl travel is approached these grip around the hose clamp,

forcing

it

tightly

-ciiired

in

the usual manner.

in

position.

The
All

is

We

also

it

at least

an inch

and a half

away

This allows the panels to be slipped out very
cover

all

our

flexible

staybolts with

it.

We

have been applying this for over a year and find it a very
profitable proposition, for where we have only two or three bolts
Also, we have
to remove we don't have to strip a whole side.
done away with all steps near the cab and have substituted a
small ladder from running board to hand rail, thus eliminating
all

leaky studs.

The principal

feature of merit in this device lies in the operation developed
by the 8" brake cylinder, which has a travel of 3" maximum,

at

from the jacket.
easily.

around

instruct our pipemen, in placing all outside piping

the boilerhead, to place
Double leather

for Lagging.

bolt is then inserted and
brought about on one ma-

Railroad ditching was illustrated with lantern slides and motion
pictures at the annual banquet of the Minnesota branch of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers at the Saint Paul
on January 7. Oliver Crosby, president of the American Hoist &
Derrick Co., was the lecturer.

The new station of the New York Central lines at Rochester,
The building was more
Y., has been opened to the public.
The
station yards have
new
than three years in construction.
8.2 miles of track and capacity for 225 cars.
|N,

—
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A MODERN CAR REPAIR SHOP.
By

C. L.

Bundy, General Foreman, D. L.
Kiiiffsland,

Layout by E.
I

think I

may

X.

<f

A

W. B.

B.,

J.

possible,

to

Bad

the work of R.

floor between the tracks in the paint shop should pitch
an open concrete sewer in the center of the track.
These
sewers to have an outlet to the main sewer at intervals of about
every 50 feet and to be covered over with perforated iron plates
so that they may be removed and sewer flushed out when necessary.
In the dry lumber shed, a moulding rack with sufficient compartments should be provided for all standard moulding, which

should be carried in stock for use at

A

water tank to be used

Should

fail,

times.

all

emergency

in

case the fire

Sufficient

metal lockers should be provided so that the worka place for his clothes and lunch pail.

The varnish room should be provided with adjustable sash

may

racks so that they

should

be

wasted

be regulated for any width sash that they

for.

Tn

addition

to

this

with

order storage tracks should

sufficient tables

covered over with zinc.

ratchet jacks for light jacking.

A

telephone with an

instrument on every foreman's desk in

every department should be installed with a central switchboard.
fire alarm system and watchman 's clock system should be

A

provided and

The tracks should be located at twenty-five feet centers with
the exception of the coach paint shop, where they

may be

all

electric

and telephone wires should be laid

In a shop of this

and

shop should be equipped with a
fifteen-ton crane covering four tracks in each shop for the convenience of unloading, and handling of heavy materials, and
wreckage.
The entire passenger and freight shop should be
equipped with stationary scaffolds for the convenience of the
workmen, same to be ones that are easily adjusted.
freight

size,

four

drilled at least once each

are all trained and

know

just

fire

companies should be organized

month so that in case of fire they
what to do. Each company should

men.
Fire hydrants should be placed

consist of six

in

shop yards about 300 feet

Inside of the buildings there should be

apart.

tions every 200 feet of building in length.
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in

tunnels or subways under the buildings.

located

at eighteen feet centers.

Larafory^A]

room

and cold water and steam.
These tanks should be 18 inches
deep, six feet wide, and eight feet long, set about twelve inches
from the floor.
The passenger repair shop should be equipped with the following tools:
One tire lathe, one axle lathe, one wheel press, one
wheel bore, one drill press, one nut tapper, one bolt threading
machine, one pipe threading machine, one small speed lathe in
These tools, installed in the coach shop, would save
tool room.
the handling of wheels and other repair parts over the transfer
table and thereby considerable money.
The passenger freight shop and freight repair yard should be
provided with high speed ball bearing jacks for heavy cars and

venience of handling materials.

1

varnish

In the scrub room, two tanks should be provided for with hot

The shops and yards should be provided with a system of industrial tracks and turn tables, about 2' 6" gauge, for the con

—-

the

should be provided with door racks so arranged that the doors
can be stood on their end. The varnish room should be supplied

('.

OO'xTS'

pump

man may have

concrete roof supported with trusses of structural steel.
The
grounds around the shop should be graded to a level of the shop
floor and covered with about two inches of crushed stone.

Room

in

elevated to a height to give sixty pounds' pressure,

should also be provided for.

a

Track

keep a record

workmen when

The

mately 25,000 freight cars. The ideal construction for the buildings would be concrete foundations and floor, brick walls with

The passenger and

will

to

Bundy. of East Orange, X. J.,
now in his third year of high school and who is seventeen years
The lay-out of this plan is of his own design, having
of age.
received no assistance from any one.
A shop built after this plan would be able to take care of 1,000
passenger cars shopping them every fifteen months and approxiis

tools.

man who

they are through with them.

be provided for each shop and to equal the shop in capacity.
The lay-out of a passenger and freight shop shown on blue
print attached

and hand

of the tools and see that they are returned by the

safely say that the art of designing, equipping,

save switching.

and freight
These tool rooms

installed in the passenger

should be in charge of a competent

and operating a railroad repair shop has not up to the present
time been reduced to the science of a perfect plant from the
It would be hard to build
standpoint of economical operation.
a plant that would be considered by all car men a perfect plant
However, we
and, no doubt, such a plant will never be built.
should profit in a measure by plants built in the past and get
as near a modern up-to-date plant as it is possible to do.
Such a plant should be designed keeping in mind that the
different departments should be as convenient to each other as
possible, in order to reduce the cost of handling material to its
minimum.
Wooden ears are fast giving way to steel cars and shops built
in the future should be built for the handling of heavy steel ear
work.
The centralization of repairs in one shop can not con
sistenlly be done to advantage with a possible exception of passenger care. Therefore, it seems the best policy to have division
shops able to take care of bad order cars over that division.
Shops should be located at a point where cars are made empty,
if

room should be

shop for the care of all air

Bundy.

C.

tool
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Proposed Shop Layout by R.
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fire

hose connec-

:

The power plant should be equipped with
the location where shops are built.

be run up an incline and
in the boiler

room and

room should

boiler

1500-horsepower

150 pounds pressure, built for the fuel most plentiful

boilers,

in

let

Coal for boilers should

dumped from cars into hoppers or bins
down by gravity as it is needed. The

also be provided with

two feed water pumps,

one feed water heater, water softening system,

bad water, and

case of

one ash

also

if

necessary, in

The switchboard

hoist.

should be of the usual design for the control of

all

lighting and

power feeders and should be elevated about eight feet from the
floor of the power house.
The engine room should be equipped with three alternating
current

generators,

turbine

or

motor, two D. C. generators,

and one small compound

air

one

engine-driven,

and one steam

synchronous

exciter,

one large

compressor with a capacity of 1200

cubic feet of air per minute, two condenser pumps, one live steam
heater, one exhaust steam heater, one intercooler for each of the

compressors, and two

per minute, one

The wood

fire

pumps with a capacity

pump and

oil

one

oil

of 1500 gaDons

separator.

mill should be equipped with a blower system for

carrying off shavings and should be piped direct to the power
house.

The following machinery should be

installed

1 drill press.

20 forges.
1 face plate.

crane for large steam hammer.
The following machinery should be
1

1 pipe threading machine, R.

up table.
steam hose fitting up table.
1 extra heavy squaring machine, 42" long to cut No. 16
1 42" folding machine.
1

and circular shears.
combined punch and shears.
1 slip roll forming machine.
1 beading machine.
2 hollow mandrel stakes.
The following machinery should be installed
1

1
1

large rip saw.

1

^

brush for seats and backs.

3 sewing machines.

swing saw.
tenoning machine.
1 large five-spindle boring machine.
i gainer and boring machine.
1 hollow chisel

installed in the upholstering

1 cushion beater.

Back to hold 2,000 backs and seats.
The following should be installed in the door shop for freighj
•
yard and shop:

1

1 cut off saw.

mortising machine.

1 rip saw.

1 small planer.

swing saw.
machine (small).
The following should be installed in the coupler and brake
1

1 planer knife grinder.

1 boring

saw grinder.

emery wheel.
saw setting machine.
1 band saw filer and setting machine.
The following machinery should be installed

beam shop:

1

1 circular

1 shears.
1 furnace.
in

the machine

shop:

2 pneumatic riveters.
1 drill press.

2 lathes.

3 forges.

3 six-spindle nut tappers.

1 small crane.

The following should be

1 tire lathe.
1 radial drill press.

head bolt
double head bolt

3 double

cutters,

1

cutter,

1

1%".

room

baking oven.

1 silver plating tank.

2y2 ".

1

1 shaper.
1 journal

installed in the buffing

3 electric buffing machines.

3 single spindle drill presses.

copper plate tank.

1 nickel plating tank.

box

lathe.

1 oxidizing tank.

1

twist drill grinder.

1

1

emery wheel.

3 hot

wheel press.
2 wheel borers.

acid tank.

The

1

and cold water tanks.

store house should be equipped with the following:

1 electric elevator.

4 axle lathes.

1 electric

small punch.

crane (stationary).

1 track scale.

The following machinery should be

installed in the blacksmith

1 1500

pound

scale.

1 small portable electric crane.

shop
1

large punch and shears.

2

Bradley hammers.
small punch and shears.

1 large bulldozer.

3 small bulldozers

The method of handling the work

in the passenger shop would
Passenger cars should be taken in shop on track
nine as shown in the illustration, stopping them just opposite

be as follows:

cabinet shop, where they should be stripped of
(air).

steam hammer (1500

lbs.).

1 alligator shears.

emery wheel.
3 bolt heading machines.
1

boring machine.

shop

1 sill

1

the cabinet

band saw.

The following machinery should be

2 small rip saws.

1

in

shop:

1 cutoff saw.

and matcher.
small planer and matcher.
moulding machine.

• 1

iron.

1 bevel square

1 two-spindle

band resaw.

1 circular

L.

1 rip saw.

1 large planer
1

&

1 air hose fitting

1 planer.

1

the tin and

1 angle cock grinder.

1 small 4 side planer.

1 small cut off saw.

in

1 test rack.

1

large cut off saw.

installed

pipe shop:

1 jointer.

1

February, 1914

3" forging or upsetting machine.

1

large 4 side planer.

1

,

:
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all

sash,

doors,

and backs and brass trimmings, doors and sash being sent
to scrub room, cushion and backs to upholstering shop and trimmings to buffing room. After cars have been stripped they should
then be moved into the car shop when they should be washed
inside and outside.
This track should be provided with hot and
seats,

—
RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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cold water for this purpose and the concrete floor pitched to sewer
After cars have been washed, they may
in the center of track.

be pulled out on the table and set in on any track desired where
they should be jacked and the trucks removed and careful inspection

made

trucks and body by foreman or general foreman

to

When such repairs have
been made the cars should be placed on their trucks and moved
to the paint shop for paint and varnish. After the work is completed they should be trimmed and again moved to track ten
where they should have floors painted the second coat and put
on steam over night. The following day seat cushions can be
and

necessary work decided upon.

all

placed in them and they

may

then go into service.

understood that while the cars are being repaired and

It is

painted, the sash, seats and trimmings are also being done, so they

be ready when the car

trimmed. It must also be undercoming
in
the
shop
are inspected by the general
all
cars
that
stood
foreman, who classifies the repairs and sets a date when cars
A blackboard should be
are supposed to be ready for service.
provided for each shop, showing the car numbers, date in, and
date out and kind of repairs. The dates showing cars out should
be adjusted as occasion may require as they are bound to vary
will all

to

is

some extent.

In the handling of freight cars it is good practice to have the
switching done during the night in order not to delay the men
and also to avoid accidents. Cars should be inspected during
the day and carded to the tracks where they are wanted and a list
furnished the switchmen, showing cars to be switched out and
cars to be se% in. Care should be exercised to get cars of as near
the same class of repairs on each track in order to avoid delays.
All cars, both heavy and light, to be inspected carefully and all

work marked on a work card and tacked on the side of the car.
The card will show the workman the repairs wanted. Any repair
needed that might be missed by the inspector may be placed on
After repairs have been
the card by the foreman in charge.
made, the card should be removed by a competent inspector who
will inspect all work and see that it is properly done and check
off each item.
In case any work is not properly done he calls
workman
the
back who did the work to finish it, after which
the card will be turned in by the inspector to the office.

Shop should be operated on a piece-work

day

rate.

railroad.

men

basis, figuring

on a

make about 25 per cent above the
This is more satisfactory to the men and also to the
However, it means constant and never ceasing watchful-

schedule allowing the

to
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ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT DESIGN.
Since the electric locomotive

is

becoming more and more each

day a profitable revenue producer for electric railways, it is
important that a locomotive be laid out so that its equipment
is easily accessible for inspection and maintenance, thus aiding
in insuring reliable operation and continuity of service.
In the design of a locomotive equipment, four essential points
should be kept in mind, namely
First
To select such apparatus as will meet the conditions
under which the locomotive is to operate.
Second To mount the apparatus on the locomotive in such a
way that each part will operate to the best advantage and with

—
—

the least chance of trouble.

Third
all

— To

arrange the apparatus so as to give easy access to

parts and especially to those parts which are most likely to

require attention.

—

Fourth To mount the apparatus in such a way as not to require unnecessary expense for equipping and maintaining.
To accomplish the above outlined important factors entering
into the design of a complete locomotive, standard Baldwin- Westinghouse locomotives have incorporated in them some valuable constructional features which are outlined below.
All of the main circuit-control apparatus and the resistors are
mounted in the center of the locomotive and surrounded with suitable expanded metal screens as a protection against accidental
contact.

In the right-hand corners of the cab are mounted the master
brake valve and the sander valves. These
The general
locomotives are designed for double end operation.
scheme of arrangement is shown in the illustration.
controller, engineer's

be noted that the reversers or series-parallel switches
are placed next to the floor, the switch groups and line switches
directly over them, and the resistors directly over the switch groups
under the roof.
The grid resistors are mounted in the main cab over the switch
groups, partly on account of simplified wiring and partly because
there is not sufficient room underneath the locomotive between
It will

when considerable capacity is reThe resistors are enclosed in a steel cabinet open at the
bottom and provided with hinged doors on each side so as to

the trucks to accommodate them
quired.

provide easy access.
Ventilators are provided in the roof over the resistance cabinet
of such a type as to give free egress to the heated air and to

ness on the part of the foremen and inspectors to see that the

prevent rain from entering.

work

The space occupied by the apparatus under the resistance is enclosed by grounded expanded metal screens which are made up
in sufficiently small sections so that they can readily be removed

is

well done.

The necessary force

to

operate a plant of the size shown in

the illustration would be one general foreman, one coach foreman,
one truck foreman, one foreman of inside finishing, trimming,

and stripping, one cabinet shop foreman, one upholstering foreman, one mill foreman, one pipe fitting foreman, one paint shop
foreman, and assistant, one foreman in varnish room, and four
piece-work inspectors or checkers.

All the above for passenger

car work.

In the freight shop the organization should consist of two
foremen and two piece-work checkers in heavy repair shop. In
the light repair yard there should be two foremen and four inspectors, one foreman in machine shop and one foreman in blacksmith shop. The necessary clerical force would also have to be
provided for.

for the inspection of the apparatus.

When

is required a centrifugal motor-driven
one or both of the hoods with the air compressor.
These blowers force air through a conduit built into the
locomotive frame between the center sills from whence it passes
to the main motors through flexible canvas connections.

blower

forced ventilation

is installed in

The traction motors for propelling the locomotive are mounted
in the usual manner, using nose or cross-bar suspension.

The advantages of

summed up

this centralized

arrangement

may

be briefly

as follows:

—All the control

First

apparatus

is

assembled compactly in one

part of the locomotive instead of being scattered in different

lo-

cations.

The Texas Eailroad Commission has decided not

to order

any

material reductions in freight rates at this time, owing to the
great losses from flood damages recently suffered by the roads.

and other New Haven directors believe they
have formulated plans which will conserve the company's interest
in the Boston & Maine, and at the same time satisfy the Department of Justice. This would prevent the sacrifice of the stock
on the market in its present bad condition, which is a matter of
the greatest importance to both roads as the New Haven has an
investment in the Boston & Maine of about $30,000,000.
Chairman

Elliott

Second

—The

switch groups are located in such a position that

they are readily accessible from
height that a

cramped
Third

man

all sides and they are at such a
can get at them freely without working in a

position, or inside the hood.

—The

being located above the switch groups
under the roof reduces the length of connections between the two
pieces of apparatus to a minimum and at the same time the heat
rising from the resistors passes directly out through ventilators in
resistors

the locomotive roof

groups.

and a very

little

of

it

reaches the switch

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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RESISTORS

line switch

brake valve
AIR

COMPRESSOR
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REVERTER
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Fig.

1

— Side

Elevation

Standard

Baldwin- Westinghouse

—

r

~~

Fourth The reversers are mounted in a position where they
•an be readily gotten at and at the same time they are centrally
located relative to the motors and near enough to

the amount of cable required

Fifth

— The

airbrake

is

them

Electric

Locomotive.

'

!

—

—

"*

*~

*

tj

so that

reasonable.

distributing

valve

is

located

inside

the

be kept sufficiently warm to prevent freezing
and where at the same time it is easily accessible.
cab. where

Sixth

it

—The

will

location of the compressor

and blower motor

in the

hood removes the feature of objectionable noise inside the cab,
and at the same time locates them in a position where they can
be easily lifted out by merely taking off the hood without disturbing any other apparatus.
Seventh The motorman is located in a position where he has

—

a clear view of the track.

^/3oi;

HANDY TOOL WAGON FOR THERMIT WORK.
The illustrations herewith show a particularly useful tool
wagon now in use by one of the railroad shops of the middle
West and which was designed and built especially for the
apparatus used in Thermit welding.
It contains a receptacle to hold the crucible, a tool box for all
the necessary tools used in Thermit welding, space for several
mold boxes for different frame sections, and a box for molding
material divided into two parts.

In the top

is

kept the special

Receptacle for Holding Crucible and Tool Box for Keeping Miscellaneous Appliances.

molding material for facing, while in the lower part the mixture
of sand and tire clay used for backing.
It will be noticed from the illustrations that a sand screen is
provided in the lower half of the lid and this is used for screening the molding material when a mold is being broken up as to prepare it for the next weld.
During the screening of
sand thi<

lid

is

kept closed.

This wagon keeps all material off the floor and makes it easy
It al-o
to transport everything from one place to another.
saves a great deal of time and labor in the preparation of molding material.

In a great

many

shops

it is

the custom to

mix new

no convenient way of
saving the old material. It will readily be seen that with a
wagon like this a great deal of such labor is done away with.
This wagon is "27" wide. 37" high to top of tool cupboard and
its length exclusive of the handle is 7 feet.

molding material for each weld as there

Thermit Tool Wagon Showing Compartments
Materials.

fo r

Holding Molding

is

The plan under consideration calls for a voluntary trust.
approved by the Federal and State governments, to take over
the New Haven "s controlling interest in the Boston Railroad
Holding Co.. owner of a majority of the Boston & Maine stock.
The trust would cover a period of 10 years or more, at the end
of which the stock would be sold and the proceeds distributed pro
rata among the New Haven stockholders.
•

GAUGE FOR SETTING ECCENTRICS.
By Alden
men

keyway locations

Quite frequently
inaccuracies, caused

size

amount of trouble experienced

realize the great

in placing accurately the

gear

B. Lawaon.

the eccentrics.

it

correct

in

to

in the driving axle for

necessary to use offset keys

is

transferring the

center

line

these

with the least

locations

The writer

chance of mistake on his part.

possible

describe these

will

Draw

The valve lap and lead are the
this

is

first

necessary elements, and as

gradually standardized by experience on various classes,

each class of locomotive, the other work for obtaining
the keyway location is simple. Referring to figure 1 the rules for

to

suit

To obtain

obtaining the location are as follows:

way

location in

eccentric key-

horizontal

and

Then

vertical

lay

center
center

line
line

from the

off

vertical

Then from the center or intersection of center lines "Y"
and " X "— " X " draw line "
W through " Y.
the point where the vertical line crosses the circle "B, " and
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extend this line so as to intersect the larger circle

AMO

AHfi.e,

on

the amount of lap plus lead

This is modified by the rocker, due to the different
arms.
Draw a vertical line to intersect the circle
representing the eccentric throw, indicating point "Y."

MARKIMfi MUST TK

LEJ4CTM Or
ROCXKA*AM.

per

of

Al_l_ Cl-A.fi*3C.*5 RCm.

VAI.VE

fit

"X" — "X,"

center line

main driving axle when using Stephenson valve

typl or

full

of valve.

5v*OULD BE. 3TA\W«P*EO

CLASS OF
LOCO MOTIVE

a

whose diameter

circle

"Y" — "Y" through center of
"X"— "X" also through center

"Y"— "Y,"

horizontal center line

lengths

gauges.

the diagram)

in

Lay down a

dimension "A." Lay down another circle representing eccentric
throw from same center, as per dimension "B.
axle

obtain

"D"

degree

or

equals the outside diameter of driving axle at eccentric

of axle.

to

"Z"

(dimension

To overcome this to a considerable exteut and insure proper
locations, gauges have been adopted, with a view of enabling
shopman

71

drawing should be used.

of crankpin to axle.

the

'
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All shop
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which
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"

on

the point

represent

circle

" A, " where

keyway should be and give the dimension

"Z"

and degrees "D,

shopman may form four center punch marks equally spaced

on this

obtaining the accurate center of crank with his

circle,

The turning

dividers.

hole in end of crank should be

with

filled

73

THE GENERAL FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

the center of

which should be used.
The gauge for transferring center of crank to axle on locomotive with Stephenson gear, is shown in figure 2.
Before using the gauge, care should be taken to obtain first
In machining up the main crankpin there
the center of crank.
should be a proof circle turned on the inner edge, and from this
the

——
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will

;

Every effort is being made by officers and members of the
General Foremen's Association to make the next convention,
to be held in Chicago July 14, 15, 16 and 17, 1914, the most
successful in point of attendance ever held by this rapidly
growing organization. The superintendent of motive power
and the master mechanic of today is looking to his general and
shop foremen to w ork out the details of shop and roundhouse
management in order that he may develop his talents along the
lines of operation, which in the past has been handled exclur

by the transportation officials.
The mechanical railway official who does not take advantage
of his position and inquire and keep posted on matters other
sively

than those of a mechanical nature, soon w atches the procession
pass him. Consequently the general and shop foremen are taking over many of the shop duties and responsibilities formerly
handled by superintendents of motive power and master
mechanics.
The General Foremen's Association has within its membership
the men who are continually on the firing line of mechanical
progress.
The papers read and discussed are worth a great
deal to the railway company who sends able representatives to
the meetings. Every superintendent of motive power and master
mechanic should have in his possesion a copy of the proceedings of the last General Foremen 's Convention, and should ask
to have his name placed on the mailing list of the secretary in
order that he may have mailed to him a copy of the last and
future proceedings of their convention.
The secretary, Wm.
Hall, 829 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn., will gladly send a copy
to any official wr ho desires one.
The subjects for the 1914 convention are as follows:
1. Engine-house efficiency.
2. Cylinders, pistons, cross-heads, guides and valves.
3. The practice and methods of maintenance and repairs to
the airbrake and its appurtenances.
4. Autogeneous welding.
Subsidiary papers:
1. The Taylor system.
2. Railroading at a high altitude, by J. W. Scott, locomotive
superintendent, Southern Railway of Peru, La Paz, Bolivia.
r

N^'DE E.NO C*r MAIN CKANK.

PtH.

Note-

CCnTER mole

inside End op mwn crank pin_ suowinq proof"
ORClE MACHlNeD IN, WHEN TURNINQ UP PIN FOR LOCATING EXACT CENTER OFPlN W1TM DIVIDERS, FOUR.
CENTER PUNCH MARKS SMOULO BE MADE »N CIRCLE.
A&OUT EQUALLY SPACED. FOR CONVENIENCE. IN
GUIDING THE OlVlDERS.ASSHOWN,
THE TURNINI, CENTER HOLE *N END OP CRANK
SHOULD SE FILLED WITH LEAD OR SOfcAE OTHER
SOPT METAL, SO THAT in SCRiPJiN<5- CENTER WITH
01VIDER.S A LEGIBLE MARkwiulSHOW.
AS THE CENTER LINE Of= CRANK PlN IS THE
NAAiN PO.NT.FROM WHICH ECCENTRIC KEX-WAVS
are: LOCATED, SPECIAL CARE.SHOULO BE
TAKEN 'N LOCATiNftTHiSCENTER.

Fig.

soft metal so as to permit of
•

as shown in figure

3.

marking with the point of

dividers,

3.

After the exact center of the crank

is

obtained,

for transcribing this center to the axle

is

used.

the gauge
The gauge is

adjustable and should be of a size to use on

all crank arms.
It
however, be found advisable to have various lengths of
pointers.
The transcribing plate is also adjustable and will suit
will,

all size axles.

After the center is scribed on axle, templet per No. 2 is used,
on this templet is placed exactly on center line

"0"

the center

on axle and the distance or degrees for keyway center

line

is

scribed on axle.

Each gauge
it

is

is

marked

suitable, also

for the class of locomotives for which

giving the diagrams of keyway location for

each class used.

be found necessary to have at least one gauge for each
diameter of axle, and where there are various classes using the
same diameter axle, it may be necessary to make two or more
gauges.
This is necessary where two markings are so close together as to cause one marking to* interfere with the other.
However, it will be found that the gauge will usually care for

MAN

FAILURE.

and the track may wear,
There are metal and tools to remake and repair;
The target may break and the switch go wrong,
But a bolt and a blow will help them along
The engine may

fail

When men fail the system
Man Failure, that's where

is

crippled all through

the

doom

points at you.

It will

several classes of locomotives.

is

The gauges are given a standard gauge number, and the print
tabulated to show gauge number as well as classes for which

suitable.

With

this

templets_

information worked up in the drawing

made

bility has

office,

and

as shown in the illustrations, unnecessary responsi-

been taken from the shopman.

Also

less

work

will

be

required and better results obtained than if gauges are not used.

Ties

may wear

That

is

out and tie-bolts

may

rust,

a matter repair gangs adjust;

may rattle and valves spring a leak,
The doom of the system 's when men have grown weak,

Pistons

When men fail to answer with
Man Failure, that's where you

thoroughness keen
lose the

machine!

As the strength of the chain is the strength of each
You cannot move earth if the men fail to think;
If the men fail to measure each moment of life
Right up to the keenest demand of the strife;
If men fail to master with soul and with brain

Man

link,

Failure, that's where you throw off the train.

—Baltimore

Sun.

An

appropriation of $40,000,000 is being sought by the
Russian Ministry of Ways of Communication, St. Petersburg,
for the repair shops of the government railways, which will

make them
The

virtually large locomotive

New York

Central

and car works.

& Hudson Eiver has

a contract
to F. I. Ley & Co., Springfield, Mass., for the erection of a
new station at White Plains, N. Y.
let

The Cincinnati,

New

Orleans

& Texas

Pacific is to begin the

erection in Chattanooga, Tenn., in the near future, of a rein-

forced concrete building in which will be located the main paint
and repair shops for the passenger coaches of the company.
The shops will have a capacity of twelve passenger coaches a

month.

The building

will

be erected on the present

site.

;
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WHEEL
By W.

L.

While wheel sliding occurs

at

SLIDING.

is

FBENCE.

is

changing them, no wonder severe complaint
when wheels are flattened pretty regularly.
Then there is the danger and expense incident to broken rails,
frogs and railroad crossings. A wreck from one of these causes
might result in damage amounting to thousands of dollars liesides

any season of the year it most
for which there

commonly happens during the winter months, and

way

are several contributory causes in the

of leaks in hose coup-

it

will slide until

detects the trouble

A

and

ruined unless sonic watchful one

is

it

releases

it.

snow on top of the brake shoe becoming melted by
frictional heat drips down between the shoe and wheel, and
An overwhile the train is at rest clamps them fast together.
flow of the tank, either around the tank valves or at the man-hole,
or water running out of open seams in the tank supply spout striking the wheels of the tender causes them to freeze fast to the
brake shoes, and if no one is looking for this trouble more wheels
little

are spoiled.

The

anyway and the

train pulls hard

l>oxes

freeze up, so .the

engineer expects and does have trouble "starting the train.
is

not in a position to

tell

The conductor, after he

if

lie

wheels are sliding.

delivers orders to the engineer as the

if any wheels are not turning
and he also is able to observe if any brake rigging is down or
drawbars ready to pull out. and bad leaks in the hose couplings
will make themselves heard as well as felt when the slack is

train pulls by him, ean readily see

taken out of the train.
If the conductor

not in a position to note these things one

is

of the brakemen should, for

it is easier to do this, and to detect
and remedy troubles than it is to tell why they were not found
until damage was done.
Some wheels are slid fiat when coming

many

into town, but more,

more, are slid

flat

getting out of

in

town than in coming into it.
A hand brake set and overlooked is another cause of slid flat
wheels, and this is one of the cases that is wholly unnecessary.
Gummed up leakage groove*, leaky triple piston packing rings.
brake shoes frozen to the wheels and an overcharged train line
are the prime causes of slid flat wheels.
If a leakage groove
that will cause

A

it

corroded up, that brake

is

and harder

to creep on harder

may have

2% inches or' more they must go in the scrap pile and
new ones replace them. This applies to freight service. One-half
that amount of flat surface on a wheel renders it useless in passenger service. If the wheels are steel tired and the tires are not
thin they may be turned down and returned to service, but even
then it costs money and the life of the tire is shortened that much.
Wheels of cast iron with only a small flat spot on them may be
extent of

applied at the right time and place to freeze. a shoe to a wheel,

whereupon

cost of

officials

If the wheels flattened are of cast iron and are flattened to the

but a small amount of moisture

It takes

added the
made by

a possible loss of life.

lings due to stiff hose, sluggish acting triple valves and brake shoes

frozen to the wheels.

February. 1914

a leak

until wheels slide.

packing ring allows but a small margin
for release between the two pressures, and when a release is made
it may not let go at all.
On a short train this kind of a brake
can usually be released by raising the train line pressure quickly
on a long train it can not be counted on to do this with as much
leaky triple piston

turned, but the burned iron around the flat spot soon shatters and

and such wheels have to be removed eventually.
it is a good plan for the men on the engine to
watch, their tank wheels after making a stop and see that all are
turning, and more especially so after taking a tank of water or
running through heavy snow with brakes applied.
The brakes should lie released when a full stop has been made
and the angle cock at the rear of the tender should not be closed
by the brakeman until the engineer has had rime to release the
lirakes after stopping, and he should not forget to do it.
The
brakes will re-apply in a short time from train line leaking, but
the equalization will be at a lower pressure and will therefore
l»e the easier to release when engine is ayain attached to the train.
The best way to release the brakes after engine has been separated
from the train is to shoot the excess pressure back into the train,
come to running position and let the train line pressure raise to
50 pounds, go to la]) and get full excess, then go to full re'ease
and back to running position. This ought to release any or all
brakes on the train. When the gauge shows (in pounds on train
line with brake valve handle in running position the train may
be started without danger of pulling out a drawbar at that high

shells out,

In the winter

equalization.

With the brake valve handle in full release position the head
end of a long train may have 60 pounds pressure, and the black
hand register it. while the pressure at the rear end of the train
may be much lower and thus afford an excellent chance for draw
bar trouble.

The second
results

;

that

is

release

why

should

be quick and heavy to give good

a full head of excess pressure should be

pumped

applied with a good reduction and then released, which will nearly

made, and any brakes on the head end inclined to
reset after the first release will be kicked off for good.
The danger of sliding wheels on account of slippery rails is
nearly always in the winter, but this can be overcome by the
If they should slide on a slippery rail,
judicious use of sand.
it is not so injurious in the same period of time as it would be
on a dry rail, but should they start sliding before sand was
applied to the rail they would be flattened very quickly.
Small flat spots on drivers or tank wheels should be ground out
with the brake itself and the judicious use of a little sand. If
the sand supply has run out', or the wind is high and sand can
can not be put on the rail, one must start to brake farther back,
using a slight reduction. This will consume more time in making a

always cure the trouble.

stop but

when

certainty, but

a

high excess pressure

is

carried

it

may be

accomplished by the quick release and return to running position,

blow to the

this quick release acting as a sort of

If

it is

the black
off,

discovered

by the engineer

triples.

that a brake

is

hand registers 70 pounds, he should not

and

sticking,

try to kick

it

as by so doing the one sticking will be released only tem-

porarily, if at

-and

all.

will

immediately reset and cause others

to apply.

If

on the level or a descending grade the brakes should be
If on a grade where this can not be

done, put the brake valve handle in full release and leave
until over the

made a
pressure down
then

hill,

pull the train line

reduction,

where

to

more
it

if

it

there

needed, and

belongs and release

brakes.

Overcharging

is

more

liable to occur with a short train of

length if brake valve handle

is

left

any

long enough in full release

position.

If the brakes are not handled properly the engineer
the train over the hill and go

down

in his favrr, but there will likely be flat wheels

tne bottom
an("

is

made

watchfulness

vhee^.3,

The

and
first

by everyone

in

get

when the stop

as well as explantory reports to make.

.vheels cost

cost of

may

the other side with the grade

charge

can

avoid

at

Care

many

flat

money.

new wheels

is

considerable, and

when

to this

up before

it

it

is

will

prove more satisfactory in the end.

All engineers

the

mucky

rail

guard against the muddy highway crossing and
after a drizzling rain in the summer, and

equally necessary to guard

against the frosty

rail

it

is

of an early

morning hour in the fall or the wet one of a soft winter day.
It must be admitted that light train line reductions are not a
good thing when it comes to releasing the brakes properly. Make
a reduction of from 10 to 15 pounds so that all brakes will apply
full on, then when a release is made all brakes will let go.
The only excuse for light reductions is a bad rail and no sand.
as they cause stuck brakes, stalled trains and extra work and
trouble for all concerned. Bringing the train pipe pressure well
below the auxiliary reservoir pressure will insure the setting of
each brake that will apply at all, outside of emergency.
With a light, slow reduction the escape of air through the leak-

—

—
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may

age groove

prevent the brake setting, particularly

a little slow of action, while one already stuck

Putting the brake valve handle

in

release

position

it

it'

may apply

when the

is at the maximum will charge it above the
and as the pressure leaks off the brakes
adjustment,
feed valve
will creep on; another kick off will really lie a kick on, and result

Main

in

pressure

line

slid

"SAFETY FIRST" ON GRAND TRUNK.

is

harrier

The safety committee, which is the executive body in charge
"Safety First" movement on the Grand Trunk, held its
first meeting at the general offices. Montreal, on January li'.
The following members were present:
of the

H. G. Kelley. vice-president, chairman.
U. E. Gillen, general superintendent. Chicago.
H. E. Whittenberger, general superintendent, Toronto.
G. Bowker, general superintendent, Montreal.

wheels.

If there

is

a

leaky triple

j

iston

auxiliary without releasing the brake.

/D

packing ring it charges the
A brake without any leak-

<

'.

age of auxiliary reservoir, or a cylinder with a moderate or short
piston travel is harder to release than one with a longer travel,
as

it

sets

the lighter one to complete

T.

it.

Several light reductions with one application brings the heavy

braking power on the wheels at slow speed, when the reverse should
be the case.
Ordinarily no rougher stop

will

be

made

with the heavy

initial

independent brake valve one must be governed by the train being handled and other conditions of the stop.
In passenger service with the old standard brake equipments
Some roads make
Che two-application stop is much the better.
If engine has no

between a long and short passenger train, those having
under In cars, two applications, while with those of 10 or more
cars, but with the independent brake, two will lie preferable.
a difference

graduated on stop

it

is

a

it

is

all

graduated

changed, as instead
off

stop.

In other

words, a graduated release to regulate the speed of the train and

bring

it

to a stop at the desired place.

W.
W.

Blaiklock. engineer, maintenance of way.

R. McRae, claims agent, Montreal.
George Bradshaw, safety engineer, secretary.
T.

This was the

meeting of the committee since the organiThe report read by the secredisclosed
the
fact
tary
that twenty-four division, shop and terminal safety committees have been organized on the system with
During the month of December the
a membership of about 600.
members of these committees actually corrected 500 unsafe physical conditions which might perhaps have caused injury, and
cautioned employees against unsafe methods and practices in
about 480 cases. The general safety committee passed upon a
number of important recommendations submitted by the local
first

zation of the safety movement.

committees.

reduction than with the lighter ones.

With the new passenger equipment

D. Robb, superintendent of motive power, Montreal.

H. R. Safford, chief engineer, Montreal.

harder and equalizes higher.

Another feature of the heavy initial reduction is that it compels each brake to do its portion of the work, so far as possible
with unequal travel and does not place the burden of the stop on
a few good brakes.
Poor driver and tender brakes tend to cause wheels to slide by
overloading other brakes in the train.
The slower the speed the
more the tendency to slide the wheels, another reason why the
heavy reduction should come at the commencement of the stop and

of a

W.

This reduces the cylinder

pressure when the speed is low and lessens the danger of
wheels.! Locomotive Fin nun and Engirwmen's Magazine.

flat

The report

showed the interesting fact that
since the inauguration of the safety movement on the Grand
Trunk on August 15, 1913, injuries to employees have been reduce'! to the extent of 11.")',. and that, during the same period
fatal injuries to employees on duty have been decreased 50',.
Traffic was heavier in
as compared with same period of 1012.
of the secretary

the latter period than in the former.

The officers and employees of the Grand Trunk are taking a
keen personal interest in correcting unsafe conditions and practices and to this interest is due the favorable record above cited,
which is one of the most remarkable that has ever been achieved
by the safety movement on any railway, and especially so in
view of the short time in which the movement has been in force.

A USEFUL DOCUMENT.

PENNSYLVANIA LUNCH

The orders of Mr. J. W. Brooks, a once celebrated American
railroad manager of Michigan were, it is said, almost beyond
deciphering. On a certain occasion, when a second line had been
laid on one of the branch roads, it was reported at headquarters
that the barn of an old farmer stood partly upon land which the
company had bought, and dangerously near to passing trains.
Mr. Brooks, just getting ready for a trip down the Mississippi,
wrote to the farmer that he must move his barn from the company's land at once.
If lie delayed he would be liable to a
The old farmer duly received the letter, and
suit for damages.
was able to make out the manager's signature, but not another
word could he decipher. He took it to the village postmaster,
who equally unable to translate the hieroglyphics, was unwilling
Didu 't you sell a strip of land to the railto acknowledge it.
road.'" he asked. "Yes." "Well, I guess this is a free pass
over the road." And for over a year the farmer used the man'

CAR.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has just completed

a

new

solid steel

between New
York and Philadelphia, on trains which also carry ordinary dining
cars.
While the novelty of the counter car may for a few days
lunch counter car. and

it

has been placed

prevent a fair comparison

in

in service

the patronage of the two kinds of

planned to continue the experiment for a sufficient
period to determine just what is more popular with the traveling
public The object in building the counter ear was to see if it

cars,

it

is

to passengers quicker, and thus
more patrons, than is possible in a dining car.
The new car is eighty feet long, and the exterior appearance is
The
the same as that of a Pennsylvania all-steel passenger coach.
dining
car.
Ininterior is radically different from the ordinary

would permit of serving meals

serve satisfactorily

'

stead of tables there

is

one long mahogany counter extending

over half the length of the car; facing this counter on one side

mahogany

chairs, secured to the floor.

The counter
Back of

ager's letter as a pass, not one of the conductors being able to
dispute his translation of the instrument. From Tidbits of

are revolving

American Humor.

the counter against the wall there are twenty cupboards for sup-

is

long enough for 21 people to be seated at one time.

plies,

It is

rumored that the Chicago. Milwaukee &

St.

sidering the proposition of consolidating its shops
at

Savanna,

one place.
Moline,

111.,

It is

Paul

now

is

con-

located

and Ottumwa, la., and putting the shops at
rumored that they will be located at East

111.

The Dayton, Lebanon & -Cincinnati expects to spend in the
neighborhood of $60,000 in improving terminal facilities in Dayton, O.
A new passenger and freight depot is anticipated.
The Duluth & Iron Range has ordered 365 tons of structual
steel from the American Bridge Company.

ice

in addition

to

receptacles for crushed

cream, milk and cream.

the space under the counter.

ice,

drinking water,

Shelves for linen and silver occupy

Sunk

in the

counter at the end away

At one end of the car there

from the kitchen is
a wash basin for the use of passengers.
a cigar humidor.

is

The pantry and kitchen are at one end of the counter. The
pantry contains dish racks, cupboard, a sink and a locker. Food
will be passed from the kitchen into the pantry through openings
which can be closed by sliding doors. As these openings are just
above the serving table in the pantry, there is no necessity for
waiters to go into the kitchen.
The kitchen itself is about eleven
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long;

feet

it

contains

a

range,

coffee urn, soup receptacle

broilers,

steam table,

ice

box,

The interior of the car is finished in a mahogany color, the
same as the dining ears. It will be electrically lighted, and ventilation will be aided by an exhaust fan and three large electric
fans.

The present plan
Philadelphia for

is

to put the car in service

New York

at

on a train leaving

12 o'clock noon, as this train

is

number of the passengers as
The second trip of the car
leaving New York the same afternoon at

usually heavily loaded, and a large

a rule eat their lunch on the
be on the train

will

train.

six o 'clock.

requires that car men attain the highest degree of proficiency,
in order to perform their work well and economically.
It therefore goes

without saying that vocational instruction
company and the workmen. That it
will increase the ability and capacity of the men in performing
beneficial to both the

their daily duties, is

beyond question. Of course, the instruction should be well planned and given systematically.
master mechanics or master car builders know, the
differ from one another in many respects.
Not all of them have the same way of working. One workman
may be dexterous, doing his work with a knack that is unexplainable. He himself may not know just how he accomplishes
certain 'results, further than that he uses a peculiar twist of
the wrist. Another workman may be skilful, performing his
work understandingly, and consequently he is usually called
upon for special jobs, or his advice sought when some particular information is needed regarding the handling of repair
work. Yet it is sometimes the case that both of these men
lack greatly for the want of instruction regarding features
which they do not understand, and therefore vocational instruction is needed.
There are workmen who use their heads only
nightcaps
as
and their hands as tools, performing their duties
as though half asleep, but where these fellows are shown how
to use their heads along with their hands they may become as
all

men they employ

proficient as other workmen.
Primarily, a workman may be
somewhat dexterous, possess some skill, and endeavor to do
his best, but in order to make him expert in his work he
requires instructions from an expert workman or instructor.
The oldtime plan of driving men, or finding fault with their
operations when not up to standard, was a disappointment to
most workmen, who, after trying to do their best, such as it

was, were censured for doing it, on account of some little flaw
being discovered in their handiwork after they had finished a
job.
The modern way is to give a man credit for what he

knows

or does

and at the same time inciease

his efficiency

by

instruction.

A

foreman was supposed

—

The day

number of car men now in railroad
number that was employed several
years ago, as well as the urgent demands which are made upon
the master mechanic that car work be handled efficiently,

As

may

to be everywhere all the time,
with the result that oftentimes he was nowhere to be found,
when lo! he would finally be spied creeping out from under
some car where he had been showing a workman how to connect up airbrake pipes and valves the workman having gotten
the rigging apart in making repairs and not knowing how to
get it back again so as to work properly.

to idle

The large increase in
service over the limited

is

well

is

ago, a

MAKING CAR MEN EFFICIENT BY VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTION.
By Louis Brentnall.

main, or large repair shop, is the best place to instruct
car men in approved ways of working.
The actual work
should be set out before the workmen and the men put to work
on the operations necessary to do the work. As the work proceeds, the instructor gives the men special pointers regarding
the details, answers any questions that may be asked, and tells
the men why the work is best handled in the way he teaches.
Old employes who have been efficient in the car shop in their
younger days, but who are not as active now as they once
were, make good instructors, and in this way they perform a
service for the company while earning wages in a capacity
for which they are well fitted.
Such instructors may be stationed at different large repair points, where their services will
accomplish much good for the company.

known,

too, that even an expert workman or
not know everything, and therefore he should
supplement his experience with knowledge pertinent to the
different repair work regarding which he instructs his fellow
men. Preferred ways of working may therefore be suggested
to him by the master mechanic and car shop foremen.
Years

It

instructor

and meat •warmer.

February, 1914

passing

is

workmen from

when the master mechanic can beckon
men
car shop he should make as proficient as

the office door, and consequently the

he does employ in the
possible by vocational instruction.
Heretofore, railroads have given

little

attention to taking a

and making a car man out of him. He was usually
put on as a helper and probably remained a nonentity for the
want of instruction. Of course, a few of the best helpers
finally pulled themselves out of the mire, while others remained
carrying out car material, wheeling bolts, lifting timbers, and
working as general roustabouts. However, some of these men
have good material in them and it simply remains for the
master mechanic to give them a little instruction in work a

raw

recruit

what they are now doing.
promotional system, promoting helpers to some line of car
work, and dexterous workmen a step higher than their former
work, is most urgently needed in many repair shops. "Where
such a system is in vogue the men feel they have something
to work for, over and above the daily grind, and it helps to
keep men who might otherwise become tired of their jobs by
Vocational
reason of seeing no chance to better themselves.
step higher than

A

instruction accomplishes this end.
filled

with boys of working age, many of

whom would make good

car repairers, especially in cases where

Every town

is

they expect to follow a trade rather than to learn a profession
During the summer, school
requiring an extensive education.
boys or boys who have finished school, are glad to get something to do, and here the master mechanic has an opportunity

break in raw recruits who are used to learning and have
sufficient comprehension to catch onto performing car worK
Even boys who
very readily under competent instruction.
work only during the summer and return to school in the fall,
may be started in under some plan which enables them to comto

plete their apprenticeship

by working semi-annually.

most shops requires bolstering,
indeed the railroads have any such system in the car shop.

The apprenticeship system
if

The taking on

in

of apprentices

is

desirable on account of the

Every little while the newspapers herald, "Car Repairers Wanted," which shows that
they are at least in demand in one place, and likewise the ad-

scarcity

regular

of

workmen.

workmen of this class are also scarce.
among apprentices and car men will

vertiser usually finds that

Vocational

instruction

help to overcome this condition.

In putting young

men

at

work along

side of their elders a

system of discipline is necessary. Boys will play. They
may be saucy or troublesome to old employes if not cautioned
to pay attention to their work and act like men. Old workmen
oftentimes feel that the younger men are being educated for
the purpose of displacing them, but inasmuch as old employes
strict

too serviceable to be dispensed with, the long-stayers
should be given to understand that there is no thought of filling their places while they continue rendering the good services

are

the

company

charishes.

work to do and so much of it being done,
necessary today, while in the past when
traffic moved slowly and there was no general market for butter, eggs, potatoes, and almost everything that is eatable, car
repairing was in its infancy. You have probably noticed that
"With so

car

much

instruction

car

is
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buying a product grown at home the price is about as high
as though you were buying products grown a thousand miles
That is because a general market prevails on many
away.
products, so that the price is usually about so high regardless
All lines of manufacturing
of where the product is grown.
have doubled in the past few years, and with all these commodities on the rails an immense amount of shipping is done,
requiring thousands of cars and a heavy repair expense which
must necessarily be handled as efficiently as possible on account
of low per diem rates and freight rates which are lower than
in former years.
A freight train may go in the ditch and
consume the profits of a thousand shipments, with consequent
heavy damage claims, and the only good feature about it is
the work car men are given in putting the wrecked equipment
in running order.
Such repairs in connection with the multitude of regular running repairs require an army of efficient
car repairers, and in order to do the work economically and
under the best methods, vocational instruction should be given
an inning in the car shop. It is a safeguard toward keeping
cars in firstclass running condition.
Almost any master mechanic can increase the efficiency of
his car men by arranging to have them specially instructed in
their daily work.
The system adopted may not at first be extensive and may be improved upon from time to time, until
finally it is sufficiently perfected to be worthy of the attention
of higher officials, when an appropriation may be requested upon
presentation of results which have already been accomplished
and a complete outline of the training system which is recommended.
in

Meanwhile, car shop

facilities

should be

improved upon, for

good tools and machinery in the car shop come

first

in

ex-

pediting the work of car repairs.

UPSETTING LOCOMOTIVE DRAWBARS.
A. Jesson, L. & N. R. R., Corbin, Ky.
shows a device used in our blacksmith shop
for upsetting locomotive drawbars, which is quite an improvement over handling them by hand, an operation requiring five

By

The

two men are required, one to steady
The bar is
the bar, and one to operate the threeway cock.
upright
position
and
the chain
first raised from the floor to an
adjusted for the upsetting operation. The threeway cock receives air from the air supply through a one-quarter-inch choke
to the brake cylinder and air is discharged from the cylinder
through a standard one-inch cock hole, which allows the piston
The bar, in the meantime having been susto return rapidly.
men.

•

J.

illustration

With

this device but

77

The
drops upon an upsetting block.
comlever strikes against the buffer post before the piston has
pleted its return stroke. The iron parts of the post are made
pended some four

%

feet,

The
x 4-inch bar iron, 10 feet
long, and is reinforced at the cylinder end with a piece of
x 4-inch iron, 6 feet long. The arrangement may easily be
understood by reference to the illustration.

of
lever

x

is

4-inch strap iron clamped over each side of post.

made

two pieces of

of

%

:;

i

SAFETY IN PENNSYLVANIA SHOPS.
In September, 1910, the Pennsylvania Railroad employed the
of one of the large accident liability insurance companies to make a thorough inspection of each shop plant. Irm
experts

was deemed advisable to make the work of safety
inspection a permanent feature and organize a safety movement
to cover road and yard as well as shop conditions over the entire
consequence,

it

Safety committees were appointed in January, 1911, for

system.

each Superintendent's division, and for each shop for repairing
engines and cars.
These committees have made 17,333 formal
recommendations, 13,861 having been complied with at a cost of
$413,525.23. During the six months ended June 30, 1913, 3,209
safety recommendations were made, 2,390 being complied with at
a cost of $75,361.97.

In addition to the divisional safety committees, a mechanical
engineer was engaged for the specific purpose of making inspections at the various shops.

During the year ended June 30, 1913,
and fifteen special inspections were

•fifty-eight general inspections

made.

Usually the

first

inspection

in

results

attention

being

and the following inspections are made to
recommendations for the installation of safety devices
are complied with.
In order to make inspection even more effective, an additional
inspector has been appointed to supervise road and yard conditions; both inspectors devote their entire time to safety work.
called to all hazards
see that the

On May

means of educating employes, a pamSafety Hints and Suggestions for the Prevention
of Personal Injury Accidents
was issued. The instructions con1913, as a

1,

phlet entitled

'

'

'

'

tained in this book are based on the combined recommendations-

of the safety committees, being supplemented by suggestions from
the best experts in the country on mechanical and civil engineering

and train operation. This pamphlet is practically a text-book on
safety.
As a guide to safety committees, it has proven most useful;

over 120,000 copies have been distributed.

One of the

results of all this detailed attention to safety is

that $99,753 has been spent for safety guards
Practically

guarded.

all

But the

—mainly

in shops.

are

now

real result is that serious accidents to

shop-

machines

and

dangerous

conditions

employes have been reduced from 5.4 per 1,000 employes in 1911
to 3.2 in 1912.
In 35 out of 46 shops, where more than 500'
men are employed, the number of serious accidents per one thousand men has been reduced from 5 to 70 per cent. One of the
results of the original attention to the subject, and the keeping
of detailed statistics, is that when one shop does not show a
satisfactory improvement, special inquiry is made with a view
always to improving conditions.

STATISTICS OF FREIGHT TRAFFIC, by
lee,

Ph.D.,

lished

statistician,

by LaSalle Extension University, Chicago.

One who reads

Upsetting Locomotive Draw- Bars.

Julius H. ParmaBureau of Railway Economics; pub-

this treatise

may

garner

much

valuable infor-

mation concerning railway mileage, equipment and capitalization, as well as revenues, expenses and traffic.
The treatise
is one of a series of publications forming the basis of the
LaSalle Extension University course of instruction by correspondence in Interstate Commerce and Railway Traffic. While
statistics form, as a rule, dry reading, it cannot be said of this
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There is much of a story in the way
describes the development of railway operation.

work that

dry.

is

it

THE INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT,
Agne w,

traffic

it

bility for

work

in

by

incoming and outgoing goods, and supervision of all
The author explains how
connection with his office.

these duties

may

best be carried out.

Some

of the topics dis-

cussed in the work are Files and Furniture, Publications, Records, Tariffs, Hates, Classification; Routing, Claims, Tracers.

Accounting and Demurrage.
This treatise

vided.

is

Adecpiate test questions are pro-

interesting and practical

is

necessary

creating

in

work- of this sort.

-i

by

LaSalle Extension University, Chicago.
The duties of the Traffic Manager, as outlined by the author,
Quoting rates, routing of consignments, superare as follows:
vision of all shipping and receiving, taking complete responsi-

published

arrangement of tallies. The makeup of the book is excellent and
in all parts shows careful editing and selection of subject matter
such as

W. X.
manager, International Steam Pump Company;

February, 1914

and

fills

a

AMERICAN RAILWAY MASTER MECHANICS ASSOCIATION.

Proceedings of the forty-sixth annual convention.

This volume contains the entire proceedings of the convention
J., on June 11, 12 and 13, 1912, a full
was given in the July, 1913, issue of the Railway
Master Mechanic. One of the valuable papers incorporated in the
volume is the report of tests of a class E6s passenger locomotive

held at Atlantic City, N.
report of which

made

at the Altoona testing plant of the Pennsylvania.

covers 191 pages and

is

MASTER CAR BUILDERS ASSOCIATION.
the forty-seventh annual convention.

FREIGHT RATES: OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TERRITORY AND EASTERX CANADA, by C. C. -McCain, chairman,

with

inserts,

Taylor,

volume, was held at St. Louis, Mo.,

BASES FOR FREIGHT CHARGES, by

C.

L. Lingo, traffic

sion

University,

Chicago.

The value of a traffic man's services to a concern is measured not only by his technical knowledge and understanding of
railway tariffs, but also by his comprehensive application of
such rules and practice to the business in which he is engaged.
He must know how to put these rules into effect legally, and
how to make use of all the means that are available or can be
It is
devised for the betterment and development of traffic.
this knowledge that must be garnered by him who would be
successful in this field of transportation and when he can take
advantage of Mr. Lingo 'a experience he is fortunate. Among
the topics discussed are Freight Tariffs, Rates, Weights and
Special Charges.

POCKET COMPANION FOR ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS

AND BUILDERS, by Carnegie Steel Co., 16th edition; leather,
5x8 inches, 400 pages, illustrated; published by Carnegie Steel
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; price, $1.00.

An

entirely

new handbook,

re-written from beginning to end,

Carnegie handbook so widely used
its present form this book represents fully the present status and most approved methods in
to take the place of the old

by structural engineers.

In

the art of steel construction.

All shapes rolled are not illustrated

on account of the greatly diversified line of products, therefore
only such sections are illustrated as are suitable for bridge building, car

and ship construction, and the tables given are limited

these constructions.

The old

to

rolling mill specifications have been

replaced by those of the American Society for Testing Materials

and those of the American Bridge Co. for workmanship.

The new

weight beam sectious are included, also new tables for plate
columns and struts; new data on floor construction;
new treatment of stresses in beams, flexure formula} and grillData and tables for reinforced concrete
age foundations.
design have also been included and tlie data on roofs has been
extended. In fact, the engineering data in the book has been
light

girders,

practically doubled.

The increase

in

size

of the book' is in

the opinion of the reviewer an improvement allowing of better

secretary,

W.

J.

This year the proceedings of this association appear in two

merce and Railway

manager, Inland Steel Company; published by LaSalle Exten-

the

Karpen Building, Chicago.

Master Mechanic,

Traffic.

by

Published

illustrate) 1.

Proceedings of

Cloth, 6V2"x9", 1,141 pages

and W. A. Shelton, A.M., former instructor,
LaSalle Extension University; with appendix of test questions.
295 pp.; published by LaSalle Extension University, Chicago.
Many people have an idea that freight rates in the United
The
States are made entirely without a definite system.
authors have demonstrated in this treatise that not only is
the rate structure in the eastern part of the United States
definite, but also that it approaches very closely a scientificbasis. This is a work that will prove helpful to those who wish
a clear and straightforward exposition of the subject of rates
It is published by the LaSalle Extension
in this territory.
University in conjunction with its course in Interstate Com'n,

This

very complete.

long-felt want.

Trunk Line Ass

Cloth,

6%"x9", 856 pages with inserts, illustrated. Published by the
secretary, J. W. Taylor, Karpen Building, Chicago.

volumes, the

first

containing the minutes of the meetings held at

J., on June 16, 17 and 18, 1913, and the second
containing the rules of interchange, results of letter ballots and

Atlantic City, N.

A

the standards of the association.

detailed account of the 1913

convention was given in the July,

1913,

Railway

issue of the

AIR BRAKE ASSOCIATION. Proceedings of the twentieth
annual convention.
Leather, 6"x8%", 334 pages, illustrated.
Published by the secretary, F. M. Nellis, 53 State street, Boston,
Mass.
The convention, the proceedings of which are reported in this
Among

the papers presented are

'

'

May

6,

Starting,

7, 8 and 9, 1914.
Running and Stop-

ping Long Freight Trains," "Will the Triple Valve Operate as
Intended ? That depends, " " Air Hose Failures, " " Steam Heat
Traps and Their Relation to Wheel Sliding," "Undesired Quick
Action Prevention and Remedy.
The book is well arranged

—

'

'

and carefully

edited.

A

valuable reference feature

containing the contents of
association

all

an index

is

convention proceedings since the

was organized.

RAILROAD MASTER BLACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION.
ceedings of the twenty-first annual convention.

252 pages, illustrated.

Cloth,

Pro-

6"x8V£>".

Published by the secretary, A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, O.

The annual meeting of this association for 1913 was held at
Richmond, Va., on August 19, 20, 21 and 22. Among the subjects
discussed were "Flue Welding," "Superheater Flues," "Cast
Steel in the Blacksmith Shop, " " Electric Welding, " " Tools and
Formers," "Manufacturing Truck Transoms," "Spring Making
and Repairing, " Oxy-acetylene Welding," "Properties of Iron."
The above subjects indicate that the association chooses topics
pertaining directly to the interest of the members and does not
wander into other fields as is sometimes the case. The association
now has a total membership of 277. Its proceedings indicate
careful work on the part of the secretary.

POCKET DIARY AND YEAR BOOK.
Published by Emmott &
Manchester, England. Price 25 cents.

pages, illustrated.
street,

This book

Cloth,
Co.,

443

6"x4",

King

65

Ltd.,

prepared yearly by the publishers of the
Mechanical World."
It contains sections on steam turbines, machine
tools, grinding, etc., together with many tables and other data
of interest to mechanical men. At the rear is a diary or memorandum pages for 1914.
'

is

'

ELECTRICAL POCKET BOOK.
illustrated.

Pubhshed by Emmott &

Manchester, England.

Among

Cloth,
Co.,

6"x4",

311

pages,

King

St.,

Telephones,

lift-

Ltd.,

65

Price 25 cents.

the subjects covered in. the book are:

ing magnets, dry batteries, conductors and cables, accumulators,
electric lighting, electric lamps, etc., together with considerable
other data.

A

diary for the year

is

also included.
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Charles Bay succeeds E.
Chicago, Milwaukee

Barstow as car foreman of the
Paul (Puget Sound Lines) with office

St.

4'

S.

at Tacoma, Wash.

W. H. Davies
Chicago
C. D.

<.)

succeeds E. J.

Mayer

as road foreman of the

Alton, with office at Bloomington,

Ash moke

111.

has been appointed assistant master mechanic

North Western, with office at South Pekin, 111.
Mr. Ashmore commenced railway work in November, 1889, as an
engine crew caller for the Chicago & Xorth Western at Boone,
la.
In 1890 he became a machinist apprentice and continued
in this work until 189S, when 'he left and worked as a machinist
anil freight brakeman on various roads throughout the west.
In
of the Chicago a

A. J. Klumb succeeds C. Lundburg as assistant master mechanic
of the Chicago, Milwauket <\- St. Paul, with office at Milwaukee,
Wis.

W. Snell has been appointed
of the Chicago, Milwauket

W.

ceeds to the duties of
B. S.

general foreman, car department

Paul

St.

4

at Minneapolis.

He

suc-

A. Parker, resigned.

Mbnnie has been appointed

of the Chicago, Bock Island

engineer, shop improvements,

W. J. Eddy,
$
His headquarters are at Chicago.
F. W. Wilson has been appointed supervisor of locomotive
operation of the Cedar Bapids, Minnesota and Dakota divisions
of the Chicago. Bock Island cj- Pacific, with headquarters at Cedar
Pacific, succeeding

promoted.

Bapids, la.

Patterson, supervisor of locomotive operation of the
Chicago terminal and Illinois divisions of the Chicago, Bock
Island 4' Pacific, has had his jurisdiction extended over the
East Iowa. His office, as before, is at Chicago.
S.

T.

John Benzies,

supervisor of locomotive operation of the Mis-

and Des Moines Valley divisions of the Chicago, Bock
Island 4' Pacific, has had his jurisdiction extended over the West
Iowa division.
His headquarters remain at Trenton, Mo., as
souri

before.
C.

H. Bost has been promoted to general storekeeper of the

Chicago, Bock Island

with

office

at Silvis,

$

succeeding Daniel Kavanaugh,

Pacific,

111.

W. W. Griswolb succeeds C. H. Bost as stationer of the Chicago,
Bock Island 4' Pacific. His office is at Chicago, 111.
J. J. Carey succeeds C. A. Gill as master mechanic of the Cincinnati.

Hamilton

4'

Dayton, with

office

at Ivorydale, O.

MULLEN

has been promoted to assistant superintendent
of motive power of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago 4' St. Louis,

D.

with
C. D.

Ashmore.

J.

J. J.

1902 he returned to the Chicago & North Western and worked as
a machinist and foreman at Council Bluffs, la., until 1908. From
1908 to 1909 he was roundhouse foreman on the Ashland division
at Antigo, Wis., and from 1909 to 1910 was division foreman at

Fond du Lac, Wis. In 1910 he returned to Antigo as division
foreman and in 1911 was appointed general foreman at Clinton,
la., holding this position until promoted as above mentioned.
George Shimming succeeds J. F. Cosgrove as shop foreman of
the Chicago $ Xorth Western at Madison, Wis.
H. B. Forsberg succeeds William Hill as shop foreman of the
Chicago 4' Xorth Western at Superior, Neb.
W. S. Whitford, shop foreman of the Chicago 4' North Western,
has been transferred from Fond du Lac, Wis., to Milwaukee,
Wis., succeeding W. W. Hoffman.
T. J. Stocks, shop foreman of the Chicago 4' North Western,
has been transferred from Janesville, Wis., to Fond du Lac, Wis.,
succeeding

W.

W. Wabe
4'

succeeds T. J. Stocks as shop foreman of the Chicago

Xorth WesternE. B.

at Janesville, Wis.

Hall has been appointed

assistant to the general super-

$ Xorth Western with
Mr. Hall was formerly master mechanic at

intendent of motive power of the Chicago
office

at Chicago,

111.

the
F.

C.

Chicago

Bingham
4'

North

has been appointed general foreman of

Western

at

Huron,

S.

D.

W. Anderson.
J. G. Dole has been appointed master mechanic

He

succeeds

Mullen as master mechanic of the
St. Louis, with office at Mattoon,

§•

111.

M. Davis, master mechanic of the Colorado 4~ Southern, has
been transferred from Trinidad, Colo., to Denver, Colo.
A. Eoesch succeeds J. M. Davis as master mechanic of the
Colorado 4' Southern at Trinidad, Colo. Mr. Boesch was formerly
J.

traveling engineer at Denver, Colo.
C. J.

Shaughnessy

of the Colorado

A.

Hume

succeeds C. J. Shaughnessy as traveling engineer of

the Colorado

P. J.
ware.

succeeds A. Boesch as traveling engineer
Southern at Denver, Colo.

4"

4'

Flynn

Southern at Trinidad, Colo.
has been appointed general foreman of the Dela4' Western at Syracuse, N. Y., succeeding B. F.

Lackawanna

Boosa.
C.

A.

Henkel

succeeds G.

I.

Murphy

as traveling engineer of

Grand Junction, Colo.
W. E. Elmore has been appointed general foreman of the
Denver 4' Rio Grande, with office at Salt Lake City, Utah.
B. Ferris has been appointed acting general foreman of the
Detroit,

4"

Sio Grande.

Toledo

4'

Iron ton

His

at

office is

at

Delray, Mich.,

succeeding O.

S.

Throop.

4'

Detroit, Toledo
J. J.

4'

Dowling

Ironton at Debray, Mich.
has been appointed superintendent of safety of

the Great Northern, with office at St. Paul, Minn.

of the Chicago,

Quincy with office at Alliance, Neb., vice T. J.
Eaycroft, resigned. Mr. Dole entered the service of the Burlington at McCook in October, 1897, as machinist apprentice, and has
held various positions on the lines West until May 15, 1912, when
he was made general foreman at Lincoln.
This position he held
until his recent appointment.
Dole's
promotion
Mr.
comes as a
recognition of his past services as a railroad man.
Burlington

J.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

George Gilmore has been appointed general foreman of the

Chicago.

George

111.

Kakibo succeeds D.

the Denver

Whitford.

S.

Mr. Mullen was formerly master

Indianapolis, Ind.

office at

mechanic at Mattoon,

M. J. Flanagan, master mechanic of the Great Northern, has
been transferred from Minot, N. D., to Everett, Wash.
John Delaney succeeds M. J. Flanagan as master mechanic
of the Great Northern at Minot, N. D.
J. Q. Myers succeeds S. J. Taylor as locomotive foreman of the
Great Northern at Grand Forks, N. D.
H. H. Gerbach succeeds C. J. Grant as ear foreman of the
Great Northt m at Great Falls. Mont.
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W.

Hall has been appointed master mechanic of the
Great Northern at Mart, Texas. He succeeds

A.

national

4"

February, 1914

Inter-

San Pedro, Los Angeles

T. H.

Utah.

Williams.

Frank H. Adams

Salt Lake,

4"

with

office

at Milford,

C. T. Tillman has been appointed purchasing agent of the
South Georgia, with office at Quitman, Ga.
D. Hickey has been appointed master mechanic of the Soutlu rn

has been appointed in charge of the mechanical department of the western district of the valuation
board of the Interstate Commerce Commission. His headquarters
are at Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Adams on February 1, 1914, resigned as engineer, shop extension, for the Santa Fe System, with

Pacific at Sparks,

headquarters at Topeka, Kan., to accept this position. He will
have direct charge of the federal valuation of motive power, rolling

W. E. Stoermer succeeds C. H. Holdredge as road foreman of
engines of the Southern Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal.

of the Southern Pacific at Tucson, Ariz.

C.

stock and shop machinery and tools in the western district, which

comprises the states of North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas.
Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado and Missouri. Mr. Adams was educated in the high school and at the University of Minnesota.

His

railway experience began in September, 1887, on the St. P. & D.
R. E. at St. Paul, Minn., where he served a special apprenticeship
until

February 12, 1891, when he entered the service of the Gulf
Santa Fe system at Galveston, Texas, as chief drafts-

lines of the

man

in the office of the superintendent of machinery.

He

con-

November

tinued in this position with various other duties until

1, 1901, when he was promoted to the position at Topeka, from
which he has just resigned.

Stemp succeeds F. McCutcheon as traveling engineer of
the Kansas City Southern with headquarters at Shreveport, La.
T. Nicholson succeeds M. F. McCarra as master mechanic of
O. E.

the Louisiana Railway

4"

Navigation

Co.,

with

office

at Shreveport.

La.

"William Apted succeeds W. E. Walsh as road foreman of
engines of the Michigan Central at Detroit, Mich.

New

H. L. Moore succeeds A. E. Hale as road foreman of engines

H. Holdredge, road foreman of engines of the Southern

been transferred to Tucson, Ariz.
has resigned as superintendent of motive power
of the Spokane, Portland 4' Seattle.
John Dickson has been appointed general master mechanic of
the Spokane, Portland 4' Seattle in charge of the mechanical
department and the office of superintendent of motive power has
been discontinued. His headquarters are at Portland, Ore.
F. S. Anthony has resigned as mechanical superintendent of
the Texas 4' Pacific.
A. P. Prendergast succeeds F. S. Anthony as superintendent
of machinery of the Texas 4~ Pacific, with office at Marshall,
Pacific, has

A.

C.

Adams

Texas.
G. P.

Young, general foreman of

the Toledo

4~

Ohio Central,

has been transferred from Columbus, O., to Bucyrus, O.
E.

Dennis succeeds

Toledo

G. P.

Young

as general

foreman of the

Ohio Central at Columbus, O.
C. G. Hartman has been appointed master mechanic of the
Wisconsin $ Michigan, with office at Peshtigo, Wis. He succeeds
C.

4'

H. Stroud, resigned.

Clendenen has been appointed road foreman of engines

J. O.

4~ Western with office at Portsmouth, O.
He sucWalker.
ceeds H. S.
B. L. Black has been promoted to general foreman of the
Norfolk 4" Western at Columbus, 0.
T. L. Brown has been promoted to general foreman of the

OBITUARY.

of the Norfolk

Norfolk 4" Western at Kenova, W. Va.
N. W. Norsworthey has been promoted to general foreman of
the Norfolk # Western at Crewe. Va.
D. C. Clough succeeds G. H. Hopkins as master mechanic of
the Oregon Electric, with office at Portland, Ore.
F. E.

Wolfe

succeeds William Belyea as road foreman of the

Pere Marquette at Grand Eapids. Midi.
William Belyea has been appointed general foreman of the
Pere Marquette with office at Benton Harbor, Mich.
Chas. McDermott succeeds F. J. Hill as chief electrician of the
Pere Marquette. His office is at Grand Eapids, Mich.
C. M. Huffman succeeds J. M. Gailey as master mechanic of the

Ellsworth Merriss
on November

died at his

home

at Pleasant Mills, Ind.,

Mr. Merriss was joint car inspector at
Lexington, Ky., until last March, when he resigned and retired
to his farm. Death was sudden and due to a stroke of apoplexy.

He was

11,

1913.

fifty-one years of age.

F. B. Boutet, assistant joint car inspector at Cincinnati, died

November

15, 1913, at the

became a car inspector

in 1893.

He was

ser-

commencing when he

For the past

acted as assistant joint car inspector of
Cincinnati.

His railway

age of forty-two.

vice covered a period of twenty-one years,

all

six years he has

railroads entering

a member of the Chief Interchange Car

Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association, and of the Masonic-

He was

nephew (not a brother, as stated in the
January issue) of Henry Boutet, chief interchange inspector at
Cincinnati, and his passing away was deeply regretted by his large

fraternity.

a

circle of friends.

mor)g^e Iftfe^ufaciurens
PLANER INSTALLATION, BURNSIDE SHOPS,
The

I.

C.

has just finished the installation of a large
Burnside shops at Chicago which will greatly expedite
the handling of side frames and other large work at that point.
The new planer is 84"x84"x34', has a reversible motor drive and
Illinois Central

planer at

was

built

by the Cincinnati Planer

Co. of Cincinnati, O.

It is

and the illustration
shows the machine ready to do its first work on two side frames,
which it will be noted are placed side by side on the table. The
old machine used for this work could take but one side frame
at a time and did not have the quick return and other advantages

new machine.

heads, this machine has rapid power traverse to all heads in any

The movements are independent of each

can be operated whether the table

the ways.

The motor pinion engages

is in

motion or not.

other,

and

into a large gear on the horizontal

rapid traverse shaft, from which the pinion that drives the feed
clutch receives its power.

Near the center of

this horizontal shaft

a gear meshing into a pinion on the gear case of the elevating
device, through which power is transmitted for raising and lower-

is

ing the crossrail.
side

A

lever

from

of the machine, which

this gear case passes to the left

controls

the

raising

and lowering

clutches in the gear case.

The power feed

Unlike the old-fashioned method of hand movement for the
direction.

used for driving the

is

rapid power traverse and feed to the four heads, for elevating and
lowering the crossrail and for operating the pump which lubricates

its

located in the central bay of the machine shop

of the

The motor seen on top of the housings

R. R.

to the tool heads receives its

power from the

crank and link motion to the bevel

driving clutch, which has a
gear on the large horizontal shaft. This bevel gear meshes into a
gear on the vertical shaft, thence through a set of spur gears to
the trigger gears on the end of the rail and side heads.
bell
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The driving clutch is tripped from a rod which receives its
motion from the tumbler and dogs on the side of the table and bed.
The amount of feed is varied by the graduated slot heads, which
indicate the exact amount of feed at all times.
The rapid power traverse receives its power from a second

from the main cross-rail of 12 inches. They are also adjustable
on the main rail up io a minimum center distance of 18 inches.
Both of these adjustments are controlled by individual handwheels shown on the front of each slide.
The heads carrying the spindles are complete in themselves

on the side of the housing, very much similar to the
Small handles on the end of rail and side
feed arrangement.
heads operate the rapid power traverse and feed. Turning these
handles to the left engages the rapid traverse and to the right the
regular feed, and in no case can both be engaged at the same time.
The handle at the lower end of rail is used for reversing the

arranged with a clutch for stopping and starting. Also
with geared power feed with adjustable stop for
automatically knocking off same at any desired point.
Two
changes of power feed are provided on each head, either one of
which is instantly available by simply shifting a lever conveniently located.
In addition to power feed each spindle is
furnished with hand feed through work gearing.

vertical shaft

direction of the rapid traverse.

case at the end of the rail,

All this

contained in the gear

is

and at no time

is it

necessary for the

as each

each

is

The

is

fitted

machine is very heavy and of box form. The
of continuous box section and the table is arranged with

rail of The

operator to step from his regular position for any of these changes.

base

Eesting on the erossrail at the right is a block containing two
push buttons by means of which the operator may get movements
of a quarter of an inch if necessary.
The gears are thoroughly

T slots and fitted with removable mud-ring chucks. The table
has an in and out motion of 36 inches controlled by a lever at
either end of the machine.

guTtrded against accidents to the operator.

The motor is of Westinghouse make, 20 horsepower and with
speed adjustment of from 375 to 1500 r. p. m. It is geared direct
to the drive shaft by a large spur gear and a rawhide pinion,

All heads are taper-gibbed throughout, the clapper boxes are

clamped by a heavy clamp and three screws instead of the usual
two bolts through a cored slot.
The housings are of box form, tongued and doweled to the
side of bed and further fastened at the top by an arch of box
form closed on all sides and open only at the ends where it
fastens against the housings. The cross rail is deep and is clamped

is

both of which are guarded.

The weight of the machine

is

23,000 pounds.

and outside clamps.
The table is of box form heavily ribbed throughout. The ways
of the bed and table are oiled by forced lubrication from a pump
to the housings with inside

at the back of the housing.

The bed

is

of the four-wall type

and

is

bored to receive the

driving shaft boxes, which are large in diameter and provided with
special

oiling

arrangements with large chambers for

The

oil.

driving gears are of steel and the pinions and table racks are of
steel forgings.

The machine

is

driven by a 65 H. P. General Electric motor,

the connections for which are very clearly shown in one of the
illustrations.

MOTOR-DRIVEN MUD-RING AND FLUE-SHEET DRILL.
The accompanying
drill

where

installed in
it

is

illustration

shows a

Foote-Burt

4-spindle

the Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania R. R.

used for drilling the rivet holes around

fire

box

mud

rings and the flue holes in boiler flue sheets.

The heads of

this

machine have an adjustment

in

and out

Large Planer Recently Installed

at the

Housings, Motor and Electrical Connections of
side Shops.

Burnside Shops of the

Illinois Central.

New

Planer at Burn-
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View
"Marvel" High Speed Hack Saw.

out.

The "Marvel" high speed hack saw shown in the illustration is constructed more on the lines of a machine tool than
The manufacturers have combined first
the ordinary saiv.
class construction with extremely high speed and a number of
It is stated that in

Burnside Planer While Assembled at the Plant

It

is

manufactured by Armstrong-Blum Mfg.

Francisco Ave., Chicago,

HIGH SPEED HACK SAW.

valuable improvements.

of

February. 1914

repeated

tests,

with

extreme pressure on the saw blade, 6-inch round cold rolled
be cut in the remarkably fast time of Id minutes.
5-inch in S minutes and smaller sizes in proportionately fast
time.
The vise is quick acting and will swivel to either right
An interesting feature is the fastener at both ends
or left.
of the blade, so arranged that the blade can be tilted to either
right or left at either end. Another very valuable feature is the
adjustment of the cutting feed by means of which any desired
pressure on the blade can be obtained to suit any material
from thin metal down to heavy solids. This is done by simply
turning the graduated hand wheel shown on side near top of
machine to proper point. Provision is also made for using up
any unused portion of the blade by turning hand wheel shown
at end of connecting rod which shifts the saw frame forward
or back as desired. The saw lifts free of the work on the return
stroke and a good feature in this connection is the quick return
on the idle or back stroke.
The horizontal position always
maintained by the saw blade is a most desirable feature, especially when desired to saw only part way through material. The
machine can be set to stop at any desired depth in the cut.
Adjustments, take-ups and oiling devices are provided through-

of the

Maker.

Co.,

339 N.

111.

ADJUSTABLE SPACING COLLAR.
The

illustrations

show something new

in

the

form of an

adjustable spacing collar.
It is designed primarily for use
in milling machine manufacturing operations where two or more
milling cutters on the same arbor must he spaced exact distances

steel could

"Wear-Ever" Spacing
apart.

As those familiar with straddle

aJH ^&

•

SET

J3

fT jgL

or

gang milling machine

sometimes necessary to grind the sides of
This, of course, changes the
the teeth of the milling cutters.
distance between the faces of the milling cutters and in order to
maintain sizes on the piece being manufactured, compensation
must be made in some way for the amount ground off the
cutter.
This is sometimes accomplished by carrying in stock an
assorted lot of solid spacing collars of varying lengths, and if
the exact size cannot be found provision must be made by
grinding off a solid collar, that is too long, or shimming up one
that is too short, during which time the milling machine is
operations know,

standing

_^^

Collar.

it is

idle.

ADJUSTABLE COLLAR

h

r

n

^

n'

—*-

n

^*_j

|^

•

Individual Drive Multi-Spindle Drill.

Showing Collar

in

Position
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The ''Wear-Ever"

collar is so designed that thicknesses

may

This is divided into twelve

be varied a total of .024 of au inch.
spaces of .002 each. The adjustment of the collar is quickly
made and utter each adjustment it is absolutely the same as a
solid collar.
With the threaded collar sometimes used there are
Scully, Jones &
inaccuracies due to the wear of the threads.
Building,
Chicago, are putting this collar
Co., Railway Exchange
on the market.

% inch thickness of wood to shrink and wear, the device
when properly applied shouTd remain firm and tight indefinitely.
This washer can be designed in such a manner that the bolt

only

may

be removed and replaced from the outside of the car.
The economy and practicability of the device will be readily
recognized by practical car men, and the Wine Railway Appli-

ance

Toledo, Ohio, the manufacturer, has filled orders of
of the leading railways of the United States and

Co.,

a number

Canada, for over

EALCO PLUG AND RECEPTACLE.
Since designing and placing on the market the

and

receptacle, the Central

demand

for this heavy

there

a

is

demand

first

100,000

of

these

washers

within

the past

vear.

Ralco plug

GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE HOSE BANDS.

Electric Co. of Chicago has seen the

Today

A

demand may be

now

duty plug increase step by step.

for the Ralco plug, and this

83

partially attributed to the constant lowering in cost of current by

1:59

wire hose band designed to take the place of the hose clamps
in

general use

N. Clark

is

being offered by .1. S. McChesney & Co.,
A decided advantage in the con-

street, Chicago.

band is that it has no protruding joint to catch
dragged about. One length of band will cover all
sizes and plies of hose from 1-inch to 2-inch, while the larger sizes
will cover a corresponding range in hose dimensions.
Stocks can

struction of this

as the hose

is

Ralco Plug.
municipalities ami operating companies.

This low cost of current

makes economical the use of many electrical devices, whereas
before the high cost of current practically prohibited their use.

The illustration shows a 30-ampere Ralco plug and receptacle.
The Ralco line of heavy duty plugs and receptacles are being
used today in shops for portable grinders, riveters, boring tools,
forges and lathes.
The rigidness of these receptacles and plugs

means safety and

low

maintenance

cost.

WINE SOCKET WASHER FOR GRAB

be replenished quickly by small shipments via parcels post, doing

IRONS.

away with

.

The drawing herewith shows a washer which has been developed for use in applying safety appliances to box cars. In applying ladders or grab irons to cars, it is necessary that there be a
block or. cripple between the siding and lining in order to allow
the bolt to be drawn up tight and make the ladder or grab iron

the necessity of carrying a greatly assorted stock of
which may never be called for as is the case with hose
(damps. They are less expensive, stronger and more quickly and
easily applied than any hose clamp. They can be applied without
sizes

disturbing the hose connection

if

make

conditions

this desirable,

which makes them ideal for emergency repair work.
The bands are electrically welded and made in six sizes for
hose ranging from % to 4-inch, and are applied with a tool provided with means of adjusting itself so that one •band may be
used on two or more sizes of hose.

NON-STRAIN EYE PROTECTORS.
Statistics

injury cases

show that over sixty per cent of the

among

total personal

industrial workers are injuries to eyes, caused

for the most part by flying particles and heat glare.

Yet

it

is

only within a comparatively recent period that this very important

Wine Socket Washer

for

Grab

Irons.

In the majority of cases where ladders or grab irons
are applied to existing cars, it is necessary to remove either the
secure.

siding or the lining, apply a cripple block, and then apply

new

siding or lining in place of that removed.

In order to facilitate and cheapen the application of these
Wine socket washer, which is very easily applied

appliances the

and makes the grab iron or ladder much more firm and secure
than by the use of a cripple block, has been designed.
By making the washer about % inch short, and as there is

Non-Strain Eye Goggles.
subject of eye injury has been given the attention

One of

the best

popularity

among

known types
railroad

it

deserves.

of protectors which has gained

employers

is

the

No.

284

special

and firemen 's goggle as illustrated herewith.
This
goggle was designed and patented some ten years ago by the
Ophthalmuscope Company of Toledo, O., and embodies many
original features which have made it indispensable, not alone
engineers

'

'

—

'

'

'
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to engineers

and firemen of

railroads, but to the
*

as well.

man

shop

in the

'
'

'

February, 1914

furnaces are listed and illustrated.

This firm makes plant inmethods and means of working, prepares plans
and furnishes complete furnace equipment for shops.
spections, devises

The frame is of aluminum, making it very light and stroug,
and is so constructed that the lenses can be changed immediately
If the work requires
to any color or thickness of glass desired.
something different from glass, mica, celluloid or similar lenses can
be substituted. These lenses can be changed in less than a minute
of time by merely unscrewing the large aluminum outside ring
which holds the lens in place, the operation requiring no tools
of any kind nor the use of small screws which would be easily
misplaced and lost. This construction admits of perfect ventilation and is thoroughly dust-proof, the ventilation holes being
back of the lens on an augle. thus preventing the dust from
driving in. The lenses are 2 S inches in diameter, are perfectly
round, and can be replaced at an expense of only 12e per pair.
The manufacturers of non-strain goggles have protected them;1

by adopting the trade mark "Xongoggles made by them, and which
all
which appears on
Strain,
is a guarantee against inferior design and quality.

selves against infringement
'

"

*

»

*

Bulletin 600 B, descriptive of Hyatt roller bearings, has been
issued by the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Chicago,
distinctive feature of these bearings

from

wound

a strip of steel

gives greater flexibiMty

is

The

is

made

the roller, which

uniform diameter and
This in turn secures a

into a helix of

the rollers.

to

111.

uniform distribution of the load.
*

*

*

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, Cincinnati, O., has
published a new circular on duplex, plain and face semi-automatic

They are

millers.

called semi-automatic millers because they are

by means of trip dogs the machines can be

so constructed that

make them

set so as to

work of the operThe design provides

entirely automatic, the

ator being confined to chucking the pieces.

an intermittent feeding arrangement, whereby the machine
quick traverse to bring the work to cutter, then drops down

for
h.*<=

the selected feed rate across the piece, then quick traverse
again to the next piece, and so on, jumping the gap between
any number of pieces that may be strung along on the table,
^o

WANTED:

To

represent manufacturers in the East.

Have

had ten years experience selling Mechanical and Maintenance
of Way and Engineering Departments of Railroads and ConWrite R. E. H., care The Railway List
References.
tractors.
Co.. 431 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

and after the
either

stop

traverse

to

adapted

for

trip

the

as

so

starting

milling

automatically reverse,

to

may

the machine

piece has been traversed,

last

or

and quick

These machines are especially
work as is manufactured in large

point.

such

quantities.
*

iLLiterature
W.

Brubaker & Bro.. Millersburg. Pa., have recently issued
catalogue Xo. 3 which illustrates and describes the full line of
taps, dies, reamers and screw plates manufactured by this firm.
They have been in business since 1SS0 and in the thirty-three
years since have developed a large railroad business by confining
their products to the above mentioned line and by guaranteeing
The catalogue contains comaccuracy, uniformity and long life.
with regard to their products, together with

prices.

m

.

*

'

'

automobilists taking the proper precautions at a grade crossing.
a

Bolt

"

Pa.,

contains

issued by the Flannery

an article on the breakage

*

*

The Chicago portable mine

»

rolling mill

hoist

*

*

is

described in

pinions"

machine molded.

How much

»

»

excess

the subject of Bulletin

These gears are

K
all

your

boiler

require

"

'

is

the

question asked by the Federal Graphite Mills. Cleveland, O., in

a recent booklet.
tical

why Federal

It sets forth

and economical

graphite

is

a prac-

scale remedy.
*
• *

of the Imperial"

is

issued by the In ger soil-Rand

Xew York

Novel and exceedingly attractive in design, it features.
and simplified form, the superior points of design and
construction maintained in the Imperial line of air compressors.
Page for page it carries the reader through the various stages
of construction, giving a very concise and elaborate idea as to

the machines are built.

The W.
catalogue

S.

on

»

*

Watson-Stillman Co. of Xew York has just issued catalogue
Heating, Chilling and Die Presses.
Xo. 89, its title being
It
contains 56 pages and shows a complete line of presses.
The
'

'

'

'

and often but
from one class

similar

is

a

few

to an-

other.

JOB.

••Where's the president of this railroad?" asked the man who
called at the general offices.

•"He's down in Washington, attendin' th' session o' some kind
uv an investigatin committee," replied the office boy.
Where is the general manager
He 's appearin before th Interstate Commerce Commission.
Well, where 's the general superintendent I
'

•

'

I

'

•

'

•

'

'

'

'

the title of a 9x12 booklet just

Company, 11 Broadway,

*

*

'

City.

how

'

'

'

in brief

just

'

'

'

.

"Story

*

ON THE
is

»

does

fuel

*

The Xational Machinery Co., Tiffin, O., has pubbshed
Forging
Machine Talk Xo. 1,
which is the first of a series of leaflets on
this subject.
This first leaflet sets forth what the forging shop
demands today.

*

of the Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

'

*

alterations are needed to change a press

a booklet
recently issued by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. of Chicago.

'

wells.

construction of these three types

of staybolts due to burnt ends.

"Gears and

pumping of

*

*

*

issue of "Staybolts,

Pittsburgh.

Co.,

complete description of this product together with a short introduction explaining the process of well drilling and information
relative to the various accessories necessary for the drilling and

separate motto on safety.
*

The December

The Xational Tube Co. of Pittsburgh has issued a booklet on
"Xational" reamed and drifted pipe containing a

the subject of

•

The Xational Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a neat
"Safety First'' calendar for 1914. The illustration is in colors
Taking no chances,
shows a party of
and over the caption
Each month bears

giving the advantages of steel castings produced in electric furnaces, together with illustrations of same.
»
*
*

,

'

*

The Xational Malleable Castings Company has issued a booklet

L.

plete information

*

*

Rockwell Company, Xew York, has published a
Rockwell furnace service.
A large variety of

He 's

at th

new law."
Where
•

is

•

'

meetin

'

of th

'

legislature,

fightin

the head of the legal department

'

some bum

'

f

He 's in court tryin a suit.
"Then where is the general passenger agent?"
"He's explainin' t' th' commercial travelers why we
'

'

'

'

can't

reduce th' fare."

Where is the general freight agent ?
"He's gone out in th' country t' attend a meetin'
grange an tell th farmers why we ain 't got no freight
"Who's running the blame railroad, anyway?"
'

'

"

'

'

"Th' newspapers and

th' legislatures."

o'

th'

cars.

Pittsburgh Press.

'
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D. Waller, formerly secretary of the Flower Waste &

Xew

Packing Company,
company.

York, has become the owner

of

that

The Metal Car Seal Company
The Chicago Car Heating Company has recently opened a
branch office and factory at 61 Dalhousie street. Montreal Canada,
to take care of its rapidly increasing business in the

A.

1).

is in

Dominion.

Bruce, formerly purchasing agent of the company at Chicago,
charge.

Mr. Bruce

is

a native of Guelph, Ontario, but has

been connected with the Chicago Car Heating
for the past five years.

partment of this
building,

firm,

New York

Company

in Chicago

Karl A. Heine has joined the
with

offices

in

sales de-

Grand Central Terminal

City.

name

Edgar

to the

of Chicago has changed
and Manufacturing Company.

Steel Seal

The United States Light & Heating

changed the
from 30 Church
street to 210 West 50th street, bringing the Xew York service
station and sales office into the same building.
The general offices
of the company remain at 30 Church street.
location of its

Xew York

William Thornton Henry,
Brake

of the materials disposition de-

partment of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., died at his home in Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
on Tuesday, January 13.

Peter M. Kling has been appointed assistant to the president
of the Laconia Car Company, with headquarters at Laconia, N. H.
At the annual meeting of the Association of Manufacturers
op Chilled Car Wheels, recently held in Xew York, the followPresident. T. A. Griffin, Griffin Car
ing offiesgfcs were chosen:
Wheel Company, Chicago; vice-presidents, E. F. Carry, vice-president and- general manager, American Car & Foundry Company,

Co. has

City branch sales

sales

office

manager of the Xew York Air

Co., died recently.

The Railway Business Association

Edwin Emerson Nolan, head

its

the coming year:

officers for

have the following

will

President, Geo. A. Post,

Xew York;

Xew York;

M. S.
M. Kittridge, Dayton, O.;
W. E. Clow, Chicago; G. W. Simmonds, St. Louis; S. P. Bush,
Columbus, O. Alba B. Johnson, Philadelphia; H. G. Prout, Pitts-

treasurer, Chas. A. Moore,

Xew

Clayton,

York;

assistant treasurer,

vice-president's, A.

;

burgh

;

W.

G. Pearce,

Xew

York.

GRAHAM Gedge, formerly chief clerk and accountant of the
Wichita Terminal Association, Wichita, Kan., has been appointed
assistant sales manager of the Edgar Steel Seal & Manufacturing
Co., Chicago.

Charles H. Schlacks has been

elected president of the Hale

&

Kilburn Co.

The Central Bailway Supply
176 Xorth Market

Chicago, has moved to

Co., of

street.

Jebome-Edwakds Metallic Packing Co. has placed its railway
hands of the Equipment Improvement Co., 30 Church

sales in the
street,

Xew

York.

Arrangements have been made by T. H. Garland, inventor of
Ross-Wortham Co., 1818 McCorniick building, Chicago, to handle his car ventilators and other
devices invented by him.
He will be identified with this firm in
the improvement of ventilators and other specialties for passenger
and freight equipment.
the Garland ventilators, with the

The

officers

and salesmen of Berry Brothers, Detroit, Mich.,

held their annual meeting at Detroit last week.

The Des Moines Bridge & Iron
Des Moines, Iowa, opened
Xew York City, January

Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

a contracting office at 50
1,

The Link Side-Bearing

street,

1914.

Co.,

Hammond,

manufacture railroad trucks.

porated to

Church

and

Ind., has been incor-

The

capital

stock

is

$100,000.

Albany Car Wheel Company, Albany, N. Y.; secretary and treasurer, George W. Lyndon,

The tenth annual convention of the sales and factory organizations of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company was held at the
About one hundred
Great Xorthern Hotel, Chicago, last week.
of the company's representatives were in attendance from all

Chicago.

parts of the world.

A. E. Schafer.

Chicago;

J.

A.

Kilpatriek,

president,

who has been general sales manager of the
Sherwin-Williams Company, has accepted a position with the Flint
Varnish Works, Flint, Mich.
He will assist President W. W.
Mountain in the management, and will have full charge of the
railroad department. Mr. Schafer was with the Sherwin-Williams
Company for 28 years, the last 6 years as general sales manager.
A. E. Schafer,

S. F.

Bowser &

Co. of Fort

Wayne,

Ind., are building

an ad-

dition to the boiler shop which will almost double its capacity.

The Pullman Company

per cent for each year of service of the average rate of pay for
Xo one over 45 years of age will be
the last year of service.
taken into service hereafter except by special arrangement.

Elmer

E.

the Safety

The

offices

of

Charles E. Long,

Jr.,

&

Co.,

Harry Vissering & Co., Inc., at Chicago, have been removed from the Great Xorthern building to the sixteenth floor of
the Lytton building.

The Des Moines Bridge & Iron Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and Des Moines, Iowa, have opened a contracting office at 50
Church street, New York.
offices of

Albee has resigned

Car Heating &

as mechanical superintendent of

Lighting Company,

Xew

York.

and the headquar-

ters of

The general Chicago
the Bailway Exchange
and Harrison streets.

has established a pension plan provid-

ing for the retirement of employees at the age of 70 or after 20
years of service in case of disability with a pension equal to one

the Erie have been

moved from

to the Transportation Building,

Dearborn

B. S. McClellen, in charge of the railway sales department of
McCord Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has resigned in

the

order to give more personal attention to his other interests. The
McClellen Nut Company, Chicago, which he has just organized,
will

shortly place

which
D.

will

upon the market a one-piece self-locking

be known as the

Walker Wear,

"Unit"

nut,

lock nut.

formerly purchaser of the Chicago Tunnel

has been elected vice president and a director of the Stow
Mfg. Co., with offices at 443 State street, Binghamton, N. Y.

Co.,
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M. Campbell has been appointed special representative of
railway department in the eastern territory of the Detroit
Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich., with headquarters at 135
R.

the

Broadway,

New York

City.

years with the Ohio Brass
Utilities

Mr. Campbell was for a number of
Company and the Transportation

Company.

The Duff Manufacturing

opened
an office in the People's Gas Building, Chicago. Backed by a
Chicago warehouse, they will be in a position to give Western
consumers increased service and prompt deliveries. The company
has also appointed G. W. Parsons, district sales agent with offices
in the Pioneer Building, St. Paul, Minn.
By mutual agreement,
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. have discontinued acting as exclusive
steam railway agents for the above company.
Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., has

The Hancock-Bragg Railway Supply
incorporated by William Bragg, David D.

Co.,

Chicago, has been

Kagy and

R.

W.

Vanier.

ERICH Joseph, formerly New York manager of the OrensteinArthnr Koppel Company, Koppel, Pa., has been appointed general manager of that company.
He succeeds A. Reiche, who has
left the company to engage in work in Germany.

The Simplex Airbrake & Manufacturing

Co. held its

went

Ottumwa,

February, 1914
engage

automatic
screw machines. Soon after he started a shop in Minneapolis
for himself, undertaking at this time the development of a
system' of traction using compressed air. Following this period,
Mr. Cooper entered the employ of the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company of Minneapolis, as master mechanic and chief engito

la., to

in the building of

During the four years he spent in this position he redesigned and practically rebuilt the entire electrical equipment.
In 1894 he entered the employ of the General Electric Company at Schenectady, being engaged in railway work. During
the period of three years at Schenectady he was a leading
spirit in a great deal of the chief engineering work which resulted in the revolution of the design of railway motors. During
his stay at Schenectady, he also supervised the manufacture of
the locomotives for the Baltimore & Ohio tunnel at Baltimore,
being detailed to put them into service after their erection.
After the completion of this work Mr. Cooper became assoneer.

ciated

with' the

firm

of Blood

& Hale, consulting

engineers.

first

January 20.
The following officers were elected: President, Milton D. Hays;
secretary, Elmer E.. E. Stewvice-president, Nicholas Herbick
art; treasurer, William H. Giob; assistant to president; A. P.
Hays; mechanical engineer, Peter Wertz.
annual meeting

in its offices in Pittsburgh,

Pa., on

;

John F. Church has been appointed vice-president of the Damascus Brake Beam Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
J.

H. Waiters, master mechanic of the Georgia Railroad, has

resigned and will devote his time to the introduction of his several

patented locomotive appliances.

William Cooper.
Boston, and on September 1, 1897, entered the employ of the
Bullock Electric & Mfg. Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, as general superintendent in charge of engineering and manufacturing.
After his experience as consulting engineer in Cincinnati
for about one year, he entered, in 1904, the employ of the West-

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company in the railway engineeringdepartment. His first work with this company was his investigations of the unit switch control which the company was then
His work on this system led to the development
exploiting.
of the type of control now being used by the Westinghouse
company. His work in the railway field consisted of an active
Charles E. Lee,

Who

has been prominently mentioned to fill the vacancy in the presidency of the Boston & Maine. Mr. Lee was formerly connected
with the Boston & Maine, and as general superintendent had the
good will of 20,000 employees.
His intimate knowledge of the
physical property places him in an enviable position.

OBITUARY.
William A. Cooper, director of building and equipment of the
East Pittsburgh works of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., died from peritonitis at his home in Wilkinsburg, Pa., Friday, January 23d. Mr. Cooper was born near Watertowa, N. Y.,
November 24th, 1861. He attended Cornell University and
began his business career with a cheese manufacturing concern
at which time he had charge of a power plant, and in working
therein his engineering instinct was aroused, which led him
At the age of 25 Mr. Cooper
to adopt this as his life work.

participation of the design and manufacture of the equipment
furnished the New York, New Haven' & Hartford, the St. Clair

Tunnel, the Pennsylvania and other roads which have been
Two years ago, when
electrified by the Westinghouse company.
the works department was organized,
director of buildings and equipment.

Mr. Cooper was made
In this capacity he did

remodelling the power plant at East

some excellent work

in

Pittsburgh, leaving

in excellent condition.

it

Mr. Cooper was a man of rather rough exterior and apt to
be misunderstood by people who did not know him thoroughly.
His warm heart, however, and generous disposition made him
universally loved and respected by those who were fortunaii&v
enough to know him intimately.
«^t--

»-•

Foundations have been completed for the- erection of the
Baldwin Locomotive Works' plant at Calumet, near Gary, Tnd.
The shops will cover sixteen acres and will employ 10,000 men.
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Center Plate Oiler.
On

publish a short article descriptive of a

used on the Denver

center plate oiler

MaIermkmnic

we

another page

& Eio Grande, which was

a simple

a striking example of overcoming some of

affair, it is

the small leaks in railway operation.

The World's Greatest Railway Mechanical Journal

they were able to

Published at the World's Greatest Railway Center
Established

1878

THE RAILWAY
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CHAS.

LIST

COMPANY

the same

MYEBS,

Prea. and Treaa.

F WILSON, V. P. & Editorial Director
OWEN W. M1DDLETON, Editor

Vice-Pre».

M.

but thirty cars per gallon of

oil

with the

oil

is

amount

of oil with the

In addition

oiler.

a saving effected in the time consumed, and the danger

man handling

to the

improved

the oiler

is

Another interesting

decreased.

L.

ZIMMERMAN, Bu«. Mgr.
CROWE, Mgr. Central Dirt.
KENNETH L. VAN AUKEN,
DALTON RISLEY, West. Mgr.

C. C.
J.

S.

MAGRAW.

E.

Mr. Stevens says that

ordinary oiler and that they are able to cover sixty cars on

there

WILLIAM

Although

designed by Master Mechanic Stevens of that road.

Editor

feature

decrease in the number of truck derailments.

We
Office of Publication

:

Manhattan Building, Chicago

Central Office:

House

Bldg.,

need more devices of this sort in our shops and round-

houses; devices and improvements that will help to cut off the

At

small leaks.

Telephone, Harrison 4948

Eastern Office: 50 Church Street,
Telephone, Cortlandt 5765

that the oiling of center plates has resulted in a

is

this time,

be made to cut down

New York

more than ever before,

costs.

It is to

efforts should

be hoped that railway

mechanical men who have succeeded in cutting costs by means

method

of an improved tool or

Pittsburgh, Pa.

will take every opportunity to

men with it. Indeed, it should
be a duty, for what will improve the welfare of the roads as a
acquaint their fellow railway

Address

all

and business communications

editorial
-

pany, at

to

the

Com-

Chicago.

whole will improve the welfare of each separate road.

A

Monthly Railway Journal

Devoted

to the interests of railway
shops, machinery and supplies.

With the incoming

Communications on any

topic suitable to our columns are solicited.
Subscription price, $2.00 a year: to foreign countries. $2.50, free of
postage.
Single copies, 20 cents.
Advertising rates given on
application to the office, by mail or in person.
In remitting, make all checks payable to The Railway List Company.
Papers should reach subscribers by the 16th of the month at the
latest.
Kindly notify us at once of any delay or failure to
receive any issue and another copy will be very gladly sent.

shop

is

at Chicago, Illinois,

18,

Under Act

of

1895,

at the Post Office

March

3,

a

being relieved of more and more manual work and

is

becoming

of machinery, each

to an increasing degree, a director of certain forces

The power, the machine and the

placed at his command.
ting tool

furnished and

is

efficiently

it

is

up to the operator to

as possible.

tools

cut-

make

After furnishing good

machines to the operator, the most important thing

him good cutting

1879.

man working

in

them work as
Entered as Second-Class Matter June

Room Work.

Tool

motive power, car equipment,

to give

is

which will meet the requirements of the

work, and to keep these tools in the best of repair for him.

Vol.

XXXVIII

Chicago, March. 1914

Xo. 3

This

is

the function of the tool room; to study out the best

designs for the tools needed, to manufacture
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with good
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advance of the shop and not simply keep abreast with

tools.

tool

all

times

it

or lag

On

the whole, tool room

foremen are up-to-date and alive to the

possibilities of their

behind

work.

it

as

sometimes the case.

is

This was well evinced at the last convention of the

90

Tool Foremen's Association.

90
91

yet a relatively small membership, no convention excelled

97
98

last

99
104
105
109
Ill
112
113
118

120
121
122
125
126
126
126
127
127
128
12S
128
129
129

it

room should always keep a step in

87

88
88
89
89
89

Loyalty

The

men

the tools

all

Although this association has as

year in enthusiasm and in thoroughness in discussing live

subjects.

Better designs of cutters, better means of tempering,

and cheaper methods of manufacture are constantly being

man who

troduced and the
tool

it

room

in

felt

his

is

in-

going to make the value of the

shop must be constantly studying the

problems of the shop, devising methods of expediting the work

and cutting costs wherever

We

present in this issue an article by

room foreman

The

tool

last last fall

Owen

D. Kinsey, tool

at the Burnside, Chicago, shops of the Illinois

Central, covering the
point.

possible.

work being done

room department

room

in the tool

at Burnside

and has been brought to a high state of

since that time.

At present

it is

efficiency

manufacturing practically

the tools for the shop, aside from drills and taps.
tool the prices of the

at that

was reorganized

all

With each

manufactured product have been obtained

and compared with the cost of manufacturing the same

tool in

i
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the tool room, with the result that a large percentage of the

manufactured

tools are being

at

from one-third to two-thirds.
the tool room

work

to the

tools

The

of its shop.

at a decrease in price of

Aside from the decrease in

make

able to

is

home

which are especially adapted
shows a few

article in question

of the interesting jigs used for turning out the work.

room

tool

an orderly condition,

men who work

on the

The

located in a separate building adjoining the shop,

is

has plenty of room between machines, good light and
in

cost,

kept

of which have a very good influence

all

in

is

is

lower

cost, it is

The force

a smaller force

than

has been said that

One

yourself.

you want

a thing well done, do

it

that Mr. Kinsey, the foreman, not only de-

is

own

jigs but

used up

it

if

many

prepared

his

all

own drawings.

Al-

of his spare evenings he has a set of

drawings which he knows to conform exactly to his desires and
the requirements of the shop.

such attention to details

It is

He

which makes for the success of any work.

also encour-

is

aging the men to take courses in mechanical drawing and
studies

which

them

help

will

their

in

enable them to work understanding^-.

turning out work which

tral

is

shop

other

The

No

the tool
in the

transpiring, so

constantly before the eyes of the enginemen in the registra-

is

tion on the pyrometer dial and in most cases

low temperature in the steam delivered
prompt corrective measures.

result in

complication by

an indication of

to the

There

is

cylinders will

slight increase of

attachment to the engine and

its

such as to insure

is

its

its

simplicity

proper action.

tool

officials

who

room work

tool

believe they have

know about

one would be more anxious to learn of them than

room foreman

at Burnside. for

market for new

Brake Performance Tests
"With

That

ideas.

is

Mr. Kinsey

why

is

Burnside has cut down costs hundreds of dollars each month.

by

that

the

best

results

Pennsylvania Rail-

the

Co.,

conducted dur-

In a paper

Dudley, delivered before the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers on February 10, the writer does not go deeply
into details but his discussion of the tests covers about a

and thirty pages,

so

it

may

hundred

be seen how thorough and comprehen-

Elsewhere in this issue we publish the in-

sive these tests were.

troduction and conclusions of this paper; lack of space prevents
us from giving more.

As indicated

in the article, those interested

can readily obtain complete copies of the

The

tests at the outset

determination of the

were to cover

maximum

test.

five points,

A

namely:

percentage of emergency braking

power with a consideration of the various factors affecting

it;

a

comparison of two brakes per wheel with the standard of one brake
i>er

wheel; a comparison of the improved electro-pneumatic brake

with the present high speed brake equipment

;

observance of effects

of braking on the brake shoes; the coeflieient of friction between
the wheel and the rail under varying conditions.

The improved electro-pneumatic equipment was found
quick acting and very effective.
full

For instance, the time

PM

emergency braking power with the

was

to

be

to obtain

equipment on the entire

8 seconds while with the electro-pneumatic brake the time

With regard
it

consistent

by any means always obtained.

practice are not

thoroughness,

was 2:25 seconds.

Pyrometer for Superheaters
a fact

W.

S.

train

tionably

characteristic

which are of great value to the railway fraternity.

always

the tool room at

In the operation of superheater locomotives

its

road working with the Westinghouse Air Brake

and

room

article referred

better methods, they are invited to let our readers

them.

tasks,

a great credit to the Illinois Cen-

some valuable ideas with regard to

there are

if

daily

The Burnside

Railroad and the shop management.

to contains

and

is

ing the past year a set of tests on brakes and brake performances

of the secrets of the success of the Burnside

department

signed his

is

what

indication of

far as the functioning of the superheater units are concerned,

consists of twenty-four men, one-

young fellows who have been picked out of the shop.

other

An

efficiency.

did under

it

third of which are skilled mechanics, while the rest are bright

though

maximum

In spite of the fact that the tool

it.

working with

the old regime.

tool

from those who have realized that they were not obtaining

tion

supplying the shop with more and better tools at a

room

It

March, 191+

is

unques-

with good
In the com-

paper says:

to brake rigging the

"An

efficient

design of brake rigging must be produced before the advantages
of improved air brakes or brake shoes can be fully utilized.
clasp type of brake rigging (two brakes per wheel)

The

'
'

was found to

mittee report and discussions of the American Railway Master

be very advantageous both from the standpoint of the brake rig-

Mechanics' and of the Traveling Engineers' Associations, there

ging and the brake shoe. The rail adhesion was found to vary
from 15% to 30%, depending on the conditions of the atmosphere

is

much doubt expressed
best advantage.

to

It

when superheaters

as to

are operated

has been shown that enginemen often

and weather, and the amount of wheel sliding

carry water at too high a level in the boiler for the principal

depended more on the

reason that

amount of braking power.

it is

possible to do so without the usual evidences

of priming, which follows such practice with saturated steam

locomotives,

and further there

is

a

tendency to provide as

rails

and the

was concluded

and weather conditions than on the

The brake shoe bearing was found
to control

it

to be the

tests indicated that,

with

most

all

difficult

factor

factors except this

large a factor of safety as possible in avoiding danger of burn-

remaining constant, there was a possible variation of from 15 to 20

ing crown sheets.

per cent in the length of stops

It

has also developed that improper atten-

tion given the cleaning of the superheater flues has often re-

With our heavier
is

not at once

good should

for

tests

the

poor results are apt

detriment of the service.

to

continue to the

It is for these reasons that a

eter adapted to locomotive practice, has

Locomotive Superheater Co.
other page of this issue and

been developed by the

This device
it

pyrom-

is

described on an-

should attract favorable atten-

rolling stock, longer trains

speed the braking question

brought to the attention of the enginemen or terminal forces
correction,

miles per

hour.

sulted in a low standard of efficiency.

Since the evidence of such poor conditions

made from a speed of 60

of

result

is

from these

and higher train

indeed an important one and
tests.

They are the most complete

which have been made since the Galton-Westinghouse

1878,

which constituted the

the subject, although the

valuable data.

much

first

Lake Shore

scientific

tests

trials

investigation

of

of 1909 contributed

They are a valuable contribution on the question

and a study of them

will be of great value.
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made

that iron car construction has taken per-

^o This Montli

Henry L. Leach introduces an improvement on locomotive track
sanding apparatus to cover emergency sanding, the improved device retaining the old sand lever in addition to the pneumatic
appliances.

Prediction

is

manent root in this country.
W. E. Dixon is elected a director of the Rogers Locomotive
Works.
A. E. Mitchell, superintendent of motive power of the Erie,
lenies

the reported application to Erie cars

brake, said to set the brakes by the simple

of a new-fangled

movement

The general superintendent of one of the larger roads asks one
of the railway publications for some information as to the dif-

The Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific is considering the advis-

ferences in the various types of vertical plane couplers, as his

compressed air for cleaning passenger
other roads having adopted the plan successfully.

road "is considering the advisability of making a change iu
drawbars.

ing

Whiting Foundry & Equipment Co. and Whiting Car Wheel Co.
organized, the former with a capital of $100,000 and the latter
with a capital of $75,000. The incorporators are Nathan G.

Moore, William B. Mcllvaine and Max Baird, for both companies.
Shops are under construction at Harvey, 111.

The Big Four announces its decision
system on all passenger and mail cars.
J.

sylvania announces the collection of sufficient funds for the equip-

ment of a testing laboratory

to be placed in the

basement of the

college building.

A

locomotive engineer,

Interoceanie,

is

ability of using

Norway begins

Ackerman by name, on the Mexican-

imprisoned on account of the death of a Mexican

who had been

hit by his engine.
committee of the Traveling Engineers Association asks the
familiar question:
"How can traveling engineers improve the
service when engines are double-crewed or pooled?"
A committee of the Master Car Builders' Association, of which
E. D. Brouner is chairman, issues a circular of inquiry as to hand
ami air brake apparatus, with especial reference to foundation
brake gear.
George Henderson is appointed master mechanic of the Butte,
Anaconda & Pacific at Anaconda, Mont.
W. H. Y. Kosing is appointed master mechanic of the first
division, first district, of the Denver & Eio Grande at Burnham,
Colo., vice Quincy Lamplugh, resigned.

A

the construction of locomotives for

formerly bought

all

of

its

equipment of

cars, several

its

roads, hav-

kind from

this

Glasgow.
On account of the growing interest in the possibilities in the
building of cars of

steel,

the

Harvey

Steel Car

Works arrange

for an exhibit of one of their steel tank cars at a convenient point
in Chicago.

An

to use the Pintsc-h lighting

Porter and Albert Fisher form a partnership to carry
on a contracting business in the line of equipment of steel plants.
The civil engineering department of the University of Penn-

H. E.

of the cars

chucking together.

Australian

invents

a

car

wheel with central flange and

double tread, designed to enable equipment to pass from a line
of one gauge to a line of another gauge.

James McNaughton, superintendent of motive power, Wisconsin
Central,
also,

has his jurisdiction extended over the car department

with headquarters at Waukesha, Wis.

lamps are introduced in the
cars of the London underground railway, a deposit of a penny securing illumination for half an hour.
Massachusetts repeals its automatic coupler law of 1886 on account of the activity the railroads have displayed in equipping
*
cars with couplers of the M. C. B. type.
Per.ny-in-the-slot electric reading

'

The Richmond "tramp" locomotive
Burlington

&

is

tested on the Chicago,

Quincy, having previously been tried out on several

H. Symington, mechanical
engineer, Richmond Locomotive Works, is iu charge of the machine
and is explaining its points to large numbers of railroad men
of the roads centering in Chicago.

T.

THE SITUATION IN BRIEF.
Returns of the steam roads in the United States for December,
reduced to a per mile of line basis and compared with the returns for December, 1912, show a decrease in total operating revenues per mile of 5.2 per cent, and an increase in operating expenses per mile of 0.1 per cent. Net operating revenue per mile

by $61, or 16.9 per cent, than for December 1912, while
that for December 1912 was 10.4 per cent greater than for Dewas

less

cember, 1911.

For the calendar year 1913

total operating revenues per mile

increased 3.7 per cent, and operating expenses per mile 7.3 per

Net operating revenue per mile decreased $183, or 4.4 per
cent, while that for the calendar year 1912 was greater than for the
calendar year 1911 by 5.1 per cent. Operating income per mile decent.

creased $239, or 6.6 per cent.

each day.

The Boston & Albany decides
field,

LOYALTY.

West Spring-

to build shops at

If you work for a man, in Heaven's

Mass.

Announcement

is

made

of the marriage of Clarence H. Howard,

secretary of the Safety Car Heating

&

Lighting Co.

—

'
'

one of the

best-known young men in the railway supply trade."
V. B. Lang, general foreman of the West Shore shops at New
Durham, N. J., is appointed master mechanic of the Louisville
Southern.

E. A. Hibbits

is

appointed master mechanic of the

New

York,

Lake Erie & Western at Rochester, N. Y.
E. B. Gilbert

is

latest

for him.

If

he pays you wages that supply your bread and butter, work for
speak well of him stand by him and stand by the institution
he represents. If put to a pinch, an ounce of loyalty is worth

him

;

;

If you must vilify, condemn and eternally
disparage, why, resign your position, and, if you are a weakling,
when you are outside damn to your heart's content; but as long

a

pound of

cleverness.

as you are a part of the institution, do not

condemn

it.

If you

you are loosening the tendrils that hold you to the institution,
and the first high wind that comes along, you will be uprooted and
blown away, and probably you will never know why, as many
have experienced. Elbert Hubbard.
do,

appointed master mechanic of the Pittsburgh,

Shenango & Lake Erie.
Lunkenheimer brings out "the

name work

thing"

in graphite sight-

—

feed lubricators.

Contract
Ind.

is

let

for the

The town toted $130,000
amount

Monon

at Lafayette.

A

to secure the location of the shops

that

new shops

of the

advanced $50,000 pending
a tax levy necessary to raise the amount.
W. E. Bentley is appointed general foreman of the shops of the
Baltimore & Ohio at Zanesville, O.
H. C. Buhoup gets a patent on a railway car.
H. H. Sessions patents a car brake.
Thomas S. Reilly resigns as general foreman of the San Antonio
& Aransas Pass.
at that place, of which

citizens

lecent notice in the "Daily Mail," of London, indicates

when the Southeastern and Chatham Railway completed
annual stock-taking it found that two locomotives were
missing. Diligent inquiry discovered one of these the article
does not state where but no trace of the other has been found.
Commenting on this fact in the paper, a railway officer says
its

—

—

that another prominent British railway, some years ago, absolutely lost six locomotives,

and that

its

missing, in addition, two hundred goods

senger coaches.

inventory reported as

wagons and

fifty pas-

—

'
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RAISING THE STANDARD OF EFFICIENCY IN A

Mark Twain,

RAILWAY

SHOP.

By Frank

Borer.

J.

the late humorist, once said:

course,

"Training
is

is

every-

nothing

but cabbage with a college education.
Every industrial enterprise has for its successful operation different problems to solve, which may vary to some extent according
'

to the line of industry.

For the most part the labor problem is the most difficult one to
This is especially true of a railway shop. How to deal
solve.
with the human element as it applies to a railway shop so as to
attain a higher state of efficiency depends in no small degree upon
the amount of skill and knowledge of human nature possessed and
displayed by the different foremen and officers of the shops.
To raise the standard of efficiency we must cultivate the spirit
of loyalty and responsibility among the employees. We must instill in them the idea that there is a mutuality of interests between
employer and employees; that a railroad like any other business
in order to exist and succeed must be run on paying basis, must
be capable of paying interest and dividends on stocks and bonds,
must make vast improvements and lay aside money for times of
depression of business or for unexpected expenditures.
It has been said that a human being is a suspicious animal.

There is a good deal of truth in this; therefore, it logically follows that those in charge of the force should avoid making the
men suspicious or discontented, and instead use a sympathetic
attitude combined with strategy and diplomacy.
Human nature is about the same the world over in regards
to certain characteristics, traits or instincts.

It is this instinct

that those in charge of the shop force have to

make

so

much importance upon
it

As a logical conclusion it then
we must aim at overcoming the faults, weaknesses
and shortcomings in human nature as far as it applies to railway
work, and arouse a feeling of personal responsibility, of regard
for duty and a keener understanding of the interests of the employer.

The task

is

not an easy one to be sure.

not easily made into an efficient worker and it would sometimes
seem far more advisable to eliminate him from the service than to
try to reform him. If all the employees on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford had done their duty that road would now not
be in such a plight financially.
Biology tells us that if any living organism fails to make any
progress under favorable conditions, that it will be supplanted by
a better organism. The same may be said of a railroad organization or shop management. Therefore, we must ever strive for perfection, for the ideal, even though we may never reach it.
The

moment we

lose sight of

this,

the

moment we

mit, placing each

and a higher

man

at the right place according to his ability

efficiency of the force will follow.

JUST KEEP ON KEEPIN' ON.
If the day looks kinder

An' your chance

is

gloomy

kinder slim

If the situation's puzzlin'

An
An'

'

the prospect

's

awful grim,

perplexities keep pressin'

Till all

hope

is

nearly gone,

Jus' bristle up, and grit your teeth,
An' keep on keepin' on.

training or its

Fumin' never wins a fight,
An' frettin' never pays;
There ain't no good in broodin' in
These pessimistic ways.
Smile just kinder cheerfully
When hope is nearly gone,
An' bristle up and grit your teeth,
An' keep on keepin' on.

One of the best and most efficient methods to improve knowledge
and to keep "posted" is by reading the mechanical press. Every
railroad man worthy of the name should feel the need of supply-

way a

Eight here I will say without flattery that the Railway Master
Mechanic deserves great credit for the pioneer work it has done
relative to shop-efficiency and the unification of its forces.
But the mechanical press should not only be read or recommended to be read from a point of view of gaining knowledge
by those in charge of the shop force. Every foreman should consider it his moral duty to do so.
In conjunction with reading and home study, the exchange of
ideas by means of railway clubs and associations is very benefi-

There ain't no use in growlin'
An' grumblin' all the time,
When music's ringin' everywhere
An' everything's a rhyme.
Just keep a-smilin' cheerfully,
If hope is nearly gone,
An bristle up, and grit your teeth,
An' keep on keepin' on.
'

cent as an educational factor.

Being

in possession of

—Exchange.

in itself that

going to derive any benefit therefrom. There is a
tendency on the part of some foremen to "bottle up" the knowledge they have gained. Of course, this is wrong and shows them
to be narrow minded. Knowledge must be put in practice, must
be imparted to the men in the ranks, little by little, wherever the
opportunity arises.
In every man there are certain potentialities, certain possibilities which may lay more or less dormant and which have to be
developed and cultivated in the direction of reaching a higher state

company

are contented in

enough alone, we not only stand still, but take a step
backward.
The beacon light of a shop management must be
co-operation between the different departments and between the
foremen and their forces, avoiding all unnecessary friction, making
the environment of the men as pleasant as circumstances will perletting well

avail ourselves of the avenues open.

the

employee

is

becomes self-evident that we must

knowledge does not mean

An

possessed with a spirit of apathy, indifference and lack of loyalty

the best of,

ing himself with reading matter conveying in a practical
reflex of the work in which he is engaged.

number of contributory

follows that

training should not be expected to train others.
rightly put

instances there are a

Of

rially alter the facts at issue.

sults of his service will be unsatisfactory or more or less discouraging. Men that have not had or could not absorb the proper

we

many

in

acci-

causes that led to the accident or injuries but that does not mate-

have to develop or head off certain tendencies, promote those
that make for education or a higher efficiency and familiarize
themselves with the ability and capacity of the men. We cannot
fire large bullets with a small calibre gun; Ukewise if large responsibilities are placed upon a small calibred individual the re-

If

Nearly the same ratio holds good in regards to

his duty.

dents and personal injury occurring at the railway shops.

thing; the peach was once a bitter almond, cauliflower

equivalent, education, then

March, 1914

is

of efficiency.

According to the last annual report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission relating to its investigation on collision accidents, 98
per cent of them had been caused by some employee failing to do

THE DYNAMOMETER CAR

designed by Professor E. C.
Schmidt of the University of Illniois for the Imperial Government Railways of Japan is nearing completion and will be
delivered about May 1. The car is 48 feet long, 8 feet 6 inches
wide and is adapted for a 3 foot 6 inch gaug« with provision
for changing later to a 4 foot 8% inch gauge. It is equipped

with

vacuum brakes and the design

of drawbars, buffers,
conforms to Japanese railway standards.
The car is of the hydraulic dynamometer type such as has been
developed at the University of Illinois. The car and apparatus
is designed for a maximum speed of 85 miles per hour and the
recording apparatus will permit the measurements of tractive
efforts up to 80,000 pounds.

journal-boxes,

etc.,
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Room

Progressive Tool

EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM FOR MANUFACTURING AND MAINTAINING RAILWAY
TOOLS AS EXEMPLIFIED AT THE BURNSIDE ( CHICAGO) SHOPS OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.

A MODERN TOOL ROOM,

ITS

Ey Owen
The

tool

D. Kinsey, Tool

room organization at the Burnside shops of the

Central R. R. at Chicago

Illinois

new, having been developed from a
non-producers by substituting skilled
is

weeding out of
mechanics for precision work, and specializing and training men
careful

View

of Tool

Room

at

Burnside Shops,

I.

C.

R.

R.

Room Foreman.

Being separate and on the ground

floor,

they are free from the

vibration and noise of the shop.

In addition to our electrical heat treating plant, we have access
to an up-to-date case hardening and heat treating plant located

Note the Open Spaces Between Machines, the Safety Guards, the Tool Stands at
The "Safety First, Higher Efficiency" Sign Occupies a Prominent Place.

Each Machine and the Cabinet Between the Windows.

on certain

classes

of work where

multiple

production

is

run

in the blacksmith shop, which has

many purposes where

through.

steel for

Careful attention has been given to the selection of men who
are adaptable and have a progressive spirit; in other words,
men who are not fixed by precedent and what they used to do

priced tool

"when Noah

ark." This is a progressive age and new
methods must be employed in order that we may keep pace with
the times and render profitable service.
The old mistaken idea
of killing the. job is out of date with the new order of things.
It is now understood that if we cannot produce tools for
less cost than same can be purchased outside, we are not entitled
to, nor can we expect to, hold the work.
built the

We

made

possible the use of soft

heretofore

we had

to use high-

steel.

are using punch presses for work formerly done by hand,

M.

wheel defect gauges, tell-tale gauges,
beading tool gauges, emery wheel dressers, etc. At one end of
the room we have a tool cabinet where all new drills, taps and
stock tools are kept by a system of perpetual inventory. Metal
tool stands are provided for each machine and we have adopted
a standard eccentric-grip tool holder for all machines, as it shows
economy in the use of high speed steel.
as for instance:

C. B.

The tool room is well lighted and ventilated, and furnishes
working conditions. In other words, it is a little industry
itself,
thoroughly progressive, receptive to new ideas and
by
following out a clean-cut program for betterment.
For the general lighting of the tool room twelve 250 watt
Mazda lamps with 16" enameled steel reflectors are used, all
spaced an equal distance apart and suspended 12 feet above the
floor, thus giving an equal distribution of light to all parts of
ideal

The writer is not an advocate of cheap labor, but believes in
training and specializing workmen, advancing them up into positions of increasing responsibilities and opportunities, giving them
full credit and praise for what they do and compensation according to ability and conditions loyalty, time in service and efficiency
;

being considered.

One of the illustrations shows a plan of the general lay-out of
both the machinery and tool serving departments, and also the
electric hardening plant adjoining. The machinery and hardening
departments are located in a building adjoining the main shop.

the room.
These lights are entirely adequate for all general
work, but a receptacle is placed on each machine for the purpose
of connecting a portable light which is sometimes needed for

very fine work.

These receptacles also serve for connecting a
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Plan

Central R. R. Note that the Grinding Machines Are Placed
the Percisicn Machines as Possible.

in

a

Group and as Far from

when required. The general lighting is arranged
with two lights on a circuit so that two or more lights may be
center grinder

turned on or

off.

thus providing light for any part of the room

All cut-outs and lighting switches are placed in a

as desired.
steel cabinet

in the room.

STANDARDIZATION OF TOOLS.
manufactured from drawings which are developed
by careful study of conditions and the work to be performed.
The designing is done by the tool department, where the drawings
are also made and standards established in accordance with
requirements of the shop.
All drawings are of standard folio
size and are mounted on cardboard and shellaced.
They, therefore, always present a clean aud handy reference for the workman, place him in the position of knowing absolutely instead of
guessing and enable him to perform his work more accurately
and rapidly. In this connection it might be mentioned that a
number of our tool room men are studying mechanical drawing
and tool designing through correspondence schools and night
schools, and are making commendable progress.
Efforts along
these lines are encouraged, and every advantage possible is given
All tools are

Fig.

1

— Jig

for Manufacturing

Flue Rolls.

man who

produces results.
importance to a standard design for all tools conies
the designing and making up of special jigs and devices for
the

Next

in

and rapid work. No factor is more imporA few illustrations of efficient
and devices are shown herewith.

facilitating accurate

tant to economical production.
jig|

Figure

1

shows a jig for drilling

16'

N03

lOoutiiFbertgnit
(Motor)

/*d(Mbkr}

Wtotocfoi

J2'

n
24'5haper

Mach

5cale of Feet
8'
4'

4'

Cm.Mit.Nxh.Co.

M

LZL

I.C.Dili

Mack -3*

flue roll cages.

This device

handles all sizes from 1% inches up to and including 2% inches.
There is a graduated rule extending across the top of the sliding
block, indicating the position of the drill bushing.
This block
can be quickly moved and locked in any position required. The
upper part is hinged so that it can be raised to permit the
removal of the cage and it also serves as a clamp for holding

Fj

2

j-

for F Ue Cutters
|
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^

it is

for High

Milling

being drilled.

At the

efficient

and

We

remove 6,000 to 7,000 flues per month
at Burnside shops and positively have no trouble with this style
We cut a complete set in from one and cne-half to
of cutter.
three hours, including the setting up of the machine.

inexpensive cutter.

Figure 3 shows a drilling jig for spacing, drilling and reaming
the blanks

Head

Speed Inserted Peg Milling Cutters.
Is a Completed Cutter.

turned to correct length and radius, making a very

••

the cage while

— Jig

Right

-

— Triple

Fig. 3

Three Spiral Reamers.

The base plate of the

jig has

which the blank to be drilled
an
The blank has three lines
is inserted at an angle of 5 degrees.
scribed on its circumference which are made to coincide with
Two specimens of work are shown to the
zero line on base.
right of jig, one piece as it conies out of the jig and the other
after having been turned in a lathe.
A completed tool is also
This drilling is accomplished by an inexperienced man
shown.
at an average rate of 25 minutes per piece. The material used
The
is machine steel which "is case hardened and heat treated.
inclined hole bored therein, into

and pin are tool steel.
2 shows a jig in which we manufacture our standard
flue cutters, this device being used on three machines, namely:
A complete flue cutter
Drill press, slotter and milling machine.
jig.
The
barrel is made of
the
right
of
may be observed to
machine steel, case-hardened and heat-treated. The plunger and
cutter are made of tool steel and hardened.
In the background is shown a device for machining flue cutter
The outer end is
This device fits in spindle of lathe.
knives.
similar to a flue cutter, into which the blanks are inserted and
rolls

Figure

Fig.

—Tools

4

for

high-speed,

inserted

peg milling

cutters.

The

blank to be drilled is locked on an arbor which extends through
the housing. This arbor has a spiral key-way extending thereon
and a floating key projects into same through left housing,
causing the arbor and blank to twist spirally as they are moved
The key-ways in the base plate
to different drilling positions.
space the pegs lengthwise while changing the key, shown extending out of end of blank, into different key -ways in arbor divides
the circumference.

The first operation is to drill 7/32" dowl pin holes and then
change bushing and drill and ream. The object of the dowl pins
is to keep pegs from turning when under severe stress and also
keep cutting edges dead in line as pegs are driven into place.
The pegs are milled in a jig, and a 7/32" drill rod is used for
the dowl pins. A finished cutter ready for grinding is shown to
right of jig.
A number of pegs are also shown in the foreground. The jig shown is for cutters used on a vertical milling
machine which mills all rods and motion work.
The objects
standard

in

drill

Figure 4 are jigs and tools used in manufacturing
and all other tools having Morse taper

sleeves

shanks.

Figure 5 shows a triple milling device milling three spiral

and Jigs for Manufacturing

Drill

Sleeves.
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Fig.

— Some

Fig- 7

of the Tools

Made

6— Group

of

March, 1914

High Speed Milling Cutters Made at Burnslde Tool Room.

at the Eurnside Tool

Room

of the Illinois Central

Handling Small Parts.

R. R.

Showing

also the

Pans Used

for

Conveying and
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View Looking West, Showing Tool Room Lathes, Shaper,

The dividing head may be observed
under and to the right of the overarm. The three spindles in
the triple head are revolved by the main drive gear, being advanced
along the stationary shaft mounted above and parallel to table.
reamers at one operation.
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Slotter and Turret Lathe.

First to the turret lathe, where tapers were formed to gauge

at an average speed of 4 minutes per piece for the entire run.

The stock was 1%" common soft
at a spindle speed of 125

r.

p.

steel.

A

roughing cut was taken

m. with a turret advance of

This shaft has two key -ways extending thereon, one being straight

and the other
to be made.

spiral,

We

permitting either straight or spiral reamers

also use this device for sawing three sectional

Illinois

All work in
shows tools we have manufactured.
process of manufacture is handled in metal pans or trays, which
is in keeping with the general system typical of the new order

Figure

7

Central Railroad Company.

Charge Time
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of things.

To

the left in this' illustration are a

number of twist

drills

which have been fitted with larger size sockets and fastened by
a pin which will shear under excessive stress, preventing loss of
drill.
We use the same scheme on all square sockets, "it having
proved a very efficient safety device.
Also may be noted our standard high-speed inserted blade rose
reamers, improved high-speed counter-bores, etc.

^.3^S

8

^

&/lu£&(&GjOsrVi*.
JaJmIaAx., AdW IM&M4

W @CLCJv 3(o^uoi^-^<~

to

COST ACCOUNTING.

One

of the illustrations shows a facsimile of our

work

card,

an efficiency record of each workman as well as a cost
record.
The card shown covers the manufacture of six dozen
Xo. 4 Morse taper drill sleeves. Each operation to be performed
is entered on the card by the foreman, also the time started, time
finished and number of pieces turned out.
This particular order
was handled as follows:
which

is

1460.

EFFICIENCY ANJ3 COST RECORD.

duty end facing mills. The shape of cutters are patterned after
the recommendations of the Cincinnati Milling Machine Co. The
taper, however, has been shortened from the standard B. & S.
This may be partaper to our own standard of 3" in twelve.
ticularly noticed on the cutter at extreme right of the illustration.
The shanks and method of holding same are our own designs.
The output of the milling machinery in the shop has been
materially increased by the use of the efficient cutters above
mentioned.

FOAM

WORK-CARD.

expanders at one time.
Figure 6 shows a group of modern high-speed milling cutters
as adopted for tool room work.
Attention is called to wide
spacing of the teeth of milling cutters and our designs for heavy
flue

MATERIAL

LABOR

-

-

*

OVCR-MEAO

te^r

2rfjL&y

i±

_

MATERIAL -

TOTAL

-
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»_;
.

COST EACH S

.

.

13%
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Three Lengths

!(,» - Z4'> -
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30"

V

Mach.
Steel

_T
Blades

High 5peed Blade*?

fv he.

Size of

hammer

Shank

Reamer

* D

B

C

D

NO.
Blades

.2%

5/sz

*/3Z

%z

6

s

h

",U

%

7

S/sZ

Ik

"hz

8

No.

&'

No. 4

3

No. 4-.

S'/z

ljz " to 2"

lr? "-Z»

4

A

l£*toij>
*> fi"

a

corked in with

light air

High Speed Rose Reamers.

Tool Steel

stop nn
Morse Taper

2-Reijd.

Tempered

Ihrow Pin
flo. I.

Tool bteel-

Tempered Dra*

to

a Blue

Mi/led oul tbr
Chip Clearance

~-/ic.l.

Post

Capacity Z"to£"
3/a"Ai't "Mfgh
z
"

/ Tool
[

Pilot Bushings
y4"up to f'/4 "

Hardened

'/4"a/4"a/%" G-B. Reverse fo enlarge bore.
Steel Ring. ^J"a5.D/a. .997 Inside Dia.

High Speed Counter Bore.

5fee I

Steel

Collar

Hardened.
Reverse Collar to
Enlarge Bore.

Speed

\
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was equal to .107" feed advance for
each revolution of stock. The box forming tool operated against
a spindle speed of 50 r. p. m. and turret advanced 5% inches per
minute, which was equal to .107" feed advance for each revolution
The cutting blades were not ground during the entire
of stock.
inches per minute, which

run.

Tapers were cut

Second,

off at

r. p. m.
where an old gentleman milled

125

milling machine,

to

In addition to our standard folio of detail drawings, we have
a catalog illustrating and listing under a symbol number all
standard tools made at Burnside. We also have a tool steel folio

which

specifies the

grade of steel to be used for every class of

Different grades of steel are identified by standard color

work.

marks or

stripes painted

the full length of bar, a plan which

eliminates mistakes in the selection of the correct grade desired.

SYSTEM OF CHECKING TOOLS TO WORKMEN.

DRILL CHUCK

For Straight 5/rank

Drill*

Every department has a certain series of time check numbers,
which are further subdivided between the gang foremen. A book
is kept in the tool room listing each gang foreman separately and
his series of numbers.
Suppose a new man is started to work in
the boiler shop. After being assigned his time check number and
turned over to his gang foreman, he is then sent to main tool
room for a set of tool checks and a tool kit. Six checks are
issued to him corresponding with his time check number ana
Certain tools
his name is entered after same number in book.
required by him are listed on a special form, a copy of which is
given to him, while the original is filed in the tool room. These
lists are checked from time to time and in event he leaves the
service the tools must be returned, also tool checks and a clearance
obtained from tool room before time will be given.

e
Shank

Cdfaloque Ho. Cspscity Inches

Price

/Yo.i'Aforse

A-i

0-to'/4

A-Z

0-to

A-3

Q-to'U

A-4

'Mto'/z

Mo.5.Mcrse

AS

'/ato'/z

No.

Ho. 2 Morse

74

For

No. 10

Thcr Motor

4 Morse

Our

rule is that all tools

must be returned

to the tool

room

each night unless ordered held on job by gang foreman and

SLEEVE

DRILL
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notice given to tool room, which is recorded.

Each section
Tools are classified and arranged in sections.
has a separate check board listing all tools therein and a tool

who

tender for each section,
his care.

Cafalogue
A-6

lio.

Imide Number Ouhlde Humber
I

2

1

3

A-8

2

3

A-9

2

4

A-IO

J

5

A-ll

4

5

A-7

Page from Catalog

of

In case a tool

clearance card must be

Pr/ce

A

using H.

S.

is lost,

damaged, worn out or broken, a

filled

out and properly signed by

night

man

it

gang
will

regularly oils all pneumatic tools and cleans air

hammers by washing them out in a coal oil batri every night.
He also makes up a list of all checks shown on check board each
night and, after cheeking off the numbers of men who have been
allowed to hold tools out, makes up a list which is sent to gang
foreman on the following morning. If the same number appears

Standard Tools.

the tangs at an average speed of 2 and 7/10 minutes per piece
lot,

held responsible for all tools in

foreman, department foreman and tool foreman before
be accepted by window tender and check released.

the following night,

on the entire

is

Straddle mills and special clamping

Third, to drilling machine, where a boy drilled key-way.

Fourth, back to turret lathe, where tapers were drilled, rough
reamed and finished reamed with high-speed spiral reamers at an

is

then reported direct to the department
all

concerned.

This system has been in force for over a year and

up

device.

it

head and business picks up for

to

the letter,

The success

is

followed

with highly beneficial results.

so far attained

is

due to the hearty and untiring

cooperation of a progressive shop superintendent, general foreman

and general inspector of

tools.

average time of 10 minutes each.
Fifth,

bench, where key-way was

to

drifted out and

finished ready for case-hardening, completing the job.

tapers

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC VETERANS ORGANIZE.
On Saturday

iSlHill

FORM 1461.

TOOL CLEARANCE CARD.
^n.

Illinois
/
V

IN

c

Central Railroad

Company.

ALL CASES WHERE A TOOL IS LOST, DAMAGED OR
THIS CARD MUST BE FILLED OUT.

^~7<73<k?y?Lr.

BROKEN

£Q7c)

^. £?%£/...
(Nam e)

(Check Number)

vorn Out

HAS 1 Damaged
Broken

1,Lost

^^

it-uli

i

AS A RESULT OF

'

-

Name

ol

Defective Material

Accident
Ignorance

FOREMAN

the

Following a dinner, an interesting program was carried out,
The toastmaster was
vaudeville.

L. A. Osborne, vice president of the Electric

striking fact

Company.

was the youthful appearance

of

these so-

called veterans, as the majority of the crowd appeared to be
men in the prime of life. About 325 employees of the Elec-

Company are eligible to membership, and approximately
315 of these were present at this meeting. Nor were all these
of the male sex, as there was also one woman present, she
being a forelady in the retail division of the shop.

tric

V Carele^sni

GENERA*.

21,

consisting of speeches and

A

loot)

J

GANG FOREMAN.

\

}

employees of the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. who have been in its employ
for a period of twenty years or more, held a meeting and
organized the Veteran Employees' Association of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. A regular business meeting was
held to formulate the organization and a set of by-laws were
adopted, and officers were elected for the ensuing year.
evening, February

SHOP FOREMAN.

TOOL FOREMAN

The speakers were: E. M. Herr, president; Chas. A. Terry,
vice president, and Jas. J. Barrett, representing the shop.
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NEW

DESIGN McKEEN MOTOR CARS, SUNSET-CENTRAL

The

LINES.

M.

shaft renders improvement of transmission efficiency improbable.

While the latest model motor truck maintains the McKeen
standard motor car principles, the new design is the result of
nine years' experience in the manufacture of these cars and
combines the collective experience of fifty odd railroads using
this equipment.
While the new car is of no greater efficiency
its up-keep and maintenance charges are materially reduced.

A

seven-year-old car recently made the attractive record of
covering over 5,000 miles during the month, earning $117 per
day at a total operating charge of 14 cents per mile. The
gasoline engine is really a motor, entirely enclosed and prac-

the machinery

is

self -lubricated,

operates

automatically as far as practicable, the idea being to eliminate
almost entirely the personal equation in operation.

C. B.

New

new power truck

are:

wheels and axles.

design

driving

box permitting

its

removal without

dropping the wheels.

Machinery and

moving parts enclosed in oil tight, dustproof, fcol proof casings and housings.
Crank shaft, cam shafts, bearings, rods, air pump, water
pump, etc., automatically lubricated by an improved circulatall

ing oiling system, in which the lubricant repeats its circuit
continuously, with

minimum

loss.

Manifold pipes, water jacketed by means of which the gases
are heated and equally distributed to the different cylinders.

McKeen Gasoline Motor Car (Improved

fool proof;

chief features of the

Integral steel casting side frames.

New model McKeen gasoline motor cars (Type "C") have
been built for and delivered to the Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas, Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, and Houston &
Texas Central. One of the new cars and front truck are herewith illustrated, from which it will be noted that the car body
is practically identical with the original design of the McKeen
standard car, the tri-unit of operation principle being: (1)
vehicle, car body; (2) prime mover, internal combustion enWith this mechanical
gine; and (3) mechanical transmission.
transmission, said to be of 96 per cent efficiency, a transfer to
the driving wheels of 96 out of every 100 H. P. of the crank

tically

March, 1914

Design), Sunset-Central

Lines.

Increased water space around valves and cylinder heads to
permit of overloading the engine.
Valves of Tungsten steel.
Special design of triple piston ring.
New location of the throttle and spark levers rendering them
particularly convenient and within easy reach of the motorman.
New design of mechanical transmission: a multiple disc friction clutch which with the increased number of friction elements gives more positive action and greater efficiency, the
larger friction surface reduces the rate of wear and the life of
the clutch is obviously enormously prolonged.

Speed gears of transmission have been proportionately
creased in strength, the herringbone type gear
of the ordinary involute spur gear.

is

in-

used instead

I

General specifications of the Sunset-Central cars are:
Engine, 200 H. P.,
ing and reversible.

McKeen

standard, six cylinder, air-start-

Weight of car in working order, 78,000
Length between pulling faces of couplers
Length over end sills
Length of engine compartment
Length of baggage compartment
Length of smoking compartment
Length of passenger compartment
Width inside.
/
Width over 'side sills
Width over sheathing
Width over all
.

lbs.

.

—3%"
—0"
S"
—6"
—
—4%"
—0%"

72'

70'

13'
8'

16'
28'

9'—4%"
9'— 8"
9'— 8%"

_
'

10'— 2%"
11'— 9-3/16"

Height, top of rail to top of car (light)
5%"
7'
Height, floor to ceiling at center of car
Seating capacity, passenger compartment, 54; smoking compartment, 29. Total, 83.

-

—

The Railway Storekeepers' Association
:

New

Design of McKeen Standard Power Trucks.

will hold its elev-

enth annual convention at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C,

on

May

18, 19

and

20, 1914.
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BRAKE PERFORMANCE

TESTS.*
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In considering the improvements desirable in the above particulars four factors require special attention:
A. The characteristics of the mechanism available for controlling the pressure of the compressed air in the brake cyl-

By

S. W. Dudley, Asst. Chf. Engr., Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
Bealizing the significance of the knowledge and experience
accumulated in recent years, the Pennsylvania Railroad, in

conjunction with the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, instituted in the spring of 1913 the most scientific and comprehensive investigation of the different factors affecting the oper-

inders.

ation of brakes on steam railroad passenger trains that has
been undertaken since the Galton-Westinghouse trials of 1878
and 1879. In addition to an examination of the characteristics
of brake shoe friction throughout a wide range of laboratory
and operating conditions, the test included also a study of the
effect of various types of air brake mechanisms and foundation

rods and levers of the brake rigging to the brake shoes.
The efficiency of the brake shoe in transforming the
C.
pressure imposed upon it into retarding force at the rim of the
wheel.

B.
The efficiency of the mechanical transmission of the force
of compressed air developed in the brake cylinders, through the

D.

The available adhesion between the car wheels and the

rails.
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The tests indicated the degree to which existing apparatus
was suited to existing conditions, the direction in which improvement was necessary and could be made, and the amount
of improvement actually accomplished. All of the information
is available in the official report of the tests compiled by the
test department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, copies of which
may be obtained from the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
The limitations of the old brake apparatus are most marked
In the length of emergency stops;
the uniformity of brake applications on different vehicles comprising the train; the safety and protective features demanded
in the following particulars:

by

and complexity; the
and certainty in applying and releasing the brake
during service application; and the increased difficulty of keeping the service and emergency functions separate, i. e., insuring quick action when required on the one hand, and preventing
service conditions of great severity

flexibility

it,

when not required on the

other.

•Introduction and conclusions of a lengthy paper delivered before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers on February 10, 1914.

of the

Complete Electro-Pneumatic Brake.

The Galton-Westinghouse brake trials on the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway in England during 1878, constituted the first scientific investigations of the action of brake
They
shoes in retarding the motion of railway vehicles.
have occupied a unique position in the railway art, as the
classical and in fact, the only source of information regarding
the characteristics of brake shoe friction under certain typical
road service conditions.
But the conditions under which these experiments were conducted represented an early state of the art when much lighter
cars, simpler mechanisms and lower braking pressures were
used than has been common practice in this country for many
years. In consequence of this, although the results of the experiments remain conclusive and fundamental as to general
principles involved, they are far removed, in degree, from modern railroad train operating conditions.
The Lake Shore emergency brake tests of 1909, which appear in the Master Car Builders' Association Proceedings for
1910, directed special attention to the important influence
of the foundation brake rigging and brake shoe performance
as affecting the stopping of modern heavy rolling stock. These
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tests

showed clearly the nece>sity for

stantaneously

as

possible,

a

realizing, as nearly

retarding force

as

high

as

in-

the

limitations of track and equipment would permit, if emergency
stops, especially at high speeds,

were to be made

in as short a

distance as desirable.

There are four factors which have a controlling influence
on the length of stop: (1) the maximum brake cylinder force:
(2) the time in which this is obtained: (3] the efficiency of
the foundation brake rigging in multiplying and transmitting
this force to the brake shoe; (4> the mean coefficient of brake
shoe friction.
of the Pennsylvania Kailroad tests of 1913 was to
as thorough a study as might be found practicable of
the variables mentioned above and their effects, with particular

The object

make

reference to:

A A

determination of the maximum percentage of emergency braking power which can be adopted, considering:
a The type of brake shoe to be used
b The type of brake rigging to be adopted
c The type of air brake mechanism and control to be

adopted
d The degree to which occasional wheel sliding
permitted under unfavorable circumstances
e

B

is

to

be

The variation in the condition of the rail surface for
which it is considered necessary to provide

A

comparison of the relative performance of the clasp
brake rigging (two shoes per wheel) and the standard brake
rigging (one shoe per wheel) with regard to:
a Maintenance of predetermined and desired piston travel
b Efficiency of transmission of forces
Effect upon wheel journals, bearings and trucks
d Mean coefficient of brake shoe friction for the standard
plain cast iron shoe
C A comparison of the performance of the improved air
brake mechanism type UC with that of the commonly used
''high speed" (type PM brake equipment with regard to:
a Efficiency and effectiveness, as shown by the length of
)

|

)

service

and emergency stops

b Safety and protective features
c Flexibility and certainty of response to any manipulation
of the engineer 's brake valve
d Uniformity of action of individual equipments associated
in the same train and of any individual equipment at
different times
e Smoothness of riding during stopping, slack action between car?, and the resulting shocks
f Capacity for future requirements
D The behavior of the brake shoes as the tests progressed
and any variation in the results of similar tests which could
not te accounted for by known changes independent of the
brake shoe. One type of brake shoe was to be used throughout the range of the tests. Eelating to objects A, B and C, advantage was taken of this opportunity to establish as definitely
as possible the characteristics of this type of brake shoe under
the influence of various combinations of speed, pressure, time,
weather ami the conditions of the brake shoe.
E The coefficient of friction between the wheel and the rail
under varying weather conditions.
In addition to the investigations outlined in general above,
it developed during the tests thnt additional data were desired
regarding the performance of brake shoes under certain specificconditions. In consequence a series of experiments was carried
out at the laboratory of the American Brake Shoe and Foundry
Company, at Mahwah. X. J.
From the outset of the tests an endeavor was made to obtain
data and develop methods by which the performance (as to
stopping when placed in service) of any given air brake apparatus and its related equipment, could be predetermined on
the basis of the observed action of the individual elements
which go to make up the whole.
It will be seen that the desirable stopping distance of 1300
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may

be obtained by improvement in some or all of the
controlling factors, namely, the type of air brake mechanism,
the foundation brake rigging, the nominal percentage of braking power, ami the type of and condition of the brake shoe.
Furthermore, a stop of 200 ft. or more shorter than this can be
obtained when all the elements having an influence on the
feet

length of stop are disposed in the most favorable manner possible.

In proportion as the efficiency of any one or more of these
factors can be increased, that of the others can be correspondingly reduced so that a lower maximum can be employed for

when circumstances render this desirable.
For example, the reduction in the time of action, secured by
the use of the electric control of the brakes, increases their effectiveness and makes a shorter stop possible, thus permitting
the use of braking power 30 per cent less than is required
with a less effective brake for the same stop.
T, he tests of the standard
air brake equipment
(type PM
were planned to determine the characteristic performance of
this type of equipment throughout the range of service and
emergency operating conditions typical of the ordinary service
the remaining factors

i

in which this equipment is in general use.
Inasmuch as experience has snown that under the severe requirements of today the type
equipment lacks many of the features which

PM

are necessary to obtain a desirable degree of stopping power
in emergency applications and prompt and certain response at

times in ordinary service brake manipulation, one of the
of the tests scheduled for this type of equipment
was to bring out its limitations and serve as a standard of refall

objects

erence to measure the betterment made possible by the improved features of the new air brake apparatus, the more
efficient design of foundation brake rigging and more satisfactory brake shoe performance.
The special features of the improved air brake equipment
type UC) which received more or less attention during the
tests may be summarized as follows:
A The electro-pneumatic brake equipment is adapted to
meet any requirement, from that exemplified in the PM brake
equipment to the more exacting requirements of present conditions, with a degree of efficiency as high as the existing
physical conditions will permit.

B

may be
any desired pressure, either in service

Considering cylinder pressure alone the equipment

installed so as to produce

emergency.
C The gain by use of the electric control, in addition to
the pneumatic, is the elimination of the time required for the
pneumatic transmission of the action of the brake from car to
car and in addition the elimination of shocks and uncomfortable surging which results from the non-simultaneous application of the brakes on all cars.
It is apparent that the gain from the electro-pneumatic
control is not so much in the shortening of the stop, particularly in emergency, as it is in the increased flexibility and
certainty of control of the brake and the assurance that modern
long heavy trains can be handled smoothly and accurately.
D The troubles anil inconveniences due to brakes failing to
release, as well as the undesired application of brakes due to
unavoidable fluctuations of brake pipe pressure when running
over the road, are eliminated.
E An adequate supply of air is available at all times.
F The emergency braking power is available at any time,
even after a full service application of the brake, since it is
or in

impossible for the engineman to use up the reserve emergency

making an emergency application.
equipment is adaptable to all weights of cars and to
any desired percentage of braking power. Two brake equipments for heavy cars are not necessary nor are two service
brak*5 cylinders required, except for cars weighing more than
the limit of the service capacity of one brake cylinder. Provision is made for using one brake cylinder up to the maximum
percentage of emergency braking power which it can provide,
pressure without

G The
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and for using two cylinders when a higher emergency braking
power is desired. "When using one brake cylinder, the maximum service pressure is controlled by means of a safety valve.
"When two cylinders are used, equalizing pressure from 110 lb.
brake pipe pressure is utilized for the service brake (instead
of blowing the air away at a reducing valve) and another
brake cylinder is used for the additional power required in
emergency applications. The use of one or two cylinders is
optional, depending upon the amount of braking power to be
employed.
Duplicate tests were made with the clasp brake rigging, two
shoes per wheel, for every test made with the standard brake
rigging, one shoe per wheel, in order to bring out the advan-

tages of the clasp brake in the following desirable features:
(A) constant piston travel for all cylinder pressures; (B)
smoothness of action during stopping; (C) greater certainty of
obtaining and maintaining the predetermined braking force
contemplated in the design of the air brake equipment and

foundation brake rigging; (D) less displacement of journals,
bearings and trucks, tending toward greater mechanical efficiency and less cost of maintenance; (E) a coefficient of friction equal to or greater than that with the single shoe brake
with less wear of brake shoe metal and lower wheel and brake
shoe temperatures.
The original plan contemplated two 12 ear trains of stand
ard P-70 cars. These cars have 4-wheel trucks with one 16-in.
brake cylinder per car. One train was equipped with the clasp
type of brake rigging (two shoes per wheel) and the other with
the type of standard brake rigging (one shoe per wheel) existing on these cars since they were built, but modified by increasing the strength of the members to be suitable for 180 per
cent braking power which necessitated lowering the brake
shoes lVs i n below their former position and by anchoring the
-

truck dead lever to the car body, instead of to the truck.

In order to obtain the best data possible, instruments were
devised for taking records of the friction of the rail, wheel

and slack action between care
number of minor observations.
The test train was 1040 ft. long, consisting of a Pacific type
locomotive and tender of the P. B. R. K2s class, weighing in
sliding, retardation of the train,

cylinder
tor
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and

pressure,

iu

all of the brake cylinders of the locomoand tender, viz., one engine truck, two driver brakes, one
trailer truck and one tender brake cylinder.
A voltmeter,
calibrated in m.p.h. was connected to a generator, belt-drivea
from the right front engine tiuck wheel, and served as a
guide to the engineman in obtaining the desired speed.

A

device for recording automatically the distance traveled

by the train beyond the point of brake application was driven
from the left engine truck wheel and was used in connection
with the wheel sliding indicators on the cars.
Devices similar to those used in former brake tests were
employed to operate the track circuit breakers and to automatically apply the brakes at the zero circuit breaker.
On the locomotive, observations were taken of the time of
stop and the main reservoir and brake pipe pressure, the
tender piston travel and the amount of coal and water on
the

tender.

Each car was furnished with a brake cylinder indicator
and a wheel sliding indicator, with the necessary wiring and
connections.

A

chronograph, recording the distance of stop, time of stop,
deceleration of train, the brake cylinder pressure and the brake
pipe pressure, was located on car six. In connection with this
chronograph a record was made of the action of the brake shoes
with respect to sparking.
Indicators for measuring the slack action between the cars

were used at different points in the train.
Specially designed apparatus was used to measure the pressure delivered to the brake shoes during some of the tests
the object of which was to determine the efficiency of the brake
rising.
Telephones were located in the first, third, sixth, ninth and
twelfth cars and greatly facilitated the issuing of instruct
tions.

were made on the south bound track of the AtW. J. & S. E. R. The portion of the
track over which the braking was done was level, and part
of a tangent about 25 miles long terminating at Absecon
The-

tests

working order about 200 tons, and 12 P-70 steel passenger cars
averaging about 61 tons each.
The ET air brake equipment was used without any modification on the locomotive, except that in some tests an auxiliary device was used which increased the braking power
obtained during the early portion of the stop.
All tests were made under road service conditions, except
where otherwise noted, the air brake regulating devices on the
locomotive and cars being adjusted as follows:
Pump governor, low-pressure head 130 lb. Maximum pressure head 140 lb.

Station.

ET

distributing valve safety valve, 68 lb.

adjusted to open at 62 lb. brake cylinder pressure.
The standing piston travel was adjusted before each run to
6!/4 in.

with a

full service

brake application.

The apparatus on the locomotive consisted of the usual
gages which indicated main reservoir, brake pipe, and brake

A

descending

slight

measured

ing the

w as 2880

test

track

The point

taining speed.

at

(0.3

was

per cent) grade approachin favor

of the

train

at-

which the brakes were applied

north of mile post 9.
The track for a distance of 5000 ft. south of the zero point
was wired for circuit breakers, which were placed at intervals
r

of 25

ft.

vals of 50

ft.

up
ft.

1200

to

ft.

from there on

zero point, eight

from which the

from the zero point, and
to the 5000 ft. point.

at

inter-

Preceding the

breakers were located, 66 ft. apart
speed of train (speed at the trip) was

circuit

initial

determined.

A

The cars were equipped with 1he present standard air brake
apparatus (PM) and with the improved type of air brake
equipment (UC), these installations being so arranged that a
complete change from the standard equipment (PM) to the
new equipment (UC) having PM features only or the complete
pneumatic features of the new equipment or to the new equipment with complete electrical control could be quickly made.
The standard plain cast-iron brake shoe was used in most
of the tests.
In several tests flanged, slotted and half area
shoes were employed.
Special care was taken to insure uniformity in quality and the condition of all shoes at the beginning and during the progress of the tests.
The high-speed reducing valves of the PM equipment were

brake cylinder indicato meas-

tive

lantic City division of the

lb.

a

ure the pressure in

as well as for a

Feed valve, 110

addition

was used on the tender brake cylinder and served

cabin,

located

near the

zero

circuit

breaker,

contained

the clock and chronograph from which in connection with the

track circuit breakers, the speed of the train before and during
the stop

was obtained.

After each test measurements were taken of the total length
of the stop, and also the running piston travel on each car.
Of the devices used on the track, the only one which reThis maquires special mention is the rail friction machine.
chine measured the force required to move or keep moving
a block of tire steel resting upon the rail. The pressure of this
block on the rail could be varied by means of weights of 20,
Eeadings were taken with each of these
40, 60, 80 and 100 lb.
weights and the coefficient of rail friction recorded was derived from the average of the five readings.
"When making a test run the engineman endeavored to reach
a speed slightly above that desired, just before entering the
measured track. The throttle was closed just before reaching the circuit breakers preceding the zero point, no change
being made in the position of the reverse lever. The train then
drifted over the circuit breakers preceding the zero point
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at which point the brake

was automatically applied by the

trip

mechanism. At the instant the brake pipe exhaust started
at the trip, the brake valve handle was moved to emergency
position for all emergency tests and to lap position for all service application stops. When the engine and ears were to be
stopped separately (breakaway tests), the same procedure as
above was followed, except that the coupling pin between the
engine and tender was pulled out as soon as possible after
steam was shut off. This permitted the engine to pull away
from the train as soon as the brake application was made,
providing the retardation of the cars was higher than that
of the locomotive.

from

the

when making stops with low breaking powers on
On this account it was decided to use steam on

the

However, the
train
cars.

engine

did

not

always

separate

the

locomotive in such tests as soon as the coupling pin was
pulled out, so as to get the locomotive away from the ears
and permit the cars to stop without any possible interference
on the part of the locomotive, the stop of the locomotive in
For such stops the flexible
such cases being disregarded.
wiper and the tripping mechanism were on the first car instead of the locomotive.

In all 691 tests were made, at Absecon, covering a period
The average
time from February 10 to May 22, 1913.
day "s work consisted in making from 10 to 12 runs. A maximum of 22 tests were made in one day.
CONCLUSIONS.
In service applications with the improved (UC) equipment
That is, the
a greater flexibility of operation is provided.
braking power per pound of brake pipe reduction is lower, thus
giving the engineer a greater time in which to use judgment
when manipulating the brakes. At the same time, however, the
maximum braking power obtainable in a full service appli-
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has proportionately less influence on the length of stop,
eliminating serial action and consequently the
possibility of shocks due to brake application is of correspondingly greater importance.
trol

but

its effect in

The graduated release feature of the improved brake apparatus permits stops to be made shorter, smoother and with a
greater economy in time and compressed air consumption.

The new apparatus can be applied to give only the equivalent of the old standard apparatus if desired but in such a
form the complete new apparatus can then be built up by the
addition of unit portions to the simplest form of the mechanism.
The electro-pneumatic brake acts as an automatic telltale in
cases of malicious or accidental closing of an angle cock
is charged by permitting all the brakes to
being thereafter impossible to release the brakes behind the closed cock until the cock is opened.
The PM equipment will start to apply on a brake pipe reduction of 2 lb. A 4-lb. brake pipe reduction is required to
start an application with the UC equipment, thereby preventing
undue sensitiveness to application on slight, unavoidable fluctuations in brake pipe pressure.
As a bona fide service reduction of more than 4 lb. continues, the rate of attainment of
braking power is the same as if no stability feature had ex-

after

the train

apply,

it

of

isted.

cation

power on the entire
equipment operating pneumatically was 16
seconds, 33% longer than with the PM equipment because of
the smaller size reservoirs used for greater flexibility.
Full service braking power was obtained in nine seconds
with the electro-pneumatic brake but without sacrificing desirable flexibility because of the increased sensitiveness of
control when operating the brakes electrically.
The time of transmission of serial quick action through the
brake pipe is practically the same with UC and PM equip-

.

is

higher.

A more sensitive and prompt release of the brakes is insured, tending to improve the releasing action of all brakes
in the same train of mixed old and new equipments.
The action of the old and the new equipments mixed in the
same train is harmonious and free from rough slack action
or shocks both in service and emergency operation.
The UC equipment is adaptable to any weight of car and may
be installed to furnish any desired nominal per cent of braking power.

With the new equipment operating

electrically or pneumati-

always available a quick acting and fully effective emergency brake. This is not the case with the old equipment, in which the relation of the service and emergency functions is such that a quick action application could not be
cally, there is

obtained after a service application of any consequence. The
following average results indicate the degree to which this
Considering
difference has an effect on the length of stop.
the ordinary full service stop from 60 miles per hour with both
brakes (say 2000 or 2200 ft.) as 100%, the attempt to make
an emergency application with the old equipment does not
produce any shorter stop than if only a full service application were made.
With the improved apparatus operating
pneumatically, an emergency application following a partial
service application will shorten the stop about 14% and after a

about 10%.
With the electro-pneumatic brake these figures are respect-

full service application

23% and

The attainment

train with the

of full service braking

UC

ments.

The time

to obtain full emergency braking power with the
equipment on the entire train was 8 seconds; with the UC
equipment operating pneumatically 3.5 seconds or 56% shorter;
with the electro-pneumatic equipment 2.25 seconds or 72%

PM

shorter.

The gain in emergency stopping power of the electric pneumatic equipment over the PM equipment results from: (a) the
shorter time occupied in applying the brakes; (b) a higher
brake cylinder pressure obtained; (c) the holding of the pressure as obtained, without blow-down, as with the high-speed
reducing valve of the PM equipment.
Designating the time of equivalent instantaneous application of retarding force by t, and the braking power, corresponding to the brake cylinder pressure obtained, by P, the values of
t for emergency applications with the PM equipment 12 car
train range from 2 to 2.5 seconds, for the UC pneumatic from
2 to 2.5 and for the electro-pneumatic from 0.7 to .85 seconds.
The observed average value of P, with the
equipment
(for a nominal 113% braking power on the cars) ranges from
95% to 100%. With the UC pneumatic equipment and electropneumatic equipment nominal emergency braking powers of 90,
125, 150 and 180% were used, which, due to locomotive effect,
become for the complete train 90%, 117%, 137% and 160%

PM

respectively.

With the electro-pneumatic brake a uniform increase

in per

15 TV.
electrically controlled brake application has been recog-

cent of braking power results in a substantially uniform decrease in length of train stop. An increase of 5% in braking

nized as ideal ever since the report to this effect presented by
the Master Car Builders' Committee in charge of the famous

power reduces the length of stop about 2% within the range
of braking powers tested.
The available rail adhesion varies through the wide limits,
e.g., from 15% in the case of a frosty rail early in the morning

ively

An

Burlington Freight Brake Trials 1886 and 1887, for the reason
that thereby the time element in starting the application of
the brakes on various cars in the train is eliminated, a correspondingly shorter stop made, and the possibility of shocks at
any speeds removed. With the new brake apparatus the effectiveness of the pneumatic emergency application is so considerably increased that the saving in time due to electric con-

to

30%

for a clean, dry rail at mid-day.

The amount of wheel

sliding depends

more on the

rail

and

weather conditions than on the per cent braking power. Some
sliding was experienced with braking powers as low as 90%
and 113% where rail conditions were unfavorable, but 180%
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braking power did not cause wheel sliding with good

rail con-

ditions.

The

effect of excessive

12%

of the stop about

wheel sliding was to make the length

greater than similar stops without wheel

sliding.

A braking power low enough to eliminate the possibility of
wheel sliding on a bad rail results in longer stops than coulu
be considered satisfactory for general service. Since good rail
conditions prevail a large part of the time, the preferable
emergency graking power is that which, considering the installation conditions, will stop trains at all times in as short

a distance as can be accomplished without trouble from wheel
sliding in such cases as are to be anticipated when emergency

made under unfavorable

Advantage might be taken of this fact to use a higher braking power
in summer than could be used in the winter with the same degree of freedom from objectionable wheel sliding.
The amount of wheel flattening when sliding occurs depends
upon the weight upon the wheels, the materials in the wheels
and rails, and the condition of the rail surface. The rail sur-

stops have to be

face

may be

rail conditions.

such that relatively long slides will produce but
may produce flat

small flat spots, or, conversely short slides
spots of a size requiring prompt attention.

When the UC equipment is used on the cars an arrangement
giving a high emergency braking power on the locomotive,
with a blow-down feature, has advantages as follows:
Shocks between locomotive and cars practically elim-

(a)

inated.
(b) Shorter stops

No more wheel

(c)

sliding than to be expected with the

ET

equipment.
An efficient design of brake rigging must be produced before
the advantages of improved air brakes or brake shoes can be
present installation of

fully utilized.

The use

of the clasp type of brake rigging eliminates un-

balanced braking forces on the wheels and so avoids the undesirable and troublesome journal and truck reactions that come
from the use of heavy braking pressures on but one side of the
wheel. This has an important effect not only on freedom from
journal troubles but also in enabling the wheel to follow
freely vertical inequalities of the track.

The clasp brake

also improves the brake shoe condition maboth as to wear and variability of performance.
Although the clasp brake rigging will produce better stops
than a single shoe brake rigging equally well designed (other
conditions being equal), its advantage in this direction is of
less importance than in the improved truck, journal and shoe
conditions mentioned above.
The tests indicated that at least 85% transmission efficiency
could be obtained with either single shoe or clasp brake
terially,

rigging.

maximum
(a)

to be

overall brake rigging efficiency

.Protection against accidents that

may

is

of importance
to be secured:

result

from parts

of rigging dropping on the track.
(b)

Maximum

efficiency

of brake rigging at all times to

insure the desired stopping with a
ing power.

minimum per

Minimum

expense of maintenance and running repairs
of brake rigging between the stopping of cars.

The brake shoe bearing was the most difficult factor to control and at the same time the most potent in producing variations in brake performance.

The

The

and single shoe
gain which might be expected from difference in coefficient of friction and vice versa. Consequently
as neither of these factors could be observed uninfluenced by
the other, a satisfactory comparison of the mean coefficient
of friction under different rigging conditions or of different
types of rigging or air brake apparatus under variable shoe
conditions in road tests, is impossible.
High braking powers from high initial speeds result in a
great heating of the working surface of the shoe and a rapid
abrasion.
This effect is most marked under severe braking
conditions such as obtained when heavy cars equipped with one
brake shoe per wheel are stopped.
Shoes of the same type and hardness had a high rate of wear
per unit of energy absorbed when a low coefficient of friction
was developed, and, conversely, a lower rate of wear when a
higher coefficient of friction was developed.
difference in the efficiency of the clasp

rigging

may

offset the

Both the road and the laboratory tests confirmed previous
tests and conclusions from analysis that the temperature of
the working metal is the determining influence in coefficient of
brake shoe friction. The other factors that may be involved
become effective chiefly as they affect the change of temperature of the working metal.
The general performance of the shoes as observed during the
road tests formed the basis of the program established for laboratory tests, which resulted in the following deductions:
a The generation of the retarding forces and consequent
absorption of the energy of the moving train is dependent upon
but a very small quantity of brake shoe metal.
b The actual bearing area rather than the total face area of
the shoe is the important factor in brake shoe performance,
c The magnitude of the bearing area changes throughout the
stop and is greatest near the end of the stop.
d The bearing area shifts continuously from one portion of
the rurface to another during the stop.
e The principal factor in producing high friction for any
given braking condition is the frequent shifting of the bearing
area from the heated to the cooler spots over the face of the
shoe.
f Slotted shoes or shoes that are cracked are more flexible
than solid shoes and the bearing area shifts more readily than

g With shoes of the same type and approximately the same
hardness, the wear per unit of work done is less with the
slotted shoe than with the solid shoe.
The stops with slotted
shoes were always shorter and the mean coefficient of friction
higher than with solid shoes.
if

conditions of cylinder pressure.

(f)

shoes are worked severely.

cent of brak-

(c)
Uniform distribution of brake force, in relation to
weight braked, on all wheels.
(d)
With a given nominal per cent braking power, the actual braking power to remain constant throughout the life of
the brake shoes and wheels.
Piston travel to be as near constant as practicable under
(e)
all

20% in length of stops from 60 m.p.h. with all factors except
brake shoe condition remaining substantially constant. Continued stopping with moderate braking pressures produced a
constantly improving brake shoe condition and shorter stops.
This is evidence that with reasonable attention to brake shoe
maintenance the condition of the shoes on cars in ordinary road
service is likely to be more favorable to making short emergency stops than during a series of tests in which the brake
to

in the case of solid shoes.

The following features were observed
if

103

tests established the possibility of a variation of

15%

h The shifting of the bearing area will tend to be more rapid
the size provides more available area for shoe bearing.
i

The greater the pressure per square inch of bearing

the lower will be the
j

mean

area,

coefficient of friction.

Flanged shoes provide more available area for bearing than

unflanged shoes.

k The use of two shoes instead of one per wheel will result
in a higher coefficient of friction and less wear per unit of
work done.

A

comparison of the values of mean coefficient of friction
and for clasp brake conditions indicates a decided
advantage for the clasp brake throughout the entire range of
braking powers. The gain in favor of the clasp brake with
slotted shoes amounts to about 40%, at a braking power of
1

for standard

—
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180%, and 100%,

at a

braking power of 40%

an average gain

,

for the whole range of braking powers of about 70%.

m

From

brake shoe standpoint the advantage of using two
shoes instead of one shoe per wheel may be summed up as
follows:—
First.
The clasp brake shoe is associated with but one-half
the wheel load and consequently has but one-half as much
energy to absorb.
Second:
The clasp brake shoe is working at only one-half
the shoe pressure at which the standard shoe must work under
the same braking power.
a

solid
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158% more

shoe;

wear out the flanged

stops to

slotted

than the plain slotted shoe, and 171% more stops to wear out
the flanged slotted than the plain solid shoe.
For "any given braking condition with cast-iron brake shoes
the indications are that the best relation will

mean

shoe wear and

of friction

coefficient

exist

when

between

the Brinell

hardness of the cast iron is about 190.
Machine and road t^sts show a difference in stopping distance for the same type of shoe under the same braking conditions.

subjected to

The effect of the difference in wheel surface conditions is
one of the leading factors which go to make up the difference
between machine and road tests. The difference in braking
performance can be established anej the factor expressing this
difference be applied to laboratory results to predict the per-

tending to force it into a good contact with the
wheel.
For tl>is reason though the available shoe area is
doubled when using clasp brakes the actual amount of working
metal throughout the stop may be less than with a single shoe,
which is less capable of resisting the tendency of the heavier

formance of a car or train.
The stops and observed performance of the air brake, brake
rigging and brake shoe are in agreement with the relation
generally assumed to exist between the speed and other variables mentioned and resultant length of stop.

The availabls work area

Third:

energy to be absorbed

A

is

double.

possible source of disadvantage

wheel

is

same amount of

for the

when using two shoes per

that a warped or poorly bearing shoe

is

less pressure

pressure to cause a better

fit

of shoe to wheel.

and an especially good shoe condition due to previous
moderate pressure tests in each case, is an explanation why
three of the 60 m.p.h. 150% B.P. electro-pneumatic stops with
the single shoe train were shorter by 50 ft. than the best stops
of either of the first or second clasp brake trains.
On the other hand the disadvantage and greater variability
of the single shoe brake is evidenced in the fact that under the
same conditions as cited above two stops with this train were
longer than the longest stops without material wheel sliding
made with either of the two clasp brake trains.
With plain solid shoes the durability will be increased 41.1%
This,

REAMER FOR TRUING UP AIR PUMP STOP
By

Bentley, Jr.

The faces of stop bosses regulating the lift of the lower discharge and receiving valves of the Westinghouse 9M>" pump are
in a short time hollowed by the action of the valve.
It is not
an uncommon occurrence to discover an air cylinder on which
these bosses have been pounded or worn in to a depth of -fe of
an inch.
The insertion of a new valve consequently possessing a perfectly true boss face necessitates the truing up of the stop face

NH

Knur/ed

Per Inch

i2T/?ds
Per locA

.,

JAM

tr- One Tooth
£fca Milled to
Clean Center.
i

BONNET

<3

r/G.

W.

F.

BOSSES.

/.

riG.4-.

Reamer

for Air

Pump

Stop Bosses.

under clasp brake conditions as compared with that under

in

single shoe conditions.

renders

With plain slotted shoes the durability will be increased
33.5% under clasp brake conditions as compared with that
under single shoe conditions.
The superior durability of the plain

slotted shoe as

compared

with the plain solid amounts to 11.7'; under single shoe brake
conditions and 5.9% under clasp brake conditions.
The wear of the flanged solid shoes per unit of work done is
19% less than for plain solid shoes, and for flanged slotted 26%
less than for plain slotted shoes, or 30% less than plain solid

the pump.

The rounding

curved nature of the hollow
lift to be perfect otherwise,
as the result would be as shown in Fig. 1, unless the rim of the
valve's boss were rounded off, and this is neither expedient nor
workmanlike.
or

impossible for the valve

it

The accompanying sketch

is descriptive of a simple reamer for
truing
use in
up the faces of the stop bosses, which are a part of
the air cylinder casting. Its use leaves a perfectly flat face and

makes

it

possible to secure an accurate and correct lift of the

air valves,

which

it is

needless to say

is

one of the most impor-

tant points in the repair of the pump.

shoes.

The wear

of plain slotted shoes per unit of work done is
than the wear of plain solid shoes, and the wear of
the flanged slotted is 13.2% less than the wear of flanged solid

the tools with which that

shoes.

nection the word tools

5.4'

',

less

For the same amount of work done flanged solid cost 16%
than plain solid shoes, and flanged slotted cost 23'
less
than plain slotted, or 27% less than plain solid shoes.
Approximately 135% more stops will be required to wear out
the flanged solid than will be required to wear out the plain

less

-

TO DO PROPER WORK

a

man must have

work

is

perfect control of

—and

to be done

in this con-

very broadest sense. But
no man can properly control tools until he has learned to control himself.
Think what would happen if a railway man lost
lost control of himself
in an emergency.
Selfhis head
This
is
acquired.
one
control is a habit.
Any habit can be
habit that will be of value. Cultivate it. Brill Magazine.

—

is

used in

its

—

8
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Mountain Locomotives,

Pacific and

Eecent developments in railroad transportation have demonthat the most efficient way to handle heavy traffic
Powerful
is with powerful locomotives and large train loads.
units,
having
operating
demonstrated their ability to reduce
operating costs in freight service, have attracted the attention of motive power officials to their heavy passenger service.
Eemarkable reductions in operating; costs have been acquired by the Rock Island Lines by the adoption of heavy
Mikado locomotives. This policy was the direct cause of
putting into passenger service, thirty large and powerful Pacific
type locomotives and two of the heaviest Mountain type locomotives ever built, which have recently been delivered to the Rock
Island Lines by the American Locomotive Company.
The Pacific type engines are operating at present between

105

C. R.
Maximum

— Maximum grade per
mile 58
Valley
to Council Bluffs,
—Maximum grade per
mile 69
Phillipsburg, Kan.,
Goodland, Kan. —Maximum grade per
mile 53
Limon, Colo. — Maximum grade per mile
Goodland, Kan.,
53
Rock Island,
to Trenton, Mo. — Maximum grade per mile
Island,

to

111.,

Valley

la.

Jet.,

ft.

la.

Jet., la.,

ft.

to

ft.

111.,

79

ft.

—

Herington to Liberal, Kan/ Maximum grade per mile 42 ft.
Maximum grade per mile
Liberal, Kan., to Tucumcari, N. M.
53

—

ft.

From
up-hill

Phillipsburgh,
pull

247

Kan., to

Limon,

Colo.,

a

is

constant

The ruling grades are 53

miles long.

feet

to the mile.

Several test trains were run to determine the capacity of
The following tables show the

these Pacific type locomotives.
results

as compared with the carded time of several trains:

IOWA DIVISION. WESTBOUND AND EASTBOUND
Between Davenport and Valley Junction, la.
Distance,

Maximum

178.9 miles.

grade, 58

Act. running time, hrs. & min....
Number of stops
Avg. schedule speed, M.P.H
Avg. running speed, M.P.H
Number of cars
Avg. Wt. of car in tons

Train tonnage
(Exclusive of lading)
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Avg. schedule speed, M.P.H
Avg. running speed, M.P.H
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Avg. Wt. of car in tons

—
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e
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1
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qj
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5:07
12

4:4!)

29.2
35.2
13
58.0

31.7
37.3

Eh

t>

5:10

4:34

4:47

4:47

10
31.7
34.2
11
62.0

4

37.3
39.3
8
65.6

4
35.4
37.8

4
32.1
37.0

*j

m

12

B

75.0

63.5

x
o>
M :>

m '~>

:>

E-i

E-1

C 3
fc.o

££x

£?
b*

;i*

.3

on

™i
ds>
t®

*

i-Z.

n <0~

8
13
03.3

Train tonnage
SOS
900
082
525
755
827
(Exclusive of lading)
Between Valley Junction, la., and Council Bluffs, la.
Distance, 130.0 miles.
Maximum grade, 09 ft. per mile
Carded Time
Actual Tests
~
t-^
-3
r. t-cc_.
_,
L~5
c
c
•5
:«
5
-S
3
03
o3
3
Oa
3
e 3
fcg
1°
»| %%~ g| || |«
C X
C
X
.

•

I.

-J.

Train tonnage
(Exclusive of lading)

COLORADO

H^

E-

3:47

3:27

3:33

3
34.0
30.0
11
02.0

1

1

38.7
39.0
8
05.0

37.0
38.4
8
03.5

b^

Act. running time, hrs. & min..
Number of stops
Avg. schedule speed, M.P.H....
Avg. running speed, M.P.H
Number of cars
Avg. Wt. of car in tons

082

^
Fh
3:43

H
3:24
3
37.4
40.2
12
75.0

508

525

to

^

m

1

5

34.1
30.7

15
57.5

900

805

E-

E-

3:37

3:28

3
33.0
37.8
13
03.3

37.2
39.3
13
00.0

824

2

781

WESTBOUND

DIVISION.

Between Phillipsburg, Kan., and Goodland, Kan.

Maximum

Distance, 139.9 miles.

grade, 53

Carded Time

ft.

per mile
Actual Tests

do....

A
^

a
^

.£

.2

d
Act. running time, hrs. & min.
Number of stops
Avg. schedule speed, M.P.H
Avg. running speed, M.P.H
Number of cars
Avg. Wt. of car in tons

Train tonnage
(Exclusive of lading)

..

.

03

00

Ci

r-t

°

°

-

°

A

z

A

A

:'.

ifl

x

L.

fc-

1J

fl>

til

01

E-f

Eh

Eh

Eh

Eh

Eh

3:09

3:40

4:04
2

1

-

32.9
34.3
10
02.0

43.0
44.4
8
65.6

35.9
38.0

020

m

rH

525

12
75.0

900

3:42
4

3:54

3:52

7

28.0
37.8
14
53.6

33.3
35.8
15
50.3

4
33.7
36.2
15
58.0

750

844

870

t-

A

A

5

c

....

w

-*

co

1^

o

o

o

o

A

A

A

A

G

rt

w

x

x

x

H

H

H

Eh

H

H

3:25

2:40

l

i

30.5
31.4
10
02.0

G20

\

i

38.9
40.1

32.4
33.8

8
05.0

12

525

241

3:10

34.8
39.9
14
53.0

75.0

900

750

3-12

2-56
5

5
31.0
33.4
15
50.3

25.5
30 5
15
58.0

844

870

to

Eldon

Eldon

Trenton

to

Distance 111.0 miles Distance 121.5 miles
Carded Actual Carded
Actual
Time
Test
Time
Test
Train 1 Test 16 Train 1
il )s<»x

Act. running time, hrs. & min
of stops
Avg. schedule speed, M.P.H

38.2

Avg.

41.

2:40

Number

38.5
41.8

Number of cars
Avg. wt. of car in tons
65.0
Train tonnage (Exclusive of lading) .390
.

No

difficulty

2:40

4

running speed

was experienced

in

319
'3

3:08
3
30 5

34 •>
30 4

38.8

14

g

J4

00.0
933

65.0
390

06
933

maintaining

full

boiler

The locomotives steamed very freely
and very little black smoke was emitted at the stack. The
maximum cut-off was 16 inches, and the locomotives were
worked there only for short distances, nearing the apex of

pressure at

all

times.

severe hills.
Except for forward hard pulls the locomotives
were generally worked at 6 to 8 inch cut-off. The handling
of air was satisfactory, no discomforture being experienced

by passengers in rear cars of these long trains from this cause.
While no extensive tests have been conducted to determine
economy on fuel and water of the new Pacifies it was the
opinion of the engine crews on these heavy trains that there
was no increase over the older Pacific types.
Were it not for their introduction on this line at this time
would have been necessary
two sections.

it

By

N rtc
.3
OS

-0

r"

C 3

o

Davenport

in

Actual Tests

per mile

MISSOURI DIVISION, WESTBOUND

per mile

ft.

Carded Time

Cclo.
ft.

Actual Tests

do

to

ft.

grade, 53

Ry.

P.

Carded Time

following points:

Rock

&

Between Goodland, Kan., and Limon,
Distance, 107.1 miles.

strated

the

I.

the

introduction

of

to either double-head or operate

Mountain type locomotives the
and
of the Colorado trains between

the

Rock Island has been enabled

to consolidate the Chicago

Louis sections of one
Phillipsburgh and Limon. This has effected a saving of 180,310
passenger train miles per annum.
St.

At present these combined trains consist of 10 to 13 cars,
which can be satisfactorily handled by the new Pacifies, except in extreme weather. Therefore, there has been no opportunity as yet to test the mountain type to its full capacity.
However, it is anticipated that they will handle 1,000 tons
in 16 cars on the carded time of these combined trains without difficulty.
The combined train, under normal conditions,
will be 15 and 16 cars, largely steel equipment, which the
mountain type locomotives will ably handle over the 247 mile
1 per cent grade constant up-hill pull westbound from Phillipsburgh to Limon. Westbound this combined train has 9 scheduled stops and 20 flag stops between these two points, which
make the Mountain type more efficient than the new Pacific
type on account of their greater starting effort.
In general construction the designs embody the latest approved practice and follow the standards of the builders.
Each design is equipped with a super heater, brick arch, screw
reverse gear, extended piston rods, long main driving boxes,
Woodard engine truck, speed recorder, Baker valve gear,
Chambers throttle, the Mudge-Slater smokebox arrangement
and vanadium cast-steel frames.
The Mountain type is also
with
the Foulder main rod, and engine and tender
equipped
were arranged so that the Street stoker could be applied later
if

desired.

These designs are the product of the long experience of the
American Locomotive Company in the development of powerful

locomotives.

railroad's

specific

The application of this experience
requirements was directed by the

to

the

officials
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Type Locomotive

Pacific

of the motive power department, to whose valuable co-operation in the preparation of the designs the success of the locomotives is largely due. They furnish another striking example
of reduced operating costs which have been obtained by combining fuel saving devices and improved designing in a larger
and more powerful operating unit.

The tables contain the principal dimensions of these two
types of locomotives:

Gauge

Pacific

Mountain

"

4'-8y2 "

25y2 "x28"

28"x28"
Piston, 16" diam.
50000 lbs.

4'-sy2

Cylinders

Piston, 14" diam.

Valves
Tractive power
Factor of adhesion

40260

lbs.

4.34

4.50

Boiler

Type

Wagon-top

Extended Wagon-top

76%"

Diameter

Working pressure

190

Fuel
Staying

78"

185

lbs.

Soft coal

lbs.

Soft coal
Radial

Radial

for the

Rock

Island.

Number

5%",

Length
Heating Surface
Fire box
Tubes & Flues
Arch tubes
Total

Superheating surface
Grate area
Driving Wheels
Diameter, outside
Diameter, center
Journals, main
Journals, other

Fire

Box
108"
84"

Width
Thickness of sheets,
Thickness of sheets,
Thickness of sheets,
Thickness of sheets,
Water Space
Front

%"
%"
%"

sides

back
crown

K/

tube

rr

10S"
84"
sides

:;

n"

back
crown

w
%"

tube

%"

6"

6"

Sides

5"

5"

Back

5"

5"

Seamless steel

Seamless steel

TubesMaterial

Diameter
Thickness

5y2 " &

2i/i"

5Mj", 0.150"
214", 0.135"

sy2 " & 2V4"
sy2 " 0.150"

2%"

0.135"

34;

2%", 195 5%",

36;

2y4 ",

20'-0"

212.8 sq.

ft.

3259.4 sq.

ft.

25.4 sq.

ft.

3497.6 sq.

ft.

805

sq. ft.

207

22'-0"

287
3805

sq. ft.

25
4117
944

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

63.0 sq. ft.

62.7 sq. ft.

73"

69"

66"

62"

ll"x22"
10y2 "xl3"

11M>"x22"
Jl"xl3"

Wheel Base
Driving
Rigid
Total engine
Total engine

&

tender

Weight
In working order

Mountain Type Locomotive for the Rock

Length

March, 1914

On
On
On

13'-0"

lS'-O"

13'-6"

18'-0"

33'-10"

3S'-11"

G5'-H4"

70'-2y4 "

281,500 lbs.

333,000 lbs.

174,500 lbs.

224,000 lbs.

54,000 lbs.

51,500 lbs.

53,000 lbs.

57,500 lbs.

440,300 lbs.

490,500 lbs.

8

34"

8
33"

6" xll"

6"xll"

8,500 gals.

8,500 gals.

14 tons

14 tons

Island.

driving wheels
trailers

engine truck
Total engine & tender

TenderWheels, number
Wheels, diameter
Journals
Tank capacity
Fuel capacity

THE LOCOMOTIVE PUBLISHING CO., 3 Amen Corner, London E. C, England, has published a souvenir containing twelve
illustrations of locomotives used on various Canadian railways.
The illustrations are of large size and on high grade paper, the
whole booklet making a very pleasing appearance.
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STRUCTURAL STEEL TRUCKS, CANADIAN PACIFIC
By

R.

W.

On account

RY.

common

is

required to

move

a composite truck on

account

of the composite truck getting out of square.

Burnett, G. M. C. B., Canadian Pacific Ry.

of the faults

truck than

109

to all composite passenger

trucks which cause unsatisfactory service and expense in maintenance, a design of a structural steel truck was prepared by
the .Canadian Pacific Railway about three years ago, with a

view of overcoming these defects.

On this truck it has been found that there is strength to spare
without end sills, which also allows the side sills to be made
shorter, which gives better clearance at the steps and
inspection of trucks, platforms, and draft gear easier.

makes
This

strength is secured by the strength of the side sill and the
clever arrangement of gusset plates.
The brakes are iuside

All-metal trucks of cast steel construction have been used
quite extensively during the past

quite satisfactory.

The

first

few years and have proven

cost of the east steel truck is con-

siderably in excess of the composite trucks used heretofore.
The structural steel truck is considered equal to the cast steel

and

is

somewhat cheaper

in

the

and is also much
case of any breakage, due to
first

cost

easier and cheaper to repair, as in
accident or unusual conditions, it is only necessary to replace the
damaged part, whereas with the cast steel truck, in cases of
breakage it is necessary to replace the entire truck frame.

In all attempts at designing a truck in the past, the side sill
has been kept above the equalizer, while it has been necessary
to keep the transoms down to clear center sills, draft rigging,
brake gear, etc., making the use of an offset connection between

transoms and side

sill

necessary.

On

this truck, the side sills

two channels with flanges together, the flanges
being cut away to let the equalizers come up inside of the
housing thus formed. The cutting away of the flanges is compensated for by the extension of the wing on the pedestal plate.
The housing of the equalizer inside of the side sill makes it
are

made

of

possible to drop the side

sill

so that it is flush

with the tran-

connection which has been
soms, doing away with the
used heretofore, and permitting the use of flat gusset plates
above and below side sills and transoms, greatly increasing the
offset

strength and giving more room for inspection.

The principal trouble with the composite trucks

the

many

members.

not plumb on the boxes, and after a year's service the pedestals
are spread all distances up to 2 inches. This built-up truck is
made perfectly square and plumb and remains so. It has been
it

R.

of outside hung, as with the ordinary six wheel

gives a more effective brake, also greatly reduces the
tendency to tilt and surge, and leaves the ends free for inspec-

truck

it

and free for any axle lighting system.
The frequent breakage and rapid wear of cast iron pedestals
Experience with cast steel pedestals has shown
is an old story.
that they not only wear out rapidly, but soon cut through the

tion

The built-up pedestal on this truck has a chilled iron filler
Experience has shown that
rivetted between the two plates.
in two years there is no appreciable wear and that the journal
boxes are not injured.

A composite truck made new, of the strongest design, will
warp before being placed in service, so that the pedestals are

noted that

hung instead

P.

sides of the journal boxes.
is

parts bolted together requiring constant attention, the frequent
renewal of wooden parts that is necessary, and the wear of the
different

Four Wheel, Structural Steel Truck, C.

requires less than one-half the power to

move

this

The

cast iron pedestals do not add strength to the truck but

the plate pedestal can be extended to act as a reinforcement,
giving increased strength with reduction of weight.

was thought, when these pedestals were designed, that as
would bend in case of wreck, but in
broken
cast iron pedestals, these pedhave
wrecks that would
ft

a matter of course they

Four Wheel, Structural Steel Truck,

C. P. R.

>
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Six Wheel, Structural Steel Passenger Truck, Canadian Pacific Ry.
estals have always brought the car home.
In manufacturing,
these pedestals are punched out, leaving about &" inside of the

jaw to be milled out. About twenty are milled at one time.
They are drilled on a jig and are perfectly interchangeable.
The time honored pedestal strap, which required so much
attention in inspection and repairs and caused so much annoyance when changing wheels, is not needed on these trucks on
account of the strength of the side sill and pedestal. A small
bar is pivoted on one arm of the back member of the pedestal
and fastened to the other arm by a key bolt applied to prevent the box leaving pedestal if truck is jacked up or car is
derailed.
The brake rigging being on top of the axles, there
are no nuts and only two cotters to remove to change any pair
of wheels.

Instead of the short jointed truck hangers ordinarily used,
long hangers are used, the hangers on the four wheel truck
being pivoted on top of the gusset plate while on the six wheel
truck they are pivoted under the gusset plate.
The truck hangers and brake hanger pivots are bars of rolled
steel cut to length without a head which avoids heat treatment. They are carried in a casting, one end of which is open.

A

cotter is placed through

the

casting in front of the pin

while the other end of the casting has a small hole for the
insertion of a drift to remove the pin. The long truck hanger
is cheaper to manufacture, easier to inspect and gives an easier
riding truck.

running under more than 700 cars and have been in service
long enough to absolutely prove that there is no trouble from
rivets and that the cost of repairs is reduced to a question of
changing wheels and brake shoes, and lubrication. These trucks
were designed by R. W. Burnett, general master car builder.

Some

of their main points of advantage are:
End clearance.
Reduced weight.

Ease of inspection.

hung brakes, making trucks easier riding, easier to
and easier to apply any axle lighting system.
Chilled iron wearing parts of pedestal, reducing wear on both
pedestals and journal box.
Wrought pedestals, being stronger in themselves and adding
Inside

inspect,

strength to truck sides.

Only two cotters to remove

low

is

noted the occupations of railway employes, enrolled

Firemen
Engineers
Helpers
Apprentices
Wipers
Repairers
Laborers

Foremen
Carpenters

Handy men
Hostlers

Blacksmiths
Telegraph operators

Watchmen
Pipe fitters
Painters
Cleaners

Shopmen
truck have been done

away

with.

It is considered that they

have always been a detriment on account of it being impossible
to keep them properly adjusted, the result being that the
springs adjusted the strongest, pull the opposite brake beam
against the wheel, doing the reverse from what they were intended. The release of the slack is taken care of by coil springs
on the body.
It will be noted that these trucks are made almost entirely
of rolled shapes and flat plates with practically no forging or
pressing, which reduces the manufacture to almost a question
of shearing, drilling, punching and riveting. These trucks are

Be-

from

June, 1913, to January, 1914, inclusive:

Boilermakers
Air brake men

release springs on the

I. C. S.

scholarships to increase their efficiency or secure promotion.

Brakemen

beam

change any pair of wheels.

All classes of railway employes are taking advantage of

Machinists
Clerks

It will be noted that the brake

to

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Inspectors

Six Wheel, Structural Steel Passenger Truck, C. P. R.

Cheapness of manufacture.
Low cost of maintenance.

Increased strength.

Roundhouse men
Electricians

Stationary engineers
Storekeepers
Oilers

Conductors
Callers

Motormen
Section men
Drill press men

Chainmen
Tinsmiths
Agents

Baggagemen
Linemen

•

827
198
175
143
132
104
104
102
89
70
59
51
48
40
33
30
27
26
25
....
24
23
23
22
18
16
16
15
....
15
14
13
12
12
12

12
11
11
10
9
9

Flagmen

8

Rodmen

8
7
6
6
6
6

Canemen
Engine dispatchers
Fire builders

Switchmen
Timekeepers
Transitmen

6

Yar dm asters
Ash pit men

6
5

Boiler washers

5

Checkers
Messengers

5
5

Pumpmen

4
4
4

Signalmen
Supplymen

3

Bolt cutters
Fitters

3

Switch tenders

.

.

3

Towermen

3

Rivet heaters ....
Master Mechanics.

3

Bridgemen
Gas men
Patternmakers
Toolroom boys

2
2
2
2
2

Trackmen

2

Packers
Asst. master mechanic.

2

Cook
Draftsman
Headlightman
Plumber

1

Lamp

tenders

3

1
1

1
1

Tankman
Trainmaster

1
1

.

.

Water service
Batteryman
Fire dept. man.
.

.

.

1

.

1
1
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CENTER PLATE OILER.
H. C. Stevens, M. M., D. & R. G. R. R., Alamosa, Colo.
There is no doubt but friction in center plates causes many
derailments, records of which bear the explanation, "no
cause,*' and such excuses in time become very wearisome to
every one concerned. Since inaugurating the practice of oiling
center plates a noticeable improvement has been effected in
keeping our freight ear trucks on the rails, and I attribute it
We use a cheap grade of
to the oiling of the center plates.
summer black oil costing 11 cents per gallon, and *4 oz. is sufficient for a narrow gauge center plate.
When the oiling began, a helper was detailed to go over the
yard oiling all center plates. The long spout oiler used was
wasteful of oil, and the most serious objection to that method
of oiling was the danger to the oiler, as he was compelled to go
under the narrow gauge cars to get at the center plate.
An average of thirty cars oiled to the gallon was about the
With the plain
best we could do with the long spout oiler.
center plate oiler shown in the photographic illustration we
increased the number of cars to sixty cars per gallon, or a little
over 14 gill per center plate.
A half gallon can with the valve arrangement attached to
four foot pipe is light enough to be handled with ease, and
reduces the time of oiling more than three-fourths, and also
prevents the man having to expose himself to danger, as all
center plates can be oiled with the right amount of oil from

By

outside the trucks.
oiler was such a success as to warrant making
with the graduating arrangement, as we handle both narrow gauge and standard gauge cars, and some of the narrow

The plain

it

gauge cars do not require

as

much

oil

as the standard.

The Canadian government has ordered railways to equip their
with airtight double windows in front of the the
cabs from Xov. 1 to April 30.
The order was issued at the
Engineers and the
Locomotive
request of the Brotherhood of
Brotherhood of Firemen. It is understood American lines will
locomotives

be asked to follow

Center Plate Oiler with View of Nozzle.

suit.

Knurled

i^A

\

£'—+

Nozzle

G

Qauge Barrel

Ball

Details

of

Discharge Valve,

^Discharge Yalre and Spring
Free

1—

Center Plate Oiler.
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Electrification of the Butte,
The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway is, in many ways, the
most remarkable example of steam road electrification in this
Besides being the first 2,400 volt direct current road,
it is also credited with being the first steam road operating
both freight and passenger schedules, to electrify its lines pureA number of steam railway elecly for reasons of economy.
country.

trifications

have been made because of pre-emptory factors,

Map

determining factors.
locomotives were put in service May 28,
between the East Anaconda yards and
the smelter.
During the first seven months of service, they
made approximately 201,000 miles and hauled about 2,365,000
tons of ore.

The

first

electric

1913, hauling ore cars

The steam locomotive crews consisting
fireman

easily

locomotives;

in

acquired
fact,

proficiency

two

or

three

of

engineman and

in handling the electric
days' instruction from a

competent electrical man were ordinarily sufficient.
The
change from steam to electric haulage was made without any
change in the personnel of the train crews and without any
delays or alterations in the schedule.
The engineers, without
exception, have expressed themselves as being greatly pleased
with the easy operation of the locomotives.
The electrified lines of this system extend from the Butte
Hill yard to the smelter, a distance of thirty-two miles. There
are numerous sidings, yards, and smelter tracks that have been
equipped with overhead trolley, making a total of about ninetyfive miles

on a single track basis.

The Butte, Anaconda &
road,

the freight

traffic

this

made up
main

source

an ore hauling

originating at the

copper mines located near the top of Butte Hill. From the
mines, the ore trains are lowered down the mountain a distance
of 4% miles to the Rocker Yards located a few miles west of
the city of Butte.
At this point, new main line trains are

& Pacific Ry.

for transportation to the smelters at Anaconda.

The

extends through a rough mountainous country, a distance of about twenty miles, with grades as high as
0.3 per cent.
At East Anaconda, the main line trains are broken up and
hauled up Smelter Hill to the stock bins, where each car is run
over the scales and weighed. The shifting of cars in connecline division

Anaconda

Pacific Ry.

<£.

tion with weighing

and subsequent delivery to the concentra-

done by
The eastbour.d traffic consists in returning empty ears to the
mines and the transportation of copper ingot to the Butte
yards, where it is shipped over other roads to refineries.
Between the cities of Butte and Anaconda, which are located
tors is

single locomotives.

at the ends of the electrified portion of the system, there

is

both passenger and freight. The city
of Butte and vicinity has a population of about 65,000, and
Anaconda about 10,000. At Butte, the Butte, Anaconda &
Pacific connects with the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific,
and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; and at Silver Bow,
about six miles from the city, connection is made with the
considerable local

traffic,

Oregon Short Line.
For a distance of sixteen miles, the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific is paralleled by the transcontinental lines of the Northern
The last
Pacific, and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
named company has already contracted for power for the operation of electric trains from Harlowton, Montana, to Avery,
Idaho, a distance of 440 miles.

The maximum curvature on the system (20 degrees, 285-foot
radius) occurs on the Butte Hill line.

On

this part of the road,

an average curvature of 6 to 10 degrees. The locomotives are designed with sufficient flexibility to take a curve of
31 degrees (180-foot radius) at slow speed.
there

Pacific is essentially

from

Anaconda

of Electrified Section of the Butte,

such as terminal and tunnel operation or for rapid suburban
service.
This road, however, cannot be closed as an "enforced
electrification, " since no such special limitations have been the
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TEMN' SERVICE.

The freight traffic consists largely of copper ore and amounts
to more than 5,000,000 tons per year. This material is handled
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Switching.

Great Falls Power Co., Containing Six 6.000-H. P. Units.

~1

Two

Unit Electric Locomotive Hauling Freight Train.
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in steel ore cars weighing about eighteen tons

and having a

capacity of fifty tons each. Trains of thirty loaded cars weighing 2,000 tons are made up at the Butte Hill yards and hauled
by two-unit locomotives to the Eocker yards, where 4,000-ton
trains are made up for the main line. At the East Anaconda
yards, the trains are again broken up and 1,400-ton trains are
sent up Smelter Hill to the 'ore bins. All of the shifting and

"spotting cars," at the smelters and in the sorting yards, is
done by single locomotive units.
Eight passenger trains per day are operated between Butte
and Anaconda, four in each direction. The main line trains
were first hauled by electric locomotives on October 1, 1913,
and promptly demonstrated their ability to make better time
than was possible with steam engines. Single locomotives are
used, hauling trains of from three to five passenger and bag-

gage

cars.

POWER SUPPLY.

115

power factor regulation. The motors are protected against
overload by inverse time limit relays, which are set to open at
four times normal load.
These relays have been adjusted to
open under sustained overload in about two seconds and upon
«hort circuit their action is practically instantaneous.

EXCITERS.

Excitation for the two generating units in each substation is
obtained from two induction motor driven sets, rated 50 kw.
each at 125 volts. One set is used for supplying current to the

synchronous motor
voltage regulator.

and is controlled by the automatic
The second unit supplies current to the

fields

separately excited fields of the direct current generators.

SWITCHBOARDS.

The

2,400 volt switchboards for controlling these sets are the
first direct current boards to be constructed for this high volt-

In general, they are similar to the standard 600 volt types
with increased insulation and special provision for interrupting
age.

Energy for the operation of electric trains is purchased from
the Great Falls Power Company. The generating plant is located at Great Falls, Mont., on the Missouri river, and has for
some time been supplying electric power for the operation of
Six hydrothe mines and smelters at Butte and Anaconda.
electric units are installed,

having a nominal rated capacity of

The machines are

21,000 kw.

of the horizontal type, generat-

ing 6,600 volts, 3 phase, at a frequency of 60 cycles. The power
stepped up to 102,000 volts for transmission to the transformer substation at Butte, a distance of 130 miles, over two
separate parallel lines constructed on the same right-of-way.
An extension of the system transmits power at 60,000 volts to
is

a second transformer station at Anaconda, twenty-five miles
farther on.

the 2,400 volt current.

The

and switches are
remote control, and all apparatus on the panprovided with ample insulation to insure safety to operacircuit breakers

also arranged for
els is

tors.

The 2,400 volt circuit breakers and switches are installed on
separate panels above and back of the main panels, and are
operated by connecting rods from handles mounted on the
front of the main switchboard.

These handles are similar in
appearance; and to avoid confusion, the circuit breaker handles are inverted.
The breakers are equipped with special
magnetic blowouts and arc chutes, and provision is also made
for automatically inserting a high resistance in the generator
the same instant the main circuit breakers open, thus
reducing the generator voltage
The alternating current switchboard contains two panels for
controlling the synchronous motors by means of remote control,
solenoid operated oil switches; two panels for the motor fields,
and a panel for the automatic voltage regulator. These panels
also contain other necessary instruments, including frequency
and synchronism indicators, ammeters, wattmeters and relays.
field at

The Butte station forms the center of the extensive power
system operated by the Montana Power Company. Besides the
Great Falls 102,000 volt transmission lines, there are several
60,000 volt transmissions terminating at this point, which form
a part of the Montana Power Company's system. These lines
bring in power from the Hauser Lake, Canyon Ferry, Madison
and Big Hole plants. At the Butte substation, this power is
stepped down to 2,400 volts, 3 phase, and all of these lines are
tied in on the 2,400 volt A. C. bus. Ample protection is therefore afforded from interruption of service.
It is an interesting fact that the railway load was taken on
without any increase in the high tension transmission faciliIt is estimated that the additional load from this source
ties.
is approximately 20 per cent of the railway, industrial and
lighting load furnished by the street railways, mines, and
smelters at Butte and Anaconda.

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

The overhead construction for this system was especially
designed to give the flexibility necessary for satisfactory operation of the pantograph trolleys used on the locomotives. The
4/0 grooved copper trolley used over all tracks is supported by
an eleven point catenary suspension from a stranded steel
messenger cable. Both side bracket and cross span construc-

amount of
and sidings, and

large

RAILWAY SUBSTATIONS.

The two existing substations at Butte and Anaconda were
used to house the 2,400 volt motor motor-generator sets required for operating the electric trains, so that no additional
Power is furbuildings were constructed for this purpose.
nished by two 1,000 kw., 3-unit motor-generator sets in each
substation, taking power from the 2,400 volt A. C. buses. These
units operate continuously twenty-four hours per day, seven
days of the week, to supply the necessary current for train

by the local conditions. There is a
work on account of the many yards
in one case twelve tracks are spanned.
The
span construction used at this point is supported by a
pole between the eighth and ninth tracks.
The hanger

tion are used as required

cross

third

special

used on the straight line construction is a rolled steel strap
looped over the messenger wire. This loop is closed at the car
and the wire is clamped in place by a single bolt. Special
pulloffs are used to increase the flexibility of the suspension.
The section breakers were designed for the 2,400 volt service,

operation.

Each set consists of a 3-phase, 60 cycle, 1,450 kv-a.,
720 rpm., synchronous motor direct connected to two 500 kw.,

and at six points insulated crossings are necessary at the intersection of the 2,400 volt trolley with the 600 volt trolley of
the city system. On the main line a very simple section insu-

1,200 volt generators, insulated to operate in series for 2,400

lator

used.

This consists of paralleling the trolley wires

The generators are compound wound and have both
commutating poles and compensating pole face windings. These

from the ends

of each section at a suitable distance for insula-

volts.

fields are

connected on the grounded side of the armature, and

the main fields are separately excited from 125 volt exciters.

The

1,200 volt generators are provided with heat proof insu-

good commutating characteristics, will carry three times normal load for periods of
five minutes, as well as the usual 50 per cent, overload for two

lation and,

owing

to their unusually

hours.

An

automatic voltage regulator is used to maintain an approximately constant voltage at the terminals of the m»tor by

is

two circuits for a short
power supply to the
locomotive. The construction in the yards and sidings is simplified by paralleling the trolley from the side tracks for a
short distance along the main line.
This avoids the use of
switch plates or similar devices.
At some of these junction
points the pantograph engages as many as six trolley wires.
The overhead lines are protected from lightning by 2,400 volt
tion so that the pantograph bridges the

distance, thus avoiding interruption of the

D. C.

typeME

arresters installed on poles at intervals of one-

third of a mile the entire length of the system.

—
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Single Unit Electric Locomotive and Passenger Train at the Butte Station.

Eighty Ton, 2,400 Volt, D. C. Electric Locomotive.
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FEEDERS.

The 4/0 trolley is reinforced between the substations with
two 500,000 cm. bare copper cables tapped to the trolley at

A

4/0 negative return wire is also
This wire is
installed between Rocker and East Anaconda.
carried on the trolley poles and is connected to the cross bonds
The rails are connected by 4/0
at intervals of 1,000 feet.
bonds at every joint. The substations are normally connected
intervals of 1,000 feet.

together by these feeders, allowing an interchange of current.
In emergency either station can supply current to the entire

and the Great Northern locomotives.
The control equipment is Sprague-General Electric Type M,
multiple unit, operating the four motors in series and in seriesTwo 1,200 volt motors are permanently connected
parallel.
in series. The controller provides ten steps in series and nine
in series-parallel.
The transition between series and seriesparallel is effected without opening the motor circuit, and there
no appreciable reduction in tractive effort during the change.
circuits at this point is made by a special
change-over switch, which is operated electro-pneumatically.
The 2,400 volt contactors are operated from the 600 volt control circuit, and are specially constructed to separate the 2,400
volt part from the coils and interlocks which carry the 600
The necessary insulation is obtained by large
volt current.
clearances and by the use of porcelain and mica insulation.
The armature is connected to the contact lever by a wooden
The contacts, magnetic blowout and arc chutes are also
rod.
especially designed to rupture the 2,400 volt are.
Current is collected by overhead roller pantographs, pneumatically operated and controlled from either engineer's compartment by an air valve. A 2,4o0 volt insulated bus line runs
along the center of the cab roof. These bus lines are connected

The transfer of

LOCOMOTIVES.

The locomotive equipment consists of seventeen 80-ton units,
The
fifteen for the freight and two for passenger service.
freight locomotives are geared for slow speed and are operated
in pairs for the main line service. The maximum free-running
is

The mogiving a continuous sustained output of 2,100 h. p.
tors are connected to the driving wheels by twin gears similar
to those used on the Detroit River tunnel, Baltimore & Ohio,

is

system.

speed

117

35 m.p.h.

The two passenger locomotives are

of the

as the freight units, but are geared for a

same construction

maximum

free-run-

ning speed of 55 m.p.h. A speed of 45 m.p.h. is made with
three passenger coaches on straight level track.
The continuous tractive effort of a single 80-toD freight locomotive is 25,000 lbs. at fifteen miles per hour. The maximum
tractive effort for a period of five minutes is 48,000 lbs. based
on a tractive co-efficient of 30 per cent.
Those locomotives arc of the articulated double truck ty\x:
with all the weight on drivers. The cab contains an engineer 's
compartment at each end and a central compartment for conThis cab is of the box type extending the
trol apparatus.
entire length of the locomotive and is provided with botli
end and side doors. The entire weight of the locomotive is
carried on semi-elliptic springs suitably equalized.

The central channels forming a part
enclosed and are utilized as a

of the

underframe are

distributing air duct for the

forced ventilation of the motors. The air is conducted througli
the center pins, which are hollow, into the truck transoms and

thence to the motors. The engineer's compartment at either
end of the cab contains the operator 's seat, controller, air
brake valves, bell and whistle ropes, ammeter, air gauges, Sanders and other control apparatus within immediate reach of the
engineer.

together by couplers between the two freight units, so that
current may be obtained from either one or two collectors.
The air brakes are the combined straight and automatic type;

and the compressor

is

of the CP-26, 600 volt type, having a

ft. of air per minute when pumpRadiating pipes
ing against a tank pressure of 135 pounds.
reducing
the temperathe
for
provided
on
the
roof
of
cab
are
ture of the compressed air before it reaches the high-pressure

piston displacement of 100 cu.

cylinder.

For operating the control equipment and air compressor and
for lighting the locomotive and cars, 600 volt current is supplied from the 2,400/600 volt dynamotor installed on each locomotive. This machine is similar in construction to the 1,200/
600 volt dynamotor installed on each locomotive. This machine
is similar in construction to the 1,200/600 volt dynamotor, having two distinct sets of armature coils wound on the same core

which are located in
mounted
in two banks runthe central portion of the cab, are
ning lengthwise of the compartment and are conveniently arranged for cleaning, inspection and repair. All apparatus and
circuits carrying 2,400 volts thoroughly protected from acci-

The contactors, reverser and

i?S v CAt'TC* BvS

rheostats,

Z'WOi'JCSjS

r

To

Sett
1,

ASC

dental contact.

The motors are of the GE-229-A commutating pole type,
This
for 1,200 volts and insulated for 2,400 volts.
motor was designed for locomotive service and is provided with
forced ventilation.
The method of ventilation is similar to
the well-known ventilated motors, but the volume of air circulated is increased by the use of an auxiliary blower mounted
on an .extension of the dynamotor shaft. The gear reduction
on the freight locomotive is 4.84 and on the passenger locomoThe double unit, 160-ton locomotive is capable of
tive 3.2.

<6i

wound

SH
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and brought out to a commutator at each end. One of these
windings is designed for 1,S00 volts and the other for 600 volts,
the two commutators being connected in series across the 2,400
volt circuit. The load current is taken from the 600 volt com-

apparatus for the electrification of this road was furCompany of Schenectady, N. Y.

nished by the General Electric

PYROMETER FOR SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES.
The Locomotive Superheater

mutator.

The mechanical load furnished by the direct connected blower supplies sufficient current in the series field windings to provide for the necessary excitation, so that no shunt windings
The blower which supplies ventilating air to the
motors consists of a multivane fan mounted on an extension
of the dynamotor shaft. It has a capacity of 7,200 cu. ft. per

are required.

minute at four inches pressure.
LOCOMOTIVE DATA.

The principal data and dimensions applying

to the locomo-

tives are the following:

inside of knuckles

37

ft.

cab
over cab
with trolley down
Width over all
Total wheel base
Eigid wheel base

31

ft.

12
15
10

ft.

26

ft.

Length
Length
Height
Height

All

March, 1914

over

Track gauge
Total weight

4

in.

ft.

10

in.

ft.

6

in.

8 ft.

8

in.

4

8%

in.

ft.

160,000 lbs.
40,000 lbs.

"Weight per axle

46 in.
Wheels, steel tired
6x13 in.
Journals
87 teeth
Gears, forged rims, freight locomotives
80 teeth
Gears, forged rims, passenger locomotives
18 teeth
Pinions, forged, freight locomotives
25 teeth
Pinions, forged, passenger locomotives
48,000 lbs.
Tractive effort at 30 per cent coefficient
30,000 lbs.
Tractive effort at one hour rating
25,000 lbs.
Tractive effort at continuous rating
The locomotives have been maintained by the regular shop
force with the assistance of one man experienced in electrical

Co. has issued a bulletin describing a pyrometer developed tor use with superheater loco-

A

book of instructions for the use of those installing
and operating the pyrometers has also been printed and distributed.
Both bulletin and instruction book are copyrighted
by the Superheater Co. An extract of the bulletin appears by
motives.

permission, below:

Recognizing the need of an indicator whereby the engineer
could, at all times, be informed as to the temperature of the steam
in the steam chest attempts were made to find a suitable pyrometer for this purpose. Several instruments of both the pressure and
electrical types were tested and found to be unsuited to the
severe conditions under which they would have to operate. In
order to get a satisfactory instrument for this purpose it was
necessary to develop one that would meet the requirements

by the service in which it must operate.
The conditions to be met with were those of excessive vibration, varying temperatures and atmospheric conditions, as well
as the rough handling to which devices on locomotives are subject.
To meet these conditions required a delicacy of adjustment and freedom of operation, combined with increased sizes
of parts and durability of construction.
The instrument which has been produced and found satisfactory is of the electrical type, consisting of thermo couples,
constructed and arranged in accordance with the Bristol sysestablished

tem; the cold end located in the boiler, in the saturated steam,
and the hot end in the steam chest, directly in the flow of the
superheated steam, electrically connected to an indicator of the
millivolt meter type, located on the gauge bracket in the cab.
The ends of the couples are so located that a variation of

apparatus.

LIGHTING THE PASSENGER COACHES.

Standard 600 volt lighting fixtures will be used on the cars,
and each passenger and baggage coach will be wired for five
groups of five lamps in series. The lights in each car will be
controlled by a suitable master switch and fuse with snap
Thirty-six watt railway
switches in the individual circuits.
type Mazda lamps are used, giving about 26 c.p. at 110 volts
Lighting current will be taken from a 600 volt
per lamp.
train line bus, which is connected to the dynamotor on the
locomotives.

ELECTRIC HOT AIR SYSTEM.
All of the passenger and baggage cars now used between
Butte and Anaconda will be heated as well as lighted by elecThe cars
tricity as soon as the equipment can be installed.
will be heated from a single heating unit installed underneath
the car floor and supplied from a 2,400 volt bus connected
This unit
directly to the 2,400 volt bus on the locomotive.
will have a maximum capacity of 25 kw., and will be used to
heat the air which is distributed to different parts of the car
by means of a small motor driven blower. Cool air will be
drawn into the insulated case enclosing the heating units from
some point on the roof of the car. After passing over the
heating coils the air will be carried through ducts under the
floor of the car to radiators placed between alternate seats.
The blower has a capacity of from 500 to 1.000 cu. ft. of air
per minute, and the motor is connected in series with the heat-

ing units.

In order to increase the range of the heating equipment to
meet the requirements of varying temperatures, provision is
made for connecting the coils to give a total consumption of
The temperature of the car is regulated
10, 15, 17.5, or 25 kw.
at all times

by

a thermostat.

Showing Construction

of

Electro-Thermo Couple and Fitting.

—
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the outside temperatures has practically no effect upon them.
The cold end of the couple, placed in the boiler, in the saturated steam, is subject to x>nly the slight variation in temperature due to the variation of the steam pressure, which does not
<vary more than a few pounds when the locomotive is in operation. The hot end of the couple, placed in the steam chest, in
the flow of superheated steam, is subjected to a range of temperatures from that of saturated steam to about 650 degrees.
The difference in electromotive force generated by the hot and
•cold ends of the couples is read directly in degrees Fahrenheit

on

the dial in the cab.

119

there is, of course, no superheat being
obtained, and the indicating hand of the pyrometer instrument
in the cab is located at the left hand side of the dial, reading

the

throttle

closed,

between 350 and 390 degrees, assuming that the boiler pressure
carried is 200 pounds or less.
As the throttle is opened and the engine starts to work,
steam from the boiler passes through the superheater pipes and
the

As the engine

superheating process begins.

pointer will

move from

left to right

on the

scale,

starts,

the

showing an

increased temperature in the steam chest and as the engine is
worked harder the superheat added to the steam increases

under average conditions, the indicator registers between

The thermo couples are properly protected against damage
and deterioration by suitable fittings of bronze and cast iron,
which are screwed into the steam chest and the boiler shell.
They are carefully insulated from contact with the boiler shell
or the steam chest and are suitably packed to prevent the
leakage of steam around them. These fittings are made in such
a manner as to completely protect the connection of the electrical leads to the couples, at the same time providing easy

not being operated to produce the
best results or that it has not received the proper attention at
the roundhouse, and some of the following conditions may be
looked for:
First
That the water in the boiler is being carried so high

access for maintenance.

that priming

until,

600 and 650 degrees.
If the pyrometer fails to operate in this

that either the locomotive

manner

it

shows

is

—

is

The superheater, under

taking place.

this con-
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Showing Location

I

of

prevail in a locomotive cab.
in a dura-

ble cast iron case, so constructed as to be absolutely dust and
water proof, built to withstand the severe conditions of locomotive service. The covers of the case and the connection box
are held in place by screws, which are so arranged with a sealing wire that they cannot be removed without breaking the
seal.

The electrical pyrometer or temperature indicator, as applied
to superheater locomotives, is a device which indicates the
actual temperature of the steam in the steam chest. Its purpose is to assist engineers and firemen in obtaining the highest
•degree of 'efficiency in the operation of superheater locomotives.

a superheater locomotive

is

I

\

\

Pyrometer Parts on Locomotive.

The electrical lead and extension between the couples and
the instrument are designed to provide flexibility and the least
amount of deterioration resulting from handling and bending.
They are insulated with an especially prepared composition,
which is affected by neither moisture nor temperature, and they
are finally enclosed within a flexible bronze armor which prevents them from being bruised by substances falling on them.
The instrument itself is of the milli-volt meter, double-jeweled Weston type, the movement having been very carefully
designed from a standpoint of accuracy and lightness, in order
that it may be depended upon to register accurately the extremely low electromotive force, generated by the thermo couples.
At the same time its construction is substantial enough
to withstand the vibration and the temperature conditions to
which it is subjected. The dial of instrument is graduated to
read directly in degrees Fahrenheit, and has a range of from
250 degrees to 750 degrees. The pointer and graduations are
•carefully selected with the purpose in view of making them
distinctly visible at all times, under the light conditions that
The working parts of the instrument are enclosed
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standing ot drifting with

dition, is being used to evaporate the water and the heat which
should be superheating the steam is being used for this purpose, a condition which will result in reducing the final tem-

perature of the steam.

—

Second The fire may not be in proper condition, due to
heavy firing, or occurrence of holes in the fire, which, in either
case, results in a reduction of the firebox temperature and consequently the final temperature of the steam.
Third A portion or all of the superheater flues

—
Fourth—There

may be

stopped up.

may

be leaks in the front end, which interfere with the drafting of the locomotive, preventing the free
passage of the gases through the large flues containing the
superheater units, thus resulting in a drop in the final temperature of the superheated steam.
Fifth Failure of the damper to operate properly, which interferes with the circulation of the gases through the flues and

—

results in a reduction of the superheat.

When the pyrometer reading does not show the proper temperature of superheated steam, the engine crew can immediately adjust the height of the water, the condition of the fire,
and inspect the operation of the damper. If the indicator still
fails to show the proper amount of superheat, the condition
should be reported at the terminal at the end of the run.
The roundhouse forces may then investigate the condition

may be

j

'

of

the flues and inspect the front end for steam leaks that may
occur there, as well as for the proper operation of the damper,

correcting any irregularities that

i

found.

The March meeting and annual dinner of the Central Railway
Club was held at the Statler Hotel, corner of Swan and Washington streets, Buffalo, N. Y., on Thursday, March 12, 1914.
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SAFETY EXHIBIT CAR,

N. Y. C. LINES.

The "Safety Exhibit Car" which has been ptit in service by
Xew York Central Lines, is the first
car of its kind to be put in use on any railroad.
The car was
first opened at Grand Central Terminal on July 30, 1913, and is
the safety department of the

one of the features of a systematic plan of educating employes
along the lines of safety that is being conducted by this railroad.

The car is being taken over all of the New York Central Lines,
and was equipped and put in commission primarily as an instruction car for the purpose of inculcating the doctrine of "Safety
First" in the minds of the employes. The car, however, contains
an exhibit that is interesting to the public.

The

interior of the car is finished in white enamel.

sides of the car

is a shelf about three feet

from the

Along both
floor finished

mahogany, which contains models of every kind of machine
The company requires
used in the many shops on the system.
all machines to be properly guarded so as to prevent workmen
becoming caught in the various parts and injured. These models
show the proper manner of applying these guards. The models
of machines are perfect in detail and show at a glance how to
make the machines safe.
in

Along the

side walls of the car above the models are several

rows of pictures, some of them showing machine guards, and
various safety appliances.
These pictures are neatly framed and
form an interesting and instructive feature of the exhibit. On
one side of the car the picture space is devoted entirely to
unsafe practices, and there are about two hundred photographs
which explain graphically the common practices of railroad employes that cause accidents resulting in injuries to themselves

and

others.

Alongside of

a

picture

showing the improper or

unsafe way of doing a certain kind of work, is another picture
Employes will be taken
showing the safe and proper way.

Safety Exhibit Car,

March, 1914

through this car by an attendant and instructed in the matter of
safeguarding, not only themselves, but the public from injury.

One

section of the picture gallery

question and there are a

number of

is

devoted to the trespass

pictures showing

how persons
Above

risk their lives needlessly trespassing on railroad property.

these trespass pictures

is a statement calling attention to the fact
that more than ten thousand trespassers are killed and injured
annually on railroads in the United States.

At one end of the car is a stateroom and
who will accompany the car over

attendant

toilet for use of

the

the entire system of

the road.
Attached to the Exhibit Car there will be a coach
which will be used as a lecture car. This car is equipped with a
stereopticon and illustrated lectures on safety will be given to
employes at various points.

One of the exhibits shows the dangers of certain classes of
work when performed without protection for the eyes. The Julius
King Optical Company, New York, has collected information
illustrating the necessity for eye protection and the results are
surprising to those who have not investigated. The goggles manufactured by this concern are used on the Xew York Central Lines,,
and are appreciated by the men. The glass is of a quality which
does not interfere with eyesight and the frames are made in

many
The

adaptations.

Xew York

tirely to safety

reduction of

all

Central Lines have a department devoted en-

work and a systematic
classes

effort to bring about

of accidents has been

made

for

a

some

That the work is proving successful is indicated in
a statement appearing in a frame in the car, showing that on
the Xew York Central & Hudson River, and Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, two of the Xew York Central Lines, there were
thirty-five fewer employes killed on duty in the first four months
of 1913, as against the same period in 1912.

time past.

New York

Central Lines.
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REPAIRING AND APPLYING SUPERHEATER UNITS.
By

E. J.

Brewster, General Foreman,

C.

& N. N.

Ry., Chicago

Shops.

A new

element has sprung up in the repair of the locomotive

of today, consisting of the removing, repairing and applying units

and connections of the superheater, which
efficient

is

one of the most

appliances applied to a locomotive since

its

introduction.

The superheater with whicli I have had experience
Schmidt type. The removal of these units is sometimes
if

the

tubes

have

been

not

on end of units or
efficiency of superheat

at

unit

is

the

difficult

due to a formation
supports which also retards the

cleaned out,

due to retarding the passage of the hot

121

of shape I simply put them in babbitt pot and melt off shank
and pour new shape on shank. Any information in regard to these
forms and shapes ean be procured from the Locomotive Superheater Co.

In using these shapes, I use a No. 4 Little Giant air motor and
motor a wabbling motion using cargrains
borundum
Xo. 50. Do not grind joint too much, as you
will find this will grind fast.
After grinding unit joints, put on
in grinding them, give the

protecting blocks to protect joints, the same as the Superheater
Company uses in shipping outfits. Before doing this, test all units
for leaks in tubes or return bends by filling with water under
pressure.

tiani
8a, >b/tf

?'*

\>

/

—

•

I

\

\

/

/

Shape

Threads to suit

Socket

I

Use Forms land

*,f

Shape Ho.

Use Forms
I.

Forms

for

Making Shapes

After removing these units, the first operaand header joints. This is quite a proposition unless you are fixed for this work.
In order to handle this
work quickly, I have devised a set of grinding forms, male and
female, cast of any kind of metal in a form which will produce
the required form without any kind of machining.
The illustration shows forms Xos. 1, 2 and 3. Form No. 1 is
used at all times in making these shapes in connection with forms
Nos. 2 and 3.
Form No. 2 is the male form and No. 3 the
female. In-order to first make these grinding shapes, it is necessary to make the shanks as shown, in order to cast these shapes on.
These are made of wrought iron, mild steel, or brass with shank
threaded to suit any socket for air motor shank, as shown (1" 8
thread U. S. Std.). After shanks have been made, it is necessary
to make the forms, which can be made of wrought iron, mild steel,
is

^

and 3

to
to

mo/a shape I
mold shape 2.

for Grinding Superheater Unit Joints.

The next operation

gases around unit.
tion

I

Ho. 2.

to grind units

or cast iron.

After shanks and forms are completed, all that is necessary
to make shape No. 1 is to put form No. 1 on top of form No. 2
and drop No. 1 shank through hole in top of form No. 1. The
point on shank will drop into center of form No. 2, lining it up.
Then pour metal through hole in shank until it is full and the
shape is ready for use.
The same operation for shape No. 2
can be made with forms Nos. 1 and 3.
I also have gauges for trying these shapes and if they get out

is

the grinding of the unit seats on header.

First clean off and grind by using shape No.

giving the motor a wabbling motion.

1,

at the

same time

It is very necessary to get

After these seats are ground, we are
a true joint and seat.
ready to apply units. Put a little oil on seats on header with

your finger.
In putting in units, be very careful to not

bump

or

mar

joints

by striking against header. Joints must come on seats without
springing. After one row is applied, slip in bolts and tighten up
with a socket ratchet wrench with a bar 30" long. Be careful in
tightening up so as to not put excessive strain on bolt, as you
are liable to break out slot in header on tee head slot type of

header.

After

first

row

is in,

follow up in the

same manner

until

have supports and baud on units, as these
are necessary to hold unit in center of tube to allow hot gases
The most essential part of this job is to
to pass all around it.
have good true spherical joints and when this is the case you will
all

are

in.

Be

sure* to

have no trouble.

The Soo Line will move from the Illinois Central depot to the
Grand Central Terminal at Chicago on April 1, 1914.
The annual convention of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors
& Car Foremen *s Assn. will be held at Cincinnati, 0., on August
25, 26 and 27, 1914.

;

'

'
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING, C. I. &
A meeting of the executive committee of the

C. F.

ASSN.

Chief Inter-

change Inspectors" and Car Foremen's Association of America,
was held in the Karpen building at Chicago on Feb. 21, 1914.
The following officials and numbers of the executive committee were present:
F. C. Sehultse, President. C. T. I.. Chicago Car Interchange
Bureau.
F. H. Hanson. Vice-President. A. M. C. B., L. S. & Iff. S. By..

Reason:

from the

The above suggestion eliminates the word "tank"

the reason that it is just as dangerous to
handle cars containing inflammable material in packages as
it is in tank cars.
rule, for

Paragraph (e).
It is recommended that the official clearance be published in
the M. C. B. rules, for the reason that it is not feasible to place
in the hands of inspectors where they are readily available,
publications in which the official clearances are now published.

Cleveland, Ohio.

RULE

Stephen Skidmore, Secretary and Treasurer, F.

C. D., C. C. C.

L. Ry.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
F.

W.

change

Trapnell.

inspec-Tor,

Members

J. P.

W.

inter-

of the executive committee:

Terminal Railway Association,

C. D..

J.

Carney. G. C.

Michigan Central R.

I..

St.

Mich.

R., Detroit,

J. Stoil, chief interchange inspector, Toledo, Ohio.

E. R. Campbell, G. C. F., M. T. Ry.. St. Paul, Minn.
Fifty car foremen, representing the various Chicago roads,
were present and took part in the discussion.
The meeting was presided over by F. W. Trapnell. chairman
of the executive committee.
The following recommendations

for changes in the

M.

C.

rule

to the

to foreign ears, while on its

oiling,

gives to its

own

packing, adjusting of

cars.

;

RULE

RULE 9.
Fourth bracket, first line.
Change the words "make or name"

A

as

or

end of car, in their order on the right side of
car, the journal boxes and contained parts shall be known as,
BR 1, BR 2 and BL 1 and BL 2. Facing the A end of car, the
journal boxes and contained parts shall be known as, AR 1,
AR 2 and AL 1 and AL 2: the same to apply to defects upon
the body of the car; the center of the car to be the dividing
line.

TVe further recommend that a diagram be inserted in the
C. B. Rules showing the various locations on body as well as

M.

Diagram

trucks.

-

to be as

shown below:

1-

li

—

2.

-

>

to lead as follows:

cars offered in interchange

Owners must receive

1

B

must be accepted

if

in

>

safe and 'serviceable condition, the receiving road to be the
judge.

Xo.

14.

the judge.

Change second paragraph

Empty

C. B.

end.

paragraph to read as follows:
Cars having defects for which delivering company is responsible must be properly carded when interchanged.
Reason:
It is the general practice to inspect cars in the
receiving line's yard, and this is good practice for the reason
is

"M.

Change rule 14 to read as follows:
The end of car toward which the cylinder push rod travels
shall be known as B end and the opposite end shall be known

first

the receiving line

to

'

2.

Xo.

Facing the

Reason:
The words, "running repairs" is not generally
understood by the car foremen, some claiming that this simply
means that such repairs as applying wheels, draft timbers,
draw bars, etc., are meant by
running repairs.
Each railway company should give the same attention in the
way of repairs to foreign cars while on their line, as it does to
its own cars, until such time as the car gets in a wornout
unserviceable condition, as provided for in Rule Xo. 120.
Add second paragraph: Oil boxes not found repacked within
twelve months, may be repacked and charged to the car owners, car to be properly stenciled at a convenient location.
Reason: Many car owners neglect to take care of the packing in their cars, and as a result, the cars run hot and journals
are cut due to journals not receiving the proper attention.
Experience has proven that oil boxes should be repacked at
least once every twelve months.

Change

attached to the car, as per Rule 14.
Defect cards shall not be required for any damage that is so
slight that no repairs are necessary; at outlying points where
joint inspection is not in effect, the matter will be left to the
judgment of the receiving line: at the larger points where
chief interchange inspectors are employed, the decision will be
made by the chief interchange inspector as a representative of
the car owmer and the receiving line.

RULE

1.

Each railway company must give
same care as to inspection,
it

If a car has defects for which the owners are not responsible,

C. B. Association.

line, the

brakes and repairs that

recommended

B. rules were

Arbitration Committee of the M.

3.

the receiving line shall require that a defect card be securely

Chairman Executive Committee, chief
Kansas City, Mo.

Devaney, F.
Louis, Mo.
J.

March. 1914

their

own

ears,

when

offered

for repairs, at any point on their lines, also foreign ears origi-

nating with them, when offered at originating point, subject
to the provisions of these rub
Reason:
The present rules permit the receiving line to
technically object to foreign cars offered that have been away
from their line for a short period. This suggestion compels
the delivering line to take the cars back in the same general
condition as when delivered. This is necessary in order not to
delay foreign cars that are on their way home.
Change third paragraph to read as follows:
Leaking cars containing inflammable liquid must be repaired
or transferred without any unnecessary movement, or at nearest available point, with least possible risk.
-

—

home

BO

7~

>
—

C

—

!

Reason: It is found necessary, that in order to locate damage upon the body of the car, the#rule should be changed as
outlined above, and the diagram will be a guide to the interchange car inspectors.
RULE 17.

Change the

first

•Malleable iron or steel M.

C.

rule

Add

paragraph to read
B. Standards," etc.

line in the third

IS.

to the third paragraph of rule 18.

"Unless enroute home."
This will permit the cars to move home to the
Reason:
owners after October 1st. 1914.

'

'
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RULE

Change the

RULE

19.

rule

heavy

in

and

RULE

lb. ca-

capacity are not considered safe

37, 38, 39

which

to foreign cars

40.

being extended and cars kept in more serviceable condition, as
outlined in recommendation made in M. C. B. rule No. 2.

(

sills,

if

hange to read:

"Damaged

longitudiral

word

7ff* the

necessitating

82.

Eliminate the word "the" in the first line, and in. the
second line the words, "opposite," "from" and "throat,"

and substitute after the word "on," the word "either." This
on both sides owner's defect and
increase length of the chip from 1% to 1%.
Reason:
flange

is

It is felt that the present

too small, and also under

replacement

more than three sills."
Reason:
The majority of wooden center sills become defective by the bolt holes wearing oblong which is an owner's
defect.
The adding of one additional sill will make the deor splicing of

dimension of a chipped

all

conditions, all flanges

should be an owner's defect, except in case of derailment or
accident.

RULE

83.

A

gauge should be provided showing a slid
Reason: To take care of change provided
RULE

41.

figure

will include flanges chipped

will result in the life of the cars

RULE

the

This will eliminate chipped flanges as a delivering
It is felt that many flanges are chipped in' ordinary handling for which the car owner should be responsible.

These rules should be eliminated.
Reason:
The majority of defects resulting in damage as
enumerated in rules 37 to 40 inclusive, are the result of poorly
constructed and weak cars, for which the car owner is responsible and which give away in ordinary handling.
The
elimination of these rules also permits extensive repairs to be

made

after

Reason:

trains.

rules

rule

69.

"broken."

35.

1st, 1915, cars of 40,000
pacity will not be accepted in interchange."
lb.

this

line defect.

Add paragraph to this rule.
"That on and after October
Cars of 40,000

from

Eliminate

last line to read:

"Malleable, filled, or steel backed journal bearings."
Eeason: To permit the use of the filled bearings.

Reason:

123

flat

spot of 2".

in rule

No.

68.

84.

Eliminate from this rule the words "cut journals."
Reason: It is felt that cut journals are due to the carelessthe car owner, and same should be an owners defect.
It is
also noticed that defect cards in interchange are demanded by
the receiving line for journals that are slightly cut and where
the brass and other parts are in perfect condition, which can-

not be discovered in ordinary inspection in interchange.

livering line responsible for rough usage.

RULE
rule

42.

Change

Eliminate.

"Cut

As

Reason:

for rules 37 to 40 inclusive.

rule

Add

word "risk"

after

It is
47.

the present practice of returning chains,

many

chains are returned which are being settled for through joint freight agents
by advanced charges.

rule

52.

paragraph and substitute the following:
"All safety appliances when renewed or removed for repairs must be secured in accordance with Interstate Commerce
Commission requirements.
Reason: On such cars where it is necessary to remove or
renew such parts, they should be made to require with the
Interchange Commerce Commission requirements.

rule

59.

In the seventh line eliminate the words "on account of insecure fastenings" and substitute the words "unless damaged

by derailment

cr accident."
Reason: This makes car owners responsible for broken air
brake fittings unless car has been accepted or in accident.

rule
to the first

paragraph of

thoroughly obliterated.
Reason: It is found in

60.

last line,

"old dates must be

'

same

is

rule
paragraph
in

eases

80,000 capacity or
fects."

cases old dates are not being

68.

1:

of flat
over,

C.

B.

5%".

limit applies to

is

a typographical error in the

size

for 79,000 limit weight axles.

This 79,000
axle,
and the
with the 50,000 capacity
size for the wheel seat on a 50,000 caThis exceeds the size by Vs inch. The
limit weight No. 2.

rule

Add

86.

93.

the words:

"Unless otherwise designated

in

rule

94.

Change

The Equipment Register."

paragraph to read:
made on defect cards, the card must accompany
the bill as voucher for the work done, but no bill shall be
rendered for repairs that have not been made, except when
cars are taken out of service by the owner and dismantled,
in which case bill may be made against the road issuing defect
card for cost of material only. In case of ear dismantled on
intermediate line bearing a defect card, the handling line has
authority to bill the road issuing the defect card for 50% of
the value of defect card."
Reason: It is felt that the car owner is entitled to be reimbursed for loss of his car which in many instances was fit
for a number of years of service, and it is felt that he should
be entitled to bill the road responsible for damage for the cost
of material, but no labor for the reason that no labor was ex-

"For

this

repairs

pended.

many

removed resulting in confusion.
to

maximum M.
pacity axle

first

'

"Except

that there

felt

dimension compares

Reason:
That the chains in interchange are protected by
being way-billed as advanced charges by the agent. Under

Add

rule

shown of wheel seats

Eliminate.

Add

Reason:

equipped with contrifugal

dirt collectors.

Eliminate

seamy journals."
To comply with change recommended in rule 84.

journals, axles broken of having

46.

also if

rule

85.

to read:

spots

should be

of

2"

made

over on cars of
delivering line de-

or

Reason: It is felt that slid wheels of 2" on cars of 80,000
capacity or over are dangerous and should be removed.

rule

98.

Attention of the Arbitration Committee is called to the fact,
that in the operation of the present rule, there has resulted in
many usable second hand wheels being left on the hands of the
railroad companies, and it is felt that some method should be
worked out for which the railroad companies may be permitted to use the good second hand wheels. It is also suggested that a price be provided for a 33 inch cast wheel which
weigh more than 625 lbs. for the reason, that such wheels are

'

'
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now being

applied by railroad companies and a price should

by the handling

March, 1914
and

line

a representative of the

owner

or dis

be provided for same.
Attention of the Arbitration Committee is also called to the
fact 1hat it should be permissible to bill the car owner in many

interested line, whichever can be most conveniently obtained

cases for the application of the opposite wheel.

in detail, all defects found on car, and

RULE 101.

Add

an

item

after

"Brake beams No.

1

second

the

item

and brake beams Xo.

under "material"
with the proper

2"'

by the handling

If inspectors agree that

line.

home route cards

are justifiable, joint inspection shall be sent to owner showing

upon receipt of

this

information the car owner shall either furnish authority authorizing the handling line to either make repairs or destroy
car at the owners expense and allow the proper credit for
scrap.

credits.

rule

Cars that have become in a general worn out, un-

Eeason:

104.

serviceable condition, should be either rebuilt or destroyed at

Additional recommendation:
"In case of defective brake beams removed

make

is

applied, credit shall be confined to the

heads, fulcrum and truss rods on trussed

when another
beam section,

beams."

RULE
The Arbitration Committee 's attention is called to the following items in rule 107:
"Hand holds straightened on car, one or two."
"Turn buckle," insert "uncoupling lever renewed." And
truck springs one or all in the same truck
under the item
renewed"' add item "truck springs replaced one or cluster
when out of place, empty car," "one under bolster and price
for both ends of bolster.
The Arbitration Committee 's attention is called to the fact
that a price should be provided for making a double splice on

the car owners expense.
It is also felt that a uniform price should be made for the
dismantling of cars of various capacities.

RULE

121.

]l)7.

This rule should be eliminated.
Eeason: When cars cannot be handled under M. C. B. Eule
2 they should be repaired or destroyed by the handling road.

rule 121

a.

'

'

'

side sills in the center of the car; for the reason; at the present

time a single splice is made on side sills so as to renew that
part of the side sill under the side door post, and the present
charge of a double slice is made which is excessive.

rule

110.

After the second paragraph on page 75 insert the following:
"Applying center plate bolts, when one or two long draft
timbers are applied, when the bolts are removed on the opposite
timber, they should read one timber.
'

rule

"For

113.

the mutual advantage of railroad companies interested,

the settlement for a car

when damaged

or destroyed

upon a

private track shall be assumed by the railway company delivering the car upon such tracks," except in cases of cars delivered upon the owner's track."

Reason: Under the present rule, the owner of a private car
has no redress for loss of his car destroyed upon a private
track.
It is unfair to discriminate between private and railroad owned cars.

rule 115.
In the

first line

of the second paragraph

it

is

recommended

is

called to the

that the item 50,000 be changed to read 60,000.

RULE

116.

The attention of the Arbitration Committee

fact that in the settlement prices for bodies of eight wheel

Following is recommended:
"A car having a combination of defects due to ordinary
wear and tear and not account of unfair usage as provided by
these rules, shall be jointly inspected by the handling line,
and a representative of the car owner or disinterested line.
If this joint inspection shows defects are properly chargeable
to the car owner, the handling line shall be furnished with
authority to bill."

RULE 122

"

In the last paragraph eliminate the word "hairfelt.
Eeason:
It is felt that it is not practicable to have
class of material on hand at all times.

rule 124.
Additional paragraph should be inserted empowering the
Arbitration Committee to have the arbitration decisions revised from time to time so as to eliminate all obsolete decisions,
that are not consistent with the current M. C. B. Eules.
On page 98, M. C. B. return card. It is recommended the

changed to read: Eeturn card, car
from
to
and the word
"to," so that it will be understood by trainmen.
The attention of the Arbitration Committee is called to the
fact that A. E. A. Car Service Eule 15 should be changed by
omitting the first three words in the first paragraph which
read "unless otherwise agreed."
It is felt that the elimination of these three words would
result in A. R. A. Eule Xo. 15 being uniformly adopted throughout the United States and Canada, and for the further reason,
it is inconsistent to accept cars at one terminal under one rule

wording of

this card be

number

should be uniform.

rule 117.

the delivering line

Add

to this

paragraph the words:
of the cars

in accordance with Eule 120, in which case scrap credit should
be allowed for the different metals under M. C. B. rules, to

conform with circular 18."
rule

It is also

paragraph

"The

,

recommended that another addition be added

F

after

to read as follows:

initial

of closed cars

rules."

Eeason:

It is

found that under

aE. C.

B. loading rule Xo. 124

held responsible for load shifting and lack
which defects they cannot detect in ordinary inspection upon receipt from connecting line, and it is
is

felt that the originating line shall

a

paragraph as follows:
tolls

condi-

tion due to age, decay or corrosion, shall be jointly inspected

missing from the inside of baggage,
an owner's defect when found at the

mail and express cars
time of unloading."
Baggage cars
Eeason:
is

worn out

be responsible.

PASSENGER CODE OF RULES.

"Equipment and

was recommended:

car unsafe to load on account of general

'

road shall pay the cost of transfer or rearrangewhen transfer or rearrangement is due to
contents being improperly loaded according to M. C. B. loading

ment

Add
rule 120.

"A

'

of door protection,

"Except when owners authorize the destruction

The following

'

'

and be obliged to transfer them before cars will pass to the
The transferring and rearrangement of cars
next terminal.

item is less in price than it is for the fifth
item, the latter being $10.00 greater. It is felt that this is a
mistake and the second price should be reversed.
On page 86 of the same rule, it is recommended that a paragraph be inserted, allowing for additional arbitrary allowance
for cars equipped with all steel ends and all steel roofs.
Eeason:
Many cars are not being so equipped with thif
additional expense and the car owner should have attention.
steel cars, the second

this

usually

pass

in

interchange

with

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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doors locked or sealed and there
until the time of unloading.

is

no opportunity of inspection

ANNUAL CONVENTION.
A number of cities made application for the next annual
convention, and it was finally decided to hold it at Cincinnati
on August 25th, 26th and 27th.

Deems has been appointed

general foreman of the Glen-

wood shops of the Baltimore 4' Ohio at Pittsburgh. He was formerly general foreman of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at
Lima, O.
S. D. Page has been appointed general car foreman of the
Bangor 4' Aroostoclc, with office at Milo Junction, Me. He succeeds H. A. Martin.
W. H. Keller has been appointed general foreman of the Cincinnati, Hamilton $ Dayton at Lima, O., succeeding W. A. Deems.
Mr. Keller was formerly general foreman of the Baltimore &
Ohio Southern at Flora, 111.
B. Preston has been promoted to assistant superintendent of
motive power of the western lines of the Canadian Pacific with
office at Winnipeg, Man.
J. A. Moore has been appointed car foreman of the Canadian
Pacific at White Biver, Ont., vice F. Guy.
H. Osborne has been appointed assistant mechanical superinHis
tendent of the Canadian Pacific, with office at Montreal.
former title was assistant superintendent of motive power.
W. E. Woodhouse has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Canadian Pacific, Eastern Lines, with office at Montreal, Que.
Mr. Woodhouse was formerly assistant superintendent
of motive power at Winnipeg.
F. B. Pennyfather has been appointed master mechanic of
the Manitoba division of the Canadian Pacific, with office at
Winnipeg, Man., vice B. Preston.

W.

J.

Benin has been promoted

to district master mechanic of

Bock Island

of the Dehcare

4' Hudson, with office at Carbondale, Pa.
E. LeFaivre succeeds Thomas Tipton as purchasing agent
of the Denver 4' Bio Grande with office at Denver, Colo.

W.

George Gilmore has been appointed foreman of the
Toledo

4"

Cunneen has been appointed

He

succeeds

F. B. Pennefather, promoted.

Perry has been promoted

foreman of the Canadian
Mr. Perry
J. Benix.
Pacific at Sutherland, B. C, succeeding
was formerly shop foreman at Brandon, Man.
G. W. Bobertson, formerly master mechanic of the Ashland
division of the Chesapeake 4' Ohio, has been appointed master
mechanic of the Hinton division, with headquarters at HinC.

to general

W.

.

W. Va.
W. S. Butler

ton,

has been appointed master mechanic of the Hunt-

ington and Big Sandy division of the Chesapeake 4' Ohio with
headquarters at Huntington, W. Va.
Mr. Butler was formerly

master mechanic at Hinton,

W.

W. Va.

Hobson, master mechanic of the Cincinnati division of
the Chesapeake $• Ohio, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Ashland division.
His office remains at Covington, Ky,
Emil Marx succeeds G. C. Bingham as general foreman of the
Chicago # Xorthwestern at Winona, Minn.
F. Davidson lias been appointed purchasing agent of the ChiP.

cago, Indianapolis
building. Chicago.

4~

Louisville, with office at the Transportation

supervisor of locomotive opera-

N. J.
H. Evans has been appointed foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific at Bivers, Man., vice B. W. Moore, transferred.
D. W. Hay, locomotive foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific, has
been transferred from Eedditt, Ont., to Jasper, B. C.
F. Lozo, locomotive foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific, has
been transferred from Jasper, B. C, to McBride, B. C.
A. H. Mahon, locomotive foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific,
has been transferred from McBride, B. O, to Prince George, B. C.
H. Darling has been appointed locomotive foreman of the
Grand Trunk Pacific at Smithers, B. C.
H. Saunders, car foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific, has
been transferred from McBride, B. C, to Fort George, B. C.
A. K. Leighs has been appointed tar foreman of the Grand
Trunk Pacific at McBride, B. C.
Clarence Fife succeeds J. P. Cooney as locomotive foreman
of the Great Northern at Casselton, N. D.
Charles F. Barnhill succeeds the late A. B. Adams as master
mechanic of the Gulf, Colorado 4' Santa Fe with headquarters at
tion of the Erie, with office at Jersey City,

Silsbee, Tex.

Millard F. Cox has been promoted to assistant superintendent
of motive power of the Louisville 4' Nashville, with office at Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Cox was formerly mechanical engineer.
James Fahey succeeds L. M. Hunter as traveling engineer of
the

Nashville,

ville,

Chattanooga

J. F.

St.

Louis,

with

office

Hoyer has been appointed purchasing agent

Orleans Great Northern, with
son, Miss.

W.

4~

at Nash-

Tenn.

He

office

of the

New

at 505 Millsap building, Jack-

succeeds F. L. Kinsman.

B. Geiser has been appointed acting chemist and engineer

New York Central 4~ Hudson Biver, with office at
West Albany, X. Y. He succeeds B. W. Mahon.
James O'Neal, formerly general foreman, car department of
the New Orleans, Mobile 4' Chicago, has had his title changed to
tests of the

master car builder.
C. C. Elmes has been appointed assistant engineer of motive
Beading, with office at Beading, Pa.
power of the Philadelphia
Charles A. Bingaman has had his title changed to assistant
engineer of the Philadelphia 4" Beading, with office at Beading,
Pa. His former title was engineer of tests.
B. B. Basbridge has been appointed superintendent car department of the Philadelphia 4' Beading with office at Beading. Mr.
Basbridge was formerly chief car inspector.
E. D. Wilson has been promoted to general car inspector of the
Philadelphia 4~ Beading, with office at Beading, Pa.
T. E. Hessenbruch has been appointed assistant general car
inspector of the Philadelphia 4~ Beading with office at Beading, Ba.
W. E. Grove has been appointed inspector, car department, of
the Philadelphia <j- Beading with office at Beading, Pa.
E. T. Worm vn has been promoted to general foreman of the
Butland with office at Malone, N. Y., succeeding C. V. McMaster.
H. F. Holden succeeds E. T. Worman as road foreman of engines of the Butland with office at Butland, Vt.
D. C. Fitzgerald, assistant general superintendent of motive
power of the St. Louis 4" San Francisco, has resigned.
J. H. Buxton has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the San Antonio, Uvalde £ Gulf with headquarters at
,)'•

the Canadian Pacific with office at Cranbrook, B. C.

Detroit,

Ironton at Delray, Mich.
J. Coots has been appointed supervisor of locomotive operation
of the Erie, with office at Jersey City, N. J.
J.

be readily noticed.

W". A.

Wood

has been appointed road foreman of equipment of
4" Pacific with office at Pratt, Kan.
E. I. Partlow has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Cincinnati, Hamilton 4' Dayton, succeeding B. W. Brown.
H. Booth succeeds M. W. Sullivan as road foreman of engines
B. E.

th Chicago,

It is also recommended that a standard steam hose should
be adopted for the reason that it is very inconvenient to
change steam hose on passenger cars moving in interchange,
and for the further reason, that the road removing the hose
has no use for same as it is not standard to their cars, and in
many cases cars are returned by a different route and hose
cannot be utilized.
It is recommended for the convenience of inspectors and
foremen that changes in the M. C. B. rules hereafter be
printed either in italics or small capitals so that changes can
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Pleasanton, Tex.
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Lewis D. Freeman has been appointed shop engineer of the
Seaboard Air Line with office at Portsmouth, Va. Mr. Freeman
was formerly chief draftsman of the Kansas City Southern at
Pittsburg, Kan.
H. G. White has been appointed general foreman of the Southern with

office

ERS.

at Atlanta, Ga.

T. W. Heintzelman has been appointed general superintendent
of motive power of the Soutliem Pacific with headquarters at San

Francisco, vice H. J. Small, retired.
T.

W. Younger

succeeds T.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONProceedings

6x9%

Cloth,

Law

Reporting

Co., 115

This volume includes

W. Heintzelman

as superintendent

of motive power of the northern district of the Soutliem Pacific

the

of

twenty-fifth

Broadway,
all

New

convention.

annual

Published by the

inches, 612 pages, unillustrated.

York.

Price, $1.

the committee reports and discus-

sions given before the annual convention held at

D. O, on October 28-31, 1913.

Washington,

This association has some twen-

with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal.
Samuel F. Clark has been appointed purchasing agent and

ty committees covering such subjects as car service, express

general storekeeper of the Spokane, Portland

service,

quarters at Portland, Ore.

He

4'

Seattle with head-

succeeds J. F. Mahoney.

railway taxes, rates, capitalization, safety appliances,

D. C. Wilson succeeds A. J. Collett as electrical engineer of the
Union Pacific with office at Omaha, Neb.

D. C. Idler, for

many

tics,

shippers'

form

classification, rails

membership

OBITUARY.
A. B. Adams, master mechanic of the Gulf, Colorado
Fe at Silsbee, Tex., died on February 16.

grade crossings, legislation, powers of commissioners,

Sr

Santa

years master mechanic of the Vandalia,

died at Indianapolis on February 23.

national

of

claims,

the

telephones and telegraph

service,

and equipment, and valuation.

organization

railway commissioners,

is

the

composed
topics

statis-

of

uni-

As the

state

discussed

and

are

of

particular interest as giving the views of these officials on the

various questions and the book

is

well worth having for this

purpose.

mong^ I5I&nufacturen5
KNIFE GRINDER.
The need for a machine that will quickly and accurately
grind the knives of planers and jointers without the trouble of
taking the knives off the machine has for some time been recognized by users of wood-working machinery.
The time spent in removing knives and putting them back
properly adjusted is a difficult and unsatisfactory task. The
work is often done hurriedly and improperly, resulting not only
work, but inefficiency in production.
especially true of the thin, hard knives used on
modern cylindrical head planers which it is almost impossible
to grind on an automatic, and reset knives in perfect align-

in poor

This

is

ment the entire length of head.
The requirements of a knife grinder are that it must grind
true, must be adaptable to all makes and sizes of planers, must
be easily attached, and must be light enough to be easily carried from machine to machine.
In the "Quicsharp" grinder these requirements have been
combined.

This grinder is motor driven, the motor being
mounted in grinder head, and current is taken from an ordinary
lamp socket. To the saddle is attached a split nut engaging
the feed screw which lays along the top of bridge. This saddle
can be fed the length of the bridge in either direction and at
any speed desired, the bridge being supported at the ends, or
any point most convenient, by two angular brackets which are

being held in place by fixed pins located in the frame of the
These pins fit into holes in the foot of the bracket.
Adjustments having once been made for each machine, it is
only necessary when using the grinder to place it in position

planer.

on the supporting pins.
The following attachments can be furnished: Attachment for
jointing knives while running; machine for setting the knives
and back grinding; an attachment which grinds knives of
curved or irregular shape, knives being ground exactly the
same.
Among the advantages of this grinder are: A pair of knives
once put on a machine are never taken off until worn out;
harder knives can be used than is possible with the old method
of whetting knives with a file and oil stone; the knives are
always in perfect alignment with the bed and with each other,
making each knife do its share of the cutting, thus insuring
smooth and accurate work.
With cylindrical head planers, the knives are so thin and
pliable that it is very difficult to grind them on an automatic

bolted to the jointer bed, holding the grinder perfectly rigid.
The grinding wheel, which is cup-faced, can be raised or lowered

by a thumb-screw and can be set to grind the required amount
from knives, automatically feeding itself to a positive stop.

A

tension spring maintains a constant and uniform pressure
on the grinding wheel, but never too much, thus eliminating
all danger of overheating and burning the knives.

The grinder head

pivoted at the center and can be tilted
and is held in place against
a stop which gives the same angle on either side of the perpenis

to either side of the perpendicular

The

tilted head gives a concaved grind to the knives.
positive stop holds each knife in exactly the same relative
position to the wheel; therefore, each knife must be ground

dicular.

A

true to the bed.

One of the illustrations shows the "Quicsharp" grinder
attached to a Baxter D. Whitney & Son surfacer. When used
on a surfacer, the angular brackets are reversed, the brackets

'Quicsharp" Grinder on Joiner.
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The drum is,
therefore, free to rotate when necessary to unwind the rope by
pulling on it. The clutch may be left in engagement and motor
controlled at proper speed to unwind rope as the end is carried

provided

thereon for

coupling

same

to

haft.

away.

The motor

is rated on a basis of 40° C. temperature rise after
minutes
30
run with full load and is designed exclusively for
crane and hoist service.
This drag is manufactured by the Shaw Electric Crane Co.
and handled by Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

REPAIR OF PRESSURE GAUGES.
The use of gauges on railway locomotives is practically as
and the testing, maintenance and upkeep of the various gauges used on a locomotive
lias come to be quite a business in itself.
The testing department of every railway is frequently taxed beyond its capacity
for repair work, and when this occurs it is necessary to fall
back on the original maker for gauge repairs.
A consideration of the number of different gauges used and
the number of makers of each variety of gauge has suggested
old as the use of locomotives themselves,

"Quicsharp" Grinder on Surfacer.

and put them back on the machine in perfect alignment. A
With the
great deal of time is used up adjusting knives.
"Quicsharp" grinder, these knives are ground to a razor-edge
right on the machine in five to ten minutes, where it is usual
for an operator to spend one-half to three-quarters of an hour,
grinder in the
two or three times a day. With a Quicsharp
'

'

'

'

no excuse for idle machines. If a nail or gravel
stone is run into, usually, instead of having to take off the
knives and adjust a new pair, a few minutes with the grinder
will clean up the gap and work started again without any serious delay. Machines will take care of from 25 to 40 per cent
more work than with the file and oil stone method. In the
shop where the grinder was first used, four buzz planers are
now doing the work with ease, that required five before its use,
and with a reduction of one-half in the cost of knives. If one
man takes char*ge of the grinding of knives, using grinder once
a day, knives will be in better shape than the most expert
operator could keep them.
"Quicsharp" grinders are furnished by Baxter D. Whitney
& Son on Whitney surfacers and are manufactured by the
Stockbridge Machine Co., Worcester, Mass.
shop, there

is

to a student of economic maintenance the necessity of a central
western expert gauge repair establishment, and the Bogardus
Company of Chicago, Illinois, has taken up this work. Realizing that present conditions prohibit railways from carrying
excess stocks of the different styles and sizes of pressure
gauges necessary for their equipment, and that, therefore it is
imperative that repair work on these gauges should be accomplished in the shortest space of time commensurate with skilled
and accurate workmanship, and that a central location is de-

delivery to and receipt from the repair
This concern which manufacturers "Tre-foil" gauges
has established a department to exclusively handle rush repair
work for railways, which is equipped to handle the large
volume of business which will naturally follow this departure.
Establishing itself some five years ago as a gauge "specialist" rather than manufacturer, the Borgardus Company has
sirable to facilitate
station.

practically confined itself to the construction of "special" or

PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRAG.

"to order" gauges.

This necessitates maintaining an efficient

ful

of skilled mechanics and carrying in stock at all times
the essential working parts of practically every well known

repair shops, as a portable electric winch, as a stationary hoist

standard gauge.

The type of drag shown in the illustration is extremely useand admirably suited for handling cars in freight sheds or

work and kindred sendee.
of heavy cast steel sides securely

The company

for general contracting

The frame

consists

staff

con-

nected by cast and structural steel cross pieces, forming a rigid
unit.
Bottom of frames are flush for skidding and provided
with bosses for holding down bolts. Lugs are also provided
for attachment to hauling links for moving the machine to

is

thus equipped for railway gauge repair work,

regardless of the kind of gauge or the original make, as it has
constructed high grade gauges made in the electric, steam,

vacuum,

air,

It has also

hydraulic, ammonia, and other lines.

done repair work for several of the big railways

different locations. The winding drum is of cast iron, machined
with grooves to keep the hauling cable in place. The cable is

of special plow steel rope,

%"

in diameter,

19 wires to the

and a hemp core.
The drum pinion is free on the shaft and a jaw clutch

strand, 6 strands

Portable Electric Drag for Use as a Car-Puller.

is

Bogardus Standard Gauge ("Tre-foil").
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whose satisfaction with the work and confidence in the house
shown by steady repetition 01 repair work orders. Such repair work has comprised furnishing new main springs, new
movements, new •Hals, new rings, new glasses, etc.. the mending of broken parts, and the careful re-assembling and testing
of the gauges before return.
A few moments' reflection will prove to any thinking master
mechanic or superintendent of motive power that, being able
to centralize the repair of any gauges, is an efficient saving of
time, trouble. and monev.
is

Where

number of sheets are

to be cut to the same pattern,
be bolted to the work and this template followed by guiding against the top cutter.
The machine is driven by means of a two speed pulley, giving
slow speed for intricate curve cutting and high speed for
straight work.
The main drive shaft is extended and squared
on one end so that a hand crank may be used if power is not

a

may

a template

available.

This shear will reduce cutting costs fully one-half by replacing old style hand and power cutters and thus saving time and
labor in handling.

LENNOX SERPENTINE SHEAR.
The Lennox serpentine shear, a new type of machine now
being offered by Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, 111., is designed particularly for the straight and irregular cutting of
sheets and plates.
The frame is a steel casting of spiral construction designed

March. 1914

The shear

illustrated has a capacity for cutting Xo. 10

and

gauge

while other sizes having capacities of
Xo. 16 gauge,
inch and
inch material, can be furnished.
All machines are arranged for either belt and hand power or

material

lighter,

%

direct

%

motor drive.

to provide sufficient clearance for material of unlimited length

EFFICIENT STEAM-WATER HEATER.

This machine will handle not onlv straight cutting
but also in or out curves having a minimum radius only slightly
larger than the diameter of the blades. The spiral steel frame

shows a device for the purpose of heating
water by steam in contact, manufactured by the Warner-Eeiss
Sales Co.. Frisco Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. It is called the Starwal

or width.

carries

all

gearing and

is

mounted on

a substantial cast-iron

The

heater.

base.

All gears have teeth cut from solid metal and are provided

with cast-iron gear guards so the
while operating the machine.

workman

is

illustration

The quickest and most economical manner of heating water
by steam in contact, but this method is troublesome under

is

fully protected

blades, which are made of high grade tool steel, are set
approximately a horizontal plane. This gives a very large
cutter bearing on the sheet or plate and consequently there is
very little distortion in the cutting. The upper cutter is positively driven, while the lower cutter is mounted in an adjustable sleeve, so that its position may be varied to allow for
In addidifferent thickneses of material and for redressing.
tion to this, a cam is provided so that the lower blade can be
dropped enough to permit the removal of sheets without reversing the machine. The cutters have a flush fastening to the
shaft so that no nut projects to interfere with the handling of
the work and the knurled edges feed the sheet automatically
into the machine.
A tool-steel pin is provided to take up the
lower
cutter shaft.
end thrust on the

The

in

WATE3

Steam-Water Combiner.
ordinary circumstances, and frequently separate

equipment
of

is

storage

coil or

requh

The heater consists of a conical outer
which is a perforated cone, both of

shell

5%"x9%",

cast iron.

inside

The water

enters the outer shell through a 1^4" opening and forms a thin

The steam enters

wall of water around the perforated cone.

sprayed into thi*
through a similar opening and
water, heating it instantaneously to any desired temperature,
dependent upon the volume of steam admitted. The discharge
This device is said to render such
is through a l 1 ^" opening.
additional facilities unnecessary as it combines steam and
water without difficulty. The applications for the device about
roundhouses, shops, and terminals should be many.
the cone

is

ASBESTOS CAR LINING.
The Franklin Mfg.

Co..

Franklin. Pa., has developed a very

material for steel passenger and postal ears.
This insulatiou is manufactured wholly of pure asbestos. It is
made in sheets 3 ft. by (5 ft., or smaller, and in thicknesses of
efficient insulating

%

in.

One

to

%

in.

of the features of this car lining

integrate or jar off the sides of cars.
excellent non-conductor.

it will

not dis-

It is fireproof

and an

is

that

In application, ordinary car paint to

is added a small amount of iron oxide, is used.
The material has passed, with credit, many tests of stringent
nature and it is expected that it will be found satisfactory in

which

Lennox Serpentine Shear.

all

steel

car lining applications.

.

A arch.
I
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and for the past

Company

ILLiter&ture
The fiesta Machine

"M,"

entitled

until his

12 f

six years

lie

»

has been with the Curtain Supply

as western representative and western
appointment to the present position.

sales

manager,

Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued Bulletin
Pick-

Co.,

"Mesta Improved Pickling Machines."

means the removal of scale and other substances from the
surface of metals by the chemical action of acid.
The machines described are adapted for pickling objects of any shape
and are made in many sizes.
ling

*

The Terry Steam Turbine

*

*

Co. has published a description of

return flow steam turbine in Bulletin 17.

This turbine combines velocity staging and pressure staging. The steam after
expanding in the high-pressure element from boiler pressure to
a pressure slightly above the atmosphere, flows through the
its

passage to the opposite end of the turbine; whence in returning through the low-pressure element towards the high-presfurther expanded to condenser vacuum.
this feature that gives the turbine its name.
sure end,

it

is

It is

The National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has compiled a list
"National" products and published it in bulletin form for
quick and ready reference.
of

*

*

»

Stanley

Tho Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. has published an interesting booklet entitled
The Power of a Name.
It contains reproductions of full page advertisements which have recently appeared in The Saturday Evening Post and a number
'

Midgley.

'

'

'

A

other popular journals.

catalogue section on catenary
line material has also been sent out by this firm.
of

W.

D. R. Niederlander has been elected president and treasurer
Adreon Manufacturing Co., of St. Louis, Mo., succeeding

of the

the late E. L. Adreon, Jr.

way supply
the

*

*

*

Mr. Niederlander has been in the

rail-

business for the past twelve years, having organized

This company was conInland Equipment Co. in 1901.
in 190.'i with the railway supply interests of E. L.

solidated

The Northern Engineering Works, Detroit, has issued a new
crane catalog, No. 26, illustrating the electric traveling cranes,
hand-power traveling cranes, electric and pneumatic hoists,
which they manufacture. Their overhead track systems, bucket handling cranes and railway cranes are also shown. This is
a condensed catalog but contains references to various bulletins which more fully explain th^ numerous designs.

BBfe>SellBrf >Side
The Safety First Manufacturing
Avitli

offices in

rhe

Co.

has been

organized

Railway Exchange building, Chicago.

It will

handle various high-class railway specialties, besides taking over
the business of the E. D. E.

Company, of which the

late

Frank

M. Gilmore was president.

The Akmspear Manufacturing
street,

New

March

1

Co.,

447

West Fifty-third

York, will be represented in southern territory after
II. Pilson, with offices at 907 Woodward building,

by E.
Washington, D.

C

Samuel N. Pond and Ira

J.

Wilson, the former having been
& Offield, and

associated with the firm of Offield Towle, Graves

the latter having been associated with Linthicum, Belt

&

have formed a partnership for the practice of patent and trademark law. The new firm is known as Pond & Wilson and has
taken offices in the Monadnock building, Chicago.
Both Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Pond have had long experience in patent law

and

their success

is

D. R. Niederlander.

Fuller,

assured.

The Acme Supply Co., Steger building, Chicago, announces the
appointment of Stanley W. Midgley as general sales manager.
Mr. Midgley is the eldest son of J. W. Midgley, who was for
over twenty years the commissioner of the Western Freight Association, which comprised the several railroads that extended westwardly from Chicago and St. Louis. He has been in the railway
supply business for the last twelve years, beginning with the
National Car Coupler Company as general sales representative,

Adreon,

Jr.,

in the formation of

Adreon Manufacturing

Co.

The

Adreon &

Co.,

afterwards the

latter firm controls valuable pat-

ents on railway supply devices in both the mechanical

gineering departments of railways, and

also

and

en-

represents in the

Southwest prominent manufacturers of railway materials.
After long litigation the American Roll Gold Leaf Co.,
Providence, B. I., has been awarded a decision against the
W. H. Coe Mfg. Co., in its appeal of an infringement decision
previously rendered and favoring the latter concern. The suit
was brought by the W. H. Coe Mfg. Co., claiming infringement.
The defense of the American Boll Gold Leaf Co. was non-infringement.
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&

Geo. P. Nichols

Bro., Chicago, have recently received an or-

der for nine electric turntable tractors from the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

St. Louis.

This

is

said to be the largest single

The management of the
road, having ascertained the saving affected by the Nichols tractor.
made an investigation to determine at what points tractors could
be used and placed this order to supply all these points.
William D. Maixwarixg, who has been connected with the
order for turntable tractors yet placed.

Detroit plant of the Eailway Steel Spring Co., has opened a consulting business as production engineer, with offices at 866 Rock-

in

The Union Draft Gear Co. has made the following changes
its staff:
W. G. Krauser, formerly mechanical engineer, has

been promoted to assistant to vice-president. James E. Tarelton,
formerly assistant mechanical engineer, has been promoted to
assistant to vice-president.
K. Barnard, formerly chief draftsman, has been made mechanical engineer.

Edward W. Hodgkins, formerly

of the

Monarch

Steel Castings Co., of Detroit, with office at 359

Charles

John L. Randolph has been appointed eastern sales manager
of the Economy Devices Corporation, 30 Church street, New York.
The W. J. Baker Nut & Bolt Lock Washer, Co., Newport,
Ky., has succeeded the Universal Nut & Bolt Lock Co.
F. W. Davis, Jr., vice-president of the Detroit Graphite ComMich.,

has been

T. R.

Wyles, second

of that

president

elected

pany, succeeding the late A. A. Boutell, with

office at

New

com-

York.

vice-president, has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the Detroit Graphite Co., succeeding Mr. Davis.

Richmond, Va., from which point he

is

will

cover the Southern territory in

opening an

office at

the interests of that com-

pany.

The Edgar Steel Seal & Mfg.

Co. has received a contract from

the Great Northern for its car seal supply for the next five years.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co. has

from the Woods building
Commerce building at 185 Church street.
Haven, Conn.,

office

The Interstate Car

Co., Chicago,

moved its New
Chamber of

to the

and deal

in railway

The incorporators are: C. E. Fitch,
Holzman, Conrad M. Bentley, Joseph Holzman and

supplies, equipment, etc.

Chester S.

David L. Bleloch.

The Northern Insulating

Co., St. Paul, Minn.,

has received

orders for Flaxlinum insulation for 150 Illinois Central refrigera-

and 50 dining cars for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
H. E. Gifford, general sales manager of the National Electric
Specialty Company, has recently been appointed sales agent for
the Handy die stock and the Becker receding pipe threader.
W. F. Bauer has severed his connection with the United States
Light & Heating Co. to accept the position of assistant manager
of the railway department of the Edison Storage Battery Co.,
Orange, N. J. From 1903 to 1905 Mr. Bauer was chief electrician of the Missouri Pacific at St. Louis.
Later he became
sales engineer for the Electric Storage Battery Co., Chicago, and
in 1907 he took a similar position with the National Battery Co.
Soon after he became manager of the United States Light &
Heating Co. 's railway department in Chicago. Mr. Bauer will

make his headquarters in Chicago.
Wilson has resigned his position in the purchasing

continue to

partment of the Westinghouse Electric

ive

March

with

office

& Manufacturing

facturers and importers of ball bearings,

roller

Okadee Company have been moved

of the

and State

street.

of Chicago has an-

Co.

managers,

district

effect-

1208 Farmers'

at

Bank

building,

manager of the Southern

Pittsburgh, Pa.;

district,

with

office

at

1629 Chandler building, Atlanta, Ga.

The Duff Manufacturing

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has

the Peoples Gas Building, Chicago.

office in

recently appointed G.

W.

opened an

This company has

Parsons, district sales agent, with

offices

Pioneer Building at St. Paul, Minn.
The company also
announces that by mutual agreement the Fairbanks Morse Company has discontinued acting as exclusive steam railway agents
for the Duff jacks.

Adams, who recently r esigned as superintendent of
motive power of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, has been
made the Pacific coast general agent of the General Brake
Shoe & Supply Company, Chicago. He will have headquarters
at 907 Wilcox building, Portland, Ore.
A.

C.

The Chicago Car Heating Company
office

take care of

de-

Joun

Charles A. Carscadin has been elected president of the National Car Equipment Co., with offices in the Railway Exchange
building, Chicago.
George A. Woodman, formerly of the Kirby
Equipment Co., is general manager of the company.
appliance

president

Mr. Hayes has been with the
of the New York Air Brake Co.
Railway Steel-Spring Co., New York, since its organization, and
resigns to go to the New York Air Brake Co.

its

business in Canada.

Schurch has been

F.

Beam

a

Montreal, to
A. D. Bruce, of Guelph,
street,

company

at Chi-

elected vice-president of the

Damas-

Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., has
arranged with S. R. Vanderbeck, 217 ,Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., to handle the company 's complete line in Philadelphia territory.
Karl A. Heine has joined the sales department of the Chicago
Car Heating Company, Chicago, and will be connected with the

New York

office at

the Grand Central Terminal.

J. T. Wilson, president of the American Balance Valve Co.,
Jersey Shore, Pa., has left for a three months' trip to the

Pacific Coast.

OBITUARY.
William H. Boardman,
ivay

Age

Gazette, died on

He was

for

many

years president of the Bail-

February 16

at his

home

at Ridgefield,

68 years of age.

Edwin M. Hall,
ton, Mass., died

pre-

cision instruments, etc.

has recently opened

and factory at 61 Dalhousie

Ontario, formerly the purchasing agent of the
cago, has been placed in charge.

Conn.

Co. to

bearings,

W. Owston has been appointed to the railway
sales department of McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
Scott R. Hayes has been appointed assistant to the

of the Inter-

R. T. Scott, manager of the Pittsburgh district,

1:

F. H. Charbono,

accept the position of assistant general manager of the Norma
Company of America, 20-24 Vesey street, New York City, manu-

C.

offices

building, Jackson boulevard

nounced the following appointments of

cus Break

tor cars

O. P.

The Chicago
to the Lytton

branch

has been incorporated with

a capital of $100,000; to manufacture, build,

Woods, Chi-

in the

Frank Gregg, for many years with Adams & Westlake, has
made a connection with the Rostand Mfg. Co., of Milford, Conn.,
and

8.

Webb has been elected vice-president
& Lock Co., of Chicago.

I.

national Seal

The Independent Pneumatic Tool

Railway Exchange.

pany, Detroit,

with Guilford

cago, has gone into business for himself.

efeller building, Cleveland, Ohio.

H. F. Wardwell has been appointed Chicago representative

March, 1914

treasurer of the Jefferson

on Wednesday, February

POSITIONS

Union Co. Lexing-

11.

AND AGENCIES.

AGENCi" Wanted: Firm having warehouse and shipping facilwould like to handle the St. Louis agency for a good live
line, preferably paints or varnishes, or a good specialty, and
calling on the railroad trade in particular.
Address A. S. L.,
care The Railway List Co., 431 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Position Wanted: Salesman with 12 years' experience in
selling supplies and equipment desires to represent an established
concern dealing in either mechanical or engineering supplies or
ities

Can furnish the very best of references as to abibty, integrity and record of sales.
Address H. A. C, care The Railway
both.

List Co., 431 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

—
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George Westinghouse
Of

MAlERMraNic
THE RAILWAY

WILLIAM
CHAS.

S.

MYERS,

MAGRAW.

E.

is

COMPANY

ZIMMERMAN, Rug. Mgr.
M. CROWE, Mgr. Central Dist.
KENNETH L. VAN AUKEN,
DALTON RISLEY, West. Mgr.

sixty-eight short years.

in

work was that

Editor

Telephone, Harrison 4948

Address

all

editorial

BIdg., Pittsburgh,

and business communications

between two freight trains suggested to him the
need of having the brakes under control of the engine driver.

magazine

a

in

article

pany, at

told

him

of

the

use

of

com-

pressed air and the result was that his active mind finally

Pa.

to

was

active; that he

which came under his observation.

collision

An

New York

all

When

evolved the air brake.

House

Central Office:

it

Possibly one of the secrets of his

mind was unceasingly

his

always interested in

Manhattan Building, Chicago

Eastern Office: SO Church Street,
Telephone, Cortlandt 5765

all this

only a fraction of his contribution to civilization, which

A
:

are capitalized at

cannot help being amazed at what he was able to accomplish

Pres. and Treas.

L. F.

Office of Publication

name which

has left companies bearing his

seems has touched nearly every branch of engineering activity.
In the sketch of his life and activities, published elsewhere, one

WILSON, V. P. & Editorial Director
OWEN W. M1DDLETON, Editor

Vice-Pres.

C. C.
J.

LIST

America has many distinguished engineers, but
constructor and inventor Mr. Westinghouse stood alone.

"Engineer.'
as a

meaning than that of

of

full

-

$200,000,000 and give employment to 50,000 people, but

Published at the World's Greatest Railway Center
Established 1878

Published by

the honorary titles conferred upon the late George

Westinghouse, none was more

He

The World's Greatest Railway Mechanical Journal

all

one problem had been solved

he immediately sought other problems to solve and his mind

the

Com-

to posterity seems very small

Chicago.

What most men have

continued active until his death.

compared

to

given

what George West-

inghouse has given.

A
Devoted

Monthly Railway Journal

railway motive power, car equipment,
shops, machinery and supplies.
Communications on any topic suitable to our columns are solicited.
Subscription price, $2.00 a year; to foreign countries, $2.50, free of
postage.
Single copies, 20 cents.
Advertising rates given on
applicaUon to the office, by mail or in person.
In remitting, make all checks payable to The Railway List Company.
Papers should reach subscribers by the 16th of the month at the
Kindly notify us at once of any delay or failure to
latest.
receive any issue and another copy will be very gladly sent.
to the interests of

Encourage the General Foreman
The General Foremen's Association, through its
William Hall, Winona, Minn., has sent a number of

secretary,
letters to

superintendents of motive power, urging that they encourage
their general

foremen to attend the annual convention

Among

at Chicago, July 14 to 17.

to be held

other things these letters

"if the time spent at the convention would not be
deducted from their annual vacation our membership would
have been increased fifty per cent. A large number of general
state that

Entered as Second-Class Matter June
at Chicago, Illinois,

18,

Under Act

of

1895,

at the Post Office

March

3,

1879.

foremen would like to become members but they do not feel

Vol.

XXXVIII

Chicago, April, 1914

No. 4

that

in

addition

to

defraying their own expenses the time

should be deducted from their vacations."

As we have
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sion of shop problems

field

and a thorough discus-

by such an organization gives the mem-

bers valuable information which they themselves can put directly into practice
is

when they get home.

in the shop, on the job,

the cost of production.

It

The general foreman
and he can do much towards lowering

is

of course not always possible to allow

the foremen time, but those at the

ments should give these men

all

head of mechanical depart-

the encouragement they can to

attend these conventions.

Individual

Motor Drive

for

Machine Tools

For years the manufacturers of heavy machine

tools,

such as

are used in the machine bays of railway erecting shops, have

been advocating the use of individual motor drive.
efficiency for their

machines

is

the object in view and this

obtained by the fact that the machine tool
to a

maximum

Greater

may be

capacity while at the same time

its

is

operated

movements

are directed with greater facility.

The master mechanic
ever, so

much

unit as he

is

or

shop superintendent

interested in the

efficiency

in the efficiency of the

is

not,

how-

of any individual

department or the repair
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From

shop as a whole.

and

belt, drive of

the entirely mechanical, line

a few years ago

shaft

we have passed through the

stage of partial electrical or large group drive to a period of

way

trical

between, indeed in most cases this individualization will reduce

as to

make complete

individual elec-

as built

years ago are

tools

rather than increase

upon to

called

crowded quarters.

in

from motors

ever, to arrange groups to be driven

way

as to have in each group only machines

which are prac-

It is nearly as inefficient

tically all to operate simultaneously.

to operate only one

such a

in

machine in a large group as

scattered machines throughout a shop which

is

it

is

a few

entirely me-

chanically driven.

The
and

and

losses

mechanically driven shop

inefficiencies of the

which the machinery

is

divided into large groups, are particularly flagrant under con-

and light work, or under conditions

ditions of retrenchment

The intermediate con-

which drive the shop to over-capacity.
that

dition,

the period during which the shop

is,

is

working

we giving enough

group drives in their poorest

large

This

light.

due to the fact that in times of retrenchment only a part of

is

the shop forces are engaged and for only short hours.

many

times

At such

of the machines, and sometimes the majority of

the machines, are standing idle and, of course, the proportionate

amount

friction losses of line shaft bearings

whereas the machines which are

by individual motors

at practically the

machine as when the shop

is

all

same power expense per

running to capacity.

Under the conditions which allow
operation of

can be operated

machinery, line shaft bearing friction losses

are divided proportionately
this time that the

among

machines, and

is

at

mechanical drive, as mentioned above,

is

all

it

In the period of a rush of repair work

least inefficient.

we

have conditions at certain times of the day closely approaching
those resulting from short time work.

This

is

due to the fact

that over-production of one department and under-production
of another will result in the necessity of a great deal of overtime, which in turn calls for the operation nights and

of a

few machines scattered through the shop, and again

vidual motor drive prevents heavy power
It

Sundays

would seem, therefore, that there

the lay-out of a

new shop

where machinery

is

indi-

loss.

would be very excessive, and

that the cost of individual motors
it

would seem

also that during the

men

to

Are

fill

posi-

These are some of the questions which

are of the opinion that there. is a scarcity of

good mechanics and

become
there

little

is

a matter of production;

is

plenty of raw material entering your shop and but

of the finished product being turned out, something is

wrong with the manufacturing end of your
mechanics are not plentiful, something

made

men

work must be lacking on many

Turning men into mechanics

roads.
if

then the opportunity for

if this is so,

proficient in shop

If good

factory.

wrong with the

is

efforts

to produce them.

Good mechanics are well
chance for advancement

work

paid, their

steady and the

The

good as in other trades.

as

is

is

man

average boy, and the average

for that matter, will take

the path of least resistance, however, and if no inducement is

him, he will enter that line

held out to

of

activity which

appears at least to offer him some advantages.

Many

railroads have

made no

handle apprentices in

efforts to

and others have paid but scant attention to the

their shops

apprentices after once starting them

wake

It is

in.

time for these

There are some excellent apprentice systems

up.

on various railways of this country and
that the roads maintaining such

it is

a significant fact

systems are noted for the

strength of their organizations.

number of

It is our purpose to run a

on apprentice-

articles

by F. W.
Thomas, supervisor of apprentices on the Santa Fe system,
which outlines the work being done on that road. That the
ship systems

and we present

system in use on these lines

by the fact that there are
nine

in this issue an article

is

a comprehensive one

at present

is

indicated

twenty shop instructors,

and seven joint shop and school

school instructors

in-

structors devoting their efforts to the training of eight hundred

apprentice boys.

no argument against

for individual drive throughout except

is so light

Many

operation.

roads to

of the even full capacity

is

have been raised of late years by those interested in shop

to a high figure,

in operation

attention to the training of

tions in our shops?

evenly and regularly to full capacity, does not show up mechanical and

good mechanics in this country?

Is there a scarcity of

to

to a lesser extent of the shop in

engine room

Making Mechanics

always possible, how-

It is

the current which the

deliver.

not always easily adapted to individual motor drive, especially

when located

equipped with the neces-

itself is not

Shops which have been in service

Machine

drive feasible.

where the power plant

sary generating machinery, and such cases are few and far

for years are not arranged, so far as their machine tools are

concerned, in such a

ment work, would not be found excessive when compared with
the power losses and inconvenience of old methods, except

This, however, is true only

almost universal electrical drive.
of the newly laid out shops.

April, 1914

The complaint

sometimes made regarding

is

apprentice systems that the boys do not stay with the road
after completing the course

and that some other

benefit of their training.

Wherever

believe that something

wrong with the system.

is

line gets the

this is the case,

we

firmly

One of the

present period of dullness in repair shop work that the neces-

striking statements of Mr.

sity for rearrangement of machinery in old shops to reduce

had the present system of training apprentices in operation for

to a

minimum

the amount of line shafting would be an object

towards which mechanical
It is

their

officers

own motors, even
any

in the

inefficiently

split

most crowded bay, and a study

mechanically driven shop

show chance for improvement

in this

direction.

over six years, 70 per cent of
service.

seldom impossible to equip the heavier machines with

of almost

be

should work.

is

sure to

Groups can

up in such a way that only machines which are to

operate simultaneously are driven by a single motor, and the

expense of installing such motors, together with the rearrange-

Thomas'

The reason for

definite

them a

field.

the graduates are

still

They know that the

which

will

officials

in them.

course
its

is

is

them for a

of the road are

The fact that some

of the boys are dropped during the first six

make the boys feel that the
The management has shown

fit

in

made

an institution; that the road

definite training

watching them and are interested

to

having

this is that the apprentices are

to feel that they are entering

offering to

all

article is that after

months

also helps

something worth while.

wisdom

in

encouraging the
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ENGLAND LOSING BIG RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

formation of baseball clubs, bands and other organizations, for
bringing the boys together as "Santa Fe boys"
for the time being forgotten.

This

is

when work

is

of inestimable value in

promoting loyalty and making the boys contended.

When

the

boys have worked together and played together for four years,
it

not surprising that a big majority of them stick to the

is

Santa Fe.

It is

work

of this sort which builds up a competent

and loyal organization.
There are schools which boys can attend and learn to be
bookkeepers, lawyers, stenographers, doctors and what-not, but
a boy cannot go to a school and learn to be a competent mechanic,

a foreman or shop superintendent, before ever going

into a shop.

men

shop
the

in

Therefore the boys

who wish

most eases have had

to

become competent

a shop and dig out

to enter

knowledge necessary to an intelligent understanding of

their work, as best they could.

be wondered at

It is not to

that they often took what appeared to be an easier and more

The order for ten locomotives just placed in Germany by the
South-Eastern and Chatham Bailway of England raises some
very important issues. Great damage is declared to have been
inflicted recently on the British engineering industry as the
result of orders for locomotives, rolling stock, and general
equipment for Colonial railways and English-owned lines in
South America being given to Continental and American
manufacturers. Quite recently there has also been a tendency
for British railways to order their equipment abroad.
In regard to electrical plants, this is understandable enough, since
there does not exist in the United Kingdom, a single electrical
works which could handle the whole of a large electrification
contract without recourse to a foreign factory, but it is not
confined to electrical plant. Locomotive orders have also been
sent out of the country.

be of interest to give some actual particulars of eonawarded to foreign engineering concerns. The
following table, which is by no means complete, refers only to
orders for locomotives placed within the past eighteen months:
It will

tracts recently

profitable field.

The railways,
must make
those
filled

their

who wish

own mechanics; must

offer

to enter their shops, if they

with the best mechanics in the future.

system
of

as the second largest industry in the country,

is

opportunity to

want

A

their shops

good apprentice

a sound foundation for the mechanical department

any road.

CORRESPONDENCE.

—

Editor Bailway Master Mechanic
In the January issue you illustrated on page 15 a pop-valve
Will you kindly describe just how
that caused an explosion.
this was arrived at? What bent the adjusting screw in that

manner? Also kindly explain what the other two pop-valves
were doing to allow the explosion to occur. The paper is certainly a very interesting one and would be still more so if full
particulars of this pop-valve incident were described.
M.

I.

K.

[A copy of the above communication was forwarded to the
author of the paper and his reply follows. Editor.]
Editor Bailway Master Mechanic
In reply to the above will say that the other two pop-valves
were in exactly the same condition as the one shown. Attention was directed at the meeting to the condition of the adjusting screw, which had the corners twisted off and marks of a
Stillson wrench on it, showing very plainly evidence of abuse.
Views of two of these safety valves were shown at the meeting,
but as they were almost identical it was probably thought

—

—

unnecessary to publish both.

FRANK MCMANAMY,
Chief Inspector Division of Locomotive Boiler Inspection,
Interstate Commerce Commission.

THE SAFETY COMMITTEES

of the

Grand Trunk are doing

most effective work in the prevention of personal injuries, as is
clearly shown by a statement just issued by George Bradshaw,
safety engineer of that system.
From September, 1913, to
February, 1914, inclusive, there was a decrease of 46 per cent
in the number of employes killed and a decrease of 16 per cent
in the number injured, including all classes of injury, serious
or trivial, as compared with the corresponding months of 1912
and 1913. The safety movement was put into effect on the
Grand Trunk in August, 1913.
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Name

of Railway.

Buenos Aires Pacific
Buenos Aires Great Southern
Antofagasta (Chile & Bolivia)
Egyptian State
Egyptian State
Egyptian State
South Indian
Cordoba Central
Nigerian Government
Assam-Bengal (Gov. Railway)
South Indian
South African (Government)
Antofagasta
South Indian
Cordoba Central

No. of
Country to which
Locomotives.
order went.

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

20
10

10
5
5

Belgium

5

Germany
Germany
Germany

16
5

United States

8

Germany

10

Switzerland

4

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

10
8
3

28

& Chatham
10
The above orders represent a total of 157 locomotives. The
mean value of each locomotive may be placed at between
$17,500 and $20,000 (the locomotives ordered for the South
African Government Railways cost considerably more), but it

South-Eastern

probably be understating the figure to assess the average
value at $18,750 apiece. This gives a total cost of $2,943,750,
and if that be placed approximately at $3,000,000, it can be regarded as a conservative estimate. This is not only a big loss
to shareholders of British engineering firms, but a very great
loss to British labor.
The locomotive is pre-eminently one of
those manufactured articles, in making which the cost of labor
is a far more important item than that of material.
Labor
will

be responsible for as much as 75 per cent of the
But if we take it as
66% per cent to be on the safe side and this is the lowest
possible estimate it will be seen that the above orders alone
represent a loss of $2,000,000 on wages to the British working
man. And it is important to note that it is to a large extent
the very highest class of skilled labor that is affected.
In fairness it should be pointed out that when a contract
of the kind is given to a foreign maker there is sometimes a
stipulation to the effect that certain materials shall be of
British origin. For instances, there may be a proviso for the
But at best this represents no more
use of Yorkshire iron.
than about 25 per cent of the raw material used, or about a

may, in

fact,

cost of turning out the finished product.

—

—

twelfth of the cost of the finished product.
is not made in every contract.

And

the stipulation
N

The assistant general manager of the South-Eastern and
Chatham Railway, G. B. Hayne, has stated the considerations
The Northwestern Pacific will build a roundhouse and shops
at San Rafael, Cal.
The road has been granted permission to
float a $5,000,000 bond issue.

which led them, for the first time since their establishment, to
go abroad for rolling stock. To meet immediate requirements
15 four-wheeled coupled bogie locomotives had been obtained
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on loan from the Great Northern Railway, and the object in
acquiring the additional engines being to meet the summer
business, and especially that of the Continental

and boat exThe decision of the directors was not due to a
question of price, but entirely to one of delivery. The British
locomotive and rolling stock firms were so full up at present
that they could not undertake to let the company have the
engines for many months so they had to look about outside to
see whether they could secure them within a reasonable time.
The German company had undertaken to build and supply the
engines by the time they were wanted, and the railway company would not have gone outside the country at all if this
need could have been met at home. No British firm would
undertake to deliver them by the end of May as required. And
it was not either a question of the German firm being able to
build them better; quickness was the sole deciding consideraBritish firms were so full up with work that they could
tion.
not take any more. The engines would be of the same type as
press

if

traffic.

they had been built in England.

THE
By Herbert
The M.

C.

M.

C. B.

BILLING DEPARTMENT.

Corkran, Billing Instructor, Atlantic Coast Line.
B. billing department of most of the large rail-

roads is not given the proper attention it should have by the
head of the car department.
The car department is usually well organized with the exception of the billing department, which is often supplied with
clerks from various other departments.

The essential way to organize the M. C. B. billing department, in order to obtain the best results and save the company
thousands of dollars each year, is as follows:
An assistant to the head of the department, who is a practical car man and is thoroughly conversant with the M. C. B.
code of rules, with interchange work, piece work, and who
knows how to deal with organized labor.

A billing instructor, who will instruct the car clerks how to
write the repair cards and check to see that repair cards are
made

A

for all

work done

to foreign cars.

work

chief bill clerk to handle the

many

assistants as necessary.

By

in the office

with the adding attachments,

large

two

on
heavy, a saving can be made of
the billing department should be
exception of the billing machine

and with as

roads where the work

clerks.

All the clerks in

practical car

men with

the

operators.

The assistant to the head of the department with the assistance of the billing instructor should train men at the car shops
so they could be promoted to the office in case of vacancies, thus
keeping a practical man on the job and promoting from the
ranks.

By having

the billing department organized as above you can

many
men and put

catch and stop the

leaks that would be overlooked

impractical

into

by

the company's treasury thou-

sands of dollars each year.
I have made a personal study of the M. C- B. billing department and to bear out my argument that it should be well organized with practical men, I will cite a few cases of comparison

made

that I have

Two

timber 4

"A"

recently.

repair cards called for the
8 inches long

ft.

same work, namely, one draft

and eight I%"x20" draft bolts at

On one

card simply showing this information and
charge versus owners for material and seven hours labor, the
end.

billing clerk arrived at the labor

from M.

C. B. rule 107,

which

allows seven hours for one short draft timber and bolts to apply

The other card read as follows: one draft timber 4 ft.
and eight l%"x20" draft bolts at "A" end; four
draft bolts in old timber and owner's charge for material and
nine hours labor, seven hours for one draft timber and bolts to
apply same and two hours for the four draft bolts in the old
draft timber.
The difference in the two cards was two hours
at 28c an hour, which equals 56c.
Two cards were made out as follows: one release valve rod
same.

8 inches long

applied account missing, the card price being 10c; the other
card read, one release valve rod applied account missing and
one cotter key, card price 16c, making a difference in the two
cards of 6c. M. C. B. rule 59 makes a missing release valve

rod an owner's defect. On the first card the maker failed to
show the cotter key and the billing clerk priced same referring
to M. C. B. rule 101, which allows 10c for a missing release
valve rod, and priced the card accordingly.
On the second
card the maker did not omit the cotter key, as no doubt he had
been instructed that every time a cotter key was applied to a
foreign car and he failed to show same on the repair card, his

company lost 3c. The man pricing same, being a practical man
and knowing there should be a labor charge for this operation,
referred to M. C. B. rule 111, which allows 3c for applying a
release valve rod.

Two cards reading as follows: one new knuckle pin at "B"
end and card price 20c; the other card reading, one new knuckle
pin and cotter key at "B" end and priced 23c, a difference of
3c in the two cards.
Two cards reading as follows: one brake shaft applied at
"A" end account of broken and charge versus car owner for
labor and material; the other card reading one brake shaft and
cotter key applied at "A" end account broken and charge
versus owner for labor and material, plus 3c for cotter key,
a difference of 3c in the two cards.
Referring to the last two cards, it is a U. S. Safety Appliance
requirement that cotter keys be applied to knuckle pins and
brake shafts. Undoubtedly they were applied in the above
mentioned cases and the man writing the repair cards failed to
show the cotter keys and the billing clerk also failed to detect
these errors.
I have compared a good many cards showing siding and
sheathing applied, and will say that 25 per cent of the cards
failed to show any paint and nails used in making the repairs-.
Had the cards shown these items, they could have been billed

car

versus

per

owners, as follows:

paint 6c per

lb.

and

nails

3c

lb.

have also noted in these comparisons that a good many
cards show running boards repaired or refastened with nails.
The first paragraph in rule 52 reads as follows: "running
boards in bad order or insecurely fastened; bolts, rivets or
screws to be used on parts repaired."
Therefore, when a road makes repairs to a running board
and uses nails, it simply uses its own material, paying the
repair men for the work, and cannot be reimbursed by the car
owner for same because the repairs are not M. C. B. standard.
In the above cases there is a lot of room for the assistant
to the head of the car department and the billing instructor
to do some missionary work instructing the men on the repair
track how to make repairs in accordance with the M. C. B..
I

using the billing machines

is

April, 1914

rules; also in instructing the car clerks

cards, in order that their

company

how

to write the repair

will be reimbursed for all

labor and material expended according to the prices set forth

M. C. B. code of rules.
The above are a few examples of the many cases which are
termed' a leakage and can be stopped by giving the proper
attention to the M. C. B. billing department, and having it well
in the

organized.

THE CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN

traffic

department has

issued a circular on answering telephone calls, stating that

it is

desirable to have a uniform method of answering calls and
"Great Western,
asking that they be replied to as follows:
Smith talking," with an upward inflection at the end. The
circulai' states, and undoubtedly it is a fact, that it will not
only tend to increase efficiency but will increase the reputation
of the

company

for courtesy.

John R. Thompson has resigned as master mechanic of the Chicago Great Western, to take the position of senior mechanical
engineer of the central district, Interstate Commerce Commission valuation board. His headquarters are at Chicago.
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Making Mechanics on the Santa Fe
By

F.

W. Thomas, Supervisor

The writer has read the
Bail-way

Master

Meclmnic

article in the

under

January issue of the

caption

the

of Apprentices,

of

Apprentice

by John Hewitt. While agreeing with him that
there has been a growing scarcity of good mechanics in the
country, we do not agree with him that there does not seem
to be any more system in training apprentices than when he
was a boy. He evidently does not read the railway publications
regularly or else he would have been familiar with the present
advanced system of training and educating apprentices in
vogue on the New York Central Lines, the Erie, Pennsylvania,
Canadian Pacific, Southern Pacific, Santa Fe, and other roads.
Each of the above mentioned roads has a regular system for
educating and training boys who enter their shops as apprentices, and the Santa Fe, we think, has the most complete system in the country.
Efficiency,

One

At

the

present

time

there

are

'

of

the

nine

New Schoolrooms
school

instructors

twenty shop instructors, and seven joint shop and school instructors engaged in educating and training the 800 apprentice
boys on the Santa Fe, and for the benefit of ^Ir. Hewitt and
other readers of the Railway Master Median ie I am glad of
the opportunity of describing our apprentice system.

composed of two coordinate branches, one known as school instruction, and the
other as shop instruction.
The men engaged at the smaller
points having from twelve to fifteen apprentices, and who
have charge of both school and shop work, are known as joint
instructors.
At the still smaller points, having from five to
eight apprentices, we have a traveling instructor who visits
two or more places each week, spending two days at each

The Santa Fe apprentice system

is

point.

SCHOOL INSTRUCTION.
At each mechanical point on the system we have a room
in the midst of the shop buildings, but sufficiently removed
to be free of objectionable noises of the shop, this room being

As its name suggests
as the apprentice school room.
equipped with the necessary furniture, such ,as desks,

known
it

is

Santa Fe Railway System, Topeka, Kansas.
cabinets, models, drawing instruments, etc., all
being provided free by the company for the use of the apprenThe man in charge of this room is known as the
tices.
apprentice school instructor.
He must be a man both theoretically and practically educated.
In fact, practically all the
school instructors are men who have been graduated from
some technical college or university and who served an apprenticeship on this road and are, therefore, familiar with the
theoretical and practical operation of each device or part of
locomotive, car, or shop tool.
The subjects taught in the school room are mechanical and
free-hand drawing, sketching, shop arithmetic, the simpler elements of mechanics and business letter writing. A little treatise on the trade they are learning and the material used
No regin such trade is also provided for their information.
tables, chairs,

for Apprentices on the

Santa Fe.

ular text books are used, but lesson sheets

(see illustrations)

with practical problems, such as they daily come in contact
Each lesson contains
with in their trade, are given them.
some part of the shop tools, locomotive or car, the object being
to keep the boy's mind fixed on the trade he is indentured to
learn and not allow his mind to wander in foreign fields. As
stated, these lesson sheets are simple and practical and are
kept up to date, for having a printer and press of our own
we are at liberty to change these lesson sheets at any time

we

see

fit.

The apprentices are required to attend the apprentice school
two hours a day for two days a week during daylight or worksay that it does not require very
much "making," as our apprentices are always more than
anxious for the hours to arrive at which they can go into the
Each apprentice has his own drawing board, a
school room.
full set of first-class drawing instruments, scales, triangles,
ing hours.

It is needless to

and a regular place is provided in lockers for these, all
of which is furnished free by the company and the boy is
The school hours are generally
paid while attending school.
from 7:00 a. m. to 9:00 a. m., when the boy is fresh from
etc.,
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his night's rest.

Bettor results are obtained at this time than

any other part of the day.
While night school may have been profitable years ago it
was before this nervous, distracting age. A boy working in
a modern railroad shop for ten hours is practically unfit for
night work or study. There is so much to attract him these
days that we

him for

to

believe that the evening hours should be left

his

own amusement and

recreation.

While the

brightest and most energetic and ambitious boy would prob-

make

ably

these boys.

the best of a night school, we do not always have
It is the average boy with whom we must deal,

and we must make our requirements suit his condition. Six
years of day schooling with two or three yeajs of night work
in our apprentice work has proven the truthfulness of the above
asertion.

SHOP INSTRUCTION.
In the shops where the real practical work must be learned
we have found that in any of our modern shops where the
officers of the

work

class of

There

to another class of

bench,

to

floor

no

is

April, 1914

etc.),

set

just

program

work (machine

to the floor,

as soon as he masters each step.
for moving or changing the boys

Where some boy can master a
another can get away with it in 30 days.
around.

lathe
It

may

in

60

days,

require him

days to master the milling machine, while another will
require six months. It is left entirely with the shop instructor to say when the boy shall be transferred from one class
of work to another, but the shop instructor is held solely
responsible for the thorough instruction of the boy and he
must be given every class of work in his particular shop during
the four years apprenticeship.
90

Each boy

provided with a first-class set of tools used
These tools are purchased at wholesale price and sold to the apprentice on small monthly payments, each apprentice thereby being provided with a uniform
set of tools of first-class quality, and these are replaced free
is

in his particular trade.

shop are vitally concerned in the output of the

foreman and gang foreman have very little, if any,
time to devote to the apprentices and so for every twentyfive boys or less, and for each department, we have employed
a man known as the shop instructor, whose sole duties are to
teach and instruct the apprentice while learning his trade. He
shop, the

t£^j/£W

not responsible for the output of the shop or the output
of any machine, but he is there solely for the purpose of seeing that the apprentice learns quickly and is taught the most

f.T

is

*f ,f vt if

improved and modern method for each operation. He takes
the boy in hand, starts him out on some small simple machine,
first showing him the different parts of the machine, how it is

how

controlled or operated,

W

1

*>

to avoid certain things in order

may never be endangered, also
times for the safety of his fellow
moved from machine to machine, from one

that his fingers, arms, or body

on the lookout at

to be

He

workmen.
Santa

is

all

Problems, Page

Apprentice Schools

3.

39.
(a)
Add three hundred six million, four hundred thirty-four
thousand, sixty-three thousand, and five million five thousand five,
From three million three thousand three, subtract one million
(b)
six hundred seventy-eight thousand nine.

40.
If it takes 54 screws to weigh one pound, how many cases each
requiring 27 screws can be furnished from a stock of screws weighing
38 pounds?
41.

Into

how many

lots of 36

each, can 3024

lbs.

lbs.

Write out the answers to the following questions and hand to your
1.

beams?
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

A

Page 340

Instructor:

of screws

job has required the following labor: 4 men 52 hours each,
men 12 hours each, and 1 man 3 hours. What
was the total time on the job?
42.

men

Mountain Division Shop.

Apprentice Schools

be divided?

3

a

System

Fe

Santa

System

Fe

Apprentices and Instructors at

In passenger cars what kind of wood is used for siding? Buffer
Dust guards? Door frames? Corner posts?
In cabinet and furniture work, why is glue used?
What is meant by "cleaning up lumber?"
VVhy is veneering frequently used instead of solid wood?
What kind of wood warps most? Which least?
When would you use nails, and when would screws be prefer-

able?

What kind of wood when properly
mahogany? Cherry?
7.

5 hours each, 7

tation

stained,

makes the

best imi-

How would you prepare work for varnish finish?
What kind of sand paper should be used in finishing wood work
Business Cars? What kind for common work?
10.
How would you sharpen a cabinet scraper? How a plane iron?
11.
What is the result of changing the position of the cap near
8.

43.

If

the above job was divided equally

hours would each
44.

among

25

men, how many

man work?

for

Find the weight of a steel

beam,

I

18 ft. long, if it

weighs 24

pounds per foot of length.
the total weight of pipe used on a
job of piping which requires the following lengths of 3} in. pipe?
45.

At

9 lbs. per foot,

what

is

each
each
3 pieces each
2 pieces each

2 pieces
6 pieces

1
1

piece
piece

18
8

ft.

5

ft.

2

ft.

<>

ft.

14

ft.

ft.

long
long
long
long
long
long

4<V
During a recent month, a blacksmith worked 223 hours at a
rate of 34 cents per hour and received as bonus $30.59. What was the
amount of his check, one dollar being deducted for hospital fee?

At 50 lbs. per foot of
beams each 12 feet long?

47.

steel

I

48.

A number

found to weigh 27000

of these
lbs.

length,

what

is

the total weight of 675

beams were loaded pn a freight car and

How many beams

were

in

the car?

49.
An order calls for 24 steel channels, each 17 ft. long, to weigh
25 pounds for each foot of length. What would be the total weight of
the steel?

A steel rail weighing 100 pounds per yard is 30 ft. long. If
50.
weight be divided equally among 8 men, how many pounds would
each man carry?
its

9.

the cutting edge of a plane iron?
What do you mean by the set of a saw?"
12.
13
Give the correct name of each part of an iron smooth plane
VVhy is white pine used for making patterns.
14.
How is veneering made and how applied to the head lining of
15.
a car?
16.
In cabinet work, what kind of joint is the strongest and most
durable?
17.
What is the rrarket price of No. 1 grade of the following:
Oak, Yellow Pine, White Pine, Ash, Cherry, Bay Wood, Poplar, Mahog-

any?
18.
In building a set of furniture for business car in which you
use 42 pieces mahogany I"xl0"xl2\ what would the lumber cost? Suppose 23 pieces 18 inches long are destroyed. How much money has been

wasted?
19.
In all cabinet or passenger car work, why is it necessary for
the lumber to be thoroughly seasoned and dry? Why is the framing of
coaches "blocked?"
20.
What causes passenger cars to creak while moving?
21.
Which class of work do you prefer, cabinet or coach work?
22.
If you have not a mitre box, how would you lay off 45°? 30°?

60°?

How

can you prove

23.

What

is

it?

the most difficult job you have ever done?
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For the safe
of charge should any defect develop in them.
keeping of their tools they are furnished, free by the comThese boxes being
pany, a box in which to keep the tools.
made by the apprentices of the cabinet shop.
SELECTION OF APPRENTICES.
Apprentices are selected from boys living in towns and communities adjacent to the railroad and must be between the
ages of 16 and 22, with the exception of some states in which
there is a law requiring boys to be eighteen years of age
before entering a railroad shop. It is very seldom a boy over
21 is employed. We have found that the best results can be
obtained from boys 16 or 17 years of age. They are much
easier handled, more easily taught and can more easily adapt
themselves to the rules and regulations of their surroundings.
The boys must have a common school education, preferably
those who have finished the grammar school. Occasionally boys

He

ailment.

137

examined by the school and shop instructors

is

who endeavor to ascertain the qualifications of the boy. We
do not care much about the boy's parents so long as the boy

We have found that charabout the most useless things that can be
written.
We ask him a good many questions about himself,
his opportunities, length of time he went to public school,
why he left public school, what work, if any, he was engaged
in before applying for apprenticeship, occupation of his parents, the number in his family, where he spends his evenings,
what recreation he engages in, playmates or companions, and
often talk to him about his best girl. We endeavor to find
out from him as much as possible about himself.
This will
often govern our method of handling him in the future.
himself

strong and industrious.

is

acter letters are

trious

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION.
We attribute much of the success of our apprentice system to the fact that all instruction is individual. While the
boys go to school at certain hours in classes there probably

tion.

may

who have had meager

opportunities,

who

are bright, indus-

and energetic are employed regardless of their educaOf the applicant who has had unlimited opportunities
we require much, but where he has had few opportunities we

He

are very charitable.

examination and be free

shall

be required to pass a medical

from any organic trouble

or chronic

not be two boys in the whole class who are studying
the same question or using the same lesson sheets, as each
boy is treated as a unit. The information gathered from the
little examination upon entrance, personal characteristics, his
education and industry are all considered and carefully weighed,

governed by these conditions.
A bright, smart, energetic boy passes along as rapidly as he
learns the subjects and is not held back on account of the
The slower and plodding boy moves
slower and duller boy.
along only as he masters his subjects. Each must thoroughly
know the subject, branches or class of work before he will
be moved to another.
PROBATIONARY PERIOD.
The first six months of his apprenticeship is known as a
probationary period.
He is given every opportunity to de-

and the boy's instruction

is

Santa Fe Syst.m

Examinations

Apprentice Schools

Page 202

EXAMINATION FOR GRADUATE MACHINIST APPRENTICES.
Santa Fe Apprentice Baseball

Team

at

26

Texas.

Cleburne,

27.

Fe

Santa

28.

System
Problems Page 40.

Apprentice School

How
How

a left hand thread cut?

is

and why is it used?
Give the names of the different threads \ou have had ex-

perience

is

a double thread cut.

in cutting.

Chiefly, what class oi work

M.

is termed chuck work?
For what purpose are the circular lines found .in nearly

31

Why

2i).

all chucks?
should the threads on the spindle be kept well oiled?
32.
If you desired to face a concave semicircular surface in the
lathe and do it accurately, how would you proceed?

To machine a very irregular shaped casting in the lathe that
33
could not be conveniently chucked, how would you roeeed?
34.
How would you determine the speed of a lathe in feet per minute?
,

©HP

35.

What

3K

In

is

the most

operation ou have done en a lathe?
drive fits, press tits, etc. are you
If so. state them: if not, why?

difficult

making runuing

v

fits,

governed by any fixed rules?
37.
Explain how the lathe

in case of emergency can be readily converted into a horizontal boring mill?
38.

For what class

of.

work

is

the turret lathe especially convenient?

better to use high speed, light cut and feed, or slow speed,
heavv cut and feed? Wh\?
Main

423.
lbs.

end at

B?

is

What

On a locomotive,

324.

is

11

tbe pressure on the top of

down os

40.

In

tbe

main driving

tbe end of the driving spring at A. and

if

a weight of

lbs.

on the other

box,

13,200

T

inches and

Hi

class 900, the

are being applied to

12 inches?

What

weight applied at tbe equalizer pin

26,500

is

11.

What

42.

Why

43.
lbs.,

the haneer at eacb end of the equalizer, if dimension

will be tbe weight on

each hanger

if

X

is

11

I

inches

inches?

325

Why

326.

On a

is

it

necessary to have dimension

certain

locomotive

driving wheels are found

equalizer pin be

is

the most essential thing

X and T

in

setting up planer woik?
in

clamping down

moved

to be

carrying too much weight.

in order to relieve the

main wheels

of this excess

Fig. 13,

in

Which way

should

11

nv long a stroke would

one of the

If

the weight applied on tbe equalizer pin on a certain locomotive

where should tbe center pin bole of tbe equalizer bo

Luger C than

B.

located

in order to place

Tbe end holes on equalizer are 22i inches apact.

is

200

26,500
lbs.

rail

you use

in

be

the above case';

have?
IT.

How would you plane a (50° bevel?
What is necessary to prevent the tool from dragging on

cut?
lbs.,

more on

it

adjusting screws were bent, what effect would

the

Why?

weight?

you were planning a piece of work 24 inches long, would

If

on equalizer of different lengths?

having spring rigging arranged as sbown

If

14.

4*
427.

the

ground different from lathe

should one use as short a bolt^ a^ possible

4").

4<>.

main

tools

correct to use a 35 inch stroke?

it

the

what respect are planer

tools?

work?

how many pounds
and T

will be

pulling

Is it

Back-Intermediate

Fig. 13.

Spring Rigging

13,000

39.

4'.t.

50.

Is a poss be to perform a radial operation on a planer?
Explain briefly how tile above is accomplished.
How would you graduate on the planer?
i

a side
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Apprentice

velop any talent

lie

may

Band

at

the Topeka Shops.

possess and he must show during that

months' period that he has the qualifications for the trade
he is indentured to learn. Every thirty days after entering
upon his apprenticeship the general foreman of the shop, department foreman, gang foreman, shop instructors and school
instructor receive a notice that the boy has served one or more
months of his apprenticeship and to pay strict attention to
him in order that they may, at the end of six months, be able
to pass on his fitness to continue his trade. It is a great deal
better that the boy should be dismissed earlier in his apprenticeship rather than allowed to draw along the four years
course when he is unfitted for the trade he is endeavoring
six

to

April, 1914

and goes six months without any further
is removed and he is given a clean
slate.
We have found this to be the most fruitful and beneficial method of disciplining apprentices of any scheme we
have tried. Our apprentice agreement, or contract we make
with the boy when we employ him as an apprentice, stipulates that we will give him an opportunity to learn his trade
and our regulations stipulate he shall work ten hours a day regardless of the number of hours worked by other shop employees,
strictly to business

discipline,

Santa

Fe

penalty

the

System

Apprentice Schools

No.

255

learn.

APPRENTICE BOARD.
Make free-hand

In each shop we have what is known as the apprentice
board, a committee composed of the general foreman, department foreman, gang foreman, pit foreman, shop and school
instructors. The duty of this board is to pass on all questions
in reference to the apprentices.
They pass on a boy's fitness
at the expiration of his probationary period, pass on all applications for transfer from one shop to another, or from one
trade to another.
They recommend what discipline, if any,
is to be administered to the boy for any infraction of the
rules and regulations.
This board is a live, active body, anxious to deal out real justice to the apprentice.
Each has the
same authority and each shows the same spirit or willingness
to give the boy the best chance or opportunity posible.
The
personal prejudice of one man or one member of the board
cuts very little figure.
But they are anxious that each boy,
however poor and friendless, may be given full justice. Any
apprentice in the shop has a perfect right to apply to the
board at any time that he deems another official has treated

him

sketch, tfive correct name. >tate where and for
U is made, and cost of each article.

what i>urpo>e used, material of which

46

41

-;in

47

4-e

M'U'l'UH

43

48

44

4-9

unfairly.

DISCIPLINE.

A

modified form of the Brown system of discipline is used
for the punishment of apprentices.
They are no longer sus-

.u

ILZDi

pended and sent home for any infraction of the rules and
regulations but are penalized on their agreement.
If a boy
work, spoils a piece of work through carelessness,
without permission, instead of being sent home,
as is usually done in most shops, he is simply penalized on
his agreement the number of days he would have ben sent
This, of course, lengthens out his apprenticeship all
home.
the way from five to fifty hours for each offense. But if the
boy, after being penalized, pulls himself together and attends
is late

or

lays

u.

1

i

1

I

at

off

45
1

,.

—

,

t

'

,

+

.,

n

50
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with the exception that thej- may work the apprentices one
Of course, if the shops should close for
half day Saturday.
the entire day the apprentices will not work, nor will they
be paid. While other employees may be put on short time in
the shops the apprentices are required to work the regular

P'rsonal Characteristics of

Walker, George

Very Good
Education

Experience

Morality

S

Tact
Resource
Reliance
Foresight

>/

Appearance

..

^

Memory
Energy
Industry

_

Initiative

,

Persistence
\S

Assertiveness

_

Discipline

S

Promptness

vS

_

Accuracy

^

Personality

Loyalty

and the boys are

>/

Executive ability.

ball,

Shop work

are played in their regular season.

School work

Contests with apprentice teams from other points are regular

Popularity with authorities...

The apprentices at three of the larger places have
regular brass bands, from 23 to 40 pieces each, also orchestra
and glee clubs.
features.

Popularity with associates
Ls

GRADUATES.

he making good?

^Ay^S^fc

Date.

DeC,. J!, .1913

Upon graduating

or completing his apprenticeship the apgiven a handsome diploma showing that he has
served an apprenticeship in the shops of this company and
that he has become a competent and skilled mechanic, this
diploma being signed by the master mechanic, supervisor of
apprentices and the assistant vice-president, who is the chief
mechanical officer of the system.
In addition to this he is
given a draft for $135.00 as a reward for faithful and diligent application during his four-year apprenticeship.

prentice

full

and complete record

is

kept of the apprentice during

The supervisor of apprentices
knows the last day of the previous month the number of
drawings he has made in the school room, the number of
his

Apprenti/e Instructor.

is

RECORDS.

A

Poor

...

Temperance

ATHLETICS.

Base

Medium

Honesty

have selected any other work that is better suited to
him.
In other words, we endeavor to make him happy and
contented in his work. The influence of our apprentice schools in
the treatment of the boys has shown in the general deportment
and action of the other employees in the shop. It is a common
saying on the Santa Fe that wherever a Fred Harvey House
is built it improves the whole moral tone of the town and it
can be truthfully said that wherever an apprentice school has
been established on the Santa Fe Eailway it has improved the
whole moral tone of the shops.

The company provides an athletic field
encouraged to engage in the various contests.

Good

...

Special knowledge

No

not

etc.,

9131 hrs

(Please fill out personally, without assistance or knowledge of any other
person, indicating with check mark in column. Mail direct to Supervisor of Apprentices, Topeka.)

one is allowed
to abuse or mistreat a boy and no one is allowed to curse
or swear at a boy. He is not used as a matter of convenience
nor in any sense as a helper in the shop. He is taught from
the very beginning that the trade he is indentured to learn
is the very best possible occupation for him, that he could

foot ball, basket ball,

Boiler Maker Apprentice

R.

La Junta t Colorado

ten hours each day.
The general treatment of the apprentice boys on the Santa
Fe is a wholesome one and is a mixture of parental and miliWe want them to have the very best time
tary treatment.
possible while serving their apprenticeship.

139

four-year

apprenticeship.

problems he has made, other lessons he has learned, and what
work he has done in the shops. He may do a dozen different
jobs during the month but each is recorded, also the number
of hours he is absent from work for all causes, and four times
during his apprenticeship the shop and school instructors are
required to fill out a blank showing his personal characteristics, this blank having 28 subjects which the instructors
must grade him on as being "very good," "good," "medium"

and

'
'

poor.

'
'

They

also advise the supervisor of apprentices

at the completion of his apprenticeship if the

shown any
he

is

young man has
whether
Such names as

qualification for leadership, in other words,

material for the making of a foreman.

have the above qualification for leadership are sent to the
mechanical officers and when any need a foreman these young
men are given the preference. The apprentice, after graduat-24-

T

'i\
n>

1
i

DRAW VIEW HERE
SANTA FE
TOOL POST SLIDE
lower row: M. J. Drury, Supt. Shops, Topeka; on his
right, C. W. Cross, Supt. Apprentices, New York Central Lines,
and on his left, F. W. Thomas, Supt. Apprentices, Santa Fe System.
All others, apprentice instructors Santa Fe System.

NAME

Center,

DATE
Simple Drawing Lesson.

NO. 36
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We still keep a watchhim and continue to assist and direct him •when in
need of help. We keep a record of him if he is transferred
to another shop on the system, and even if he leaves the
We know where they
service we still keep track of him.
all are today, know what they are doing, even the wages they

kept in his

ing, is not forgotten or turned loose.

tice is

ful eye on

are approved

are

receiving.

Seventy-five per cent

of

all

the

apprentices

April, 1914

and

office

by him.

A

all

indentures for apprenticeship

and regulations governing the apprentices are published by the supervisor of apprentices and approved by the assistant vice-president and these
rules are applicable to all apprentices.
In addition to his
office

set of rules

force all of the large points have one or more school
who are appointed by the supervisor of appren-

instructors,

-7L"-

Ciu1iftratenr;\ppiTn lia^ hi P
SpJUrliisim.fnjiiAa

& Santa Jhd\mlhtai^u*iun

rr/////s /////ft////.,//////?/////s//f////r

/> rrt{//r////l>

S»rumt ccn{{j r&y<^ 1Kttf unftj/?/f

StPlHINTE>Tn:vr sropm

sm-KKVISOH Of Afl'UKVTn

K-,

a^sista:
WKIITTAVT TO VICE t'KKMIIJXNr

Certificate

or graduates

who have

left our service have,

Given to Santa

within six months,

applied for re-instatement.

ORGANIZATION.
The organization of the apprentice department on the Santa
Fe consists of the supervisor of apprentices who has charge
of all matters relating to the apprentices and he reports to
the assistant vice-president in charge of mechanical operation.
He has a central office wherein all lesson sheets, problems, etc.,
are made and sent out.
A complete record of each appren-

Fe Apprentices.
tices,

sflop

and each shop has an instructor for every 25 boys, the
by the local shop authorities

instructors being selected

with the approval of the supervisor of apprentices. The senior
shop officials are the employing officers, employing all the
apprentices in the shops, but these must be examined by the
shop and school instructors.

RESULTS
The apprenticeship system on the Santa Fe has proven its
efficiency from the very beginning, due primarily to the fact
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has the earnest personal and official backing of all
the officers of the companry from the president down.
In a
short while the schools became the pride of the local shop,

structor paying for both from his own pocket and opened a
night school for the apprentices in his charge. It must be a
pleasure to him in knowing that more than half of these boys

officials and visitors are generally shown the apprentice school
by the master mechanic with a great deal of pride and pleasure.
The present apprentice system has become a fixture in our
shops and is considered as much a fixture in the shop as the
power house or tool room. If the shop instructor is absent
for any cause for more than a day we generally hear a howl
from the shop foreman as to "when is that instructor coming
back." There has never been the least friction as to conflicting authority between the foreman and instructor.
They
have always worked most harmoniously, the one helping the
other.
In the absence of the foreman for a day or more the

have filled official positions on this road, this being evidence
that his efforts were appreciated, and further that his efforts
were a success is evidenced from the fact that today there

that

it

instructor

generally runs

instructor

the foreman

the

shop.

In

the

absence of the

his power to assist and
The apprentice system on the Santa

does

instruct the apprentices.

all

in

Fe has never been considered as a matter of convenience but
has always been treated as a recruiting system for filling the
shops with men of our own making and training. While the
system has been more than sustaining from the very beginning,
this fact alone was never considered.

over 800 apprentices on the Santa Fe System who are
being trained by 36 instructors.
[Mr. Thomas will be glad to furnish, through our columns,
any further detailed information desired by any of our readers.
are

—Editor.]

JONES WASTE CLEANER.
By

Isaac Jones, Chf. Inspector, Colo. & Sn. Ry.
About three years ago on our road new packing was used to
repack all journal boxes, the old dirty waste being generally
picked up by the roundhouse men and used to light fires in

We ran out of new waste with which to make
packing on one occasion and I put one of the men to shaking
the dirt out of the old packing, resaturating it and using it
over again. At this time the cost per 1,000 miles for freight
car lubrication was 15 cents. I noticed that we were making
considerable saving by using the old packing, and so I built
;i
and put into operation a machine for cleaning the packing, first
applying for a patent on the process, which was allowed.
locomotives.

^M

•Tff*

4

W%

*|

^rH

'

m

Jones Waste Cleaner.

In the photographic illustration the machine
out
Set of Tools for

Woodworking Apprentices.

who will have full and complete
management of the scheme. Also that
work must be made entirely practical and free from

as head of the system

authority and general
the school

college frills

a most

and that a

full corps of

shop instructors will be

fruitful branch of the system, that the whole

shall be considered

scheme

one of recruiting rather than one of con-

venience.

Seventeen years ago one of our mechanical department ofwho was then master mechanic, realizing the disadvantages and drawbacks of mechanics who were not familiar
with mechanical drawing and not haA'ing the opportunity himself as a boy while serving his apprenticeship, determined that
the apprentices under his jurisdiction should not be so handicapped.
He engaged a room and employed a competent inficers,

sheet iron hood.

is

shown with-

Fig. 4 in the illustration indicates the

perforated cylinder in which the waste

During the six and one-half years that our present system
has been in operation 70 per cent of all the graduates are
still in service and 93 per cent of all the boys graduated during the year 1913 are in service. About 12 per cent of the
graduates have been given some official position.
A great
majority of these have more than made good.
Those interested in the modern method of educating and
training apprentices or considering inaugurating such a system will do well to consider that it is necessary to have one

man

its

revolved in cleaning; Fig. 2 indicates the perforated steam pipes through which
steam is forced at 80 lbs. pressure. The perforations in the
is

pipes are ^-inch in diameter, are spaced in 6-inches apart and
are staggered so as to blow in all directions inside the cylinder.

shows the same piping as Fig. 2, entrance being made by
means of brass stuffing boxes through each end of the cylinder.
The bottom frame is enclosed with sheet iron and there is a
sheet iron pan placed under the machine to catch the dirt. We
have organized the Cheyenne Railway Supply Co., Cheyenne,
Wyo., to place the machines on the market. All machines to
be built in the future will have frames of 1 '4 -inch pipe instead
of wood and will be equipped to run by means of a small fricThe machine shown in the illustration
tion pulley or crank.
Fig. 1

one placed in service.
This machine has reduced the cost of car lubrication from
We
15 cents per 1,000 miles in 1911 to 3% cents in 1913-14.
hardly ever run over 4 cents. The process takes out of the
packing all short dead strands; also all burnt waste, all gravel
and dirt without any loss of oil except what is retained in the
dirt removed. The cost is $3.00 per ton, with a loss in dirt and
burnt waste of 8 pounds per 100 pounds. We save all of the
babbitt metal, our process separating it from the packing. The
machine can be run by power or by hand and occupies a space
4x5 feet.
is

the

first

—

—

—
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A BRICK ARCH IN LOCOMOTIVE PRACTICE.
By
The brick arch

is

L. D. Royer.

a boiler accessory that has had the atten-

April, 1914

In view of the high rate of firing and the small combustion
space in a locomotive, any refinement that will increase the
combustion space or cause a more intimate mixture of the com-

of railroad men for a number of years, yet it is only
within the last few years that any decided steps have been

bustibles in the firebox will decrease the

taken towards perfecting this device so that its use could be
extended and made practicable under all conditions of locomo-

in boiler efficiency.

tion

tive operation.

We all agree that smoke escaping from the stack is a waste,
and the greater the volume of smoke the greater the loss. The
emission of black smoke is a sure indication of imperfect comIt is also a sure sign that there is some condition,
bustion.
either mechanical or human, existing that is detrimental to
combustion and the question is:
Can the emission of black
smoke from the stack of a locomotive burning bituminous coal
be prevented and how can it be done?
It must not be assumed from the above statements that the
absence of smoke is a sign of perfect combustion, as there are
invisible gases, which may escape, which have a high calorific
value, but the point I wish to bring out

smoke

is

is

a sure indication and one which

that the presence of
readily observed,

is

while with the invisble gases special apparatus and chemical

necessary to collect and determine the amount of
combustible gases which are escaping.
A great deal has been written about methods of firing, most
of them good when possible to follow them, but none of them
sufficient to approach perfect combustion in the firebox of a
analysis

is

locomotive.

Bituminous

coal,

which

is

used almost exclusively, consists

principally of fixed carbon which burns on the grate with little
or

no flame and volatile matter which

in different coals differs

matter in coal with
which we are most interested in studying combustion and the
abatement of smoke, so before going further we will discuss
briefly the volatile matter in coal as to its properties.
The bituminous coals yield volatile matter containing large
amounts of tarry vapors and hydrocarbons difficult to burn
without a considerable excess of air and a high temperature.
Visible smoke consists of solid carbon particles and solid or
liquid hydrocarbon particles or "tar vapor."' Both result from
incomplete combustion of the volatile products of the fuel. The
carbon of the smoke is not derived from free carbon in the fuel,
but is deposited by the cooling of hot dissociated hydrocarbon
gases.
Flame is a phenomenon accompanying the chemical
union of certain gases, one of which is usually oxygen; and
the incandescent particles made the flame visible. If some of
these particles in the flame are carbon formed by the dissociation of hydrocarbons, luminosity results, and if the temperature
of these particles is reduced below the point at which they
combine with oxygen, or if sufficient oxygen is not at hand
to effect the union, they fail to unite with oxygen, and pass
off as solid carbon in smoke.
When a coal produces rich volatile gases bearing large
amounts of heavy hydrocarbons, a comparatively large combustion space must be provided to allow the flame to be burned
out before striking cool surfaces; and the flame must have an
adequate supply of air at a sufficiently high temperature if it is
to be burned out in time.
— till rapidly from
Furthermore, when rich volatile product a coal at medium or low temperatures, they must be taken care
of by increased combustion space or by decreased rate of firing.
The essential requirements of smokeless combustion are therefore, three:
(1) Sufficient combustion space, (2) sufficient air
at a high temperature, and (3) sufficient thorough mingling of
greatly in character.

It is

this volatile

i

gases and

i

sumed combustibles

amount of unconwith a corresponding increase

in the stack

The locomotive firebox is always found to be as small as the
grate propertions will permit.
The only thing that can be done in the way of improvements
for this type of furnace is to install a brick arch which divides
the furnace into two compartments, a furnace chamber and
a small combustion chamber, taken from the furnace chamber
space.

The brick arch accomplishes a great deal considering the
conditions.
The flame travel is greatly increased,
resulting in a better mixing of gas and air. The temperature
is greatly increased as proven by authentic tests.
The brick arch adds to the firebox capacity and the fireman's
capacity on account of the fact that more complete combustion
limiting

forces the coal to yield a higher percentage of its total heat
units.

The brick arch saves coal because of the better combustion
and because of the baffling and retaining effect on the gases
and on the light combustible matter which without the arch
would be drawn through the flues in the form of sparks or
partly consumed combustible gases.
The brick arch abates the smoke and cinder nuisance on
account of the more thorough combustion due (1) to the better
mingling of the gases and oxygen of the air drawn into the furnace chamber and (2) due to the fact that the longer flame
travel gives more time for combustion to be completed before
the gases pass into the flues.
The brick arch affords protection to the flues. This statement
can be verified by inquiring of almost anyone responsible for
the upkeep of flues who has had opportunity to observe the
difference in this respect between engines equipped with an
arch and those not so equipped. Pere Marquette Magazine.

A MIX
The mess made by some car
repair shops at Denver, Colo.,

UP.

letterers

when one

and numberers in the
set of numbers were

placed on one side of a car and another entirely different set
on the other side of the car may easily be imagined.
Conductors found that they had an extra car in their trains.
Tracers could not find the missing car. Finally some freight
conductor who had drawn the "hoodoo car" thought to investiThe mistake had gone undegate and discovered the error.
tected for nearly eighteen months and had caused inestimable
trouble to the operating and traffic departments.
Railway Record.

RAILROAD PHONETIC SPELLING.
Albert Kern, of the Western Union Telegraph Company,

tells

this one:

Some years ago I was agent at a small station in Texas
through which the International & Great Northern Railroad ran.
One day a typical backwoodsman was standing on the station
platform intently watching, perhaps for the first time in his
On the tender
life, an engine switching cars in the yards.
were the letters 'I. & G. N.,' meaning International & Great
Northern. He spelled the letters over slowly to himself and
of a way to spell engine,
That's a
then said: 'I-&-G.-N?
'

'

ain't it?'

"

Dtiston Crucible.

air.

Reduction of boiler efficiency may be due to several causes,
among them being loss of sensible heat, loss of cinders,
and loss of combustibles through the stack. That the last
named factor is of large influence it seems safe to conclude
from the general rule that high rate of firing involves increase

building permit has been issued,
employes costing $400,000.
and it is expected that work will start in the near future. The
hospital is to be located at Fifty-eighth and Stony Island

of unconsumed combustibles in the stack.

avenue.

chief

The

Illinois Central will build

A

a hospital at

Chicago for

its
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HIGH SPEED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.
Oakland, Antioch

& Eastern

Railway.

Business has increased so rapidly since the opening of the
Oakland, Antioch & Eastern that in order to cope with the
heavy through passenger traffic between San Francisco and
Sacramento it has been necessary to place in operation two
The use of electric locomotives
62-ton electric locomotives.
for hauling passenger trail cars instead of using multiple-unit
cars is a new and noteworthy departure in the electric railway
The phenomenal growth in traffic mentioned above is
field.
largely due to the opening up of new territory which has been
heretofore practically inaccessible to the Bay Cities except by
long round-about steam route.
The locomotives are of the 2-4-U articulated truck type and
each is equipped with four Westinghouse No. 308-D-7, 250 h. p.
600-1200 volt commutating pole motors and ''type HLF unit
switch control.
Each locomotive when operating at a balancing speed of
approximately 56 m. p. h. is capable of hauling "a train of five
steel passenger trail cars, weighing 37.5 tons each, on a level
tangent track with 1,100 volts direct current on the trolley.
With only three of these cars one of these locomotives under
the same track conditions is able to attain a balancing speed
of about 60 m. p. h.
The mechanical parts were built by the Baldwin Locomotive
There are two articulated trucks, each having six
Works.
wheels, four of which are drivers, making a total of eight
drivers per locomotive.
Each group of wheels consisting of
two pairs of driving wheels and one two-wheeled radial truck
has an independent frame. These two truck frames are connected together with an articulation link. The cab is mounted
on a separate frame, which is supported on the truck frames
by eight spring loaded friction plates, no drawbar pull being
transmitted through the cab.
The cab center pins carry no
weight and are used simply to maintain the position of the cab
with respect to the trucks.
The truck side frames are steel castings of the steam locomotive type, 3% inches wide, with their centers 76 inches
apart transversely. These frames have renewable wearing gibs
on the pedestals, and are designed in accordance with steam
locomotive practice, except that in the present instance it is
unnecessary to use a tempered pedestal and wedge. The twowheeled trucks under the ends of the locomotive are of the
modified Rushton type with radius bars, and are equalized with
the driven wheels. In each group of wheels the equalization
is continuous on both sides of the locomotive.
The truck frames are strongly braced transversely at each
end, and also at two intermediate points. The crossties at the
inner ends of the frames have radial faces which bear against
each other. These crossties are provided with spring buffers
placed 38 inches apart.
In negotiating curves the inside buffers are compressed, thus
tending to restore the alignment of the frames after the curve
has been transversed.
These buffers, being in contact at all
times, also help to promote steady riding when passing over
•
rough tracks.
The cab underframe is a built-up structure composed of channels, plates and angles.
The longitudinal sills are four in number and they consist of 8-inch channels which have a length
of 33 feet, 11% inches.
The width over the outside channels
is 8 feet 10 inches.
This structure is spring supported at eight
points, four on each truck frame.
The end supports are 37
inches apart transversely, and the center supporters 90 inches
apart.
Longitudinally these center supports are placed close
together as they are mounted near the ends of their respective
truck frames. With this arrangement a minimum amount of
shock is transmitted to the cab frame when the locomotive is
running, and at the same time the trucks are maintained level
under conditions of weight transfer due to the high tractive
effort exerted by the motors.
The center pins which hold the
cab frame in alignment with the trucks are 14 feet 8% inches

.

Electric

apart.

tudinal

Locomotive, O. A.

&

E.

Ry.

One of these pins is allowed a limited amount of
movement in the center plate on the cab frame.

longi-

This
order to compensate for the varying distance between
truck centers when the locomotive is traversing curves, and to
is

in

frame from buffing shocks.
hardwood floor. It is arranged for double end operation and is provided with a convenient arrangement of doors and windows. These are of such
size that all the cab equipment can be removed through them.
All walking platforms outside the cab are of rolled steel checker
plate, and the arrangement of steps and handholds conforms

relieve the cab

The cab

is

of steel plate with a

Commerce Commission.
These locomotives are equipped with headlights, pilots and
automatic couplers at each end. The couplers have radial drawbars, which are provided with centering springs.
This is an
important feature, as in service these locomotives traverse
curves of 100-ft. radius.
The equipment also includes air
sanders front and back and combined air and hand brakes on
all driving wheels.
One standard locomotive bell and two air
whistles are supplied. The driving wheels have cast iron centers with steel tires shrunk and bolted, while the truck wheels

to the requirements of the International

are of rolled steel.

The principal dimensions of these locomotives are

as

fol-

lows:

Gauge, 4 feet

Wheel
Wheel

8%

inches.

base, rigid, 7 feet 4 inches.
base, total, 31 feet.

Driving wheels, diameter outside, 42 inches.
Driving wheels, diameter center, 37 inches.
Driving journals, 5 inches by 9 inches.

Truck wheels, diameter, 30 inches.
Truck journals, 4% inches by 8 inches.

Width

overall, 10 feet.

Height to top of cab, 12 feet.
Length, center to center of coupler knuckles, 39

Weight on driving wheels, 86,000
Weight, total engine, 124,000

feet.

lbs.

lbs.

In the right-hand corners of the cab are mounted the master
engineer's brake valve and sander valves.
These
locomotives are designed for double-end operation. The reversers
or series parallel switches are placed next to the floor, the switch

controller,

groups and line switches directly over them, and the resisters
directly over the switch groups under the roof.

The grid resistors are mounted in the main cab over the
switch groups and are enclosed in a steel cabinet open at the
bottom and provided with hinged doors on each side, so as to
provide easy access.
Ventilators are provided in the roof over the resistance
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cabinet of such a type as to give free egress to the heated air

and to prevent rain from entering.
Forced ventilation is supplied by blowers mounted on the
extended shaft of the dynamotors.
The advantages of this centralized arrangement are numerous, and may be briefly summed up as follows:
All the control apparatus is assembled compactly in one part
of the locomotive instead of being scattered in different
locations.

The switch groups are located
are readily accessible from

height that a

man can

all

get at

in such a position that they

sides

them

and they are at such a

freely without working in

a cramped position, or inside the hood.
Each locomotive is propelled by four Westinghouse electric
250 horsepower motors. These motors are of the commutating-

each motor has four coils, each of which is
divided into two parts, one having a greater number of turns
than the other. However, these two coils are insulated from
one another, but bound so as to make one unit. Since these
motors are of the field control type the field coils are connected in two circuits, one made up of the coils having the
larger number of turns and the other of the coils with the least
number of turns. In accelerating where a large tractive effort
is needed, both these field circuits are connected in series, thus
giving a strong field; and after the motors get up to speed the
circuit containing the coils with the fewer number of turns is
cut out; then the motors operate on short field.
Two dynamotors are mounted on each locomotive. These
operate the compressor and blowers and supply the required
amount of 600-volt direct current for lighting the passenger
cars, the locomotive, headlight and for operating the control.
Each compressor has a capacity of 35 cubic feet of free air
per minute.
The air brake, built by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, are of the type EL especially designed for electric locomotive service.
of

field

GAUGING LIFT OF AIR PUMP VALVE.
By
When

J.

A. Elliott, Air Brake Fmn.,

I.

g

"

have two gauges, one for the lower cage and one for the
upper cap.
When using the cage gauge shown in Fig. 1 place the upper
ends of the gauge legs against the cage joint of the pump cylinder and gently push pin in until it touches the valve boss in the
to

cylinder.
set screw.

Then secure the pin

Now

with valve

means of a
and brass button

in this position by

in position in cage

on top of valve, the pin should just touch the button when
lower ends of gauge legs are placed on joint of the cage, as

shown

in Fig. 2.

using the cap gauge shown in Fig. 3, place the valve
on the upper seat in cylinder and place the upper ends of the
gauge .legs against cap joint on cylinder and gently push the
pin in until it touches the valve. Secure the pin in this position by means of the set screw and with the brass button on
the cap boss the pin should just touch the button when the
lower end of the gauge legs are placed on the joint of cap
shown in Fig. 4. The dimensions of these gauges are made to
suit the cages and caps of the different sizes of pumps.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

C. B. B.

has just concluded the

series of tests which have been in progress at its locomotive
testing laboratory on the Illinois Central consolidation type
freight locomotive No. 958.
This engine was furnished by the Illinois Central for the
purpose of these tests and was placed in the laboratory about
Since that time many tests have been made by
a year ago.
both the faculty of the college of engineering and students in
the railway courses. The highest speed at which any tests were

made was 45
tered

miles per hour. The greatest tractive effort regiswas 30,000 pounds, while the highest horsepower developed

was 1,650.
The tests were conducted primarily

to increase the efficiency
Considerable work was also
done during their progress to improve the running of the locomotive. The data secured is now being worked up by the members of the railway department and the results of the tests will
soon be known.

of

pumps it is very necessary that air valves
have a correct amount of lift. The best of mechanics are apt
to make mistakes when measuring for the lift of air valves,
and when this job is given to the apprentice the chances for
mistakes are greater. The gauges in the accompanying sketches
were made to overcome all this trouble. They are so complete
that there is absolutely no chance to make mistakes, and this
work could, if necessary, be performed as well by a sweeper as
by a mechanic.
The quarter inch pin in the center is held secure when
repairing air

-

adjusted by a 3/16th inch set screw. This pin is exactly the
same length as the two legs of the gauge, and thus requires
only one adjustment to gauge the lift of a valve, there being
used a small brass button the thickness of which is equivalent
to the lift of the valves which you are gauging. It is necessary

When

pole box frame type arranged for field control.

The

April, 1914

the locomotive performance.

The Southern

is

preparing to

make an

initial

expenditure of

$750,000 for classification yards and shops near Birmingham,

The company owns 112 acres of land near that city which
be used for this purpose. Work will begin at an early
date on the locomotive and car shops, and it is expected that
the total cost when complete will be about $1,500,000.
Ala.
will
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Air Line Junction Improvements
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is now constructing at
Air Line Junction, O., new engine terminal facilities and freight
car repair shops to take care of all freight engines and cars
The
which converge from divisions east and west of Toledo.
engine terminal facilities include one 90-foot 27 stall engine house,
one 105-foot 13 stall engine house, machine shop, power house,
sand house, coaling plant, cinder

pits, etc.

ENGINE HOUSES.

The
brick

27-stall engine
fire

house

This building

each.

extension of 17 stalls

The

is

No

engines.

freight

is

90 feet deep.

There are two 13-inch

walls dividing the house into three sections of nine stalls

13-stall engine

drop pits are provided.
Eoom for the
to this house has been provided for.
house was made 105 feet deep in order to
It is

provided with both driving wheel and truck wheel drop pits.
The driving wheel drop pit is equipped with an eight-ton pneu-

which

mounted on a four-wheel narrow gauge carriage
actuated by an air cylinder attached to wall of pit. The

jack
is

equipped with a three-ton pneumatic jack
is actuated by hand.
for extension of 33 stalls to this house has been provided for.

truck wheel drop pit

is

mounted on a four-wheel carriage which

Room

Both the 17 and 13-stall houses have a maximum height of 22
feet from top of rail to bottom of roof truss.
Foundations are
made of concrete; walls of brick; roof trusses, window frames
and columns of wood; smoke jacks are made of asbestos board.
The wood is used in construction on account of the deterioration
of structural steel, due to the gases and moisture from the engines.
Composition roofing is used throughout. Great care was taken
in designing the buildings to provide all the natural light possible,

and
tion

also allow the

to

the

smoke and gases

to escape quickly.

ordinary windows there

is

a monitor

In addi-

roof which

This has large windows in either
side affording excellent natural light in center of house.
The

extends

all

Engine houses are illuminated by 250 watt tungsten lamps with
white enameled steel Holophane reflectors hung 15 feet above
floor.

One row

hung

in center

hung near outer circle of building and one row is
between pits. On the 27-stall engine house there
are six 250 watt lamps with Holophane reflectors hung over
doors on outside of house, and on the 13-stall engine house there
are three 250 watt lamps with Holophane reflectors hung over
doors on outside.
These are for the purpose of illuminating
tracks between turntable and engine house. Plug boxes are located
on posts and suitable places on walls for hand extensions.
is

used for giving light repairs to heavy

give adequate space for repairs to Mallet type locomotives.

matic

LIGHTING.

around the house.

windows in the outer wall are of the triple sliding sash type.
The windows in the monitor are of ib?. double sliding sash type.
The engine pits are made of concrete, heavily constructed, the
bottoms being lined with selected hard burned foundation brick.
Walls have cast iron coping on top which forms a base and anchor
plate for 80-pound rail.
Tor the 27-stall engine house they are
65 feet long, 3 feet 10 inches wide, 3 feet 2 inches deep at high,
with slope of ys inch per foot. For the 13-stall engine house they
are of the same dimensions as above, except they are 78 feet long.

PIPING.

The piping

in the engine houses consists

of washout,

filling,

blowoff and cold water system, steam blower, and compressed air
lines.

The washout, filling, blowoff and cold water piping is carried
overhead on rollers with suitable drops located on middle row of
posts throughout engine houses; also flexible connections are
provided overhead for blowing off and filling through dome of
engine. The main blower line is 3-inch with 1-inch flexible drop
The main air line is 2*4-inch with 1-inch flexible
at each pit.
drop located on middle row of posts throughout engine houses.

TURNTABLES.

Both engine houses are equipped with turntables 90 feet long
by electric tractors furnished by Geo. P. Nichols & Bro.,
Chicago.
Each tractor is equipped with a 22 H. P., 440-volt,
driven

3-phase, 25-cycle alternating current motor.

ENGINE HOUSE OFFICE.
This building

and

is

of the same general construction as the engine

located at end of 27-stall engine house,

and adjacent to cinder pits, thereby being conveniently located for enginehouse,

is

men and

firemen to get to register room. The building is 18 feet
wide by 62 feet long and divided into rooms for the following:
Despatchers, bulletin, register, engine house foreman, road foreman of engines, chief clerk and filing.
The building is heated by direct radiation, using low pressure
steam and wrought iron pipe radiators, and is illuminated with
25 and 60-watt Mazda lamps with Holophane reflectors.

MACHINE SHOP.
This building

is

located between the two engine houses and

is

of the same general construction as the engine houses, except
that the roof trusses are of steel instead of wood. It is 62 feet
6 inches

by 250

feet,

and also includes the blacksmith shop,

heater room, tool room, store room,

HEATING AND VENTILATING.

oil house, electrician's room,
room, toilet rooms, examiner's room, waiting room and
bunk room. The bunk room is located on the second floor over the

locker

The heating system is of the indirect type furnished by the
Green Fuel Economizer Co. It consists of three separate units,
two for the 27-stall engine house and one for the 13-stall engine
house. Each unit contains a heater, fan and engine. The heater
has 8,875 lineal feet of 1-inch pipe, in five sections, which has a
heating surface of 2,960 square feet. The fan wheel is 10 feet
in diameter by 55 inches wide at periphery and delivers 75.000
cubic feet of air per minute when running at a speed of 150
R. P. M., and is driven by a 11 x 14 inch 35 H. P. horizontal steam

machine tool equipment consists of a 4-foot radial

engine.

shaper,

With the above

named rooms.
The machine shop occupies an area of approximately 7,775

five last

square feet.

from

In one end

is

located an erecting pit.

this to each engine house.

The

Tracks lead

by two ShawElectric 75-ton cranes used for lifting engines.
The hoisting
machinery is stationary but the bridge is traversed by hand, the
controller for hoist being located on the floor. The balance of the
30-ton

hydraulic

press,

pit is served

48-inch

engine

drill,

lathe,

24-inch
18-inch

made every

engine lathe, two 10-inch engine lathes, No. 4 belt cutter, 32-inch

temperature of 65 degrees is maintained within
the house when the outside temperature is 10 degrees below zero,
and 25 per cent of the air passed through the heater is drawn

by 32-inch by 9-foot 8-inch planer, 2-inch by 18-inch double
emery wheel. Machines are arranged in one group and driven by
a 15 H. P., 4401volt, 3-phase, 25-cycle alternating current motor.
The blacksmith shop is 20 by 50 feet and contains the following
equipment:
200-pound Bradley hammers, two 5-foot standard

eight minutes.

units a complete air change can be

A

from the inside of the engine houses and

recirculated.

The air ducts from fans to engine pits consist of one large
main duct which extends around the outer circle of engine house
with branch leading to four screened inlets at each engine pit.
The heating units are housed in separate buildings located 18
feet from engine house, two units being located in building adjacent to 27-stall house and one unit located in building adjacent
to 13-stall engine house.

two anvils, 1,000-pound jib crane, No. 7% Buffalo blower.
Blower and Bradley hammer are driven by a 10 H. P., 440-volt,
forges,

3-phase, 25-cycle alternating current motor.

The heater room is 18 by 60 feet, floor line of which is 5 feet
below that of machine shop and engine houses. It contains two
tanks each 10 feet in diameter by 20 feet long, one for storage
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Scale of Feet

Layout

of

Terminal at Air Line Junction.

of hot water for filling boilers and the other for storage of
washing out water.
In connection with these tanks are two
14 by 10 by 12-inch duplex pumps, one for filling and one for

washing

out.

The system was furnished by the National Boiler

Washing Co.
The machine shop building

heated by direct radiation, steam
being supplied to pipe coils at 5-pound pressure, and is illuminated
with 25 to 100-watt Mazda lamps with Holophane reflectors.
is

end packed plunger type feed water pumps, one Cochrane open
type feed water heater, one Ingersoll-Eand 1,500 cubic foot air
compressor driven by a Westinghouse Company's self -starting
249 H. P., 4,000 volt, 3-phase, 25-cycle synchronous motor mounted
on main shaft of machine. An after-cooler and storage tanks
for air are located outside of power house.
the skip-bucket type actuated
boilers.

A

This room

is

provided with a basement for the storage of the
oil, except the fuel oil, which is stored out in

yard in two 6,000 gallon tanks. Bowser long distance pumps are
The first floor is
located in the store room for drawing the oil.
used for shifting oil barrels when storage tanks are filled by grav-

Natural draft

A

Track boxes are located outside

provided for lifting the bales.
of oil houses on service track so that tanks can be

oil,

oil

storage is provided for

gallons of valve oil

and

oil,

is

Electric current for all purposes

Railways

&

Light

Co.,

is

The ash

hoist

is

of

located in front of

obtained by a 150 feet by 6

:

filled

with

oil

12,000 gallons of fuel

1,500 gallons of signal

1,500 gallons of car

oil,

1,500

oil.

is 44 feet wide by 84 feet 4 inches long, floor
which is 8 feet six inches below ground. This section
below ground line and foundation is built of concrete, while the
The roof trusses are of the Fink type,
upper walls are brick.

This building

made of steel. The elevated ash storage bin is also made of
The power house equipment includes three McNaul horisteel.
zontal water tube boilers, 250 H. P. each, fed by Taylor threeretort stokers, two 10 by 6 by 10-inch Canton-Hughes outside

purchased from the Toledo
switchboard at 4,000

to the

25-cycle.
This is transformed to 440 volts for power and
110 volts for lighting. All high-tension circuits are controlled by
oil switches with automatic release.

SAND HOUSE.
This building

is

14 feet wide by 103 feet long and

Is

con-

structed of concrete and wood, having a gTeen sand storage of

440 cubic yards.
The dryer is of the gravity type heated by
steam, the drying space being 6 by 13 feet with two receiving
tanks beneath these tanks have semi-automatic valves so that
when air is admitted sand is elevated into storage tanks which
are located on coal chute.
COALTN

POWER HOUSE.
line of

is

and supplied

volts,

A

balcony 18 feet 7 inches by 18 feet is
ity from the barrels.
located 9 feet 6 inches above first floor for the storage of baled
suitable hoist on a runway directly over balcony is
waste.

3,300 gallons of headlight

and

feet 6 inches brick chimney.

various kinds of

from tank cars.
The following

air

suitable ash storage bin has been provided directly

over ash hoist.
OIL ROOM.

by

This structure

is

i

STATION.

built of structural steel with corrugated iron

roof and sides and concrete pits and foundation.

It has storage

bins of 1,000 tons capacity, seven 20-ton scale hollers, three 10
feet dry sand storage tanks, two continuous conveyors
which handle 75 tons of coal per hour, and driven by 35 H. P.,
440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle motors.
There are also four feeders
which feed the coal from track hoppers to crushers which are
driven by 5 H. P., 440-volt, 3-phase. 60-cycle motors.
It also

cubic
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Layout

of

Terminal as Air Line Junction (Continued).

has four track hoppers served by two tracks, equipped with two
coal crushers, driven by 25 H. P., 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle
motors.
Engines can receive coal or sand from seven different

The machinery was manufactured by the
and the station was built by the Phillips-Lang &
tracks.

C. "W.

Hunt

Co.,

Co.

high are provided at engine houses, penstocks are provided near
coaling station and also on outgoing engine tracks.
protection has been provided for in

located adjacent to cinder pits and

is

con-

structed of concrete and brick with

wooden roof. It is divided into
three compartments, one for locker and service room for cinder
pit men, the other two for storage of tools, etc., taken from engines
at cinder pit.
The building is heated by high pressure steam
coils.

This group consists of a heavy car repair shop, wood mill,
machine shop, blacksmith shop, brake beam shop, dry lumber shed,
storehouse, including oil room, also an office on second floor building including paint, tool, tin and oil rooms, air brake shop, mess
and toilet room in repair yards, general toilet building, finished
material shed, power house, light repair yard, lumber storage, bad
;

order car storage,

water system.
100,000-gallon water tanks 30 feet in diameter

by 24

feet

etc.

CAR shop.
243 feet wide by 441 feet 3 inches long and
23 feet to top of crane rail. It is constructed of concrete, brick
This building

and

steel;

the

is

roof construction

affording excellent light in

is

of the monitor type, thus

parts of shop.

Steel sash is used
There are 12 repair tracks with standard gauge industrial track between every pair of tracks.
These industrial tracks
connect with all the other shops in group by means of turntables.
Three twenty-ton cranes are provided in this schop for general
service.
Cranes are manufactured by the Cleveland Crane &
Engineering Co.
all

throughout.

wood
This building

hostlers' building.
This building is located adjacent to coaling station and constructed of concrete and brick with wooden roof. It is used for
hostlers' lockers and service room.
The building is heated by
high pressure steam through pipe coils.

Two

Wooden

Cars.

CINDER PIT TOOL HOUSE.

through pipe

fire

buildings and throughout

Freight Car Repair Shops and Yards for Repairing

The cinder pits are of the L. S. & M. S. standard, double track,
open side type, with depressed tracks between, one 200-foot pit
and 40-foot pit being located at each engine house. Space has
been provided for extending the 40-foot pit to 200-foot long. There
is also a 200-foot pit provided adjacent to classification yards.
This pit is used for handling yard engines and through freight
engines which are not required to be brought into engine houses.
The pits are constructed of concrete lined with vitrified paving
block, the outer rails being supported on concrete walls and inner
rail supported on "I" beams and cast iron chairs.
The floors
of pits are sloped ts inch in 12 feet so that water will run off
easily.
Suitable catch basins for water have been provided for
at ends of pits.
is

all

Ample

yards.

CINDER PITS.

This building

147

is

mill.

61 feet 6 inches wide by 163 feet 2 inches long.

Foundations are of concrete, walls of brick, roof trusses of steel
and floor of wood. A wide monitor extends the entire length of
roof and has windows on both sides.
Following is the list of
tools which are in this shop:
One 14 by 20-inch planer and matcher, one 4-side 12^by 18-inch
planer; one 42-inch band saw; one 36-inch cutoff saw, one 16-inch
jointer, one 24-inch by 4-foot planer, one 20-inch wood turning

:
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one 36-inch swing cutoff saw, one extra range heavy auto
comb vertical and radial car borer 5 spindle, 3

lathe,

—

car gainer, one

vertical and 2 radial, 1 band, rip and re-sawing machine

—capacity

24 inches wide, 12 inches thick.

April, 1914

STOREHOUSE, OFFICE AND OIL ROOM.
47 feet 2 inches wide by 318 feet 10 inches
It is constructed of concrete and brick and has a shed type
On one end of building is a second floor on which is located

This building
long.
roof.

is

the general foreman of shops and his assistants,

MACHINE SHOP.

also

In the other end of the building there
room 15 feet 9% inches wide by 45 feet long, in which
record rooms.

61 feet 2 inches wide by 91 feet 2 inches long;
foundations are of concrete, walls of brick, floor of wood and roof
wide monitor extends over roof, having windows
truses of steel.

This building

is

A

on both

Industrial tracks are brought in this shop close

sides.

to journal lathes, so that wheels
least possible
is

A

movement.

and axles may be handled with

6-inch 12*4 -pound I-beam for trolley

also provided for the unloading of material

blacksmith shop.
Following is the

which comes from

barreled

A

oil

l^-inch

by

and

floor are

composed of

divide off the rooms.

OIL ROOM.

covered with concrete slab and

Floors are of 2-inch yellow pine, except

Each room

tapper.

AIR

is 71 feet 10 inches wide by 127 feet 6 inches
Foundations are of concrete, walls of brick, and cinder
A wide monitor extends over
floor, and roof trusses are of steel.
both
sides.
windows
on
A 22-inch jib crane is proroof having
vided to serve the 1,500-pound steam hammer.
Following is the list of individual motor driven tools which are

is

oil

Nine-inch walls

entered by outside doors.

BRAKE SHOP.

This building is 27 feet 2 inches wide by 37 feet 2 inches long.
Foundations are of concrete, walls of brick, roof trusses of wood,
floor of 2-ineh yellow pine.
This shop is equipped with one
improved M. C. B. standard triple valve test rack and one 3-inch
pipe cutting and threading machine.

MESS AND TOILET ROOM FOR REPAIR YARD.
This building

is

25 feet wide by 225 feet 9 inches long.

tions are of concrete, walls of brick, roof of 12-inch

in this shop:

covered with concrete slab and composition

12 300-pound anvils.

4% -inch

12 5-foot forges.

combination punch and shear, 36-inch shear end and 48-inch

punch end.
1 friction saw, capacity 15-inch

I-beam or

its equivalent.

16 by 10-foot furnace.
1 4 by 8-foot furnace.
1

1,500-pound steam hammer.

1

200-pound Bradley hammer.

by 10-foot face

room occupies a space of 25 feet by 36 feet and has a 5-foot
basement under entire room. This basement is used for access to
pipes and traps.
In this building are suitable tables, benches,
lockers and toilets to accommodate 314 men.
The general toilet building is 25 feet wide by 62 feet 2 inches
long and is similar in construction to mess and toilet room in
repair yard.
It has toilet facilities to accommodate about 400

this shop is similar to the blacksmith shop.

beams of

all kinds.

Coupler

yokes are also taken off and applied here.
Following is the list of tools which are in this shop
1 iron shear.

6 5-foot forges.

by 4-foot double end furnace.

1

3

coupler pocket press.

is 41 feet 4 inches wide by 42 feet 2 inches long,
and is of the same general construction as machine shop. This
equipment consists of one 210 H. P. locomotive type boiler, one
open type feed water heater, two feed pumps and one IngersollEand 1.500 cubic foot air compressor driven by a "Westinghouse
Company's self -starting 249 H. P.. 4,000-volt, 3-phase, 25-cycle
synchronous motor mounted on main shaft of machine, an aftercooler and storage tanks for air are located outside of power
house; natural draft is obtained by a 3-foot 6-inch diameter by
80-foot steel stack.
Space is provided in power house for an

This building

BRAKE BEAM SHOP.

1

is

toilet

POWER HOUSE.

punch, 21-inch throat.
1 3 by 16-inch electric driven emery wheel.
1 pressure blower, 4,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

The construction of

Floor

The

men.

plates.

It is used for repairing steel brake

Foundabeams

"I"

roofing.

concrete slab with 1%-inch smooth finish.

1

additional future boiler.

LIGHT REPAIR YARD.

1 24-inch drill press with sliding head.

300-pounds anvils.

1 pressure blower, 4,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

1 3

AND

rooms and paint rooms, which are cement.

This building

6

iy2

8-foot engine lathe.

by

7

4%

inches of concrete covered with

"l"< beams

composition roofing.

shaper.

long.

by

Platforms

feet above top of rail.

floor of building are 4

first

structed of 8-inch

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

2 6

provided on one-side of building

This building is 32 feet- 2 inches wide by 141 feet 2 inches
Foundations are of concrete, walls of brick, roof is con-

head bolt cutters.
head bolt cutters.

1 6-spindle nut

1

is

long.

16-inch emery wheel.

1 18-inch

oil

and an 8-foot delivery platform on the other side; also large
storage platforms at each end of building.
The platforms and

PAINT, TOOL, TIN

double journal turdning lathe.

1

stored

inches mastic finish.

triple

1 24-inch
1 3

is

of tools which are in this shop:

list

1 32-inch drill press.

1 2-inch single

an

and baled waste.

12-foot receiving platform

2 36-inch drill presses.

2

and

file

is

by 16-inch emery wheel.

This yard is located adjacent to repair buildings and has a
capacity of 370 cars; each pair of tracks are served by an industrial track which is connected with repair buildings by means of

There is also bad order storage yards located adjacent to repair yards which have a capacity of 387 cars.
turntables.

DRY LUMBER SHED.
This building is a frame structure 50 feet wide by 160 feet long
The roof is of the shed type with
with concrete foundation.
monitor extending full length of building. On one side of this
building

is

located a door shop 15 feet wide

by 69

feet 10 inches

long in which ear doors are repaired.

Following

is

the

list

of tools which are in this shop:

1 2spindle horizontal boring machine.
1

No. 3

self -feed rip

1 16-inch cutoff saw.
1 24-foot cutoff saw.

saw.

HEATING AND LIGHTING.

The car shop buildings are heated by direct radiators using
high pressure steam and pipe coil radiators; a loop return system
is carried to a vacuum pump which is located in power house.
The brake beam shop, blacksmith shop and dry lumber shed are
not equipped with steam heat.

The shops and yards are illuminated by Mazda lamps with
Holophane reflectors; suitable plug boxes for hand extensions are
also provided along columns and walls in the various buildings.
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GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE
George Westinghouse, inventor and engineer, died of heart
disease at hia New York City residence on Thursday, March 12.
His health had been failing for some time and consequently his
death was in a measure anticipated. Mr. Westinghouse was
born at Central Bridge, Scholarie County, N. Y., on October 6,
The father's ancestors came from Germany and settled
1846.
in Massachusetts and Vermont before the Revolution; the
mother 's were Dutch-English. Before he was fifteen he invented
«ind made a rotary engine, and at an early age passed the
examination for the position of assistant engineer in the United
States Navy.
In June, 1863, though barely seventeen, he
enlisted in the Twelfth New York National Guard.
Shortly
afterward he accepted an appointment as third assistant
engineer. United States Navy. On his return from the war he
entered Union College, where he remained until the close of his
sophomore year, and, obedient to his impulse for experiment,
abandoned his classical studies and entered upon active life, to
find a wider scope for his inventive genius. In 1865 he invented
a device for replacing railroad cars upon the track, which, being
of cast steel, was manufactured by the Bessemer Steel Works,
at Troy, N. Y.

149

brakes are regarded by experts as surpassing the original brake
in ingenuity and inventive genius, being not mere improvements, but distinct inventions of the highest class, unique and
remarkable.
About 1880, Mr. Westinghouse became interested in the operation of railway signals and switches by compressed air, and
soon after there was developed and patented the system now

manufactured by the Union Switch & Signal Company.
In 1886 the Westinghouse Electric Company was formed for
the manufacture of lamps and electric lighting apparatus, Mr.
Westinghouse having become interested in the subject. The
business rapidly developed and in 1889 and 1890 this company
absorbed the United States Electric Company and the Consolidated Electric Light Company. In 1891 all these properties
were reorganized into the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. In 1892, Mr. Westinghouse secured for the electric company the contract for the electric equipment of the
World's Fair at Chicago, and in 1893 the contract for the large
generators at Niagara Falls, both of which marked epochs in
the progress of the electrical industry.
The question of the steam turbine and its applications was
investigated by Mr. Westinghouse and he secured the patent
Chas. A. Parsons of England on the turbine in
This development of a new prime mover soon led
the inventor to consider the use of the turbine as a prime
rights

of

1897-98.

mover for

The trouble was the high speed. Mr. Westdeveloped and brought out one of the most
-ingenious of modern mechanical engineering.
This was the
mechanical reduction gear for reducing the inherently high
speed of a turbine to the slow speed of a ship propeller or
direct current dynamo. He accomplished this work in collaboration with the late Admiral Geo. W. Melville, U. S. N., and John
H. MacAlpine. Within the last few years he also occupied himself with the development of an air spring for automobiles and
motor trucks, which rapidly came into favor.
It is simply stating a simple fact to say that Mr. Westinghouse has been a great factor in the advance of civilization
as represented by the important part he has played by introducing improved means of transportation. Chance has had no
inghouse

ships.

then

It was due to his foresight,
As with his first invention, the

place in the success of this man.

courage and technical

GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE
Going to Troy one day, a delay caused by a collision between
two freight trains, suggested to Mr. Westinghouse the idea that
a brake under the control of an engineer might have prevented
the accident. His first thought was an automatic brake attached
to the couplers, which was unsuccessful. This was followed by
steam, which proved also to be unsatisfactory because by the
time it reached the brake from the engineer's cab it lost its
power. At this point Fate seems to have entered his life. In
the pages of a magazine he had subscribed to through the solicitation of a young girl, he saw an account of the use of compressed air in digging the

Mount Cenis

tunnel, three thousand

Instantly the inventor saw the light.
began to think over the matter, and, after much further

feet under ground.

He

study and investigation, the use of compressed air impressed
itself on him.
Drawings of the air-pump, brake cylinder and
valves were made, but considerable time elapsed before a practical trial of the brake was obtained.
The first patent was
issued April 13, 1869, and the Westinghouse Air Brake Com-

skill.

air brake, the different kinds of apparatus were developed to
answer actual needs, in some cases acknowledged generally, and
in others foreseen by him. When the apparatus had passed the
experimental state and was ready for commercial exploitation,
he established factories which are themselves models.

Owing to his many achievements in merchanics, electricity,
steam and gas, his name was known the world over, and he had
many honorable distinctions conferred upon him for his achievements and in recognition of the services he rendered the various
branches of engineering. His alma mater, Union College of
Schenectady, conferred upon him the degree of doctor of philosophy.
He was decorated with the order of the Legion of
Honor, with the order of the Royal Crown of Italy, with the
order of Leopold of Belgium. He was the second recipient of
the John Fritz medal.
He received the degree of doctor of
engineering from the Koenigliche Technische Hochsehule of
Berlin, Germany. He was an honorary member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, of which body he was also
president in 1910. He was one of the honorary members of the
American Society for the Advancement of Science.

He was

pany was formed on the 20th of July following.
During the next few years Mr. Westinghouse invented the
automatic
feature of the brake, which overcame the imperfections in the first form, and removed the danger from the

an honorary member of the National Electric Light Association
of America.
He was awarded the Scott premium and medal
by the Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania. He
received the Edison gold medal for meritorious achievements in
the alternating current system of electrical distribution.
He
received the Grashof gold medal from the Society of German
Engineers in Germany, which acknowledged him the greatest

parting of trains on steep grades. In 1886, he invented the
"quick-action" brake, the improvement being made in what is
known as the "triple-valve." The automatic and quick-action

American engineer.
Mr. Westinghouse was connected with a large number of
industries at home and abroad, many of which bore his name.

'

'

'

'
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The Westinghouse companies employ 50,000 men, on whom
150,000 persons are dependent. The total capitalization of all
the companies

is

Mr. Westinghouse was married August 8, 1867, at Brooklyn,
They had one son,
N. Y., to Marguerite Franklin Walker.
George, who is a graduate of Yale, and was recently married to
the Honorable Evelyn Violet Brocklebank. His wife and son
survive him.

NIAGARA FRONTIER CAR MEN'S ASSOCIATION.
The Niagara. Frontier Car Men

new

's

Association

is

the

name

of a

There are over a
hundred railroad men in the organization, and the object of the
association is to bring together those interested in car department
matters for the purpose of exchanging ideas and educating the
car men to a keener knowledge of economy in maintenance of
equipment and for the settlement of disputes.
The officers are as follows: president, W. H. Sitterly; first vicepresident, W. B. Shone; second vice-president, J. McCormick;
treasurer, C. J. Charlton.
secretary, E. N. FTankenberger
The
following comprise the board of directors: B., R. & P., C. Hildebrand; Buffalo & Susquehanna, W. Monan; D., L. & W., G. J.
Charlton; Erie, T. Tracy, M. Meehan; Grand Trunk and Wabash,
D. C. Messeroll, S. WarTen; L. S. & M. S., A. G. Berg; Lehigh
Valley, J. Deibert, J. McCormick; Pennsylvania, W. H. Sitterly;
N. Y. C. & H. E., A. Faerber, J. Muhlbauer, W. Shone; N. Y.
C. & St. L., J. Gordon; Mich. Central, E. Howe, J. Balwdin; Pere
Marq., G. J. Charlton, J. Muhlbauer; H. Fryer; P. Bach; W.
Krantz; J. Schmidt; H. Yaeger.
Committee on subjects: J. Schaeffer, A. Berg, H. H. Fyer.
Committee on introduction and welcome: F. Cleary. J. M.
organization in the

Auditing committee: M. Hneenan, F. J. Fennell, J. C. Schmidt.
Committee on publicity and membership F. J. Fennell, A. J.
:

Krueger,

$200,000,000.
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W.

B. Shone.

THE NEW YORK RAILROAD CLUB

on Friday, March 20,
annual electrical night.
The feature of the
evening was a paper on "Swiss Electrification," by Emil
Huber-Stockar, permanent consulting engineer on electrification
of the Swiss Federal Railways.
He reviewed the development

held

its

tenth

of electric traction in Switzerland, from the
in 1894, to date.

The

last large

work was the

first electrification

15,000-volt single-

phase electrification of the Lotschberg Railway. Mr. Huber
said that the commission had recommended the single-phase
system, although the costs of the three systems did not vary
greatly.
Other speakers were George Gibbs, consulting engineer, Pennsylvania R. R.; A. H. Armstrong, General Electric
Co.; W. S. Murray, consulting engineer, New York, New Haven
& Hartford R. R., and N. W. Storer, Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

;

Gietzen. A. J. Krueger.

BOMBAY, INDIA, is considering the electrification of the
railways in the city and suburbs. Mr. Merz, who made a report
on the electrification of the Melbourne, Australia, railways, has
prepared a report on the Bombay situation, which is altogether
in favor of electrification.
The report estimates that the electric trains

could be driven at 20 per cent higher speed than

steam trains.
H.
cago

W. Ensign
Great

has been appointed master mechanic of the Chi-

Western

Thompson.

Painters
picking

over
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PAST AND PRESENT RAILROADING.*
By Hon.

Examiner Attorney, Interstate Com-

Orville F. Berry,

merce Commission, Washington, D.

C.

In this busy age in which we live it is well for us sometimes
to pause and turn our eyes backward and review briefly, at
least for present use, the past.
One of the greatest enterprises
and interests in the world today, in business lines, is the railroads of the country.
The subject I have chosen past and
present railroading in its very nature, must take the form
of past history and present operation.
Railroads had their origin in tramways over 200 years ago in
the mining districts of England, and were used to convey coal
to the seaboard with animal motive power. It was discovered
in 1814 that a smooth wheel would adhere to a smooth rail,
thus making if possible to consider the use of the tractive
power of a rolling locomotive. Hence its necessity, and it is
said truly that necessity is the mother of invention. Thus, soon
after, followed the trial trip of the "Rocket" in 1829, which
may with reasonable certainty be described as the first successful steam locomotive.
"While railroads of different character existed in this country,
the Baltimore k Ohio was the pioneer American railroad built
for public use and of any practical value. On July 4, 1828, the
first rail of this road was laid by the Honorable Chas. Carroll,
the only surviving signer of the Declaration of Independence
at that time, and thirteen miles of this road was open for traffic
in 1830.
The same year the West Point foundry began building locomotives and soon produced the well-known "DeWitt
Clinton." It weighed 3% tons, and was built for the Mohawk
& Hudson River, the pioneer company and beginning of the
present New York Central Lines, which had been chartered in

—

—

1826.

This line was opened for use from Albany to Utica in 1836,
and to Buffalo in 1842. Connections rapidly followed to NewYork and Boston.
About this time in Pennsylvania the Columbia Railroad was
built from Philadelphia to Columbia, which was the pioneer
division of the present great Pennsylvania System.
Following the panic of 1837 little development was made in
railroad construction or operation.
In 1850 began the era of
rapid extension of railroads and the welding together of short
connecting lines under a single ownership. Strange as it may
seem, consolidation of railroads was as vigorously opposed at
that time as it has been in later years. Originally there were
eleven companies interested in and operating the line between
Albany and Buffalo. Between Buffalo and Cleveland changes
of passengers and freight were made at both Dunkirk and Erie.
This, indeed, would seem a strange proceeding at this time.
We are sometimes compelled to change passengers and freight
from one train to another in times of storm and even then it
is so inconvenient that most of us lose our patience.
This change at that time was made necessary by the difference in gauge of the two divisions, one being six feet the other

4 feet 10 inches. Very properly, plans for the consolidation of
these lines for through operation were undertaken to be made
to obviate this transfer. The proposition so aroused the indignation of the people of Erie that they resorted to violence.
And iu December, 1853, they tore down the railroad bridge so
that no trains were sent through until February, 1854.
This
bridge was rebuilt and again torn down by a mob. Finally a
compromise was made which ended what was known at that
time as the
Erie War,
and the gauge was changed for
through operation.
In 1851, the Erie Railroad joined New York with Lake Erie.
The Baltimore k Ohio reached the Ohio River. Two years later
connected the Atlantic Seaboard and Chicago, and the following year reached the Mississippi. These extensions to what was
then the western frontier, opened traffic for the first time
between the Ohio and the Mississippi Rivers.
'

'

'

•A paper read before

'

St.

Louis Railway Club.
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In these early days there was a great public desire for rail
trnsportation and the public was willing to furnish financial
support, but so much trouble had occurred and antagonism
aroused in places, that some of the States passed laws prohibiting assistance.
When the Louisville & Nashville was built,
Cincinnati desired an outlet to the South, but the law above

them from giving assistance, and a
scheme was devised by which a line was built, owned and

referred

prohibited

to

operated by

Texas

it;

later leased to the Cincinnati,

New

Orleans

&

Pacific.

Railroads and railroad transportation were important factors
and carrying on of the Civil war. Great damage was done to many lines in the South on account of military
operations, and until after the close of the war no pronounced
advance in protection by appliances employed in the control of
train operation was made.
in the conduct

The

was begun with government aid in
the '60s. Thus began the opening up of the West beyond the
Mississippi River, and the return to industrial pursuits of the
people after the war marks a remarkable era and period in
first

Pacific Railroad

railroad building.

During the ten years beginning with 1880,

70,000 miles of railroad were built in the central and western

opening up vast heretofore unoccupied agriculgrazing and mineral sections for development. But again
in 1893 the panic practically stopped the extension of railroads
and the period since 1900 has been more a period of reconstruction and improving existing lines, the growth of industries, the
increase of population along present lines of railroad than
territory, thus
tural,

otherwise.

The importance and magnitude of the railroad business will
be better understood by us all when I tell you that about 20
per cent of the capital of the United States

is

invested in

rail-

Nothing can be much more interesting to any individual,
and especially to the railroad man, tban the continuous growth
by years or periods of railroads. In 1830 we had 23 miles of
roads.

railroad; in 1840, 2,800; in 1850, 9,000; in 1869, 30,600; in 1870,

53,000; in 1880, 93,000; in 1890, 163,500;

in 1900, 193,000;

in

1914, about 300,000.

A

careful study of these figures will give us a mountain-top

vision of railroad growth and its value and importance today.
It

would be interesting and

profitable, if time allowed, to study

all other lines, showing its gradual
growth with the development of the railroad, and such study
will convince any intelligent man that railroads have been one,
if not the one, greatest element in the development of our
country along all kinds of business development, and to that
may be added the development of schools, churches and colleges which have rapidly followed the advancing line of railroads westward.
May we now go back and look at some of the specific improvements and their growth in connection with the operation
and management and convenience of railroads and railroading.

the history of our country in

As the density of traffic increased the demand naturally followed for more speed, and that fact required greater weight in
equipment. This followed very rapidly and the first apparent
need was for more efficient brakes or means of controlling the
train,

and that

it

should be simultaneously applied and from

a single point of control if possible.

In 1869, George Westinghouse, Jr., presented what is known
These brakes proved, however,
as the "Straight Air Brake."
unsuccessful and useless, for the reason that a break in the air
With this and other shortcomings of
line made them useless.
the
automatic air brake was produced in
brake
that particular
1873.
With the application of this air brake to freight cars
it was found the reduction of pressure was not quick enough
to set the rear brakes and accidents followed from bunching of
But American genius was still at work, and about 1886
cars.
witnessed the introduction of the Westinghouse quick action
air brake, which has continued from that time to this, with
many features of improvements and is very successful today.
This apparent means of control emphasized the necessity of

'
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some better coupling device, all railroad men realizing that the
coupling and uncoupling of cars involved the all-important
questions of interchange and safety.
In view of many difficulties and accidents, F. B. Adams, of the Boston & Albany
Eailroad, recommended to the Master Car Builders' Association
at its convention in 1869 that a uniform height should be established for couplers. At the convention of the same association
in 1873 a committee on that subject pronounced the automatic
couplers a failure. Another committee at the same convention
gave recognition to automatic couplers by reporting that a
great advantage would be derived from the use of a uniform
drawbar, such as would be accepted as a standard and which
would be a self-coupler.
In 1885, public tests of couplers were made at Buffalo. Fortytwo couplers were tested, only 12 of which were recommended
for further test. In 1887, the executive committee of the Master Car Builders' Association reported in favor of the Janney
type of coupler. This report was adopted in 1888. At the convention in 1889 action was taken on this subject, making this
type standard and it has been so regarded since and called
Master Car Builders Coupler.
In 1893, Congress enacted a law requiring all railroads
engaged in interstate commerce to provide all cars and locomotives with continuous power brakes capable of being controlled
by the engineman in the locomotive cab, and also to use automatic couplers, so that today we practically have a uniformity
in height and contour such as to insure perfect contact between
all classes of equipment.
The design and attachment to car
bodies are prescribed of a strength in excess of the power of
locomotive in modern friction draft gear, the strength of which
reaches 250,000 lbs. This branch of operation having been reasonably well settled, the next improvement that would naturally
be considered would be signaling.
The need of indicating the condition of the road to trains
came naturally with increase of traffic and speed. As these
conditions developed in England before they did here, the first,
step along that line was taken there. In 1834, the Liverpool &
Manchester Eailroad introduced the first system of mixed sig•

'

•

'

nals consisting of an upright post with a rotating disc at its

showing red for danger, and the absence of indicating by
day and a white light by night for clear-. This being the
foundation or start, many improvements have been made along
this line.
Many demonstrations have been made and tested,
many have failed of successful approval and many have been
adopted and have proven very successful. Until about 1841
there was no communication between stations.
Each signal
man displaying his signal at danger after the passage of a
train until a certain time had elapsed, when it was clear, and
the only information conveyed to the engineer was that the
preceding train had been gone from the station a certain length
top,

of time.

The

failure to act with sufficient promptness at the display

many collisions that followed, led to
the installation of additional signals to give advance information to the engineer.
of danger position and the

Thus we have here clearly outlined the

first

thought of the

present block signal.

Making

use of the telegraph, the chief engineer of the United
Jersey Canal & Railroad Co. devised and installed in 1864
the first block signal system in this country, on the double
track line between Philadelphia and New Brunswick.
The

New

signal itself

was a white board by day and a white

light

by

For the danger indication, a red screen
fell to cover the white board or light.
Notwithstanding numerous improvements in apparatus the same practice of fixing a
positive space interval, by means of communication between
block stations, still holds good, and one cf the important subjects now being discussed and perfected by railroad experts is

night, indicating clear.

signaling.

Following in natural sequence, the next subject of importance
would be interlocking, developing naturally along the same
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manual operation of signals, and as a further safeguard
against mistakes interlocking grew up as a means for preventlines of

As with
with interlocking, England led us. The first plan of
interlocking adopted was where the entire control fell to one
man, so located as to be in touch with the whole situation and
equipped with a machine that would not permit of setting up
conflicting routes.
Railroads were prompt to see this advantage and in a short time many similar machines were put in
In 1876, the first power-operated interlocking sysoperation.
tem was perfected, which was the pneumatic type. In 1900, an
all-electric interlocking machine was put in operation and has
proved reasonably successful.
The more recent development of power-operated interlocking
systems, with complete electric indication of the condition of
all tracks, has made it possible for larger systems to be consolidated under the control of a central plant, and under the
These machines are being used
direction of one authority.
and
very
satisfactorily.
largely
With this increase of equipment and manner of control, it is
not strange that railroad men at once began to devise some
plan of train dispatching, and the first departure from the oldtime interval and flagging method of operation of trains came
The New York & Erie Railroad established a line of
in 1851.
telegraph between some of its stations for company business.
And again we find necessity the mother of invention.
The superintendent of telegraph of this railroad and the
division superintendent were together at the Elmira depot and
learned that the west-bound express from New York was four
hours late (it is well to note that it is not only in modern times
that railroad trains are late) the superintendent of telegraph
had information that at Corning an east-bound stock train and
a west-bound freight at Elmira were waiting for the express,
and he suggested that the freight train at Elmira could be
sent to Corning and the stock train at that point ordered to
Elmira with perfect safety before the coming of the express.
The move was successful and very much encouraged similar
operations, and this, indeed, is the beginning of train dispatching. Its adoption over the entire line of road followed, in spite
of the opposition that the general superintendent met when
planning for its introduction, and many conductors and
engineers resigned rather than operate a train on telegraphic
orders against the time of another train. In later years experiments have been made in train dispatching by telephone. The
investigations that I have made along this line lead me to
ing conflicting signals being given at the same time.
signals, so

;

believe that there is a great difference of opinion among railroad people on that subject.
Having briefly noted the growth of operation along certain
lines of railroading, may we now turn to the equipment itself,
and notice its growth. As early as 1680 Sir Isaac Newton predicted steam-propelled carriages, and through the eighteenth
century several types of steam vehicles appeared, but they
were considered curiosities. Some of them, as we study their
form and makeup, indicate the locomotive, others the modern
automobile, but not until 1803 was anything really deserving
Richard Treverick, a Cornish
the name "locomotive"' built.
miner, constructed a locomotive bearing his name, and strange
to say

On

it

was the

result of a bet.

conveyed
ten tons of iron nine miles on a cast iron tramway by steam
power, and he won his bet. The desire of other mine owners to
use steam motive power was so strong that it led to the practical demonstration of adhesion, which is so necessary in such
On this principle Wm. Hedley built his "Puffing
operation.
Billy," a complicated affair composed mostly of levers, beams
and gears.
On the completion of the Liverpool & Manchester Railroad
the directors were undecided as to what kind of power they
would use, and they offered a prize of £500 for a locomotive
moved by steam that would fulfill certain conditions named.
The test came in October, 1829, on a level piece of track about
the trial, this machine, or locomotive so-called,
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between four competitors.
Stevenson's
won, and gave the world the mechanical combina-

miles

Rocket

long,

'
'

tions largely represented in locomotives until this day.

American locomotive practice and building almost universally
followed the Stevenson model. The four-wheel engines of the
English type proved injurious to the light rails and sharp
curves on our early roads, and to overcome this John B. Jervis,
chief engineer of the Mohawk & Hudson Eailroad, introduced
the four-wheel "Bogie" truck.
For some twenty years this
design remained, until in the '50s. The demand came for more
This brought about the addition of another
pair of coupled drivers, thus evolving the well-known American type of locomotive. Between the years 1880 and 1890 more
drivers were added and the ten-wheel type began to be used in
high-speed service. This was followed in about 1895 by what
tractive power.

—

is

known
The

as the Atlantic type.

Pacific type, or the

most modern high-speed locomotive,

a development of this idea.

In 1888 Mallet designed the
first one of this type
was placed in operation on American roads, and it has gained
in favor where maximum tractive power on heavy grades is
required. It is well to remember that in no branch of art or
industry has there been greater improvement, both practical
and artistic, than has been made in the development of the railroad locomotives, and today we stand in the presence of one of
these mighty machines and admire not only its beauty and
power, but almost seeming intelligence, and when we realize its
mighty power and that its entire operation and usefulness
depend upon the man who holds the throttle, we unconsciously
take off our hat to the engineman.
With the growth of the engine, naturally the problem of car
construction must accompany it, and a careful examination of
the history of the railroad car shows it moved along readily,
step by step, with the development of the locomotive.
The
increase in length of passenger cars with corresponding increases in weight led in the year 1880 to the almost general
employment of a six-wheel truck instead of four, and even
eight-wheel trucks were used for a time, but finally rejected on
account of the excessive length of wheel base and other complications.
Great interest attaches at this time to the manuis

articulated locomotive, and in 1904 the

facture of solid steel-forged wheels, as well as all-steel cars, and
today most of our best vestibule trains may be said to be in

on wheels.
Following car construction
comes car heating, both for comfort and convenience of the
passengers. The original method was with stoves, which were
not only a discomfort, but a great danger in case of accident.
The next step above that was the hot-water heater, which
was an improvement, but still left the danger of fire. But today
the growth and capacity of the steam boiler and the perfection
of the couplings has led to the present practice of steam heating cars, which is very satisfactory and apparently safe.
A well-built and well-heated car would be useless in this day
without proper lighting. Car lighting has passed through the
identical stages of growth that house lighting has passed
through, and has improved as rapidly until today most of our
trains are as well lighted as the modern home.
Thus far we have considered almost entirely railroad equipment or its control. In view of our great lines of railroad
today, crossing the entire continent, and having overcome both
rivers and mountains, it is well to remember some of the facts
in connection with this branch of progress in railroads, for in
this as in no other department of railroading do we see the
ability and courage of the railroad engineer.
In bridge construction for centuries the simple beam or arch were the only
spans employed. The construction of railroad bridges requires
something more than either of these, and today we find the
great railroad bridges with truss construction, enabling the railroads to bridge streams and secure continuous roadway.
It was very interesting to me in looking up this history to
find that the first railroad bridge was built across the Mississippi Biver at Rock Island in 1856.
And still stranger it
reality

a

'

'

parlor

'

'
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appears that it had hardly been completed at great expense
before St. Louis steamboat interests demanded its removal as
an obstruction to navigation, and stranger still the United
States District Court found it was an obstruction and ordered
its removal within six months.
The judge, in his opinion, among
other things, stated:
"If one railroad is able to transfer
freight and passengers without delay and expense of changing
at the river, financial necessity will compel competing roads to
provide themselves with the same facilities." Which evidently
led him to see in the far distant future the ruination of all
traffic.

It

is

still

interesting to

know

that

this

case

was

appealed to the United States Supreme Court and that Abraham
Lincoln was attorney for the Railroad Bridge Company. He
argued that both river and railroads were great highways for
people, and while at that time the traffic on the river wad
possibly greater than on the railroad, he predicted with that
foresight that so marked his entire life, that the time might
come when the railroad would carry as much traffic as the river.
Therefore, he urged that they should be entitled to equal consideration, and the Supreme Court took that view of the case
and the bridge remained.
Such an argument would seem very strange now, and yet it
only emphasizes the great growth and the great difference
between past and present railroading and railroad ideas.
I might with profit, if time would permit, discuss the improvement, which is equally interesting and rapid, of the rail
upon which these locomotives and cars run. The most interesting fact that comes to us in the study cf the development of
the rail is the very simple changes that were necessary and
how a little thing properly used becomes so very important,

and it is sufficient to say that our rails, rail fastenings, ties
and ballast have kept pace with all other developments of railroading. The general demand made upon railroads by the public and by railroad officials and employes as well for "safety
first" will necessarily sooner or later, and we hope sooner,
bring about the abolition of grade crossings, the trespassing
upon railroads and the abandonment in a large measure of all
wooden cars for passengers.
Notwithstanding the great improvement in all equipment,
including roadbed, track, bridges, signals, etc., the human
element necessarily is the most important element in its operation. And with a view of raising the standard along these lines
and improving individual service, a system of physical and
mental examination has been adopted by practically all the

In the early days of railroading, the individual service
was much less definitely classified and the exactions much less
than they are under modern conditions. In keeping with the
progress of mechanical and other safety devices the necessity
of a better system of training for the employes has become
Employes must pass an examination today as to
apparent.
vision, color and hearing, and their general knowledge of the
fundamental rules and regulations as well as a general knowledge of the road, safety appliances and other equipment. These
examinations conducted from time to time, my information
leads me to say, after talking with the management of the road
and the employes, are satisfactory, necessary and meet the
Some of the larger roads are establishing
approval of all.
schools of instruction for their employes, where they may fit
themselves, not only to better perform their present duties, but
put themselves in line for promotion. The great need today
among the employes of railroads is to feel their great responsibility and to realize fully the great value of both property and
My experience as railroad
life that is entrusted to their care.
commissioner has led me to believe, and I say without any
reservation, that the railroad operation of today is equal, if not
superior, to any other business in its management, and that
roads.

there cannot be found in this country, in any other business,
more capable and conscientious men than are found in every

department of the railroad operation, yet it should be remembered that the entire system of operation is only as strong and
as safe as the weakest place in that organization or the most
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In other words, no chain is any stronger
than
the weakest link in that chain. Thereor of more value
fore the importance to the public of careful and conscientious
employes in every department of its operation.
I trust that this brief study of past and present railroads and
railroading may be as profitable to each one of you as the study
Its growth and present importance is
of it has been to me.
such as to inspire enthusiasm in every person connected with it,
and we should all f&el that we are a part of the great organization whose work relates in a very large measure to the public
good, and that while there is a large number of people engaged
in such operation and connected with the railroad, that fact
does not lessen the personal responsibility of every individual,
but rather increases it.
unreliable employe.

From a few

tramways the world has in a century
built 500,000 miles of steam-operated and 100,000 miles of elecInstead of the old manner of operating
tric operated railroads.
miles of

we have the modern. Instead of the old-fashioned train we now
have the huge Pacific locomotive drawing a train of 600 tons
at a speed of 70 miles per hour, yet under the control of one
man, just as the "Rocket" was a century ago. Instead of the
old manner of stopping, or rather failure to stop, we now have
the air brakes that

make stopping

a certainty in a definite dis-
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taken of two sets of plain carbon steel tires on the same class
of switchers and in their first term of service.
A comparison of the performance to date of the vanadium
steel tires on locomotive No. 196 and one of the sets of plain
carbon steel tires, which went into service at practically the
same time, shows 93 per cent increase in mileage per 1/16
in. maximum tread wear in favor of the vanadium tires.
Up to the first of February the vanadium tires had made
miles.
They showed a maximum tread
This gives 8,830 miles per 1/16 in. maximum
tread wear. Up to the same period the carbon steel tires had
made 16,000 constructive miles. They showed a maximum of
7/32 in. tread wear, which gives only 4,570 miles per unit of
maximum wear.
Comparing the two sets of vanadium and the two sets of

22,084

constructive

wear of 5/32

in.

carbon steel tires on the basis of mileage per average tread
wear there is an increase of 108 per cent in favor of the former.
The mileage per 1/16 in. average wear for each of the four
engines was as follows:

Vanadium

Carbon

Tires.

Mileage

Mileage
per 1/16

per 1/16

in.

Avg. wear

Eng. No.

Tires.

Eng. No.

in.

Avg. wear

tance.

Progress of a most pronounced kind has occurred during
What the future of railroading may be I do
not undertake to say. I believe, however, it is high time that
special consideration was given to this great industry and that

196

11,494

235

5,333

the last century.

124

11,042

228

5,483

should be encouraged from every possible standpoint.
Wherein the increased safety of operation may lie is a question in many minds. It would be a mere conjecture if I were
to attempt to explain it. Let us beware, however, that the mul-

It will be noted that the mileage per unite of wear is very
uniform in the case of both types of tires.
All of the above locomotives are of the 0-6-0 type, having a
total weight on drivers of 140,000 lbs., giving an average of
The tires are 44-in. I. D.
23,300 lbs. per wheel on the rail.
and 4 in. thick and the rigid wheel base is 11 ft.
The Western Maryland applied two sets of heat-treated
chrome-vanadium steel passenger engine tires for test purposes to Pacific type locomotives, Nos. 156 and 158, respectively. Those on the first mentioned locomotive were applied in
April of last year, the other set some time later.
Contours of the first set were taken this month, after 11
months' service.
No contours of the other have yet been
taken, but the railroad company reports that the engine has
just gone through the shop for general repairs and the tires
were not turned.
Comparison between the performance to date of vanadium
steel tires on locomotive No. 156 and the average for three sets
of plain carbon steel tires on sister engines running in the
same district show an increase of 148 per cent in mileage per
1/16 in. maximum tread wear in favor of the vanadium steel

it

tiplication of rules with

so

many

devices for additional pro-

tection does not lead us to rely on a false sense of security.

None

of these devices alone will bring safety.

They may

but unless there is an obedience to the rules
of operation they will add but little to the safety of the public.
My association with men in every department of railroading
has convinced me that we owe much of the speed, comfort and
convenience of travel to the men who not only guide its general
movements, but also to the men who directly operate the trains
and to the men who keep the track and equipment in proper
materially aid

it,

order.

HEAT-TREATED CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL TIRES.
Progress reports from two roads

which are testing heatchrome-vanadium steel tires have recently been received, and also records to date of one of the first sets of vanadium steel tires made, which have been in service over four
years.
These records are given below:
Three sets of heat-treated chrome-vanadium steel switch engine tires were purchased last year by the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific for test purposes. In the early part of February of
this year contours were taken of two sets, on engines No. 196
and No. 1224, respectively. The first mentioned were applied in
Contours were also
April, and the latter in July of last year.
treated

Average

c

.

Average

11,268

tires.

Up

March 1 the vanadium steel tires had made 49,096
miles.
The maximum tread wear was 3/16 in., or 16,365 miles
per 1/16 in. maximum wear. The three engines equipped with
to

carbon steel tires showed respectively 5,393, 6,140 and 7,250
miles per 1/16 in. maximum tread wear, or an average of 6,594
miles per unit maximum wear.

A-""\
/

L-I

L-Z

L-3
Vanadium

5,408

R-3
Steel Tire Contours.
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The service of the vanadium steel tires is clearly shown by
This shows the present conthe accompanying illustration.
tours and contours taken in October, after six months' service,
superimposed on each other and also on the original contour to
which the tires were rolled. The full line represents the present
contour and the middle dotted line the contour taken in Oc-
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SPECIAL MACHINE FOR STEEL-CAR BUILDING.
The double-sided eccentric press with a profile shear built in
between the two sides, here illustrated, was built by the Wilhelmsiitte of Saalfeld, Germany.
Each press side can exert
a maximum pressure of 250 gross tons; the central profile
shear 300 tons. It is principally intended for the under fram-

The

ing of steel and iron passenger and freight cars. I beams and
channel irons are cut in the central portion to the requisite
lengths; on one press there are flanging tools for punching
both flanges at once, thus avoiding all turning of the work
The other press side is used for profile punching. The
piece.
work
of preparing a sill, which was formerly done on
entire
three separate machines and took 18 to 20 minutes, is done on
this machine in about five. It comes in handy also for various
other work; for instance die-forging one press side doing the
rough work and the other cutting off the fins. Further, it is
employed in hot forging of axle holders; one press side cutting
One special feature
out the piece and the other finishing it.
is the device for regulating the stroke between 1.18 inches
and 3.94 inches by means of a screw. This shortening and
lengthening of the stroke takes place only on the upper part,
so that the ram always comes down to its lowest position, no
matter what the stroke length; this doing away with vertical
adjustment of the dies by shims. As the machine has a high

company reported that they expect them to make over
300,000 miles before they will be worn to the limit and have
Already they have made 100,000 miles more
to be removed.

throat the guides are plenty long, and are adjustable from all
sides by strips. To obviate bending of the eccentric shaft, all
the gear wheels lie close to the main frame and the couplings

than the average total mileage for plain carbon

These latter are automatic, and after
placed outside.
every stroke bring the slide to the highest position for which
They can, however, be thrown in and 6ut for
it is adjusted.
continuous
work. A special hand-lever serves to adjust
steady

tober of last year. As will be seen, the flanges are in excellent
condition, not being in any sense sharp.
The flange wear is
somewhat greater on the right than on the left tires. The

tread wear, though quite uniform, shows, if anything, a little
less wear in proportion during the last five months of service

than during the first six months.
The Pacific type engine, to which these tires are applied,
has a total weight in. working order of 188,800 lbs., with 122,600
lbs. on drivers, or an average of 20,430 lbs. per wheel on the
The rigid wheel base is 11 ft. 10 in. and the total engine
rail.
wheel base 30 ft. 4^ in. The tires are 62 in. I. D. and 3 in.
thick.

The Grand Eapids & Indiana has in service some of the first
heat-treated chrome-vanadium steel tires made. A set of this
type of tires was applied in November, 1909, to locomotive No.
6,

a ten-wheel type in passenger service. This set
and four months.

is

still

in

service after four years

Up

to

February

1

these tires had

made

281,646 miles.

railroad

tires of the

same thickness on the same class of engine.
Up to the time the engine was last shopped, in March, 1913,
they had made 226,124 miles, which was equivalent to 11,900
miles per 1/16 in. loss in thickness due to wear plus turning.
This would seem to be an exceptional .performance. In September, 1913, when contours were last taken, they had made
40,000 miles since being turned and showed a maximum of only
3/32 in. tread wear, or 26,660 miles per 1/16 in. wear.

From

—

are

The power is applied to the slide by an eccentric
the dies.
shaft with double bearings and pitmans. The latter have phosphor-bronze bushings in their eccentric bearings, and press
against hardened steel plates in the slide.
The profile knife can be adjusted to cut I beams and channel

would seem that the railroad officials' expectations as to the total mileage which they would
make before being scrapped would be more than fulfilled, as
they are still from y2 to 7/16 in. above the limit of wear
this rate of

wear

it

allowed.

The engine to which they are applied has a total weight in
working order of 169,800 lbs., of which 126,550 lbs. is carried
on the driving wheels, giving an average of 21,000 lbs. per
wheel on the rail. The rigid wheel base is 14 ft. and the total
engine wheel base 25 ft. 9 in. The tires are 62 in. I. D. and
were originally 3% in. thick.

CAR COUPLER TESTS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

A

series of tests is

linois

being conducted by the University of

for the Scullin-Gallagher Iron

&

Steel

Company

Il-

of St.

Louis, on a neAv style of car coupler, which

is believed to be
an improvement over the coupler now in use.
The weak point of most car couplers now in use is the face,
this being the place where fracture generally occurs.
The new
style of coupler eliminates this difficulty by having a solid
face and a new type of tail knuckle. A former test made by
the university showed that when failure of the new style
coupler occurred it was generally at the knuckle.
After the
first tests the design was changed so as to add about 15 lbs.
of metal to the knuckle. The new design is now being tested
under the supervision of Prof. J. M. Snodgrass of the railway

engineering department.

made: the "striking test," the "jerk
"guard-arm test" and the "pulling test." In the
striking test the coupler is placed in the drop testing machine
and a 1,640-lb. weight let fall on it from varying heights.
Four

sets of tests are

test," the

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has decided,
to electrify the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley

Warren,

Pa., to Youugville, 9 miles.

it is said,

& Pittsburgh from
Double-Sided

Eccentric

Press,

With Shear.

—
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iron 10° obliquely,

and angle-iron either at right angles or at
any desired oblique angle. The hold-down operates with screw
and hand-wheel.
The machine is driven by an electric motor of 24 h. p.
through a triple reducing gear, the gear-wheels being malleable
Siemens-Martin steel castings with hobbed teeth. The eccentric
presses make twenty 3.94-inch strokes a minute; the profile
shear makes fifteen cuts a minute. Should any one of the three
parts of the machine be out of service for slide adjusting, etc.,
the other two can be run.
The main frame consists of two boilerplate sheets having a
stiffened by
They are assembled with the
interior parts of the machine and with the slide-guides by shearing bolts, these being deemed preferable to rivets, and give a
more durable stiffness.
tensile strength

four

wide

When
which

is

of 92,450 lbs. per square inch;

gussets

as

feet.

used for drawing, the machine
adjustable in height.

is

used with a table

WATER COOLING DEVICE FOR TRAILING TRUCKS.
By

A. B. Lawson.

Because of trouble experienced on fast freight and through
passenger locomotives on account of hot bearings on the tenders
and locomotive trailing trucks a water cooling device has been

adopted on one road and has overcome the trouble to a very
great extent.

The valve for

extended up through the bottom
it being applied on a line

this device is

of the tank at the edge into the water,

Fig. 2

— Diagram

of

Hose Ends.

with the truck center. Four valves are required for the tender.
The sides of the tank projects over the tender frame floor,
which makes it easy to apply these valves and where there is
not sufficient room they are applied on an angle.
The valves are entirely of brass, to prevent corrosion, and are
controlled from the ground. A hose leads from the valve to a
brass connection into the journal box. Only one hose is carried for each valve, but each journal box is arranged with a
connection, and as hot journals develop the hose is connected
Wafer Cooling

.

Valve,

z"Hose- Attached

to

,/

Journal Sox Desired ^'

-"y" Angle

This arrang'mt
for cooling trail-

Valve

•Je

er journals

'fa

2" Host lo

Union

of

journal box

trail-

er journal bos
always attach

ed

in

warm

weather

Location of

Spud

Trailer Box..

=t0>O
S

r
Set under oot

/ close

lo

step.

coal deck

support
Tank

4J"x 8"
* Box

Fig.

1

—Arrangement

and Details.

Fig.

— Cooling

3

Device for Trucks.

in
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and the opposite side of valve is closed with
Figure 1 shows the application
of valve to tank and the drilling of the various size boxes.
Figure 2 shows details of valve, journal box spud, bevel
washer and hose ends. The length of hose required for the
to the hot journal,

a standard %-inch pipe plug.

tender

four feet.

is

For the trailing truck %" angle valves are connected into the
tank by a %" pipe nipple, and the hose is connected to these
angle valves by means of standard service ells and pipe unions.
The length of hose required is twelve feet and one is carried
on each side.
Figure 3 shows application and drilling of trailing truck
journal box.
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STRESSES IN THE PLATES OF CAST IRON WHEELS.*
By Louis E. Endsley, Professor Railway Mechanical Engineering,

The

Purdue University.

tests herein described

were conducted upon the Master Car

Builder's testing machine, located at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

The purpose of the

up
and weights of cast iron wheels
under the varying conditions of brake shoe pressure and applitests

was

to determine the stresses set

in the plate of different designs

cation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MACHINE.

The Master Car Builder's brake shoe testing machine

is

fully

described in detail in the proceedings of the Master Car Builders'

A

Association for 1894 and supplement in 1907.
tion of the machine

is-

By

here given.

brief descrip-

the use of the machine, a

standard brake shoe may be made to act upon the face of a
revolving car wheel mounted upon the same axle with a heavy
fly wheel, until the whole system is brought to rest.
The car wheel
to which the shoe is applied may be either steel, steel-tired or

and

cast-iron,

any case

in

is

A

33 inches in diameter.

cylinder steam-engine serves to revolve the machine.

double-

The pressure

with which the shoe is made to act upon the car wheel is regulated
by weights applied to a system of levers, while the tangential pull
resulting from the application is recorded upon a paper scroll
by an Emery testing machine.

Oil

Furnace and

Flue-Welding

Machine.

SUPERHEATER FLUE WELDING MACHINE.
Hobson, M. M., Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
The illustrations show a machine for welding 4 1 2-inch and
5% -inch superheated flues, which was designed by Jas. W. Mulcahy, foreman blacksmith shop of the Chesapeake & Ohio shops
One of
at Covington. Ky., and which was built at the shops.
the illustrations show the machine alone, while another shows
The machine produces
it in conjunction with the oil furnace.
a weld that is the most perfect in every respect that I have
had the opportunity of seeing. The welding arm or hammer
By pressing on the foot
is actuated by a belt -driven shaft.
is
transmitted
through
a system of levers
lever the motion
until the. upright arm which holds the striking hammer is drawn

By W.

II"

ll

,r

P.

back, thus allowing the

hammer

It

£J

»

J
KBWJ^^^H

!

i

'i

m. i

:

%

«4f}

d
>

\jjf--'

|

7/

to get into action.

Fig.

1

— Brake

Shoe Testing

Machine,

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.

The machine
it

may

is

also equipped with a special apparatus

whereby

be run steadily at a given speed, the shoe being automat-

ically applied

and

released.

test, precautions were taken to insure
good contact between shoe and wheel. The process consisted in
making repeated applications of the shoes to the wheel under com-

In preparation for the

paratively light pressure until a 90 to 95 per cent of the full
bearing surface of the shoe was obtained. This accomplished, the

record tests were made.

An

machine is shown in Fig. 1. This shows
upon the axle, the leverage for applymounted
clearly the wheel
ing the normal load to the shoe and the tangential arm which runs

Flue-Welding Machine,

C.

illustration of the

back to the Emery recording machine. It also shows in the back
ground the engine for driving the same. The thermometers placed
in the wheel for recording temperature in the rim, plate and the
hub of the wheels are also shown.
DESCRIPTION OF WHEELS.

The machine was built out of old scrap car axles at a total
and its capacity is 20 superheater flues per hour,
or 180 flues in nine hours. It is operated by three men, whose
The cost per flue for
rates are 24.5c, 22.4c and 15c per hour.

cost of $122,

welding

is

a fraction over 3c.

The wheels tested were cast iron wheels and there were nine in
all.
They were given for the purpose of the test, laboratory numbers from one to nine, inclusive.
*A paper delivered before the Western Railway

Club.
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was a standard 625-pound MCB wheel. A cross
section of half the wheel is shown in Fig. 3.
Wheel No. 2 was a standard 675-pound MCB wheel. A sketch
of half the wheel is shown in Fig. 4.
Wheel No. 3 was a standard 725-pound MCB wheel. A sketch of
half the wheel is shown in Fig. 5.
Wheel No. 4 was a 640-pound wheel having on "arch plate"
and will hereafter in this report be referred to as an AP wheel. A
sketch of one-half the wheel is shown in Fig. 6.
Wheel No. 5 was a 690-pound wheel also of the arch plate
design. A sketch of half the wheel is shown in Fig. 7.
Wheel No. 6 was a 740-pound AP wheel. A sketch of half the
wheel is shown in Fig. 8.
Wheel No. 7 was an 840-pound AP wheel, a sketch of which is
shown in Fig. 9.
Wheel No. 8 was a 690-pound wheel having a specially designed
plate.
This wheel had the same dimensions as the MCB 625pound wheel, except that metal had been added to the plate of
the wheel as shown in Fig. 10 to make it weigh 690 pounds.
Wheel No. 9 was a 690-pound wheel having a specially designed
rim. This wheel had the same dimensions as the 625-pound MCB
wheel, with the exception that metal was added to its rim shown
in Fig. 11 bringing the weight up to 690 pounds.

Wheel No.

1

DESCRIPTION OF SHOES.
There were five shoes used in the tests. These were given for
the purpose of this work, laboratory numbers, 400, 406, 407, 408

and 409.
Shoe No. 400 was a soft cast iron shoe and was only used

in

a

special test to determine the effect on the stress in the plate of

the wheel by placing the shoe in contact with the throat and then
with the rim.
This was accomplished by grinding away about half of the face
of the shoe on the side where the contact was not desired.
Shoe No. 406 was a Streeter shoe. It had two L-shaped steel
inserts.

Shoe No. 407 was a cast iron shoe with

chilled ends.

FIG H?

FIG n° 10

II

Shoe No. 408 was a Diamond "S" shoe. This shoe had an
expanded metal insert which was plainly visible.
Shoe No. 409 was a cast iron shoe with the ends chilled and it
also had two " V " shaped inserts in it.

METHOD OF TESTING TO DETERMINE STRESS
For the purpose of determining the

IN PLATE OF AVHEEL.

stress in the plate of the

wheel a Berry strain gauge was employed. The gauge is so constructed that elongation in a two-inch gauge length can be deter-

mined to .0001 of an inch. The method of applying the strain
gauge is shown in Fig. 2.
The point at which readings were taken for each of the wheels
is shown in Figures 3 to 11.
These figures also show the location
of three thermometers which were used in each of the wheels to
determine the temperature in the rim, hub and plate.
The temperature as determined by the thermometer in the plate
was used to correct the elongation as read on the Berry strain
gauge, i. e., there was an elongation due to the expansion of the
metal from heat and also elongation caused by the strain set up
through the difference in temperatures of the wheel rim and its
rub. The procedure in testing for this elongation was as follows:
Only one test was made on any one wheel per day, so that before
a test began the temperature of the entire wheel was the same.
Before each test readings of all three thermometers were taken and
were found to be always the same thus, when the test began there
was no stress in the wheel plate due to heat. At the beginning
of a test a reading of the Berry strain gauge was also taken,
after which the brake shoe machine was started and a speed of
approximately 20 miles per hour was maintained. Readings of the
temperatures and strain gauge were taken at stated intervals by
stopping the machine, such stops occupying from 40 to 60 seconds.
During the test of wheel No. 5 or the 690-pound AP wheel all
;

shoes were tested at the following pressures:

800-pound continu-
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and 6,840 pound intermittent. Under the 800
pounds pressure the shoe was left on the wheel the entire time.
Under the other three pressures the shoe was in contact for 610
revolutions.
The three heavier pressures were carried on until
Eeadings
100 applications of the brake shoe had been made.

From

2,808, 4,152

ous,

were taken after the 2d, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 15th, 25th, 30th, 40th,
50th. 60th, 70th, 90th and 100th applications.
In the case of the 800-pound pressure in which the shoe was in
contact with the wheel the entire time, the tests were continued
through the same length of time or until the same number of
revolutions of the wheel had been made as during the test of the
heavier pressures.
Eeadings of the temperatures and strain
gauges were taken at approximately the same interval, i. e., after
4,800,

3,200,

1,600,

6,400,

8,000,

12,000,

16,000,

20,000,

24,000,

and 80,000 revolutested under a continu-

30,000, 40,000, 48,000, 56,000, 64,000, 72,000
tions of the wheel.

Wheel No.

5

was

also

ous brake shoe pressure of 4,152 pounds.

This test continued until

The other chilled iron wheels,
7, 8 and 9, were each tested under
2,000 and 3,000 pounds continuous

the plate of the wheel cracked.

namely, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
brake shoe pressure of 800,

During the testing of the above mentioned wheels

application.
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the average results of two of these bars which showed

about the same results, the third one having a flaw in it, a curve
was plotted. In this curve the elongation in .0001 inch per inch

was plotted against the stress in thousand pounds per square inch.
The upper end of the curve was obtained by continuing the curve
accordance with the equation of the test bar curve.
From the readings taken of the strain gauge throughout the
test the elongation in inches per inch could be determined.
As it
in

was known that some of the elongation was due to heat expansion a
correction was made from the total elongation by obtaining the
rise in temperature from the thermometer No. 2, the rise being
figured in each case from the original reading before the test
began. By using the co-efficient of expansion of cast iron which is
.00000556 and multiplying this by the rise in temperature of No. 2
thermometer the elongation in inches per inch due to heat was
determined. This heat elongation was subtracted from the total
elongation and the elongation due to stress was obtained. By the
use of this elongation and the curve, the stress in pounds per
square inch was obtained.
The relation of stress to strain in
This is typical of cast iron. It is well
always some set produced in a test bar of
has been tested.
That is, the bar does not

cast iron is a curve.

known that

there

the machine was stopped every five miutes and a reading of the

cast iron after

temperatures and the strain gauge were taken.

return to

its

it

is

original length

after the load is released.

This,

under the above pressures were continued until the

however, was not shown to be true after the plates of the wheel

stress

indicated by the elongation was approximately constant.

This,

however, did not require the same time for the different

had been subjected to a strain clue to the heat produced by the
brake shoe, as it was shown that the reading of the strain gauge
was the same after the wheel had cooled as it was before the test
began. This was true of all wheels tested, so there must be some
difference in the effect of straining a plate in regard to its set.
For this reason it was felt that this curve would not only show the
relation of stress to elongation for the first test on any wheel, but
could be used for repeated tests on the same wheel. This also was
proved by repeating tests under the same condition, in that the
same elongation was obtained. The exact procedure of obtaining
the stress for any elongation will be explained later.

The

tests

pressures as
will

is

indicated by the results given in the tables which

be explained a

Wheel No.

little later.

was tested under a brake shoe pressure of 4,152
pounds which was continued until the plate of the wheel cracked.
2

METHOD OF CALCULATING THE STRESS FROM THE READING OF THE
BERRY STRAIN GAUGE.
In order to determine the relation of stress to strain,
relations between elongation

and

stress, three test

i.

e.,

the

bars were cast

These bars were approximately 18 inches long and
inches in the center the diameter was 1.8
inches and the ends were approximately 2% inches in diameter.
These bars were tested in tension at the testing laboratory of Purof wheel iron.

RESULTS.

for a distance of 11

due University,

We find that in most cases the stress in the plate for any given
wheel is nearly proportional to the difference in temperature
between the hub and the rim. This holds true whether being the
temperature be high or low, the difference in temperature being the
controlling factor.
this

difference

in
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purposes the same. That is, for any given wheel the stress
up in the plate of the wheel is almost proportional to the
amount of work done by the brake shoe in a given time. The

tical

set

thing which affects this stress in the plate most

This

wheel.

is

well

is

the design of the

shown by comparisons given

in Figs. 12 to 14.

Fig. 12 gives the comparison of the stress developed in the plate

of the nine wheels under a continuous brake shoe pressure of 800

pound after the

on each wheel had continued for 32,000 revolutions or at a point when the stress in each wheel had practically
become constant. It will be seen from this figure that the stress
varies from about 12,000 pounds in the 840 pound arch wheel to
20,000 pounds in the 675 pound MCB wheel.

Cj

It will also be seen that the three arch plate wheels Nos. 4, 5

"0

weighing respectively 640, 690 and 740 pounds, had a much
lower stress than wheels Nos. 1, 2 and 3 of the 625, 675 and 725
standard MB wheels. That is, the average stress obtained indi•ated in this figure on the three MCB wheels was 17,900 pounds and
on the arch plate wheels, namely, 4, 5 and 6 designed for the same
service, the average stress was 13,000 pounds or the reduction in

and

c

c
io

3

6

was 4,900 pounds.

stress

10

<*
5 &
7 9
Wheel Number-^

3

9

Fig. 13.

also remains constant.

test

In about 30 applications, neglecting indi-

Wheels Nos. 8 and 9, which were made by increasing the weight
of the 625-pound wheel to 690 pounds, show some interesting
Wheel No. 8, which had 65 pounds added to the plate,
results.
showed considerably less stress than the standard 625-pound wheels,
but wheel No. 9 which had the 65 pounds of metal added to the rim
of the wheel, did not show any less stress with a continuous brake
shoe pressure of 800 pounds. That is, this metal added to the rim
was practically ,of no value in reducing the stress in the plate
of the wheel due to brake shoe friction.

The comparison

in stress of the different wheels as

shown

in

vidual error of reading, the stress remained constant throughout

Fig. 13 under a constant brake shoe pressure of 2,000 pounds after

The rise in temperature of the three
thermometers was uniform until a certain number of applications
had been made after which the temperature would remain practically constant; that is, after this point had been reached the
radiation of heat was equivalent to the added heat.
By comparing the results for any wheel while using 800 pounds
continuous pressure with that of the same wheel under 6.840 pounds
intermittent pressure practically the same amount of work being
done in both cases, the resultant maximum stress is for all prac-

had made 3,200 revolutions indicates practically the same
conclusions as those shown in Fig. 12. Here it will be seen the
difference in stress between the low and high stress steel is greater
than in the 800-pound tests, due to the rapid rise in temperature
of the rim. Also the results shown in Fig. 14 giving a compari-

the remaining applications.

the wheel

son of the several wheels under a continuous brake shoe pressure
of 3,000 pounds

indicate the

same

after the wheel

relative difference,

between the low and high

By

had revolved 3,150 revolutions
but then again the difference

steel wheel.

looking at the results shown in Figs. 12 and 14 it would seem
675-pound wheel, which gave the highest average

that the
stress,

MCB

must be the poorest designed wheel

tested.

In order to show the exact difference of applying the shoe to
and then to the rim of the wheel, curves

the throat of the wheel

were plotted and they indicated that while the final
tically the same under both conditions, the stress
plate during the early part of the application is
when the shoe is applied to the rim than when it is

<0

stress is prac-

set

up

much

in the

greater

applied to the

throat.

c

From a

careful study of these results

it

would seem that the plate

MCB

design of cast iron wheel might be improved by making the inside of the plate a smooth curve with a comparatively
large radius instead of reversing the curvature of the plate and
of the

1
3

making a sharp curve as now made.

TO TEST

the general observance of rules on the Pennsylvania Bailroad, 5,961,732 observations were made and reported
in 1913, with 8,120 failures, showing a record of 99.9 per cent

<3
•o

3
i?

These tests included a great variety of violations,
from employes reporting late to smoking on duty, using locomotive whistle unnecessarily, leaving headlight burning in daytime, using foot to adjust couplers, going between cars to repair
leak in air brake hose without notifying train crew, placing
torpedoes where persons are liable to be injured by them, and

perfect.

J!

In all 93 different kinds of observaExactly 784,675 observations were made as
to the use of intoxicants by employes, and only 158 cases
the use of reliable watches.

<?

3

e>

7

Wheel riurnher^
Fig.

14.

e

tions were made.

required discipline.

'

'
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MECHANICAL CONVENTIONS FOR

Railway associations
all departments are doing a great
and should be encouraged whenever possible. Following is a list of the associations in the mechanical department, the dates and places of the next convention of each and
the name of the secretary.
There is also given a list of the
covered
topics to be
at each meeting, so that the field and work
deal of good

of the respective

associations

may

be compared.

Air Brake Association.
The twenty-first annual convention of the Air Brake Association will be held at the Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit, Mich.,
on May 5, 6, 7 and 8. F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.,
The subjects to be presented
is secretary of the association.

"Electro-Pneumatic Signal System for Passenger Trains,"
by L. N. Armstrong.
1.

"Air Hose," by T. W. Dow.
Clasp Type of Foundation Brake Gear

'

'

for

Heavy

Pas-

in Caboose Cars,"

by

Purcell.

"The Analysis of the Factors Involved in Controlling and
5.
Stopping Passenger Trains," by Walter V. Turner.
6.
"One Hundred Per Cent Efficiency of Freight Train
Brakes," by Fred Von Bergen.
"Recommended Practice," S. G. Down, G. R. Parker,
7.
H. A. Wahlert, J. R. Alexander and N. A. Campbell.
8.
Topical Subject— "Mountain Grade Work," by H. H.
Forney.
9.
Topical Subject— "Modern Train Building," by G. W.
Nolan.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.

The eleventh annual convention of the Railway Storekeepers'
be held at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington,
19 and 20, 1914.
The standing committees
of the association expect to have their reports ready within a
short time and these will also be printed and distributed before
the meeting. Papers on the regular subjects will also be distributed to all members. J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood, 0.,
Association

D. C, on

is

will

May

Master Boiler Makers' Association.
The eighth annual convention of the Master Boiler Makers'
Association will be held at the Hotel Waldron, Philadelphia,
Pa., on May 25, 26, 27 and 28.
Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty
St., New York, is secretary of the organization.
Committee reports on the following subjects will be given at
the meetings:
or Disadvantage of Oxy-acetylene and Electric
Processes for Boiler Maintenance and Repairs." F. A. Griffin,
chairman.

Benefit

18,

The regular subjects

secretary of the association.

are

as

follows:

Has Been Derived from Treating Feed Water

for Locomotive Boilers Chemically?" T. F. Powers, chairman.

"What Can

"Air Gage and Conductor's Valve

Mark

Economies in Roundhouse and Terminal Fuel Consumption.
Pre-heating of Feed Water for Locomotive Boilers.

"What

senger Cars," by T. L. Burton.
4.

Coal Space and Adjuncts of Locomotive Tenders.
Relation of Front End Design and Air Openings of Grates
and Ash Pans to Fuel Consumption and Sparks.

"Advantage

are as follows:

3.
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Honeycombing and Clinker Formation.

1914.

in

2.

'

Do to Get a Uniform Rule Regarding the Load Allowed on Staybolts and Boiler Braces?"
C. P. Patrick, chairman.
"Advantages or Disadvantages of Flexible Staybolts to Be
Used in Crown Sheets to Take the Place of Sling Stays. " C. E.
Steward, chairman.
"Advantage or Disadvantage of Combustion Chambers in
Large Mallet or Pacific Type Engines, Other Than a Shorter
Flue." A. N. Lucas, chairman.
"What Shape and Size Head of a Radial Staybolt in Crown
Sheet of Oil-burning Engines Gives the Most Efficient Service?"
C. L. Hempel, chairman.
"Does the Method of Flue Cleaning or Rattling Have Any
Effect on the Further Sealing Up of Flues?" B. F. Sarver,
chairman.
"Combustion and Fuel Economy." C. F. Petsinger, chairman.
"Proper Inspection of a Boiler While in Service." C. E.
Fourness, chairman.
"Law." W. H. Laughridge, chairman.
The first day will be given over to addresses by a number
of prominent men and the business of the association.
The
committee reports will be taken up on May 26, the second day.
the Association

On May 27 members and visitors will visit the plants of the
Parkesburg Iron & Steel Co. and the Lukens Iron & Steel Co.
Two special addresses and the unfinished business will be the
order on the last day, as well as the annual dinner at 7:00 p. m.

"Stores Department Expenses."
"How to Obtain the Greatest Efficiency from Employes in the Stores Department.
K-3. "Handling of Stationery."
K-4. "Classification of Electric Railway Materials."
The committee reports are as follows:
Recommended Practices Chairman, H. S. Burr.
Accounting Chairman, E. E. McCracken.
Piece Work Chairman, W. W. Eldridge.
Standardization of Tinware Chairman, W. F. Jones.
Stationery Chairman, S. C. Pettit.
Uniform Grading and Inspection of Lumber Chairman, J. H.

Master Mechanics and Master Car Builders' Association.
The forty-eighth annual convention of the Master Car
Builders Association will be held at Youngs Million Dollar Pier,
Atlantic City, N. J., on June 10, 11 and 12. The forty-seventh
annual convention of the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association will be held at the same place the following
week, June 15, 16 and 17. J. W. Taylor, Karpen Building,

Waterman.

special committees at the

K-l.
K-2.

'

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

Scrap Classification Chairman, W. T. Bissell.
Chairman, W. M. Portlock.
Standard Buildings and Structure Chairman, J. H. McMillen.
Book of Standard Rules Chairman, J. G. Stuart.
Marking of Couplers and Parts Chairman, A. H. Young.

Membership

—

—

—
—

Railway Fuel Association.
The International Railway Fuel Association
sixth

May

is

secretary-treasurer.

The subjects for consideration

at the meeting are:

—

Chicago,

is

secretary of both organizations.

The following subjects

will be covered by standing and
Master Car Builders' meeting:

"Arbitration."
"Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice."
Train Brake and Signal Equipment.
"Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment."
"Coupler and Draft. Equipment."
"Rules for Loading Materials."
'

'

'

"Car Wheels."
hold its
Chicago, HI.,

will

annual convention at the Hotel LaSalle,
18, 19, 20 and 21.
C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick Bldg.,

Chicago,

'

Storage of Coal Its Feasibility and Advantages to Producer, Carrier and Consumer.
Sizing of Coal for Locomotive Use.
A Uniform Method of Computing Locomotive Fuel Consumption for Office Statistics and Trip Performance.

"Safety Appliances."
Car Construction.
"Car Trucks."
"Prices for Labor and Material."
"Train Lighting and Equipment."
"Tank Cars."
'

'

'

"Damage

to Freight Equipment by Unloading Machines."
"Specifications and Tests for Materials."

"Retirement of 40,000 and 50,000 Pounds Capacity Cars from
Interchange."

'

'

' '

'

'

'

'

'

'
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The following subjects
special committees of the

will be covered by standing and
American Kailway Master Mechanics'

at Terminals; Also
'
'

"Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice."
"Mechanical Stokers."
"Safety Appliances."
"Design, Construction and Inspection of Locomotive Boilers."
"Locomotive Headlights."
"Standardization of Tinware,"
".Use of Special Alloy and Heat Treated Steel in Locomotive
Construction."
"Smoke Prevention."

'

Method

and Reporting Defects."

of Locating

Advantages Derived from the Use of Speed Recorders and
of Same on Operating Expense."
By Frederick

Influence

Kirby.
"Practical Chemistry of Combustion."
By A.
"Scientific Train Loading; Tonnage Rating."

secretary and treasurer.

is

0.,

"Making and

Repairing Frogs and Crossings."
Carbon or High Speed Steel.
"Tools and Foremen."
"Electric Welding."
Drop Forgings.
Spring Making and Repairing.
"Piece Work and Other Methods of Having Work Done."
"Locomotive Frame Making and Repairing."
Oxy-acetylene Process for Cutting and Welding of Metals.
Case Hardening.
"Heat Treatment of Metals."
"Shop Kinks."
'

'

Fuel Economy.
Also the following individual papers:
"Dimensions for Flange and Screw Couplings for Injectors."
'

'

M. Poster.
"Motors for Railway Shops." By B. P. Kuhn.
Review of Work Done by Other Mechanical Organizations.
By Dr. Angus Sinclair.
'

'

'

'

'

'

O.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

International Railway General Foremen's Association.

The tenth annual convention of the General Foremen's Assois to be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, HI., on
July 14, 15, 16 and 17. The secretary is William Hall, 829
Committees will report on the
Broadway, Winona, Minn.
ciation

following subjects:

"Engine House

Efficiency. "
Walter Smith, chairman.
"Cylinders, Pistons, Crossheads, Guides and Valves." J. T.
Mullin, chairman.
"Practice and Methods of Maintenance and Repairs to the
Newman, chairman.
Air Brake aud Its Appurtenances. "
"Autogeneous Welding." C. L. Dickert, chairman.
The following papers will also be presented:

CM.

Taylor System." By W. W. Scott.
"Railroading at a High Altitude." By

"The

J.

W.

&

C. F. Association.

annual convention of the Chief Interchange
and
Car Foremen's Association will be held at
Car Inspectors'
Cincinnati, 0., on August 25, 26 and 27. The discussions will
cover the M. C. B. rules and other topics of interest to the car
Stephen Skidmore, 6th and Millcreek, Cincinnati
department.
is

fifteenth

secretary.

Painters' Association.

The Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association will
its annual convention at the Hermitage Hotel, Nashville,

hold

Tenn., on September
is

8,

9,

10 and 11.

A. P. Dane, Reading,

secretary and treasurer.

Scott.

GAUGE FOR DRIVING WHEEL

The sixth annual convention of the American Railway Tool
Foremen's Association Will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on July 20, 21 and 22. A. R. Davis, 750 Pine St., Macon
The subjects to be covered
Ga., is secretary and treasurer.
are:

"Standardization of Reamers for Locomotive Repair Shops."
"Machine Tool Repairs, Methods of Handling, Records, Etc."
"Tool Room Grinding, Clearance, Angles, Grinding Wheels

and Special Applications.

C. I. C. I.

The

Mass.,

Tool Foremen's Association.

TIRES.
Hendrum, Florence & Cripple Creek R. R.
The sketch shows a distance gauge, the use of which eliminates all guess work in setting of tires. The gauge is placed
on the rim of the wheel center between the spokes and has an
Screwing down
offset at A, which fits against the tire section.

By

J. T.

the set-screw against the rim serves to hold the gauge in position.
After the tire is in place, the clamp is inserted and the

clamp nut

is

screwed down until the

tire is against the off-set

'

"Special Tools for Drilling, Reaming and Milling."
"Distribution of Tools for Shop Use, Arrangement of Tool
Racks, Delivery of Tools, Etc."
"Dies for Cold Work, Press and Special Punching,"
Traveling Engineers' Association.

twenty-second

annual

convention

of

this

association

Sherman, Chicago, late in
August. W. O. Thompson, Buffalo, N. Y., is secretary. Committees will report on the following subjects:
will probably be held at the Hotel

Accompanying

"Difficulties
Its

Relation

to

Prevention of Dense Black
of Fuel and Locomotive

Cost

'

"Operation of All Locomotives With a View of Obtaining
Maximum Efficiency at Lowest Cost."
Considering:
To Increase

Committees

"Flue Welding."
'

'

"Advantage

S.

will cover the following subjects:

"Statistics."

Repairs.

0.

The twenty-second annual convention of the International
Eailroad Master Blacksmiths' Association will be held at
Milwaukee, Wis., on August 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.
A. L.

'

Smoke and

Kenyon.

By

Master Blacksmiths' Association.

'

The

C.

Berger, Jr.

Woodworth, Lima,

"Revision of Standard Efficiency Tests of Locomotives."
"Revision of Air Brake and Train Signal Instructions."
Superheated Locomotives.
"Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating."

April, 1914

Also the following papers:

Association:

By

'

to

Be Derived from Use

of Mechanical Stokers

Increased Efficiency of the Locomotive; (2)
the Possibility of Securing a Higher Type of

(1)

Candidates for Position of Firemen; (3) The Utilization of
Cheaper Grades of Fuel.
"Care of Locomotive Brake Equipment on Line of Road and

.

3

—
Clamp Detail
Mode e/SifTSrce/

'

Distance

Gauge

for

Applying

Tires.
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Three gauges are used on each wheel
and are kept in place until the tires have cooled sufficiently.

section of the gauge.

The

A, of course,

off-set at

equal to the distance the tire pro-

is

wheel center.
There is no measuring to be done when this distance gauge
The device
is applied and it insures the tire being on straight.
is especially good when changing tires with the wheels under
the engine, for you get away from trying to measure the tire
distance on inside of wheel center, with the spring, spring
hanger and frame in the way.
jects inside the

HYDROSTATIC TEST PUMP.
By L. E.
pump shown

Dix, M. M., Union Ry.

in the sketch was designed and built
Osborne, while master mechanic at the Valley Junction, la., shops of the Rock Island, and is being very successfully used at our shops. It is used for putting water pressure

The
by H.

test
J.
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American Car & Foundry Co., New York City.
American Car & Ship Hdwe. Mfg. Co., New Castle, Pa.
American Flexible Bolt Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
American Locomotive Co., New York City.
American Mason Safety Tread Co., Boston, Mass.
American Nut & Bolt Fastener Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
American Roll Gold Leaf Co., Providence, R. I.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
American Steel Foundries, Chicago, 111.
American Tool Works Co., Cincinnati, O.
Anchor Packing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Armstrong-Blum Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Ashton Valve Co., Chicago, 111.
Baker Bros., Toledo, O.
Bareo Brass & Joint Co., Chicago, 111.
Baush Machine Tool Co., Springfield, Mass.
Besly, Chas. H.

&

Co.,

Chicago,

111.

and consists of a scrap 8-inch air pump with the air
cylinder bushed to 4% inches. The apparatus is mounted on
a cart so that it may be taken to any part of the shop. The
pump will run with steam, water or air and a pressure of 500
pounds may be obtained. The cost of the outfit will not exceed
One of these pumps is in use at McGehee, Ark., and an4>50.
other at Cedar Rapids.

Bettendorf Co., Bettendorf, Iowa.
Bird-Archer Co., New York City.
Blackall, Robert H., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Boker, Herman & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bowser, S. F. & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Brown Automatic Hose Coupling Co., Toledo, O.
r
Brubaker, W L. & Bros., Millersburg, Pa.
Buckeye Steel Castings Co., Columbus, O.

A. KIPP, general car inspector of the New York, Ontario &
"Western at Middletown, N. Y., was present at the meeting of
the executive committee of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors and Car Foremen's Association, and his name should
have been included in the report of the meeting published in

Buffalo Brake

on

boilers

our last issue.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS M.
Following

is

a

of

list

C. B.

& M. M. CONVENTION.

concerns which

have arranged foi
Master Car Builders' and

•exhibit space at the convention of the

American Railway Master Mechanics' Associations

at Atlantic

City, June 10-17, 1914:

Acme Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati,
Acme Supply Co., Chicago, 111.
American
American
American
American
American
American

Abrasive Metals

Arch

Co.,

Co.,

New York

Balance Valve

Co.,

O.

New York

City.

City.

Jersey Shore, Pa.

Brake Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., Mahwah, N.
Brass

Co.,

Beam

Co.,

New York

Camel Co., Chicago, 111.
Carborundum Co., Niagara

City.

N. Y.
Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cayuta Mfg. Co., Sayre, Pa.
Chase, L. C. & Co., Boston, Mass.
Chicago Car Heating Co., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Varnish Co., Chicago, 111.
Chisholm & Moore Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Cincinnati Planer Co., Cincinnati, O.
Clark Foundry Co., Rumford, Me.
Coe, W. H. Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.
Commercial Acetylene Ry. L. & S. Co., New York City.

Commonwealth

Falls,

Steel Co., St. Louis,

Mo.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Consolidated Ry. Elec. Lgt. & Eqpt. Co., New York City.

J.

Ansonia, Conn.

AA

.

|' 'Brass Bushing

Cast Iron

4" Boiler Plate

i"S6/ler
Plate

Press FitCylinder

in
-

1" Water Outlet

*"tfater/nler

Boiler Test

Pump.
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Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co.. Hoboken, X. J.
Crane Co.. Chicago, 111.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.. Boston, Mass.
Curtain Supply Co.. Chicago, 111.

Damascus Brake Beam

Co., Cleveland, O.

Dazie Mfg. & Supply Co., Xew York City.
Dearborn Chemical Co., Chicago, III.
Deforest Sheet & Tinplate Co.. Xiles. Ohio.
Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, X. J.
Draper Mfg. Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Dressel Bailway Lamp Wks., Xew York City.
Duff Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
DuPont Fabrikoid Co., Inc., "Wilmington. Del.
Eagle Glass & Mfg. Co., Wellsburg, W. Ya.
Economy Devices Corp., Xew York City.
E. D. E. Company, Chicago, 111.
Edison Storage Battery Co., Orange, X. J.
Edwards, O. M.. Co.. Syracuse, X. Y.
Electric Controller

& Mfg.

Co.,

Xew York

City.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Elwell-Parker Electric

Co.,

Equipment Improvement

Xew York City.
Xew York City.

Co.,

Fastnut, Limited, London, Eng.
Flannery Bolt Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Forged Steel "Wheel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Foster, Walter H. Co., Xew York City.
Franklin Eailway Supply Co., Xew York City.
Frost Eailway Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Galena Signal Oil Co., Xew York City.
Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, X. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, X. Y.
General Bailway Supply Co., Chicago, 111.
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.. Xew York City.
Goldschmidt Thermit Co., Xew York City.
Gould Coupler Co., Xew York City.
Greene,

Tweed &

Co., Chicago, 111.

Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.
Grip Xut Co., Chicago, HI.
Hale & Kilburn Co.. Xew York City.
Hammett, H. G., Troy. X. Y.
Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Lac, Philadelphia, Pa,
Hartshorn, Stewart Co., Chicago, 111.
Heppenstall Forge & Knife Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hewitt, H. H., Xew York City.
Hewitt Rubber Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Heywood Bros. & Wakefield Co., Wakefield, Mass.
Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp., So. Boston, Mass.
Hutchins Car Roofing Co., Detroit, Mich.
Illinois Steel Co., Chicago, 111.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
Ingersoll-Rand Co., Xew York City.
Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Firebox Co., Xew York City.
Jenkins Bros., Xew York City.
Johns, H. W., Mannville Co., Xew York City.
Joliet Railway Supply Co., Chicago, HI.
Jones & Lamson Machine Co., Springfield, Yt.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Joyce-Cridland Co., Dayton, O.
Griffin

Justice, Phillip S.

&

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Xew York City.
Keyoke Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111.
Keystone Lubricating Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Lehon Co., Chicago, LU.
Locomotive Stoker Co., Schenectady, X. Y.
Locomotive Superheater Co., Xew York City.
Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.
Long, Chas. R., Jr., Co., Louisville, Ky.
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

April. 1914-

Lutz-Webster Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Magnus Metal Co., Xew- York City.
Mahr Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Manning-Maxwell & Moore, Inc., Xew York City.
Massachusetts Mohair Plush Co.. Boston, Mass.
Midvale Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mudge & Co., Chicago, 111.
Mc Conway & Torley Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
McCord & Co., Chicago, 111.
McCord Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
MoGraw Publishing Co., Xew York City.
Xathan Mfg.
Xational
Xational
Xational
Xational
Xewhall,

Co.,

Xew York

City.

Graphite Lubricator

Lock Washer

Co.,

Malleable Castings

Tube

Co..

Co.,

Scranton, Pa.

Xewark, X.

J.

Co.. Cleveland, O.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Geo. M.. Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Xewton Machine Tool Works. Inc., Philadelphia,
Xiles-Bement-Pond Co., Xew York City.
Xorton, A.

O., Inc.,

Pa.

Boston, Mass.

Xuttall, R. D. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Okonite Company. Xew York City.
O 'Malley-Beare Yalve Co., Chicago, 111.
Pantasote Co., Xew York City.
Parkesburg Iron Co., Parkesburg, Pa.
Pels,

Henry &

Co.,

Xew York

City.

Pilliod Co., Swanton, O.

Pocket List of RR.

Officials.

Xew York

City.

Pollak Steel Co., Xew York Cit;-.
Power Specialty Co.. Xew York City.
Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pyle Xational Electric Headlight Co., Chicago,

Pyrene Mfg. Co., Xew York City.
Quigley Furnace & Foundry Co.. Xew York
Railway Electrical Engineer, Chicago, 111.
Railway List Co., Chicago, 111.
Railway Materials Co.. Chicago, 111.
Railway Review. Chicago, HI.
Railway Utility Co., Chicago, 111.
Ralston Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Reading Specialties Co., Reading, Pa.
Reed Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.
Reliance Electric

Remy

& Engineering

111.

City.

Co., Cleveland, O.

Electric Co., Anderson, Lad.

Robinson

Co., Boston, Mass.
Rochester Germicide Co., Rochester, X. Y.
Ross Schofield Co., Xew York City.
Ryerson, Joseph T., & Son, Xew York.
Safety Car Ht 'g & Lt'g Co., Chicago, 111.
Sargent Co., Chicago. HI.

Wm.. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co., Xew York City.
Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Chicago, LU.
Standard Heat & Ventilation Co.. Xew York City.
Sellers,

Standard Steel Car Co., Pittsburg. Pa.
Standard Stoker Co., Inc.. Xew York City.
Strong-Carlisle

& Hammond

Co.,

Cleveland, O.

Symington, T. H., Co., Rochester, X. Y.
Transportation Utilities Co., Xew York City.
Union Draft Gear Co., Chicago, HI.

Union Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, LU.
Union Spring & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
United Engineering & Fndry. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
U. S. Light & Heating Co., Xew York City.
U. S. Metal &- Mfg. Co., Xew York City.
TJ. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Universal Draft Gear Attachment Co., Chicago, HI.
Co., Xew York City.
Harry & Co., Chicago, 111.
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, O.
T
Watson-Stillman Co., L nion County, X.

Valentine

&

Vissering,

J.
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West Disinfecting Co., New York City.
"Western By. Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Steel Car & Fndry. Co., Chicago, 111.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Westinghouse Machine Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheel Truing Brake & Shoe Co., Detroit, Mich.
Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co., Greenfield, Mass.
Wilmarth & Norman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wilson Remover Co., Newark, N. J.
Wiltbonco Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
Wine Railway Appliance Co., Toledo, O.
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., New York City.
Zug Iron & Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

B. Kilgore has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Baltimore S~ Ohio, with office at Lima, O., and with juris-

W.

diction between

Troy and Cincinnati.
has been appointed assistant master mechanic
Ohio Southwestern, with office at Cincin-

McMillan

A. E.

of the Baltimore

4"

nati, O.

the Baltimore

4"

succeeds

W. H.

Keller as general foreman of

Ohio Southwestern at Flora,

111.

Oscar Stevens succeeds W. C. Garaghty as road foreman of
engines of the Baltimore 4" Ohio Southwestern at Cincinnati, O.

William Graff has been appointed road foreman
of the Baltimore
J. S.

timore

A. Brandt has been appointed assistant master mechanic of
Cincinnati, Chicago Sr St. Louis, with office at
Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Brandt was formerly mechanical engineer.
W. E. Lefatvre succeeds Thomas Tipton as purchasing agent
of the Denver Sr Bio Grande, with office at Denver, Colo.
B. Ferris has been appointed acting general foreman of the
Detroit, Toledo 4' Ironton at Delray, Mich., succeeding George
C.

the Cleveland,

Gilmore.

H. Allen succeeds William Russell as foreman car repairs of
Sr San Antonio at El Paso, Tex.
F. A. Bladorn succeeds J. D. Brown as locomotive foreman
of the Great Northern at Billings. Mont.
D. P. Phalen succeeds H. G. Koch as locomotive foreman of
the Great Northern at Butte, Mont.
W. P. Milon succeeds R. E. Molt as locomotive foreman of the
Great Uorthern at Whitefish, Mont.
F. Heins has been appointed master mechanic of the Gulf Sr
Sabine River, vice C. E. Magee. His headquarters are at Fullerthe Galveston, Earrisourg

ton, La.

Charles F. Barnhill, as announced in our last issue, has been
appointed master mechanic of the Gulf, Colorado Sr Santa Fe,
with office at Silsbee, Tex. Mr. Barnhill was born on December
26, 1872, at McArthur, 0., and entered railway service in October,
1886, as a machinist apprentice with the Ohio Southern Railway.

He
Harward

J. B.

$r

of engines

Ohio Southwestern at Chillicothe, 0.

Sheafe has been appointed master mechanic of the BalMr. Sheafe was
Ohio at Clifton (S. I.), N. Y.

Sr

formerly engineer of tests of the Illinois Central at Chicago.

H. A. Martin succeeds

S. D. Page as general car foreman of
Bangor 4" AroostocJc, with office at Milo Junction, Me.
F. G. Drolet succeeds S. L. Tracy as general engine foreman of
the Bangor Sr AroostocJc at Milo Junction, Me.
W. W. Boulineau has been appointed road foreman of the
Central of Georgia at Macon, Ga., succeeding A. D. Prendergast.
A. G. McLellan succeeds W. H. Wunderlee as foreman of loco-

the

Alton at Bloomington, 111.
W. H. Naylor succeeds W. H. Davies as road foreman of
engines of the Chicago Sr Alton, with offices at Bloomington, 111.
Howard Timmel, road foreman of the Chicago, Burlington Sr
Quincy, has been transferred from Sterling, Colo., to Edgemont,
S. D., where he succeeds E. R. Morrison.
F. Carter has been appointed purchasing agent of the Chicago
His office is at
Sr Illinois Midland, succeeding H. F. Campbell.
motive repairs of the Chicago

&r
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completed his apprenticeship in 1891 and worked in various

shops as a machinist during the following two years. From 1893
to 1898 he was successively machine foreman, erecting foreman

and general foreman at the Clifton Forge shops of the Chesapeake
& Ohio. From 1898 to 1900 he was erecting foreman for the
same road at Huntington, W. Va., later going to the Columbus,
Shawnee & Hocking as machine and erecting foreman. In 1902
he became erecting foreman of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
at Cleburne, Tex., and from 1904 to 1907 was roundhouse foreman at the same point. In March, 1907, he was made division
foreman of the same road at Gainesville, Tex., which position
he held until his recent appointment.

H. B. Brown, formerly assistant superintendent of machinery
of the Illinois Central,

is

now

with headquarters at Park

general fuel inspector of that road,

Row

Station, Chicago.

W. G. Hall, as announced in the February issue, has been
appointed master mechanic of the International Sr Great Northern
at Mart, Tex.
Mr. Hall was born at Palestine, Tex., in 1882,
was educated in the public schools at that place and commenced
railway work as a machinist apprentice with the International
& Great Northern in October, 1898. Upon completing his apprenticeship in October, 1902, he took service with the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain

going with the

&

Southern at Argenta, Ark., as a machinist, later
Louis Southwestern at Pine Bluff, Ark., and

St.

Chicago.
F.

W. Murphy

Chicago, Ottawa

succeeds John Bauer as master mechanic of the
S~

Peoria, with office at Ottawa,

F. Fisher succeeds

W. H. Cour

111.

as general foreman of the

His office is at Springfield, 111.
succeeds W. A. Deems as general foreman of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton Sr Dayton at Lima, O.
John Simmes has been appointed general foreman of the Cincinnati, New Orleans Sr Texas Pacific at Ludlow, Ky., succeeding

Chicago, Peoria

Sr

St. Louis.

W. H. Keller

J. G.

Lewis.

D. J. Mullen has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago Sr St. Louis, succeeding S. K. Dickerson. His office is at Indianapolis, Ind.
F. K. Murphy succeeds D. J. Mullen as assistant superintendent
of motive power of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago Sr St. Louis,

with

W.

office

at Indianapolis, Ind.

E. Ricketson succeeds C. A. Brandt as mechanical engineer

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

Sr

St. Louis, with office at

Beech Grove, Lad.
F.

Bauer

succeeds F. K.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
olis,

Ind.

Murphy
S-

as master mechanic of the

St. Louis,

with

office

at Indianap-

W.

G.

HALL.
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with the Chicago A Lis-tern Illinois at Danville. 111., where he
was made gang foreman in August. 1905. In December, 19"7.
he became roundhouse foreman of the Trinity & Brazos Valley
In January. 1910. he was made roundhous<
at Teague. Tex.
foreman of the International & Great Northern at Palestine. Tex.,
holding this position until his recent promotion.
C. E.

son

Fowler has been appointed
$ Xorthirextern. with office

master mechanic of the Jefat Jefferson.

Tex.

He

suc-

ceeds T. H. Y. Xewcorub.

Charles Woodard soeeee L. Adair as master mechanic of
Kansas Citu. Mexico & Orient of Texas, with office at San
I

.

the

Angelo. Tex.

W. M. Bosworth. whose appointment
of the Louisvil'

born June

work

13,

N

.<

lS7f».

at

-

in July.

as mechanical engineer

was announced in the last issue. wa>
Baltimore. Md.
He commenced railway

shuttle

ial

apprentice at the

Mount

Clare

Ohio and later became a draftsman
at the same place. From 1906 until 1911 he was chief draftsman
of the Baltimore & Ohio and in 1911 was appointed mechanical
engineer of the Kansas City Southern at Pittsburg. Kan., where
he remained until his present appointment.
B. J. Peasley has been appointed superintendent of shops of
the Missouri Pacific at Argenta. Ark. He succeeds B. E. Stevens.
G. K. Stewart succeeds B. J. Peasley as master mechanic of
the Missouri Pacific at DeSoto, Mo.
J. A. Sheppard has been appointed master mechanic of the
Missouri Pacific shops at Coffeyville. Kan., succeeding G. K. Stewart.
Mr. Sheppard was born at Clinton. la., on August 14. 1867,
serving his apprenticeship on the Chicago & Northwestern at that
After completing his apprenticeship he served with the
point.
Chicago. Milwaukee &: St. Paul at Savanna. 111., with the Duluth
Iron Bange at Two Harbors, Minn., and with the Clinton
A:
Bridge & Iron Works at Clinton. la. Later he was with the
B. C. B. Railway at Cedar Rapids. la., a? machinist and foreman.
He left Cedar Rapids on December 1, 1908. to become division
foreman of the Missouri Pacific at Council Grove. Kan., and in
the spring of 1911 was transferred to the same position at Pueblo.
Colo., where he remained until his present appointment.
J. L. Woods has been appointed assistant purchasing agent of
the Xashville, Chattanooga 4' St. Louis, with office at Nashville.
Tenn.
I. M. Ramsdell has been appointed master car builder of the
Oregon-Washington li. B. 4' V,. with office at Portland. Ore. Mr.
Ramsdell was formerly master car builder of the Chicago k Alton
at Bloomington. 111.
L. Woster succeeds F. Ritner as superintendent of motive power
of the Ohio Southeastern, with office at Cincinnati. O.
shops of the Baltimore

J.

C.
is,

Nolax

<Sc

has been appointed master mechanic of the St.
«f Texas, with office at Kingsville. Tex.

Brownsiille

A. F. Hawkins has been appointed general foreman, car department, of the Antonio, Uvalde 4' Gulf, with headquarters
at Pleasanton, Tex., vice W. H. Pinson. resigned.

H. Jacksox has been appointed general foreman, locomotive
department, of the San Antonio, Uvalde 4' Gulf, with headquarat Pleasanton. Tex., vice H. M. Warden, resigned.
H. Rcxtox has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the San Antonio, Uvalde 4' Gulf, with headquarters at
J.

T.

W. HEINTZELMAN.

Pacific, with headquarters at

man commenced

San Francisco.

Cal.

Mr. Heintzel-

railway work as a machinist apprentice, following

up with a term in the draughting room and afterwards being
promoted to foreman in the machine shop. He then gave up shop
work and entered road service as a fireman and later as a locomotive engineer. Subsequently he was made general foreman and
:-tant master mechanic on the Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis
A:
Omaha and then master mechanic, on the Chicago. St. Paul
A Kansas City (now the Chicago Great Western). He remained
with this road until he took service with the Southern Pacific as
master mechanic at Sacramento in LSSS. In 1902 he was promoted to superintendent of motive power of the northern district
of this company, occupying this position until his present proit

-

motion.
O. B.

Schoexky has been appointed shop superintendent
Sacramento.

Soutli' in Pacific at

S Watkixs

D.

Cal..

of the

succeeding C. T. Nbyea.

has V»een promoted to assistant superintendent

-hops of the Southern Pacific at Sacramento, Cal.
J. P.

Brexdel succeeds O. B. Schoenky

as general foreman of

the car shops of the Southern Pacific at Sacramento, Cal.

M. Maseley has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the
$ Gulf, succeeding R. J. Wilson. His office is at Long-

F.
T-

h

view. Tex.
P. Stefftax has been appointed purchasing agent of the Ve
Cru: Terminal, with office at Mexico City. Mexico.
F. T.

ing

it-

Hyxdmax.

'a

superintendent of motive power of the Wheel-

Luke Erie, has had

his headquarters transferred

from Cleve-

land to Brewster. O.
F.

Clarke has been appointed locomotive foreman of

the Ca-

nadian Xorthern at Calgary. Alta.
A. H. Sweetmax has been appointed car foreman of the Canadian Xorthern at North Battleford. Sask.

Pleasanton, Tex.

H. Thompsox succeeds J. Quinn as locomotive foreman of the
Canadian Xorthern Ontario, with office at Parry Sound. Ont.

George St. Pierre has been appointed superintendent of equipment of the San Francisco-Oakland Terminal, with office at Oakland. Cal.
He was formerly master mechanic at that point.

the Ontario division of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters

J. J.

Robixsox succeeds

S. C.

Shepperd as general foreman of

the Southern at Manchester. Ta.
C. E.

Keever succeeds

J.

J.

Robinson as general foreman of

the Southern at Greenville. S. C.

Balich succeeds A. L. Stewart as general foreman of the
Southern at Charlotte, N. C.
F. A.

T.

W. Heixtzelmax.

as announced in our last issue, has been

appointed general superintendent of motive power of the Southern

A. H.
at

Bixxs succeeds

L. F. Hamilton as master mechanic of

West Toronto, Ont.
F.

W. Nicks has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the

Manitoba division of the Canadian Pacific, with
peg, vice P. S. Lindsay, on leave of absence.

office at

Winni-

M. 8. Moxtgomery has been appointed road foreman of the
Northern Pacific at Duluth, Minn.
B. F. Lilly succeeds W. L. Jones as general foreman, car department, of the St. Louis, BroicnsvUh f Mexico, with office at
Kingsville, Tex.

.
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OBITUARY.
at one time master car builder on the Canadian

William Appe,
and

Pacific
$•

later holding the

Hudson Bay.

age of

died at his

same position on the Algoma Central
home al Toronto, March 21, at the
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D. C. FITZGERALD, former assistant superintendent of motive
SI. Louis <J- San Francisco, lost his life in the fire
which destroyed the Missouri Athletic Club at St. Louis. Mo., on

power of the

March

9.

67.

Wpng'^ Manufacturers
JOURNAL BOX PACKING GUARD.
Robbing journal boxes of waste

for use in starting

fires,

oil-

etc., has resulted in a good many cases of
delay to trains due to hot boxes, with the attendant danger,
and also in the injuring or destruction of the journal brasses.
To prevent this source of loss, annoyance and possible danger,

ing small machines,

a device has just been perfected and placed on the market
Nuway journal box packing guard. This is in the
form of a plate made of 14 gauge steel with teeth on sides and
bottom, designed so that the waste cannot work out at the
front of the journal box and also so that waste is retained absolutely against the efforts of anyone to extract it from the box.
called the

action is so positive and reliable that there cannot be a sudden
and unexpected discharge of steam through the hose.

The sprinkler is generally applied on the strainer or on the
suction valve of the injector of the locomotive by the use of a
short connecting nipple having a bend so that the sprinkler will
be in a vertical position. A valve is placed in the steam pipe
at a point where it can be conveniently reached.
-

In operating the coal sprinkler the steam valve in the pipe is
opened wide and that action opens the valve 7. That action
also closes the drip hole B, the piston end on the lower end of
guiding stem covering the hole. Steam will now flow through
nozzle No. 4, forming a jet and combining with water in valve
5.
(But there never will be a flow of steam in starting because
tubes 4 and 5 are always under water by reason of the location
of the sprinkler at a point lower than the tank.)
Steam will flow into the pressure chamber A and valve 2,
which has been closed heretofore, will be lifted. Port C, which
has been opened heretofore, will also be closed and the water
will be forced through the delivery pipe and into the delivery
hose.

The accidents resulting from the use of a sprinkler have
generally been caused by an interruption of the water supply,
due to an obstruction, such as leaves, waste or coal at the
strainer, or

by the

failure of the injector to work.

Should the

flow of water be interrupted or the injector refuse to work,

where a Hancock coal sprinkler is used, the valve No. 2 which
discriminates between steam and water will close the sprinkler
so that no steam will escape into the hose; instead the steam
will be blown back toward the suction pipe, will flow into the
Journal Box at Left

One

is

Equipped with Nuwav Packing Guard.
Right Is Not So Equipped.

The

DELIVERY
10

at the

The guard

is held in place by the weight of the car, so that
no possibility of tampering or removing the guard
without lifting the car.
This device, therefore, absolutely
insures the lubrication of the axle at the heaviest bearing point
at all times, provided there is any oil whatever left in the
packing this in addition to saving a large amount of waste.
An element of additional safety is provided for the proper
operation of cars without boxes running hot. This journal box
packing guard is being marketed by the Nuway Packing Guard

there

is

—

Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala.

HANCOCK COAL SPRINKLER.
Many

accidents in a locomotive cab are due to the failure of
the coal sprinkling apparatus. Water for sprinkling is usually

taken from the delivery pipe of the injector, and the temperature is so high and the pressure so great that when the delivery
hose becomes clogged, as it frequently does as a result of the
heat and pressure destroying the inner lining, the hose either
bursts or is blown off the connection, scalding the occupants of
the cab.
Of all cab accidents 70 per cent are said to come
from this source.
The Hancock sprinkler, which acts on the principle of an
ejector, is so designed that it

is

absolutely

pnof

against acci-

dents of this kind.

The principle feature of
by the Hancock Inspirator

the

Hancock

New

coal sprinkler,

made

York, is a valve which
automatically discriminates between steam and water, and its
Co.,

SUCTION
Hancock

Coal

Sprinkler.

:
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A and force valve 2 upward. The end E of
valve 2 will seat against the surface F, thus making it impossible for steam to flow into the delivery tube.
"When not operating both valves will seat. The discriminating valve No. 2 is heavy enough to prevent water flowing up

pressure chamber

the delivery pipe and then

the water in the delivery pipe
will flow out of the drain hole C. At the same time steam valve
7 will seat, no water will flow up the steam pipe and all water
all

or steam in the steam pipe will drain out at the hole B.

This sprinkler uses comparatively cold water; no steam can
it is self-draining and cannot freeze.

escape;
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on

alternating current and direct current motors and
generators and on transformers are described at length and
illustrated by comprehensive and instructive diagrams.
• *
•
tests

Locomotive hoists as manufactured by the Whiting Foundry
Equipment Co., Harvey, HI., are fully described in catalogue
No. 105 of that firm. They are of the electric screw jack type,
the mechanism consisting principally of two stationary and two
movable screw jacks located in pairs on opposite side of railroad track on which locomotive to be wheeled is run. Illustrations of a number of installations are given.
•

CAB SEAL.
The metal

shown

car seal

ply steel, punched so that

made

in the illustration is
it

of two-

can easily be bent in the shape

of a triangle and locked by turning one of the ends back, as
shown in one of the figures. An attempt to unlock the seal will

break off this end, as the metal of the seal will not stand up
under rebending, due to its composition. The seal of the car is
thereby broken. The seal is put through the slot in the door
pin, is bent at the two punched holes in the manner shown and
the end F is inserted and pressed down into slot D. The narrow

•

•

The National Malleable Castings Co. has issued circulars No.
65 and No. 66, covering respectively the National safety brake
lever and the National safety clevis and pin for uncoupling
rods.
•

•

•

"National" Bulletin No. 11B of the National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., contains some 27 pages of the history, characterisand advantages of "National" pipe. Considerable research
to secure some of the information and the
booklet is interesting and valuable.

tics

work was necessary

»

*

*

The Waterhouse Welding Co. of Boston, Mass., has published
Welding and Cutting Plants,
containing
illustrations, details and prices of six different outfits of this
sort which are furnished by this firm.
'

a booklet entitled

'

'

'

•

•

•

A. L. Henderer's Sons of Wilmington, Del., have issued their
is divided into a tube expander section,

1914 catalogue, which
a

punch

section, a

plete line of tools

pump
is

section

shown

and a jack

section.

A

com-

in each section.

g>Selfogf /Side
James

T.

Gardner, for a number of years in the railway sup-

ply business, with

F

The end

A

then bent
at the entrance to slot D, until F passes through the square
hole B. If the numbered end is raised enough to allow the F
end to be slipped out of the slot, the numbered end will
invariably break off. The seal can be used with the hasp and
staple without a pin, and with a two-pin hook it is only necessary to put the seal through one pin. When sealing through a
horizontal slot the seal should be applied with the number on
the lower side so that it may be easily read. The seal has been
placed on the market by the Metal Car Seal Co. of Chicago, 111.

portion of the end

fits

into this slot.

is

a booklet descriptive of
control of steam heating.
This

issued

Co. of

Gold's
is

New York

electric

has just
thermostatic

an economical method of

every car throughout the train, lessening the parts and weight
of the steam heating system, and cutting down the steam consumption both in yards, at terminals, and in service.

"A

Manual

forty-eight page bulletin, issued

facturing Co.

»

of Electrical Testing"

general manager of the Cincinnati, Saginaw & Mackinac.
has been in the railway equipment business since 1891.

of

St.

Louis.

new
Manu-

the subject of a

by the Wagner

Besides

Electric

describing the line

of

portable instruments manufactured by the Wagner company,
this bulletin describes various types of electrical instrument

movements, the errors to which they are subject and gives sugThe methods for making

gestions for their handling and care.

He

The Joyce-Watkins Company has removed its office from 134
South La Salle street, Chicago, to the McCormick building, 332
South Michigan avenue.
The IT. S. Light & Heating Co. has moved its Chicago office
from 1013 Peoples Gas building to 2335 State street, thus bringing
the Chicago sales office and service station into the same building.

The

Furniture Co.. St. Louis, has been

A. S.

Cameron Steam Pump Works. New York, has opened

a branch office and warehouse in each of the following cities:
Birmingham. Ala.; Chicago; Cleveland, Ohio; Duluth. Miim.
PhilKnoxville, Tenn.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Houghton, Mich.
adelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; St. Louis, Mo.; Seattle, Wash.
The Dieter Nut Company has moved its offices from 84 William
street. New Y~ork, to 80 Maiden Lane.
J.

is

Exchange building,

New York & Philadelphia; general
superintendent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and

;

*

the Bailway

incorporated as the Scarritt-Comstock Corporation.

controlling the steam, maintaining an equable temperature in

*

in

intendent of the Buffalo.

The Scarritt-Comstock

^Literature
The Gold Car Heating & Lighting

offices

Chicago, died on April 9 at his home in Chicago. Mr. Gardner
spent many years in railway service, being successively super-

Application of Edgar Car Seal.

T.

Anthony

;

;

has been appointed assistant general eastern

manager of the American Arch Company. Mr. Anthony was
born in February, 1883, was graduated at Georgia Tech. in 1902,
and was engaged in textile manufacturing for four years; entered
the service of the Atlantic Coast Line in 1906, and changed to the
sales

Central of Georgia in January, 1907, being located in the motive
power department. He took the position of combustion engineer

with the American Arch Co. in January, 1912, and was

made
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Schraeder,

Jr.,

formerly with the Koberts

&

Schaefer

Company, Chicago, has formed a partnership with E. E. Gurley,
formerly with the T. W. Snow Construction Company. The firm
will

be known as Gurley

&

Schraeder, with offices in the Ellsworth

building, Chicago.

G. W. Alden, formerly with the McMyler-Interstate Co., of
Bedford, Ohio, has been appointed western sales manager for the
Ohio Locomotive Crane Co., of Bucyrus, Ohio, with office in the

Fisher building, Chicago.

Arthur

Odegaard, manager of the St. Louis office of the
and former assistant purchasing agent of the
Island
Lines,
Eock
was killed in the fire which destroyed the
Missouri Athletic Club in St. Louis, Mo., on March 9.
J.

Spencer Otis

I.

Co.,

W. Lincoln

has been appointed vice president of the Duncan
of Portland, Ore. He is in charge of the east-

Lumber Company,
ern sales

office in

the

McCormick

building, Chicago.

Bertram Smith has been appointed assistant manager of the
Edison Storage Battery Supply Company, San Francisco, which
handles the Edison battery on the Pacific coast.

W. K. Allen, formerly secretary of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern,
has been made general western agent of the Hudson Mechanical
Eubber Company, 50 Church street, New York, and the United
Eailway Signal Company, Trenton, N. J., with office in the People's

Gas building, Chicago.

George Hills has resigned as president of the Welding MateNew York, to become general sales agent of the Siemund
Wenzel Electric Company, of New York.
rials Co.,

J.

T.

ANTHONY.

Frank N. Gregg
assistant to president in January, 1913, which position he held
until March 1, 1914, when he was appointed to his present position.

Harlow

D. Savage has been appointed general eastern sales
manager of the American Arch Co., with office at 30 Church street,
New York. Mr. Savage was born at Memphis, Tenn., April 16,
1860, and was educated

in

the public schools

and at Kenyon Mili-

has been appointed sales agent of the Transoffice at 1201 Virginia Eailway

portation Utilities Company, with

& Power building, Eichmond, Va.
The Barco Brass & Joint Co.,

SAVAGE.

Academy. From June, 1907, to March
the Ashland Fire Brick Co.

"tary

W.

Barco Brass
1,

1914, he

was with

L. Anderson has been appointed manager of the railway
department of the Union Fibre Company, Chicago. He was
formerly with George E. Molleson Co.
Edward A. Hawks has been appointed a special representative
of the department of car equipment of Dahlstrom Metallic Door
'Co., Jamestown, N. Y.
sales

street, Chi-

gaged the services of Clarence L. Mellor, who was formerly
with the United States Metallic Packing Co., in charge of
western sales, and has appointed Mr. Mellor western representative. Mr. Mellor has been in the railway supply business
a number of years. From 1897 to 1899 he was in the London

C.

H. D.

226 North Jefferson

cago, in order to take care of its increasing business, has en-

L.

&

MELLOR,
Joint Co., Chicago.

office of Edward Mahoney; he at that time represented the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Harlin & Hollingsworth, Edgemore
Bridge Works, etc. He returned to the United States in 1899
and was with the Baldwin Locomotive Works as foreman in
various departments until 1909, when he went with Alfred
Lowell as chief inspector. He remained there a few months
and then went with the United States Metallic Packing Co.,

whom

he has represented in the west ever since.
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REOPENING OF THE SOUTHERN HOTEL.
The Southern Hotel at St. Louis, which was one of the best
known and most popular with railroad men, is to be reopened
on May 1 on a strictly modern and high-class basis and will
be operated along the same lines which made it so popular
in days past. The original Southern Hotel was built by Thomas
Allen, but was destroyed by fire in 1877. Allen then determined
to build a hotel which could not be burned, and in building the
new hotel, steel rails and stone were used. This building was
Since that time many prominent men have
erected in 1880.
been entertained under its roof. The St. Louis Railway Club
held its meetings there for many years and there is now quite
a favorable sentiment being shown towards holding its meet-

i

mm-

ings there in the future.

The hotel has 350 guest rooms and is to be operated on the
European plan exclusively. The Missouri Athletic Club has
engaged quarters on the ground floor for two years and this
of course will serve to add to the popularity of the hotel.

ft

i_*i m 2 £ £ 2 2 23 s in n 1

'
,

llilliillltlt

.

ii
Lytton Building.

To overcome this and bring the idea to a full fruition, the
management perfected arrangements to occupy the entire ninth
floor of the new Lytton building, corner State street and Jackson boulevard, on and after April 1st.

spared to

make

No expense

has been

the floor attractive and comfortable to tenants

and visitors alike. Elaborate grill room facilities have been
planned and many improvements, born of the knowledge gleaned
Allen Sheldon, who has
from past experience, will be made.
been in active charge of the exhibit at the Karpen building,
will have full charge of it at the Lvtton building.
'UP

\> an
/

T
i

1

1

I

m

JACK RYAN.
The new

-+--

Walter Powell, president; Joseph Turley, secretary and treasurer, and "Jack" Ryan, manager.
"Jack" Ryan will be well remembered by the former patrons
of the hotel as he has been connected with it since 1888, with
the exception of two or three years. Ryan is always there with
ever present good cheer and hospitality and no one need be
blue while he is on the job. The reopening of this hotel will
undoubtedly meet with a great favor among supply and rail-

wav men
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RAILWAY SUPPLY EXHIBIT

i

yf

3'S"

QUARTERS.
Si

Some two years ago

the

Karpen brothers conceived the idea

of fitting up an entire floor of their spacious building at 900

Michigan avenue, Chicago, for a concentrated and collective exhibit of railway supplies and equipment, and to this end
equipped the twelfth floor with the necessary telephones, furniture, etc., which would make it possible for anyone interested in
this industry to have every possible convenience afforded by a
modern office in addition to having their product on exhibit the
year round to visiting railroad men. The past two years has
proven that the idea was thoroughly practical, and that many
of the manufacturers who had salesrooms and offices in Chicago recognized the importance of having their goods displayed
on the floor and rented space for that purpose, but the only
thing that hindered the rapid growth of the plan was the location of the Karpen building
its distance from the loop prevented many visiting railroad men from attending it. owing to
lack of time, and resident railroad men could not spare time

—

during business hours to visit

it.

UACK50N BL VO.
Floor Plan of Railway Supply Permanent Exhibit.

This plan offers railway supply manufacturers, railway supply representatives and in fact anyone interested in the sale
of their products to railroads an exceptional opportunity to
keep their goods constantly before the eyes of interested railroad men.
It also offers office facilities in the very heart of
the railway supply industry at a cost far below the maintenance
of individual offices, with the distinct advantage of having the
buyers brought to their door instead of having to seek them.

Wanted

—A

high-grade railway mechanical

man

covering Chi-

cago and Middle Western States, who
many years' experience and a large acquaintance among
the railway men would like to represent one or two more
concerns who have an article of merit. Address, O. C. C, The
Railway List Co., 431 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.
is well established, hav-

ing

—
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Insulation of Steel Cars
Since the

MaSerpcmnic

was placed

all-steel car

first

in service, railway

chanical officers have been concerned with their insulation.

heat conductivity of steel

which in

much

is so

greater than that of wood,

used as an insulating material, that

itself is extensively

a problem of considerable dimensions presents
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When

thought to be a means of securing reason-

it

was found that

appeared that the

it

loss of heat

this

end was not attained

was due

to the fact that

the channels uniting the outer and inner plates were responsible
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space

Central Office:
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to

the

is

not what

circulation

Com-

The

air in this space is in

—taking up heat from the inner plates rising and pass-

ing over against the outer plates, there cooling and falling to
repeat the cycle.

Chicago.

to the conduction of the

In other words, the dead air

purports to be.

it

seem to show

This

the most logical hypothesis and unless

is

disproved must be acknowledged and proper steps taken to offset
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The practice of rivetting through insulation between the channels and the plates with its attendant difficulties may be discontinued as not productive of any great benefit, and the air currents

between the plates, broken up by
Granulated cork

material.

good
or

filling

the space with insulating

inexpensive and has been used with

is

It is probable, however, that the use of asbestos

results.

other prepared material will be found to serve the purpose

still

better.

1879.
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Devices

roughly speaking, two kinds of failures in the ex-

new

of

inventions covering alleged improvements

railway construction, maintenance and operation.

The June Exhibits
Twenty Years Ago This Month
Railway Mail Pay

The Exceptional Employe
Conservation of Our Car Supply
Oar Deaprtment Statistics, N. Y.
Why He Kept the Job

There

ploitation

New

We

in

presume

that this statement covers the industrial field generally but are

concerned only with such matters as they pertain to the railways.

We

are all familiar with the type of inventor

who

is

certain he

has a wonderful patent and who, through ignorance of conditions
or of business methods generally,

is

never able to

make more than

He

a faint start at its exploitation

and ultimate adoption.

foredoomed to failure unless he

picked up by moneyed interests,

is

whether his invention has merit or not.
he always interests
tionable.

us.

He

is

He

is

is

always with us and

never dangerous or seriously objec-

His failure harms no one but himself and he

is

usually

quick to recover.

The second

class of failure is not such a harmless one.

the result of dishonest exploitation of meritless patents.

moter does not need a really good patent or patented
merit to serve his purpose
stock

company

is sufficient to

of such a stock

company

lax corporation laws.

importance.

if

he

is

The device

pro-

article of

The promotion of a
ends and in the organization

dishonest.

serve his

his first

It is

A

move

is

to select a state with

to be exploited is of secondary

This device must, however, be one which offers oppor-

tunity for sensational description; one the universal use of which

may be
annually.

described

The

as

a means for saving thousands of

sale of a large

amount of stock

is the

aim..

lives
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The canny promoter does not go
mechanical departments to
nor does he go to

are

by

officers

officers of the

those

He would

who have

The stock

A

politicians

make

it

pleasing as well as utilitarian on some roads

would more than recompense the slight outlay for

The June

sales

Next month, from June

seen just enough of railway work

no powers of analysis which go with technical knowledge and
long experience.

effort to

stock argument

is

the supposed interest of

and the prospect that the Interstate Commerce Com-

will be held at Atlantic City,

by far the most successful yet held. Many
new devices and improvements will be shown on the pier, and
this exhibit will be very valuable

will

Suspicion of anything

Were

tered by experience with dishonest promotion.

impress upon

new
it

is fos-

possible

with money to spend in this way that the

all

advice and co-operation of the mechanical staffs of the railways

not impossible or

is

practical

to

difficult

improvement

secure for any legitimate and

and car construction, investors

in locomotive

would look for such evidence before spending their money.

Few

and instructive.

it is

unas-

expected that everything

be taken up before the convention opens.

opportune time to

This

an

is

attention to the educational value of

call

these exhibits to those in attendance, and a careful study of

them

is

as valuable as the meetings themselves.

men provide an

exhibit which costs

to the railway

The supply

thousands of dollars to

bring together and which contains everything that

is

of interest

man

mechanical man, be he a car man, shop

or

department head.

With

winks and insinuations, however, the promoters explain the

sly

to present indica-

tions they will be

safety.

These methods hinder rather than forward real progress in the

Exhibits

and according

signed exhibit spaces remain and

to

decoration.

10 to 17, the mechanical conventions

mission will order the device universally applied in the interests of

manufacture of transportation.

its

be handicapped in such

room for improvement but who have

*o appreciate that there is

more

engineering departments to pro-

the technical knowledge of his victims.

made among

of railway

stock in a locomotive or car device

sell

mote a track improvement.
cases

the

to

May, 1914

It is not

a coincidence that the well-known, wide-awake, pro-

gressive officials

may

be seen on the pier after the meetings,

lack of such evidence in the desire of railway officers to spend no

going from booth to booth and carefully investigating what

money

each has to show.

do

for improvement, no matter

how needed,

until forced to

This

the head of the procession

so.

State and federal laws will in time correct the more glaring
aspects of this

evil,

but

its

complete elimination by law cannot

—they

seize

men keep

at

every opportunity to

learn and they realize that such an exhibition offers

them great

opportunities to increase their efficiency.

Let the

For the good of the

be expected this side of the millenium.

the reason that these

is

man who

expects to attend the conventions

cause, mechanical officers should not avoid opportunity to express

notes before he leaves

themselves verbally or in public print in denouncing fake devices

him the best

and encouragement should be unhesitatingly given where deserved.

modern machine
esses

results,

home

where

to expedite

as to
it

make

what devices are not giving

would be economical

to install a

work, up-to-date methods or proc-

which will bear looking

into, etc., in order that

may

he

be fully prepared to cover these points at the convention.

We

Coach Finish

Steel

There are undoubtedly some railway passengers who would feel

more comfortable upon entering a modern

steel

coach

if

they

could see the actual surface of the steel without a particle of

paint on

it

and could

The majority of

rivets.

were well supplied with

see that the joints

travelers, however, although they

wish

the sense of security which the steel coach gives, like to travel
in coaches which have been painted

make them

pleasing to the eye.

and decorated

Service and other conditions be-

ing equal, the road which gets the business
its

depots

is,

is

like

to

its

the Pullman

feel that he

Company

exhibits.

It is taken for granted that railway

will attend the sessions,

officials

but there are a few who seem to regard

the booths on the pier as a part of the scenery at Atlantic City

which remains the same from year

to year.

This year, as was

the case last year, the exhibits will be open certain evenings,

and certainly the excuse of "no time"

will not be valid.

Time

used in studying the exhibits will be well spent.

ATLANTIC CITY SPECIAL TRAIN.

rolling

ta*>te,

is

but the

aiding in a

hearse.

Some years ago

from

The decoration of a

cheerful condition.

of course, largely a matter of personal

average passenger does not

vention sessions, but to emphasize the benefits to be derived

the one which makes

and grounds attractive and which keeps

stock in a clean and

coach

sufficiently to

do not wish to detract from the importance of the con-

A

special train to Atlantic City over the Pennsylvania will leave

the Union Station, Chicago, at 3 p. m., Monday, June

and compartment observation
established a standard

8,

and

will

reach Atlantic City about 2 o'clock p. m. the following day.
The train will be composed of steel library, smoking, sleeping
cars,

with Pennsylvania diners

of painting and decorating, consisting of a narrow line of gold

serving table d'hote dinner leaving Chicago, and a la carte
breakfast and luncheon the following day. The summer tourist

along the letter -board and a wider line at the extreme lower part

fare from Chicago to Atlantic City will be $29.50 for the round

of the car, which added a great deal to the general attractiveness

good to return within 30 days. Those who desire to go
after the convention can purchase summer tourist
tickets from Chicago to that point for $30, good to return
within 30 days, and deposit them for stop-over of 10 days at
Philadelphia, purchasing round-trip tickets for $2.50, Philadelphia to Atlantic City and return. The date of deposit counts
as one day.
Those desiring to return via Baltimore or Washington can do so, obtaining stop-over of 10 days at those points,
Harrisburgh and Pittsburgh, not exceeding the final limit of the
ticket, by so specifying at the time of purchasing tickets and
by depositing them at stop-over points immediately on arrival,

and uniform appearance of
vice

by one

or

its cars.

On

steel coaches

two roads recently, however,

all

put in

ser-

gold stripes and

other decorations have been eliminated, thus giving the coaches a

very plain and unfinished appearance, which has aroused more or
less

unfavorable comments.

The addition of a few

stripes

of

gold leaf would brighten up these coaches immeasurably, the cost

would be very

slight

more

fares.

result in

and the

The

effect

on the traveling public would

steel construction is undisguisable

and

trip,

to

New York
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date of deposit to count as one day. Accommodations can now
be reserved at the city ticket office of the Pennsylvania Lines,
242 South Clark street, Chicago, and will be held until June 1,

The Canadian Pacific has officially confirmed the rumor that
it would operate its line through Kicking Horse Pass by electricity.
Water power from adjacent streams will be utilized

by which time they must be claimed, or by letter to E. K. Bixby,
Pennsylvania Company, Chicago.

in the project.

district passenger agent,

enfq^earj A<fo
(From the

TF?i5

Month

RAILWAY MAIL PAY.

Files.)

The. plan for consolidating the American Railway Master
Mechanics and the Master Car Builders' Associations is again
being agitated but with little chance of success. Few persons
connected with associations feel that the question is of any

considerable importance.

The

Westinghouse high-speed brake on the
Pennsylvania were a disappointment, the wheels being slid by
the heavy pressure, and the stops being longer than with
the ordinary quick acting brake. The rails were in bad condition, however, and this undoubtedly contributed to the result.
The trials were run with two trains on parallel tracks,
one fitted with the ordinary brake equipment and the other
with the new high-speed type. In each case the new brake

made

trials

of

the

the longer stop.

An Adirondack railway car fitted with an electric lighting
apparatus operated from the axle, was recently run over the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul between Chicago and Milwaukee. The car is intended to furnish power for lighting
the train in which it is hauled. It was operated for exhibition
purposes by the American Railway Electric Light Co.
The

Manhattan Elevated has succeeded

improving

in

its

design of Forney type engines until the excellent performance
of 30 lbs. per train mile has been obtained.

be meeting with favor
on several lines, between one and two hundred now being in
The advantages of a better lighted track, the ability to
use.
detect obstructions, misplaced switches or other dangers are
in favor of the electric headlight.

The

electric

headlight

appears

to

-

The Chicago Great Western has decided

to

locate its shops

at Oelwein, Iowa.

&

Geo. Gibbs, mechanical engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul, has turned over to the Drexel Railway Supply Co.,

his device for

making

coil springs

under cars as easy in riding

The device is a simple means
dampening the action of the coil springs by means of

qualities as are elliptic springs.

for

friction plates.

The Metropolitan Elevated of Chicago has decided to adopt
power.
"W. E. Baker, who was general manager of
the Intramural during the World 's Fair, will have charge of
electric

the electrical equipment.

The Nathan Mfg.

Co.,

New

York, has

obtained the rights

compound locomoThe chief features of this

for this country, of the Golsdorf system of
tives without starting mechanism.

system are modification of the valve gear to such proportions
that in full gear, steam will follow the piston more than 90
per cent of its stroke which avoids the necessity of any intercepting valve for preventing back pressure on the high pressure piston; and the use of auxiliary ports through which live

steam is admitted to the low pressure cylinder.
The American Steel Foundry Co., has been organized with a
capital of $300,000.
Rolla Wells is president; E. H. Goltra,
secretary and L. J. Hayward, treasurer.
The Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, reports receipt of
foreign orders traceable to the World's Fair exhibit. A large
heading machine was ordered from Valparaiso, Chili, and the
Hungarian State Railway at Buda Pesth has ordered two bolt
cutting machines.
to

Oil fuel for locomotives is being experimented with by the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

The Glazier Headlight Co., Rochester, has been organized
manufacture headlights, lanterns and sheet metal goods.

Congress lias passed the bill providing for the expenditures of
the postoffice department for the next fiscal year. This bill,
however, fails once more to compensate the railroads for carrying the parcel post.

The bill is based upon estimates of the
department that next year the parcel post will handle
600,000,000 packages, yielding a revenue to the postoffice of

postoffice

$60,000,000.

The postmaster general
1913,

stated

that

annual report of December l r
of the prospective "prodigious

in his

view

in

growth" of the parcel post, "the railroads,
become entitled to additional compensation

of course,
for

this

will

extr3

service imposed upon them,

and the department is engaged in
data necessary for ascertaining a correct basis for fixing a just, fair and adequate compensation
for the service rendered."
On February 17th the railroads' committee was advised by
the postoffice department that it had made a recommendation
on account of the increased weight of
to congress that
mails," due to the parcel post, the postmaster general should
be authorized to add to the compensation of the railroads not
more than one-half of one per cent.
This recommendation
would have added only $254,000 to the mail pay of all the railroads in the United States.
Congress took no action on the recommendation, evidently
considering the proposal too trivial for consideration, and preferring to await the recommendation of the joint congressional
committee now investigating the w-hole subject.
In Great Britain the railways receive 55 per cent of the revenues from the parcel post. Before the establishment of the
parcel post the railroads in this country received for transporting the mails at least one-fifth of the postoffice revenue. Assuming that their service is no greater in handling the parcel
post than with other mail, this increased revenue of $60,000,000
to the postoffice department should in all fairness mean ingathering

all statistical

'

'

creased payments to the railroads of at least $12,000,000.
Nevertheless, the appropriation bill passed by congress provides no payment to the railroads beyond the provision already

made, that 5 per cent might be added to the pay of railroads
on which there had not been a weighing since January 1, 1913.
At a time when the Interstate Commerce Commission is insisting that the railroads shall make a fair charge for every
service rendered it seems in the highest degree unjust that no
provision should be made adequately to compensate the railroads for providing and operating the transportation machinery
without which the mail service would be practically impossible.

INCREASED COST OF MAINTENANCE OF CARS AND
LOCOMOTIVES.
At a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Mr. J. T. Wallis, general superintendent of motive power of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, testified concerning the increased maintenance of equipment expenses incidental to the
operation of the Pennsylvania Railroad System.
Mr. Wallis pointed out that the Pennsylvania System paid out
$72,971,585 for maintenance of equipment in 1913 as compared
with $58,197,036 in 1910 an increase of 25.39 per cent.
The Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pittsburgh had 4,242
locomotives on June 30, 1913, against 4,067 on June 30, 1910
Average tractive power in 1913 was 43,776 pounds against
31,013 pounds in 1910. Total locomotive miles were 128,334,119
in 1913 and 117,010,549 in 1910.

—

'
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cost of locomotive repairs on the Pennsylvania Railroad

The

lines east of Pittsburgh for the year

ended June

30, 1910,

was

The cost of locomotive repairs for the year ended
1913, was $15,267,832, an increase of $3,670,426, or

$11,597,406.

June

30,

31.7 per cent.
It cost proportionately more money to maintain a large locomotive than a small one, and the repairs of any given size
locomotive will vary with the number of miles that the locomotive is run, namely, its use. It is accordingly proper to base
comparison of the cost of locomotive repairs on tractive power
miles, which are arrived at by multiplying the mileage of every
locomotive in service by its tractive power.
Of the total increase of $3,670,426 in locomotive repairs, $1,129,940 is accounted for by increased rates of pay and by
expenditures to meet changed conditions, and $1,843,988 as a

result of increase in tractive

power

passenger cars on a basis of 4 per cent of the original cost of
the equipment, and on freight cars on a basis of 3 per cent on
such cost, for the reason that it is believed a locomotive will

about twenty years, and based on the final value of the
scrap being 20 per cent of the original value, the depreciation
plus the salvage will equal the original cost.
On passenger
last

cars

to the

believed that wooden cars will last twenty years. As
it is not known how long they
but in order to provide for the replacing of wooden

will last,

with steel cars in a reasonable time, and for the steel cars
when they shall have to be retired, the best figure the Pennsylvania has been able to arrive at is 4 per cent.

METALLIC PACKING.

miles.

By

class

of locomotives that are being maintained

when

due consideration has been given to the general increases and
various adjustments in wages that have been made since the
adoption of locomotives of the type used today.
Repairs of freight cars cost the Pennsylvania System $24,There,
121,049 in 1913 as compared with $18,281,364 in 1910.
1910.
in
against
year
249,788
the
former
cars
were 268,364

Of the total sum of $5,839,685 increased charges to repairs
of freight cars, there is due to an increase in total freight car
mileage $2,175,482. The increase in wages previously referred
to in connection with locomotives caused an increase of $572,-

Expenditures rendered necessary by the standardization
of equipment law accounted for a further sum of $1,190,054.
The remaining amount of $1,901,347 is due, first, to an increase in the price of yellow pine and oak used in repairs of
wooden cars, and, second, to the increase in the capacity of the

802.

modern

car.

REPAIRS COST MORE.
The character of the cars that are being constructed today is
Steel cars are comdifferent from what it was ten years ago.
ing in for heavy repairs, and the situation is gradually adjusting itself, but we will not have complete data as to the cost
of repairs to such cars until a greater proportion of the steel
cars have been passed through the shop for heavy repairs, and

probably not until some of them, at least, have been discarded on account of decay, at which time an average figure
for the reair of steel cars can be arrived at, but this is not
possible today.

The cost of repairs to freight cars per million capacity ton
miles has decreased each year as compared with the year 1903,
Since that time
this decrease for 1909 being 22.6 per cent.
fact that there
great,
due
the
to
not
been
so
has
the decrease
wages and added expenditure in connection
with the standardization of equipment law. In the year 1913
there was a decrease of 17.4 per cent in the cost of repairs

was an increase

in

A. E. M.

In looking back over a good many years' experience in the
metallic packing line, both as a manufacturer of metallic packing
rings and as a user of them, the thought strikes me that if metallic packings were only given a fair show for their money, to use
a slang expression,

how much fewer

capacity miles would have been .00069 as compared
In other words, it is
in 1903, or a decrease of 25 per cent.
quite plain that the cost of car repairs per unit of capacity
available for loading is decreasing, if other varying factors,
such as increases in wages and charges for standardization of

with .00093

equipment, are eliminated.
The cost of repairs to passenger equipment cars for the year
ended June 30, 1910, was $2,681,753, and for the year ended
June 30, 1913, $3,176,707, an increase of $494,954, or 18.4 per
cent.

per cent, or $176,006, is due to an increase in car
mileage. An increase in wages heretofore referred to accounts
for an additional amount of $75,781, or 2.8 per cent.
this, 6.6

RENEWALS AND DEPRECIATION.
present time the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
on the following bases: Locomotives and
depreciation
charges
the

how much

greater the mileage would be and

the complaints would be.

twenty years many new
and a great many
that were not, by far the greater number being of the latter.
Some of the newer packings have much merit; others have not.
The "have nots" are in the majority, but if the few good ones
were used right how much easier the life of the packing man
would be, and consequently the poor over-worked railway man
would have less cause to complain.

The writer has seen within the

last

metallic packings that were put on the market

We have all kinds and breeds
The
on railways, excepting packing specialists.
writer knows of only a few roads where the matter of metallic
packings and their application is dignified by having a specialist
On these roads they have no packing troubles to
attend to it.
speak of, not even on superheaters. Occasionally, of course, a
packing will blow, but usually it 's a ease of being pretty well worn
out and a set of new rings will cure the trouble; but how about
the other roads, where anybody and everybody and usually nobody
attends to packing matters. These are the kind of roads that give
He is called
the packing man all his troubles and gray hairs.
in usually as a case of last resort and his packing is blamed for
He scratches his head and tries to reason out
all their troubles.
why his packing works good over on the A. G. & W. S. and not
Finally, when he lands in the roundhouse and calls for
here.
cases where his packing has apparently fallen down, he finds that
a helper had applied the packing and a handy man had made
This

of

is

the day of specialists.

specialists

the cups.
'

'

The cups were new when applied and

so,

of course, they must

be right," the roundhouse foreman argued.
'

per million capacity ton miles under the cost of 1903. If the
charges for the standardization of equipment law and the increase in wages were eliminated, the cost per million carrying

At

it is

far as steel cars are concerned,

cost of locomotive repairs today bears a proper relation

The

Of

May, 1914

'

Well, let

's

see your cups,

anyway, just so we can make

sure,

'

says the packing man.

When

he tries his gauges in the cups he finds the angles
degrees and the cups away too large in the piston

five or six

off
fit

and a few other things of a like nature. Of course the packing
was to blame for this condition; that is, it was originally, but
now what happens! The packing man gets the back-shop to
make the cups right after a fixed standard and gauge, then he
goes after the division master mechanic and gets his consent to
have a regular machinist assigned to attend to all packing matters
and see to it that a good one is selected for the job. After hanging around for a few days to observe that the new order of things
is working out right, he leaves for new fields and does not get
back on this road again for six months. When he does finally
get back he finds that his packing is giving good satisfaction and
everyone happy.
It is a matter
officials

like

would pay a
all would be

nature

and if the numerous roads and
more attention to these matters of a

of education,
little

clear sailing.

'

'
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Water

Purification of
By
Scientific investigation tells us that

Snow and

not exist in nature.

gaseos substances in the

P.

pure water practically does

rain water in falling absorb the

These are usually carbonic acid,
In addition to this, water is a weakly
oxidizing agent itself. Some of the impurities, such as carbonic
acid, aid in dissolving a number of substances which are found in
ordinary soil.
A further addition of carbonic acid to surface

water on

its

vegetable

air.

way

made by absorbing decaying
Having acquired acid properties, the water

into the earth is

matter.
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for Locomotivest

M. La Bach, Assistant Engineer, C, R.

and ammonia.

nitric acid

:

One degree

&

I.

P. Ry.*

of French standard for hardness equals 1.79 degrees

of the German.

There are innumerable substances found in water polluted by
sewage and mill-waste, but each forms a separate problem and
no general rules can be applied.
The impurities found in water may be classified thus:
I.
Suspended matter:
(a)
Organic matter,

readily absorbs various mineral substances which are found in

1.

Animal matter,

2.

once

3.

Vegetable matter,
Micro-organisms,

and do not make
their presence known.
Custom has given the term "hardness" to
the amount of salts in solution and we have
total hardness,
"temporary hardness," etc., now used as technical terms. Table
I shows the maximum amounts of different mineral substances
which may be dissolved in pure water. These substances are
found in varying quantities in nearly all water except that
caught immediately upon falling.

4.

Algae.

ordinary

soils,

including salts of lime and magnesia.

When

dissolved, these substances are colorless as a rule,

'

(b)

2.

Mineral matter,
Mineral oils,

'

1.

'

TABLE

I

—SOLUBILITY

IN 1 U.

S.

GALLON AT 60°

Calcium carbonate, CoC0 3
Calcium chloride, CaCl,
Calcium sulphate, CaS0 4

3.

Clay,

4.

Sand,

5.

Silt.

(a)

Gases

Oxygen,
(2) Carbon dioxide,
(1)

33.3 lbs.

134.1 grains

(3)

Chlorine,

Doubtful

(4)

Hydrogen
Ammonia,

16.6 lbs.

(5)

(b)

1.0 lb.

(1)

Organic,

0.9 lb.

(2)

Inorganic.

the solutions in the table are for ordinary temperatures, it
apparent that when present in the earth of the neighborhood
or in the rocks underneath the surface, that any supply of water
taken from a well or running stream is apt to contain impurities

Rocks are worn away by the mechanical action of heat and
first oxidized, either by the oxygen of the air or
by water. After this the hydrates of these substances are formed
and solutions are made. In addition, there are a number of solutions of acids which may be either organic or inorganic in origin.
These, in combination, form hew substances which are soluble in
water. The older chemists use the terms temporary and permanent
hardness in referring to these compounds. Temporary hardness
was understood to be the difference between the total hardness and
permanent hardness, while permanent hardness was that portion
not precipitated by boiling. The effect of boiling is to drive off
the carbon dioxide and precipitate the carbonates.
In a great
of the reports, however, only the total hardness

and

their

is

given.

method of calculation properly

belong to unabridged editions of books on this subject, but for
reference the standard units are found in Table II.

TABLE

One degree

German:

II

STANDARDS OF HARDNESS.

of hardness

French: One degree of hardness is the solution of one (1) part
calcium carbonate (CaC0 3 ) in 100,000 parts of water, or .01
gram in one litre.

One grain of calcium carbonate per "Imperial"

gal-

"Raw

:

One grain of calcium carbonate per " U.

S.

"

s,

•Member American Society

when referimpurities which cause trouble when in

ence

made

is

to the soluble

solution, these impurities being

substances,

Corrosion

(3)

(1)

Incrusting solids, (2) Inert
(4) Substances causing

substances,

priming and foaming.
Incrusting solids are those which form a coating or scale in
the interior of the boiler through the action of either the heat

They are usually of two kinds, those forming hard
forming soft scale.
Inert substances are those which are harmless and have no action

or pressure.

scale or those

Their only effect

on the boiler.

the boiling point.

ing substances.

A

(3)

and

They are

corrosive substance

is

is to raise

the temperature of

(4) are usually called

non incrust-

defined as follows:

one which causes deterioration of the

by chemical or electrolytic action.
"A boiler is said to prime when water is carried as steambubbles, with the steam up through the water to its surface,
and may be considered as affecting the entire depth of the water
in a boiler."

Foaming
which

is

rise to

the result of suspended impurities in the water,
its

surface in a more or less dirty condition and

Pure water cannot produce foam;. steam from a
which foams is dryer than that from a boiler which

form a scum.
primes.

'

INORGANIC IMPURITIES FOUND IN WATER.

in the same unit as
and in the proportion 58,381:70,000:100,000.

Engineering Association.
tCopyright, 1914, W. E.

is

gallon

The American and English standards are

CaCO

is

Boiler waters are usually divided into four classes

of 58,381 grains.

the French,

water

Boiled water

an aquarium.
a grave-yard.
Mineral water is premature old age.
Filtered water is a gay deceiver.
Distilled water is purity."

boiler

lon of 70,000 grains.

American

gives the following interesting

steel of the boiler either

is the solution of one (1) part
calcium oxide (CaO) in 100,000 parts of water, or .01 gram
in one litre.

English:

chemical reagents.

Edward B. Warman

Prof«ssor

freezing and are

units

by

classification

in liberal quantities.

different

or precipitated

Solids

2.9 lbs.

As

The

Removed by heating
sulphide,

2.5 lbs.

is

many

Mechanical Filtration.

II. Dissolved substances:

F.

2.1 grains

Magnesium carbonate, MgC0 3
Magnesium chloride, MgCL.
Magnesium sulphate, MgS0 4
Sodium carbonate, Na^CO*
Sodium chloride, NaCl
Sodium sulphate, Na;S0 4

Removed by

Inorganic matter:

of Civil Engineers

Magraw.

and Member American Railway

Calcium Bicarbonate, Ca(HC03 ) 2 is in practically every natural
In nature the carbonate of lime is usually in the form of
limestone, marble or chalk which are only slightly soluble in pure
water.
Water containing carbonic acid gas or carbon dioxide,
C0 2 readily dissolves them and forms the bicarbonate. When
,

water.

,

'
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subjected to a temperature of about 200 degrees F. much of
the C0 2 is driven off and the carbonate precipitated. The same

produced by chemical reagents as shown in Table III.
mud in a boiler, unless in combination with other substances, when it may form a very tough and
action

is

This substance forms soft scale or
resistant

scale.

Magnesium Bicarbonate,

Mg(HC0

than the calcium bicarbonate.
in a

manner

is more soluble in water
formed from the carbonate

3 ) ;,

It is

similar to that of the calcium bicarbonate.

Mag-

nesium carbonate is a well known toilet preparation. Also it
is used as a covering for steam and other pipes on account
of its being a good non-conductor of heat. "When heated, it breaks
up into magnesium hydrate, magnesium oxide and carbon dioxide.
It is precipitated by
It also has a tendency to cause foaming.
the different reagents found in Table III.
Calcium Sulphate, CaSO„

generally

is

baster or plaster of Paris.

known

formation

more soluble at low than
at high temperatures and pressures and when the pressure in a
above 50

boiler passes

of

it

lbs.

It

precipitates at 300 degrees F.

Practically

It

is

readily soluble in

MgS0

It

viewpoint

the

From

'
'

the writer
1.

It

,

very soluble in water and corrosive

does not form scale under ordinary

circum-

However, when heated with magnesium sulphate, a
transfer of acids takes place and calcium sulphate and magnesium
chloride are formed. The first forms a hard scale while the latter
stances.

is

Magnesium Chloride, MgCL, is the
pound found in sea water. It is very
the interior of the boiler.

heat

is

as follows

metal at any point

if

the

higher than that

is

o.

The

solution pressure of a metal in

any liquid

the in-

is

crease in electrical potential of the metal over that of the liquid.
4.

If the potential of the metal in contact with water

over

its

surface than that of the water,

it

is

higher

will corrode evenly

If the potential of only one point in the surface

or nearly so.

is

higher than that of the water,

it

will

pit

or

Metals do not pit or groove noticeably
in distilled water, acid solutions, or when in contact with a metal
of lower electrical potential in water.
Local corrosion on bare iron or steel only takes place in
5.
water the potential of which has been raised until it is higher
corrode locally at that spot.

than that of certain areas of the metal.

corrosive.

under

and much experimental work,

Corrosive products or rust result from the oxidation of the

2.

of the metal

action.

the

of the water or solution.

Table III.
its

boiler,

All metals dissolve in water or in water solutions

electric potential of the

belongs to the third division

.

in

the

conception of corrosion

's

all

is

of

practical experience, study

given above as it has marked corrosive action. In the presence
of lime it forms a scale as Mg(OH) 2
This action is shown in

Calcium Chloride, CaCl 2

per-

dissolved particles of metal held in solution.

commonly called epsom salts.
both warm and cold water and does not

of itself form scale in boilers.

'

supervision, is the latest authoritative statement on the subject.*

is

4,

'

two most important
things" to be considered in connection with the use of water are
corrosion and scale.
Pure distilled water corrodes a boiler as
badly as some impurities.
A good deal of mystery used to surround the question of corrosion.
The numerous schemes to prevent it were only partially
successful as they were founded on hit and miss methods.
The
older idea of oxidation has given place in the last few years to
Electric current passes from the higher
the electrolitie theory.
potential to the lower when two different elements come in conThe effect depends of course upon the substance. The
tact.
following, taken from a series of tests made under government

It is a poor conductor

of heat and adheres to the shells and tubes of boilers.

Magnesium Sulphate,

From

is

begins to precipitate.

it

May, 1914

form of soda ash, is generally used for the removal of
manent hardness," such as sulphates and chlorides.

as gypsum, ala-

It is responsible for the

of the hardest kind of scale.

all

:

destructive corrosive comsoluble

It is generally

and pressure, releasing the

and

pits or grooves

supposed to break up
chlorine which forms

hydrochloric acid.

Sodium Chloride, XaCl, is common salt. It is easily soluble
and causes priming, but is non corrosive. It must be removed
from the boiler by blowing off, since when present in large quanThe nitrates of sodium, calcium and
tities it causes priming.
magnesium are seldom found in appreciable quantities in water.
Oxides of iron and aluminum as well as silica are usually considered to be present in a colloidal state.

These substances ordi-

narily occur in very small quantities.

and Aluminum Sulphates, Fe(S0 4 ) 3 and Al 2 (SO,) 3 are
known by their trade names, copperas and alum. Their action is
Iron

6.
Oxygen and carbonic acid do not cause corrosion. If the
metal can dissolve they do increase its rate by removing the

particles of

it

from the liquid and thereby preventing an increase

in the potential of the liquid.
7.
When iron is placed in perfectly pure water into which
no oxygen can dissolve, the iron first tends to dissolve, due to
its higher potential.
Each particle of iron dissolved raises the

potential of the water and exposes a

new

particle of iron.

Even-

tually the potential of the water will be equal to that of the metal
at

every point,

saturated.

dissolving will

Xow

if

oxygen

is

stop,

and the

solution

will

be

present in the water, as the iron

and the potential of the liquid
will be raised only to the point where there is equilibrium between
the rate of solution of the iron and that of the oxygen, and
is

dissolved

it

will be oxidized,

,

corrosion of the iron will continue.

Metals corrode in sea water at a greater rate than in
water due to the higher conductivity of the former.
The metal particles get away from the metal and in contact with
oxygen or C0 2 more freely and the potential of the water is kept
from rising. The natural potential of sea water is not raised to
S.

similar to sulphuric acid.

Bicarbonate of Iron, Fe(HCO,) 2 forms
heated and reduced to the carbonate.
,

Alumina,

AL0

2,

is

soluble

in

a

hard scale when

water and does not form scale

unless acids are present.

Oxide of Iron, Fe 2
Sulphuric Acid,

and sulphur

3,

H,S0

deposits.

any appreciable extent by the metallic

is
4,

insoluble in water.
is

seldom found except around mines
steel of the boiler it forms FeS0 4
,

resulting in continuous pitting action.
:

S,

is

salts it contains, because

the high potential metals of these salts are mostly combined with

With the

Hydrogen Sulphide, H
up into its two elements.

distilled

seldom found and readily breaks

Sodium Carbonate (Xa 2 C0 3 ) causes priming and incidentally
foaming when present in excessively large quantities. The latter action is caused by disintegrating other
scale forming
matter usually present with sodium carbonate. Sodium bi-carbonate usually accompanies the normal carbonate.
The heat of the
boiler will break up both of these carbonates, although, of course,
the bi-carbonate is the less stable. The carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) thus
driven off gives rise to corrosion above the water line, and is
especially destructive in steam lines of stationary power plants.
See Table III for chemical treatment. Sodium carbonate, in the
'

•

'

strong acid radicals such as chlorides and sulphates.
9.
Hydrogen and all elements lower in the electromotive series
than hydrogen, decrease the potential of water in which they are
in solution.
All elements electropositive to hydrogen increase the
potential of the water when they are in solution.

10.

The

alkalies are the highest in the electromotive series,

are therefore the most soluble in water.

They

and

raise the potential

of water in which they are in solution.
11.
The sodium salts of weak acids increase the potential of
water at a greater rate than do the same salts of strong acids.
12.
The potential of a solution containing a metal higher
in the electromotive series than another metal immersed in it, will
• "The Corrosion of Boilers and Piping on Shipboard," by Commander
Frank Lvon, XJ. S. N. Journal of American Society of Naval Engi-

neers. 1912.

"
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"The

increase faster with a rise in temperature than that of the im-

13.

When

boiler water is properly treated, air, copper, graphite,

and other electronegative metals

zinc oxide

in contact with iron

or steel hare no effect whatsoever in starting

and maintaining

compound must fulfill the following remust render the water in the boiler non

perfect boiler

quirements:

mersed metal.

May, 1914

corrosive at

(a)

It

any temperature to which

it

may be

subjected; (b)

It

must hold

all

of the salts in the water that would otherwise be precipitated

in

suspension,

or

preserve in the colloidal form,

by the action of heat

corrosion, but they do have a very serious effect if the water is not

as a scale, whether such precipitation be

properly treated, and their effect increases with the perfection

or by that of any of the chemicals used in the compound;

of their metallic contact with the metal of the boiler.

must render the treated water no more liable to foam or prime
than distilled water under the same conditions; (d) It must be
composed of chemicals that are safe to store, that do not
deteriorate materially with age, and that are non-explosive and
non-inflammable; in other words, the compound must be 3uch
that it requires no particular care in stowing or handling; (e)
Some one constituent must be such that its strength in the water
(its concentration) can be easily measured by some simple chemical
measuring device."

These tests also showed a fact that

contrary to the popular

is

'No concentration

that has been found to
be non corrosive to iron or steel at room temperatures has ever been
found corrosive at temperatures up to 420° F., that corresponding
to a steam pressure of 300 pounds gage. It has been found that
concentrations just below the upper limit, and therefore corrosive,
were non corrosive to the same steel at higher temperatures. It
must be that with rise in temperature the potential of the solution
rises faster than that of the metal.'
The conclusion of the whole matter is as follows: 'The writer
has no hesitancy in saying that any boiler using any water can
be kept from corroding for any length of time, if treated with
sodn. and if its concentration is maintained at or above 3 percent,
normal alkaline strength. If the water is not to be kept sufficiently

ideas of the subject.

had better be kept neutral.' "
The above method has been extensively used and is now standard
practice on the ships of the Navy, but has apparently not been
tried to any extent on shore.
The lime and soda ash treatment
has frequently accomplished the same result, incidentally, due to
furnishing a slight excess beyond the theoretical requirements of
alkaline, it

reagents necessary to effect a proper reduction in the hardness.

Books on boiler operation give analyses of a great variety of
In the foregoing the chemicals which

boiler scales.

in scale have been given.

The

may be found

division of scale into hard

and

soft is practically as good as any other.
The scale ordinarily
found may be divided roughly into these two classes.

Scale increases the cost of boiler operation in several ways,

by (1) Insulating the tubes and sheets
not transmitted to the water;

is

tubes and sheets.
this

The crown

so that part of the heat

(2)

Causing overheating of

sheet usually suffers the most

from

the sheet being in direct contact with the flames,

cause;

the temperature rises to the point at which the scale will transmit

water;

Causing boiler explosions; there
are cases in which the scale has cracked suddenly, allowing the
water to come in contact with the super-heated plate, causing
the generation of a large amount of steam and exploding the
boiler;
(4) Causing shut-downs for cleaning or repairs; (5)
Causing loss of heat and water through blowing-down to remove
soft mud.
The expense of removing boiler scale by mechanical means is
frequently very great, as some of the worst places for scale to
accumulate are not readily reached. The use of water treated
with lime and soda ash in an ordinary softener, will cause a
great deal of scale to detach itself.
It can then be readily
removed.
Treating water, in order to precipitate the deleterious substances found in solution, usually is attempted by one of two
methods. The treatment may be done, after a fashion, in the boiler
by the use of boiler compounds. The better method is to treat the
water before it goes into the boiler.
There are a great many boiler compounds now on the market
and new ones appear now and then.
After listening to the
salesmen handling them one wonders that anybody ever had any
trouble with water.
One agent makes the claim that his compound changes the shape of the molecule from the hook-shaped
The spherical being round cannot stick to a
to the spherical.
plane surface and form scale. Another tells a wierd tale of how
the substance, when it comes in contact with hot metal expands
and rebounds. Apparently it is expected to bounce around like
a rubber balloon. The literature on the subject is very scarce
and the following is largely taken from a government report on
the

heat to

the

(3)

the subject.*
•

"Boiler

American

Compounds"
Soc.

— Commander
Frank
1912.

Naval Engineers,

Lyon, U.

S.

N.

Journal

The f oDowing

tests should

of the compound:

removal;

A

(c) It

be made to form an idea of the merits
(B) Corrosion; (C) Scale

(A) Chemical;

(D) Priming.

time but when once made the
substance can be handled intelligently by any one capable of
When contemplating the use of a
taking care of a boiler.
compound, the man in charge of a boiler must first understand
test of this nature will take

the nature of the treatment, the results to be obtained, and the

work of the fireman in connection therewith.
Examination of the records in the Patent office show that there
are compounds guaranteed to remove boiler scale of which hydrochloric acid is the base.
It will remove the scale and boiler
also in time. In fact the more scale there is the safer the process.
Graphite is frequently used also. It removes scale for the same
reason that hydrochloric acid does.

It corrodes the boiler under-

removal by forming "rust."
The treatment of the feed water before it goes into the heater
It attracted the
or boiler is the most satisfactory process.
attention of chemists three-quarters of a century ago, and in
1841 Dr. Clark of Aberdeen, Scotland, found that the carbonates
usually present in well or surface water would be precipitated
by the addition of hydrate of lime. Later Dr. Porter discovered
that the sulphate of calcium, which is probably the most serious
neath the scale and aids in

scale

its

forming substance commonly found, could be precipitated by

the addition of caustic soda or soda ash.

Since their time, these

substances have been used as reagents principally on account of
cheapness.
There are other efficacious methods but they
cannot compete in co&t. The early softeners were simply large
tanks in which the reagent was placed with the water to be
The mixture was stirred by mechanical means and
treated.
allowed to stand until the water was clear. This is practically

their

what we now

call the intermittent process,

although air

is

used

as a mechanical mixer, to stir the solution. Some chemists prefer
the intermittent type as they claim they get a more uniform
mixture and know exactly what proportion the chemicals bear
to the impurities in the raw water. Where the treating tubs can
be placed at an elevation so that the water will not require
repumping, but flows direct to the storage tank or point of use,
it

has some advantages.
Inventors at an early date undertook to

the water

was pumped

into the softener.

make

the mixture as
This type has been

One of the earliest perfected was the
The subject of the continuous softener began
to attract attention in America about the beginning of the present
century and the industry has made great strides since that time.
The continuous type has been preferred both in Europe and
America on account of its being a "going concern."
The modern type usually consists of a softening or reaction
chamber and a settling tank wherein the soft water deposits the
called the

"continuous."

Stingl in Germany.

hardness which has been precipitated in the softening chamber.
The purified water is then discharged into a storage tank. The
is ordinarily removed to a convenient sewer or sump by
opening valves located in the bottom of the settling tank.
The diagram, Figure 1, shows all the essential features of a
continuous plant. Chemical solutions are prepared at the foot of
softener, pumped to the top and proportioned by weirs and deliv-

sludge
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selected for the experiment contained a hardness of

and alkalinity of 13.7 both in grains per U. S. gallon. The
chemicals added were identical in each case. The reagents used
were 90% lime equivalent to 1.9 pounds per 1,000 gallons, and
58% soda ash equivalent to 1.2 pounds per 1,000 gallons.
The photograph, Figure 2, was taken three minutes after the
chemicals had been added. In the unstirred experiment (2b) the
chemicals were mixed with the water by eight revolutions of the
The stirred sample (2a) was subjected to agitation by
agitator.
16.6

the agitator at 24 or 25 revolutions per minute, corresponding to

about 10 feet per minute for the three minute period.
Figure 3 was taken 6 minutes after the experiment was begun.
The agitation of the sample (a) had ceased just prior to taking

Storage Tank
for

I

Softened

Water
I

5ludge
Fig.

1.

ered at top of downtake with the raw water. In others the propor-

done by weirs at the bottom in the chemical house. Some
have agitators in the downtake and some do not. Filters are in
practically all, except a new type recently installed. Notwithstanding the apparent simplicity of the problem, there are a large number of builders of these machines. The proportioning devices are
usually patented and constitute the principal difference.
In the
United States there are a number of well known makes.
In
Europe the first continuous softener placed in commission was
known as the Beranger and Stingl. It was built in 1874. Stingl
is usually credited by continental chemists with having been the
inventor of the soda ash process. A few of the other well known
makes are: Deeley, Criton, Guttman, Desrumeaux, Wehrenfennig,
Reisert, Brunn-Loewener, etc., etc.*
The aim in the majority of these machines is to have the flow
tioning

is

Fig. 2a

Showing Difference

in

Fig. 2b
Settlement of Sludge at the End of Three
Minutes.

mix the chemicals and furnish the power
for the chemical tank agitator.
The mixing of the raw water
and reagents is usually accomplished by numerous baffle plates.
These machines work very well in the hands of skilled attendants,
but must be run with great exactness and care.
of water proportion and

In the multiplicity of details, one is apt to lose sight of the
fundamental principles involved. The best type of machine in
the opinion of the writer (there are several makes) should have
the following characteristics:

Power should be furnished by an overshot wheel on
(1)
top of softener. It is positive in action, its speed is proportional to the flow and it will not have difficulty in handling
water containing grit, etc.
The chemical tanks for reagent should be on the ground.
(2)
They should be of ample size in order that the solution (particularly of lime) will not be too strong. A concentrated mixture will require excessive mixing and cause trouble with

Fig.

Fig.

3a

Showing Difference

in

3b

Settlement of Sludge After Six Minutes.

chemical pumps.
The proportioning should be done by weir measurement,
(3)
trip bucket or weighing device.
The chemicals should be introduced at the top of the
(4)
downtake and not under pressure at the bottom.
There should be thorough mechanical mixing of the chemicals and raw water in the downtake in order to hasten the
precipitation.
In some of the schemes the flow of the water
and the consequent intermingling is relied on to do this.
Wehrenfennig gives the following tabulation on the progress

This question of the rapidity of reaction and settling has a very
important bearing upon the proportioning of water-softeners for

of softening:

railroads.

Generally, there

a softener

is

Period of clarification
in hours.
Addition of reagents according to calculation.

H — Hardness

in

A— Alkalinity.

1—
H.
\
)

German

A.

— 3—
— 10 —
—
— 2- H.
6—
A.
H. A. H. A.
H. A.

12.0° 4.2
9.3° 3.4
6.7° 2.7
6.5 12.8° 4.5 10.7° 4.1

225°

6.5° 2.7
3.3

89°

6.5° 2.65
8.5° 3.0

degrees.

It will be seen that it takes ten hours for part of the scale
forming chemicals to precipitate. By the mechanical mixing of
the water in the downtake the chemical reactions and settling are
hastened.
This seems to be on the principle of the snow ball.
These particles adhere when brought in contact and form large
flakes which settle rapidly.
The following experiment shows this
very clearly.
(See Figure 2 and Figure 3.)
• "L'eau dans l'industrie," par H. de la Coux.
"TJber das Untersuchung und das Weismachen des Kesselspelswassers,"
von E. Wehrenfennig.
•

(2a) so that

(3a) represents the result of three minutes' agita-

tion plus three minutes' quiescent subsidence.

The latter picture shows that practically no sedimentation had
taken place in (3b) which was not sufficiently agitated, while in
(3a) the precipitate had practically settled out.

proposed.

is

a storage tank in the ground before

This tank

is

frequently over 60 feet in

have to be higher than the storage tank,
say 66 feet for example. Then the start is made with the statement that the softener shall have 6 hours capacity. In the above
case this would mean that the rate of upflow would be over 10 feet
per hour. With ordinary waters the rate of sedimentation (particularly when water contains magnesia) will be less than the rate of
height.

The softener

will

upflow and the sludge will be carried upward and must be removed
by a filter. This filter must be frequently cleaned and will
not remove

all

the precipitate at the best.

When

this is true,

secondary sedimentation will take place in the storage tank and
frequently milky water passes over into the tender. The cost of
removing an old high tank and putting at a new site should be

1
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considered in connection with a softener which

is low and broad.
Figures 4 and 5 show a softener erected by the L. M. Booth
Co., for the Eock Island Lines at Burr Oak, 111., in which the
rate of upflow has been reduced to a minimum.
This softener
has a capacity of 50,000 gallons per hour and supplies a round
house, switch and road engines. At the beginning of work in the
morning and at noon the draft is very heavy and large storage

The standpipe at the right of the picture
carries a head of 80 feet. The softener provides a storage
capacity of 30S,000 gallons of softened water. There is an overshot wheel which provides power for the agitator in the downtake and for the pump and agitator in the chemical house at the
capacity

is

In computations the amount of scale removed, in pounds, is
quently used as a unit. It is generally safe to assume that
grains per gallon of incrustants will be reduced to 5.
If
have a 26 grain water, by analysis, 21 grains will be removed.

number of grains removed per gallon divided by
number of pounds per 1,000 gals.
21/7

required.

foot of the tank.

May, 1914

=3

lbs.

X

1,000

or 21

21,000

-=-

the

you

The

7 will give the

incrusting matter removed.

= 21,000

grains removed.

7,000 (grains per pound)

Whether

fre-

=

3.

pays to soften water on a railroad has been
debated in a good many ways. As a general proposition there can
be no doubt of it, but just where the dividing line between waters
that will justify treatment and those which will not, is not so certain.
It depends upon the amount of water used rather than upon
or not

it

— — Overshot
Wheel
30S448 Gah softened
water above

outlet:

•v.

§
.IB

Total time belo*
outlet S.5 Mrs.

1

1

Rate of upflo* 36
feet per hour.

Chemical

House

ii

Chemical Tank
8'x8'

\

SO'

Broken Stone Foundation
Capacity
Fig.

in suspension.

era/,

may

be more completely treated that is, softened
to a lower degree, than if the locomotives take a portion of their
supply from raw water sources.
A completely softened water,
one in which sufficient soda has been used to reduce the hardness
;

minimum, has a tendency

from hard water.

to disintegrate

This finely divided old scale

is

scale deposited

responsible for

the foaming which occurs shortly after the introduction of softened

the hardness

.

this

respect.

The

salts

of barium

5.

it

With water containing
produces foaming when

any particular water.

of

calcium sulphate in such amount that
treated,

might not pay

if

it

only one point on an engine district

equipped with a softener, while the reverse would be true if all
To get the full benefit, each point on a district should have softened water.
Railroads do not keep the costs
of boiler repairs in such a fashion that the amount of money expended due to impure water can be segregated.
A method of computing the value of a softening plant is briefly

is

points were affected.

as follows:

Z

=

A

= additional

number of pounds incrusting
per annum.
cost of

solids, in

thousands, removed

water service in units of 1,000

when treated water required blowing out.
money saved by the removal of 1,000 lbs. of solids;

water and heat

B=

lost

boiler washing,

performance.
locomotive

is

(2)

repairs,

(3)

fuel,

Additional miles service which would be had

= interest per annum on softening
C = cost of said plant.
L = estimated life of plant.
S = salvage at end of that period.
D = depreciation per year. That

is,

a

sum per year which,

if

—S

ia

placed in a sinking fund at I rate of interest, will equal

L

electric

The barium and silica compounds are produced in the
furnace and will probably be cheaper in the future than

at present.

In Table III, the molecular weights of the different chemicals
are given for convenience in computation. A solution containing
162 grains of calcium bicarbonate by the addition of 74 grains of

These refer to pure chemicals. When bought commerweight of pure chemicals and

cially the basis should be the net

not the gross weight.

C

years.

Savings and outlay would balance when

=

Z
B Z + I + D.
The number of pounds, in thousands, which must he removed
each day in order that the savings and cost will just balance

A

will be:

I

+D

lime would have as a precipitate 200 grains of calcium carbonate

and water.

if

plant.

men might be
water.

(1)

increased locomotive

not in shop undergoing repairs to boiler.

I

would be very

(4)

useful in water softening but as they are poisonous the trainaffected by them, as they drink a good deal of the

of

lbs.

sobds removed, (1) wages, (2) repairs, (3) chemicals, (4) additional power at water station, (5) light, heat, etc., (6) cost of

water to boilers which were not free from sediment.
Torpedo boats and similar crafts have boilers which can use
sea water without trouble.
The locomotive boiler is jarred and
shaken to such an extent that it is one of the worst subjects
in

per Hour.
Fig.

If all the water stations on an engine district furnish softened
water, the water

possible

50,000

Burr Oak Combination Softener and Storage Plant.

4.

The purifying chemicals, lime and soda, are prepared in the
chemical house. The regulator which proportions the flow of chemicals is also at ground level.
The reagent* which have been used at different places are
shown in Table III. Lime and soda ash being the cheapest are the
ones oftenest used.
But soda ash leaves soluble salts in the
solution which cause foaming if present in large quantities.
The amount of foaming salts that a locomotive boiler can take
care of without trouble varies from 100 to 200 grains per
gallon.
The question of whether foaming will take place or not
depends upon the shape of the boiler and the amount of matter

to the

-

0.365

(A

— B)

The mechanical department of each railway should be able to
when the quality of the water is given.

furnish the data for A,
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IMPROPER LOADING OF BOX CARS.*
By W.

H. Sitterly, General Car Inspector, Pennsylvania R. R.

Several branches of the railroad service are directly interested

improper loading of box cars. First, the agent
of the railroad, who can assist if he will endeavor to have loaded
only at his warehouse and teaming tracks such cars as are fit for
loading. A strict observance of the inspector's shop marks on the
car by his subordinates will be the means of the defective car
moving to the shop repair track instead of receiving a load and
then moving to the shop for repairs before it is placed in a train,
thereby reducing the revenue that the company should receive for
transporting the commodity to its destination. Proper stowing of
some commodities in the car by the agents' forces will prevent it
coming in contact with the doors en route and will not require
in the matter of

doorway protection.
.

where cars have been loaded at the freight station and teaming
siding to be delivered to a connecting line, the line making the
switching movement receiving but $3.00 for such movement and
paying to the receiving line from $4.00 to $20.00 for a transfer or
readjustment of the lading. Instead of the line which made the
switching movement receiving a profit from such haul, they were
assessed a large amount of money above the switching charge.
This also applies to a load where the destination is on the line
where the car was loaded. Instead of being placed in the first
train and moving to destination, it makes a shop track movement;
a large amount of money is placed on it due to defects, thereby
reducing the amount of revenue that should have been enjoyed by
the railroad for hauling the commodity to destination.
is

money

another feature to be taken into consideration besides

immediate case, and that is a dissatisfied
shipper. Promise has been made to him or he expects the commodity to reach his customer at a certain date and it does not, for
the reason that the car makes a shop track movement with the
load and is delayed in transit from 24 to 48 hours, and in some
instances longer. This is bad in a competitive district.

the

lost for the

I have found in a great many instances where I have investigated cases of delays and claims for damage that cars bearing inspector's shop marks have been moved from the distributing point
to the loading point and loaded. At the time of collecting the cars
for distribution, some time of course was saved in not switching
One department saved time, but did the
out the defective car.
railroad in the end save or lose money ? The answer is clear.

In
is

many

experience along this line and while I have met with some objections

from some of the

shown a willingness

instances, the initial road or the road loading the car

at fault in not seeing that the load

the majority,

however, have

company

co-operate with the railroad

to

in

the proper loading and securement of their commodity so as to
insure its

reaching destination safely and without delay.

Co-

operation of the railroads along these lines at large terminals is
absolutely necessary and what are the demands of one railroad

along the lines of loading,

Car Builders' loading

if in strict

accordance with the Master

should be the demands of each and

rules,

every railroad in that district.

In this manner, improper loading

minimum. It is, however, absolutely necessary
that the representative who is delegated to impart the informawill be reduced to a

tion to the shipper is thoroughly conversant with the loading rules,

for the reason that I have found in some cases where inspectors or

other railroad representatives have insisted on the shipper using a

is

being of such a nature that it would come in the category of a
special load and good sound judgment required in deciding the
securements necessary. I have also found that shippers have placed
securements on the load that did not comply strictly with the cut
and in checking

in the loading rules covering the particular load,

the securements they were found equally as strong, if not stronger.

In a large district such as

transfer

all

or part of the lading to

would have been properly loaded, the shipper satisand the load reached its destination much sooner and passed
by a repair yard instead of into it for adjustment or possible
rules, the load

make

and

repairs,

some

in

cases the car never reached the destination intended with the load,

the load going forward in another car.

During the past year I have had occasion to watch the physical
condition of the box car, which I must say is deplorable. Box or
house cars are placed on the shop tracks, end sheathing and
siding renewed over posts and braces which are split and in a
great many instances posts decayed at the base or ends. The car
receives a load, bulges at the sides and ends, and in a great many
instances claims result from loss or damage of commodity. I refer
particularly to the time of the year

when

the

demand

is

great for

box cars for moving grain out of a lake port.

At one of the large terminals I made a check for a few days
and the following number of cars were shopped on account of
apparent improper loading, causing bulged doors, shifted loads,
Instead of showing the names of the road, I have used a
numeral to represent them.
etc.

Is!
%

The initial road is
of rearrangement and the application of

inspector or other representatives thoroughly conversant with the

number of

surprising the

awaiting disposition from the owner on account of their physical
condition, and I can safely say without fear of contradiction that
a large percentage of these cars started away from the loading
point carrying a load and it was necessary to shop the cars and

properly placed in the ear

doorway protection, but the second or third road handling the
commodity has the revenue reduced very materially.
A number of eases of bad loads originate at stations where there
is no inspector located and the agent passes judgment on the load,
and he not being thoroughly conversant with the rules has insisted
on the misapplication of the rules, where if he had taken the matter
up with his superior officer and requested the services of a car

this, it is

foreign cars that are held in the shop and transportation yards

and, if necessary, doorway protection added.

not assessed with the cost

shippers,

certain rule which did. not apply to the particular load, the load

I believe that every one present here tonight can recite cases

There
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It is unnecessary for

transfer.

I will grant that it is a very easy matter to find bad conditions,
but what we should all strive for is a remedy for the condition
that now exists. I believe that it is the duty of each and every

railroad to educate the shippers located on their lines in the proper

method of loading material, both in open and closed cars. This
can be done very easily by furnishing the industrial plants with a
copy of the Master Car Builders' loading rules and delegating a

who

thoroughly familiar with the
I have had considerable
loading rules to instruct the shipper.

representative of the railroad

Total

is

me

19

to read this data, as it is self-explan-

atory.

road without the doors showing
bulged out, but at some point along
the line, these cars had received service shocks which are incident
to all cars, and the load shifted little by little until it reached the
doors. As stated before, the initial road does not bear the expense
of the cost of rearrangement or transfer; the burden is placed on

Many

cars pass

from the

any signs of distress,

some other

Of

initial

i. e.,

line.

course,

working under an agreement the same as

in effect

in the Chicago district, the delivering line passes the car on

Extracts from a paper read before the Car Foremen's Association of
Chicago.
*

1.6

order to expedite the movement of freight, which to

my mind

in
is

—
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not expediting

it

because

it

make any

does not

car of this kind lays two days in

May, 1914

difference whether a

"A" road's yard for
"B" road's yard

transfer

for two
you in the above statement
every detail and were obtained from an actual

or adjustment, or whether it lays in

The

days.

figures that I have given

are correct in
check.
It has been

found that at points where a car inspector

is

not

located, loads are unevenly distributed in cars through the ignor-

ance of the loader and also due to the agent not understanding the
absolute necessity for a proper distribution of the lading, and a

number of derailments have resulted from

The

this cause.

dis-

agreeable results obtained in these instances are the same as those

mentioned earlier in this paper and I assure you that there is room
for improvement along these lines.
This high class box car is the car that is fit to carry high class
commodities, such as

flour, grain, etc.

are placing in service
cars

and the

first

A

large

number of

railroads

new 80,000 and 100,000 pounds capacity box

load they receive

is fertilizer, hides, oil

and tar

in barrels, destroying the car for the loading of high class com-

modities.

Many

of you undoubtedly have seen this class of car

loaded with the commodities mentioned and adjacent to this car an
old

empty 60,000 pounds capacity car perfectly

fit

for the load of

hides, etc.

During the next grain season, when box cars are
of you

who have

scarce, those

to look after the preparation of cars for graiD

keep a record of the number of good box cars you will have to turn
down on account of bad odor. You will be surprised at the large
number. Previous loads of fertilizer or hides did the job. This
is food for thought.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR VALVE SETTING,
The following are the

C.

N. R.

by the mechanCanadian Northern for setting
valves on locomotives equipped with Walschaert valve gears.
The drawings are shown herewith.

ical

engineer's

office

Measure valves and

instructions given out

seats,

also

that they agree with drawings.

combination lever, and see
Put main wheels on rollers,

adjust main rod so as to equalize the travel of the crosshead

between the striking points, put up all parts of the valve gear,
using temporary adjustable union links. Find the exact front
and back dead centres of the main crank pin in the usual manner, and mark them on the wheel with a tram from the frames,
mark the guides showing the travel of the crosshead. Put the
engine on one dead centre and with a convenient tram, put a
mark on the guides or other stationary part, from the centre of
the front pin of the eccentric rod

"A"

the engine to the other centre and

make a

as in Figure 1;

move

similar mark; these

coincide.
If they do not, move the eccentric
crank on the main pin so that the front end of the eccentric
rod will be moved a distance equal to half the difference between the two marks and try again until correct. In order to
save time, the operation of finding the dead centres and the
correct positions of the eccentric cranks may be performed at
the same time. Should it be necessary to move an eccentric
crank, it is advisable to use a temporary fastening and make it
permanent after the valves are set. Put the engine on either
centre and move the reverse lever to extreme forward and
backward positions, and with a tram make marks from the
centre of the front pin in the radius bar to a fixed part of the
engine (see Figure 2). If these marks do not coincide, the eccentric rod must be adjusted an amount equal to half the distance between the tram marks multiplied by the ratio of the
link arm radius to that of the link block. Disconnect the front
end of the eccentric rod, and put link block in the exact centre
of the link.
This can be ascertained by oscillating the link
while placing the reverse lever in different positions until
there is no motion to the combination lever. The link blocks
on both sides of the engine must be in the centre of the link
with the same position of the reverse lever. Should they not
be so, adjustment must be made in the lifting device to bring

marks should

FIQ. 3.

of the

Figures Accompanying C. N. R. Valve Setting Instructions.

them

Get port marks on the valve stem or other conso.
venient part in the usual manner, showing opening of steam
and exhaust edges of the valve, also mark the point central
between these edges. Put the crosshead in the middle of its
travel and with straight edges on the lower guides, and a
set square (see Figure 3, item "C"); adjust the temporary
union link until a straight line through the two upper holes in
Tram the
the combination lever is square with the guides.
with
the
ports,
position of the valve; if it is not central
adjust the valve stem so as to bring it so and move the port
marks accordingly. To save time, only the port marks need
be changed now and the valve stem can be adjusted later.
The valves should now be run over to get different valve
The lead should be equal at both ends and the same
events.
in all positions of the reverse lever, the port opening may be
found to be more at one end than at the other, causing the
other events to be unequal. If this is found to be the case,
adjust the union link so as to bring the different events alike
at both ends or nearly so, and this should not affect the lead
to any extent.
The valves may be considered correct when
the cut-off and release in forward gear at 25% cut-off do not
vary more than one inch (1") between the extremes of the
four positions.
The temporary adjustments should now be
made permanent.

CAR INSPECTOR Henry Wagner

was instantly

killed in

outbound yard on the 2nd inst. by being run over and dragged
by a cut of cars. He was under a car fixing a brake rigging
when the yard engine backed into the track with five or six
other cars to push them into clear. Wagner failed to put out
his blue flag, and although the cars only moved about a car
length after he shouted, it was far enough to kill him instantly.
This should impress all of us with the necessity of using the
safety appliances supplied and following the rules laid down
by the safety committee. Baltimore <S- Ohio Employes' Magazine.
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ALLENVS FLUSH CAR DOOR.
By Ray

B. Mould.

Pilfering of freight cars while in transit has always been one

of the greatest troubles which the railroads of the country have
had to contend with.
Naturally the thieves always gained)
entrance through the door, the most of them being so expert that

was possible for them to open a car door, remove what freight
they desired and replace the door in its former position without
breaking tli3 seal. Eesult: if a car thus pilfered had passed over
three or four roads in making its journey there was a great deal of
it

red tape, "tracers," denials of "our" line knowing anything
about the shortage, etc., until each of the different lines paid their
pro-rata share of the value of the stolen freight, and the shipper

obtained his money months after the theft.

Railroad men have been trying for years to perfect a car door
which could not be opened or tampered with without leaving evidence of its having been disturbed.
They wanted also a door
which could be depended upon to work at all times; one which
would be proof against wind and rain as well as burglars.

At a recent convention of railroad officials, held in Los Angeles,
a car door combining these features, was placed before the body
of men for their inspection and met with the approval of all railroad

men who

is called

inspected

it.

It

is

the "Allen's Flush Car

Door."

good feature looked for by railroad

It carries with it every

officials

:

its

original cost

is

but a fraction above that of the average door for freight cars,
and it is claimed that it will save any railroad company this

amount within a few months.
is

broken.

it

was

cannot be opened or tampered
is the first step toward elim-

This

inating burglary of freight cars.

With

the old type of car doors

possible for car thieves to remove the lugs at the bottom of

the door, swing the door back

Door on

Car

a

Southern Pacific Car.

lower right hand corner of the door, gives
left,

and

this

away from

its

fastenings, remove any

from a car, replace the lugs and make their
get-away without breaking the seal. If the car happened to be
traveling over two or more railroad lines the loss would not be
discovered until the car had reached its destination, and in 90
per cent of such cases it was impossible to ascertain where the
robbery was committed.
This is not possible with the Allen door. When the door is
closed it slides into a steel groove at the top, bottom and one
end of the door. The trainman then grasps the lever shown at the
or all pieces of freight

automatically pushes the

it

a quick turn to the

door into the groove,

folds a steel strip over the other end of the door

locked shut with a small pin.

manner

The

and the

lever is

seal is then applied to pin,

and

which to open the door is by pulling out
lever,
the
seal
would
have to be broken, and this fact would
on the
be discovered almost immediately.
as the only

Its chief feature is that the door

with unless the seal

Flush

Allen

the invention of a Mr. Allen and

in

The door is now firmly locked in place; it does not protrude
from the side of the car eliminating wind resistance while the car
is in motion
it cannot swing or jar loose from its fastenings to
strike a person standing near a moving train, and top, bottom and

—

—

both ends of the doors are covered with a heavy steel strap, shutting out heat, cold, wind and moisture.

smooth;

it

fits

snugly on

all

The

four sides and

any kind.
Perhaps its most important feature

inside of the door is
is

always ready for

service of

door

may

be operated.

is

the ease with which the

It travels on a covered track at the top

of the car; there are no moving parts exposed to rain to become
rusted, thereby necessitating

damage

to the side of

the car by

Door> '

Views

of Allen

Flush Car Door.

Details of

Hanger

at the

Right.

—

:
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and stationmen being forced

pry the door

24.

open or shut, and it is firmly looked in place at all times.
This is especially important when cars are empty and being
switched about yards. The Allen door is locked into place when
it is open, and it is necessary to pull a small lever, releasing a
catch before the door can be closed. Of course, when empty cars

25.

train

are being

moved

to use iron bars to

in trains the rules require that all

closed and fastened, but

such doors be

those rules require that each door be

opened by a member of the train crew to make sure that the car
is empty.
This is a hard, arduous job with the present style of
car door, but with the Allen working so easily it would be the
matter of but a few moments for a trainman to inspect every
oar in his train.
This, too, does away with trespassers riding in
freight cars, as the door cannot be operated from the inside of a
car and even should a "hobo" get in the car he could not close it
behind him, as the working lever is on the outside of the door.
Details of the door are

of these doors are

shown

in service

A

in the illustrations.

number

on the Southern Pacific.

INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING CONGRESS,

1915.

The attention of the engineers of the world is being more and
more drawn to the program of the International Engineering ConThe
gress which is to be held in San Francisco, Cal., in 1915.
interest which has been aroused in foreign countries is shown by
the fact that at the present time there have been received enroll-

ments and subscriptions from forty-two such countries. It is furthermore to be noted that of the present total enrollment, approximately 25 per cent is from countries other than the United States.
The number of subscriptions from the members of the five national
engineering societies of the United States under whose auspices
and control the Congress is being held is. however, not so gratifying.
The percentage of the total membership of these five societies
represented by the subscription list is only .;.7. and this, although

Motor
Motor
Motor

26.

Many

May, 1914

vehicles, passenger type.
vehicles, utility type.

tractors.

of these topics will be treated as symposiums with con-

tributions representing the practice in

The various

more than one country.
work of the Congress and

sections outlined for the

the volumes to be issued are as follows:
Vol.

I.

Vol. II.

The Panama Canal.
Waterways and Irrigation.

Municipal Engineering.
Railways and Railway Engineering.
Vol. V.
Materials of Engineering Construction.
Vol. VI.
Mechanical Engineering.
VII. Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.
Vol. VIII.
Mining Engineering and Metallurgy.
Vol. IX.
Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering.
Vol. X. Military Engineering, and Miscellaneous.
It will be noted that the proceedings of the Section on Mechanical Engineering will be published in Vol. VI, with some of the
papers falling into Vol. VII. It is also noted that Vol. X will
consist only in part of Military Engineering and will also eontain papers on miscellaneous topics which are not definitely
associated with any of the various sections.
Full information concerning the congress may be obtained by
addressing the committee of management as follows: International Engineering Congress, Foxcroft Building, San Francisco,
Vol. III.
Vol. IV.

Cal.

"CY" WARMANS' LAST POEM.
'

Wiirniaii, well known as the author of many railroad
and poems, died on April 7. His last poem, written about
a month before his death, was recently published in the Baltimore
Ohio Employees* Magazine.
It is entitled "Will the
White
and
is
follows
Lights Be
as
'

'

Cy

'

stories

«Sc

'

\

each individual member of these societies has received circular
information and data concerning the Congress and has been in _
to send in his subscription promptly.
It is probable that this

of the congress

is

still

is

in the future,

and

also to the

tendency of the individual to procrastinate. This, to a considerable
degree, handicaps the work of the committee on management, and
it

is

extremely desirable that as

many

as possible

who intend

to

subscribe should do so at an early date.
The list of topics to be treated iu the Section on Mechanical

Engineering gives a very good idea of the character of the publications which it is intended to issue and the topics which will be
presented and discussed at the meeting. These are as follows:
1.

Recent progress and present status of foundry practice, and

casting metals.
2.

4.
5.

6.

Special processes for shaping and forming metals.

12.

13.

Industrial

museums

The steam engine of the year 1915.
The steam turbine of the year 1915.
The internal combustion engine of the year

17.

Refrigeration.

IS.

22.

Pneumatics.
Lubrication and lubricants.
Water wheels of pressure type.
"Water wheels of impulse type.
Hydraulic power developments and use.

23.

Power plant

19.
20.
•21.

design.

we

fare.

For what awaits us

there.

When

swift and free she carries me
Through yards unknown at night,

I look along the line to

If all the lamps are white.

The blue light marks the crippled
Slow.
The green light signals
The red light is a danger light.
The white light, "Let her go."

car,

'

'

And when

fields

we roam,

the night

is

fair

up in the starry dome
And wonder what's up there.

For who can speak for those who dwell
Behind the curving sky?

Xo man

as an educational factor.

16.

15.

engine swirl.

in metal-working.

Motors of the Diesel type.
The Humphreys gas pump.
The steam boiler of the year 1915.

14.

my

eye around the curve

Automatics.

9.

11.

my

I look

Safety engineering.

10.

I strain

Again the open

8.

.

I feel

o'er strange rails

Recent progress and present status of the art of forging.
Equipment processes, and methods for the boiler shop.
Machine shop equipment, methods and processes.

High temperature flames
Industrial management.

i

when

Oft,

A-

largely due to the fact that the date

somewhat

'

has ever lived to

Just what
1915.

it

means

tell

to die.

Swift toward life's terminal I trend.

The run seems short tonight;
God only knows what's at the end
I

hope the lights are white.

THE MASTER BOILER MAKERS'

Association

made

the

experiment this year of appointing small committees to handle
the various topics, and the result was very gratifying to T. W.

Lowe, the president, who made the appointments. The committee
reports were in the hands of the secretary and were printed and
distributed to the members six weeks in advance of the convention.
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Training Apprentices on the Erie Railroad
By Wm.
The problem of
thoroughly

S.

Cozad, Superintendent of Apprentices and Piecework.

fully supplying the ever increasing

skilled

aud

trained

mechanics

demand

for

is probably
than ever before. For many years past
it has caused a great deal of anxiety to the heads of large industrial corporations, and on every hand may be heard the remark
that the ranks of the old-fashioned mechanics are becoming rapidly

from solution at

further

this time

The

first

school

The average boy, who, by circumstances over which he has no
control, is forced out of school at an early age and compelled to
take up his life work, has little to look forward to in the matter
of education. If he has the will and the physical endurance he
may study after hours, attending nigfct school when possible and
after a few years of unrelenting toil he may finally attain some
general knowledge of a few primary subjects, all of which will
probably be more or less imperfect.
To offset these bad results, various systems of industrial education have recently been developed, prominent

method of training young men

^

**

*'-

among which

in the different trades

is

the

by a regular

in the Meadville

class called for technical instruction at 9 a.

pulsory.

The company

depleted.

was established

shop and the
m. on the 7th
day of July, 1908. The schools were afterward extended to Hornell, Susquehanna, Dunmore and Port Jervis.
These schools are
free to apprentices in all departments and attendance is comfirst

furnishes, free of charge, the class room, heat

light,

drawing

tables,

filing

cabinets

and

drawing instruments, blackboards,

all

necessary

material

for

and

stools,

conducting

the

school.

These schools are in charge of competent instructors and are
open from September 1st to June 30th, inclusive. Each apprentice is required to attend the classes four hours per week, two
hours on each of two different days, for which time he is paid
at his regular hourly shop rate.
Instruction in these classes covers the fundamental rules of
arithmetic, common and decimal fractions, proportion, simple
problems in interest, weights and measures, the elementary prin-

9 9 «.^L#

&#i

%

1^

#

*

I *

^ST*r
Group

of

m

"***

*»

>*r

Apprentices at the Hornell Shops, Erie R. R.

and theoretical
and copper work, and special

course of apprenticeship which combines technical as well as prac-

ciples of geometry, mechanical drawing, practical

tical training.

sheet metal development, tin, pipe

In keeping with this advanced movement, the Erie Eailroad,
a little more than five years ago, created an organization for the
purpose of giving thorough technical and practical instruction to

instruction in Erie standard practices pertaining to the construc-

all

young men who enter

its service

as apprentices, in the trades

which they seek to learn.
In order to meet the heavy demands made on

its

shops on account

of the large increase in business, requiring much more and heavier
power, this company has within the past few years practically
renewed all shop machinery on the entire system. Additions to

shops and roundhouses, new power houses,

new roundhouses and

roundhouse machine shops have been built in order to provide for
keeping in good condition the motive power and car equipment.
This was necessary because every dollar of revenue from freight,
which goes into the treasury must be earned by the locomotive.
Having, therefore, provided a full complement of tools and
equipment, to obtain the greatest possible benefit from this investment it becomes necessary also to provide a competent corps of
intelligent, skilled

and careful workmen.

With

this object in view,

was decided in June, 1908, to establish a thorough apprenticeship
system to train young men, not only to become competent and
skillful in the mechanical arts, but to instill in them a proper

it

interest in the business, loyalty to the railroad

with Erie standards and Erie methods.

and familiarity

and maintenance of cars and locomotives, as well as lessons
and economic operation of same.
The original organization consisted of:
1st.
A supervisor of apprentices who was also the superin-

tion

in the successful

tendent of the piecework system.
2d.

An

who was a mechanand thoroughly familiar with the standards of the

assistant supervisor of apprentices

ical engineer

mechanical department.
3d.

A

technical

instructor

for

shops

having

fifty

or

more

apprentices.
4th.

ability

A man

possessing the combined practical and technical

necessary

to

instruct

in

shops

having

less

than

fifty

apprentices.

The above organization was effective approximately three years
and proved very efficient in systematizing and extending the work,
but since the text book containing all necessary technical instruction has been developed, and a well grounded set of rules and
regulations laid down for the organization of the schools, it has

been found advisable to reduce this organization, making it much
less expensive, without in any way impairing the service.
Fifty per cent of all the operations in the shops of this company (car and locomotive work combined) are performed on a

—

'
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He must require that all school rooms
and sanitary condition, that apprentices take
the proper care of all drawing instruments and other material
furnished them by the company and insist on a strict adherance
to all rules and regulations which must necessarily be followed in
advance in the trade.

to

are kept in a clean

order to

make

the schools

the system a success.

All business pertaining to

transacted through the master mechanic or shop

is

superintendent of the plant and he
technical

held responsible for the

is

and practical training of the apprentices under

his

jurisdiction.

The

local

selected with

of aprentices are

instructors

special

reference to their fitness to give necessary practical and technical

work of repairs and renewals

instruction in the

Some

equipment.

car

to locomotive

and

of a recognized technical

are graduates

who have subsequently served time in the shop. Others
made men who are not only thoroughly practical mechanbut have by personal effort familiarized themselves with mathe-

college

are self
ics,

Type

of

Boys Attracted by Erie Apprentice Schools.
Boys Are High School Graduates.

Most

of

These

time basis and as the instruction of apprentices and a systematic
study of shop economy are very closely related, it was thought
The supervising
advisable to combine the two organizations.
force as at present constituted consists, therefore, of:
1st.

2d.

A

matics and mechanical drawing to the extent that they can successfully teach the lessons contained in the apprentice text book.

The instructors devote one-half the day to technical instruction
in the class room and the remaining half to practical instruction
in the shop. They distribute all lesson sheets, require apprentices
to do certain work at home, keep record of all examinations, make
all monthly reports and account to the master mechanic for the
daily performances of the apprentices.

superintendent of apprentices and piecework.
inspectors of apprentices and piecework.

Two

yi« ^S3ET A XEV

Local instructors of apprentices who combine the necessary technical and practical training to successfully handle both
3d.

class

and shop

TQU 1. i

VE1 YOU- SCSQOTHAXXA

1911 - 191*

It

*£STS».-.

H

CHICAGO * BXJ2

JL

COPT

K

i.

191 8 - 19 18

1918 - 1914

instruction.

Before detailing the duties of the respective members of this
organization, it is well to state that in addition to a general
mechanical superintendent, there are three mechanical superintendents, one having direct charge of locomotive work, lines west
from Salamanca to Chicago, one in charge of same work, lines
east from Salamanca to Xew York, and one in charge of car
work over the entire system. What now follows will be readily
understood.

!i

ill

-

S

to the general mechanical

superintendent, but he

is

directly

required to

work in harmony with the mechanical superintendents and they
must agree on all rules and regulations in connection with the
Changes in standards or methods of
operation of the schools.
conducting the work must be submitted jointly to the general
mechanical superintendent for his approval before being made
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The superintendent of apprentices and piecework has charge
of the practical and technical educational features of the system

and deals

directly with all problems affecting apprenticeship
His duties are to outline the different courses of instruction both in the school and shop, organize all schools, see that
the standing of each apprentice is kept according to prescribed
rules, that apprentices are moved from one class of work to another
according to the standard shop schedule and that apprentices in
the different departments of the shop are given equal opportunity
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Erie Railroad Company.
NEW JERSEV 4 NEW VORR «
NEW Ton*, SUSQUEHANNA

SPECIAL APPRENTICES

CHICAGO A CHIC

It.

A

WESTERN

187

R. R.

Locomotive Department

SHOP AND CLASS RECORD OF APPRENTICES AT
Shop. Mfenth Ending

shop Q
tmciKci |

tsrr

DEPARTMENT

TEAR

2d
viaa

•MOP

3D

NOP

TEAR

C"ie.t«e.

I

Krn«»HKr*|

CM-

|
]

PU>TID

RlSISRtD

I9L

NAME OF APPRENTICE
Vise

Work

Roundhouse
Special

Work on

Line, or in Test Department ....

Car Department
Frngnt Repair*, to include

Wood

Of Work

and Meel

.

.

Passenger Car PUtiorms and General Body Work...

Helping Cabinet Maker, which

will include Strip.

TOTAL
TOTAL SPECIAL APPRENTICE*
Efficiency

-

plei^ooaL'ty

«

of apprentice to
}

M«ih-m»t,a
-

1

A, perfect;
l0* to te

j

B,

be bated entirely on quality and quantity of work, where 100*

good;

»Uowed

^ ^^

C, fair;

tot
lesson.

D, unsatisfactory

neatness

f

;

will

1
1

equal a nocmal output.

SUMMARY

E, failure

work. and problems to be graded according to percentage solved eosTectly

CLAM
Practical Instructor of Appr.

AVENACI
ErnciCNCT

'IT

Yean

•MOP

AvlAAGt

CLsaa

AWCRACC

CrriciENcr

run

CUUM

Shop

• »o»

Appr

Technical Instructor of

Avcaaac

«TH
Vcar

Efficiency

'""

CLaaa

C'Ticicmcr

• MOP

I

TOTAL

EM-

HO.

PLOYED

Cum

•
aiaaiEO

Jersey City.

Master Mechanic.

Port Jerri*
i

Donmore

Form Used by Local

Officers for Reports.

^i nerlrit.onr fint

Ebmra.

nfnti-irieri

Horoetl.

The inspectors of apprentices and piecework report directly to
superintendent of apprentices and piecework.
They make
frequent visits to the different shops and their duties in relation
to the apprentice system are to become personally acquainted,
as far as possible, with the apprentices in all departments and
engage them in conversation as to progress made, examine conditions, study their work, see that changes are made from one class
of work to another as per shop schedule, consult the master
mechanic, general foreman, and local instructor as to work accomplished both in class and shop, and report their findings from
All matters

requiring attention are then taken up with the local officer for

proper adjustment.

The

makes out a detailed report
month which shows work performed by each
class and shop.
This report is forwarded

local instructor of apprentices

at the end of each

apprentice both in

through the master mechanic to the office of superintendent of
apprentices and piecework, where the information is transferred
to a card record and from this record it may be determined at
any time whether the apprentice is receiving necessary advancement from one class of work to another as per shop schedule.
Apprentices are required to serve a term of three years of
300 days each, unless they can qualify in a shorter period; the
number of hours worked by the shop to constitute a day. Although
* Form 3 120- 1, 0U-1UO0
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the specified course is based on a period of three years, appren-

who

work

and
shop are invited to request a change from one class of work to
another at any time they feel confident of the work in hand and
at the end of the second year or any time thereafter, they may
tices

make

diligently apply themselves to the

application

in

writing to their instructor

from apprentice to mechanic.
is worthy of promotion, he

in school

for promotion

If in the opinion of the instructor,

the apprentice

master mechanic, who,
cant,

if satisfied

is

recommended to the

as to the ability of the appli-

makes up the necessary form, which

subject to the ap-

is

proval of the mechanical superintendent and superintendent of

Apprentices who complete the course as indicated
by the award of a certificate of apprenticeship and continue in the
employment of the company are given the journeyman's rate in
apprentices.
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TUXJVdC TAPEItS OH A MANDREL

A

12-

CUBE ROOT

number must be divided into periods of three figures each.
may coiiUni one two or three figures as will readily be seen

In extracting cube root, the

The

first, or left hand period,
by the following examples

What

Problem

is

the edge oi -

inches of win

aiibe, the solid

5»2704
512000
SO x 80 x 3

80 x

3 x 4

-

-

Solution

960

22.

A

weight of 150 pounds

is

placed on a

beam

12 feet from the fulcrum

A

to previous explanation, there

of 400 pounds balances the

A

Eramfte
mandrel

collar

having dimension* as shown

lo be turned to the given taper

when

The

Solution

To

taper

which

will be

H

From

tail

:

is

in

sketch

9

Fit;

6" long, how

it

much

placed on a

should the

tail-

x

we may

difference between the diameters

find the set-over of

\s the mandrel
set-over of

mandrel

obtain 4} B " at the larger end and V/," at the
"'
the distance between these two dimensions is 2' i

stock be set over in order that

smaller end,

IT the

:

is

1" *>/,

mandrel

=

it

if

\%"

and V/i"

is

>$". or the total

necessary to find the taper for 1" of

its

length,

%".

first weight when placed on the opposite end of beam
4, feet
from the fulcrum
If the 150 pound weight should be placed 1 foot nearer
tbe fulcrum,
where should the 4O0 pound weight be then placed lo again balance the beam f
23.
Id the above problem, if the 150 pound weight is moved 2 feet away from the
fulcrum, where must the 400 pound weight be placed to again balance the beam >

is applied is 6 inches
How many pounds will be exerted at the connection of the
crank arm and the slack adjuster crossbead " (See arrangement of driver brake
below

load

6" long, the proper taper lor this length

is

1
equal to \\ x 6 =: IJ4*

places of figures
of nine 10 s

example

it

will

be seen that to find the effect for turning

in the

root,

greater and

is

that

,

of eight

less

than SO;

first

therefore,

Let tbe

is

8

is

the

the greatest cube of

first

of the

10's

is

less

figure of

the root

10's contained

in

accompanying figures represent
to be

is

found

From tbe above explanation it is seen that this length
must be greater tban 80 inches, and that the given
solidity exceeds by 80,704 cubic inches a cube the edge of
which is 80 inches, and which is shown in the illustration
as A fsee figure 2)
It is also evident from figure 2
where the separate parts are shown, that the 80704 cubic
inches may be regarded as made up of seven distinct
parts, three of them being square blocks (H) 80 niche*
long, three being rectangular blocks (C) of the same
length, and one a small cube (D)

a piece

of work on a mandrel, the

first fwo things lo ascertain are the length of the mandrel and the
taper per inch of the piece to be turned
Having found these dimensions, the offset of tail
slock is determined in the same manner as when ttiming tapen on solid piece

L

than 90 and greater

tbe cube of which the length of side

bell
)

stock would be #".

the foregoing

and since according
can be no less than two
and also since the cube

than 592704, the root must be

and 5)2000
S92704

24.
A driver brake cylinder 14 inches in diameter has a bell crank connected to the
end of the cylinder push rod
From the center of tbe push rod connection to the center of
the bell crank is 35 inches, and from the center of the bell cTanlt to the
point where the

y

the number into periods of
The length required will be ex-

pressed by the cube root of 592704

weight

//,

16

Separate

three figures each,

Fid. 9

/

19200

4x4-

In order to preserve this shape a perfect cube,

^3 0^

M

must sdd to three sides at the same time, and the parts
added must be exactly the same fhicknew therefore, if
this thickness be ascertained and added to SO inches, the
require.) edge will be found
.

Tbe square

blocks and the oblong blocks, with the

may

be considered as standing in line (figure
3) and forming one ohlonit solid of uniform tbicknns
Tbe exact solidity of that w)lid is 80,704 cubic inches

•mall cube,

\\\\

\

>

g

Some Pages From Apprentice Text Book.
the shop in which they are employed, the rate being based on
ability

and merit.

Apprentices are subject to the same regulations in regard to
advancement as any other employe of the company and must
show some aptitude for the work in which they are engaged.
Their conduct, punctuality and attendance both in school and
shop must be satisfactory; failing in this, they are not retained
in the service.

Boys making application for tbe position of apprentice

any
trade are sent directly to the instructor of apprentices who examines them as to their general efficiency.
If he finds that they are
in

qualified for the position sought, they are given a certificate to

and the applicant may enter the
by the employment bureau.

the proper officer

ing ratification

service pend-

tive nights.

No

allowance

made

is

to apprentices for overtime

worked and no reduction made for reduced working hours.
The efficiency of apprentices in the shop is based entirely on
the quality and quantity of work where 100% equals the amount
of work which could be accomplished by the average mechanic in
a certain fixed time.

The class work is marked in accordance with the progress made
and extends by intermediate steps from perfect to failure. In
problem work 10% is allowed for neatness and the grading is
based on the percentage of problems solved correctly in each lesson.
A shop schedule for the various trades has been carefully pre-

pared and forms a very important part of apprentice training.
apprentices have served the required time on one particular
branch of the work, it may not be advisable, for good and suf-

When

immediately change them to new duties.

In some shops where no schools are in progress, the ranking
personally examines applicants for apprenticeship and
report of same is made to the superintendent of apprentices on
the regular blank form provided for that purpose.
Employment is on approbation and if at the end of three months

ficient

the apprentice does not develop a capacity to learn the class of

output, but also that of the apprentice

officer

work

which he has been assigned, he will not be continued in the
service as an apprentice.
At the expiration of three months,
which is the trial period, if the applicant gives promise of becoming a good workman and has the ability to successfully handle the
school work, he is thence forward regarded as a regular apprentice and entitled to all the advantages of apprentices in his elass.
Boys must not be less than 16 nor more than 21 years of age
to enter the service as apprentices and preference is always given
to

reasons, to

by an industrious apprentice on work with which he is familiar,
the foreman is not always either anxious or willing to make a
change which will not only result in temporarily decreasing his

The shop

who

follows him.

record, however, is carefully maintained

exceptional cases such as outlined above the change

made

at

The shop schedule is based on a course of three years, but
was found necessary to carry many of the boys

until recently it

Apprentices are not assigned to night work except in case of
emergency and then not for a longer period than four consecu-

Class at Work, Meadville Shops.

and in the
is

the first available opportunity.

the sons of employes.

A

It

also occurs that on account of rhe very valuable .service rendered

Apprentice School

Room

at

Dunmore Shops.
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and occasionally to the end of the fourth year because of
improper advancement prior to the organization of the schools,
and in all cases of this kind the fourth year has been spent in
familiarizing the apprentice along new lines of work.
Our experience in this work, however, has proven conclusively
that a reasonable adherance to the three-year shop schedule along
with careful, practical training by the instructor and foremen, is
sufficient to give the average apprentice a general knowledge of
the trade which he seeks to learn. Having been properly trained
along theoretical and practical lines, the award of a certificate of
apprenticeship means to its recipient added responsibilities and
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into

if

he

is

interested in the

work he

will usually continue his studies

along the lines of his chosen profession.
The shop schedules follow:

burning

months
months
3 months
2 months
2 months
3 months
4 months

months
months
6 months
6 months

6
6

3 years

CABINET MAKERS.

Helping cabinetmakers
Eunning machines

6

Slotter

Boring mill
Vise work on rods
Vise work on motion work, pistons, crossheads,

months
months
6 months
6 months
12 months
6
6

cars

Total

3 years

etc

PATTERNMAKERS.
Helping in general work in pattern shop
Helping in foundry
Machine work
Bench work in general in pattern shop

ting up spring rigging, engine truck work, expansion
6

etc

board, consisting of hand

pops, whistles, boiler mounting and

all

4 months

16 months

FOUNDRY.

shoes and wedges, wheeling engines, put-

Work above running

4 months

3 years

ERECTING SHOP.

Frame work,

12 months

Total

23 months

months

rails,

similar work.

.

3

months

up motion work, setting valves, lining guides,
4 months
putting in pistons, applying steam chests, etc

'at

months

3

Shaper

1

6

6 months

Total

Trimming

Planers

gear,

mixing paint

off,

and plain painting
Sash and varnish work
Graining, filling and polishing
Lettering, staining and stripping
Varnishing and general work
stuff

Bench work

then general work)

first,

Rough

in general,

Stripping cars

MACHINE SHOP.
Lathe (bolt lathe

Helping

tiny

Helping around shop
Light moulding
Core making and loan work
Machine moulding
Furnace work
General work

3

6
6
3

6

12

3 years

Total

SURFACE TABLE AND MACHINERY REPAIR WORK.

13 months

BLACKSMITH SHOP.
Running steam hammer
Heating bolts
Helping on small fires
Running bolt heading and small forging machines. ...
Light work on small fire with helper
Helping on tool fire
Heavy work on open fire, not requiring any special skill.

months
months
6 months
3 months
6 months
4 months
8 months
6
3

months
months
months
months
months
months

In the large shops at least one apprentice is kept on the surface
all times.
He is under the instruction of the machinist
in charge of laying out work. Not all apprentices can be assigned
to this work, but a sufficient number are trained to fully supply
table at

the requirements of the plant.

In the small shops, apprentices in

their third year are assigned to laying out

have served three to

six

months, their place

work and when they
is filled by another

apprentice.

3 years

Total

BOILER SHOP.

Heating

rivets

and helping

at light

work on punch and

4 months
Ash pan and netting work, also as much miscellaneous
6 months
sheet iron work as possible
holes,
New firebox work, reaming and tapping staybolt
4 months
running in, setting and cutting off staybolts, etc
Helping to scarf, roll, fit, shear, apply rivets and caulk
new firebox or new sheets
6 months
Setting flues
3 months
Helping on flange fire
3 months
Working with boilermaker on general work, such as
flanging, riveting, applying new sheets, bracing and
10 months
staybolt work
shear, scaling boilers, etc

Total

3 years

TIN AND PIPE WORK.

Helping on pipe work
Jacket and sheet iron
Injector and lubricator pipes, copper pipes in cab
Air brake pipes
Tin roofing, headlights, classification lamps, lanterns,

cans and light tin work in general

Total

months
6 months
8 months
6 months
8

oil

8

months

3 vears

Drawing Showing Steam Distribution in Compound Cylinders Made
by 2nd Year Apprentice at Meadville Shops.
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Cylinder Cock

each shop with young

Made by Apprentice

at

Meadville Shops.

men capable of making such miscellaneous
may be required by the master mechanic

sketches and drawings as
or shop superintendent.

Methods of instruction both

in the shop and class room are
In the school each apprentice, no
matter in what department employed, is required to make a freehand pencil sketch of such miscellaneous parts as a crosshead,

simplified as

much

as possible.

gauge cock, boiler check, eccentric
and many others of similar nature. When this
sketch has been completed and necessary dimensions supplied, the
object is taken away and the apprentice is required to make a
complete detail drawing from the sketch, showing each part
assembled in its proper place. Drawings thus completed are submitted to the master mechanic for his personal inspection and
occasionally they are
forwarded to the superintendent of
cylinder

head,

angle cock,

strap, eccentric,

The Right Way.
In the machinery repair gang of the large shops at least two
third-year apprentices are assigned for a period of three

months
by

each, at the end of which time they are succeeded in turn

Our school rooms are

third-year boys from some other department.

As an

illustration

apprentices.

of the methods used in following out the

all

equipped with a sectional model of air

motor, air hammer, injector, pop, whistle, triple valve,

pump

gov-

foregoing shop schedules, the record of a boilermaker apprentice
in the Susquehanna shop is given on page 186.

The following statement will show briefly the results which
have been obtained by a careful and systematic study of details
in their relation to apprentice training

maintaining an

Number
1,

effect of

corps of mechanics in the service:

of

apprentices,

all

classes,

on

pay

roll

January

of

apprentices,

all

classes,

on pay

roll

January

190S

Number
1,

efficient

and the resultant

298

1914

Number

of apprentices granted certificates July

January

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

447
1,

1,

1908, to

1914

362

of apprentices granted certificates at end of 2nd year

of apprentices granted certificates while in 3d year.

70

of apprentices granted certificates at end of 3d year.

87

of apprentices granted certificates while in 4th year.

.

of apprentices granted certificates at end of 4th year

Percent of apprentices granted certificates who are

still

48
60

of special apprentices (graduates of recognized tech-

nical colleges) in service

A

151

in

the service

Number

6

.

January

certificate of apprenticeship is

1,

1914

24

granted apprentices in every

department who satisfactorily complete the course of instruction.
This certificate bears the personal signature of the general fore-

man, master mechanic, mechanical superintendent, general mechanical superintendent and is approved by the superintendent of
apprentices.
It carries with it a bound copy of the apprentice
text book together with a complimentary letter, setting forth in
detail the progress made by the bearer while engaged in learning
the trade.

From
ment

six to eight apprentices are

kept in the drafting depart-

at all times where they are taught blue print work, detail

They are
drawing, standards of design and construction, etc.
drawn from the different shops over the system and are required
to spend six

months in

this department.

This at once provides

25 TtETH
a"
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Drawing by an Apprentice

at

Dunmore Shops.
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ernor, engineer's valve, lubricator

and similar parts used

PRESENT-DAY RUNNING REPAIRS.*

in the

operation of the locomotive. All classes of apprentices are taught
the uses and abuses of these parts both from the models and also

191

By W.

Other apparatus for instruction consists
hammers, taps, drills, square, cali-

E. Dunham, Supervisor M. P. & M., C. & N.-W. Ry.
With the almost universal change in the type and arrangement
of running gear and valve motion of the American locomotive that
has taken place during the past few years, there has also developed

samples of the various sizes of

a maintenance situation that calls fur a considerable re-organization

square and hexagon nuts, models of block and fall, brake leverage,
outside valve gear, link motion, compound cylinders, gas engine

and re-arrangement of many divisional shop forces.
On some roads where it was considered that a locomotive should
receive general overhauling once a year at least and one intermediate heavy repairing also, we find that the time between general
repair shopping has been extended to two years, and the intermediate repairs made in the round house as running repairs.
Where 75,000 miles was the limit for giving passenger locomotive general overhauling, many of them are now making 150,000
miles between shoppings and a similar proportion is resulting in
the ease of freight power.
In fact in some ' ' good
water districts the boiler is the controlling factor now in shopping rather
lhan the machinery, as was formerly the case.

in practice in the shop.

of lantern slides,
pers, boiler punches, reamers,
files,

dynamo

chisels,

steam turbine charts, valve setting charts,
These models or samples are used in
imparting instruction with reference to the proper use and care of

charts,

charts,

superheater charts,

etc.

.

'

'

To meet this situation there naturally has resulted a tendency
toward spreading out of shop facilities rather than concentrating
them all at one or a few points. Divisional shops have been
provided with facilities for handling the naturally heavier power,
and the local organization has been prompt to make full use of
such facilities, leaving for the
back shop ' only such work as
was beyond their capacity.
This change may, in some cases, have come about so gradually
as to be hardly noticed from day to day or month to month, but
'

'

'

Class at the Port Jervis Shop.

if

same.

This

instruction

is

is

small tools, where particular

especially true of

given with reference to using same so that

maximum

amount of work may be obtained without destroying the

tool.

The primary aim of the school is to teach by actual example
by the use of a model or chart. As an
illustration: The lever is found at work in almost every machine
used.
It is of first importance, therefore, that the boy obtain a
as far as possible, or

lasting impression of the lever at work, so that he will recognize

again when

it

appears in another form. In other words, he must
be able to understand the principle of the lever, the pulley block,
the incline plane, the screw, the wedge, etc. If he does not have
mechanically constructed models to illustrate these principals the
it

In the shop, boys as a rule work with skilled mechanics; this
particularly true in erecting and vise work, boiler

This course

show that he

able to do the

is

should take a day

off,

another apprentice.

is

the boy

followed out until

work
is

alone.

Then

if

is

making and
the boy can
the mechanic

placed on the work along with

This immediately places him on his merits

and he at once becomes an instructor

to the apprentice assisting

The instructor of apprentices follows the practical work of
each apprentice in detail to see that he thoroughly understands
how to perform the operations correctly and in proper time and

means the average boy becomes thoroughly familiar with
the various classes of work covered by his trade.
Even valve
setting, once known only to the foreman and performed in strict
secrecy, becomes as easy to the modern apprentice as lining guides,
laying out shoes and wedges, or applying a set of pistons.
this

It will be found that apprentices receiving practical training
along these lines will perform the larger part of the operations
on a locomotive in about the same time as required by the average

mechanic, and that the quality of the work will pass required
inspection.

The blank forms submitted
sufficiently

is

much more

of the

"back shop"

running repairs
than was formerly the
case with engines equipped with the Steenson link motion.
Your superintendent of shops will, no doubt, also call your
attention to the fact that there is a larger proportion of general
repair engines turned into the shops under the present condition
than there was under the former, and this is as it should be,
because by following up the small repairs to the running gear
of a locomotive, the proverbial "nine stitches" to be taken in the
back shop will be saved, the locomotive will be kept in service

work being done as

more regularly and

'

'

'

'

in the

end the cost per unit of engine-mile or

even ton-mile will be reduced.

doubt very much whether this particular feature was taken
into serious consideration at the time that the outside valve gear
was introduced, in fact it is generally conceded that its adoption
was the result of a mechanical necessity, rather than intended
shop or steam economy. The fact remains, however, that there is
a large decided shop economy in the outside gears with their pin
and bushing connections that are readily accessible, easily renewed
and open at all times to close inspection. No shop or roundhouse
that has handled both the inside and outside gear, would ever

him.

by

terminal roundhouses there

is checked as to yearly or
be noticed that at the smaller

terminals

will generally

it

We

study becomes dull and uninteresting.

blacksmithing.

many

the organization at

bi-yearly periods,

plain

not to

in connection with this article are

require

a detailed

pictures represent actual every-day conditions

explanation.

among

The

apprentices

and the drawings have been selected from
the large number which have accumulated in the files of the
superintendent of apprentices and were not, therefore, prepared
specially for any particular exhibit or purpose.
in our various shops,

be in favor of discarding the present outside gear for the old
inside.

With

this striking

example before

us, it

is

our desire to call

attention to locomotive design in general and in some detail where

we

believe considerable economies can be obtained if the matter

of the care of running repairs

is

given close attention, instead

of no attention at all and being allowed to shift for itself. The
results obtained in the past under the conditions imposed are a
monument to the ingenuity and resourcefulness of our roundhouse

foreman and it is time that we came seriously to his rescue.
The care required to keep up the pin connections of driver
brake rigging, particularly in the numerous levers and hangers,
foreman.
In
is no small bug-bear to the average roundhouse
most cases we find that it is the usual practice to permit these
parts to wear to the yielding point or until the holes in the several
paits are so out of shape and oblong that extensive repairing, if

The parts then have to be taken
is required.
down, sent to the blacksmith shop, have the hole welded up, a
new hole drilled and a new pin fitted. If, on the other hand,
not entire renewal,

*

A paper

read before the Western Railway Club.
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the rigging had been originally constructed with standard bushings

get the full benefit of the entire face of the box as

would not need very much stretching of
the imagination to realize the ease and promptness of making
repairs by going to the storekeeper, getting a new standard bushing
and a new pin, press the old bushing out and the new one in place
in one operation, and send the parts out with full section of
original material and just as good as new.' In many instances
the parts would not have to be taken down, as repairs could be
made in place with proper tools arranged. It is no doubt true
that the first cost of a fully bushed brake rigging would be much
in excess of the present generally used un-bushed design.
How-

increasing the bearing surface fully 100 per cent.

and pins throughout,

it

when taking into consideration the large amount of blacksmith
shop Avork required to restore, and in many cases, renew the
various parts of the rigging at the time of shopping it would
ever,

appear to be a self-evident fact that the additional original cost
would soon resolve itself into a large economy during the whole
life of the locomotive.
The mechanical staff of one of the prominent Western roads has recently recommended that on all new
power the brake rigging be fully bushed. Without doubt the
maintenance cost of the rigging thus designed will be greatly
reduced below their present costs.
What has been said regarding pins and bushings in the brake
rigging applies with equal force to spring rigging. We also find
very few, if any, spring riggings and brake riggings put up with
or arranged for any lubricating facilities at the bearings. Apparently it seems to be a prevalent idea that spring and brake rigging
bearings can and should go without oiling. On the other hand a
roundhouse man who systematically oils these parts as best he can,
knows from the practical results obtained, that he is saving considerable labor and material.
A single trial of oiling the spring
rigging will invariably convince the most skeptical that there is a
large shop econom}- in the plan, and also an easier riding engine.
If all the larger bearings, at least, were originally equipped with
simple oiling facilities, a considerable economy in wear would
be expected.

On a

great

many

roads

it

has been found to be a very desirable

practice to change driving tires for re-turning instead of dropping
the wheels and turning the tires on the original centers.

such a practice

Where

in vogue, particular attention should be given

is

around and in front of the wheel centers,
to be heated and removed with the minimum

to the necessary clearance
to

permit tires

amount of stripping of other parts of the locomotive.
Our attention was recently called to a type of six coupled engine
in which, as was to be expected, the front drivers were located
partly behind the guides and on which it was found necessary to
remove the guides
tires.

in part or as a unit, to

change these front driving

All the additional clearance needed to have been able to do

work without disturbing the guides in any way, was about oneApparently in the designing of the locomotive
maintenance
this
feature Mas not taken into account as this desired
extra clearance could readily have been obtained originally the same
as it was later on. The comments on this particular detail on the
part of the roundhouse foreman were more forceful than elegant,
and if the locomotive builders had heard his momentary opinion
this

quarter of an inch.

of their ability as designers, I feel sure this

little

extra clearance

would have been allowed, and possibly a little more.
On any line where there are a large number of curves, and frequently the combined feature of grades, the matter of lateral wear
of engine and trailer truck wheels and drivers is of great importance.

As

the

amount of pressure per square inch

is

controlling factor in the wear of the parts in contact,

the principal
it is

readily

appreciated that up to a reasonable limit, as large a hub face and

box face as possible

is

a very desirable detail.

As an example

of

following old proportions, I have in mind an engine truck detail

where a box with a fourteen-inch over all width dimension is used.
The axle has a six-inch wheel fit, and the wheel has an over all hub
face diameter of eleven inches. The natural result of wear is that
the eleven-inch hub bores a hole into the face of the box and the
box usually comes into the shop as scrap. The ordinary short life
of this hub and the box could very easily be extended considerably
if the wheel hub face was made fourteen-inch diameter, and thus

it

now

exists,

In addition to
this there are the four corners of the box which would receive no
wear and which could be brought into play by a hub or wearing
plate, even larger than fourteen-inch diameter.
There are numerous cases of where this feature is fully appreciated and taken care of by large wheel hubs or wearing plates. In
one instance, sixteen inches is used as a minimum hub face diameter instead of a maximum as is frequently the case.
The recommended practices of the American Eailway Master
Mechanics' Association on Ihis detail, have taken into some consideration the hub bearing face when they present optional hub
face diameters of 1314 to 15 inches.

In the case of the trailer trucks, the designer is not limited by
any recommended or standard practices and can readily give full

With

consideration to the subject of lateral wear.

the prevailing

tendency, however, to reduce weight of steel castings, the hub face

has usually come as a second consideration.

Naturally, the strength

of the hub to safely withstand the axle pressure
consideration,

and as a

result, the

fit,

is

the primary

hub face has been usually taken

as a sequence to that consideration instead cf being one of the

primary details. A hub face on a trailer that is small will, the
same as with engine truck wheels, result in excessive lateral wear
in a very short time. In some instances under local conditions this
lateral will require attention as often as once in six weeks or two
months time, whereas six months would not be unreasonable to expect the locomotive to run without developing excessive lateral. At
one time my attention was called to a design, which, when new, had
about one hundred square inches bearing surface between the hub
and box faces. A repair liner had been arranged for the face of the
box, which was even smaller than the original face, and therefore
By enlarging the hub diameter
reduced this area considerably
some three inches, using a plate for the purpose, the lateral bearing
area was increased fully thirty-three per cent. Later, by making
some slight alterations in the box design, a bearing area fully 100
per cent greater than the original, was found to be possible.
'

In addition to the consideration of bearing area in lateral detail,
is the subject of readily maintaining this lateral within the

there

desjred limits, without sending the engine to the back shop.

Re-

hub liners and box face liners for engine and
movable
trailer truck wheels and for drivers have been schemed out with
or adjustable

apparently indifferent success.

In too

many

instances the poor

results obtained were due to the impractically light construction

of the parts, which soon broke, in service, and were lost out,

making

the resulting condition worse than the one which it was endeavoring
A substantial liner, easily and firmly secured in place
to correct.
and capable of being prepared in advance to the proper thickness
to take up lateral wear, can no doubt be adapted to all older power,
as well as new power, providing the roundhouse man will make his
wants known in a convincing way to the proper person.
With all the driving axles on the modern outside valve geared

engines free of obstructions between the frame, there

is

a strong

reason for considering having the driving box brasses held in p
tion by keys or locks, rather than a pressed fit, so that new brasses
can be applied to the boxes in the roundhouse, without dropping

For other than
up the brassi 9
for rolling action only, using a slip brass with a crown fit of somewhat of the same type as the usual engine truck box brass. With
generous main brass bearing and sufficient shoe and wedge surface,
this plan would appear to be a perfectly reasonable one and worthy
of careful consideration. Knowing as we do that with the main
boxes and brasses closely lined up the other driving boxes and
brasses can and should run with the wedges down somewhat and
the journal brass fit a little loose, would it not be reasonable to
the wheels or sending the engine to the shops.

main

driers,

some roads are reported as having

start out with a design to' suit that condition

fitted

.'

Few

roads a^e retaining strap ended side rods, which were conThe expensive and
one time an absolute necessity.
extensive strap and brass fits are now generally done away with
sidered at

and simple bushings used instead, particularly on both pairs of
four coupled locomotives and all but the main pins of multiple
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coupled locomotives. Some roads even find it desirable and advantageous to use a bushing for this main pin also.
Working along this same line, we find solid end main rods

The elimination of the strap
meeting with favor, where tried.
gain
the
to
roundhouse man and "file main rod
bolts is no small
brasses" does not mean so much of a job for him, as it did when
he had to knock out a lot of strap bolts, possibly destroying one

more in the operation and at all times very uncertain as to
when he could expect the job to be done. Instead of letting it go
another trip because he was particularly rushed that day with
work and did not want to get tied up on a hard job he now cleans
it up when first reported.
"Examine packing, both sides blow," means a lot of work just
to find that lubrication was not good or some other minor defect
and not broken or worn out packing rings was the trouble. A
or

enough so that the piston head
would come outside the front end of the cylinder without disconnecting the pistons and cross head fit, would help materially in
such work as much as possible. Theoretically, the slightly shorter
main rod resulting would cause bad steam distribution, but pracAny coal lost, due to
tically such a result would be hard to find.
poor steam distribution as shown on paper, will be more than
saved in better packing conditions as the result of the ease with
which it can be examined.
Another feature of the piston rod and head detail is the use of
a built-up type of head in which a bull ring is arranged that can
be renewed to suit the wear or re-boring of the cylinder without
the necessity of applying a new piston head and disturbing the
piston and head fit.
The roundhouse can thus readily keep the
piston head true to the cylinder with minimum expenditure of
time and labor. As the snap ring or any other type of cylinder
packing can be adapted to this arrangement, it is readily suited
to the requirements and views of practically all designers.
Where the eccentric and straps of the Stevenson link motion
are still in use, a liner of brass or special wearing metal for the
strap means a whole lot of time saved in curing a "lame" engine.
These liners, when kept in stock all turned and bored for a quick
application, assist the roundhouse man materially in overcoming
lost motion and keeping the locomotive square.
The bearing surfaces of cross heads are ordinarily made of
such a shape and secured in such a way that the taking up of
the wear usually means dismantling the cross head or disturbing
lengthening of the piston rod

The latter is a prolific cause of resultant piston packing troubles, in that the guides are not always again set up true
the guides.

to the cylinders.

Being out of

line they cause the cross

head and

piston to run out of line also, and therefore the packing does not

have a fair chance to perform its special duty. When the cross
head is dismantled there are the usual number of fitted bolts to
be loosened, with the customary result that one or more of them
Often
is damaged to such an extent that it cannot be used again.
most of them will not have the proper draw when tried again and
the result is a full or nearly full set of new bolts to be made.

With the numerous examples of
in

substantial cross heads used

stationary practice that have ready and practical

means of

would seem as though our locomotive practice should develop a scheme for taking up the cross head wear that
would be practical and satisfactory. There is no doubt but that
the general adoption of some such scheme would save lots of
roundhouse labor and overcome very many of the annoying steam
adjustment for wear,

the general introduction of the

superheater and

its

fire

tube type of locomotive

special flues of large diameter, there is a

practice developing almost universally of welding these tubes into

the back flue sheet.

The uniformly satisfactory

results lead one

to question whether such a practice should not be as satisfactory

for the small

fire

For any part of the country
of the quality known as "good" that is, where

tubes of the boiler.

with the principal thought in mind, as to how the boiler washer
could get at each flue and get the scales down and out without
forming a bank? Such a situation existed in connection with some
stationary

pumping

boilers of the vertical type.

The

spaced to put the largest possible number in the boiler.

flues

were

Invariably

the central flues and the center of the bottom flue sheet would burn

out in a very short time, due to a heavy accumulation of scale
which could not be reached through any of the washout holes by
a stream of water or by the hooks. A new layout of flues was
tried in which there was a clear way for the washout nozzle from
each washout plug hole to the center of the boiler; the flues were
laid out so that a right angled nozzle would throw a stream
between each row of flues to the shell of the boiler. As a result
the boilers stayed in regular service almost indefinitely, the flue
sheets

and

flues

were cleaned and pumpers' steam troubles almost

ceased.

With
fire

manner

the information given us in a full authoritative

that the flue heating surface

is

of secondary importance to the

box heating surface, should we not take more thoughtfully

out our flues?

And

in

when laying

consideration the matter of facility in washing out

can we not in locomotive practice get the

results our stationary boiler friend so easily obtained?

We
is

cannot but believe that

if

considerable care and attention

given in advance to the details connected with the several parts

of the locomotive that usually wear out of shape and proportion,
there will be large returns in the lessening of delays incident to

making of repairs. And it is with such a thought uppermost
mind that we have presented these few items, trusting that the
idea will mature and bring results to all of our roundhouse men
along these and many other lines that may come to mind.
the
in

THE EXCEPTIONAL EMPLOYE.

"

The exceptional employe is the one who looks upon his em's interest as he would his own, who regards his vocation
as an opportunity to make a man of himself, to show his employer the stuff he is made of, and who is always preparing himployer

self to

fill

a

still

higher position.

The exceptional employe is the one who never
not paid to do that;" "I don't get salary enough
hours or to take so much pains."
done, but does things to a

finish.

He

I was
work after

says,
to

'

'

never leaves things half

The exceptional employe
business, who reads his

is

the

literaone who studies his employer 's
ture, who is always on the watch for every improvement which
others in the same line have adopted and which his employer
has not; who is constantly improving himself during his spare

time for a higher position with more responsibilities and a larger
salary.

When

your employer finds that you have lots of enterprise,
much about his business as he
think
that you are made of prowill
begin
to
knows himself, he
motion material. But if he see that your ambition is just to get
your salary and have as easy a time as you can, you will never
attract his attention, except for a possible blacklist. An employer
wants no dead wood around him; he wants live wires. He wants
employes who have ambition enough to be willing to pay the price
for promotion. If you want to be something more than the average worker you must do something more than average work.
that you are trying, to learn as

—

where the water is
there is no accumulation of scale on the flues or deposit of mud
or sludge in the boiler, there is no doubt but that the welding of
all of the flues into the flue sheet would be entirely successful, if
tried.

The water we are using is generally heavily charged with
incrusting solids and has large amounts of mud in it, which form
deposits on the flues and at the usually most inaccessible points
of the boiler. At the same time we are laying out our flue sheets
with the flues staggered the same as we did years ago, with the
fond idea that it is the most efficient plan for permitting the generated steam to rise through the water with the least amount of
resistance.
Should we not, on the other hand, lay out these flues
tions.

it

leaks in the piston packing.

With
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Most of us, however, are not blessed with such ideal condi-

The Pennsylvania has placed a contract with L. H. Focht &
Son, Beading, Pa., for a double tfack, ten arch concrete bridge
over the Schuykill river at Phoenixville, Pa.
will cost

about $300,000.

The new structure
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CONSERVATION OF OUR CAR SUPPLY.*
By

J.

&

R. Kearney, Supt. of Trans., B.

It is a tendency of

O. R. R.

trouble arises to blame

human nature when

'

other
In the case of car shortage the
other fellow.
it on the
that
the
fellow" is the public. I am firmly convinced, however,
trouble in this case does not entirely lie with the public, but
that the remedy lies in another direction.
While there is no data regularly compiled to show delay to
'

'

'

'

at tidewater

lations that are generally enforced.

A

number of larger shippers are writing

urging them to order

full carloads,

to

to their consignees

release cars promptly in

Cars placed for loading coal, coke, ore, limestone, etc., which
comprise over half the loading in the Baltimore & Ohio, are all
practically loaded out and ready for movement the same day as
placed; many of them within a few hours after being placed.
L. C. L. cars, which are also a goodly number, are of necessity
loaded promptly.

much more can be accomplished with the shipan effort must be made to reduce the railroad detention.
Such delays are absolutely under our control. We do not
need to go to the Interstate Commerce Commission to secure
I do not think

pers, but that

file

tariffs covering such delays.

vinced that the delays are in our terminals.

say that cars are being moved promptly.

am

I

firmly con-

Perhaps you may
do you know?

How

Who knows what

is the average yard delay?
Is there a superintendent here who can say what is the average delay to cars in
yards on his division?

An audit has been made on the delays in several yards. At
one point the average delay to loads in transit; that is, loads
passing through the yards, is about twenty-four hours, a per diem
tax of forty-five cents per day on every car through that yard. In
another yard the average delay is thirty-one hours or a per diem
tax of about fifty-five cents per car. It is a significant fact that
in another yard where this audit has been made and where the

delay has been steadily reduced, during the past two weeks, while
the average miles per day on the system generally decreased, the

average on the division where that yard is located increased. In
another yard a special check was made of the railroad detention;
that is, the time between the arrival of the car in the yard and
placing it for the consignee to unload. The average was forty
In addition to this, there is a delay of which no record
kept covering time between the release of the car and forwarding, which at a low estimate will average eight hours, so that the

hours.
is

railroad detention to cars placed for loading

that yard

is

At Lorain,

and unloading

in

at least forty-eight hours.

the port where

we unloaded

over 14,000 cars of coal

month, the railroad detention for several months past has been
In this ease the consignees'
detention is computed from the time the cars arrive until their

last

higher than the consignees' detention.
vessel reports;

If the average were increased to twenty-nine miles per day,

26.2.

or a little less than the best month's average last year (October,

1912,

when we made

the railroad detention is computed

the vessel reports for cargo until the cars are

$1,358,676.

be $1,789,175; to thirty-three miles per day, $2,924,471; to thirtymiles per day, $3,567,510.

five

It is a noticeable fact that in October last (1912) the

numbers

of cars on line was the lowest, the average miles per car per day,

and the percentage of loaded mileage and freight earnings the
The earnings went over $300,000 in
highest during the year.
excess of May, when we had 18,000 more cars on line than in

from the time

dumped

The October performance
through prompt movement;
traffic

amount paid for
movement. Among the
most expensive things on the railroad are delayed and diverted
cars.
The hire of equipment is not charged against operating
expenses, and is therefore possibly not brought so forcibly to the
attention of the division officers as it otherwise would be.
Last year there was paid for per diem on foreign cars $5,293,I do not think that any of us fully realize the

537; for mileage $609,352,-a total of $5,902,889.
of reclaims.
Extract from a paper in the

Baltimore

&

This

is

Ohio Employes'

exclusive

Magazine.

it is

what can be done

possible to handle the

with a much smaller number of cars than we now have on
in

In October, with 77,496 cars, the
tonnage
revenue
was
freight
$7,471,501; in July, with 92,769
cars, earnings were $6,838,746; that is, with a little over 15,000
more cars on line in July than in October the earnings were
figures just quoted show the savings that can
diem by quickening the car movement.
Looking at the question from another angle, we find that in
quickening car movement the value of the car day increases. The
average earnings per car per day last year were $2.52, or 9.6 cents
If the mileage were increased to thirty-five miles per
per mile.
day the value of the car day would be increased 84 cents, or $3.36
per day; if increased to a little over thirty miles per day, the
value of a car would be $3.00 per day. If thirty miles per day
had been made last year it would have given us the use of 10,893
more cars daily, which if needed to handle traffic and not sent
home to save per diem, would have enabled the road to have in-

$633,000
be

less.

made

creased

The

in per

its

Among

earnings very largely.

the things that are responsible for increasing expense

and reducing average mileage is the delay in repairing bad order
cars.
Last year the average number of bad order cars was 5,319.
If the average had been kept to 4,000, it would have given us
the use of 1,319 cars and saved $216,645 in per diem. At the present time there are about 8,300 bad order cars. The excess of 4,300
is

costing us at the rate of $58,050 per month, or nearly $700,000

per year.
order cars should be repaired promptly, both loaded and
empty, system and foreign. The delay to a bad order load means
delay in delivery of shipment and possible complaint from ship-

Bad

pers; in case of loaded and empties, a per diem charge of fortyfive cents, as when a foreign car is delayed, per diem is paid on

owner and when a system car is delayed, a foreign car
is usually used to take care of the shipment which could have been
handled with the system car.
There is nothing gained by delaying the repair of bad order
In some cases
cars.
Repairs must be made sooner or later.
it

to the

on account of cars being delayed in transit while
In addition, when bad order cars accumlate
awaiting repairs.
so that the repair tracks will not hold them, it is necessary to
repair them in other parts of the yard, in many eases congesting
yards,

hire of equipment, nor the cost of slow

illustration of

The average earnings per loaded car mile were 14.8 cents

The consignees' average detention on the railroad is not fortyIf it were there would be a very large amount of
demurrage collected.

eight hours.

an

also that

October, 1912, and July, 1913.

traffic

vessel.

is

line.

into the

*

we would have saved

29.5 miles per day),

If increased to thirty miles per day, the saving would

October.

order to conserve car supply.

authority to

The total debit charge for hire of equipment account last year
was $627,138.
The average miles per car per day for the past fiscal year were

'

and lake piers, I believe
shippers generally are handling cars promptly. The cars that are
delayed by the pubUc are pretty well covered by demurrage regu-

by consignees except

cars

May, 1914

is

lost

switching and increasing switching expenses, also preventing movable cars being handled in their turn.
The American Railway Association has formulated a set of rules
interfering with

for handling foreign cars, which are

known

as car service rules 1

These rules are very broad, and with the diversified
Baltimore
& Ohio, we should be able to load foreign
the
loading on
cars home or to home route junction points. In order to do this,
we should solicit the aid of shippers by having them specify desti-

to 4, inclusive.

Aside from the question of rules, it is
good policy on the part of the Baltimore & Ohio to handle forIt is an originating line and is dependent
eign cars properly.
upon return of its cars from foreign lines in order to handle

nation in ordering cars.

—

'
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PACIFIC SHOPS OF THE

traffic.
If we do not handle foreign cars properly we are not in
a position to demand proper handling of the Baltimore & Ohio

by other

cars

A

home

Form 229 M.

has been provided in
order to secure the proper routing of cars, and in order to avoid
delay in securing proper routes. A number of yards, however,
are not forwarding these cards with ears. This is increasing per
T.,

diem expense, on account of cars having to be held until routes
can be secured. A number of foreign cars have been handled
over the road during the past year on bogus or incorrect cards.
It is difficult to determine what it has cost the Baltimore &

Many

this practice.

foreign cars are received from connections in switching

which we receive a reclaim. The reclaim allowance is
generally four days, although at some large terminals five days
service on

This reclaim allowance

allowed.

is

We

terminal.

make

should

is fixed

special

by the roads

efforts

to

handle

in each

the

returned in less than the reclaim period means that

$393,402; total debit balance, $611,768.

The balance this year will be heavier on account of increased
rate, and the large number of cars that we have not received
from connections promptly. Special efforts should be made to
accept all cars from connection promptly in order to keep down
these reclaims, and cars for consignees on our tracks should be
placed under demurrage regulations as promptly as possible.

CAR DEPARTMENT STATISTICS,
The following

is

from a statement

superintendent of rolling stock of the

& H. R.
prepared by F. W. Brazier,
New York Central & Hudson
N. Y.

C.

River, showing a few car department details on that road for the

The months of November and December are estimated.
Freight Cars Bepaired.
Light.

Medium.

Heavy.

Total.

N. Y. C. cars

906,158

12,624

17,430

936,212

Foreign cars

1,697,270

14,553

5,969

1,717,792

2,603,428

27,177

23,399

2,654,004

153

1

2,894

3,048

Total

Contract Shop

Grand

2,603,581

total

27,178

26,293

2,657,052

of pasenger cars repaired

76,886

Passenger cars owned, including electric cars

Number
Number
Number
Number
Amount

owned

of freight cars

:

2,181
.

%

.

76,850

62

of repair yards
of repair shops

of

16

men

7,225

of pay roll

$ 5,000,000

Total labor and material approximated

WHY HE KEPT

$14,000,000

HIS JOB.

One of the bosses at Baldwin 's Locomotive Works had to lay off
an argumentative Irishman named Pat, so he saved discussion by
putting the discharge in writing. The next day Pat was missing,
but a week later the boss was passing through the shop and he
saw him again at his lathe. Going up to the Irishman he demanded, fiercely:
'
'

Didn 't you get

my

letter ?

'

Oi did, » said Pat.
"Did you read it?"
"Sure sir, Oi read it inside and Oi read it outside," said Pat,
and on the inside yez said I was fired and on the outside yez
said, 'Return to Baldwin's Locomtive Works in five days.'
And
'

'

Yis,

sir,

'

'

'

here I

in

connection with the permanent shops

Panama canal and the inspection of
work and roofing has been under the immediate
direction of Lieut. Col. T. C. Dickson, Ordnance Department,
United States Army. The steel framework for the shop buildings
amounting to about 6,000 tons was furnished and erected by the
erecting the steel

United States Steel Products Co.
The foundation for the shops with the exception of a few carried to solid rock, rest on clusters of timber piles, about ten piles
to the cluster, driven to a depth of about 35 feet and spreading
over a circular area of about 30 feet in diameter.
The heavier
superstructures for the wharf facilities and the coal plant will
rest on caissons driven to rock at a general level of about 50 feet
below sea level.

Most of the

caissons will be of 6-foot reinforced concrete,

the others will be 4 to 6-foot diameter steel shells similarly

The buildings

am."

Lippincott's.

and

filled.

in general are of the usual mill building type of

construction with steel framework.

Last year the amount paid for switching reclaims was $981,585;
for special reclaims, mostly on cars not received from connecAmounts retions promptly, $23,585; a total of $1,005,170.
ceived, switching reclaims, $370,434; special reclaims, $22,968;

Number

The designing work

much per

diem saved.

year 1913.

E. H. Davidson.

at the Pacific terminal of the

cars

delivered to us for switching as quickly as possible, as every car

total,

By

PANAMA CANAL.

lines.

route card,

Ohio due to
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The general design provides

around the exterior walls supporting the
truss work of the roof and leaving the interior unobstructed.
The pattern storage and the roundhouse have flat roofs of reinforced concrete, covered with composition roofing supported on
channel purlins and I-beam rafters.
The other buildings have
double pitched roofs, with a pitch of one-fourth, supported on
channel purlins resting on the roof trusses, which are carried by
the columns. The concrete tiles, the majority of which measure
2 by 4 feet each, rest directly on the channel purlins.
Light is
admitted through the roofs by means of heavy wired glass set in
some of the tiles. The main roof spans are in general 43 feet
In the construction of the car shop, planing mill and lumhigh.
ber and equipment shed two such spans of 61 feet 2 inches were
heavy columns of

steel

placed side by side.

The

and ends of the machine shop, forge shop, boiler
shop, planing mill and foundry
except at the crane openings in
the ends, which will be closed with steel rolling doors will be
enclosed by 8-inch concrete walls to a height of approximately
3 feet 3 inches above the floor level, and above the walls will be
placed moveable metal louvres which will extend to the eaves of
the lean-tos. The steel storage shed will be entirely enclosed with
rolling steel doors, except the gables will be closed with cement
plaster on metal lath.
The walls for the office, general store
house, pattern storage, paint house and toilets are made of hollow
tile

sides

—

—

plastered on both sides; those for the paint shop, galvanizing

plant and coke shed are of more solid concrete 5 inches thick.

The flooring of the various buildings is of material best suited
In the
the requirements of the work performed in them.
machine shop and planing mill where machine work is to be
performed the floors will be of wood blocks laid on concrete.
To permit convenient access at all times and to prevent cutting
into the floors of the buildings and the pavements outside an
underground tunnel having a clear height of 6 feet and width of
4 feet 6 inches, and with branches of same height and a width of
to

3 feet 6 inches, is constructed of reinforced concrete to connect
with the principal buildings and the substation and air compressor plant. This tunnel will contain all power, light, telephone,
firm alarm cables, water, steam, fuel oil, compressed air mains
and the main sewer. Bain water will be carried off the area

occupied by the shop buildings by means of surface gutters and
drains.

Crane runways for heavy overhead electric traveling cranes
have been provided to extend the length of the machine shop,
erecting shop, forge shop, steel storage shed, boiler and shipfitter

shop and 38 feet 5 inches beyond either end, so the cranes can
In the
serve the double tracks along each end of the buildings.
foundry the craneway extends the length of the building and 105
feet 5 inches beyond the west end over the flask yard.
The galvanizing plant has a craneway extending the length of the
building.

.
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The machines

installed or to be installed at the terminals are of

type usually found in manufacturing, marine and railway
shops, but the assembling of so many different classes and types

the

in one plant makes a combination of equipment that can probably
be found nowhere else in the world.
The facilities at Balboa are designed to manufacture and maice
repairs for railroad equipment and such general work as will be
To make repairs to the operating
canied on along the canal:
the
locks,
spillways,
dams, lock gates; to maintain
machinery of
the permanent dredging equipment on the canal, and to repair the
vessels of the Uuited States Navy, and also vessels engaged in
commercial service.

RAILWAY LESSONS FOR MARCH,

I.

C. S.

The railway department of the International Correspondence
Schools, Scranton, Pa., reports the following lessons passed during

March, 1914:

Number
Railway.

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay
Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Coast Lines
Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic

10

96
15
16

& Ohio, Chicago Terminal
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
Bangor k Aroostook
Boston & Maine
Baltimore

9
27
5

64

British Columbia Electric
Buffalo, Rochester

of

Lessons

6

& Pittsburgh

33
45

madian Northern
anadian Northern Ontario
Canadian Pacific, Lines East
Canadian Pacific, Lines West
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Western Indiana

15

<
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ARTICULATED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE, ERIE

R. R.

The Erie has recently received from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works a locomotive

for pusher service, which develops a tractive

force of 160,000 pounds, and

by far the most powerful unit
yet built. This capacity is secured, not by using excessive wheelloads or a rigid wheel-base of unusual length, but by placing
driving-wheels under the tender and thus making the weight of
the latter available for adhesion. In heavy grade work especially,
the weight of the tender detracts materially from the net haulis

ing capacity of a locomotive of the usual type: while in this case,

used as a means for increasing the hauling capacity.
is built in accordance with patents granted
to George R. Henderson, consulting engineer of The Baldwin
Locomotive Works. The wheel arrangement is 2-8-8-8-2, the third
the tender

is

This locomotive

group of driving-wheels and the rear truck being placed under
The cylinders are all of the same size, two
the tender section.
acting as high pressure and four as low pressure. The two high
pressure cylinders drive the middle group of wheels.
The righthand high-pressure cylinder exhausts into the two front cylinders
ami the left-hand high pressure cylinder exhausts into the two rear
cylinders.
This arrangement is, therefore, equivalent to a compound engine having a ratio of cylinder volumes of one to two.
The boiler has a conical connection in the middle of the barrel,
and is fitted with the Gaines type of furnace. The firebox has a
total length of 13' 6", and of this the grates occupy 10 feet.
A
combustion chamber 54" long extends forward into the boiler
barrel, and the tubes have a length of 24' 0".
The brick arch is
supported on six 3V>" tubes; and heated air is delivered under
the arch by seven 3" pipes which are placed vertically in the
bridge wall.
There are two fire-doors, placed 32 1 L." between
centers: and a Street mechanical stoker is applied.
The barrel of this boiler measures 94" in diameter at the front

10

end and 108%" at the dome ring. The center line is placed 10' 7"
above the rail. The circumferential seams are triple riveted, while
the longitudinal seams have sextuple riveted butt joints, which
are welded at the ends, and have an efficiency equal to 90 per

17

cent of the solid plate.

The dome

14

diameter and 13" high.

It contains a

82
6

184

& Omaha
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is

of pressed steel 33 inches in

Chambers

20

which is
connected with the superheater header, in the usual manner, by
an internal dry pipe. The superheater is composed of 53 elements

29*

and

15

surface being 1,584 square feet.

40

castings being used for the saturated and superheated steam sec-

Denver & Rio Grande
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic
El Paso & Southwestern System
Florida East Coast
Great Southern Lumber Company
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
Kansas City Southern
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal
Louisiana & North West

63

tions.

Maine Central

19

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis

Chino Copper Co
Cincinnati, Hamilton
Coal & Coke

10

& Dayton

Lumber Company
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Crossett

is

throttle,

the largest ever applied to a locomotive; the superheating

The header

is

divided, separate

7

The front end contains a single exhaust nozzle, with ring
The size of the nozzle can be varied by a simple adjustThe stack is 22" in
ing device placed outside the smoke box.
diameter, and it has an internal section which extends down to

5

the

blower.

7

21

center

line

of

the

boiler.

The superheated steam

16

is

conveyed to the high-pressure cylin-

9

ders through outside pipes, and the high-pressure distribution is

S

controlled

8

sion.

by 16-inch piston valves, arranged for inside admis-

Similar valves are applied to the low-pressure cylinders.

18

These valves are all driven by Baker gear, and the three sets of
motions are controlled simultaneously by the Ragonnet power

Kansas & Texas
Missouri Pacific System

23

reverse mechanism.

55

tern,

Mobile & Ohio

19

three groups of wheels are as far as possible interchangeable.

38

large number of these details also interchange with those of the

21

12

heavy Mikado type locomotive in service on this road.
Among the details of the driving gear may be mentioned the
The piston heads are steel
pistons, all six of which are alike.
f orgings, of dished shape
and each is surrounded by a east iron
The bull ring carries three packing rings, and is sebull ring.
cured to the piston head by a retaining ring which is electrically
welded into place. The cylinders and steam chests are bushed;
and these bushings, as well as the piston and valve packing rings,

13

are of Hunt-Spiller metal.

Minneapolis, St. Paul

&

Sault Ste. Marie

Missouri,

Oregon Short Line
Oregon Washington R. R. & Navigation Company.
Pere Marquette
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern
Seaboard Air Line
Southern Railway
Spokane, Portland & Seattle
Sunset Central Lines
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo
Tremont Lumber Company
Western Maryland

Total

Average Number

...

18
7

6

63
8

89

106
1,617

33

.

All six cylinders are cast

and the valve motion and driving gear

from the same

pat-

details used with the

A

:

The pipes connecting the high and low-pressure cylinders are
The
constructed like the flexible pipes in a Mallet locomotive.
high pressure cylinder saddle has cored in it two passages, one of
which conveys the exhaust from the right-hand cylinder to the
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The heater consists of a long drum, traversed by small
The drum has connection with the tank through a suitable
valve, and the exhaust steam passes through the tubes.
The«hot
feed from the drum is forced into the boiler by two pumps, which
are driven from the crossheads of the high-pressure engine. Two
injectors are also used, and they draw cold feed-water from the
front end of the tank. The pump and injector checks are placed

front receiver pipe, while the other conveys the exhaust from the

passes.

left-hand cylinder to the back receiver pipe.

tubes.

The front cylinders
exhaust up the stack in the usual manner, while the exhaust from
the rear cylinders is discharged up a pipe placed at the back end
of the tank. Between the rear cylinders and the exhaust pipe is
placed

a

feed-water

heater,

through which the exhaust steam

197

on the top center line of the boiler near the front end.

The tender

and
arranged like a steam locomotive.
The tank is supported on the frames by six bearers, which serve
as transverse frame braces also. Three of these braces are placed
between adjacent pairs of driving-wheels; one is placed just back
of the rear driving-wheels, one above the rear truck, and one under
the back end of the tank.
The width of the tank is 10 feet 8
inches, and it is placed sufficiently high to clear the valve motion.
section, as far as frames, wheels, equalization

driving gear are concerned,

is

The articulated connection between the middle and rear frames
The
placed under the cab, and between the rear cylinders.
radius bar on the middle frames makes a ball-jointed connection
is

with the hinge-pin.

A

similar

connection

is

provided between

the middle and front frames, and in this case the radius bar

is

pinned to the front frames in such a way as to allow vertical
flexibility.

The frames are of vanadium steel castings, 6 inches in width.
Each is made in one piece with a single front section, to which
the cylinders and saddle are keyed and bolted. The front group
arranged with a continuous equalization system, the
leading truck being center bearing and equalized with the drivThe second group of
ing wheels as in a consolidation engine.
wheels has a continuous equalization system on each side of the
locomotive. In the rear group the equalization is broken between
of wheels

n

is

The rear

a.

the second and third pairs

r
o

which is of the side bearing type with outside journals, is equalized
with the two rear pairs of driving-wheels. The arrangement of
starting valve usually applied by the builders to Mallet locomo-

<

tives is used on this engine; except that in the present case live

o
o
o
3

of driving-wheels.

truck,

steam is admitted to four low pressure cylinders instead of two.
The admission of steam is controlled by a manually operated
c
VI

valve in the cab.

This locomotive marks an interesting step in the development
of heavy power for freight service. The efficiency of a locomotive for slow,

heavy work,

of the total weight that
o

is
is

measured largely by the proportion
and in this

available for adhesion,

respect the present locomotive

excels,

as

about 90 per cent of

m

the total weight is carried on the driving-wheels, as' against ap-

JO

proximately 65 per cent in a Mallet locomotive of the 2-8-8-2
type, including, in the latter case, the weight of the separate
tender.

The principal dimensions are as follows:
Gauge

4'8V2

"

Cylinders.

36" x 32"
36" x 32"
Piston, 16" diam.

High-pressure, two

Low-pressure, four

Valves
Boiler.

Conical

Type

9-1"

Diameter

\l" and 1"
210 lbs.

Thickness of sheets

Working pressure

Coal

Fuel
Staying

Radial
Firebox.

Material

Steel

Length
Width

162"

Depth, front

108"

87%"

Depth, back

6S"

Thickness of sheets, sides

%"
%"

Thickness of sheets, back
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%"
%"

Thickness of sheets, crown
Thickness of sheets, tube

Water Space.
Front

6"

Sides

5"

Back

-j"

Tubes.

Material

Steel

5%" and 2%"
5y2 ", No. 9 W. G.

Diameter
Thickness

214", No. 11

Thickness

Number

5Y2 ",

53;

W.

G.

2%", 326
24' 0"

Length
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ELECTRIC TOWING LOCOMOTIVES, PANAMA LOCKS.
The first lot of electric towing locomotives for hauling vessels
through the locks of the Panama Canal are now being received at
In all forty of these
are being
the Isthmus.
electric mules
General
purpose.
built by the
Electric Company for this
The
machines weight 82,500 lbs.; measure 32 ft. 2% in. long by 8 ft.
wide by 9 ft. 3 in., the greatest height over the cabs; have an
available tractive effort as high as 47,500 lbs. and a windlass rope
pull of 25,000 lbs. Four of them, two on each side, will ordinarily
propel steamships through the locks. Sometimes six engines will
'

'

'

'

be needed to handle extra large vessels; in every ease two astern,
acting as a brake on the ship's movements, will give direction to
her course.
No vessel will be allowed to enter the locks and go

through on her own power.

Heating Surface.
Firebox

272

sq.

Combustion chamber
Tubes

108

sq. ft.

ft.

6,418 sq.

88

Firebrick tubes

Total

ft.

sq. ft.

6,886 sq.

Grate area

90

ft.

sq.

ft.

Driving Wheels.
6:!"

Diameter, center

56"
11" x 13 Vs"

Journals

Truck Wheels.

33%"

Diameter, front
Journals

6" x 12"

Diameter, back

42"
9" x 14"

Journals

Wheel Base.
16' 6"

Rigid, each group

Driving

71' 6"

Total

90' 0"

Tank.

Water capacity

10,000 gals.

Coal capacity

On
On
On

all

16 tons

are

enclosed cabs so that the locomotive

may be

753,600 lbs.

truck, front

32,050

truck, back

lbs.

59,400 lbs.

Total

845,050 lbs.

Heavy pushing

Service

The locomotive is propelled by means of a rack rail while
towing and while going up or down the steep grades from one
While running
level to another at a speed of 2 miles per hour.
idle or on return tracks, the speed is changed to 5 miles per hour
and the machine is propelled by the regular traction method, the
rack pinion being entirely released.
This change is effected by
manually-operated clutches located in the gear mechanism in connection with a lever in each cab similar to a steam locomotive.
The locomotive is driven by two 75 h. p. totally enclosed motors
of the mill type, one being direct connected through reduction gearing to each axle. Three phase, 25 cycle, 220 volt current is used
and is collected by contact plows. The motor and traction gearing
is mounted on a common baseplate, which in turu is mouated on a
driving axle and spring suspended to the locomotive frame the
same as

in regular

railway practice.
is located a vertical windlass
800 feet of 1-inch steel hawser
driving motors and gearing is

In the center of the locomotive

»

driving-wheels

Tender section driven by steam.

At each end

operated from either end.

Diameter, outside

Weight.

The locomotive is built up of cast steel side and end frames,
cross ties and bedplates.
It is mounted on two axles with wheels
in accordance with M. C. B. standards.
The entire frame is supported from journal boxes of the regular railway type by means
of coiled springs. The sides and top of the body are enclosed by
sheet iron covers which fit in place and are very easily removable.

with drum, the capacity of which
cable.

The windlass with

its

is

mounted on a solid baseplate and is likewise independent of the
movement of the locomotive frame. The cable drum extends above
the locomotive cover and has a floating guard placed around it to
retain the cable while coiling loose.

#

The windlass cable

is

handled by two 20

h. p.

motors, also totally enclosed and of the mill

One

type.

is

geared for a rope speed of 12

feet per minute at a pull
at 2-foot radius,

and

its

the position of the ship

up

to 25,000

function

is

pounds

to adjust

for anchor or while

The other
being towed through the locks.
motor is geared for a rope speed of 200 feet per
minute at 2-foot radius, and its duty is to take
up slack or pay out cable or wind in any part
of the entire length of cable as may be required.
The cable drum is driven through a
friction device which can be set at any desired
value from zero to full capacity of the motor.
The traction motors as well as the windlass
motors are controlled from either cab. In other
words, the control equipment is duplicated. The
traction motors are operated by one master controller and contractors forward and reverse;
while the windlass motors are operated by a
reversible drum controller, and the clutch on the
main

vertical shaft

by a

solenoid.

The executive committee of the Traveling Engineers

'

part of
Electric

Towing Locomotives

for

Panama.

meeting.

Association will meet during the later

May

to decide on the dates of the next
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Steel Passenger Coaches, C. P. R.
The Canadian Pacific Kaliway some time ago made careful tests
comparing the steel coach with the standard -wooden cars on trips
between Montreal and Quebec in winter weather and it was clearly
demonstrated that the steel car was equally comfortable, if not
more so than the wooden car. This road is at present building

The center sills are composed of two 10 inch, 27.2 lbs. channels
which run from buffer to buffer and are tied together by the
bolsters and four cross bearers.
The web thickness of the bolsters is % inch and that of the cross bearers & inch.
The side
sills are composed of 4 x 6 x y2 inch angles.
The floor beams

thirty steel colonist cars, twenty-five 72 feet 8 inches steel first

are 4 inch channels spaced about 2 feet apart.

baggage cars, at its Angus
The first class coaches are shown in the illustration and
shops.
are of a modified turtle back type, with dormer windows, thus
preserving the clere-story effect on the inside of the car. A number of this type has been in service for about two years.

there are two top cover plates

and twelve 70 feet

class coaches

steel

.£?/•

-±ej%

x

%

At each

bolster

x 16 inch, and a bottom

%

cover plate 1% x 16 inch. The end sills are of
inch pressed steel
with the flanges turned inwardly, with heavy castings between
the center sills and end sills.

The main

side posts consist of

two 4

inch, 5*4 lb. channels

and

Canadian Pacific Ry.

72 Foot Steel Coach.

.

y2

—

?sj

*&VU
5/tfe
e

/'«''_

«e*

P/afe-

*$'..

,—atf'-,
II'—

zS

*""t

.0-<

»7,

J!

,

Platform
,

,
1

6".

^-firrr^n

c

)£Eb

f

c
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H"
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q,IQ,

l_„-1

3'x 3"*j'' Step
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i

.
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Width over Sills
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Angle
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Plan of Underframe and

Details.

Canadian

Pacific

Steel

Coach.
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the intermediate posts are of

2%

x

3%

x

%

inch angles.

A
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mounted on four-wheel trucks and the car weighs
The insulation consists of 2-inch cork in the side
The floor
walls, with 3-ply salamander under the floor and roof.
%-inch comis of Keystone sheets and Plicaro cement, with

The body

4 x
inch belt rail is set in recesses in the side posts and upon
Steel sheathing is used below
this rests the wooden window sills.
inch
The main carlines are of 3*4 x 1% x
the belt rail.

is

114,800 pounds.

]

_.

&

pressed cork on top, the sub-floor being of No.

Quarter inch
conforming to the contour of the roof.
in
are
used
the
deck conand
inch
channels
angles
pressed
y$
sash
inch
steel
and
deck
The roof sheets are of
struction.
The plates forming the
inch pressed steel.
casings are of
inch steel, the treads and risers being
sides of the steps are of
pressed from No. 15 gauge steel and secured to the sides by
1^4 x l a + x Vs inch angles, welded to both sides and steps. Lead
angles,

The

&

interior

veneered steel

%

Agasote.

%

A

harmonize

to

_'"

galvanized iron.

mahogany, the panels being mahogany
sheets and the head lining of the center deck of

finish

solid
it

is

mahogany

witli the

color

natural

is

given to the exterior in order

wood mahogany sheathing.

tread plates are used.

Z?

Plate

*-

>

Cover Plate

- Side 5hegfhing
Plate

S

Half End Elevation from Outside
z—^

4'ilj"

Over Side Plate

Anq£

A

Half End Elevation from

Inside

4'll" Ovet Side 5ill

rip-

*
Half Plan

T

Half Sectional Plan

End Framing and Details

Side

and steps are steel. ^Yestinghouse LN air brakes
are used, with cylinders and reservoirs suspended on the trucks.
The cars are equipped with friction draft gear, long travel friction
decks, end doors

of

Canadian Pacific Steel Coach

Elevation of Framing for Canadian Pacific Steel Coaches.

Section at

SS

—
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SAFEGUARDING RAILROAD SHOPS.
Louis Brentnall.

During the past few years operating

officials

have given

special attention to the matter of safeguarding railroad prop-

erty in order to prevent accidents and personal injuries, and as

Interior of 72- Foot Steel Coach, C. P. R.

buffer,

gas lighting, Frumveller heater and have a capacity of
The details are clearly shown in the
passengers.

eighty-four

illustrations.

LOYALTY.

—

Money makes the mare go but it's loyalty that makes her
want to go. Loyalty is the dynamic force that transforms an
automaton into a man. It is one of the few things that money
alone can't buy, but it is worth a fortune to both the organizaFor without it team work is a barren
tion and the individual.
ideality and success a mirage.
Grandstand players never produced
second class men working in harmony,
goal,

a
all

pennant

winner,

but

pulling for a definite

have been known to bring home the bunting.

It is the spirit

of loyalty, the esprit de corps, that excludes selfishness, subjugates the ego and

And

all

loyalty

makes

is

itself

manifest in net results.

based on confidence.

knew a salesman, and a good one, who had been
ing a fancied grievance against the manager for some time.
I once

nurs-

The
trouble wasn't apparent in his general attitude, but it showed
up in his work. He started out one spring on a long trip and
hadn't been out two days when he was shaken up pretty badly
in a railroad mishap.
The boss found out about it and took the
first train to the small town where he found his man suffering
painful, though not serious, injuries and getting only superficial
There wasn't a passenger train through that point for
manager made arrangements to charter a locomotive and cab and take the salesman to a larger town sixty miles
down the road. When they arrived, he took him to the best
hospital, secured a nurse and the services of the best doctor
available.
In a few days he was able to leave and continue his

attention.

ten hours, so the

trip.

This manager was a wise man, for he had killed the seed of
had engendered the spirit of loyalty. He had

discontent and

confidence in his salesman and he was loyal to him.

From a

point of dollars and cents he was repaid ten times for
trouble and expense he

had assumed.

view-

all

the

Men who

don't know, can't
see, and won't understand the benefits accruing from absolute
loyalty to the boss and the organization, are already making a

They are strictly in class
B " and sooner
or later Nemesis will call them for her own.
Like a cancerous
growth, the knife must be used to save the rest of the body from
sprint for oblivion.

'

'

contamination.
Yes,
falters
she'll

money alone may make the mare
the mare stops.
With loyalty
go

till

she drops in her tracks.

go, but

as

when the money

the propelling force,

Drill Chips.

a consequence many casualties have doubtless been averted.
Rolling stock which under ordinary conditions might have
become damaged in an accident is still following the rails.
Instead of the list of maimed having been added to, it has
really been detracted from, when one considers that prevented
accidents remain unheralded, while casualties of the day are
in print almost as soon as they occur. Nearly every department
of railroad service has been safeguarded, although of course the
good work must be continued to bring the most noticeable
Even the office janitor who once clung to the window
results.
sill with his toes while washing the outside of windows is now
provided with a window sill extension platform upon which
Double tracks prevent head-on collsions.
to place his feet.
Block signal systems and special telephone service aid the dispatchers in keeping trains apart. The efficiency of train and
engine men was never higher. Shop men, too, are more careful
than formerly.
The feature of safeguarding railroad shops, however, is one
which has generally been left with, master mechanics to rectify,
on account of their aptitude for bettering shop conditions.
The keen, trained eye of the master mechanic discerns impending danger and he safeguards the shop against accidents in
numerous ways, while if others were handling the matter something dangerous would likely be passed unobserved and an
accident result.
Safety First,
in fact, is now the slogan in railroad shops.
It is simply a new dress for the old adage, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." But a slogan, of itself,
cannot keep workmen on the alert, and therefore under the
head of "Acquire the Safety Habit" should be assembled all
those specific details which are likely to cause shop accidents.
A master mechanic knows many of these salient causes of
casualties from his extended shop practice and experience as a
mechanic. He knows what accidents are most likely to occur
under ordinary conditions and rectifies those conditions so as to
overcome damage to shop property and prevent injuries to his
'

'

'

'

workmen.
There are, of course, a few conditions over which a master
mechanic may have no control. He may be required to work
his men with antiquated machines which were known to be
man killers.
However, operating officials have awakened to
the fact that there is no efficiency in giving a workman any
kind of old machine to work with, for the reason that where
the same workman is given an up-to-date machine he can work
almost free from danger, as well as turn out more w ork and of
'

'

'

'

T

better quality.

A

master mechanic is apt to be the most successful in avoiding shop accidents where he embodies his safeguarding knowledge in a book of rules which sets forth what accidents have
been of the most frequent occurrence in different shops in times
past, and defines the best methods of overcoming their reoccurThis classification gives foremen and others ideas as to
rence.
irregularities which lead to accidents and how to remedy them.
While a master mechanic may be able to accomplish much
in safeguarding his shops by his own observation, yet he will
likely effect more improvements by using his different foremen
as helpmates in bettering conditions of safety in their respective
departments, additionally to his own betterments made from
time to time. Several pairs of experienced eyes can see more
than a single pair. Foremen should be required to suggest
improvements or betterments which make the shop a safer

working place.
The master mechanic may look over the equipment and fixtures of a single department in connection with his foreman
and designate such safeguarding measures against accidents as

"

'
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are essential for the prevention of casualties,

and he can then

look into conditions of safety in other departments, but he

should not drop the matter here, as he has only begun to rectify
conditions which cause accidents.

The numerous rules in his book on "Safeguarding the Shop
Against Accidents" may be paragraphed under such headings as:

"Line

May, 1914

looking at what he was doing, with the result that the pulley
"bit" him and he now has four mashed fingers. Belts can be
shortened or tighteners used to prevent belt-slip.

Master mechanics who read shop journals may notice from
time to time shop accidents which were out of the ordinary.
Such news may be used as a pointer toward overcoming a

By making a notice of such occurrences a
master mechanic will soon have a file relating to every heading
in his safety rule book, and may wish to include them in the
similar accident.

shafting, pulleys

and belting."

"Individual machines: operation, speed and care."
"Precautions to be taken by workmen."
"Kules governing the handling of cranes."

"Eoundhouse

dont's.

Safety kinks for car men. '
A great deal of pertinent information pertaining to safeguarding the shop and its workmen can be embodied in a working memorandum or book of rules on the Safety Habit. Those
here mentioned are but few owing to lack of space. The main
thing is to systematize, under pertinent headings, the different
safeguard measures. This list can be added to yearly. Preferably, the book should have many headings, as for instance, one
simply for line shafting. This feature facilitates revisions or
additions being made under the different paragraphs.
After
the book has been revised and reissued several times it will
probably contain as many rules as are in the M. C. B. code.
Of course, the rules can be in a typewritten memorandum at
first and afterwards printed in book form.
The rules of one master mechanic may differ somewhat from
those of another master mechanic, for the reason that shop
conditions vary and each master mechanic will want his safety
rules to refer to his shops in particular, although there are
general points which may refer to all railroad shops.
The matter of instilling into the minds of workmen the necessity for being careful at all times is a task which is probably
the most difficult of being thoroughly carried out by the workers.
It would seem that the warning "Don't Get Hurt" would
be sufficient, but generally it is necessary to tell the men how
This, however, is not as difficult as it appears
to be careful.
Each man should have his place and remain
at first sight.
there. His movements should be governed by the requirements
Like a trapeze performer, he
of the operations he performs.
should first
examine the ropes
before making a dash. There
is a right way and a wrong way of working at different
machines or handling miscellaneous work, and it is necessary to
show some workmen just how they should be governed in
handling a machine, for the reason that they may be working
on, say a drill press, for a number of months, and then, owing
to lack of hands, they may be transferred onto another machine
with which they are not quite so familiar. In such case their
awkwardness may occasion an injury. However, with a set of
rules governing the handling of each machine a new workman
is forewarned and required to take necessary precautions to
prevent getting hurt.
Considering the army of workmen in some railroad shops it
is a wonder that personal injuries are not of more frequent
Carelessness seems to be
occurrence than they have been.
Old Man Tobias,
for instance,
born in some men. There is
who was assigned to fix an overhead crane, but instead of taking his hammer down with him he just let it drop to save carrying it, with the result that the foreman has a mashed toe but is
thankful it wasn't his head. The safety rule is, "Carry the
hammer with you or let it down with a string."
Among the laborers are those who may see well but hear or
understand little on account of being of foreign nationality,
and about the only way to prevent them from getting hurt
is to place them under an intelligent foreman of their own
nationality, who can instruct them in their daily work.
A
blind man once remarked, "I can't imagine how so many people
But they do get injured,
get hurt with their eyes wide open.
and mostly through carelessness.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

book when reissuing

it.

Where

a shop has instructors as well as foremen they may be
required to teach safety along with mechanics. Apprentices
are sometimes more or less awkward or green and may get

injured

by doing some foolhardy thing which an old-timer would

call crazy.

The master mechanic may appoint a "Safety Engineer*"
whose duty should be that of devoting his attention to safeguarding the shop against accidents. An old employe, with
all-around experience, oftentimes makes an efficient man in
this position.
Of course, he should report to the master
mechanic all irregularities found, as well as overcome such
dangers as the master mechanic may designate.
Should an
injury occur to a workman, the safety engineer should obtain
all particulars and reduce them to writing for the claim department.
Floor work on locomotives has dangers which require safeguarding.
One of a dozen things might occur which would
cause an injury while an engine or its parts are being hoisted
or moved, and it is necessary for the workmen to follow ironclad rules in order to avoid an accident.
Considering that a
locomotive is now as large as a house, and probably weighs
many tons more, it goes without saying that when a gang of
workmen is overhauling it they need to be careful and work
in unison to prevent getting hurt.

"Where a shop has the machines so close together that the
scarcely elbow room there is always danger of
the man at one machine having a mishap which may injure
men at other machines, and consequently the workmen should
be mindful of their limited space and of the presence of each

workmen have

other.

Generally speaking, the matter of safeguarding the railroad
shop against accidents is one of systematizing the work, cautioning the workmen, and having foremen, instructors and
others always on the lookout for remedying irregularities as
they observe them. Additionally, a book of safety rules will
help in preventing accidents, for the reason that the slogan or
admonition,
is insufficient without
Safety in all things,
being reinforced with pertinent mention of what to avoid and
how to do this in a practical way.
'

'

'

'

AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION MEETING.
The spring session of the American Railway Association will
be held at the Biltmore hotel, New York City, on "Wednesday,
May 20, 1914, at 11:00 a. m. Reports will be presented by the
following committees
Executive committee, committee on transportation, committee on maintenance, joint committee on automatic train stops, committee on relations between railroads, committee on the safe transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles, committee on electrical working, and committee on
nominations. The election of a president and a first vice-presi:

dent will take place at this meeting. Two members of the execucommittee, three members of the committee on transporta-

tive

tion, three

members of the committee on maintenance, three mem-

bers of the committee on relations between railroads and three

members of the committee on nominations are

to be elected.

'

'

"Shorty" had a mania for putting rosin on the machine
when it slipped, and became so careless as to try it without

belt

The Wisconsin division of the Chicago & North Western has
been awarded the banner for making the best record in the Safety
First campaign on that road during the past year.

—

'
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FRENCH LOCOMOTIVE IMPROVEMENTS.
Recently a number of most exhaustive

tests,

In practical working there

probably the most

exhaustive ever carried out in Europe, have been conducted be-

tween simple and compound locomotives, in each case with superheated steam, on the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway.
The results are, of course, of most particular interest to countries
like Italy and Switzerland, where high prices have to be paid for
the foreign coal delivered to their engine tenders.

time

all

railway companies

may

benefit

by

At

the same

their careful study,

for they have an important bearing on the economizing of fuel

resources in every country.
difficult

section of the line

These tests were made in the most
between Paris and Marseilles, from

Laroche to Blaisy-Bas, a continuous incline of saw-tooth profile,
83 miles long, terminating in a gradient of 1 in 125, the total
v rtical rise being about 1,050 ft. With a load of 456 tons behind the tender the simple engine ran the distance in 98 minutes
45 seconds, developing an average of 1,178 drawbar h.p., and
consuming 8,530 lbs. of coal, or 7.24 lbs. per drawbar h.p. hour,
and 3.75 gallons of water per h.p. hour. With 487 tons behind
the tender the compound engine ran the same trip in 87 minutes
2 seconds, developing an average of 1,246 drawbar h.p., consuming 6,860 lbs. of coal (5.5 lbs. per drawbar h.p. hour), and 3.24
gallons of water per h.p. hour.

Thus the compound hauled a load 8 per cent heavier in 11 per
cent less time with a total coal consumption reduced by nearly
20 per cent, and a coal consumption per drawbar h.p. hour reduced
by 20.3 per cent. In a second run with a load of 487 tons the
time taken by the compound was still less 85 minutes 39 seconds
but the higher speed entailed a greater consumption of coal
7,050 lbs. With a smaller load the speed of the compound was
even more remarkable.
A load of 278 tons was hauled in 77
minutes 14 seconds, the consumption of coal being 4.56 per
drawbar h.p. hour, while the simple engine, with 272 tons, took
90 minutes and 40 seconds, and burned 55.70 lbs. of coal per
drawbar h.p. hour. In this case, therefore, the compound saved
14 per cent in time and 18 per cent in fuel. The average start
to stop speed was 64.5 miles an hour.

—

—

So far as the dynamometer records go they reveal extreme reguand power with the compound, whereas the lines
hillocky,
indiof speed and power with the simple engine are

larity of speed

'

'

'

'

was specially sensitive to variations in resistance
due to ups and downs of the line. They show that the boiler
of the simple engine was more severly taxed to supply steam for
four large cylinders than was that of the compound to supply
cating that

it

two small cylinders.
compounds, and the

A

an important difference between

in

coal can be guaranteed provided that the steam is kept at a

temperature almost uninterruptedly.
With a compound
having a ratio of cylinder volumes of 1 to 2.85 the
draughtsman can guarantee from his preliminary calculations
a coal economy of 25 to 35 per cent, provided the drivers are
unable to alter the difference of the cut-off in the two-stage
certain

engine

by more than 3 per cent; the engine then economizes
30 per cent of steam at each stroke, and the economy of coal will
be about equivalent, no variation being possible. But with superheated steam the conditions that influence coal consumption vary
cylinders

at every moment, with the height of the water in the boiler, the
condition and depth of the fire, the amount of regulator-opening,
the distance run without stopping,

that the coal

is

service

economy

by from 10

to

and other

factors.

The

result

realized in trials falls off in regular

20 per cent, sometimes leaving, in the
& Mediterranean and Italian State

experience of the Paris, Lyons

Railway, a saving of only 3 to 8 per cent on a year's working.
The trials which were carried out by the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, and which resulted in the application of superheaters
to the boilers of its compound express engines, gave the follow-

ing results on the Laroche to Dijon line:
Coal consumption per
h.p. hour with saturated steam, 3.51 lbs., and with superheated

steam 2.89 lbs., the saving with superheated being thus 17.57 per
cent.
In regular working during 14 months the monthly consumption of coal per 100 ton-kilometres run with the same engines
and services averaged 9.7 lbs. with saturated steam, and 9.0 lbs.
with superheated steam, or an economy of little over 7 per cent.
This may be regarded as the saving in coal effected on the average by the application of superheating to engines of the Pacific
compound type, and the drop in economy between the test-trip
figure and the annual figure is, therefore, about 10 per cent.
An
expert writer on the London "Times" asks, "what will be the
drop between the economy of the new compound engines as shown
by the tests already referred to, and their annual economy ?
To judge by the difference between test results and annual results obtained elsewhere as between simple and compound engines,
the probability is that the drop will be only 3 to 5 per cent or
less, according to the loading of the trains.
On the Paris, Lyons
& Mediterranean the drivers cannot interfere with the prearranged
expansive working as they can on the engines of other French
lines having two sets of reversing gear.
'

smaller boiler, therefore, suffices for the

latest engines are designed accordingly.

TOOL FOREMEN'S CONVENTION.

In

and economy of the compound, and its greater elasticity, or higher
power range, the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway has
ceased to build simple engines, and has at work or under construction 85 new compounds, of the Pacific type, weighing 1.6
tons less than the simple engines, yet 7 or 8 per cent more powerful than the compound with which the above results were obtained.
Behind these engines travelers to the Mediterranean will
be conveyed in heavier paying train loads, at higher speeds, and
at less cost for fuel. The engines are rated for 10 per cent heavier
train loads, and at the same time their speed capacity is 10 per
cent higher than simple engines of greater weight.
Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean has also conducted elaborate
on a large scale between engines of the same type, using
saturated and superheated steam. These tests showed that while
there was an economy in coal of about 17 per cent with superheated steam during the tests, yet the power developed, per cubic
foot of steam used and per pound of steam pressure entering the
cylinder, was from 14 to 23 per cent less than with saturated
steam.
These figures agree fairly well with the steam tables
generally used, which show that, at the pressure and maximum
temperatures employed by the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, the
specific internal energy in each cubic foot of superheated steam
is 23 per cent less than in theoretically dry saturated steam.

The

is

the relative economies possible with superheating and with compound expansion. With superheating an economy of 17 per cent

Will the standardization of reamers for locomotive repairs

consequence of this demonstration of the superior speed, power,

tests
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mean

economy?

Do you keep costs on the maintenance of machine tools? Are
some types of the same classes of machines more economical
to maintain in proportion to their output?

What
ment

are the best methods of handling tools and their arrange-

rooms for economical distribution

in tool

to the shops?

Will you profit by a discussion of the construction and use of
special tools for drilling, reaming and milling; special appliances
and methods for tool room grinding; dies for cold punching,

drawing and bending as used in railway shops?
These subjects will be discussed at the sixth annual convention
of the American Railway Tool Foreman's Association, to be held
at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, July, 20, 21, 22, 1914.

The head of a large business house bought a number of those
Do it now signs and hung them up around his offices. They
were effective beyond expectation, and yet it can hardly be said
that they worked well. When, after the first few days, he counted
up the results, he found that the cashier had skipped off with
$5,000, the head bookkeeper had eloped with the typist, three
clerks had asked for a raise in salary, and the office boy had set
out to become a highwayman.
'

'

'

'
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SHAPER ATTACHMENT.
By

Daniel Freuler.

room and some of the work done
at the Burnside shops of the Illinois Central at Chicago was most
interesting and I am sure was very much appreciated, especially
by the tool foremen who are readers of the Railway Master

The

article describing the tool

Mechanic.

As a

result others should be encouraged to give the

who

by sending
and in order to keep up with the procession,
even if it be only as a humble integer, I have busied myself in
preparing just a small item that may be of interest and help some
one by suggesting a possible way out of a difficulty. Accompanying is a sketch of an attachment for a shaper that was made by

benefit of their experience to those

are interested

in their contributions

Views

of

foreman at the Illinois Central shops at
Memphis, Tenn.
We had been planing the rod brass as best we could either
in the shaper vise or clamping them on an angle plate and squaring
them up with try square and level, thus spending a lot of time on
This did not appeal to me as being a very economical
method, so I got busy and worked out an idea that seemed to
promise good results. Of course the work had to be done between
the job.

used was nearly

all

all

the other work, and the material

second-hand material.

A good heavy angle plate was bored to take a 2*4" pin with a
heavy collar. The plate C was then shrunk onto the pin as shown.
The next job was

to cut the arc

F

into the angle plate, concentric

with the bore. This was done first by swinging it on another
angle plate, using the bore as the center after a stud had been
made to fit the hole. A long socket was made for an end mill
and the arc cut in the milling machine, as was also the recess for
the head of the sleeve A.

As

will

be seen at G, provision
.

is

and rotated until the taper reamer entered the first hole. This
was then reamed to fit pin M. Then in order to insure the correct
alignment of the rest of the holes, a sleeve was fitted to the
enlarged hole of the sleeve or bushing A and reamed to permit
the point of the reamer to enter the hole in plate C.
This also
was reamed and so were the succeeding holes. Then in order to
facilitate the handling of the brasses and getting approximately
centered on the pin, a series of concentric holes were drilled in
plate C as indicated, into which pins were fitted and upon which
the brass was placed and clamped by means of washer J and nut I.
"With the brass thus clamped it could be rotated by simply loosening up the nut H. In operating the jig the brass could be turned
on the quarter by withdrawing pin by means of nut L, loosening
nut H and bringing the hole on the next quarter in line with the

Shaper Attachment.

the writer while tool

times while taking care of

May, 1914

A

hole in the bushing

and

finally

is loosened and the
by moving the bushing

A

in

indexed or graduated for setting the tapers.
The sleeve A was bored taper, reamed with Morse standard
taper reamers, and was made long enough to project through
angle plate to receive the eyebolt E which passed through the
webs of the angle plate and was threaded at each end. The

on the quarter and large enough to
Morse taper reamer. The parts were then
The sleeve A was put in place after the adjusting
assembled.
screws with rocker washers had been inserted and the nut K
screwed to the shoulder. The pin with plate C was put in place

plate

C was

drilled exactly

receive the point of a

H
E
is

graduated at 6 and the
bushing provided with an index finger N. When the desired taper
and proceed. This made a very serviceis found, tighten nut
able tool and it cut down the time of planing the brasses over 50%.
However, since the attachment has been in use the shops have
been equipped with a Morton draw cut shaper.
desired,

the angle plate having been

H

MEMBERSHIP OF RAILWAY ASSOCIATIONS.
The following data is interesting as showing the enrollment and
age of the various associations in the railwav mechanical field:

Members
Enroll-

made

is

After

whichever direction the taper

ment.

by cutting away the top edge of the angle plate to form an arc
for quadrant which

pushing in the pin.

To adjust for the taper, nut
adjustment made with the adjusting screws

tightening up the nut H, proceed.

Air Brake Assn
C. Int. Car. Ins.

1,188

&

C. Finns. Assn.

General Foremen's Assn
Master Blacksmith's Assn
Master Boilermakers' Assn
Master Car Builders Assn
Master Mechanics' Assn
Railway Fuel Assn
Tool Foremen's Assn
Traveling Engineers' Assn
'

358

at last

convention.

271
160

Years in
existence

20
14

214
277
788
878

289

7

338

47

1,073

367

46

523
92

278

5

50
290

21

957

78

9

110

21

5
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Costello has been appointed general foreman of the Den4" Northwestern with office at Denver, Colo.
Laramie
ver,
F. A. Phillips succeeds R. Lloyd as locomotive foreman of the
Great Northern at Great Falls, Mont.
A. D. McCharles succeeds F. W. Ramer as locomotive foreman
of the Great Northern at Havre, Mont.
A. L. Tetu succeeds J. Becker as car foreman of the Great
Northern at Cass Lake, Minn.
Z. Ramsdell succeeds O. H. Hanson as car foreman of the
Great Northern at New Rockford, N. D.
0. H. Hanson has been appointed car foreman of the Great
Northern at Minot, N. D., succeeding William Smith.
R. H. Gaddus succeeds J. H. Wran as foreman tin and pipe
fitting shops of the Intercolonial of Canada at Moncton, N. B.
A. E. Fischer succeeds W. H. Johnson as master mechanic of
J. G.

T.

McClain

succeeds

W.

L. Essex as master mechanic of the

Monroe, La.
W. F. Gallup succeeds I. H. Drake as general foreman of the
Atchison, Topeka 4" Santa Fe at Eaton, N. M.
J. A. Baker succeeds H. M. Muchmore as foreman of the Atchison, Topelca 4~ Santa Fe at Belen, N. M.
E. C. Comstock has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Atchison, Topelca 4~ Santa Fe with office at Clovis, N. M.
C. A. Gill has been appointed assistant district superintendent
of motive power of the Baltimore $• Ohio, succeeding J. W. G.
Brewer, resigned. His office is at Baltimore, Md.
Henry Gardner has been appointed assistant superintendent of
shops of the Baltimore 4" Ohio with office at Mount Clare, Baltimore, Md. Mr. Gardner was formerly supervisor of apprentices
Arkansas, Louisiana

of the

New York

4"

Gulf with

Central

W. H. Rieckmann

office at

& Hudson

River.

has been promoted to master mechanic of the

4~ Maine at Mechanicsville, N. Y.
George A. Wyman has been promoted to master mechanic of the
Boston $• Maine at Concord, N. H.
L. C. Ord has been appointed assistant master car builder of the
Canadian Pacific at Montreal, Que., succeeding P. A. Crysler, as-

Boston

signed to other duties.

W. F. Heiser, master mechanic of the Chicago 4" Eastern Illinois,
has been transferred from Villa Grove, 111., to Evansville, Ind.
F. Studer, master mechanic of the Chicago 4" Eastern Illinois,
has been transferred from Evansville, Ind., to Villa Grove, 111.
F. Kubeck succeeds G. H. Matthews as shop foreman of the
Chicago 4" North Western at Green Bay, Wis.
L. A. Stoll, assistant superintendent of the Aurora, 111., shops
of the Chicago, Burlington 4" Quincy, has resigned.
C. W. Robertson has been appointed general foreman, locomotive
repairs, of the Chicago, Burlington $• Quincy at Aurora, 111.
H. A. Crance succeeds C. E. Lowe as road foreman of locomo-

$ Quincy at Brookfield, Mo.
Roth
as assistant general storekeeper
R. D. Long succeeds E. J.
of the Chicago, Burlington 4" Quincy with office at Chicago.
M. A. Monahan succeeds H. W. Ensign as master mechanic of
the Chicago Great Western at Chicago, 111.
C. McLean succeeds H. Brinkman as locomotive foreman of the
Chicago Great Western at Oelwein, la.
J. H. Sims succeeds J. G. Lewis as general foreman of the Cincinnati, New Orleans 4" Texas Pacific at Ludlow, Ky.
J. G. Lewis has been appointed road foreman of engines of the
Cincinnati, New Orleans 4~ Texas Pacific at Ludlow, Ky., succeeding J. J. Donovan.
A. J. Barrett has been appointed assistant master mechanic of

tives of the Chicago, Burlington

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

4~ St. Louis at Belief ontaine, O.
Mr. Barrett commenced railway work in 1888 as a machinist apprentice at Mattoon, 111., and worked at the trade until November,
1899, when he was made roundhouse foreman at East St. Louis,
HI. On November 1, 1901 he was transferred to the same position
at Mattoon, 111., and on December 1, 1912, was made general foreman at Mattoon, which position he held until his present appointment. His entire service has been with the Big Four.
B. F. Orr has been appointed division car foreman of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago 4" St. Louis with office at Indianapolis,
Ind. He succeeds A. G. Brown.
Mark Baer has been appointed master mechanic of the Colorado, Kansas 4" Oklahoma. His office is at Scott City, Kan.
James Desmond succeeds J. S. Tanney as road foreman of engines of the Delaware 4" Hudson at Watervliet, N. Y.
R. A. Logan has been appointed master mechanic of the Denver,
Laramie 4" Northwestern with office at Utah Junction, Colo. He
succeeds J. H. Bender.
P. H. Maley has been appointed general foreman of the Minneapolis 4" St. Louis at Oskaloosa, la., vice J. D. Reynolds, re-

signed to accept other service.

the Interstate with office at Stonega, Va.

F.

Heim

succeeds E. J. Hazelton as master car builder of the

Midland Continental with office at Jamestown, N. D.
B. D. Richardson succeeds James Carr as master mechanic of
the Midland Valley with office at Muskogee, Okla.
John Feld has been appointed acting boiler maker foreman
of the Minneapolis

4"

St.

Louis at Marshalltown,

la.,

succeeding

P. H. Maley.

A. H. Firnhaber has been appointed master mechanic of the
Iberia 4" Northern. His office is at New Doeria, La.
Wilbur D. Arter has been appointed supervisor of apprentices
of the New York Central 4~ Hudson River, vice Henry Gardner,

New

resigned.

G. F.

Denne

succeeds C. Clark as foreman painter of the

New

Louis at Chicago (Station S).
John Hallman succeeds G. H. Huntley as master mechanic of
the North Louisiana Sp Gulf with office at Hodge, La.
A. C. Hinckley has been appointed superintendent of motive
power and machinery of the Oregon Short Line, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah.
He succeeds J. F. Dunn, resigned.
Mr. Hinckley was formerly master mechanic of the Southern
Pacific at Oakland, Cal.
L. L. McGowan succeeds J. Caron as master mechanic of the
Pacific 4" Idaho Northern with office at New Meadows, Ida.
York, Chicago

St.

4"

Wilfred F. Heinbach succeeds
foreman of the Philadelphia

4"

K. Downs as engine house
Beading at East Penn Jet. (P. O.
J.

Allentown), Pa.
G. W.
chasing

Hayden
officer

St. Louis,

has been appointed assistant to the chief pur4" San Francisco with office at

of the St. Louis

Mo.

P. 0. Wood has been appointed superintendent of locomotive
performance of the St. Louis 4" San Francisco, vice Robert Collett,
resigned.
His headquarters are at Springfield, Mo.
Robert Collett, superintendent of locomotive operation of the
St. Louis 4" San Francisco, has resigned to accept a position with
the Pierce Oil Co. with office at St. Louis.
W. H. Malone has been appointed assistant superintendent
locomotive performance of the St. Louis 4" San Francisco with
office

J.

at Springfield,

W. Coker

succeeds H.

department of the
phis, Tenn.

Thomas Long

Mo.

St.

Louis

M. Shular as general foreman car
San Francisco, with office at Mem-

4~

succeeds H. F. Kirkpatrick as division foreman

$ San

Francisco at Harvard, Ark.
H. H. Parker has been appointed master mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line with office at Jacksonville, Fla.

of the St. Louis

J.

W. Adams

succeeds B. E. Greenwood as shop superintendent

of the Seaboard Air Line at Portsmouth, Va.

W.

Rogers, road foreman of engines of the Seaboard Air
Line, has been transferred from Jacksonville, Fla., to Savannah, Ga.
F. L. Stockwell has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Seaboard Air Line at Raleigh, N. C.
E. 0. Holland succeeds W. O. Wilson as master car builder of
the Snowbird Valley with office at Andrews, N. C.
J. A. Boatright has been appointed acting master mechanic of
the Tallulah Falls, vice A. M. Heckle. His office is at Cornolia, Ga.
C.
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NATHAN COAL SPRINKLER.
New

York, has developed a new device
for operating the sprinkling hose on locomotives. The apparatus
works on the ejector principle and is very simple in construction.
The most important feature is, of course, the arrangement of

The Nathan Mfg.

valves,

Co.,

which prevents steam from going through the hose in

SHANK
^TOP WASHOVtAIN

SPRING
SHELL
? Iron Pipe

JAW

BODY

Connection

Steam
BOTTOM
WASHER

tf

Wahlstrom Automatic

f Iron

Pipe

Connection

Drill

Chuck.

guaranteed to pull any top up to the full capacity of the chuck.
The chuck is also made in sizes adaptable to straight shank drills.
It does away with collets, does not mar the drill shanks and the
saving in time alone, in changing of drills, will soon offset the
original cost of the chuck,

using a Cleveland twist

1x5

inch steel, a

obtained.

is

it

said.

At a

test

of the chuck

of \% inch diameter on a piece of

drill

cutting speed of 90 feet per minute was

The feed was

.017.

ARC WELDING.
The subject of arc welding

? Hose-'

Nathan Coal Sprinkler.
case the water

supply

is

obstructed

Nothing but luke warm

A

cross section
water issues from the hose nozzle at any time.
It is installed near the
of the sprinkler is shown herewith.

from the deck and is operated
Water is taken from the
simply by the pull of one lever.
injector supply and steam from a convenient fitting.
The device seems to be a marked improvement over other types
injector at a convenient height

and

it

is

rapidly being adopted on the large railways.

WAHLSTROM AUTOMATIC DRILL CHUCK.
The chuck shown in the illustration has been placed on the
market by the Wahlstrom Tool Co., 346 Carroll street, Brooklyn,
N. Y., and possesses a number of features which effect an economy of time and labor. The outer shell of the chuck is spring
held in the direction in which the chuck is rotating, therefore the
jaws are always, under normal conditions, moved towards the
center of the chuck by the eccentric cam faces in the shell.
By gripping the shell with the hand when the chuck is in
stopped momentarily, thereby
changing its relation to the body and allowing the jaws to fiy
out by momentum towards the cam faces in the shell.
The resistance developed when pressure is exerted on the drill
causes a rocking motion of the gripping members which are pro-

motion, the rotation of the shell

is

vided with eccentric gripping surfaces.

The holding power of the rockers increases with the
on the

resistance

receiving a great deal of con-

because of the
work.

Arc welding

many advantages
is

it

and industrial concerns

possesses for certain kinds of

particularly adapted to various uses in machine

shops and foundries.
prior to machining

Worn

parts of machines can be built up

and broken parts of

steel castings can be
welded together. Often defects develop in new castings, after
considerable machining has been done. The machining and eastings, in many cases, can be saved by repairing with the electric
arc.
Castings with blow-holes and sand holes can often be very
quickly repaired. Risers and sinkheads can be cut off.
In steam locomotive shops metal pencil welding is used extensively in fire box and boiler repairs, flue welding, repairing steel

mud rings and general work of
amount of equipment that would have to
be scrapped can thus be repaired with the electric arc, and a large
saving in money, time and labor effected.
locomotive frames, building up

this character.

A

large

In electric railway shops arc welding can be used to special
advantage in repairing broken armature shafts, axle brackets and
motor frames. In track equipment, the repair of broken frogs,,
cross-overs and other work of this nature can be done with excellent
results.

In steel mills there are many places where the electric arc
can be used to great advantage, often resulting in a considerable
saving.
The ends of wobblers and pinions, which have become
badly worn, can be built up to their original size. Tap holes in
blast furnaces can be burnt out in a very short time.
Realizing from past experience the practical value of the electric
arc for general welding purposes, the Westinghouse Electric

drill.

The chuck holds

is

sideration at the present time by railways

tools with or without tongs

taper shank drills ranging in size from

%

and

it will

inch to 1^4 inch.

take
It is

&

Manufacturing Company has developed a standard line of electric
arc welding equipments which are simple in construction and easy
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and a metal

for protecting the operator together with a shield
pencil holder for each welding circuit.

The equipment is the result of eight years' experience in the
company's own shops and has been employed on all classes of
commercial work, thus ensuring a thoroughly practical shop outfit.

SEARCHLIGHT GAS FOR SHOP WORK.
For cutting or welding by the oxy-acetylene process the
Karpen Bldg., Chicago, has developed a service
for supplying acetylene in high pressure tanks in the same manner
that oxygen is handled.
Searchlight Co.,

The shop operator
tanks after which he

Shield,

Hood and Carbon Holder.

being eliminated.

circuit -breakers

The

200, 300, 500

ing
sists

special

and

all

or

a

protection

is

secured

by

The Searchlight Co. has adopted the policy of charging
for the gas by weight, thus avoiding the results of variations in

arrangement of the resistance.

the content of the tanks.

complete in the four following sizes:

for experimental purposes without the necessity of investment,

and 800 amperes.

generator,

control

and

outfits are furnished

Ample

is

expected to purchase a complement of
supplied in exchange, as needed, filled

tanks for exhausted ones. Branches and refilling stations are
located at convenient points and the service has proved much
more satisfactory in most cases than the old method entailing
small generating plants in the shops where the gas is used.

to operate, complicated relay schemes for automatically inserting

resistances

is

Each equipment includes a weld-

welding motor-generator

necessary accessories.

set,

switchboard,

The welding generator con-

It also allows the use of its

tanks

by

The tanks are seamless
a slightly higher rate.
steel cylinders which have passed all legal requirements. They
100 feet, 225 feet and 500 feet.
are made in three sizes:

payment

of

of a special 75-volt, commutating-pole, direct-current machine,

either belt or motor-driven.

The instrument and control panels are composed of two sections.
The upper section contains the indicating instruments, protective
apparatus and switches arranged for regulating the welding current, and the lower section contains the starting and protective
equipment for the motor-generator set. It is often desired to have
several welding circuits connected to one generator.
For this
arrangement a control panel is provided for each circuit. Each
panel can be located at the most desirable place. Metal or carbon
pencil welding can be done from any of these panels, independent
of all others and one or more arcs can be operated simultaneously.
The accessories furnished consist of a carbon holder and a hood

IMPROVED EYE PROTECTORS.
During a recent discussion of safety devices for employes it was
worn by grinders,
is
not a problem of satischippers and other employes of shops it
fying the boss, but rather one of satisfying the employe who must
wear the goggles.
stated that in the adoption of goggles to be

Employes wearing eye protectors frequently have objected to
owing to the discomfort of the saddle bridge resting on

their use,

To overcome this difficulty T. A. Willson & Co.,
Reading,
Pa.,
have designed an eye protector, shown in the
Inc.,
accompanying illustration, provided with an adjustable brace
top of the nose.

all of the weight from the top of the nose
uniformly upon the sides of the nose and
cheeks, thereby removing the objection to wearing protectors with
the bridge resting directly on the nose. By this design of bridge

bridge which removes

and

distributes

it

adjustment of protectors to every face

is

possible,

usual open space between the nose and lenses
shutting out chips from this point of danger.

is

so

that the

closed, thereby

A

safety flange

which forms a part of the rim extends over the back of the glass,
imparting added resistance to any blow on the lenses and holds
the broken glass securely, thereby preventing the splinters from
injuring the eyes.

The wire

side screens are

made

either detachable or are fastened

The screens are long and narrow,
protection
without
irritation caused by the edges
insure
perfect
to
The screens
rubbing and cutting into the cheek and forehead.
so that they cannot be removed.

Willson Eye Protector.

extend outside of the cable bow temples, thus insuring cleanliness in the screw joint and eliminating the danger of the cable

bows breaking at the joint where there

bow extends

outside the wire screen.

optically perfect

cable

Repairing Broken Locomotive Frame.

and

bow temples

securely in place.

is

ground and polished on both sides. The
about the ears and hold the glasses
means of the screw joint, broken lenses

rest easily

By

a constant strain if the
The glass is claimed to be
is
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are easily replaced and this effects great economies in the use of
protectors,

frame

is

make

enabling each plant to

made

its

of rust -proof white metal and

own
is

repairs.

The
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known

It has long been

that alloy of the same analysis

made by

different processes vary considerably in their mechanical properties.

With regard

readily sterilized.

would place alloy made by

to similar composition,

different processes in the following order:

HUNT NUT

("white"

(1) Coke fired crucible

LOCK.

fired

The Hunt cross thread nut lock is applied after the nut is
drawn up and consists of a washer-like piece of steel having three
These points fit
points of contact with the thread of the bolt.
snugly into the thread groove, the nut lock being screwed along the
threads and wrenched firmly into position against the nut. It has

Vanadium even

"black lead" pot).

or

("black lead" pot).

crucible

Gas

Electric furnace.

combining
with both oxygen and nitrogen at high temperatures. In fact,
it acts as a purifier or cleanser in driving them out of the metal.

So powerful

in small doses has the property of

influence on nitrogen that one-half of one per

is its

to eliminate nitrogen entirely.
In introducing
amount, about one-half of the vanadium will be found in the
steel and the presence of even one-tenth of one per cent in the
finished alloy is a guarantee that the nitrogen has been separated

cent

sufficient

is

this

from the

A

and driven

alloy

great

many

out.

people think that

it

is

not a paying proposition

for them to

buy the very best high speed alloy as their machinery
not strong enough to use the alloy on heavier cuts, or faster

is

speeds.

In regard to

numerous

have proven that an alloy that
will cut at 10% faster speed will last twice as long between
grindings (if the speed is not changed) and an alloy that will
stand a 20% faster speed will run four times as long between
this,

An

grindings.

tests

alloy that will stand

30%

faster speed before it

reaches the breaking-down point, will last eight times as long

without sharpening,

bolts

and cars and has been

tightening being necessary at
at about a third of the cost

being used on a number of
in a square form instead
of the form shown in the illustration, which will allow the wrench
to handle it more easily.
It is being placed on the market by
large systems.

Hubbard &

It

is

now being made

Co., of Pittsburgh,

The Johnson Thermoline Valve
issued a booklet describing
lator for portable heating

locomotive

The Century Tool and Metal Co., 3 80 X. Market St., Chicago,
has placed on the American market alloyed steels for high speed
which have given exceptionally good results in England where
thorough tests have shown them to be capable of operating at
higher speeds and with heavier cuts than has heretofore been
expected of high speed steel.
This company has issued an instructive catalog on the subject
of steel alloys from which the following is quoted:
Is is important to place the alloy in the hands of a good tool
dresser.
It is a fact acknowledged by large users, that most
often trouble which is experienced with tool alloy is due to the
way the alloy is hardened and not with the alloy itself. Very

tools

often the best alloy entered in a test will fail to show best results

on account of carelessness in hardening.
It is a good plan to order alloys thoroughly annealed, as the
long annealing process gives it a uniformity practically impossible

can be rendered
nearly as soft as common alloy by proper annealing so that it is a
comparatively easy matter to machine and forge tools from it.
primarily:

(1)

The proximate
In no alloy

The way

steel

very necessary to consider
or ways in which the alloy acts.
(2)
it is

as well as the ultimate composition of the alloy.
is

this of

more importance than

molybuenum, which acts on alloy in

in

and

is

National one-inch,
This machine will tap
is

many treatises, and which alloy furthermore
must be used with a reasonable amount of intelligence on account
of its very great avidity for oxygen and of its oxygenated product
forming a powerful acid.
In spite of much work in all directions many points exist in
ways, as described in

connection with alloy which to date await satisfactory explanation.

City, Mo., has

»

1010B of the National Machinery
six-spindle,
all sizes

also built in the

•

Tiffin,

Co.,

of nuts from

size. It

O.,

%

de-

nut

semi-automatic

inch to

handles hot pressed

»

*

The subject of part catalogue No. 3202-1 of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Equipments and Schedules,
is
and it

Air Brake Co.

'

'

'

'

supersedes the issue of January, 1908.
»
'

'

Drill Chips

'

'

the

is

#

name

#

of an interesting and unique

little

publication for which the Cleveland Twist Drill Co., of Cleveland,
O., is responsible.

common

It contains a lot of live reading

make one

sense which

two devoted to Cleveland twist
•

matter and

quite willing to read the page or
drills.

*

*

The Power Specialty Co., Ill Broadway, New York, has issued
advance catalogue sheets on Foster locomotive superheaters. It
contains descriptions and illustrations of this superheater, the
installation of which

first

was made on the Pennsylvania Lines about

two years ago.
»

»

Eecord No. 76 of the Baldwin Locomotive Works
descriptive of logging locomotives recently built

is

a catalogue

by them.

Illus-

and dimensions of some forty-six locomotives are given,
together with illustrations of a number of geared locomotives.
trations

the case of

at least three totally distinct

Kansas

is a reguused in connection with setting

*

the

and

Co.. of

l^-inch
nuts as readily as cold punched nuts.
1 inch

ALLOYED STEELS FOR TOOLS.

For the successful study of alloy

used.

welding, etc.

tires,

Circular
scribes

Pa.

High speed

is

thermoline valve, which

its

»

tapper.

to obtain in the ordinary shop.

same speed

fcLiter&ture

Hunt Cross Thread Nut Lock.
been thoroughly tested out on track
found to be entirely satisfactory, no
any time. It can be manufactured
of the ordinary nut lock and it is

if the

The Watson-Stillman
No.

91, dealing

•

»

Co., of

New

York, has published catalogue

with hydraulic jacks and lifting

logue contains 96 pages and covers

many

tools.

The

cata-

types of jacks, together

with their accessories.
•

"How

to

handbook on

Build
fuel

•

Up Furnace

•

Efficiency"

economy published by

Jos.

is

the title of a

W. Hays, Eogers
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Park, Chicago. The book is 5x7 inches in size, contains 126
pages and is bound in paper. It is divided intQ the following
Why your fuel is wasted; How your fuel is
five sections:
wasted; How to spot your fuel wastes; How to stop your fuel
wastes; How to keep the wastes stopped. The author in the
latter chapter sets forth the advantages of gas collectors and
recorders in order to ascertain just what the furnace is doing.

The

price of the book

$1.00.

is

space

Sellers & Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, have taken office
the Bailway Supply Permanent Exhibit, 900 Lytton

in

Bldg., Chicago.

The Chicago-Cleveland Car Boofing
Chicago

Co.

from the People's Gas building

office

to

removed its
535 Bailway Ex-

has

change.

The General Bailway Signal Co. has increased
from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000.

capital

its

The Tousey Varnish Company has moved its Chicago offices
from the McCormick building, 332 South Michigan avenue, to the
factory at 520 West Twenty-fifth street, where it has been for
the past six months erecting an addition to its plant.

g>Selfagf >Side

The Simplex Air Brake & Mfg.

W. Duntley, who

designed the Duntley pneumatic hammers
extensively used in building construcand riveters which are
tion, shops and elsewhere, has turned his attention to the buildJ.

Wm.

209

now

ing of pneumatic sweepers. His long experience with compressed
air led him to see its advantages for cleaning purposes, and the
result was the formation of the Duntley Pneumatic Sweeper Co.,

Co., of Pittsburgh,

the Bailway Supply

a Chicago
Lytton building, with
office in

C. A.

have opened

Permanent Exhibit, 900

George in charge.

The Union Fibre Company, Winona, Minn., has moved
from room 1613 Great Northern building
way Exchange building.
cago

office

its

Chi-

to the Bail-

The general offices of The United States Light & Heating
Company, at 30 Church street, New York City, will be moved on
May 20, 1914, and located thereafter at the company's plant,
Niagara

New

Falls,

York.

This transfer will result in bringing

together the administrative, sales, engineering and production
departments.

The Pantasote Company

has moved

the Fisher building to the Peoples

its Chicago office from
Gas building, 122 South Michi-

gan avenue.

The Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company, High Bridge,
J., Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., and
the Tioga Steel & Iron Company, Philadelphia, Pa., have moved
their Chicago office to 1880 Continental & Commercial Bank
N.

building.

The Track Maintainer

Co., of Memphis, Tenn., has placed an
Supply Permanent Exhibit, 900 Lytton
building, which will be the Chicago headquarters of their representative, J. W. Dodge, Jr.

exhibit at the Bailway

Davies and Arthur G. Town send have been appointed district sales managers at Chicago for the C. C. & E. P.
Townsend Company, with offices in the Otis Building.

Arthur

T.

Charles P. Williams has severed

W.

J.

W.
with
are

offices

made

at 6501

South State

in various styles

and

street,

sizes,-

Chicago.

The sweepers

Kyle has

T.

Company, Chester,

Edward

for use in homes, offices and

Chisholm, railway and engineering supplies, has
moved his office from the Old Colony building, Chicago, to larger
quarters in the Fisher building, the move being necessary on account of increased business. Mr. Chisholm was at one time superintendent of motive power of the Chicago Great Western and has

G.

and

will

engage in other

New York

resigned as

duties.

representative of

its

annual meeting April

and directors, as follows: W. E. Kelley,
president and general manager: W. A. Calhoon, vice-president;
H. J. Maxwell, secretary; O. H. P. Davis, treasurer; E. B. Jessup,
T. A. Torrance and George Bauer.
J. B. Berry, who recently resigned as assistant to the president
of the Chicago, Bock Island & Pacific, has opened an office as
consulting engineer. The firm name will be Berry, Howard & Boberts and they will make a specialty of railway engineering.
The
18th, re-elected officers

of the firm will be in the Transportation building, Chicago.

B. C. Cole has become connected with the pneumatic tool depart-

ment of the Ingersoll Band Company,

Xew

York, and will be

office.

MacArthur Brothers Company has moved its
& Commercial Bank building.

Chicago

office

111.,

The Gray Screw & Bolt Company
from 72 West Adams

has changed

has moved

its

its

name

Chicago

street to 1887-1889 Continental

National Bank Building.
The Titan Storage Battery Company,

of Baltimore,
at

Co., of Chicago,

to

Mfg. Co. and has also increased its capital stock
commensurate with its increased volume of business.

James H. Callender.
The Kellev Beamer Com pax y,

to 1892 Continental

Pa.,

Johns has

the Otley Paint
to

cial

located at the Chicago

the

resigned his position with the Duplex Metals

The Otley Mfg.

E.

been very successful in the supply business.
F. Hallett Lovell, Jr., has been elected president and treasurer of F. H. Lovell & Company, Arlington, N. J., succeeding

office

with

the National Graphite Lubricator Company, Scranton, Pa.

parlor cars.

John

connection

his

National Lock Washer Co.

Duntley.

office

& Commer-

of Newark, N.

J., will

take over the business of the Baltimore Storage Battery Company,

Md.

The new company

ownership and management as

Edwin

S.

Woods &

its

will continue

under the same

predecessor.

Co., of Chicago,

111.,

has moved to 1024-1028

McCormick building.
The Transportation Utilities

Co., 30 Church street, New
York, has acquired the business of the General Bailway Supply Co.,

of Chicago.

O. S.

Flath has been appointed western

representaive of the

Maloney Oil & Manufacturing Company, Scranton, Pa., with office
at 1257 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, Til.
Quincy A. Hall, formerly engineer of tests of the Isthmian
Canal Commission, is now secretary and engineer of tests with
the Morgan T. Jones Company, Monadnock Block, Chicago.
E. L. Pollock has been appointed Chicago sales manager of
the National Graphite Lubricator Company, Scranton, Pa., with
offices in the McCormick Building, Chicago.

'

:
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T. J. Powell, formerly purchasing agent of the St. L.
has resigned to go with the Pierce Oil Corporation.

Montague has been appointed

A. P.

&

S. F.,

until

general manager ef the

Covington Machine Company, Covington, Va.

James

H. Ferguson has severed his connection with the
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., to become Pacificcoast representative of the William Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine
Building Company, with office in the Monadnock Building, San
Midvale

C.

Steel

Francisco.

Frederick T. Connor has been appointed western railway sales
agent for the Carbon Steel Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., with
offices at 819 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago.
He was
formerly with the Joliet Railway Supply Company.

James

C.

Boyd has been
& Co.

elected

vice-president

of Westing-

house, Church, Kerr

Robert Collett, superintendent of locomotive operation of the
Louis & San Francisco, lias resigned to go with the Pierce Oil

St.

Corporation.

and

Co. lias recently been incorporated

is

occupying the store at 409 N. Third St., St. Louis, Mo. This
company is organized to manufacture a line of rail benders, track
track levels and track gauges and also represent several

large eastern manufacturers, such as E. F.

Houghton &

Co.,

of

Philadelphia, Lincoln-Williams Twist Drill Co.. of Taunton, Mass.,

Massachusetts Saw Works, of Springfield, Mass., and others.

company are

C. T. Jones, president;

H. B.

The

DAMAGE

F. A. Schaff,

The company

is

eight years.

The

capitalized at $300,000.

the Chicago office

Co. has transferred its southeastern

from Birmingham. Ala., to 1407 Yandler building,
Atlanta, Ga., where C. H. Everett and J. F. Boutelle, representing
the Dearborn company in that territory, will have their headquarters.

Orenstin-Akthui; Koppel Co., have moved the general offices
from Pittsburgh, Pa., to Koppel, Pa.
Muir B. Snow has been elected president and general manager
of the Detroit Twist Drill Company, Detroit, Mich., succeeding

W. Snow, deceased.
Fuller has been appointed

his brother, Neil

J.
representative of the HuntManufacturing Corporation, of Boston. Mr. Fuller was
formerly with the Chicago & North Western.
The L. S. Brach Supply Company has moved its Chicago office
from the Karpen building to the ninth floor of the Lytton building.

Spiller

The Ehret Magnesia Manufacturing Company

will

move

its

Chicago office from 371 West Ontario street to the Gibbons building, 20 E. Jackson boulevard, on May 1st.

The Foote-Burt Company,
at 436 Wells building,

Cleveland, Ohio, has opened an office

Milwaukee, Wis.

Charles Gordon

is

in

office is in

consulting engineer, has

charge.

Alexander B. Scully, president of the Scully Steel & Iron
on May 7 at his home at Chicago. Mr. Scully was born
November 29, 1856, and in 1875 entered the employ of Joseph
Co., died

'

in

In 1886 he formed the
Mallory Co., which firm sold out to Jas. T. Ryerson & Son
In 1891 he formed the Scully-Castle Co., which later
1890.
S.

He

The complainant
sum of 6

says

entitled

is

recover from the defendant

to

cents, together with

costs in this suit,

its

except such as are involved in the accounting, and the defendant
to

entitled

accounting.

from the complainant

recover

costs

its

the

in

'

In 1910 the United States circuit court for the Southern dis-

New York

of

trict

refused to grant an injunction against the

Bohn Siphon

by the American Car &
Foundry Co. Different phases of the same suit to protect the
patent were heard in many courts since the action was begun

use of the

cooling device

eight years ago.
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T. Ryerson, remaining there until 1885.

W.

sets aside the Seeger patent in his decision as

a nominal

J.

moved his office to
1827 Continental & Commercial National Bank building, Chicago.
The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, has opened a new
branch office and warehouse in Los Angeles, Cal., at 1036 Union
Oil building. W. A. Townsend, formerly manager of the company 's
El Paso

Jersey, where

a decision in the suit

cents.

K.

charge.

Isham Randolph,

in

down

The damages were claimed because of the use of the Bohn
Siphon device by the defendant company in the construction of
Judge Bradford gives a decision in favor of the
16,000 cars.
Seeger company and fixes the damages at the nominal sum of

is

office

Ebert

New

Judge Edward
brought by
the Seeger Refrigerator Co. against the American Car & Foundry
Co. to recover damages on the Bohn devices.
was decided

final suit

Co., Chicago,

office.

The Dearborn Chemical

to 6 cents, according to G. C.

Bohn, president of the White Enamel Co. The battle over the
patents on the siphon system of cooling refrigerator cars has
been carried on in United States district courts for the past

Judge Bradford

of the Locomotive Superheater Co., has been transferred to its

branch

SUIT.

down

$1,700,000 asked were whittled

not to be considered.

Co., Knoxville, Term.,

who has been connected with

SUCCESSFUL IN

Bintliff,

been incorporated with a capital of $300,000 to manufacture
and market railroad equipment. The incorporators are Oglesby
Allen, Jr., Joseph P. Williams and Thomas P. MeDonough.
has applied for a charter.

CO.

The White Enamel Refrigerator Co., St. Paul, has won a victory
over the Seeger Refrigerator Co. in a case in which damages of

l.as

New York

death.

WHITE ENAMEL REFRIGERATOR

'

The Southern Locomotive Valve Gear

which firm he was president

a special representative of the Arrow Boiler Compound Co. of
His headquarters are at Nashville, Tenn.
St. Louis. Mo.

vice-president and treasurer, and J. F. Bartmen, secretary.

The Continental Railway Supply & Equipment

Co., of

George M. Carpenter, formerly chief locomotive fuel inspector
of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, has been appointed

ii

officers of the

his

& Iron

Steel

G. Bradford has handed

The Bintliff Supply

drills,

became the Scully
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It is not a i ways t he quality of the coal that counts,

when
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many

cases

it

it

is

put on the tank of an engine.

is

but

In

ground to dust when put on the tank, be-

is

way

which the coal

in

Much

handled.
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of the

run through crushers and carried up into large
onto the tanks,

let

it is

is so
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Certainly more attention should be paid to this subject in

271

order that such conditions as the locomotive engineer describes

l?i

above, should not prevail,
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The Patent Laws

of

Our Country

whose brains have

Individual inventors,

the

in

scrap material can be used should be one of the indispensable

given

past

inventions and improvements which have been

birth to the

greatest benefit

accorded a square deal by the present patent laws of the United

There

States.

is

among

a growing sentiment

requirements of a scrap dock foreman.

Mr. Burnett

of

American industrial progress, are not being

in

among them

Standardization of Freight Cars.

a position

in

A

find it a reasonably safe practice to infringe

upon

committee of seven railway presidents has been appointed by

the American Bailway Association to investigate the subject of

Action of this nature has been expected for

car standardization.

patent

the

of

rights

derived through their

individuals

own which

addition

in

the

to

benefits

power and not that of

their

a long time and its necessity was explained pointedly

Fe System,

Bipley, president of the Santa

the Government renders safe from infringement.

dependent upon new inventions as

is

it

in

an

by E. P.

article published

Continued pro-

Railway Master Meclianic, issue of September 1913.

in the

gress

cases where broken

that they should be considered as examples of shop kinks.

protect themselves under present laws and the unscrupulous

to

number of

who have

those

Large manufacturers are

article also cites a

's

parts are repaired and in reality reclaimed although he considers

been brought to a realization of this fact, that there should be a
comprehensive revision.

June. 1914

Mr.

has been in the past.
Bipley has been selected as one of the committee.

If the incentive to such invention by independent individuals

is

It has been argued

withdrawn by the lack of protection which the present laws are

by some who favor the movement that

fed-

eral legislation will be necessary to bring about complete stand-

supposed to give, but which they do not give, inventive improveardization.

ment

will be retarded.

By

It

placing the burden of proof upon the

would seem, however, that radical steps should be

taken to anticipate and thus avoid such legislation, with

its

cum-

invention in case of infringement the cost of obtaining proper

bersome red tape and inspection system.
protection

is

frequently prohibitive unless the case

is

prosecuted

way

Association has prepared the

by persons with large

more

the

difficult

is

for concerted action on the part

and the more important

financial resources

of the railways
invention,

the

The Master Car Builders

protection

its

against

and with the data secured by

committees the

its

in-

adoption of standardization rules through mutual agreement, with
fringement.

Orville

Wright

quoted to have said that

is

cost

it

reasonable
over two hundred thousand dollars to protect him in his import-

allowance

of

time

attended by unsurmountable

compliance,

for

should

not be

difficulties.

ant invention, although he was subsequently proved justified in
It is believed that the evils of present conditions are so thor-

an astute mind to realize the help-

It does not take

his claims.

oughly realized as to make 100 per cent co-operation assured.

lessness of the poor inventor in such a case.

A

has been introduced in CongTess by Chairman Oldfield

bill

of the Patent Committee, which

The

dition.

is

designed to remedy this con-

Railway Club Membership.

provides for a royalty to be paid the patentee

bill

Throughout the various sections of the country there are located

after he has simply proved that his claims have been infringed,

a

pending legal decision as to whether the claims were properly

bership

granted.

This will give the inventor funds to prosecute his case

and

will,

if

The

bill or

passed, serve to alleviate conditions to some extent.

a stronger substitute should be passed.

number of strong and
is

large, their

Their

mem-

monthly meetings well attended and

their

well established railway clubs.

The large majority of the

past records are ones to be proud of.

members are men from the mechanical departments, and naturally
the topics discussed deal largely with mechanical topics.

The value and necessity of mechanical department men getting
together monthly

Handling Scrap.
The handling and reclaiming of used materials

given careful

is

attention and study on all of our railroads and although

it

can-

not be said that any of the large systems are lax in this regard,
it

sometimes the case that items are classed as reclaimed ma-

is

when they do not properly come under that head.

terial

The

accumulation of a large number of reclaimed parts are counted as

much saved

that

of whether

regardless

they

can be used by

In an article of "Beelaiming of Material," published
in

this

of

builder

the

issue,

show tendencies

scrapped, as
in

it

Mr. B.

Canadian

points along this line.
terials

"vV.

Pacific,

Burnett,

brings

He recommends

it is

general
out

some

car

interesting

that where certain ma-

would not be just to include

be

this excess supply

This point

is

well taken,

not a saving to accumulate parts which cannot be used.

The man

in

charge of the scrap dock at Angus shops, says

Mr. Burnett, was for many years foreman of a large freight car
repair shop.
cars

A

to

make

try,

these organizations

men

sentative of the railway

it

does seem that

more truly

repre-

in the various sections of the coun-

where the clubs are located.

The admission of engineering

department men to these organizations and the discussion of subjects of

mutual interest would

benefit both departments

The organi-

enable each to appreciate the viewpoint of the other.
zations would be even stronger than at present

and would

and

at the

same

else-

master

to accumulate, that the excess supply

a statement of the savings effected.

for

more could be done

not to be questioned, but

time more trulv railwav clubs.

the road or not.

where

is

great amount of reclaimed material comes from

and the experience which a man would receive as foreman

of a car repair shop, should

make him a vary valuable man

take charge of reclaim work.

A

practical knowledge

to

of what

As we go

to press, the indications are that the United States

Government has at

last

acknowledged

the railways incident to the system,

the injustice to

officially

now

practiced, of computing

remuneration for the transportation of United States mail matter.

The report of the committee on railway mail pay

is

a voluminous

document, recommending a new method of computing by volume
instead of by weight.
tion is
lars.

rate

from the present

The increase

in the

fifty-one million to sixty-one million dol-

Additional good news relates to the
case.

If,

amount of compensa-

much

discussed freight

as authoritatively predicted at this writing, an

increase approximating four per cent

be handed down on or about June

is

allowed in a decision to

15, the

one for every reader of this journal.

month

will

be a happy
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RELATIONS BETWEEN SUPPLY DEPARTMENT AND
OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

enfq^aRS A@o This Montli
(From the

By M. K. Barnum

Files.)

The Master Car Builders' Association in convention at Saratoga was called to order on June 12 by President E. W. Grieves.
The American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, also
in convention at Saratoga, was called to order June 18 by
President John Hickey.
Prominent among those whose names appear as among those
in attendance at

the convention of 1894 are the following:

£. D. Bronner, F.

W.

Brazier, G.

W.

Demarest,

Wm.

Garstang,

John Kirby, J. J. Hennessey, C. A. Schroyer, J. F. Deems,
A. W. Gibbs, Pulaski Leeds, J. H. Manning, Robt. Quayle, J. E.
Sague, Samuel Vauclain, W. H. Marshall, E. B. Leigh, E. M.
Bushnell, F. A. Barbey, E. E. Gold, O. P. Letchworth, E.

M.

Gould.

H. U. Mudge has been appointed general superintendent of
the eastern grand division of the Atchison, Topeka & Sant Fe.
The great strike of the Pullman Co. employes at Pullman,
111., is still in progress, with no prospect of settlement.
Mont Clare shops of the Baltimore & Ohio are closed.
A seamless copper tube 16 ft. long and 7 ft. in diameter by
5 millimeters thick was recently turned out by a Swiss firm.
Arrangements are being completed for the use of oil fuel on
the Riga railway in Russia.
The heaviest mogul locomotive in the world was recently
built for the Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuylkill Ry.
It
weighs 76 tons.
W. H. Owens has been appointed general master mechanic
of the Richmond & Danville, with headquarters at Manchester,
Va.
Floods in the Northwest were so serious that all traffic on
the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Canadian Pacific has
been held up for two weeks.
The Baltimore & Ohio ran a special train from Baltimore to
Chicago, June 23, in 19 hours and 46 minutes.
One of two locomotives of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
6 St. Louis was recently rescued from the bottom of the Wabash

two years. The
had dropped the
two locomotives into the river and their removal was delayed
on account of the difficulty of recovery. It was found that one
of the engines was too deeply embedded in quick sand to
recover, although after the first engine was lifted out a block
and tackle was adjusted to the boiler head of the second. The
boiler was pulled apart without effect. Later the frames were
twisted out by a pull on a drive wheel, but still the engine
could not be lifted from the mud and it was allowed to remain.
The United States Headlight Co. has been organized to take
over the headlight patents and headlight business of M. M.
Buck & Co., Dayton Mfg. Co., Kelly Lamp Co., Steam Gauge
& Lamp Co., J. A. Williams & Co., and Adams & Westlake.
The Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal Co. made its first exhibit
river at Terre

Haute

after lying there nearly

failure of a bridge span following a collision

at the mechanical conventions this
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month.

Exposition, to be held at San Franown system of railways which

cisco in 1915, has constructed its

cover every part of the 635 acres of the site. Upon the arrival
of a train loaded with exhibits it will be sided onto this system
and the freight cars hauled directly onto the exhibit palace for
which the display is intended. Rails have been laid inside the
buildings, so that it will be possible to have the car unloaded

on the very spot which the exhibit will occupy.
Those exhibits arriving by ship will be transferred to trains and
handled in the manner described in the foregoing paragraph.
Facilities for handling the exhibits at the Panama-Pacific Exposition are far better than has ever been the ease at any former
exhibit, it is said.
The system for handling the exhibits was
devised by experts, over three years ago.

General Mechanical Engineer, Baltimore
& Ohio R. R.

Most of the larger railroads now have a separate supply
department for the handling of material required for construction and maintenance work, but the organization and status of
the supply department varies on different railroads. On some
roads a vice-president has been appointed to take charge of the
supplies for all departments, while on the majority of roads
the purchasing agent is at the head of the supply department. There are other roads where the purchasing agent simply
does the buying, and a general storekeeper has separate jurisdiction over the receiving, distributing and accounting for
material.

On
best

railroads which have a separate supply department the
results

can only be obtained by thorough co-operation

between the supply department and the mechanical, maintenance of way and transportation departments. There seems
to be a tendency on roads, where there is a separate supply
department, for the mechanical and maintenance of way departments to feel a lack of responsibility in the matter of
keeping the general storekeeper fully advised as to their prospective needs, and also as to any responsibility for an excessive
accumulation of stock. As a rule the average stock of staple
articles should be kept up by the supply department without special request or requisitions from the departments
which are to use the material, but in order that there may
not be an excess of material over and above prospective needs
the mechanical, maintenance of way and transportation departments should keep the general storekeeper and the division
storekeepers fully advised of all unusual increases or decreases
in the

For

demand

for supplies.

all articles,

other than staple supplies, the original requi-

approved by the master mechanic, division
engineer or train master, according to whichever department
is to use them, and in the case of tools and other articles which
sitions should be

are special or unusually expensive the requistions should be

approved by the head of the department by which they are
On some roads the approving of requisitions comes
to be a matter of routine, so that many of the signatures are
perfunctory, and have little or no value so far as actually cenrequired.

is concerned.
This method tends to
delay the handling of requisitions, and frequently results in
carelessness in the ordering of supplies which are special,
either in their character or quantity. For these reasons requisitions should, as a rule, be approved only by those who affix
their personal signatures, and should not go to officials who
delegate a chief clerk, or someone with even less practical
experience, to sign the name of the superior official.
Shortage of material must necessarily occur at times, no
matter how large or varied a stock is carried, but the department requiring material can do much to prevent such shortages by anticipating its needs sufficiently in advance, and by
keeping the division storekeeper and general storekeeper fully
advised as to the progress of the work for which the material
is required.
As a rule the master mechanic who works in
closest touch with the division storekeeper is the one who
least often is heard to complain about the shortage of material, while the master mechanic who is inclined to expect
the stores department to have all kinds of supplies ready for
his use at any and all times, without assuming any personal
responsibility for the matter, will be found constantly complaining about shortages of material. Too much stress cannot
be laid upon the importance of the master mechanic making
visits daily, or oftener, when necessary, to the division storekeeper and keeping him fully informed as to the amount and
kind of work that is on hand and in prospect. The same cooperation will tend to prevent the accumulation of a surplus
of material over and above the requirements of the work. As a
rule the officials of departments using material feel very little

suring the requisitions

'
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any surplus, and only complain when there
but the division superintendent, master mechanic
and division engineer should all feel a personal responsibility
for a surplus of material as well as a shortage, as a surplus
means an investment of capital which is bringing no return.
For example, if a road has a surplus of $1,000,000 worth of
material which is not required within a reasonable length of
time it represents a loss of $50,000 per year at 5 per cent
responsibility for
a shortage,

is

interest.

make a thorough

quently

dutv to

his

it

fre-

inspection of all material carried on

hand for the benefit of the mechanical department, and he
should hold his various foremen responsible for watching the
stock in which each one is chiefly interested. A lack of such
with the supply department often results in
tracing for material which is actually in stock, or in excessive
orders being placed to prevent complaints of shortage, either
one of which is detrimental to the best interests of the railroad.
close co-operation

THE ROUNDHOUSE AND FUEL ECONOMY.
By

may

general divisions

of fuel

economy

an easier

offers

O. System.

be recognized in the vast subject

—roundhouse practice

The roundhouse

&

Sheafe, M. M., B.

J. S.

and road

field

practice.
it is
effici-

While fuel consumption on the road
road foreman, the territory assigned to such official
is so extensive that it is impossible for him to cover the whole
question as well as might be desired.
Many road foremen have the blessing (it is no less) of inent zone

of observation.

rests with the

spiring enthusiasm

among engine

crews,

and

their set standards

Why?

are well lived up to even in their absence.

ZSTo

doubt

because they have the necessary tact in going about their busiKnowledge is weight tact is moSome one has said
ness.
'

'

:

mentum. "

There

tact to furnish the

are,

;

road foremen who have the
which is always necessary in over-

therefore,

momentum

coming obstacles and arriving at desired results.
In making an effort towards effective fuel economy it appears
more advantageous to take up the ends rather than the middle of
the problem. As the locomotive fire begins and ends at the roundhouse, one would ordinarily expect this to be the place where
most could be accomplished in a short time. And it is. An inspection of the cinder pit operations will show abuses which
An engine having delivered its train would
should not exist.
have enough steam to reach the roundhouse, if conveniently loIf there is any boiler
cated, without the addition of any coal.
should
take engines in with
engine
crews
work to be done, the
the

minimum

There

is

fire.

a great waste of fuel in keeping

up a heavy

fire

when

a tie-up at the roundhouse ahead.
An engineer should take notice of this fact and instruct the fireman in putting in only enough fire to protect the engine against
the trip

leaky

is

ended and there

The engine,

flues, etc.

immediately should be

is

if it is to

left alone.

have

fire

'"knocked" out

If not immediately, there should

be a small bank placed under the flue sheet.
If the loss of green and partially consumed coal at the cinder
pit can be eliminated, a substantial start has been made in fuel

economy.

Is

it

possible to enlist the cooperation of the engineers

and firemen I We believe that
them in the right way.

it

is if

the matter

is

presented to

If the engine arrives at the roundhouse with the fire in proper
condition, there will be no green and partially consumed coal
in the cinder pit. the fire cleaners will not be suffocated by the

It

may be assumed

tion started,

with

it

follows that with his coopera-

all

which

good

will soon follow.

His duties keep him in touch

going on.
to be kept alive

that

is

is

of the

human

care,

because they are

family, not so interested until bills

are paid out of the individual pocket.

The preparation and care of the
is

fire

the cause which precedes the effect

of a large part of fuel waste for

any one

division.

There can be no logical reason advanced for the maintaining
fire over the whole firebox.
If a bank is kept under the
flue sheet it can be quickly spread over the whole grate area
if necessary.
Eliminating the question of fuel economy, there is
not the necessity for the water tender repeatedly putting on the
injector to stop the periodical blowing off of the pops.
The air pump should be shut off as soon as an engine arrives
at the pit, both for the sake of the flues and so as to keep cinders
out of the intake.
The blower, much abused device, should be
of the

•cracked"

Probably, in 95 per cent of the

slightly.

fires

cleaned,

opened far beyond the point necessary. A small
effort will stop this abuse.
After the fire is '•knocked" a good
hostler will handle the throttle very carefully and will put the
engine away with the air stored up in the main reservoir and without working the pump. He cannot always do it, unless economical
in the use of air. If the engine is put away properly a good showing will be made in the roundhouse boiler work.
is

is the firing up and delivery of engines.
In
former case, the fireman, with his dirty and excessive fire
works a hardship on the fire cleaners. Now they can. by improper preparation, get it all back, not only on the engine crew,
but on everyone else within a great radius of the roundhouse. An
engine should be fired up in just sufficient time to protect the
run, no more and no less.

Quite as important

the

If the boiler has been washed out, more time
the

insure

blow-off cocks being tight

necessary to

is

under steam.

If

water

shows in the glass, or lowest gauge cock it is sufficient, as when
this becomes heated it will expand and be well within the safe
limit.
It is necessary, except in hurry oases, to have some leeway to prevent popping off afterward. With a full boiler there
In turning on the shop
is no chance to avoid this nuisance.
blower after the fire is lighted, it should also be throttled to a
point where there is a draft without the pulling effect of a wide
open valve. Any other practice soon opens holes in a fire and afterwards any draft is almost valueless. A locomotive fire, built up
under the action of the blower has usually little body and means

The best

and the cheapest is
and afterwards
built up without any more draft than enough to keep the smoke
from coming out into the cab. This is the fire that will keep
the steam guage needle at the right angle during the beginning
lots

of work for the fireman.

fire

the solid one started under a very light blower

of the trip.
If the crew

takes an engine with enough steam pressure to

properly work the air

pump and go

to the

yard for their

make

there will ordinarily be plenty of time in which to

There will be no
if there is, the supply of water in the boiler
without flooding it. With a quickly prepared
an extra scoopf ul of coal is burned in getting it
thing ready for the start.

train,

every-

popping off. and
can be added to
blower
into

'
'

fire

many

workable

'

shape.

The

borer needs checking up.

He sometimes merely

like the rest

or if the

be cleaned, the bank

fire is to

that the hostler on duty has direct charge

If he has,

fire cleaners.

and scratches

until they understand the necessity for

layover,

is easily available for spreading in getting engine
There is a vast deal too much grate area made use of in
keeping up engine fires.

lutely necessary.

up

its

hot.

hot gases and everyone will feel that there has been no more coal
put into the firebox, after arrival at terminal, than was abso-

Engine crews will no doubt require considerable checking

during

weight and

the blower

for effort in that

within prescribed limits, or in other words, within the more

to be kept hot

is

uncertain whether the

is

should be only sufficiently large to protect the fire. If the coal
is all in one place it will require less attention, it will burn less

of the

Everv master mechanic should consider

Two

If an engine

engineer
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flue

Here, indeed,

is

an abuse.

jabs the augar a foot beyond the flue sheet

off the

work book.

The engineer keeps reporting

the work, but can see no improvement.

Fire cleaners should apEngine
being delivered to roundhouse.
proper
fire
being
delivered
a
to
them.
should
appreciate
crews
Then why do they not work together a little closer?

preciate

a proper

fire

—
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Are we getting the most of our labor, brothers?
Are we working clear of our ancient ills?
Are we finding toil that is done for others

The

surest cure for the care that kills?

works out in the wisest manner
Your plan and mine, in the final test,
Is best because there was given the planner
For

it all

The thought

unselfish to

MAKE

it

best.

The thought of the larger view of saving,
Of blood and treasure and labor's pains,
The thought of giving and not of having,
The thought of service and not of gains.

«

To us, the masters of lathe and hammer,
To us at whose bidding the hoist and crane

^
-^

^

Are brothers in labor to forge and reamer
The meaning of brotherhood showeth plain.

And so we are gathered to work together,
One for another and all for each,
Not

To

$

for the glory of self but rather

learn

what the

tools of our labor teach.

—EDWARD

R.

FORD.

//,

l\

u

—

'
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MECHANICAL FIRING ON LOCOMOTIVES
It

is

needless to remind anyone of the great development of

wrought is palpable to all. Not everyone realizes, however, that
abroad the development has been on an even more impressive scale
than here. This has been especially the case in America, because
there questions of the first importance have had to be faced owing
to the bearing which the subject had on labor and other matters.
We do not propose to embark upon a discussion of the way labor
has been affected, except to make one or two comments on arbitration awards recently given in America. Both the drivers and the
firemen have claimed material increase of pay on the plea that
the larger engines now common entail greater labor on their part
than formerly. The arbitration award in the case of the firemen,
while leaving undefined the important question as to

fireman became necessary, has also

whose labors are

light to

made

it

when a second

possible for a fireman

be paid more than one whose work

is

heavy.

The scale of pay adopted in the award delivered in the firemen 's
case was based on a classification of locomotives according to the
weight on the coupled or driving wheels.
Though a workable
system, this cannot claim to be very scientific, or be said to result

pay in proportion to effort. With us such a system would be
more reasonable than in America, since here the range of work
demanded of firemen as a class is smaller than there, owing to
in

well-known limitations having a much greater restrictive influence
here on practice and design.
We have not reached, nor are we
likely to reach, the limit of

human

ability in locomotive firing, but

America the locomotive boilers and grate areas attain sometimes
to such dimensions that, on sustained runs, it is beyond the power
of one man to keep up steam throughout the trip without assistance.
An extra man then becomes necessary, and as a third man
in the cab is objectionable from the point of view of discipline and
economy, this question of extra help is of more than ordinary
importance.
When, as often is the case, the very large engines
in

are used for comparatively short runs at

maximum

power, the work,

though arduous while it lasts, is not severe taken over the hours of
duty, and one man may suffice. This is the case in much ' pusher
or banking work, but there are many "road" engines which
undoubtedly tax the fireman's powers heavily.
A man may shovel about 5,000 pounds of coal, or something
more, into a fire-box per hour, but he will not do very much more.
Many American engines have grate areas of between 50 square feet
and 60 square feet, ignoring special types, which are outside the
present discussion. A rate of coal consumption of 100 pounds per
square foot of grate per hour is often exceeded, and if the work
be continuous the fireman will be taxed to the utmost of his abiUty
to keep a full head of steam.
The award we have referred to
endeavored to take account of this demand on the men, but could
only provide one general schedule by ignoring special cases. This
has resulted in the failure to make any allowances for advances,
past or prospective, in what Americans are pleased to term "the
'

'

art."

A

modern locomotive, though much heavier than

and taking heavier loads,

may

its

predecessors,

entail far less labor

on the part

many reasons. The engine may be more ecoor it may be fitted with appliances which relieve

of the fireman, for

nomical in

itself,

the fireman of practically

all effort.

Of

this the

award takes no

The
is
Nowadays many engines are fitted with superheaters,
others are arranged for oil-firing, and others again with mechanical
stokers.
These and other improvements influence materially the
work of the fireman. The majority of the arbitration court decid-

account.
it is

large engine

taxed with high wages just because

large.

ing the firemen's case, like Gallio, eared for none of those things.
The basis of rating adopted, of weight on the driving wheels,

them with indifference.
In view of the fireman problem in connection with large units
of power, mechanical stoking would be expected to become a possibility in the United States earlier than here, where no such questions have arisen. What may happen in the future it is difficult to
say.
It may be that mechanical firing on some hitherto unthought

treats

may

be adopted here for reasons of economy; there certainly is not any urgent need for it here yet, unless some very
strong claims in this direction can be advanced in its favor. In
America the matter has been approached from two or three points
of line

the steam locomotive in late years, since evidence of the changes
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of view, and can

now

fairly be said to have been brought into

the practical region of development.

It has been attacked with a
view to securing more economical firing than is usual for firing
grates too large to be fired by hand, and also for firing at
a rate above that possible by hand on grates ordinarily within the
fireman's power.
Nothing very definite has been proved so far
with regard to the economy of stoker-firing.
In some instances
figures are advanced showing stoker-fired boflers to consume less
fuel than hand-fired; in others the balance has just been turned
the other way. In some cases an inferior and cheap coal unsuited

to hand-firing has proved satisfactory with the machine, thus intro-

Where coal is small and friable, the firehole door
being kept closed, as in the stoker-fired engine, the loss in unburnt
coal is probably less, while the fire-box temperatures are better
ducing a saving.

maintained, two points conducive to economy.

The stoker will have an important bearing in the future on the
handling of very large road engines, since it will abolish the need
for an extra fireman. An equally, if not more important, direction
in which it will prove of value is that of enabling heavier loads to
be handled by forcing engines to higher rates of firing than is

The Pennsylvania Railroad has gone

by hand.

possible

aspect of the case very thoroughly, not only on
at Altoona, but also in service.

its

into this

testing plant

At Altoona one of the

largest

locomotives in the United States, of the 4-6-2 type, was tested some

time since, fired with a mechanical stoker.
in these tests

The rate of

ranged from 2,074 pounds per hour to 9,600 pounds

per hour on an effective grate area of 58 square feet.
rate

is

loss of efficiency.

At normal

good results as the most

skillful

work of which

at

rates the stoker gave about as
hand-firing,

feasible rates of firing not otherwise possible

of

The higher

far beyond the capabilities of any fireman for continuous

The evaporation was well maintained, though naturally

duty.

some

coal fired

this class of engine

is

it

but by rendering
increases the range

capable.

Engineering of

London.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor, Eailicay Master Mechanic:
I have read with

much

interest the article on "Purification of

by Mr. La Bach, appearing in " Batttcay Master Mechanic" for May.
The writer has succeeded in
giving a very clear and concise account of the entire subject.
The summary of the properties of various inorganic impurities
found in water is especially good, while the table of the reactions
of water treatment will be found of great convenience to students
of the subjects. The treatment of the subject of corrosion will do
much to clear up this confusing phase of the use of water in

Water

for Locomotives,"

boilers.

The treatment of priming and foaming is a little disappointing.
The quotation defining these two terms is taken from a well
known text on water treatment, but is not sufficiently clear to
exert much influence in overcoming the popular habit of using
Had space permitted, a
these two terms as absolute synonyms.
have
seemed
desirable on the use
more complete discussion would
of treated water in boilers, covering briefly the same ground
treated so thoroughly by Mr. Pownall before the Western Railway
Club some years ago.
noted that the writer agrees with the recent report
service committee of the American Railway Engineering Association, that it is at present impossible to determine
the economy of water treatment with any degree of accuracy.
It is to be hoped that the missing data may some day be made
available, for the accurate statement of the economy of water
It is to be

of

the water

softeners will result in extensive developments in this line.

W.
Member

S.

Lacher.

Water Service Committee. American Railway Engineering

Association.
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The reclaiming
ways is a matter

of material and handling of scrap on rail-

The various times that

of great importance.

been written up shows evidence of careful thought,
but there seems to be a marked difference in the methods of
handling this important item.
In some of the articles on this subject credit is apparently
claimed for reclaiming such items as wheel centers and
couplers, which were never intended to be discarded, unless
it was decided to discontinue the use of particular kinds owing
to the change of design or increase in capacity of equipment
this has

making conditions such that part

or all of such items

became

obsolete.

One mistake that the writer considers

is

made by some

is

too

it
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has overcome the greatest obstacle in the

way

of the suc-

cessful handling of this work.

The grey iron foundry and the wheel foundry which are
located at Angus shops, and for which the scrap must be

make it possible to pick out all good material with the
one operation of sorting, thus entailing very little additional
expense.
Carload lots of scrap sent from outside points and
properly sorted are unloaded under the supervision of the
scrap dock foreman, so that the chances are slight of any good
material getting into the cupolas.
As the handling of scrap is most centralized at Angus this
article will principally deal with that point.
The man in
charge of the scrap dock was for many years a foreman in
sorted,

Reclaim Yard and Shop, Angus Shops, Canadian Pacific Ry.

amount

charge of an important freight car repair shop and is therefore thoroughly trained as to what is practicable in the use
of second hand material.
For conveying of material to its proper place standard gauge
tracks are used, one track being located in the center of the
yard, and one on each side. The center track is used for the
loading of reclaimed material for the stores and the incoming
material is unloaded from the side tracks.
To simplify both labor and supervision of sorting material
bins are provided for smaller pieces, as shown in the illustration.
These bins are provided with covers in the winter,
hinged at the center and propped open during the day and

conditions vary.

closed at night to keep the

Considerable saving has been made by most roads which
follow up closely the reclaiming of material, but to show a
money value for what has been saved is misleading as well as
unnecessary. The most important part of this work is to prevent any good material from being sold or turned over to the

be kept in each bin, which
makes the sorting of material automatic and makes possible
the use of the most common labor with a minimum of supervision, as any man can be taught to throw material into a bin
containing the same kind of material. Larger material, such
as bolsters, couplers and brake beams, are piled on the ground.
The demand for some material is so governed by conditions

elaborate a system of records, but<a poor system of keeping
the amount of second-hand material to a minimum.

Many

statements of savings

made

are based largely on the

up, when often only
small
part of this material is used, the majority being finally
a
scrapped, due to the quantity being in excess of requirements.

amount of material picked out and piled

The tendency of certain material
relative to use of

being followed up.
if

to accumulate should indi-

demand or that instructions
same have not been made clear or are not
The excess should immediately be scrapped

cate that the supply

is

in excess of

place for its use cannot be promptly found and a maximum
to be held decided on, subject always to change as

With a system that prevents any good
material getting into the scrap the Canadian Pacific feels that
foundry as scrap.

snow

Only one kind of material

out.

is to
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and change of policy that no set rule can be made covering
the amount to be held. For instance, on a certain class of car
it -will be necessary one year to purchase or manufacture some
repair parts, while the next year a policy may be decided upon
to commence retiring this equipment, which would mean that
large quantities of material that a short time before were being
purchased or manufactured would be scrapped on account of
being in excess of requirements. To take care of this feature
and avoid an unnecessary accumulation, at frequent intervals
a committee, usually two of the staff of general inspectors,
makes a study of the material in connection with the scrap
dock foreman and decides on kind of material and quantities
to be held and scrap material found to be in excess of requirements. The procedure is to immediately remove such material
from the reclaimed stock.
In the building of new equipment it sometimes happens that
certain items do not arrive in time to be used on the order
for which intended, making it necessary to substitute the
nearest available size or purchase material locally, with the

some material

is left on hand after the order is
In designing of equipment this left-over material,
together with second hand material, is taken into consideration and a design made to as far as possible contemplate its
use.
To assist the di awing room in using up such material the
shop makes a monthly statement of such surplus stock. In
handling of second hand material no book entry whatever is
made of reclaimed material except when issued to fill requisitions, and excepting that a monthly statement is made of
various items held and copies sent to various storekeepers and
These statements are only estimates of quantities
foremen.
with the exception of such items as couplers and bolsters, which
are easily counted.
They are not checked for accuracy, but
are only intended to advise that approximate quantities of
various material is available.
As the quantities of second hand material change daily it
is arranged that the stores will, before placing on purchase
or to be manufactured at the shops any material that there is
a possibility of supplying second hand, have a man visit the

result that

completed.

Air

Hammers

Repaired

Diaphragms.

The foundry foreman
and the blacksmith foreman are also required to visit the scrap
dock at sufficiently frequent intervals to make certain that
they are not manufacturing material that could be supplied
from second hand, and likewise the scrap dock foreman is
required to visit the foundry and blacksmith shop to see that
material is not being manufactured unnecessarily.
The scrap dock at Angus shops is well provided with tools
to handle the necessary repair work done in this department.
scrap dock and consult the foreman.

Two

for Stripping

long stroke air hammers are used to strip bolsters, as

Bolsters. C.

P.

R.
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Repaired

Broken Hose Couplings.

shown

in the illustration, and one is used to strip brake beams.
Coupler pockets are removed under a drop. This practice may
not appeal to some who use a steam hammer or a special
machine for this purpose, but there is no damage to the coupler
or pocket with this method, and the cost of operation is far less
than could be had with either a special machine or steam

hammer.
The work of straightening and assembling bolsters and brake
beams and fitting pockets to couplers, as well as other miscellaneous repair work, is done in a small shop which is located
centrally in the reclaim yard.
This shop is equipped with a
brake beam straightening machine, a punch, a large face plate,
one large oil furnace, one small furnace and necessary air
machines for drilling.
The repairing of brake beams and fitting up of couplers with
pockets are strictly items of shop repairs and should not be
considered as material reclaimed, but these items interfere
greatly with the regular shop work when done in the blacksmith shop and can be repaired at the scrap dock much cheaper
and with a minimum amount of handling, for this class of
material is generally shipped in from outside points with the

found that a certain amount of this lumber was spoiled in the
kilns and more of it was spoiled in the handling.
With the
building of new equipment the supply of this defective lumber
was steady. This material is used to reinforce the ends of
the wooden box cars, for which purpose it could be used without any additional expense in the wood mill to work it over.
The additional end lining is not applied to use up this
material, but we buy large quantities of decking to use for
this purpose, so that the amount of culls used reduces our purchase by that amount.
In the application of steel center sills to the older equipment the discarded wooden draft timbers and deadwoods are
turned over to the stores and are used to fill orders for this
material for use at outside repair points, no new material
being made up while any of the discarded material is available.
Passenger car steps of the wooden type are replaced with
steel steps when one or more are defective, the remaining good
steps are used up on renewals for running repair work.
The reclaiming of material in shop practice is usually followed closely in most shops, and the writer would like to see
more items follow on this subject.

MAKING GOOD.

scrap.

There are a number of important items reclaimed in the
shops that have no connection with the scrap dock, and while
this material is actually reclaimed it could also come under
the heading of "good shop practice" or "shop kinks."
Vestibule diaphragms were found to be a big item of
expense and were being renewed on account of the bottom
portion teariDg away.
Instead of entirely renewing the
diaphragm, the defective portion is now being cut away to the
standard height of 24 inches and replaced by an "extension
leg" piece, which has greatly reduced the maintenance cost of
the diaphragms (see illustration).
Air and signal hose couplings formerly were scrapped when
the lug which holds the guide pin was broken. These are now
being repaired by drilling necessary holes and applying a new
pin, as shown in the illustration.
The saving on this item is
(

obvious.

The shanks

of

worn out taps are used for making punches,

which reduces to a minimum the purchase of new punches.
Further economy is also made in this item in reducing to the
next smaller size all worn punches.

Very few

bolt threading dies larger than

%"

are bought, as

when worn

out are bored out to the next larger
size, and with the large bolt output at these shops this item

small sizes

of saving

Hose Couplings.

is

an important one.

In the building of steel frame box cars, which have the
%" longitudinal side sheathing and 1%" end sheathing, it was

The successful conduct and development of the railway
dustry requires the

services

of thousands

of

men who

in-

are

chosen for their fitness for the positions to be filled.
And in proportion to a man's fitness is his career. If a trial
proves him to be unfit, he is dropped. If he proves his fitness
for a higher post, he gets it in due course.
The opportunities in the railway field are practically without
limit.
Given a normal brain and the desire and energy to
develop it, there is no position to which a man in the ranks

may
'

not

rise.

It is necessary to the progress of the railway industry that

men

The industry

in the ranks should rise.

today alone.

Means

and the man most
ing the demand.

is

not a thing of

of transportation will always be in

fit

will be the

man who

demand

will lead in supply-

But first, before he can become a leader, he must acquire the
one habit that is characteristic of all leaders the habit of
making good. And making good does not mean doing your
get by. ' Your work must be done so
work so that it will
that it will not c-'y get by, but that it will not "come back."
Learn your wor I' / strive to improve the methods by which it
is done.
Stud T - the men above you and their methods. Work,
develop your mind, take care of your health, be honest with all
men and particularly with yourself, and you will become one

—

'

'

'

of those

who have

the habit of

making good.

—

Brill

Magazine.
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PROPER METHOD OF PACKING AND LUBRICATING
JOURNALS.*
By

G. J. Charlton, General Foreman, Car Department, D., L.

& W.

A

minimum of expense.
I will commence by

that

is,

outlining the condition of the packing,
the quality of the ingredients, the waste and the oil.

The waste should be wool, good quality, such as D., L. & W.
specification No. 34-B, and entirely free from grit or dirt. This
does not merely

mean

the dirt or grit getting into

it

during

the process of preparation for packing, but also covers any

objectionable material that is at times found in the waste as
furnished from the market, such as needles and other items of
foreign substance which may not be very readily observed but
which contribute their quota to bring about a hot box.
The oil used should be the Galena Standard, and in the preparation of packing care should be exercised to see that the
quality prescribed for summer or winter season is used accordingly,

as failure to observe this on the change of season is

bound

to induce trouble.

—the

This

is all

lighter oil being used in cold

common sense
weather, when its density
a matter of

increased, and produces the

same condition as the heavier
weather, the weather conditions in both
instances acting as an agency of proper distribution and assisting in maintaining the proper percentage of oil in the waste
over the entire journal box, thus preventing the sudden descent
of the oil to a point below that of lubrication.
The waste and oil should be mixed in the proportion of 80
pounds of waste to 90 gallons of oil. This to insure a thorough
saturation of the waste.
This mixture stands 48 hours in a
even
room of
temperature of 68 to 70 degrees, after which 50
gallons are drawn off, leaving the ingredients in the following
proportion: One gallon of oil to two pounds of waste or four
pints of oil to one pound of waste.
These proportions may
appear somewhat dry, but my experience is that it brings the
best results both from an economical standpoint and that of
efficiency.
A larger amount of oil is simply useless, as the
mixture prescribed above produces the proper lubrication.
I will now describe the proper method of packing journal
boxes, and first of all I will outline the entire repacking, such
as on cars passing through shops or over repair tracks, and
which is quite different to the attention given to loaded cars
is

grade in the

warm

lined up for train

Remove

be caught and drawn between the journal and the bearing,
producing friction, which results in numerous hot boxes on
account of its action in hardening the material in the journal
bearing.

R. R.

The proper method of packing and lubricating journals means
that labor and material should be so expended that the boxes
once properly attended to continue to perform the work
expected of them without bringing about the condition known
as hot box. I will endeavor to show how this important work
should be done, keeping in mind a maximum of efficiency and
a
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movement.

box thus packed is now ready for six months' service,
it is not robbed on sidings, etc.
In being placed in
train service for trips of four hundred miles or so the boxes

providing

should receive treatment as follows:
Adjust the packing, removing any from the side of the
journal that may have become dry and unserviceable, and
bring the well saturated packing from the bottom of the box
up to the journal. Be careful that the packing on both sides
of the journal is not beyond the proper limit of height and is

on the inside of the journal collar. The packing removed
from the sides of the journal above mentioned, or some of it,
may now be replaced in front of the journal as a wedge and
must have no connection with the packing under the journal.
This system if closely followed will produce satisfactory
results and reduce hot boxes to a minimum, but of course circumstances over which we have no control or at least very
little control will always be the cause of more or less trouble
along these lines. Of these I will speak later.
Right here let me show the conditions taken from actual
reports on the Buffalo division of the D., L. & W. R. R. for
all

Total number of hot boxes, foreign
equipment, 82.7%; D., L. & W. R. R,, 17.3%. This shows a
favorable condition on D., L. & W. equipment, and let me add
that of the foreign equipment representing the hot boxes there
was a noticeable absence of cars belonging to any of the railroad lines centering at Buffalo.
Running over a longer period and comparing the number of
hot boxes with the mileage made on freight trains, we have for
the year ending October 31, 1913, a total mileage of 272,388,146
miles and a total number of hot boxes of 5,274, or a mileage
of 51,837 miles for one hot box. For the same time we show a
passenger mileage of 43,165,465, and a total of 79 hot boxes, or
a mileage of 546,398 miles for one hot box.
The reclaiming of the packing removed is done by pressing
out the oil, picking over the packing, removing as much dirt
and grit as possible, then placing in reclaim tank, where it is
steamed for twelve hours to further remove all dirt and grit
and restore the elasticity. It is then pressed and mixed as
follows:
Two hundred pounds of old packing and 40 pounds
of new waste, saturated with 70 gallons of oil, are allowed
to stand 24 hours, after which 50 gallons of oil are drawn off,
leaving the reclaim to consist of 10 gallons of oil to 120 pounds
of waste.
This makes a packing entirely satisfactory and
equal to new. From an economical standpoint it well repays
for the outlay of labor attendant to its preparation.
Let me call attention to certain other things which come in
thirty consecutive days:

the packing from the journal box and clean out
the box thoroughly, leaving no particles of grit or dirt. All

immediate relation to the proper method of packing and which

removed, to be taken to reclaiming plant and worked
over, as will be explained later. Then take a handful of new
packing and twisting same form it in the shape of a rope so
that it fits in the back of the journal box and forms a dust
guard as well as a filler. Proceed to fill the box to the center
line of the length of the journal, the centering hole in the end
of the journal serving as a guide to the proper height, keeping the packing inside of the journal collar and seeing to it that
the box is not too tightly packed. Place one piece of packing
in front of the journal as a wedge, to keep the packing on the
sides in place. This must have no connections with the packing
on the sides or under the journal. See that no loose ends of
packing hang from the box, as these will draw the oil from

of the packing

packing

all

is

the box.
I have said to fill the box to center of journal, and this is
most important, as packing laying above that point is apt to

observed will serve to continue the proper condition
and assist in the elimination of the hot boxes.
I refer to the dust guard, which should be watched carefully
and maintained in normal condition.
The journal box lid
should be in place and the fitting and tension of the same maintained by whatever springs or mechanical device intended.
This will prevent as far as possible dirt from entering either
if closely

the front or back of box.
Certain causes of hot boxes, such as hard roadbed, low and high
joints, can not be traced to lack of lubrication.

joints

some time and the packing having become soggy will not return
to its former position in the box after being pushed down by
the action of the journal.

Care should be taken in renewing journal bearings to see that
they fit the journal, or in other words, that they have proper
crown bearing. Journal wedge should also fit bearing properly not too tight, in which case it would pinch the bearing
to the journal, causing the edges of the journal bearing to
absolutely prevent the entire lubrication, and not too loose, per-

—

*A paper
Association.

delivered before the Niagara Frontier Car

Men's

High and low

cause trouble in boxes which have not been treated for
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mitting all-crown bearing, causing a tendency to break the
journal bearing by concentration of weight to the crown.
One main factor that should be kept in mind is the great
care to be taken in the changing of wheels on repair or shop
tracks, more especially on high class of freight, as these cars
are intended for fast movement and hot boxes on them involv-

ing delays invite more than ordinary criticism. It has come
to the attention of the writer that the number of cars heating
immediately after such work could be brought down to a mini-

mum

and proper care was given at the time of doing
it that the boxes were properly packed.
At
the present time when piece work is predominant and the
money earned the chief object in view, this feature cannot be
brought too strongly to the attention of the foremen and others
the

if special

work

to see to

in charsre of such

work.

No wiping

of the journal bearing with waste for the purpose
lubricating it should be permitted, but instead squeeze

of

some

oil from the packing on the part and work over the surface with the hand.
This will prevent any strings of waste
from fastening to the journal bearing, which would have the

same

as allowing the journal box to be packed to a
height beyond the center of the journal.
In the handling of wheels for shipment to and from the
effect

wheel press, and in fact from the supply track to the car
under which they are to be used and also the removal therefrom, the men engaged should be instructed to see that the
journals do not become marred or dented during such movement. This is quite apt to occur and the condition brought
about in this manner may be totally unobserved. This condition would be a great source of hot boxes.
The filled journal bearing must not escape our attention. I
realize the efforts that have been made by the master car
builders to eliminate them, and not the least reason for doing
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U clamp and two straps. The
snug around the neck of the nipple near

globe valve, together with a

U

clamp

is

made

to

fit

the base and the two iron straps are riveted to the clamp.
other ends of the straps are riveted to the valve bonnet.

valve bonnet

used only as a steam nut and is reduced in
Air hose couplings and nipples can also be tested
is

size to suit.

by

The
The

this device.

mount a new hose on a fitting of which
an uncertainty as to its condition. When a hose is
once mounted and it becomes necessary to remove a fitting on
account of a defect the hose will always be more or less damaged, if not ruined, in the operation of pulling out the fittings,
no matter how careful the hose man may be. It is therefore
important that all steam and air hose couplings and nipples
concerning which there is any doubt as to defects which would
render them useless or which could not be repaired after the
hose was mounted, be first tested and if found defective be
It is impractical to

there

is

either repaired or scrapped, as the case

VACUUM LIFTING
The vacuum

lifting

may

be.

DEVICE.

device shown in the illustrations enables

the operators of a punch press to dispense with the helper,

and at

danger to the hands is removed.
As will be seen, it is an exceedingly simple affair, consisting of
sucker ' or lifting device about 8 inches in diameter which is
a
connected by means of a rubber hose to a suitable suction line
and which is further free to move on an irregularly shaped rod,
its length of travel being controlled by the press hand through the

same time

the

all

'

'

'

so is the fact that

it is impossible for the car inspector to
ascertain or even to have a reasonable knowledge from the

exposed end of the bearing to what extent they are worn, nor
it possible in any reasonable manner for the inspector to
decide that the bearing is filled or a solid one.
Of the hot boxes developing on freight trains on the line of
the D., L. & W. R. R. between Buffalo and Birmingham during
the month of April, 55 were caused by filled journal bearings
on foreign equipment. This number will be appreciated when
we consider the very few lines using these journal bearings
at the present time, showing that a large percentage of them
develop hot boxes.
is

TESTING AIR HOSE COUPLINGS.
By Frank

J. Borer, Fmn. Air Brake Dept., Cent. R. R. of N. J.
often hard to determine the condition of second-hand
steam hose couplers prior to mounting them on new hose.
The gravity relief traps of the Gold type of steam hose couplers
after being in use for a whole season or two should be ex-

It

amined as to their condition before mounting the couplings on
again. To save time in testing these couplings
I have constructed the device shown in the sketch, by means
of which steam couplings can be quickly tested and the defects

new steam hose

noted.

Vacuum

Mechanical

is

Lifting

Device.

medium of two guide arms or handles, one on either side of the
punch and die that is, just inside of the press housings.
A pile of metal Sheets
The method of operation is as follows
;

:

being placed in the rear of the press preparatory to being punched,
the press hand on the opposite side of the press pushes the guide
arms through the press towards the pile. The irregularly shaped
sucker ' to drop down until it rests on the top
rod allows the
sheet of the pile, when a lever on one of the two guide arms is
'

'

'

The device

is

made up from

parts of a second-hand 2-inch

Make foSuit

Valve Quide

Hose Nipple

\/

1
jUiM^j

f_

,~l;:-fjrr
r-ri,

i

uiilllllMlM'»Mllll|lt'li|ll

I

till

r>.
i

^^

Wheel

g»xl" Iron 5lrap

,

'J-w^,,!

Valve
,.

,

i,
1

1

\

i

/C
Valve
.

Clamp

i"x I" 5offSf-eel

5tem

Hose
Nipple

Valve

5tem Nut

Cldmp

Rubber 6at>ket
Device for Testing Steam and Air Hose Couplings and Nipples.

\J
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motion eccentric, lined it up next to the driving box on the left
side and lined it up with the forward motion on the right side;
that is, he put the belly of the eccentric above the axle. When I
saw what he was doing, I tried to explain to him that he was
doing it wrong and showed him where to put the forward motion
so that the engine would work right when she went out of the

But Wright told me to shut up, that I was only a "cub,"
was not supposed to know anything about it, and was there to do
as I was told to do.
We went ahead and put the link, rods and eccentrics up, and
as they had moved the engine while we were working under her,
the foreman did not get down in the pit to look at our work on
the left side, but looking down from the floor and seeing the rods
and link properly hung, he took Xate's word for the rest.
In a few days we had the engine ready to run out to give her a
trial trip.
We pinched her out of the shop, fired her up, and
coupled the tank onto her. When we had steam up, the general
foreman got on her and started for the transfer table.
She
moved off as fine as silk, but when the drivers had made about
three-fourths of a turn she stopped and refused to go any farther.
As this was one of the largest and finest engines then owned by
the company, the master mechanic, the traveling engineer and the
superintendent of the division where she was to run were all there
to see her come out of the shop. When she stopped, the foreman
gave her more steam. She then moved a few inches farther back
and when she had made one exhaust, she started forward with the
shop.

Hand Suction

Device.

and causing the
The guide arms and the

then pressed, thus opening the suction valve

"sucker"

to grip the sheet of metal.

suction lever are not released until after the

By

punched.

danger of injury to the hands

all

first

blank has been

thus retaining hold of the guide arms, practically
is

removed, for in punching the

succeeding blanks, the operator can almost invariably pull the
sheet forward

Another

by means of the scrap or margin.

illustration

shows the operation of a hand suction

device about three inches in diameter which operates on the same
principle described above.

These devices are in use at the works

still hooked back.
After going ahead half a turn of the drivers she stopped, and
would not move either way. The traveling engineer got on the
engine and when he put the reverse lever down in front, she ran a

reverse lever

third of a turn of the drivers and stopped again.

They then put the lever in the back motion again, and when they
gave her steam she moved back again to where she had stopped
the first time and stopped again.
When they gave her enough
steam she would move back a few inches and then she started for-

a first class mechanic for that time, however. After
had been put under the boiler and trammed tip, and
the pedestal braces bolted in place, the foreman got down in the
pit under the engine and showed Xate just how to place the eccentrics, one above the axle and the other below.
As the main pin on
the right side was on the front center, the foreman showed Xate
how to advance each eccentric on the axle so as to help give the
valves the proper amount of lead, when the engine would be running either forward or backward. I was somewhat surprised at
the foreman giving instruction to Wright, and I learned later that
Xate had served his time in a shop where they built threshing
machine engines with only one eccentric and that a direct action

ward again as soon as she had made an exhaust. After working
with her for some little time and looking her all over, they pinched
her onto the transfer table, and put her back in the shop on
another pit. By the tune wc n»d got her back into the shop, all
the other men were watching the performance and wondering
»hat was the matter.
After the "brass collars" had left the shop, I managed to
get my gang foreman by himself and asked him what he thought
was the matter with the engine. He said he would be damned if
he knew, but was going to find out if he had to take her all apart,
again to do it. I surprised him when I told him that I could tell
him what was wrong. I took him down into the pit and showed
him how Xate Wright had put up the left side motion, and told
him that I had tried to show Xate where he was wrong. After I
told him about it, he got the location of the left main pin and
found out that I was giving it to him straight.
After he had carefully examined both sides and saw just what
Wright had done he called Wright down into the pit, and if a
man ever got a roasting, that man was named Wright. After he
got through with Xate, he took me around behind the tank and
gave me a fatherly talk about getting him into a bad mess by not
telling him how Xate was setting the eccentrics.
After he had
relieved his mind he sent me back to help Wright to take down
the left side and put it up again. I made up my mind that as
long as I worked with a threshing machine machinist I would
report him if he even broke the point- off of a cold chisel.
I would like some of my fellow readers of the Eaihcay Master
Mechanic to tell what was the matter with the valve motion on
this engine, how it was out of place and what we had to do to

one.

put

of the Westinghouse companies.

A THRESHING MACHINE MACHINIST.
By Frank

Phelps.

Several years ago when I was learning the machinist trade in
one of the Pennsylvania railroad shops, we rebuilt one of the
largest and most powerful passenger engines on our division of
the road. As I was only an apprentice at that time, I was detailed to help a machinist by the name of Xate Wright in putting

up the links, eccentric and rods on the engine.
The engine had been given a new main axle, and the job included setting the eccentrics in their proper places and then cutting the key-ways and fitting the new keys in all four of the
eccentrics.

We
lost

had as our gang foreman an ex-master mechanic, who had

out on his job as master mechanic on account of John Barley-

corn.

He was

the wheels

We

work and in due time had the right side up in good
shape. When we had finished it the foreman took a look at it and
was well pleased with our work. After examining it he told Xate
to go ahead and put up the left side just the same as he had that
side.

went

it

in proper shape.

to

On most

engines the forward motion

outside, or next to the driving box, so

eccentric

Xate took the

is

left

on the
forward

Eichard F. Spamer has been appointed general manager of the
Electric Manufacturing Company, Inc.. Xew York, a
recently-formed company which is now taking over the business
Mr.
of the Electrical Experiment Company of the same city.
Spamer was born in St. Louis on March 29, 1878.
Stentor
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Walschaert Valve Gear Design and Adjustment
m$$m By Lewis B, Freeman
:

The use of the Walschaert valve motion has steadily increased
heavy power about
present
time
until
the
nearly
all
new power is so
at
1903,
equipped and many old engines are given a Walschaert gear in
undergoing heavy repairs.
Much has been written to show the advantages of this type
of gear, dealing mostly with the construction from a repair
since its introduction in this country on

standpoint.

The designer, however, has had to rely upon his own knowledge in designing new gears or correcting defects in existing
gears.
It is the intention of this article to deal chiefly with
the design of the gear to give the best possible results in way
of steam distribution, having proven the principles involved by
actual tests of locomotives so designed. The information herein
has been collected from various sources covering a number of
years' experimenting.
<

EXERAL ARRANGEMENT OF PARTS.

The general arrangement of parts for both inside and outside
admission is shown in the following examples:
Internal Admission

Ecc Crank

Follow Main.

is below the valve
This also is a direct motion gear, the eccentric rod and
the valve move in the same direction, and in forward motion the
radius bar is below the center of the link.

radius bar connection to combination lever

stem.

The proportion of parts should be such that all pin connections are bushed with steel bushings and supplied with case
hardened steel pins. Almost all parts of the gear are subject
to clearance limits imposed by the design of locomotive and of
course must be worked out for each individual case. Since the
motion imparted to the valve stem comes from both the crosshead and main crank pin, it is evident that the combination of
these two distinct motions must bear some fixed relation to each
other in order to produce as near a kinematic motion as possible
in converting the rotary

motion of main crank pin into recipro-

cating motion of the valve stem.

INTERNAL ADMISSION.
Relative Movement.
Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the proportion of parts for internal
admission. The lap and lead movement is transmitted to the
valve stem by the crosshead through the combination lever
which is fulcrumed at the point F where connected to the radius
bar. The stroke of the crosshead and the desired lap and lead
being known, the combination lever may be proportioned by the
formula E:C::L:V
PROPORTION OF PARTS

or

V=

C X L

B
in

"

= Eadius of main crank (y2 stroke),
= Steam lap and lead plus 3V,
L = Length overall of combination lever,
V = Length of short arm combination lever.

which E
C

be noted that g^" was added to lap and lead movement desired each side of center, or a total of -fe" excess
travel, in order to take care of lost motion without reducing
It will

Main

Crank
Position of Gear in Forward Motion
at Back End of Stroke.
L-- Steam Lap f Lead.
Fig.

lead.

Infernal Admission tec

1.

Crank Follows

Mam

Fig. 1 shows the connections for internal admission valves
in which the eccentric crank follows the main crank pin and
the radius bar connection to the combination lever is above the
valve stem, this being a direct motion gear; that is the eccentric
rod and the valve move in the same direction in forward motion

and the radius bar is below the center of the link.
Fig. 2 shows the connections for external admission valves,
in which the eccentric crank leads th4 main crank pin and the
External Admission
Crank Leads Main

Fee.

Sin 20°* 342 Cos. 20°-- 9S97 Tan ?0"-.364
'iz Valve Travel: i-'/
2 Travel of Point
C'Lap+Lead. d-Link angle - 2: /(-Travel of
Link Block (Aprox.2"D) R--Length ofQrankQ'
Piston Stroke) X-- Raise or Depr. of link Bloc
Y- Link Cen. to Block Cen. in Full Qear.
a--

Fee Crank
Fig.

3.

The maximum valve travel having been determined by means

movement of the link
and lead movement in producing

of a valve diagram, it follows that the
will be assisted

Main Crank
Position of Gear in Forward Motion.
at Back End of Stroke
L

-

Steam

Lap + Lead.
Fig.

2.

maximum

by the lap
The radius bar connected

to the combination lever at the point F to produce the proper valve travel
imparts a certain movement, one-half of which will be indicated

this

Stroke

travel.

by "b, " which point describes a double ellipse during a full
movement of the valve. The importance of determining the
proper travel for this point

F

cannot be impressed too strongly

—

C

.
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Radius R to left of S equal to 5? and.S-e equal to
on same side of 5 Draw Valve Circle, radius 3 eeua/ to
a-re
sa 'Draw
Draw a-fexterftfo s-a
We travel Dratv s-h a. e-f perpendicular to
'adius bar connection to combination
. h. 5-h-b or '/z link block or Fa

Lair off Crank
o/us lead

lever travel

for inside

Formula

admission valves

RVaz-cz

Valve Travel

'lz

Yz Travel Link. Block

Lap

-f

Rad

Lead

of

Mam

Fig.

since the whole gear is dependent

upon

this feature.

The

b =

R

Va-'

— C*

E—

= % travel of point F,
a — % valve travel,
C = lap plus lead,
R = radius of main crank

the perpendicular

Belative Movement.

shows diagram of proportion of parts for external
The lap and lead movement is transmitted to the
%-alve stem by the crosshead through the combination lever
which is fulcrumed at the point F where connected to the radius
bar below the valve stem. The stroke of the crosshead and the
desired lap and lead being known, the combination lever may
be proportioned by the formula R:C::L:V
Fig.

5

admission.

C

or

V=

(V? stroke).

Proof of this formula is the graphic method shown in Fig. 4. In
the case of internal admission valves the lap and lead movement works against the travel of the point F and is therefore
deducted from the length of the crank movement. To the left
of the point S lay off on a horizontal line the distance R, equal
to the radius of the main crank (% stroke) and describe the
full circle with a radius " a, " equal to half the valve travel.

Sh extended, lay

off

the distance

EXTERNAL ADMISSION.

PROPORTION OF PARTS

to

in which, b

Draw

4.

rela-

crank movement for a given
valve travel can only be determined by the following formula:
For internal admission

movement

tion of lap and lead

Crank

XL
R

in

which

= Radius of main crank (Y2 stroke).
C = Steam lap and lead plus fa".
L = Length of long arm combination lever.
V = Length of short arm combination lever.
R

This allows fa" each side or fa" total excess lap and lead moveto take car*e of lost motion without reducing lead.

ment

C

Exfernal Admission
Crank Leads Main.

Draw the diagonal
"h. " Then sh equals

equal to lap and lead at ef to left of Sh.

and from "d" draw df extended to
"b, " the required radius for point F.

sf

Since ef:R::sh:RC and

ef^Va* — C*
R Va — 2

(also sh

= b),

we

fee.

Valve Stem

get

2

Va*— C2 :R::b:RC

or

b

=
RC

be noted that the point "£" in Fig. 4 is the point of
maximum valve travel, and therefore represents the position
of the main crank pin from the horizontal, which for convenience is called the "dead center."
It will

Link Proportions.

Again referring to Fig. 3 the swing of the link should be exactly
40° and in no case over 45°. Practice has demonstrated that a
good dimension for one-half of the link slot S is 12%" for internal admission valves. This allows
clearance and about 3"
from center of link block in maximum position to end of link
block fit in link. The travel K of the link block is approximately
the same as 2b or the same as the travel of the point F of the
combination lever and is expressed by the following formulae:

W

0.5

sine

d =

0.5

K
—

and

K = 2(sin.

K

0.5

tan. d

which

X = Raise

follows:

d

X

Y)

K
d

cos. d

or depression of link,

Y = Link center to block
d = y2 link angle (should

center in full gear,

be 20°).

R Va

;

—

J

CT

E+C

in

or
sin.

5.

The lap and lead bears a certain relation to the maximum
valve travel as with internal admission valves. The maximum
travel being determined, it follows that the proper travel of
point F must be determined in a manner similar to the above
formula for internal admission valves.
The formula is as

b =

Y=
in

Fig.

= % travel of point F.
a = V2 valve travel.
C = lap plus lead.
R = radius of main crank (%

which b

stroke).

proven by the graphic method shown in Fig. 8.
In case of external admission valves the lap and lead movement
This formula

is
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...„- Radius
R to left of 5. equal to s-a and. s-e equal to lap
Lay off Crank
equal "~>
to j*.
Jz
radius a &uuo>
circle, iouiud
Valve culic.
of j
Draw vaire
5 uian
_) opposite
oppos/re side oi
plus lead, on
valve travel oravv 5-h a. e-f perpendicular to s-a Draw a-f intersecting
combination
line sh afh
Sh- b or >[z link block or radius bar connection to
lever travel-

formula

?or

adm ission
RVa*-c?

valves

outs ide

in

b--

which

a--

'/z

b*

iz

Valve Travel
Travel Link Block

lap t Lead
R= Rad. of Mam Crank

C--

Fig.

works with the travel of point F. It therefore reduces the
from the link.
From the point S lay off to the left on a straight line the
distance E equal to radius of main crank (% stroke). Describe
the circle with a radius "a" equal to half the valve travel and
draw the perpendicular Sh extended. Lay off ef a distance C
equal to lap and lead to right of Sh. Draw the diagonal sf
and from "d" draw df and sh equals "b" the required radius.

travel necessary

Since

Va-

+ C,

ef :B: :sh:B

— 0':R::b:E +

ef

= Va — C2

E
'

'f"

= b,

therefore

:

-

nection

+C

valve travel as shown on the Zeuner

Again referring to Fig. 5 the swing of the link should be
exactly 40° and in no case over 45°. Practice has demonstrated
that a good dimension for one-half of the link slot is 11" for
external admission valves. This allows %" clearance and about
3" from center of link block in maximum position from center,
to end of block fit in link.

K

of the link block

travel of the point F, and

is

is

approximately 2b, or the

same as explained

dealt with the

above for internal admission valves, except to substitute the
formula? for external admission valves as given in Fig.

5.

In order to demonstrate the above principles and show manner
of application, Fig. 7 represents a valve gear layout for a
Pacific locomotive having 24" x 28" cylinders, 74" drivers, hand
operated reverse gear and back end of radius bar supported by
means of a hanger from the reversf shaft arms. The piston
valves have internal admission with 6" travel, l^g" steam lap,
*4" lead and &" exhaust clearance.

LAVING OUT WALSCHAERT VALVE GEARS.

Lay
drivers

out

all

and any limiting points, as
and guide yokes, etc.,

same horizontal

line as the point of con-

to the combiantion lever; also to

have the radius

error.

Describe the central link arc XiQX from point F with a
equal to FQ, cutting radius E at X. Draw the straight
line QX which is to be used for locating the points S and T
exactly 20° each side of the straight line QX. With a radius
equal to XS from
draw the arc ST, proving the points S and
from Q draw ZFY and from S with a radius
T. With a radius
cut arc ZFY at Y, and from T cut arc at Z. Then from Y

radius

K

X
K

K

draw SQS, and from Z draw TQTi locating the desired swing
of the link.

boiler,

to

FF2

frames, cylinder
a scale of 3" or 4"

equals 12".

.

in half as at

F and F
3

4.

With a radius K equal to FQ, from F± draw the arc T T3 from
F, draw S S from F3 draw T4 T 5 and from F 4 draw SsS* This
2

The best paper should be used to minimize the error due to
shrinkage of paper. With a thorough understanding of the
action of the valves and motion of the gear,

it is

out and prove completely in from 4 to 5 hours,

possible to lay
if

the instruc-

tions here given are followed.

Having

draw the crank circle equal
and with a radius equal to the length of the main
rod, cut the crosshead path at A and B, locating the front and
back positions of the crosshead. Then strike the ares DD from
A and B with radius equal to length of main rod to prove the
laid out the center lines,

to the stroke,

crosshead travel.

E

This condition
is seldom possible, especially in case of piston valves with inside
admission, in which case the radius bar connects to combination
lever above the valve stem.
It is also necessary to keep the
radius E down to reasonable limits, so that the total throw of
the eccentric crank will not exceed 20" and preferably not more
than 18".
In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to make some concessions.
The point Q or link center may be placed below the
point F until the maximum inclination of the line FQ is 1" in
12", without any serious effect on the gear as a whole.
The
link, however, must set square with line FQ, whatever this
inclination may be.
The radius E of the link horn may be
located 3" above the center line of drivers without any serious

Next determine the travel of the point F from the formula
given above and lay off half the travel each side of the point F
on the valve stem, as at Fj and F2
Further divide FF2 and

basic center lines, such as centers of cylinders,

heads, guides

F

of link horn, tangent to center line of drivers.

Link Proportions.

The travel

Draw lines AO and BO, locating the point C exactly half way
between G and H. Draw CO extended to C„ this being front
and back dead centers. Then draw C 2 OC 3 at right angles to
COCi, these points being top and bottom quarters.
Locate 0,! at a convenient point on valve stem. Draw the
vertical FQjE,, representing the central position of the combination lever, which must swing equidistant each side the vertical to produce equal lap and lead at both ends of stroke. The
proportions of the lever are found by the formulae given above.
Location of the link: It is desirable to locate the center of
the link trunnion in the

a

(J

in Fig. 6 located on the valve travel circle

maximum

the point of
diagram.

is

sh

C, or

E Va

The point

and

6.

3

,

4,

locates the position of the link -block on link are for full and

half gear positions; forward motion below the link center and

backward motion above the link
sion of the radius bar

is

center.

the distance

The point of suspen-

L back

of the link center

equal to QV.

Since in a properly set motion the equalization of cut
also dependent upon the location of the reverse shaft,

off is
it

is

better practice to locate the reverse shaft to give the best

steam distribution at the running cut off, rather than in full
gear as practiced by some locomotive builders. The center of
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the reverse shaft for link suspension of radius bar should be
toward the center of the link so the arc of the lifting arms on
the reverse shaft will travel in a direction similar to the link
arc.

Draw

F^V^ F S V

the lines

4

5

positions of suspension point

V

2

and half gear positions

in

representing the front and back
of the rajdius bar, for both full

forward and backward motion as

shown, in order to keep the link block slip down to a minimum
and consequently the disturbing effect on the steam distribution.
There can be but one location for the reverse shaft for each
position of the link block in the link as will be described later.
Having located the suspension points V, V 1} V2 V3 etc., select
a convenient length for the radius bar hanger link. Beginning
,

with points

V

8

and

V

9,

,

the ideal location for the lifting

arm

of

M

the
found by striking arcs with a radius
V
V
and
locating the
length of the hanger selected, from
9
8
suspension point Z 5 for full backward position, from V6 and V
the point Z 4 for half backward motion, from Vx and V 2 the point
Z 2 and from V 3 and V 4 and V 6 the point Zx
The points Z lf Z 2 Z 4 and Z 6 represent the ideal location of the
path of the suspension end of the reverse shaft arms from which
is suspended the radius bar hangers.
In order to obtain one length of reverse shaft arms to pass
through these four points above mentioned it would require
the reverse shaft

is

,

T

.

,

,

about twice the length of radius bar, or throwing the center of
the reverse shaft ahead of the cylinders. This arrangement would
not be possible and it is necessary to compromise the length of
the reverse shaft arms to a length not to exceed the length of the
link slot if boiler clearances will permit.

Select the points

Z 2 and Z 4 being the

ideal location of suspen-

and half backward gears respectThen with the radius N from Z 2 and Z 4 strike the arcs
intersecting at X2 which is the location for reverse shaft to
sion points for half forward

ively.

give the best possible condition at half gear in both motions.
By taking the points Zx and Z striking the arcs with the same
location for
radius N, the point
3 is located, being the best
,

X

reverse shaft at full gear in both motions.

From

X strike the path of
N passing through the

the point

with the radius
difference

2

c
O)

w

v

Q

sro

4)

O
re

the reverse shaft arms

£

U
a>

points Z 2 and Z 4

.

The

re

from Z 5 to Z 6 and from Z to Z 7 represent the error
1

caused by using the short reverse shaft arms.

ELIMINATION OF ERROR IN REVERSING SHAFT LOCATION.

To eliminate the

error of reverse shaft location due to link

block slip caused by the short reverse shaft arm, and varying
ratio between the constant length
of the reverse shaft hanger

M

and the variable distance from link center to the center of link
block in its different positions, some roads have adopted the
sliding block suspension for back end of radius bar.
In this

Fig.

8.

I

6)

LL

3
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Fig. 12.

omitted and the reverse shaft placed back of
the link on the line FQ extended, having a forked end in which
is trunnioned a block free to revolve on its horizontal axis.
This
block has a square hole in center, with means for adjusting
same for wear, to fit the square end of the radius bar which is
free to slide in the block trunnioned in reverse shaft arms, as
case the hanger

shown

in Fig.

is

8.

While some persons claim this
sive to maintain, it gives so

that some addition expense

is

much

considerably more expenbetter steam distribution

The

is justified.

link block slip is

reduced to the difference between a straight line and the height
of the arc struck by the link block travel.

ECCENTRIC CRANK POSITION AND THROW.

The location of eccentric crank and proper throw are of equal
importance to location of reverse shaft. Again referring to
Fig. 7, having determined link arc positions SXT on arc E,
select a point N 3 on arc E, draw QN 3 and N 3
to equal 130° and
in no case to exceed 135°, draw GjG 2 through
exactly 90°
from N 2 0. Next determine eccentric throw as follows: Having
located the point N3 with a radius XS locate N2 and Nj on
arc E. proving by striking arc from N 2 through Nj and N 3
With a length E x equal to eccentric rod from N 3 and Ni scribe
arcs it-w making eccentric crank circle tangent to both arcs.
Proof: from N 2 with a radius Ej cut eccentric circle which should
intersect line GjG 2 on eccentric throw circle at E 2 and E 3 from
E 2 and E 3 with same radius, arcs intersect at N2 on arc E.
By inspection it is seen that when crank pin is on front or
back dead centers the eccentric crank must be at E 2 or E 3
placing the link on its central position and having no effect on
the valve travel at this point, while at the same time the combination lever is in full control of the valve and is in full for,

length of reach rod which should be adjusted to meet
this condition when engine is hot. Points
2 and
3 should be
ter

HjH,

is

H

H

swung equidistant each

side

of Hi giving the

corresponding

H

5 and H„ for location of reverse lever in maximum posiReverse levers should be so located in the cab that they
may obtain maximum positions and clear all obstructions such
as piping, etc., by about 6" especially if power reverse gears

points
tions.

are used.

PROOF OR

MAXIMUM VALVE

TRAVEL.

Maximum valve travel occurs at a point midway between
admission and cut off as determined by the Zeuner or ether
valve diagram, and as shown on back driver in Fig. 7. Locating
the position of the'main crank as at angle "a" on valve layout
and constructing valve gear for this position, it is found that
combination lever passes through maximum valve travel on
valve stem as shown in dotted lines. By following the above
instructions the entire gear may be laid out and proven without
the use of a model, as has been demonstrated by actual setting
and indicating locomotives having their valve gears designed
along these lines. The above design includes some minor refinements that will correct errors detected in such tests.

.

,

,

ward

backward position.
When the main crank pin is on top
C„ the link is at front or back position

lever

or

The clearance volume should be kept down
since the stream in the clearance space does no

or

N

t

bottom quarters, C 2 or
or N, and combination

near the vertical position, since the angularity of the
rod prevents crosshead from assuming the position J

which time the link is in full control
of the valve and the combination lever has no effect on the
valve travel. For this reason the union link between crosshead
and combination lever should be horizontal at the end of its
stroke, when combination lever has control of the valve opening.
This is necessary to produce a true reduction of the crosshead travel to the valve stem.
stroke, at

REVERSE LEVER AND CONNECTIONS.
reverse shaft center X2 with a radius K show the
path of the reach rod arm. When radius bar is on exact center
drop perpendicular
and with reverse lever on vertical cen-

a

minimum

until after

compression available with a
The compression is usually
about one-fourth of the initial pressure available. In the Pacific
type locomotive referred to, there is 13% clearance, making the
loss considerable when operating at short cut off and high speed.
the atmosphere, as there

is little

one-piece valve at moderate speeds.

The

effect of cylinder clearance is plainly

shown

shown by the three

in Fig. 12.

OBJECT OF VALVE SETTING.

While some persons have stated that

if

Walschaert gear parts

are constructed to standard gauges that valve setting will be

unnecessary, this

is

true in theory only, since the ordinary tools

and labor employed in locomotive building it is not possible
to manufacture and assemble on a locomotive a complete valve
gear without setting the same unless any kind of steam distribution will be accepted. The object of valve setting is to
produce an equal pressure on each side of the piston compensating for the displacement of the piston rod, the mean effective
pressure on crank end being higher than of the head end to
account for the area of the piston rod.

From the

X^

to

work

the valve closes and after the period of expansion, exhausts to

cases

is

main
shown as half

CLEARANCE VOLUME.

CUT OFF.

The average running cut
as follows:

off for different classes of service is
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Passenger service 25%
Freight service 33%
Switching service 50%
Valves should be set and reverse levers so notched as to permit obtaining these cut offs. The minimum cut off should be
20% of stroke and quadrants should be notched so that it is not
possible to obtain less than this cut off. A shorter cut off produces a wide variation in pressure on the piston throughout the
stroke, and in turn causing vibration to the machinery that is
of doubtful economy.
VALVE SETTING.

Obtain front and back dead centers

%

in the usual

manner, also

stroke of the crosshead (not quarter position) as shown in

Place reverse lever on center and adjust reach rod
which can be proven
(with
eccentric rods disconby swinging the links by hand
nected). When no movement is transmitted to valve stem, link
blocks are central. Check both sides of engine and change
until both sides are on
hangers
on reverse shaft arms
Fig.

7.

until link blocks are on center of links,

M

X

center.

June, 1914

distance from the center of the axle.

The only reason

for

having to change the location of the eccentric crank is the possible variation in the distance from the center of the axle to
the top of the frame, which distance should be maintained at
all times when in service, and especially at time of valve setting.
A convenient form of gauge for setting eccentric cranks is

shown

in Fig. 11.

After locating the eccentric crank, the cut off should be equalized by adjusting the length of the eccentric rods. A pair of
adjustable eccentric rods as shown in Fig. 10 is very convenient
for this purpose. For example, assume a cut off of 25% for a
24"x~28" stroke, having 4*4" piston rod. Place crosshead 7"
back of front dead center, moving reverse lever ahead until
valve tram cuts port mark. With reverse lever in same position
take cut off in back end of cylinder and equalize the cut off
for running cut off according to the following formula, for each
class of engine.

Find the volume of steam in the front end of cylinder and
divide by the area of crank end of cylinder, less area of piston
rod, which equals length of cut off at back end of cylinder.
To
obtain equal volume, subtract cut off in front from back end
and multiply the difference by 2 to allow for leakage past packing and keying up rods which usually moves piston ahead.
Expressed as a formula:

AX

D=2
(A
In which,

A
A

1

S
S1

D

Fig. .11.

Place crosshead on center of stroke, drop plumb line from F
through Ql and El. Also take lead on both ends, with crank
on dead center. Adjust length of union link to produce equal
leads at both ends of stroke.
Hook up eccentric rods (length equal to that shown on drawing) to check location of eccentric crank. Place engine on
front dead center, with valve tram scratch link horn, place
engine on back dead center and scratch link horn. Both lines
must coincide; if not shift the eccentric crank until this occurs.
Eight in this connection it might be well to state that in the
event of having to shift the eccentric crank toward the axle to
intersect line Gl G2 (Fig. 7) it is necessary to lengthen the
crank until same crosses the 90° line referred to, at the proper

S

—A

S
x)

= Area of cylinder,
= Area of piston rod,
= Point of cut off head end,
= Point of cut off crank end,
= Difference in cut off favorable to back end.

For example:
24"x28" cylinder,

25%

cut

cylinder area equals 452 sq.
4^4" piston rod equals 14 sq. in.

452

D=2
(452

X

off

equals 7"

in.

7

— 14)

=tV' difference favorable to

back end.

INDICATOR TESTS.
Indicator tests show cards similar to those reproduced in Figs.
Fig. 9a shows a difference of only 46 pounds
9b and 9c.

9a,

between head and back ends, at a cut off
off.
M. E.
P. was 29 pounds crank end and 28 pounds head end.
Hooking the reverse lever down to 35% cut off, the difference
is 1,036 pounds heavy on head end and M. E. P. is equal at both
in total piston load
of

21%

or very near the predetermined running cut

ends of cylinder as in Fig. 9b.
At 50% cut off (Fig. 9c) the condition is still worse, showing
a difference of 2,447 pounds heavy on head end, while M. E. P.
This
is 81 pounds on head end and 78 pounds on crank end.

shows conclusively that as the reverse lever is hooked down
toward the corner that the balance of the piston load goes to
the head end, due to the disturbing effect of the inability to get
any one length of reverse shaft arm to suspend radius bar
hanger from proper point for all cut offs. This is a further
argument for the adoption of the sliding block for radius bar
support.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
C.n. steei
-- i
i-L.n

Brass Bushing

Right

Shorn

Center

.*-

:

no. i.

rto-2

per incH

Center Spuds
Steel Hardened

*-a Set

Brass

2-

Bushing Style tlo.Z
Brass 2- A Set

From the writer 's experience it would appear advisable to
apply the sliding block for all classes of power. With fast
passenger engines the radius bar could be placed in the top of
the link, making an indirect motion, in forward gear. This
would have the advantage of reduced energy required to reverse
the valve at the end of each stroke, since the weight of the
radius bar would act against the eccentric rod instead of the
rods all working in the same direction. The latter is necessary
in case of using the swinging link, in order to get the best dis-

Fig. .10.

tribution in forward gear.
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MHe Post 103. Speed 47 M.PM. Grade 0.5%

Mile Post

217.

LP. 175 lb.

B.R4 Lb

CI.

12702 Lb.

Speed 32 M.P/1. Grade 1.53%

Mile Post 2/9.

R.RW46.

LP 165 lb.

52412

is

undesirable.

to use the guide

BP./4Lb.

C.E.

34/64

is

LIFE OF VALVE GEAR.
Experience has shown that passenger locomotives, doing part
local work, will make about 75,000 miles, over fair track, before
This should be
collecting %" lost motion up to the valve stem.
the limit for going over the gear and renewing the pins and
bushings. Freight locomotives will run about the same for
wear, but can be allowed to run until ^8 " lost motion has collected, which will indicate about 100,000 miles service.

MALLET VALVE GEARS.
Mallet locomotives using Walschaert valve gear, are usually
equipped with air or steam reverse gears. In setting such
valves the back engine should be set first. Put reverse lever
on center, adjust reach rods to front engine until all link blocks
are on link centers. Eemove eccentric rods and swing each link,
without moving valve stems. Set front engine, and if properly
designed both engines will have the proper cut off to give the
proper amount of work.
The writer recently investigated some cases where Mallet locomotives were not pulling their rated tonnage and slipping
badly in the back engine. It was found that the back engine
did not receive full valve travel. due to reverse lever movement
being restricted in cab, but front reach rods have been lengthened
to give front (L.P.) engine full travel, with the result that the
high pressure engine cut off short, while the low pressure
engine took steam for the full cut off period. The receiver
pressure fell from 68 pounds normal, to 35 pounds, thus relieving
the high pressure cylinders of 33 pounds back pressure, overloading the high pressure pistons and causing the slipping
referred to.

HE.

366//

Li.

Lb

THE CAPACITY OF SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES.

not fixed, the

coming on the guide yoke
alone causes serious vibration, effecting the steam distribution,
and counteracting the effects of careful setting.
The link should be supported on heavy plates and firmly
braced to the cylinders in order to take the thrust and not transmit same to the guide yoke.

LP 170 Lb.

R.P.PI. I2d.

Fig. 9-c.

yoke for a link support

Since the location of the link

It is

now

fairly accepted that superheater locomotives are

more economical than those using saturated steam, not merely
as regards fuel costs, but also over-all at the end of the year's
working. Anyone in touch with practical opinion on this matter can hardly fail to come to such a conclusion.
The student
of locomotive problems is also not surprised that improvement
for the superheater locomotive is claimed as regards capacity.
It would prove tedious were we to endeavor to quote the many
statements made showing this expectation to be realized. The
fact has been publicly attested on innumerable occasions, and
is, as far as our experience goes, the uniform opinion of those
in direct charge of the running and working of such engines.

known that the capacity of a locomotive, within
be increased by forcing up the rate of firing, though
at some loss in boiler efficiency. In fact, at anything beyond
moderate speeds, usually about 15 miles per hour, the capacity
of an engine is dependent upon and limited by the ability of
the boiler to supply the cylinders with steam. This, of course,
It is well

limits,

may

postulates satisfactory design of

cylinders,

steam-passages,

etc.,

so that there shall not be uneconomical wire-drawing, choking

of the exhaust, and so on. This limitation is at the back of
the modern tendency to supply locomotives with larger boilers
than formerly, in comparison to cylinder sizes, within working
limits,

the enlarged boiler alone permitting of higher rating.

Similar reasoning will lead to the conclusion that, given two
engines, one more economical than the other when handling

equal loads, the former, when both are forced to equal rates
of coal consumption, will have a greater hauling capacity than
the latter, though perhaps accompanied by some falling off in

Translated into figures, the argument often takes
some such form as, for example, the following: Suppose a locomotive develops 1,000 horsepower when burning 2,500 lbs. of
coal per hour, a similar engine, but one more economical by
20 per cent, in the same service would use only 2,000 lbs. per
efficiency.

hour, or 2 lbs. per horsepower;

if,

therefore, it

is

held, the lat-

were forced up to a rate of consumption of 2,500 lbs. it should
develop 1,250 horsepower. This plausible reasoning fails, unfortunately, by not taking into account the fall in boiler efficiency as the output is forced up.

ter

For general practice, high pressure engines should cut off at
of the stroke, while low pressure engines should cut off
at about 84% of the stroke to allow for the shrinkage of volume
of steam leaving the high pressure cylinders and loosing heat
in passing through the receiver.

90%

CONCLUSIONS.
be seen that a slight variation in
cut off greatly affects the load on the piston, consequently the
turning moment as applied to the wheels. This difference
Bhould not exceed 1% from one side of the piston to the other,
corresponding to top and bottom quarters, in running cut off.
Greater differences will tend to produce stalling on heavy
grades at slow speed and undue strains on the machine as a
whole. The remedy is to take one engine of each class and
set valves to get the best results as shown by accurate indicator
tests, setting the other engines accordingly.
the above

HE

Speed 28 M.PH, Grade iS9°/

Fig. 9-b.

strain of reversal of the valve gear

From

ISO Lb.

35448 Lb.

Lb.

Fig. 9-a.

The present tendency

IP.

BRIO Lb.

C.E

ti.E

12656 Lb.
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it

may

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas has completed a new
terminal at East Waco, Texas, comprising 21 miles of track, a
30-stall roundhouse, small shops

and a water treating

plant.

That such a decrease occurs in the case of the saturatedsteam boiler is now accepted. The point was fairly clearly
brought out in Mr. Lawford H. Fry's paper before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1908, in which he discussed
the Pennsylvania railroad tests at St. Louis. The data thus
provided were utilized in a paper read before the Institution
last session to show what effect this decreased efficiency had on
increased capacity at»equal rates of firing. The effect naturally
varies with different conditions, but there is evidence tending

show that superheater locomotives are affected in much the
same way as non-superheater engines, in spite of the advantage

to

of the higher superheat at the higher outputs.

It

may be

well

mind the fact that, in the second paper referred to, a
ease was noticed in which an increase of power of 33% per cent
had been anticipated, whereas if account had been taken of
to call to

the falling

off

in boiler efficiency

an increase of perhaps 20

per cent only would have been expected, the latter figure prov-

— —
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ing to be, as a matter of fact, comparatively close to the actual
increase in power realized.

The

difficulty of

making

just comparisons on the question of

maximum power between

saturated and superheated-steam locomotives is largely due to the want of some standard for the
generator unit. The introduction of a smoke-tube superheater
usually adds to the weight of the steam-generator to the extent of from 15 cwt. to 25 cwt. or so. Should this weight be
allowed, or should the generators be compared on an equal
weight basis, or on some other? In ordinary circumstances the
introduction of the smoke-tube superheater reduces, as a rule,
the water-heating tube surface, though to what extent is again
a matter dependent upon the designer. It commonly happens
that this reduction amounts to something in the neighborhood
Since about 35 per
of 20 to 25 per cent of the tube surface.
cent of the steam production takes place in the surroundings
of the fire-box, leaving only 65 per cent for all the tube surface, the water-surface steam-producing capacity is only reduced from the 100 per cent in the saturated boiler to about
85.5 per cent in the superheater boiler, a reduction of 14.5 per
cent in capacity for about 22 per cent less tube area. Again,
since the superheater engine uses less steam than the other by

between 20 to 25 per cent, there is at once, evidently, a margin
which can be translated into additional capacity without even
forcing or working at rates of heat transmission through the
water surface higher than in the saturated steam boiler that

—

is,

of course, unless the process of transmitting heat through

the superheater counterbalances the advantage gained.

Apart from other reasons, these features of design give the
superheater boiler something of an advantage as regards capacFor this increased capability to be of real value, however,
Considering
the matter strictly from the engine point of view, we are immediately faced by the fact that the expansion line for superheated steam falls below that for saturated steam, and it is
usually concluded therefore that the mean effective pressure
for the former is less. Some interesting indicator cards bearing on this point and taken at equal cut-offs, etc., are given
in the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's report of tests conducted by C. D. Young at the company's testing plant at Altoona, under the direction of J. T. Wallis, general superintendent
of motive power.
These tests were on 4-4-2 type express engines. The indicator cards show that though the expansion line
of the superheater is lower, the exhaust line is also considerably
lower, with the result that the mean effective pressures of the
cards for the superheater and non-superheater engines are practically identical.
As this is the result of work on a testing
plant- appliances held in contempt by certain folk
we may
further refer to H. Fowler's recent paper before the Institution
of Civil Engineers as showing exactly the same effect in trials
on the road.
ity.

cylinder conditions must be taken into account.

design, not yet fully understood,

is properly attended to, such
a reduction may not be essential to the production of maximum
power. The Midland Railway experience is suggestive on this

point.

Taking

then, that in the cylinder at equal cut-off super-

it,

heated and saturated steam

mean

This remarkable confirmation is, to those who will profit
thereby, one more proof of the value and accuracy of many of
the lessons which testing plants can be made to bring out, and
we commend it to those in whose opinions it has been hitherto
held that tests thus made give no indication of actual performance. Standing alone the "expansion line" argument does
not give the whole truth. Back pressure is an important point,
and therefore other factors affect the situation, such as the size
and shape of the blast-pipe top. In the Midland engines, compared by Mr. Fowler, the cylinders and blast-pipes were identical.
In the Pennsylvania tests the shape of the blast orifice

from a circular to
a rectangular one, so that unfortunately a factor was introduced which, for the sake of clear deduction, should preferably
have been absent. Normally it is found advisable, with superheated steam, to reduce somewhat the blast-pipe top, in order
to secure a good velocity of discharge with smaller weight of
more fluid steam, though, of course, owing to the economy
realized, less coal is burnt and less flue-gases have to be entrained. It may, however, prove that, if some other feature of
tests

may

give approximately the same
effect of the increase in

effective pressure, the actual

generator capacity,

is

at equal rates of firing, to render

work either at increased speed or with longer
the same speed, allowing higher rating of the engine.

sible to

at

it

pos-

cut-off

Since

for every class of locomotive there is a speed and cut-off at

which it is most economical, an increase of cut-off to take
advantage of the greater capacity will be accompanied by some
falling off in efficiency.
This is so with both saturated and
superheated steam, though whether in the same degree is not
quite clear, since a variable is introduced in the case of the
superheater, as the superheat rises with increased cut-off. In

that engine these two

may

possibly counterbalance one another

The loss in cylinder efficiency may be
avoided by the adoption of larger cylinders, a resource which is
perfectly justifiable, and is not, as some would argue, a subterfuge to procure a strong machine with a weak working agent.
Engines should always be designed to perform most of their
work at an economical cut-off. If there is every possibility
then of the superheater engine being loaded up, it would only be
consistent with good design to provide the large cylinders, rather
than work with an uneconomically long cut-off. If, on the other
hand, superheating be adopted purely for the sake of fuel
economy, the cylinders need not be increased, as the economical
cut-off will then be retained.
Indirectly larger cylinders may
be adopted, in order to reduce boiler repairs, as they permit, for
equal work, of a lower boiler pressure.
Reverting for a moment to the question of blast-pipe tops,
it would seem from recent tests at Altoona, and elsewhere in
America, that there may yet be a good deal to learn in this
direction. The result of tests at Altoona has been to show that
a circular top does not give nearly such evenly-distributed pressures in the chimney as do rectangular or elliptical orifices. With
the circular top the pressure is high in the center and low at
for a time at least.

With the rectangular or elliptical top the pressure
which come most in contact with the gases the

the edges.

at the edges,

blast has to entrain, is a good deal higher.

On

other lines trials

have been made of tops other than circular, and with reported
good results. The reasons for these improvements do not appear
clear at once, and it would be interesting if further investigations were conducted into the matter.
Engineering of London.

—

—

had been changed in the course of the
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SINCERITY.
Sincerity

is

one quality without which the business

man

can-

not hope for success nor respect.

but the false sincan be sensed more readily

It is a quality that is often counterfeited,

cerity soon becomes apparent; it
than any other assumed attribute.

The possession of
qualities, it

ment and
is

sincerity or its acquisition

can be acquired

association.

—

is

—

for, like other

largely a matter of environ-

With some

it

is

inborn; with others

it

acquired through earnest effort and unsparing frankness with

oneself.

Were this
It is well to believe that most men are sincere.
not the case, the world would not be the pleasant place it is.
Given sincerity, energy and dependability, but especially
cerity,

a

man

will

go far in this

life

of ours.

Brill

Magazine.

THE COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
drawn up

sin-

has

a tentative draft of a bill creating a national board

of mediation and conciliation to deal with all strikes and lock-

any part of the country that seem likely to involve
The bill provides strictly for voluntary conciliation, and expressly denies to the board any comouts in

the federal government.

pulsory powers of arbitration or prohibition of strikes.
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The time has long since passed when there should be any argument as to the necessity for the instruction of shop apprentices.
An article prepared a short time ago by Mr. Basf ord and presented
before the New England Kailway Club, sums up the situation so
stand as a classic on the subject for years.
The Master Mechanics' Association years ago recognized the imcompletely that

it

will

portance of the subject and outlined a method for the systematic

A few of the larger railroad
companies have organized elaborate and more or less expensive
systems of apprentice instruction, but the fact remains, nevertheless, that on the large majority of railroads of this country little
or no attention is paid to this most important subject.
It is axiomatic, when all are agreed as to the necessity for apprentice instruction but only a few are systematically carrying out
a system to meet this need, that some basic difficulty exists that
deserves the most careful attention and study. Why is it that one
road will spend $40,000 or $50,000 a year ungrudgingly educating
its apprentices whereas another road does nothing along this line?
Why is it that the few well directed apprentice systems that are
in effect vary considerably in their methods of operation?
Why
is it that if all are agreed that proper apprentice instruction is a
good thing and in fact a necessity, we do not have a fairly uniform
system of instruction in effect in practically every one of our railroad shops today ? There must be a reason. Can 't we analyze conditions and find out what that reason is, so as to pave the way to
accomplish better results?
WHY DO WE HAVE TO EDUCATE APPRENTICES?
In a large majority of communities the railroads are the largest
single taxpayers.
A considerable percentage of the revenue from
taxation goes to the support of the public school system. Nevertheless, it seems to be almost universally the case that the public
handling of apprentices in the shop.

maker apprentice came

to

my

be at least twenty-one,

is

a very bright chap, a good talker, under-

cators
lines,

There are

among

first-class

although almost two decades have passed since our country

entered an industrial era.

Had

This

is

journeymen, from

work.
at the present

Educators are advocating vocational schools, technical high
schools, cooperative educational systems, etc., and mechanical department officials are seeking to make shop work more attractive

time.

so as to interest a better class of

young men

It is herewith submitted that the

its

day should and

when the railroad
apprentice boys how to read, how to

the not too distant

teach

in entering the ranks.

future,

will

will come, in

not have to

write,

how

to do

simple arithmetic, nor any of the other things that the average
eighth grade graduate should be able to do well.

PRESENT CONDITIONS.
Present conditions in practically all shops, except those that have
had comprehensive apprentice systems in effect for five or six years,
present three or four basic features that can neither be denied nor
evaded. The first is that many apprentice boys in our shops today

cannot read understandingly.

Only yesterday a third-year

boiler-

of

possibility

ex-

whom can

be made the necessary mechanthe changing conditions require that we
later

criticism

or

of the

plan being

during

disturbed

WHY

ARE NOT MORE APPRENTICE SCHOOLS STARTED?

This seems a fair and pertinent question and involves funda-

mentals again.
Eirst

:

There are several reasons.

Practically all systems of apprentice instruction in effect

today are more or

less expensive.

They require a

Second:

special schoolroom.

This in turn

quires authority for the necessary expenditure; such a

being available at most points.

As

re-

room not

Considerable equipment

is

also

generally conducted, a system of instruction that

is

at all comprehensive involves a considerable increase in payroll.

instead of the conditions being reversed even at the present time,

Both of these conditions are receiving attention

we

periods of retrenchment.

Third:

life

We

There are many similar ones.

ical department officials,
must count on the necessity of helping such men as this, as well as
those apprentices who are better equipped educationally.
There is no use arguing about what the public schools should
have done or what, the conditions should be. It is a proposition
of getting busy and inaugurating an efficient plan of educating
and holding apprentices at a cost so reasonable as to preclude the

would have brought about industrial education in the
schools for the majority and academic education for the minority

became apparent.
The fundamental principle of the problem, therefore, seems to be
a further awakening of educators to the necessities of industrial
education to keep pace with the demands of the time.
On the other hand, the railroads are at fault in not having made
shop work an attractive profession, so that a better class of boys
would have sought shop apprenticeship as the first step in their

only one example.

pect our present apprentices to grow up into competent, efficient

it

twenty years after the demand for industrial education

in conversation,

are up against facts and not theories in this matter, and if

required.

fifteen or

words when used

with his instruction.

the schools kept pace with the

times

difficult

record as a shop apprentice.

only read the simplest words and while he would have understood
most of the words in the lesson had they been read to him, they
were meaningless when put before him in cold type. This man is
married, has a baby, his wife has been through eighth grade, but
with the cares of the household and the baby, did not feel that she
could give him the necessary help to teach him to read. He is now
going to night school to learn reading, so that he can go on later

edu-

leaves us supplied with schools teaching along academic

This boy, or man, for he must

and has a
In his efforts to further
better himself he took out a correspondence course in boiler layout
work. The difficulty, however, was that he could not read. I sat
down with him and tried him out on the proposition. He could
stands fairly

school does not educate the rising generation so as to turn out

boys that are of any particular use to the railroads.
two reasons for this. One is that years of tradition

office.

Fourth:

It is not easy to find the right

man

to handle such a

scheme.
Fifth:

A

certain

amount of opposition must be overcome as

regards the attitude of the organization; that is, not all master
mechanics, foremen, etc., are found to be in sympathy with the
idea.

Sixth:

The apprentice boy himself balks and makes the plan

hard to put into successful operation.
An attempt will be made to demonstrate that of the first three
conditions, which are the most important factors in the problem,
the first two become relatively unimportant if a new method of
instruction is adopted, and that the third item loses much of its
importance

if

the ideas embodied in this article are correct.

The

is becoming less important every day, because with the
growth of apprentice instruction systems more trained men are
available than heretofore. In fact, if a system which has already
been worked out successfully is adopted, it is not difficult to find
a man who can properly organize the work and get it going successfully.
The fifth and sixth items are the least difficult of the
lot.
The apprentice boy takes to the work like a duck takes to
water, as soon as he has gotten into it, and the shop organization

fourth item

is

the most enthusiastic supporter of the apprentice school

when

properly organized and conducted.

WHY
The

SHOULD A LARGE APPROPRIATION BE NECESSARY TO START
SUCH WORK.
cost of apprentice instruction under the present systems in-
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eludes the cost of building or furnishing an elaborate schoolroom,

the supplying of drawing

the costly preparation
salaries of quite

tables,

drawing instruments,

of instructional matter, the

boy

less, of an instructor's time.
This gives each apprentice three and a half hours a week nearly
as much time as with any of the other plans mentioned. Reading
working drawings, shop sketching or shop practice can be taken

—

in the payroll for the neces-

sary apprentice instructors. All these expenses can be attributed
mainly to two things. First: To the method adopted of teaching
mechanical drawing as the first work of the apprentices. Second:

To

up one morning; mathematics,

In actual experience, bright apprentice boys, who knew nothing
whatever about drawing or reading drawings, have learned to read
simple shop blueprints in forty of these half-hour sessions.
The
boys come to class knowing that the time is short. They are interested.
The time is all too short. They go away wanting more
instead of satiated due to a longer period, and they remember what
they have been taught. This plan is no more disturbing to the
shop routine than any other. The scheme works, and works well;
in fact it seems the really logical and practical method.
On the other hand, the advantage in cost of instruction is worth
considering.
In a shop where there are seventy apprentices, by
handling only seven boys in a class, the instructor is through with
his work by noon and has the afternoon for special work, doing
the drafting for the master mechanic, inspecting safety appliances,
or other productive labor.
In a large shop where from fifty to
seventy-five apprentices are employed it is possible to handle the
instruction for a cost of one-half of a $100.00 or $110.00 man's
time. One instructor working full time can handle the proposition
in the largest shop, and in the smaller shops, where there are not
over ten apprentices, the tool-room foreman, master mechanic's
chief clerk, or any other available man who has the necessary
qualifications, can handle the apprentice instruction by holding two
half-hour sessions each morning. One hour of his time is sufficient
to insure the success of the scheme, and the instruction can be inaugurated practically without expense.

TEACH MECHANICAL DRAWING?

Why teach mechanical drawing to the apprentices as the first
work in the school? Why, indeed? Go into the shop and ask any
foreman what he wants a boy to know. You would have to go a
long way to find a foreman who would say he wanted his apprentices
taught mechanical drawing. What he wants the boys to learn is
how to read a blueprint correctly, how to make a simple shop
sketch, how to do enough arithmetic to work out the ordinary
problems met in figuring out dimensions, etc., and in addition, as
the boy advances, the principles of the shop practical problems that
routine work involves. True enough, teaching the boy mechanical
drawing eventually teaches him to intelligently read a blueprint,
but why put the cart before the horse?

and more satisfactory

It is

much

easier, quicker,

boy how to read working drawhim spend a couple of years learning to

to teach the

ings, direct, than to have

be a draftsman so that he can read a drawing.

After the short time necessary to learn how to read working
drawings, the apprentice can then be taught shop sketching.

He

have learned, in studying these two subjects, practically all
of the principles of mechanical drawing, and the small percentage
of the apprentices that show ability along drafting lines can then
be taught mechanical drawing in their third or fourth year, if
deemed advisable and desirable.
Teach the boy how to read a drawing, how to make a sketch, the
simple shop arithmetic that he needs to know to be a proficient
workman, and other elementary subjects, such as penmanship,
letter-writing, report-making, etc., during the first part of his apprenticeship. Follow these subjects with lessons on shop practice,
and you overcome the first great difficulty. You no longer need
an elaborate schoolroom, drawing tables, drawing instruments, nor
anything that costs money, to start with. A few rough benches
and a blackboard in some vacant corner in the office building, storeroom or shop, and a few instruction books that can be purchased
in the open market, are all that is required in the way of equipment.
In eleven shops on the Illinois Central and Central of
Georgia, where apprentice instruction was started on this plan, not
one cent had to be spent for schoolrooms or school equipment save
for the negligible cost of blackboards and rough benches.
THE INSTRUCTION COST.
The next item of importance is the instruction cost. The usual
practice in present apprentice school systems is to hold classes of
two hours' duration, two or three times a week, or classes of three
hours' duration, twice a week. There is only one reason for this
length of session and that is that the boys are taught mechanical
drawing in some of these classes, and short sessions are not as
practical as longer ones when mechanical drawing is being taught.
Aside from this I can see no good reason for the two or three hour
will

SHOP INSTRUCTION.

The instruction of the apprentice in the shop is, if anything,
more important than the classroom instruction, nevertheless it is
at this point that

It does not look reasonable.

Why
in the

not a half -hour session?

By

starting in at seven o'clock

morning and working through the forenoon there

is

time for

otherwise good apprentice systems go com-

It should be remembered that the boy in the shop belongs to the
shop foreman. He does not belong to the apprentice instructor,

and while

it

is

essential that the

apprentice instruction system

should cooperate and assist in the shop instruction and perhaps

plan out the different phases of the boy's work in the shop and
keep in touch with the boy at all times, the system should be so devised that the shop organization will be responsible for the boy's

work and progress in the shop,

irrespective of the apprentice in-

structor.

The experience in the majority of apprentice instruction
schemes is that as soon as the scheme wins the confidence of the
shop organization, this organization is only too willing to have
the supervisor of apprentices and his instructors assist to the fullest practicable extent in the shop instruction work.
In this connection it will be well to note that with the instruction
plan outlined there

is

plenty of time available for the classroom

instructor to do a certain

amount of shop

instructional work; in

proven that as soon as the classroom instructor
demonstrates his ability and wins the confidence of the master
mechanic or shop superintendent he is assigned to such instruction
fact, experience has

—

work in the shop at the smaller points the one man being able to
handle both the class and the shop instruction where there are not
over twenty-five or thirty apprentices employed.

'

sion?

many

pletely wrong.

session.

Educators the world over seem to favor short class periods. In
none of our public schools are the recitation periods of more than
thirty or forty-five minutes duration.
The majority of recitation
periods in our universities are of forty-five minutes' duration. In
some few exceptions one hour recitation periods are used. If educators the world over, dealing with students, surrounded by a
"study" atmosphere, do not find it practicable to hold classes for
longer periods than thirty or forty-five minutes, why should we expect an apprentice boy, who is not a student, who is not by any
means surrounded by a "study" atmosphere, to be able to pay attention and retain what is taught during a two or three hour ses-

letter-writing, report-writing, etc.,

the alternate mornings.

the lack of necessary instructional matter.

WHY

in all

every day, only using a half -day, or

high

an elaborate organization during the organization

and the considerable increase

period,

—

class periods
enough to handle every apprentice
but the largest shops, in small classes for a half-hour

ten half-hour

tools, etc.,

fairly
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TEXTBOOKS.

t

Any amount

of shop practice lesson texts have been prepared in

With few exconnection with the different apprentice systems.
Howceptions, however, these texts are not generally available.
no reason why they should not be. The New York
Central System and the Santa Fe System both have most excellent
The Educational Bureau of the Harriman Lines
series of lessons.
developed a very complete set of lesson texts to be used in connection with the apprentice instruction work conducted under its
ever, there is

—

'
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These latter texts are now available through the medium
of the Kailway Educational Bureau.
In other -words, there is at present available, for merely nominal
cost, a sufficiently complete set of lesson texts for apprentice instruction purposes without the necessity of a special organization

TEST OF JOURNAL JACKS.
By V. T. Kropidlowski.

direction.

or excessive

first

cost in

order to provide suitable instructional

matter for such work.
In view of the foregoing it can be seen that for a merely nominal
cost any railroad can at present inaugurate a safe and sane system
of apprentice instruction to quite comprehensively cover its re-

With

quirements.

the fundamental principles, as outlined above,

provided for, each road can elaborate for itself

its

own system of

employing apprentices, weeding out those that prove

"play"

taking care of the

side of the boy's life

athletic games, apprentice meetings, etc., as

inefficient,

by means of

may seem

desirable.

In addition to this, the method of routing the boy through the shop
so that he will thoroughly learn his trade and be given experience
in all the various branches, can be scheduled and intelligently di-
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Some time ago

the writer had occasion to perform some tests

The informaof the screw and the power

on small journal jacks of the geared screw type.
tion

derived as to

the efficiency

necessary to be exerted at the end of the lever

is

both interesting

The means by which the tests were made are also
well worthy of mentioning, for most any ordinary railroad shop
has them at hand.
and

useful.

The table contains all the data, but it needs explanation as to
how some of the items were arrived at.
was made of good tool steel to fit the
sockets of the jacks. Thirty inches from the center of the pinion
or, which is the same thing, the screw of the jack, a notch was
made in the lever, as shown in Fig. 1, where the arrow with the
power
above it points to.
word
The tests were made, in one instance, in an upright hydraulic

To

start with, a lever

'

'

'

'

rected.

CONCLUSION.
Irrespective of the particular method, cost, or
sideration, apprentice instruction

any other con-

absolutely necessary, and no

is

matter what the cost, if properly conducted, pays for itself. Its
importance is too great to be longer neglected. Its sponser should

be the operating head of the railroad, and
give their heartiest cooperation to insure

The boys must be treated

all

concerned should

Powtif

its success.

taken care of, and made to see
that the opportunities for promotion and for recompense commensurate with their ability, lie before them as they advance step
by step.
fairly,

TWO KINDS OF EXECUTIVE.
We

take this opportunity of pointing out one lesson to be
learned from the operations of the master mind which has built

Panama

Canal; a lesson for executives and assistants alike.
Colonel Goethals authorized the following statement as to one

the

of the canal

commissioners,

Colonel

Hodges:

"Charged with

the solution of the most important engineering problems of the
canal, it can be truthfully said of him that the canal could not
have been built without him," and in a statement as to the value
of the services of another of the commissioners, Civil Engineer
Eousseau, "he has been as indispensable to me as Colonel
Hodges.
All who have been privileged to observe the organization of
the force on the isthmus and the work it has done, agree as to

press and, in another instance, in a

the loyalty, zeal, devotion and spirit of assistants and employees.

jack to be tested was placed under the

'

These authorized statements give us an idea of how this esprit

—

was fostered.
man,
big
the successful executive and administrator, parcels out the work to his assistant, gives them supremacy
in their respective fields, and backs them up; when they succeed
he publicly gives them the credit for doing the work, literally
advertising them, their work, and their capabilities.
Upon analysis of the results of this policy, it must be evident
that the greater renown attaches to his name; for it is he who
has selected these assistants, judged their worth, trained them,
directed their efforts, inspired them and controlled them. When
he praises the deserving assistant he, perhaps unconsciously, but
none the less effectively, shows evidence of his own sagacity and
ability, and he shows his caliber.
for the lack of a better general term

The

really

'

'

'

'

.

small-minded executive who fears to boast of his fine
them should go the credit for their work. His
assistants, as a rule
and not unnaturally, we think, nor without
justification
are on the lookout for another field; rather than
for opportunity to do more where they are; their full capacities
are not developed; their spirit is repressed, rather than fostered.
It is the

assistants, lest to

—

home-made air press. The
ram of the press and the
ram brought down onto it with a slight load or pressure. The
hanger for the weights was then suspended from the jack handle
The hanger and lead weights
at the point the notch was made.
ordinarily

good men, works them
into positions of increasing responsibility and opportunity, and
is in turn carried by them to success unattainable without their
assistance.
They work for him better than they know how.
Exchange.
his

counterbalancing

driving wheels,

make

with the

the final trip-

ping of the load, were made use of. The pressure was then allowed
to accumulate until the gauge of the press showed the required
load, when the weights were placed on the hanger until they just
moved the load. About one inch was allowed for the weights
to fall in tripping the load.
actual, ' ' which appears under the main
In the column headed
with a load of" is given the
balanced
heading "weight in lbs.
actual weight it took at the 30-inch distance on the lever to trip
the respective loads of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 tons. In the columns
'

'

to the right, next to the one just mentioned

retic"

—

The broad-minded executive develops

used for

addition of sufficient small pieces of iron to

are

given

WXP
formula
2tt

P

the

=

calculated

P, where

W

weights,

as

and headed "theofigured from the

stands for the load on the jack,

XR

the pitch of the screw,

ir,

the Greek letter, representing the ratio

of the circumference to diameter and equal to 3.1416,

R

the radius

or length of the lever, and P the power or force necessary at the
end of the lever to balance the load. Let us take a concrete example,
using the quantities in test No. 1, with a load of 10 tons, the
pitch of the screw in that jack being 4 threads to the inch. In
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Make
Test

lio

of

Jack

Capacity

Weight

ofJx* ofdack
in

Tons

in Lbs.

Weight in lbs. Balanced

Where
Test DBS

Actual
1

Ai

15

2

A-i

•

3

Ar

•

Tons

10-

35

45

Theoretic. Efficient)

Actual

Tons

20- Tons

Theoretc efficiency

W
W
w
w
w

29

136

82

32.5

134

83

32

143

n

115

n
•

w

4

A-r

5

5

20

50

6

B

I

it

»

c

•

-:

26.6

64

«

n

«

34.5

124

55

II

48.5

103

"3

"

7
8

B

•

C

25

35

w

6/

9

c

•

n

c

108

10

Ac
Ac

20

•

c

186

II

-

n

c

135

II

12

A-b

l»

I*

D

c
c

163

1}

37
44

15

15-

made

41.5

286

J3.3
11

26.6

161

30.4

40

i]

*

174

Actual

29i

220

29.8

220

28

Theoretic Efficiency

Actual

Speed

Actual

perl"
Of
Lift

Theoretic Efficiency

24.2

40

M

24.2

40

174

I

30.6

40

348

169

»

345

40

32.5

167

•'

389

157

II

53.2

32

234

34

229

<

238

•

66.9

28.4

45

29

45
45

23

217

-

93

143

10 b

74

193

13.3

69

768

159

595

50

181

'

58

277

ti

48

393

159

40.5

24.5

27.9

87

86

159

14.3

213

40

183

285

532

187

358

66 5

18.5

19.7

226

n

175

285

A

18.7

358

n

1

163

197

»

20.1

273

»

19.5

359

V

»

18.6

196

45.5

23.2

232

608

262

•»'

Strokes

30- Tons

Theoretic Efficiency

48

79.7

June, 1914

a Load of
25-Ton

ivith

—

—

5

Average

Velocity

Efficiency

Rafio

of
Theoretic

752

940

27 5

-

28.8

80

n

300

n

»

a

36.9

•

ti

n

32.3

11

m

n

37.5

n

26.0

«

»

20
20
40
40
40
36

of
Speed

Actual Porver

376

470

76.5

80

376

470

43.9

%

752

940

17.4

I

••

18.6

*

H

186

1

22.7

74

658

846

Tests of Journal Jacks.
substituting these quantities for the letters in above formula

10

X

2,1000

X

Yi

obtain the following:
6.2,832

X

we

actual work has not taken place the entire length of the stroke

more lost motion.
In the last two columns are given the average efficiency of the
power, more distinctly, of the jack screw, and of the speed of

the coarser the notches the

=

26.6 lbs., which cor-

30"

responds with the result given in the table.

The third column

to

the right under the respective loads headed "efficiency" gives the
efficiency of the jack, or rather of the screw,

which

is

obtained

by dividing the theoretical by the actual weights.

raising the load.

The average

by averaging the

efficiency of all the tests of each jack,

efficiency of the speed,

speed strokes per inch of lift are given
Under the heading
the number of strokes of the jack handle it took, by pumping the
handle between the horizontal and 45 degrees upward, which is
about the natural movement performed by the workman in actual

As

'

one inch.

velocity ratio
are two columns, headed
Under the heading
By velocity ratio is meant the
"theoretical" and "actual."
relation between the space passed over by the power and load.
The theoretic by counting the number
It is figured as follows:
'

'

'

'

took to raise the jack screw one
inch and multiplying them by the circumference, in inches, of the
For
circle described by the 30-inch radius of the jack handle.
of revolutions of the jack handle

instance, in the circle in Fig.

it

1,

the actual weight

is

obtained by

multiplying the length of the arc, in inches, of a 45 degree segment of the above circle by the number of strokes it took to raise
the jack screw one inch.

It

may be

well here to point out the cause

of the actual velocity ratio being greater.

By

by dividing the

power

is

obtained

and the
by

theoretical velocity ratio

the actual.

'

Bervice, to raise the screw of the jack

efficiency of the

referring to Fig.

2,

be at once seen that when pumping the ratchet at a normal
stroke, which is, as mentioned before, through about a 45 degree
segment, the pawl does not coincide with the ratchet wheel notches
and, consequently, the upper notch will not be engaged but the pawl
will slip and fall in the next lower notch on the downward stroke.
Therefore lost motion occurs. The space has been passed over but

it will

will

be noticed by examining the

table, the

weight that was

required to balance the same load, even with the very same jack,

W

was considerably less at the locality "
" than at the locality
"C. " The reason for this is that at
an air press was employed for the testing, where at " C " a hydraulic press in good
condition was used.
The pistons I say
pistons
as this air
press is compounded so as to make it powerful enough for what
it is intended
of the air press leaked around the leather packing
and, although the gauge showed the tonnage corresponding with
the pressure of air, the actual load on top of the pistons was less
by an amount equal to whatever counter pressure there happened to

"W"

—

'

'

'

'

—

accumulate on the under side of the pistons on account of the air
leaking by the pistons.
Consequently, the records taken at the
locality " C " approach nearer accuracy, although, even in those
there may be a slight error, due to the operator not being able to
manipulate the hydraulic control valve in admitting the water
pressure onto the ram to such a fine degree as to bring the load to
the required point and maintain it. But for all practical purposes
this method of testing is accurate enough, as the error is nominally
slight.
The main reason for resorting to the press as a means of
loading the jacks was its simplicity and the obviating of any
special apparatus.
It will be noted that test No. 8

is

altogether too high in

ciency for a screw jack, this being one of the tests

made

the very same jack as test No.

effi-

in the

but was
seems
unreasonable for a screw jack, this being a ball bearing jack.

air press.

made

Test No. 9

is

in the hydraulic press.

The writer

The

believes that this efficiency (48.9) is not far

as repeated tests were

made

8,

efficiency of 48.9 still

from

true,

of this jack and they all came very

near to this and, furthermore, the efficiencies of the other jacks
are all quite in harmony, which further leads to the belief that
is

it

true.

CAPACITY.
This quality, as applied to a man's ability to undertake and
is one of that class which is easy to observe, but
difficult to define.
Also it is a term frequently misapplied.
perform,

Its manifestation does not depend entirely upon mentality,
nor yet upon physical or moral attributes. And yet, a man
who is lacking in any one of these, is lacking in capacity.
The man of capacity is he whose mind has been broadened

d
Fig.

2.

=.

Useful wo>f<

by observation and study, and whose habits of living and
thinking have given him the moral and physical health to perform properly that which is set for him to perform. Brill Magazine.
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MALLETS FOR HUMP YARD SERVICE.
hump yard switching
At present there

Gravity or

and busy yards.

is

constantly increasing in large

are ninety-five gravity switching

yards on thirty different systems.
These yards represent an investment of many millions. Therefore as the road engine increases in size it becomes relatively

important to provide means at these yards whereby the heavy
may be economically handled.
When big road engines bring in their large trains it generally

trains

becomes necessary to devide the train before classification. This
means more operating units and more congestion.
The average yard conditions as they exist today will not permit
a long rigid wheel base. This is a severe limitation to the simple
engine and restricts the design as to size and power.
Mallet
engines, with their drivers arranged in two independent- sets,
readily meet these limitations and also permit the designing of a
locomotive powerful enough to handle the road train in one unit.
After carefully studying their conditions the officials of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern placed an order with the American
Locomotive Company for three Mallet engines for hump service.
Two of these engines are now in hump service at Elkhart and
one at Air Line Junction.
A. R. Ayers, general mechanical
engineer, advises as follows

'
'

:

We

find that

these engines will

handle the same trains that the G-5 and G-6 engines bring into
the yard.
It was necessary to divide these trains in order to
handle same with former power

by

class

M

engines.

M

is

a ten-wheel switcher.

Class

re

,

«o

re

c

o
*•
re

>
LU

'

Class G-5

this work was previously done
and G-6 are heavy Consolidations.
;

A comparison of some of the principle dimensions with the tenwheel switchers supplanted shows some of the advantages of the Mallet for this particular service. The ten-wheel switchers have a rigid
wheelbase of 19 feet
inches, the Mallets 14 feet 9 inches. Because
of the

v
o

'

many

crossovers, this short rigid wheel base should be very

The Mallet, with

desirable.

its

tender,*

weighs 622,500 pounds.

The ten-wheel switcher, with its tender, weighs 424,000 pounds.
The Mallet has a tractive power of 100,500 pounds working compound, and 120,600 working simple. The ten-wheel switcher has a
tractive power of 55,400 pounds.
With only 47% increase in
weight, the Mallet has 81%% greater tractive power working
compound, and 117%% greater tractive power working single.
The boiler warrants special attention. It is a conical connected
type and is 88 inches in diameter at the front end and 100 inches
in diameter at the largest course.
The barrel is fitted with 255
tubes, 2% inches in diameter, and 45 flues, 5% inches in diameter
and 23 feet long. The firebox is 150% inches long by 94% inches
wide, having a grate

121%

inches long.

A

Gaines combustion

chamber combined with a Security brick arch and the railway

w ^B9^B^^**
H* A
.

iA

-

t

*lflfc.'?

^"

7

I

'

Wrw.
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Ry.

company's arrangement of combustion flues are also included.
This firebox has a heating surface of 311 square feet with a grate

latch which locks on a quadrant.

This lateh

latch release handle which in turn

is

area of only SI square feet.

and a crank.

is

linked with the

linked to the main handle

A specially designed bracket, one on each side of the engine
backhead, holds the operating levers for the throttle and power

This crank is keyed to a solid shaft which passes
through the main hollow operating shaft and is cranked and
linked to the latch release handle on the left hand side.
Thus
either handle locks, unlocks and operates the throttle.
A similar
method is used in connecting the power reverse levers. Each side
also has main and straight air brake valves with their gauges.

reverse gear. Both throttle levers are clamped to a hollow shaft
which extends across the backhead and operates the throttle by a
series of cranks.
The throttle lever on the right-hand side has a

The Street stoker, radial buffer, Eagounet reverse gear and a
pyrometer were also applied.
Additional strength with no increase in weight was secured

A

novel feature

is

from

the arrangement for operation

either

This was necessitated by the possibility of the engine being
headed either way.
side.

S3i-Z«l».M.

t

Sections of Lake Shore Mallet.

— — ——

— —
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Brake Valve Left Side
Valve arranged 50
handle can be remov-y^^

31

ed

only in re/edse
position

Double Pressure
Feed Valve

\\^

A

Main Peserypir P/pe

,

ii

Air Brake Piping, Lake Shore Mallet.

through an extensive use of vanadium. The parts constructed of
this material includes engine frames, driving axles, main and side
rods, rod straps, eccentric cranks, driving springs, tender elliptic
springs and crosshead keys. Cylinder castings were constructed of
cast iron with vanadium content.

The table contain the principle dimensions of these locomotives
Gauge
4'-8y2 "
26" and 40"x28"

Cylinders

Valves

Slide

Tractive power

Factor of adhesion

simple, 120,960 lbs.; comp., 105,800 lbs.
simple, 3.65; comp., 4.37

Boiler

Type

Conical conn.

Diameter

88%"

Working pressure

220

Staying

Radial

>

Fire

lbs.

Length

150%"

Width

%"
%"
%"

Thickness of sheets, tube

9/16"

Water Space
Front

4y2 "

Sides

4%"

Back

4y2 "

TubesMaterial

Seamless steel

Diameter

5%" and 2%"

Length
Heating Surface
Fire box
Tubes and flues
Arch tubes
Total

Superheating surface
Grate area

Driving Wheels
Diameter, outside

10y2 "xl4"

Journals, other

10"xl4"

Wheel Base
Driving

14'-9"

Rigid

14'-9"

Total engine

40'-3y2 "

Total engine and tender

74'-4y4 "

WeightIn working order
On driving wheels
Total engine and tender
Tender
Wheels, number
Wheels, diameter
Journals

466,000

lbs.

466,000

lbs.

622,500

lbs.

8

33"

5y2 "xio"
8,000 gals.

Fuel capacity

14 tons.

96^4"

Thickness of sheets, sides
Thickness of sheets, back
Thickness of sheets, crown

Number

44"

main

Journals,

Tank capacity

Box

Thickness

Diameter, center

5W

No. 9 B. W. G.
2%", No. 11 B W. G.

5y2

',

45; 2%", 255
23'-0"

311
4924

sq. ft.

54

sq. ft.

5289
1235

sq. ft.

81

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

51"

WEIGHT AND SHRINKAGE OF CASTINGS
When castings in any particular metal are ordered it is often
very necessary that the man who orders them should know their
exact weight before they are made. Perhaps a certain amount of
machining has to be done on them to bring them to an exact size,
and consequently it is desirable to know to a certainty the amount
of shrinkage that will take place in cooling.

These facts are, of
and calculated from the patterns supplied, but unless
one has had very considerable experience in patternmaking or foundry work, such calculations might involve considerable difficulty,

course, decided

especially

when castings

in a variety of metals are required.

the following rules and tables

Hence

may

prove of assistance.
First of all, therefore, in ordering castings one must certainly
know the relative weights of patterns and castings. This relative
weight becomes rather difficult to ascertain when we remember the
variety of woods in use for patternmaking, but the following table
takes into account the woods that are chiefly used in this country.

In column 1 of this table is specified the different woods from
which the pattern might be made; in the other columns are factors
by which the weight of the pattern must be multiplied to give the
true weight of the resultant casting in the metal stated above the
figure in question. Thus, if we wish to know the weight of a casting in brass, having given a pattern made in deal, we weigh the
pattern, look along the horizontal line for deal until we come to

—

—

'
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"Brass," and multiply this weight by the
Thus the weight of any casting may be
figure 18 found therein.
found for any metal from a knowledge of the weight and material

out of

of the pattern itself:

on the pattern. It is always wise as well to leave a slight taper on
the pattern, about %" per foot being all that is necessary, so that
the moulder may draw the patterns out of his mould easily and
without fear of breaking down this mould.

the column beaded

Multipliers for-

Wood from which
Pattern

Cast

made

Alu-

Copper Brass Lead minium

Iron

Zine

Deal

17

15%

19

18

•25

%

White pine

15%

14.8

18.2

17.5

24

5.4

Yellow pine

14.6

14.0

17.2

16.5

23

5.1

Beech

10.5

10.1

12.4

11.9

18.3

3.7

Baywood
Oak
Elm
Teak

13.2

12.6

15.5

14.9

20.4

8.5

8.1

10

11.5

15
11.5

is

13
9.5

9

Holes for

while the metal

cooling.

is

It

metal

definite size is required.

cylinders

pipes

'

beams

'

"
Brass

castings in one particular

(small)

(for heavy wheels)

5/16

Lead

5/16
1/4
3/16
1/8
1/4
1/5

Tin
Copper
Malleable iron
Steel

Aluminium

little

covers practically all that can be given, for any casting

show slight variation from the above figures,
foundrymen, some of whom will give the mould a
more room than others. These figures, however, form a
to the

reliable guide.

One other item has
often

hears

"How
course

much
it is

which one
by asking:
Of
eastings for machining?"

to be considered, with regard to

doubter

the

shall I allow

expressing

on

my

his

good order they should

rubbed over with glasspaper when dry, and the second then laid on.
If these instructions are adhered to, satisfactory and safe results
Mechanical World.
will be obtained.

BETTER KEEP SMILING.
By Paul Dunbar
If the day

is

sort o'

in

'

Graphite.

'

'

gloomy

An' your prospects

are so blue

That you may be barely able
To see your way quite through,
It won't help your chances any,
Nor make your sight more clear,

To take counsel of your doubting
An' surrender to your fear,
Anyway, you better jest keep on

smiling,-

I*do.

will in all probability

owing

in

Other people have their trouble,
Though they greet you with good cheer,
Their sorrows may be double
Those that come to you each year.
So I say, keep right on moving,
Through the darkness an' the light,
He who guides us knows the pathway,
He will always lead us right.
Anyway, you better jest keep on smiling,-

1/10
5/32
3/16

thin

and keep patterns

be varnished with a mixture of lampblack 1 part, shellac 5 parts,
methylated finish 16 parts all by weight. The first coat should be

I do.

1/10

Zinc

list

weight of the core to be carried.

Lastly, to preserve

if a
have

1/8

thick

This

When

cast in, sufficient taper

3/32
1/16

"

'

3.2

It is because of this fact that cases

"

'

14%

(large)

"

''cored out.

11

or girders

"

'

to the

In. per Ft.

'

or

2.9

of material:

'

"

4.5

Even in making up patterns the amount of shrinkage that takes
place must be allowed for, and therefore a good patternmaker
must have the following figures firmly fixed in his memory. These
figures show the amount of contraction that takes place per foot

'

cast in

'

20

allow for shrinkage.

'

'

14

been known where a batch of castings have been supplied all of
which have been considerably undersized, and on measuring up it
his been found that insufficient material was left on the pattern to

Cast-iron cylinders

be

4.6

oftentimes unsuitable for castings in another metal

is

may

13

9.6

extremely important that this

is

made for

bolts, etc.,

must be given to draw the pattern, and the
smallest size of the hole must be large enough for the bolt. When
cored out a print must be put on one or both ends to form a support for the core, these prints projecting from %" to 3", according

The next important item to ascertain before ordering castings
from any pattern is the amount of shrinkage that takes place
should be known, for a pattern

corners and angles.

Sharp angles in a casting are always
a source of weakness, and consequently only the patternmaker can
supply the necessary strengthening by his filleting or his chamfer
all

ignorance

S'pose your neighbor is more lucky
An' secures an easy job,
While your work so overcomes you
That your temples fairly throb,
It won't make your task the lighter
If you grumble and complain;
Learn to smile when in the shadder,

For there's sunshine after rain.
better jest keep on smiling,-

Anyway, you

impossible to answer this question exactly, for a great

upon cleanness and fineness in casting; but average
With castings in
practice might help very many on this point.

*

I do.

deal depends

lead,

%"

zinc,

is

no waste,

cause the excess

ways.

aluminium,

it

always

is

wise to

leave

at

least

over, because these metals often contract very unevenly.

all

There

or

is

either, in leaving this quantity of metal, be-

so easily melted

The average

rule

down again

for iron castings

for use in so

is

casting 1/16"

over, while for brass or copper

ings in which twisting, whilst cooling,

is

to
is

many

%"

leave

enough.

all

Cast-

likely to occur, require

more than this allowance, while castings that can be regarded as small require rather less. In small cylinders %" in
the diameter may be allowed for boring, but when the cylinder is
as large as, say, 4' in diameter, not less than %" is required.
A little information might here be given regarding the pattern

rather

itself,

for so

much depends upon

this in casting.

First the pattern

should have slightly rounded edges and filleted angles, for
the strength in a casting depends

much of

upon the sharpness being taken

So

I'll

With

end this

little

sermon

this couplet plain an' clear

"You

can't win success in future
With the time you lose this year."
So don't stop to groan an' whimper
At the foot of every hill,
Instead, keep climbing upward
With the thought, "Of course I will."
Anyway, you better jest keep on smiling,I do.

The Savannah & Statesboro has completed new shops

at

Statesboro, Ga.

The Seaboard Air Line and the Atlantic Coast Line
a union depot at Bartow,

Fla.

will build
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By

A; G. 3£inyon, Locomotive Fuel Engineer, Clincnfield Fuel Co.

In the present day of high operating costs and restricted
railroads must look to every possibility in the way of
economy in operation and maintenance if they are to be, even
in a measure, successful business propositions.
Inasmuch as
the cost of locomotive fuel is one of the largest items in the
operating costs of railroads, it must be conceded that this item
presents great possibilities in the way of saving.
Much has
been written on the subject of fuel economy generally and this
article will only treat on that in so far as supplying water to
the boiler is a contributing factor.
Boiler maintenance is also a considerable item of expense
and any methods which reduce this cost in connection with
fuel economy, if accompanied with increased efficiency, should
be doubly pleasing.
Most men in positions in the mechanical department of railways, who have come into those positions by way of the scoop
shovel and oil can route, thoroughly appreciate the possibilities
of economy due to properly supplying water to the locomotive
boiler.
Others in these positions who have not had the privilege of firing and running a locomotive are less apt to appreciate the importance of giving this subject careful considrates,

eration.

Water can be supplied
be a
expended.

it

to a boiler only with the expenditure

It matters not

of energy.

pump

or

an

whether the manner of supplying
considerable power must be

injector,

The writer commenced firing a locomotive in the days of
With the introduction of the inthe old cross-head pump.
jector men were inclined to practices acquired in using the
pump and which gave unsatisfactory results in connection with
the injector's use. In some cases these practices were entirely
wrong when applied to an injector as a means of feed water
supply. With a pump the supply of water to the boiler ceased
when the locomotive came to a standstill. This brought about
the practice on the part of many of the old-time engineers of
of the pump so the water would be
setting the
lazy cock
Of
kept at an exact height when the engine was working.
'

'

'

'

when the engine stopped the supply of water stopped
and any water put in while drifting had a chance to warm
and get into circulation while the engine was standing. They
would also gauge the opening of the lazy cock so there was
always room for putting some water in while drifting, which
was a good thing. This, however, led to a practice with the
injector of setting the water valve at a capacity which would
permit of the injector being worked continually without getting too much water in the boiler, even though the stops were
in some cases of considerable length. Sight was lost of the fact
that while standing the water introduced had not the forced
draft of the exhaust and the using of the steam to get it
The result was that in pulling out
hot and in circulation.
after a stop the pressure would drop back materially and it
would require the best efforts of a skillful fireman to regain
the lost pressure, and oftentimes this was not accomplished at
all, or was accomplished just before the throttle was closed for
the next stop. As a result the pops would lift and the amount
of water thus lost would be almost if not quite as much as
would have been put in while standing at the station.
Every gallon of water in a locomotive boiler when starting
over and above the amount necessary to protect the fire box
and flues, up to the point where dry steam is insured to the
cylinders, represents stored-up heat; heat to be drawn upon
for efficiency in cases of emergency; heat to be drawn upon
for economical purposes if no emergency arise.
From the
above it will be readily admitted that we should have every
gallon of water in the boiler possible when starting and still
course,

239

The pressure should also be at the maxiwithout the pops opening.
The engineer, being familiar with the road over which he
is to handle a train, and knowing what stops and shut offs
will be necessary, should figure in advance of the run the
proper method and time of pumping.
If an engine is not
too full of water to start a train it is not too full to commence putting in water as soon as the train is under motion
and the lever hooked up. It does not necessarily follow that
the injector should be put to work at once.
Circumstances
must determine this. If it happens to be a local passenger
insure dry steam.

mum

run, where the stops are frequent, it may not be necessary to
put the injector at work until about to shut off for the next
If such a course is possible the engineer should instation.
struct the fireman not to hurry the fire in pulling out, but to
keep the pressure near the maximum. If the injector is put
to work just before the throttle is closed, and set to full
capacity the boiler can be filled up to the desired level before
starting again and still shut off soon enough before the start
is made to have the water warmed up and in circulation when
the throttle is again opened. It should be borne in mind at
all times that water put in when the boiler is not being called
upon to supply steam to the cylinders is put in much more
cheaply than when working steam. If the run is to be a long
one before shutting off and possibly very severe the injector
should be put to work as soon as the pressure is near the
popping point and before the pops lift. The fireman should see
that this pressure is had by the time the lever is hooked up
to the running cut-off and the engineer should not wait for
the opening of the pops to warn him that it is time to put
the injector to work. The injector feed should be so adjusted
that water will gradually be lost. The engineer knowing the
road and the run should be able to so make this adjustment
that the water level will have dropped to about one gauge
on a level road when the throttle is closed. If the distance
or the time before the next opening of the throttle is short
the fire pressure should be maintained right up to the time
of shutting off. Just before the throttle is closed the injector
should be set to full capacity, and if necessary to keep the
pops from lifting the second injector should be put to work,
but shut off as soon as the conditions are such as to insure
the pops not lifting.
The feed of the other injector should
then be cut down if the pressure commences to fall. It should
be shut off altogether soon enough to allow the water to get
thoroughly warmed up and in circulation before the throttle
is again opened.
On a hilly or mountainous road where the
train will roll down one side of a hill but requires severe
work of the locomotive to make the up-grade, care must be
exercised to see that so much water is not introduced while
coming down the hill as to interfere with getting good results
when the angle of the boiler is reversed on the up-grade. On
some locomotives one gauge of water on the down-hill will
become three gauges when climbing the hill on the opposite
side.
In this case if we were to put in two gauges on the
down-hill run we would work water on the up-grade.
The
above conditions must always be taken into consideration
when topping a summit. If the water is allowed to get low
when making the ascent, though ample to protect the sheets
with the rear of the boiler lowest, there will be danger of
damage when the summit is passed and the angle of the water
level reversed.

Some men, boiler makers particularly, will object to the
introduction of an abnormally large quantity of water as suggested.
Their contention is that the cooling effect will tend
to contract the sheets suddenly

and cause the seams and

flues

r
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to leak.

This will not be the ease

if

the quantity

is

commences

AIR HOIST FOE WHEELS.
By W. T. Walters, I. C. B. B.

reduced

The writer followed this
practice for many years while running an engine and never
as the pressure

to fall.

Some experiments recently
a firebox leak thereby.
made at the experimental station of the Bureau of Mines at
Pittsburgh show that the temperature of the boiler sheets on
the fire side is practically the same as that of the water on
the other side. In fact, the difference in temperature is found
to be so sbght that it is measureable only with the most deliFrom this it is obvious that the matter
cate instruments.
of harm to the sheets will occur only when the water is introduced in such large quantities that the steam pressure will fall.
caused

June, 1914

While engaged

in the installation of a large

wheel lathe the

necessity arose of having some method of handling wheels at
the intersection of storage tracks.
The ordinary industrial

turntable being too cumbersome and expensive, the following
simple device was designed: A 10" brake cylinder was placed

wooden box below the surface and piped

to the nearest
Into the hollow piston rod a smaller rod 2*4" in
diameter was dropped. The end of this rod carries a revolvin a
air

line.

It is the practice of some engineers, particularly with a poor
steaming engine, to put water into the boiler faster than it
This for the purpose of having a surplus which
is being used.
will permit shutting the injector off to allow the steam to pick
Closing the injector under these circumstances is a signal
up.
to the fireman on many roads to rake the fire and thus encourage the objectionable practice of raking. While this shutting
off of the injector allows the pressure to pick up, in the long
run it will result in a loss of water and steam and many times
cause a steam failure or it will at least be reported as such

when

in fact

a

it is

man

failure.

In many cases with poor steaming engines or with good
steamers in very severe service, a fireman can keep up the
pressure if the injector is set to lose a little water as outlined
above, instead of gaining on the level. This enables satisfactory and economical work to be accomplished, even under adverse conditions.

In superheater locomotive practice there is a tendency to
carry water too high, on account of the fact that with high
water the superheater will be converted into an auxiliary

steam generator and water will not be thrown out of the stack
and strike the engineer in the face. The benefits of the superThe application of the pyrometer to
heat are lost, however.
superheated locomotives is a safeguard against this improper
practice.

up boilers at terminals where the engine is to have
cleaned or knocked out, great care should be taken
to put in all the water that will be necessary up to the time
Putting large
of again firing up, before the fire is worked.
quantities of water into a boiler directly after the fire has
In

the

filling

fire

been removed causes more injury to firebox sheets and
than any other one thing.

The same methods that make for

fuel

economy

flues

in the iopera-

is, good
steaming qualities, fair service and proper use of steam, if
followed with a poor steamer or in excessively hard service

tion of a locomotive under favorable conditions, that

will certainlv

make

for efficiencv.

Air Hoist for Handling Wheels.

ing head 6" in diameter.

A

piece of 6" pipe

and grooved to suit the radius of car axles. Inside the pipe
a collar was fitted, being riveted in position.
This being
dropped over the movable piston rod provides the necessary
head for handling axles.
The wheels being run over this
arrangement, air is admitted and it is found that the least
touch

is sufficient to

cause wheels to spin around.

The Central of Georgia has awarded a contract to the
Southern Engineering Sc Construction Co., Macon, Ga., for a
viaduct in Macon, Ga. Grading for the new yards at this point
has been completed.
The Chicago & North Western has commenced work at
Clinton, la., on a new repair yard of ISO cars' capacity, a mill
60 ft. by 150 ft., shop 50 ft. by 100 ft., and other facilities,
which will be erected at a cost of about $85,000.

ft

*WB" occcccoocc

c

-X
i

.1

Piston Rod and Revolving

These proved

such a success that they were adopted in other parts of the shops.

^~

ftftQ°QftPftft

was then taken

Head

for 10" Air Hoist.

JZ.

**i*»7 /T/refs
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SHOP BUILDINGS FOR THE OREGON SHORT LINE AT

it

POCATELLO, IDAHO.

when conditions warrant, other provisions to
be made for a coach shop at that time.
The cross section of the building is divided into three heights
shown in the interior view herewith. The left portion is 70
feet wide and 40 feet high with a 50 ton traveling crane running

»is

These buildings consist of a combined coach and boiler shop,
wood working mill with lumber storage sheds, paint shop with independent building for storing materials, tin and copper shop,
transformer house and independent toilet building. The cost of the
above buildings and facilities exclusive of tools is in round numbers

lengthwise of the boiler shop.

This clearance is provided so that
one locomotive boiler can be lifted over another, if necessary, by
In the high portion of the coach shop a balcony 60
the crane.

by 70 feet is provided, 22 feet above the main floor, to be
used as an upholstering and cabinet shop, a one ton hand power
elevator being provided for handling material.
feet

$300,000.00.

The central portion of the building is 35 feet wide by 33 feet
is provided with a 15 ton traveling crane running the

The general plan herewith shows the position of these new

high and

buildings relative to existing structures.
is

being intended to convert the entire building into a boiler shop

at some future date

Pocatello, Ida., is the principal division point on the Oregon
Short Line and the principal shops of the system are already located there.
The new buildings being built are to increase the
present facilities which are inadequate.

The water supply

241

obtained principally from springs located

entire length of the building, a door being provided in the fire wall
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Oregon Short Line at Pocatello, Idaho.

about four miles west of Pocatello, the water being pumped from
the springs to a reservoir on the side of the mountain so that the

mains at the shops are under about 300 foot head. This head provides fire protection. Drainage for the new buildings is provided
by a sewer system which was installed several years ago.
All electric lighting and power lines are carried in conduits under
ground, the power being transmitted at 2200 volts to the transformer house, from which the power circuits are carried at 440
volts and the lighting circuits at 220-110 volts.
The electric power is furnished by the Twin Falls & Great Shoshone Light & Power Co. from its American Falls plant, the railroad company however maintains a reserve steam plant, which

to allow the crane to pass through.

This crane is intended to do
shop and also be available for use in
the coach shop to facilitate the handling of trucks.
The low portion of the building on the right as shown in the
the lighter

dlustration

work

is

in the boiler

70 feet wide and about 20 feet high.

plant also furnishes heat for the buildings.

The shop yards are

lamps and
lamps can be

to be lighted with incandescent

the lighting system arranged so that nitrogen

filled

used.

Both the design and construction of this work is being executed
under the direction of Carl Stradley, chief engineer of the Oregon
Short Line Eailroad. The Lynch-Cannon Engineering Company of
Salt

Lake City are the general contractors.

COACH AND BOILER SHOP.
This building is approximately 180 feet wide by 324 feet long
and divided in the middle by a brick fire wall extending above roof.
One end of the building is used as a coach shop and the other end
as a boiler shop.

As shown on

the general plan this building

is

located adjacent

to the present transfer table so that this table will be available for
use in connection with this building.

The combination coach and boiler shop is peculiar. However, in
designing this building it was intended primarily as a boiler shop,

This part of

work which does not require
high overhead clearances and the use of cranes. The building has
concrete foundations, brick walls and steel frame, the balcony
the building is intended for the light

Interior of

Coach and Boiler Shop.
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Coach and Boiler Shop from North.
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Toilet Building at Right.

The roof is constructed of
and covered with Johns-Manville Brooks
brand asbestos roofing and the under side of roof is painted with
Johns-Manville fire proof cold water paint.
The interior view
shows this construction well, excepting the cranes^ and crane girders

throughout the building.

which are not yet installed.

has the advantage over the usual steam heating system in that the
temperature of the water in the radiators can be regulated to suit

floor

being of reinforced concrete.

2" T.

&

G. Oregon

fir

The natural lighting of

been well taken care
of, the style of the building being particularly adapted to this
feature.
Note in the illustration the large area of glass both in
All sash except the skylights are provided
the walls and roof.
with sash operators so they can be opened from the ground and
this building has

artificial lighting

points so that portable lamps

The heating system

is

is so

designed that the new

Outlets are provided at convenient

may

different

be plugged

in.

from that usually used

buildings, being a forced circulation hot water system.

in such

This system

the weather conditions and that the water

is forced through the
system under pressure thus making the system absolutely positive.
This system is known as the Coogan hot water system and is being
intalled by the Coogan Engineering Co. of Salt Lake City.

Live steam, air and water hose connections are provided at con-

thus provide ventilation.

The

The system

nitrogen lamps can be used.

is

taken care of by means of electric

in-

candescent lamp clusters of 800 watt capacity well distributed

Paint Shop at Right.

Woodworking

Mill at Left.

venient points throughout the building for purposes of testing, etc.

With the new

Picture

boiler shop, in addition to present facilities,

Taken from Roof

of

Coach and Boiler Shop.

it

is
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estimated that 30 locomotives per month can be overhauled in the
combined shops in addition to the usual light repairs made in the
roundhouse. It is also estimated that the coach shop will provide
sufficient facilities to take care of the usual repairs to

The small brick building with roof not

TIN AND COPPER SHOP.
This building

58'x71'

is

other shop buildings, and

PAINT SHOP.
This building is approximately 106 feet wide by 188 feet long
and contains four tracks, which traverse the entire length of the
building, and one stub track. Each of the long tracks will accommodate, within the building, two of the longest coaches without

crowding.

The class of construction is the same as that used in the coach
and boiler shop, the same method being used to provide proper
light, heat and ventilation.

finished is the transformer

house.

32 coaches

per month.
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and designed along the same
is

lines as the

work only.
of the machine

to be used for sheet metal

The location of the building is on the opposite side
shop from the other new shop buildings.

SEVENTY-TON COAL CARS.
The

shows one of the eleven 70-ton self-clearing
by the Standard Steel Car Company
for the Standard Car Truck Company.
Ten of these cars are
illustration

coal cars recently built

The main feature of the car
the four-point bearing double action truck.
This style of
truck has been thoroughly tested under several flat and ore
cars during the past six years.
The car body and load is
assigned to the Erie Railroad.

is

A

separate building 30'x30' constructed of brick and concrete

has been provided for storing paint materials.

Steam, air and water connections are provided at convenient
points both inside the building and adjacent to the tracks running
into the building. These are provided to facilitate cleaning coaches
as well as testing the heating systems of the coaches and the air
brakes.

The

floor of this building is of concrete

that the coaches can be washed
course,
It is

by

is

and slopes

down within

to drains so

the shop.

This, of

not intended to displace the usual coach cleaning yard.

estimated twenty-seven coaches per month can be turned out

this shop.

WOODWORKING
This building

is

80'xl50'

of

MILL.

construction similar to the pre-

same methods of lighting and heating being used.
sheds are built adjaceVat to the wood working mill
for storage of materials. One of these sheds is 24'x200' and the

ceding, the

Two lumber

other 22'xl00', one on each side of the track which runs through
the mill, as

shown on the general arrangement plan.
TOILET BUILDING.

Instead of locating toilet rooms in each building, one toilet
building was provided and centrally located, relative to all of the
new group of buildings. This building is 30'x80' of brick and
concrete construction and contains the most modern sanitary fixtures.
The central toilet was decided on because the first cost was
less than for the same facilities in separate toilets and that one
entire building for this purpose could be more easily taken care of

than separate toilets for the different buildings.
be in charge of an attendant

In the picture this

is

who

will look after

This building will

same.

The two

sides

of the ear

body form girders which carry

the entire load, there being no intermediate or center

sills.

The body bolster and end sills form the cords of a wide
girder which receives the draft attachments.
The cast steel
pedestals which are attached near the ends of the body bolsters
are fitted to and interlock with the crown face of the radial
roller cap.

the low building with the steep roof in the

middle of the picture.

The frame buildings shown in the picture were
porary use and will be removed.

supported at the center line of the truck side frame by a
special radial roller device which works in harmony with the
Barber lateral motion roller device, now in general use on a
large number of freight cars and locomotive tenders in the
United States and Canada. The cast steel truck side frames
are a special I-beam drop girder type. The truck springs are
the M. C. B. standard for 35-ton, arranged in four groups
of two, for each frame; two groups on the outside of the web
of the frame and two on the inside; all equalized into proper
bearing by spring caps and a spanning roller seat. The truck
bolster is a 24-inch rolled steel I-beam placed horizontally
and serves only in taking switching shocks and carrying the
center pivot castings. The angle cross ties of the truck extend
through openings in the side frame and are riveted on both
sides of the web to the flanges of the frame.
The journals are 6x11 inches. The wheels applied are of
three different makes, for comparative wearing test; two of
forged steel and one of cast steel.
The journal boxes are
arranged with shims for raising car when wheels are turned.
Brake, beams are supported by removable brackets attached to
side frames.

The car
width,

built for tem-

10'

is

9*4" over buffer castings; 10'- 0" extreme
extreme height, 9' 3" inside width; cubic ca-

42'

6%"

pacity, 2,646 feet.

The car

Seventy-Ton Hopper Car.

is

equipped with the following specialties:
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Railway Equipment Company's lumping mech-

June. 1914

that a 6"

Simplex couplers.

diameter cylinder was necessary.
The cylinder was
made with but one cover, thus avoiding one joint, the piston rod
gland being formed on the bottom of the cylinder. The top blade
holder is formed directly on the rod and the piston is bolted on

Blackall ratchet hand brake.

the rod with a pinned nut.

McCord journal boxes.
New York air brake.

special casting which has grooves for the top blade to

Enterprise
anism.

Miner

friction draft gear No. A-18.

When

Creco brake beams.
Bronze Metal Co. 's journal bearings.
Carmer "pull-up" type uncoupling device.
One of these cars will be on the exhibit track at the Atlantic City convention.

is

is

held rigidly in a

move

in.

bolted up, the top blade never leaves these

guide grooves, thus any rotation of the piston is prevented. The
top blade works behind the bottom blade and the rivets to be
sheared are placed through a hole in the bottom blade. Hydraulic
pressure
entirely

connected to both ends of the cylinder and operated
one
four-way valve. Our machine has been in operation
by
is

about nine months and has given eminently satisfactory results,
much time and making a good clean cut every time. It

HYDRAULIC RIVET SHEAR.

saving

By

E. T. Spidy, Assistant General Foreman, Canadian Pacific Ry.
This machine was designed to meet a condition met with in

many

the whole

The bottom blade

involves no personal danger whatever, which
said of

more than can be

is

any other method.

boiler shops, in fact in almost all locomotive boiler shops,

namely, to provide facilities for shortening rivets or patch bolts

when required in special lengths for patches in repair work. Our
modern boiler shops are provided with heavy machinery of all
kinds for handling plates and boiler sections with every economy,
an expensive job because
it does not pay to hold up a large shearing machine to put in
proper blades, as the regular shear blades do not make a good
Also it involves somebody
job besides damaging the blades.
taking these dozen rivets to a bar shear in another department
and usually waiting around until they can be put through or else
leaving them and coming back later, which entails an equal amount
yet to shorten a dozen rivets usually

is

of waiting to the gang.

Many

air operated shears

but they are

all

have been designed and do good work

somewhat large and take up valuable

space,

whereas a hydraulic shear such as required for this purpose can
be attached to a shop column or pilaster and be out of the way of
everything and yet be ready at all times.
The machine illustrated was designed to cut off rivets up to
lYs" diameter and to cut them

off

as short as

hydraulic pressure of 1,500 pounds per square -inch

%". With a
it was found

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO has asked its agents to acquaint
those entrusted with the enforcement of the law with the facts
pertaining to the loss of life due to trespassing. The authorities

are being asked to

campaign

it

is

co-operate with the railroad in the

conducting, to the extent that when tramps,
riders and others are apprehended they be

unlawful train
taken in charge by the agents of the law. Suggestions are
being requested from the authorities consulted and their recommendations will be forwarded to the railroad officials for
due consideration.

THE TRAVELING ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION
'

annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
ber 15, 16, 17 and 18, 1914.

111.,

will hold its

on Septem-

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 1,500 tons of steel
from the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company.
This rail will be used in improvement work on the North and
rails

South Alabama division of the

line.

t"/ 2"x 4' Angleriveted to tack PI.
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I^i^

By -A: LV Graburn, Mv E;, Canadian ^NprthernRy.
When

considering the subject of "Springs," as applied to
rolling stock, and especially in so far as it is dealt with from
the railway operating engineer's standpoint, it is well to bear

mind that the proposition can be successfully dealt with, if
For more than
proper thought and serious action is taken.
two years the Canadian Northern has been constantly on the
lookout for spring failures with the idea of checking up results
The greatest
in service with those obtained theoretically.
trouble found at first was caused by not having full information as to the specific requirements, and as it had come to be

in

common

practice to substitute springs in a general way, so long

it fitted in place, it was evident that no proper or reasonable
check could be obtained.
Operating men seem to consider the spring question as one
of the ever troublesome conditions which has to be borne with
utmost patience, and where failure occurs in a certain class
of spring the tendency most always is to increase the thickness
So far as
of the plates, without regard to other conditions.
coil springs are concerned, fairly uniform results are obtained,
while the exact opposite is true of elliptic springs.
It is not significant to learn that the highest responsibility
rests with the spring maker, and with him, reasonably speaking, rests the power of turning over a finished product of
capable capacity to hold a specified load. No spring should
ever be applied to any car or locomotive without first being
tested and tagged, to meet specifications. So much is written
concerning special spring steels and, oftentimes, it seems a
difficult question to answer whether or not better results are
obtainable from a low carbon as compared with a high carbon
steel.
From practical results it is evident that the Pennsylvania analysis steel with .90 to 1.10 carbon content meets
This steel
requirements, generally better than other grades.
has an elastic limit of 160,000 pounds.
Practically all of the low carbon steel is made in England
and Europe, having a carbon content of .50 to .70. We are
able to obtain the same elastic limit in both steels in view of the
fact that the former is tempered in oil and the latter in water.
We have used both grades and it is a fact that the high carbon
steel does not require the great amount of refinement incident
to that of hardening low carbon steel. This is one of the main
reasons why on a road where it is necessary to make repairs

of uniform material

are used it

is

%"

thick as possible, for

when %"

leaves

certain good results cannot be obtained.

The

number of leaves for any class of spring
should not be allowed without regard for the load. This refers
especially to 36" double-elliptic coach springs, as it is general
adoption of a standard

throughout the country to specify a combination of either five
leaves 4" wide with 3" width of band or six leaves 4" wide
with 4" width of band. This has its greatest fault in that a
very stiff spring is obtained for specially heavy equipment,
such as observation, dining and baggage cars. Under our new
standards it has been necessary for us to increase the number

a3

to

small

springs, in

shops

located

divisional

at

points,

better

service is obtained from high carbon steel.

The confidence that can be gained

for uniform results in

due principally to improvements in mechanical details which permit of
it doing the work for which it was intended.
Springs are used
in equipment on account of their flexibility, and in so far as
this feature is followed out we have a mechanism fulfilling
its purpose perfectly.
The object of every equipment engineer
ought to be focused on the fact of having the leaves as nearly
service of springs as a reliable piece of apparatus, is

B_eJl

^^1

»,

I

I

L_

:m

Fig.

of leaves

from

1.

many

six leaves to a total of ten leaves in

cases

The adoption of such prachas caused a modification of the design of wooden passen-

before good results were obtained.
tice

ger coach trucks in several instances in order to gain sufficient
clearance for a larger spring. For instance, on a number of
cars having 3" oak spring planks, as per Fig. 1, we substituted
a 12"x25" channel (see Fig; 2), which gave us 2%" extra depth
All of our specifications for tender and coach
for springs.
springs, as well as full-elliptic equalizer springs for locomotives,
require that ends of plates to be rounded off on top extreme
outside edge (they are not to be tapered or have corners cut

and ends are wrapped without taper or offset. This is
3, in which may be noted especially the standard
length of plates on six-ply springs. If springs are five-ply no
off)

~given in Fig.
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Loops

ens on
Release

Loops
in Line

Order

Date..

Ho—

For

Ho.

_fvr_

Ho..

Cars (Class)

Bohter Springs
of Springs
Kind-

Ho.

6-ply Full Elliptic Springs for Passenger Cars.

Road Hos-

Order no.-

Equalizer Springs
Kind-

Oft

ti'la

Outer

Length

Height under Lkfht Weight of Car-

HoofPlates

Height under Ljghf

.fee of Plates -

Height -Solid-

of Plates

Height Solid

,

CqjI

.i.Anner Cm,,,

ShiMiq

Weight dries' Ztltn
Total Of. of nest (1000 Lu.

ShooHe&td'ttest Sins
Total Can

Ships wtight of /test stilts.
--:
test tBSOUts

of ttest mooIts

3.r

6'xT

6j' n8'\

Diagram

-

marked as shown on

#

ho. of Hates

Hoof Coils

of Cols

v * CobIn

£
^T

: fUes

-i
of CoilSWidth-

tto-Of Coils-

change

is

made

Coil

m

Ho.

in length of five inner leaves, the

two short

fhir of Trucks

_Lbs.

Body & Trucks

ments.

and

another copy to the mechanical
What is necessary to overcome trouble in a case
engineer.
of this kind is to get the information and design a spring to
meet the job and then see that it is tested to meet the require-

Date -

When we

Reg. Ho.

work

it

of Coils

no.

^

I Coils

it

1_|

HocfCoils
.

_lbs.

Body

a.

Trucks

started out on this subject the opinion

was an

impossibility, but today

we

Our standard formulae assume for elliptic springs the printwo cantilever beams of uniform strength where the
The
total load is divided and supported equally at each end.
length of arms is the length from support to edge of the band.

Outer Coil Uiter.Ojil

E Humber of Coils

F - Humber of

Hole:

—

.

Coils

__

Date.

Order Ho.

_

for

—

Jguare Steel

Quantity Required -

A- Outside Diameter—
B- Height- Free
C- Height- Jo/id0-

Diameter of Steel_

F-

Humber of Coils —
Always

To prevent mistakes, please fill in as far as posabove indicated and mail with order.

Triple

Coil

Compression Springs.

1

Inner Coil

state Whether Steel is

Jguare or found-

sible, the information

Double Coll Compression Springs.

was

are master

ciple of

_

Quantity Required—
A- Outside Diamesr
8- Height - Free
C- Height-Solid
D- Diameter of Steel

j"_

-Lbs: 'B' End
-Lbs. Pair of Trucks

Round Steel
Quantity Required-

r,

Spring Specifications, Six Wheel Trucks.

Reg. fib.

A- Outside DiameterB- Height -Free
C- Height -Solid'_
D- Diameter of Steel

.

Lbs: A • Fnd

this sort.

-

Inner Coil

IttjofCbUs
ft tfCMs-

ft-of Pbtes.

4'C'---

of Cods-

fTF

I

Outer Coil

Width
tin

I

it is impossible to convey the great measure
has required to get things lined up on a matter of

For

For*.

No of Plates

Coils

WeightTotal Light Weight..

Date.

Order Ho.

-

of

of

Weight—
Weight—

of the situation, but

Reg. No-

of Coils

flb

Width-.

The illustrations show a number of our standard forms covering all designs of springs and tables for complete orders of
coach springs. One copy of the order form is sent to the pur-

Order Ho.

Ho.

"

generally that

department

/

T?

plates are simply removed.

chasing

I

-r

Spring Specifications, Four Wheel Trucks.

Springs.

afPta1es^_ Width

tbofOoUs

A Fnd

Lbs.

.

Total Light Weight

Draw Bar

Lbs.

Springs to be

be plainly marked

.Lbs -B- End

Weight
Weight

Standard

.

below. Tags to

-J

thcfPbles-

Weight—

ram

and securely fastened

ji
ofCoib-

H

marked as shown on
Diagram below. Tags To bg plainlu
: - and secureky fastened

Springs lobe marked as shown on Diay

Tags to be plainly mark-

ed and securely fastened

Width

lb of Ibles.
Qih

below.

Inner Coil Only
Hbte:- lb prevent mistakes, please fill'in as far as possible the information above indicated and mail with order.

WtofOr

height mer Bands free

Springs to be

Outer Coil Only

under light

Free-

-

gram bekxv. Tags to be plainly marked and securely fastened.

/t at

Quantity Required-

Leaf

Auniliary

Springs to be marked as shown on Dia.

8-ng-

Wtof Car_

Bands-

Height oxr Bands

H&ght of Car.—

Height over Bonds

Height -Free-.

.

Size of

Bands

Light

She

nf.'ipring-i

fiO.

Heiqht Free.

Auxiliary Leaf
height over Bands under

_

Kind _

of Springs

Length

Size of

..-.-

Equalizer Springs
Kind

Bolster Springs

of Springs

Road Flos

No of Plates
Size

.Outer C<

-Cars (Class)

.fir.

Single Coil

Compression Springs.

—
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For computing the safe load and deflection of
springs

we

modulus of

To

find

and

the

safe-load

having

all

P

capacity of semi-elliptic and fullleaves graduated, as shown on details,

— 2Snbh2
3L

For example, take a

%"

six leaves 4" wide,

E

full-elliptic

coach spring, 36" centers,
we have:

thick bands 4" wide,

= 2X80,000X6X4X.141 = 5,640
3

S

= Maximum fiber

X

lbs.

32

ss Modulus of elasticity or 25,400,000
Width of leaves or 4".

DAYS.

H. M. Perry.

study of the standard box car of

larly interesting at this time,

fifty

years ago

is

particu-

owing to the gradual disappear-

ance of the wooden car and substitution of the steel underframe or all steel car.
In comparing this old ten-ton capacity car with our present
standard of forty-ton car, one is surprised at the slight difference in the general design of the two cars, the material in the
modern car simply being strengthened to meet the requirements
'

of heavier traffic.

The first radical departure from the old design was the extension of the center and intermediate sills from end to end
of the car, the application of long truss rods, and the rigid

or safe load.

attachment of drawn gear to the under side of the center sills,
thus strengthening the underframe and substituting a substantial draw gear.
These were practically the only changes which
have been made from that time to the present, except in enlarging and strengthening the material as the capacity of the car

stress in spring or 80,000 lbs.

=
= Total number of leaves or
= Thickness of leaves or %".
L = Net length of spring,
actual
b
n
h

By

A

elasticity at 25,400,000 lbs. per square inch.

use the formula

P

A RELIC OF OTHER

coil

take fiber stress at 80,000 lbs. per square inch and the

elliptic springs

we

elliptic

247

lbs.

6.

length between centers
4" == 32".
of bolts, less width of band or 36"
In the case of coil springs we will assume a drawbar spring
having an outside diameter of 8", diameter of bar 1%". How

was increased.

much

operate in guides on the sides of the cheek pieces and a rubber spring about five inches in diameter by seven inches long
was placed between the followers. The coupler had a one and
three-quarter inch tail pin cast into its neck and extended back

i.

will it carry!

It

e.,

must not

close

—

under the

maximum

may close entirely by the jerk caused by
therefore assumes that the unit shearing stress

static load, but it

coupling, and

it

in periphery of cross section

mum

static load,

amounts

assuming the

to 60,000 lbs. for the maxi-

elastic limit to

be 160,000

lbs.

unit

stress.

From

the formula

W = 40 Z ds
100(D-d)

where

-

= Unit shearing stress in periphery
d = Diameter of bar.
D = Diameter of coil outside.
W = 40X60,000X3,375 = 12,461.54
Z

of cross section,

lbs.

100 (8"-1.5)

.a

Design

of

an

In the old design the draw gear consisted of a three-inch by
twelve-inch oak plank with cast iron cheek pieces bolted to the
under side of the plank; cast iron followers were arranged to

through the followers and spring and was secured by a wrought
iron key and cotter.
The entire gear was suspended between the bolster and end
sill and secured in place by a one inch by three inch wrought
iron bar, bolted to the under side of the plank and extending
back into the body bolster on top of the center plate, the end of
the bar being enlarged and punched out to take the king bolt,
the whole draft of the train being carried by the king bolts.
The front end of the gear was supported by a carry iron, forming a pocket around the neck of the coupler, and bolted to the
under side of the end sill.
When the draw gear was damaged, which usually occurred

i

—

Old-Time

a

~-g

—

Box Car.

o-
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every few trips, it could be removed by simply taking out the
king bolt, dropping down the carry iron and lifting out the
entire gear, when a new one was substituted, the whole operation requiring only about fifteen minutes, as new or repaired
gears were always carried in stock.

The principle cause of

failure of this gear

was the rubber

June, 1914

from side to side of the car, the edges were provided
with interlocking grooves, one sheet being locked to the next,
and the ends nailed down over the edge of the eave moulding.
This design of roof was followed by the double board roof, the

to reach

and the various kinds now in use.
were framed out of two-inch oak, the stiles
being mortised together and secured by joint bolts

inside iron roof

The

side doors

spring, which frequently burst or split in two, even after they

and

were strengthened with wrought iron bands forced on the out-

at the

side of the spring.

The bottom of the door was provided with cast iron shoes sliding on a three-eighths inch wrought iron track. The top of the

steel spiral springs came into use
and the spring trouble vanished, but the
draw gear troubles increased; instead of breaking the springs,
the cast iron cheek pieces, or followers, were broken or the
whole gear knocked out from under the car. The dead woods
which were placed on the outside of the end sills to take up
the buffing shocks, before the springs were exhausted, did not
seem to answer the purpose or prevent the increased damage, so
when the center sills were run the length of the car and the
draw timbers bolted to them it was believed that the final improvement in draw gear had been reached, and when we consider that this same design was followed for over forty years,
simply strengthening the parts as required, we must concede that
a long step forward had been made in car construction,

About

this time the flat

to replace the rubber

In the old design of underframe the body bolster was of the
same thickness as the width of the side sills, and was framed

them with a mortice and tenon. The three intermediate
only running between the bolsters, with two short sills
between the bolster and end sill. Cross tie rods were placed
back of the bolsters, also two tie rods running from the end
into

sills

sill

back through the bolster.

The truss rods or straps were made of flat iron one-half inch
by two and one-half and were bolted to the under side of the
side sills at the bolster and extended down under the cross
tie timbers, the ends of the straps having gibs which were morticed up into the sills.

As the

side sills

were the only members of the underframe

extending the whole length of the car and were weakened by
the large mortices at the bolsters, they invariably failed at this
point.
In many instances, with the older cars of this class,
when an engine started with a sudden jerk the body would
break in two at the bolster, taking the bolster, end sill and
one truck with it and scattering the lading along the right
of way.

In the new design of underframe the bolster was reduced in
thickness from seven to five inches with lips three and onehalf inches thick extending out under the side

sills,

the inter-

and side sills being gained out one and one-half
inches where they passed over the bolster.
Each bolster was provided with two seven-eights inch truss
rods running over the center sills and bent diagonally down
through the intermediate sills and bolsters, the ends provided
with nuts and washers. This plan was followed for a number
of years until the trussed wrought iron bolster was introduced
which has been in use until within the last ten years, then being superceded by the various designs of cast or pressed steel
bolsters in present use, all of which seem to be doomed by the
mediate

rails

corners,

the panel being of seven-eighths-inch sheathing.

door sliding in a groove in the top door guide.
As the bottom tracks were easily bent, the first improvement
was made by suspending the door on wrought iron shoes sliding
on an over-head track, which was soon followed by the intro-

duction of rollers in place of the shoes, the different forms
of which are in use now. About the time that the doors were

suspended from the top, the Batten door came into use and
has been the standard form of door since that time. Several
designs of flush door have been tried out, but none of them have
proved entirely satisfactory.
The standard truck under this old car was of very simple construction.
A bar of one-inch by three-inch wrought iron was
bent into almost a perfect square and securely welded at one
of the corners.
Cast iron pedestals were bolted to the sides
of the frame to receive the oil boxes, the wheel centers being
spaced four feet apart.
On the upper side of the frame, between the wheels, was
placed a wooden bolster five inches thick by twelve inches wide
and supported at the center by a fiat truss strap bolted to the
under side of the bolster near the ends and running down under
a block at the center. The bolster was provided with the ordinary center plate and roller side bearings of a pattern which
has not entirely disappeared at the present time.
Under side of the bolster and just inside of the wheels, was
placed the safety beams extending from end to end of the
truck and securely bolted in place, and a yoke extending down
under each axle was bolted to the under side of the beams.
The wheels and axles were of very light construction, the
wheels being single plate and the journals three and one-quarter
inches diameter and five and one-half inches long. The bearings were brass shells filled with Babbitt metal and the truck
springs rubber, placed over the oil boxes in the pedestals.
The brakes on this car were only applied to one truck. The
brake heads were sawed out of four-inch oak plank and a
wrought iron shoe bolted to the head. The brake beam was of
white oak four inches thick by seven inches wide at the center,
tapered towards the ends and mortised into the brake heads
and secured by joint bolts, but was not provided with truss
The inside brake beam had a wrought iron brake jaw
rods.
to hold the brake lever, to the lower end of which was attached
one end of the connection rod, the other end extending through
the other brake beam with nuts and washers on both sides of
the beam, the thread on the rod being cut a sufficient length
to allow the slack being taken up as the shoes wore down.
When we compare this brake arrangement with our present
high speed brake, and the perfect control that an engineer
now has over the long heavy trains, running at a high rate
of speed,

Another feature of the old ear was the design of the roof.
rafters were sawed out of two-inch oak plank, cut on a
circle, with a rise of about six inches, each rafter being three
inches wide and lipped on to the plate, the two rafters at the
door posts being provided with joint bolts through the plate to
hold the roof together. The rafters were covered with seveneighths-inch sheathing laid lengthwise of the car and protected
with ordinary roofing tin, each sheet being cleated down and
soldered together, the running board was secured by cleats

in the last fifty years

The

soldered to the roof.

As the

tin roofs

were easily damaged by the brakemen walk-

ing over them, causing leaky roofs, galvanized iron was substituted for the tin.
The sheets were cut of sufficient length

that the greatest improvement made
the instroduction of the air brake.

we must concede

introduction of the all-steel underframe.

was

The general dimensions of the car follow:
End sills
Length out to out of end
28

sills

Width out

to out of side
g ft

s i]i s

,,
„
Height
.

°

ft.

- _.

,

of studs

Height from

rail

o.

.

o in.
6 ft. 3
-,

to top

5"x7"
3"x6"
"
"
2 x4
Studs
Braces, side and end....2"x4"
2"x6"
Braces, corner
7"xl2"
Bodv Bolster
5 "xl2"
Tru ; k bo]ster
Plates

'

.

lift.

car

Height from
wheel
Sills

rail to

1 in.

Wheelg

33

brake

Journals

12 ft. 2 in.

Springs, truck and draw.

4"x7"

„

SVi"^5W
Rubber
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SwIteJbJteg

Locomotives,

The development of heavy switching locomotives
fied in the ten

is

well exempli-

engines of this type lately built for the Chicago

Western Indiana by the Lima Locomotive Corporation. The
designs for these engines were prepared by the locomotive builders according to the specifications submitted by the railway company, and although they represent nothing radical, they do
exemplify the modernization of the heavy switching locomotive.
They are of two types: 2-6-0 and 0-6-0. The 2-6-0 type engines
«.v

are quite similar to those previously furnished to the Chicago

&

Western Indiana by other builders, but they have been improved
along the lines of service experience with the earlier ones. The
journals have been made larger than the previous engines and
improvements have been made to the side rod and guide yoke to
facilitate taking

down the front

section of these rods.

Strictly

2-6-0 Switching

The Chicago & Western Indiana
operates a limited suburban schedule, and the Mogul engines are
used in passenger service as well as in freight traffic and switching operations. They are equipped with a peculiar design of stab
pilot, which has been developed by this railway company,- and
switching service exclusively.

which embodies the conditions necessary on a pilot for road
service and also the conditions necessary for a switching step.
These 2-6-0 engines are equipped with brick arch and superheaters and are therefore fully modernized in fuel saving devices.
The steam is delivered through outside steam pipes and the piston
valves are operated by Baker gear.
Merkel main rod ends are

They are possibly the heaviest Mogul locomotives now in
service and represent an ideal engine for short runs in interchangeable service and for operation on sharp curves and various condiused.

tions of track.

The tenders of these engines are of

special design arranged with

the fuel collar set in at the edge of the water leg to allow unobstructed view by the engine man.

G.&

struction.

The design

of

company in accordance with their experience
with other tenders of the same capacity which had high coal

boards, and which were ill-adapted for the service conditions on this

The suggested improvement was worked out by Lima
Locomotive Corporation and resulted in a handsome tender of
rather unique appearance.

& W.

I.

R.

The other engines on

and represent a
up to modern conditions.
They are exceedingly heavy, weighing about 164,000 pounds on
the drivers, but well balanced, well proportioned and sturdy in
appearance. They are equipped with superheaters and brick arch
this order are type 0-6-0

as

worked out by the

above

stated,

was

officers of the

R.

Keller has since left the railway to enter the employ of the
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., of Chicago.
Dimensions and ratios of both types of engines are as follows:
General.
2-6-0

V
Mixed

Gauge

4'

Service

Fuel

8

Bit. coal

Tractive force

35,900

Weight in working order.
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on engine and tender, in working order.
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and ten.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

lbs.

0-6-0

8y2 "

4'

Switching
Bit. coal

35,700

lbs.

194,600 lbs.

164,000 lbs.

165,200

164,000 lbs.

lbs.

29,400 lbs.
i!"i.600

15'

lbs.

6"

24< 1"

10%"

56'

der

268,000 lbs.
11' 6"
11' 6"

46'

7%"

Cylinders.

Kind
Diameter and stroke

account.

typical switching locomotive brought

locomotives,

these

Chicago &
Western Indiana. N. B. Whitsel, general foreman locomotive
department, and H. Keller, boiler foreman, are responsible for
the mechanical details, and with the co-operation of G. L
Pollak, purchasing agent, the designs were completed.
Mr.
to a great extent

This arrangement was sug-

gested by the railroad

Ry.

I.

and have outside steam pipes supplying piston valves, driven by
Baker valve gear. Markel main rod ends are used. Their fireboxes are of narrow type and the heating surface proportions are
proper for modern switching service, although on first analysis
they may appear scanty for the weight of the engine. Tenders
are 5,000 gallons capacity and are of the ordinary type but built
low to allow the engine men to look back over them without ob-

Locomotive. C.

speaking, the engines are for interchangeable service and not for
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Simple
23" x 28"

Simple
22" x 26"

Valves.

Kind
Diameter

Maximum

travel

Steam lap
Exhaust clearance
Lead, constant

Valve motion

Piston
14"

Piston
14"

6 1/4"

6Y2"

1"

tV
%"
Baker

IS

Baker

.....
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Driving, diameter

over tires.

Driving, thickness of tires

.

Wheels.
63"

*"1

51"

3%"

3y2 "

11" x 13"
33"

11" x 13"

.

diameter

Driving journals,

Engine trk. -wheels diameter
Engine truck journals, diam-

6y2 " x

12

Tender.
10" & 13" channels

10" channels

Wheels, diameter and mate33"

rial

Journals, diam. and length

rolled

5y2 "

.

Water capacity

33" rolled steel
5" x 9"

steel

x 10"

7,750 gal.

5,000 gal.

8 tons

8 tons

Boiler.

Style

2-6-0

0-6-0

Straight top

Straight top

Eadial

Eadial

Staying

180
Outside diam.

first ring.

.

Firebox, length and width

170 lbs.
72"

lbs.

76%"
69%"

.

108%" x 41"

108" x

.

W
&

%"

Firebox, plate thickness ....

%"

x

4"

4y2 "

y2 "

x

3"-3y>"

& 4y2 "

Tubes, number and outside

201—2"

167—2"

Tubes, material and thickSteel No. 11

ness
Flues,

number and outside

Steel No. 11

—5%"

material

and

BWG

24—5%"

32

diameter
Flues,

BWG

thick-

Steel No. 9

ness

Length of tubes and

BWG

13' 7"

flues.

Schmidt

Superheater, type
Superheater, number of units.

Steel No. 9
•

A

11

185

.

A

ft.

175

orative

2,213 sq.

540

surface

•Equivalent heating surface.

ft.

sq. ft.

1,325 sq. ft.

i

1,500 sq.

O
3»

52

270

ft.

sq. ft.

ft.

1,905 sq. ft.

sq. ft.

30.7 sq. ft.

3,023 sq.

Grate area

Ratio.

•Heating surface

grate

:

area

•Heating surface

Weight on

:

drivers

Total weight

:

vol.

58.1

62

288

166

cyl-

tractive

:

tractive force.

4.6

4.6

5.4

4.6

750

955

6.1

9.2

Tractive force by diameter
drivers

:

heating surface*

Firebox heating surface, per
cent heating surface* ....

Weight on drivers

:

heating

surface*

Volume both cylinders
Grate area

:

cu. ft

cylinder volume

55

86

13.28

11.44

3.92

2.68

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT

of the Frisco re-

ports that for the six months ending April

1, 2,934 farmers were
These farmers brought with them 1,997
cars of farm equipment and purchased 333,765 acres of land, or an
area equal to 521 square miles. This development has been carried on without the usual homeseekers' rush or excitement.
The

located along its lines.

present policy of the Frisco

is

to actually develop its agricultural

by assisting the communities along its lines in bringing
in farmers of a class that are equipped to develop it; men who
would be assets to the communities and increase the production of
territory

the

soil.

3

O

sq. ft.

Heating surface, total evapSuperheating

o

24

sq. ft.

2,028 sq.

flues

ft.

Schmidt

32

Hearting surface, firebox.
Heating surface, tubes and

WG

m
a
<

*JAi

•

^
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STEEL CAR SHOPS AT ANGUS.*
By L. C. Ord.
The Canadian

siderable use of this type of floor in various parts of the plant,

Railway decided to build at

Pacific

shops, Montreal, for the construction of steel passenger

Angus

its

and freight

a plant having a capacity for building ten passenger cars
per month and eight freight cars per day. At the time the steel
freight car shop was built many thousands of steel frame cars
had been built by the contracting shops, both in the United States
cars,

and

Canada, to the same design as the cars for which the new

in

shops were intended.

As it was anticipated that the greater number of the cars built
would be steel frame box cars, the design and lay-out of the freight
shop was considered solely with reference to this type of car, in
In
order that the work might be done as cheaply as possible.
designing the shop 2,750

sq. ft. of floor

area was allowed per car

day, total under cover, as the average for existing shops.

vent the overcrowding which

is

common

in

most

To

pre-

steel freight car

shops and to allow for the greater amount of room taken up by
the design of spacing punches, a larger amount of machine room

made

was provided.

The

41,785 sq.

the area of the machine shop being 22,069 sq.

ft.,

which was

less 7,265 sq. ft.

bling steel center
14,795

sq. ft.

area for the freight shop was

final floor

sills

for repair work, giving a total area of

available for machines.

The area of the assembling

portion of the freight shop was 9,170 sq.

area was 17,820

ft.

apart for machining and assem-

set

ft.,

while the erecting

sq. ft.

existed for building trucks for both

passenger and freight cars, and the trucks are therefore erected,

assembled and delivered to the steel shop complete in every
There was also a freight shop for building and painting
wooden freight cars. In this wood shop, therefore, the steel cars
have the floors, lining and roofs applied, except in the case of some
all steel roofs.
The existing large blacksmith shop made it convenient to arrange that no forging or hot bending work of any
sort should be handled in the steel shop, the necessary rivet furnaces being the only ones in the steel shop.
respect.

The general lay-out of the Angus plant provides for the conwood mill and wooden freight car shop
for the finishing and painting of the steel frame box cars, also
of the truck shop and of the lorry and overhead crane arrangement for handling the supply of material from the truck and
venient location of the

blacksmith shops.

The

steel

shop proper consists' of two 100

parallel with the front of the shop,

ft.

bays running

and at right angles

to this

bay 405 ft. long. The passenger shop erecting section
is composed of four 27 ft. 6 in. bays 202 ft. 6 in. long, running
at right angles to the hundred foot bays and parallel to the
one 72

ft.

freight section.

The crane service comprises a 10 ton travelling crane 96 ft. 3 in.
span on a runway 309 ft. long in front of the shop covering the
material section and parallel to the cranes in the shop and of the
same height and span. Inside the shop there is a 10 ton crane
96 ft. 3 in. in each of the hundred foot bays. These cranes all
have a head room of 27 ft.
In the erecting section on the freight side there is a crane of
ft. 7 in. span with a head room of 35 ft. 6 in.
In the passenger shop four travelling cranes 24 ft. 10 in. span
of 2 ton capacity with 20 ft. head room are used. They are for
the handling of material for the passenger car work and are
10 ton capacity, 67

operated from the ground.

A

noticeable feature

runways are carried into the main shop about

8 ft.

is

that these

under running

the overhead travelling crane to assist in the transfer of material

from one crane to another.
The building is steel with brick

being used, and
amount of light, the area
of bght to the total wall space being approximately thirty per cent.
walls, steel sash

care has been taken to provide a large

The

floor in the

composition in two

shop

%

is

mastic throughout and

in. coats,

A

is

an asphalt

the top being a wearing and the

bottom a cushion coat on a concrete base 4
•

a floor of rather harder consistency than usual was selected, and
although marks will occur if heavy weights are left on it for

some time, yet when these weights are removed the marks gradually work out.
This floor does not crack or break if anything
is dropped on it, as is the case of cement; it is also very much
easier for walking or working on, is waterproof and easily kept
clean and free from dust.
The crane runway on the midway runs the full length of the
plant and far enough in front of the steel car shop to load and
unload material from the first two material tracks running through
the storage space.

The storage space in front of the shop
be found advisable to extend the shop

arranged so that should
a cover
for the material, to provide for additional machine room or for
any other purpose, the crane runway might be transferred to the
opposite side of the midway and still be used for the storage of
it

in. thick.

After con-

paper read before the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

is

in order to afford

material.

Supply tracks run east and west through the storage space at
arrangement of the machines inside and
to the storage of the material outside.
Through tracks for the
handling of freight cars under load are located at the north of
intervals suited to the

the

bay for passenger car material and at the south for material
The material is unloaded direct from the cars

for freight cars.
to

the

proper piling space, conveniently located with relation

to the supply tracks.

At Angus a shop already
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With

this

arrangement the material handling

is reduced to a minimum and the supply to the shops is for the
most part independent of the overhead travelling cranes, which
are used principally for unloading cars and handling large quantities of specially heavy material.
In the front portion of the steel shop are two long bays 100
ft. wide.
The first bay is 209 ft. 6 in. and the second 182 ft. in
length, one bay being longer than the other in order to allow
for unloading directly into the shop any material which it wa3
necessary to keep under cover.
The arrangement of the two long bays with travelling cranes
running crosswise to the tracks in the shop was particularly
suited to the spacing tables and types of machines installed. The

crane in the front section was used to supply the material to the

machines through which it was carried automatically into the
next bay, where the second crane distributed it from the machines
to the various points in the shop requiring it.
An effort was made in the lay-out of the shop to use machines
with a relatively small capacity, but sufficient in number to prevent
the expense and delay of changing dies and setting up, and the big
accumulation of material necessary to feed the shop without delay,
when one large machine is used for several purposes.
In the freight shop four spacing punches are used. One of these
specially for punching 6 in. Z bars for steel center sills
for repairs on the line, and is not concerned in any way with the
This machine is fed by an independent lorry
steel car work.
track.
The Z bars require to be punched twice, once for the
The material is run in beyond
flanges and once for the webs.
the punch and is handled through it to the front of the shop.
Specially arranged air jacks are used for lifting the Z bars to place
on the rollers which feed the machine and also for unloading the
punched Z bars from the machine. Skids are so arranged that the
Z bars are lifted and skidded off the machine without being touched
by hand in any way. It has been found cheaper and quicker to
run a quantity of bars through one operation and when a considerable number have been punched to move them back for the second
operation, which of course requires a change in the set up of the
machine.
On the last operation, instead of unloading to the
material space at the side of the machine, the Z bars are skidded
in the opposite direction onto the rails where they are required
From these skids they are
for assembling for draft gear, etc.
slid onto the trucks, which take them to the front of the shop
where the couplers and draft gear are fitted. They are then either
loaded direct to cars for shipment on the line or used in the
freight car shop where heavy repairs to existing equipment are
made. The second spacing punch is used for the side plate of the
is fitted

1

1
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car a 4

in.

Z and

of this machine

which are 3

lioor stringers

is
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The capacity

in. Z.

well above present requirements.

used for punching the webs of channels
(center sills 15 in. and side sills 8 in.), while another machine
punches the flanges of these same channels. The machine which
punches the webs of the channels does the work in one operation
and has, therefore, double the capacity of the flange machine.
With the present output of the shop the web punching machine

One spacing

table

is

works as above for only one-half of the time, the balance of the
time being used on cover plates and similar flat work. An additional punch for the flanges has been installed and the foundations
for the spacing table laid out so that without disarranging the
handling of the material, by adding a spacing table to the existing
punch, it will be possible to double the output of these machines,
the spare punch being used for hand work at the present time.
With the provision of the spacing table on this coping punch and
an extra coping punch, practically no other additions would be
necessary to run the machine capacity of the shop up to 25 cars

X
/

7

<S

per day.

In the event of a breakdown of any of the punches employed on
spacing table work, serious delay to the output could not
Rossibly be avoided.
As additional heavy punches for coping,

J

<:>-

this

slotting,

etc.,

were necessary,

was arranged

it

to purchase

ma-

chines which are duplicates of those used on the spacing tables.

If at the present time any one of the punches on the spacing tables

should become totally disabled,

*«

e
«

would be possible to substitute
another punch or part of a punch with short delay and keep the
shop running, as in the case of punches for coping and similar
work, substitutions could readily be made. On all the machines
used in the shops the interchange of punches, gags and other jigs
have been closely considered to prevent delay, or the necessity of
it

j

—

*"

o

1

1
z

u
K

large stocks being carried.

re

arranged so that the material can
be skidded on to the lorries by hand and taken to the spacing
punches and other punches by hand, which in case of trouble with
the overhead crane saves a great deal of time.
Care was taken
in the case of the heavy material, such as the center and side sills,
to arrange that each movement should be short and easily handled.
The first movement from the pile is to the web punching machine,
from which the sills are handled by small cranes and rollers to the
flange punching machine without any backward movement.
On
the flange punching machine the sills are bolted together in pairs,
run through the machine, brought back through the machine,
turned over and handled through a second time to punch the lower

u

is

flanges.

©
S'

'

A
O

'

ing machine the material

unloaded onto the floor, where a very
large space has been reserved to allow of a considerable accumulation of finished center and side sills, to prevent the possibility
of delay on these very important items.
the finished

Z bar center

sills

are taken

is

also used to supply the

Z bar
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sections to the

double lorry track arrangement

prevents the crowding which would be inevitable

if all

the material

r

1

ii

were handled over one supply track.

The center

when punched on the webs and flanges also
them to accommodate the draft
gear and brake pipe. These slots are made on a coping punch so
arranged as to require no backward movement of the material;
sills

require to have slots punched in

up on the machine all the time but is so arranged
that small dies can be set up beside the large ones to enable the
machine to be used for light punching when not punching slots.
One other coping punch is fitted up with dies for making the
various mitered cuts and coping the side posts and braces.
The
coping punch beside the Z bar machine is fitted with a special die

'

this die is left set

for coping the side plate.

Three high speed punches are used for

j

1

ml?
®"

I

I

all

the various small

1
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small spacing machines.
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out of the shop

;U
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is

The small track on which

nan

1
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I

The design of the spacing tables is particularly convenient as
each of the templates has two lines of gauge points and, therefore, the punching of both pairs of flanges is done on a sill from
the same template. From the last movement on the flange punch-
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6

The piling space outside
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punching work around the shop, with the exception of the diaphragms which are punched on a horizontal punch.

ccr
:!
S 9

This completes the machine equipment for the steel shop, but

J?

it

must, of course, be borne in mind that the hot forging, upsetting
I

and bending work are done in the blacksmith shop and material
is brought into the steel shop already finished.
Special attention has been given to the handling of material to
make this, as far as possible, independent of the overhead cranes
except for the movement of large quantities of heavy material.
For this reason it will be seen that the shop is particularly well
equipped with air jacks, skids, overhead fixed hoists, travelling
hoists on runways and swinging jib cranes.
To reduce the labor
and the cost of handling and of repairing, ball bearings and roller
bearings are used throughout on jibs, hoists, hand travelling
cranes and material rollers. Special care has been taken to have

51m
2 S
£ *
'

*

,5

X

room allowed for the piling of material outside the shop,
and the
storage and accommodation of the finished material.
Specially
constructed racks are used throughout the shop. To maintain the
ilefinite

s
i
o

for the storage of material around the various machines

i

s !

1
I

f

: 1
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i

orderly handling of the material, painted lines are used to define

•—

and mark the passage ways, which
kept clean of material.
These boundary lines are
repainted at the end of every week, at which time an absolute
clean-up is made of any material which would otherwise tend to
accumulate.
the boundaries of these piles

are always
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of the six point type; two punches are fitted in each head, both
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being controlled by a single gag lever which has three positions,
one for each punch and a neutral position.
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The Thomas spacing tables are of the semi-automatic type. The
movement of the carriage is controlled automatically, while that
of the gags for bringing one or more punches into play at each
stroke is controlled by hand. The tables are electrically operated,
their movement being controlled by two templates % in. by 3 in.
having a double row of steel pins. They are so arranged that when
the trip on the moving portion of the table engages the pin it
automatically stops and locks the material to be punched and at
the same time, by means of an electric magnet, operates the clutch
on the punch. The punch head, after coming down and punching
the material, on its return stroke disengages the carriage and the
clutch on the punch and automatically starts the movement of
The operation is repeated as each successive pin
the material.
is encountered.
The particular value of this type of machine is
that templates may be made up of wooden strips with pins driven
in at very short notice and email cost, while permanent steel
strips with inserted pins can be made up for permanent work.
The strips can be changed in a few moments and are kept at hand
The accuracy
for the various classes of material to be handled.
of the work practically depends upon the accuracy of the template, and the results obtained are extremely satisfactory.
The high speed punches were designed specially for this shop
They run at the high speed of 60
!>y John Bertram & Sons.
strokes per minute and are entirely without gears, being belted
from the motor direct to the flywheel of the punch. The clutch is

\

These high speed punches are not equipped with spacing tables,
it was found that on account of the slower movement of the
carriage on the spacing table and the consequent time lost in
entering the piece, hand punching for small, light pieces was
cheaper, providing the same could be made sufficiently accurate.
To do the punching more accurately the method adopted was that
of using a drilled or punched template and of butting the piece
against a gauge inserted in each successive hole in the template.
The usual method is to make up a square template at one side
of the machine, having one or more rows of holes punched in it
on each of the four sides, some having as many as eight different
rows of holes, each row being used as a template. The material
is moved along the top of the gauge until it butts against a pin
inserted in each hole in turn. It is found that for certain classes
of work the gag is thrown in on the punch and the operator
can move the material fast enough to catch every hole with the
This is nearly three
punch running at 60 strokes a minute.
times as fast as the rate, at which it would be punched on a spaeas
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ing punch, and the time of setting up and the backward move-

ment of the carriage

While only one piece

saved.

is

is

handled at

a time the cost of punching light, short material per hole is fully
as cheap as when done on the spacing punches. On some of the

punches where

there

is

variation

little

in

work handled,

the

single sided templates are used with 3 or 4 rows of holes, which

No marked

take care of the work satisfactorily.

off

work of any

used in the shop, except for irregular pieces which cannot
be punched in the spacing punches or by the method described
kind

is

and most of the other work

here,

is

punched

gauge where

to a

This not only reduces the time in

possible to design one.

it is

punching and saves the expense of marking
increases the accuracy of the

off,

but greatly

work done.

ASSEMBLING.
Special arrangements were

made

for the storing

and handling

of material in relation to the assembling to reduce the labor to a
minimum. With underframes an important gain was made by the

U6e of clamps instead of assembling bolts, the
elsewhere.

For an assembling

common

practice

bolt, it is necessary to get

a

full

hole before the bolt can be applied; a wrench is required and the

time spent in this

way

is

greatly reduced by using a clamp with

a hinged handle. The clamp is applied between the holes to be
reamed, and the time lost in removing the bolt from one hole
and applying it in the adjacent hole when reaming is entirely
The clamps are applied by the men assembling. They
avoided.
not
touched
are
by the men reaming but are removed by the riveters
as they work up to the clamps.
by a laborer and carried back

They are

collected

from the

floor

to the assembling position for the

next succeeding frame.

In assembling the underframe a jig is used which accurately
locates the center sills, bolsters and cross bearers. By. this method
the sills are assembled square, reamed in the same position and
This jig conthen transferred to the underframe riveting jig.
sists of a number of cast columns supported on I beams bolted
on a concrete foundation and securely holds the underframe in
position while being riveted, so that the underframe is constructed
A great deal of time is
accurately and square in every way.
thus saved in the assembling and the line of the car when finished
To rivet the underframe on the jig by
is very greatly improved.
compression riveters without turning it over, it was necessary to
have a special type of riveter designed with a thin nose to permit
the top row of rivets to be driven and to allow sufficient clearance
for the bottom row, particularly on the bolsters, to be driven
The makers considered that
without moving the underframe.
riveter
would
an
expensive
of
this
be
type
Xo maintain, but quite
the reverse is the case, for though a heavy block of cast steel
It
is used for the top die a small high speed steel insert is used.
is not possible to use a high speed steel snap for ordinary work,
as it is extremely liable to break, but when it is inserted in the
cast steel block it is well supported and does not fracture. It is
much denser than any other material that could be used. When
renewed the amount of steel is so small that the cost is not considerable, and it has easily proved to be the cheapest type of die
for maintenance of any compression riveter in the shops.
The movement of the steel sills from the point of assembling
to the jig where they are riveted together is to be handled entirely
by small air jacks running on trucks on narrow gauge rails which

move the underframe from

position to position without requiring

the use of the overhead crane.
able

This, of course, saves a consider-

amount of time and enables the movements

taneously, which could not possibly be done if

for the crane to

move the

it

to occur simul-

were necessary

mall, as the crane can only handle one

The value of this time saved is considerable and easily
appreciated. The only portion of this output which is fixed is that
of riveting the underframe with the compression riveters, and

at a time.

the capacity
is,

therefore,

is

about fourteen or fifteen cars per day.

made

Provision

for the installation of an additional position

for riveting the underframe along the side wall of the building

where the jib cranes for handling compression riveters can easily
be located. The other positions can easily handle twenty-five cars
a day, by the addition of more help where required.
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For assembling the side frame a jig was designed by which a
considerable improvement has been attained over former practice.
The side frames for as many cars as are required are built on
one jig? all the parts being placed in templates, giving them a
fixed location.
The riveting on the lower side sill is handled by
two suspended compression riveters, the balance of the riveting
being done by hand. The parts are at present clamped together
by hand clamps, which will shortly be replaced by fixed pneumatic
clamps in order to hold them more rigidly and avoid the time
lost in applying and removing the hand clamps.
Special attention has been paid to the loss of time in locating and applying
clamps, and pockets are arranged in the frame so that everything
is as close as possible .to the point where it is to be used.
Even
more care is taken in the racks for the material, as each post and
brace is piled directly opposite to where it will be used in the

A

frame.

small gantry crane is being constructed to handle this
material from the jig to the piling space, so that no time whatever will be lost waiting for the travelling crane.

The same arrangement
side

is made for the end frames as for the
frames, a small travelling crane being used to handle the

end frames from the assembling sections to the place
where they are piled.

finished

ERECTING.

The erecting is commenced at a point where the trucks are
brought in from the supply tracks at the side of the shop and
handled across turntables into proper position. The underframe
is then brought down by the travelling crane and placed on the
In the first position the floor stringers are riveted in
place and one end frame is lifted on by a jib crane specially constructed for that purpose.
When this is done the underframe
is moved down to the second position, and the side frames are lifted
up by two special hoists from the convenient piles where they
have been placed by the overhead crane, and the other end frame
is Ufted to place by a jib crane.
In the third position the carlines and the riveting up on top of the car are completed on an
overhead scaffolding which allows the men to work conveniently.
There is also an upper floor and special racks for the accommodatrucks.

tion of the carlines

An

all

and other material.

metal roof designed by the Canadian Pacific for these

The usual practice was to allow
the cars to go out of the shop with the carlines riveted in place,
and the roof sheets and various wooden parts of the roof were
cars required special handling.

wood freight car shop. This roof being all steel
with outside carlines, it was necessary to apply the roof sheets
before the carlines, and therefore the roof was assembled and
erected complete on the cars in the steel car shop in two positions
applied in the

and the cars turned out of the

shop with the roofs complete
wooden running

steel

in every respect except for the application of the

This

boards.

is

a very unusual feature and the fact that the

entire output of the steel shop could be handled in this

evidence of

how

way

readily the roof and carlines are applied.

is

The

show the arrangement of upper scaffold platforms which
were used for the application of the carlines of the ordinary roofs
cuts

and for the convenient storage of

carlines

and roof sheets for

the all steel radial roof.

Boom
required

moved

for a fifth erecting position is allowed but this is not

with the present output of the shop.

outside

by a motor

The cars are

driver car pull situated in the lower end

of the shop, are sent over to the

wood shop

and painting, and are then reported for

for lining, roofing

service.

STEEL PASSENGER CAR SHOP.
The method of handling material in the passenger shop is the
same as for the steel freight shop. The arrangement of the
machines is similar, except that it is not possible to get enough
work of the same class with the relatively small output to use
spacing tables to advantage. A coping punch is, therefore, fitted
up with rollers for the convenient handling of long material, and
the work is punched to gauge much in the same way as on the
smaller punches, although considerable marked off work has been
used up to the present.

'
'
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The operation

and other coping punches is
the freight shop.
The additional

of the high speed

also similar to those used in

machines comprise plate straightening rolls for straightening
or bending plates, and a plate edge planer for the outside sheets
A cold saw and metal band saw are used for
for the coaches.
cutting accurately such material as would not be handled to
advantage in the shears. A large gate shear, double angle shear,
combination horizontal punch and bending or straightening machine complete the ordinary machine equipment in the passenger

As

it

has been decided to

drill the side plates instead

of punch-

machine was installed for this work.

ing, a special drilling
is

of the car are erected and side roof sheets and hood sheets are

As the car leaves the first position it is run on by the
second position outside the shop where it is sand blasted and then
returned to the second position for finishing. In the second posiapplied.

and flooring, including vestibule trimThe car is then sent over to the wood
passenger shop for inside trimming and finishing.
A transfer
tion the center roof sheets

mings,
table

etc.,

is

are applied.

provided at the outside of the shop for switching the cars

from track

to track or to the outgoing track,

ing at the present time

shop.

This

of similar construction to a locomotive frame slotting machine,

the plates being laid out on a long table and a travelling head

provided fitted with a number of electric
course, is very light in order to

make

it

drills.

easy to

The head, of
Temhandle.

plates with hardened steel bushes for drilling are used as in ordi-

nary good practice.
By laying several sheets one on top of
another and drilling a number of holes at the same time, the
drilling costs are reduced to a minimum and compare very closely
with the cost of punching in an automatic machine besides being
necessarily much more accurate, and the drilling does not buckle
or distort the sheets or leave a rag on the lower edge as in punching.
This is very important for the side sheets on the car where
the rivets are small and small errors in the location of the rivet
holes are relatively serious.

of the long side

It is intended to

members of the car

in the

side sheets.

The

handle the drilling

same way as that of the

'

drilling of the small side cover plates will also be handled

on a jig on a small sensitive drill and it is intended to use rollers
and stops in order to minimize the cost as far as possible.
ASSEMBLING.
The same arrangement of an assembling jig is used in the
passenger shop- as was adopted in the freight, but the number
of operations was reduced to one, and the assembling, reaming
and riveting of the underframe is done in one position. On
account of the much greater length of the jig and the fact that
the wall of the shop adjacent is considered as a temporary wall,
in view of the probable extension of the shop, it

was impossible
room that

use a jib crane of any type because of the head

would require.

A

low

with small travelling

crane runway was,

cranes

to

therefore,

carry the riveters.

to
it

adopted,

With

this

arrangement the number of riveters needed can be increased indefinitely in proportion to the output of underframes required,
which certainly could not be done in the case of jib cranes; it
further enables the underframe to be lifted out in either direction.
The underframe jig is located centrally in the shop in view
of the probable future extension.
ERECTING.

The noticeable feature of the erecting portion of the passenger
shop is the arrangement of small bays running lengthwise over
each track, small travelling cranes just large enough to handle
material or riveters as required, and an unique arrangement of
scaffold posts short on one side so that the cranes can operate

over them, but

work, men's

still

enough

to carry rivet furnaces for the roof

tools, etc., or to serve for

ing work on the side sheets or framing.

a backing for light

Where

drill-

the posts of the

shop run these are made to do double duty, to provide for the
adjustable scaffolds so necessary in erection work of this sort.
Special rivet furnaces are used for the heating of rivets to pre-

vent the pitting so

common

in the ordinary oil furnaces.

These

good satisfaction, and while they
are slow in heating up, burning of rivets and pitting is very
materially reduced. In the passenger sections there are two positions on each track and four tracks.
The output in the original
layout of the shop was based on a ten car output per month; it
was thought that each car would stand ten days in each position
and that the underframe would turn out a car for every two and
one-half working days, but it is evident from the progress already
made that a better output than this will readily be obtained. In
the first position the posts, end frame and complete frame work

muffle furnaces have given very
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and the transfer

is clone

and the sand

blast-

outside the shop between the shop

table.

In the erecting portion of the shop the cuts show more of the
interesting methods that are used in the erection, the use of
clamps and the adjustable scaffolding. Special attention to the
convenience of the men is shown in the temporary side deck plat-

forms for working on the center deck, the scaffold posts which
serve as ladders, the convenient rivet supply and location of air
hose connections.

ADAPTABILITY OF THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE TO
SWITCHING SERVICE.
Approximately eight million people are served by the New
New Haven & Hartford in rendering service to the New
England States. Of all freight hauled in and out of New England by rail, this road handles 75 percent of it. The majority
of this freight is carried via the Harlem River division and the
Harlem Eiver and Westchester freight and transfer yards.
Although the complete electrification of the New Haven road
between New York and New Haven has not yet been placed in
electrical operation, the switching of all freight cars between
Stamford and Harlem Eiver has been done successfully by electricity for approximately 18 months.
The economies obtained
by the use of the electric switcher locomotives have exceeded
York,

the expectations of those

all

cation to this

The

who

are responsible for their appli-

field.

reliability

of

this

switcher locomotive equipment has

proven to be far superior to the steam locomotive in switching service and the operation of these electric switcher locomotives is a source of satisfaction to the operating department
and trainmen who have this work in charge.
The three main switching yards on the New Haven system
are:

Harlem River yard, length
Oak Point yard, length

37.16

'

Westchester yard, length

22.29

'

23.3

miles

Also the Van Nest yards, which are used for storage only.
In March, 1911, the first switching engine was placed in operaIn August, 1912, the first switcher
tion at Stamford, Conn.
started to work in the Westchester yards; in September, 1912,
the first in the Oak Point yards in float service and in August,
1913, the first began its operation in the Harlem River yards
proper.

The
yard

service performed

is

by these locomotives

of special interest.

This yard

is

in the

Oak Point

the terminal where

the cars or flats destined to the New England states are unloaded. Each float is properly docked and secured. There are
all

two large controlling bridges at this terminal, one having accommodations for five floats, and the other for three. These
bridges contain all of the counter weights used to compensate
for the weight of the individual gang or approach bridges,
besides

all

control apparatus necessary for the proper operation

of these float docks.

The entire gang bridge to each float is hinged on to the
The bridge consists of two parts connected by a
mainland.
hinged joint. Each of these two parts of the approach bridge
leading to a float is raised and lowered electrically as the case
may be by means of two controllers. In addition to these controllers, there are two controllers which manipulate two motors
connected to a friction drum which by means of a rope holds
the floats in their slips securely to the gang or approach bridge.
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Switcher Installation at Oak Park Yard, N. Y., N. H.
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H. R. R.

properly aligned with tracks on the approaches while cars are

from floats and since the control of the electric locomotive is
more sensitive than the control of the steam locomotive, this

being loaded or unloaded.

is

Three large

steel bars are

It requires six

used to keep the tracks

oil

the float

movements to unload a float and dispatch
movements are necessary to load

train to the yard; also six

When

float.

a
a

either loading or unloading floats, there are always

two flat cars coupled between the electric switcher locomotive
and the cars being hauled on or off the float. In this way the
locomotive always remains on land and is never supported \>y
the approach and the two flat cars act as an arm for reaching
the train.

Each float lias three tracks, two with a capacity for eight ears
and a center one for six cars. In this float service it is important to load and unload cars so that the floats do not capsize.
prevented as follows: the eight cars on track No. 1 are
hauled off until two cars remain, enough to have about 100 tons
on this track, and this train left standing until later. Then
Next the six
all the eight cars on track No. 3 are hauled off.
Finally the eight-car train
cars on track No. 3 and then off.
which was partially removed is hauled off. The minimum time
required to load and unload a float (12 movements) is thirtyThis

five

is

minutes.

To date not
tric

locomotive

service.

a single feature has developed in
is

which the

elec-

not superior to steam locomotive in switching

The ease with which

electric locomotives are controlled,

a feature that appeals strongly to the operators.

heavy freight tonnage mentioned above is handled
New York City, and the elimination of smoke by the use of the electric locomotive is another
advantage which has appealed to all parties.
All of the

within the corporate limits of

There are sixteen switching locomotives included in this installation.
Each locomotive is equipped with four Westinghouse No. 410, 125-h. p., 25-cycle, single-phase motors and unit
switch control. These locomotives each weigh 80 tons and are
able to exert a maximum tractive effort of 40,000 lbs. with a
clean dry rail.

The following
the

maximum

The

total of eight of these electric locomotives are sufficient for

of the switching work between Stamford and
Harlem River station. These are kept in service 24 hours a
day, each making on the average of approximately 140 miles in
24 hours with three eight-hour crew shifts. The electric locomotives handling the work between Westchester yard and Harlem
River for a given month made 38,000 locomotive miles and consumed approximately 896,000 kilowatt-hours of electrical energy

at the locomotive.

During this same period, the six locomotives handled approximately 65,000 cars which had a total w eight of approximately
one million tons. Practically all of these cars were transferred
r

8.5

28

8.1

17

8.1

9

which may be handled

8.1

track" show the load

in infrequent switching service.

The switching locomotives areg uaranteed
speeds up to 6 m.

A

67

figures given for "straight level

mum

practically all

is

On

determined by

Max. Speed
Number of Cars, Each
Weighing 45 Tons with Load. M. P. H.

Track Profile.
Straight Level Track
V-2% Grade
1
% Grade
2
% Grade

where coal and water are used, elimination of liability for freezing up in cold weather, are all features which are to be credited
Six single-phase electric locomotives do the work of approximately twice the number of steam locomotives formerly used.

hauling capacity.

grade.

the elimination of stand-by losses and those that are necessary

to the electric locomotive.

figures give the rated

the average road, the load that can be handled

tractive effort of

36,000 lbs.

to

exert a maxi-

for about three minutes at

p. h. and a continuous tractive effort of 14,800
speed of 11% m. p. h. In practice it has been found
that an electric switching locomotive can do the work of two
steam locomotives because it can be operated both day and
night.
In fact, the first switching locomotive furnished has
been in use for about 20 hours a day in the yards at Stamford.
It is not expected that the maximum voltage on the motors
lbs. at a

will be reached in ordinary switching service, but

when climbing grades

it is

or on longer runs in the yard.

available

The averThe hour

age operating potential is estimated to be 190 volts.
rating corresponding to this voltage and current of 900 amps,
is approximately 125 h. p. per motor.

Arrangements have been made for a large bridge, known as
the interconnecting railroad bridge, between Harlem River and
Long Island City, which will physically connect the Pennsyl-

vania and New Haven systems. Electricity as a motive power
will be used entirely for handling all traffic over this bridge.

:
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May

Meetings

AIR BRAKE ASSOCIATION.

inch opening to prevent the whistle from screeching.

The twenty-first annual convention of the Air Brake Association
was held at the Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit, Mich., on May
5 to 8.
The sessions were presided over by the president W. J.
Hatch. In the president 's address Mr. Hatch paid tribute to the
lute George Westinghouse.
He also urged some sort of an
arrangement for adjusting the slack on freight cars. The convention was also favored with a short talk by H. H. Vaughn,
assistant to the vice president of the Canadian Pacific.
He
expressed great confidence in the future of the electrically con-

W.

trolled brake.

A. Garrett of the Pere Marquette, addressed

members on some of the problems of railway officials.
The caboose air gage and conductors' valve was the subject of a

the

paper by Mark

Purcell

of

the

Northern

Mr. Purcell

Pacific.

stated that in his opinion the best practical device for this pur-

pose

is

a valve that can be opened quickly, and will provide a

sufficient

opening to insure quick action of the brakes the entire

length of the train, or can be opened gradually, and a small

amount, to produce a slow reduction to cause a service application,
in cases of an immediate stop being necessary, and yet sufficient
time available to permit of exercising care to avoid quick action
of the brakes, which might, and often does, cause serious damage
to the train, particularly

when the quick action

from the

starts

When it is found necessary to open the conductor's valve
apply brakes on a freight train, it should be left open until

rear.

to

the train stops.

George W. Xoland of the P. C. C. & St. L. read a paper on
He said that every fair-minded perModern Train Handling.
son who has any knowledge of train building will agree that the
40,000, 50,000 and the older 60,000 capacity equipment has no
right to be placed on or near the head end of the long heavy
through trains. Most break-in-twos occur in that particular class
of equipment, as the draft gear is not heavy enough to withstand
the shocks and surges that are sometimes evident. Xo car which is
known to have its brake cut out should be placed in any train.
The car should be sent to the repair track and have the proper
There
repairs made, even though delayed for another schedule.
transit
are cases enough where they are cut out while a train is in
from one terminal to another.
A paper on the Electro-Pneumatic Signal System was presented by L. X. Armstrong of the Pennsylvania. Mr. Armstrong
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

said in part

The electro-pneumatic

signal

was developed a few years ago

to

meet the needs of roads that were using multiple unit electric
cars to handle suburban service.
The signal switch to which
the ordinary bell cord is attached has two wire connections, one
for supplying the current to the switch,

and the other for

con-

veying the current from the switch to the magnetic valve in the
cab.

When

the cord

is

pulled, contact

is

made between

wires, resulting in current flowing to the

magnet

the signal whistle to immediately sound.

When

the two

valve, causing

the cord

is

re-

leased, the spring on the side of the signal switch forces the con-

tacts of the switch apart, breaking the circuit

when

which,

The magnet valve

manner quick transmission of any number of

an

of

will continue to

When

flow

electro-magnet,

whistle.

directly to the

sound as long as current
the flow of current

is

main

The whistle

passing through the

is

cut off

from the magnet

A combined car discharge valve and train signal switch is
designed to cover the transition period on steam trains.
It is
ordinary
car
the
discharge valve, having a set of contacts added
and arranged so that when the cord is pulled the car discharge
opened and, at the same time, contact is made. A test
an engine and twelve steel cars, was operated
for a period of four months on the Pennsylvania Railroad, with
valve

is

used with the pneumatically operated signal.

main

such

it

satisfactory

recommended

results

that

the electro-pneumatic signal was

be applied to all new equipment.
This will
eventually result in removing the train signal pipe and hose from
the equipment, which will no doubt cause a considerable decrease
in the expense of maintenance, and at the same time result in
fewer detentions from signal failures, as well as quickening the
to

suburban trains which use the train signals for
this signal system, it would be possible to have
a code in which long and short blasts were used, and thus increase the communication between train and locomotive without
using a large number of blasts. A test was made in which the
signal cord was pulled 17 times in a period of five seconds, and
all of the signals were correctly transmitted.
It is absolutely
free from false signals, and economical to maintain.
The operation of this signal on 90 cars during the past six years has
shown its reliability and low cost of maintenance, requiring no
operation of

starting.

With

periodical inspections.

An

informal talk on the foundation brake gear was given by

T. L. Burton of the Westinghouse Co.

He

said that this gear

must be carefully applied.
was given by T. W. Dow of
the Erie.
He said that the new M. C. B. specifications would
eliminate a great deal of trouble, and also laid emphasis on the
has been a success, but that

A

it

short paper on air brake hose

matter of incorrectly proportionate gaskets.

Fred von Bergen of the X. C. & St. L. gave a brief paper on
which he claimed that brakes could not be

air brake efficiency in

maintained at 100%
thorough discussion.

This subject received quite a

efficiency.

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS.

The following new officers were elected: President, L. H. Albers,
New York Central Lines; first vice-president, J. T. Slattery, Denver & Rio Grande; second vice president, T. W. Dow, Erie; third
vice-president, C. H. Weaver, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern;
secretary, F. M. Xellis, Westinghouse Air Brake Company; treasurer, Otto Best, Xathan Manufacturing Company.
The new
members elected to the executive committee were: L. P. Streeter,
Illinois Central, and Mark Purcell, Xorthern Pacific.
The secretary reported that the association had about 1,200
membeis and a balance on hand of $l,324.."iS. About 300 members were in attendance at the convention.

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY FUEL ASSOCIATION.
The

sixth annual convention of the International Eailway Fuel

Association was held at the Hotel
to 21.

dent,

La

Salle, Chicago,

on

May

18

The convention was opened by the address of the presiRobert Collett, who touched on a number of the problems

the same as that

When

progress the railways in Chicago have

using high

has been found advisable to insert a
choke in the pipe connection leading to the whistle having a 3-64
reservoir pressure,

is

train, consisting of

with regard to fuel and urged greater co-operation between all
departments.
Dr. W. F. M. Goss gave an interesting talk on
coal values and coal production.
He also spoke of the great,

valve, a small spring assists in seating the air valve.

The whistle has an adjustable bowl, and

blasts is possible,

as the air has a very short distance to flow.

and thus stopping

energized, unseats a small air valve, allowing

reservoir pressure to

circuit.

consists

The whistle

can be attached to the bottom outlet of the magnetic valve by a
short elbow and nipple, and when directly connected in this

the flow of current, causing the air valve in the magnet valve to

be seated.
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made

in eliminating smoke.

The papers presented, together with brief abstracts of each
are

as

follows.

S.

W.

Parr,

professor

of

applied

chemistry,
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University of Illinois, gave a paper on

'
'

Honeycomb and

Clinker

Formation.
His conclusions were
which seems to be most conducive to formation of honeycomb,
is the one in which the percentage of iron pyrites is high.
Second, any conditions in the combustion chamber which by
reason of the time interval for complete oxidation, or tempera'

'

:

First, the chemical condition,

ture stages, or deficiency in oxygen, which would promote the

formation for any brief length of time of the iron pyrites in the
ferrous sulphide stage, is a condition likely to promote clinkering.
Third, the physical condition most active in promoting the for-

mation of clinkering of particles in the fire box above the grates
is fouud in the finely divided material, which is both high in
ash and high in iron pyrites.
Fourth, at least one practical suggestion is indicated, namely,
that so far as is possible the fine stuff be eliminated from the
material as fired. Material of this sort may be much more readily
handled in fires which are not conducted under such forced conditions as to draft and speed of combustion, it being only necessary to give ample access of oxygen until the time of complete
burning out of the sulphur, after which the tendency to fuse is
reduced to the minimum.
M. C. H. Hatch, superintendent of fuel service, D. L. & W. E. E.,
presented a paper on "Belation of Front-end Design and Air
Openings of Grates and Ash-pans to Fuel Consumption and

Sparks," saying in conclusion:
Let us design the front-end so that

vacuum pump as

it

shall be

as efficient a

possible; let us get the boiler tube ratios right;

Tune, 1914

enginemen and trainmen and improved working conditions)
reduction of terminal delays, both as to engines and trains. C. G.
Hall, fuel agent of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, had a carefully written and comprehensive paper on the storage of coal,
its feasibility and advantages to producer, carrier and consumer.
In conclusion he stated that the storage of bituminous coal can
only be made feasible by the producer, carrier and consumer
co-operating closely to carry on the work in a systematic and
economical manner.
"Sizing of Coal for Locomotive Use" was the subject of a
paper by A. G. Kinyon, locomotive fuel engineer of the Clinchfield Fuel Co.
It is Mr. Kinyon 's opinion that where coal is machine mined
and shot only with powder, the best and cheapest method of sizing
;

for

all

concerned, will be to pass such coal over a 5 or 6 inch

The amount of fine slack coal so mined is negligible and
the lumps that pass over the screen can be disposed of for other
purposes and at a higher price which will allow a lower price for
screen.

locomotive fuel.

A

committee paper on modern locomotive coaling stations gave
and some data on this subject. The discussion of the
paper went into the feasibility of scales for stations quite thoroughly.
The committee on firing practice made a number of
changes in its recommendations of last year, which were accepted.
A paper on coal space and adjuncts of locomotive tenders was
conclusions

presented by L. E. Pyle, traveling fireman, M., St. P. & S. S.
who gave some very valuable suggestions on the subject.

M.

By.,

admit plenty of air, well distributed, through the grates,
us open up the ash-pans so that the front-end pump does
not have to work against added restrictions there. If we follow
these practices, we shall make progress. Fuel economy, from the
standpoint of design, means the use of a boiler and furnace which
will take out the greatest possible amount of heat (perfect com-

Monro B. Lanier, of the Norton Coal Mining Co., read a paper
on preheating locomotive boiler feed water, which touched on
the salient facts and gave the facts and figures on the subject
in a connected chain of thought.
The concluding paper of the

from the coal, at the expenditure of the least possible
If an engine has a front end with reamount of energy.

fuel consumption.

let us

and

let

bustion)

sessions

was by F. W.

Foltz,

fuel

supervisor

of

Pacific on the subject of economies in roundhouse

The paper covered cleaning

fires,

the

Missouri

and terminal
cleaning flues,

stricted

care of grates, care of boilers at terminals and waste of fuel in
building fires.

result is obvious.

President Mohler of the Union Pacific made a few remarks at
one of the meetings, as did H. L. Cole, assistant secretary of the
government railway board of India.

gas areas, inadequate netting surface, poorly designed
draft pipe, and has an improper tube arrangement, insufficient
air openings through the grate and less through the pan, the

we must have
ditions

To burn coal we must have air; to get the air
and to get the draft, under the adverse conHow will its
nozzle her down.
we will

draft,

outlined,

'

'

'

'

performance then compare with another which
ing to the rules indicated in the
Finally, I

amount of

want

to say that all

first

my

is

arranged accord-

just considered.

recommendations covering the net results of the investigations, at
the next convention. These matters are of the highest importance
in modern locomotive design, and if we can accomplish their determination we will be well repaid for our labor in the good which
will accrue to the railroads of this country as a whole and to ourselves as an association.
A paper on "Uniform Methods of Computing Fuel Consumption " by C. F. Ludington, chief fuel supervisor of the Santa Fe,
advocated a daily accounting system giving as its principal advantages: increased supervisions over trip performances resulting
economical use of fuel; better

power condition by being able to stop the steam leaks causing
excessive consumption of fuel in five or six days instead of as

many weeks;
better

with

train

reduction of engine failures; better train loading;
despatching, enabling trains to get over the road

minimum

delay

(this

;

&

& E. I. E. E., 922 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. The secretary's report showed a membership of 642 and a balance of $885.25.
The registration at
the convention was about 325.
It was decided to hold the next convention in Chicago on May

This committee, with the president

interesting the individual in

S.

investigations show that the

of this association as chairman ex-officio, to submit a report with

in

& M.

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS.
were elected as follows: President, D. E. MacBain,
Ey. vice-presidents, D. C. Buell, U. P. E, E., J. G.

Crawford, C. B.

definite

we have

L. S.

officers

part of this paragraph?

and authoritative information on the subjects
under consideration is amazingly small. We should and must know
more about these matters and this association should undertake
the work of investigation, and at once. I therefore suggest that we,
as an association, bespeak the aid of the Pennsylvania E. E., Purdue University and the University of Illinois, requesting them to
collaborate with a committee, to be appointed by this association,
with a view to determining and finally enunciating what, for modern practice, should most efficiently govern the design of the details

New

means reduction

in

overtime

paid

E. E.;

Q. E. E., and B. P. Phillippe, Pennsylvania

secretary-treasurer, C. G. Hall, C.

17 to 20, 1915.

MASTER BOILER MAKERS' ASSOCIATION.
The eighth annual convention of the Master Boiler Makers'
Association was held at the Hotel Walton, Philadelphia, on May
25 to 28. The members were favored by addresses by Rudolph
Blankenburg, mayor of Philadelphia; S. M. Vauclain, vice president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and Ivy L. Lee. executive
assistant to the president of the Pennsylvania.

The committee on

The Advantages and Disadvantages of
Oxy-Acetylene and Electric Welding Processes for Use in Boiler
'

Maintenance" reported

'

in part as follows:

Cracks in firebox sheets of

all

kinds have been welded with the

acetylene process and some very good results have been obtained.

One report shows that cracks 15 and 20 inches long have been
welded with acetylene and have given eighteen months service
without trouble; also half side sheets have been successfully
welded. Much trouble has resulted, however, from sheets cracking adjacent to the welds, or in the welds themselves, due to the
unequal stresses placed upon the sheet when cooling.
Acetylene is found to be serviceable in heating sheets for laying up, in the fitting of boiler work; also in straightening crown
sheets where same have been damaged by low water, as the heat
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It has
can be localized and thus not injure adjaeent sheets.
been found dangerous to make welds adjacent to riveted seams and
stay-bolts as both are prone to leak after such treatment when the
boiler again is placed in service.
Electric welding, as with its predecessor, is past the experimental stage and its value is unlimited. One very important thing
in connection with electric welding is that it

the operator, or those coming in contact with
explosive about

it,

and the voltage

Electricity has been used to

greatest value

welding.

is in

is

is

it,

not dangerous to

as there

is

nothing

low.

some extent for cutting, but its
is done with a carbon, using

Cutting

same as the iron rod

used for welding.
This method of cutting is not a fast one, but it can be used
where it is difficult to get with a pneumatic hammer.
it

in the holder the

is

Side sheets, half side sheets and patches, firebox sheets, are

found to be very successfully applied, using the welder in making
the seams joint the sheets the same as in a butt joint. Experience
has shown that the more crooked the seam the more efficient the
welding is, that is to say the sheet should be cut in an irregular outline so that the weld will not be in a straight line.
In regard to
patches, the same holds true, the more irregular the patch the
better the weld.

from Treating Feed Water
for Locomotive Boilers Chemically" summed up the benefits derived from treating water with soda ash and lime in treating
plants or putting soda ash direct into locomotive tank where
blow off cocks are used, as follows:
1.
Failures from foaming are practically unknown.
2.
Washout period is extended.
Changing of water not necessary.
3.
4.
Better circulation, making better steaming engines.
Boilers are kept clean, burnt and buckled side sheets are
5.

The committee on

Benefits Derived

'

'

very rare.
6.

Leaky

flues

and side sheets are avoided.

(This

is

a big

item.)

Engines are run longer between shopping for flues because
and removed by blow off cock in form of mud.
8.
Decrease in expense of upkeep in roundhouses.
9.
Better feeling among men running engines, because engines
are not failing on the road due to leaking and foaming.
It would not be fair in saying that all the benefits mentioned
above can be derived, unless the boiler work in the roundhouse
is done properly.
Flues must be expanded when needed and when
locomotive is washed, all plugs must be removed and the boiler
washed until thoroughly clean of mud and scale, which can only
be determined by inspection of a competent foreman or boiler
7.

scale is softened

maker before the plugs are replaced in boiler.
The committee on The Advantage or Disadvantage of Combustion Chambers in Large Mallet or Pacific Type Engines, Other
Than a Shorter Flue," found that but few railroad companies
are using boilers with a combustion chamber to any great extent.
The experience of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul is given
'

'
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report showed a total of 543

members with 417
The treasury showed a balance of $647.67.

in

good standing.

RAILWAY STOREKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
The eleventh annual convention of the Bailway Storekeepers'
Association was held at the Hotel Baleigh. Washington, D. C, on
May 18, 19 and 20 and was presided over by the president, J. W.
Gerber. Mr. Gerber, in his opening address, commented on the
work and growth of the association. The association was favored
with an address on the ideal storehouse system, by Fairfax Harpresident

rison,

operation

of

Southern Bailway.
He urged the codepartments and the elimination of obsolete

of the

all

stocks.

The accounting committee presented a detailed report with
regard to rules governing the accounting for material and supplies at storehouses.
The report covered handling of materials
and supplies, accounting for material received, accounting for
material issued and material on hand. A paper on store department expenses was presented by E. L. Fries, auditor of disbursement, Union Pacific B. B. This paper presented a concise
exposition of the expenses chargeable to, and the distribution of,
department expenses with a view of standardizing the
methods and practices.
The committee on standardization of tinware reported that it
was working with a committee from the American Bailway Master
Mechanics' Association, and would present its report at the June
meeting of the latter association.
The committee on uniform grading and inspection of lumber
submitted a majority and a minority report, the latter being
signed by W. H. Clifton of the B. & O. He advocated the inspection of all lumber at the points of shipment.
The committee
was unanimous on the following:
First.
That all piling and track ties should be inspected
when received and loaded at shipping points.
Second. That all material which is termed direct shipments^
that is, shipments for construction whether it be bridge or building material should be inspected before loaded or rather at the
shipping point for the reason that it is seldom that you have
practical men where the material is unloaded to inspect and
receive it and if you do not have practical men to unload and
receive the material, inferior material is often accepted and used.
Third. Lumber which is shipped direct for any purpose ought
store

when loaded at the shipping point.
The majority report, slightly amended, was adopted
mended practice and referred to the American

to be inspected

as recom-

Bailway

Association.

The committee on a Bailway Storekeepers' Standard Book of
Rules presented a 146-page book to be used as a foundation. It
was approved and adopted with a few changes.

A

paper on handling of stationery was read by

stationer,

Grand

Trunk

Bailway.

He

expressed

S.

C. Pettit,

the.

opinion

which has at the present time about 605 engines equipped with
combustion chambers consisting of Mallet type, Mikado type,
Pacific type and Prairie type, all being equipped with arch tubes

that stationery should be kept in the general office building,

and arch brick.
The committee on Combustion and Fuel Economy took up quite
Thoroughly the chemistry of combustion and some of the factors
Beports were also presented on
Uniform rules
that effect it.
regarding the load on stay bolts and boiler braces."
"Most
efficient shape and size of head of radial stay bolt in crown sheet
" Does flue cleaning or rattling have
of oil-burning engines. "
any effect on scaling of flues," and "proper disinfection of a

nection with the work of their departments and frequently call

'

'

boiler while in service."

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS.

The following new
Johnston, A. T.

&

St. L.,

secretary,
treasurer,

&

officers

S. F.

;

were elected:

vice-presidents,

President,

Andrew

Jas.

T.

Greene, C. C. C.

& Q., John B. Tate, Penn. R. B.;
Barry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York, N. Y.;
Frank Gray. C. & A.. Bloomington, 111. The secretary's
D. A. Lucas, C. B.

to-

enable the stationery agent to be in close communication with
general officers who are all interested in the forms used in confor copies of such forms on short notice.

The committee on piece work stated that there is but little
more to add to what had already been presented to the association in regard to the establishing and maintaining of the "piece
work" or "unit" system of handling supplies and material in
the store deparment.

The increased efficiency, as also the advantages and economies
which can be and which are being effected through the medium
of a well organized piece work system, established and conducted
on sound business principles, have already been fully covered
by very able papers presented to the
adopted as recommended practice.

association.

This report was

The committee on scrap classification was not ready
The committee on marking couplers was continued.

to report.

—

—
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ASSOCIATION- BUSINESS.

Seaboard Air Line; second vice-president, J. G. Stuart, C. B. & Q.
The secretary-treasurer is to be elected by the executive committee
The report of the secretary-treasurer showed a membership of
The Railway Materials
about 700 and a cash balance of $700.
Association elected C. B. Yardley, Jr., as president, and J. Parker
Cowing, secretary-treasurer.

WESTERN RAILWAY CLUB.
The annual meeting and entertainment of the Western Railway
May 26. The new

Club was held at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on
Ry.

;

first

follows:

vice-president, H.

President, E.

H. Harvey,

vice-president, J. H. Tinker, C.

&

E.

I.

C. B.

W. Pratt, C. & W.
& Q. R. R.; second

R. R.; secretary-treasurer,

The following new
M. Barrowdale and W. E.
Dunham. After the new president, Mr. Pratt, had obtained
speeches from all possible, the curtain went up (or rather was
drawn) on the vaudeville entertainment, which was opened with a
Among the black
selection by the Western Railway Club band.
face gentlemen who did the funny work were W. E. Kelly, Gus
Yoss, G. H. Porter, J. H. Kuhns, A. F. Young, Frank Ryan, Fred
Hickey, C. M. Baker, J. E. Axtell and Jack Ponic.
Also mention must be made of musical director J. Will Sousa Johnson
he had surrounded himself with such a musical air that one hardly
recognized him. Great credit is due those who gave their time to
make the evening a success. The band did especially well and is
now one of the club's institutions.
J.

W.

Taylor,

Karpen

building,

Chicago.

directors were elected: A. R. Kipp, J.

FUEL EFFICIENCY*
By Robert

An

means, Doing some old
thing in a new way or to make changes in something already
established.
Our work has not been so much on the order of
attempting new methods, but rather an attempt to follow to
a conclusion methods that were pretty generally known.
The nearest thing to an innovation has been an endeavor
to find out what we were doing, what we ought to do, and
how to do it. This has been mentioned before, but it is worth
The
repeating and is worth keeping continually before us.
saving was brought about by everyone finding out as much
as he could about the business and telling someone who was
in a position to correct it, something about the things that
were wrong. There is scarcely an item connected with the
operation of trains that does not have some influence, and
scarcely an employe but that can assist in some way in reducing the fuel bill. A good flue borer is one of the most imporA good way to find out about
tant men on the railroad.
anything is to do it yourself, and that is one idea that has
been followed up with our boys on the different divisions, to
find out what each man's needs were, and try to assist in
There has
ironing out any difficulties surrounding the work.
been a great deal of help and encouragement given by all departments, mechanical, fuel and transportation, in fact, there
is hardly any department any more on the Frisco, we are
just one large family and we have come to be pretty broad
gauged in the matter of discussing our limitations with each
other and inviting criticism.

it,

—

Getting back to the engines we used to think that we had
to do a lot of shifting around of things in the front ends of
the engines, but we commence at the other end now. If everything is all right there we apply the water cure.
It is a
wonderful detective. Most of the engineers won't run engines
that are choked in the exhaust passages now, they can't

the tonnage to

make

Formerly we reduced
the condition of the engine. Some of you cn-

the time or pull the tonnage with them.

•Extracts from an article

in

the Frisco Man.

We

have learned a

lot

of things and put into effect

some

we already knew but had grown somewhat
example, we found that we did not give our

other things that
careless in; for

ash pans half enough air. It would be a long chapter of experiences to tell of all of the things that have been suggested,
and most of them worked out with a view of improving the
engines and the fuel consumption.
Not all of the things we
would like to have done have been put into effect, but the
improvement has been gradual and steady. A very great many
suggestions came from engineers and firemen, and when we
found one man who had a good "kink" about the running
or firing we told the other fellow about it who hadn't got
next to that particular scheme, and perhaps we got one from
him to give to someone else and so on down the line.

There

work connected with locomotive and
always interesting, and it is a man's
work to get the best results from the manipulation of the
handles in the cab, especially on the recent types of locomotives.
One of the most important handles is attached to the
is

a lot of hard

train operation, but

it is

scoop shovel.

We

well, but we don't want to stop at that.
We
railroads to look at the Frisco as the place where
used properly and locomotives, whether superheaters or

have done

want other
fuel

is

otherwise, operated in the most scientific

way

possible.

What can we do to make further improvement, and how
much do we lack of obtaining maximum efficiency? On March
26th engine 1298 from Ft. Scott to Kansas City used eight
tons of coal, 92 lbs. per 1,000-ton mile. The average for the

Collett.

innovation, as I understand

we ran a 705 class engine with a 4% nozzle
with a %-inch square bridge, and the 1200s with as small
gineers who like a free working engine would scarcely believe
as 4% -inch nozzle, and then swore at the engines because they
wouldn't go anywhere.
that at one time

The following officeis were elected: President, G. G. Allen,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; first vice-president, H. C. Pearce,

officers elected are as
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Kansas City subdivision for the month in through freight
was 166 lbs. Average tons per train was 1,545 tons, tons
handled on above trip, 1,775. If we could arrange for all engines to

make

freight

alone

we could save, in through
on that subdivision, at $2 per ton, $4,245.20.
There would be a 45 per cent saving. A similar reduction in
our total fuel bill per month would be $140,041.80. For not
obvious reasons this is not possible, but every step in that
direction helps that much.
Light tonnage, double-heading,
and many other items have a bearing, but by all concerned
giving special attention the railroad company will have a great
deal more money than they now have to spend on locomotive
and car repairs, track maintenance, etc.
The management
would like very much to clean the engines, and will when the
money is available. Lets all get busy and make a good start
toward saving this money out of the coal bill. I know a great
many of the chief dispatchers, yard masters and callers, and
most of the engineers and firemen, and I never talked to one
of these men yet who opposed a practical suggestion.
I am,
therefore, going to suggest a few things for us to keep an eye
on— not "Don'ts" but "Do's":
a similar performance

Mr. Chief Dispatcher and Yardmaster: If you can give the
roundhouse foreman a line-up of the engines coming in and
when, he will be in a position to deliver better engines, also
give him good figures on when they are wanted for service
standing under steam a long time wastes coal, and contraction
and expansion due to changes in fire box temperature, and the
way the injector is sometimes used is bad for flues, and engine
may go to leaking about leaving time.
Mr. Roundhouse Foreman: Please teach your fire builders
crews the kind of fire you would want if you were
firing
have grates in good order, no broken fingers, dump
grates level, no holes except of standard size, lost motion up
in rigging before fire is built, the ashes from firing want to
be left on the grates to prevent clinkers from forming and not
shaken through in an attempt to level the grates; keep the
superheaters and steam pipes tight, flues clean, valves square
to give the

—
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and the blows out, and there isn't anything that will be too
good for you.
Mr. Fire-Boy: Be stingy with the blower. If you will watch
closely you may not need to use it at all except to kill the
gas, and by not letting engine pop may get out of town without having to pump the engine more than once and this might
help out on running a tank. Firemen have put on the blower
and forgot it until the pop raised. Fire light. I have watched
a lot, and the fireman who puts in eight shovels per fire cau 't
make it go twice as far as the one who puts in four shovels
per fire. First, last, and all the time, play for a clean fire.
The engineer has a lot to think about, but these things pay
to size up the coal and the fire, and start out figuring on
Too strong right on the start may partially turn the
both.
fire, or jerk a hole in it, having to crowd the fire to fill a hole
may mean a dirty fire and a bad trip, better ease off and

—

use the blower a few seconds until you get started right. I
clean fire and good lubricaknow, I've tried it both ways.

A

It's worth
tion are big factors toward a comfortable trip.
while to notice how strong the injector has to work to main-

tain the water level or, in other words, to see

how

light

it

can be worked and still the engine do what you want it to do.
If everything is up to the minute the minimum capacity ought
to pretty near do the business.
In a very short time we expect to have a system of records
that will show what each engine is costing per mile or per
1,000 gross ton miles handled, for fuel, repairs and lubrication,
and with our regular engines on freight this will be an incentive for all to make a good performance.
The future looks very bright. We are fast getting around
to the old plan of regular crews on freight engines, and my
personal observation thus far leads me to the conclusion that
we have very fine locomotives, for each crew says their engine
There are now regular freight engines over about
is the best.
four-fifths of the entire svstem.
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1913

1912

Average

Average

Total
Per 100,000
Per 100,000
Hot boxes. Car miles. Hot boxes. Car miles.
Total

Month.
July

2,583

August
September
October

November
December
Total

The above

6.33

7.72

2,251

2,542

7.36

2.161

6.14

2,789

8.98

1,860

5.82

3,027

9.14

1,739

5.26

3.519

10.74

1,504

4.85

3,583

11.40

1,541

5.55

18,043

9.19

5.69

11,056

figures represent the total

number

of hot boxes,

whether or not they caused detentions.
It will be noted that we had a marked decrease in the number of hot boxes for the six months' period of 1913 as compared with the 1912 period. If the average cost of $10 per
hot box is correct, the total number of hot boxes for the six
months' period of 1912 would amount to $180,430, while the
total number for the 1913 period would represent a cost of
$110,560, a difference of $69,870 in favor of the 1913 results.

we

In the early part of 1913

started a special campaign

against the hot box situation along certain lines,

to ascer-

first,

tain the originating point of each car developing a hot box.

determine the cause and best way to bring about an
improvement. In order to get at the source of the trouble
we had our inspectors specify, on their daily hot box reports,
the originating point of each car giving trouble, and with this
information at hand a traveling inspector was sent to the
points from which we were receiving an excessive number of
hot boxes, to investigate the conditions and make recommendations for improvement.
In addition, we compiled the hot box
reports, in statement form, covering five-day periods, showing
dates, car initials and numbers, and originating points, these
statements being forwarded to the master mechanic of the
division on which the cars originated in other words, this
information indicates to him the trouble he is sending to the
other fellow. This plan has proven very satisfactory in arriving promptly at the responsibility by location, and entails but
about twelve hours labor of one clerk to compile the statements
for one month.
I will now proceed to the principal causes for journal heating.
First is the shifting of sponging toward the outer end of the
journal box, due to the lateral movement of the box when car
is in motion, the end. of the axle tending to draw the sponging
away from the rear of the journal. An examination of the
bearings and axles removed on account of hot boxes will show
that heating, in the majority of cases, originated at the rear
then

—

HOT BOXES.
By

O.

J.

Parks,

General Car Inspector, Pennsylvania Lines
West.

Of the various defects common to car equipment, the hot
boxes represent the greatest detention to car and train movement. The heating of one journal not only delays the particular car en route, but is often the cause of serious detention to
other trains carrying passengers, mail, express and freight. In
addition to these delays it is frequently necessary to switch
the ear to shop for the repairs, at a switching cost varying
from one to ten dollars, to which should be added the repair
It has been stated that the total average cost of the
cost.
switching and repairs is about $10 per hot box, without taking
into consideration the heavy expense of wrecks due to this
The principal items
cause, consequent delay to traffic, etc.
of repair cost are renewal of bearing and sponging one or more
times, and frequently the removal of the axle for journal
truing or renewal, as may be required, which also calls for
renewal of both journal bearings and quite often the
renewal of journal box bolts. Further, when the wheels are
stripped from the axle, many of them are condemned on account
of shop limits for remounting wheels, whereas, if the hot box
had not occasioned their removal, they would have continued
in service for perhaps six months or a year longer, by reason
of the road limits being less severe than the shop remounting limits.
For the purpose of comparison, I will refer to the record of
hot boxes on freight cars on our Northwest system for the last
six

months of year 1912 and the corresponding period of 1913,

as follows:

of the journal.

Sponging too

Second:

tight,

waste, in which case there
oil,

is

due to an excessive amount of

usually an insufficient amount of

by reason of the waste being too compact, the

oil

being

forced out through the dust guard opening, and in consequence
of the dry sponging the journal is wiped dry of lubrication.

In brief, when a box

is tightly packed there is no space for the
Another feature is the tight sponging, although not excessive in amount, but jammed between the journal and side wall
oil.

of the box, thus acting as a wiper, preventing

oil

reaching the

bearing, and not infrequently, strands of waste are

drawn under

the bearing, causing journal heating.

Third:

Sponging glazed, due to

dust, etc.,

and

its

not being

agitated or set up with the packing knife frequently enough,
this condition preventing oil reaching the journal.

Fourth:

Sponging wound

in balls, or applied in

bulk under

the journal with separate portions along each side of journal,
there being no thread connections, and the top portion acting
as a wiper, thus prevents a sufficient

amount of

oil

reaching

the bearing.

*A paper
Chicago.

delivered before the Car

Foremen

's

Associacion of

Fifth: Insufficient amount of oil in the sponging, caused by
being siphoned away by loose strands of waste hanging out of
the box, particularly in warm weather; also water from snow
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getting into the box, and, the water being heavier, the

oil rises

and escapes from the box.
Sixth: Excessive amount of oil, -which means an insufficient
amount of waste; the sponging as a "whole in this case falls
away from the journal, and the oil, being in excess, is thrown
from the box by the momentum of the journal, or escapes
through the dust guard opening, leaving the journal without
lubrication, as the dust guard opening is below the under side
of the journal.

Seventh:

"muck"

Worn-out sponging, short

fiber,

commonly

called

"mush."

This condition gives practically the
same result as sponging with excessive amount of oil, as it tends
to settle below the under side of the journal.
or

These are the most prominent conditions leading to hot box
trouble; however, there are many other conditions of less frequency, such as journal bearings and wedges, worn out, broken,
or not seated properly; broken or defective journal boxes, allowing oil to leak out; journal box lids and dust guards missing
or improperly fitting; journals worn beyond limits, journals
improperly finished or otherwise defective; bent arch bars,
broken truck holsters, spring planks, truck frames, etc., causing journal bearings to cock; truck springs solid, axles bent,

wheels bored out of center, and slid flat wheels, the latter
frequently causing broken bearings or wedges, or their displacement, lading not properly distributed, or above limit load;
side bearings with insufficient clearance, preventing alignment
of truck, thus causing undue strain on bearings; heavy shocks
in switching, causing displacement of journal bearings and
wedges, and in some cases particles of waste are thrown under
the bearings at this time; bearings, wedges, etc., displaced in
handling cars on unloading machines, etc.
A few remarks on so-called epidemics: I claim that, aside
from unavoidable conditions, such as floods, etc., there is no
occasion for an epidemic of hot boxes. My experience has been
that an epidemic usually follows the "let-well-enough-alone"
practice, and when the epidemic arrives everybody gets busy
and by concerted action the boxes are put in ship-shape, which,
however, requires considerable time; then when the conditions
become normal the let-well-enough-alone rule is resumed until
the epidemic returns again, which may occur two or three times
a year. There is no question but that this system is wrong in
principle and that far better results can be accomplished by
constant attention to the boxes, and with the same force.
I believe that the average man engaged in this line of work
is thoroughly familiar with the common causes of journal heating, and understands the proper method of packing and caring>
for journal boxes, and I do not hesitate to say that if he will
exercise careful diligence and each fellow do his share, the hot
box problem will be practically solved. Further, we should
not lose sight of the opportunity for the caring of this detail
of the car when on repair tracks for repairs of any nature, both
as to careful attention to the sponging and to the various other
conditions about the truck which contribute to hot boxes. Statistics show that there are about two and one-third million freight
cars in the country, and, on the average, they are shopped
about twelve times per year. If thorough attention were given
all of the boxes each time the car is on the repair track, it
would not be necessary to use so much oil and sponging while
the car

is in

service.

am a strong advocate of the use of prepared sponging, together with the proper use of the knife and
hook, instead of the indiscriminate use of the oil can, while I
appreciate that the oil can may in some instances be used to
advantage where the sponging is in proper position and in good
condition, but lacking oil. On the other hand, if the oil can is
indiscriminately used, the sponging when not in good condition
or not in proper position will ordinarily be overlooked, and the
I

want

to say that I

introduction of a little oil does not give the results. Briefly,
the general use of the oil can will lead to sponging out of position and in bad condition, whereas, if the other method be carefully followed, this condition will not obtain. A few years ago

it

was the ambition

June, 1914of the average car oiler to use as

as possible, as he thought his services

much

oil

were measured by the

amount of

oil he used, and the result was that a large amount
which
oil
was poured into the front of the box escaped
to the ground through the dust guard opening in the back.
We have found that the best results are obtained by the use
of a packing knife having an effective fish-tail point, in setting
the sponging back in proper position, which should be done
promptly on arrival of car at inspection point, while the sponging is still flexible from normal running heat, this prompt
attention being particularly advantageous in the winter months,,
but is also desirable during the warmer months, taking intoconsideration other defects in connection therewith, which can
be detected at this time and promptly repaired, thereby avoid-

of the

ing unnecessary delay in departure yards.
It should be known before the departure of a car in train that
the journal boxes are in good condition, notwithstanding the
fact that to have

it

so will sometimes

mean delay

—better delay

the car in the yard than on the road.

Another feature to which I would refer is the practice followed by some of the roads in marking with chalk, or otherwise, the date of journal box attention, with the understanding that where these dates are within ten, twenty, or perhapsthirty djiys, the box lids need not be raised unless there are
external indications of trouble. This practice i6 entirely wrong.
At points where oilers are maintained, all box lids should be
raised and if the oiler is competent he can discern at a glance
what attention, if any, is necessary. On the other hand, howdating or marking of journal box
attention is a good practice, in that it affords the local foreman in charge of the force a ready means of check against the
work of the oilers.
The most important requirement for control of the hot box
situation is eternal vigilance look out for the back of the box,
ever, I consider that the

—

this is the big bug.

THE BIG MEN.
The big men dare, and the big men do,
They dream great dreams, which they make come
They bridge the rivers and link the plains,

And

true;

gird the lands with their railway trains;

They make the desert break forth in bloom,
They send the cataract through a flume
To turn the wheels of a thousand mills,

And

bring the coin to a nation's

tills.

The big men work, and the big men plan,
And, helping themselves, help their fellow man.

And

the cheap

men

yelp at their carriage wheels,

As the small dogs bark at the big dogs' heels.
The big men sow while the cheap men sleep,
And w hen they go to their fields to reap,
The cheap men cry,
"We must have a share
Of all the grains that they harvest there!
These men are pirates who sow and reap,
T

And

plan and build while we are asleep!
We'll legislate till they lose their hair!
We'll pass new laws that will strip them bare!
We'll tax them right and we'll tax them left,
Till of their plunder they are bereft;
We'll show these men that we all despise
Their skill, their courage and enterprise!"
So the small men yap at the big men's heels,
The fake reformer with uplift spiels;
The four-eyed dreamers with theories fine,
Which bring them maybe three cents a line;
The tin horn grafters who always yearn
To collar coin that they do not earn.
And the big men sigh as they go their way;
"They'll balk at the whole blamed thing some day!"

—Walt

Mason.
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By Lacey

R.Jijhnson, General ^Sj«>^ijnt.ein4*n^\Aogus''Sti0ps Bi^riict

You cannot make a silver teapot out of a tin
team from an unsound log, nor can you make

plate, or a strong

a good mechanic
a boy without some education and a good, sound body and
constitution; consequently every applicant for apprenticeship on
the Canadian Pacific must be at least 15 years of age in order to
have been at school long enough to acquire a good elementary
-of

education, and not over 18, so that he

when he becomes of age.
At one time sons of employees

of the

may

be out of his time

company were given precewas found that workmen's

-dence over all other applicants, but it
sons were rushed into the shops with the idea of swelling the

family income, regardless of their

standard

of education,

and

before they were really strong enough to stand the physical strain
imposed upon them by their work, with the twofold result of poor,

weak, puny manhood and very second class ability as tradesmen.
So for some years past the practice has been to accept the application of any boy of respectable parents who is anxious and shows
an aptitude to become a mechanic. If he can pass the necessary
examination in reading, writing and arithmetic, according to the

Apprentices

in

set

the medical

officer,

of the probationary period, together with his parent or guardian,
sign an apprenticeship agreement

(see illustration) in which he
promises to abide by the rules and regulations laid down by the
company; a duly authorized officer of the company also signing his
approval of the contract. The term of apprenticeship is usually

from 4

to

6 years,

according to the boy's age, but no boy

considered as out of his time until he

company

reserves the right to

is

is

21 years old, although the

cancel the agreement, after

investigation and for sufficient cause.

If,

due
during the probationary

boy shows continual want of interest, lack of aptitude or
general carelessness, his services are dispensed wi fh, as it is con-

period, a

sidered unfair to the boy and the company to keep him in an
employment for which he is unfitted, when he might do well in
some other calling.
Each boy spends two hours twice a week in the instruction room,
where a staff of qualified instructors are employed.
The boys
attend in relays of about 20 at a time, during working hours, and
are paid the same rate as if working in the shop.
Each boy is

taught individually according to his capacity, so that the better
educated and quicker boys are not held back by the slower ones.
This
class

is

the result of experience, and works out

much

better than

teaching, the slower boys being treated with patience and

encouraged by the instructors, instead of being made to feel downhearted because they are unable to keep up with the class. Sometimes these boys who are slow at first, by a little extra attention at
the beginning, catch up with the others by the time they reach the

end of the course.

A

regular syllabus of instruction

is

set

out for the different

trades to which the boys are apprenticed and the text-books used
are those issued

Instruction

by the company, he is sent with a standard form to
and if the report is satisfactory his name and
address are filed. When a vacancy for an apprentice occurs the
boy first on the list is sent for and started in the shops for a
probationary term of six months, with the understanding that if
he applies himself and shows by his general conduct that he is
fitted and anxious to become a good mechanic he will at the end

standard
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Room,

by the International Correspondence Schools, sup-

C. P. R.

plemented by working models of every kind of locomotive valve
gear (made by the boys), sections of injectors, valves, etc. Each
boy, no matter what trade he is learning, is taught shop arithmetic, the rudiments of steam and applied mechanics, freehand
sketching, mechanical drawing, and practical geometry, the company supplying each boy with a drawing board, T-square, set
squares and a set of drawing instruments, which become his property when he has completed his apprenticeship.
Annual examinations are held, and prizes given for their encouragement, and. in addition, free scholarships in the International
Correspondence Schools every year, in the proportion of one scholarship to every 30 apprentices.
They are very keenly contested
for.
The president of the road also offers every year two free
scholarships in the faculty of applied science of McGill University,
subject to competitive examination, to apprentices and other employees on the permanent staff of the company under 21 years of
age and to minor sons of employees.
In the shop a staff of
shop instructors
are employed who
'

'

'

'
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La;ey
are

all

expert

workmen

in the different

R.

Johnscn and Group

branches of work.

of

They

Tune. l'H4

Apprentice Instructors, C. P. R.
responsibility in connection with teaching apprentices their trades

take full charge of the boys during shop hours, teaching them

and leaving them entirely free for their legitimate duties of

the details and manipulation

ing after the output

of the various machines, the best

kind of machine for handling the different operations, and the
proper way of setting up the article in the machine
also the
right kind of tool to use. The instructors have nothing else to do
but supervise their work, thus relieving the foremen of all the
;

of

A

shop.

their

regular sehedue

looklaid

is

down, allotting so much time for every apprentice in the different
departments, as it has been found that if a boy made himself particularly apt or useful in any line of work a foreman was very
liable to keep him for a very long time, instead of moving him
on to another branch, the boy suffering in his general knowledge

CANAD4AN PACIFIC RAILWAY COUPANY
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snail be subject to the rate of
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shall not be allowed to join

Fat harm
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pay and rales governing the services
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RAILWAY COMPANY

reserves the right
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C.

accordingly.

Apprentices at Ambulance Work.

moving the boys according to the schedule.
Should, however, a boy show himself slow to master any of the
details in any branch, the instructor may delay his move for a
time, but the case must be reported to the chief supervisor and
recorded. On the other hand, if a boy proves very quick in mastering any branch, the time may be shortened by following the same
The instructors report on every boy monthly, on a
procedure.
proper form, as to progress made, regularity of attendance, and
This system has proved very satisfactory.

Apprentices are allowed

the statutory holidays and fifteen

all

days summer holidays, but must work 290 days each year in order
to get the annual advance in pay, as per schedule.
This system
of holding back the annual increase of a boy who is inclined to be
irregular in his attendance

is

much more

satisfactory all around

than suspending him for so long, as every boy
increase in pay,

as

it

and

it

is

keen to get the

also brings the parents' inffuence into play,

affects the family income.

Any

who shows evidence of skill in drawing is given
drawing office (either locomotive or car) during
the last year of his apprenticeship, and other boys, as a reward for
good record, are given a time in the testing laboratory, under the
six

apprentice

months

engineer of

An

in the

tests.

is kept of every apprentice, on the card
system (see illustration) from the day he enters the works until

individual record

1

C.

In order to guard against this, the shop instructors

a~e held responsible for

punctuality.
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he

is

P.

R.

Apprentices

Boiler Shop.

In

out of his time, and these cards are filed

at any time.

A

certificate of apprenticeship

away
is

During

their apprenticeship the boys are encouraged to take a

course of instruction in

under the

St.

'
'

First

Aid

to the Sick

John Ambulance Association,

men

in

and Injured,

to treat

order to enable

in the shops or

by qualified instructors. This is entirely at the
expense of the railway company, a large number of them taking

ficial respiration,

certificates

the

and medallions, and, what

means of saving untold
work

their efficient first aid

is

better

still,

suffering to their fellow

P. R.

Apprentices

in

company himself shows his appreciation of
by being honorary president of the athletic association
connected with the works, and other executive officers show their
interest by giving prizes to be competed for in the field.
The whole-hearted support of the shop officers and foremen helps
to insure the success of the apprentice department, and in proof
of the success of the system it may be stated that quite a number

the president of the
this fact

J$

Erecting Shop.

workmen by

shop, but also on the football, la crosse, and baseball field and
hockey rink, for they are encouraged to join in all outdoor manly
sports and exercises, as the company recognizes the advantage to
any boy or man of a sound, healthy, well-developed body. In fact,

V
C.

have been

in cases of accident, not only in the

m

Jib

'

on the athletic field who may
be taken suddenly sick or meet with an accident. This instruction
is given to them in the form of lectures by medical men, and
practical work, such as arresting hemorrhage, bandaging and arti-

them

\

v

given him,

giving a synopsis of his record and his qualifications.

£,

....

for reference

also

C. P.

R.

Apprentice

in

Machine Shop.
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of our boys, on completion of their apprenticeship, have been pro-

moted to positions of trust and responsibility in the company's
service, while others have taken good positions on other railways,
manufacturing and commercial companies. Besides this, our shops
are being manned with a staff of intelligent, efficient, and loyal
mechanics.

Other machines

(2) Experience on
Class

experience.

The following schedules for the work done during the apprencourses indicate a minimum and maximum amount of
time the apprentices are engaged on each class of work. These

Work

Brass

Class

|pa<[iftc

|jUtlu>ag

^mjjang

Plotinc f^ovuer Department

Certificate oi Jipprettticcgltip

Side

Marking Off Work

Axle Box

Eod Work

Air Brake

Work
Work

"B."

class of work.

Shop Experience.

(3) Erecting

Brake gear and spring work, shoes and wedges ... 2 to
Motion work
3 to
Steam chest work
3 to

4 months

Cylinder fitting

2 to

4 months

Valve setting

2 to

4 months

Pop

1 to

2

Boiler setting

2 to

4 months

General engine work

3 to

6 months

/9

Uk

•

Smoke Box Doors
Cross Head Work

Axle Work
Cylinder Work
Air Brake Work
Motion Work
Brake Gear Work
Brass Work
Valve Work
Marking Off Work
Side Eod Work
Apprentices follow either course "A" or course "B, " and do
not work less than two months or more than three months on any

ticeship

Olanadtan

Bench Work.

"A."

Truck Work

ing the benefit of our training, 92 per cent of our apprentices

remain with the road, and some of those who go away come back
in a few years all the better for their experience and bringing
back with them new ideas and in many cases broader minds. We
never place any obstacle in the way of their going elsewhere for

4 months

2 to

Total, 14 to 26 months.

Main Frames

While other roads and other shops are to a certain extent reap-

June, 1914

setting

5

months

5 months

months

18 to 34 months

Total

BRASS FINISHERS.
g;his is to certify tltat

A,OA «J«K»e«

The
'/' 'rrJi,

ivinn/V/J

1.

Experience on machines

3%

years

2.

Bench work

1

year

Experience in plating and oxidizing
Tn detail:

6

months

3.

/—
tr<i

ftnr/

/h

*T

<*/'/'

five-year course for apprentice brass finishers is as follows:

(1) Experience on Machines.

*enfvc€j

9 to 12 months

Drills

d^VflA

*tt/ifT./f

&me

n>e A<xAA«<£

/na*ouaA

fne.

Millers

9 to 12

.-

months

18 to 30 months

Lathes

36 to 54 months

Total
(2) Experience on Bench Work.
\&CiA

<r//e?ir/frtic€ '*"VS

Brass

srn<Yc^,ir/ttr/

fitting

and brass

9 to 12

filing

C7//er"r/ meTt&on

Plating

2 to 4

Oxidizing

2 to 4

Experience in plating and oxidizing rooms
apprentices

who make

are adhered to as far as possible, and the variation allowed

is

arranged to accord with the aptitude shown by the apprentice in
the work, and not used to delay his change from one class of
work to another to suit the convenience of the foreman. A record
in

the

office

of

the

supervisor

of apprentices of each

apprentice, of the work on which he has been employed, and the

shop instructors make weekly reports of the work done by each
apprentice under his charge.
Apprentices need not pass from
one class of work to another in the order given, but the time
worked on each class of work should be within the assigned limits.
MACHINISTS.

The
1.

2.
3.

five-year course for machinist apprentices is as follows:

Experience on machines
Experience on bench work

The four -year course for apprentice boilermakers

is

as follows:

In detail:

Light sheet iron work

Marking

off

18 to 24 months

work

months
4 months
12 months
9 months

6 to 12

Boiler staying

2 to

Biveting, chipping and calking

6 to

Flanging

4 to

Total, 50 to 82 months.

All boiler apprentices put in from three to six months on rivet

heating before they are apprenticed.

PATTERNMAKERS.

The

five-year course for apprentice patternmakers is as follows:

General helping in pattern shop

18 months

Foundry or molding
Bench work

9 to 12 months

floor experience

3 to

6 months

54 to 66 months

Total, 54 to 66 months.

STEAMFITTERS.

(1) Experience on Machines.
slotters

only given to the

the best progress.

24 months
18 months

Experience in erecting shop
In detail:

Shapers and

is

BOILERMAKERS.

Certificate of Apprenticeship.

kept

months
months

4 to 8 months

Total

ct'fS'/Q*/.*,/**,,,/

€>//- n 'Amy* */*£<**

is

months

(3) Experience on Plating and Oxidizing.

3 or

Planers

2 to

Millers

2 to

Lathes

4 to

Drills

1

months
4 months
3 months
8 months
month
6

The four-year course for apprentice
General helping in steamfitters

'

shop

Injector and lubricator pipe work

Air brake pipe work
Total, 36 to 54 months.

steamfitters is as follows:

6 to 12 months

9 to 12 months
12 to 18 months

:

1

:

:
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The four-year course for apprentice painters
General helping and paint mixing
Eough stuff and plain painting
Graining, filling and polishing

*

as follows

is

267

III
^»
1

9 to 12 months
^.

9 to 12

.

months

-A.

12 to 15 months

^^^*^^^>

vm

42 to 57 months

Total

*tw^£f a

^^a

m^pjiA

*fit

flB^p

ff

^s

TOOLMAKERS.

The
1.

five-year course for apprentice toolmakers is as follows:

Experience on machines in east and west ma6 to 12 months

chine shops
2.

Experience on machines in tool shop

36 to 54 months

3.

Bench work experience

12 to 15 months

#WiMSfy
^ p>
r

>#

In detail:
(1) Six to 12 months' experience in east

and west machine shops.

(2) Experience on Machines in Tool Shop.
Small lathe (repair work)
4 to
Plain milling machine
4 to
Snaper
3 to
Cutter, grinder

Machine repair work

B
%?»!
fv^r^4
r+
*
^
<£*

Ug,

.

8

6
6

6

3 to

months
months
months
months
months
months

C.

P.

R. Apprentice Foot-ball

Team.

PLUMBERS.
The four-year course for apprentice plumbers

as follows:

is

Helping around shops
Helping plumbers

6

3 to

months

12 to 24 months
12 to 24 months

Jointing, bending, wiping, etc

Total, 36 to 66 months.

General plumbing

Bench Work Experience.
Die, punch and jig work on bench

a*

^^

^.

.

4 to 8
12 to 18

Various lathes

fe*

8 months

3 to

Universal milling machine

^^W

24 to 36 months

'.

(3)

CARPENTERS.

12 to 15 months

The four-year course for apprentice carpenters
ELECTRICIANS.

The

five-year course for apprentice electricians is as follows:

Experience in machine work

12 to 18 months

Assisting wiremen

18 to 24 months

Eepair work (armature winding, motors, instruments, transformers, etc.)
9 to 15 months
r

work
12
Assisting power house engineers and switchboard
Installation

.

.-

attendants

to 18

months

Helping around shops
Machine work
Bench work
Inside or outside car work

3 to

.

3 to

18 to
.24 to

months
months
24 months
36 months
6
6

ADVANCEMENT OF APPRENTICES.
Apprentices receive their annual increase of pay who satisfy

6

months

the-

(1) Regular attendance and punctuality.
(2) Satisfactory progress in shop

work and favorable recommen-

dation of his shop instructor and foreman.

54 to 81 months

(3) Satisfactory progress in the apprentice instruction class,

CAR BUILDERS.

The

as follows:

three following conditions:

3 to

Total

is

and

favorable recommendation of his educational instructor.

five-year course for apprentice car builders is as follows:

Helping bench carpenters

12 to 15 months
Construction of passenger and freight car trucks. 9 to 18 months
Construction of passenger and freight car plat-

forms (iron)

6 to 13 months

Construction of passenger and freight car plat-

forms (wood)

months
24 months

6 to 13

General car detail work

12 to

Total, 54 to 101 months.

PISTON PULLER.
By J. A. Elliott, Air Brake Finn., I. C. S. R.
There has been quite a number of devices used for removing
a tight piston from a crosshead, but we find the one in the
accompanying sketch gives the very best results, with the least
expense for the upkeep of the tool.
Crosshead pin, Fig. 1, is made to fit a certain class cross-

MOULDERS.

The three-year course for apprentice gray iron molders

-Jo fit crois
is

as

head

follows

Helping around shop
Light work
Loam work and coremaking
Furnace work
Machine molding
General work

3 to

6 months

6 to

9 months

9 to 15 months
3 to

9 months

6 to 12 months

2%

Hole for plunger

fig.

12 to 18 months

I.

Plunger

CABINET MAKERS.

Mach. Steel

The four -year course for apprentice cabinet makers
Helping in cabinet shop
Bench work
Machine work
Outside work

is

as follows

months

6

30 to 40 months

months
6 to 12 months
3 to

Drift pin ifz'dia 14" Iq.

planed on one

Mach.

Wedge Shape.

side.

Steel.

FIG. J.

FIG. 2.

6

r
n
f
.-th from end of piston,
to center of cross neadpm.

rod

EZ\

BLACKSMITHS.

The four-year course for apprentice blacksmiths

Hammer and

helping around shops

Light fire work
General work

Heavy

fire

work

is

as follows:

3 to 12 months

18 to 24 months

24 to 26 months
6 to 12 months

M
/"

nut

Washer

FIG. 4.

Piston Puller.

FI6. S.
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head and 2" hole
2jV" hole

is

A

also drilled through one side of bearing to drift

is

pin hole, for plunger.

2V

bored through center for drift pin.

The pin

is

threaded for 3" 8-thread nut.

thick.

Drift pin

(see

Fig.

2)

is

1§J" diameter, 14" long, and

is

shape on one side.
Plunger (Fig. 3) is 2"
diameter, made long enough to reach from end of piston to
center of drift pin hole in crosshead pin.
To drift a piston from crosshead, crosshead pin, Fig. 1. is
applied to crosshead and plunger (Fig. 3) is put in position.
Then washer (Fig. 5) is applied and nut (Fig. 4) tightened up
with wrench. Now drift pin (Fig. 2) is inserted with planed
side against plunger.
Two or three good blows with a sledge
planed wedge

hammer

will loosen the tightest piston.

HANDBOOK OF

A. Elliott, Air Brake Foreman,

J.

Published by

J.

This has to be done frequently on account of rings being
rather heavy for such small diameter (2") and there being four

Paper, 32 pages, 4x6 inches.
D. Mac-Alpine, Cleveland, O.
Ten cents per

TO BUILD UP FURNACE EFFICIENCY— By

This work

It is

fitted.

SAFETY APPLIANCE STAND-

This book contains in a convenient tabulated form all of the
dimensions and requirements of U. S. safety appliance standThey are arranged in such a concise manner that the
ards.
car inspector can refer at once to the requirements with regard
to any particular type of car. With the large number of safety
standards in effect and going into effect, this book is almost
a necessity to car men.

5 x T 1 ^ inches; published

Park. Chicago,

very trying sometimes to get a bell ringer to work satisfactorily after it has been repaired and new rings have been

S.

copy. 75 cents per dozen copies or $5.00 per hundred.

Hays: paper,

C. R. R.

I.

U.

ARDS FOR FREIGHT CARS.

HOW
DEVICE FOR TESTING BELL RINGERS.
By

Tune. 1914

111.

Jos.

Jos. W.
W. Hays, Rogers

Price, $1.00.

at once the

is

by

most

original, instructive

and

interest-

it

has been

ing treatise on the subject of power plant efficiency
our pleasure ever to review.

The amusing "slang" of the author

simply everyday language which in this case

is used in the
thorough
knowledge
of
his
of a
subject quite evidently based upon considerable experience backed by technical
It is at best difficult to deal untechuically with a
education.
highly technical subject, but Mr. Hays has achieved this end in
is

expression

%

l'x2j* Flat
Bracket

+

Iron

£

V r-^

2slg'x(," Adjusting

admirable fashion.

00

general manager

h

Enough
the

£=2

-

The book should be read by every factory
by every engineer of a power plant.

as well as

of the chemistry of combustion

placing the text beyond the

Brewer Fire
Door Cyl.

is

introduced to explain

necessary processes in gaining greater efficiency, while not

operative.

The

"ken"

of the average power plant

illustrations consist of charts

photographs of apparatus, and

and diagrams with

they really illustrate.

PRACTICAL LOCOMOTIVE OPERATING. By
Fire

Door

erts.

C(/linder5prirx

r*Cgi?

Assistant

Road Foreman of Engines, P. R.

1
%r
Pipe--

—m

ml

In

^h w

£'xJ:"Deep fir
Set screw top

Top

zl'L

Spring
Bel/

Ringer

fastened fo Post

Ring = r Tester.

which causes the piston to woik stiff uutil rings
When the bell works a little stiff
in the bell frame (which is always the case when frame is overhauled and new frame pins fitted) it takes a lot of patience to
adjust the bell ringer so that it will operate from the cab without pulling the rope to start it.
To overcome this trouble the
devise in the accompanying sketch was gotten up.
It is very
simple and easily made, and saves considerable time in repairing
bell ringer too, as you can put it on the rack, turn on the air and
let it work without any further attention until rings are worn
down to a bearing and piston works free in cylinder. We used
an old Brewer fire door opener cylinder and bolted it on a %x2%
flat iron bracket which is made long enough to bolt the bell
ringer and adjusting screw bracket on it also, as shown in sketch.
in the cylinder

are wore

down

to a bearing.

The spring used is a flat coil spring similiar to that used in the
Brewer fire door opener, which is about the right tension. To
test the bell ringer, bolt it on bracket, turn air on and screw
adjusting screw down until spring has enough tension to force
piston down after each stroke.
The greater the spring tension
the faster the ringer will work.

Price, $2.00.

written by practical

men

for

up are those that locomotive

who take

a lively interest in

of them, also.

In Part I the

classes of locomotives are given, the processes involved in loco-

motive operating, the power of locomotives, train resistance and
locomotive efficiency are explained.

Cap.

2' *??" Flat Iron Bracker
Bell

Published by J. B. Lippincott

Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 1914.
This book is a "practical" book,
The subjects taken
practical men.
enginemen ought to know and those
their work ought to know something

~HVj

and Russell M.

Cloth, 292 pages, fully illus-

Smith. Air Brake Instructor, P. R. R.
trated with 92 cuts and 5 inserts.

R.,

Clarence Rob-

The processes involved are combustion, the generation of steam.
utilization, and the impulsion by adhesion of the driving wheels.
Some remarks are made about mechanieal stokers and the point is
its

clearly brought out that such a stoker is not intended to eclipse

economical hand

firing,

but that the mechanical stoker can do

work far beyond the physical ability of the fireman.
The whole rationale of steam generation is gone

into,

and a

The authors'
table of the properties of saturated steam is given.
admit that it is not definitely known how fast heat transfer takes
place, but good practice has found, by trial and experience, that if
the heating surface goes below 60 or 65 times the grate area heat
will be lost, as there will be more than the plates can quickly

transfer to the water, and the additional efficiency,

between the two

is

much

if

the ratio

greater, will be too small to compensate

for the extra weight and cost.

Next comes tractive effort and horse power. The correct formulas are given and the whole subject is very clearly set forth.
The part played by adhesion is explained, and this matter of adhesion is quite important, and it is not usually made to occupy a.*
prominent a place as it should, when tractive effort is considered.
In this book it has its proper place.
The friction of the locomotive itself receives attention, and
train resistance formulas are given and examples are worked out.
There is one ratio constantly given in technical papers which needs
explanation.

It is that obtained by dividing the tractive effort

by the heating surface.

To many

this

seems to be a meaningless

;
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performance, but

its

value becomes clear when, as the authors point

that the available tractive effort decreases while the speed
because at high speeds the cut-off is early and the mean

out,

increases,-

effective

pressure in the cylinders

mean

mean

thereby reduced.

Its wheels

given locomotive, for example.
constant and the

is

and

Take a

cylinders remain

effective pressure is the variable.

As

effective pressure changes the tractive effort changes.

eral curves are plotted

When

horse power

is

the
Sev-

on a diagram showing how this takes place.
mean effective pressure and speed

calculated,

are the two variables, and so at the highest speeds the indicated

horse power

is

a

maximum, though

the tractive effort

is

quite

draw-bar
pull less internal friction, but it does not of necessity imply
motion, while horse power is the rate of doing work; that is, drawbar pull actually producing motion. The word "work" is here
used in the mathematical sense of pressure acting through space
small as compared with slow speed.

and against

Tractive effort

is

resistance.

It is not our purpose to give a close analysis of the whole

we have instanced

book

these points to emphasize the plain, practical

269

Part XI is concerned with operating conditions, qualifications
and responsibilities of employees, co-operation between enginemen,
health, and first aid.
It closes with a series of questions on the
subjects taken up all through the book.
Part XII gives the
United States Federal laws respecting boilers and safety appliances.

The work, it may be said, is the latest word on running and
firing.
Enginemen spend about half their time on engines, hence
it is important for them to become familiar with all the parts
and appliances on the machine, and to know the latest approved
practices in running and firing, particularly concerning those types
of engines equipped with superheaters, brick arches, and improved
valve gears.

These appliances have made possible a great increase
and for their proper operation a demand

in locomotive efficiency,

men with a high standard of
This book contains the information that locomotive
engineers, firemen and others ought to possess in order to enable
them to pass necessary examinations. A study of the subjects
has been created for progressive
intelligence.

presented encourages

men

to think, which

is

means of

the best

nature of the work.

education, and

Under the head of Classification of Locomotives, Part II, the
ordinary types come in for definite treatment and the compound
The subject is well illustrated and the
is dealt with in detail.

various problems which arise in locomotive operating.

reason for the various operations involved are told in plain lan-

operation gives to the man who possesses it a legitimate feeling
of security and self-reliance, and this develops into the strong and

guage. There is a table of dimensions and characteristics in which
a large number of locomotives running on many railways are given.

it

helps to develop their faculties in solving the

The work

designed to teach the high value of efficiency, not only for its
own sake, but because the knowledge of the science of locomotive
is

able man.

Geo.

S.

Hodgins.

Part III opens with a general, easily understood explanation of
physics, mechanics, dynamics, heat, temperature, etc., etc.

Under

defined and its composition, heat
The meaning and use of the British
thermal unit is important, as many fuels are bought nowadays on
the basis of heat units, and the relative value of the volatile and
the

head of chemistry coal

values, etc., are

made

is

clear.

the solid constituents of coal are given.

carbon mon-oxide, CO,

is

It is easy to see that

the result of incomplete combustion, and

J.

T.

Luscombe has been appointed master mechanic of the
Sr Ohio at Parkersburg, W. Va.
He succeeds J. B.

Baltimore
Elliott,

which would otherwise be given off
if carbon dioxide, CO,, Avas formed.
An interesting proof of
this may sometimes be seen at the top of chimneys in rolling mills,
etc., when carbon mon-oxide is formed in the furnace and carried
up the flue as a very hot smoke. At the top of the chimney, when
meeting the air, it bursts into flame and CO burns to C0 2 , thus
completing the combustion without raising the temperature of the

H. Shoemaker has been appointed mechanical superintendent of
Bangor Sr Aroostook, with office at Derby, Me.
H. C. Griffin has been appointed general car inspector of the
Canadian Pacific at Montreal, Que., succeeding L. C. Ord, promoted.
F. B. Fisher has been appointed master mechanic of the Central
New England at Hartford, Conn. He succeeds A. A. Harris.

furnace.

the Central

this results in the loss of heat

Part

IV

steam.
are

J. E.

F. C.

deals with steam, states Boyle's or Marriott's law, and

gives a comprehensive table of physical properties of saturated
tion

the

the work done in its formaand the expansion of steam and

The generation of steam and
interesting subjects,

cylinder condensation naturally follow in the book.

The advan-

tages of superheated steam are set forth, and

it easily becomes
what happens and where economy comes in with
a cylinder which may be supplied with superheated steam approximating to a perfect gas, with margin enough to meet inevitable
cooling, and the same cylinder where saturated steam, close to the
dew point, is supplied, which is little better than high pressure
fog. Part V is devoted to boilers, and in this section classes and

clear to the reader

types appear, construction features, superheaters, draft appliances,
safety devices, parts and appurtenances, with boiler power data.
closes with some practical comments on injectors.
Part VI takes up lubrication and lubricants. Part VII follows
with cylinders, valves and valve gears. Part VIII is eminently
practical and deals with running and firing. Here the rationale of
whole process of understandingly managing an engine with due
care and economy is brought out. The values of the volatile hydrocarbons and the fixed carbon, with the results of experience and
tests, are given to the reader with directness, and the why and
wherefore is followed out to the end.
Part IX deals with disorders, deteriorations, pounds, blows and
breakdowns. Part X, under the head of parts and appliances, takes
in the brick arch, injectors, water gauges, lubricators, pop safety

The section

Dougherty

the Chicago

Van

C.

R. L.

Buskirk, resigned.

Stewart succeeds

many

His headquarters are at Des Moines, la.
L. A. Eichardson as mechanical super-

intendent, third division, of the Chicago,

Bock Island

Sr

Pacific vice

His office is at El Eeno, Okla.
Colligan succeeds E. L. Stewart as master mechanic of the

L. A. Eichardson, promoted.

P. J.

Chicago terminal division of the Chicago, Bock Island
with office at Chicago.

Sr

Pacific

W. M. Wilson has been appointed master mechanic of the
El Paso division of the Chicago, Bock Island Sr Pacific succeeding
P. J. Colligan, promoted. His office is at Dalhart, Tex.
P. Smith has been appointed road foreman of equipment of the
Chicago, Bock Island Sr Pacific at Chicago, 111., succeeding William
Germer.
William H. Mayer was recently appointed superintendent of
the German American Car Co., shops at Sand Springs, Okla. Mr.
Mayer commenced railway work in February, 1888, on the Big
Four, and in May, 1895, went to the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern as car inspector. In April, 1898, he returned to the Big
Four as rip track foreman, and on April 16, 1906, was appointed
foreman of the car department at Bellefontaine, O. This position
he held until March 11, 1914, when he accepted the above mentioned position.

Andrew Guild

the

foreman of

Eastern Illinois at Villa Grove, 111.
L. A. Eichardson has been appointed mechanical superintendent,
first district, of the Chicago, Bock Island Sr Pacific, succeeding H.

Haiuaii Bailway.

all

N. Y.

L. Dreseher as general

S-

be understood by those running, maintaining, caring for or designing locomotives in any way.

and

at Poughkeepsie,

Euggles succeeds P.

et ceteras that should

valves, flexible staybolts,

succeeds F. B. Fisher as traveling engineer of

New England

H.

I.

Kimana as master mechanic of the
His headquarters are at Makukona, Hawaii,

succeeds E.
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M. Afflaque succeeds R. Blum as master mechanic of the Hilo
office at Hilo, Hawaii, H. I.
George Terry has been appointed acting roundhouse foreman of
the Intercolonial at Pt. du Chene, N. B., vice Edward Doyle.
W. T. Madden has been appointed acting car foreman of the
Railroad, with

Intercolonial at Moncton, X. B., vice B. L. Blake.

Oakes

C. E.

succeeds

W. M. Bosworth

of a

number of outside men who

men

will assist

be brought in contact with
on locomotives, car design,

these

men being

the best designers and en-

Special

the students.
air
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brake work,

etc.,

will

gineers connected with the various railroads and manufacturing

plants in the Pittsburgh district.
versity to

make

It is the intention of the

Uni-

department a great center for the railroad

this

as mechanical engineer

of the Kansas City Southern, with office at Pittsburg, Kan.

John Feld succeeds P. H. Maley as boiler shop foreman of the
Minneapolis 4' St. Louis at Marshalltown, la.
H. L. Miller has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the
Minneapolis 4' St. Louis at Minneapolis, Minn. He succeeds W.
W. Murray.
H. S. Eauch

succeeds J. Fleming as general foreman, loco-

motive department, of the
with office at Avis, Pa.

New York

Central

4 Hudson

Biver,

Bichards succeeds J. T. Brady as superintendent of shops
York, New Haven 4" Hartford at Beadville, Mass.
P. E. Ballda has been appointed superintendent of shops of
the New York, New Haven 4' Hartford at New Haven, Conn., sucP. B.

New

of the

ceeding P. B. Bichards.
A. A. Harris succeeds F. E. Ballda as master mechanic of the

New

York,

New Haven $

Hartford at East Hartford, Conn.

Hunter has been appointed

B. H.

traveling engineer of the

Oregon Short Line at Glenns Ferry, Ida., succeeding H. W. Joslyn.
E. Thomas succeeds George Boss as master mechanic of the
Oregon-Washington B. B. 4' N., at La Grande, Ore.
J. J. Shaw succeeds L. E. Foote as master mechanic of the St.

San Francisco at Francis. Okla.
George Burns succeeds J. J. Shaw as master mechanic of the

Louis
St.

4 San

Francisco at Enid, Okla.

Nelson has been appointed

general foreman, car department,

4' San Francisco at St. Louis, Mo.
Stevenson
succeeds James Early as division foreman of
S.
the St. Louis 4' San Francisco at Oklahoma City, Okla.
Z. B. Claypool has been appointed division foreman of the St.
Louis 4~ San Francisco at Hugo, Okla. He succeeds C. P. Tyler.
B. E. Boe succeeds J. C. Nolan as master mechanic of the St.

of the St. Louis

W.

Louis, Brownsville
J.

Nolan

C.

4'

Mexico, with

office at

Kingsville, Tex.

has been promoted to superintendent of the St.

Louis, Brownsville

F.

4

W. Corcoran

Mexico, with

office at Kingsville,

has been appointed

oil

Tex.

burning inspector of

the Southern Pacific, with office at Los Angeles, Cal.

Keim

F. C.

succeeds A. C. Hinckley as master mechanic of the

Southern Pacific at West Oakland, Cal.
A. D. Williams succeeds F. C. Keim as master mechanic of the

Smdhern

W.

Pacific at Stockton,

Morgan

C.

succeeds

W.

CaL
L.

Hack

as oil burning inspector of

the Southern Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal.

W.

L.

Hack

has been appointed road foreman of engines of

the Southern Pacific at Tucson, Ariz.

Carey has been appointed master mechanic of

the Texas
H. Langton.
D. E. Sullivan has been appointed master mechanic of the
Union Pacific at Cheyenne, Wyo.
C. A. Brackett succeeds E. B. Way as general foreman of car
repairs of the Vandalia at Terre Haute, Ind.
J. J.

4"

Louis E. Endsley.

4"

Louis

C.

Copyright. 19 H, by
Moffet Studio, Chicago

Pacific at Marshall, Tex., succeeding G.

ENDSLEY GOES TO PITTSBURGH.
Louis E. Endsley, well known among railway and supply men
and an active member of the Western Bailway Club, is leaving
Purdue University and in September goes to the University of
Pittsburgh as professor of mechanical railway engineering. His
department is a new one just being organized in the University of
Pittsburgh, and D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of motive
power of the Pennsylvania Lines West, is taking an active interest
in its organization.
Through him the students of the University
will have access to the testing facilities of the

Pennsylvania Bail-

road, and will be able to visit the Pennsylvania shops and obtain

valuable information with regard to the operation of railroads.

One

of the

main features of

this

work

will

be the cooperation

work of the country.

The equipment of

developed along the modern

lines,

chanical railway engineering.

the laboratories will be

dealing with

all

phases of me-

Special attention will be devoted to

the application of electricity to all departments of the service.

Mr. Endsley was graduated from Purdue University in 1901,
and in 1 903 was granted the degree of M. E. After graduation he
was for two years associated with Dr. W. F. M. Goss in research
work.
In 1903 he was appointed instructor in the locomotive
laboratories of Purdue University, advanced two years later to
assistant professor, and one year later to associate professor of
railway mechanical engineering.

In

1908 he was appointed

professor

of

railway mechanical

engineering and given direct charge of the Master Car Builders'
laboratory, which

charge of

all

is

located at Purdue University.

He

has had

the tests conducted on the brake shoe testing ma-

chine of the Master Car Builders' Association for the last twelve

years and has also conducted a great

many

tests

pertaining to

steam on the locomotive at Purdue University,
presenting papers with regard to this work before the Master
Mechanics' Association. He was in direct charge of the locomotive laboratory during the front end tests conducted by the Master
Mechanics' Association several years ago.
Some years ago he conducted some very interesting tests for the
American Steel Foundries on the friction of a freight car truck
as affected by the different degrees of curvature. These tests also
superheated

determined the effect of the old and new wheels upon the friction; the effect of the summer and winter oil upon the friction,
and the effect of the condition of the truck as regards its square
and loose qualities. Last winter he gave an interesting paper
before the Western Bailway Club on stresses set up in car-wheel
plates due to the heat of brake-shoe friction.

Mr. Endsley

is

a member of the American Society of Memember of the Master Mechanics'

chanical Engineers; associate

member

Master
Bailway

Car Builders'
Club and the
He is constantly in touch with
Indiana Engineering Society.
practical railway work, getting first-hand information from
mechanical department men as to their problems, and has many
Association,

associate

Association;

member

of

the

of

the

Western

With such a man at its head, the
friends in railway circles.
mechanical railway engineering department at the University of
Pittsburgh will occupy an important place in railway circles and
its

success

is

assured.
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HEAVY SERVICE SHAPER.
Among

the

new machines

tender were re-babbitted six times each, according to the shop

to be exhibited at the Atlantic City

superintendent in charge of the locomotive.

For mill purposes, this bronze may be hardened into what are
claimed to be very superior mill brasses.
A test of this nature

convention this year is a new 24-in. heavy service shaper, by
the American Tool "Works Co. One of the very first considerations when laying out this new shaper was that of power input.
The approximate power a shaper of this size would require
for performing the heaviest classes of work was determined,
"then sufficient extra power added to provide a safe working
Consequently this machine is endowed with greater
margin.
power than will ever be required for the average heavy work,

was made at the Soho works of the Jones and Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, where two 75 pound mill brasses were used under
the rolling table of an 108" plate mill, the minimum weight of
which is estimated at 10,000 pounds. The superintendent of the

and when doing such work

ing.

be constantly working up
to the limit of its capacity. On the speed box driven machine
the belt delivers over 14 H.P. to the driving pulley. The new
will not

mill stated that the

two brasses gave continuous

service, for four

weeks, or twice as long as the ordinary phosphorous bronze bear-

On

account of the position of the bearing,

it

was impossible

them during the test. Graphite in the lead acts as
is stated, making the metal practically frictionless
and reducing the amount of the lubricant required.
The plant of the American Metal Co. is very similar to that of
the ordinary brass foundry.
Four furnaces of concrete and fire
to lubricate

lubricant,

it

brick construction have been built at one end of the foundry build-

40x90 feet, in which a composition of copper, lead, tin and
powdered charcoal is melted. A chain hoist is used to carry
the molten metal, by means of a trolley, to the moulding floor at
the opposite end of the plant, where the bearings are cast in the
usual manner. After the gates have been sawed off, the bearings
are polished on an abrasive wheel and then machined on lathes.
ing,

flux of

TANK HOSE COUPLING.
The American gravity tank hose coupling shown
panying

illustration,

has

been

in

successful

use

in the accom-

on

forty-two

railroads for the past seven years, over fifty-five hundred having

Heavy Service Shaper.
speed box, designed especially for this machine, is quite different from anything heretofore furnished for the same purIt is a complete unit which is absolutely and quickly
pose.
interchangeable with the cone pulley drive unit; consequently
a cone pulley driven shaper can readily be converted to speed
box drive without any complications whatever.
This unit is
located in its proper position on the column by means of dowel
pins and is held firmly in place by 10 large bolts.
The speed box drive provides four changes of speed, which
•combined with the back gear drive produces a total of eight
different cutting speeds for the ram. The speed changes in the
box are accomplished while the machine is running, by means
of seven heat treated steel gears, the teeth of which are
machine rounded to facilitate meshing, and two operating
levers which are located so the operator can handle them without effort. One of the features of this mechanism is that there
is not a loose running part in the whole speed box.
Every gear
is tight on its shaft.
The •fficiency of this mechanism is further
increased by being arranged to permit running the gears in oil.
There are a number of other points in the design such as an improved ram and rocker arm, an automatic and variable cross feed

and an automatic

safety device, which prevents the breakage of the

feed mechanism should the saddle be fed into the

rail.

This design of coupling does away with the
been purchased.
expense and annoyance caused by threaded nuts in coupling and
uncoupling the water hose connection between engine and tender.

American Gravity Tank Hose Coupling.
connect the parts improperly, and continued
vibration brings the parts more closely together.

It is impossible to

The coupling
gasket, strainer

One of

composed of two machined malleable castings, a
and set screw, as shown.

is

the prominent railroads on the Eastern coast has all of

thousand engines equipped, and two roads in the Central
also completely equipped with this coupling. All engines
built for six other prominent lines for the past six years have
used this device. It is marketed by Adreon Manufacturing Comits

BRONZE JOURNAL BEARINGS.
The American Metal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., which recently
completed a new plant at Wilkinsburg, Pa., has been conducting
a number of tests to determine the efficiency of a bronze journal
bearing, composed of 65 per cent copper, 30 per cent lead and 5
per cent

tin,

treated in crucibles.

They are

St. Louis.

ROTARY CHECK VALVE FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

A

and Ohio, a 22 pound
bearing was placed under the tender of Pacific type locomotive
No. 2127. After the engine had run 51,000 miles, an examination
of the bearing was made, it being said that it had worn 1/32 of an
It is said that in a test for the Baltimore

becoming heated at any time.

pany of

solid bronze eastings

requiring no babbitt surface.

inch, without

West are

Other bearings on the

check valve of unusual merit is shown in the accompanying
illustration.
It is the invention of Norman McLeod, formerly a

master mechanic on the Peoria division of the Illinois Central.
The H. Mueller Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111., purchased the patent and
has made some improvements in the valve.
It is claimed that
this valve will not foul, that it will not

hang and that

it

will not
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stick; in fact, that

it

will operate successfully at all times
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under

the most exacting conditions, a claim which seems to have been

upheld by the use of the valve on engines in various parts of the
country and where water which proved detrimental to other valves
was used. The character of the water with which the Illinois
Central had to contend was the primary cause of Mr. McLeod
designing this valve.

The

spindle,

upper and lower wings and valve seat are east

one piece, the water entering on the inlet side striking the
bine wings beneath the valve seat, causing a rotation of
spindle and at the same time lifting the valve and allowing
water to pass on to the boiler. The upper turbine wings, by
son of the constant rotation, keep

The valve

the valve clean.

seats

in

tur-

the
the
rea-

all sediment in motion and
with a rotaiy motion which

can be adjusted from the top so that
the flow of water can be lessened or increased as desired.
This
same principle applied to smaller sized valves has proved very successful on traction engines and threshing engines which have
taken their water supply from roadway ditches under the most

makes

it self -grinding.

It

unfavorable circumstances.

Sellers Non-Lifting Safety Squirt.

The piston then

pipe.

Rotary Check Valve.

The company claims that

it

end of

has never yet encountered an

stance wherein this valve failed to perform

its

functions.

in-

water,

it does this, regardless of obstacles of muddy or sandy
without calling for constant replacement, repairs and

regrinding, seems to be a very potent argument in

its

rises, seats

admitting

When
its
it

favor.

own

the pressure valve in the cab

is

shows a new device for operating a squirt hose
for coal sprinkling on locomotives, manufactured by William Sellers

&

illustration

closed, the piston drops of

easily attached; is self -draining

cannot freeze in winter, as

The

is

weight, assisted by the water pressure and spring, draining

completely by the check at the bottom of the device.
This style of squirt is simple; does not require careful adjust-

ment;

SELLERS SAFETY SQUIRT.

on a ground face at the upper
forcing nozzle and

full pressure to the

delivering a strong jet of cool water through the squirt.

The

fact that

its travel,

it

and

its

delivery cool.

It

contains no water except the small

part over the water check and this
the suction pipe
in

is in direct communication with
and therefore warmed when steam is blown back

the usual manner.

Co., Philadelphia.

This device

can be operated
by delivery from the left hand injector or with steam from the
is

intended to be set vertically;

LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES.

it

pipe to the lower end for steam or
water pressure; the same size connection to the upper end for the

branches of mechanical industry, the day of hap-hazard
"guess it's good," untested material is long past. Material
specified by superintendents of motive power, for instance, must
possess a recognized character and have all those special quali-

squirt hose.

ties

It

boiler.

with

%"

connected directly to the strainer or suction pipe

short nipple, and

%"

prevented from entering by means of a heavy check
When delivery from the injector or steam is admitted to

"Water
valve.

is

is

the bottom of the device

it tends to raise the piston which forces
outward the water cheek valve before steam or hot water can pass
through the duct leading to the forcing nozzle; the upper part of
the chamber in which the piston slides becomes partly closed as
the fluted stem of the check rises, producing a dash pot and com-

ample time for the cold
water from the suction to flood the device and enter the squirt
pelling the piston to rise slowly, giving

In

all

which constitute efficiency in service.
no secret that the efficiency of the boiler tube for a
long time did not keep pace with the perfecting of the locomotive.
The minds of both manufacturer and locomotive builder
bent to the task of producing a dependable boiler tube for locomotive service. To this end theories built on past experience,
personal bias in favor of material which had been so far satisfactory in the past had all to be thrown into the crucible test
of those new conditions engendered by the increasing strain of
modern railway requirements.
It is
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had been making charcoal iron tubes
for nearly forty years, and manufacturing experiences in the
past, with a certain natural bias toward material favored by
their customers were the elements making for conservative
caution in considering the mild steel (which had already proved
successful material for pipe) an equally satisfactory material

The National Tube

for boiler tubes

Co.

—particularly locomotive

National steel boiler tubes were
and, after

many

sideration

of the railways.

tests in their

own

first

tubes.

carefully made, tested

service, offered for the con-

Several railways co-operated

by
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The Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.

of Chicago has pub-

new Thor portable
a lightweight drill equipped with a
universal motor and equipped with ball and roller bearings.
lished a four-page folder dealing with the
electric

drill.

This

is

The new 1914 catalogue of the Buffalo Brake Beam Co. of
New York is a very handsome affair. It contains illustrations
and detail drawings of the various types of brake beams and
parts manufactured by this concern.

arranging closely observed and recorded service tests in locomotive boilers in comparison with charcoal iron tubes.

The manufacturer, through a scientific re-search department,
developed a still more uniform and tested material, and finally
subjected the lap-weld boiler tubes to a special roll-knobbling
process, known as "Spellerizing, " to lessen the tendency to
corrosion, especially in the

A

special test

was

form of

pitting.

also devised for Spellerized lap-weld steel

herewith. The test is made on
end
of every tube and, therefore,
from
each
the crop ends, one

boiler tubes,

which

is illustrated

From

the handsome brochure put

by William Jessop &
Works,"
the following excerpt is taken to show the newer generations how
long the Jessop people have been doing business.
The firm of
William Jessop & Sons was founded in the year 1774 by William
Jessop in Sheffield, England. The present works were taken by
Thomas Jessop, son of the founder, about 1835, and until the
Limited Company was formed in 1876 the business was under
his personal supervision, and it was during his management of
the works that Jessop 's steel became well known on this side of
the Atlantic, and it was due to his untiring hustle that the
present proud status was inaugurated and maintained.
The
Brightside works now occupy 60 acres of land, and employ 2,000
of the most skillful steel workers in the world, in the manufacture of crucible and high speed steel, as well as steel castings.
Besides this immense plant in Sheffield there are the sheet steel
and saw steel works at Washington, Pa.
Sons,

New

York, entitled

"A

out

Visit to a Sheffield Steel

g>Sellirof >Side
Method

Test of "National" Pipe.

E. Silck, vice-president and general manager of the Cambria

of Testing.

Steel Co., has been elected a director to

each tube which
tested

by

is

designed for locomotive service

is

twice

this rigid test.

The crop end is placed in a machine, designed solely for this
purpose, and in one operation is given a horizontal flattening,
vertical crushing and a flange turned on that end immediately
contiguous to the end of the finished tube from which it was
cut.

Any tube which fails to stand this rigid test is scrapped.
This eliminating test is in addition to the standard tests, consisting of chemical tests, and the physical tests of impact, expansion, crushing and others, to which the tubes are subjected

during the various stages of manufacture. These tests begin
with the bloom and end with the finished tube.
As a result "National" boiler tubes both Spellerized lap
weld and Shelby seamless steel are recognized by many railway systems as the boiler tubes which rank in dependable
service with the mechanical perfection of the twentieth century

—

—

locomotive.

LOCKS, manufactured by Hubbard &

burgh, were placed on the dynamo on the truck of an
tral dining car

Co., PittsIllinois Cen-

some two or three months ago, since which time

they have remained absolutely tight with no attention whatever.

This was a severe test of this nut lock, which was described in the

May

issue of the Bailivay

Master Mechanic.

fill

the vacancy caused

by

the resignation of E. T. Stotesbury.

Eoy
dell &
of

C.

Munro

has resigned as western representative of

Wen-

McDuffie, to become connected with the sales department

the

Acme Supply

Co.,

with

offices

in

the

Steger building,

Chicago.
G. H. Dirhold has been appointed advertising and publicity
manager for the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
ing changes in

its

sales

department.

Co. has

made

the follow-

N. Kollock,

F.

Jr.,

has

manager of the Seattle office to
accept the position of treasurer and assistant secretary of the
Westinghouse Lamp Co., Bloomfield, N. J. W. D. McDonald,
formerly branch manager of the Minneapolis office, has been
appointed to succeed Mr. Kollock as district manager at Seattle.
C. C. Curry has been appointed acting branch manager at Minneapolis to succeed Mr. McDonald.
resigned his position as district

The Chicago Steel Tape Company
town

HUNT NUT

A^

office

has established a down-

at 900 Lytton building, Chicago.

Morgan T. Jones & Co., of Chicago, have incorporated under
the name of Morgan T. Jones Company.
The Prince-Groff Company has elected new officers and moved
The new officers
offices to 50 Church street, New York.
Sherman W. Prince, president; George W. Steinmetz, treasurer, and Clarence B. Groff, vice-president. Charles H. Spotts has
its

general

are

been appointed sales manager.

William H. Donner, president of

the

Cambia

Steel Co., has

been elected also chairman of the board of the Pennsylvania

EjLLiter&ture
"Ideal Lighting"
just issued

is

Theodore Voorhees has been

the title of a very attractive catalogue

by the Central

Electric Co., Chicago.

It illustrates

and describes the Alexalite type of indirect lighting for
residences and public buildings.

fices,

Steel Co.

of-

phia

& Beading,

elected president of the Philadel-

succeeding the late George F. Baer.

Williams; formerly with the National Lock Washer Co.,
has become associated with The Efficiency Company, Railway ExC. P.

change, Chicago.
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A

portable milling machine for refacing valve seats on slide

valve

engines

of locomotives

has recently been

placed

on

the

market by E. J. Booksby & Co., of Philadelphia. This firm has
added several improvements to its portable boring bars, among
them a two speed quick change gear drive, a great improvement
where the same boring bar is used on cylinders and valve seats
of various diameters.
The portable milling machine is of an
entirely new and novel design and particularly adapted for deep
and solid steam chests, as well as for valve seats with removable
steam chests. The machine carries a 3" to 4" end mill, has power
feed and does rapid and accurate work requiring little or no
scraping. The business of the firm has been growing rapidly and
it recently has been found necessary to add to the size of the shop.
Additional property has been taken adjoining the present plant

which

triples the original floor space.

T. B.

Bowman,

for the past five years assistant to the president

manager of the Q
has severed his connection to become
Company, with office in the Eailway
The Carter White Lead Works,
and eastern

sales

& C Company, Xew

York,

president of The Efficiency

Exchange, Chicago.
of West Pullman. 111., has

The Paxtox

June, 1914

Mitchell Compaxy. of Omaha, have taken
and sales offices in the Eailway Supply Permanent Exhibit, 900 Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
B. A. Worthlxgtox, ex-president of the O. E. & X. Company,
and until recently president of the Chicago & Alton, sailed a few
months ago for Europe and expects to remain abroad four months.
Upon his return he will open an office in Chicago, it is said, for
6c

:-pace for exhibit

handling railroad investments.
The Phillips Manufacturing Co., of Xew York, manufacturers of commutator grinders, have opened a western sales office
in the Eailway Supply Permanent Exhibit, 9th floor, Lytton Bldg.,
Chicago.

The Weldixg Materials Compaxy. Xew York,

Xew York

has moved

its

from 149 Broadway to 114 Liberty street.
The Stephexs Compaxy, railway advertising specialists, have
established a branch office in the Eailway Supply Permanent
Exhibit, 900 Lytton Bldg., Chicago, which will be run in conjunction with the main office in the Great Xorthern Bldg.
office

The Union Eailway Equipmext Compaxy
Chicago

offices

from 1707 MeCormick Building

has

to 624

moved its
McCormick

placed a contract for a factory building, calling for 1,425 tons of

Building.

structural steel.

Ed. H. Barxes, Southern representative for S. F. Bowser &
Company, Inc., has severed his connections with that company.
Alexander Tubxer has been elected president of the Bronze
Metal Co.
E. J. Davidsox has been elected vice president of the Bronze

The Chicago Concrete Pole

under the Lienish
& Aschaur patents on cruciform section poles, has taken offices
in the Eailway Supply Permanent Exhibit, ninth floor Lytton
Co., operating

building.

The Electric Water

Sterilizer

Co..

of

Ccottdale,

Pa.,

is

an interesting exhibit of its apparatus for the treatment of water by electric process in the Eailway Supply Permanent Exhibit. This wil also be their Chicago sales office.
The Murray Packing Co., of Tuscaloose, Ala., makers of packing guards for car journal boxes, has arranged for display space
in the Eailway Supply Permanent Exhibit, ninth floor Lytton

Metal Co.

installing

W.

S.

Humes,

for the past five years sales

General Eailway Supply Company,
tion Utilities Co.,

of Pittsburgh.

Xew York

His

of the territory west

all

be in Chicago.

CORRECTION.

building, Chicago.

The Kexxedy-Yaxderhoof
play room to the

hereafter in

office will

manager of the

will represent the Transporta-

moved its office and disEailway Supply Permanent Exhibit. 900 Lytton
Co. have

In announcing the appointment of H. D. Savage as general eastern sales manager of the American Arch Co.. in the April issue of

building. Chicago, where an attractive line of metal suit cat

the Eaihcay Master Mechanic his date of birth

on display.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Joseph Dlyox
Crucible Co.. Jersey City. X. J., on April 20, the retiring board of
directors and Geo. T. Smith, president
George E. Long, vicepresident: J. H. Schermerhorn, treasurer; Harry Dailey, secretary, and Albert Xorris. assistant treasurer and assistant secretary.
were re-elected.
J. F. Oelerich, who has been associated with the General Eailway Supply Co. for the past four years, is now connected with the
Transportation Utilities Co., 30 Church street, Xew York City,

16, I860.

tool cases, etc., will be

was given

as April

This was a typographical error, and should have read

April 16. 1880.—Editor.

;

office at So 7 People's Gas building, Chicago.
Victor J. Shepard has resigned as chief draftsman of the Lima
Locomotive Corporation. Lima. 0.
Paul Dickixsox. Inc., has moved its office from the Security
building to 3346 South Artesian avenue. Chicago, and has discon-

with

tinued its

downtown

office.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt

Co. has moved its Chicago office
from the Old Colony building to 214 Fisher building.
Flixt & Chester, Inc., Xew York, have been appointed eastern
selling

agent for the Xational Graphite Lubricator Co..

Scran-

ton, Pa.

The Keystoxe Coxstructiox

Co.. Erie. Pa., will ask a charter

The company

manufacture
equipment and construct railways, terminals, bridges and buildings.
The Mordex Frog & Crossixg Works has moved its Chicago
office to 1S73 Continental and Commercial Bank building, 208
South La Salle street.
L. E. Pomeroy, consulting engineer, has removed his Xew York

of the state of Pennsylvania.

West Sixty-first street.
The Prexdergast Co., Cincinnati,

office to

will

OBITUARY.
Alexaxder B. Scully,

president of the Scully Steel and Iron

7,

in

the employ of Joseph T. Eyerson and remained there until 1885.

In 18S6 he formed the W. S. Mallory Company, which firm sold
In 1891 he formed
out to Joseph T. Eyerson & Son in 1S90.
the Scully-Castle Company, which later became the Scully Steel
and Iron Company.
George M. Black, treasurer of the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes
Company and the Monarch Steel Castings Company, and secretary
of the Michigan Malleable Iron Company, died at Detroit, Mich.,

May 5.
Howard Ewald. president of the Pittsburgh Forge & Iron
Co., died on May IS.
Lemax D. Doty, purchasing agent for the Illinois Steel Company, died on May 24 at his home in Chicago.

on

J.

Sumxer J. Collixs, formerly general superintendent of the
Southern and recently with the Bail Joint Co., died at Chicago
on April 30.

Waxted

16

May

at his home at Chicago.
He was born
Chicago Xov. 29, 1856, and educated in the public schools in
the city. After leaving school he became a messenger boy for the
Western Union Telegraph Company. In the year 1875 he entered

Company, died on

—A

high-grade railway mechanical

who

man

covering Chi-

1210 Second Xational Bank building.
The T. L. Smith Compaxy, of Milwaukee, Wis., has taken over
the Chicago Mixer, formerly sold by the Chicago Concrete Ma-

is
cago and Middle Western States,
ing many years' experience and a large acquaintance among railway men, would like to represent one or two more concerns which
have an article of merit. Address C. F.. care The Eailway List

chinery Company, Chicago, HI.

Co..

Ohio, has

moved

its office to

431 South Dearborn street, Chicago, HI.

well established, hav-

—
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and dominant rule."

of the country hesitate at the thought
see only one

Government ownership of railways, but they

of

is

is

This alterna-

viewed with grave doubt.

the only method short of

Government ownership which

yet to be given thorough trial; the exclusive control by the

Federal Government over the railways in

transactions,

would seem that

this

method would soon

trial.

It is to be

one,

it

all their

Considering this latest decision of

or intrastate.

the Supreme Court,

be given

CONTENTS.
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New Books
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body of shippers some time ago decided

that they were being discriminated against in that rates to

distances.

MAGRAW.

E.

La., a

hoped that

and to gain

this

this trial will

end

it will

be a fair and thorough

be necessary that there be the

between Government and railways for the

fullest cooperation

public welfare and that the commission pay the most impartial

regard to railways, shippers, passengers and employes.

If this

cooperation obtains there should be prosperity for the railways,

but

if it

does not the "skids will be greased" and the railways

launched into the waters of Government ownership

—a veritable

sea of doubt.

July Conventions
During the month of July two important conventions
railway mechanical

field

Foremen on July 14
20 to 22.

will

to 17,

It is very fitting

be held at Chicago

—the

in the

General

and the Tool Room Foremen on July
that these two associations should meet

at the same place, with the one following the other, for they represent the backbone and strength of the shop, and they contain great
possibilities for the

improvement of the

service.

The Master Mechanics and Master Car Builders' associations
have not the time to go into the details of shop problems. There
are two or three other associations devoted to certain branches of
ones for
shop operation, but the two above mentioned are the only
which is givthe handling of general shop problems. The tool room

ing

efficient service is

man

is

studying the whole shop and the general fore-

necessarily interested in all shop problems.

These two associations have not yet realized their

full possibili-

but they are comparatively young and they are forging ahead
We have always urged that these associations be suprapidly.

ties,

ported heartily and believe the time

is

coming when they

the recognized authority on shop questions.

will

be

The papers prepared
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for this year's meeting are excellent and the shop and tool

going to draw good

in their time at the meetings are

who put

men

dividends.

Headlight Tests
the 1913 convention of the American Railway Master Me-

At

chanics

Association the committee on headlights stated that

'

it

did

not feel like making other than a progress report, but that a series
of tests was contemplated for the next year if the Association de-

At that time there was much discussion of the report and
a number wished the Association to take some action as to

sired.

quite

minimum requirements

for headlights at once.

However, the com-

mittee was directed to go ahead with the tests and action was
deferred.

As a

data on the subject and

mendations
tests

it

is

is in

may make.

in the possession of

some valuable

a position to back up any recom-

The committee which conducted these

put in a great deal of time on them that they might be com-

plete

and

conclusive.

As

stated in its report the investigation

took the entire time of about twenty
July, August, September, October

and covered

men during

the months of

and November of the year 1913,

on about thirty headlights and two hundred com-

tests

binations.

An

abstract of the committee

's

report

is

given in the proceeding*

of the Association, published elsewhere in this issue.

report

a volume of 330 pages, and

is

is

The complete

really a text-book on the

In addition to the very complete tests of the committee,

subject.
it

contains reviews of the findings of other tests.

that the committee's results agree in

made by

the tests

lished in the

many

It is notable

respects with those of

the Wisconsin Railroad Commission and pub-

November, 1912,

The report

chanic.

issue of the

also contains

Railway Master Me-

an outline of the various state

laws on the subject, and a motion was very wisely made and carried at the convention that it be published in a separate
so that it

volume

might be used by railway men when appearing before

state commissions
light committee

and other bodies.

is

The Master Mechanics' head-

entitled to the thanks of the

world and the public for

its

entire railway

careful and painstaking work.

RAILWAY ECONOMICS IN THE UNITED STATES AND

NEW SOUTH

WALES.

Three years ago important decisions were given against the railways of the United States, restricting them from raising their
rates in order to recoup themselves, as other businesses do, for in-

creased cost of operation owing to the higher cost of labor, ma-

Writing at that time, we concluded with the remay not increase rates, they have a plausi-

terials,

etc.

mark,

If the railways

'
'

yet acknowledged that a heavy increase in the wages bill

ble excuse for not allowing, at the present, further increases in

wages."

In the interval between then and now, however, there
have been ordered, as a result of arbitration proceedings, heavy
additions to the wages bill in the case of drivers and firemen and
train crews. These additional burdens the companies have to bear,

though they were decided upon rather with a view to maintaining
peace and an uninterrupted service, than because of the strict

demands; in fact, in some cases the pleas were weak
and the arguments unsound, while the decisions rendered do not
ensure payment in proportion to work done. It is not unnatural
that, faced with these facts, the American railways are again apjustice of the

pealing for permission to increase their rates.

Here we have

in theory recognized, tardily

enough

what

true, that

concessions to the staff cannot go on indefinitely without detriment
to the financial situation.
Returns fall, borrowing becomes more
expensive, and service

is

reduced.

In the United States

it

is

not

difficult

to

follow, because,

if

suf-

carried to a conclusion, it

could be applied with disastrous effect to
It is

now contended

worked wonders in

many

railroad activities.

that in freight traffic the companies have

No mention is today made of inon the contrary, figures are quoted
being done that can be, and that the

late years.

efficiency in this connection;

to

prove that everything

is

railways are deriving a fair profit from this form of

On

the other hand,

it is

traffic.

pointed out that passenger

traffic, in

on without profit. The passenger operating
ratio has risen, for instance, on the Pennsylvania Railroad from
74.4 to 92.6 in six years, and on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
from 82.39 to 106.23 between 1911 and 1913. More costly service
has been conceded in face of falling fares, till conditions have
been reached which demand reform, as shown by the figures just
quoted. According to the annual published by the Bureau of Railway News and Statistics, of Chicago, the average receipts per passenger-mile fell from 2.349 cents in 1888 to 1.928 cents in 1909,
since when there has been a slight recovery to about 2 cents. During all this period the railroads have been granting improved
services in one form or another. The latest concession, but not the
least costly, is the adoption by many lines, in response to popular
demand, of steel passenger coaches, which, with their additional
first cost, greater weight, and cost of haulage, considerably enhance the working expenses in passenger service. On an average,
the steel cars being put into service are costing fully 40 per cent
more than the average wooden car. Electric lighting, more elaborate provisions for sanitation, heating and ventilation add now
to the cost of service from which no reasonable increase of receipts is obtainable except in the better loading of trains, which
on many of the older systems is almost impossible.
cases, is carried

On the other hand, with the exception of the more widespread
adoption of fast freights, instituted at the request of the trading
community,

in freight traffic the

economies of late years have been

The tendency has been the same throughout, but its
effects are most clearly seen on such lines as the Hocking Valley,
the Bessemer & Lake Erie and the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, on all
of which the freight is from 80 to 90 per cent mineral traffic. From
answers returned to the Interstate Commerce Commission, it ap-

very material.

pears that the tons hauled per train on the Pittsburg

&

Lake-

Erie have risen from 465 revenue tons in 1893 to 1,225 tons in
1913. In this time the standard 20-ton wooden car has gradually

developed into the 60-ton steel car, which means 200 per cent
greater earning capacity at only 20 per cent greater maintenance

The

maintenance of locomotives is said to have increased 100 per cent, and wages 50 per cent, in the two decades,,
yet the tonnage is handled more cheaply. The following costs are
cost.

given per

cost of

1,000,000 ton-miles,

including

all

train-working

ex-

—

and interest and depreciation on locomotives: 697.18 dols.
in 1893 and 453.71 dols. in 1913.
In the same time the net earnings per car have risen from 404.02 dols. to 725.23 dols. As a result of the greater capacity of the locomotives and cars, and therebuilding of the bridges, etc., to meet these changes, there havebeen heavy increases to face in the form of interest; but the gains
in maintenance and wages have more than offset these to theamount of 618,445.69 dols. per annum. These ore-carrying lines
penses,

have the reputation of having the lowest freight rates in the world,
yet the average in the United States for many other forms of traffic is also low.
For instance, taken for over 151,000 miles of
line,

it is

is

ground for an increase of rates. Some time ago it was
contended that all that had to be done was to introduce a little
"scientific management," when such savings would result that it
would be superfluous to talk of raising rates. Today the argument
It is allowed that possibly more revenue would be
is more subtle.
good for the railways, but an endeavor is made to show that it
should not be levied on the freight traffic. The argument is someficient

some

result the Association

July, 1914

the average receipts per ton-mile of bituminous coal

amount

to 0.495 cent; for grain the figure is 0.63 cent; lumber, 0.734 cent;

and live stock, 1.217 cents.
The appeal has frequently been made by one school in Australia,
to the use of the 4-ft. 8%-in. gauge in America as proof that such

—

—
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for such advocates to learn that for an appeal of this kind to be
a fact which has been
valid the conditions must be comparable

of working expenses to revenue rises. At the beginning of this
century it fluctuated about 69 per cent.
Now it has risen to
73.54 per cent.
The influence that wage increase has on this

sometimes, we are almost

factor will be clear

a gauge

is

suited to their

country.

It

would be

well,

however,

—

inclined to believe, wilfully ignored in

the gauge con-

when

stated that wages form 63.47 per

it is

the somewhat heated atmosphere engendered by
troversy in Australia. At first sight conditions may appear to be

cent of the operating expenses and

In Australia, as in the United States, long-distance traffic
forms a larg£ proportion of the whole. In the United States,
though figures for special commodities are not available, the average haul in States like Nebraska, Montana and Wyoming is 2'27
miles, while for all the States the average is 149 miles. With high

tional expenses due to the

similar.

averages of this character individual commodities must, of course,
In New South Wales the average for all
travel much further.
classes is 75.6 miles, but for grain

and

flour it is 239.7 miles; gen-

eral goods in truck-loads, 354.4 miles; wool, 304 miles; ores, 115

miles; hay,

etc.,

199 miles; and so on.

As development in the inmuch of the traffic

gross revenue.

It will

some increase of
standard.

amount

to 44 per cent of the

be interesting to see

if

the recent addi-

demands of labor are taken

to

warrant

may keep up

rates, so that the railways

their

a mistake to suppose that railways, any more

It is

than any other trading concern, can meet indefinitely any expense which may be thrust upon them.
The effect of whittling

down

the net revenues by compulsory advances in working cost

must, sooner or later, impair their financial stability unless offset

some way, and, if their credit goes, the country they serve
must suffer. Engineering, of London, Eng.
in

terior increases the hauls will lengthen, since

Again, in the matter of expenses,
is to and from the seaboard.
Australian railway conditions approach those of America rather

than Europe.

Wages

enfq^aRs

are higher, materials and plant cost more.

(From

Altogether, to be run in a satisfactory manner, with these high and
increasing costs,

it is clear

that in Australia the endeavor should

be to foster American conditions. To this end the big-train-load
system should be developed. For this the locomotive stock would
need to be increased in capacity, as would also the wagon stock,
both far beyond existing practice. To bring New South Wales
railways up to the American standard would further necessitate
improvement in the draw-gear, and, perhaps most important of
The latter features at
all, the enlargement of the loading-gauge.
train
limit
the
character
of
-working
there in a manner not
present
obtaining in the United States.

The American system has shown that

in spite of high costs, low

conducted on the method
adopted on that continent. The continental traffic of Australia
will have to face higher costs in the future than at present, and it
appears that every effort should be made to follow the lead of
America, and get away from any resemblance to the expensive conditions of working imposed upon us here.
To do so, however,
necessitates, as we have pointed out, attention to draw-gear, loading-gauge and other questions. Before these are adequately tackled,
no comparison with the United States is of any value except one,
that one showing that at present rates are a good deal higher in
New South Wales than in America. For what they are worth in
comparison with the figures given above for receipts in the United
States, we give others for New South Wales, though the only
rates are possible if transportation

is

figures available in the latter ease are exclusive of terminal charges.

The

receipts in

New

South Wales for coal amount to 0.47d (0.94

For grain they are 0.78 cent; for firewood,
For all these the United
1.6 cents; for livestock, 1.96 cents.
States rates are lower, and the difference would be increased if the
New South Wales figures included terminal charges. Finally, the
average for all the United States works out at 0.727 cent per tonmile, while in New South Wales (exclusive of terminal charges) it
is 2.86 cents.
The large difference in the latter figures may be
due, of course, to a preponderance of high or low-grade traffic in
one or the other country, but taken with the others they show that
even if labor rose to the United States standard, a good deal ought

cent)

per ton-mile.

yet to be possible in Australia,

if

railway operation

is

conducted

This is emphasized by the fact that the
paying working expenses, represents in New
South Wales about 3.75 per cent on invested capital, whereas in
It should be menthe United States it is about 5.4 per cent.
tioned that the capitalization is, in round figures, 73,000 dols. per

on

efficient principles.

balance,

after

mile in the

first case,

and 63,000

dols. in the second.

In 1912 and 1913 arbitrations in the United States saddled the
railways with costs, of which the effect is not yet completely felt,
with regard to drivers, firemen and trainmen, while legislation has
further burdened them with the "full crew" law, the value of
which is very questionable, while it adds heavily to the wages bill.
It

is

little

wonder, under these circumstances, that -the

rat.in

What

is

Montii

y^jfo This
the Files.)

doubtless the largest mogul locomotive ever built

was

turned out of the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for the Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuylkill. It has 22x26
recently

inch cylinders, 62 inch drivers, a 72 inch boiler and weighs 151,000
lbs.

The driving wheel base

is

14 feet and the total wheel base

22 feet 5 inches.

A

steam pressure of 160 lbs.
is on the truck, but
calling it 25,000 lbs., there is 42,000 lbs. on each pair of drivers.
Unless there are unusual conditions to be met, this engine is an
example of mighty bad designing. One good feature is a sixwheel tender, no trucks. Railway Engineering and Mechanics,
July, 1804; Waldo H. Marshall, editor.
The Nathan Mfg. Co., is preparing drawings for the reconstruction of a simple engine on a western road to a compound on the
Golsdorf system, the road having ordered one locomotive rebuilt
of the engine
is

carried.

is

We

don

't

know how much weight

for trial.

&

have adopted the continuous
rolling mill system for rolling bars 1% in. square, and as the
bar comes from the finishing rolls in a length of some 600 feet
and at a speed of about 6 feet per second, a flying shear has
Jones

Laughlin,

Pittsburgh,

been adopted which moves with the bar while shearing

it,

being

returned after the cut to its original position.
Chas. T. Porter has brought out a new high speed steam
engine in which clearance spaces are reduced to about 2 per cent,
and the single piston valve aims to give a steam distribution

equal to that of the Corliss engine.

—

Sporadic orders for cars and locomotives begin to appear an
that the dawn of better times is abeady breaking.
The worst of those labor troubles which inevitably precede largely

indication

—

is certainly past
and the
Union
will
Eailway
deter
American
tend
to
other
defeat of the
labor organizations from making unreasonable demands.
The strike of the National Tube Works employees has proved
a failure and the workg»are again running. The usual amount of
brutality and lawlessness marked the early days of the strike.
The Boston Transcript describes an electric locomotive under

increased production in manufactures

construction in Boston, in which electricity

medium of

solenoids

is

used through the

and armatures placed where the cylinders

of the ordinary steam locomotive are located.
F.

compound locomotives for passenger
claims that with care in designing, a compound should

W. Dean,

service,

in discussing

prove as successful in passenger as in freight service.
Engine No. 26 on the Burlington, running between St. Louis
and Hannibal, has made a remarkable record in the past two years.
It was built in the company's shops at Hannibal and went into
service

June

23,

1892.

It returned to the shops

May

20,

1894,

being out one year and eleven months, during which time it ran
149,665 miles and was idle only seven days. During this time it
hauled the fastest and heaviest passenger trains on the division

and no accident of any kind happened

to

it

which caused delay.
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he Lesson of the bhops
By

Edward

R.

Ford

Though

vast and various the plans
That set astir the caravans;

Though

Who

so

much on

their skill

depends

bring them safe to journey's ends;

We may

not once this truth forget:
Fate hangs on ev'ry bolt we set!

While, through the Land of Iron Trails,
Safe men are warders of the rails,
And drivers safe urge on the trains,
This thought is burnt upon our brains:

They

Who
While

serve as well for safety's sake
the rod and brake!

make secure

captains well contrive
a Nation's commerce thrive;

traffic

To make
And men and

chattels to and fro
Pass where the certain signals show;

We underwrite their
Who test the wheel
The

vision clear

To show what

may

safety, too,

and try the shoe!

not avail

thing, of things that

fail,

Has been accomplished. But through them
Is learned the victor's stratagem.

And none that toils for Adam's seed,
To answer Transportation's need,
Heeds more that lesson than we heed!

:
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Report of the Forty-Eighth Annual Convention of
the Master Car Builders' Association
The forty-eighth annual meeting of the Master Car Builders' Assowas held on Young's Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, N. J.,
on June 10, 11 and 12, 1914. The convention was called to order by
the president, M. K. Barnum, of the Baltimore & Ohio. The president's
address followed, extracts from which are given herewith.
ciation

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT BARNUM.
The past year has been probably the •most trying on record for
railroad managements in the United States, as the narrowing margin
between gross earnings and expenses has compelled every official to
spend most of his time studying new ways of economizing and reducing
expenses without allowing deterioration in the physical condition of
Working under these
the property or in the quality of the service.
adverse circumstances I believe that most of you who are responsible
for the equipment have obtained very creditable results, but some of the
problems ahead will be more difficult to solve than any yet encountered.
One of the most important and difficult matters confronting us is
the proper application and maintenance of safety appliances to conform
with the Federal law and with the orders of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The data available indicates that some roads have not
been equipping freight cars with safety appliances as rapidly as they
must to finish the work within the time limit, or before July 1. 1916,
and I wish to impress upon every one the importance of following
up this part of the work as vigorously as possible. As there are over
250 different items on a freight car which may constitute a violation
of the safety appliance law, it requires careful study to become familiar
with them all. and it is very essential that a campaign of education
be systematically pursued with car foremen, inspectors and repairmen
so that they will know accurately just what the law requires with
regard to each part. Every company should have a man on the mechanical department staff specially qualified and trained to follow up safety
appliances and to act as the authority on this subject.
There should
also be at every shop one or more inspectors detailed to instruct and
check up those who are employed in applying and repairing safety
appliances.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of maintaining correctly all details of cars which have once been fully equipped
with safety appliances, and in making partial repairs to cars which
have not been equipped, it is good practice to make the same in accordance with the law which must ultimately be complied with in full.
In cases of doubt as to the exact interpretation of the law it will
usually prove a safe guide if we consider why it was made and what
was

its intent.

Another important matter to be considered

the adding of a suffifor car repairs to fully
cover all overhead expenses, including upkeep of the plant, taxes, insurance, etc.
Companies which build and repair cars usually add from
65 per cent to SO per cent for overhead expenses and there is reason
to believe that railroads may be expected in the future to handle such
cient percentage of the labor

shown on

is

bills

matters on a manufacturing basis.
The large number of suggestions for changes in the rules of interchange each year seem to indicate a necessity for their yearly revision,
but after the revision proposed for 1915, it may be well to try them for
two years without change.
Some members have recommended eliminating all the rules covering
combinations of defects which are supposed to indicate unfair usage,
viz.
rules 37 to 43 inclusive.
Some of the arguments for doing this
are that the present rules tend to penalize those companies which build
strong cars and to unduly favor those having weak cars, also that no
satisfactory basis has been found for combinations in all-steel and steel
underframe cars. While conceding these points the Arbitration Committee has not thought that the time was ripe for the elimination
of all combinations.
On account of numerous questions received by the Secretary the
Arbitration Committee has sent out to the members interpretations of
those rules which are not clearly understood and it may be well to
have a formal expression from the members as to continuing the issuing of such interpretations.
Many freight cars originally of wood construction are being practically rebuilt and strengthened with steel underframes, friction draft
gear, steel ends, new roofs, new siding, etc., so that they are stronger
and better than when first built and their ultimate life will be prolonged probably fifteen or twenty years. These improvements usually
cost from $250.00 to $400.00 per car, a part of which is properly
chargeable to capital account, and it seems only fair that some allowance should be made for them in figuring the depreciation when such
cars are destroyed and that those companies which are spending such
large amounts to strengthen their cars should not be penalized for
so doing, as at present.
This subject is of sufficient importance to
justify appointing a special committee to study and report upon it at
the next convention.
It would also be a great benefit if standards could be adopted for
the principal dimensions of ,40-ft. and 50-ft.. freight cars.
Some years
ago the American Railway Association decided upon a standard 36-ft.
:

box car, but almost immediately th° traffic departments began to ask for
a variety of different sizes, and today very few roads build the standThe committee on retirement of 40,000 to 50,000
ard 36-ft. car.
pounds capacity freight cars has presented a definite recommendation
which will help to improve the situation if adopted, and it will undoubtedly bring out a full discussion.
There should be more standards for passenger car parts and these
need not specify all details, but should cover those features which
affect interchangeability.
The building of new wooden passenger cars was practically stopped
a year or more ago and most roads are applying steel underframes and
ends to the older cars as fast as money can be obtained for the
work, with the result that there are now 3,566 less wooden passenger
cars in service than there were two years ago, so with the general use of
steam heat and electric lights passenger travel on steam railroads is
steadily growing safer. The fact that in 1912 the number of passengers
killed in train accidents was only one for each 251,000,000 passenger
miles, has enabled insurance companies to pay double and triple iudemnities for such accidents, and, as stated before, the conditions are
steadily improving.

SECRETARY'S AND TREASURER'S REPORT.
The

showed that the association had a total of
as follows
Active 422, representative 436,
associate 13. life 20.
The treasurer's report showed a balance on
hand of $627.91. The secretary stated that the executive committee
recommended that the dues of representative members be increased to
$7, while the dues of active and associate members were to remain as at
present.
A motion was made that the association adopt the recommendations of the executive committee. It was carried.
secretary's report

891 members,

classified

:

REVISION OF STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
The committee submitted the following report
JOURNAL BOX AND DETAILS STANDARD.
Sheet M. C. B. 2.
to the note to the left-hand side of the
plan of journal box, suggesting that same be eliminated, and the drawing corrected to show the 7%-in. dimension over all, as per Plate 3-B,

Page 820.

A member

calls attention

Proceedings, 1891.

The committee concurs and secretary

is

instructed

to correct.

JOURNAL-BEARING WEDGE

STANDARD.

Pages 826-829.
For Journals, 5 by 9 in. Sheets M. C. B. 7 and 9.
For Journals, 5V2 by 10 in. Sheets M. C. B. 10 and 12.
For Journals, 6 by 11 in. Sheets M. C. B. A and A-2.
A member calls attention that above wedges should be shown with
downward projecting lips at the front of the wedge, similar to the
wedge shown on sheet 6 for the 4% by 8 in. journal. The committee
concurs and secretary is instructed to have drawings corrected.
LIMIT GAUGE FOR REMOUNTING CAST-IRON WHEELS STANDARD.
Page 841. Sheet M. C. B. 16-A.
A member calls attention that the letter "G" should be added at top
of flange on the diagram covering the application of limit gage to
The committee concurs and
secondhand wheels with high flanges.
secretary is instructed to have this done.
SAFETY APPLIANCES FREIGHT-TRAIN CARS STANDARD.
Pages 908-935. Sheets M. C. B. 19 and 19-A to 19-P.
A member calls attention to the brake chains as shown on Federal
Plate A. M. C. B. sheets 19-A and 23-A, and suggests that Plate 19-A
be again revised, omitting the dimensions, showing the length of the
link, and the words "-&-in. minimum and % in. preferable" should be
added to denote the size of material of the enlarged link. The committee does not concur in this recommendation, but does recommend
that on sheet 19-A the word "preferable" be omitted opposite the dimension "•& in.," and also "%-in minimum" be omitted for brake chain,
which will make this correspond with the brake chain, as shown on
sheet M. C. B. 23-A, from which the brake chain can be omitted, the
secretary being instructed to change accordingly.

—

UNCOUPLING ARRANGEMENTS FOR M.

C. B.

COUPLERS

RECOMMENDED

PRACTICE.
Pages 954-955. Sheet M. C. B. 19-B.
A member calls attention to second paragraph, which reads that
uncoupling arrangements were made to conform to requirements of
United States Safety Appliance Act, as shown on sheets 19-A and 19-B.
The reference to sheet 19-A should be omitted, as this pertains only to
the brake mast and brake chain. The committee agrees and secretary
is

instructed to correct.

AUTOMATIC COUPLER YOKE
Page 942. Sheet Iff. C.

STANDARD.
B. 23-A.

A member suggests that the rear of coupler yoke be changed to be
formed with % in. radius at inside corners and fitted with 1 in. filler
block, wrought iron or steel, having 1-in. radius ends, the same to be
The
riveted to back end of pocket with 1%-in. countersunk rivet.
committee concurs in this recommendation.
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SIGNAL-LAMr SOCKET STANDARD.
Page 956. Sheet If. C. B. 26.
A representative of the American Car & Foundry Company calls
attention that this is shown as having a total length of 3% in., while
this is indicated in 1910 Proceedings, Sheet B. with over-all length of
3% in- Tne committee acknowledges the error and instructs the secretary to

make necessary

correction.

not practicable to establish a fixed location transversely.

BOX-CAR SIDE-DOOR FIXTURES STANDABD.
Sheets M. C. B. 30 and 30-A.
A member submits a plan showing outside door arrangements to
take the place of the outside door, as at present shown, calling attention that this is incomplete in details, particularly as to top hanger
and door track. The committee refers this to the committee on car

Page 1060.

construction.

UNCOUPLING ARRANGEMENTS FOR M.

COUPLERS

C. B.

calls attention to the

correct.

JOURNAL BOX AND DETAILS RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Page 829. Sheet M. C. B.—A-2.
A member recommends that the journal-box lid key for 6 by 11
box be the same as for the 5M> by 10 in. The committee concurs

in.

in

—

Sheets M. C. B.
A, A-l and A-2.
A member suggests that journal box, bearing, wedge and lid for 6
by 11 in. journal be advanced to standard. The committee concurs in
the recommendation.

Page 829.

JOURNAL BEARING AND WEDGE GAGES

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Sheet M. C. B. A-3.
A member suggests that journal bearing and wedge gages, also dust
The comguard for 6 by 11 in» journal, be advanced to standard.
mittee concurs in the recommendation.

—

Page 830.

END FOR HOPPER-DOOR OPERATING SHAFT RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Page 967. Sheet M. C.
F.
A member suggests that this be advanced to standard. The com-

B—

mittep concurs in this recommendation.

STEAM AND AIR CONNECTION FOR PASSENGER CARS

— RECOMMENDED

PRACTICE.
Page 1056. Sheet M. C. B. Q.
A member suggests that the 20-in. dimension between center of
steam pipe and center of air signal on the cut showing steam and air
connection should be underlined, as per previous practice.
The committee agrees and secretary is instructed to correct.

—

AIR-BRAKE APPLIANCES RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Pages 898-899. Sheet M. C. B. Q.
A member suggests that size of cylinders and style of triple valves,
adopted as recommended practice in 1913, be advanced to standard.
The committee concurs in this recommendation for all cars built after
January 1, 1915, for 10-in. air-brake cylinders for freight cars weighing between 37,000 lb. and 58.000 lb. light weight, and triples K-l for
8-in. and K-2 for 10-in. equipment.

—

—

LOCATION OF LACEI. OK AIR-BRAKE HOSE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Sheet M. C. B.— Q.

A member suggests that the position of the bolting lugs of air-brake
hose at coupling and at nipple end, also location of air-brake hose
label, be advanced to standard.
The committee concurs in this recommendation.
DIAMETER OF STEEL AND STEEL-TIRED WHEELS RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Page 846.

A member

suggests that the diameter of steel and steel-tired wheels
be advanced to standard. The committee concurs in this recommendation for 33-in., 36-in. and 38-in. diameters.

NEW

SUBJECT.
to the index of the M. C. B. Proceedings,
thorough revision and that the subject
arrange to prepare a more suitable index.
secretary is instructed to do this, which

A member calls attention
suggesting that it requires
should be taken in hand and
The committee concurs and
will require a more elaborate index.
Committee: T. H. Goodnow (chairman), W. H. V. Rosing. C. E.
Fuller. T. M. Ramsdell, O. C. Cromwell, O. J. Parks, F. F. Gaines.
Discussion.

Goodnow

Attention has been called to the steam hose label
in the Proceedings of last year, which included the word "copyrighted"
on the label. No action has been taken to copyright the label.
Secretary Taylor
A prominent patent attorney advises that as an
:

:

its specifications.

The motion was

carried.

Fuller
I
move that in the recommendation referring to
center plates, the clearance between the body and truck center plates
be increased to 14 in., and that the matter be submitted to letter ballot.
R. L. Kline
I amend Mr. Fuller's motion by referring the question
to the committee on car trucks.
The motion as amended was carried.
E. Fuller
I do not see any necessity for stenciling the weight
on the end of the car, and I move that it be eliminated.
E. W. Pratt
I amend the motion by giving the executive committee
the authority to present the matter to the American Railway AssoE.

:

:

C

:

:

ciation.
T. J. Tatum
Omit the weight on the end of the car because of
'Safety First," if for no other reason.
Mr. Fuller's motion was carried as amended.
T. H. Clark
I move that the report of the committee, as amended,
be approved and referred to the Association by letter ballot.
This motion was carried.
:

:

The committee believes that all passenger equipment cars should be
equipped with brake and signal pipe end clamp hangers of a swinging
or sliding design, so that sufficient lateral motion will be provided for
the ends to prevent pulling apart of hose couplings.
The conductor's valve being an important emergency device, due
consideration was given to the merits of various types of these valves
with a view to selecting for adoption that which appeared to possess
the greater merit, the type selected, known as the B-3-A, the committee
recommends. It is of the check valve type, rubber seated, and is not
self-closing.

recommendation.

T. H.

hose meeting

TRAIN BRAKE AND SIGNAL EQUIPMENT.

Sheets M. C. B. 23-A.
two links shown separate from the
uncoupling attachment; should be 6H and 2^4 in. in length instead
of 6Vi and 2*4 in. The committee agrees and secretary is instructed to

this

:

STANDARD.

Pages 954-955.

A member

association we cannot get «a copyright, but we can get a trademark.
Application for trademark is on file in the Patent Office now.
K. W. Pratt
I move that when the trademark is obtained the
A-sociation grant to manufacturers the authority to apply it to steam

C.

SIGNAL-LAMP SOCKET STANDARD.
Page 956. Sheet M. C. B. 26.
Referring the action of the 1912 and 1913 conventions, in regard to
standard location, after fully considering same, the committee recommends that this be 9 ft. 6 in. approximately from top of rail to
bottom of slot, and so located that the axis of the socket is 45 deg.
with center line of car. This in view of the clearances of railroads,
size of markers and lens, etc., which are at such variances that it is

July, 1914

Whenever permissible in passenger carrying
recommends that conductor's valves be corded the

cars,

the

committee

entire length.

Where

cannot be done, as is generally the case in dining, buffet, and
certain classes of load carrying cars, the committee recommends that
two conductor's valves be installed, one at each end of the car. and that
each be corded into the car a distance necessary, including platforms, to
permit of easy access.
To prevent delay or confusion in getting hold of the right cord to
operate the conductor's and signal valves, the committee recommends
that the conductor's valve cord be of red and the signal-valve cord be
that
of gray color
also, that the cords be made of metallic material
is. either of wire or of chain, the committee's preference being chain
for the conductor's valve and hemp or cotton covered wire for the signal
this

;

;

valve.

The committee desires to keep before the association the class type
of truck-brake rigging for passenger-equipment cars on account of the
superior merits and higher degree of efficiency of this type, and because
it

is

apparent that the single-shoe type of truck-brake gear does not

come up to requirements on modern steel-car equipment. The committee
recommends that a special committee be appointed to make investigations with a view to making a general determination of the relative
Also that this committee
merits of different designs of clasp brakes.
make investigations with a view of finding a more satisfactory design
of hand-brake rigging.

On account

of the limited range of action of the present train airthe committee desired to bring to the association's attention
the need of an improved train signal, with a view of accelerating the
development of a signal device which shall be entirely satisfactory in
its operation, such signal to permit of easy and prompt communication
both between the train crew and engineman. and the engineman and
train crew, under all conditions of service.
The advantages derived from the use of galvanized pipe on coal and
refrigerator cars are so large in the way of economy of maintenance
and of satisfactory brake operation that the committee respectfully begs
to call once more the attention of the association to the desirability
of using this kind of pipe on cars of the classes named.
signal,

AIR BRAKE AND TRAIN AIR SIGNAL INSTRUCTIONS.
That portion of the Master Car Builders' and American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association Air Brake and Train Air Signal Instructions under the heading of "General Instructions" has been revised
by the committee, and the revision is incorporated in this report.
That portion comprising the "General Questions and Answers" has
not beeu dealt with for the reason that the number of different types
of brake equipments now in use is so large, and the fact that local
conditions of different roads require special modifications in methods of
handling brakes, therefore it would be practically impossible to formulate a series of questions and answers that would be universally applicable.
Moreover, the Air Brake Association has formulated a series of
questions and answers that supplies all the air-brake Information
required in that form.
The committee further recommends that a
committee from this association and from the Master Mechanics' Association be appointed to confer with the Air Brake Association committee
having this matter in hand.
Committee: R. B. Kendig f chairman \, B. P. Fi.ory. R. K. Reading.

—
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R. B. Rasbridge, L. P. Streeleu, A.

J.

Cota, and W.

J.

Hartman.

Discussion.

An attempt to keep up these questions and answers
\Y. E. Dunham :
every year is impractical, and I move that the "Questions and Answers" be eliminated from our standards, but that a special committee
be appointed to follow it up.
This motion was carried.
I move that the suggestion regarding the adjustW. E. Dunham
able pipe clamps, clasp brakes, the hand brake rigging, and train
signal system be referred back to this committee for further investi:

gation.

The motion was carried.
I move that the wording "including platforms"
C. E. Chambers
be omitted in paragraph
The motion was carried.
C. D. Young:
I move that the report of the committee as amended
:

.;.

be submitted to the association by letter ballot.

The motion was

carried.

BRAKE SHOE AND BRAKE BEAM EQUIPMENT.
The committee has considered two sets of problems, those relating to
the behavior of brake shoes and those affecting the design of brake
beams.

BRAKE SHOES.
According to instructions, the committee has completed the tests on
brake shoes, supplementing the work of previous years and closing up
the gap which has heretofore existed between the earlier tests and those
made at high pressures and speeds. As far as possible, the tests this
year employed the same shoes as used in the last series of tests, or
duplicates.
It is believed that this finishes the tests necessary for a
complete understanding of the effect of various pressures and speeds on
the coefficient of friction and wear of various types of brake shoes.

The following

from the report of Prof. L. E. Endsley, who personupon the shoes
Each shoe was tested upon a steel-tired wheel under the following
brake-shoe pressures
12,000, 14,000, 16,000 and 18,000 lb., the initial
speed of the machine being in each case 65 miles per hour. At each
of the above pressures nine stops were made.
In anticipation of a test, the shoe was given a number of applications until a full bearing surface was obtained, after which It was
accurately weighed upon a pair of scales. The shoes were first tested
at a pressure of 12,000 lb., after which the pressure was increased by
Increments of 2,000 lb. until a pressure of 18,000 lb. was reached, or
until the shoe broke or became unserviceable.
The loss in weight of the shoe was obtained by weighing the shoe
after each three applications, thus giving a check upon the loss for
is

ally conducted the tests

:

:

each pressure.
Between each application the shoe was cooled by a blast of air until
the temperature was reduced to such an extent that the observer could
bear his hand upon the sh«e.
The results obtained are given in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
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Fig. 1 gives the average coefficient of friction of each kind of shoe
tested, plotted against the brake-shoe pressure.
Fig. 2 gives the average loss per 100,000,000 foot-pounds of work

done for each kind of shoe, plotted against the brake-shoe pressure.
Fig. 3 gives the approximate distance per stop in feet for each kind
of shoe, plotted against the brake-shoe pressure.
It will be seen from Fig. 1 that the coefficient of friction of

most of
the shoes decreased as the pressure increased, the two exceptions to this
being the plain cast iron and the National.
The plain cast-iron shoe
gave almost the same coefficient at all pressures, while the National
gave almost the same coefficient at the three lower pressures and then
made a sudden drop at 18,000 lb. pressure.
The loss in weight, due to wear, as plotted in Fig. 2, shows that in
the case of four of the different types of shoe tested, the loss increased
as the pressure increased up to 16,000 lb.
With two of the kinds of
shoes tested, the loss reduced at 18,000 lb. pressure.
This seemingly
inconsistent result may be accounted for by the fact that two of the
shoes, namely, the National and the Spear-Miller, broke during the tests
at 16,000 lb., thereby increasing the wear for a time at least, and possibly decreasing the wear when the broken shoes had again been worn
to a new fit before the 18,000 lb. pressure.
Two of the types of shoes tested, namely, the Diamond S and the
Pittsburg, showed a tendency to reduce the wear as the pressure was
increased up to 16,000 lb., but increased at 18,000 lb. pressure.
No
doubt this reduction in loss was due to a change in the per cent of
insert in contact or a change in the physical makeup of the shoe.
It will be seen from a study of Fig. 1 that the coefficients of friction
of five of the different types of shoes tested fall somewhat close together, but not nearly so close as they did in the tests conducted at
80 miles per hour and reported in 1911. In 1911 the variation was
less than 2 in the value of the coefficient of friction in per cent at any
pressure for all shoes tested, with the exception of the Pittsburg shoe.
From the results reported this year at 65 miles per hour, it will be seen
that this variation is considerably more, being as much as three or over
at the different pressures. The coefficient of friction In 1911 was never
over 10 per cent nor under 7 per cent, an average for all shoes with
the exception of the Pittsburg, being approximately 8.4, while in the
tests this year at 65 miles per hour, the maximum was 13.3 and the
minimum 10 per cent for all but the Pittsburg shoe. The average
coefficient of friction at 65 miles per hour was 12.2, thus making it
greater by 3.8 than it was at 80 miles an hour.
The Pittsburg shoe In the tests of 1911 at 80 miles an hour varied
in a straight line from 19.75 per cent at 12,000 lb. pressure to 17.1 per
cent at 18,000 lb. pressure.
It will be seen from the tests made this
year that the coefficient of friction of this shoe was less at 65 miles
an hour than at 80 miles an hour. It will also be noted that the loss
of weight in the Pittsburg shoe was more at 65 miles an hour than at
80 miles an hour. In 1911 the average loss at 80 miles an hour was
2.8, while this year the results at 65 miles an hour showed a loss of 3.2.
This apparent inconsistency in the coefficient of friction and loss in
wear of the Pittsburg shoe may be accounted for by the fact that the
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the further fact that adopting a standard of this kind as Recommended
Practice for a few years will give the Association and the committee
something definite to build upon in forming a standard for brake beams
which shall be acceptable to all members of the Association.
Figures, accompanied by photographs, submitted by C. D. Young of
the committee, show that about 75 per cent of the defective brake
beams found on the Pennsylvania were removed on account of worn
brake heads, indicating that if beams were properly hung and the
locations for hanger holes and hanger brackets were standardized,
a large number of failures could be prevented.
Failure of the compression and tension members is further shown to be due largely to
poor fits between the heads and struts and the other members. In other
words, it is apparent that a more careful standardization of brake
beams would result in a much smaller percentage of failures and much
less expense to the railway companies.
Committee: Prof. C. H. Bexjamix (Chairman),
Young, R. B.
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Kexdig,
F.

F.

De Yoy,

C. B.

Youxg.

W. Brazer

:

I

move that

This motion was carried.
The report on brake beams was accepted

and referred

to

letter

ballot.

I 700
X
o
C too

CAR WHEELS.
The, following resolution of the committee on maintenance of the
American Railway Association, which was referred to the Master Car
Builders' Association and the American Railway Engineering Association for investigation and report, has been referred to the wheel
committee and the committee on track, respectively, of the two

a
Q.

< Soa
400

Associations
"Resolved, That the subject of the contour of chilled car wheels and
the throat clearances for frogs, guard rails and crossings be referred
to the American Railway Engineering Association and the Master Car
Builders' Association jointly for a full investigation and report with
their recommendations for any change that they may conclude is
:

300

12000

IBOOO

16000

it-OOO

BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE IN POUNDS
Fig.

made

desirable."

3.

and as the shoes have been lying
where the temperature was 70 deg.
or more, the binder which holds the filler together may have dried out,
thus reducing the coefficient of friction and increasing the wear.
The results given in Fig. 3 show that the approximate distance per
stop was inversely proportional to the coefficient of friction, all of the
metallic shoes varying about the same as for coefficient of friction, and
this variation is greater at 65 miles per hour than at 80 miles per
is

J.

Discussion.
the report on brake shoes be accepted,
and the recommendation carried out.

i

800

6hoe
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of a composition

filler,

in the laboratory for three years

hour, as reported in 1911. The Pittsburg shoe made stops at approximately half of the distance required by the poorest metallic shoe.
The committee would suggest the desirability of having a complete
review and digest of tests so far made, with suitable conclusions, to be
made a part of the next year's proceedings. There has not been time
to prepare such a digest this year.

BRAKE BEAMS.

The committee recommends that the following be substituted for the
specifications for No. 2 brake beams, as given in the M. C. B. Proceedings for 1913, page 854
Apply an initial load of 12,000 lb., then reduce to 500 lb. Reset the
deflection instrument to zero.
Apply a test load of 12,000 lb. and under this load measure the
deflection, which is desired to be -fa in. or 0.0G25, but should not
:

exceed 0.07

in.

The beam must then be loaded
an in.
The brake beam shall stand a

to 24,000

lb.,

after

which the

set

shall not exceed 1-100 of

This subject originated with the Association of Manufacturers of
Chilled Car Wheels, and your committee has received a number of
recommendations from the wheel manufacturers in the direction of
heavier flanges.
There is not sufficient available data showing the performance of the
latest design of chilled wheel, or comparison of its performance with
the earlier designs to warrant the committee at the present time
making any recommendations in the matter. To increase to any extent
the width of flange will involve in all probability changes in the track
in the way of providing more clearance through frogs, guard rails and
railroad crossings.
The Bureau of Standards of the Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C, is preparing to make an experimental study of chilled
car wheels, which will include foundry practice, investigation into
the chemistry, metallurgy and mechanics of wheels, etc., and we are
informed that it is the intention of the Bureau of Standards to ask
the co-operation of the wheel manufacturers and the wheel users in
making this investigation.
In order to provide means for measuring flat spots of one inch and
two Inches in length on passenger and freight car wheels respectively,
notches be provided in the
it is recommended that two additional
present standard wheel defect gage, as shown in Fig. 1.
The committee calls attention to some errors that were made by the
special committee which revised the specifications for wheels in 1913.
It was the intention that these specifications were to be revised In form
only and not in meaning however, as these revised specifications were
referred to letter ballot and adopted, it becomes necessary to bring the
Under the heading "Markings."
corrections before the Association.
Paragraph 14, it is specified that the name of the purchaser, wheel
;

total motion of the head of the
machine of not less than 2 in. without failure at any point.
This change is recommended because it is more in accordance with
engineering practice to determine the strength and stiffness of structures at or below the elastic limit rather than to determine the load
which will produce actual failure or destruction, it being understood
that no part or structure will safely withstand repeated stresses above

the elastic limit.
desirability of adding to these
a limitation as to the minimum weight of heads and
struts allowable and has collected considerable information concernCommunications from the
ing the weights of these parts now in use.
various manufacturers of brake beams show a considerable variation
in weights of struts and heads, due largely to variation in design.
The committee believes that some specification which shall define the
strength of these two important members should be added to the other
specifications, but that specifying a minimum weight would not be sufficiently definite. The committee would like the benefit of further discus-

The committee has considered the

specifications

sion on this point.
In view of the results of a preliminary vote, the committee would recommend that Beam No. 2. shown in Sheet 17-B. be adopted as Recommended Practice, and would ask that the question be again submitted
The committee would justify its recommendation by
to letter ballot.
calling attention to the decided majority in favor of this step and to

Fig.

1

— Wheel

Defect Gauge.
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number, weight of the wheel, and date made, etc., be plainly formed
on the outside plate of the casting. This should be corrected by substituting for the word "Outside" the word "Inside," which is in accordance with previous practice.

The following recommendations are submitted
Wheel defect and worn coupler gage to be modified as shown

REVISION OF THE RCLES OF INTERCHANGE.

—

It is recommended that the rule read as follows
"Each railway company must give to foreign cars, while on its line,
the same care as to inspection, oiling, packing, adjusting brakes and

Rule

1.

repairs as

:

in

Fig. 1.

Specifications for cast-iron wheels, Paragraph 14, change first sen"All wheels shall be numbered consecutively
tence to read as follows
in accordance with the instructions from the railroad company purchasing them, and shall have the initials of such railroad company.
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:

it

—

gives to

its

own

cars."

Rule 2. The Chicago Car Interchange Bureau suggests that in
second to last paragraph add the words, "properly side-carded with
a bad order transfer, return when empty card, showing the defects
for which the car was transferred."
New card as follows
:

:

DAIIROAD
BAD ORDER TRANSFER.
Send

to.

R. R. Transfer track and

Send

to.

R. R. wh< n empty for repairs

Account of

followin
x

Car

No

Initial

.

Date....

.

.

191

.

..

Signed
•

Car Inspector.

The present

practice in handling cars that are being transferred
return the car to the delivering line without any information
showing in what condition the car was received, and the reason for its
transfer. This results in many cases in cars being returned to the line
making the transfer, because the car inspector has no information as
to how car Mas delivered, especially ou cars transferred on account
of owner's defects, also on cars destined to local industries and returned
when empty to the delivering line in the same condition. The adoption
of this suggestion will result in many cars being accepted back by the
delivering line that are now being returned on account of inspectors
having no knowledge as to when and with what defects the car was
delivered.
This suggestion is approved.
The committee recommends a change in the rule regarding leaking
tank cars, as follows
"Cars containing inflammable liquid which is leaking must be repaired
or transferred without unnecessary movement, or at nearest available
is

Fig.

2.

to

:

point."

The committee suggests that the fourth paragraph of Section (e)
be changed to read
"When load is transferred by receiving line, the car, when empty,
may be returned to the delivering line properly sidecarded with a bad
order transfer, returned when empty card, showing the defects for
which the car was transferred, in which case it must be accepted."
The Central Ry. Club recommends as follows : In Paragraph (c)
"Initial road
page 4.
Insert in brackets on margin the words
:

:

responsible."
Fig.

3.

This recommendation is concurred in by the committee in so far as
applies to inside door protection on closed cars, but inasmuch as the
change is one in reference to which the Association has no authority
it

also the wheel number, the weight of the wheel and month, day and
year when made, plainly formed on the inside plate of casting."
cast-iron wheels, Paragraph 4 (b), change last
"The time when pouring ceases must be noted and
two minutes later an examination of the wheel must be made. If the
wheel is found broken in pieces, or if any cracks in the plate extend
through or into the tread, all wheels of the same tape size as the

Specifications

for

sentence to read

:

to legislate

and as the transfer rule

is

an A. R. A.

rule, the question

has been referred to that Association for a ruling.
The Western Car Foremen's Association suggests that return card
referred to in this rule and shown on page 98 be revised to place date
on the card. This suggestion is approved.
Section (c) The committee recommends that this section be changed
"Cars improperly loaded (not complying with the Loading
to read
Rules) when transfer or rearrangement of lading is necessary."
Rule 3. The committee recommends a new Rule 3, as follows
(a) Cars will not be accepted in interchange unless equipped with
air brakes having 1% in. air-brake pipe and angle cocks; also quickaction triple valve, pressure-retaining valve and an efficient hand brake.
(b) Cars will not be accepted in interchange equipped with stem or
spindle coupler attachments.
(c) Cars built after October 1, 1914. with journals or journal bearings other than M. C. B. Standard, will not be accepted in Interchange.
(d) Cars built after October 1, 1914, will not be accepted in interchange unless equipped with either the No. 1 or the No. 2 M. C. B.
Standard brake beams and so marked plainly on strut by stamping
or casting on
(e) After January 1. 1915, tank cars (empty or loaded) will not
be accepted in interchange unless the safety valves are stenciled to
show adjusted, etc.. within the time limit required by paragraphs 5, 6
and 7 of the M. C. B. specifications for Tank Cars.
(f) After July 1, 1916, cars will not be accepted in interchange
Cars built
unless stenciled showing month and year originally built.
prior to 1S95 may be stenciled "Built prior to 1895."
(g) After October 1, 1915, no car built for the purpose of carrying
products which require the use of salt with ice for the refrigeration
of such products will be accepted in interchange unless equipped with
suitable device for retaining the brine between icing stations.
:

wheel broken will be rejected."

wrought steel wheels, Paragraph IV, Branding,
"The name or brand of the manufacturer, date and serial
number, shall be legibly stamped on each wheel also purchaser's name
and serial number, if specified. The tape size shall be legibly marked
on each wheel. Sheet M. C. B. C-2."
Correct M. C. B. Sheet "N" to specify maximum gross weight not to
Specifications for solid

to read

:

;

exceed 95.000 lb.
Three diameters of steel tired wheels
33. 36 and 38 in.
Three diameters of centers for steel tired wheels
28, 31 and 33 in.
Maximum and minimum flange thickness gages to be as shown in
:

:

Fig. 2.

Committee:
Burnett, R.
Yodng.

W.
L.

C. A.

Henry (Chairman),

Ettexger, O.

C.

A. E.

Cromwell,

J.

Manchester,
A.

R.

W.

Pilcher, C. B.

Discussion.

W.

C. A.

Henry

The

circular inquiry requests that the report cover
all wheels that broke under fair usage from May 1, 1914, to May 1,
1915.
We would like a full report of all the wheels which actually
broke especially in case the failure involved the flange.
M. K. Barnum : Each member of the Association should furnish
information when asked for by the committee. I hope the request of
the wheel committee will be fully complied with.
The report was accepted and submitted to letter ballot.
;

:

—

:

.

:

:
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(h) After October 1, 1916, cars will not be accepted in interchange
unless equipped with all-metal brake beams.
(i) After October 1, 1916, cars will not be accepted in interchange
equipped with continuous draft rods.
(j) After October 1, 1916, no car will be received in interchange
unless the body of the car is marked as provided in Rule 86, i. e., either
capacity, maximum weight, and on tank cars Limit Weight No. 1 or
Limit Weight No. 2.
(k) If the car has air-signal or train-line steam pipes, the hose, pipes
and couplings are at owner's risk, unless the car is stenciled that it is
so equipped.
(1) When two or more cars chained together, or any car which requires switch chains to handle them, are delivered at an interchange
point, the receiving road shall deliver to the delivering road at the
time an equivalent number of switch chains of the same size as the
chains so used on the cars delivered, or, in lieu thereof, furnish a
defect card for such chains.
It is felt that it would be much better to concentrate these special
requirements regarding the interchange of cars under one head or rule
than to have them scattered all through the book.
Rule 4. The committee recommends the consolidation of Rules 3
and 4 as Rule 4, because the items cover requirements as to the use
of the repair card
W. J. Stoll suggests adding to this rule suggestion made in Circular
The C. I. I. and C. F. Association suggests adding to the second
18.
paragraph
"At outlying points where joint inspection is not in effect,
the matter will be left to the judgment of the receiving line. At the
larger points where chief interchange inspectors are employed, the
decision will be made by the chief interchange inspector as a representative of the car owner and the receiving line."
Suggestion approved, as it provides a way to define what constitutes

—

.

The committee recommends that the

rule be changed to read
"Defect cards shall not be required for missing material in fair
usage from cars offered in interchange. Neither shall they be required
of the delivering company for improper repairs that were not made by
it, with the exception of the cases provided for in Rules 35, 56,
57

and 70."

:

—

Rule 7. The committee suggests adding to the last paragraph, "in
which case the cards must be entered in the billing statement in the
first four columns, with the notation 'No bill' in the fifth column for
reference," in order to furnish a permanent record of "No bill" repair
cards on the bills and to avoid unnecessary and expensive tracing.
This will also serve more accurately to fix the responsibility for wrong
repairs and thus safeguard the owner.
Rule 9. The committee suggests the following change
"If M. C. B.
Standard brake beam is applied, state whether No. 1 or No. 2, in addition to name of beam."
"When triple
In first paragraph, page 7, first line, change to read

—

:

:

valve, cylinder or centrifugal dirt collector

is cleaned."
further recommended that the standard stenciling for brake
cylinders be enlarged to include all cleaning and stenciling of
centrifugal dirt collectors by adding a line with the initials "D. C."
for dirt collectors
also a line for the date cleaned, shop mark and
name of road doing the work. This question is submitted to the Committee on Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice for con-

It

is

;

sideration.
Rule 12.

—

The committee recommends a new parasraph, as follows
"The joint evidence may be obtained at any point on the home line
at which the improper repairs are found, but preferably at the point
where the car is received, and only after an actual inspection has
been made."
Rule 17. The committee proposes a revision of the rule as outlined
below
Defective non-M. C. B. Standards
(a) In repairing foreign cars:
may be replaced with M. C. B. Standards (which must comply with
M. C. B. specifications), provided such substitution does not impair the
strength of the car. Any increased cost resulting from and any expense
of alteration necessary for the application of such M. C. B. Standards
shall be charged to the party responsible for the repairs.
Any expense
of alteration necessary for the application of such M. C. B. Standards
Scrap credits to be
to be charged to party responsible for the repairs.
allowed for undamaged parts thus removed.
(b) Malleable iron, wrought iron or steel M. C. B. Standards may
be substituted for each other or for gray iron M. C. B. Standards.
Gray iron M. C. B. Standards applied in lieu of malleable iron, wrought
iron or steel M. C. B. Standards shall be considered as wrong repairs.
(c) In replacing M. C. B. Standard couplers or M. C. B. Temporary
Standard couplers the dimensions of shank and butt of M. C. B. couplers
standard to the car must be maintained.
(d) If the car owner elects on account of improper repairs to remove
M. C. B. Standard or M. C. B. Temporary Standard coupler in good
condition, secondhand credit should be allowed, and charge be confined
to secondhand coupler applied.
(e) When necessary to renew brake beam, any metal brake beam
meeting M. C. B. specifications may be used, provided that the beam
applied is at least as strong as the beam standard to the car.
(f) Billing repair card to specify kind of material applied and
removed. a»d bill rendered in accordance therewith.

—

:
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(g) Cast-iron brake shoes may be replaced with brake shoes having
reinforced back and the increased cost charged to party responsible
for the repairs.
(h) White pine, yellow pine, fir or cypress may be used when repairing siding, when of equal grade or quality to the material standard
to the car. Fir, oak or southern pine may be substituted for each other
in renewing or splicing of longitudinal sills.
Reason
To discourage the use of non-M. C. B. Standard material
and facilitate freight-car repairs.
Rule 18. O. S. Jackson and A. C. Deverell suggest amending the
third paragraph of rule to read "October 1, 1916."
Reason
Time allotted too short and the additional two years will
be only a reasonable length of time to get cars home and make necessary changes.
It is recommended by the committee that the time be extended until
October 1, 1916.
It is called to the attention of car owners who have cars on their
line with American continuous draft rods that, while the extension of
time is recommended, they should not abate their efforts toward getting
such draft rods out of service. It is also called to the attention of
members of the Association that there are other draft carrier construction on the same principle as the American continuous draft and
that these are also covered by the rule.
Rule 19. R. E. Smith suggests changing the word "shall" in second line to "must."
:

—

:

—

The suggestion

:

slight repairs.

:

Add

is

to the rule

proved.

:

approved.
"Cast-iron brake wheels."

The suggestion

is

ap-

—

The Central Railway Club, Pittsburgh Railway Club and
Keegan suggest changing, in third line, first paragraph, the
word "may" to "must," and adding the following to the paragraph
"When construction of car and trucks precludes the common methods
Rule 20.

J.

E.

:

of adjusting coupler heights, the application of metal shims between
journal boxes and arch bars will be permissible."
The suggestion is

approved.

—

Rule 21. The Central Railway Club and J. E. Keegan suggest
adding the following clause
"Also for applying temporary transverse
tie rods to cars with sides spread or bulged beyond the clearance
limits of the handling line."
The committee approves of the suggestion. When it is necessary
to apply transverse tie rods on account of car sides being bulged out,
they should be charged against the owner of the car, because such
spreading or bulging is an indication of weak construction.
Rule 28. The committee proposes that the rule be made vacant.
The first part of the rule is already covered in Rule 87. The committee recommends adding the latter part of the rule to Rule 87 as an
:

—

additional exception.

—

Rule 29. The committee recommends that this rule be reworded
"When secondhand axles are applied the journals must not exceed
% in. over the standard length and the collar must be not less than &
The diameter of the wheel seats or centers must not be
in. thick.
less than, or the diameters of the journals must be at least *6 in.
greater than, the limiting diameters given in Rule 86" balance of rule

—

as at present.

The committee

also proposes to the Association that the wheel and
investigate the propriety of maintaining the item
of limit of collars on axles at less than Vi in., having in view the
increased car capacities and the safety of this limit for these cars.
This information should properly be shown by an additional column
in the tabulations in Rule 86.
Rule 33. The committee proposes a new rule, as follows
"The following will not be considered as an owner's responsibility
"Straightening or replacing ladders, handholds, sill steps or brake

axle

committee

—

shafts."

—

Rule 35. The New England Railroad Club suggests new paragraph
"After January 1, 1915, cars not equipped with M. C. B. Standard
axles, journal boxes and contained parts will not be accepted in
interchange."
The committee does not approve. It considers the recommendation
desirable, but does not believe it can be carried out in practice.
"After October 1, 1916, tank cars
Also, another new paragraph
not equipped with suitable jacking castings will not be accepted in
The committee believes this a desirable suggestion,
interchange."
but would refer it to the Tank Car Committee for investigation.
F. H. Clark suggests change In third paragraph, page 25, to read
"After October 1, 1915, cars not having stenciled the year and month
when built new will not be accepted in interchange."
The committee proposes an extension of time until July 1, 1916:
also that the date car was built means the month and year the car
was built. See new Rule 3.
Rule 37. The committee has considered the various recommendations regarding the combinations of defects In Rules 37 to 42, inclusive,
and notes that a strong sentiment exists in favor of eliminating all
the combinations, but feels that the time is not yet ripe for the complete elimination of all combinations and would therefore make the
following suggestion
Eliminate Rules 37 and 39 and the notes following Rule 42 with
reference to continuous draft rods and missing couplers, for the reason
that a coupler very seldom appears as a factor in these combinations.
:

:

—

:

:

:

—

Rule 42. The committee recommends the elimination of the first two
notes following this rule, as the elimination of Rules 37 and 39 makes
these notes unnecessary also the substitution therefor of the following note
"When a combination of defects involves decayed parts, or involves
longitudinal sills requiring renewal or splicing, due to elongated holes,
or to sills split on this account, a joint inspection statement, made
as per Rule 120, shall accompany the billing repair card, which together will be authority for bill against the owner," so as to make
unnecessary the present practice of holding the car for such repairs
until owner's authority can be procured.
Rule 43. Central Railway Club and J. E. Keegan suggest extending
bracket on left to include heading "All-steel underframe or all-steel
;

:

—

cars."
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repairs if the car is not stenciled showing the capacity or
weight, or Limited Weight I or Limited Weight II."
Rule S8. R. E. Smith and New England Railroad Club suggest
changing the word "shall" to "must" in the second line.

proper

maximum

—

The committee approves.
Rule 90. The only change the committee suggests is to change the
reference to Rule 3 instead of Rule 35.
Rule 91. R. E. Smith suggests changing the word "should" to
"must" in the third line of note under this rule.

—
—

The suggestion is approved.
Rule 95. The committee suggests that the second and third para-

—

graphs be changed to read

"Brake beams, including shoes, heads, jaws, key bolts, cotters, brake
when lost with the brake beam.
"Brake levers, lever guides, key bolts, pins, cotters, top and bottom
brake rods, whether or not they are lost with the brake beam."
"Labor and material may be charged for key bolts, cotters and brake
pins and hangers,

The committee approves this suggestion.
Rule 46. The committee recommends that

—
—

this

be transferred to

paragraph (k), Rule 3.
Rule 47. The committee suggests that the rule be transferred to
paragraph (1), Rule 3.
Rule 52. The committee suggests the rule be changed to read as

—

follows
Inside bracket
"Running boards
:

pins when lost independently of above items," to clarify the rule as
previously written.
Rule 105. The committee suggests that a note be added to this
rule, as follows

—

:

in

bad order

or

fastened"

insecurely

— owner's

responsibility.

Outside bracket
"In making repairs to safety appliance details, nails or lag screws
must not be used where screws, bolts or rivets are required by law.
Handholds or grabirons must be of wrought iron or steel."
Rule 56. The M. St. P. & S. S. M. suggests that second paragraph
in regard to brake beams be changed so that railroads will be given
much more time to equip cars with metal beams or have former action

—

entirely rescinded.
F. A. Torrey and T. H.
beams be extended to 1916.

Goodnow suggest

that date regarding brake

The committee suggests an extension of time. See revised Rule 3.
Rule 57. The Pittsburgh Railway Club, Central Railway Club and
J. E. Keegan suggest cutting out air hose and label on page 31 and
modify it to show that label is located within 6 in. of hose coupling.
The recommendation is approved, for the reason that it renders the
label observable from both sides of the car, and the label in this posi-

—

tion is less liable to injury from chafing.
Also change third and fourth paragraph to read
"After October 1.
1914. the delivering line will be responsible for hose not conforming
with the 1913 M. C. B. Standard specifications and so labeled, except
that 1905 M. C. B. specification hose, the date of which shows it was
manufactured before October 1, 1914, may continue in service until it
is worn out."
Rule 59. The committee proposes that the Executive Committee refer
to the Train Brake and Signal Committee the question of proper location of centrifugal dirt collectors, for the reason that some roads
are applying them in such position that they trap the water from the
train line, and consequently are liable to freeze in the winter time.
Rule 62. The committee recommends that this rule be changed to
"In replacing air-brake hose on foreign cars, new M. C. B.
read
Standard 1913 specification hose must be used."
Rule 66. S. G. Thomson suggests after the word "with" insert
"axles or." so as to read "axles or journal bearings," etc.
Reason
To enforce the use of If. C. B. standard axle and journal
bearing.
W. H. Lewis suggests eliminating this rule, as it is covered in
:

—

—

:

—

:

Rule 35.

Both suggestions are approved, see rewording in revised Rule 3.
Rule 69. The committee recommends that the rule be changed

—

to

:

"Broken flange
chipped flange, if chip exceeds 1% in. in length
and Vn. in. in width. Broken rim, if tread measured from flange at a
point % in. above tread is less than 3% in. in width (see Fig. 5), provided these defects are caused by derailment or wreck."
Rule 78. The committee recommends changing rule to read
"Cracked or broken flange, chipped flange, if it exceeds 1% in. in
length and V2 in. in width broken or chipped rim. if tread measured
from the flange at a point % in. above tread is less than 3% in. in
width (see Fig. 5)
cracked tread, cracked plate, one or more cracked
brackets, or broken in pieces, provided these defects were not caused by
;

—

:

"Note.

—Manufactured

articles are those which are not subject to
competitive prices, and which can only be obtained from one manufacturer or concern," to more fully explain the term used.

Rule 112.

;

derailment or wreck."
Rule 79. The committee recommends that this rule be made vacant,
because it is included in Rule 78.
Rule 80. The committee recommends that the first paragraph be
eliminated, because it has been included in Rule 78.
Rule 82.
The committee suggests that this rule be made vacant,
because it has been included in Rule 78.
Rule 83. The reference on page 41, under Fig. 5, should be changed
to read
"See Rules 6. 9 and 78."
Rule 87. The committee suggests that the rule be changed to
read
"Any company making improper repairs is solely responsible to the
owner, with the exception of the cases provided for In Rules. 3, 56,
57 and 70. and excepting that a company applying axles smaller than
the limits given under Rule SC shall not be held responsible for im-

—
—

:

—
—

—The

read as follows

committee recommends that Rule 112 be changed to

:

"When the body or trucks of a foreign car are destroyed or badly
damaged, the owner shall, upon request, furnish depreciated value of
body and trucks separately (the same to be figured from the date the
car was originally built), and the party damaging shall have the
option of rebuilding or settling under the depreciated value.
"If it is decided not to rebuild, the owner must be immediately
advised."
Rule 115.

,

—The

committee suggests that the last phrase of the last
paragraph be changed to read
"Except that secondhand value will be
allowed for all metal brake beams good for further service and the
average credit price for wheels," to conform with the interpretations
:

given in Circular No. 26.

The committee would also recommend the abolition of the last
paragraph of this rule (top of page 84) in reference to the undernames of damaged steel and steel-underframe cars, because the adoption of revised Rules 112 and 120 will render this provision no longer
necessary.
Rule 120. The committee
read as follows

—

recommends that the

rule be

changed to

:

"A car unsafe to load on account of general wornout condition due
to age, decay or corrosion, shall be jointly inspected by the handling
line and a representative of the owner of or a disinterested line, whichever can be most conveniently obtained by handling line. If inspectors
agree that the car is unsafe to load on account of general worn-out condition due to age, decay or corrosion, the result of such joint inspection,
entered on form shown on page 4. shall be sent to the car owner,
showing in detail all defects found on car, also an estimate of the
Upon receipt of this information the owner
cost to rebuild the car.
must either authorize the destruction of the car, or authorize the
handling company to rebuild it. In the latter case the owner must
forward to the handling company complete plans and specifications
If the owner elects to have
necessary for the rebuilding of the car.
the car destroyed, the handling line shall be allowed credit for all
material at M. C. B. scrap prices, less labor cost for destruction."
Rule 121.- The committee suggests that rule be eliminated, as it is
taken care of in revised Rule 112.
Rule 122. The committee suggests adding in the third line, first
paragraph, preceding the word "charges," the words "or express and,"
an additional paragraph, as follows
"Material weighing less than 125 lb. gross weight ordered from car
owner should be shipped by express," to assist in the more prompt

—

—

:

repairs of cars.

PASSENGER CAR RDLES.

;

:

:
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read

:

:

— Central

Railway Club, the C. I. C. I. & C. F. Association
suggests adding as an owner's defect
"Equipment and tools missing
from the inside of baggage, mail and express cars are an owner's
defect when missing at the time ofunloading."
The committee approves the idea, but recommends that it should read
Rule

3.

:

as follows

"Equipment and tools missing from the inside of baggage, mail and
express cars are an owner's responsibility."
Rule 17. The committee recommends the following
"All inside or concealed parts of passenger equipment cars are at
owner's risk."

—

Discussion.

Secretary Taylor
The arbitration committee has two additional
suggestions to make.
Rule 3, Section M. (a new section)
"On and
after October 1, 1916, refrigerator cars not equipped with door hooks
and fasteners, to secure the doors in the open position, will not be
accepted in interchange."
An additional note to Rule 30. as follows
"The marked weight shall bo the multiple of 100 lb. nearest the scale
:

:

:

:
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weight except that when the scale weight indicates an even 50 lb.,
the lower multiple shall be used."
The recommendations of the arbitration committee concerning the
changes in rules of interchange were approved.

PRICES FOR LABOR

AND MATERIAL.

The

special committee, appointed to suggest additional prices or
modifications of present prices in the rules of interchange, did not prepare a circular of inquiry this year, for the reason that it was thought

proper by the committee to review the work already done and make
such changes as to make the rules clearer, as well as make such
changes in the present prices as would more nearly represent the average cost of labor and material used in making repairs to car equipment, and add such other items as were presented to them by the
Arbitration Committee from time to time for their consideration, and
new items which the committee found necessary in connection with its
work.
The committee suggests that for next year special attention be given
to the passenger car price rules, in order that they be brought up to
Ihe standard of the freight car price rules.
The following changes are presented for approval
Rule 98. If new wheels and axles are substituted for average credit
price wheels and secondhand axles, proper charges and credits shall be
allowed, although such substitutions be made on account of only one
loose or defective wheel or a defective axle, with the following exceptions
In case the owner of a car removes a damaged wheel or axle,
no charge shall be made for any difference in value between the parts
used and those removed that are not damaged.
The price for forged or rolled steel wheels shall be based on the
•crap value of $4.50 for metal inside the condemning limit (which is
•J4 inch above the limit groove) plus ?0.625 for each tV inch of service
3>etal (on radius of tread) in connection with standard full flange
»ntour.
No credit will be allowed owner for loss of service metal due to
turning off wheels.
Should there be a further loss of service metal,
feowever, due to the application of other wheels, the proper credit for
3nch additional loss must be given the owner. Any increase in the
imount of service metal, due to the application of other wheels, may
/>e charged to the owner.
When repairs are not covered by a defect card, the proper credit for
any loss of service metal must be given the owner ; and charge shall
be made against the owner for any increase in the amount of service
metal, due to application of other wheels.
When the repairs are covered by the defect card of another company, charge covering such repairs shall be made against the owner of
the car, the defect card and the billing repair card to be attached to the
bill.
The owner to render counter bill on the authority of the defect
card against the company issuing same, including an additional charge
to cover the loss of service metal on account of the defects covered by
the card.
Should there be an additional loss of service metal, on
account of the application of other wheels, the company making the
repairs shall allow the proper credit to the owner to cover such additional loss of metal.
Should there be an increase in the amount of service metal, due to the application of other wheels, such increase may be
charged to the owner.
The above provisions shall govern any loss or increase of service
metal on account of the mate wheel, even If same is not defective, when
both wheels are turned off to correspond.
The necessary information must be given in all cases, as provided in
Rule 10.
In cases of slid-flat wheels
in. for loss of service metal will be
allowed for flat spots 2% in. long and iV in. for each additional inch

—
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1

— Points

for Testing.

PULLING TESTS OF COUPLERS EXHIBITED AT 1913 CONVENTION' BY If. C B COMMITTEE — COMPARISON OF PERMANENT SET AT "C" (KNUCKLE OPENING) AND "E" (KNUCKLE STRETCH)
Present standard M.

C

B. pulling test

150.000

is

Peatman- 3ar "C"

MMM

Pull with limit knuckle opening of (C) 0.625

lb.

Ixcaaa.

UaWMaaUat

CoapU*

At MO.OOO Lba

Peaada
ISO.OO0

Te

3
14

Tc

4
15

Td
Td

.013
.026

.005

009

066

171

.213

.046
.192

.116
.202

5

l'c

150

6

Ue
Vb
Vb

236

16
17
7
IS
8
19
9
20
10
21

Aiont

Bolbxa-

133
.219
119
.141
.065
.168

Top.

067
07S

Bvtwm.j

linn

038

052

126
.121

102

.121

043
399

068
335

.641

tn

147

Xe

106
137

043

074

132

.037

029
021
135

038
oto
003
087

.134
.037
.034
.012
111

119
.186
190

240

165
.216

091

095

093

2-57

268

262

Xd
Ye
Ye
Yf
Yf

Average

0S3
0J9

.200
.082
170

427

.4W
.212
447

.562
.858

209
401
126
175
117

210
245

191

.145
.226

.167
.297
207

203
249

055

We

Wb

121

&:.'.;:.!7.

121

367
.612
.494
.672
.210
.424
168
210
.118
188
.177
.227

.117

Top

*"""

238

Posada.

005

205
243

008

015
1

133

357
411

300

1

014
030
010
033

021
055

428
652

.617

475

454

464

545000
531440
620 000
531200

480
468

0024

0081

1050

437 440

022

459 444

465

Oil

42] S20
465 130
449 800
9*6 BO

136
199

506

4CO130
531660

062

Oil
001

13.5

1

1

007
006
014

988 600
355 720
345 940
31a no

1

517
448
441
473
460
480
483
416
425
467
473
448
453

030
050

451020

195
412
447
303
614
435

306
667
442
583

561

Pouada Pouada

6S4

642

Poaada

MO 000

173.000

.156
261

.015

.726
1 257
468
483

Poqada
Llunate

At MO.OOO lb.

No.
Top.

in.

Peaa ft\T SCT "E."
v:ats Ax

laeaa:

00

867

792
731

695
940
876
1

118

1058
1060
973

1187
966
988

Table

AVERAGE TOP

(CI

AND BOTTOM
l/awl at

WMfbl
Comolote

—

•

1

ISO.000

Lba Iaehaa

625

Load

a

M C

'CI

_

B. Lavut

I Inmate Load. Posada

lot S*

at Set

Neamt

to Limit

Pri-V'.;-..

'

I

fT.

Pouada

Repairs of Steel or Steel Parts of Composite Cars. All rivets %-in.
diameter or over, 14 cents net per rivet, which covers removal and
replacing of rivets, including removing, fitting, punching or drilling
holes when applying patches or splicing and replacing damaged parts,
not to include straightening.
All rivets %-in. diameter and less than %-in. diameter, 8 cents net
per rivet, which covers removal and replacing of rivets, including removing, fitting, punching or drilling holes when applying patches or splices
and replacing damaged parts, not to include straightening.
Straightening or repairing parts removed from damaged car, 60 cents
per 100 pounds.
Straightening or repairing parts In place on damaged car also any
part that requires straightening, repairing or renewing, not included on
rivet basis, 28 cents per hour.
Repairs of steel tanks of tank cars
Labor, repairing and testing, per hour
$0.40
Steaming, per tank
75
Water for testing, per 1,000 gallons
06
In making repairs to cars on rivet basis, the cost of removing and
replacing fixtures not secured by rivets, but necessarily removed in order
to repair or renew adjacent defective parts, should be in addition to
the rivet basis rules covering wood-car repairs to govern.
Dismantling wood constructed cars, including trucks and all work
necessary including handling, assorting and weighing scrap.
Box, stock and other house cars, except refrigerators
$10.00
Flat car
6.50
9.00
Gondola or hopper car, having sides over 36 inches

Total.

Par Pooad
o(

Weaat.

Sri

Pooada

lofbea

Total.

PrrPouad
of tYntaL

Present

Ta
I'a

Ha
Xa
XV.....
Ya
Ye

867
873

Knuckle
Knuckle
Knuckle
Knuckle

S-ll

Top

0OK0

221000

625

255 000
212 1)00

.625
.625

198000
196 000
200 000

.625

352

001*0
00097
00106
00141
00094
00117

192 000

625

2(2 BO
2>0 000
231 sea

927
773

292

305

00105

210 571

625

261 725

896

480

019
037
192

00004
ornoe
00037
00005
00021
O0O26
00007
00021
00007
00016
00014

500 000

517
506

420
625
625
562
625
625

545 000
531 440
620 000

280
312
300
284
264
302

252
282
292
302

300

371

283

625
625

2(0 000
320 000
2(0 000
248 000

929

1026

hub.
shank
~
hubhub.

ear

Knuckle hub.
Knuckle pulled put
lock.

Average.

,

Committee
Specification.

;

449
473
480
4-3
416

:

;

C'C

ANDY NOT

ABOVC DIMENSIONS

%

or fraction thereof.

(

_

C.

fl.S.K

:

Xe

026
092
115

032
096
034
076
058

471690
526 720

531200

531200

1

1

135
136

1199
1050

494
625

Kn oqq
355 720
345 940
319 480

389 380
336 410
450 000

BE

451020

896
618

423 320
465 130

000
000
000
000

449 800
4'.i.j 220
4(0 130
531 660
437 440

1058

459 444

988

345 5S0
300 920
300 000

293000

867
731

695
940
876
1

113

Shank near liner block.
Knuckle hub.
Shank at User block.
Shank at liner block.
Rear of bottom ear.
Knuckle shank.
Bottom ear hole.
Bottom ear hole.
Knuckle hub.
Knuckle bub.
Rear of coupler pulling ribi.

.081

00018
00010
00017

049

03011

400
450
400
446
400

000

447
429
614
825
617

0644

00014

4(tSS0f.

575

077
047
473
448
453

Yf
Yf

465

75.5%

94.1%
Decrea —

7n9>-,

1

1

080
973
1»7

M

Knuckle hubKnuckle hub.
Knuckle hub.
Kuuckte hub.
Rear of both ears.
..

1

10.3%

8.7%

869%

--

the present type couplers were 5 by 7 in. shank except Ua, which was 5 by 5 in., and all the committee
weoden patterns, which increased the weight over regular
specification couplers were 6 by 8 in shank and made from

Note.— All

foundry practice.

Table

II

Gondola or hopper car, having sides 36 inches and under
Refrigerator

•

•

•

8.00
12.00

.

.

.......
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•
—Plus

Date.

Test Bar.

C
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Gage.

or Minu$ from Original Dimension.

Set

+ .24
+ .29
+ .30
+ .22
+ .27
+ .28
+ .267

4-14-14
4-17-14
4-23-14
4-27-14
4-1-14
4-15-14

64?:
650.
651
653.
686.
689.

H

+ .19
+ .18
+ .26
+ .17
+ .25
+ .21
+ .21

+ .17
+ .26
+ .47
+ .11
+ .37
+ .20
+ .263

+ .11
+ .17
+ .08
+ .12
+ .16
+ .18
+ .137

Top

H'

— .05
— .04
— .04
— .03
— .04
— .04

-.10
-.08
-.05
-.08
-.06
-.09

Bottom.

415.

la

c;_i_

it

^32

5
"32

-.04

.077

'J2

Average

+ .202

.237

4.974

.058

Table III— Tb Couplers

— Plus or Minus From Original E IMEXSIOK.

Gage.

Set

Date

Test Bar.

C
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

—
+
—
—
—

2- 1-13
1- 6-13
4- 1-14
2-14-13
11- 1-12

636}-;

638
639..
646
641

H

C>

—
—
—

08
03
10
13
13

01
21

04

— Yd

—
—
—
—

— 01
— .04

02
11

11

Couplers.

Set—Plus ob Minus from Original Dimension.
Test Bab.

4F

4ft

— .01
— .10

05

Bottom.

Top.

E«

B>

+ 02
+ .06
+ .06
+ 07

+ 01
+ IS
+ 03
+ .04
+ .18

05

Table IV

H'

Gage.

Date.

C

H'

+ .20
+ .24
+ .17

+ .06
+ .17
+ .03
+ .107

+ .11
+ .08
+ .04
+ .077

4-17-14
4-15-14
4-14-14

No. 703
No. 704
No. 705

H

ei

+ .24
+ .17

+ 13
+ .180

+ .203

E*

E«

Top.

— .04

— .05
— 05

4ft
4fl

.01

ft

— .06
— .05

—

—

— .037

050

Average

Table

V—Yda

— Plus

Set

Test Bar.

414
•

m

4S3+

— 043

+ .191

+ .092

Bottom.

4ft

Couplers

or Minus from Original Dimension.

Gage.

Date.
I

C

C

— 26
— .14
— .14
— 18

4-17-14
4-27-14
4-17-14

No. 714
No. 715
No. 716

H

— .14
— 11
— 16
-

"

137

E*

—.06
—.07
—.07

—.03
—.04
—.02

+

—

—

—.03

007

097

067

VI— Ydb

M

Top.

+ 1.16
+ .63
+ .54
+ .78

Bottom.

m

4H
m
4tV

4ft
4ft

4ft

42!+

—.048

—.045

Hi

Couplers.

SET-PLrs or Mix 38-Inches from Original Dimension.

Test

Bar

E'

—.16
—.06
—.07

158

Table

Couplers.

H'

— 01
+ .03
— 02

Time

Date.

Gage.

in Service.

No
C
Ta
Ta
Ua
Ua

620

Wa
Wa

604
605
608
609
612
613
616
617

621

600
601

Xa
Xa
Ya
Ya
Yc

Yc...

Average,

all

bars.

4-16-14
4-15-14
3-31-14
2- 4-14

.

.

4-16-14...

.

4- 6-14...
4-16-14
4-16-14

.

Table VII
Rule 116.

—Change

Bteel-tired wheels,

made."

20 months, 20 days..
20 months, 20 days...
20 months. 4 days
18 months, 8 days
20 months, 10 days .
20 months, 10 days.
20 months, 20 days..
20 months, 20 days..
20 months, 10 days.
17 months, !5days..
20 months, 20 days..
20 months, 20 days...

— Summary

+ .U
+ 25
+ .26
+M8
+ .24
+ .18
+ .33
+ .17
+.28
+ .21
+ 14
+ 26
+ .237
+ .247

of 12 Couplers of

"For trucks with steel or
last sentence to read
an additional allowance of $84.00 per car shall be
:

—

Committee: F. H. Clark, (chairman), C. E. Carson, C. F.
Thiele, Ira Everett, H. H. Harvey, C. F. Giles and C. N. Swanson.
The report of the committee was accepted and approved.

THURSDAY, JUNE

18.

COUPLER AND DRAFT EQUIPMENT.
The committee last year reported in more or less detail the progress
work of designing the standard coupler, giving the results
comparatively and individually of the series of static, dynamic and

of the

H

Ci

+ .29
+ .16
+ 31
+ .21
+ .44
+ 31
+ .22
+ .18
+ .30
+ .24
+ .17
+ .26
+

Hi

.257

+ .03
+ .08
+ 17
+ .13
+ .24
+ .17
+ .15
+ .13
+ .17+ .17
+ 04
+ .07
+ 133
+

Present Type

in

+ 17
+ .17
+ 27
+ 28
+ 33
+ 24
+ .26
+ .17
+ .23
+ .32
+ .13
+ .23
+ 233
.

E«

E*

+
+
+ .13
+ .C3
05
05

— .04
—.07
—.05

+ .03
+ 13
+ 06
+ 01

— 03

183

+ .06
+ 07
+ .08
+ 05
+ 26
+ .16
—
.06
+ .04
+ 12
+ 07
+ 06
+ 08

Top.

Bottom.

4ft
4ft
4ft
5

4'/8

5A

5A
7

4ft
4ft
5V*
4 /s

4ji
5rV
4ft
4ft

5rff

5&
5

4H

IK

V4

4ft

4ft+

4ft

it i

Freight Car Service.

road service tests on couplers in present general use and of several types
of couplers of increased weight and strength in the development stage,
the latter having been termed "Experimental."
The comparisons and
summaries in all the tests showed conclusively that the experimental
couplers were much stronger throughout than present types of couplers
and that the committee is working along the right lines.

Last year a series of static pulling tests consisting of two couplers
of each design submitted by the coupler manufacturers and exhibited
by the committee was instituted at Altoona shops, Pennsylvania Railroad, under the direct supervision of C. D. Young, Engineer of Tests.
The pulling tests on these couplers were made in the same manner

:
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Top Operation

Total Lift to lock Set

S'/*-

thuow Kno. S Va"

p

r-2;v"j

lock,

a Lifter

Lock & Lifter

POR

F"OR

TOP OPERATION

Lifter

BOTTOM OPERATION

Knuckle

Thrower,

A

ill*

3-

'u><o_

j-^>",

I

Knuckle pivot pin

Bottom Operation
Total. Lift to
-

Lock Set

THROW

COTTER

3'AT

KNU.S'/e"

— No.

3

PIN.

Experimental Stanpa^p
M.C.B. Couplep.
TYPE

)£»'*. HOLE
Fig. 2

-4-

W

Modified Alliance Coupler.

as those reported on last year, viz., by laying the couplers off as per
Fig. 1 and measuring both deflection and permanent set after each
increment of load and tabulating the distortions by so much plus or
minus from the original dimensions.
The results of all the individual tests were plotted graphically and,
taking the coupler giving the higher ultimate and the one giving the
lower ultimate of each two furnished by each manufacturer and
grouping them, comparative summaries of the important dimensions C.
H and E in the tests of both groups were also plotted.
Table I gives a comparison in figures of permanent set at "C"
(knuckle opening) and "E" (knuckle stretch).
These couplers were
built to cover the same specifications and were hence considerably
reduced to a common basis, and even though they were built in somewhat of a hurry, made from wooden patterns and without time for
sufficient experimenting for molding purposes, the results were very
good, as will readily be seen from a study of the table.
Table II is a comparison of results of pulling tests of these specification couplers with results of similar tests of present couplers in
general use, as reported last year. (Page 129, 1913 Proceedings.) These
comparisons show a decided decrease in permanent set and increase
in strength of the specification couplers.
ROAD TESTS.
The road-service tests of couplers, reported on last year (pages 140
to 153, 1913 Proceedings), were continued and are herein given with
results up to date of writing the report.
As in all tests, each coupler
was given a letter designation by the committee to represent the
name or type of the coupler tested, as well as the manufacturer.
Couplers Ta, TJa, Wa, Xa, Ya, and Tc represent couplers of the latest
types in general service, such as Pitt, Sharon, Major, Simplex, Latrobe
and Gould "Z," irrespecively, and couplers, Tb, Xe, Yb, Yd, Yda and
Ydb represent couplers of increased weight and strength in the development stage, termed "Experimental." a number of each of which were
placed in service experimentally.
These road-service tests were conducted with couplers of present
type on freight cars and with couplers of both present and the experimental design on freight locomotive tenders on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The freight-car couplers were applied to 100.000 lb. capacity
steel hopper cars in the coal trade between the bituminous mines in
western Pennsylvania and tide-water, a service comprising grade and
flat country as well as hump-yard classification.
The tender couplers
were applied to 7.000 gal. steel tenders in general heavy freight service
on the Western Pennsylvania Division, between Altoona and Pittsburgh, which includes heavy grade service.

Some of
shown

are

the results showing the measurements C,
VI and VII.

H

and

E

in inches

in tables III, IV, V,

CONFERENCES WITH COUPLER MANUFACTURERS.
In reporting upon and exhibiting to the Association last year the
various designs of couplers, which were submitted to the committee by
the respective coupler manufacturers as embodying the specifications on
design jointly agreed upon by both, the committee stated that the
coupler manufacturers had designed the working parts of the couplers
thus submitted according to their ideas to meet these specifications,
and that it was essential to select from these couplers several designs to be tried out in service during the ensuing year to definitely
determine the best contour line, efficiency of operation and strength of
the various parts, with a view of harmonizing the designs thus chosen
and eliminating any details that may prove unsatisfactory to the end
of establishing the standard coupler.
Each coupler submitted was taken up and each minute detail, both of
design and operation, was considered and thoroughly discussed, and by
carefully weighing all the points at issue it was decided to try out
two couplers, and the following were selected to enter the elimination
trial in service

American Steel Foundries No. 3 modified Alliance coupler.
The National Malleable Castings Co. Bazeley coupler.
These are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
These couplers have straight locks and were selected for the general
trial, but the committee did not feel like giving up the advantages dormant in the wedge-lock principle, which is applicable to most coupler
designs, nor did the committee desire that a wedge-lock coupler be
tried out in service in general, hence it was decided to make and confine further experiments with this wedge principle under the direct
supervision of the committee. The coupler selected for these trials was
:

The National Malleable Castings Co. Bazeley coupler wedge lock.
HEIGHT OF COUPLER HEAD ABOVE CENTER LINE.
A meeting of representative of coupler committee, American Steel
Foundries and the National Malleable Castings Company, was held at
Altoona, Pa., August 21, 1913, to determine upon the height of head
above center of the standard freight-car coupler, with particular
regard for use of same coupler head on locomotive tenders and that
it may couple to passenger cars and not have interference between
tender coupler and passenger-car buffer, or vice versa, when the heights
of coupler and bottom of buffer vary to opposite extremes, as in service a condition is sometimes present of having one coupler 31% in. and
the mating coupler 34% in. above top of rail, therefore, provision for
a 3-in. variation

is

necessary.

:
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V^NuCKL-e Pivot

Pin

Bottom Operation
Total. Lift to Lock Set 2>^

NOTE4IN CASE KNUCKLE
PIN IS INVENTED. PIN Y
PREVENTS IT FROM DROPPING*

Fig. 3

— Bazeley

is

coupler height leaves

about

6%

line of passenger-car coupler to
subtracting the 3- in. difference In
for the height of coupler head above center

9%

in.

in.,

line of its shank.
It would be well to keep the head as low as possible throughout its
entire length, but, due to amount of lift required for the locking pin,
this is often not possible, and where such is the case the head should
be kept as low as possible back to the locking pin. or a safe distance,
and then raised, the minimum height to acommodate the lift of the

locking pin.
With a locomotive not having a buffer coupled to a passenger car
having a buffer, the passenger-car buffer at rest will extend from 2% in.
to 3% in. (varying with standard platforms) back of the coupling or
pulling face of the locomotive coupler, and with the draft gear of the
car completely compressed (2% in.), the buffer on the passenger car
will then extend 5 in. to 6 in. back of the coupling or pulling face of
the locomotive coupler, plus any slack in the contour lines, therefore,
the minimum height of coupler head should extend about 6 in. back
from the coupling point.
Since it is desirable to use the same coupler head on locomotives
and freight cars, it is seen that the height of head for freight cars is
limited by and should be designed to accommodate a condition of a
locomotive coupling to a passenger car, in order to avoid the necessity
of off-setting the coupler head below center line of coupler shank for
use on locomotives, which would not be very undesirable, since locomotive couplers are subjected to the most severe strains.
The data collected and the entire situation was gone over and the
following unsettled points decided upon
The hub of the knuckle shall be 8 in. high.
1.
2.
The height of the coupler head above center line of coupler
shank shall not exceed
A Locomotive Coupler: 6% in. for a distance of 6 in. back of
coupling Hue.
B Freight Car Coupler:
in. for a distance of 6 in. back of
coupling line, but using same head as for locomotive coupler, the
allowable increase (% in.) in height for the freight car coupler is
to provide for reinforcement of junction of top coupler ear to coupler
head.
3.
The head shall not be offset below center line of coupler shank.
4.
The design of the coupler shank shall be the same in both experimental couplers to be decided soon at a conference between the two
coupler manufacturers and your chairman.
The weight of the complete couplers. 6 by 8 in. shank, 9% in.
:

—
—

9%

;

•">.

butt, shall not exceed

400

lb.

P1.C.B.

OUT

STANPA^P

Coupler

Coupler.

COUPLER SHANK,. BUTT END AND KEY SLOT.

The ordinary distance from center
bottom of buffer

E_XPE.^) MENTAL

A

meeting of representatives of coupler committee, American Steel
Foundries and the National Malleable Castings Company, was held
at Alliance, Ohio, October 13, 1913, with the view of discussing the
design of coupler shank, coupler butt and key slot, with the following
results

:

Coupler Shank, 6 by 8 in.
The design of coupler shank as shown
on American Steel Foundries drawing 03401, dated October 8, 1913, was
accepted for the presenC
This includes thickness of the walls, the
juncture of the shank to head and liner block. The National Malleable
Castings Company's drawings 11974, dated April 10, 1913
11977,
dated April 9, 1913, and 11971, dated April 8, 1913, were accepted
for the present. These include the thickness of the walls, the juncture
of the shank to the head and liner block.
Coupler Butt: The coupler butt to be 9% in., with 1% in. vertical
face for yoke gib.
The coupler rivet holes and general design of butt
the same as present M. C. B. Standard.
Key Slot
The key slot was discussed at length and it was decided
that a uniform standard should be adopted.
The different forms of
key attachments at present used specify various designs of key slots,
and in order to arrive at a uniform standard the chairman agreed to
take this subject up with the various parties interested and make such
tests as may be necessary to determine the design and dimension of
key slot that should be recommended.
Coupler Shank, 5 by 7 in.
The shank to be the same as at present ,M. C. B. Standard, with the exception of the juncture of the
shank to the head, which is to be in accordance with drawings submitted for the representative couplers.
Coupler Butt
Same as present M. C. B. Standard.
Key Slot
Same as M. C. B. Standard.
KNUCKLE CONTOURS.
Having apparently settled all details or questions of dimensions, designs, etc., the manufacturers of the two experimental standard M. C.
B. Couplers were thus enabled to rush the metal patterns of same
to completion and hence be in a position to fill orders for same and
:

;

:

:

:

:

get the couplers into service as quickly as possible, which was desirable
in order that some results would be available for the 1914 convention.
The difference of the knuckle contours of the types "A" and "B"
knuckles of No. 5 contour where it diverges from the contour of the
coupler body having been brought to the attention of the two manufacturers, and the American Steel Foundries having objected to the
"B" knuckle of No. 5 contour, a meeting was called for the purpose
of settling this question and to inaugurate a series of tests of the
two experimental standard M. C. B. Couplers on the service-testing

:

:
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machine at the Alliance works of the American Steel Foundries.

tion

was agreed that the "A" knuckle

of No. 5 contour is slightly more
desirable for coupling operations and the "B" knuckle of No. 5 contour is somewhat better for uncoupling operations, but since the
effect of these differences in the steel specimens are slight, the manufacturers shall continue to furnish the knuckle-tail contours as at
present, with the final shape to be determined by the service trials.
It

TESTS OF "A" AND "B" COUPLERS ON SERVICE-TESTING MACHINE.
These tests were inaugurated on a machine at the Alliance works
of the American Steel Foundries at the joint conference held there on
January 7, 1014. primarily to try out the knuckle contours for coupling and uncoupling, but particularly to test the lasting qualities and
efficiency of the operating parts, learn

of

:

wear

same and ascertain

of

if

the location, extent

any changes, however

and

effect

slight,

are

necessary or desirable in the couplers.
Two type "A" couplers of No. 5 contour were tested together and
two type "B" couplers of No. 5 contour were tested together. Each
of these tests were run through 30,000 cycles, each of which, as described above, consisted of the following operations for the lower or
operating coupler
coupling, lock-setting, uncoupling by withdrawing
from outer couplers, knuckle pushed to closed position by a lever,
then knuckle thrown completely open by uncoupling rod.
Assuming
a freight-car coupler in service will average daily (365 days to a
year) the operations here listed as one cycle, these tests each represent
82 years' wear, disregarding effect on operating parts due to strains
received in regular service.
The results of the tests were very satisfactory and favorable to both
couplers.
The operating parts naturally were considerably worn, but
after each test the couplers were operative in all features with scarcely
any impairment of efficiency.
New parts were substituted for the
worn parts, trying out all combinations, and it was found that the
couplers were fully operative.
Some minor changes were shown to
be desirable and these have been made.
This was a very severe test
and the committee is firm in the belief that not any of the present
standard couplers in general use today would meet it.
The committee believes it desirable for the Association to have a
uniform stenciling for freight cars equipped with the experimental
standard M. C. B. couplers so that they can be manipulated and
readily identified by all car inspectors and repairmen, thereby schooling the latter and others in line with the adoption of the standard
M. C. B. coupler, as well as assist the committee during the trial
period.
The stenciling should designate between the types (A or B)
and between the contours (No. 5 or No. 10), and it would recommend
the adoption of stenciling as follows, which is the same as the marking cast on the couplers
:

and an M.
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book of safety appliances will be sent out

C. B.

in the

near future.

The report

of the committee

was

accepted.

LOADING RULES.
The committee recommended the following changes
The last sentence of Rule 15-E, as appearing in the 1913 printed
code, was presented in the committee's supplementary report, but
through error was not included in the letter ballot. As the provision of
the clause does not seem to be exactly what is desirable, the committee recommends that it be withdrawn pending further investigation.
RECOMMENDED CHANGES.
Page 3, heading. Omit the words "On open cars."

—

Reference to height of dividing line between high and low side
gondola cars should be shown as 36 in. instead of 30 in. throughout
the code when reprinted.
Rule 8. Add a new sentence as follows
"The lading must be so
placed on the car that there will not be more weight on one side of
the car than on the other."
Rule 12, seventh line. Change "Rule 32, Fig. 4," to read "Rules
32, 33 and 34, Figs. 4 and 4-a."
Rule 15. Add the following to the end of the first paragraph
"Wooden flat cars having but two truss rods must not be used for
twin or triple loads."
Rule 15-A. Omit reference to flat cars with two truss rods.
Add to the end of rule "On steel flat and steel drop-end gondola
cars constructed with fish-belly girders, the weight of lading must not
exceed three-quarters (%) of the capacity of car."
Rule 15-B. Omit reference to flat cars with two truss rods.

—

:

—

—

:

—

Rule 22.

—
—Insert

ing-pieces."

pieces," in first line after words "bearof sliding-pieces should be limited as well as

"Or sliding

The height

bearing-pieces.

^

Change last sentence in rule to read as follows
"For structural material the bearing-pieces must be securely fastened
:

Rule 72. For lumber, logs, telegraph poles,
and props, on open cars loaded as per Figs. 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11,
the bearing-pieces must be securely held in place by cleats as per
to the floor of car as per

piling

Fig. 1.

vM/W-"AM

v

"A 5" E. S.-M. C. B. Coupler.
"A 10" E. S.-M. C. B. Coupler.
"B 5" E. S.-M. C. B. Coupler.
"B 10" E. S.-M. C. B. Coupler.
There are, unavoidably, patents involved in both types "A" and "B"
experimental standard M. C. B. couplers, and they were, on April 6,
1914, submitted to ascertain the scope and validity of same.
When
this report is received the matter will be referred to the executive
committee.
PROGRAM OF TESTS FOR ENSUING TEAR.
After the close of the convention the following tests of the A and B
couplers will be conducted under the direct supervision of the committee :

Dynamic and
Angling and

static.

coupling.
Jiggling and lock-creeping.
Service-machine.
of the committee

was accepted and

the committee con-

SAFETY APPLIANCES.
M. K. Barnum, the chairman of this committee, stated that a
circular has been sent out asking for certain information but that the
replies were hardly complete enough to justify a formal report.
The
committee had come to the conclusion that there was need of more
activity in the work of applying safety appliances.
The committee
made the point that efforts should be made to instruct the car men
with regard to the proper application of safety appliances.
Discussion.

When the law becomes effective in 1916 there will
T. H. Goodnow
be differences of opinion in the interchange of cars. Would it not be a
good idea to district off the country and put each district in charge
of a man competent to instruct men with regard to standardizing
safety appliances.
J. J. Hennessey
I believe this Association should get out a set of
:

:

and send

W. Brazier

it

out to every railroad.

We

are getting up a book, and are going to have
illustrations and the law in it.
We also have five men going over the
F.

:

system to educate our men.
E. W. Pratt
I believe this committee was to look
of printing a pamphlet on safety appliances.
:

M. K. Barnum

:

— Blocking

— Bracing

Fig. 2

Bearing Piece

Lumber, Logs, Etc.

ing

for BearPieces.

—
—
—Change

Rule 23. In first line change "and" to "or." The rule is intended
to limit the location of sliding-pieces as well as bearing-pieces.
Rule 72. Change the word "blocks" in second and fifth lines to
to read "Clamping pieces on top of load," instead
Rule 78.
of "on top of sides of cars," as the clamping-pieces are always placed

tinued.

illustrations

1

for

"pieces."

Discussion.

The report

Fig.

up the matter

The committee has been working on that

proposi-

on the load and not on car sides.
Change the fish-tail brace for bearingFigs. 32, 33, 44 and 45.
pieces to angular braces, as per Fig. 2.
Rule 81-D. Fifth line, page 71, should be changed to read: "Three
or more vertical straight-grain hardwood posts ;" also there should be
shown on cut 33-B, 2 by 6-in. hardwood timbers securely bolted between upright posts and side of car and extend 6 in. above top of
lading to prevent lading shifting sidewise.
Rule 82, first paragraph, third line. Change words "bearing-piece"

—

—

—

to "sliding-piece." Sliding-pieces are intended.
Fig. 34.
Change to read : "Must not exceed 65 ft." Also add to
first line of note under figure "box girders, columns, one-half roof

—

trusses and similar material."
Sliding-pieces should not be shown outside of
Figs. 43-A and 43-B.
bolsters toward end of car, as this location is prohibited by Rule 23.
"When gondola cars are used for_ twin
Rule 91. Change to read
loads a clearance of at least eighteen (18) in. on each side between
the load and car sides and end-gate stops at narrowest point; and
when used for continuous triple loads at least thirty-nine (39) in.
must be provided for curving." See Fig. 12 also change Fig. 12 to

—

—

:

;

conform to new rule.
Also add a note to rule, reading as follows
"Note. As the specified clearances are to take care of road rather
than terminal conditions, precautions should be exercised at terminals
where short curves exist to prevent damage to sides of cars."

—

:

:

:

:

:
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than one (1) by four (4) in. should be securely nailed to the diagonal
braces and ends of boxes where they are flush. At opposite end diagonal
braces, not less than two (2) by six (6) in. should be used to brace
each set of boxes of the same length, or each box if of different lengths.
See Fig. 3."
Rule 123-A. Change first line to read
"Iron ore, limestone and
similar heavy materials, transported."
Page 135. Note under heading. Change to read
"The agent or
inspector at the loading point must see that the rules for loading material in closed cars are strictly enforced.
Where opportunity is provided, the lading should be inspected in transit."
Rule 124.— Add a sentence to the end of rule reading as follows
"The lading must be so placed in the car that there will not be more
weight on one side of the car than on the other."
Add a new paragraph reading as follows
"When necessary to nail
cleats or braces to lining of box cars having steel superstructure without exterior siding, the nails must not be driven entirely through the

oetlowT-w. Ties

OiAGo»**-e*»eev

MO
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—

:

—

g-o:*i>.s-

c-.»-ir-

:

:

Fig. 3

— Manner

Loading Plate Glass.

of

Rule 93, page 85.— Change "22 in." in fourth line to "18 in." To
sliding-irons conform to clearance limits.
Rule 98. The last sentence should be changed to read as follows
"Rolling freight must be loaded longitudinally with car and must
Substantial blocking should be
be chocked to prevent side motion.
placed across end of car at end of load to prevent end of car being
cut by material shifting endwise."
Rule 117-C— Change blocking on Fig. 61-A from "6 in. by 6 in."
to "2 in. by 2 in."
Fig. 64-D.
Change angular chocking from "8 in. by 10 in. by 24
in." to "not less than 6 in. by 8 in. by 16 in."
The following rule should be added to the code to cover shipments
of derrick cars and similar machinery having swinging booms
"Rule 121-C. Derrick cars, and similar machinery when shipped on
their own wheels or otherwise, the swinging booms must be substantially secured to prevent swinging in transit."

making

—

—

—

—

"Rules Governing Loading of

Rule 122. Change heading to read
Plate Glass on Flat or Gondola Cars."
:

Add a new paragraph to Rule 122, as follows
"When a number of boxes containing plate

glass are loaded on
gondola or flat cars they should be loaded vertically, one tightly against
the other with one end of all boxes flush, and blocked along the side of
outside boxes at both ends of each box on floor of car with not less
than two (2) by four (4) in. blocks, ten (10) in. long. Diagonal
braces of not less than two (2) by six (6) in., securely nalied at top of
outside boxes, and braced and cleated at bottom to sides or floor of car
Three horizontal ties not less
to prevent shifting, should be used.
s

A new

rule reading as follows should be added to the code
"Rule 124-A. Brick 15 in. and less in length loaded crosswise at
doorway do not require door protection if built up as per Fig. 4.
Brick of any length loaded lengthwise at doorway must have door pro-

—

tection as per Fig. 5."

has been suggested that the following paragraph be added to
rule :
"Cost of applying door protection should be charged to the originating
line, whether discovered at the time of interchange, or in transit."
The committee believes that the improper loading of closed cars
should be taken care of by the originating line, but does not believe
this comes within the scope of its work. The committee thinks the suggestion should be referred to the A. R. A.
Rule 131. Should be changed to read as follows
"When material
loaded in stock cars is liable to work through the space between the
It

this

—

:

these spaces must be sufficiently sealed to prevent loss of maends of material working through the spaces."
Rule 132. In the first line, after the word "pipe," omit words
"drain tile." After word "separated," in second line, change to read
by 2 in. hardwood strips."
"by not less than
A new rule covering the manner of loading drain tile, reading as
follows, should be added to code
"Rule 132-A. Drain tile loaded in closed cars. Tile 8 in. in diameter and under should be loaded in tiers as per Fig. 6 (see Rule 130
Tile 10 in. to 28 in., inclusive, in
for required door protection).
diameter, should be loaded as per Fig. 7, and 30 in. in diameter and
over should be loaded as per Fig. 8."
slats,

terial, or

—

%

:

—
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Classification

Leaky

"A.

July, 1914

Loose siding.
Loose roof boards.

"B."

Classification

Leaky

roof.

Loose siding.
Loose roof boards.

Shifted roof sheets.

Shifted

Broken door stops.
Leaky doers, tops and

posts.

Shifted roof sheets.

Broken door stops.
Leaky doors, tops and
sides.

Broken end posts.
Broken end posts.
Broken or loose doo Broken or loose door
posts.

Protruding

and

floor

sheets.

sides.

Broken end posts.
Broken or loose door

Floors
by

roof

or
oil,

nails

in

lining.

sides

soiled

grease

"C."

roof.

Loose siding.
Loose roof boards.

Broken door stops.
Leaky doors, tops and
sides.

Classification

Leaky

roof.

Holes

posts.
in

and

floor

Protruding nails in floor

around center plate
and draft bolts.

and

lining.

or

any material carry-

— Manner
Rule 133. — Fourth
Fig. 4

of

Loading Brick 15" and Less

line, after

the

word

in

ing odors likely to
damage lading.

Length.

"aft," insert the following

:

"Machinery resting on legs should be securely braced and propped
at ends in addition to the floor strips to prevent breakage by shifting."

Committee:
howdale,
Kleixe.

—A.

N.

C.

Kearney, (chairman);
Swaxsox, G. H. Gilmax,

L. H.

Turner,

A.

Corixth and

B.

M. Bor-

J.

R.

L.

After reading the report. Chairman Kearney added two other changes
In the paragraph on End Protection in Rule 118 it should
as follows
read "3 in. by 4 in. strips," instead of "4 in. by 4 in.," and in the
second paragraph of Rule 119-C it should read "3 in. by 4 in. strips,"
instead of "4 in. by 4 in."
:

:

:

Discussion.

Lynn

S.

:

We

do not need more rules but

we do need some way

of
you try to

forcing shippers to live up to the rules we have.
When
enforce the rules with some shippers they will say that if you do not
want to take the load as it is, some other line will.
We have trouble on some of our trains with doors
D. R. MacBain
bulging out and I think that we should interest the American Railway
Association in forcing the observation of these loading rules.
The committee report was accepted and referred to letter ballot.
:

OVERHEAD INSPECTION OF BOX

CABS.

Following the procedure indicated last June, the committee, when it
was called upon by the American Railway Association sub-committee,
explained to them in detail the code of rules for the overhead inspection of box cars, formulated at their suggestion. The proposed code was
gone over with the American Railway Association committee, studied at
length, and several changes were made, without, however, disturbing its
general plan or principle. The code as finally accepted by the American
Railway Association committee was submitted to the executive committee of that Association, and was later laid before the American Railway
Association at their semi-annual conference, held in Chicago. November
last.

The card and code of instructions as finally accepted by the American
Railway Association as a recommended practice, are as follows
:

INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION OF BOX CARS BEFORE LOADIXG WITH
FREIGHT SUBJECT TO DAMAGE.

(Recommended Practice subject

to

such changes as

may be

required to meet local or special conditions.)
Note.- This inspection does not cover cars for explosives or other
dangerous articles provided for by the Regulations of the Bureau of
Explosives.
Freight as described below must be loaded in certified cars which
have received a special inspection in accordance with the following
instructions
If cars pass the special inspection, this will be indicated by an
inspection certificate which will be tacked on each side of the car below
the car number.

—

CLASSIFICATION" OF EQUIPMEXT SUITABLE FOR THE FOLLOWIXG FREIGHT.
Package freight liable to loss or damage by
Classification "A."
water, protruding nails, materia! carrying odors, oil, grease, or moisture on interior of car, especially the floor.
Classification "B."
Bulk freight liable to damage by water or to
loss through small openings.
Freight liable to loss or damage by water or
Classification "C."
protruding nails, but which can not be lost through small openings.
The face of inspection certificate should be printed as follows

—

—
—

INSPECTION CERTIFICATE.

NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD.
Car

Initial

No

O. K. for shipment of commodities.

(A)
When there are inspectors located at points of loading the
inspection will be made and certificates attached at that point.
(B)
Where inspectors are located at a point from which empty
cars are distributed to stations the inspection will be made and
certificates attached at that point.
This inspection will be confirmed by
agent at loading point.
(C)
In all other cases the agent at loading point should inspect
the car and file certificates as below.
Aside from the Master Car Builders' inspection of car, including
roof, running boards, air brakes, safety appliances and running gear,
as well as the external inspection of sides, ends, doors, ventilators and
windows, before inspection certificate is issued, an internal inspection

must be made.
Search for loose, damaged and broken boards, loose knots, knot
bad joints, etc.
2.
Search for all nails, spikes, screws and bolts extending above
surface of floor and lining and nails protruding through roofing.
3.
Search for water stains indicating cracks and air spaces.
4.
Examine for metal sheets out of position along edge of sub-car
line or down from edge of ridge pole.
5.
Doors must open and close properly.
6.
Inspect closely for defects in framing which might, by reason of
their weakness, allow the sheathing to readily be broken or damaged.
1.

holes,

Close doors, ventilators, and windows and
7.
Search of light indicating openings and

;

When a car is loaded by a shipper the inspection certificates must be
detached from the car and delivered to agent before bill of lading is
issued.
All certificates finally must be filed by the agent at point of
loading for future reference.
Committee: A. Kearney, (chairman) L. H. Turner, C. N. Swanson, J. M. Barrowdale, G. H. Gilmax, A. B. Corixth, R. L. Kleixe.
The report was accepted and the committee continued.

—

;

INTERLINE LOADING OF COMMODITIES.
The establishment

of a uniform code of rules for the interline loading of commodities, a subject referred to the committee for investigation, was received rather late in the year
indeed too late to permit
the research it evidently requires. Hence the committee is only able at
this time to offer a report of progress, with the assurance that an
effort is being made to ascertain what seems to be necessary to satisfactorily meet the requirements.
The committee frankly confesses it does not yet have a very clear
conception of what is embraced in the question ; at the same time
it appreciates that there does not seem to be any doubt that a higher
efficiency may be assured, and less loss experienced by more securely
loading and packing commodities handled in interline shipments. What
might be accomplished in that direction, however, is as yet uncertain.
Due to the short time the committee has had the subject in hand,
opportunity has been lacking to secure information of any particular
interest.
Furthermore, it has not been able to confer with the subcommittee of the American Railway Association on marking, packing
and handling of freight, nor with the patron oT*the suggestion, in
conference with whom it is believed a better plan of investigation and
course of procedure may be outlined.
It is therefore the intention of the committee to go into this matter
carefully during the coming year.
Committee: A. Kearxey (chairman), L. H. Turner, C. N. Swaxsox, J. M. Barrowdale, G. H. Gilmax. A. B. C»rixth, R. L. Kleixh.
;

TRAIN LIGHTING.

Classification

On back
lows

Inspected by
19

of card,

which might

and doors.

Under

Date

cracks

produce leaks.
8.
Search for cracks sufficient to admit storm water beating
through opening
also for openings and bad joints around windows

,

Station

inspection instructions should be printed as fol-

In last year's report the committee recommended designs for standard pulley seats for application of axle pulleys, the designs being incorporated on exhibit showing M. C. B. standard 4^4 by 8 in. and 5 by 9
in.

axles.

This recommendation was rejected.

The committee

:

INSPECT FOR
and see that car is free from following defects

that most of the objections were due to the
men of the railroads did not feel it desirable
to operate with straight axles or with axles with a straight pulley fit.
feels

fact that the mechanical

:

:
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However, there are a number of railroads which are using straight axles
and axles with straight pulley fit, and, as stated by your committee
last year, it was felt that a design of axle used on any road should
meet the approval of the mechanical men of the road. The committee's
recommendation was with a view of standardizing the size of pulley
scats for straight and tapered axles, thus making possible the use of
interchangeable bushings, which will materially facilitate the handling
of electric-lighted cars.
The extension of axle-lighting devices has demonstrated the necessity for standardizing the size of pulley seats not only from a standpoint of convenience in interchangeability, but from a standpoint of
safety to equipment and economy in operation.
The committee is
therefore still of the opinion that the association should approve as
recommended practice the following

PULLEY SEATS FOR TAPERED OR STRAIGHT AXLES.
The dimensions of axles at the point of pulley fit shall be in accordance with the dimensions shown on Exhibit "B."
In last year's report the committee recommended standard dimensions for the inside of battery boxes.
This recommendation was rejected on letter ballot, principally for the reason that the dimensions
as given did not conform to the detail dimensions used by the various
railroads. It was naturally impossible for the committee to recommend
dimensions which would fit all of the standard battery boxes in existence, and it was the endeavor to recommend dimensions which represented the average practice of the roads. The committee feels that the
M. C. B. Association should standardize the inside dimension of battery
boxes for future construction, and again submit their recommendations
to the M. C. B. Association, as follows
The inside clear dimension of battery boxes should be as follows
Depth, front to back, 2 ft. 4 in.
:

Height in clear, not less than 21% in.
Length of compartment for two standard double-compartment tanks
or equivalent,

22%

in.

293

The cut of the G 18% bulb, as shown on Recommended Practice
Sheet U-9, be changed to have an over-all length of 3% in. plus or
minus
in. and a width of 2 5-16 in. plus or minus 1-32 in.
PULLEY FIT FOR AXLE-UEXERATOR SHAFTS AXD AXLE-GEXERATOR PULLEYS.
The committee has given considerable attention to the question of
standard pulley fit for axle-generator shafts and standard generator
pulleys.
There are in service at present generator shafts with a
variety of pulley fits, and also a large number of different designs of
pulleys.
These variations are the cause of an unnecessary expense in
the maintenance of electric car-lighting apparatus, and with a view to
standardizing these fixtures your committee would recommend that it
be continued and that it be authorized to confer with a committee of
manufacturers of car-lighting devices and a committee of the Association of Railway Electric Engineers, with a view to reaching final
conclusions so that designs may be submitted to the association as

%

recommended practice.
Committee: T. R. Cook (chairman), C. A. Braxdt, Ward Barxum,
D. J. Cartwright. E. W. Jan-sex, J. H. Davis, C. H. Quixx.
Discussion.

E.

W. Pratt

:

I

move that the recommendations be submitted

to

and that the committee coafer with the manufacturers as

letter ballot

suggested.

This motion was carried.

TANK

CARS.

During the past year comparatively few questions have been put to
the tank car committee.
Probably the most important question presented to the committee has been the question of the continued use in
transportation service of the old tanks, originally on wooden undernames.
The committee held a joint meeting January 6, 1914, with the
Bureau of Explosives of the American Railway Association, as well as
with a number of owners of tank cars.
The general question was
whether old tanks transferred to new steel underframes should not be
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At last year's convention the committee recommended that the
battery-box tray be reinforced by safety angle irons or straps.
This
recommendation was not accepted on letter ballot, due to the fact that
a number of roads were of the opinion that a battery box properly
designed for the weight it should carry and properly maintained had a
sufficient factor of safety.
The committee feels that the liability of
battery trays dropping down on the track is a sufficient hazard to
justify the installation of safety irons or angles and again submit
their recommendations as follows
That in all battery-box designs, two angle irons or straps shall
extend longitudinally under the battery box in such a location that in
case of a defective battery-box floor the battery trays will be supported by the said angle irons or straps
the angle irons or straps
shall be supported to the car body independent of the battery box
proper and shall be of sufficient strength in all parts to safely support
the battery in accordance with the weight shown in paragraph 8 and
the additional weight of the battery box proper, and the angle irons or
straps and the supports for same shall be so installed that they can be
readily inspected for corrosion.
On Sheet U-9, recommended practice adopted in 1912, is shown a
G 18% bulb with a base longer than the standard base. This was
recommended in 1912 on account of the fact that the design of the
fixtures in quite a number of car-lighting equipments was such as to
require an extra length of base.
The majority of roads owning such
cars have modified their fixtures so as to accommodate the standard
G 18% bulb, and the committee recommends as follows
;

:

MCB

Axle

c

e

¥

4
4~

Dimensions for Pulley

Length of compartment for four standard double-compartment tanks
or equivalent, 3 ft.
in.

:

for

Fit.

put on the same basis as tank cars built after 1913, viz., required to
Some of the owners considered that
stand the 60-lb. test pressure.
this would be an unnecessary hardship, and proposals were even made
Following the meeting yard tests
to lower the test pressure to 20 lb.
were made of an old condemned tank, from which the conclusion was
drawn that a tank which would stand 20-lb. water pressure without
leaking would withstand the shock acquired in transportation when
Notwithstanding
filled with a liquid of the same viscosity as water.
this, the committee feels that it is unwise to permit the unrestricted
transfer of old tanks to steel underframes, especially where they are
Tanks are running which
to carry inflammables such as the gasolines.
are known to be more than thirty-five years old, and as the tank car
specification has been in existence ten years, it would seem that any
tank on wooden underframe has already given a reasonable life.
Recognizing the fact, however, that many of the tanks originally on
wooden underframes may have been well designed and constructed,
their use should be allowed if they will stand the test required of
tanks built since 1903.
The committee feels also that there should be a distinction between
cars carrying inflammables and those carrying other products not
that the interval between the hydraulic
involving the safety question
that definite
tests should be shorter as the age of the tank increases
provision should be made in the specification for the retirement from
transportation service of tanks which cannot meet the test requirements.
Another point which has been called to the attention of the committee is that in many cases the pressure tests have not been made
by filling the tanks with cold water as prescribed, in some cases air
;

;

:

:

:

:

:
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pressure having been used, or hot water, or even steam. The committee
does not feel that such tests meet the spirit of the specification, and
do not insure the detection of the leaks to the same extent that the
cold-water pressure will do.
The attention of the committee has also been called to certain unsatisfactory features in the construction of tanks, such as improper
rivet spacing, caulking, etc., but it is hoped that the proper application
of the prescribed tests will lead to a correction of these faults, without
it being necessary to prescribe the details of construction.
To cover the several points already discussed in the report, the
committee recommends the following amendments of the 1913 specifications for tank cars
That a new paragraph be added under general requirements (page 2),
as follows

"(d) Tanks which do not meet the prescribed tests shall be withdrawn from transportation service."
That Section 5, Test of Specifications for Ordinary Tank Cars, be
amended to read as follows, the present wording being given for
comparison
:

"Tanks must be carefully inspected and tested before being put Into
an interval of ten years, and after that at intervals
with the exception that where tanks are used
of not over five years
service, again at

;

carrying corrosive products, deterioration is to be expected in a
shorter time, and the first test period shall then be reduced to five
years. Tanks requiring this five-year test shall be those used for carrying chemicals, such as acids, ammonia liq.iors, and such other products
as hereafter may be specified.
"Provided, that any tank damaged to the extent of requiring renewal
of sheet, or extensive reriveting or recaulking of seams, shall be retested before being returned to service.
"All tests shall be made by completely filling the tank with water
The
of a temperature which shall not exceed 70 deg. F. during test.
prescribed pressure must be held for not less than ten minutes after
the tank has been caulked tight, and may be applied in any suitable
for

manner.

"The tests for tanks built prior to 1903 shall be at 40 lb. per sq. in.,
and for tanks built since that date at 60 lb. per sq.in., which they must
stand without leak or evidence of distress.
"After January 1. 1915, all tanks tested to less than 60-lb. pressure
shall be stenciled 'Not to be used for liquids requiring the inflammable
placards under the I. C. C. regulations.*
"After January 1, 1918, all tanks in transportation service shall be
subjected to the full test requirements of 60 lb. per sq. in.
"Tanks when tested must b*e stenciled with the date, pressure at
which tested, place where test was made, and by whom, as follows
:

"Tested (date)
"Pressure (lb. per

"At (place)
"By (name

sq.

in.)

of firm)

"The tank-car owner shall be responsible for the proper carrying out
of all inspections and tests and stenciling, and for the certification of
the tests to the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and
Other Dangerous Articles (see Section 8)."
That Section 7, Test of Safety "Valves, Specifications for Ordinary
Tank Cars, be amended to read as follows
"Safety valves must be tested and adjusted if necessary (a) on new
cars,

before

the cars are put in service;
(b) on existing cars, by
and thereafter on all cars at intervals of not over

January 1, 1916
two years.

;

"When

valves are tested, the date, pressure to which tested, place
was made, and by whom, must be stenciled on the body of
the tank, near the end and adjacent to the stenciling for test of tank,
as follows

where

:

test

:

"Tested (date)
"Pressure (lb. per

"At (place)
"By (name of

sq. in.)

firm)

"In addition to stenciling on body of car, there shall be stamped on
body of valve, in % or % in. figures, the date of test and pounds pressure to which valve was tested. Date of test on tank and last date on
valve must correspond.

may

be made without the removal of the valve from the
car, provided the valve unseats at a total pressure corresponding with
the area of. the seat multiplied by the required pressure.

"The

test

not tested and stenciled at proper intervals, shall constitute defects for which the owner shall be responsible.

"Valves improperly

set, or

"The tank-car owner shall be responsible for certification of tests to
the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and Other
Dangerous Articles (see Section 8)."
That a new paragraph be added following Section 7, as follows, the
remaining sections to be renumbered accordingly
"8. Certification of Tests.

—

Certificates of all tests of tanks and their
safety valves shall be sent to the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of
Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles, in such form as may be

prescribed by the Bureau."

July, 1914

Committee: A. W. Gibbs (chairman), C. E. Chambers,
Thos. Beaghen, Jr., Wm. Schlafge, C. A. Shoemaker.

J.

W. Fogg,

Discussion.
cars today have poor discharge valves
which give a great deal of trouble from leakage. We wish to urge on
the owners that this receive more attention.
R. E. Smith :
Has not the question of stenciling light weight on the
tank cars been taken up recently?
A. W. Gibbs
The General Managers' Association of the Southeast
has been urging it for some time past.
J. J. Hennessey
I move that the report be accepted and referred
to letter ballot.

W. Gibbs

A.

:

Many tank

:

:

This mction was carried.

CAR TRUCKS.
The following subjects were assigned by the executive committee to
the committee on car trucks and were discussed in the report of the
committee to the convention last year (see M. C. B. Proceedings, 1913,
pages 503 to 507, inclusive), outlining the work to be done during the
ensuing year,

viz.

Submit limiting dimensions for cast steel truck sides for 80,000,
100,000 and 140,000 pounds capacity cars and revise specifications
1.

covering same.
2. Submit design for cast steel truck bolsters for 80,000, 100,000 and
140,000 pounds capacity cars and revise specifications covering same.
3. Spread of side bearings, center to center, on various capacity cars
from 60,000 to 100,000 pounds.
4. Clearance of side bearings.
5. Construction of center plates for standard freight cars.
6. Spring for trucks.
7. Strength of arch bar trucks as compared with cast steel truck
sides.

LIMITING DIMENSIONS AND REVISION OF SPECIFICATIONS.

On account

of cast steel truck sides being generally covered by
patent it was decided impracticable to recommend definite
designs, but as the association has directed the committee to submit
standard design's of truck bolsters it becomes necessary to adopt
limiting dimensions for the truck sides to provide for the application
of the standard truck bolsters and interchangeability.
The strength of
the acceptable cast steel truck sides for the various capacity cars is
taken care of by the specifications and tests, which will eliminate those
of weaker design, thus establishing a standard for cast steel truck
sides without definitely prescribing the design.
The manufacturers of cast steel truck sides were requested to submit
drawings of the different truck sides manufactured by them with a
view of arriving at the limiting dimensions for truck sides. To establish limiting dimensions the committee was governed by the following
The height from top of rail to tcp of truck bolster (underside of
truck center plate) was fixed at 26% inches with empty cars for all
letters

capacities.

The vertical height from the bearing surface of the truck center
plate to top of spring cap (or underside of bolster resting on spring
cap) was fixed at 8% inches for all capacities. This dimension is correlated to the maximum height of side frame from rail, which latter
was established at 31 inches, due to limitations of body car construction.
The vertical height from the top of spring cap (or underside of
bolster), to top of side frame is dependent upon the capacity.
A uniform spring height is maintained for the three capacity trucks
and all springs can be built up from the same unit coils. This establishes the height from top of spring plank (or bottom of lower spring
cap) to top of rail, or 10^ inches.
minimum distance of 4 inches is necessary as a safe clearance
between bottom of side frame and top of rail with new wheels, bearings, etc., leaving
inches as a maximum total for thickness of
spring plank and depth of bottom member of side frame, which latter
is determined by design and capacity desired.
The widths of bolster openings are governed by the capacity and the
width of spring base required, which also controls the wheel base.
The cross section of the top and bottom members of the truck side is
determined from the capacity and governed by allowable stresses for
members made of cast steel and controlled by the specifications and

A

6^

tests.

The limiting dimensions shown (Fig. 1) for the 80,000 pounds,
100.000 pounds and 140,000 pounds cast steel truck sides were established on the foregoing basis and are submitted for approval.
Specifications and Tests.
The committee recommends the following
changes and additions in the present recommended practice
Under Article III, Physical Properties and Tests, after Section 10.
Physical Properties, add new section for proof test, as follows
Proof Test. Each truck side shall be tested in a suitable machine
to the loads shown in the table for different capacity trucks.

—

:

:

—

Proof Tests
Car
Capacity,

Pounds.
80,000
100.000
140,000

Maximum

Initial

Load,
Pounds.
20,000
25,000
35,000

Load.
Pounds.
110,000
125,000
175,000

Maximum

Deflection,

Set,

Inches.

Inches.
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.15
0.15
0.15

;

:
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1

— Limiting
;

;

Beat.

Under Article IV.
number 14), change

Weights.

Section 13, Variation in Weights (new

to read as follows

:

—

Limiting Weights. Truck sides shall conform to the weights given
in table.
In case the castings have met all requirements except that
of overweight, they may be accepted at the maximum allowable weight
here specified

:

Car Capacity,
Pounds.

*

Weights, Pounds
Minimum.
Normal.
Maximum.
*415
490
645

80,000:

100,000
140,000

5'

Dimensions for Cast Steel Truck Sides and Bolsters for 80,000 Pound Capacity Cars.

After applying initial load, reduce load to 5,000 pounds and set
instrument at zero
apply the requisite proof load and
measure deflection
reduce load to 5,000 pounds and measure the set.
Truck sides may be supported at each end, directly beneath the
center line corresponding to center line of axle when side frame is in
the truck and loaded at center of bolster opening midway between
supports, or they may be supported in the center and loaded at the ends.
The deflection and set shall be measured at the center line of spring
deflection

O

*425
500
660

*445
520
685

Estimated.

Under Article VII (page 1130), Rejection.
Section 16, Rejection
(new number 17) change to read as follows:
Rejection.
In case the test pieces do not meet the specifications, all
castings from the entire melt shall be rejected. All castings which fail

—

meet the requirements of the proof test shall be rejected.
Gages have been designed to cover the limiting dimensions of cast
Bteel truck sides with tolerances which each truck side must pass.
DESIGN FOR CAST STEEL TRUCK BOLSTERS AND REVISION OF
to

SPECIFICATIONS.

The manufacturers

of cast steel bolsters were requested to submit
drawings of the different truck bolsters manufactured, and the com-

mittee has tabulated therefrom the important dimensions. There is a
wide variation in all of these dimensions, precluding the possibility of
taking as a base any group of bolsters being manufactured at present

it was necessary for the committee to develop dimensions jointly
for the cast steel truck sides and bolsters, keeping within general
limiting dimensions for clearances and using the most adaptable sections for cast steel that would give the desired strength with minimum
weight represented by the specifications.
Center Plates, Removable Type.—After careful consideration it was
Making
decided to design the bolsters for removable center plates.
provision in the new bolsters for detachable center plates not only
avoids some bad conditions but simplifies the manufacture and permits
the use of a drop forged center plate, which is giving very much better
The slight increase in first cost of the
service than the cast steel.

hence

bolster with the removable center plate is more than offset by its
advantages.
Adjustable Side Bearings. The committee in report of last year
stated that it was the intention to make provision for adjustable side
bearings. Accordingly the committee designed the truck bolsters to be
equipped with flat adjustable side bearings. Provision has also been made
for the use of roller or other anti-friction side bearings by establishing a
uniform slope, ratio of 1 inch in 28 inches, in that portion of the top
Where
plate of bolster where these side bearings will be located.
roller side bearings are used the pockets for the adjustable side
bearings are to be omitted.
The committee designed the bolsters accordingly and submits for
approval designs of 80,000, 100,000 and 140,000 pounds capacity cars.
Fig. 2 shows design for 80,000 pounds capacity.
As the committee is recommending a defiSpecifications and Tests.
nite design of truck bolsters for each capacity car, based on a series
The following
of tests, it is felt that a proof load test may be omitted.
changes in the specifications of the present recommended practice are
submitted for approval
(M. C. B. Proceedings, 1913, page 1132.)
Under Article III. Weights. Change Section 13, Weights, to read as

—

—

follows

:

—

Limiting Weights. Bolsters shall conform to the weights given in table.
In case the castings have met all requirements except that of overweight, they may be accepted at the maximum allowable weight here
specified.
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NOTE WUCQL AMTl-FBlCTlON SlOE BEAOiKiQS
AQC DCStRED PLAT &0E. BEAJtiNQ POCKETS

ARE TO

BE.

OMITTED.

MCTta* *- *

— Cast

Fig. 2

Steel

Truck

Bolster, 80.000 Lbs. Capacity Car.

r"*>**l

Fig. 3

— Pressed

Steel

Truck

Bolster, 80,000 Lb. Capacity Car.

'.

:
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Car Capacity,
Pounds.

Weights, Pounds
Minimum.
Normal.
Maximum.
*660
735
*856

80,000
100,000
140,000

*675
750
*875

*700
780
*910

* Estimated.
Pressed Steel Bolsters, Alternate Standard. As the pressed steel
bolsters (built-up type) are in general use, the committee deemed it
advisable to also present designs for consideration which are interchangeable with the cast steel bolsters and which would provide an
alternate standard. Fig. 3 shows the design for 80,000 pounds capacity

—

cars.

—

Gages.
Gages have been designed with tolerance
bolster as well as to provide for interchangeability.

for

gaging the

SPREAD OF SIDE BEARINGS.

On account

of the great difference in opinion among the various
roads, the committee has not been able to decide on the proper distance
for spread of side bearings on 100,000-pound cars and those of less
capacity. In view of the fact that there are comparatively few 140,000
pounds capacity cars in the country, the committee has seen its way
clear to recommend a spread of 50 inches, center to center, on cars of
this capacity, and believes that it would be wise to make the same
recommendation in regard to other capacity cars, but desires to have
another year to go over the matter thoroughly before making a definite
recommendation for the 80,000 and 100,000 pounds capacity cars.

recommended

practice,

297
in

order to get something started along this

line."

The committee has given this subject careful thought and their experience with the majority of brake beam safety hangers has been that
these devices have been inefficient and a source of expense from a
maintenance standpoint. Unless they are designed with a strength at
least equal to the loads imposed upon the brake beam hangers and to
prevent wear, they will not be efficient when the emergency arises for
them to perform their function. Furthermore, with the present lack
of interchangeability and the uniformity of design of brake beams and
trucks, it would be impracticable to design a standard safety hanger
which would be generally applicable. The committee finds little cause
for the employment of brake beam safety hangers where the brake
beam hangers and connections are designed and manufactured with
proper care, and believe that the remedy lies along these lines rather
than in the adoption of the auxiliary device of brake beam safety
hangers.
Committee: J. T. Wallis (chairman), J. J. Tatum, E. W. Pratt,
James Coleman, Prof. M. C. Schmidt, L. C. Ord, J. McMullen.
Discussion.

Fuller
I believe that the radial clearance on center plates
should be changed from
inch.
to
I do not think that the report shows enough clearC. E. Chambers
ance on the side bearings.
We have had cars derailed with 14 -inch
clearance, but found that by making it
inch we stopped derailments.
L. C. Ord
The committee has taken care of side bearing adjustment so far as it could. We would like more information from the
roads with regard to this subject.
J. J. Hennessey
I move that the report be referred to letter ballot.
C. E.

:

%

%

:

%

:

CLEARANCE OF SIDE BEARINGS.

The clearance

of side bearings depends on the spacing or spread of
the side bearings. The committee recommends the following

Side Bearing Clearance for

New

Cars.

Minimum.

%

Per side bearing
Total (one truck)

14

inch
inch

Maximum.
yV

%

inch
inch

CONSTRUCTION OF CENTER PLATES FOR STANDARD FREIGHT CARS.
This subject was touched upon in last year's report. The members
were requested to communicate to the committee any data showing
wherein the present standard center plate has proven unsatisfactory, as
well as any recommendation they may have to make.
The committee
has received no requests for changes, and from their knowledge the
performance of the M. C. B. standard center plate under cars of 80,000,
100,000 and 140.000 pounds capacity has been satisfactory. A change
in the over-all height of the center plates as well as the rivet
spacing is necessary to make these center plates applicable to cars of
steel construction and to the bolsters recommended.
It is essential
that the center plates be made of either steel castings or drop forgings
the latter are preferable, as they can be more accurately manufactured and have smoother bearing surfaces, the cost being slightly in
favor of the drop forging.
SPRINGS FOR TRUCKS.
The cast steel truck side limiting dimensions and the bolsters for
the 80,000, 100,000 and 140,000 capacity freight cars have been designed to accommodate the springs shown on Sheet M. C. B. "H" of
;

Recommended
Spring "C"
Spring "D"

Practice, as follows
for cars 80,000 pounds capacity.
for cars of 100,000 pounds capacity.
Five double-coil cluster made up of coils the same as used in
Spring "D" for cars of 140.000 pounds capacity.
This enables the same design outside and inside coils to be used for
all three capacity trucks by varying the combination of number of coils
and using the different design of spring caps according to capacity.
Experiments with alloy steel springs are still in progress but not
developed to the stage where definite recommendations can be made.

—

:

—

STRENGTH OF ARCH BAB TRUCKS AS COMPARED WITH CAST STEEL TRUCK
SIDES.

Tests were conducted on cast steel truck sides, and the results of
two of these, which are representative of the modified M. C. B. specifications, as well as the results with the arch bar types, were plotted
graphically to show comparative center line deflection and permanent
set.

These comparative tests show conclusively the decided superiority of
cast steel truck sides, conforming to the modified M. C. B. specifications,
over the arch bar truck sides.

GAGES FOR 6 INCH BY 11 INCH JOURNAL BOXES.
Gages for 6 inch by 11 inch journal boxes were adopted as recom-

mended

practice last year. Instructions governing the use of the gages
were presented in the report.
SAFETY HANGERS FOR BRAKE BEAM.
The committee on standard and recommended practice referred to the
committee on freight car truck the following from A. R. Ayers, general
mechanical engineer, New York Central Lines
"The matter of falling
brake beams on freight cars is a serious one, and we believe is of
enough importance to be called to the attention of the M. C. B. Association, with the idea of bringing about some action that will provide
for the application of some device for preventing brake beams falling
on track due to failure of hangers, preferably by the application of
safety straps to the truck spring plank.
We would suggest that this
matter be called to the attention of the committee on standards and
:

:

This motion was carried.
The committee on specifications and tests are now
R. L. Kleine
making experiments with alloy steel springs, and I move that this
portion of the above report be referred to the committee above
mentioned.
This motion was carried.
:

FRIDAY, JUNE 12.
DAMAGE TO FREIGHT CAB EQUIPMENT BY UNLOADING
MACHINES.
Much has been accomplished

in reducing the damage to freight cars
by those applying the blocking to their movable platen type machines
in accordance with typical design submitted to the 1913 convention,
and adopted as recommended practice.
A member of the committee called on the manufacturers of the
machines of the solid floor type and suggested that they give some
consideration to modifying their hydraulic clamping arrangement to
eliminate the damage to cars.
It was found that after receipt of the
1913 report they had done some preliminary work along the line suggested and would be prepared to submit drawings and estimates of
changes in existing machines of the solid floor type, and, further, that
no more machines of that type would be built and that future machines
would be of the movable platen type.
It was also found that the steel manufacturers and industrial plants
are taking a keen interest in the matter and had a committee of thoroughly competent members going over the individual machines, and
were having blocking applied as per our recommended practice to movable platen type machines and corrections made to those of the solid
floor type.

There are a number of new car-dumping machines being installed this
year with cradles of increased length to accommodate the larger cars,
and after this year's experience with them is analyzed some modification in recommended practice may be necessary for these machines.
For existing machines we have no modifications of our report of 1913
to recommend, but would impress on all the need of properly spotting
cars in cradle, the importance of maintaining blocking by renewing
face, the absolute necessity of maintaining extension clamps at all
times, and to properly supervise machines at industrial plants to insure
their carrying out the recommendations of this association.
Committee: P. F. Smith, Jr. (chairman), J. J. Tatum, I. S. Downing, J. J. Birch, P. J. O'Dea, J. H. Milton.
The report was deceived and the committee continued.

SPECIFICATIONS

AND TESTS FOB MATEBIAUS.

The committee was instructed to revise certain specifications of the
association and prepare new ones covering certain other classes of
material covered in the recommendations of last year's committee on
form.
Specifications covering sixteen (16) different classes of material were
sent out for criticism by the members, and as a result of these criticisms and subsequent meetings it was agreed that the following named
Air-brake hose, heat-treated
materials only could be handled this year
knuckle pivot pins, steel axles, refined wrought-iron bars, welded pipe,
helical springs, chains, journal-box brasses
and that the specifications
covering the following materials could be further investigated and
specifications offered at the next annual meeting
Refrigerator car
heat-insulation materials, mild-steel bars for miscellaneous parts, steel
castings, rivet steel and rivets, structural steel and steel plates, galvanized sheets, malleable-iron castings, elliptic springs.
:

;

:

:

:

:
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The committee has been in correspondence with the Association of
Rubber Goods Manufacturers during this year and are co-operating
with them in order to establish standard methods of making tests and
standard test apparatus, as there are no standards covering the testing
work for this class of material in existence today.
The specifications covering air brake and signal hose for passenger
and freight equipment cars have been revised, changing the form of the
specifications and explaining the methods of test, but the committee has
endeavored not to make any changes in the requirements of the specifications other than those in existence as standard, and as adopted in
1913.

The committee recommends that the revision of the specifications
and signal hose for passenger and freight equipment cars
be made standard.
That the specifications offered for steel axles be adopted as standard,
and
That the following specifications be submitted to letter ballot as
recommended practice
for air brake

Refined wrought-iron bars, heat-treated knuckle pivot pins, welded
pipe, helical springs, chain, journal-box brasses.

Committee: C. D. Young (chairman), J. R. Oxderdonk, J. J.
Birch, J. S. Downing, E. P. Tilt, Frank Zeleny, J. S. Sheafe,
J. W. Tatlor.
The important specifications for recommended practice follow:

Phosphorus, not over
Sulphur, not over

Silicon
0.15
analysis shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot
taken during the pouring of each melt, to determine the percentage of
carbon, manganese, phosphorus, sulphur and silicon.
Drillings for
analysis shall be taken not less than
in. beneath the surface of the
A copy of this analysis shall be given the purchaser or his
test ingot.
representative.

%

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.
This test shall be made on a standard "M. C. B." drop-test machine,
the pins resting on rounded supports held rigidly 10 in. center to
center, to be subjected to a blow by a standard weight of 1640 lb.
falling from a height of 3 ft., and shall show a deflection not less than
15 deg. or more than 35 deg. without cracking or breaking.
The manufacturers shall furnish, free of charge, one extra pin with
each lot of 200 or less.
PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS.

The diameter of the pins shall conform to the standard M. C. B. limit
gages for rounds. The length shall not vary more than
in. below or
above that specified.

%

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL AXLES FOR PASSENGER AND

FREIGHT EQUIPMENT CARS.
MANUFACTURE.

WELDED PIPE FOR PASSENGER AND
FREIGHT EQUIPMENT CARS.

made by the open-hearth process.
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

The

steel shall be

The

steel shall

MANUFACTURE.
Steel used in the manufacture of pipe shall be of a soft, weldable quality made by the Bessemer process.

The wrought

(b)

iron used in the manufacture of

composition

All pipe 2 in. nominal diameter or
but all pipe larger shall be lap-welded.

The material

as to tensile properties

:

W.

Steel.

I.

Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in
45,000
50,000
Elastic limit, lb. per sq. in
30,000
Elongation in 8 in., per cent
18
12
A section of pipe 6 in. long shall be placed in a compression machine
with the weld at the top and flattened until the distance between the
plates of the machine is 60 per cent of original external diameter for
wrought iron and 25 per cent for steel pipe. The pipe shall not show
any opening, except that opening of the weld will not be considered
cause for rejection.
A sufficient length of pipe to be bent cold 180 deg. around a mandrel
the diameter of which is 18 times the nominal diameter of the pipe
without any opening of weld or cracks in any portion of pipe.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

The

axles shall conform to the following drop-test requirements
(a) The test axle shall be so placed on the supports that the tup
It shall be turned over after
will strike it midway between the ends.
the first and third blows, and when required after the fifth blow.
When tested in accordance with the following conditions, the axle shall
stand the specified number of blows without fracture, and the deflection after the first blow shall not exceed that specified in Table No. 1.

1

a

s

s£
Double Thickness.

^
o

Pipe per Lin.
Outside Ft. threaded
Diameter,
with
Inches.
Couplings.

Nominal
Diameter,
Inches.

%
%
%
%
%

405
540
675
840
1.050
1.315
1.660
1.900
2.375
2.875
3.500
4.000
4.500

1

1%
1%
2

2%
3

3%
4

.25

.43
.57

.85
1.13
1.68
2.28
2.73
3.68
5.82
7.62
9.20
10.89

Outside
Diameter,

Pipe per

Inches.
.405
.540
.675
.840

Plain Ends.

Lin. Ft.
.31
.54
.74

1.09
1.47
2.17
3.00
3.63
5.02

1.050
1.315
1.660
1.900
2.375
2.875
3.500
4.000
4.500

27
18
18
14
14

11%
11%
11%
11%

.7.66
10.25
12.51
14.98

8
8
8
8

Ten per cent of each lot shall be weighed and a comparison made
with the sample. All pipe shall be rejected that varies more than 5
per cent from that given in the above table.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HEAT-TREATED KNUCKLE PIVOT PINS

FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT EQUIPMENT CARS.
manufacture.

The steel
The pins

shall be made by the open-hearth process.
shall be properly heat-treated to meet the requirements of
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60.000
80,000
100,000

3
3

3

34
43
43

5

5
7

7%
6%
4%

40

3

= '"*

The

deflection

7

5V4

is

not less than 30 axles shall be offered from any one melt.
passes the physical tests, the inspector shall
draw a straight line 10 in. long parallel with the axis of the axle, and
starting with one end of it he shall prick-punch this line at several
points.
A piece 6 in. long shall be cut from this same axle so as to
Drillings for
leave some prick-punch marks on each piece of axle.
chemical analysis shall be taken by using a %-in. drill and drilling in
the cut-off end 50 per cent of the distance from the center to the circumference and parallel with the axis of the axle.
specified,

(b)

If the test axle

SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

REFINED WROUGHT-IRON BARS FOR PASSENGER AND
FREIGHT EQUIPMENT CARS.

conform to the following requirements as to chemical

:

Carbon
Manganese

u

=

**u

the difference between the distance from a
straight edge to the middle of the axle, measured before the first blow,
and the distance measured in the same manner after the blow. The
straight edge shall rest on the collars or the ends of the axle.
The anvil of the drop-test machine shall be supported on 12 springs,
as shown on the M. C. B. drawings, and shall be free to move in a
The radii of the strikvertical direction, and shall weigh 17,500 R>.
ing face of the tup and of the supports shall be 5 in.
One drop test shall be made from each melt. Unless otherwise
(a)
(b)

chemical properties and tests.
steel shall

xll

.

**~>

g>JJ

4%
5%
5%
6&

8

5x9

the physical tests.

composition

SCJ

.2,3

No. of
Threads.

S?

2a
B«

3
S
3

Weight of

.•

s
*—

•*-*

•*-»

Weight of

The

Weight of Tup, Lb.
640
2 200

Size of Axle,

for pipes of various inside diameters are as

Single Thickness.

cent
cent
cent
cent

fied in Section 2.

follows

-Extra Strong Pipe-

per
per
0.05 per
0.05 per

%

In.

-Standard Grade Pipe-

— 0.52
— 0.60

An analysis shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot
taken during the pouring of each melt, to determine the percentage
Drillings for
of carbon, manganese, phosphorus, sulphur and silicon.
analysis shall be taken not less than
in- beneath the surface of the
A copy of this analysis shall be given the purchaser or his
test ingot.
representative.
This analysis shall conform to the requirements speci-

weights.

The standard weights

0.38
0.40

Phosphorus, not over
Sulphur, not over

under may be butt-welded,

physical properties and tests.
shall conform to the following minimum requirements

conform to the following requirements as to chemical

:

Carbon
Manganese

pipe shall be

double-refined.
(c)

—

0.05 per cent
0.05 per cent
0.25 per cent

An

SPECIFICATIONS FOR

(a)

July, 1914

0.55
0.40

— 0.70
— 0.60

MANUFACTURE.
per cent
per cent

The
a

finished product shall
mixture of muck-bar iron

consist either of new muck-bar Iron or
and scrap, but shall be free from any

:
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admixture

Muck

steel.

.of

bars shall be

made wholly from puddled

iron.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.
Unless otherwise specified, the iron shall conform to the following
requirements as to tensile properties
Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in
47,000 53,000
Elongation in 8 in., minimum per cent
22
Large sections reduced or flats and rounds of
in. or under may
show a tensile strength of 45,000-52,000 lb. per sq. in.
Twenty per cent of the test specimens representing one size may
show the following percentage of elongation in 8 in.
in. or over, tested as rolled
20 per cent
Under y2 in., tested as rolled
16 per cent
Reduced by machining
18 per cent
:

299

Ten per cent of the springs shall be weighed, and if any springs
are found that weigh less than the specified minimum, the whole lot
shall be weighed and all springs that weigh less than the minimum
shall be excluded.

SPECIFICATIONS

—

FOR

CHAIN FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT EQUIPMENT CARS.
MANUFACTURE.

%

%

.-

Flat Bars

%

in.

:

18 per cent
16 per cent
16 per cent

or over, tested as rolled
in., tested as rolled

Under %
Reduced by machining

Chain -ft in.
of either iron or soft steel.
in diameter or less may have links twisted, if so specified on the
order ; all other sizes shall have straight links.

A

piece of chain 2 ft. long will be taken from every 200 ft. or less
each size presented for shipment and tested to destruction in
accordance with Table No. 1.
The length of 100 links, inside to inside of end links, shall not exceed by more than 2 per cent the figures given in Table No. 1.
The average weight per ft. shall not exceed that given in Table
No. 1 and shall not vary more than 8 per cent below.

of

—

For round, square and hexagon bars under 2 sq.
and for flats less than % in. thick, shall bend cold
thickness of the specimen.
For rounds, flats and hexagon bars 2 sq.
in. or over in section, and for all flat bars over % in. in thickness,
around a pin the diameter of which is equal to twice the diameter
Cold-bend Test.

In.

The chain may be made

SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

in section,

or thickness of the specimen.
Hot-bend Test. The test specimen, when heated to a temperature
between 1,700 and 1,800 deg. F. (light cherry red), shall bend
through 180 deg. without fracture on the outside of the bent portion,
as follows
For round, flat and hexagon bars under 2 sq. in. in sec-

—

:

on itself for round, flat and hexagon bars 2 sq. in. and over
in section, around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the diametion, flat

;

ter or thickness of the specimen.

—

Nick-bend Test. The test specimen, when nicked 25 per cent around
the round bar. and along one side for flat bars, with a tool having
a 60-deg. cutting edge, to a depth of not less than 8 or more than 16
per cent of the diameter or thickness of the -specimen, and broken,
shall not show more than 10 per cent of the fractured surface to be
crystalline.

JOURNAL-BOX BRASSES FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

EQUIPMENT CARS.
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.
The

shell shall

composition

conform to the following requirements as to chemical

:

—

Lead

10.00
30.00 per cent
over
7.00 per cent
... per cent
Copper to be remaining
The lining metal shall conform to the following requirements as to
chemical composition
Optional per cent
Lead or tin
Antimony, not over
14.00 per cent
Tin, not

:

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

A

finished bearing shall be broken through the middle to ascertain
the uniformity of the grain of the metal. Where metal shows distinct
signs of imperfect mixing, such as separation of component parts,

PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS IN GAGE.
Round Bars. Shall conform to the standard M. C. B. limit gages.
Flat Bars.
Thickness shall not vary more than corresponding
diameter for rounds
thus, 1 in. thick could vary from 0.9905 to

dross or dirt spots, the lot shall be rejected.

1.0095

and dimensions

—
—

:

in.

Sizes under 3 in. wide shall not be

(1)

more than 1/32

in.

-fa

steel shall

composition

The com-

CAR CONSTRUCTION.

FOR

The committee carefully reviewed the steel-car situation in order
to formulate recommendations as a guide for new work.
Designs of cars which do not go into general service in interchange
may be considered only from their own load-carrying standpoint, with-

CARS.
MANUFACTURE.
be made by the open-hearth,

out regard to train strains but those used in interchange must be
For the latter, the committee
considered from both standpoints.
recommends the following as minimum design requirements to produce
cars giving maximum returns for money expended
Area of center sills 24 sq. in. minimum.
Ratio of stress to end load 0.06, maximum.
Length of center or draft sill members between braces 20 d, maximum ("d" is the depth of the member, measured in the direction in
which buckling might take place).
;

electric

or. crucible

process.

The

to letter ballot.

CENTER SILLS FOR NEW CARS.

MENT

ehall

The report was approved and submitted
was continued.

mittee

SPECIFICATIONS

HELICAL SPRINGS FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT EQUIP-

steel

shown on drawings.

for linings as

under

or over size in width.
Sizes 3 in. and over shall not be under size or more than
(2)
In. wider than ordered.

The

PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS IN GAGINGS.
All bearings shall conform to gages and dimension shown on drawings, and when linings are required they shall conform to the gages

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.
conform to the following requirements as to chemical

:

:

:

:

Bars

Carbon
Manganese, not over
Phosphorus, not over ....
Sulphur, not over

0.90

1 in.

— 1.10

and under.

per
0.50 per
0.05 per
0.05 per

cent
cent
cent
cent

Over
0.95

1 in.

—1.15

per
0.50 per
0.05 per
0.05 per

:

cent
cent
cent
cent

An analysis shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot
taken during the pourins of each melt, to determine the percentage
of carbon, manganese, phosphorus, sulphur and silicon.
Drillings for
analysis shall be taken not less than
in. beneath the surface of
the test ingot. A copy of this analysis shall be given the purchaser or
his representative.
This analysis shall conform to the requirements
specified in Section 2.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

%

Free Height.-^Place each spring on a flat plate and measure the
distance between the plate and the other end of the spring.
This
measurement is the free height.
Solid Height.
Place the measured springs, either singly or in lots,
in the testing machine and apply a load at least 25 per cent greater
than the capacity of the springs, then measure the distance between
the two plates of the machine. This is the solid height.
Set.
Remove the load and again measure the free height at the
same point in the circumference at which the first free height was
taken.
If now the second free height is less than the first by more
than 1/32 in., the spring or springs will be regarded as having taken
permanent set and will be excluded from further consideration.
Working Height. Apply the specified working load and measure
the height.

—

—

—

PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS AND WEIGHTS.
•bs

All springs shall not vary more than Vs in.
in. from specified diameter.

from specified height or

BOX-CAR END, DESIGN AND STRENGTH.

When

existing box-car ends need renewal they should be reinforced
between corner posts with the equivalent of two steel braces, each
having a section modulus of 4, or more. These braces may be applied
vertically, horizontally or diagonally.
New cars should have steel plate ends *4 in- thick, reinforced between corner posts with the equivalent of either two vertical steel
braces with a total section modulus of not less than 9 or one vertical
and two diagonal steel braces with a total section modulus of not less
than 10 ; or three horizontal steel braces with a total section modulus
;

not less than 10.

Three
New cars may have the following alternative arrangement
or more steel braces, two of which run diagonally, with a total section modulus of not less than 12%. and wood lining 1% in. thick.
To concentrate strength at a point near floor line on vertical center
line of car, diagonal braces should extend from the center sills to the
side plates, and not from the bottom corner to the ridsre.
The attachments for the braces and the members to which they are
attached must be sufficiently strong to realize the full strength of the
braces.
Hardwood or yellow pine may be considered equivalent to
the steel members, if the section modulus is four times as great.
Wooden posts and braces should be set in metal pockets not less than
1% in. deep, and must be held in place by adequate tie rods. Lining at
car ends should be supported at intervals not greater than 30 times
the thickness.
Two 4 by 3 in. Z bars. 12.4 per ft., have a total secTwo 5-in. I beams, 9.75 lb. per ft., have a total
tion modulus of 9.34.
Three 4 -In. I beams, 9.5 lb. per ft., have a
section modulus of 9.6.
:

—
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1

section modulus of 10.2.
Three
have a total section modulus of 10.3.

total

Dorn ends, made
half

made

of *4-in. plate, or
of %-in. corrugated plate,

corrugated plate,

may

— Box

Car Construction.

Z bars, 14.2 lb. per ft.,
Types of end similar to Van

3-in.

Murphy

ends,

with the lower

and the upper half with &-in.

be substituted for those described.

CAB DOORS AND FASTENINGS.

One of the most important parts of the car-door propositions, at
present, is to reinforce the doors and door fastenings on some existing
box cars in the least expensive manner that will make them safe and
serviceable.
In many cases this does not require new doors, but only
additional fittings or reinforcements.
For this reason it is thought
advisable to make one recommendation to cover the betterment of
existing construction, and another to cover all new construction.
On account of the patent situation, the committee does not feel that it
is feasible to present full detailed designs of doors and fastenings
without eliminating some of the best-known construction, and, therefore, prefers to present its recommendations in specification form, as
follows
Specification for reinforcing existing doors
:

:

The necessary additional number
provided to make four on each side

of bottom door guides should be
of the car
one adjacent to each
door post, one in the middle of the doorway, and the other between
the back door post and the open door stop, located approximately as
shown in Fig. 1. and similar in design, with particular reference to
the height of lip. which should be 1% in. If the design of the door is
such that the removal of the door guide next to the door post would
permit the door to be pulled away from the car, then this door guide
should be of such design that it can not be removed when the door

—

is closed.

Doors should be reinforced against bulging by the equivalent of two
by 1% by & in. angles extending horizontally the full width of
the door, one located approximately 12 in. from the top of the door,
and the other approximately 12 in. from the bottom of the door, and
fastened with %-in. carriage bolts.

1%

The door-hasp fastener should be at least 24 in. long, fastened with
not less than five %-in. bolts with the nuts on the inside of the door.
The door-hasp fastener should be of such design that the hasp can
not be removed without removing the bolts from the fastener.
The closed door stop should have two or more lips extending at least
1% in. over the door to support the door against bulging outward.
Where all-wood closed door stops are used, they should be strengthened against splitting, and should have at least two metal reinforcing
brackets similar to closed door stop casting shown on Revised Sheet
M.

C. B. 30.

stops, if of wood, should extend the
door and be strengthened against splitting.

Open door

full

height of the

NEW DOORS FOR EXISTING CARS OR
NEW CONSTRUCTION.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPLETE

FOB

The upper door track should be continuous, and strong enough so
that it will not sag, securely fastened to the car with %-in. bolts, or
%-in. rivets not less than six in number, and so designed that it will
continuously support the door against outward pressure independent
of any action of the door hangers, and will also keep out rain and
snow, proper flashing, if necessary, to be provided over the door track.
The design of track and hangers should be such that when the door
is being opened or closed it can not lift up and bind against the
track.

Bottom door guides to have 1%-in. lip, and to be four in number
one located adjacent to each door post, one in the middle of the doorway, and one between the back door post and the open door stop, located
approximately as shown in Fig. 1, and similar in design, with particuIf the delar reference to the height of lip, which should be 1% in.
sign of the door is such that the removal of the door guide next to
the open door post would permit the door to be pulled away from
the car, then this door guide should be of such design that it can not
be removed when the door is closed.
Metal open doors are recommended, one or more in number, of design shown in Fig. 1. securely bolted to the framing of the car with

;
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%-in. bolts.
If wood open door stop is used, it should extend the
entire height of the door and be strengthened against splitting.
The back edge of the door and the back door post should be so
constructed that when the door is closed and fastened it will be con-

tinuously supported from top to bottom against outward pressure,
and will also be protected against leakage of rain or snow and admission of sparks.

Closed door stop to be preferably of metal, and to provide protection
against leakage or rain or snow and admission of sparks. The closed
door stop must also support the door against outward pressure, either
continuously from top to bottom, or by the use of two or more lips
projecting at least 1% in. over the door, approximately as shown on
Revised Sheet M. C. B. 30.
If wooden closed door stops are used,
they must be strengthened against splitting and must be provided with
^tt least two metal closed door stops provided with lips to project over
the door at least 1% in. to support the door against bulging outward,
as shown on Revised Sheet M. C. B. 30.
Wood doors should have preferably a metal frame, with a Z bar or
its equivalent at the bottom, approximately as
shown on Revised
Sheet M. C. B. 30. the Z bar acting as a stiffener and also engaging
with the bottom door guides. This construction or its equivalent permits the use of door guides which project a very short distance from
the side of the car. and are. therefore, less subject to injury, particularly the door guide at the middle of the doorway.
Wooden frame doors, if used, should be at least as strong as that

shown in Fig. 1.
The door-hasp fastener should be at

least 24 in. long, fastened with
not less than five %-in. bolts, with nuts on the inside of the door.
The door-hasp fastener should be of such design that the hasp can not
be removed without removing the bolts from the fastener.
Door-hanger bolts to be located not closer together than 4 in. one
-way, and 5 in. the other.
Four %-in. bolts are recommended.
It is understood that all of the above recommendations apply particularly to 6-ft. door openings of cars with single, outside-hung side
•doors, and in all cases where a particular construction is described or
specific dimensions are given, their equivalents will be acceptable.
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Discussion.

H. H. Vaughan

cannot subscribe to the recommendation on center sills for new cars.
Until interchange requirements demand a minimum strength of center sill, it will be useless to specify the dimensions for new cars. I also think the report should be amended to read
"New steel cars should have steel plate ends 1*4 in. thick, or wood
lined ends 1% in. thick," and the statement regarding alternative
arrangement should be omitted. Angles for doors should be located
not over 12 in. from top and bottom and should be used with % in.

%

carriage bolts, or

James Coleman

I

:

in.

rivets.

Some

railroads have a number of cars with less
area than required by this report.
This report should be a report of progress, for
J. J. Hennessey
the roads are not prepared to make so many radical changes.
W. F. Kiesel, Jr.
I move that the recommendations of the committee on center sills for new cars be referred to letter ballot for
adoption as recommended practice.
:

:

:

This motion was carried.
F. W. Brazier
The wooden door stops are now being put on, without being reinforced, and with a little fastening with only a
in.
bolt in it.
You may find some of these on our cars.
(Mr. Brazier read a letter from E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa
Fe, relative to the views of the American Railway Association on the
:

%

subject.)

The recommendations on box-car ends, design and strength and car
doors and fastenings were referred to letter ballot. The recommendations on placard boards for box cars and draft gears were referred to
letter

ballot.

The matter of the design
new executive committee. »

RETIREMENT OF

of a standard

AND

40,000
to the

The committee addressed
lowing inquiries

box car was referred to the

50,000 EB. CAPACITY CARS.
members of the association the

fol-

:

First
Have you any restrictions in force regarding the use of
cars of 40,000 and 50,000 lb. capacity?
Do you accept in interchange cars of 40,000 and 50,000
Second
lb. capacity; if so, is the lading transferred?
Third : Do you regard it practicable to prohibit the use of cars of
:

:

PLACARD BOARDS FOR BOX CARS.
The committee recommends that the space available for placards
should be not less than 16 in. by 24 in. on each end and each side
of car.

capacity in interchange?
Do you regard it practicable to prohibit the use of cars
of 50,000 lb. capacity in interchange?
At the same time it requested the members to advise the committee
as to the number of cars of the various capacities and several constructions operating on their lines.
The committee would recommend that the following proposed rule
be submitted to special letter ballot, so that it may, if approved, be
embodied in the Rules of Interchange effective October 1, 1914
"After October 1, 1916, all cars of less than 60,000 lb. capacity
having wooden or metal draft arms which do not extend beyond the
body bolster, will not be accepted in Interchange."
Committee
D. F. Crawford, (chairman)
C. E. Fuller, J. J.
Hennessey, F. H. Clark, C. F. Giles, F. W. Brazier and R. E. Smith.
The committee found it very difficult to make a more definite
recommendation than that given.
F. F. Gaines moved that the report be accepted and be referred to

40,000

lb.

Fourth

Box

cars with sufficient space available on wood siding, or exposed
should have a rectangular space, painted black, on each side
and each end. Other box cars should be provided with placard boards,
made of soft wood, not less than 16 by 24 by 1 in. The vertical edge
should be reinforced with metal protection, and the bolts fastening the
noards to the car should be not less than six in number, and should
pass through the metal reinforcing pieces, three through each.
The
"boards may be made of more than one piece, and should thei? be
tongued and grooved. The distance from the floor line of car to bottom of board should be not less than 4 ft. 6 in.
Routing-card boards, preferably the same size as the placard boards
described, should be placed on the side of the car, as near as possible
to the door seal.
lining,

DRAFT GEAR.
The committee recommends that cars should not be accepted in
Interchange unless equipped with draft gears and attachments having
strength or capacity equivalent to or greater than the following requirements
The section area of draft timbers located underneath the center sills
must be not less than 32 sq. in. Each draft timber must be not less
than 4 in. wide, nor less than 6 in. deep, and must be held securely to
the center sills and end sills by not less than seven %-in. bolts, or six

:

:

:

—

;

letter ballot.

This motion was carried.

:

1-in. bolts.

Draft timbers extending through or beyond the bolsters must be
secured to the center sills by two or more additional bolts.
Draftgear yokes must be not less than 4 in. wide by 1 in. thick, made of
wrought iron or steel, and attached to the coupler side with not less
than two 1%-in. rivets. Draft springs must have a capacity of at least
19,000 lb. Should cars require repairs to bring them up to these minimum requirements, the following recommendations are offered
Draft timbers should butt against the body bolsters and shoulder
against the end sills, both of which in turn should be well
secured
against shifting from either pulling or buffing strains. Draft gear stops
should, whenever possible, be gained into the draft timber or
heeled on
the end sills.
Front and back draft-gear stops may be made in one
piece, or may be secured to a metal plate not less than -&
in. thick, or
made separate. Each stop (counting two stops riveted to a -ft'-in.
plate as one piece) must be secured to the draft sill by not
less than
*ix 94 -in. bolts or their equivalent. The center sills should be
strengthened by the use of a filling or packing piece secured between
the
same, butting against the end sill and extending beyond the
body
bolster toward the center of the car, a distance at least as
much as
between the bolster and end sill.
The present M. C. B. coupler side clearance of 2% in. should also
be provided.
:

Committee:

Thomson,

C.

—W.

F.

Kiesel.

(chairman); A. R. Ayers, S
Vaughan, e. O. Chenowith J
Meister.
Jr..

E. Fuller, H. H.

Fritts. T. M. Ramsdell.

C.

I,.

G
C

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The following

officers

were elected

:

President, D. F. Crawford

;

first

second vice-president, R. W. Burnett
treasurer, John S. Lentz
E. Chambers
C.
executive committee, R. F. Smith. J. C. Fritts, and H. T. Bentley.
The badge of office was presented to retiring President Barnum by
vice-president, D. R.
third vice-president,

F.

MacBain

;

;

W. Brazier.

CHIEF INTERCHANGE CAR INSPECTORS AND CAR FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Up to and previous to the year 1898 it was found that there
was such a variation

in the interpretation of the

M.

C. B. rules of

interchange at the large interchange points of the country that
it was almost impossible for one large interchange point to receive
cars

and have them pass through

to

another large interchange

point without having them refused.

Henry Boutet,

chief interchange inspector at Cincinnati, con-

ceived the idea that

it

would be a good plan

to get the different

chief interchange inspectors of the country together

and

see if they

could not come to a uniform understanding of the M. C. B. rules so
that if a car passed one interchange point, and arrived at the next

interchange point in the same general condition, there would be no
question about it passing.

On

taking the matter up with the committee on interchange

inspection at Cincinnati they readily consented to the calling of
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a meeting of the different chief interchange inspectors which was

times.

held at Cincinnati in April, 1898.

as the steam gauge

There were ten chief interchange inspectors present. Eealizing
the importance and the good that had been accomplished at that
meeting, they agreed to meet again at St. Louis in September to
go over the new rules effective September 1st. At this meeting
there were twelve inspectors present and a large number of car
foremen.

Again feeling the necessity of a general understanding or
uniform interpretation of the M. C. B. rules, they thought it advisable to hold a meeting in March of the following year for the
purpose of making suggestions as to changes in the M. C. B. rules
that would be advantageous to the movement of cars through the
interchange points throughout the country. This meeting, while
making several recommendations to the arbitrating committee, adjourned to meet at Cleveland, O., in September for the purpose of
arriving at a uniform interpretation of the new rules for the year.
At this meeting it was decided that so much good had been derived from the meetings that a motion was made to effect a
permanent organization, at which time Mr. McKenzie, then superintendent of motive power of the N. Y. C. & St. L., stated that
he did not believe in this organization before he came to the meeting but as he had listened to the discussions there had been so much
brought out and discussed and uniform interpretation arrived at
that he was heartily in favor of making it a permanent organization.

The motion prevailed and a permanent organization was formed,
Waughop, chief interchange inspector at St. Louis, being
elected president and John McCabe, chief interchange inspector at
Charles

Cleveland, O., being elected secretary.

The organization continued

form until the meeting held
Car foremen became so interested

in this

at St. Louis in September, 1904.

in the interpretation of the rules that the constitution

was changed,

July, 1914

Eventually, the pyrometer will be found as necessary
is

is quite a difference in superheat obtained on different locomotives, even of
the same class. This knowledge was obtained by the extended
use of the pyrometer and some loss of sleep. This difference
in the amount of superheat obtained brings us to the matter
of a proper metallic packing, or rather, to be more explicit, a

proper metal for metallic packing for superheater. Not much
headway wT ill be made by changing from one type of packing
What really is required is the proper metal in
to another.
A packing metal that does good work on
the right place.
saturated steam locomotives will not answer on a superheater.
While the reverse may be true, it is not always economy to
use a superheater packing metal in a packing for saturated
The tandem packing and equipment is the most
engines.
serviceable packing and equipment for use on superheated
steam locomotives. The particular make or shape of packing,
outside of being a very substantial body of metal, can in most
cases be left to the will of whoever is in charge. The idea of
the tandem packing is that better lubrication of the packing
rings is obtained by the packings retaining some of the lubricant between them when steam is shut off. The recommended
practice is to use a copper-lead ring, or rings, in the first
packing next to the cylinder. This is recommended on account
of the packing next to the cylinder doing most of the work,
and, of course, also being in the hottest place where a babbitt
packing would not stand up so well; and a babbitt packing,
preferably a metal containing approximately 80 lead and 20
antimony, in the second packing. This combination of metals
is recommended on account of economy and also owing to the
fact that this combination will not wear the rods as fast as
two copper-lead packings will. While the above recommended

not universally used at this time, the fact remains
that it has and is being used very successfully where babbitt
packing rings alone would not stand up. A curious condition

admitting car foremen as active members of the association.
These meetings have been held each year in September, until the
meeting held at Washington, D. C, in 1910, when it was deemed

practice

is

the fact that

many superheater locomotives are running
many of them giving very good satisfac-

advisable to change the meeting time to the latter part of August

found

so that meetings could be held before the rules went into effect.

with babbitt packings,

The meetings have been held regularly at different large interchange points ever since the organization was formed, and the
interpretation of the M. C. B. rules arrived at at these meetings
have been correct and have been of the greatest help in the interchange of cars throughout the country.
The meeting is to be held this year at the Hotel Sinton, Cincin-

tion.

it will

August

and 27th, and the prospects are that
be one of the largest and most important meetings in the

nati, 0.,

25th, 26th,

history of the association.
It is baing recognized

by those in charge of car departments that
M. C. B. rules of interchange at the

the interpretation given the

meetings of this association are of great help to
cerned in the interchange of cars.

all

those con-

PACKING HOT SUPERHEATERS.
By

A. E. M.

has been the privilege of the writer within the last year
or two to observe and study conditions on a great many superheater locomotives.
In most cases these locomotives were
observed in actual operation, and it is for the benefit of those
less fortunate that a few of the lessons learned during these
observations are to be set forth.
The writer, to begin with, is of the opinion, and this is
backed up by many practical railroad mechanical officials, that
superheater locomotives do their best work when the engine
crew know that they are actually getting superheat. While,
of course, an experienced engine man will know by observation that he is getting some superheat, he does not know
whether he is getting full efficiency or not, and the time is not
far distant when every superheater locomotive will be equipped
with a reliable pyrometer that will indicate to the engine man
just what they are doing in the superheated steam line at all
It

at present.

The writer has occasion to know that there

is

The writer

is

of the opinion, however, that where babbitt

giving satisfaction on a superheated locomotive they
are not getting proper superheat, at least they are not getting
the highest superheat possible, which, of course, is what the
superheater is for.
Here and there among a lot of superheaters there may be
found some that give much trouble in keeping the piston rods
packed, the packing usually melting out. Generally speaking,
wherever this condition occurs, it is apparent that that par-

packing

is

making superheated steam and lots of it.
but copper-lead packings will give
nothing
On such locomotives
satisfaction, and the sooner adopted the sooner peace of mind
returns and trouble stops. Where single packings are used, on
account of not having clearance enough to permit the use of
tandem packings, the copper-lead packings will be found to be
the best and the only ones that can be depended upon, and
also in the end the most economical even though the first cost
The use of a good swab and careful
is considerably higher.
attention by the engineer to keep it well lubricated will make
such a packing give a very good account of itself. It is also a
pretty well established fact that engineers should leave the
throttle cracked when drifting, for besides helping the packing
it materially helps other conditions, such as the valves, etc., in

ticular locomotive is

keeping them better lubricated.
In this connection, it might be pertinent to mention the fact
that it will be a paying investment to keep close watch on
vibrating cups, followers, springs, etc., in order that they will
be in good condition at all times for a service that is very
severe on packing at the best.

The Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific has been requested

the city council of Muscatine, la., to build a

Monroe

St.

new bridge

by

over

:

;
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Report of the Forty-Seventh Annual Convention
of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association.
The forty-seventh annual convention of the American Railway MasMechanics Association was held on Young's Million Dollar Pier,
Atlantic City, N. J., on June 15, 16 and 17, 1914.
The first session
was called to order by President D. R. MacBain. The president's
address was then given, extracts from which are here given.
ter

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Past Presidents Bentley and Crawford, in their addresses to the
conventions of 1912 and 1913, respectively, referred to the matter of
consolidation, and each suggested the advisability of shortening the
The matter
period of time that we are kept away from our business.
of consolidating the two organizations seems to be more remote than it
Mr.
ever has been since the time consolidation was first advocated.
Bentley's suggestion that the two associations meet in one week, devoting Tuesday and Wednesday to the meetings of the one association,
and Friday and Saturday to the other, with the two associations meeting jointly on Thursday, seems to be a splendid idea, and I think
I should
the plan outlined should be given our earnest consideration.
not like to see this Association lose its identity as such, for the consideration of matters pertaining to locomotive design, construction,
maintenance and operation, and I know that you will agree with me
when I say that this Association can be of far greater benefit in the
handling of such subjects now than it has been at any other time in
its history ; for the problems of design, construction, maintenance, and
operation are vastly more intricate to-day than ever before, and the
necessity of an association of this kind is so apparent that it cannot
reasonably be questioned by those who are in the least thoughtful.
The question regarding the factor of safety applicable to locomotive

January 1, 1912, was settled recently, and
that the agreement reached at the conference of the
railroad representatives and the officers of the Government is equitable
and should prove satisfactory to all concerned. On the whole, the
spirit of co-operation manifested by the representatives of the railroads toward the representatives of the Federal and various state
governments, in my opinion, has been of great value in associating us
on a common, working plane, and I would urge that we all give to this
particular phase of our business the necessary thought and co-operation
in order that we may receive due recognition by the several governments of the fact that we are endeavoring to do our utmost in all
things that are essential, regardless of whether we succeed at all times
boilers in service prior to

it is

my

belief

to their entire satisfaction.

At the present time there are nurrerous things in relation to design,
construction, maintenance and operation that are common to nearly
every railroad on this continent, and therefore it would seem that there
should be prevalent something in the nature of standard practices.
And, in this connection, did it ever occur to you that we have about
as many different practices as we have railroads? Perhaps not quite
as many, but for the sake of argument we will let the assertion
stand.
Is it not probable that in all things pertaining to design, construction, maintenance and operation there must be at least a few
items that this Association could pass upon authoritatively and make
recommendations which, if put into practice when we return to our
homes, would result in much good, not only to ourselves by reason of
diminishing our troubles, but also to the respective companies we
serve by reducing the cost of transportation? This association, to retain its recognized position of prestige and usefulness, should divorce
itself from the present plan of argument and, perhaps, from "Recommended Practice," and become the authoritative body ruling upon the
subjects confronting its members, and then, by special circular, as
well as in the annual report of proceedings, send out the "finished
product" as a guide to its members? I fully realize, of course, that
even this action would not be dominant in every particular case and
entirely eliminate the idea of individual superiority and importance,
but nevertheless it has been my experience that the men who really
"do things" are those not blind to the fact that someone else might
be in the right and they themselves in the wrong.
At the convention in 1906, President Ball told us of the increase
in tractive effort during the period from 1896 to 1906.
In the eight
years intervening since that time wonderful changes have occurred
in this respect.
Comparing the average tractive effort of approximately
1000 locomotives operating on one of the important trunk lines, we
find that since 1906 there has been an increase of 7600 pounds, or
26.48 per cent.
In face of this large increase, it is rather laughable
to think that but a few years ago we were all pretty well agreed that
the limits of size of locomotives, both passenger and freight, had been
reached.
Nor has the limit been reached yet we are still going
ahead
the evolution of the locomotive continues, and larger and
more powerful units are being produced daily, as may be evinced from
the large number of Mallet and Mikado engines now running in regular
road service, performing work, in the way of efficiency and economy,
far beyond the fondest expectation of the most optimistic of the men
;

;

who introduced

these types.
And last, but not least, insofar as size
concerned, comes the Triplex, the value of which is still to be
determined.
It is gratifying to note that during the past five or six years more
attention has been directed to the question of proper boiler proportions, and the effects of these changes have been very satisfactory in
the production of unit efficiency, as well as in the reduction of haulage
cost per ton mile.
This I believe to be one of the wisest steps taken
by the mechanical officers of the railroads in many years, and it is
pleasing to note that the change is rather universal in the acquirement of new power. On older engines of quite modern design, where
the boiler proportions are not quite as symmetrical as those on the
power being built today, we have been able to increase the unit efficiency and decrease the fuel combustion per ton mile by the introduction of modern devices, chief among these and by far the greatest
benefactor being the superheater.
This, I am sure, has afforded the
means of taking the longest single step in advance in locomotive
service that ever has been observed on this continent.
During the
past few years we have overcome the difficulties attendant upon its
use, and we now feel that we could not afford to get along without
it.
The question of lubrication and that of procuring suitable metals
for packings and bushings, which at first appeared to be serious problems, now have become mere history for the most part, and those of us
most skeptical in the beginning are now the strongest advocates of
the superheater.
The wide extension in the use of the brick arch has proved to be
another long stride toward unit efficiency and economy, and the change
of sentiment that has taken place toward this device within the past
five years affords a splendid exhibition of the healthiness of this
association in determining the factors that contribute to the general
betterment of locomotive operation.
I have a few very interesting figures showing the results of a test
conducted with a Mallet engine in its three different forms, namely,
the original Mallet, the same engine with a superheater, and the same
engine equipped with a superheater and a brick arch.
These figures
represent the pounds of dry coal consumed per dynamometer horse
power, and are given below
is

Mallet with Mallet with SuperSuperheater. heater & Brick Arch.
12.5
3.15
2.90
15.0
3.56
3.25
17.7
3.40
3.27
3.37
Average
33.14
28.3
Per cent, saving in
33.2
lere are many other items of betterment that I should like to review with ycu today, would time permit, each of which has its own
important function to perform in attaining the end desired general
betterment and economic results and where these devices have been
installed and properly maintained, together with good adjustment and
general maintenance of the locomotive, the results are indeed grati-

Speed in miles
Per Hour.

Original
Mallet.
4.67
4.75
4.69
4.70

—

—

fying.

SECRETARY'S AND TREASURER'S REPORTS.
of the secretary showed" that the association had a memActive, 979
associate, 19
bership of 1046, classified as follows
honorary, 48.
The three association scholarships at Stevens Institute are at present filled and the holder of the scholarship at Purdue
The secretary read a change in the constiwill graduate next year.
tution recommended by the executive committee which was to the
effect that active or associate members who have been in good standing not less than twenty years and who cease to be actively engaged
the nomination
in railway work may be elected honorary members
The secretary read a comto be made by the executive committee.
munication from the International Railroad Master blacksmiths' Association, asking co-operation in encouraging foremen to attend its convention at Milwaukee on August 18, 19 and 20.
The treasurer's report showed that the association had a cash balance of ^941.51.

The report

;

:

;

LOCOMOTIVE STOKERS.
of the locomotive stoker, though nothing notable
has been observed during the past year. The committee believes most
of the statements appearing in the last report have been borne out

The development

in practice, according to such observations as the additional year has
It is no doubt probable some erroneous conclusions have
been drawn with reference to the capacity of the stoker, relative fuel
consumption and economy, before fully weighing all operating conA truer value of the stoker and its range
ditions in train service.
of usefulness and efficiency seems to be fully comprehended by those
who have taken the time to make the necessary inquiries and inves-

permitted.

tigation.

Remarkable interest

is

being manifested in the development of loco-

:
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motive stokers, and while many of those in service are actually doing
The committee wishes
their work, the subject is still in its infancy.
to again refer to the difficulties surrounding the designing of a machine
not so much on account of
to suit present locomotive construction
the work to be performed, but the absence of choice as to arrangement, the absolute limitations of space, and the conditions under
which such a machine must operate. It is believed that as time goes
on, greater latitude will be given the designers, and consequently more
will be accomplished, where it is preconceded that the stoker is to
This should allow consideration being
be a part of the locomotive.
given to the working parts of the stoker along with the locomotive as
a whole, and it is not improbable that when the design for the stoker
is given
equal consideration the locomotive will be constructed in
many of its details so as to better suit, or be better adapted to, a
stoker than now obtains where it is necessary to construct tbe stoker
;

to

suit

BREWSTER STOKER.

No

reports of further development of the Brewster stoker have been
received during the year. The statement has been made that their patents have been taken up by the Standard Stoker Company.

STROUSE STOKER.
While nothing definite has been learned concerning any new developments in the Strouse stoker during the past year, it has been said
that a son of the original inventor is working on the design.
GEE STOKER.

But one stoker of the Gee design has been built to date. It isstill in service on a Class H-6 (2-8-0 type) locomotive on the Pennsylvania Lines East, and is reported as giving good results. It is stilt
considered in an experimental stage.

ELVIX STOKER.
full-size working model of the Elvin

With the construction of a
stoker, which is now ready for

existing designs.

STREET STOKEE.

application, a distinctly new principle
properly belongs to the "scatter" or "overfeed""
group, it may be referred to as the shovel type in contradistinction tothe rest.
The machine is attached to a casting similar to and isbolted to the back head of the boiler
the same manner as the firedoor front. It is made up of two shovels, one operating to the right
and the other to the left under full control, distributing coal regularly and evenly over the bed of the fire, as might be expected under
expert hand firing.
The drum, or stoker mechanism, operates at 20 revolutions per
minute when shoveling 12,000 lb. of coal per hour. The operation isentirely mechanical, no steam being used in distributing the coal.
is

The Street stoker, which is of the scatter type, and a type having the greatest number in service (totaling 418, with some 82 on
Some of the
order), as now designed, handles crushed or slack coal.
earlier designs, however, were constructed to handle run-of-mine coal.
A number of these stokers are still in operation on passenger engines
on the Chesapeake & Ohio. The engines so equipped are coming and
going daily (many in pool service), performing the work expected of
them, and the proper operation of the stokers with which the engines
are equipped is left to the crews to which they are assigned.

CRAWFORD STOKER.
Beyond the continued improvement in detail
underfeed stoker seems to be adhering closely to
of construction.

The record shows

service, all applied to engines

parts,

offered.

While

it

—

;

RAIT STOKER.

the Crawford

principle
that there are at present 301 in
its original

on the Pennsylvania Lines West, except

From all reports they are
two on the Lines East of Pittsburgh.
working satisfactorily. The machine, as previously described, handles
run-of-mine coal, producing its best results using the higher volatile
products. The report from the Pennsylvania is to the effect that they
are closely observing the every-day performance of the stokers in service, so as to ascertain under which the highest efficiency is obtained,
and incidentally are educating men to handle and control ttu?m to the
best advantage.

HAXXA STOKER.
The Hanna stoker is another of the scatter type, but handles runIt continues
of-mine coal, as described in detail in last year's report.
The records
to perform its work satisfactorily, according to reports.
show that to date there are three in operation one on a Mallet
locomotive on the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, another on a Mikado
on the Queen & Crescent, and a third on a Class M-2 (4-S-o type)
locomotive on the Norfolk & Western. The committee is informed that
there are six additional stokers to be applied to Mallet engines on the
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and 15 to the same type locomotive on
the Norfolk & Western.

—

STANDARD STOKER.

The committee's last report mentioned all stokers concerning the
Since that time
operation of which information had been secured.
some tests of the Standard stoker have been made on the New York
Central in heavy freight service, and the reports so far seem to be
The company manufacturing the stoker, like other
quite promising.
designers, seems to be satisfied that they are working along the right
lines, and such may be the case, but time and trial only can determine if they are right. A special feature claimed for the stoker is
the elimination of all parts from the engine cab and deck, and the
The
use of run-of-mine coal without previous treatment or selection.
coal is reduced to the required size by an arrangement of the feedAs
ing screw, thus eliminating the necessity of a separate crusher.
the coal gravitates to the horizontal screws it is delivered to a point
about the center of the fire box but at the back end where another
screw, in a vertical position, elevates the fuel to a sufficient height,
where it is blown by steam over the fire bed. The machine is actuated
by a turbine engine, which is also a departure from the conventional
lines followed in other designs.
A second stoker of the Standard type
has been put on a Mallet engine in service on the New York Central,
and three more have been secured for experimental purposes on the
Two of the latter machines will be applied to
Norfolk & Western.
heavy freight engines of the 4-8-0 type, and the third to a heavy
passenger engine.
The Standard stoker, like the Hanna and Crawford, differs from the Street in that it handles run-of-mine coal,
whereas the Street, as now constructed, requires prepared or slack fuel.

—
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AYERS STOKER.
Within the past year some very interesting work has been done by
A. R. Ayers, general mechanical engineer of the Lake Shore, toward
the utilization of the chain grate.
The committee is not familiar with
the details of the design, nor the progress thus far made, but understands it is not quite ready for application. The idea indeed is interesting, and is a principle your committee believes well worth exploiting.
The Standard and Ayers seem to represent the most prominent work
in the stoker field during the past year.

The Rait stoker

a patent of Geo. B. Rait, of Minneapolis.
Thecommittee has not seen any working drawings, but understands from
the inventor that most of the machinery is below the deck of the cab.
It is also mentioned as an interesting feature that it can be handled as
either an underfeed or a scatter type.
As yet there are none in
operation.
The committee further understand from the inventor that
he has some new designs and improvements pending in the Patent
is

and

will soon have working drawings ready for exhibition.
This,
therefore undergoing development.
The Norfolk & Western submits the following performance figures for
the Street stoker
All failures chargeable to stokers
'
Total number of machinery failures in fair service
43:
Total number of failures due to flaws and defects in machinery. ...
4
Total number of failures due to machine becoming clogged with
foreign matter
31
Total number of shop or bad-workmanship failures
19*
Total number of crew failures, or failures due to improper
handling, resulting in low steam
48
Total number of failures due to improper lubrication as a lack
20of attention
Office,

stoker

is

:

Total failures

165-

Total mileage made by engines equipped with stokers
2,296,803
Total stoker failures as above
165Miles per stoker failure
13,920
Total cost for labor and material chargeable to stokers. .$12,179.22"
Cost of stoker repairs per 100 miles, cents
.53
Engines 1303 and 1311 have not as yet had a stoker failure charged
to them, having made 36.089 miles and 35.778 miles, respectively, since
the engines were put in service new in April, 1912.
The Baltimore & Ohio reports that the Street stokers in service oa
that road are making 44,300 miles per failure chargeable to the stoker
proper.
It may be of interest to mention in connection with the apparent difference in the figures submitted by the Baltimore & Ohioand the Norfolk & Western showing mileage per stoker failure, that
the Baltimore & Ohio figures are computed on the basis of the number of machinery failures in fair service and does not include delays
caused by the stoker not being properly operated by the engine
crews.
On the same basis, as can be quickly seen by referring teethe tabulation, the mileage per failure on the Norfolk & Western would
be equal to 53.414 miles, which is very close.
The following data are submitted by the Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburgh, giving some interesting information in connection with
the performance of the Crawford stoker, including all trips of all
stokers from the experimental installation to this date
.

:

Total number of trips
Number of trips 100 per cent
Number of trips— 99 per cent
Number of trips
98 per cent
Number of trips 95-98 per cent
Number of trips 90-95 per cent
Number of trips 85-90 per cent
Number of trips 80-85 per cent
Number of trips 75 -SO per cent
Number of trips 70-7." per cent
Number of trips below 70

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

As Reported

As Reported

Jan. 1913.
26.693
16.445

Jan. 1914.

262
402
1.367
1,577

560
715
962
305
4. 098

18.181

55,913
335
72::

3,865
5,352
1,861
2,963
4,086
1,306
21,787-

.

/
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The Norfolk & Western submits the following data for the Hanna
which was put in service February 11, 1914
48
Number of days in service
37
Number of trips
Number of 100% or successful trips
32, or 86%
Number of failures on road requiring hand firing for a portion or
completion of trip to be made pending repairs to be made. ...
5

to want of attention.
Then, again, there is some tendency, through
neglect, to allow the fire to get low while standing on the road, mak-

During the year 1912 there were 165 Street stokers in operation.
During the year 1913 there were 253 additional stokers installed, makThey are distributed as shown in
ing a total of 418 in operation.

necessary a road contemplating the use of stokers can only work out
the advantages to be gained after taking into consideration the physical character of the road, the size of engines, and the tonnage now
being handled, it should ascertain whether upon taking into account all
local conditions it is more profitable to use the screened or run-of mine

stoker,

:

Mt.

the table.

Rroad.
L. S.

N.
C.

B.

& M. S

W

&
&
&

Consolidation Mallet
3
2
90

H.

3

92
73
193

.50
1

7

& P

5

1

6
17

& S. F
& N
& S. W
& Q

1

1

8

8
6
13

3

6

161

V

A. T.
D. M.
E. P.
C. B.
Erie

De- Centi- Pac.
capod pede pass Total

Mikado pass

14
24
6

1

Virginian
B. R.

Type

1

17

5

1

12

1

1

1

Total

4

155

236

13

3

418

6

During the year 1912 the Pennsylvania Lines West had 144 double
underfeed Crawford stokers in operation. The Pennsylvania Lines East
had 2, making a total of 146. During the year 1913, 155 additional
stokers were applied, making a total of 301
:

Class of

Stoker

Locomotives

12
12
12
13
13

K2

14
15

As Reported

As Reported

1

1

26

H8c

10

26
30
10

H8cs

1

1

H6a

5

5

20

20

1

1

1

1

.

H6a
H8c
B29
H8c
H8cs
HlOs

1

1

54
32

54
32
110

.

H6a-b

.

2

2
4
3

155

301

1

K2
K2as

Total

in

Jan., 1914

K2as
K3s

H6a-b

16
17
19
22
22
22
23
25
25

in

Jan., 1913

COMPENDIUM.

Type of Stoker
Street

Crawford

Hanna
Standard
Gee
Ayers

No. of Stokers
in Service

No. of Stokers
on Order

418
301

82

3
2

21
3

1
1

During the past year opportunities have been afforded to observe a
much larger number of stokers in service, many of them working in
pool runs, which rather strengthens the belief that they are capable
of going along, faring under the usual average attention given a locomotive, without developing prominent or serious defects that result in
materially increasing terminal turning time. The most natural inquiry
would refer to the durability of such machines as a whole. It goes
without saying that the stoker, with all of its parts, is susceptible to
wear, but those in service have no doubt surpassed the general expectation.
They require attention and repairs, but the cost figures are
not excessive, considering the stage of development through which
they are passing. There is no particular work the fireman can do in
the way of making repairs on the road, but attention on their part,
though slight as a rule, is beneficiaL and helpful toward preventing
failures.
The performance of the stokers in service during the past
year has served to show what must be met in the way of durability,
and what is necessary to withstand the operating strain. Alterations
are now in progress looking toward stronger and more durable machines, which should in turn favorably affect the cost of maintenance.
It is noteworthy that when the demands upon tfce boiler are fairly
uniform, permitting a regular feed of coal, the operation of the stoker
practically takes care of itself, but, in the absence of automatic
manipulation, manual control does not always result in efficient regulation of the fire
on the contrary, the boiler, if anything, if allowed
to blow off more than necessary, not only under working conditions,
but quite freely when the demands are reduced, and when the engine
is not using steam, carrying with it some waste of fuel, due, however,
;

coal.

As for fuel consumption, it has been pretty clearly shown that the
amount of coal used by the stoker (as to some extent obtains in hand
largely depends upon the physical character of fuel rather than
the heat value, so long as the latter is within a reasonable range.
The establishment of data to show the relative fuel consumption by
hand firing as compared with the operation of the stoker was sought,
but so far there seems to be very little statistical information in such
shape as to permit a general ready comparison to be made.
At the
same time some very complete tests have been conducted under a range
of operating conditions, character of fuel, etc., but none of them permit conclusions to be drawn without taking into consideration the
character of fuel and conditions under which the highest efficiency
was obtained. In order to make a true comparison, therefore, it is
necessary to ascertain and fully account for local conditions, character
firing)

and price

CRAWFORD STOKER.

Type of

ing rebuilding necessary ; still with the stoker the fire is readily
revived, and little, if any, time is lost thereby.
It is still a mooted question as to whether it is economical to use
run-of-mine or screened coal.
Both schemes are worthy of consideration, depending upon local conditions, and in the same way that it is

of fuel.

This year's experience seems to give color to the belief that the
stoker is not necessarily a coal-saving device, but that its advantages
tend in other directions.
Dynamometer tests have shown that the
capacity of the locomotive is increased, and according to further reports made by the Pennsylvania, an increase approximating 5 per cent
in trainload with the Crawford stoker for an equal amount of fuel
hand-fired has been obtained.
The Baltimore & Ohio reports an increase in train tonnage from 5 to 10 per cent.
In both, however, it
should be remembered that the differences indicating increased capacity
were largely dependent upon local conditions.
The Hocking Valleyadvises, in connection with the Street stoker, that they are using fuel
known in the Hocking Valley district as "coarse slack." It is coal
that passes through a %-inch mesh screen.
As for fuel consumption, the Hocking Valley reports that no definite tests have been
made, adding, however, that their fuel record showing consumption
of coal per engine per 1,000 miles does not indicate there has been
any reduction in fuel per 1,000 ton-miles, but that the grade of coal
used is purchased at about 40 per cent less than run-of-mine.
In tests made on the Norfolk & Western it was found with one of
the scatter-type stokers that there was a considerable increase in
coal consumption using Pocahontas slack as compared with Pocahontas
run-of-mine hand-fired.
The difference in quantity of coal consumed
as between screened coal stoker-fired and run-of-mine hand-fired was
found to diminish as the physical character approached the run-ofmine, or a product containing a less amount of fine material.
While
standing along the road it is quite necessary, as can be readily appreciated, to occasionally watch the fire in order to keep it in proper
condition and in readiness, especially where slack fuel is used, as the
depth of the fire is relatively lighter, but it is not materially unlike
what is needed for efficient and economical hand firing.

As referred to in another part of this report, the fuel consumption
seems to vary almost in proportion to the physical fineness of the
coal used in stoker firing with the scatter-type machines, a percentage
of the lighter material being evidently drawn through the tubes by
the heavy action of the draft.
Using Pocahontas nut stoker-fired and
run-of-mine hand firing, the consumption figures are not far apart.
From this it would appear that with the higher volatile coals containing a smaller amount of fine product, the consumption of fuel as between hand-fired and stoker-fired should be very close. It also seems
evident that though the consumption increases as the coal becomesfiner in character, the stoker is better able to maintain steam with it
than might be secured on an average hand-fired.
The committee has not had the opportunity to make extensive inveswhen the feeds are not forced'
beyond the limits of complete combustion, the reduction in smoke is
tigations, but has received reports that

longer maintained with the underfeed than with the scatter types, on
accqunt of the fuel being delivered up through the bed of the fire as
combustion progresses, under conditions of service and character of'
fuel suitable to their present stage of development.
It is also understood that the New York Central have made some
investigations in connection with the use of pulverized fuel on switching locomotives, and they are still investigating the subject, but upThe Pennsylvania has
to the present time it is quite experimental.
also given it some consideration, but advise they have nothing or
interest to offer.

I.

Committee: A. Kearney (Chairman), M. A. Kinney,
B. Thomas, J. T. Carroll.

— The

Carroll
runs from 5 to
J.

T.

J.

H. Tinker,

Discussion.

tonnage on our stoker-fired Mikado locomotives
10 per cent greater than on the same locomotives-

:

;
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hand-fired.
Also during the hot weather when we used to have
trouble to keep good firemen on hand-fired engines, ive had very little
trouble of this sort on stoker-fired engines.
We have two Standard stokers on our lines and the
C. H. Hogan
reports show that their performance is beyond expectations.
Practically no change has been made in the Street
C. F. Street
We are able to use successfully any
stoker during the past year.
coal that could be used efficiently with hand firing, and are successfully using all grades of coal.
D. F. Crawford There is no longer any question as to the possiThe amount of fuel used
bility of firing a locomotive with a stoker.
by a stoker depends on the man who handles it. The only way to
determine the coal consumption is by a long series of observations and
on trains of the same weight. Our stokers handle coal as it comes
from the mine and the lumps are much larger than 6 inches in size.
E. A. Averill— With a hand-fired locomotive the engineer's eyes are
constantly on the steam gage, but with a stoker engine he learns that
Therefore, he takes more
the gage is always at the same point.
Interest in how much power he can get out of the locomotive, and the
results are often surprising.
T. R. Cook The stoker assists us to a great extent in hiring and
We have no difficulty in getting firemen to handle
retaining firemen.
the stoker successfully.

—
—

—

—

REVISION OF STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
CASTLE NUTS STANDARD.
Page 485. Sheet M. M. 15.
modification of the table of standard proportion of castle nuts in order
to provide for steel nuts with the height of the U. S. Standard for
rough nuts. The details of this were referred by the executive committee to this committee.
At the request of the chairman, laboratory tests were made in more
or less detail of steel castle nuts made in full proportions to agree
with the present standards excepting in the height of the nut, which
was made the same as the U. S. Standard rough nuts. Also the
threading for the bolts was extended to the top of the castellation.
These tests were made by the New York Central Lines, the Pennsylvania, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and the Chicago & North
Western. The nuts were screwed onto mild-steel bolts and the comIn the majority of the cases the bolt
bination pulled to destruction.
failed in the thread just below the nut, and in cases where the nut
was at all originally too loose on the bolt, the threads on the bolt
usually stripped.
The results of these tests are briefly summarized in the table,
from which it is seen that for working pressures ordinarily used,
these steel nuts have ample proportions.

Nominal
Area
Bottom
Thread

Bolt.

Sq. In.

.3
7W

i

.42
.55
.69
.78

'

U'
IV
iy
2

1.28
2.3
3.7

'

2\"

—

Acti al Strain.

Lbs. Estimated.

©7

000

Lbs.

.125

2

1

Total Strain

2
2
3
4
5
8
16
25

875
100
940
850
830
460
960
100
900

©10000

Min.

Max.

Average.

Lbs.

1250
3 000

4 200
5 500
6 900
7 800
12 800
23 000
37 000

8
20
24
30
38
49
72

100

8 640

030
830
850
910
550
910

21000
29 750
42 370
52 210
68 850
78 600
141 950
198 400

8 370
20 515
27 760
36 600
47 000
59 000
75 260

Taking as a basis the rough diameter of U. S. Stndard nuts, the
rough thickness of TJ. S. Standard nuts for sizes 1 inch and over and
the present thickness of thin castle nuts for. sizes % inch and smaller
the proportions of the present slots for thick and thin castle nuts
extending the bolt-threading to the end of the bolt to obtain the full
benefit of the threading in the castellation and maintaining the present sizes of cotter and taper pins and holes, your committee presents
the attached table of proportion for consideration.

—

specifications for steel tires recommended practice.
Pages 486-489.

A member
steel-tire

calls attention

to the fact that in the physical test of
is to be measured in 4-inch and that

specimens the elongation

general practice and the American Society for Testing Materials use
2-inch.
He further recommends the following of the practice of the
American Society for Testing Materials.
The committee concurs in this recommendation and suggests changing the table in Section 7, on page 487, to read as follows

Elongation
Class

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Tensile Strength Lbs. per Sq. In.

105,000
115,000
125,000

The

elasticity shall be at least

A member

suggests that the wedges should have the downward proof those wedges, the same as are
shown for the 4% by 8 inches on Sheet M. M. 7.
The committee concurs and secretary is instructed to correct the
drawings.
334 by 7-inch Journal.
Sheet M. M. 4.
414 by 8-inch Journal. Sheet M. M. 7.
5
by 9-inch Journal. Sheet M. M. 10.
5% by 10-inch Journal. Sheet M. M. 13.
A member recommends that the use of solid wedges only be permitted and the note allowing the use of skeleton wedges be omitted.
The committee concurs in this suggestion only so far as 5 by.
9-inch and 5% by 10-inch journals are concerned.
jecting

shown at the front

lips

SPECIFICATION FOR CAST-IRON WHEELS RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
Pages 498-504. Sheets M. M. E, F and G.
A member calls attention to the title and note under cut on sheet
E, advising that in order to agree with the M. C. B. specifications
for cast-iron wheels, and also to conform to the loading for which the
414 by 8-inch journal axle was designed, this should read "maximum
gross weight not to exceed 95,000 pounds," instead of "112,000
pounds."
The same correction is suggested for the title of the specifications,
page 498, and the table of weights on page 500.
The committee concurs and recommends the suggested correction.
GAGE FOR MEASURING STEEL WHEELS TO RESTORE CONTOUR

—

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

At the 1913 convention the subject was presented considering the

Nominal
Diam.

July, 1914

per cent
in 2 Inches
12

10
8

Reduction
in

Area

per cent

16
14

12
50 per cent of tensile strength.

—

Page 511.

Sheet M. M. C.
suggests adding the words "to remove in order" between
the words "necessary" and "to restore."
The committee concurs and secretary is instructed to add to the
text
CHECKING FORMULAE FOR MAIN AND SIDE RODS—RECOM MENDED
PRACTICE.
Pages 527-530.
A member suggests advancing this to standard.
The committee concurs in this recommendation.

A member

NEW

BUSINESS.

A member

suggests that the M. C. B. journal box and contained
parts for 6 by 11-inch journal axles be adopted as Recommended Practices.

The committee concurs in the suggestion.
A member suggests that the plate numbers and

titles

be printed

on the outside lower right-hand corner of the folded sheets, to

facili-

tate finding the desired plate.

The committee concurs and secretary is instructed to arrange.
Under instructions, the committee was to rearrange all specifications for material to conform to the outline adopted by the Master
Car Builders' Association.
Believing that all specifications should
at the same time be revised to agree with the latest recommendations of the Master Car Builders' Association and the American Society for Testing Materials, especially the latter, the committee would
refer the matter to the convention for further instructions.

Committee: W. E. Dunham (Chairman), R. B. Kendig, M. H.
Haig, A. G. Trumbull, C. D. Young.
The sections of the report on maximum and minimum flange-thickness gage, and rearrangement of specifications was referred back to
the committee for further action.
The balance of the report was
referred to letter ballot.

SAFETY APPLIANCES.
D. R. MacBain,
report had been
been satisfactory
port was received

chairman of the committee, stated that no written
prepared.
Progress in equipping locomotives had
and the work was practically completed. The reand approved.

DIMENSIONS FOR FLANGE AND SCREW COUPLINGS FOR
INJECTORS.

By

M. Foster, Master Mechanic, L. S. & M. S. Ry.
The arrangement of injector pipes generally employed in this country embodies the use of a copper pipe between the turret and the steam
O.

connection on the injector body, a wrought-iron or copper pipe between
the delivery connection of the injector and the boiler check, and a
wrought-iron pipe or cast-iron goose neck between the tank-hose coupling and the suction (or water) connection on the injector body.
It
has been customary also to use on the ends of copper pipe a ball joint
brazing ring and on the ends of iron pipe a pipe union or ball joint
nipple, in either case completing the connection by the use of a
threaded coupling nut.
In developing the subject matter for this paper, the writer sent
out inquiries to a large number of railroads requesting data covering
designs and proportions of brazing rings, coupling nuts, pipe unions,
etc., in use, the replies indicating that in most cases manufacturers'
standards for these parts were being followed. Upon request, each of
the injector manufacturers furnished a very complete set of detail
drawings covering the parts entering into the make-up of the pipe
connections used with his various types and sizes of injectors.
The writer desires to call attention to some tests on brazed connections which were made during 1913, I believe, at the instance of a
The
committee of Injector manufacturers, S. L. Eneass, chairman.
nature and results of these tests are shown in the Illustration.
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Tests on Brazed Connections.

A series of tests was conducted on a 100.000-pound Emery testing
machine at the works of Wm. Sellers & Co., Inc. Tests were made on
short lengths of

2\

l

-inch copper pipe with brazed connections at each

end held against concave ball seats by coupling nuts.
Results and
manner of failure are shown on the illustrations. It was stated in
connection with these tests that in each of these instances the copper
pipe showed a marked elongation reducing in diameter from
to tV
When it is considered that the
inch before a failure of the joint.
pressure on a 2 -inch copper pipe carrying 200 pounds steam pressure
is approximately 600 pounds, the above figures covering actual pressures
at failure would indicate an ample factor of safety in a carefully brazed

%

%

joint.

a fact generally accepted, however, that the method of brazing
the care with which a brazing operation is performed, play an allimportant part in the results obtained as to service and reliability,
the more so on account of the fact that it is not possible to determine
by inspection just what percentage of strength the brazed connection
may be expected to develop.
Possibly with the idea of overcoming the element of uncertainty appertaining to the strength of a brazed connection, there has been
It is

and

developed during the past year a so-called "Mechanical Joint" for
This connection consists merely of a beading ring or'
copper pipe.
sleeve through which the copper pipe is extended and beaded over on
the ball collar to form the ball joint seat.
(See illustration.)
On this plate is shown the manner in which the copper pipe is
applied to the beading ring, the application differing slightly as between the manufacturers. There has recently been put on the market
a machine for mechanically rolling and beading the copper pipe into
the ring.
Where there is not sufficient work of this kind to justify the installation of a mechanical pipe-beading machine as described above, the
work can be done with a set of hand tools similar to those shown in
the illustration. 'The sequence of operations is as indicated on Tools
1, 2 and 3, after which the expanding tool is used, providing the
As to this particular feaapplication is being made to groove rings.
ture, there is some reason to question the real necessity for grooving
the rings, and the writer has been given to understand that one of
the large locomotive companies is making the application by merely
rolling the pipe with a plain beading ring and beading the copper
pipe over to form the ball joint seat.
5TYLE-Y

Flanged Connections for Injector Piping.

5IYLE-Z

'
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a light load, and this would not be possible where the
motor is provided with a shunt winding to prevent the speed of the
motor reaching the danger point. This type of motor is also suitable
for use .on transfer-tables and turntables.
Then there are other operations which require a heavy starting
torque from the motor and when in operation requires that the motor
drop off in speed as the load comes on, such a cycle of operation,
for instance, as occurs on a punch or shear, or any other tool provided with a fly-wheel, and for this class of service a compoundwound motor should be used.
Then we have other drives which require comparatively small

^-.

—

-

^

/
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4

k
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«

flanging tools

EXPANDING TOCL

&
FIXTURE FOB HOLDING NIPPLE
EXPANSION OF COPPER PIPE

FOR

Hand Tools

for

----- -§

ANVIL FOR FLANGING
COPPER pipe

Beading and Expanding Copper Pipe.

Along with the mechanical copper-pipe connection mentioned in the
preceding paragraph has been developed the use of flanged connections
as illustrated.
A large number of new locomotives built during the
past year have been equipped with these connections throughout the
injector piping.
The various styles in use and detail proportions are
shown on this drawing.
It will be noticed that while the general
design of the flange* shown thereon is very similar, the threading
varies slightly as to the diameter over the thread. Column "A."
As
mentioned in the case of coupling nuts, this feature, of course, offers
a real hindrance to complete interchangeability.
In the matter of service, as a general proposition, the flanged connection seems to be giving entire satisfaction.
The Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern has had for some time a number of locomotives
equipped throughout the injector lines with these connections.
We
have experienced no trouble whatever to date, and there is every indication That this connection is going to eliminate entirely the many
undesirable features necessarily connected with the use of coupling
nuts and that the mechanical pipe joint, while providing fully as good
a joint as the brazed connection, has the added advantage that it can
be thoroughly inspected.

starting torque but require constant speed after being put in operation, such as driving line shaft or any similar operation, and for this
class of drive a shunt-wound motor should be used.
In applying motors to machine tools you must again carefully consider the cycle of operation before selecting the winding for a motor
and many of the motors used on machine tools are combinations of the
On some machine
three different types of motors described above.
tools a small amount of variation is sufficient and increases in speed
from 10 to 15 per cent may be secured on the straight shunt motors,
but where the range in speed would amount to 2 to 1, 3 to 1. or
4 to 1. motors for such operation should be of the shunt-wound
interpole type.
These motors commutate very successfully over the whole range in
y
speed.
Wherever a cycle of operation is peaky as in the case of a planer,
motors of the interpole type should be used. Just to point out what
can be done in this matter of speed variation. I would state that there
are in use today motors of 100 h.-p. capacity that have a range in
This variation in speed
speed from 100 r. p. m. to 1.200 r. p. m.

being secured without keeping in service any series resistance.
The direct-current motors of the compound wound, shunt, and
interpoles types are generally provided with starting devices equipped
with overload and no voltage release coils, this being a simple and
effective means of protecting the motors and tools from injury due to
an overload or to the failure of power and its sudden restoration to
the line before an attendant might have an opportunity to cut the
«
motor out of circuit.
Direct-current machines have their commutators and brushes which
require care and attention, but commutator trouble has been reduced
considerably owing to the fact that motor manufacturers have adopted
one method or another to increase the commutating capacity of their
motors.
From the foregoing it will be seen that the direct-current system
has certain advantages particularly in its flexibility, for it is possible
to secure a direct-current motor that will efficiently meet almost every
conceivable cycle of operation.

The alternating-current motors are divided

into three general diviinduction motor, the slip-ring
The short-circuit
type induction motor and the synchronous motor.
times full-load current
type induction motor requires from 5% to 4 1
The
from the line while developing full-load torque at starting.
times full-load current
slip-ring type induction motor will draw l 1
from the line while developing full-load torque at starting, and the
synchronous motor will draw approximately three times foil-load current from the line while developing three-tenths of full-load torque.
The short-circuit type induction motor does not lend itself to variations in speed as does the shunt-wound direct-current motor and it is.
therefore, suitable for constant speed operation only.
The resistance of the motor, however, may be varied so as to give
almost the same characteristics as the compound-wound direct-current
motor. This type of motor is especially adapted to punches, pres- etc.. of moderate sizes, but there are cases where extremely large
presses are used where it is desirable to use the slip-ring type induction motor rather than the short-circuit type.
The slip-ring type induction motor is used for hoisting, conveying,
sions,

namely,

the

short-circuit

type

-..

Discussion.

—

F. De Voy
I have told our purchasing department to give especonsideration to the pressure under which injectors, sleeves and
nuts are to operate.
I believe the pressure should always be speciI move that this subject be assigned to a committee to prepare
fied.
a standard and recommended practice.
.1.

cial

This motion was carried.

TSE OF ELECTRIC MOTORS IX RAILWAY SHOTS.
By

B. F.

Kuhn,

Asst. M. M., L. S.

& M.

S.

By.

Before taking up the discussion of the different types of motors it
might be well to state that no hard and fast rule can be laid down
as to just what system should be used in any particular shop until
the local conditions at that particular point have been thoroughly
studied and analyzed.
Before adopting either the alternating-current
or direct-current system the actual cycle of operation of each individual machine must be carefully considered before a selection is made.

We will first discuss the direct-current system, and as we are considering direct-current for railroad shop service our voltage is automatically established for us, as 500 volts direct-current is unsuitable
for use on account of its tendency to hang on after an arc has once
been formed, and the severity of a flash, shock or burn that an attendant might receive, and 110 volts is too low a voltage, on account of
the amount of copper required and also on account of brush, commutation and contact requirements of the motors, controllers, etc.. 220
volts seems to be the ideal voltage for direct-current motor drive and
where the load is a mixed load of motors and lighting, three-wire
direct-current generators can in many cases be used to advantage.
The three-wire direct-current distribution also has its advantages for
motor drive in that a wide range in speed can be secured and the
motor will be operating very efficiently at all times.
The type of motor to use in any particular case must necessarily
depend on the operation to be performed, thus on cranes and hoisting work the motors should in most cases be series wound, but there
are some cases in hoisting and conveying work where it is necessary to
use either a compound winding or an interpole motor as it is possible
under certain conditions for a straight series-wound motor to run

-.

cranes, etc.

The beauty of the short-circuit type induction motors is that it has
no moving contacts, the only rubbing parts being two bearings.
The short-circuit type alternating-current motors are normally also
provided with no voltage release coils in their starting devices and
are also provided with overload release coils or fuses.
The series-wound direct-current and slip-ring type alternating-current motors are also provided with fuses or circuit breakers, as the
case may be, depending upon the class of work they are being called
upon to do.
Other features that have been developed for different controls are
the remote control which allows the operator to start or stop a motor
which may be located some distance away.

Then we have the master-type controller in which the operator
simply operates the master control and the controller itself is operated by electromagnets, thus relieving the operator of all the manual
work. There has also been developed the push-button type controller,
which simply requires that the operator to start a machine press a
button and the machine will automatically come up to speed, the
current being limited at all times by the controller so that there is no
unnecessary jar or strain as the tool starts from rest and comes up
to its

normal speed.
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In the woodworking department in

many

cases

the

motors can be

direct connected to the machines, and in most cases high-speed motors
can he used. If direct-current mot< rs are used for this class of service they should be shunt wound and entirely enclosed, and the starting box enclosed in metallic case lined with asbestos.
If the short-circuit type induction motor is used for this elaservice they need not be dustproof. but the bearings should be dustproof and arrangements should be made to have the sawdust and shavings blown out of the motors at regular intervals and the motors

should be provided in large sizes with oil-immersed compensators, and
in small sizes where they are thrown directly across the line the
starting switches should be enclosed in asbestos-lined metallic cae
As a general thing motors in the woodworking department should
be provided with shaft extensions on both ends, for there are many
eases where it is important that each machine be provided with its
own blower for carrying away the sawdust.
are equipped in this way with their own individual
blowers a great saving is effected as the blower is in use only during
the time that the machine is in service, whereas if one common
blower is used for the whole woodworking department the load is
practically the same, whether a few 'machines are in operation or all
the machines in operation.
Individual blowers are saving some woodworking departments a
steady load of between 40 and 50 h.-p.
Motors have been made for almost every conceivable method of
mounting
floor,
wall,
ceiling,
vertical
and even for back-gear
drive
they have also been used for belt, chain and rope transmission and also gear drive, and in still other cases the motor shaft
has been direct coupled to the driven shaft. Motors have been made
of the open type, semi-enclosed and dustproof type.
They have been
provided with bronze bearings, babbitt bearings and ball bearings.
Motors have been furnished of two-bearing type and of three-bearing
type.
For gear driving 20 h.-p. is about the limit for two-bearing
motors and there are some cases where even motors of 15 h.-p. should
be provided with a third bearing in order to properly support the
shaft, for as a general rule standard motor shafts are not heavy
enough to stand the shocks met with in gear drives.

and overhead work are done awny with, such shops are lighted much
more efficiently and a great deal of danger is eliminated.

W. H. Flynn

—Our

:

In actual practice it has been determined by experiment that the
loss from engine to tool where shop is equipped with lineshaft drive ranges from 30 to 60 per cent, and in some cases the losses
have exceeded 60 per cent.
The losses in transmitting power electrically from engine to tool
in the case of a shop equipped with individual motors for each tool
seldom exceeds 30 per cent.
But of course this is not the only alvantage in the case of the individual motor for each tool.
Take the case of a machine-shop containing a large number of tools at a time when you wish to operate
only a few tools, the line shaft and friction losses are practically the
same as they are when all tools are in use. While in a shop with
each tool provided with its own motor these friction losses are entirely
eliminated.
Then again, in the case of the shop depending upon line-shaft drive,
if anything goes wrong with your main belt or your line shaft, all
of your tools are put out of service, while in case of tools equipped
for motor drive this does not occur.
friction

Even going back to your prime movers in the case of belt transmission and line-shaft drive you have only one avenue of transmitting
your power from your engine to your line shaft, where with electric
drive you have, as a rule, duplicate units, and if for any reason one
set is put out of service the auxiliary set
into commission.

is

always ready to be put

There is also the advantage in having your generating station
composed of several units so that if anything goes wrong with one
unit only a portion of your shop may be shut down.
Then, too, this
is not always necessary, for generating stations will, as a rule, easily
carry 25 per cent overload for a couple of hours and thus give suffiIt is almost
cient time in some cases to make necessary repairs.
always necessary to run your steam plant at all times for supplying
current for lighting and power at some points in close proximity to
the shop, and should the occasion arise where some special job has to
be taken care of during the time when the
operation, the current is always available
point which you might desire. Engine-houses
require power and light can be thus supplied
house installed at these points.

shops are not in actual
for your motor at any

and coaling plants which
without having a power-

A few years ago the load factor of railroad machine-shops was
about 10 per cent, and due to the introduction of high-speed tool
steel and the motor for individual drive the load factor has been
raised in some shops to approximately 37 per cent.
With shop equipped with tools for motor drive the whole shop
layout can be rearranged from time to time to suit the various conditions which may arise in the method of handling the different
also the installing of additional new tools, and it is also
possible to take advantage of floor space which in the case of a shop
with line shafting it would be impossible to utilize.
A very distinct advantage that the shop equipped with motor-operated tools has over the shop operated with line shafts is that the belts

work and

Discussion.

at St. Thomas is electrically equipped
throughout.
We first tried the group system but found it had disadvantages and all the machinery now purchased has individual drive.
F. F. Gaines
It is surprising the way you can increase the output
of woodworking tools with individual drive.
G. M. Crownover
With individual motor drive we find that we
are getting 20 to 30 per cent more out of our shop, because we have
been able to group our machines more efficiently.
J. F. De Voy
When our woodworking shop at Milwaukee burned
a few years ago. we installed individual motor drive on the machines
in the new shop and found that the power consumption was but
03 per cent of the consumption with belt drive.

new shop

—

—
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LOCOMOTIVE HEADLKiHTS.

Where machines
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There being no special instructions, the committee decided to make
a complete investigation of the subject in hand, taking into consideration all viewpoints.
In order to thoroughly cover the work, the majority of the type of
headlights now on the market were procured and additional headlights
wire assembled, in order to completely cover the range of light intensity from the minimum oil headlight to the maximum electric arc
headlight.
The investigation was then carried on to determine the
desirable and objectionable features of headlights of different intensities, irrespective of the character and the source of light, arrangement and design of reflector, etc.
As to the amount of work which the committee has done on this
subject, it is probably sufficient to state that there was an average
of twenty men devoting their entire time to this investigation during
the months of July. August, September, October and November of the
year 1913.
The committee desires to extend their sincere thanks to
Messers. Cook, Minick, Fitz, and their able assistants, and others
who worked out the details of these tests in such a thorough and
efficient

manner.

In rating the headlights it was decided to assume as the reference
plane the horizontal plane 3 feet above the rail ahead of the locomotive, and to consider the intensity of the rays striking this plane at
various points. All laboratory readings were taken normal to the ray
in a vertical plane 25 feet of the focal center and perpendicular to the axis of the beam.
Readings were taken at angles to correspond to stations in the reference plane 50, 100. 200, 300, 400, 500,
600, 700, 800, 000 and 1.000 feet ahead of the focal center measured
along the axis of the beam. Three points were taken for each station
one corresponding to the center of the track and one corresponding
to 20 feet each side of the center, the three points being in the sam:>
straight line at right angles to the axis of the beam.
These readings can be expressed either as the apparent candlepower of the beam directed at the given point in the reference plane
or as the foot-candle illumination on an object at that point, due to
an unreflected source of light, at the location of the headlight, which
would produce the same intensity of illumination at the given point.

—

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
After going over the results of these tests in detail and after thor-

ough discussion, the committee recommends as follows

:

In order that a headlight shall be of such intensity as not to
cause misreading of signals, obscuring of hand signals, fusees, red
lanterns and classification lamps by opposing headlights, and be of
such intensity as not to temporarily blind the engineman looking into
same, a headlight must have an apparent beam candle-power, not
greater than 3.000, referred to the center of the reference plane, from
500 to 1.000 feet ahead of the locomotive.
2.
In order that the engineman shall have sufficient illumination
ahead of the engine to allow him to readily perform his duties while
operating in and out of passenger terminals and industrial sidings,
while switching in yard, and to readily locate whistle posts, yard
limit and crossing signs and such other landmarks en route, a headlight, due to depreciation or to variations in the intensity of the
source, must not at any time during service have apparent beam
the readings to be made in
candle-power less than the following
a vertical plane 25 feet ahead of the focal center and referred to
points at the various stations in the reference plane.
READINGS AT CENTER OF REFERENCE PLANE.
Reading point ahead of
Apparent beam candle-power.
focal center.
Not less than 450 c.-p.
500 feet
Not less than 400 c.-p.
600 feet
Not less than 500 c.-p.
700 feet
1.

;

Not less than 500 c.-p.
Not less than 500 c.-p.
Not less than 500 c.-p.
1.000 feet
AVERAGE SIDE READINGS (AVERAGE OF READINGS TAKEN AT EACH
STATION 20 FEET EACH SIDE OF THE CENTERl.
Reading points ahead of
Apparent beam candle-power.
focal center.
Not less than 30 c.-p.
50 feet
Not less than 110 c.-p.
100 feet
800
S00

feet

feet

:
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Not

200 feet

less

300

feet

Not

less

400

feet

Not

less

than

22",

than 315

From an examination

c.-p.

only one

c.-p.

than 350

c.p.

The above readings are to be considered independent of the location
of the headlight, the source and intensity of light, the design of the
reflector, etc.

a headlight to meet the above requirements, the height
then with a
of the headlight above the rail must be decided upon
given kind of light, the design of reflector, the relative arrangement
of reflector and source of light, and the intensity must be such that
the readings will fall below the designated maximum with sufficient
margin above the minimum requirements, that they will not at any
time, during the depreciation of the source of light, reflector, etc.,
fall below the minimum requirements.

To design

;

RESULTS OF TESTS LEADING TO ABOVE CONCLUSIONS.

To completely cover the present

state of the art, laboratory readings

were made of practically all types of headlights now on the market,
with an additional number of headlights made up of various designs
af reflectors with concentrated filament incandescent lamps of various wattages as the source of light, making a total of about thirty
headlights and two hundred combinations.

The illumination in foot-candles at the center and sides of the reference plane were plotted, and from these plots, considering only the
center values of the headlight 9 feet 7 inches above the rail, a series
of headlights was chosen so as to cover in increments, variations from
the lowest intensity oil to the highest intensity arc headlights.

of the data it is evident that there was
headlight which will meet the 1100-ft, requirement of

one state with a sufficient margin to maintain this requirement in
service, namely, headlight No. 22, and even this headlight will not
meet the requirements of those states that call for 1500 unreflected
candlepower.
candlepower)

The

intensity of this headlight (1,000,000 apparent beam
decidedly dangerous to railroad operation, as will be
shown later its only redeeming feature being the illumination of objects with sufficient intensity to render them visible to the engineman
at some distance.
In view of the fact that 800 feet is about the
average distance at which an object can be seen on a clear dark night,
this is a very doubtful advantage, as it would be impossible for the
engineman to apply the brakes in sufficient time to stop a fast train
before hitting the object, even though he should be looking at the
exact spot at the distance the object came into range of vision.
For
example, the speed of the average through train operating at 70 m.
p. h. would be reduced to only 57 m. p. h. in 800 ft. by an emergency
application of the brakes, and to only 40 m. p. h. in a distance of
1500 ft.
The above facts show conclusively that even the highest
beam candlepower headlights do not properly illuminate an obstruction on the track at a distance great enough for the engineman to
stop his train in time to avoid an accident.
is

;

MISREADING OF SIGNALS.

A second set of tests was conducted to ascertain the effect of these
headlights upon the reading of semaphore lights, switch and dwarf
signals, fuses, red lantern set In the center of the track, red lantern swinging across the track, and classification signals.
The tests
were conducted both with and without opposing headlights.
When

Headlight

,

——
:

Reference Plates
1

Oil

1

Oil

|1%"

'

1%

Oil

1%

Oil

56]
571
48 j
49<

f%' Cyco

92]

[Prest-o-lite
f

j

1

is y2

Incandescent

13%

Incandescent

10

Arc

21

Arc

26

Arc

22

Arc

•

>

The headlights chosen
in accordance with
and 1.000 feet

burner
1150° oil, felt wick
jlOO-A burner
150° oil, cotton wick

J

Acetylene

IS

the

100-A burner,

]"C" oil, cotton wick
jlOO-A burner
1l50° oil, cotton wick
j25 watts, 24 c-p., 6 volts
{Cone. Filt. Tung. Lamp
j35 watts, 33.6 c-p., 6 volts
lCone. Filt. Tung. Lamp
f 26
amperes, 30 volts
1 %" carbon and &" copper
j8 amperes, 110 volts
(%" copper and %" magnetite.
(26 amperes, 30 volts
'%" carbon and %" copper....
f25 amperes, 32 volts
i" carbon and %" copper

for the further tests were as follows, rated
average of the center readings between 500

1%

In

tests for visibility of dummies the lamps were carecarried to the laboratory immediately after the tests and read
the intensity of the rays illuminating the center of the track.

making the

fully

for

ABILITY TO SEE OBJECTS AHEAD OF THE TRAIN A SUFFICIENT DISTANCE
TO AVOID STRIKING THEM.

The headlights listed above were first tested to ascertain the distance at which dummies could be seen with the dummies standing
abreast between rails.
Three dummies were used one dressed in
dark blue overalls and jumper, known as the "dark dummy"
one
dressed in blue and white striped overalls and jumper, known as the
"medium dummy," and one dressed in white overalls and jumper,

—

;

known as the "light dummy." Visibility curves are plotted for the
dark, medium and light dummies for lamps of moderate intensities.
The ability to see dummies with lamps of moderate intensities
is fairly well established by the visibility curves, and that there is
no apparent difference in the ability to see dummies with a given
intensity of light, whether the source is oil, acetylene or incandescent lamps.
It will be noted, however, that with arc lamp No. 19,
with 60,000 apparent beam candlepower, the dark object could be
Calculating from the visibility curve of the dark
seen only 557 ft.
dummy for oil, acetylene and incandescent lamps, the dark dummy
would be seen at the same distance with an apparent beam candlepower of only about 14.000. This effect can be attributed only to the
predominance of short violet waves in the arc rays to which the
eye does not readily respond.

Descripti

93J
52J
53]
50]
51j
84]
851
76)

safety

headlight was not used in the original laboratory test. It
was practically identical with the No. 1%, and the apparent beam
candlepower is therefore given as 2500.)

(*No.

Average Apparent

Beam
i.

3

N

Source of Light.

Type.

No.

July, 1914'

•

Candlepower. Candlepower.

23

131

500

18

129

1,800

42

147

1,800

21

129*

*2,500

20

129

2,500

38

143

10,000

34

135

30.000

43

149

60,000

44

151

150.000

47

151

350,000

45

149

1,000,000

opposing headlights were used they were of approximately the same
intensity.

The classification lamp practically disappeared with an intensity of
40,000 apparent beam candlepower when using opposing headlights,
and serious errors in reading semaphore signals were made at and
above 90,000 apparent beam candlepower, reaching at 12 per cent error
The confusion of yellow and white signals is excluded,
at 330,000.
as the observers were not accustomed to the yellow signal, and practically all of the errors between yellow and white signals were the
reading of yellow signals as white.
Phantoms began to appear with a beam intensity of 30,000 candlepower, this error increasing up to 33 per cent with an apparent beam
candlepower of 1,000,000.
There were serious failures in picking up red lanterns swinging across
the track,

and red lanterns located

in

the center of the track, run-

ning as high as a total of 45 failures with one of the arc headlights
out of a total of 98 opportunities, and there were even a few failures to pick up fuses in the center of the track.
It was evident that phantom lights were being obtained with an
apparent beam candlepower in the neighborhood of 20,000, and further, that the most serious effect of high intensity of light was the
obscuring of danger signals on the track, that is, red lanterns being
swung across the track, red lanterns located in the middle of the
track, and fuses.
In order to fully establish the effect of the opposing headlights, a series of tests was conducted with opposing headlights on the night of October 30, for the picking up of danger sigThe headlight committee, or
nals in the center of the track only.
their personal representatives, acted as observers, three seconds being
allowed to pick up the danger indication, which is considerably more
time than enginemen generally have.
The headlights in these tests varied from 2500 to 40,000 apparent
beam candlepower. The per cent of errors varied from 0.67" per cent

:
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beam candlepower to 26.3 per cent at 40,000 apparent
beam candlepower. This means, in the case of 26.3 per cent error,

at 250 apparent

that out of 152 opportunities to observe there were 35 failures to
None of the red indications above menpick up danger indications.
tioned were at a distance greater than 1500 ft. from the observers, and
it must be acknowledged that this extremely high per cent of failures
is a very alarming and dangerous condition.
In order to check these results with the regular railroad observers,
a duplicate set of tests was conducted on the night of November 3,
except that in addition to the headlights used by the headlight committee, other tests were conducted with arc headlights, the maximum
being 1,000.000 apparent beam candlepower in the opposing headlight.
The errors varied from 8.3 per cent at 2500 apparent beam candlepower to 38.9 per cent at 1,000,000 apparent beam candlepower, 39.9
per cent meaning that the regular observers failed to see 49 of the
danger indications out of 126 opportunities.

Throughout the tests the percentage of error in reading classification
was found to increase uniformly with the intensity of the
opposing headlight. As it is only necessary for the engineman to determine the classification indication when meeting or passing trains,
the potent factor to be considered is the maximum distance at which
signals

classification signals can be correctly distinguished.

With the apparent beam candle-power varying from 2500 to 22,000
the classification signals could be correctly determined up to a distance
of 1100 ft. with an apparent beam candlepower of 2500, then gradually decreasing to 600 ft. at an apparent beam candlepower of 22.000.
With two trains approaching each other on a double-track road, the
classification signals are just about obscured by the front end of
the locomotive at 600 ft., so that even with an apparent beam candlepower of 2500 the engineman has only 500 ft. (1100 ft. minus 600 ft.)
in the movement of the two trains during which time he can pick up
the classification signal.
This is ample, but any decrease in the time
represented by passing this 500 ft. would be decidedly detrimental to
the service.
All the tests indicate clearly that for picking up of danger signals,
of classification and semaphore signals, the
is the absence of any light on the front of
the locomotive.

and the correct reading
most desirable condition

In the above discussion on misreading signals, we have been dealing with headlights of an intensity insufficient to be of much value in
picking up obstructions on the track.
,

The only four functions remaining for which a headlight
are as follows

is

required

Marker to designate the front end of a train.
Warning to the public and employees of the approach of a train.
3.
Illumination of numbers on the headlight case.
4.
Illumination of the track immediately ahead of the locomotive
to allow an engineman to readily perform his duties while operating
in and out of terminals, industrial sidings, switching in yard, and to
readily pick up whistle posts, crossings and yard limits signs, etc., en
1.

2.

route.

After weighing all the results, giving due consideration to the personal equation of the observers, the committee feels that the intensity
of light represented by an apparent beam candle power of 3,000 at the
center of the reference plane 500 ft. to 1000 ft. ahead of the locomotive, is as high as can be used without incurring undue liability of
failure to correctly read signal indications and that this intensity of
light will not have, in any noticeable degree, a blinding effect when
shining in one's eyes.

The above described maximum headlight has considerable more inis required to amply fill the four requirements stated,
and it is recommended by the committee as the highest intensity
which can be safely used. The minimum headlight, as given in the
tensity than

second part of the conclusion, is a headlight which the committee feels,
from observation, gives an intensity which will amply fulfill the four
requirements given above, and the range between minimum and maxi-

mum

is

sufficient.

be found that the conclusions of the committee are confirmed by practically all tests of headlights which have been conducted in the past few years.
It

will

The Columbus tests, from which the committee has in the main
drawn their conclusions, show the dangers to be encountered in the
operation of trains with high intensity headlights, or in other words,
they show the potential for accidents which exists in the use of high
intensity headlights.
It is beyond the ability of the committee to estimate the number
of accidents that may be caused by the general use of high intensity
headlights.
In the past such headlights have been applied principally

on single-track railroads. The principal dangers to be encountered are
due to opposing headlights and the opportunities for accidents on
single-track railroads are very meager in comparison with the opportunities for accidents on lines where two, three, four, five and six
tracks are used with automatic block signals, and where a much greater
density of traffic obtains.

In this connection, the committee refers
the Interstate Commerce Commission.

to

accidents reported by

[An outline

of the

method

311
of conducting tests

was

also given in the

committee report.]

METHOD OF CONDUCTING TESTS.
Laboratory Tests All the headlight cases were mounted on wooden
sub-bases of such dimensions that a standard distance was maintained from the front edge of the sub-base to the focal center of the
lamp horizontally, and a standard vertical height was maintained from
the bottom of the sub-base to the focal center vertically.
The subbases were all of an equal width and length, and stop blocks were
provided on the adjustable platform so that when any headlight was
mounted on the platform its focal center was in the same standard

—

location.

To insure constant intensity of the oil and gas headlights during
the laboratory test, the center beam was occasionally read with the
Bunsen photometer, and it was found that, on account of the short
duration of tests of individual headlighs, no adjustment of the wick,
cleaning of the reflector, etc., was necessary.
The intensity of the incandescent lamp was kept constant by continuous reading of the voltmeter and ammeter.
With the arc lamps
it was impossible to keep the intensity of the light constant,
on
account of the traveling of the arc around the carbons and variations
An attempt was made to regulate by hand through
in arc length.
a resistance, but this was found impossible, due to a lack of close
automatic regulation.
Continuous readings of the voltmeter and
ammeter were taken and it was found that the energy supplied to the
arc lamps was within a variation of 4% per cent above and below
normal. A further effort to obtain more consistent results was made
by using a storage battery in place of the generator, but no improvement was obtained.
The height adjustments

of the headlight platform and the rotary
adjustments of the photometer sliding table were calculated to correspond wih the correct angles. The rotary adjustment of the fieldglass elbow was determined by the use of a 6-in. sight tube halving
For a given locaneedle holes in center of diaphragms at each end.
tion, the sight tube was sighted at the concentrated filament of the
incandescent lamp in the headlight, and record made of the position,
these records forming the table above mentioned.
Three readings were taken at each point to obtain average results,
except in case of arc lamps, when ten readings were taken at each

point as rapidly as possible.

The apparent beam candlepower was then calculated, using the exact
distance from the focal center of the headlight to the horizontal axis
of the field-glass elbow, and this apparent beam candlepower was
plotted against the distance for the candlepower curves of the various
headlights.
At any given point on the reference plane the foot-candle
illumination was then calculated from the corresponding apparent
beam candlepower, in both cases assuming that the law of inverse
squares holds true.
It is further recommended by the committee that future measurements of headlights be made in a laboratory in order to have a common standard laboratory of sufficiently small dimensions that it can
be erected at any railroad shop, and a range short enough to give footcandle readings of sufficient intensity to be well within the range of
correct reading.
The committee encountered various difficulties in attempting to take
readings in the field, using actual distances, and this method is not
recommended on account of the liability of large errors, due to outside lights, atmospheric conditions, etc., and the difficulty of making
correct readings on account of the intensity of the illumination being
so low that it is difficult to read accurately.
In constructing a laboratory as above described to obtain readings
comparable with those taken at Columbus, all dimensions must be
absolutely correct and in accordance with the drawings of the Columbus laboratory, elevating platform and photometer trestle.

—

Field Tests
Tests were made in an open field with a few of the
An assumed
selected headlights to check the laboratory readings.
elevation was taken for the height of the rail, and the location of
headlight for the 9 ft. 7 in. height and 12 ft. 7 in. height was made
in reference to this assumed elevation.
nights, that is. nights without the moon, were chosen for the
care being taken that there were no outside lights to interfere with the readings, and the readings were taken in the same manner as in the laboratory tests.

Dark

field tests,

In the field tests several of the selected headlights, as described iu
The high intensity of the
the early part of this report, were tested.
arc lamps gave foot-candle readings of sufficient intensity to be read
accurately, and also of sufficient intensity to minimize the possibility
of errors, due to outside general illumination, and it was found that
these readings, in view of the extreme variations in the regulation
of the arc, etc., checked closely with the laboratory results.
In the test of incandescent lamps the readings were not at all consistent.
All of these incandescent lamps had concentrated filaments,
and it was found in the visibility tests that it was extremely difficult
to maintain the relation between the concentrated filament and the
reflector, such as to keep a constant intensity of rays, and in the
visibility tests it was necessary after making the tests to take the
lamp immediately to the laboratory and calibrate same in order to get
It was, therefore, feJt
the intensity of the rays as used in the tests.
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advisable to eliminate the field results of the incandescent lamps, due
to the liability of excessive variations in the condition of the lamp

July. 1914

far as the center readings are concerned, they are practically constant

and beyond, the 200 ft. mark corresponding to an angle of
from the axis of the beam.
In the tests with the incandescent lamps it was found that with the
concentrated filament tungsten lamp, the candle-power readings were
at

200

ft.

1 deg. 11 min.

On account

of the difficulty encountered In securing close checks beand laboratory tests of the incandescent and oil headlights, it was thought desirable to repeat the field tests under conditions where the interference of atmospheric conditions, etc.. would not

tween

field tests

obtain.

—

The tests were
Signal. Lamp. Observation and Obstruction Tests
The observation locomotive was
conducted in the following manner
stationed with the focal center of the headlight at the zero mark, the
rvers being in their places with the cab door shut.
The aspects
to be observed, that is. the location of signals, position of the switches,
opposing headlights, classification lamps and other obstructions or
dummies, were arranged in accordance with a predetermined schedule.
When the aspect was set up the man in charge of the observers was
notified and he in turn put out a number on the left-hand side of the
cab. the first observation of any designated test was known a- "Ob servation No. 1." The operator then turned out the light in the cab and
the door was opened.
The observers were given all the time they desired to note the observation, and the light was turned on with the
made a record of what they saw.
door still open, and the c
The observation locomotive was then moved forward 1"
r the
nest observation, advancing in 100-ft movements to the 800 or 1.000
ft. mark, depending upon the character of the test.
The semaphore
.
als were 300 ft. and the opposing headlight 500 ft. beyond the
IfiOO ft. mark.
Visibility Test
Stationary Dummies A series of tesr« was conducted with the selected headlights to determine the distance at which
stationary dummies could be seen. These testa wen so conducted that
no observer could tell the distances at which the other observers saw
the dummies, thus entirely eliminating all chance of suggestion.
Further, if there had been no dummies on the track, this fact could not
have been known by the observers collectively, but only to each individual, as conversation or any indication of observation was strictly
:

-

—

—

prohibited.
Visibility Tests

—

—

Zigzag Dummies It was thought advisable to determine whether stationary and moving dummies of the same size, color
and shape could be seen at the same distance. Accordingly, a set of
s was conducted in which the dummies zigzagged across the track.

These

tests are described as follows

:

The observation locomotive was stationed

at the zero mark with the
door of the observation cab open. A man dressed in white, blue and
white striped or blue overalls moved toward the locomotive, starting
at a considerable distance beyond the range of vision of the observers.
and ziszagsing back and forth from one rail to the other.
He advanced S or 9 ft. while crossing diagonally from one rail to the other.
As soon as any observer saw the dummy the fact was indicated by a
blast from the locomotive whistle, thus stopping the dummy to make
record of the distance and to collect observation sheets.
Distances
were not relayed back to the observers, but instead wen- noted in the
field, thus the observers were unable to determine whether the dummy
was advancing or receding.

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS

DANGER SIGNALS.
the same manner as the "Signal
Lamp," "Classification" and "Obstruction Tests." with the exception
that the observers were allowed only three seconds to make the observations, that is. when the aspect was ready the light was turned
out in the cab and the door was opened for three seconds and then
closed, during which interval the observers looked for the danger indications.
On closing the door the light was turned on and the observers made record of their observations. All of the above tests were
conducted on the Columbus shop track, and were conducted with opposing headlight having intensities equal to the intensity of the
corresponding headlight on the observation locomotive.
Not more
than two danger indications, out of a possible three, were used
at any one time, that is. there might have been one or two or
none, the observers merely looked for indications which were always
located between the rails.
The three danger indications used in these tests were a red lantern
located in the middle of the track, fuses burning in the middle of the
track, or a red lantern swung across the track.
The-

,

•

rts

were conducted

in

:

RESULTS OF TESTS.
Laboratory Tests— In these tests all the headlights were used in
various combinations.
An analysis of the results shows conclusively that there is practically no difference in the illumination on the reference plane with the
headlight located at a height of 9 ft. 7 in. as compared with the height
of 12 ft. 7 in. above the rail.
This would be expected from the fact
that there is very little difference in the distance from the focal center
to a given point on the reference plane for the two heights, and there
is very little difference in the angle of the light from the source, and
for this reason all further reference to the results of the tests of
headlights at 12 ft. 7 in. above the rail will be eliminated.
The No. 1% headlight with 150 deg. oil and 100-A burner shows
the same results for the plain reflector with a 5-in. hood and a reflector provided with a Mangin mirror. The candle-power readings are
slightly higher for the plain reflector.
The results indicate that, as

not consistent with the candle-power of the bare lamp.
In connection with the laboratory tests, candle-power readings were
taken of various sources of light, without the aid of a reflector, t:
readings consisting of the average of a number of readings taken in the
horizontal plane.
Visibility
In the preliminary test there was fonnd to be considerable variations in the distances at which dummies could be seen
on different nights with the same headlights, although on all occasions it was the endeavor to maintain a constant apparent beam
candle-power of the various headlights by the proper adjustment of
the sources of energy.
In view of the variations found, when the
rts were run on the nights of September 24 and 25, each
headlight was taken to the laboratory immediately after the test was
completed, and a set of readings taken to ascertain the apparent
beam candle-power during the tThe tests are of interest first, from the point of view that they give
distances at which obstructions were located when the observers were
and. secondly, the
not looking particularly for these obstructions
tests show an interesting feature between low and high intensity
lights, in that with the high intensity lights the glare of the opposing
headlights prevented the observers from locating the dummies at anywhere near the distances obtained in the visibility tests without opposing headlight, while with the low intensity lights the observers
were able to locate the dummies at greater distances than they did in
the visibility tests without opposing headlightOutdoor Test» Supplementing Field Tests As stated in the d:sion of field tests under the heading of "Method of Conducting Teit was decided to make some additional tests under more favorable
conditions, and a set of tests was conducted at night in the foundry
of the Buckeye Steel Casting Company, at Columbus. Ohio, this foundry being about 1,180 ft. long. TO ft. wide and 40 ft. high.
The following headlights were tested
Headlight No. I 7 *.. which is the same as headlight No. 1 3±. with the
exception that the reflector was silver-plated with 1*4 oz. of silver.
Headlight No. 1%-A (without mirror >. reflector being newly plated
with 1% oz. of silver.
Headlight No. 14 J-i -A with lamp No. 72. 6.44 volts, having an apparent beam candle-power of 7..""
A separate set of field and laboratosy tests was conducted with
lamps.
The oil headlights were tested in two ways first, with the
axis of the beam parallel with the track and. second, with the front
in.
of the headlight tipped up
A Shari«e-Millar portable photometer was used in the tests and it
was found that readings could not be taken at the S00 and 1.000 ft.
stations on account of the low reading given on the photometer scale.
In place of the readings at these stations the last reading was made
at the 600-ft, point. The lamp was so adjusted in the reflector agive the narrowest possible beam, that is. it was attempted to secure
a beam of parallel rays.
Reducing the foot-candle readings to apparent l>eam candle-power
on the assumption that the law of inverse squares was applicable, gave
an average apparent beam candle-power of 44.S00 with a maximum
variation above this average of 7.15 per cent and 0.59 per cent below.
A~ the personal error of reading a photometer is about 5 per cent.
there is a maximum error of about 4U per cent unaccounted for in the
above.
This 4^ per cent error may be due to any or all of three
:

:

—

:

:

:

%

causes, as follows

:

Inaccuracies in setting up the photometer in such manner as to
read the same ray at each station.
2.
The ammeter used in conjunction with the photometer reference
lamp had a very small scale and it was difficult to read current to
more than three decimal points.
3.
The foot-candle scale on the photometer is such that in reading
low candle-powers it is difficult to read to three decimal points.
These* three possibilities of error, combined with the fact that in the
low foot-candle readings it was necessary to use a screen in order to
get any readings, and when considered in conjunction with the field
tests noted above, make it appear safe to assume that the law of
inverse squares is applicable to headlights of this character.
A> to the comparison of the oil headlights. No. 1 T * and No. 1
without mirror), that is. the headlight equipped with the mirror r—
flector and the one not equipped with the mirror reflector, the results
of tests show conclusively that there is no difference in the character
of the light from the two headlights in question, the only difference
being that the No. 1 T $ gave an apparent beam candle-power about 2o>
.-A without mirror i.
I
per cent higher than the N
Committee: D. F. Crawford ichairmani. A. R. Aims, C. H. Rae,
H. T. Bentley. F. A. Toerey. M. K. BAExrsi. Heney Bartlett.
1.

i

i

—

Discussion.
ugly in favor of high
The people who ar - D. F. Crawford:
power headlights for locomotives are equally strong in their opposiThe cities of New York and
tion to high power lights on automobiles.
Washington prohibit high power lights on automobiles.

I
1
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The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul has about
William Alexander
1.600 electric headlights in operation and during a recent six month
period in the State of Wisconsin we had 57 train delays due to elecDuring this period there were but 308 road
tric headlight failures.
engines so equipped in Wisconsin.
I move that this report be published in a separate
C. F. Giles
volume so that it may be used by railroad representatives before railroad commissions, etc.
:

:

This motion was carried.
It would be criminal to operate high power headC. E. Chambers
lights on a four-track railroad having heavy %uburban traffic.
:

During the last six years I have appeared before legisC. H. Rae
lative bodies in Ohio. Indiana. Illinois, Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama,
:
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trade has retained it from the time when high grade tin plates were
made from charcoal iron and lower grades from coke iron hence,
plates with lighter coating are called "coke tin plates."
The base metal of charcoal tin plates is especially prepared with a
view to securing a high gloss and fine working quality.
The trade
term "charcoal" is referred to in the description of "coke" finish. It
is customary to distinguish the amount of coating and degree of finish
by letters "1-A," "2-A," etc., up to and including "5-A." "1-A" grade
has the least amount of coating, and each "A" signifies an additional
quantity.
One of the leading manufacturers gives the following tabulations
for various brands, showing the approximate weight of coating on both
For 112
sides of the sheet per base box of 112 sheets, 14 by 20 in.
;

»
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Fig.

1

— Engineers'

Torch.

and Georgia. Generally we have been successful
power headlight legislation.
How does the committee's recommendation as to
S. G. Thomson
minimum requirements compare with the headlights now in service?
With a 1,000-beam candle-power headlight you can see
T. R. Cook
a man in dark clothes 230 feet away, while with a 500 candle-power
you can see him about 175 feet away. A 3,000 candle-power headlight will enable you to see a man in dark clothes at a distance of
500 feet.
Mississippi, Louisiana
in defeating high

:

:

LOCOMOTIVE BOILER CONSTRUCTION.
This committee was unable to present a report because of the press
of other business. The subject was continued.

STANDARDIZATION OF TINWARE.
the opinion of the committee that it can not hope to present
dimensions that will be adopted by each of the railroads. Many of
the roads now have their standards
for various reasons they do not
wish to depart from same. There are railroad, however, that have not
adopted a standard, and while the committee has studied principally
the method of construction and the material to be used, they have
also selected the dimensions that in their judgment will be most suitThis is probable for the service for which each article will be used.
ably as close as we can ever expect to come to a standard on tinware.
It is

;

As an illustration, it is well known that a tank bucket has to withstand very severe usage.
For this reason your committee is recommending a tank bucket with a bottom of very small diameter, designed
with a specially formed wire guard fastening the bottom in place. The
bottom of the bucket is also depressed so that it can set over a projection without injury.
This form of construction will very successfully
withstand the service and the force of a blow to which the tank
bucket is subjected.
The committee has endeavored to reduce the number of articles used
to a minimum, and finds that a number of roads get along with the
articles mentioned in this report.
We have not included headlights,
cab lamps, lanterns or markers, as we find most roads purchase these
articles from manufacturers.
Very few railroads have detailed drawings of these articles, or manufacture themselves.
Before reviewing the design and construction of the articles to be
manufactured, it might be of interest to review some of the commercial terms applied to the tin used in construction.
The plates are
referred to as "Coke Tin." "Charcoal Tin" and "Terne Plates."
The base of coke tin plates is the best soft steel, made especially for
tin plating.
The word "coke" is a trade term, indicating finish. The

Fig. 2

—Torch.

Fig. 3

sheets, 20 by 28
in the table

in.,

—Squirt

Oil

Can.

the weight of coating would be double that

shown

:

1-A Charcoals
2-A Charcoals
3-A Charcoals
4-A Charcoals
5-A Charcoals
Premier

They recommend the Premier brand as

suitable for

3

lb.

3y2

lb.

4

lb.

5
6
7

lb.

all

lb.
1b.

high-class

work, such as nickel-plating.
Terne plate, which is generally known as roofing tin, is a product
made by coating steel or iron sheets with a mixture consisting of approximately 25 per cent tin and 75 per cent lead. These plates are
made from copper bearing open hearth steel. The manufacturers claim
that steel of this character amalgamates with the tin and lead mixture
in such a manner as to produce a better plate than is possible with
ordinary steel, and as a consequence resists corrosion to a remarkable
It is also as soft as the best charcoal iron.
degree.
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Standard Castle Nuts and Details.
Practically all of the roofing tin made prior to 1890 was produced
is known as the "Palm Oil" process, but it is claimed that
plates made in the 90's by the acid process are still in use and giving
good service. The manufacturers claim plates finished by the acid process are fully as good as those finished by the "Palm Oil" process.
It is important that the mixture covers the iron and adheres to
otherwise, there is liable to be what is known to the
every point
trade as "Pin Holes." which are injurious and permit corrosion to
start.
Terne plates, like the other grades, are packed in boxes which
show the style of finish, the grade of the plate and the amount of
coating.
The process of manufacturing does not produce all perfect sheets,
which are designated by the mill as "Prime" plates.
A small percentage of the manufactured plates contain pinholes or other defects,
and are called "Wasters." When prime plate* only are desired, the
mill charges a premium for such distinction.
This extra cost is waived
when the wasters are taken in connection with the primes. Some
manufacturers do this by packing the primes and wasters separately,
in which event no premium is charged for the primes and a reduction
is allowed on the wasters.
A second method, the primes and wasters
are packed together just as produced and the mills call these unassorted.
An allowance is made for taking the wasters in this

by what

:

manner.

CASE OR PACKAGE MARKS.

The

should show the brand and thickness
erasure of any
mark placed on the case by the manufacturer should be

cases

stencil

;

promptly noted as requiring careful inspection of contents.
Prime
known to be in the case by the original condition of the
case and by the absence of the waster mark some manufacturers use

and the original torches are still in the possession of the engineers
very few of them are ever lost. While this torch is not tinware, it is
Its attractiveness makes it an.
used as a substitute for tinware.
economical proposition because few are used as compared with the
ordinary tin torch, and a saving is thereby made.
Fig. 2 shows a very satisfactory form of torch, used on some roadJ.
Fig. 3 is a squirt oil can made of tin.
Fig. 4 shows two forms of long spout engine oil can in quite general
It is claimed that the amount of oil saved by the use of these
use.

cans will pay for the cost of construction.
This is furnished on the enFig. 5 is a one-pint signal oil can.
gine, principally in winter weather, to carry a small amount of oil
It is made small and compact to withstand rough
for emergency use.
usage and to save material.
Fig. 6 is a three-pint valve oil can with an internal strainer made of
The opening in the top is made small to require the
perforated tin.
heating of the valve oil before putting it in the can so that it will
readily strain through the perforations.
Fig. 7 shows a five-pint valve oil can, constructed along the same
The purpose of this form of
lines, except the elliptical construction.
construction is to give a large capacity oil can, placing the handle
on the side, enabling same to be used in a minimum of space between
the lubricator and the roof of the cab.
Fig. 9, oneFig. 8, two-quart oil can. with double folded seams.
Both of these cans are made the
gallon can, of similar construction.
same diameter, which will permit using the same dies in construction.

plates are

«*v

;

a

large

capital

"US"

letters

letter

"W"

to

indicate

wasters,

others

use

capital

to designate unassorted.

In the prints submitted

we have endeavored

to cover every detail,

making parts interchangeable where this is practical. It will be noted
the joints are double-seamed and the detail of the seam is carefully
outlined.
The material is specified, standard kettle ears are used,
handles are wired for stiffness and the diameter of the wire is in
proportion to the capacity of the article, the can tops are interchangeable in groups, and the spouts are carefully braced to withstand rough
service.
The following is a brief description of each part recom-

mended

:

shows an engineer's torch that is used on one of our railThey claim to be getting very good results from same. The
special feature of this torch is a cap which screws over the top and
prevents oil wasting out into the seat box when the torch is not in
use.
This feature makes it very popular with the enginemen. Each
torch is numbered and recorded.
When the torch is given to the engineer it becomes his individual property and is charged out to him
the same as any other company property.
On account of the special
Fig.

l

roads.

finish

them.

ST«f,0««3 RivtTS

of the

torch the engineers take a personal pride in retaining
This road in question has used these torches for several years.

Fig.

14

—Sponging

Bucket for Engine House Only.

:

'
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Fig.

and

10

is

a

two-gallon

oil

can.

similar in construction to Figs. 8

9.

Fig. 11, three-gallon oil can, made of galvanized iron, has the
bonnet so constructed as to permit of a free outlet for the oil. The
iron band riveted to the flanged edge of the bottom protects the can
from rough usage.
Fig. 12, five-gallon, is constructed along similar lines.
Fig. 13 is the two-gallon tank bucket referred to in the first part of

this paper.

gone into the matter carefully. It is generally suggested that ample
lubrication and the use of the drifting throttle are the requirements
for long life, but apart from these suggestions there is nothing to
explain the variations.
Replies indicate that there is no trouble with cylinder walls or
bushings in superheater engines, other than the wear common to
all locomotives.

The majority

of the roads have used extended piston rods to some
improved results in most cases, especially on large
cylinders. 2.'!-in. diameter and over.
Replies would indicate that if
of proper design this attachment is undoubtedly an advantage, the
only question being one of maintenance.
The life of piston valve rings shows a wide variation, from as low
as two months to as high as two and even three years.
There is no
correspondence between the life reported for piston packing rings and

with

extent

14 is a recommended form of sponge bucket for engine house
This bucket has. a capacity of four gallons or fifty pounds of
It is made elliptical for convenience in carrying,
saturated sponging.
and will hold enough sponging to pack one side of a Pacific type engine, trailer and engine trucks.
It is suggested that two buckets be
used, one to contain the new sponging and one to receive the old
waste removed from the boxes. The size of the buckets is made large
to avoid unnecessary trips from the draining vat to the engine being
packed.
Committee: M. D. Fraxey (chairman), J. C. Mengel, W. C.
Hayes. J. A. Carxey, S. L. Beau.
Fig.

use.

—

Discussion.

M. II. Barnum
I think that we can adopt standards of tinware
for both locomotive and general use in the mechanical department and
I would not be willing to approve that part of the report.
move
I
that the committee be continued with instructions to bring in recommendations for standards of all classes of tinware.
This motion was carried.
:

SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES.
In considering subjects it was decided that the question of lubrication had been discussed so lengthily at previous conventions that it
was unnecessary to again report on it. The design of front end appliances and the proportion of piston valves were not. in their opinion,
practical subjects for investigation without exhaustive experiments,
which it was not thought desirable to attempt. They have, however,
made an investigation in connection with packing rings, etc.. iu view of
the widely varying results which are reported in engines using superheated steam, and have also the results of the experiments made by the
Pennsylvania Railroad on their testing plant at Altoona, on the tests
of a class K 2, s a locomotive and on the effect of various changes in
the form, length and extent of heating surface of a Schmidt super-
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valve rings, in many cases roads reporting a long life for piston rings,
reporting a short life for valve rings and vice versa.
The average
life reported is slightly over thirteen months.
It is apparently but
slightly affected by the material used, but several roads refer to the
necessity of boring out the bushings
position to obtain good results.
Very little trouble is experienced in the case of piston-valve bushings
and there is evidently no serious difficulty in the maintenance of
these parts.
Most roads use special types of rod packing, and with a good design there seems to be no difficulty in obtaining a life of 10,000 u,
or over, with the SO lead. 20 antimony mixture.
Where this has
given trouble on account of severe service and on the high-pressure
cylinders of Mallet engines, a mixture of 50 copper. 50 lead has been
used to advantage. One read reports improved results on Mallet engines from a mixture of 33 copper. 07 lead, but' the S0-20 mixture
is the one most used and is evidently satisfactory in the majority
of instances.
Committee: H. H. Vaughax (chairman), R. W. Bell. J. R. Gocld,

m

—

H. Hogan, T. RoorE. W. J. Tollertox.
The conclusions of the superheater tests are
1.
The standard superheater now in general use is found to give
very satisfactory results, with a possibility that some of the return
portion could be eliminated with no detriment to the superheat obtained, and with an advantage in cost of material.
2.
Too much importance can not be attached to the length of superheater it must extend as far toward the fire as practical limitations
will allow, considering the life of the elements in the hot ga3.
The single pass is not sufficient to obtain the desired superheat
4.
There is an advantage in the return portion of the superheater,
but this part may be shortened without loss of superheat.
As the superheat is reduced, the evaporation of the boiler is
5.
increased within certain limits, in other words, a boiler without superheater shows a larger maximum evaporation than one with a superheater.
The power of the locomotive, however, does not increase
with the greater weight of steam produced on the contrary, the power
is reduced with the reduction in superheat.
Within the limitations of these tests, the highest superheat does
6.
not result in the lowest water rate this is on account of the fact
that to obtain the highest superheat the locomotive may be run at an
excessively long cut-off, the long cut-off increasing the water rate to
a greater extent than is compensated for by the increase in superheat.
7.
It is seen that the advantage of superheating may be utilized
in two ways
either in coal and water saved, due to a reduced water
rate, or by burning the same amount of coal as would be required
in the boiler where it is generating saturated steam and obtaining a
decided increase on the power output of the locomotive.
If we exclude conditions of starting, this would permit superheater locomotive
to haul heavier trains with an attendant saving in transportation
C.

:

;

heater.

The test on a class K 2, 8 a locomotive has been printed and
issued as Bulletin IS. by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and the
committee recommends that it be reprinted in the proceedings of the
A. R. M. M. A., in the same way that the report on the test of a
class of E G s locomotive was reproduced in the 1913 proceedings.
The test of the
2, s a locomotive is in many respects supplementary to that of the E 6 s, and in view of the completeness of
the record contained in our proceedings of the tests made on superheater locomotives in the United States*, we consider that this test
should also be reprinted and the Pennsylvania Railroad should be
notified of our appreciation of the favor they have extended to this
Association.
The tests on a Schmidt fire tube superheater showing the effect of
various changes in its form, length and extent of heating surface are
presented as part of this report.
This test is valuable as indicating
the effect of changing the length of the superheating pipes, and the
possibility of obtaining results with the return loop shortened which
are equal to those with a full length return loop.
The tests have
been carried out in the thorough manner usual on the Pennsylvania
Railroad and this Association is indebted to their general superintendent of motive power, Wallis, for permission to present them.
In connection with packing rings, twenty roads were written
operating about 5500 superheater locomotives, and the replies may
be summarized as follows
There is a large variation in the life obtained from piston packing
rings, the replies giving from two or three months or 6000 miles, to
as high as 50,000 miles or two years.
Roads representing about 25 per cent of the locomotives use a
special mixture for piston packing rings, but while most of those
who do so report from 50 per cent to 100 per cent longer service
from special irons than from ordinary gray iron, the latter is used
by those roads reporting the longest life in service. In several cases
cylinder iron is used with 1.20 to 1.50 per cent of silicon
the phosphorus also being kept low, not over 0.5 per cent, and with apparently good success.
There is. however, considerable variation between
different classes of engines, in some cases the life reported in passenger service being double that in freight, while in other cases the
reverse occurs.
The longest life reported is with the plain ai-in.
square ring which is used by the majority of the roads; but one road
using
by %, in. rings reports a decided improvement as against
the %-in. wide ring, and exceedingly good results are reported by
the Leighton balanced ring which is a special design and used by
the Illinois Central.
The great variation in the life is peculiar, as there does not appear
to be any explanation of the wide differences reported.
The average
life for all engines represented is five months, and this figure compares very closely with results reported by several roads that have

K

—

%

;

;

:

facilities

and

There

labor.

another advantage in superheating which only recently
being given consideration, namely, by the application of superheaters small locomotives may be made to haul trains equal to those
hauled by saturated steam locomotives of greater weight, and this
means that where traffic has outgrown the locomotive and the right
of way conditions not permitting the heavier units of power being
introduced, trains may be increased in weight by the adoption of
superheaters, and thus the time may be deferred when it will be necessary to strengthen up the bridges and general track structure to meet
demands for greater economy in the movement of trains.
8.

is

is

Discussion.

We

use about 30 per cent more valve oil on superheaters than we do on saturated engines. We have been troubled with
having burned oil in the cylinder and piston valve but have not found
out how to eliminate it. We have no trouble with piston rod packing
except on slow, heavy freight trains.
On some engines' we placed an
oil cup so that the engineer could pump a small amount of oil on the
It
piston rod when necessary and this device proved very successful.
O. M. Foster

:

gives additional lubrication at critical times.
L. R. Pomeroy
Is safe-ending practicable on superheater engines?
W. H. Flynn
We are getting excellent results from safe-ending
:

:

superheater tubes.
F. C. Pickard
We get, on an average, about 900 miles out of
packing rings on high-speed passenger engines.
:
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The main driving boxes give out on superheaters
G. -T. Huffy
more quickly than they do on simple engines, according to our exper:

ence.

SPECIAL ALLOYS AND HEAT-TREATED STEEL IN LOCOMOTIVE
CONSTRUCTION.
Engineers and manufacturers have quite generally accepted the term
••heat-treatment," as applied to forgings, to cover two principal classes
first, forgings which are annealed, that is, heated slightly above the
critical temperature, or point of recaleseence. and then allowed to
cool slowly ; and, second, those which are quenched, that is. heated
to a temperature slightly above the critical temperature, then cooled
in some medium, and then reheated or tempered.
For sizes commonly used in locomotive construction, the cooling
medium is generally oil or water, or a mixture of the two, although
various other compositions are sometimes used.
Tempering, or "drawing back." consists of reheating after quenching, to reduce brittleness, and. at the same time, to retain the desired
degree of hardness.
Replies to the circular of inquiry were received from thirty-seven
railroads and two locomotive builders, covering an ownership of 31,000
locomotives.
:

There seems to be some doubt as to just what was meant by the term
"heat-treated" as used in the circular of inquiry.
Where the replies
refer to beat-treatment of frames and steel castings, it is probable that
they mean annealing only, while in the case of the other parts mentioned, with the possible exception of springs, it may be assumed that
the heat-treatment covers quenching and tempering.
Briefly, the replies indicate as follows
Question 1 Do you use any beat-treated carbon steel in your locomotive construction ?
Four roads are using heat-treated carbon steel frames and steel
:

—

castings.

Two

roads are using heat-treated carbon steel for main and parallel
and twelve for axles and crank pins.
Two roads are using it for tires and wheels, compared with five,
one year ago.
One road has discontinued its use altogether, on account of unsatisfactory service obtained.
The use of heat-treated carbon steel is still experimental, and does
not appear to have been appreciably extended.
Question 2 Do you us;' any alloy steels in locomotive construction?
Seventeen roads are using vanadium steel frames, showing an increase of nine over last year.
Ten roads are using chrome-vanadium steel for main and parallel
rods, nine for piston rods, four for valve-motion parts, twelve for
axles and crank pins, and thirteen for tires and wheels.
Many of those replying as users of alloy steels in all cases chromevanadium are using it as an experiment, and not as their adopted
rods, nine for piston rods,

—

—

—

practice.

—

Question " Give any data you have showing length of service or
additional wear obtained from heat-treated carbon steels as compared
with plain carbon steels, and alloy steels as compared with plain carben

steels.

records and the personal observation of users of chromesteel indicate that a considerable increase in wear is obtained as compared with plain carbon steel.
The replies do not give
any information in this respect concerning heat-treated carbon steel or
any other alloys than chrome-vanadium, but it would be reasonable to
expect that steel of greater strength than plain carbon steel would
Service

vanadium

wear

longer.

Tests show that valve motion parts of case-hardened carbon steel are
much harder and wear much better than corresponding parts of

quenched and tempered vanadium steel.
Other tests, which, however, are not yet concluded, between carbon
steel axles and driving tires, compared with the same parts made of
chrome-vanadium steel, indicate that considerable increase in wear
may be expected from the vanadium steel.
Question 4 If you have had failures of heat-treated steel, either
carbon steel or alloy steel, which were attributed to defects in the

—

original material or to the character of heat-treatment, please describe
same, giving as much detail as possible concerning the cause of failure.
The replies to this question indicate that the method of heat-treat-

ment

is

an active cause of failure of both heat-treated carbon

steel
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and alloy steels that is. unless the quenching and tempering is properly done there is danger of checking and the production of cracks
and unequal stresses.
The majority of failures have been attributed to piping, segregation, impurities, and injurious effects of improper quenching.
;

—

Question 5 If you are using in your design heat-treated carbon or
alloy steels give the unit fiber stress you are allowing for these steels
in your design.
In designing locomotive parts, the general practice is to use the

same working stresses for heat-treated carbon and alloy steels as for
plain carbon steel, it being considered preferable on account of lack
of experience with these materials to consider their additional strength
simply as a greater insurance against failure.
A few exceptions to this rule have been made which are too recent
to indicate to just what extent the increase in sTrength of quenched
and tempered carbon steel and alloy steels may be utilized.
Question 6 If you are using either heat-treated carbon or alloy
steels, are you requiring any drilling, such as drilling through the
center of an axle, in order to provide for beat-treatment or to detect

—

defective material?
Four roads require drilling of quenched and tempered axles comEight
pared with three that reported this requirement last year.
roads which did not require drilling last year reported no change in
their practice this year, except one, on which drilling is now required.
There are altogether six roads that are either drilling, or are con-

templating drilling, which did not do this last year.
Question 7 What kind of steel are you using for locomotive and
tender springs?
Thirteen roads are using vanadium springs principally for test purposes, but of this number none submitted the chemical requirements
of the material.
One of these roads reported that vanadium springs
did not reduce the number of spring failures in spite of the fact that
stronger physical properties were attr.buted to the steel. The remaining twenty-six roads that replied are using springs of .90 to 1.10 per
cent carbon steel.
Vanadium springs are not being purchased under any definite specifications other than the maker's recommendation and the requirements

—

and inspection.
Carbon steel springs are purchased under specifications which are
more or less uniform in their chemical and physical requirements.
Question 8 What fiber stress do you use in designing springs?
If you use a different fiber stress for different grades of steel, please
of physical test

—

give full details.
Vanadium springs have been designed with the fiber stress of 100,000 lb. per square inch, which experience indicates to be a safe value.
Carbon steel springs are usually designed with a fiber stress of 80,000
lb. per square inch.
However, the working stresses used in the design of springs appear
to be more or less uniform, no allowance generally being made for the
kind of steel used.
Question
Are you doing any heat-treating at your own shops?
If so, please describe the methods employed, the kind of steel, and the
character of the parts treated.
But little quenching and tempering of carbon or alloy is being done
by the railroads in their own shops, it being their policy to leave this
to the manufacturers, with the result that no generally accepted practices have been developed.
Question 10.— In what manner, if any, do you determine whether the
heat-treated axle as a whole is satisfactory for service?
Due to the lack of a generally accepted method of proof-testing
quenched and tempered axles, certain individual railroads have modified the usual drop test to suit the conditions.
Impact tests of axles are made for the purpose of detecting any
flaws which may have developed in the course of the quenching and
tempering, such as checks or cracks.
Test pieces for the tension test are also used in some cases, but
such tests will not determine the soundness of the axle as a whole,
but serve only to determine physical properties of the material from
which the axle is made.
Question 11 Are you buying carbon heat-treated material under the
specifications for heat-treated carbon steel axles, shafts, and similar
objects, which is in force by the American Association for Testing
Materials, and if so, does this specification cover your requirements?
The American Society for Testing Materials' specifications, or specifications similar to them, are in use by the majority of users of

—

—

quenched and tempered carbon

steel.

CONCLUSIONS.
There are to be considered in locomotive construction the following,
four classes of steel for forgings
Unannealed plain carbon steel, of about 75,000 lb. per square
1.
inch ultimate tensile strength.
2.
Annealed plain carbon «steel, of about 80,000 lb. per square inch
ultimate tensile strength.
:

Quenched and tempered carbon steel, of about 85,000 lb. per
3.
square inch ultimate tensile strength.
4.
Alloy steel, of about 100,000 lb. per square inch ultimate tensile
Fig.

1

— Tension

Test Specimen.

strength.
In the case of untreated plain carbon steel

and annealed plain

car-

—
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bon steel, the elastic limit as determined by the drop of the beam is
approximately one-half of the ultimate tensile strength, while in the
case of quenched and tempered carbon or alloy steel the elastic limit
as determined by the drop of the beam is considerably more than onehalf of the ultimate tensile strength.

No decided attempt has been made to utilize the higher physical
properties of Classes 3 and 4 (quenched and tempered carbon and
alloy steels) due to the lack of sufficient experience in the manufacture
of these materials.
Failures attributable to the process of manufacture may be due to
a.

Material initially defective,

b.

Improper heat-treatment,
A combination of both.

c.

or,

inal fracture.

There are three essentials
1.

steel, viz.

to the successful

quenching and temper-

:

should be chemically homogeneous and free from physiand its chemical composition definitely known.
Care must be taken that each particular piece is uniformly

The

steel

cal defects,
2.

heated throughout.
Quenching should be done under conditions that will secure the
3.
uniform cooling of all pieces in each quenching charge. The proper
small
rate of heating and cooling depends upon the size of the piece
pieces may be rapidly heated or cooled without injury, while large
pieces require a relatively slower rate of heating and cooling, to avoid
excessive variations in temperature between different parts of the same
forging.
The medium to be used for cooling depends upon the desired
rapidity of cooling. Of the three mediums previously mentioned, water
;

is

quickest and

oil

—

APPENDIX.
PROPOSED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLOY STEEL FORGINGS.
(a) These specifications are to cover the various classes of alloy

now commonly used

The purpose

(b)

Defects which may remain latent in untreated or annealed material
be developed even under proper conditions of quenching and temIn cases where failures of
pering to a point where they are harmful.
piston rods, axles and crank pins have occurred, the fracture has
usually been transverse, but there have been a few cases of longitud-

ing of

For this reason the committee believes that there is a wide and
important field for the use of quenched and tempered carbon steel and
alloy steel in locomotive construction, and wishes to emphasize the
importance of making continued and extensive service tests with
these materials, to encourage and assist in their development.
Committee: A. R. Ayers (chairman), F. O. Bunnell, F. J. Cole,
S. M. Vauclain, J. C. Little, M. F. Cox, C. D. Young.
[The more important specifications only are given in the appendix.]

steel forgings

may

slowest.

Following up the recommendations of the committee of 1913, the
committee submits for consideration two specifications for quenched
and tempered steel forgings, one specification covering carbon steel,

and the other specification covering alloy steel.
The specification for quenched and tempered carbon steel was drawn
up in collaboration with a committee of the American Society for
Testing Materials, and is practically the same specification that will

follows
Class

A— Forgings

for main and side rods, straps, piston rods, crank
other forgings which are to be machined with milling
cutters or complicated forming tools.
Class B Forgings for driving and trailer axles and other parts not
requiring the use of milling culters or complicated forming tools.
Manufacture The steel is to be made by the open-hearth process,
or by any other process approved by the purchaser.
A sufficient discard shall be made from each ingot to secure freedom
from injurious piping and undue segregation.
For test purposes a prolongation shall be left oh each forging, unless otherwise specified by the purchaser.
(a) All forgings over 7 inches in diameter shall be bored, unless
otherwise specified by the purchaser. The boring shall be done before
heating for quenching.
(b) If boring is specified, the diameter of the, hole shall be at least
20 per cent of the maximum outside diameter or thickness of the forg-

and

pins,

all

—

—

and flanges.
For quenching and tempering the forgings shall be allowed to become cold after forging. They shall then be uniformly reheated to the
proper temperature to refine the grain (the group thus reheated being
known as a "quenching charge"), and quenched in some medium under
substantially uniform conditions for each quenching charge
forgings
under Class B, over 7 inches in diameter or thickness, are to be
quenched in oil.
Finally they shall be uniformly reheated to the
proper temperature for tempering or "drawing back" (the group thus
reheated being known as a tempering charge), and allowed to cool

ing, exclusive of collars

;

uniformly.

—

steel shall

construction.

the purchaser.

specification covering alloy steel forgings is

drawn up

to cover

the requirements of any alloy steel, the only changes necessary being
to insert a chemical composition suitable to the alloy under consideration.
The specification, as submitted, covers the chemical composition of

chrome-vanadium
specification

This recommendation
with the approval of several representatives of steelmakers.

Both of these specifications

call for

is

made

drilling forgings over 7 inches

The comdiameter, unless otherwise specified by the purchaser.
mittee has found a great tendency among users of quenched and tempered steel to require drilling of parts over 7 inches, and this practice
is advocated by steelmakers.
In the case of axles and crank pins
particularly, drilling takes away practically nothing from the strength
of the part
it removes the material from the center where defective
material is most likely to exist and where it is least subject to the
beneficial effects of heat-treatment, and it allows, the forging to adapt
itself to expansion and contraction due to heating and cooling.
The specifications leave the proof test optional with the purchaser,
but it is suggested that proof tests should be made on all important
parts, as this is the best known method up to the present time for
detecting internal cracks, which might later cause failure of the part,
and which can not be detected by the ordinary tensils or bending tests
•of small test pieces.
Properly manufactured and treated alloy steels of different kinds
have also shown that they are capable of a remarkable amount of
bending and distortion without fracture of the material.
It is the belief of the committee that the manufacture of plain
carbon and alloy steel to be quenched and tempered will eventually
be developed to the point where such material can be used in designs
involving much higher unit working stresses than are possible with untreated or annealed plain carbon steel, with a consequent reduction in
the weight of parts.
In the case of rapidly moving parts, this reduc-xpected to result in reduction of wear.
tion of weight may a'
;

For chrome-vanadium
follows

steel,

the

chemical composition

shall

be

as

:

Carbon, .28 to .42 per cent.

Manganese, .40 to .70 per cent.
Phosphorus, maximum, .05 per

for alloy steel includes physical

ity of injury to the steel in quenching.

in

Chemical Properties and Tests The chemical composition of the
be in accordance with the alloy used, and as approved by

steel.

properties which
are very similar to those which have been required for about four
years by several users of chrome-vanadium steel for locomotive construction, with the exception of the elongation and reduction of area
required for axles over 7 inches in diameter.
It has been found that in order to obtain 20 per cent elongation in
2 inches and 50 per cent reduction of area for axles of this size, it is
necessary to cool them very rapidly, so that it has seemed advisable to
the committee to reduce the requirements to 18 per cent elongation
and 45 per cent reduction of area, and insist that such axles shall be
quenched in oil, feeling that this treatment will result in less liabil-

The

in locomotive construction.

which these classes are frequently used are as

for

:

be submitted to that society in the latter part of June, slight modifications having been made to adapt it to the requirements of locomotive

The
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Sulphur,

maximum,

cent.

.05 per cent.

Vanadium, not under .15 per cent.
Chromium, .75 to 1.25 per cent.

An analysis shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot
taken during the pouring of each melt, a copy of which shall be given
to the purchaser or his representative.
This analysis shall conform
to the requirements specified.
Analysis may be made by the purchaser from a forging representing
each melt, which shall conform to the requirements specified in Section
Drillings for analysis may be taken from the forging or from a full7.
sized prolongation of the same, at any point midway between the
center and surface of solid forgings, and at any point midway between
the inner and outer surface of the wall of bored forgings or turnings
may be taken from a test specimen.
In addition to the complete analysis, a phosphorus determination
may be made by the purchaser from each broken tension test specimen, and this determination shall conform to the requirements for
phosphorus specified in Section 7.
(a) The forgings shall conform to
Physical Properties and Tests
the requirements as to tensile properties specified in the table.
This
is for forgings whose maximum outside diameter or thickness is not
over 10 inches when solid.
;

CLASS

A.

Elongation Reduction
in 2 in., of Area,
Min.
Min.

Tensile

Elastic
Limit. Min.

Strength

Main and

Rods,]
Straps, Piston Rods, I
Crank Pins
side

J

90,000 to!
100,000 j

CLASS
Strength

Up

to

or

diameter
thickness when

solid,

7

50

in.

Elongation Reduction
in 2 in., of Area,
Min.
Min.

Elastic
Limit. Min.

in.

or

maximum
bored

50%

B.

Tensile

Size.

65,000

3%
wall

in.

when

100,000
120.000

75,000

1

20%

50%

:

to 10 in. in diam"
thickness
or
when solid, or 5 in.

eter

100,000 to)
120,000
(

when

wall

45%

18%

75,000

SUBJECTS.
The committee on subjects

bored

The classification by size of the forgoing shall be determined
(b)
by the specified diameter or thickness which governs the size of the
prolongation from which test speciment is taken.
(c) Elastic limit shall be determined by means of an extensometer.
(d) Test of forgings shall be made only after final treatment.
If specified by the purchaser, bend tests shall be made as follows
(a) For forgings up to 7 inches in diameter or thickness when
solid or 3% -inch maximum wall when bored, the test specimen shall
bend cold through 180 degrees on a 1-inch flat mandrel having a
rounded edge of V^-inch radius without cracking on the outside of the
bent portion.
(b) For forgings 7 inches to 10 inches in diameter or thickness
when solid, or 5-inch maximum wall when bored, the test specimen
shall bend cold through 180 degrees around a 1%-inch flat mandrel
having a rounded edge of %-inch radius without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.
Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser, all forgings shall be
The details of this test shall be
subjected to an impact proof test.
agreed upon by the manufacture and the purchaser.
(a) Tension and bent test specimens shall be taken from a full
For forgings with large ends or
size prolongation of any forging.
collars, the prolongation may be of the same cross-section as that of
Specimens may be taken
th» forging back ot the large end or collar.
from the forging itself with a hollow drill, if approved by the purchaser.
(b) The axis of the specimen shall be located at any point midway
between the center and surface of solid forgings, and at any point
midway between the inner and outer surfaces of the wall of bored
forgings, and shall be parallel to the axis of the forging in the direction

which the metal

in

(c)

is

most drawn

out.

Tension test specimens shall be of the form and dimensions

shown

in

the figure.

Bend

test

inches in length.

QUENCHED AND TEMPERED CARBON-STEEL AXLES, SHAFTS
AND OTHER FORGINGS FOR LOCOMOTIVES AND CARS.

—

Chemical Properties and Tests The steel shall conform to the
lowing requirements as to chemical composition

fol-

:

—
—
—

0.35
size
0.60
Second-class by size.... 0.35
0.65
0.40
Manganese
0.70
Phosphorus
not over 0.05
not over 0.05
Sulphur

Carbon

(First-class by

1

—

The forgings

per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

Physical Properties and Tests
(a)
conform to
the minimum requirements as to tensile properties specified in the
This is for forgings whose maximum outside diameter or thicktable.
ness is not over 10 inches when solid.
shall

Tensile Strength,
Pounds per
Size.

Up

for the 1915 convention recommends the
following subjects for the consideration of the Association.
As compared with previous reports, the number is less, with the
belief that some of the subjects now under consideration, but not included in this report, may be continued.
1. Revision of standards.
2.

Mechanical stokers.

3.

Recommended method

solid.

3%

in.

in. to

when

in.

solid,

stresses

in

:

Alloy steels.
8. Forgings
Specifications for.
9. Plate springs
Design and heat treatment.
10. Boiler washing
Best method of caring for, at terminals.
TOPICAL DISCUSSION.
:

:

:

11.

Improvement

in

piston valves.

Cylinder lubrication with graphite.
13. Electric welding of flues.
The reasons which govern the committee in making these recommendations are
1. Revision of standards.
A naturally continuing subject.
2. Mechanical stokers.
Additional stokers are being continually brought forward.
12.

3.

Recommended method

lor

uniform

calculation

of

stresses

iu

boilers.

There is reason to believe that not all roads are calculating the
stresses on an identical basis, and consequently the figures for safety
factor as reported may not be strictly comparative.
Locomotive counterbalancing.
This subject is recommended for further consideration, for the reason that with the increasing static weights on driving wheels, the
question of dynamic augment due to counterbalancing is becoming
exceedingly important, and the necessity for an improvement in the
direction of a reduction of the reciprocating weights which will reduce this augment assumes at the present time an importance which
it did not possess in the old days, and the principal consideration was
that of securing satisfactory fore and aft balance of the locomotive.
5. Maintenance of electric equipment.
The committee believes that the Master Mechanics' Association
should keep closely in touch with the question of electric operation,
with the idea that it is impossible to predict where or when electrili cation of steam roads may be introduced, and if this association ignores
the subject, some other association will establish standards.

Tender trucks.
Improvements in tender trucks are being made, and no one seems

6.

to be satisfied

Elastic Limit,
Pounds per

Square

Square

Inch.

Inch.

maximum

wall

with conditions as they generally

Elongation in 2

Inv. Ratio.

in.,

Per Cent.

Not Under.

Inv. Ratio.

2,000,000

when

85,000

50,000

outside diameter or thickness
5 in. maximum wall when

20.5

39
T.S.

so nnn

3,600,000
19.5

bored

37

T.S.

(b) The classification by size of the forging shall be determined by
the specified diameter or thickness which governs the size of the prolongation front which the test specimen is taken.
(c) The elastic limit shall be determined by means of an extensometer.
(d) Tests of forgings shall be made only after final treatment.
If specified by the purchaser, bend tests shall be made as follows
(a) For the first class by size, the test specimen shall bend cold
through 180 degrees around 1-inch flat mandrel having a rounded
edge of l^-inch radius, without cracking on the outside of the bent
:

portion.
(b) For the second class by size, the test specimen shall bend cold
through 180 degrees around a 1%-inch flat mandrel having a rounded
edge of % -inch radius, without cracking on the outside of the bent

portion.

The report was received and the

specifications

referred

to

letter

Not Under

3,800,000

1.900,000

ss nnn

exist.

Reduction of Area, Per Cent.

T.S.

10

of

7.

bored
7

calculation

4. Locomotive
counterbalancing, with possible reduction in the
weight of reciprocating parts.
5. Maintenance of electric equipment
Locomotives, cars and shop
machinery.
6. Tender trucks
Design, and location of side bearings.

to 7 in. outside diameater or thickness

when

uniform

for

boilers.

4.

specimens shall be %-inch square in section with
corners rounded to a radius not over -fa inch, and need not exceed 6
(d)
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Engineers' Association, the Air Brake Association, the General Foremen's Association, the Railway Fuel Association and others.

in.

maximum

:
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:

T.S.

Alloy steels.
continuation of the subject.
8. Forgings specification.
This is a subject for committee work in the American Society for
Testing Materials, and the committee believes that the association
should keep in touch with the work of its sister societies.
9. Plate springs.
The committee believes that this is still a live subject, both as to
design and method of intelligent heat treatment.
10. Boiler washing.
The committee believes that the subject of caring for boilers at
terminals has so important a bearing on the question of maintenance
as to justify placing it on the subject list.
11. Improvement in piston valves.
12. Cylinder lubrication with graphite.
7.

A

13. Electric welding of flues.
These three subjects are of increasing importance

in

view of the gen-

eral introduction of superheat.

ballot.

WORK OF OTHER MECHANICAL

ORGANIZATIONS.

Committee:

—A.

W. Gibbs (Chairman)

;

C. E.

Fuller, C. F. Giles.

A

paper covering the work being done by other organizations was
presented by Dr. Angus Sinclair, in which he touched on the Traveling

This report was referred to the executive committee.

;

:
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Only seven roads, out of the twenty-five, with about 10,000 locomohave tried any special devices other than those recommended.

17.

SMOKE PREVENTION.

tives,

At the convention of 1913 the committee on smoke prevention subreport embodying a description and the results of certain
tests carried on by the Pennsylvania Railroad at the Altoona testing
plant.
As a result of these tests, certain conclusions were drawn and
recommendations made. At the meeting of the committee for 19131014. a set of five questions were drawn up, to be submitted to the
mechanical officials of the various railways confronted by the smoke
problem, with the intention of bringing out the results of the 19121 r» 1
recommendations, as well as the results of any further experimentation or application of any other devices than those recommended by the committee. Answers were received from twenty-five
road.s with a total of nearly 32.000 locomotives.
Following are the five questions asked, with a summary of the
answers obtained
Question No. 1.
Give full progress covering the application and the
efficiency of the smoke-preventing air jets, blower, quick-opening blower
valve and arch, recommended in your committee's report to the conmitted a

.'

i

—

Of the twenty-five roads, four roads having 4000 locomotives report
that they have complete equipment according to Master Mechanics'
Association recommendations and are having excellent results.
Seven roads have installed no devices, one of these on account of
using fuel oil entirely.
One road reports that it finds no particular value in the quickopening blower valve as a smoke reducer, but agrees that the other

recommendations are smoke reducers.

One road, after extended tests of quick-opening blower valves, finds
that the smoke can be eliminated 33 per cent quicker with such valve
in use, and as a result of their tests they have decided to adop.t
quick-opening blower valves. Several other roads agree that its use is
effective, especially when unexpected stops are made.
Fifteen roads with about 18.500 locomotives have installed jets and
consider that with ordinary handling these are undoubted smoke reducers.
Side installations appear to be more in favor than backOne large road considers that
head and are also less expensive.
with side installations the jets nearest the front of the fire box are
effective.

Two

roads with over 1000 locomotives report that arches effect a
smoke reduction while working, but produce no noticeable effect while
standing.

One road with over 1800 locomotives reports the application of side
and blower to all its locomotives switching or running into Chicag, and the extension of such application to all switch engines and a

jets

the quicklarge proportion of all road engines on its entire line
opening blower valve was applied to only a small portion of these
;

engines.

Two of these reports refer to a different style of arch with a combustion chamber
one considers that the mechanical stoker which it
is using, when working properly, is an excellent smoke reducer.
;

Two

roads have tried other devices without success.

One road with about 1600 locomotives reports considerable success
with the Bates baffle fire door and Heffron draft regulator.
Another large road has attained considerable success by using a
ring blower at the top of the stack.
Claim is made of almost complete elimination of the smoke on the road and the prevention of
smoke trailins into the cab.
Cost is about §7.75.
The device is

shown in Fig. 1.
One road reported the application

in the corners of the fire box
of special castings from which steam and air are admitted above the
fire, and stated that the apparatus was an apparent success, though

no figures were submitted. Another road reported trial of this system
with less degree of success than with the apparatus according to the
committee's recommendations.
Question No. 3. Have you installed any special device for handling
the smoke of roundhouses?
Only one large road has tried any special devices for handling
roundhouse smoke. One other large road is about to try a device and
still another has the matter under consideration.
The special device referred to is the smoke-washing plant of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at the Englewood roundhouse. Chicago, which device has been fully described and illustrated in the
(This was described on page 479 of the
various railway journals.
October. 1912. issue of the Railway Master Mechanic.)
As this smoke
washer was installed in the nature of an experiment, it is impossible
as yet to give reliable figures on the cost of such a plant or its

—

vention of June, 1913.

most

July. 1914

—

Have you installed on locomotives
Question No. 2.
devices other than those recommended by the committee?

any special

operation.

.

—

Question No. 4. What influence on smoke prevention has the superheater on passenger, freight and switching locomotives?
Three large roads having about 4500 locomotives consider that
there is no reduction of smoke, due to the superheater alone, all other
conditions of operation being the same.
Two roads believe that when engine is properly worked less smoke
will be produced with a superheater than without it.
This is merely
an opinion and not the result of scientific observation.
Five roads believe that there is a reduction in smoke corresponding to the reduction in coal burned by engines equipped with superheaters.

Tests were conducted by the Pennsylvania at the Altoona testing
the tests being conducted with both freight and passenger engines equipped with superheaters against the same type of saturatedsteam engines.
The superheater in freight service effects an undoubted reduction in smoke under the same working conditions.
In
passenger service, however, the curves indicate, that a superheater produces more smoke at the low burning rates, while there is a reduction in smoke at the high burning rates.
The Schmidt superheater appears to be in almost universal use. a
few Cole superheaters being the only other ones reported. The fuel
economy of the superheater varies from 12 per cent to 35 per cent.
One important road reports a saving of as high as 40 per cent in the
average number of pounds of coal used per car handled in switching
plant,

service.

Question No.
locomotives in

—

Have you investigated various methods of firing-up
roundhouses, with the special object of preventing

5.

smoke
Only seven roads out of the twenty-five gave definite answers to
this question.
One road reports smoke reduction by the use of a ring
blower hung inside the stack in a horizontal position.
Another road claims to have reduced smoke about 30 per cent by
leaving the jets on when firing-up. No costs are given, however.
Three large roads have tried different methods of firing-up, with
':

the following results
In a test with fuel oil and shavings, atomized fuel oil, oil and engine wood, the last named produced the least smoke and was cheapest,
the cost being about $1 per engine.
In a test with briqnettes, cost
about $1.50 ; soft coal, $2.09
coke, $4.26, briquettes gave as little
smoke as coke, and yet. as may be seen, are the cheapest of the fuels
tried.
Another road finds that by putting coal on the grates and wood
on top that less smoke is produced, but cost figures were not given,
and it is believed that this method is more injurious to the grates.
Another large road, after
cially with coal that clinkers badly.
considerable investigation, has adopted firing-up with scrap waste,
Waste. 1 lb.
crude oil, wood and coal in the following quantities
coal, 300 lb.
crude oil,
Pt. ; old car siding. y» cord
The method employed is to saturate the waste with the crude oil and
On top of this, in
throw it in on the grate, after being ignited.
small bunches, is thrown the wood.
When the wood gets to burning
then in about
in good shape, six to eight scoops of coal are added
thirty minutes more coal is added.
From the numerous reports above outlined, the committee finds that
the application of the apparatus recommended by them last year has
proven successful in extended practice toward the elimination of smoke
in steam locomotives and suggests its more general adoption.
:

:

:

%

;

;

Fig.

1

— Smoke

Lifting Blower.
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Committee: E. W. Pratt, (Chairman); J. F. DeYot, W. C.
Hayes, T. R. Cook, Jos. Chidley, A. G. Ka.ntman.v, w. J. Tollerton.

The committee was continued

to

make further

investigations.

METHOD OF CONDUCTING LABORATORY AND ROAD
The committee,

in accordance with instructions given to

it,

TESTS.
prepared

a code for the testing of locomotives, both upon the road and in the
laboratory, and submits a report, which includes not only the method
of conducting the tests, but the manner in which the results should
be tabulated and proper formulae for computing all of the items required for the complete test.
Committee
C. D. Young, (Chairman) ; W. H. Flynx, Prof. L. E.
Endsley, Prof. E. C. Schmidt, J. A. Pilcher.
:

—

LABORATORY TESTS.
object of a laboratory test is to determine the steam and coal
consumption per unit of power when the locomotive is operated under
fixed conditions.
All driving wheels should be turned to same diameter and should
be standard contour.
Each pair of driving wheels should be checked to see that they are
correctly quartered for the crank pins.
If the locomotive selected has ever been through the shops for general repairs, the frames should be tried to see that they line with the

The

cylinders.
The boiler tubes
boiler sediment.

must be new or newly

pieced, so as to be free

from

'

The steam cylinders should be approximately the same diameter
and as near to that called for as standard for the class of locomotive,
as practicable, and they should be bored if not in good condition.
The piston packing rings should be in good condition.
On "D" valve type of locomotive the valves and seats should be
faced, and on piston valve type old bushings should be bored if not in
good condition, or new bushings applied.
Piston-valve packing rings should be examined and in good condition, after which a test pressure of at least 60 pounds should be
applied to the steam pipes to determine that the throttle, steam
pipes and exhaust passage are tight.
The front end arrangement for the locomotive should be carefully
gone over and checked with the print in accordance with which the
front end is supposed to have been applied.
The stack and draft pipe should be lined to determine that it is
properly erected with reference to the exhaust nozzle.
Steam joints in the injector and delivery pipes should be tested to
determine that they are steam tight.
The lift of the throttle valve should be determined for each live
When necessary, the cut-off
notch on the throttle-lever quadrant.
should be taken for each notch on the reverse-lever rack.

The locomotive selected should reach the locomotive testing laboratory at least four days prior to tLo time when it is scheduled to go
under tost, in order to permit the application of all instruments and
to take the necessary measurements of various parts of the locomotive.
For efficiency tests of locomotives, a standard coal should be selected
that can be easily obtained on short notice, and in accordance with
If maximum efficiency or capacity is dethe special object in view.
sired, the coal should preferably.be some kind that is regarded as a
standard for the locality where the locomotive is operated.
When oil fuel is used, the rule governing the tests may be modified to conform to the characteristics of liquid fuel.
The pressure gages for boiler, branch pipe and exhaust should be
connected with a long siphon and located at convenient points for the
observers. Care should be taken to make correction for pressure should
the gage be located so that the water head would affect the reading.
For taking temperature of steam in branch pipe and exhaust passage, thermometers should be inserted into wells, and given proper
depth

of immersion.

The indicator reducing motion should be some form

of

pendulum

type with light tube for transmitting the reduced motion to a point
near the indicator. The pipes leading from the cylinder to the indicator
should be' not less than V-2 inch inside diameter, and they should connect into the side of the cylinder rather than into the heads, thus
making a very short connection. Short bends in the pipes should be
avoided and they should be well lagged to prevent radiation.
A light framework should be secured to the cylinder to act as a
Absolute
brace for the indicators, and for the motion-rod supports.
rigidity is highly essential in this particular.
Care should also be taken to set the indicators in such position that
the finger on the end of the motion rod travels in a direction pointing to the groove in the drum proper.
Draft gages consisting of "TJ" tubes properly graduated in inches,
containing water, should be placed at convenient locations, and connected at the smoke box or any other point at which the draft is
taken with a %-inch pipe.
A rubber tube connection should be proIn the smoke
vided to connect the draft pipe with the "U" tube.
box the pipes should be located at the horizontal center line of the
boiler in front and back of diaphragm, with the end drilled at the
vertical center line of the boiler.
The draft in the fire box should be taken through a drilled stay bolt,
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located at a point about half the length of the fire box and about 24
inches above the grates. The draft in the ash pan should be taken at
some convenient point at about the center of the entire grate area.
The smoke box pyrometer or 'thermometer should be inserted so that
the hot point or bulb is below the tip of the exhaust nozzle and in
front of the table plate.
If a thermometer is used for this purpose,
it should be graduated to 1,000 degrees.
The tube placed in the fire box for inserting the pyrometer should
This tube
be located opposite the stay bolt drilled for the draft.
should be a piece of two-inch boiler tube and located on the center
line of a stay bolt.
The gas sampling pipe should be located at the smallest area under
the draft plate, and in the center of this area.
This pipe should
have numerous drilled holes equally spaced and the total area of the
holes should not be more than the inside area of the sampling pipe.
A steam calorimeter should be attached either at the dome at a
point close to the throttle valve, or to the branch pipe according as
it is desired to obtain the character of the steam at one point or the
other.
The former location is preferred. A perforated %-inch pipe
should be used for sampling and conveying the steam to the calorimeter.

In a laboratory test where maximum efficiency is the object in view,
there should be uniformity in such matters as steam pressure, quantity of coal supplied at each firing, thickness of fire and in other
firing operations.
The rate of supplying the feed-water should be uniform through the
entire test, and a certain level (about second gage cock), should be

maintained from start to finish of test.
The duration of a laboratory test of a locomotive will depend upon
the character of the fuel used, rate of combustion and working limitations of the revolving parts.
The test should preferably be continued
until
at least 25 pounds equivalent evaporation of water per square
foot of heating surface has been obtained.
If from the graphical
log the coal and water performance are uniform, tests of three hours
will be the limit.

The fire having been thoroughly cleaned and banked when necessary to permit coking, previous to starting the test, the bank should
be broken up and fresh fuel supplied.
The locomotive should be
started and run at the speed of the test a sufficient length of time
to build up a level fire, and which should be, as near as possible, so
maintained throughout the test.
When all conditions of fire and
speed have become uniform, the thickness of the fire should be
noted, but the starting signal for the beginning of the test proper,
should not be given until the locomotive has been run at least 10
minutes.
Observe the steam pressure and time and record the latter
as the starting time of test.
Water level should be maintained uniformly throughout the test.
The ash pan should be cleaned at the
starting signal.
When the end of the test approaches, the fire having been kept at a uniform thickness during the run, the time and
water level should be noted and test stopped. When the test is completed the ash pan should be cleaned and cinders, if any, should be
removed from the smoke box.
A log of the data should be entered on printed forms and records
taken at IjO-minute intervals, unless a special test is in progress,
where the readings may be taken more frequently. The coal should
be weighed out in not less than 300-pound lots and the time taken
for each lot burned.
Weighing tanks of sufficient capacity should be provided to maintain water in the supply, varying in head not more than six inches,
and readings of the water consumed should be plotted upon the
graphical logs at convenient regular intervals.
Indicator diagrams should be taken at the same periods the other
data are taken.
A sufficient number of observers should be supplied in order that all
important observations should be taken simultaneously.
All observers, operators, oilers and firemen should assist in dismantling and fitting up laboratory when locomotives are changed.
Ash and all the refuse withdrawn from the ash pan and smoke box
at the end of the test should be weighed in a dry state, and if desired,
sample taken for analysis of heating value and unburned carbon.
If the coal to be tried is more than the amount necessary to make
the test, it should be sampled according to the recommendations of the
committee of the American Chemical Society governing carload samSix shovelfuls should be taken along
pling, which are as follows
each side and six across the center of the car. If the car is to be
unloaded into bins, a small amount of coal should be taken off the
conveyor buckets or wagons while the entire car is being unloaded.
In all events the sample should not be less than ;>00 pounds, and after
it is crushed and quartered about one quart should be taken and placed
in an air-tight jar for chemical analysis.
On all tests total moisture
should be used in the calculations.
•

:

calorific tests of coal.

The analyses commonly made are what are termed "proximate"
analyses
these consist in the determination of the following items
Fixed carbon, volatile matter, moisture hydroscopic, moisture total,
ash, sulphur separately, B. t. u. per pound of fuel.
For complete determinations of the quality of coal, it is necessary
to make ultimate analysis, which requires the determination of the
;

:
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following

additional

items

:

Carbon, hydrogen,

nitrogen,

oxygen by

difference.

The data and results should be reported on forms in accordance
with items given. [These are not published due to lack of space.]

ROAD TESTS.
object of a road test is to determine the steam and coal consumption of a locomotive per unit of power under practical conditions
of the locomotive in railroad service.
All of the preparations as given in laboratory tests should be carried
out preparatory to placing the locomotive in service, with the possible
exception of not having all driving wheels newly turned, and equipping
the locomotive with the various instruments that can be done while
the locomotive is in the shops for repairs.
The same consideration should be given to the fuel as on a laboratory

The

test.

To facilitate the measurement of coal and the determination of the
quantity used during any desired period of the run, it is desirable to
provide sufficient number of sacks, of a size holding 100 pounds, and
to weigh the coal into these sacks preparatory to starting on the test.
All of the instruments given under laboratory test should be carried
on road tests as far as practicable, with a few exceptions.
The indicator rig should be some form of pendulum motion with a
light tube for transmitting the reduced motion to a point near the
indicator.
is most suitable consists of a three-way cock
the attachment of the indicator, with a steam-chest connection, so
that diagrams can be drawn on each cylinder card and pressure
determined.
The three-way cock should be provided with a clamp rigidly secured
to the cylinder and thus overcome any tendency of the indicator to
move longitudinally with reference to the driving rig. The support
for the motion rod should be secured to some point on the steam chest.
Care should be taken to set the indicators in such a position that the
finger on the end of the motion rod travels in a direction pointing
to a groove in the drum proper.
The pipes leading from the cock to the cylinder should be not
inch inside diameter, and if possible not exceeding 36
less than
They should be connected into the side of the
inches in length.
Sharp bends in the pipe should
cylinder, rather than into the heads.
be avoided and they should be well lagged to reduce radiation.
If a dynamometer car is not used, stroke counter should be placed
at some convenient point in the pilot box to record the revolutions
This can be conveniently driven from a finger on the
of the drivers.
motion rod of the indicator rigging.
To facilitate the working of the men who operate the indicators and
read the instruments at the front of the locomotive, and to protect
them from wind or rain and jolting, a suitable pilot box extending back
to the cylinder and properly secured to the bumper beam should be
provided.
Whenever practicable, the bulb of the thermometers used in branch
pipe, receiver or exhaust should come in direct contact with the steam
and no wells used. When thermometers are placed in wells, they do
not respond quickly with the different changes in the working of the
locomotive.
The water meters should be attached to the suction pipes of the
injectors, and located at points where they can be conveniently read
while the locomotive is in motion.
Each meter should be provided
with a check valve to prevent hot water from flowing through them
from the injectors, and strainers to intercept foreign material. With
the water scoops it will be impossible to use a float, but when tests
are made on roads not using water scoops, a suitable float should be
made for determining the water consumption. The water level may be
established by using a rubber hose with glass tube inserted in the
end. which will indicate the height of water in the tank, this tube
to be brought in contact with a properly calibrated scale, or, if more
convenient, long glass tubes may be provided at each corner of the
tank for the same purpose.
In all cases the term "branch pipe" refers to the steam-supply pipe
to the cylinders and not the injector branch pipe.
The same operating conditions should be maintained as far as practicable as on a laboratory test.
The duration of a test is the running time minus time the throttle
is closed, and depends upon the length of the run between locomotive terminals.
In fast passenger service the runs should be. if practicable, at least 100 miles long.
In service requiring frequent stops
and in freight service, the distance may be much shorter. The length
of time upon which the hourly rate of consumption and evaporation are
based is the total time that the throttle valve is open and not elapsed
time between the starting and stopping time.
The fire having been thoroughly cleaned, banked to permit coking,
fresh fuel should be supplied to a level thickness which will be required for the run.
After the locomotive is attached to the train,
observe the pressure, the water level or meter readings, and when the
locomotive starts take this as the starting time. Thereafter cover the
Are with weighed coal and proceed with the regular work of the test.
The ashes and refuse should be removed from the ash pan and smoke
box before the locomotive is coupled to the train.
During the run the fire should be maintained in as equal and uni-

The apparatus which

for.

%
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form condition as practicable, and when

the

end

of

the

route

is

reached the fire should be as level and approximately the same thickWhen the locomotive is stopped
ness and condition as at the start.
and the proper level of the fire obtained, the weighed coal should be
discontinued. If during the run a stop of over seven minutes is made,
and in order to keep the fire in proper condition fresh fuel must be
supplied, this should be selected from the unweighed coal. There should
preferably be no water supplied to the boiler, and if it is supplied,
allowance should be made for same.
On reaching the terminal, the fire being in the same condition as at
the start, the water level and water supply should be noted.
The
time the locomotive comes to rest should be the time of stop of test.
The tests should be in charge of a competent person who is thoroughly familiar with road operations.
The number of observers required for a test depends upon the nature
of the data to be obtained. When making an efficiency test at least six
observers should be located on the locomotive, two for taking indicator
diagrams and any other data that can be taken from the pilot box,
two for cab data and two for coal and water records. It is frequently
necessary to increase this force when taking special data.
In the dynamometer car at least four observers ar» required, one to
record the time of each start and stop, passing each station aud recording mile posts, point of curvature and tan^eut and any other important information
one to record all information on the diagram and
keep track of indicator cards, and one to take car numbers and
weights of trains this latter man can also act as a relief observer.
When making test of Mallet type of locomotive, the locomotive force
is increased to take indicator cards from the low-pressure cylinders.
The time to take records depends entirely upon what facilities are
available for recording same.
If a dynamometer car is available for
the tests, records should only be taken when some change in the
operation of the locomotive takes place, such as throttle lever, reverse
lever and boiler pressure.
If the dynamometer car is not available, all
records should be taken preferably every five minutes.
Special reading of the meters and total number of sacks of coal fired
should be taken at specified stopping and passing points.
Careful observations should be made throughout the run, of the
time passing all important points, arriving and leaving each station,
and the time that the throttle valve is opened or closed, not only at
each stop, but when drifting.
In weighing and sampling the ash and refuse, the same preparation
as described for laboratory tests should be followed as far as prac;

;

ticable.

The
pound

should be sampled while it is being weighed off in 100and a small proportion taken at different times until
about 300 pounds is obtained. This should be crushed and quartered
and about one quart placed in an air-tight jar and sent to chemist for
analysis.
When this method of sampling is used, care should be taken
that the coal does not take on additional moisture, due to leaky cistern
or sprinkler.
If there is any question as to the coal taking additional moisture after it is once weighed out, sample should be taken
from each_sack as they are emptied.
On all tests the total moisture should be used in all calculations.
The same practice as used on laboratory tests for clorific tests of
coal should be used on road tests.
coal

lots,

The report was received and submitted

to letter ballot.

REVISION OF TRAIN BRAKE AND SIGNAL INSTRUCTIONS.
That portion of the Master Car Builders' and American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association air brake and train air signal instructions under the heading "General Instructions" has been revised by the
committee, and the revision is incorporated in this report.
That portion comprising the "General Questions and Answers" has
not been dealt with for the reason that the number of different types
of brake equipments now in use is so large, and the fact that local
conditions of different roads require special modifications in methods
of handling brakes so that it would be practically impossible to formulate a series of questions and answers that would be universally applicable.
Moreover, the Air Brake Association has a committee on
questions and answers that supplies all the air brake information required in question and answer form, and the committee refers to the
comprehensive list of questions and answers published by that association.
The committee recommends, however, that a committee from
this Association be appointed to confer in conjunction with a similar

committee from the Master Car Builders' Association, and the Air
Brake Association "Questions and Answers" committee, to the end
that the questions and answers shall be kept constantly up to date.
The following comprises the general air brake and train air signal
instructions in revised form
:

"A"

—GENERAL

INSTRUCTIONS.

The following

rules and instructions are issued for the government
of all employees of this railroad whose duties bring them in contact
with the maintenance and operation of the air brake and train air
signal apparatus.
They must be obeyed in all respects, as employees
will be held strictly responsible for the observance of same.

Every employee whose duties are connected in any way with the
maintenance and operation of the air brake will be examined from
time to time as to his qualifications for such duties by the Inspector

;
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of Air Brakes or other person appointed by the proper authority, and
a record will be kept of such examination.
Any employee whose work indicates an apparent lack of the requisite
brake knowledge will be required to pass an examination at any time
following such indications.

"B"—INSTRUCTIONS TO ENGINEMEN.
Enginemen when taking charge of locomotives must see that the
and train air signal apparatus on engine and tender is in
good working order and that the air compressor and lubricator work
2.

that the devices used for regulating all pressures are adproperly
that brake valves work properly in
justed at the authorized amount
all positions; and that, when brakes are fully applied, with cam type
of driver brake, the pistons do not travel less than 2 in., nor more
than 3% in., and with other forms of driver brakes from 4 to 6 in.
that the engine truck and trailer brake piston travel be not less than 4,
nor more than 6 in. that the tender brake piston does not travel less
than 6 nor more than 8 in.
Enginemen must report to roundhouse foremen, in writing, at the
end of the run, any defects in the air brake or train air signal
apparatus.
;

;

;

Testing Brakes at Terminal Points and
as May Be Designated bt
Special Instructions.- The brake pipe on the engine and under the
tender must always be blown out and maximum pressure obtained in
main reservoir before coupling engine to train.
After the train has been coupled, stretched and fully charged, the
engineman shall, at the request of the inspector or trainmen, apply the
brakes with full service application and hold them so applied until
all brakes operated from the engine have been inspected and the signal given to release. The engineman must then release the brakes and
he must not leave the station until it has been ascertained that all
brakes are released and he has been so informed by the inspector, or
the trainmen, of the number of brakes in service and of their condition.
If any defect is discovered during this test same must be
corrected and brakes again tested, and the operation repeated until
3.

Making Up Trains.

Down Such Grades

—

the brakes are known to be in good condition.
In testing passenger train brakes, signal for releasing must be given
from the air signal discharge valve on rear car.
Following the separation of couplings for local switching, or when
engine is parted from train, or train has been parted for any purpose,
the above test need not be complied with further than to ascertain,
by test, that the rear brakes are responsible to brake valve on enHowever, when cars
gine and that all brakes have properly released.
are added to train, the brakes on such cars must be inspected as in
terminal test.
When a back-up hose is to be used to control the
train, the brakes must be applied for test with the back-up hose, and
released from the brake valve on the engine.

—

—

Application Passenger Trains. In making service
4. Service
The first
stops from high speed, two applications should be used.
application should be derived from two or more brake-pipe reductions,
and when the speed has reduced to about 15 miles per hour, release all
brakes, and complete the stop with a moderate service application.
In making service stops with trains of less than seven cars, the
brakes should be released about the time the drivers make the last
Even on moderate grades and
revolution, except on heavy grades.
when stopping at water stations, coaling chutes, short platforms, etc.,
this should be done, and after releasing re-apply the brakes, either
automatic or independent, as required, to prevent the train from starting.
To avoid shocks and train parting the brakes must not be released on trains of seven or more cars while moving at a speed of
less than 10 miles per hour.
If undesvred quick action has taken place during a service application
on trains of more than five cars, the brakes must not be released until
the train comes to a stop.

—

—

Service Application Freight Trains. In applying the brakes
the train on descending grades, or for reducing speed for
any purpose, an initial brake pipe reduction of not less than 7 lb. must
be made. Releasing brakes at low speeds must not be attempted unless
5.

to steady

local conditions are favorable for same.

Ample time should always be allowed for making the stop, first
permitting the slack of train to become adjusted before commencing to
use the brake.
After this the first brake pipe reduction should be
made and it should be sufficiently heavy to make the stop, being not
less than 7 or more than 12 lb., according to the length of the train.
Then when not more than a car length (40 ft.) short of the completion
of the stop, a second reduction sufficiently heavy should be made to
cause the brake valve to be blowing when stop is completed. After a
reduction to apply brakes, no attempt must be made to release until
air ceases to discharge from the brake valve pipe exhaust.
When backing freight trains and it is desired to stop, apply the
brake in service, and when conditions permit, keep the driver brake
from applying and the throttle open until stop is complete, the idea of
keeping the engine brake released and using steam while train brake
is applying being to keep the slack of train bunched and thus prevent
train parting.
6.

Emergency Applications.

—The

emergency

brakes must be used only in actual emergencies.

application

tions the brake valve must

bo left in emergency position until train

has come to a stop.

ENGINEMEN' S STRAIGHT AIR OR INDEPENDENT BRAKE
VALVES.
(A) Always keep both brakes cut in and ready for operation, unless
some part requires cutting out.
(B) Always carry an excess pressure of 20 lb. or more, in the
main reservoir, as this is necessary to insure a uniformly satisfactory
failure of

air brake

Before Starting
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of

the

Under such condi-

operation.
(C) The straight air or the independent brake valve should not be
used for bunching the slack of the train previous to an automatic
application neither should it be used alone for making ordinary stops
;

with a train.
(D) The reducing valves for the straight air and the independent
brake and the safety valves for the locomotive brakes should be kept
adjusted at the authorized pressures.
When a full application of the straight air or of the independent
brake causes any of the safety valves to operate, it indicates that same
is out of order, or too high adjustment of the reducing valve or too low
adjustment of the safety valve, or leakage of same. Have them tested

and adjusted.
7.

Brakes Applied From an Unknown Cause.

—

If

it

is

found

that the train is dragging as though the brakes were applied, without
rapid falling of the pointer on the brake-pipe air gage, the engineman must make an effort to release the brakes, which may be done
as follows
First, if falling of the brake-pipe pressure pointer, the
engineman must make an effort to release the brakes, which may be
done as follows
First, if brake-pipe pressure is less than the authorized amount and the required excess pressure is carried in the main
reservoir, move the handle of the brake valve to release position for an
instant and then return it to running position
second, should the
brake pipe be fully charged with pressure, apply the brakes with a
heavy service reduction, and release them in the usual way. In case
the brakes can not be released in this manner, the train must be
stopped and the trainmen notified.
If, however, the brakes go on suddenly with a rapid fall of brakepipe pressure, it is evidence that (A) a conductor's valve has been
opened, (B) a hose has burst or other serious leak has occurred, or
(C) the train has parted.
In such an event the engine throttle
should be closed and the brake valve handle immediately placed in lap
or in emergency position, to prevent the escape of air from the main
reservoir, and left there until the train has stopped and the signal
to release has been given.
Hand brakes must not be used, except in
8. Braking by Hand.
:

:

;

—

emergency.

—

The engine and tender brakes must al9. Cutting Out Brakes.
ways be used automatically at every application of the train brake,
unless defective, except upon such grades as shall be designed by special

instructions.

When

necessary to cut out either the engine or the tender brake, it
be done by closing the cut-out cock, located between the brake
pipe and triple valve, and opening the drain cock in the auxiliary
reservoir, on locomotives so equipped.
On locomotives having the ET
or the LT equipment close the cut-out cock in the pipe leading to the
respective brake clinder.
When two or more engines are coupled in the
10. Double Headers.
same train, the brakes must be connected through to and operated
from the leading engine. Engineman of each engine, except the leading one, must close the double heading cock below the automatic brake
valve and carry the handle of brake valve in running position.
He
will run the compressor for the purpose of maintaining pressure on
his engine, and of enabling him to assume charge of the train brakes
should occasion require.
11. Dead Engine Feature.
Its purpose is to supply to the main
reservoir for operating brakes and other devices on engines where
pump has failed, or on dead engines en route. In both cases the cutoff cock in this device must be kept open and handle of both brake
valves on such engines left in running position, and the double heading cock below automatic brake valve kept closed.
The dead engine cut-out cock must be kept closed on all engines
where pumps are running.
shall

—

-

—

"C"— INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAINMEN.

—

After the loco12. Making Up Trains and Testing Air Brakes.
motive has been coupled to the train, or after two sections have been
coupled together, the brake and signal couplings must be united, the
cocks in the brake and signal pipes must all be open, except those at
the rear end of the last car, which must be closed, and the hose
in the dummy couplings.
After the train has been coupled, stretched, and fully charged, the
engineman must be requested to apply the brakes. When he has done
so, the brakes of each car must be examined to see if they are
When it has been ascertained that each brake has
properly applied.
been so applied, the engineman should be signaled to release.
In testing passenger train brakes the train air signal whistle code
for releasing must be used, and the signals to release must be given
from the air signal apparatus on the rear car. The brakes of each
car must then be examined to see that each is released, and the en-

hung up

—
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gincmau informed as

to the

number

of brakes in service

and

of their

conditiun.
is discovered it must be remedied and the brakes tested
operation being repeated until it is ascertained that everyThe conductor and engineman must then be notified
is right.
Following the separation of couplings
that" the brakes are all right.
engine
or train has been parted for any
when
or
switching
for local
purpose, the above test need not be complied with other than to ascertain, by test, that the rear brakes are responsive to brake valve on
engine, and that all brakes have properly released.
No passenger train must be started out from its terminal with the
The air
brakes upon any car cut out or in a defective condition.
brakes must be relied upon to control all trains.
First close the cocks in the
13. Detaching Locomotive or Cars.
brake and signal pipes at the point of separation, and then part the

If

any defect

again
thing

"the

—

couplings by hand.

If

—

released from the engine, or if the brakes are applied to detached cars,
the release may be effected by opening the release valve in the
auxiliary reservoir until the air begins to release through the triple
valve, when the valve must be closed.
First close the cock
15. Train Breaking in Two or More Parts.
in the brake pipe at the rear of the first section, and then signal the
engineman to release the brakes. Having coupled the second section,
first being sure that the
observe, the rules for making up trains
section has been closed,
of
second
rear
the
at
pipe
cock in the brake
When the engineif the train has broken in more than two sections.

—

—

man has released the brakes on the second section, the same method
must be employed with reference to the third section, and so on.
When the train has been once more entirely united the brakes must
be inspected on each car to see that all are released before proceeding.
When necessary to cut
16. Ci'tting Out the Brakes on a Car.
cock in the cross-over
the
cut-out
close
any
car,
upon
out the brake
pipe near the triple valve, and open the drain cock in the auxiliary
reservoir, leaving it open on passenger cars.
On freight cars the release valve must be held open until all of the
air has escaped from the reservoir, when an air brake defect card must
The conductor must notify the engineman of brake
be applied.

—

cut-out.

—

Should it become necessary to apply the
17. Conductor's Valve.
brakes from the train, it may be done by opening the conductor's
The valve must be held open until the
valve in any car so equipped.
train comes to a stop, and then must be closed.
This method of stopping the train must not be used except in case
of emergency.
In the event of the bursting of a brake hose, it
IS. Burst Hose.
the brakes tested before proceeding, so as to
and
must be replaced
ascertain that the rear brakes are responsible to the brake valve on
At least one extra air-brake hose complete should be carried
engine.
by all crews, and in addition one extra signal hose complete carried

—

by passenger crews.
19. Brakes Not in Use.—^When the air brakes are not in use. the
hose should be kept coupled between the cars or hung to the dummy
couplings, when cars are so equipped.
When this valve is to be used, the
20. Fressuee Retaining Valve.
trainmen must, at the top of the grade, at point authorized, test the
brakes upon the whole train, and must then pass over the train and
turn the handles of the pressure-retaining valves upon all or upon a
part of the cars, as may be directed, to proper position for retaining
pressure.
At the foot of the grade, the handles must be turned down-

—

ward (lengthwise with pipe) again. Special instructions will be issued
as to the grades upon which these valves are to be used.
In making up trains, all couplings and car
21. Train Air Signal.
discharge valves on the cars must be examined to see if they are
should the car discharge valve upon any car be found detight,
fective, it may be cut out by closing the cock in the branch pipe
hading to it. The conductor must be notified when the signal has
been cut out upon any car, and he must report the same for repairs.
In using the signal, pull down upon the cord during one full second
for each intended blast of the signal whistle, and allow three seconds
to elapse between the pulls.
Any defect in either the
22. Reporting Defects to Inspectors.
air brake or the train air signal apparatus must be reported to the
or, if the defect be a serious one in
inspector on arrival at terminal
passenger service, it must be reported to the nearest inspector, and
such defect must be remedied before the car proceeds.

—

—

;

"D"— INSTRUCTIONS TO ENGINEHOUSE FOREMEN.

—

It is the duty of the enginehouse foreman to know
that the air brake and train air signal equipment is properly inspected upon each locomotive after each run, and that necessary
Air gages must be
repairs are made before leaving the enginehouse.
tested at least once every thirty days, and date of testing shown.
H4. Air Compressors.— The air compressors must be tested for
efficiency by orifice test, and their condition determined.

General.

Compressors must be started slowly with drain cocks open, these
cocks to be left open until compressor is free from all condensation.
They must also be left open while compressor is not working.
25. Compressor Governor.
The compressor governor should cut off
the steam supply when the air pressure for which it is adjusted has
been obtained, and promptly admit steam to the compressor when aitpressure falls slightly below the authorized.amount.
26. Brake Valves.
These valves must be kept clean and be known
to be in working order in all their positions before the engine leaves
the enginehouse.
27. Adjustment of Brakes.
Engine brake piston travel should not
be less than 4 nor more than 6 in.
for tender brake not less than 6
nor more than 8 in. When cam driver brake is in use piston travel
should be not less than 2 in. nor more than 3% in., and care must
be taken to adjust both cams alike, so that the point of contact of the
cams will be in line with the piston rod the brake shoes should
be correctly adjusted at equal distances from the wheel at the top
and bottom of the shoe and in line with the tires.
28. Brake Cylinders and Triple Valves.
Engine and tender brake
cylinders, plain triple valves and high-speed reducing valves should
be cleaned, lubricated and tested, at least once in six months when
locomotive is equipped with distributing valve or control valve, or the
tender has a quick action triple valve, these parts should be cleaned
and tested at least once in three months. Time and place of cleaning
to be stenciled according to standard drawings.
29. Draining.
The main reservoir, and also the drain cup and dirt
collector in the brake pipe under the tender, must be drained of any
accumulation after each trip.
The auxiliary reservoirs and triple
valves must also be drained frequently, and daily in cold weather, and
the brake pipe under the engine and tender blown out.
30. Train Air Signal.
The train air signal apparatus must be
examined and tested, both at front of engine and rear of tender before
every trip, by means of a suitable appliance to which is attached an air
gage for testing the pressure carried.
It must be known that the
whistle responds properly also that the pressure-reducing valve maintains the authorized pressure.

—

—

—

;

;

—

the couplings are found to be frozen together
or covered with ice. the ice must first be removed and then the
couplings thawed to prevent injury to the gaskets.
If brakes are found sticking, the signal for
14. Brakes Sticking.
given,
in which case, if the brakes can not be
be
must
sticking"
"brakes

Couplings Frozen.

23.
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—

;

—

—

;

"E "— INSTRUCTIONS TO INSPECTORS.
General. —It

is the duty of all inspectors to see that the
couplings, the pipe joints, the triple valves, the high-speed reducing
valves, the conductor's valves, the air-signal valves, and all other parts
of the brake and signal apparatus are in good order, of standard size
For this reason they must be tested
for the car, and free from leaks.
under the full air pressure as used in service.
No passenger train
must be allowed to leave a terminal station with the brake upon any
car cut out, or in a defective condition.
If a defect is discovered in the brake apparatus of a freight car,
which can not be held long enough to give time to correct such defect,
the brake must be cut out and the car properly carded, to call the
attention of the next inspector to the repairs required.
Special rules will specify the smallest proportion of the total num-'
ber of freight cars, with the air brakes in good condition, which may
be used in operating the train as an air-brake train.

31.

—

Making Up Trains and Testing Brakes. In making up
the coupling must be united and the cocks at the ends of the
cars all opened, except at the rear end of the last car, where the cocks
must be closed
the inspector must know that the air is passing
through the pipes to the rear end, and the hose couplings at the rear
are properly attached to the dummy couplings on cars so "equipped.
After the train is stretched and fully charged, the engineman must be
requested to apply the brakes. After the brakes are applied they must
be examined upon each car to see that they have the proper
piston travel.
This having been ascertained, the inspector must signal the engineman to release the brakes.
In testing passenger train brakes, the signal to release must be given
from the discharge valve on the rear car. He must then again examine
the brakes upon each car to note that all have released. If any defect
is discovered, it must be corrected and the testing of the brakes repeated, until they are found to work properly.
The inspector must
then inform both the engineman and conductor of the number of cars
with brakes in good order.
The examination must be repeated if any change is made in the
makeup of the train before starting.
32.

trains,

;

—

Cleaning Cylinders, Triple Valve' and Slack Adjusters.
The brake cylinders and triple valves, on freight equipment cars must
be cleaned, lubricated and tested, at least once in twelve months, and
the method of marking brake apparatus which has been cleaned, lubricated and tested, should be as shown in Rule No. 60, of M. C. B.
33.

Rules of Interchange.
On passenger cars, the cylinders, triple valves and slack adjusters
must be cleaned and lubricated at least once in six months, and in
case cars are equipped with high-speed brakes, the triple, high-speed
valves, and control valves, must be cleaned at least once every three
months, and date and place of last cleaning stenciled on these parts
with white paint.
The triple valves and auxiliary reservoirs must be frequently drained,
especially in cold weather, by removing the plug in the bottom of the
triple valve and opening the drain cock in the bottom of reservoir.
Adjustment of Brakes. The slack of the brake shoes must be
34.

—

-
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Six railroads make use of machines to compute the tonnage in trains
being made up. all but one being simple adding machines, and the
exceptions being a device which automatically adds a variable car factor to the actual tonnage.
Manifestly, it is impossible to carefully analyze the conditions existing in each train in order to calculate the number of tons which a
Therefore, for ordinary purposes, formulae or
locomotive can haul.
curves of resistance are prepared for various weights of cars and
various speeds. Grade resistance is, of course, a constant, and resistance of cars due to curvature is generally assumed as being constant,
The variation of
based on tests or accepted from some authority.
locomotive drawbar pull with change in speed is taken either from
results of test, comparison of dimensions, etc., of locomotive with one
tested, or from published curves and formulae.

fourtaken up by means of the truck dead levers on cars having
on
car
the
of
center
turnbuckle
nearest
the
the
at
and
wheeled truck
cars having six-wheeled trucks.* In taking up such slack it must first
all
be ascertained that the hand brakes are released, and the slack is
taken out of the upper connection, so that the truck levers do not go
within one inch of the truck timber or other stop, when the piston of
the brake cylinder is fully back at the release position.
When under a full application the brake piston travel is found to
exceed 9 in. upon passenger or freight cars, the brake shoe slack must
be taken up and adjustment so made that the piston shall travel not
In taking up the brake shoe slack it must never be
less than 6 in.
taken up by means of the hand brakes. Where automatic slack adjusters are applied to any car. such adjuster must be fully released before
the slack Is taken up elsewhere, and where cars are equipped with
double apparatus it must be seen that both slack adjusters are evenly

adjusted.

T

—Where

the cylinder lever has more than one
different
holes are for use upon cars of
and
end
outer
the
hole at
It must be carefully ascertained that the rods are
different weights.
connected to the proper holes, so that the correct braking force shall
35.

Braking Force.
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being switched or while standing in the yard, the hose is coupled between the cars or properly secured in the dummy couplings, where cars
are so equipped.
Responsibilities of Inspectors. Inspectors will be held
38.
strictly responsible for the good condition of all the brake and signal
apparatus upon cars placed in trains at their stations they will also
make examinations of the brakes, and such repairs as may be required.
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In answer to the circular sent -nit by the committee replies were
The questions and a summary of the
received from 35 railroads.
replies to same were as follows
Do you use a formula or curve in arriving at tonnage rating? Give
formula and state fully your method of applying.
Twenty railroads use either formulae or curves to determine tonnage
ratings.
One of these uses the formulae and curves in connection with
:

tests to establish data bear-

ing on resistance of freight cars?
Eleven railroads have made use of dynamometer cars to determine
car resistance and tonnage rating.
If no formula or data are used in calculating locomotive tonnage
rating, state method used for rating your locomotives.
Thirteen railroads report that their tonnage is determined' solely by
a practical test.
Do you provide allowance in your ratings for various weather condi-

done?

"^1
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— Relation

Between Resistance and Average Car
Weight at Various Speeds.

The calculated tonnage is usually checked in practice, and very
frequently tonnage is determined by test, without previous calculations.
Occasionally a dynomometer car is used to check the performance of
the locomotive with the standard pull-speed curve of the locomotive,
This will show whether
in addition to determining the train resistance.
or not the locomotive is working up to its capacity.
The data available relative to locomotive resistance seems to be
very meager, 22 Y2 lb. per ton on drivers being the most generally accepted value for all speeds, resistance on engine truck and trailer
wheels being taken as the same as that of the same number of axles
under a freight car of equivalent weight.
The tender resistance is
calculated the same as a freight car.
Where a locomotive is equipped with a superheater it will frequently
be found that advantage can be taken of the higher pull speed curve
of the locomotive when establishing tonnage rating, this increase will
usually have to be determined by actual trial.
Resistance due to grade will be 20 lb. per ton of 2,000 lb. per 1 per
cent of ascent.
The resistance of cars due to curvature of track depends on various track and speed conditions, 0.8 lb. per ton per degree
being much used.
For ordinary track, however, 0.9 lb. per ton per
degree will be found correct in a great many cases. The curve resistance of locomotive (including tender) is also found to vary. For consolidation locomotives 1.5 lb. per ton per degree will be found nearly
for locomotives of longer wheel base
correct for average conditions
or having more wheels the resistance will be greater.
It has been found in practice that the resistance per ton light cars
is greater than that of heavy cars, and consequently a locomotive can
pull more tons of heavy cars at the same speed and over the same
;

tracks.

Thirty railroads reduce their tonnage to provide for weather and
unfavorable conditions.
What official directs the rating to be used as weather conditions
change ?
The superintendent, train master or some transportation officer
directs the rating to be used when maximum rating can not be used.
Do you use any system of tonnage adjustment for loaded and
How was tonnage adjustment derived? How is the
empty cars?
tonnage adjustment applied in practice?
Twenty-six railroads use some form of tonnage adjustments to take
care of light and heavy cars. The method may be classified as follows
seven use a constant car allowance factor seven use a variable factor
depending on weight of car two of these obtaining the adjustment
automatically from a tonnage calculating machine three use sets of
tables giving tonnage and numbers of cars in train or average weight
of cars
two use a car limit one uses a factor when the number of
cars exceeds 24 one uses a limit in average weight per car three use
a factor for empty cars only one uses a system based on ratio of lading to tare weight and one uses a positive or negative factor, depending on average weight of cars in train.
Do you use any specially designed calculating machine in handling
tonnage rating?
:

—
;

:

;

;

There are several different ways of covering this point in compiling
tonnage ratings, as follows
Drawbar pull method. In this method the trains of various weights
of cars are computed for a locomotive and. due to the varying values of
resistance, there will be a different weight of train and number of
The ratings as tabulated are accars for each average weight of car.
tual tons.
This is shown on Table 2.
In this method the trains that a locoAdjusted tonnage method.
motive can haul over a given division are determined by either test
or calculation for both heavy and light cars, and an adjusted tonnage
rating is determined as follows
:

:

;

;

Wl

=

We =
Nl

=

Total weight of loaded or heavy cars in first train.
Total weight of empty or lisrht cars in second train.
Number of loaded cars.

Ne = Number of empty cars.
C = Car allowance or adjustment

Wl

;

;
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dynamometer tests.
Have you ever made any dynamometer
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operation, such signal to permit of easy and prompt communication
both between the train crew and engineman, and the engineman and
If it is the desire of the
train crew, under all conditions of service.
Association that this subject be investigated, this committee will be
pleased to do so, and report progress at the next convention.
Committee: R. B. Kendig (chairman), B. P. FLORr, R. K. Read-
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of the limited range of action of the present train air
signal, the committee desires to bring attention to the need of an
improved train signal this with a view of accelerating the development of a signal device which shall be entirely satisfactory in its
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36.
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The application of this formula is shown in an example under the
head of tonnage for cold weather, and it will be found that the adjusted
tonnage for loaded cars will be equal to that for empty cars.
In this method a train of
Variable car adjustment factor method.
cars of some average weight of car is determined for a given locomoIn order
tive and the actual tons in this train taken as the rating.
to provide adjustment for lighter or heavier cars, a factor is added to
the weight of lighter cars and subtracted from the weight of heavier
cars.
The value of the factor is made to vary with the weight of the
car, being equal to zero for cars of the average weight tested.
This method is in some cases applied in practice by means of a tonnage adding machine which automatically takes care of the adjustment.
In the Lake Shore method of applying the variable car factor, the
adjustment is obtained from a tonnage computing machine, correcting
as follows
A 20-ton car registers 23 tons.
A 30-ton car registers 32 tons.
A 40-ton car registers 40 tons.

tive,

lined

but the increase in resistance should be calculated as above outand deducted from the drawbar pull, to provide for low tem-

peratures.
When the drawbar pull is calculated, both the resistance at 70° F.
and increase in resistance due to low temperature should be deducted
from the calculated drawbar pull to find that available at the low

temperature.
The tabulation below gives data for empty cars of 20 tons and loaded
cars of 72 tons computed as above
:

PER CENTS.
K 5

aa

u

50-ton car registers 48 tons.
60-ton car registers 55 tons.
70-ton car registers 62 tons.
An 80-ton car registers 66 tons.
actual and adjusted tons in a train will be the same when the
composed of cars weighing 40 tons each. The actual tons calculated or determined by test for the locomotive for 40-ton cars will,
therefore, be the rating, and the weights of trains of cars of weights
other than 40 tons were found by dividing the rating by the adjusted
tons per car and proceeding as with the adjusted tonnage method.
In the Philadelphia & Reading method of applying the variable car
factor, the adjustment is obtained in much the same way as in the
Lake Shore method, except that the constants used are not the same.

The

train

is

weighing from 15 to 19 tons are registered 4 per cent heavy.
weighing from 20 to 24 tons are registered 3 per cent heavy.
weighing from 25 to 28 tons are registered 2 per cent heavy.
weighing from 29 to 33 tons are registered 1 per cent heavy.
weighing from 34 to 48 tons are registered actual weight.
weighing from 49 to 53 tons are registered 1 per cent light.
weighing from 54 to 58 tons are registered 2 per cent light.
weighing from 59 to 64 tons are registered 3 per cent light.
weighing from 65 to 68 tons are registered 4 per cent light.
.Cars weighing from 69 to 73 tons are registered 5 per cent light.
Cars weighing from 74 to 77 tons are registered 6 per cent light.
Cars weighing from 78 to 80 tons are registered 7 per cent light.
Cars weighing from 81 to 82 tons are registered 8 per cent light.
Cars weighing from 83 to 85 tons are registered 9 per cent light.
In the Canadian Pacific method of applying the variable car factor
the rating is based on cars having load equal to twice the rate weight
of the car.
In order to compare this with other methods, cars are
assumed as weighing 20 tons tare. Then when loaded in accordance
with this method, they will have gross weight of 60 tons per car.
From a table current on the Canadian Pacific, upon which tonnages
are calculated for grades of 0.5 per cent and under, it is found that
when the tare weight of a car is assumed as 20 tons the adjusted
weights are as follows
For total weight of car of 20 tons, adjusted weight is 26 tons.
For total weight of car of 30 tons, adjusted weight is 35 tons.
For total weight of car of 40 tons, adjusted weight is 44 tons.
For total weight of car of 50 tons, adjusted weight is 53 tons.
For total weight of car of 60 tons, adjusted weight is 62 tons.
For total weight of car of 70 tons, adjusted weight is 71 tons.
For total weight of car of 80 tons, adjusted weight is 79 tons.
The adjusted rating is found by dividing the total actual weight of
60-ton cars that the locomotive will haul, as found from the drawbar
pull, or 2,150 tons, by 60, which will give the number of cars.
The
number of cars is then multiplied by the adjusted tons per car for a
60-ton car, which will give the adjusted tons per train.
To obtain
the actual tons in train of cars of weights other than 60 tons each
the same method was used as explained under the Lake Shore method.
Experiments made in 1909 by Prof. E. C. Schmidt on the Illinois
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars

a 2
-

—

Qj

h &

C

— —

indicate that the frictional resistance of freight cars
moving at 10 to 12 miles per hour is 50 per cent greater at a temperature of 0° F. than at 70° F., and in any system of tonnage rating
this fact should be remembered.
At 20 miles per hour the above figure will be increased to 67 per cent.
In addition to the increase in train resistance, the resistance of the
locomotive will be increased, resulting in a lower drawbar pull in cold
wr eather. One way of correcting for this is to add to the resistance
of the engine truck, trailer and tender the same percentage as for
freight cars, for cold weather.
With the locomotive 0.8 of 22^ lb.
per ton, the friction of driving wheels, rods, etc., or 18 lb. per ton, will
be affected by low temperature, and this amount, 18 lb. per ton, should
be corrected in the same ratio as the car resistance.
A simple method of correcting drawbar pull for temperatures of 50°
F. and below is to deduct 1-2000 of the drawbar pull at 70°
and 5
miles per hour for each degree that the temperature is below 70° F.
When a pull-speed curve is used for the locomotive in which the
drawbar pull at the rear of the tender is plotted, the resistance at
70° F. should not be deducted from the drawbar pull of the locomoR.
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70°
55°
35°
20°
10°

100.0
100.0
2.230
2.565
10.80
100.0
100.0
1,665
97.3
108.0
1.578
2,499
11.65
96.5
94.6
2,150
87.9
94.0
120.0
2,045
1,465
2,413
12.95
91.6
126.0
2,343
13.60
88.4
83.7
91.3
1,970
1,395
131.0
1.925
14.12
81.0
89.8
1,350
2,305
86.4
0°
2.275
14.85
84.0
78.3
88.5
137.5
1.885
1,305
-10°
82.7
76.0
141.0
2.230
15.22
86.8
1,840
1,265
While there have been numerous experiments made to determine
the resistance of trains due to wind, there is some doubt whether any
use can be made in this report of the results, owing to the fact that
it is difficult to predetermine the velocity of the wind at any given
point and at any time. It is therefore felt that tonnage ratings should
be graduated for temperature conditions, as previously outlined, and if
at any time severe winds are blowing, or are expected, the tonnage
can be reduced to a lower rating accordingly.
Where either the adjusted tonnage method or either of the drawbar
pull methods is used a simple adding machine will be found satisfactory, but where a variable car factor is used it will be most easily
applied by means of a special tonnage adding machine fitted up to
register properly.
In this connection, it should be noted that the machine should be
adjusted to suit the tonnage rating of the division, instead of the tonnage rating of the division being altered to the constants of a ready

made machine.

Dynamometer Trials.
The following suggestions are
mometer car

offered

for

the

use

of

the

dyna-

:

All instruments in car. including dynamometer springs, should
A.
be carefully calibrated at intervals sufficiently frequent to insure accuracy of all readings.
The locomotive steam gage should be calibrated and diameter
B.
of pistons and driving wheels carefully measured.
The correction to be made in drawbar pull for acceleration may
C.
be applied in accordance with the following formula
:

(lX0.6w)

F=
where F

(V^

X

W

:

Central

c

9 *

—
« a

+J

:

A
A
A
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= Correction

31.1

V;

(V,

— Vi)

X

D
in

pounds per

W = weight of car in tons.
w= weight of wheels under
Vj

+ Vj)

ton.

car in tons.

= initial velocity feet per second.
= final velocity feet per second.

D= Distance

of acceleration or retardation.

Constants are based on 33-in. wheels.
Another formula which is easily applied in working up dynamometer
records

F

=

is

91.1
(

2

— Vi)

(Tt

+ 1.68 X)

t

where

F=

Correction in pounds for whole train.

= time in seconds between readings
\ = initial velocity— miles per hour.
Vj = final velocity-— miles per hour.
Tt = weight of train in tons.
t

Vi and V*

1

X

= number

of cars in train.

Constant 1.68

is

based

on

5^x10

in.

axles

and

33-in.

wheels.
it should be subtracted from the drawbar pull
should be added to the drawbar pull.
D.
When a dynamometer test is made, the track should be carefully checked against the profile and alignment, so that the proper corand if curvarections can be made in drawbar pull values for grade
ture resistance is computed, the correct value can be obtained.
In working up such tests, the actual grade going around a curve
should be used and the actual curvature noted, as the compensation
of the curve, if any. is based on some assumed value of resistance per
ton per degree of curvature which may or may not be true for the

Where F

is

positive,

and when negative

it

;

case in question.
In any calculation involving train resistance on curves, only the part
of the train which is actually on the curve should be considered.
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It will in many cases bo found that a ruling grade can be approached
at a fairly high speed, say from 25 to 45 miles per hour.
Where this
initial speed can be depended upon, it will, of course, be possible to
haul heavier trains than those calculated for a constant speed or dead
pull.

The formula used

in

such a calculation

is

:

Gm = 3.5X
where

L

Gm = per

cent of grade to be deducted from actual grade.
initial speed in miles per hour.
Vi
\%
speed at top of grade in miles per hour.
L length of grade in feet.
Having found
as above, the equivalent grade is found by deducting
from the actual grade, and tonnage rating is calculated
for the equivalent grade, as previously outlined.
Physical relations of rise in feet to length of grade in connection
with possible initial speed will have to be considered when determining whether or not a grade can be handled in this manner.
Other
considerations in this connection are the location of stations, towers,
water tanks, sidings and block signals, which, if located on the grade,
will prevent its being considered as a velocity grade.
The various traffic conditions, such as frequency of trains, single or
multiple track, and average speed between terminals will all have a
bearing on the subject.
There have been several methods suggested of rating locomotives by
calculated steep curves. These are open to the objection that the constants used are not correct, as they do not provide for the variations
in pull per ton with weight of car, and that it is necessary to assume
a given weight of train and make calculations for acceleration and
retardation curves for all grades found on the divisions and finally
with these curves to plot a speed curve over the division profile to
ascertain the time between stations.
In view of the amount of theoretical labor involved in the above,
it seems that a better way would be to make up some test trains, either
by a simple calculation or according to the judgment of some experienced traffic officer, and run them over the road, keeping careful observations of speed by means of a reliable speed recorder.
If a dynamometer car is available, it can be used to ascertain if the locomotive is keeping up to the proper drawbar pull.

=
=
=

Gm

Gm

Recommendations.
(a)
To compute the tonnage rating for a division, it is recommended
that for track having heavy rails and roadbed with a high degree of
maintenance, the car resistance curves shown on Fig. 1 be used.
For weather conditions, provision should be made by making
(b)
calculations as previously outlined.
(c)
If the traffic will permit, the calculation of ruling grades as
velocity grades is recommended, as it will permit the addition of several cars to the train.
Where desired, speed curves can be plotted for assumed trains
(d)
over the division.
The principal value of this will be in connection
with fast freight trains.
On account of the great amount of labor
involved, it being necessary to make a complete set of calculations for
each train assumed, the committee is not strongly inclined to recommend this method, and mention of it has been made only for the purpose of pointing out to the Association a possible way of determining

tonnage rating.
•(e)
After tonnage ratings have been calculated, it is strongly
recommended that before being finally adopted several practical tests
be run of trains made up in accordance with the new rating.
The
use of a dynamometer car or speed recorder in such trials is recommended, in order to show: (1) whether the locomotive is working
up to its capacity at all times; (2) whether the locomotive is loaded
to its capacity on the ruling grades.
(f)
On railroads having a dynamometer car at their disposal, tests
may be made and from the results of such trials locomotive pull-speed
and train resistance curves may be made up and the practical rating
checked by calculation. In this it is, of course, necessary to use the
standard diameters of cylinders and driving wheels and disregard the
locomotives having cylinders worn large and driving wheels worn small.
The division constants found on one division may safely be used on another division with the same characteristics. Where they are different,
it is well to make an estimate of the difference or to make additional
trials.

—

Committee: P. F. Smith (chairman), W. E. Dunham, E. J.
Searles, H. C. Manchester, C. E. Chambers, J. H. Manning, Frank
Zeleny.
There was some discussion as to the advisability of accepting the
recommendations and the report was referred back to the committee
for

further investigation.

FUEL ECONOMY.
In the preparation of this report, a list of 17 questions was sent
out to the mechanical department heads of the railroads.
The questions, with a digest of the answers, are given below.
Question 1. What fuel economies can be obtained from the following

—

:
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Good Boiler Conditions. There is no doubt that clean boilers contribute largely to fuel economy ; and it is certain that scale formation leads to broken staybolts, leaky tubes, seams and mud rings, with
the consequent loss of boiler efficiency and increased fuel consumption
for a given amount of evaporation.

Experiments conducted by the United States Government show the
following costs for producing 100 horse-power for 3,000 hours, with
coal at |1.50 per ton, for a clean boiler and with various thickness of
scale, as follows
:

Thickness of Scale.

Cost.

inch
inch
inch

.

•h
Yi

$1,269.99
1,459.00
2,0^0.00

Increased Cost.
14.88 per cent
59.84 per cent

These data clearly demonstrate the point in question, and show that
every Vg in- of scale on the heating surface of the boiler requires 15
per cent more fuel than would be required if the boiler was entirely

from scale.
The nature* of the

free

scale formed has a decided influence on the efficiency of the heating surfaces.
In some localities, the water used for
locomotive boiler feed contains a certain amount of decayed vegetable
matter, and the scale is somewhat soft and porous. The loss of fuel is
very much less, with this sort of scale than with hard scale, the effect
of which was the subject of investigation in the experiments just
mentioned.
Scale prevention and careful boiler maintenance have a very marked
bearing on fuel economy, perhaps more than any other item in connection with the locomotive itself.
Good Water Conditions. Good boiler feed-water, together with
thorough cleaning of boilers by washing out, keeps the amount of
scale formed down to a minimum, and, as previously shown, contributes largely to fuel economy.

—

Good Machinery Conditions.

—

Keeping the valve gear in good conorder to obtain correct steam distribution, and by proper
lubrication, to prevent hot bearings, the friction or internal losses in
the locomotive will be reduced to a minimum.
The effect of this on
the amount of fuel burned is self-evident.
Superheaters. Tests of superheater locomotives in both passenger
and freight service have shown a saving in fuel, for a unit amount of
work done, amounting to as much as 25 per cent. Somewhat less than
this must be expected in regular service, because in every-day operation the approach to the results achieved by tests will be governed by
the essential factors of good firing, proper handling of the locomotive
dition,

in

—

and maintenance.
Superheaters make

it

possible

to

get

a

higher sustained

tractive

power out of a locomotive.
The savings resulting from their use,
therefore, would not show upon a locomotive mileage basis, but would
appear when figured on a ton-mile basis, which is, to a certain extent,
proportional to the work done.
Preheaters and Feed-Water Heaters. Accurate data relative to

—

these devices are so limited, as to be of little value.
It can be said,
therefore, that experience has not yet justified their application to
locomotives generally.
Outside Valve Gear. Outside valve gear has some influence on fuel
economy, because it holds its adjustment and consequently gives a
better steam distribution.
While certain economies are known to result from its use, the percentage is more or less indeterminate.
Brick Arches. It is generally agreed that about 10 per cent fuel
economy can be obtained from the use of the brick arch. But there
are other advantages which should not be lost sight of.
It affords
considerable protection to the flues, by keeping them at a nearly constant temperature and thus prevents certain losses due to leaks also
the arch tubes give increased heating surface of the most valuable

—

—

;

kind.

Mechanical Stokers.

—

In the ordinary interpretation of the term
doubtful whether savings can be claimed for the
mechanical stoker.
Its chief merit is its capacity for firing larger
quantities of coal than can be handled by a fireman.
It is believed that the application of the mechanical stoker will be
greatly extended in the future.
Until then the advantages of the
device will be more or less a matter of conjecture.
Special Appliances. Special appliances, such as automatic fire
doors, power reverse gears, rectangular and variable exhaust nozzles,
and smoke-consuming devices, all have a tendency to produce fuel
economy, as they make work of the enginemen easier and improve the
operation of the locomotive itself.
Properly drafted locomotives should steam freely, provided they are
correctly proportioned, and therefore a study of each class of locomotive, to the end of giving it an efficient set of draft appliances, will
materially assist in producing a saving in fuel.
Among special appliances might also be mentioned a recording device
attached to the safety valve to show how long the valve has been open
during any stated period. The railroad with which the chairman of
the committee is associated has had a device of this nature on one of
its passenger locomotives for some time.
The record made by the
instrument is very impressive and admits of no argument. It enables
the enginemen to be accurately informed of the amount of waste
caused by unnecessary popping, and it goes a long way to assist in
making instructions along this line effective. A 3-inch safety valve
"fuel economy"

it

is

—

:
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on a boiler carrying 200 pounds pressure will waste 146.7 lb. of steam
and about 20 lb. of coal every minute during which it is open. When
it is considered that from 7.000 to
20,000 lb. of coal are wasted
each month on
single locomotive, it is evident that the matter of
loss through safety valves is something worthy of close attention and
offers an opportunity to effect a considerable saving.
;i

—

Question 2. What methods of supervision are in vogue on your
road or in your territory to promote the greatest measures* of fuel
economy; who are responsible; and to whom do they report?
Several railroads have organized their fuel departments, and placed
charge a fuel engineer, or a superintendent of locomotive operaThis officer reports to the head of the mechanical department.
tion.
The fuel department has jurisdiction over matters relating to the
proper operation of locomotives, economies in fuel, lubricants, other
The fuel department consists of the
supplies nnd kindred subjects.
chief officers, above mentioned, and a corps of men who report to him
and who devote their entire time to securing results along the lines
previously mentioned.
in

One road has a superintendent of locomotive operation who visits
the several division terminals periodically and lecturfs to the enginemen on the methods of performing their duties in the manner to
These lectures are elucidated by steresecure economies in operation.
opticon views, and moving pictures are used to illustrate the proper
and improper ways of doing work.
On some roads a- traveling engineer and a traveling fireman are
assigned to each main division, and in some cases they have to cover
While other railroads do not require these men to
side lines as well.
cover so much territory, the plan is not necessarily inefficient, because
a great deal depends upon the spirit which the supervising officers are
able to work up among the engineers and firemen.
The railroad with which the chairman of the committee is connected has quite an extensive organization of this character.
At the
head of the department is a superintendent of locomotive operation
who reports to the general mechanical superintendent. Under this
officer are supervisors of locomotive operation and road foremen of
engines, who receive instructions, both from him and from the master

mechanics.

Question
tion.

3.

— Instruction

and encouragement

What program have you

installed?

in

locomotive opera-

By whom and

in

what man-

ner are instructions given to enginemen?
Speaking further of the railroad with which the chairman of the

committee

is identified

:

The plan of supervision requires the assignment of at least one
supervisor of locomotive operation or road foreman of engines to
every 50 engine crews or less, each man having supervision over one"
specific class of service, namely, passenger, freight or switch.
Their
duties cover instruction of enginemen in the proper methods of firing,
efficient handling of the locomotive, and operation
of fuel-saving
devices.
They hold periodic class meetings at the different terminals,
where the road instruction is carried further by lectures.
Enginemen receive encouragement by a system which has been in
vogue on this road for several years.
When an engineer has had a
record which comes up to a certain fixed standard, the number plate
of his locomotive is painted red. indicating that he is a member of the
order of the "Red Spot.*' The rules governing this order are briefly
as follows
1.
A good performance in operating the locomotive, both in controlling the work of the fireman and in performing his own duties so
as to obtain the greatest efficiency in operation.
2.
His record must show no engine failure, for which he is directly
responsible, during the preceding six months.
Cleanliness is also an
essential.
3.

They are required

to

make

a study of the four leading

economies

over which they have control
namely, fuel, lubrication, tools and
other supplies, and maintenance and shop cost of locomotives.
4.
Membership shall be chosen and published on the first day of
each month by a committee composed of a master mechanic, a supervisor of locomotive operation or a road foreman of engines, a trainmaster, a chief dispatcher and a superintendent (ex officio).
;

Engineers or firemen in charge of a "Red Spot" locomotive
5.
coming amenable to discipline shall receive the following benefits:

Record Suspension
Actual Suspension
Dismissal

be-

None.

Reduced one-half.

Due

consideration.

any offense warrants the application of the above modified disci"Red Spot," but it may be changed back
at the beginning of any month by recommendation of the committee.
If

pline, the locomotive loses its

After an engineer has belonged to the order a sufficient length of
time to warrant it, his name is placed on the cab of his locomotive
in letters of gold.
This is the highest position in the order.
Question 4. Do you advise class or individual instruction.
Give reasons.
Class or individual instruction is very essential to promote the
greatest degree of fuel economy, and in most cases, both are given.
Individual instruction is preferred.
However, in order to create a
lasting impression and obtain the best results, instruction should be
followed up invariably by practical demonstration.
Locomotive class

—
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instruction at terminals is growing in favor.
This practice is justified
for several reasons
1.
It makes it possible to group, or divide, the men into classes,
associating those who have equal experience, the same turn of mind
and a parity of mental grasp.
Relatively, more work can be presented and assimilated in a
2.
given period by the men, which saves the time of the instructing
:

officer.

views of the several members of the class and
by the discussion of them.
4.
It affords an opportunity to take up operating questions, which
makes the meetings interesting to all employes in train service.
Question 5. What methods are used to instruct enginemen, firemen, hostlers and engine preparers, when first entering the service,
on the properties of fuel and the system to be practiced to secure the
best results?
What progressive system of examination do you use in
3.

It brings out the

all benefit

—

following this up?
Firemen are usually employed by the road foreman or supervisors
of locomotive operation and before going into regular service they are
given some preliminary instructions and practice. They are required
to make a stated number of trips as a student fireman with an engineer competent to instruct them in the proper methods of firing.
Instruction books treating on combustion and fuel economy are furnished to all engineers. These books and a set of standard instructions, operating rules, book on good firing, firing charts and other
information are given to new firemen.
A supervisor or road foreman
or fireman instructor generally rides with the new fireman for one or
two trips in order to get him properly started and to teach him the
fundamentals of the art of firing.
New engine preparers and hostlers are taught i'o keep the fire in good
condition so that the locomotive may be properly handled at the terminal without waste of steam through the pop valve or through the
improper use of the throttle.
Most roads have what are called progressive series of examinations,
that is, examinations pertaining to the firing and operation of locomotives, which each fireman must pass before he can be promoted to fill
the position of engineer. The first two years are generally devoted to
questions of combustion and fuel economy, while the third year covers
the subject of air brakes, the mechanical parts and operation of the
locomotive.
Examinations are conducted by the supervisors and road
foremen and are followed by the trainmaster or chief dispatcher who
gives a thorough examination of train rules and signaling, after which
the candidate, if qualified, is ready for promotion.
The chairman of the committee at one time had occasion to investigate the methods of employment on the Metropolitan Street Railway
All candidates for the position of
Lines in the city of New York.
motorman and conductor were required to attend a school for a
period of 15 to 30 days where they received instruction in *the methIf they passed the reods of operation and handling of equipment.
quired examinations, they received one-half pay for the period of inif they failed to pass, they did not receive any compensastruction
It would seem, therefore, that
tion and were taken out of the service.
if a great street railway system deemed it advisable to instruct candidates, not only to prepare them to enter its service but to test them
for fitness for employment, it might be equally essential that men, seeking the position of firemen, should be similarly instructed and judged
The instruction should cover
before they were given employment.
transportation rules and signaling as well as the rudiments of proper
firing.
Certainly the instruction of new firemen should receive more
serious consideration than has been the case heretofore.
Question 6. Please name the method by which you require engineers
and firemen to co-operate to avoid loss and waste of fuel and unneces;

—

sary firing?
The general practice is to hold the engineer responsible for the coal
records and to see that he instructs his fireman along proper lines.
Engineer and fireman should be made to understand that harmony in
the cab is necessary in order to accomplish the desired results in
fuel economy.

They should examine their records on the performance sheet and be
inspired by force of precept and example to make as good a showing,
if not a better one, than the other engineers whose names appear on
The general aim should be to proceed along the
the same record.
missionary plan as much as possible, imposing discipline only, as a
last resort, where instructions have been wilfully disregarded.

—

Question 7. Is it considered, from your experience, good practice
to generally inform your engineers and fireman by circulars or charts
of the temperatures that can be obtained in the firebox of a locomotive by the varying degrees of heat and the color of the flame?
However, the
There is a difference of opinion on this question.
the replies received indicate that, as an educational
of value to impart such information to engine crews
while to give this matter close study and attention.
worth
is

majority
measure,

of

it

and it
Question

is

—

8.
Does your company make up an individual performance sheet, monthly, showing the cost of fuel per ton and per locomotive mile, making comparison between the engineers on each division
of the road from month to month?
Some roads compile data and make up an individual performance
sheet, monthly, showing comparison of engineers in .different classes of
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service on each operating division, based upon the consumption of fuel,
Some consider this a good
lubricating materials and other supplies.
means of checking the results as between individuals, while others
take the opposite view, claiming that there is a great lack of accur-

acy in the data secured and that when figures are not reliable the
data are without value. Nevertheless, a number of the railroads are of
the opinion that when the figures presented are even approximately
correct, an individual performance sheet affords the best known means
of checking the savings and losses made by enginemen and gives a
record by which the engineers can check themselves with other men
on the same division and in the same class of service, thereby spurring
them on to make greater efforts to secure economies and better their
showing.

Spontaneous combustion
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is

during which some of the

liable to occur

coal is lost.

Bituminous coal loses some of

When

its efficiency

due to slacking.

considerable amount of dirt
is apt to be picked up with it. thus reducing its value as fuel.
Question 10. Do you furnish an analysis of the constituent parts
of coal to your engineers and firemen, and do you consider this practice
coal

stored* on the ground, a

is

—

of value?

As a

rule, the railroads

do not follow this practice, because data of
much value to the enginemen. Some

this sort are not considered of

or prizes of any sort employed

roads, however, do follow the practice and claim satisfactory results.
Question 17.— Do you consider it of importance to furnish your engineers and firemen an analysis of the gases of combustion, so as to
show their relative heat value and consequent loss when consumed?

by your road as an incentive to engineers to improve and maintain a
good fuel record? If so, of what do they consist?
There seems to he a universal sentiment opposed to a plan of this
nature.
High-salaried, intelligent employes who do not make all possible economies in the operation of locomotives are doing themselves

has been found generally very important to instruct engineers and
in the principles of combustion.
They should be made to
understand how the eases of combustion influence the color of the fire
and that unburned gases cause black smoke. This subject should be
thoroughly covered in the instruction books on fuel economy, as well

injustice.
The giving of money premiums or prizes of any character might lead the engineers into the use of unfair means, thereby
introducing corruption into the ranks.

as in the individual and class instruction.

Question

9.

—Are

money premiums

an

—

Questiqn 10. What influence, in your opinion, has the preparation
of coal in small, convenient sizes for use in making a good fuel record?

what is your practice?
The nature of the coal in
makes a general hard and fast

localities, in many instances,
rule governing the size of coal used on
locomotives impossible.
Illinois coal, if broken up into small sizes at
the mine, would be practically pulverized by the time it reached the

different

locomotive.
In other districts, the coal is very hard and the case
would be quite different. In many regions, therefore, the size of coal
used must be governed entirely by local conditions.
However, the committee is of the opinion that, wherever conditions
will permit, the bituminous coal should be brokpn into small, convenient sizes, in order to secure the best results from hand or stoker
firing, because the smaller lumps burn more readily and tend to produce a greater evaporation per pound of coal.
The best sized coal
seems to be that which will pass through a I 1 ; in. and over a
in.
screen.
For anthracite burning locomotives, egg size, or that which
will pass through a 2% in. and over a 2 in. screen, seems to be generally considered best.
For a mixture of anthracite and bituminous
coal, a general rule is difficult to state, because so many variables enter
into the proposition.

%

Question

—Which,

opinion, will make the best fuel
record; run-of-mine coal or coal that has passed over a %-ineh screen?
If you consider run-of-mine will show most economy, give maximum
per cent of slack that can be used to bring about that economy.
There is a considerable difference of opinion on this question the
majority believing that coal run over a 4 -inch screen will make a better record than run-of-mine coal on a basis of pounds of coal burned,
but if the price is considered, run-of-mine coal containing not above
30 per cent slack will make the best record.
11.

in

your

;

:!

Question 12.
economy?

— What

do you consider the most valuable essential of
and what methods are used to obtain this result?
While skillful operation of the locomotive, both by the engineer and
fireman, coupled with careful maintenance of the locomotive, play a
very important part in fuel economy, it is probable that good supervision is the most valuable essential in fuel economy. A carefully developed system of education taught to the enginemen, by supervising
officers of the right caliber, will result in skillful operation and cooperation between engineers and firemen. Savings of a most gratifying
nature will be bound to follow.
Question 13. Mention any device or appliance for use on engines
or tenders to prevent waste en route and at coaling stations.
What
n suits are obtained from same?
fuel

Why

—

It is

not possible to give any definite savings resulting from the use
coal-saving devices, but it is certain that the following

of various

materially assist in the fuel economy campaign
Iron or wooden coal gates of good design.

:

Fenders on tender platforms and inside of gangways to keep coal
from falling off. Movable covers over shaker bar openings, or collars
around same. Prevention of overloading of tenders.
Question 14. Have you any economical device for pushing coal forward in the tender and what economies can be effected by their use?
As a general rule, the railroads do not have any device for pushing
coal forward on the tenders.
However, some roads have experimented

—

with various types of mechanical coal-pushers, but the results are not,
as yet, conclusive.

Question

15.

— Is the weathering of stored

coal a material considerathe percentage of loss in the different
kinds and grades of bituminous and anthracite coal?
The only advantage to be gained by storage of coal is that it provides a supply of fuel during periods of strikes or shortage.
All authorities agree that coal deteriorates in storage, but the loss
of heat value is not very great.
Coal storage is detrimental to fuel
economy for the following reasons
Cost of fuel is increased on account of double handling.

tion in fuel

economy?

What

is

:

It

firemen

conclusions.
Care should be exercised always to have fuel furnished according to
a rigid specification and this should be further followed by close inspection at the mines.
Proper grades of fuel should be maintained
for each class of service as far as possible in order to keep the efficiency of both the enginemen and the locomotives as high as possible.
Too much care can not be exercised in keeping accurate coal records,
especially at coaling stations.
At the same time losses in fuel by
overloading tenders and careless handling of locomotives at terminals
should be stopped as far as possible. Fuel savings must be made by
all concerned and not by the enginemen alone, if the coal bills are
to be reduced as much as they can be.
The boiler fuel-water should be improved wherever possible, and if
The savings renecessary good treating plants should be installed.
sulting from reduction of scale and decreased boiler maintenance will
pay the cost of treating boiled feed-water where necessary. Suitably
located blow-off cocks of good design are also a great aid in keeping

down

boiler scale.

Emphasis should be laid upon the necessity of close co-operation between engineers and firemen, and between these men and their supervising officers
strict adherence to the proper methods of operating
locomotives, proper care and adjustment of lubricators to avoid damage
and the maintenance of
to valves, valve seats and piston packing
standard adjustments of front end arrangements, exhaust nozzles and
;

;

Definite
other parts essential in producing free steaming locomotives.
assignments of the most suitable classes of locomotives to each division, and as far as possible, assignment of regular crews to locomotives,
are great aids in fuel economy, for reasons too well known to need
discussion here.
The recent successful application of powdered fuel to industrial
plants points the way to large savings in locomotive fuel consumption, provided the system can be successfully adapted to this kind of
Although there will be an increase in cost per ton due to
service.
pulverizing the coal, the expected savings should more than offset this.
Some of the advantages claimed for powdered fuel are
Greater capacity of locomotive, and lightening the work of the fire:

man.
Reduced

fuel consumption due to more perfect combustion, and
elimination of standby losses.
Reduction of smoke.
Ease of handling.
Notwithstanding the mechanical aids to effect economy of fuel, it is
a settled fact that a well organized department, invested with full
charge of the fuel problem, and nothing else, will accomplish material
results.
Experience of many roads proves conclusively that the institution of such a department is followed by savings which abundantly
justify the expense of the administrative and supervising organization.
The committee has deemed it advisable to discuss only the most
essential points of this absorbing question, believing that the less important phases may well be omitted in a paper presented to this association.
The membership is fairly familiar with the subject, generally, and it is thought that exhaustive detail would only take up the
time of the convention to no purpose.
Committee: Wit. Scheafge (chairman), W. H. Fetner. D. M.
PERINE, R. QUAYLE. S. G. THOMSON, D. J. REDDING.

—

The discussion showed that a number took exception to the purchase of coal under specification as there were many other factors to
be taken into consideration in the railway field.
The report was accepted and the committee made a standing one.

SUPERHEATER AND BRICK ARCH TESTS, N. & W. RY.
By H. W. Coddington, Engineer of Tests, Norfolk & Western Ry.
In the summer of 1013, there was conducted upon the Norfolk &
Western Railway a series of tests for the purpose of determining the
relative performance of the superheated and non-superheated locomotives in the same service. In connection with the superheated test,
there also was featured the subject of the brick arch.
In selecting a superheated locomotive for this test, there was se-
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cured a simple twelve-wheel freight. 4-8-0 type locomotive. This locomotive is one of six of the same type built at the Roanoke shops of the
Norfolk & Western Railway and equipped with a Schmidt superheater.
The non-superheater locomotive which figures in the comparison was of the same identical type, except it was not equipped with
a superheater. Both locomotives, prepartory to the tests, were brought
into the shops and given a thorough overhauling, after wheich they
were given some preliminary service in order to break thein in before
introducing them into the test service.
It is a recognized practice on the Norfolk & Western in conducting
locomotive tests in which particularly accurate information is desired,
to confine the test to carefully conducted short trips rather than
division runs, as it has been established, from tests of both characters, that data of a much more dependable nature can be obtained from
short runs. This is due to the ability to make the runs with few delays and with the engine working steam continuously.
The district
selected for making these locomotive tests is between Roanoke and
Christiansburg. a district twenty-nine miles long, seventeen miles of
which is comparatively level or undulating grade, where the engine
can be observed under what is termed moderately high-speed condiThe remaining twelve miles is on an almost uniform grade of
tions.
1.32 per cent up Allegheny mountain from Elliston to Christiansburg.
In this particular district the engine is worked under maximum conditions, the amount of tonnage hauled being governed by what can be
handled successfully on the twelve miles of heavy grade.
In conducting these tests, special effort was made to operate the
locomotive with as little interference as possible from delays- other
than that necessary to take water at Elliston.
It was found, from
experience, that numerous delays influence the results to a considerable
degree, and no successful method has been established for making correction for such conditions.
In the tests made upon engine No. 1136,
no little trouble was experienced on account of numerous delays, so in
order to overcome this condition when the test of engine No. 1160 was
conducted, arrangements were made to run the test train as a second
section of local passenger train No. 1 from Roanoke to Christianburg.
In this way. the operation was under most ideal conditions as far as
the delays were concerned.

The tank used

in connection with the tests was carefully calibrated
increments of four hundred pounds of water.
Gage boards were
attached at each corner of the tank.
The coal used throughout each
test was Pocahontas run-of-mine.
The fuel was sacked and carefully
weighed one hundred pounds to each sack, and was delivered to the
fireman upon the fuel deck in one-hundred pound quantities as required.
A special effort was made to always have a clean, uniform
condition of fire at the beginning of the test, and it was further
endeavored to restore the fire as nearly as possible to its original
condition at the end of the run.
Fuel that was used during delays
was accounted for separately. An electric connection operated by the
man handling the coal registered on the dynamometer chart each one
hundred pounds of coal as emptied. By this method, observers in the
dynamometer car were advised of the rate of firing.
in

In arriving at the consumption of steam through the cylinders, it
to make corrections for the amount of steam used by
the accessory apparatus operating in conjunction with the locomotive.
The items to be accounted for in this respect are injector overflow,
consumption of steam by air compressors, calorimeter, blower and pop
discharge.
In determining the temperature of the flue gases in the smoke box,
we employed Hoskins pyrometer elements. In making the test of
engine No. 1136. it was observed that while the elements were calibrated for accuracy before the test, yet a recalibration of the instruments after the test discovered considerable error in the instruments.
For this reason, we do not place any great dependence upon flue gas
temperatures as shown for engine No. 1136.
In establishing the quality of steam, a Peabody throttling calorimeter was employed.
The calorimeter was connected to the live steam
passage in the cylinder saddle on the non-superheated locomotive No.
1136.

was necessary

—

The notches on the reverse bar quadrant were numbered counting
from the center. The throttle opening was determined by removing
the dome cap when the locomotive was in the shops.
The throttle
valve was then adjusted to %, y4 %, etc.. opening and the throttle.

valve stem in the locomotive cab graduated accordingly.
This gave a
graduation in the cab by which the throttle opening could be conveniently observed.
The positions of the reverse bar and throttle
were noted by an observer in the locomotive cab and were also registered on the dynamometer chart by the same observer operating an
electric contact point to give this registration.
Whenever a change
was made in the throttle or reverse bar position, a registration was
accordingly made on the dynamometer chart indicating the change.
Crosby steam indicators were used in connection with these tests,
one indicator attached to each cylinder.
Each indicator was connected to both the head and the crank end of the cylinder as well as
the steam chest. These indicators were specially fitted with a circuit
closer on one end and an electro-magnet on the other so that diagrams could be taken simultaneously on each side of the locomotive.

This electric circuit was extended to and connected with an electromagnet on the dynamometer instrument which registered the opera-
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dynamometer chart. When the observer
handling the indicator with the circuit closed operated his instrument,
the circuit was completed and the other indicator and dynamometer
instrument operated at the same time. In this manner, both indicator
cards were taken at identically the same instant on each side of the
locomotive and a record made on the dynamometer chart at the instant
the indicators were operating in this way, the exact relation between
the
indicated
and dynamometer horsepower can be accurately
tion of the indicators on the

established.

An observer in the dynamometer car announced the time of passing
each mile post and other landmarks desired, as well as the time of
all starts and stops.
These time announcements were entered upon
the dynamometer chart record which shows the location of mile posts
and other landmarks with respect to the operation of the engine ae
previously outlined.
A signal system was established between the observer in the dynamometer car and those on the locomotive so that observations could
Upon approaching a location where indicator
be made simultaneous! y.
diagrams and complete observations were desired, the observer in the
dynamometer car would press a master button which operated electric
bells where each observer was located.
This was the observers' announcement to prepare for action. As each observer became prepared
for his particular duty he would press a button located at his station
and through an annunciator in the dynamometer car indicated his
When all the stations had rung in announcing
readiness to proceed.
they were ready, the master button was again operated by the observer in the dynamometer car when the desired location was reached
and readings were made at that instant. When the observation was
complete, the announcement was communicated through the annunciaIn this manner there
tor to the observer -in the dynamometer car.
was established an understanding as to the general conditions upon the
locomotive with respect to the proper working of the instruments and
other apparatus.
A regular engine crew was assigned to this work in order that the
fuel consumption would not be influenced by the different methods of
firing as practiced by different firemen and also to provide an engineman familiar with the work who would be interested in handling and
After the run was once
operating the engine in a uniform manner.
established, the engine was worked under the same conditions as
regards reverse bar and throttling opening for all the succeeding runs.
The relative position of the reverse bar and throttle was decidedly
different between the non-superheated and superheated locomotives,
as it was soon established with the superheated locomotive, that best
results were secured by operating under full throttle conditions all the
time and controlling the speed and locomotive performance by the
reverse bar or cut-off.
[Only the final general results are reprinted herewith.]
In the results one principal feature characterizes the comparison,
and that is the remarkable increased performance of the superheated
locomotive.
The table gives a summation of significant differences
between the performance of superheated and non-superheated locomotives.
list of twenty-three items which are of particular inthe comparison of superheated and non-superheated locomoThe values for these items are given for both the superheated
tives.
and non-superheated performance and at the extreme right of the
sheet is shown the per cent of difference between the performance of
the two.
The differences preceded by a plus sign (+) indicate the
items which have shown a difference favorable to the superheated
represent diflocomotive.
Those preceded by the minus sign (
)
ferences favorable to the non-superheated locomotive.

It

contains a

terest

in

—

In glancing over the "per cent difference" column, only two items
are observed which show favorable to the non-superheated locomotive.
These items are "Equivalent evaporation per pound of Dry Coal," and
"Boiler Efficiency," respectively.
The reason for this difference, as
already explained, is the result of the reduction in tube heating surIn review
face which accompanied the installation of the superheater.
of the differences favorable to the superheated locomotive attention
will only be called to a few of these items which are 16.1 per cent
more tonnage, 30.1 per cent increased speed, 26.8 per cent less coal
per thousand ton miles, and 41.8 per cent less steam through cylinThese are the items of real significance
ders per thousand ton miles.
and value which appear in the table.

Eng. 1160

Boiler

Eng. 1136 Per cent*
DifNonSuperheated. Superheated, ference.
192.7
199.2
+ 3.3
1032.0
+16.1
1198.9
14.78
19.23
+30.1
334.0
244.3
+26.8

pressure

Tonnage hauled
Speed

M P H
M

Coal per
T Mile
Water supplied to boiler
Equivalent evaporation per lb of
dry coal
Boiler efficiency
Steam thru cylinders
Steam thru cylinders per
T
car mile
B t u thru cylinders per M T Ml

49.622.0

74,551.0

+33.4

7.51
52.5
45.257.0

8.22
59.9
68.366.0

—12.3
+33.6

-

9.7

M

*
..

1.270.0
1.410,213.0

2.184.0
2.188.011.0

+41.8
+35.5

.

;
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Indicated H
bar H
Steam per I
Steam per I

P
P

Draw

average for run
average for run
P per hour-actual

H
H P

per hour-equiv.

.

.

.

Mechanical efficiency

Thermal efficiency I H P basis
Thermal efficiency D B H P basis.
Fuel burned per hour
Fuel burned
per hour
Fuel burned
condition
Fuel burned
condition
Fuel burned

.

,

1,182.8
1,104.5
28.2
35.5
84.98
4.29

+36.1
+40.4
+29.1
+27.0

1,609.9
1,410.2
20.0
25.9
§7.58
5.31
4.65
5,635.0

3.65
5,097,0

+23.8
+27.4
+10.5

125.2

113.2

+10.6

5,243.0

4,699.0

+11.6

5,941.0

5,347.0

+11.1

132.0

119.0

+10.9

116.5

104.4

+11.6

+

3.0

per Sq Ft grate area

—High speed
hour — Low speed

per hour
per

per Sq Ft of grate area
per hour
Low speed
Fuel burned per Sq Ft of grate area
per hour High speed.

—
—

*A11 differences preceded by plus
heated locomotive.

'

(+)

are favorable to the super-

Considering the increased speed of the superheated locomotive, it is
naturally expected the rate of coal consumption to run somewhat higher
than on the slower operating non-superheated locomotive.
The difference in the amount of coal burned, both total and per square foot
of grate per hour, for both high and low speed service shows an increase of approximately 11 per cent for the superheated locomotive.
The rate of firing in the heavy grade service for the superheated locomotive was 5941 lb., or approximately three tons of coal per hour, but
this rate of firing covered a period of little less than an hour.
In summing up conclusions, the considerations relating to the brick
arch should first be disposed of. There was an indication of a 5 percent saving in coal per thousand ton miles in the performance of the
superheated locomotive with a brick arch, as compared with the same
superheated locomotive without the brick arch.
While the influence
of the arch does not affect the coal consumption to any marked extent,
yet we must recognize that there are other features favorable to the
arch installation, such as the protection of the flues from sudden
changes of temperature and also from stopping up, which advantages
are well worthy of consideration. While a small difference in fuel consumption of 5 per cent seems an insignificant quantity, yet when that
difference is applied to a large coal consumption, the figures become
quite appreciable.

Attention is called to the fact that the superheated locomotive
handled 16.1 per cent more tonnage at an increase of 30.1 per cent
higher speed and at the same time showing an economy of 26.8 per
cent in coal per thousand ton miles.
In drawing conclusions from the results of the superheater performance, no argument is necessary as convincing evidence has been
prominent throughout the comparison of the superheated and nonsuperheated locomotives, which establishes, beyond a doubt, the marked
advantages which may be attributed to the use of superheated steam.
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AUSTIN TRAILING TRUCK.
designed with a view of improving the action and
maintenance of trucks applied as trailing wheels to engines of the
This truck

is

Mikado, Pacific or similar types.
To remove the wheels and axles from trucks built with integral
boxes, the box must be entirely dismantled and that to remove
the box itself for purposes of replacement and repair, the framing
structure bf the truck must be separated because the box is also
a part of the framing. It will be further noted that removal of
wheels and axles not only involves the removal of component parts
of the truck but frequently of auxiliary pedestal tie bars which
exist on false pedestals on the engine frames.
The improved truck shown in the drawing has a separate journal
box fitted in a east steel frame and this box can be removed from
the frame without further dismantling the truck.
It is merely
necessary to remove the pedestal tie at the bottom of the jaw holding the box in the frame, and the boxes, wheels and axles can be
dropped or removed by the usual processes of jacking or lifting.
The box itself is comparable to a large sized tender box and can
be handled in much the same manner. It is of less weight for
handling during shipment or in carrying to a machine. The first
casting is also of less weight in the foundry.
This box is fitted
with a spring lid. The brasses fitted to this truck are usually of
the "collarless" variety, somewhat similar to a large tender brass
and they can be made of any dimensions suitable for the weight
Wheels, axles and journal brasses can be made to intercarried.
change with those used on any of the other well-known types of
trailing trucks.

Some of

the points advanced for the improved truck can be

explained as follows:

The radius bar

is so

arranged as to be approximately on the

center line with the thrust against the axle and thus greatly im-

proves the strength of the structure.

Many

radius bars on other

trucks are broken because of the low position of this radius frame

which passes under the box and which increases by its leverage
action the stress due to reaction against the center of the axle.
The improved truck has a strong steel frame rigidly fastened to
the radial bars and in nowise dependent on the thimble tie below
the frame, this thimble tie having for its sole function the retension of the box in its jaw.
The component frame members of the truck are simple and
easily assembled. The frames, right and left, are interchangeable
and reversible. The radius bar is made in heavy rectangular section and is well attached to a separate cast steel radial hinge.

officers were elected for the coming year
President,
Gaines, Central of Georgia
first vice-president, E. W. Pratt,
Chicago & North Western second vice-president, Wm. Schlafge, Erie
third vice-president, F. H. Clark, Baltimore & Ohio
treasurer, Dr.
Angus Sinclair, and for executive members, C. F. Giles, Louisville &
Nashville R. R., and M. K. Barnum, Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
:

F.

F.

;

;

;

The past

badge was presented to D. R. MacBain by

president's

Robert Quayle.

RAILWAY SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Railway Supply Mftrs.
ing at Atlantic City, June 13.
ft.

of exhibit space

was

'

Association held

its

annual meet-

The report stated that 82,434

sq.

sold this year against 87,360 ft. last year.

were unanimously elected as follows: President, J. Will Johnson
vice-president, Oscar F. Ostby. Members
of the Executive Committee: Third District, C. E. Postlethwaite
and P. J. Mitchell. Fifth District, George H. Porter. Sixth District, Frank E. Beall.
Votes of thanks were given the retiring
officers for their efficient service.
Later the executive committee
organized and the president appointed the following committees:
Exhibit: Joseph H. Kuhns, chm. J. C. Whitridge, C. E. Postlethwaite.
Finance: F. M. Nellis, chm.; J. C. Currie, C. F. Elliott.
Officers for 1914-1915

;

;

chm.; Oscar F. Ostby, George H.
Porter. Hotel:
Oscar F. Ostby, chm.; S. M. Dolan, Phillip J.
Mitchell.
By-Laws: C. F. Elliott, chm.; F. E. Beall, George H.

Badge:

C.

B. Yardley,

Jr.,

Entertainment:
George R. Carr, chm. Enrollment:
Harold A. Brown, chm. Transportation
George T. Cook, chm.
J. D. Conway was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Porter.

:

Austin Trailing Truck.

The rear end of the framing

is

composed of two side bars

adjoining the cast steel frame and a cross bar connecting transversely.
On this bar is mounted a centering device, marked card
440-D-98, but this centering device

omitted

if desired, the features of the

is

unnecessary and can be

truck being so arranged that

is accomplished through a medium of the
which are component parts of the suspension
cradles, both front and back of the wheels.
These suspension cradles consist of cross equalizers as illustrated.
The rear cradles are attached to the outside spring hangers and
in turn suspended from a positive fulcrum by the heart shaped
'

'

gravity centering

heart shaped links

'

'

—
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Austin Trailing Truck.
links which are

somewhat

iii

The

form of universal couplings.

the

it

connects with the driving equalization through the

medium

of

lower portion of these links has a spherical head which allows

the equalizer located at the back of the rear drivers.

twisting movements in all directions and also allows the transverse

is

radial motion for the entire cradle.

therefore subject to no tendency to nip off outside the frame.

The first knuckle
and aft movement

Front members of trucks having such contrivances frequently
break at this point, due to the restraining action of the frame jaw.

joint above these spherical ends allows a fore

when the truck radiates the apparent
lengthening and shortening of the side members is fully accounted
for. The transverse movement of the cradle is governed at the bottom by the spherical head, but at the top by two pins connecting
so that

These pins give a positive bear-

the heart links with the cradle.

ing while the engine

is

on a straight track and assure stable

equilibrium on account of their three

point

suspension

effect.

"When transverse movement on the cradle occurs, the heart links
radiate from one or the other of their pins according to the direction of movement and always tend to recenter by falling back
on the double pins, the condition of the link while raised on one
pin being always one of unstable equilibrium. The truck is thus
a gravity suspension truck and is similar in its action to any other
positive heart shaped link, such action being well demonstrated by
front trucks having this type of bolster suspension.

By

the

engine

is

employment of the truck described, the rear end of the

instead of being held by the more or less capricious action of

is

essentially the

same

not restrained by any jaw or contrivance on the frame and

When

the truck acts on a curve there

The cradle on the front of

this truck

as the one described at the rear, except that
-

little

angular stress

verse flexibility occurs not only at the spherical end of the heart

end and again at the outside
These trucks have
been observed on twenty-three degree curve and their action is
remarkable in this particular, the compensating effect of the members of the cradle being particularly noticeable. The angular position of any one member is slight as the component members of the
cradle adjust themselves in the manner described.
link but also at the top or centering

connection of the cradle to the spring hanger.

be further noted that this truck

will

It

is

equipped with a

journal box oiled in the usual manner by packing placed in the
axle.
It also has an oil cellar located on both the
and outside frame members, the inner oil cellars serving to
oil the hub of the wheel where it bears against the box and the
outer cellar serving as an auxiliary oiler for the crown brass.

cellar

below the

This

latter

journal.

.'_^^*j

M

•'

—

...

-j

particularly

is

The

^j3

^^r

^vtfi

when breaking

in

a

new

is

called to the engine

It is of the simple slab variety

when assembling

^B| M

valuable

cellar is also fitted with a felt guard.

frame construction used with
and has no auxiliary
pedestal or pedestal binder below the axle which must be removed

this truck.

52^£
1

very

on any one component member of the cradle construction, as trans-

Attention

-^_-

is

is

inside

held in alignment with the drivers by the force of gravity

helical centering springs.

This cradle

the truck.

Pedestal binders of this description

are found on the bar frames used with some trailing trucks and

they serve no useful function except to bind in the structure of the

B&^f^j

1

i_

i

t.j

WF^^f

-

1
la

f*^—

Im.

'
<

^
tta

im

1

4-

Wm 1

framing

itself.

with a slab frame forged from a solid steel
line

effect is not necessary

billet

and practically

in

with the pull of the drawbar.

We

are indebted to the

description

I»B1^

Such a trussing or binding

and

Lima Locomotive Corporation

for the

illustrations of this truck.

-:i£5K

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has completed surveys for its
proposed terminals at San Antonio, Tex. Construction will begin
Austin Trailing Truck.

in about

two weeks,

it

is said.

—
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Exhibitors and Exhibits
The members of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Asso-

who exhibited at Atlantic City this year are as follows:
Acme Machine Tool Company, The, Cincinnati, 0. Cincinnati
Acme 3%x36-inch flat turret lathe; bar work being made to blue
print; Cincinnati Acme 18-inch geared head universal turret
ciation

—

lathe.

—

Acme Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Acme simplex apex type
diaphragm; Acme three-fold sectional diaphragm; Acme diaphragm attachment; Acme vestibule curtain releasing outfit,
including revolving shield; steel releasing roller; vestibule curtain hood with fibre insert;

Acme and Tuco

vestibule curtain

weatherproof window; Gem compression curtain fixture; Tuco friction roller; Acme steel vestibule passenger coach
doors: steel baggage car side doors; steel baggage car end doors;
anti-pinch hinge shields; Kass steel safety step or treads; drawn
metal shapes; Chanarch steel ear flooring; revolving shade roller
handles;

box.

Saw &

—

Company, Foleroft, Pa. Alston new process hack saw blades demonstrated in power hack saw machines.
American Abrasive Metals Company, New York, N. Y. FeraAlston

Steel

—

lun safety car steps treads, flooring and other forms of anti-slip

The Attractive Quarters

of

the Westinghouse Companies.

J.

E.

Feralun constant service wheel truing brake shoes.
American Arch Company, Xew York, N. Y. Reception booth.
American Balance Valve Company, Jersey Shore, Pa. Valve
motion models; full-sized valves which have been in service
and models of Jack Wilson high-pressure slide valves and semitreads;

—

—

plug piston valve.

American Brake Company, St. Louis, Mo.
with the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

—Reception

booth

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Mahwah, N". J.
Brake shoes; locomotive driver brake shoes and brake heads;
flanged and unflanged passenger coach shoes; unflanged freight
car shoes.

—

American Brass Company, Ausonia, Conn. Extruded and diepressed metals, sheet, wire, rod and tubing in non-ferrous alloys,
copper commutator and bus bars.
American Car & Foundry Company, Xew York, N. Y. Cast

—

iron chilled wheels.

American Car Roof Company, Chicago,

111.

—Model

of a car

roof.

American Car & Ship Hardware Manufacturing Company,
Castle, Pa.
Babcock safety water gauge protector.
American Flexible Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. American

—

Xew

—

staybolts.

American Locomotive Company,

Xew

York, N. Y.

—Recep-

F. A. Sayior, A.

M. Bennett,
of the C.

tion booth.

&

Chamberlin and G. W. Cravens

C. Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

American Mason Safety Tread Company, Boston, Mass.
Mason safety treads, flat and corrugated surface; Empire carborundum treads; Stanwood treads and car steps; Mason nonslip dentil nosing; special flat surface Stanwood tread; Karbolith

sanitary fireproof car flooring; X'on-slip safety ladder shoes.

American Nut & Bolt Fastener Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bartley nut locks.

—

American Roll Gold Leaf Company, Providence, R. I. Roll
aluminum leaf; bronze powder.
American Steam Gage & Valve Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.
American hydraulagraph; American trainolog; locogold and

—

motive pop safety valves; locomotive steam gauges; air brake
gauges, and dead weight gauge tester.

—

American Steel Foundries, Chicago, 111. The Vulvan truck;
Andrews side frames; cast steel bolsters; Simplex bolsters; Simplex couplers; American coupler pocket; Economy draft arms;
Davis cast

steel wheels;

brake beams; springs; Susemihl roller

side bearings; miscellaneous steel castings.

—

American Tool Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. One 36ineh heavy patterns "American" high duty lathe; one 16-inch
high duty tool room lathe; one 6-inch heavy duty radial drill:

Booths

of

the

Acme Supply

Co.

and Transportation

Utilities

Co.
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Grip Nut Co. Exhibit.
H. E. Passmore,

Left to Right: Albert Roberts.

Howard Hibbard and

E.

R.

W. E. Sharp.
Hibbard.

J.

T.

Flavin,

&

J.

F.

July, 1914

Cosgrove, Dean; G. B. Molr, Mgr.; J. R. MacDonald, Mgr.,
and Ed. M. Sawyer, Mgr., All of the I. C. S.

S.

M.

M.,

C.

I.

Ry.

F. A.

Barbey

of the Friction-

less Rail.

Jack Wilson, American Balance Valve Co., and

John

E.

Sandmeyer,

Jessop

&

Wm.

Co., Inc.

B. E. D. Stafford,
G. M., Flannery

Bolt Co.

V_

|

C.
J.

G.

Haydock, Secretary,

E. J.

Rooksby

&

Co.

H. Spotts, Sales Mgr.
Prince-Groff Co.

Wm.

S.

Bostwick, Magnus
Metal Co.

—
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drill;

one 24-inch heavy service crank shaper.

All motor driven.

—

Anchor Packing Company, The, Philadelphia, Pa. Air pump
and throttle packing; air pump gaskets.
Aimstrong-Blum Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.
Marvel high speed sawing machines.
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Non-

—

pareil insulating brick; high-pressure covering; boiler lagging;

cork car insulation; cork pipe covering for drinking water systems.

—

Ashton Valve Company, The, Boston, Mass. Locomotive mufand open pop safety valves; steam and air gauges; wheel
press record gauges; locomotive chime whistles; air brake recording gauges; weight gauge testers; piston swabs; blow-off
fled

cocks.

We

Didn't Get the

Names

of

the

Handsome Looking Gentlemen.

Atlas Automatic Jack Corp.,

New

York, N. Y.

—Multi-repeat-

any capacity for railroad service.
Baker Brothers, Toledo, Ohio. Baker high-speed, heavy-duty

ing, instant-lifting jack of

—

drill.

Bareo Brass & Joint Company, Chicago,

111.

—Barco

flexible

joints; engine tender steam-heat connections; engine tender air

connections; engine tender

oil

connections; air and steam con-

nections for use between cars; blower line connections; blow-off
connections; wash-out hose connections.

Baush Machine Tool Company,

Springfield, Mass.

—New

de-

sign Lassiter staybolt turning and threading machine; automatic

staybolt drilling machine;

Besly

& Company,

new design

Chicago, HI.

5-foot radial drill.

—Besly

pattern makers'

disc-

grinder; motor driven disc grinder; Helmet spiral circles; temper

Helmet pressed steel ring wheel chucks.
Bettendorf Company, The, Bettendorf, Iowa. 42-foot,

taps; oil;

—

double center

sill

underframe; center
ter

sill

40-ton,

underframe; 50-foot, 50-ton single center
sill

sill

for 40-foot, 30-ton refrigerator car; cen-

for 40-foot, 50-ton box car; Bettendorf freight car truck;

Bettendorf 70-ton semi-equalized freight truck with variable
load brake.

—

Bird-Archer Company, The, New York, N. Y. Keception
booth; samples of Polarized; also samples of tubes from locomotives that have been treated by same.
Back containing drop
Blackall, Kobert H., Pittsburgh, Fa.

—

handle type Blackall ratchet (operative) flat car type Blackall
ratchet; improved Lindstrom brake lever; old style Lindstrom
ratchet; rack showing Knox-Harrison one-piece square shaft.
;

Blake Car Step Works,
safety step.

Boker &

Co.,

and

C. A. Bird of the

Bird-Archer Co.

Bowser &

The, Charlotte, N. C.

—The Blake

—Nickel-clad sheets
high-speed
special alloy
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Gasoline and

Hermann, New York, N. Y.

for car trimmings;
P. B. Bird

Inc.,

Co.,

Novo

Inc.,

S.

steels;

steels.

F.,

storage systems, consisting of long-distance and first-floor
Bed sentry enclosed
self -measuring pump and storage tanks.
oil

long-distance
oil

pumps with

filtration system.

electric

lamp attachment.

Complete

Self-registering pipe line measure.

Brown Automatic Hose Coupling Company The, Toledo, Ohio.
Brown automatic hose coupler; Brown open-port air hose coupler.

—

Browning Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio. Railway ditchers.
Brubaker & Brothers, W. L., Millersburg, Pa.—Taps; dies,
reamers; screw plates; special tools for railroad work.
Buchanan Electric Steel Company, Buchanan, Mich. Electric

—

furnace castings, consisting of thin-walled and other intricate
castings made possible by the use of electric furnaces for melting and refining.

Buckeye Steel Castings Company, The, Columbus, Ohio.
Cast steel car bolsters; truck frames, car trucks; journal boxes;
car couplers and coupler yokes.
Buffalo Brake Beam Company, New York, N. Y. Buffalo
freight brake beams for all classes and capacities of equipment,

—

Exhibit of tho Edison Storage Battery Co.

including the new proposed M. C. B. beam, also beams for
Beams for all classes and capacities of
E. & L. equipment.
for standard, broad and narrow
equipment
electrical
tenders and
for all classes of service,
beams
brake
gauge. Buffalo passenger

—
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including P. C. and L. N. equipment with automatically adjustable heads and safety locks.

&

C.

#j

M

1

C. Electric

& Manufacturing Company, Garwood, N.

J.

Electric arc welding outfit in operation; samples of various kinds
of welding done with C. & C. apparatus; panels containing patented system of automatic control; samples of locomotive flue

1

welding.
California

Eed Wood

Association,

San Francisco,

Cal.

—A vari-

ety of section of timber showing wear in service.

Camel Company, Chicago,

111.

— Car

door fixtures; combination

stop and lock and locking arrangement; door locks; door starter;

door hangers;

car

p

li

lines;

|

Elliot,
J.

devices for car

burglar-proof

bottom

door

guides;

various

door

car

—

—

_
and

burglar-proof

track;

castings.

A
Fred

door

doors; protection, weather and locking strips; forked angles car-

Acme

Paint Co.,

M. Crowe,

Hubbard

&

Co.

Carborundum Company, The, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Carborundum and aloxite.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Steel railway ties;
Duquesne joints; Braddock insulated joints; rolled steel locomotive piston head; rolled steel passenger and freight car wheels;
rolled steel gear blanks and gears; concrete reinforcement bars;
electric and electric alloy steels; screw spikes and track bolts;

Bourne and
R.
M.
Osterman of the Loco-

Geo.

—

motive Superheater Co.

lantern slide photographs of manufacturing processes.

—

Cayuta Manufacturing Company, Sayre, Pa. Ball-bearing
screw jacks; brass and aluminum castings; milled screws and
worms.
Celfor Tool Company, Buchanan, Mich. Celfor drills, reamers,
flue cutters, countersinks, chucks, sockets, tool holders and tool

—

bits.

Central Electric Company, Chicago,

111.

— Car lighting fixtures;

maxolites; ear fans; blowers; ralco plugs and receptacles; car
appliances;

Mazda

Okonite wires; cables; D.

& W.

Chambers Valve Company, New York, N. Y.
T

tle

fuses;

Columbia

lamps.

—Chambers throtRobt. H. Weatherly,
Pill iod Co.

valve.

—

Chase & Co., L. C, Boston, Mass. Railroad ear plushes, plain,
Chase imitation leather for Upholstery of smoking-cars
and cabooses.
liicago Car Heating Company, Chicago, 111.
Vapor system

The

friezes;

—

<

of car heating; car heating specialties; hot-water heating specialties.

—

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111. Chicago
Pneumatic air compressors; Little Giant drills; Boyer hammers;
Boyer rivet busters; Boyer speed recorders.
Chicago Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, 111. Brake
beams of the "PC" Creco, "EL" Creco, Diamond special,
Diamond, Drexel, Ninety-Six, Monarch and special types; Creco
inverted and economy roller side bearings; brake slack adjuster;

—

brake head; semi-adjustable brake
head; removable leg brake head; Creco sliding third point support and safety device; reversible and duplex brake beam struts.
automatically

O. S. Jackspn, S. M. P.,
T. H. & S.-E. Ry.

adjustable

Chicago Varnish Company, Chicago,
process of painting cars.
Cliisholm-Moore
Ohio.

— Cyclone

Manufacturing

chain hoists from

111.

—Panels

Company,

%

of

The,

Robt.

Quayle, G. S.

&

M.

P.,

Wm.

N.-W. Ry., and
C.
Elect.
Pyle-Natl.
Miller,
Headlight Co.

"Ce Ve"
Cleveland,

to 40 ton capacity,

which

are largest single units made; standard screw hoists; matchless
trolley,

hoists;

both plain and geared; extended hand wheel shaft
mounted models showing internal workings.

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio.

One 24-inch shaft-driven, high-speed upright drill fitted with
patent geared tapping attachment, motor and speed box drive;
one 5-inch Cincinnati Bickford plain radial drill fitted with
cooling equipment, motor and speed box drive.

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio.
High-power, motor-driven miller equipped with stream lubrication; No. 2 high-power vertical miller, motor driven; No. 1%
cutter and tool grinder.

Cincinnati
E.

W.
C.

Pratt,

&

A.

S.

N.-W. Ry.

M.

P.,

Planer

Company,

The

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

— One

36x36x8-inch heavy pattern planer, with four heads and reversible

motor drive.

E.

T. Sawyer of the Coml.
Acet. Co. and Geo. Ford
of the Automatic Ventilator
Co.
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T. P. O'Brian, E. F. Chaffee, Nelson
C.

H.

Emmons,

-

1

"BI
r

-

A.

Humphrey, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.;
Crane Co.; W. A. George, Supt. Shops, A., T.
Albuquerque, N. M.
L.

M, Nicholl and

u r*r\
ci o n.
ww.
J.O.I—&
ii

mi bb

S. F. Ry.,

Booth of the U.

to

Right:

Frank D. Fenn,

Ketchum and

Fred

i

^

1

:

Left

1

W. Venton,

F.

&

F.

Rockwell.

S.

Light

&

Heating Co.

W. Venton, W. LeRoy

A. C. Cluppendale.

iS

IS

1

j&
'^i
R.

J.

1

•

*

\J

1

n

,

Faure, Asst. to V. P., and Chas. E. Lee, V. P. & G. M.,
Commercial Acetylene Ry. Lt. & Sig. Co.; Willard A.
Smith, Railway Review; D. Ahldin, Chf. Engr.,

Comi. Acet. Ry. Lt.

&

Sig. Co.

w

E wjne and c

.

j.

PMiiod. Jr., of the

Company.

Wine Railway Appliance
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1

L

Ml ~-i

ft'

E. D. Stafford, Flannery
Bolt Co., and James Keegan, S. M. P., G. R. & I.
Ry.

B.

H. C. King, Pres., American
Mason Safety Tread Co.

E.

B.

White, H. A. Varney and

Washing

Wm.

White, National Boiler

Co.

K.

R.

Penn.
Gibbs,

M. P.,
S.
and A. W.
Mech. Engr.,

Redding,
R.

R.,

Chf.

Penn. R. R.

A. H. Burchard of the Durbin

Automatic Train Pipe
Connector Co.

W.

H.

Hall,

Chf. Car Insp..

C. R. R. of N. J.

Trunk Ry., and Geo. M. Crownover,
Chicago Great Western.

Robt. Patterson, M. M., Grand
S.

Chas. Ducas of the JacobsShupert U. S. Firebox Co.

Miss

Z.

M.

P.,

Alexander, C.

E.

Rood and William Garstang.

Claude M. Baker of the
Murphy Varnish Co.

July, 1914
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Booth of the American Arch Co.

Prof. Louis E. Endsley, Joe Taylor

and Prof.

L.

W.

Wallace.

S.

Philip

J.
Mitchell and C. E. Postlethwaite, Representatives
Pittsburgh District on General Committee Railway
Supply Manufacturers' Association.

W. Simonds,

Treas.,

The

Frictionless Rail.

of

c. A. Seley,

Co., and Wife; J.
Ry., and Wife.

American Flexible Bolt
Treas., N.

& W.

B.

Lacey,

—
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Foundry Company, Kumford, Me.

Clark

July, 1914

— Combined

punch
and shear.
Coe Manufacturing Company, W. H., Providence, B. I. Coe 's
ribbon gold leaf; ribbon aluminum leaf; Coe's gilding wheels.
Commercial Acetylene Eailway Light & Signal Company, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Acetylene mantel and open flame lamps; acetylene headlights, classification and cab lamps; acetylene lighted
signals with the "AGA" flashlight feature; buoy lantern with
acetylene flasher and sun valve; oxy-acetylene welding equip-

—

—

ment.

Commonwealth

Steel

Company,

St.

Louis, Mo.

—Blue

prints,

photographs, folders and literature concerning cast steel devices
which enter into construction of locomotives, passenger and
freight cars, representing cast steel engine, tender and trailer
trucks; tender frames; pilot and fender bumpers; passenger car
bolster; platform end

frame and trucks; transom draft gear;

end frames; buffing blocks,

etc.,

for freight cars.

—

Car-heating Company, Albany, N. Y. Latest
types of two-piece steam couplers; sectioned quick-opening end
valves; packless end valves; sectioned quick-opening admission
Consolidated

admission valves; single and twin pressure
traps; single and twin vapor traps; automatic drain valves;
packless

valves;

T. J. Lawler, American Roll Gold Leaf Co.

special steam fittings.

Consolidated Eailway Electric Lighting & Equipment Company, New York, N. Y. The "Axle light" equipment under
operating conditions, in connection with lead or Edison batteries; new ampere hour battery charge control; type "L"
regulators; Timken and ball bearings. The "Clothel" rotary
air compressor.
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, Hoboken, N. J. Cooper
Hewitt electric lamps; quartz lamps; rectifiers for these lamps.
Crane Company, Chicago, 111. Locomotive pop safety valves;
locomotive blow-off valves; locomotive ash-pan blower valves;
locomotive cab hose sprinkler valves; locomotive globe and angle
valves; brass to iron seat railroad unions; brass to iron seat
railroad union ells and tees; pump stud unions; special tested
air brake fittings; steel valves and fittings; Cranetilt steam
traps; Crane-Erwood non-return emergency valves; standard
malleable and cast iron fittings and full line of valves and fit-

—

—

—

power plants complete.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company, Boston, Mass.

tings for equipping

cial appliances for locomotives.

Curtain

Supply Company, The, Chicago,

"Bing"

vestibule curtains;
Co.

and

"Bex"

rollers;

C.

"Bex"

vestibule curtain outfit;

steel

S.

111.

curtain fixtures;

— Spe-

—Window

"Bex"

and

curtain

diaphragms; diaphragm hoods;
"Bex" opening shields; "Bex"

"Bex" vestibule curtain hooks; "Bex" sash
"Bex" friction roller curtains; curtain materials.

rollers;

balances;

—

Dalton Adding Machine Company, Poplar Bluff, Mo. Adding
machines.
Damascus Brake Beam Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.
High-speed beams for passenger equipment; locomotive tender
brake beams; beams for freight equipment; adjustable brake
heads; forged steel fulcrums; "Brascott" car ladders; "Damascus" water glass protectors.
Davis Boring Tool Company, St. Louis, Mo. Car wheel boring
tools and a general line of machine shop boring tools and

Power Specialty

Co.'s Exhibit.

Foster Superheater.

—

reamers.

Dazie Manufacturing & Supply Company, Inc., New York, N.
Y. Dazie damper and spark arrester; Dazie drive-em-all socket
and ferrule; Dazie steam trap; patent railroad journal box;
emery wheel guard; saw guard; Simmons auto tire; air valve for

—

air motors.

—

Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, 111. Beception booth.
Deforest Sheet & Tinplate Company, Niles, Ohio. Metal
roofing, Lohmannized products, T and T metal posts; T and T
culverts.

Detroit

Graphite

equipment paints.
of

Company,

Detroit,

Mich.

—

—Specialties

in

—

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich. Number 22 series
bullseye locomotive lubricators; air cylinder lubricator;

E. Strassburger, E. C.

Fariow and T. E. Carliss.

—
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brake lubricator; boiler valves; electricimproved standard lubricator; "500" air compressor lubricator; sectional forcefeed oiler with cut-away tank packless and multiport valves;
air

ally operated flange lubricator exhibit complete;

transfer

filler.

—

Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J. Dixon's
graphite products, including silica-graphite paint; Ticonderoga
flake graphite; graphite greases, giving particular attention to
the Dixon graphite brake cylinder grease; boiler graphite; shop

compound, cup greases,

supplies, such as belt dressing, pipe joint
etc.,

also pencils

and

crucibles.

Draper Manufacturing Company, The, Port Huron, Mich.
Pneumatic flue welders; pneumatic flue welders for superheater
tubes; finishing tools for superheater ball joints; valve facing
tools;

pneumatic turntable motors.

Dressel Railway
lights; signal

Lamp Works,

The,

New

York, N. Y.

—Head-

lamps and lanterns.

—

Philip J.

Mitchell,

Philip S. Justice

&

Duff Manufacturing Company, The, Pittsburgh, Pa. Genuine
Barrett track and automatic lowering jacks; Duff high-speed
ball-bearing jack with cyclone lowering device; Duff -Bethlehem
forged steel hydraulic jacks; traversing bases; car emergency

Co.

jacks.

Dupont Fabrikoid Company,
material car

window

Wilmington, Del.

Inc.,

—Fabrikoid

curtains, for vestibule curtains, car seat

upholstery and cab and caboose cushions.
Eagle Glass & Manufacturing Company, Wellsburg, W. Va.
Steel shop oilers; oil carriers; supply cans; tallow pots; torches;

locomotive

oilers.

Economy Devices

v

—

New

York, N. Y. Badial buffer; Ragonnet power reverse gear; Casey-Cavin power reverse
gear; "Economy" engine truck; Universal valve chest.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Edison
storage batteries for train lighting, railway signals, baggage,
Corporation,

—

freight and mail trucks, multiple unit control, electric incan-

descent headlights, inspection lamps, etc.
Edwards Company, Inc., The O. M., Syracuse, N. Y.
fixtures;
all

—Window

sash balances; metal extension platform trap doors;

metal shade

Electric

rollers.

Controller

—

& Manufacturing Company, New

York,

N. Y. Lifting magnet handling scrap iron, etc.; automatic machine tool controllers; automatic motor starters with push button
control; push button operated wheel lathe controller; reversing
motor planer controller; crane controllers.
Electric
Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. S. B. constant voltage axle system complete with suspension
for lighting steam railway passenger cars; low voltage "HyrayExide" lighting outfit for small isolated farm and residential
Mrs. B.

W. Mudge,

Mrs. B. A. Clements and Mrs.

W.

Storage batteries and
parts for car lighting, signal, vehicle, automobile starting and
plants; above outfits will be in operation.

J.

Tollerton.

lighting service.

Elwell-Parker Electric Company,

New

storage battery industrial, freight and

York, N. Y.

—Electric

baggage trucks; service

recorder.

—

Equipment Improvement Company, New York, N. Y. Markel
main rod end, lateral motion plates, flangeless shoes and
wedges and removable driving box brasses; grease plug; Edwards
solid

type metallic packing; Wine roller side bearing.
Fastnut, Ltd., London, England. Fastnut washers, wrenches

—

and file handles.
Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Tate flexible staybolts; installation tools for applying Tate bolts; radial and
adjustable crown flexible staybolts; "F. B. C. " nut locks for

—

freight cars.

—

Forged Steel Wheel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Various designs of solid wrought steel wheels for steam and electric railroad service, together with cut-up wheels to demonstrate uniformity of physical properties.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Reception

—

booth.
J.

A. McLaughlin,

Jr.,

of

Hubbard

&

Co.

Foster,

The Walter

H.,

New

York, N.

Y.—Selling

agent for

—

-
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Baush Machine Tool Company, Landis Machine Company and
the Landis Tool Company.
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York, X. Y. -Reception booth.

Frictionless Kail, Boston, Mass.

—Rail

shapes.

Frost Railway Supply Company, The, Detroit, Mich.
friction spring gears'; Detroit metal weather strip.

—

—Harvey

Galena-Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa. Reception booth.
Garlock Packing Company, The, Palmyra, X. Y. Fibrous and
metal packings; special air pump and throttle packings, gaskets,

—

valves and sheet packings.

General Brake Shoe & Supply Company, Chicago, HI.

— Arm-

brust driver, traction, passenger and freight car brake shoes;

Armbrust interlocking brake shoe.
General Electric Company. Schenectady, X. Y.

— Reception

booth.
C.

S.

Co.,

Myers,

and

E.

Railway
A.

Watson Stillman

List

Stillman,
Co.

George Sargent, Sargent

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, Xew York, X. Y.
Car heating systems; combination pressure and vapor; straight
steam; hot water refrigerator storage; electric heaters; thermostatic control for steam, hot water and electric systems. Pressure regulator; temperature regulators, twin supply valves; steam
hose couplers; ventilators; curtain

window

&

Co.

ventilators; journal

boxes, and lids; dust guards.

Xew

Goldschmidt Thermit Company.

York, X. Y.

— Samples"

of Thermit welds including a large weld on a 914-ineh 2 throw

crank shaft for refrigerating machine. Materials and apparatus
used in locomotive shops for Thermit welding; such as preheaters, crucibles, mold box, special mixtures of Thermit, etc.
Samples of metals free from carbon and numerous photographs
and transparencies of Thermit welding operations.
Gould Coupler Company, Xew York, X. Y. Gould simplex
system electric car lighting; storage batteries; cast steel locomotive end sill with friction draft gear incorporated; east steel jaw
type side frame; cast steel buffer for express refrigerator car>:
cast steel passenger couplers; cast steel "Z"' type freight
piers, top and bottom unlock; malleable iron freight and passen-

•

'

—

1

A

*£iJ
f

—

=

ger journal boxes; friction draft gear.

—

Gould Storage Battery Company, Xew York. X. Y. Gould
simplex system electric car lighting.
Greene, Tweed & Company, Xew York, X. Y. Palmetto,
round and square, braided packing; Palmetto twist packing for
small valves; packing in sets for air pumps and throttles. Manhattan packing for hydraulic pressures; Favorite reversible
ratchet wrench.
Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago, HI.
Chilled car wheels on

IB

—

Henry Boutet, Chf.

Int.

Ins.,

Cincinnati, and W. R. McMunn, Chf. Clk. Car Dept.,
N. Y. C. & H. R.

—

standards.

—

Grip Xut Company, Chicago, 111. Grip nuts.
Hale and Kilburn Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

""^9
E.

H. Hinchens, S.
O.

R.

S..

B.

R.

— Steel passenger

car interior finish; steel dining car interior finish; steel passenger

car doors; steel baggage and mail car doors; steel mail car letter

window construction for steel cars; all-steel walkover seats as used by the principal railway systems; parlor car

cases; integral

and reclining chairs for chair cars.
Hammett, H. G., Troy, X. Y. Trojan metallic packing; Trojan

chairs

—

bell ringers;

samples of injector unions attached to copper pipe

by expanding and beading.
Harrington, Son & Company,
Multiple spindle

screw and

drill;

Inc., Edwin, Philadelphia, Pa.
overhead tramway; travelers; peerless

—

differential hoists.

Hartshorn Company, Stewart, East Xewark, X.
spring rollers; vestibule rollers; spring sash

J.

lifts

—Car curtain
and brackets

suitable for all classes of fittings.

Harvey 's Sons Manufacturing Company,
The Harvey YV right pipe wrench.

Mich.

Ltd..

A.,

Detroit,

—

Heppenstall Forge

& Knife Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

—Heat-

treated specimens of steel forgings. die blocks and shear knives.

Hewitt, H. H.,
Blatchford, Spencer
Otis Co., and B. A. Clements of Worth Bros.

Carter

size;

Xew

York, X. Y.

— Articulated

articulated tender truck, full size;

articulated

trucks,

suspension carriers,

wheel engine tender truck, quarter-size.

car truck, full

one car mounted on
quarter-size; one six-

Charles Fuller, S. M.

Union Pacific

R. R.

P.,

&
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W.

S.

Bartholomew,

Locomotive Stoker Co.

T.

L.

E. Carliss

and

343

S.

A. Crone of the Buffalo Brake

Beam

Co.

West. Mall. Iron Co.; L. A. Hoerr, Pres., West.
Equip. Co., and S. Campbell, Railway Devices Co.

Fitch,

Ry.

Representatives Pressed Steel Car Co. Upper Row: W. H. WilkinLower Row: C. E. Postlethwaite,
son, C. A. Lindstrom.
J.

H. Mitchell, L. C. Cameron.

n
i

f

#*]

*mw

P t

-''^"l

1

^fl

'

1

BftkfiPE

'

'

T 1

'1

.^H
^m

^H

^^^k

tvAr ^aff
i

Egbert H. Gold, Harry F. Lowran and Jos. E. Buker of the Chicago
Car Heating Co.

Col.

J.

M. High, Pantosote Co., and C. E. Chambers,
C. R. R. of N. J.

S.

M.

P.,

—
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Hewitt Bubber Company, New York, N. Y. Air brake hose;
corrugated tank hose; steam heat hose; water hose; inlaid tiling;
knob and corrugated matting; rubber belting.

Heywood Brothers and Wakefield Company,
Bailway car

Manufacturing

Hollands
solid

jaw

Wakefield, Mass.

seats.

Company,
jaw

Pa.

Erie,

—Machinists'

vises; combination pipe

vises; machinists' swivel

vises; malleable hinged pipe vises; Hollands pipe cutters; pipe

threating stocks and dies.

Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
locks; hot pressed nuts; cold

nuts; track bolts;

rivets

—

Hunt cross-thread nut
punched nuts, and H. M. slotted

and semi-finished nuts; track adzes;

track tools, etc.

Hunt

Spiller

Manufacturing Corporation, South Boston, Mass.

—Cylinder bushings;

cylinder packing; piston heads; valve bush-

ings; valve packing; valve bull rings;

crosshead shoes; shoes

and wedges; driving boxes; rod bushings; knuckle pin bushings;
crown bearings; air pump bushings; air pump packing; eccentrics
and straps.
Hutchins
Prince-Groff Co., C. H. Spotts at the Desk.

Camber

Car

all steel

—

Company, Detroit, Mich. Hutchins
roof on Canadian Pacific car on exhibit tracks
Boofing

foot Mississippi Ave.
Illinois Steel

Company, Chicago,

111.

—Bailroad track bolts and

nuts; plain spikes and screw spikes; electric carbon and electric
alloy sample steels

and specimen

transparency views of

tests;

operations in the manufacture of car, engine and interurban

forged steel axles.
Imperial Car Cleaner Company, Newark, N. J. A portable machine and chemical process in practical operation for cleaning
and restoring plush cushions of passenger coaches at terminal

—

yards.

Independent Pneumatic Tool

Company, Chicago,

111.

—Thor

piston air drills for drilling, reaming, tapping, flue-rolling and

wood boring; corner
chipping,

riveting,

drills for use in close quarters; pneumatic
calking and flue-beading hammers; pneu-

matic stayboldt drivers; Thor pneumatic grinders; Thor electric
drills.

Inger soil-Band Company,

New

—

Pneumatic tools,
and ball bearing piston air
drills, for drilling, reaming, tapping and flue rolling; riveting
hammers for driving rivets up to 1% inches; chipping hammers
consisting of "Little

David"

York, N. Y.

roller

for all classes of chipping, calking, scaling, flue beading; Impe-

motor hoists

rial air

riveters;

—capacity up to

10 tons; Little

rammers.
Arthur Hollingshead,

E. B. White,

Wm.

International

White and

L. F. Wilson.

David jam

Crown holder-ons and Crown bench and
Oxygen Company, New York, N. Y.

sand

floor

—The

I.

0. C.

system in operation.
Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Firebox Company, Coatesville, Pa. Firebox sections; flanged parts; photographs and drawings.
Jenkins Bros., New York, N. Y. Bailway globe angle cross
and Y brass valves; special round house valves; steel, iron and
brass gate valves; packing, tubing and mechanical rubber spe-

—

—

cialties.

12 WEBSTER ENGINEERING (2

—

Johns-Manville Company, H. W., New York, N. Y. Asbestos
and magnesia material; asbestos cements; pipe coverings; boiler
lagging; packings, roofings, waterproofing; mastic flooring; J.-M.
expander rings; transite and ebony asbestos wood; asbestos
shingles; transite asbestos

smoke jacks;

steel

pasenger car insu-

and sectional conduit;
electrical materials; J.-M. automatic car seal; flexible armored
hose; Jones speedometers for locomotives and passenger cars;
lation; refrigerator car insulation; fiber

cork tilings; linolite lighting.
Joliet

Bailway Supply Company, Chicago, Dl

—Brake

beams;

side bearings; center plates.

Jones

2x24

& Lamson Machine Company,

Springfield,

ness automatic dies.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Fa.
piling

Wm.

H. Lutz and Samuel Mason.

Vt.

— One

flat turret lathe; double spindle flat turret lathe; Hart-

and

tie plates.

Joyce-Cridland Company, The

— Bailroad

jacks.

—Steel sheet
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H.

W.

E.

Wine

of the

Wine Railway Appliance

Co.
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Belnap, Chf. Ins. Safety App., Interstate Commerce Commission; F. W. Brazier, Supt. Car Dept.. N. Y. C. & H. R.;
Jas. O'Gilvie, Mech. Exp., Canadian Board of Railway

W.

Commissioners.

Booth of the Bird-Archer Co.
Left to Right:
C. A. Bird, Ins. Engr.; C. J. McGurn, Ins. Engr.;
Fred O. Paige, V. P.; G. H. Fitzgerald, Mgr. Pittsburgh
Office; P. B. Bird, Pres. and G. M.; H. V. Bootes,
Secy.; W. E. Ridenour, Chf. Chem., and John
Barnes, Chf. Chem. Exp.

Geo. N. Riley of the National
Tube Co.

Young and Frank
C.
Trump, Am. Balance Valve

C.

Co.

Left to Right:
W. E. Kelly, Patton Paint Co.; Arthur N. Dugan,
Bronze Metal Co.; Walter Coyle, Franklin Ry. Supply Co.; Geo.
H. Porter, Western Electric Co.; F. A. Buckley, Central Ry.
Signal Co.; P. J. Shaughnessy, Erie R. R.J J. M. Shaw, D. L.
& W. R. R., and T. F. Barton, D. L. & W. R. R. Photo at Mt.

Vernon, Va.

Booth of the Reed Mfg. Co.

—
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—Reliance hyKelley Railway Appliance Company, Gradyville, Ga. —Car
couplers and car replacers.
The, New York, N. Y —
Kerite Insulated Wires & Cables
& Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.
journal
draulic jacks; wheel base and
patterns.
Justice

Philip

S.,

Co.,

Kerite insulated wires and cables.

—

Keyoke Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, 111. Murray
cast steel friction draft gear; Murray cast steel coupler yoke;
Acme hand brake ratchet; Safety air brake pin.
Keystone Lubricating Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Keystone

—

driving box.

—

Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa. One 2-inch
double head motor driven bolt cutter; one 1%-inch single head
bolt cutter; one 8-inch pipe die head; one 2-inch pipe die head;
one %-inch automatic screw cutting die head; one 1^4-inch
automatic screw cutting die head; one %-inch solid adjustable
die head; one 1-ineh solid adjustable die head.
Landis Tool Company, Waynesboro, Pa. Self-contained plain

—

grinder.

—

Lawrence & Company, B. F., Buffalo, N. Y. Combined snow
flanger and ballast spreader.
LeBlond Machine Tool Company, The R. K., Cincinnati, O.
One 25-inch x 10-foot motor driven heavy duty engine lathe
with 20 horsepower motor; number 3 heavy duty plain milling
machine motor driven with rapid power transverse to table;
21-inch x 10-foot quick change engine lathe with 3-step cone and
double friction back gears; number 1 universal cutter and tool
room grinder; 16-inch x 6-foot portable fitting lathe; various
parts of machines showing details of constructions.
Lehon Company, The, Chicago, 111.— Roofing for railroad buildings; plastic car roofing; insulating paper; waterproofed canvas
for passenger coach, cab and caboose roofs; saturated burlap

for waterproofing concrete construction work; paint for waterproofing, roofing and metal work.
Liberty Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Cleaners

—

for locomotive arch tubes.

Locomotive Arch Brick Company, Chicago, 111.—Model of
Also
fire box showing installation of Economy sectional arch.
samples of

fire

brick of the

Economy

design.

—

Locomotive Stoker Company, Schenectady, N. Y. One type
"C" Street locomotive stoker. Samples of coal handled by the
Street locomotive stoker.

Y—

Electric
Locomotive Superheater Company, New York, N.
syssuperheated
of
temperatures
the
indicating
pyrometer for
grinding
metal
soft
unit;
superheater
tem; latest design of

process mold.
Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, The, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—One 16-inch x 6-foot selective head universal tool room
18-inch x 8-foot selective head manufacturing engine
lathe; one

14one 30-inch x 14-foot heavy forge lathe; one 48-inch x
foot selective head engine lathe.
General line
Long, Jr., Company, Charles R., Louisville, Ky.—
lathe;!

of railway paints.

Lunkenheimer Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Valves; oil
whistles;
and grease cups; lubricators; oil pumps; injectors;
cocks and other engineering specialties.
Lutz-Webster Engineering Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
noLutz universal compression wrench; compression ratchet;

set-screw lathe dog;

self -feeding,

self-centering

''old

man;"

work; one-piece friction
drill, tap and reamer holder for machine
ratchet; tap, reamer and stud wrench.
MacRae's Blue Book Company, Chicago, 111.—MacRae 's Blue
Book; The Railway Supply Index-Catalogue.
McConway & Torley Company, Tue, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Various
service
designs of M. C. B. couplers for freight and passenger

and for locomotives.
McCord & Company, Chicago, 111.— Steel and malleable iron
journal boxes; force feed locomotive lubricators.

McCord Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich.—Universal
window fixtures; sash balances; deck sash ratchets; hose protectors;

—

McKim

gaskets.

McGraw

July, 1914

—

Inc., New York, N. Y.
Recepexhibiting copies of Electric Railway Journal, Engineering Record, Electrical World, Metallurgical and Chemical

tion

Publishing Company,

space,

Engineering,

McGraw

Electric Railway Manual,

way Dictionary.
Magnus Metal Company,

and Electric Rail-

—

New York, N. Y. Magnus metal
journal bearings; engine driver brasses; rod brasses and Magnus
metal in ingots.

—

Mahr Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Mahr
No. 1-C portable torch for steel car repairing; No. 2 portable
torch for boiler and machine shop work; Nos. 3 and 4 portable
torches, special; No. 5 portable torch for paint burning.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, N. Y. Reception
booth.

Mark Manufacturing
drawn

steel unions.

Massachusetts Mohair

—
Company, Chicago,
—Mark cold
Plush Company, Boston, Mass. — Rail111.

way

car seat and Mohair plushes.
Midvale Steel Company, The, Nicetown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rolled steel wheels; steel tired wheels; axles.
Monarch Steel Castings Company, Detroit, Mich.

—

Lion locomotive couplers; Lion freight car couplers; Monarch locomotive
pocket castings.
Mudge & Company, Chicago, 111. Mudge-Slater spark arrester; Mudge-Peerless car ventilators.
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y. Injectors;
lubricators; boiler checks; gage cocks; coal sprinkler; steam
valve; mechanical lubricators; low water alarms; safety valves;
water gauges; fire extinguishers; boiler washers and testers.
National Car Wheel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Cast iron

—

—

—

wheels.

National Graphite Lubricator Company, The, Scranton, Pa.
Locomotive graphite lubricators; stationary engine graphite
lubricators; automobile type graphite lubricators; turbine type

lubricators for locomotive.

—

National Lock Washer Company, The, Newark, N. J. Car
and window fixtures; lock washers.
National Malleable Castings Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.
Couplers; journal boxes; brake staff mechanism; malleable iron
curtains; curtain

eastings.

—

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Reception booth.
Newhall Engineering Company, George M., Philadelphia, Pa.
Photographs of Industrial Works wrecking cranes, locomotive
cranes and pile drivers; photographs of Winters boiler wash-out
system; photographs of Peterson heat treatment furnaces.
Newton Machine Tool Works, Inc., Philadelphia, Fa. Locomotive radius-link grinding machine; cold metal sawing ma-

—

chine.

New York

Air Brake Company, The,

New

York, N.

Y.— Re-

ception booth.

—

Niles-Bement-Pond Company, New York, N. Y. Niles combined journal turning and axle turning lathe; Pratt & Whitney
side-head boring mill; Pratt & Whitney 10-inch vertical shaper.
Norton, Inc., A. O., Boston, Mass.—Lifting jacks.
Nuttall Company, R. D., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Electric locomo-

and pinions; current collecting devices; railroad machine shop gears and pinions; practical demonstration of heat
treatment of steels as applied to electric locomotive gears and
tive gears

pinions.

Xuway Packing Guard Company,

Tuscaloosa,

Ala.

—Nuway

journal box packing guard.

Okonite Company, The,

New

York, N.

Y.—Insulate*

wires and

cables.

'Malley-Beare Valve Company, Chicago, 111.—Multiplate system of valves; globe, angle, check, locomotive stop valves;
duplex-blow-out valves.
curtain
Pantasote Company, The, New York, N. Y.—Pantasote
wainceilings,
for
material—
and upholstery material; Agasote
scoting and interior trim.

Charcoal
Parkesburg Iron Company, The, Parkesburg, Pa,—
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C. A. Methfessal, E. A. Johnson, G. E.
of

Watts and

E.

W.

Miller and

Commercial Acetylene Booth.

Hindman

the Duff Mfg. Co.

The Judge and the General.

P.

m

Maj. Azel Ames, Kerite Insulated Wire

Company.

A. M. Darlow, S. M. P., Buffalo & Susq. R. R.; Gertrude Patterson;
Robt. Patterson, M. M., Grand Trunk; Mrs. E. R. Darlow,
Mrs. J. Markey and J. Markey, M. M., Grand Trunk.

&

Cable

W.

J.

Clark of the General Electric Co., and Mrs. Clark.

——
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iron boiler tubes; safe ends; arch tubes and locomotive superheater tubes.

Peakes & Hamlin, Milo, Maine.

—Automatic

freight car-door

lock; door run.

Pels

& Company, Henry, New York, N.

Y.

—Punching

and

shearing machines.

—

Company, The, New York, N. Y. Baker locomotive
valve gear; full size model on a miniature locomotive.
Pilliod

Pocket List of Railroad

Officials,

New

York, N. Y.

—Copies of

publication.

—

Pollak Steel Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. Special heat
oil tempered solid and hollow bored axles for locomotives, cars, freight and passenger; crank pins, piston rods,
side rods, connecting rods.
treated and

Potter Manufacturing Company,
Pa.

—Improved

W.

M., The, Philadelphia,

safety coupler and draft rigging for steam and

and engines.
Power Specialty Company,

electric cars

New

Pressed Steel Car Company,

New

of products.

—Full model
N. Y.—Photographs
Y.— "Pressurlokd"

York, N. Y.

of Foster locomotive superheater.

York,

size

S.

W. Swallow and

E. J. Arlein,

W.

H. Coe Mfg. Co.

Frince-Groff Company, New York, N.
water gage systems; "Wedglok" track drilling system; "Kwikgrip" pipe wrenches.
Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago, HI.
Locomotive electric headlight set and headlight case; type "E"
turbo-generating set (arc headlight set) type "S" turbo-generating incandescent headlight set.
Pyrene Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y. Pyrene

—

fire

extinguisher.

Quigley Furnace & Foundry Company, New York, N. Y.
Powdered coal equipment; continuous core oven; photographic
display of furnaces and equipment.
Kailway Devices Company, St. Louis, Mo. "Perfect" drop
brake handle; "Interlox" brake mast ratchet and pawl; the

—

"Spiral" pipe clamps.
Railway Electrical Engineer, Chicago, HI. Copies of the
Bailway Electrical Engineer.
Railway List Company, The, Chicago, HI. Copies of the Bailway Master Mechanic; Monthly Official Bailway List; Bailway Engineering and Maintenance of Way.
Railway Materials Company, The, Chicago, 111. Steel back
brake shoes; Ferguson shop furnaces; blue prints.
Railway Review, Chicago, 111. Copies of the Bailway Beview.
Railway Utility Company, Chicago, 111. Utility honeycomb
car ventilators for monitor deck and for arch roof cars; thermometer steam heat regulator; thermometer electric heat reguiron horse or pedestal;

—

—

—

—

lator;

Top Row, Left

to Right:

Ellet, E. J. Fuller.

Frederic

—

J.

M. Monroe, A. B. Root,

Lower Row:

Parker.

All

In

J. G. Piatt,

the

W.

Jr.,

V.

W.

B. Leach,

uniform of the

Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Co.

automatic freight car door locks; electric vacuum car

cleaners.

Ralston Steel Car Company, The, Columbus, Ohio.
ston flush floor, drop bottom general service car.

—Rerailers;
—

Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa.
rail

clamps;

step joints;

—One

Ral-

guard

miscellaneous steel castings.
Reed Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa. Machinists' vises;
pipe stock and dies; pie cutters; pipe vises.
derail;

Reliance Electric & Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Motors for the individual drive of machine tools, both D. C.
adjustable speed and constant speed and A. C. constant speed.
Remy Electric Company, Anderson, Ind. American electric
headlight complete.

Robinson Company,
nozzle; rail anchor; air

—
The, Boston, Mass. —Robinson exhaust
strainer; Morton vacuum breaker.
Company, Rochester, N. Y. —Disinfect-

Rochester Germicide
ants and sanitary appliances; paper towels; drinking fountains;
liquid soap' and dispensers; sweeping compounds.

Rooksby & Company, E. J., Philadelphia, Pa.—Portable boring
bars for reboring locomotive cylinders and valve seats.
Ross-Schofield Company, New York, N. Y. Working model
of Ross-Schofield system on locomotive and Scotch marine

—

boilers; pattern of locomotive firebox illustrating the system.

H.

M. Perry, at the Left, With Dr. J. M.
Truing Brake Shoe Co.

Griffin

of the

Wheel

—

"
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Kubberset Company, Newark, N. J. Brushes for painting,
varnishing, and kalsomining.
Evan, Galloway & Company, Chicago, HI. Eeciproeating coal
passer for locomotive tenders; slack adjusting draw bar for use
between engine and tender; non-clogging sand pipe.
Eyerson & Son, Joseph T., Chicago, HI. Ulster special stay-

—

—

bolt

iron;

Ulster

enginebolt

iron;

diamond

B

chisel

steel;

crank pins; axles; motion parts;
Sweeley adjustable boring bars; Eyerson high speed twist drill.

Xikrome

steel for piston rods;

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.
Pintsch mantle lighting equipment; Safety electric car lighting
equipment; gas and electric lighting fixtures; oxy-Pintsch metal
cutting and welding apparatus; electric fans.

—

Safety First Manufacturing Company, Chicago, HI. Flaxlinum insulation for refrigerator cars, steel passenger cars, etc.;
safety parcel rack for passenger cars; perfection door guide
and seal; safety angle cock bracket; automatic flue welding
machine; Watters' locomotive sander.
Sargent Company, Chicago, 111. Sargent gage; Ironclad water
glass protector; "E. S. E." water glass cocks; "E. S. E." reflex
gage; "E. S. E. " blow-off valve; Loedige quick acting blower
valve; Lenz safety lathe dog; Sargent safety valve; Beading

—

Ryan, Galloway

&

Co.

steel casting specialties; Moncrieff's tubular glasses.

Scullin-Gallagher Iron

&

Steel

Company,

St.

Mo.

Louis,

Freight car truck equipped with Scullin truck side frames.
One 54-inch
Sellers & Company, Inc., Wm., Philadelphia, Pa.

—

with automatic chuck, pneumatic
hoist, and boring bars; power transmission details; locomotive
injector and valve details; steel-bronze nuts.
car wheel boring machine,

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York, N. Y.
Age Gazette; Bailway Age Gazette, Me-

Copies of the Bailway

chanical Edition; Signal Engineer.

—

Standard Asphalt & Eubber Company, Chicago, HI. Sarco
mineral rubber floors; pipe coating; permanent waterproofing;
insulating material; coatings; car seal; bituminous putty.
Standard Coupler Company, New York, N. Y. SessionsStandard friction draft gear type "K.

—

Standard Heat and Ventilation Company, Inc., New York,
N. Y. Improved car heating apparatus of all kinds. Latest
systems of passenger car ventilation. Steam hose couplers; end
train line valves; automatic traps and regulators.
Standard Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Eeception

—

booth.

Standard Stoker Company,

Inc.,

New

York, N.

—
Y.—Standard

Arthur Allan and

J.

Will Johnson.

stoker.

Strong, Carlisle

—

& Hammond Company,

The, Cleveland, Ohio.

Eandall graphite sheet lubricator.
Swift & Sons, M., Hartford, Conn. Gold leaf rolls; aluminum
leaf rolls; gold and aluminum leaf in books.
Symington Company, The T. H., Eochester, N. Y. Symington

—

—

journal boxes; Farlow draft gear; Symington side bearings.

—

Transportation Utilities Company, New York, N. Y. Flexocomposition flooring; Eesisto insulation; National steel
trap doors; National standard roofing; steel sheathing; Imperial
window screens; Eclipse deck sash ratchets; Perfection and Eelith

liance sash balances; steel car doors; Titanlite steel freight car

Brown weatherstrips; Tuco window
Acme vestibule curtains and shields; Acme vestibule
diaphragm; Acme weatherproof window fixtures; Chanareh steel
flooring; Acme anti-pinch shields; Acme deck sash.
door; B-J journal box cooler;
curtains;

Union Draft Gear Company, Chicago,

HI.

—Cardwell

draft gear and Cardwell rocker side bearings.

Union

Bailway

friction

—

Equipment Company, Chicago, HI. Pries
Union drop brake shaft; Pries refrigerator

metal car roofs;
radiator; Union pressed steel carlines; Pries brine tank valves.
Union Spring and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eailroad springs, every description; Kensington journal boxes
(all steel); steel castings; pressed steel shapes.
United Engineering & Foundry Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Photographs of high speed steam hydraulic forging presses.

Nut Co.; Robt. Patterson, Grand Trunk;
Nut Co., and G. M. Crownover,
Chicago Great Western R. R.

H. E. Passmore, Grip

W.

E. Sharp, Grip

—A
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Light & Heating Company, The, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
The U. S. L. Electric Lighting Equipment for railroad cars in
U.

S.

operation; electric regulating panels; electric generators; storage
batteries of all types; electric starter for gasoline engines.

Metal and Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.
Cayuta ball bearing jacks; collapsible stake pocket; "TexoU.

S.

derm"

seat upholstering; multiple unit puttyless skylight.

United States Metallic Packing Company, The, Philadelphia,
King packing; Leach sanders; Gollmar bell ringer.
Universal Car Seal & Appliance Co., Albany, N. Y. Car door

Pa.

—

—

—

July, 1914

—

White Enamel Refrigerator Company,

St. Paul, Minn.
Bohn
bulkhead; house refrigerator showing the Bohn
syphon system; method of flax fiber car insulation.
Wickes Boiler Company, The, Saginaw, Mich. Working model
of the Wickes vertical water-tube boiler.
Wiener Machinery Company, New York, N. Y. One Oeking
solid steel quadruple combination punch, shear and double bar
and angle cutter; two styles of universal radial drills.

collapsible

—

—

Wiley & Russell Manufacturing Company, Greenfield, Mass.
Specials machine screw taps; stay bolt taps; boiler taps; patch

fasteners.

bolt taps; bridge reamers; general line of taps, dies

Universal Draft Gear Attachment Company, Chicago, 111.
Full sized model cast steel draft arms; full sized model twin
spring draft gear with key connected coupler; keyed vokes for
friction draft gear; keyed yokes for tandem draft gear; lock
yokes for friction draft gear; one-piece cast steel riveted type
of yokes for friction draft gear; miscellaneous malleable iron,

cutting tools and machinery.

also cast steel draft plates

and

lugs.

—

Valentine & Company, New York, N. Y. Valspar; panels
showing various systems of painting wood and steel railway
equipment; railway signal enamels.
Van Dorn Girder Plate Company, Chicago, 111. One-piece steel
end and sectional two-piece steel end.
Vissering & Company, Harry, Chicago, 111. Viloco and Leach
type sanders; Viloco one-piece brake step; Viloco bell-ringer;
Crescent metallic packing.
Vulcan Process Company, Minneapolis, Minn. One complete
Number 4 Vulcan oxy-acetylene welding and cutting apparatus
with 50-pound acetylene generator, mounted on truck, and one
Number 2 truck mounted portable welding and cutting unit
having compressed gases.
Warner & Swasey Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio. One Number 2 A universal hollow hexagon turret lathe, capacity 2% inches
x 26 inches, 15% -inch swing, completely tooled for producing
knuckle pins driven by the General Electric motor; one 3
universal hollow hexagon turret lathe, completely tooled for the
production of piston valve followers driven by Westinghouse

—

—

—

—

Electric motor.

—

—

sanitor closets; steam sterilizers, etc.

Western Railway Equipment Company,

St. Louis,

Mo.

—Acme

automatic brake slack adjuster; Linstrom locomotive syphon;
Western brake jaws; Security dust guards; Western steel carlines.

Western Steel Car & Foundry Company,

New

York, N. Y.

«

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—Reception

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,
Reception booth with the Westinghouse companies and
arc welding exhibit in operation on the pier end.

—

Westinghouse Lamp Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
lighting the booth on the pier.

—Lamps used in

glasses and the

Reading, Pa.

— Safety glasses

Albex eye protectors; Willson safety

new Willson

goggle.

—

Wilmarth & Morman Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., New
Yankee drill grinders; combination water tool and drill grinders;
combination cutter, reamer and drill grinders; surface grinders.
Wilson Remover Company, Newark, N. J.
Paint and Varnish
remover; mechanical appliances and cushion cleaning machine for

—

railway terminals.
Wiltbonco Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass. Reflex
water gages; safety coal sprinklers; water gage cocks; water
gage fittings.
Wine Railway Appliance Company, The, Toledo, Ohio. Wine
steel ladder; metal ventilator for fruit ears; grab iron filler;
ash pan; Stephenson wedge bolt.
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, The, New York, N. Y.
Trolleys; chain blocks; electric hoists; tramrail material and
automatic shackles; Yale padlocks; night latches; door closers;
signal padlocks; indicator padlocks; dining car locks; end door

—

—

—

closers; general service padlocks.

Zug Iron &

Steel

brands of staybolt

—

Zug and Sable
engine bolt iron, chain iron and forging

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

iron,

iron.

Reception booth.

Westinghouse Traction Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ception booth with Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Company,

THE TRACTIVE RESISTANCE OF A 28-TON ELECTRIC
CAR. By Harold H. Dunn. Issued as Bulletin No. 74 of the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois.
Copies may be had upon appbcation to the Dean, Urbana, 111.
This bulletin records the results of tests made with a 28-ton
electric car of the double end type for the purpose of determining
the resistance offered to its motion when running on straight level
track in

still

air at

uniform speed, and to ascertain the relation

existing between that resistance and the speed of the car.

The

were made on sections of straight track representative of
good electric railway construction, during generally fair weather
when the average temperature was not below 25° F., and when
The plan
the wind velocity did not exceed 26 miles per hour.
of the tests, which involved running the car backward and fortests

ward over a selected section of track, made it possible to eliminate
wind resistance.
The results are finally expressed in the form of a curve whose
co-ordinates are car resistance and speed.

This curve shows that

was 5.25 pounds per ton,
that at 25 miles per hour it was 13.03 pounds per ton, and that
The average
at 45 miles per hour it was 26.12 pounds per ton.
results from the individual tests did not vary more than 9 per
cent from this final curve.

Alexander Stewart, general superintendent

Westinghouse Machine Company, The, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

brake shoes.

Inc., T. A.,

at 5 miles per hour the car resistance

booth.

Pa.

& Company,

—

Watson-Stillman Company, The, Aldene, N. J. Section of
hydraulic jack; one or two styles of jacks used mostly in railroad service; blueprints and photographs showing hydraulic tools
and machinery used by railroads.
West Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association, Tacoma,
Wash. Douglas fir lumber; car siding clears; lining clears; sills
and framing; sections of logs and timbers; flitches; clear finished
panels; section of an 8-inch x 16-inch bridge stringer 28 years
old; clears in horizontal box car sheathing; factory and machine
crating lumber; clears in spruce and cedar.
West Disinfecting Company, New York, N. Y. Liquid soap
dispensers and liquid soap; automatic deodorizing machines;

Reception booth.

Willson

for every requirement;

and screw

Detroit, Mich.

—Re-

—Abrasive

of motive power

of the Southern, died at Paris, France, on June 28. He was in
Europe seeking to regain his health at the time of his death. Mr.

Stewart was 46 years old. J. Hainer succeeds him as general
superintendent of motive power of the Southern, and E. C. Sasser
succeeds Mr. Hainer as superintendent of motive power of the

Northern and Eastern

districts.
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GASOLINE MOTOR CARS, CENTRAL

SOUTHERN

NEW YORK

R. R.

During the

Two of the latest model motor cars have been delivered by the
McKeen Motor Car Company to the Central Xew York Southern

New York.
New York, 39

Railroad, Ithaca,

extending between Ithaca
miles in length, was formerly the

This

PACIFIC

line,

and Auburn,
New York, Auburn & Lansing Railroad, the corporate name of
which was changed upon the recent elimination of the receivership.

Steam equipment, heretofore providing the passenger service,
has in accordance with the reorganization plans been displaced
by these 70 ft. motor cars, which action was considered of
paramount importance in adopting ways and means of operating
the passenger schedules attractively, economically and profitably.

McKeen Motor Car
The motive power machinery of the cars

is

the

type C,

AND MIKADO LOCOMOTIVES,

last

P. R. R.

few years the Pennsylvania Railroad has

felt

the need of a larger freight locomotive for use on the main line

between Altoona and Pittsburgh, in order to reduce double-heading
to a minimum and to avoid breaking up trains arriving at Altoona and Pittsburgh before sending them forward over the Pittsburgh division. It was also thought desirable to experiment with
a very heavy Pacific type locomotive for passenger service on
this same division. With this object in view a Mikado locomotive,
which will bear Pennsylvania classification "L-l-s, " and a Pacific
type locomotive, which will bear Pennsylvania classification
K-4-s, ' ' have been developed.
Inasmuch as the road clearance is somewhat limited, also the
weight per pair of driving wheels is limited to 65,000 pounds
'

'

for the Cent ral

McKeen

351

New York

with a

five

Southern R. R.

per cent margin for scale variations and the dynamic

register the mileage

augment of the unbalanced reciprocating parts at 70 M.P.N, is
limited to thirty per cent of the weight on the drivers, it was
necessary to keep the locomotive within restricted limits and make
the revolving and reciprocating parts as light as possible and at
the same time maintain the necessary strength. Further, it was
found desirable to maintain as many parts as possible interchangeable in these two type of locomotives and to use as many parts
as possible which are embodied in the design of the E6s loco-

tion to total mileage covered.

motives.

latest model, foolproof, encased,

200 horsepower gasoline engine

and mechanical transmission, similar to the equipment furnished
the Bessemer & Lake Erie, Soo Line and Sunset Central Lines.
A description of the latter was published in the Baihcay Master
Meclianic of March, 1914, page 98.
Special features with which these cars are equipped are:

The Warner railway meter, which is so constructed as to
(ahead and backing up) per trip in addi-

Pneumatic gong ringer.
Steam connection for heating cars

in winter

when not housed

at terminal.

Eear door in passenger compartment for communication between motor car and trailers.
Conductor's brake valve and pedal operated whistle in rear for
use of conductor when backing up.

An

illuminated indicator on rear similar to observation platform indicators on first-class passenger trains.

The following are interesting features in the design:
The design of boiler is particularly interesting in the type of
flanging used. The throat sheet is flanged intergral with the lower
half of the rear barrel sheet. The advantages of this scheme are
that it was possible to lower the locomotive about 1% inches and
at the same time give sufficient clearance for the rear driving
wheels, the clearance being close at this point, particularly with the
Pacific type locomotive.

The practice of flanging the neck

sheet

and the barrel sheet in one piece has been followed on quite a

Pennsylvania Class "L1" Freight Locomotive.

.
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Pennsylvania Class

number of our modern

"K4S' Passenger
'

dome
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Locomotive.

On

in one piece has been used to quite

account of the fact that the locomotives are equipped
with screw reverse gear a cab of great length is not necessary and

the

it is

locomotives, also that of flanging the

an extent. The boilers of
"L-l-s" and the "K-4-s" locomotives are interchangeable.
The locomotives are equipped with all-steel cabs, which are con-

siderably smaller than the standard type of cab used on the Penn-

Type

sylvania.

believed that the shorter cab will give the engine crew better
opportunity to observe signals.
The running gear has been lightened as much as possible by

Mikado
Lis

Atlantic

H9s

E6s

K4s

4'-9"

4'-9"

4'-9"

4'-9"

Freight

Freight
Bit. Coal

Passenger
Bit. Coal

Passenger

Bit. Coal

Consolidation

P. K. R. Classification

Gauge
Service

Fuel
Tractive power,

M.E.P.=%

boiler pressure

46,290

57,850

29,427

41,845

330,000

240,000

305,000

220,000
17'-0y2 "

262,000
17'-0y2 "

133,100

200,000

base, driving

7'-5"

13'-10"

base, total

25'-9y2 "

36'-4y2"

29'-7y2 "

36'-2"

72'-3"

63'-10y2 "

71'-10"

base, engine and tender
Tractive Power x Diameter of Drivers -s-Total heating surface*
Total heating surface*-;- Grate Area
Fire box heating surface -f- Total heating surface*, per cent.
.

Volume both

cylinders, cubic feet

Total heating surface*^- Volume both cylinders

62'-5%"

of cylinders

Diameter and stroke of cylinders
Spread of cylinders
Bond and size of valves
Greatest travel of valves

683

622.0

599.00

580.50

82.38

71.30

82.38

4.45

5.05

4.93

5.05

15.91

19.88

13.10

18.55

264.1

290.0

300.00

310.80

3.46

3.52

4.21

3.77

Simple
25"x28"

Simple

Simple
23y2"x26"

85y2 "

Simple
27"x28"
89"

12" Piston
7"

12" Piston
7"

1*"

1-A"

80"
4"

80"
4"

ll"xl5"
36"

.

90''

27"x30"
90"

12" Piston
6"

12" Piston
6"

%"

Outside lap of valves
Driving wheels, diameter over tires

Driving wheels, thickness of tires
Driving axle journals, main, diameter and length

Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck journals, diameter and length

62"

62"

"

3%"

10y2"xl3"
33"

ll"xl5"
33"

9y2 "xl3"

5y2"xl0"

6%"xl2"

6y2"xl2"
50"

6y2 "xl2"

Belpaire

Belpaire

3y2

50"

Trailing truck wheels, diameter

Type of boiler
Working pressure
Outside diameter of first course in barrel
Fire box, width and length
Fire box

plates, thickness

Fire box water space

Tubes, number and outside diameter
Superheater flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes, thickness

Superheater

flues,

thickness

Tubes, length

Heating surface tubes, saturated
Heating surface fire box, saturated
Heating surface, total, saturated
Superheater heating surface

Grate area, square feet
Dome, height above rail
Center of boiler above rail
•Equivalent heating surface, square feet

•

76.21

Grate area h- Volume both cylinders

Kind

Bit. Coal

250,000

Estimated total weight in working order
Estimated total weight on drivers

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

Pacific

36"

50"

Belpaire

Belpaire

205 Lbs.

205 Lbs.

205

205

78y2 "

78%"

78%"

78%"

80"xl26"

72"xll0%"

80"xl26"

%" & A"

%" & A"

%" & A"

72"xll0%"

%" &

fg"
5"

5"

5"

5"

265-2"

237-2%"

242-2"

36-5%"

40-5 y2 "

36-5%"

237-2%"
40-5%"

.125"

.125"

.125"

.125"

.148"

.148"

.148"

.148"

180"

228"

180"

228"

2841.2

3746.8

2,660.5

3,746.8

187.0

288.6

195.7

288.6

3028.2

4035.4

2,856.2

4,035.4

782.2

1153.9

721.0

1,153.9

55.13

70.0

55.13

70.0

180"

180"

180"

180"

9'-9"

9'-9"

9'-10"

lO'-l"

4,201.5

5,766.3

3,937.7

5,766.3
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ticular shop to be protected

the use of heat-treated material for driving axles, crank pins,
piston rods and side and main rods. The axles, crank pins, wrist
pins and piston rods are provided with holes through them with

a view to reducing the weight and at
a better chance for the heat-treatment
The trailer truck is what is known as

resulting

from

Many

different causes, occur every year,

shop

and any

master mechanic can tabulate a list of these fire-starting hazards
by reading current numbers of the railroad journals, as well as
by reviewing old issues of these exponents of the best shop practice.
The clippings may be pasted in a scrapbook under headings
which denote the various primary causes which are accredited
as occasioning shop fires.
The master mechanic may require the foreman of each shop to
see that any irregularity which might cause a fire is overcome either

by the foreman reporting the

deficiency to

Where

orders to remove the hazard.

him

or

by issuing timely

the master mechanic gives

foreman a list of fire-starting causes the foreman will know
just what irregularities to look for, as well as where to find them.
A man can accomplish much more when he is guided by systematic
data than if he were to make a promiscuous inspection without
knowing what he was expected to find, and consequently overlook
everything because he couldn't see by reason of his unenlightened
vision.
Of course, a foreman cannot do everything and at the
same time attend to his supervisory duties, and consequently he
may appoint subordinates to look for certain fire risks and report
his

their findings to him.

spread rapidly, hence the

from

Burn the

Utter.

is

—

THE SHOP FIRE DEPARTMENT.

fires,

in the

fire

going on.
Every well regulated railroad shop should have a regular fire
department composed of a number of experienced firemen who are
directed by a fire chief. There are many ways of maintaining the
personnel of such a department. Preferably, the firemen should be
on regular fire duty especially at night. It will be found expedient to provide them with more than one means of reaching a fire
with their fire apparatus. A motor car may house a regular fire
engine and also pull a water car with it to a fire. An outfit of
this kind is what is needed in reaching some fires, as at lumber
yard or on a long rip-track. Of course, where local water facilities
are good at such points, or hose is already connected up to a
hydrant, the necessity for the engine decreases. Whatever facilWhere auxiliary
ities are necessary should be gotten and manned.
facilities are used the firemen need simply rush to the shop which
is afire, hauling perhaps only a chemical extinguisher and a hose
reel, as a precaution in case they are repelled by the fierceness of
the fire from entering the shop. Hydrants or booths with hose
connections should be on the outside of shops, as well as inside.
Additional water pressure should be put on at the shop power house
as soon as the alarm sounds.
While the fire department may be provided with a hook and
ladder cart, yet it will be found that such an outfit is a difficult
one to handle around a shop, and consequently it is better to
provide the shop walls and roofs with ladder irons, or ladders
similar to those used as fire escapes on commercial buildings. Then
the firemen can climb the fire ladders, thus saving the time of
hauling a hook and ladder wagon and also the time of setting the

page.

Louis BrentnalL
from carelessness.

may

A

—

premises clean while work

truck, this truck

necessary to provide sufficient space for two 16-inch cylinders
which are necessary for proper control.
The locomotives are equipped with Schmidt smoke tube superheaters and Security fire brick arch.
The tenders are of the water bottom type with 36" wheels and
5Vk"xlO" journals. They have a capacity of 7,000 gallons of water
and 25,000 pounds of coal.
A comparison of the various classes is given on the opposite

By

surroundings.

shavings and scrap car sheathing or sell them daily. The same
precaution pertains to rip-tracks and other buildings keep the

being interchangeable on the E6s, Lis and K4s locomotives.
The driver brake arrangement is particularly interesting on
account of the arrangement of cylinders, this arragnement being

Fires, generally speaking, result

its

necessity for keeping the premises free

to take effect.

K-W

and

shavings in car shop or planing mill

the same time providing
the

353

ladders in place.

Each shop should have a number of volunteer firemen, selected
from among the shopmen. These men should receive special training from the fire chief regarding handling a fire in the particular
•

shop in which they are at work, should one occur while they are
on duty. They should have an assistant fire chief to direct them
until the regular fire

department arrives.

Firemen must keep in practice, the same as workmen, and
maneuvers of some kind should be gone through every day in

may be at full efficiency when a fire
alarm may be sent in once a week. Each man

order that the firemen

occurs.

Fire insurance, although a good protection financially, does not
cover the complete loss of a shop building or its contents when

A

should

taken into consideration that a railroad company without a
repair shop is in bad shape and the daily loss resulting from the

of fighting

it

is

inability to

make

may amount

repairs to rolling stock

to

more

loss in a few weeks.
While a master mechanic may do all in his power to prevent
fires, yet one may start from some cause at almost any time, and
consequently the shop must have fire protection, in addition to
measures of inspection and prevention.

than the shop

Among

preventive measures

is

the sign,

'
'

No Smoking

!

'

'

An-

may read, "Throw greasy waste in this lid-protected
Men should be required to have their overalls washed at

other sign
pail

!

'
'

certain periods, as these in time

become a

fire

hazard by reason of

and oil which has accumulated on them or, the clothing
should be placed in steel lockers. A little observation will suggest
other hazards of like nature, as will also the master mechanic's
the grease

;

scrapbook on "How Shop Fires Originate."
Each shop should be provided with efficient means of battling
with fire. Most fires start in a small way and can be put out if
discovered quickly, but in order to put them out there must be
at hand necessary equipment for quenching the fire before the
flames become scattered in various directions.

Sand is used in
sometimes preferable to water in
putting out a fire. Each shop should have a number of fire extinguishers and waterstands in the shop, with hose connected to
them ready for use, effecting a great saving in time.
Of course, the equipment must be varied according to the parfighting oil fires

and

salt is also

false fire

be shown how to handle the

A

fire

extinguishers and the best

ways

fire.

department should fully pay for itself where it is
required to protect depots, storehouses, lumber yards, rip-tracks,
Some railroads depend on the city fire
etc., as well as the shops.
shop

fire

department, but where the shops are large or the buildings are
several in number it is best to have a shop fire department, calling
on the city fire department only in case of a conflagration. As a
general thing, a fully equipped shop fire department can extinguish

a shop

fire

before the flames spread or the damage amounts to any
fire be in one building or another.

particular amount, whether the

alarm boxes may be installed in numerous places in
each shop, as well as around the yards. The system employed may
be similar to that used by city fire departments. When a fire
starts, an individual alarm should at once be sounded in the shop

Shop

fire

which is on fire, in order that the assistant or volunteer firemen
may put it out. Some shop fire departments use the shop whistle.
A good bell is as good, especially in an individual shop, as its
ringing calls both the assistant and regular fire departments at

same time.
Each shop should have one or two watchmen who make regular
rounds, and whose principal duty is that of being on the lookout
for fire. Some watchmen, also, are sometimes given other duties,
the

such as sweeping or cleaning, but this

is

detrimental to their

efficiency.

Generally speaking,

fire

insurance

is

the cheapest thing on the

market and shops should be reasonably protected by

fire

insurance
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but with an efficient shop fire department a railroad company can feel secure that the chances of having a conflagration
are so rare that buildings and equipment may not be fully protected by insurance. Years ago a heavy fire insurance protection
was generally necessary, while today some railroad property is protected by insurance in accordance with the company's fire preventive measures and fire fighting facilities, as the main thing is

policies,

not to have the shop burn down at any time, regardless of insur-

Melvin

without shop fire facilities should include
in his budget of needed shop equipment, such fire fighting paraphernalia as may be required in preventing his shop from burning

down.
the time he should organize some kind of

At

increase the efficiency of the one he has

preventive measures and practice

by

fire drills.

fire

letting

brigade, or

them

install

Proper drilling over-

comes excitement when a
Preventive measures, good fire fighting equipment and an efficient shop fire department are the three main features which overcome conflagrations.
fire occurs.

Montgomery

succeeds C. Emerson as road foreman

of engines of the Northern Pacific at Duluth, Minn.

John Horan has been appointed acting master mechanic of the
Northern Pacific at Minneapolis in place of J. B. Neish, on leave
of absence.

E. E.

Hammond

has been appointed acting road foreman of

engines of the Northern Pacific at Minneapolis in place of John

Horan.

ance.

Any master mechanic

S.
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A.

C.

Hinckley, superintendent of motive power of the Oregon

Short Line, has had his headquarters transferred from Salt Lake
City to Pocatello, Ida.

D. J. Malone, master mechanic of the Oregon Short Line, has
been transferred from Ogden, Utah, to Pocatello, Ida.
David Gratton has been promoted to master mechanic of the

Oregon Short Line at Pocatello, Ida.
B.

Ejmball has been appointed

general foreman, locomotive

department, of the San Antonio, Uvalde
Pieasanton, Texas.

4'

Gulf with

office

Ernest Baxter has been appointed purchasing agent
St. Louis, Southwestern, vice J. E. Sargent.

Eailway Exchange building,

W. E. Kimball

St. Louis,

succeeds Eobert

His

office is

at

of the
at 1743

Mo.

Hoye

as general foreman car

San Francisco at Monett, Mo.
department of the St. Louis
Alonzo G. Kinyon has been appointed superintendent of locomotive operation of the Seaboard Air Line with office at Norfolk,
Ya. He was formerly locomotive fuel engineer of the Clinchfield
Fuel Co. at Spartanburg, S. C.
C. O. Destiche has succeeded H. J. Osborne as superintendent
of motive power of the South Dakota Central with office at Sioux
4"

H. Shoemaker has been appointed mechanical superintendent
Bangor 4~ Aroostook with office at Derby, Me. As announced in the June issue, Mr. Shoemaker's railroad career was
started as an apprentice in the old Lehigh Valley shops at Wilkes
Barre, Pa., in March, 1886. He received his first promotions from
machinist to gang foreman and from gang foreman to general
foreman in this same shop. In 1901 he was made general foreman of the locomotive department of the Lackawanna at Scranton
in the old Scranton shops.
He continued in this capacity up to
August, 1903, and at that time was made master mechanic of the
Scranton division of the same railroad. In May, 1911, he resigned
to take up shop construction work for the New York, Ontario &
Western at Middletown, N. Y. After the construction work at
Middletown was completed, he was made shop superintendent, and.
continued in this capacity up to June 1, 1914, when he accepted
the above mentioned position.
of the

W. J. Eenix succeeds F. E. Pennifather as district master
mechanic of the Alberta division of the Canadian Pacific at
Cranbrook, B. C.
F. B. Fisher has been appointed master mechanic of the Central

New England
J. E.

at Hartford, Conn., succeeding A. A. Harris.

Dougherty

succeeds F. B. Fisher as master mechanic of

New England with
Mahnes succeeds W.

the Central

W.

G.

Chesapeake

4'

office

Falls, S. D.
J.

Hainen has been promoted

to

general superintendent of

motive power and equipment of the Soutliern, succeeding the late
Alexander Stewart. His headquarters are at Washington, D. C.
E. C. Sasser has been promoted to superintendent of motive
power of the eastern and northern districts of the Southern with
office at Washington, D. C, succeeding J. Hainen.
J. C. Schepp, general foreman of the Texas 4~ Pacific, has
been promoted to master mechanic with office at Texarkana, Texas,
succeeding George M. Lovett.
J. A. Carleston, general foreman of the Texas

power of the Toronto, Hamilton

4'

Buffalo with

Chicago, Burlington

W. W. Eldridge

4~

retires

under the pension rules of the company.

at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

W. Va.

Quiney, with

office

at Centerville, la.

has been appointed piece-work inspector of the

Chicago, Burlington

4~ Quiney, with office at Chicago.
D. C. Curtis succeeds W. W. Eldridge as inspector of stores of
the Chicago, Burlington 4' Quiney with office at Chicago.

A. Helbrecht succeeds E. C. Cross as locomotive foreman of
th? Chicago, Great Western at Hayfield, Minn.

E. C. Cross, locomotive foreman of the Chicago, Great Western,
has been transferred from Hayfield to Minneapolis, Minn.
F. E. Botsford succeeds A. L.

Hamlin as car foreman of the

Chicago, Great Western at St. Joseph, Mo.

Martin M. Dick
the

Chicago,

succeeds C. S. Eoof as general car foreman of
Terre Haute 4" Southeastern with office at Terre

Haute, Ind.

W.

T.

Madden

succeeds E. L. Blake as foreman freight car shops

of the Intercolonial at Moneton, N. B.
P. C. Morales succeeds M. J. Schneider as superintendent
mechanical department of the National Bailways of Mexico with
headquarters at Aguascalientes, Aguas, Mexico.

office at

Hamilton.

E. L. Fries succeeds J. H. Stafford as general storekeeper of
Mr. Stafford
the Union Pacific with headquarters at Omaha.

B. Noel as general foreman of the

Ohio at Cone Fork,

Pacific, has

Ont.

Pfeiffer succeeds W. Augustus as master mechanic of the

J.

4'

been transferred from Big Springs, Tex., to Marshall, Tex.
W. T. Kuhn has been promoted to superintendent of motive

Alexander Stewart.
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power and equipchairman of the
committee on mechanical standards of the Southern and the fol-

later

promoted

to general superintendent motive

ment with headquarters at Washington and

Alexander Stewart, general superintendent of motive power
and equipment of the Southern Railway, died suddenly at the Hotel
Continental in Paris, France, June 28th. Mr. Stewart had been
in bad health for several months and upon advice of his physician on June 16, accompanied by his wife and only daughter, Miss
Eleanor, sailed on the Mauretania for Bad Nauheim, Germany,
where it was hoped he would fully regain his health. His death,
coming as it did, was a great shock to his many friends and
associates.

Mr. Stewart was 46 years old and widely known in the railway
world as one of the most capable and experienced men of his
profession.
He was born in Fort Wayne, Ind., and began at an
He was master
early age to prepare for the railway business.
mechanic of the Union Pacific with headquarters at Cheyenne,
Wyo., for a number of years, when he accepted a similar position
with the Southern with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn. He was

also

lowing affiliated lines
Alabama Great Southern ; Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific; Mobile & Ohio, and Georgia Southern &
Florida, which positions he held for the past ten years and occupied at the time of his death.
:

In 1910 he was sent as a delegate to the International Railway
Congress, which was held at Berne, Switzerland, and in 1911 he
was elected president of the Master Car Builders' Association. He
was also a member of the Master Mechanics' Association. There
was no man who was held in higher esteem than Mr. Stewart by
his associates as well as those who served under him.
He was
widely known in fraternal and club circles. He was a Knight
Templar, a 32° Mason, a member of the Mystic Shrine, a life
member of the Elks and a member of the Commercial Club, the
Columbia Country Club and the Angler's Club of Washington,
D. C.

Wig erf* I5I&^ufacturens
LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER AND VALVE SEAT BORING
BAR.

A boring bar
and valve

specially designed for reboring locomotive cylinders

seats is illustrated herewith.

It can be used with one or

any cylinder or valve seat.
both heads removed and
The crosshead blocks are bolted to the cylinder with the cylinder
head studs and the bar revolves in the sleeves supported and
is easily set in

centered by the set screws in the crossheads.

The driving power

is

transmitted by means of a two-speed,

is a recent improvement of particuadvantage when the same bar is used to rebore cylinders and
valve seats, where a change of pulleys on the primary shaft will
is accomquick change
not give sufficient range of speed. The
plished by simply pulling out a slip pin, shifting the primary
pinion out of gear and placing tie pulley on the intermediate shaft.

quick change gear drive.

The

Transportation building.

was devoted to the special
A London railway

exhibit

features of the Scarritt railway coach seats.

This

equipment concern, having now for the first time use for car seat
equipment, buys the Scarritt coach seats, stating that it was impressed with the showing then made, and retained the advertising
matter handed its representatives. The Scarritt people were able to
show great improvements in their seats in the ten years, and
while the English firm were satisfied with the former seat, they
were quickly convinced of the advance made in car seat manufacture as offered by the Scarritt house, and ordered the late
productions.

lar

George

T.

just returned

Parker,

president

from a business

of

'

'

'

'

The automatic feed case has two changes of feed controlled by
a slip pin. The double arm cutterheads have screw adjustment
for the tools.
The expanding chuck has five sets of taper gibbs
to fit the stuffing boxes and support that end of the bar, when

took in the principal business
it

was

Scarritt company, has
South America, where he
In the "A B C" republics

the

trip to
cities.

his pleasure to find the Scarritt car seats sold 10 or 15

—

still in use and still in first-class shape
the covering
most cases of horse hide of a special quality which has stood
the hard usage given them for this long period. This speaks well

years ago,

was

in

for the Scarritt car seat,

made

at St. Louis.

boring with only one head removed.
This boring bar

is

manufactured by E.

J.

Rooksby &

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

SCARRITT CAR SEATS.
The
St.

Scarritt car seats were a feature of the World's Fair at
Louis in 1904, the Scarritt Company having a pavilion in the

GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE HOSE BANDS.

A new and successful departure in the method of applying
bands to small size water and pneumatic tool house has been
put on the market by J. S. McChesney & Co., of Chicago. A
tool which is furnished in each package of bands is simple in
construction and convenient to carry in the pocket and should
it be lost it may easily be duplicated by removing a portion
Under tests the bands
of the head of a sixty-penny spike.
proved to have greater holding power than brass clamps and in
addition are

free

from projecting

ears.

This concern also manufactures a band which is easily applied
of their universal hose tool and having the advantage that one length of band can be adapted to two or more

by means

sizes of hose irrespective of the
steel wire

number

\

REMOVE
O AND INSERT
er POINT
jp

IN

LOOP

COMPLETING'
TIE.fS" Fia .3>

CO

Valve Seats.

The galvanized

bands are inexpensive, strong and are quickly and
The band exerts a uniform pressure upon the

easily applied.

Rooksby Portable Boring Bar for Locomotive Cylinders and Piston

of ply.

Kink Hose Tool
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the arch in locomotives of certain types for years.

These ihree

railway

recently

A new design in brick arches has been developed and is manufactured by the Locomotive Arch Brick Co., Chicago. The drawing here-

adjusl
Yhe band
io /he hose

with shows the details of an installation of the new arch. Its particular advantages are the small size of its units, the arched shape
of center units, the non-wedging design of the side units, and lack
of any overhanging ends.

and mould

The small

size of units lends to the

economy of the arch

in that

the different parts of the fipebox are readily accessible and the

pez*miY

replacing of broken brick

is

made

at small cost.

A marked advantage is that of the construction of the brick
which form the outside rows. As shown in the section, these
outer brick are designed with a projecting rib which rests against

{his lena/h

band tb be

the side sheet in such a

usedon hose
iiuo

More

have been educated to believe in the arch as a
necessary part of the equipment for locomotives of all classes.
officers

movement of the

way

that they

side sheets

move

vertically with lateral

and do not wedge and force the

arch tubes out of position.

sizes

The arched shape of center brick tends

L&rgei?

to lengthen the life of

the arch, as each brick forms for itself a better support than if

moulded

The

and

fiat,

it is

thus possible to wear

it

much

thinner.

result of considerable practical experience is evident in the

design of the arch units as the major causes of arch trouble, as met

with in the past, seem to have been eliminated,

as, for instance,

the precaution against the fusing together of the ends of the brick

and the absence of overhanging
This arch,

which

is

known

ends.

as the

"Economy,"

has been

by five of the larger sustems and
formance has been to them satisfactory.

adopted,
Universal Hose Tool.

and from the illustration it
noted that there are in reality two bands on the hose,

entire circumference of the hose
will be

thus doubly insuring the holding power.

The use of arches

in locomotive fireboxes

be considered standard practice.

A

is

is

stated,

its per-

The Locomotive Arch Brick Company was organized in June,
by J. W. Moulding, president; T. C. Moulding, secretary
and treasurer; E. P. Stevens, vice-president, and J. L. Xieholson, vice-president and general sales manager.
1913,

Both

NEW BRICK ARCH FOR LOCOMOTIVE

it

J.

W. Moulding and

Moulding have been manuand now own and
brick plants, the Locomotive

T. C.

facturers of refractory material since 1866,

FIREBOXES.

now

number of railways have used

tONSin/Bitou.

Detail of Installation

In

modern fire
Arch Brick Company being the sales organization covering the
output of locomotive arches. E. P. Stevens and J. L. Nicholson
control seven large,

so general as to

Qv

JicTon

Firebox of

_"

Economy Brick Arch.
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The Eyerson high-speed

friction

saw and the Lennox serpentine

by Joseph
The Lennox shear was described on
of the Railway Master Meclianic.

shear are the subjects of two bulletins recently issued

& Son

T. Eyerson

of Chicago.

page 128 of the March

issue

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, has issued a booklet
A-0 and A-C fuel oil and gas engines. This firm
has also issued a bulletin on
gasoline and
Chicago Pneumatic
covering classes

'

'

'

'

fuel oil engine-driven compressors.
#

*

*

Forging machine talk No. 3 of the National Machinery
Tiffin, O., deals

with the value of large

'
'

gather

'
'

Co.,

in the forging

machine.
*

*

*

The Ingersoll-Eand Co., New York, has issued a reprint of an
by Emory E. Johnson entitled "What the Panama Canal

article

View

of Side

Brick Showing Curved Construction of Projecting Rib.

Will Accomplish,

men with

are practical arch brick

over fifteen years experience

and have had considerable to do in developing the brick arch

" which appeared

Ingersoll-Eand

colors.

'

'

>
;£"

HOSE CONNECTION

-

#

SPRINKUR WLVE

*

Leaflet No. 204 of the Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton, O., gives an

The drawing shows the general arrangement of installation for
Type B locomotive coal sprinkler. This device
was shown in action at the Atlantic City conventions this year.
The sprinkler is designed to give warm water at moderate
'

were very extensively used on the

drills

*

WILTBONCO COAL SPRINKLER.
'

1913, issue of

canal.

to its present state of efficiency.

the Wiltbonco

in the July,

It contains twenty-six photographic reproductions in

Scribner's.

a

and brief description of an improved refrigerator

illustration

latch,

while leaflet No. 174 describes a vestibule door half -mortise latch.
*

*

Two

by the Gold Car Heating & Lighting

leaflets recently issued

New

Co.,

*

York, take up the Gold packless quick opening supply

1

valves Nos. 938 and 940.

31

&-

,

#

*

#

Smooth-On instruction book No. 7, issued by the Smooth-On Mfg.
Jersey City, N. J., is devoted entirely to the use of Smooth-On
iron cement for hardening, waterproofing and oilprpofing concrete.
It gives full directions for the above work and shows photographs
of work done.
Co.,

*

The July number of

'
'

*

*

Drill Chips,

'

'

the monthly house organ of

commemoration
fortieth year in business and explains by illustrations

the Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, O., is in
Iteam

outlet

of the firm

's

and descriptions the various processes through which a
in the course of its manufacture.
tinctive, readable

and worth

This

little

drill

house organ

goes
dis-

is

while.

Catalogue No. 44 has just been issued by the Bury Compressor
It contains several illustrations of installations

Co., of Erie, Pa.

Bury

and two-cylinder variable volume
pressors, together with descriptions and other matter of
of

three-cylinder

The Universal Car Seal & Appliance

Co., of

air

com-

interest.

Albany, N. Y., has

issued a folder giving details of the Universal car seal.
»

*

»

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York, recently
new catalogue embodying a brief but complete description
These include
of its various electrical products and ventilators.
electrical car heaters of different styles and sizes.
issued a

Wiltbonco Coal Sprinkler.

*

pressure, under all conditions, at the hose nozzle.

against freezing and

is

It is

sure in its action.

The double valve is placed at a convenient point in the cab.
The ejector is placed on the injector water feed pipe or on the
strainer.
The piping and other connections are simple.

lj_Litera1ure
Co.,

*

Co. of New York has issued a book of
Thermit
in railway shops. The booklet
instructions on the use of
contains 52 pages and gives complete directions together with

The Goldschmidt Thermit

many

suggestions as to the use of Thermit.

large

number of

Madison, Wis., has issued a folder

descriptive of its 42-inch boring mill, showing its especial adaptability for machining locomotive driving boxes.

A
way
of

It also contains a

illustrations.
#

The Gisholt Machine

*

safeguarded

»

*

very elaborate catalogue of electric lighting fixtures for

rail-

by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.
contains 95 pages bound in embossed paper

cars has been issued

New

covers

York.

and

It

contains

lighting fixtures.

many

excellent

half-tone

reproductions

of
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Pratt

& Whitney,

of Hartford, Conn., have published a 34 page

catalogue dealing -with their side-head boring mill.

has a side head which
ameter.

Many

operative on work

up to 38 inches
head operative on work 44 inches in

is

diameter and a vertical

This machine

illustrations of the details of the
*

*

in
di-

machine are given.

»

The 1914 catalogue of Tate flexible staybolts and tools for its
installation has been issued by the Flannery Bolt Co. of Pittsburgh,
It contains thirty pages of illustrations and descriptions
Pa.
is
and
a very creditable and valuable piece of work.
*
•

•

Heat Treating Furnaces

'
'

*
is

*

the title of a thirty-page booklet

of Tate, Jones & Co. of Pittsburgh. It describes this company s
furnaces for annealing, hardening and tempering steel, the descriptions being preceded by a short article on scientific

applied to

0.

the Chicago

/Side

Johnson has been appointed branch manager

office

succeeds the late

John
office to

F.

The Seattle office of the American Hoist & Derrick Co. has
been moved from 613 Western avenue to 1512 L.
Smith building. The L. C. Smith building is one of the highest and best
equipped office buildings in the country, and its central location
will be more convenient for out of town customers.

C

The U.

He

of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.

Sam

of

Mayer.

Wallace, consulting engineer, has moved

his Chicago

859 Insurance Exchange building.

The American Masox Safety Tread

Co.,

since

January

1,

1914, has furnished somewhat over 10,000 square feet of safety

tread to the Interborough Eapid Transit Company,
for the stairs and platforms of

its

New

subway and elevated

York,

stations.

S.

discontinued

Metal & Manufacturing
its

Co., of

New York

City, has

eastern agency with the Pollak Steel Co., of Cin-

cinnati.

The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co. has organized a
bronze department for the manufacture of titanium-bronze specialties under its various patents.
M. Corse, formerly works
manager of the Lumen Bearing Co., Buffalo, N. Y., and lately gen-

We

manager of the Empire Smelting Co., Depew, N. Y., will be
associated with the company as manager of this department.
eral

Due

g>Selliflgf
Dudley

management

steel.

July, 1914

and lighting department of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company in connection with the work of railroad electrification and heavy power
house apparatus, the management has created the positions of
assistant managers of this department.
Messrs. E. P. Dillon
and M. B. Lambert have been appointed to these positions. Mr.
Dillon will have charge of the commercial activities of the company in connection with the generation and distribution of power,
involving power house, substations, transformer stations and
similar apparatus.
Mr. Lambert will have charge of all sales
work pertaining to electric traction, including steam, interurban
and city railway propositions. Both Mr. Dillon and Mr. Lambert
have been connected with the railway and lighting department
of the Westinghouse Company for a number of years and are
to the increased activities of the railway

widely known in the electrical profession.

W.

Willcoxson has accepted a

The company has not felt any effe«ts of the general business
depression and its business up to date exceeds that of last year.

in the railway department of the Garratt-Callahan

C. H. McCormack has been promoted to vice-president of the
Standard Heat & Ventilator Co., with office at 1949 Peoples Gas

a broad experience in the mechanical departments of railroads in

G.

offices at

27 S. Clinton

St.,

position as representative

Chicago, HI.

Company, with
Mr. Willcoxson has had

building, Chicago.

George C. Isbester, for the past three years attached to the New
York office of the Kail Joint Co., has been given charge of its
Chicago office, at 215 Railway Exchange building.
H. Johxsox has resigned as secretary and treasurer of the
Union Switch & Signal Co., and T. W. Siemon has been elected
secretary and treasurer to succeed him.
J.

James M. Swank,

at one time editor of Iron Age and formerly
and general manager of the American Iron & Steel
Association, died at his home in Philadelphia on June 22

vice-president

The Hatfield Rail Joixt Maxcfacturixg

Co. of Macon, Ga.,
arrangements with T. B. Bowman, formerly
Ass't to the President of The Q. & C. Co., New York, and now
of The Efficiency Co., to assume general charge of the sales of
the Hatfield Rail Joint with offices at Xo. 2 Rector Street, Xew
York and 700 Railway Exchange, Chicago.

has

entered

into

Harlow
sales

D. Savage, who was recently appointed general eastern
manager of the American Arch Co., has been elected vice-

president of that company.

Pomeroy, a railway and electrical engineer of prominence,
has been appointed manager of the New York sales office of the
I". S. Light & Heatixg Co.
L. R, Pomeroy has under his direcL. R.

W.

tion the sales of the U.-S.-L. Axle Electric Car Lighting Equip-

ment, U.-S.-L.

Electric

in the territory of the

Starter.

Lighters and Storage Batteries

Xew York Branch

A. Bodkin has resigned his position as engineer for the Q. &
C. Co. to become associated with his brother in the Track Specialties Co., 29 Broadway, Xew York City.
J.

is

in

Harvey W. Bell, founder of the Bell Locomotive Works,
now connected with the H. K. Porter Co., Pittsburgh,
the manufacture of gasoline

Inc.,

Pa.,

steam locomotive.

H. P. Webb, Wainwright building, St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed railway sales agent for St. Louis by the Union Fibre Co.,
Winona, Minn.
G.

Fred Collins, who has been representing the Protectus Paint

Co., at Pittsburgh, Pa., has resigned to

engage

both car and locomotive work.

in other business.

Willcoxson.

He

has been in the railway sup-

some time and enjoys a large acquaintance
among the railway and supply men, and has been a member of
the Western Railway Club and Car Foremen's Association for
ply

Office.

G.

business

many

years.

for

He

is

a son of the late George J. Willcoxson,

was connected with the car departments of the
Central and Michigan Central Railroad.
for years

Mudge & Company

of Chicago are

now

who

Illinois

representing in western

Chambers Valve Company of New York. The Chambers throttle valve now being exclusively manufactured by the latter company was recently acquired from the Watson-S tillma n
Company. This device is well recommended and on a number of
territory the

large railroads

it is

being used extensively.

—
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Statistics.

As a general thing, statistics are pretty uninteresting, but
the few figures following are worth a railway man's attention,
for they give him an idea of the vastness of the business in

which he
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Communipaw Terminal

Facilities, C.

were

14,396

and

switching,

of cars of all classes

service,

passenger
1,224

was

un-

2,445,508,

These figures do not

120,244.

The

total

number

R. R. of N. J
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of persons on the

the steam roads was 1,815,239, and the amount of

money paid in wages and salaries during the period referred to
was $1,373,830,589. The number of passengers carried was
1,033,679,680, and the number of tons of freight was 2,058,035,487.

"Welding in Railway Shops
The various improved, and what might be

called portable

welding processes, are now in general use in many railway

A

paper on this subject, entitled "Autogenous Weld-

Foremen's Association, and the fact that

R.

were in

ing," was presented at the recent convention of the General

Editorial
Statistics
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Shear Blade Economy

number

total
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1913, there
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Chicago.
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Of

year.

2,273,564;

A

of in-
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vious
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and business communications
pany, at

number

service 63,378 locomotives, an increase of 2,102 over the pre-
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Central Office:

year ending June

fiscal

teresting statistics with regard to railways having operating

Editor
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50 Church
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the latest report), gives a

is

revenues above $100,000.

Eastern Office:

statistical report of the Inter-

Editor

Manhattan Building, Chicago

Office of Publication:

Commerce Commission has

hands.

its

An

they give an indication

Incidentally,

of the size of the job the Interstate
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it

brought out one of

the best discussions of the convention indicates that there

is

considerable difference in the practices and methods employed

Extracts from the paper are published

at different shops.

where in

this issue, but

had to be omitted, due

The paper and
fact that

all

many

illustrations

else-

and records of welds

to lack of space.

discussion in the first place emphasized the

of the various processes

were being used and that

no one method had gained any general pre-eminence.

many

In fact,

shops reported that they had in use

improved processes, namely,
together with the old
tions of

that

oil

electric, oxy-acetylene

welding process.

any process were brought

many

of the

out,

all

three

and Thermit,

No marked

limita-

but the discussion showed

members found that

certain methods were

particularly successful on certain work, as for instance, electric

welding for

flues,

oxy-acetylene for side-sheets and cutting,

and Thermit for side frames.

Quite a number of shops have

permanent equipment for the various processes,

and pipe

lines

for electric

throughout the shop for oxy-acetylene, plugs

current and Thermit trucks containing the com-

plete welding outfit.

Many

remarkable savings by the use of

the above processes were reported, but
possibilities

as generators

it is

evident that the

of welding in railway shops have not yet been

exhausted.

The

essentials of

faces clean, to

making a good weld

work quickly and

unequal contraction

in

cooling.

are to keep the sur-

to provide against

The

undue and

secret then is in having
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an operator of ability who recognizes these

and

essentials,

it

has been said that blacksmiths -with their already acquired

knowledge of metals, become very

Although,

skillful operators.

of course, different shops have different conditions to meet, the

operator

is

the one primarily responsible for the success or

failure of this work.

This

confirmed by the fact that some

is

shops get excellent results in doing certain jobs, while others

The man who makes the

have only medium or poor success.

man

welds should be a high-class

—he

is

the dentist

In the discussion of the paper previously referred

cast iron.

One

members thereupon stated that he had

of the

been very successful in welding cast iron cylinders and he
attributed his success to the fact that the cylinder

was

thor-

oughly pre-heated and was covered with asbestos for thirty-six
This again seems to indicate that care

hours after welding.

in preventing unequal contraction on the part of the operator

very essential.

means of eliminating

boiler repairs.

There are many instances where the brick arch has been the

means of increasing the

life of flues at least

known

possible to keep the boiler makers out

fact that if

of the firebox

it is

will be the

it

means

However, with the old

the flues.

up

by studs, when there was any

was necessary

50%.

It is a well

of increasing the life of

style arch,

which consisted

work

or stay-bolt

it

This

in either case.

consumed consider-

proposition, but

when

able time, and ofttimes

the flues really should have had

some attention on account of the short time which the engine
would remain

in

the

and considering the time

roundhouse,

required to remove the arch and reapply

sumed by the
for

boiler

maker on the

it

with the time con-

flues, it

was almost impos-

and consequently the

a first-class job to be done;

brick arch was looked upon as something to be avoided.

Up

when

spots on wheels and on one road,

flat

work

flue

remove the entire arch

to

was not only an expensive

sible

of the latest applications of welding in railway shops

in welding

is

only a saving in fuel from the use of a brick arch, but also

quite

to,

a number reported more or less difficulty in the welding of

One

yet

merely of slabs resting on arch tubes, or an arch supported

shop.

is

arches,

no denying the fact that there has always been not

is

the brick arch has been the

the

of

was experienced from the use of brick

trouble
there
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few years ago there was a great deal

to a

of trouble

they run out of material for use in this connection, the large

experienced with arch tubes.

chips from the wheel lathe are used.

In another case a Thermit

considering the manner in which they were applied, the diame-

weld was successfully made

heats, because conditions

ter of the tubes

imposed a limit on the

in

two

which could be used.

size of crucible

However, under ordinary conditions, the Thermit people do not
approve of such a practice, and

two heats might not prove satisfactory in other

in

The

made

evident that a weld

it is

is

not to be wondered at

and the material used.

However, today,

these complications, which were the result

and material, have been entirely eliminated and
i

indeed where there

:tse

is

all

of faulty designs
it

is

a rare

any trouble experienced from arch

tube failures.

cases.

welding has by no means

limit of possibilities in shop

This

The brick arch saves

been reached as yet, and as the use of the various processes

and because of the

becomes more universal, many new operations in welding

and on the

will

coal because of the better combustion

baffling

and retaining

effect on the gases,

and light combustible material which otherwise

fine

now being realized that the secret is in
having operators who know their work thoroughly, however,
and another year or two will see many developments in shop

would be drawn from the

welding.

due to the better mixing effect of the gases and oxygen of the

be worked out.

It is

partly consumed coal.

In investigating the objections of those in charge of loco-

motive design and operation, who do not believe

present their cases in detail,

the use

in

classes of service

we have

and who

invariably found that

the troubles recited are those incident to the use of old style
arches,
variety.

frequently

of

"home-grown" and undeveloped

the

It is only recently that the proper principle

of the

The

use of arch brick in the firebox has been rightly applied.

locomotive brick arch

is

a boiler accessory that has had the

men

attention of railway motive power

yet

it is

made

ditions of locomotive operation.

efficient

device so that

into the

box; this

fire

due to the fact that the

is

pleted before the gases pass into the tubes and are lost.
baffling effect

on the cinders

and numerous

is

tests carefully

The

a thing that can be determined,

conducted show a very marked

decrease in the cinder throwing due to the baffling effect of

an arch.

The brick arch

ment can be

upkeep

affords a protection to the flues.

verified

of flues

by inquiring

of

anyone responsible for the

who has had an opportunity

ilifference in this respect

This state-

of observing the

between arched engines and no-arch

By

the use of a brick arch

the nozzle tips.

This

is

it

is

always possible to enlarge

accounted for by the fact that a greater

con-

percentage of the gases from the arch are consumed, the brick

apparent from a study

arch acting as a mixer, the better mingling the gases, aids

practicable under

It is

drawn

engines.

only within the last few years that any decided steps

use could be extended and

The brick arch abates the smoke and

for the last fifty years,

have been made towards perfecting this
its

and

long flame travel gives more time for combustion to be com-

The Brick Arch

all

of sparks,

cinder nuisance on account of the more thorough combustion

air

of the brick arch in practically

the form

in

flues

all

of the history of the subject that there have been but few-

combustion and results in higher temperature in the

dissenters from the opinion that the locomotive brick arch

Therefore, by opening up the nozzle, considerable saving in

device of considerable merit, yet in the past

locomotive operators have considered
avoided.

it

many

of

simply because

ter to avoid or side-step

various reasons.

it.

it

a

the

a complication to be

This so-called complication has been avoided by

in years past,

is

many

was comparatively an easy mat-

but this

is

not so at present and for

It is true, in the past,

that a gre.it

ileal

of

fuel

and a more

efficient

locomotive

All of the complications

is

fire

box.

the result.

which the old style arch had are

today past history, as the improved sectional arches which are
in use

on

many

roads are demonstrating their worth.

With

these improved sectional arches the brick can be removed and

can be handled verv easilv.

This

is

true of any of the sections
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work

for either flue

or stay-bolt work, as the ends of the brick

do not fuse together, and even
destroyed for either flue work
of the arch

one entire section should be

if

or stay-bolt work, three-fourths

remains intact, and to replace the entire

still

sec-

which might possibly be destroyed, the cost would not

tion,

amount

A

to over one dollar.

brick arch

the sale of transportation be appointed, rather than have

especially versed in this science

exercise in placing each scoop of coal on the

Where

bed.

fire

The

J

it

a

are not

decisions of this com-

mission affect almost every industry in this country, as well
as

the

carrier

for the cost of transportation

itself,

directly

So do the

the cost of manufacture and of produce.

lack of and delay of decisions.

Someone has stated that one

must

of a poor one on account of the care which a fireman

who

goal for political reward to lawyers and others

affects

the means of making a good fireman out

is

361

tions

of the recent former administra-

was contemplating the appointment of one

of the best-

fire ac-

known railroad executives of the country on the commission.
He consulted with one of his advisers, but was informed that
although the man under contemplation would be one of the

cording to correct principles or he will soon have a bank under

most desirable to be obtained, he could not afford to give up

no brick arch
to

open the

crown

used,

is

it

box door,

fire

w hich

practice for the fireman

close his

eyes and try to hit the

With the

sheet, if possible.

the arch

common

is

more work for him, thereby teach-

will result in

T

ing him that this

is

must

arch, a fireman

a mistake which should be and can be

avoided.
of using mechanical arch tube cleaners

quite general and should be universal, as no trouble

enced frem scale when a mechanical cleaner

Merely washing the tube

out of the tube.

—the

must be cut

scale

The value of the arch tube

promote higher

the situation,

it

a means of better water
it

cir-

really deserves.

box

fire

steam production and the only

in

an appoint-

to accept

monetary remuneration.

so little

If this

seems proper that the people demand of their

make this remuneration
known ability in trans-

sufficient to attract

men

of the highest

portation matters.
Is not one

lawyer well versed in the Federal law as to

traffic

regulations and one lawyer familiar with Federal restriction

out.

as

it

representatives that bills be enacted to

answer the

are not used, arch tubes in the

efficiency

experi-

is

used to cut

is

will not

culation has not received the attention which

Even where arches

now

is

and salaried connection

ment that held forth
is

The practice

purpose

his large interests

as to the

amount of bonds and stocks to be issued

sufficient

representation of the legal profession on the commission? Should
not the remaining membership be constituted of a trained traffic

man, a transportation

official,

a representative of manufac-

objection to their use, that of higher boiler maintenance c«st,

turing interests and possibly a representative of produce ship-

has been proved an imaginary one.

pers?

In any service the brick arch should be specified, but activity

end there or perhaps the results

in this direction should not

compare with those which in the past have been responsi-

will

There are several designs

blt for prejudice against the practice.

in arches

and arch brick and there are most surprising

differ-

ences in maintenance cost between the different designs.
subject

and

more than

of

is

It

tests.

sufficient

may be found

comparatively lower in

first

The

importance to warrant study

that the use of a brick which

may be

cost

is

productive of lowest

Would not

this

make a commission more

of general business and the various branches

and

representative
affiliations of

This should be conducive of

the transportation business?

effi-

ciency and quicker results in reaching momentous decisions.
It

would obviate the taking of endless testimony, or at

great deal of

it,

that

now seems necessary

least

a

to enable the present

While these deliberations and

commissions to reach a decision.

taking of testimony are progressing, the business of practically
the whole country

Within the

last

affected in one

is

week an

way

or another.

able editorial writer on one of the

conservative dailies speaks of the delay of the Interstate Com-

maintenance expense.

merce Commission

in passing

upon the petition of the railroads

for an increase of rates as an indictment of the commission

The
A

Commerce Commission.

Interstate

itself.

year ago one of our ablest writers on practical railway

subjects published a strong article calling attention to the fact

Commerce Commission did

that the personnel of the Interstate

number of

not contain a sufficient

practical

The long drawn out method pursued by

men.

arriving

at

a

conclusion

and

verified

when

the present Administration

this

increased

the

in

have

prophecy

on

then

existing

three

representatives

advisability

the

the

for

the

question

seems to

the

two vacancies

stress

of

also

other

the

to

work

'
'

article

precluded

the

supplies and most necessary renewals being suspended, quo-

tations

upon commodities and produce have been tentative,

because of the inability of manufacturers and merchants to
figure the cost of transportation.

Some

idea as to the difference in the lengths of service to be

expected between locomotive boilers and marine boilers

ended Scotch marine boilers of the steamship "Virginia" of

called

to

this

above.

possibility

of

in-

But
their

the Goodrich Line

the boilers are

still

when

the

performing satisfactorily, the

by government inspectors and

allowed 180

lbs.

per square inch.

Twenty

one years of service could scarcely be expected of boilers of

modern locomotives.
conditions are

are experts in

still

pressure has not been reduced

marine service.

much power and import men who

(Chicago), which were installed

steamer was built in 1893, are

Is it not high time that in a com-

mission of so

may

House of the

reading the article or taking a stand against the Ad-

ministration's appointees.

rail-

be gathered from the statement of the fact that the two double-

The objections were

mentioned

way

In addition to orders from

or

two

time

of continuing the old policy of appointing attor-

and

forced to figure in the dark.

well as railroads have been

winter,

last

and half-hearted, as the two attorneys were appointed.

consistency
'

the
first

in

The attention of other representatives was

either

case

Only

fill

neys instead of trained railway experts.

'

body of

this

had the names of several men

commission,
raised

rate

opinion.

under consideration for appointment to

futile

railroad or traffic

During the fourteen months that have passed since the

filing of this petition, shippers as

Of course

more exacting
This

is

it

in

may

be pointed out that the

locomotive

no doubt true, but

it

service

than in

does not account

for the great difference in the life of the boilers.

The

boilers

—

'
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"Virginia" are beginning to require "nursing," but
conservatively speaking and barring accident, they are good for
thirty years.
They are fired under heavy draft to maximum
capacity while the engines are in operation.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS MEET IN

PARIS.

This year the summer meeting of the British Institution of
Mechanical Engineers was held in Paris and the north of
France, and concluded on July 10. A most interesting program
was drawn up, including the reading of valuable papers, exThree of the papers might
cursions, visits to works, etc.
warrant a little extended reference here perhaps.
In his
address on some recent development of express locomotives in
France, Professeur Edouard Sauvage, having been in communication with the chief engineers of the principal French
railway companies, gives an interesting account of the most
recent improvements in locomotive construction, chiefly in connection with the boilers. He points out that with the exception of a

few

of the Atlantic type, all engines built for

service since

main

1904 are six wheels coupled, either 4-6 or

August, 1914

THE RAILWAY EXCHANGE.

of the

line

'

(Suggested in a London, England, paper by the appointment
of H. W. Thornton of the Long Island R. R., as general manager of an English road.)
I had just returned in 1916, from Central Africa after an
absence of some years. A few days after I got back I thought
of looking up a friend of mine who had been manager of the
Great Penzance and Durham Railway.

during their slack time, sent in my card, and was
tall, angular man with a worried look that

I called

received

wouldn

't

by a
come

"But,"

off.

my

with

I said,

aren't Billy

usual celerity of apperception,

"you

Pendon."

No, I guess not,
said the angular one.
You asked to see
the manager.
I'm it, and my name's Hiram H. Hammerum,
late of Athens City, Wisconsin.
What can I do for you?"
"I beg your pardon!" I said; "my mistake. I thought my
old pal Pendon was still boss of this line.
Perhaps they've
transferred him. I know he had ambitions in the direction of
the Great Southern.
Waal, they must have taken a wrong turning,
said Mr.
Hammerum. "Cyrus Z. Yonks, late of Paris, Tennessee, has
charge of the system you mention.
They imported him in
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

4-6-2.

Superheated steam

is

largely used, especially in latest

'

With a few exceptions Schmidt standard superOwing to the large size of the
heaters have been adopted.
constructions.

tubes necessary to receive superheating pipes, it frequently
happens that the heating surface is greatly curtailed; and in
some engines the total heating and superheating surface is less
than the surface which might have been obtained without
superheating.
No difficulty is reported to arise from the use
When the valves and pistons are properly
of superheaters.
lubricated with an efficient oil they do not give signs of undue
wear, even with superheat up to 340 deg. C.
Except in one of the largest companies, all the engines for
express service have four cylinders; in a few cases simple
expansion is used, but a large proportion are compound. Piston
valves are generally used for all cylinders, but flat valves are
occasionally used for the low pressure cylinders when the steam
It is usual to have four separate valve motions,
is superheated.
the reversing gear operating the high pressure and low pressure
at will,

either together

or

separately.

An

exception to this

The low
found in the Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee engines.
the
same
admission
63 per
motion
has
(about
valve
pressure
It is operated by the same
cent) backwards and forwards.
screw as the high-pressure motion, but is only transferred from
is

one position to the other when reversing, the high pressure
valve motion being designed to cut off steam up to 88 per ceut.
The starting device comprises only a cock admitting live steam
to the low pressure cylinder without any special exhaust for

'

'

'

1915, after the first big strike."

"Dear me!" I said. "Never mind, he's no doubt got some
big billet with one of the other big lines."
"Say, am

I right

in

"Sure,"

I said,

"Then,"

said

struction; nevertheless, a further increase will be required in

Larger boilers have been designed and fitted
with superheaters. The conditions in France seem to be similar
to those in Great Britain, in both of which countries special
experiments as well as ordinary practice have proved that
superheat confers an important increase of power without
causing trouble or undue expenses.
Another point on which
experts agree is that superheat alone is equal or even better
than compounding with saturated steam. One point that seems
open to further discussion is whether superheating and compounding must be superposed: generally French practice as
regards express engines is in favor of this supposition, with
the interesting exception of the Midi Railway.
Speaking on compound articulated locomotives Anatole
Mallet states that the tractive power of a locomotive is equal
to the weight on the coupled wheels multiplied by the coefficient of friction. This weight, which was 3 tons per axle on
the Stockton and Darlington line in 1825, when railways were
first started, has now gone up in the United States to 25 tons
and more, whereas the number of axles coupled together has
increased from 3 to 6 and even 10. Thus the weight and the
hauling power of engines have increased tremendously.
the near future.

is

dropping into his vernacular.

Hammerum,

decisively,

responsible post on any English road.

the bosses by

name

exactly.

"he's not working any
I

ean

't

say I

know

all

But I'm durned sure of one thing

about them, and that's their nationality. Sir, in this country
the managers, assistant managers, secretaries, good superintendents and other prominent officials on our leading roads are
exclusively the product of the United States.
He leant back in his chair, tucked his thumbs under his
shoulders, and bit on a ponderous cigar, regarding me expansively the while.
"I'm sorry," I said. "I've been out of England and got
out of touch with things. But I'd like to find Pendon. What's
happened to the Englishmen, anyhow?"
"Them? Oh, they've mostly gone out to take charge of
'

railroads in the States.

' '

London Opinion.

CASH INVESTMENT OF THE RAILWAYS DURING SIX

the high pressure.

Summarizing, the author states that the large increase in the
power of express locomotives is characteristic of recent con-

assooming that your friend Pendon

an Englishman?"

YEARS.
During the six fiscal years 1908 to 1913, inclusive, the steam railways of the United States of Class I invested in their road and
equipment cash to the amount of $4,010,385,303. Railways of
Class I, so designated by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
are those with annual operating revenues of over $1,000,000. They
include about 90 per cent of the mileage, receive more than 96
per cent of the revenues, and handle more than 98 per cent of the
traffic.

This cash investment of the operating railways of Class

1

of the

eastern district during the six years was greater than the

of capital securities issued by them during this

amount
period, and was

19.9 per cent of the aggregate of their capital securities outstanding June 30, 1913; of the railways of the same class of the southern district it was 21.1 per cent, and the railways of the same
class of the western district it was 23.2 per cent of the aggregate

of their capital securities outstanding June 30, 1913.

That

is,

the cash actually expended by these railways during the last six
years upon their properties used in transportation amounts to

more than

one-fifth of their total capitalization at the close of the

last fiscal year.

This

is

at the rate of $668,397,551 per year.

These figures are obtained through a compilation made by
the Bureau of Railway Economics from the reports of the railways
to the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
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The

tool

A: R. Davis, Tool

department of the Macon shops of the Central of

Room Foreman^

plate, radial drill,

workroom
room beneath connected by elevator.
This location of the distributing room makes the tools accessible
to all departments with the least loss of time\
The boiler shop
maintains a distributing room for special boiler tools and a general

forging machine

line of drills, sockets, reamers, motors, etc.

the machine shop

Georgia

in the

is located in the center of the shop, the

gallery, with the distributing

Tools are delivered by eight messenger boys

by

being forty

who answer

calls

boards throughout the shop, the
A bench is provided
for the messenger boys, they answering calls, first in, first out.
Many of the heavy special tools are kept in the special gangs
using them, to save handling; cupboards being provided for same.
bells, there

call

enunciator being in the distributing room.

Two men

are kept in the distributing room; one whose duties

include operating the Xo. 3 Sellers tool grinder, clamping air hose

and truing grinding wheels (twenty seven wheels) throughout the
shop each week, or as needed.

and milling machine used for drop hammer and

dies.

While having no turret lathe in the toolroom, a great deal of tool
work is done on the turret lathes, they being conveniently located
in the gallery.

A

&

Pratt

in milling

and

"Whitney surface grinder with a magnetic chuck in
in

is

utilized for a great deal of

amount of stock

work, saving much

used.

The average railway shop maintains the toolroom as a repair
department for machines and tools, making only such tools as
special requirements necessitate, and requiring mechanics of allaround ability. This policy has not called for well-equipped toolrooms and but few railway shops have equipped toolrooms so that
tools can be manufactured economically.
The tool requirements of the locomotive repair shop calls for
tools of strong and simple design, the service being severe in most
cases, and frequently abusive; the limits of accuracy being liberal.

General View of Macon Tool Room.
Sufficient tools are kept

on the racks to supply sharp tools for

being sent to the workroom %jor grinding by machine
but t^ice a day. Be"amer grinding is hannfled once a week.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the distributing room. Above the
dull,

drills

delivery counters, opposite each tool rack,

on that rack.
sizes

is

a sign showing tools

Each rack has a cheeking board

of the class on the rack.

listing all tools

and

Tools are not required to be

returned each night, owing to the resulting loss of time.

All tools

In most instances the quantity of small tools required prohibits
the use of elaborate jigs for much of the work, the cost of the jig
being equal to the saving in labor of two or more years' product.
During the past three years all milling cutters, except saws

having

For

less

than

%

inch face, have been

slab milling, inserted

peg

cutters, as

made
shown

given the best service of several types used.

in the shop.
in

Figure

This cutter

3,

have

is easily

ground, the face having been milled to a true spiral. The spiral
shown for milling connecting rod and eccentric blade jaws

are required in on Saturday night, however.

cutters

Figure 2 shows the layout of the workroom, with the grinding
machine at one side, with bench and floor space separating from
other classes of machines.
The crane shown covers bench, face

have also given good results.
Cutters for channeling rods are made with machinery steel bodies
and inserted high-speed steel blades held by screws and bushings

w
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~2rPack
Arbor Press
(hand)

8
9

Univ.

Miller
4'Xen.

for Disks

6nnders

i?

Filing,

oo

Mach

Belt

Saw
Mat. Die
Orin^nq^S. Grinder

Elevator to
Distributing

Grinder for

Chasers

f

size parts milled

throughout the machine shops, we have found that solid cutters of
high-speed steel, 4" diameter, 2" bore and from 5" to 8" face,
having 10 flutes with a spiral angle up to 25 degrees, gives a good
output and

The

whose first cost is practically
the same as the inserted type, requiring no special tools or jigs, are
smaller in diameter than the inserted types, making them more
finish.

\

solid cutters,

Fig.

3.

I

Cincinnati *3
Univ. (fancier

ivaiker Univ.

Walker Univ.
Tool Grinder
(Belt)
Special Work

having a fiat taper skle. Eadii are ground true with grinding
attachment, shown in Figure 4.
In making cutters for milling connecting rod ends on a large

medium

%)" Revolving Racks
(New Britain Tool Co

Gr

Entrance

Grinder
(Belt)

line of

Double

Sellers Drill

Room

and the general

Wx 10^
Stand

Fig.

vertical miller

lenghs. et tra
repair park.

Beit.

./

Grinder
(Beit)

(Belt)

30" Revolving
Racks

Bar
Stock

u

3-5he/ves

Z"x20iDout)
le

1

Stock. 5hor

Room

80'

Sensitive Drill

A

(Motor)

2nd hand

Tool
Ketch

Menley

Lathe

(Belt)

30" Revolving
Racks

\OisK

IS"/J6"

Mach.

Power
hack 5a

O

Presses

%)

lathe (Motor)

(Motor)

9

I6"x30" Ree
Lathe (A7o.

I4'x30"hen/eu

Henley Norton

*3

3 fee*

c

Tool Grinder
f/viotor)

(Motor)

lJ'x/j'/3«Gjs

2.

convenient

to

use

on connecting rod ends and conform

to

the

correct outline of the rods.

^By

increasing the angle of the spiral the liability of chatter

under heavy cuts has decreased.
All milling witters

clearance.

All nicks in cutting edges have

when ground are tested for

ance with a Broicn and Sharpe clearance test gauge.
Straddle mills up to 1% face by 7" diameter are

The larger
inserted

sizes, special

type.

requirements.

Milling Cutters,

All

End

Macon Tool Room.

form cutters for wrenches,

fluting

cutters

mills are of

th^e

are

made

to

made

etc.,

suit

coarse flute type,

clear-

solid.

are of the
the shop

made

solid.

3
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Material high

TAPER JdZ" PER FOOT
Length A
B
C- Iron

Diam.of Bolt

Va

i'h r/s

i

(,'h

*6

%

1

i'h

I'M

&A
12%

2l'/
2

i'h

20

I'fc

i'h

<?h

i'h

97a 12$

m

i'h 9'h I2g

l'/z

?h 12%

tig

ms

%

I8g

I'M

s

l&

4
4

23

9

l /*

i'A

7

I /*

1

I8'k

rt

/*

isYz

14

Fig.
Fig.

C- Steel

24 Yz

i%

Vb

l /s

Speed Steel

6.

Radius Grinding Head for Milling Cutter.

4.

After hardening the sides are
ground to proper thickness on a Pratt and Whitney surface
grinder, holding with a magnetic chuck.
The back is then tried
for straightness. The blades are then ground for taper and clearance angle in grinding jig, shown in Figure 7. To get a good
product it is absolutely necessary that both taper and clearance be

struck off and bottom end squared.

Shop

t reefing
*

-

Peer lea

Deliver14 windows
[

%

4

1

Bench
\

n

«5

!

1

| 1

1 5

1^
!

5:
->

O

/E
So

Elev.

'

a

Tools
1

Work

L

*~l

1

*6
2

h

—~\\

|

i

,

W
\*»**rj

^

1

Fart for

J

5eilers\

\

'

_»J

7fl

Fig.

1.

The system used for handling engine

bolts requires special han-

dling for taper reamers, the holes being reamed to

made on a

/*

[^f^
\

^*^

—

*—

A'achi ne

\

\^J

s~

Room

Lithe Dogs etc

,

Racks -\
Machine (

Bene?

Ontnbutmg

home-made demagnetizer taking up to 3%" round.
Owing to these conditions it was necessary to modify the lengths
of the taper reamers from the standard reamers on the market,
the lengths of the flutes being made 6", 9", 12" and 15", that the
minimum amount of reaming might true up drilled holes.
Bose reamers 1 5/16" in diameter and over are made with high-

Reto/ring-*—'

5

5

Room

Err,

Delivery

I

V

I

1 1

X—

Windows

Tools handled on the magnetic chuck are demagnetized with a

1

I

„.
Chisels

correct.

t

ft!

i

Bolts are

Bel)

fit

the bolts.

Lassiter bolt-turning machine, and sizes by

32nds of various lengths are carried

in

storehouse stock.

The

bolts

take sizes from under the head.

The setting up and grinding of the blades for the bolt-turning
heads

is

handled in connection with the grinding of the reamers,
up to the male gauges and the reamers ground

the heads being set
to the female

See Figure

5.

gauges and marked

sizes

from large end of the taper.

This necessitates a reduction of 1/32 inch for each

grinding.

Section A-

The blades for the turning heads are made in 6", 9", 12" and 18"
lengths, as shown in Figure 6, using %"x5" high-speed steel stock,
milling to 13/32" thickness, holding the stock with a 10"x30" magThe blanks are then sawn diagonal to the taper
netic chuck.
required, held same as for previous operation. The edges are then
12-

Fig.

7.

Flutes-^

6 F/utei
8-f/utei

Form Cutter for

Onxm

Milling Caukmg
in Reamer Blades*

Mill

3"

FA'

'/se'

Deep

Milling Vice Bloct for
Six Blades, Milling

Cauking Grooves

Fig.

8.

Fig.

5.

Bolts,

Reamers, Turning Heads and Gauges.
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<

G-^-0
7

..J

,

&^

*- v'-.

O

4

hi

^
*4

15
I-25Q

45°

h<A1 ion A L

and hobbed with a 3 per cent under size hob
in a regular bolt cutter head. Figure 11 shows jig used for milling
back and face angles of chasers with an end mill. The spacing
of set screws on one side being for Acme chasers, the other for
National chasers, each side being graduated for the bolt diameters
to standard thickness

Fig.

9.

Special Reamers.

speed steel blades inserted in a .35 to .50 per cent carbon steel
The blades are drawn from scrap
body, as shown in Figure 8.

to bring the face angle to the correct angle of rake for cutting

stock and annealed at approximately 12 cents per pound, ground

special staybolt threading machines are

to proper thickness on the surface grinder, holding with

magnetic

After grinding the calking grove is milled 6 per setting
with a special cutter, as shown. The tangs are heat treated.
The saving in first cost of the inserted blade rose reamer will
chuck.

vary, with the diameter,

from 25

When worn

to 65 per cent.

to

where recutting or new
solid reamer is the more economical operation, and, taking into

blades are required, the recutting of the

consideration the reclaimed value of the solid reamers, the economy

of using the inserted blades

is

greatly reduced.

Special reamers for rod, cross head and piston heads are of the
inserted-blade type (see Figure 9), the blades being ground from
stock to .350" to fit the body and are held with a binding screw

%"

at each end.

These reamers are handled through the distributing

room by number, as shown on list given in Figure 10. The men
in charge of the special work have a chart to order reamers from
distributing room.
These reamer charts are changed each month
to cover any changes due to grinding or otherwise. A number of
large core reamers up to 3%" for special work have been made
with 3 and 5 flutes having a 20-degree angle of spiral.
Bolt cutter dies are made from high-speed steel stock ground

•

Reamer
ho.

CROSSHEAD

Taper

a)

ROD REAMER6

Diameters Diameters

1

S/8

2- y/ib

2

We

3

•

Length

Shanks

7/6

12

ho.

5 Morse

2-V*

3-9/tf

12

No.

5

Va

3-'/s

3-V4

12

No. 5

4
5

5/6

3-'/<?

4-'/s

12

06.6

'

%

4-V/6

4-%

12

No. 6

-

6

Va

4-V/t,

5-

'/*

12

N0.6

-

7

%

4-Vd

5-'/4

12

NoJb

-

>fi6

12

N0.6 Morse

4-1/4.

12

No. 6

"

3-

CR0SS/1EAD5 Sb KNUCKLE
/3
//6

4-

'

bolts.

All dies for bolt cutters, turret lathes and

ground on a National die
hand grinding being permitted.
Boiler punches and dies, pneumatic hammer and rivet set blanks,

grinder, no

flue rollers, etc., are

turned on the turret lathe.

are drop forged from

Vanadium

l-'/4

2-

8-B

l-'/4

3

9

l-'A

3-'/4

4-'/z

12

No. 6

"

10

I-V4

3-Ve

5-

'/8

12

N0.6

'

h'/4

4-'/2

5-V*

12

N0.6

"

II

steel.

End View of Blocks usedorr
Magnetic Chi/ck for grinding Shear Blades with Bevel,
tor Tools, Planes etc
Slocks of Different Angles

6'

(Repairs Only)

12

l-'/z

2-'/2

d

12

No. 6 Morse

13

l-'/z

2-Va

4-Vs

12

N0.6

Fig. 10.

Bivet set blanks

Beading tools are
drop forged from vanadium tool steel and finished by hand, there
being but little hand work to do. Beading tools are required to
be gauge and tools exchanged for inspection for each job.
Shear blades are ground with bevel edge on the surface grinder,
holding, as shown in Figure 12, to magnetic chuck. Forming tools
for planer work are handled in the same manner.
Drop hammer and forging machine dies constitute 20 per cent of
the toolroom work and are handled in a group of machines reached
by a crane. Blocks ranging from 40 to 750 pounds are used, the
product being in proportion. This work calls for many end mills
of special shape, many of which are made from short twist drills.
Figure 13 shows drop forged tools and wrenches. Wrenches are
milled in an adjustable jig to nut sizes plus 1/32".
Reclaiming worn and broken tools is given special attention,
utilizing second-hand material where possible.
All tools when
annealed and bar stock are painted colors to show the grade of
the steel, and are kept sorted on racks according to grade and
shape. Boiler punches are ground to smaller sizes, milling saws
and cutters up to 1^4" face, and straddle mills are ground out in
the flute when worn to a broad cutting land; larger sizes are
annealed and recut.
The hardening department is located in the smith shop and is
operated in connection with the tool department. The layout is
shown in Figure 15. A pyrometer and a thermometer registering
up to 700 degrees are used. All temper is drawn in an electricheated oil bath built in the shops and is controlled by a series of
switches by which the heat can be regulated within 10 degrees.
The handling of machine repairs requires considerable work and
tool

PIM5

8

KNUCKLE PIN5

wrought iron

"

Fig. 12.

to

24" Lang
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Central*- Georgia Railway

Company

MACHINE TOOLS OUT OF SERVICE FOUR HOURS OR MORE FOR REPAIRS

—JftefThii

IfrySJs

M.chine^L<£_

Department

'

zm

Ci

TJ^i

J*

v$—- *2
•J"
.WK^ Time e*pect lo complete.
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Ctoloc
Wotk
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:
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completed <ime_
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CAUSE OF ANY DELAY

MAKING REPAIRS

IN

/
Fig. 14.

Machine Tool Repair Card.
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'
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Fig. 13.

mtric

Hirwn

Tempering

Drop Forged Tools.

Vat.XM

6"a8"a/4"

[Barium

Muffle
Furndce
Qas

[Chloride

\Furnace

frequently interferes with the progress of other work in the tool:

room.

To avoid confusion in
made out in duplicate,

this

work

the blank shown in Figure 14

Tool

Rack

foreman of department in which the
machine is out of service signing original and sending to the
master mechanic's office, the other copy being held by the tool
foreman until repairs are completed, who then fills out, adding
information as to additional work found necessary, sending to the
In addition to the
office where the copies are placed on file.
blanks, the tool foreman keeps a record of the repairs, causes, cost,
From this record the following conclusions have been drawn:
etfr.
is

the

The care of the shop machinery

is"

largely up to the foreman

in charge of the department, the majority of the

workmen caring

for their machines only as they are instructed and discipline com-

The causes of failures to shop machinery most common are
lack of oil, rough and careless handling, and overloading.
Lack of oil causes more machine failures than all other causes,
usually from careless oiling or oil pipes or channels becoming
pels.

choked.

!
i

Forges

]

Room

5tedm

i

Hammer

I

^

i

Forges

Hardenrng_Dept.

A

'

^~
/

O

Oil
Vats

26'

—

Fig. 15.

Eough and
lows

Details of Tool

400*

careless handling of

:

Racks, Central of Georgia Ry.

machines cause repairs as

fol-
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Breaking

off of screws

and small projecting parts from hitting

hammer or tools.
Jamming lathe carriage.
Jamming heads on planers and boring mills.
Allowing too much overhang to compound rests

with a

The crosshead having reached the end of its travel (figure
main rod is in the center of the oscillatory movement derived from the wrist pin "B" and no movement being transmitted to the combination lever other than
that given by the crosshead, the combination lever is therefore in the same position it would occupy if connected directly
2) in this position, the

to operator of machines.

Overloading of machines

is not a frequent occurrence, shearing
machinery being the easiest overloaded, the fuses on the electric
motor protecting the motor but not the machine, as the momentum
of the revolving parts will cause breakage when a machine is

jammed.

marked the diameter of holes

and thickness of plates or sizes of bar stock.
The most frequent causes of failure of finished tools are, in drilling, not clamping work properly and lack of cooling compound;
in reaming, allowing flutes of reamers to pack and jamming reamer
in taper holes; in milling, improper clamping of work, feeding
with the revolution of cutter and backing into clamps.
Pneumatic tool failures most frequently are caused from lack
of lubrication or by falling from the side of a boiler.

the crosshead.

Lead

is

The

crosshead

therefore not affected by the use of this device.

(figure 3) the

now having

main rod

arm ahead

is

started

passing

its

of the position

it

The advantages gained

and compression,
and longer maintained port
Uniform valve events allow

are, later release

less pre-admission, a quicker, larger

opening with the same

cut-off.

the use of a shorter cut-off with its consequent saving of steam.

This fact, combined with the longer maximum cut-off develops
a more powerful and economical locomotive. This device was

the

The attachment consists of an arm, bolted to the main
rod just back of the cross head, and actuating the combination

valve.

connection, displacing the present co-called
This arrangement is the result of an effort to

its

overcome the slow starting of trains and maintainance of speed
by engines equipped with that type of gear.
The combination lever requiring one-half the movement of
the crosshead in order to overcome lap and lead has a tendency
slow the action of the valve gear as ordinarily connected
with the crosshead arm.
The heavy constant lead, required at short cut-offs in order
to maintain sufficient port opening where little opening other
than that transmitted by the combination lever is given to the
valve, causes too early a preadmission of steam at maximum
cut-off and decreases the starting power of an engiEe so
to

equipped.

The main rod arm

in addition to receiving the usual cross-

head motion, also receives a supplementary motion. This
accomplished by being directly connected to the main rod.

is

The crosshead connection at point "A" figure 1, moves in
the same line of motion as crosshead pin "B" but with connection on main rod this point "A"' receives the same oscillating movement that the main rod does from its pivot, point
"B, " causing it to move forward and back of point "B" a
distance of two to three inches, depending on the proportions
of the arm.

The greater part of this supplementary movement is transmitted to the combination lever as the crosshead approaches
to and recedes from the ends of its travel, and in turn gives
it an entirely different movement of that derived from the
crosshead connection.

A

full

to figures

conception of the device
1,

2,

may

stroke

held in relation to the crosshead

or similar gears has been developed in our shops to overcome

crosshead arm.

return

while on the center and in so doing has delayed the return
movement of the combination lever.

Shoreham Shops, M., St. P. & S. S. M. By.
device which does not increase the parts of the Walschaert

lever through

its

and has moved the bottom end of the

B. N. Lewis, Ins.

the slow action which the combination lever imparts to

on

pivotieal center is again

developed by Messrs. Kingan and Ripken and has been applied
to thirty engines on our lines. It has proven very satisfactory
in the three vears of its service.

VALVE GEAR DEVICE.
A

to

in an inclined position

All punches and shears are plainly

By

The combination lever being connected by means of the combination link to the bottom end of the arm, has its action
delayed in the same proportion.
The events of release, compression and pre-admission taking place in this part of the stroke, are delayed proportionately
with the delayed action of the combination lever.

of lathes.

Using planer tool heads too low.
Giving too much overhang from tool posts.
Xot properly clamping work to tables, especially drill presses.
Not seeing that back gearing is properly in mesh.
Allowing chips to fall in working parts.
Allowing bolts or tools to lie in slots of boring mills table.

Lack of instructions

August, 1914

be had by referring

3.

It will be noted (Figure 1) that the crosshead is approaching the forward center and the main rod is in an inclined
position, the arm being rigidly attached to the main rod, its

bottom end or combination link connection is the same degree
back of the pivot point "B" that the main rod is above it.

F/G. &.

Valve Gear Device.
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All-Steel

Box

369

Car, P. R. R.

frame, posts and braces, which supported a wooden lining and
rloor.
All of the steel parts being on the outside, the interior

and bottom by 1" by %" cover plates, which extend across the
center sills and are riveted to the crossbearer flanges.
The
erossbearers are secured at one end to the web of the center
sill and at the other end to the bottom member of the side

presented a smooth wooden surface.

truss.

In 1912 the mechanical engineering department of the Pennsylvania Bailroad designed a box car having an all-steel under-

Continuing the policy to ultimately obtain an all-steel box
new design is now under construction, which is known as
the X 25. The car is of 100,000 pounds capacity and is equipped
with 5%" by 10" arch bar or crown cast steel side frame trucks.
The inside length is 40' 5"; width 8' 10", and the height is
9' 1", giving a cubical capacity of 2,343 cubic feet.
The height
3'
2"
9'
7%".
rail
is
The
at
of floor from
eaves are
wide
a height
42'
12'
10".
6", and
The length of the car over end sills is
of
the extreme width is 10' lfe " over side doors, the door opening
being 6' 0" wide and 8' 5*4" high.
car, a

The underframe of this car is of the same general type as
used in recent Pennsylvania design; viz., the weight of the

At the center plate the usual body

much

bolster is replaced

lighter bathtub type of diaphragm,

7%"

depth, and

and

side truss.

this

member

which

in width,

This
has to

is

made

talce

%"

riveted to the center

is

possible

by

a

in thickness, 7" in

by reason

sills

of the fact that

care of the side bearing thrust only

and does not carry any of the load. Above the side bearing,
which is a steel casting, is a cast steel reinforcing block, and
at the extreme end is a combined roping iron and jacking casting.
The drop forged center plate is secured to the flanges of
the center

sills,

as well as the center plate reinforcing casting,

which extends back toward the center of the car 9" from center
line of center plate, and thus possesses the added feature of

Pennsylvania All-Steel Box Car.
superstructure and lading

reinforcing the center

means

stresses.

is transferred to the center sills by
two pairs of cantilevers or erossbearers, and the end
construction, thus eliminating the use of a body bolster.
The backbone of the underframe has a minimum section area
between tear follower stops of 34 square inches, and is com-

of

posed of

2%"

fish

belly type center channels with 4" flanges

top and bottom, the channels being 20" deep between crossbears, and taper to 1]" at a point 22} J" back of the center
plate.
A 26" by %" cover plate is riveted the full length of
the center sills, and a 4" by 4" by %" angle riveted to the

bottom of each sill on the inside and extending continuously
between back draft lugs, which are incorporated in the center
plate reinforcing casting.

The center construction

is

also reinforced at each

end by a

cast steel striking plate and front draft lugs combined, a cast

above the center plate, a
cast steel spreader at each point where the erossbearers are
fastened to the center sills, and by pressed spreaders between
The erossbearers on either side of
all intermediate diaphragms.
car
the center of
are composed of two dished diaphragms of
"s" thickness, having 3%" flanges, top, bottom and ends. The
diaphragms are set
apart ami are joined together at the top
steel center plate reinforcing easting

V

sills

at the critical point, due to buffing

six intermediate diaphragms en either side of the
which are located between the erossbearers and one
midway between the crossbearer and center plate at either end
of the car. The diaphragms, which are 6%" deep and %" thick,
do not carry any of the load as their top flanges are %" below
the bottom of the floor. They simply act as stiffeners for the
bottom member of the side truss, and as support for the brake

There are

car, four of

rigging.

The end sill consists of a Z-shape plate %" in thickness,
which extends the entire width of the car, binding the side and
end construction together, and is 5" below the top of the center
It is flanged inward for a distance of 8-fe" at the center,
sills.
narrowing somewhat toward either side. The back vertical leg,
which is 8" high, makes an excellent attachment for the end
construction.

The end
at either

sill is

secured at the center to the striking plate and
steel push-pole pocket and corner casting,

end to a cast

which are

in turn riveted together

and secured

to the

bottom

member of the side truss and to the diagonal brace, while the
top vertical leg of the end sill is riveted to the end sheets the
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Arrangement
entire width of the car.

This construction of end sill fulfills all
requirements of one of the most important features of freight
car construction, namely, finish, strength-binding all continuous
parts of the underframe together, and accessibility for repairs.
The diagonal brace is a U-shaped section 8" wide and %"
thick, with

2%"

flanges pointing

downward.

It is flattened out

at both ends, being fastened to the top flange of the center

and to the push-pole pocket and bottom side
and thus, by virtue of its position, transferring horizontal strains from the end sills and bottom side
sills

at one end

longitudinal member,

overlapped by the

adjacent sheet, which acts as a coverplate for the post and
The post part

gives to the outside of the car a smooth surface.
of the sheet is 2%" deep and 4" wide at the back.

The sides of
the car are composed of ten sheets each, which have a 2" flange,
by means of which they are secured to the
bulb angle of the side sill and to the 4" by 4" by %" eave
angle at the top, the short leg of which extends outward and
top and bottom,

riveted to both.

underframe

SUPERSTRUCTURE
object aimed at in designing the

X

25 car

was

to provide

as great a protection as possible for the lading in case of

an

accident or rough usage, and to reduce, as far as possible, the
number of parts. Therefore, the superstructure was designed
shell composed of a series of %" sheets for the
*4"
sheets for the ends, in which the posts were
side, and
pressed integral with the end and side sheets. A U-shaped post

with an outside

is

the floor, there being no other

giving lateral stiffness to the

and a convenient member upon which to secure the side sheets.

The

pressed into one end of each sheet and

car of this type of underframe,

sill.

The bottom member of the side truss or side sill runs continuously between the end sills and is composed of a 4" by 6"
by %" angle and a 4" by 3%" by %" bulb angle, which are
riveted together back to back.
The short leg of the angle
pointing towards the center line of car, and the long leg of the
bulb pointing outward, both legs being in the same horizontal
plane as the center sill cover plate. These combined sections

make an ideal combination for a
making an excellent support for

is

along the leg upward.
The end construction is similar to that of the sides, each end
being composed of three sheets, the two nearest the sides of
the car containing the depression which forms the post. Where
the central sheet overlaps these, they are depressed %", making
the outside face perfectly smooth so that it may fit down snugly
behind the end sill. The middle sheet has an additional Ushape stiffener at the center 2%" deep, 9%" wide and ^4" thick,
which extends vertically from the end sill to the eave angle.
The side door posts are 4" by 3%" by %" bulb angles, extending from side sill bulb angle to eave angle, being securely

truss at the other end,

truss to the center

Pennsylvania Box Cars.

of Side Doors,

The side and end sheets are tied together by a cover plate.
L-shape in section and %" thick. This is capped top and bot
torn by suitable castings, which finish off the corners, and at
the same time act as a connection between the side and eave
angles and the side and end sills. To the side and end sheets,

midway between

the posts, vertical nailing strips are secured,

which the lining is nailed in a horizontal position.
The carlins are of the bathtub type, being spaced 3' 9y2 "
apart and resting on the 6" vertical leg of the side eave angle
and extending downward from the side a sufficient distance to
be seeurelv riveted. The ^z" steel roof sheets are continuous
to
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by means of a slotted hole in the face, which permits the
removal of the grab iron bolt, and thus the renewal of the grab
irons without disturbing the inside lining. A like provision is

made

for the side door stop.

DOORS.

The car

equipped with outside hung doors, being supported
at the top by hangers at both corners.
A 5"xl%"xfg " angle
acts as a top guide rail and weather strip, the short leg being
turned down over the face of the door. The door is made
of .109 O. H. S., with two vertical Z-shaped edge stiffeners,
which are flattened out, top and bottom, supporting the door
hanger and door guide castings. The rear stiffener laps over
the door post and the front one butts against a 2"x2"xy4: " angle
is

riveted to the side sheets and projecting slightly beyond the
door, thus forming a weather strip, front

and back. There are
two horizontal U-shaped sections pressed in the end of the
top and intermediate door sheets, which overlap the adjacent
sheets, forming a box-like stiffener across the door.
At the
bottom of the door is a l%"xl%"x%" stiffening angle, which
runs continuously between vertical stiffeners. The inside of the
door is perfectly smooth, all rivets being countersunk.
A
clearance of tV is allowed for door to clear door post. The
floor is extended through door opening, flush with the door
post, and is supported by the bulb angle of the side sill.

SHEAR BLADE ECONOMY.
By E.
An

T. Spidy, Assistant General Foreman, Canadian Pacific Ry.
item involving considerable expense in the course of a year

and renewals of shear blades.

in large shops is repairs

Most

all

our large machines have shear blades that are wide at one end

End View, Pennsylvania

All-Steel

and narrow at the other, giving only one edge to shear on, so that
when this edge becomes worn it has to be repaired or renewed.
We have effected an economy in this direction by providing our
shear machines with new heads that accommodate a rectangular

Box Car.

symmetrical about the bolt holes in every respect.
This allows of using all four edges of the blades both top and
bottom, making each blade of new pattern. We are in consequence
cutting our steel bill for blades in four and getting equally satisblade that

being spot welded to the carlins, which are
This allows the butt joint to come
located in their center.
midway between carlins, with the exception of the end roof
sheets, which, by virtue of the position of the last carlin, must
cover one and one-half spaces.
The roof sheets are flanged down on the vertical leg of the
side and end eave angles 2%", and are secured to the same by
%" rivets spaced 4%" apart. Between the roof sheets and the
eave angles are &" washers, through which the rivets are
This construction allows for a slight ventilation and
driven.
yet is small enough to keep out any foreign matter which might
damage the lading. The roof sheets are fastened together by
across the

car,

The outside

factory results, to say nothing of the labor entailed that

is saved
shows
the necesinto the bargain. The accompanying
sary drawings required to effect this change on one machine.

illustration

T
^7"
-&

strip is pressed

To

insure a perfect water-tight joint, tar paper

tween the outside butt

strip

and the roof

sheets.

is

^-^r—

T

Knife

an outside and inside butt
up in the center %", which adds to the stiffness of the structure, and is 2%" wide and &" thick. The inside strip is 2%"
wide and T3B " thick. These strips are continuous across the car
and are riveted to the roof sheets with }£" rivets 1%" apart.
strip.

is

? Of

-

11
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Tool Steel

In verted Plan
tiew Top Head Required
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H
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The end and

Japped /"
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side eave conditions are the same, except there is no ventilation

equipped with an 18%" running board,
latitudinal extensions and grab irons all securely fastened to
the roof sheets. The 13/16" pine inside lining is nailed to the
vertical nailing strip conveniently spaced around the sides and
ends.
The lining extends from within 3" of the floor to a
at the end.

height of

2%"

The roof

8' 5".

deep, are

all

End Elevation from ' 8"

is

—

Since the posts and nailing strips, which are
vertical, it will be seen that there is a vertical

eittter

and also

which will allow for ventilation,
cleaning, which at times becomes necessary

back of the
facilitate

lining,

on double-sided cars, due to the lading falling through damaged
lining.
The application of a triangular grain strip around the
odge of the 2%" tongue and grooved floor, next to the side
sheets, allow all foreign matter to work its way out from behind the lining.

A new

feature in this car

appliances are secured.

is

the

manner
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General Foremen's Convention
The International Kailway General Foremen's Association
held its tenth annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on July 14, 15, 16 and 17, 1914. The president of the association,
W. W. Scott, presided. Leo Hornstein welcomed the members
to Chicago on behalf of the mayor and a response was made by
W. T. Gale. Following this, President Scott gave his address,
in which he advocated that the number of men on committees
be increased to ten and that the committee subjects of 1914
be retained for the 1915 convention. He also recommended that
the subject of "valves, cylinders, cross-heads, pistons and
guides" be made to cover erecting, bench and machine work and
urged a closer relationship between the General Foremen's and
Tool Foremen's Associations.
The convention was then favored with an address by F. A.
Delano, president of the Monon, who spoke briefly on scientific
management. He defined scientific management as an effort to
eliminate waste.

Engine House

Efficiency.

The following is an abstract of a very complete paper on
by W. W. Smith (C. &*N.-W. By.):

this

subject

An

increase in engine mileage

equivalent to increasing the
number of locomotives in through freight service. The operating department by co-operating with the mechanical departis

ment can do much

to increase engine mileage. Trains are oftentimes too long on the road due to poor train dispatching or
overloaded engines; engines are delayed to and from the train
yards and the engine house; engines are delayed by yard forces

made up; and oftentimes trains come in or are
ordered out in bunches, so that the engine house organization
not having trains

cannot handle the engines in the manner they could if the trains
had been properly spaced. Hot boxes and drawbars pulled out
are another fruitful source of delay to trains on the road.
Good judgment in shopping engines for repairs, and storing
them during dull periods is an important item to be considered.
While it is not economy to limit engines kept in service to a
point that might delay freight, on the other hand it is uneconomical to have engines needlessly lying ready for service.
In storing engines, those should be kept in service whose mileage comes nearest entitling them to a shopping.
If poorer
engines are stored, the good ones are being worn out during
the dull season.

There is undoubted economy in long runs for passenger eneven though they are more conducive to engine failures.
When locomotives in passenger service are on long runs, the
running repairs are somewhat less per mile run and per car
hauled, the oil and coal account is slightly less, and the cost of
maintenance of the added number of engine houses is saved.
In order to make long runs a success, locomotives must receive
very careful attention at engine houses. By the use of stoker
and oil feed engines, it is possible to make still longer runs.
gines,

A system of regular assigned engines has been inaugurated
on some of the divisions of the Chicago & North-Western Bailway, with very gratifying results. With this system all engines in through freight service on one division must be of
the same hauling capacity, and in equally good condition, so
that they are suited for a fast freight one trip and a drag the
next trip. The runs are pooled that is, regular engines are not
assigned to certain runs, but an engine crew with a regular
engine will take any run that their turn on the board entitles
them to. Of course, with this system, more engines are required,
as it is necessary to hold engines for the crew's rest, and one
or two extra engines are required so that a regular crew can be
furnished with a locomotive when their regular engine is held in
for work.

—

In turning engines at terminals, the most valuable units of
power should be given the preference that is, when several
different classes of engines are used in freight service.
Also

—

the ash-pit tracks should be arranged so that engines not requiring washing out, or other heavy work, can be run around
those requiring washing out. It often happens that engines are
held in the engine house for work, or for other reasons, until

they cool

off, and thus considerable time is consumed in getting
them steamed up again. Where a hot water fill-up line is provided, a considerable saving in time can be made by letting
water out of the boiler and refilling with fill-up water which is

nearly at a boiling temperature. When it is the custom not to
fire engines until they are ordered, this method is also of advanas it is sometimes difficult to get engines steamed up
quickly with cold water.

tage,

The engine house foreman should always be in a position to
quickly and accurately advise the transportation department
when he expects engines to be ready for service. Then a definite
prospective figure should be given to the yard master two hours
before the engine will be ready, from which figure the engine
should be ordered. When the engine house force knows that
an engine has been ordered on a prospective figure, they will

make

a special effort to have the engine ready.

some roads for enginemen to get their
engines out of the engine house. When this custom is followed
there are more apt to be delays. It should be the duty of the
turntable operator or his assistants to keep posted on the time
that engines are ordered, and see that engines get out on time*
The aim of the engine house management should be to keep
engines out of the shop as long as possible, having due regard
to excessive lost motion and injury to track due to worn tires.
It is probably best to compute locomotive costs on a ton mile
basis so there will be a tendency on the part of master mechanics and others to keep engines in 100 per cent efficiency as long
as possible, and then when it proves impracticable for the
engine house to further maintain at their full hauling capacity
to shop them. As an average figure for all roads, freight locomotives do not make more than 40,000 miles between shoppings, and passenger engines not more than 80,000-100,000 miles.
It costs on an average about $2,000 to give an engine a general
It is the practice on

overhauling so that a considerable saving is made by prolonging
Occasional records of very high
the life between shoppings.
mileage have been made, and indicate what can be accomplished
by care in construction, maintenance and operation of locomotives.

Just what repairs should be made in the engine house and
what should be made in the back shop is a question that must
be decided to meet local conditions. But ordinarily it is considered good practice to expend 60 per cent of the maintenance
costs in the engine house, to insure best road service, and 40
per cent in the shop.

Too frequently the shop and engine house do not work in
harmony. The condition of engines, which are received from
the shop after repairs, are often not what they should be; proper
attention is not given so that the possibility of very heavy
repairs in the engine house is avoided, and so that engines
will be in condition to turn as quickly as possible, without the
necessity of heavy repairs that would cause delays. There are
many things, while an engine is stripped down in the back
shop, that can be done for about one-third the expense they
could be done for four or five months afterwards.
There are unlimited possibilities for saving fuel at the engine
Cylinder and valves blowing, cylinder cocks and relief
house.
valves that do not seat, leaky whistle and pop valves, leaky
boilers, steam leaks in the cab, improperly drafted front ends,
bushed nozzles, etc., are all sources of waste that are caused
by imperfect maintenance. The care of boiler jacket and insulation and covering on steam pipes and cylinders is also important
as the radiation from uncovered surfaces causes losses not to
be neeleeted. Then there are direct losses of fuel at eugine
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houses due to tanks being overloaded, to uneconomical methods
of firing up engines, to engines popping off on cinder pit track

while waiting to have

fire

Engine cushions should
be securely fastened to the seats, and suitable boxes or racks
should be provided in the cab for lanterns, emergency signals,
In order that each fireman may have his own shovel, a
etc.
suitable rack should be placed in the engine house to which
Electric headlights are
shovels may be chained and locked.
advantageous, in that the trouble incident to keeping up oil
headlights and gauge lamps is done away with.
On several roads, at important terminals, a system of relief
engines has been adopted. With this plan a relief crew is engaged in taking engines to and from the engine house and
yard, and the regular yard engine crews do not come to engine
house with engines. When an engine that is working needs to
come to the engine house to have fire cleaned or for work, the
relief crew brings out a relief engine and exchanges it for the
the end of the trip by the supply man.

other engine.

The protection of engine houses from

fire is a matter that
In the first place there should
be a sufficient number of hydrants within easy reach of all
buildings, and an outfit of hose should be stored in suitable
hose houses in strategic locations. The location of these hose
houses should be indicated by red lights. Furthermore, the fire
roads and passageways should be kept open at all times. Then
there should be a fire company organized with engine housemen,
and a suitable code of fire signals should be arranged.
The fundamental principle involved in getting good engine
house service is the individual interest of every employe concerned, and the co-operation of all. Probably no other one thing
can do quite as much to reduce the net earnings as friction or
ill will
between the operating and mechanical departments.
The closer officials of the two departments get together, the
The master mechanic or foreman
better will be the results.
train
dispatcher
should call up the
the first thing in the morning and help him to line up things, thereby heading off probable
failures, and in return receiving valuable information for his
department.
The basis of efficiency of a locomotive terminal is time, and
To
everything should be arranged with this idea in view.
obtain the best results in saving time between the yard and
the turntable, the engine house should be as near as possible
to the yards and connected up with suitable tracks so that the
necessary running back and forth can be done independent of
the main line; also there should be separate tracks used for
incoming and outgoing engines. And the tracks over which
the coal and sand are brought in, and the tracks over which the
cinder cars from the ash pit are handled, should not in any way
interfere with the incoming and outgoing tracks for engines.
Suitable crossovers should be provided so that outgoing engines
can undergo the same operations as incoming locomotives. At
the point on the incoming track where the crews leave the engines there should be track room enough to pTevent a blockade
in case engines come in faster than they can be handled. And
there should be a penstock at this point so that in case of an
engine coming in short of water it will not be necessary to
switch it around the others.
Furthermore, the arrangement
should be such that when the hostlers take charge of engines
they will receive coal, sand, water and have the fire and ashpan
cleaned, without any switching and on a direct line. Arrangements should be made so that it is possible to pass one engine
around the others ahead, so that certain engines can be given
the preference. There should preferably be four tracks leading
to the turntable from the cinder pit
two for incoming and two
for outgoing locomotives so that in case of derailments there
will be another track to use. Then in connection with the outgoing tracks, suitable storage tracks should be arranged so that

deserves earnest consideration.

—

is

needed engines ready for service can be

stored.

The cinder

cleaned, to engine fired too long

before they are ordered, etc.
Each engineman should have an individual tool box, which
together with the oil cans should be removed from the engine at

—

when house room
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and

pit is the critical point in the locomotive terminal,

this is especially true during severe winter weather.

It

should be located as close as possible to the turntable, and large
enough so that a sufficient number of engines can be handled
at the same time. The hand-operated cinder pit is still largely

used due to its low first cost and reliability, but from the standpoint of economy the submerged type, having an overhead traveling crane with a grab bucket, must be considered. With the
latter type the cinder pit stands practically full of water at
all times, and into this the cinders are dumped.
Then by means
of the grab bucket the cinders are loaded into cars. The economy of this method of loading cinders may be judged by the

fact that at one of the recent terminals where this system is

employed one man working during the daylight hours only is
all the cinders, when about 120 engines are handled
daily.
Furthermore, with this system, all liability of damage
to cars from loading hot cinders is eliminated.
The water cranes should preferably be of the balanced, selfdraining and non-freezing type. Tank storage is also an important matter to be considered. There should be sufficient tank
storage so that in case of accident to the pumping station the
supply of water will hold out for at least twelve hours.
The turntable should be long enough so there is some leeway
for spotting engines. Several of the recent terminals have beenequipped with turntables 100 feet in length. Electricity is the
most satisfactory power for turntables, and the installation
should be such that the liability of failure is reduced to the
able to load

minimum.

A
in

hot water washing and filling system is almost a necessity
any important engine house. Not only is there a considerable

saving in the time that engines are held out of service for boiler
this system, but there is the added advantage of
increasing the life and improving the condition of the boilers
themselves.
A blowing down line should be included in the
system, and it should have a capacity sufficient to empty a
boiler with 180 pounds pressure in not more than 30 minutes.

washing with

Washout water should be provided

for washing out with a
pressure of at least 100 pounds, and at a temperature of about
150 degrees. Then the filling up line should furnish water at

a temperature of about 190 degrees. The disadvantage of most
is that no cold water line is provided, and if a
locomotive that is fired up in the house runs short of water, the

washout systems

engine must be taken outside, or the tank must be filled with,
water which is too hot to be worked by the injectors. In order
to overcome trouble from this source, some engine houses have
been piped with a three-inch cold water line. It is also advantageous at times to fill the tanks of engines before they leave
the house, so they will not have to stop outside for water.
In order that engines may be steamed up very quickly at
times, a good blower line is absolutely necessary.
The steam,
should have a pressure of at least 100 pounds, and the blower
line should be drained automatically with a trap, as there isalways more or less condensation in the line. It is very essential that locomotives are fitted with a house blower connection.
Some roads provide a connection on both sides of the engines,,
but the general practice is to use a connection on the left side
only, with a standard blower ell and cap or with ordinary pipe
connections.
The most satisfactory house blower connectionsare those that have a shut-off at the smoke box, so that it is
unnecessary to close blower valve in cab to make or break the
connection.

The drop

be from 100 to 112any position with
the doors closed. An improved drop pit jack has recently been
introduced, which makes it possible to drop wheels more conWith this jack the hydraulic ram is
veniently than before.
operated by means of an air engine, so that no pump operator
In engine houses where it is the custom to make
is necessary.
fairly heavy repairs, a drop pit should be provided for dropping
pit section of the house should

feet long, so that engines can be spotted in
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the entire engine truck in the pit, so that repairs can be
to male casting, cylinder frame bolts, etc.

Locomotive maintenance costs continue to

make allowance

rise,

made

we

for the increase in wages, the increased cost

general, and results in reduced maintenance costs.

When

parts and castings are arranged to be used either right or left
still further reduced.
Then as far as possible all
parts should be so constructed and placed that they can be

the costs are

removed and replaced; otherwise repairs will be far more
expensive than they would have been, had the parts been more
readily

accessible.

The present trend of design is characterized by refinements
view of reducing the cost of maintenance. One prominent feature of this kind is the long main
driving box of the Cole design, which seems to be the most

in detail developed with a

effective step so far taken to

overcome the tendency of the

modern locomotive to rapid wear and accumulation of lost
motion in the main driving journals. Another new feature of
design with a view to the greatest efficiency from the standpoint
of maintenance, is the introduction of thrust collars fitted to

the axles of the engine truck and bearing against the inside of

the journal boxes, thus reducing the wear on the wheel hubs
and boxes. Each thrust collar is made in two halves, bolted
together and

up against a shoulder on the axle. Lateral
wear may be easily taken up by babbitting the face of the
In order to provide for the easy removal of
thrust collar.
engine truck oil cellars, the truck binders are now sometimes
made in the form of links and held in place by finished pins
Thus by simply dropping the pedestal
fitted with cotter keys.
cap link the cellar can be taken out from the bottom. Lost
engine truck cellars have contributed a great number of engine
fits

failures in the past, but

when

thrust collars are used in con-

next to impossible for an
engine truck cellar to lose out. The front extension of the
piston rod, outside steam pipes, screw reverse gear, and the selfcentering valve rod guide are other features of design which
assist in reducing maintenance costs and improve operation.
The new engine truck with a constant resistance centering arrangement should also be mentioned, as it has very good guiding qualities, and tends to prevent flange wear on the drivers.
Another recent invention is an interchangeable driving box or
engine truck cellar, which can be packed without the necessity
of the removal of the cellar bolts.
Driving boxes and wedges are the most important points to
be considered in the upkeep of locomotives. The full shock of
the steam pressure has to be met and sustained at these points,
and when the wedges or brasses are loose or worn the pound
that results soon reduces the rest of the machinery to bad
order even sometimes resulting in broken frames that require
expensive repairs. The main boxes are subjected to the most
severe service, as they receive the thrust of the main rod
directly, with a tendency to move the main journal forward and
back in the bearing. This movement is only partially transmitted to the front and back boxes, due to more or less lost
motion in the side rods. Driving boxes cannot always be taken
care of in the engine house, but the careful maintenance of
wedges will do much to keep driving box brasses and rods in
good shape. In order that driving box brasses may be maintained in the engine house and without the necessity of dropping drivers, driving boxes with removable brasses have been
adapted as standard by the C. & N.-W. Ry. The brass is held in
place in the box by a taper wedge, and it is only necessary to
lift the weight of the box from the journal and pull the key
when a brass is to be changed.
Lateral motion in drivers, trailer and engine truck wheels is
one of the hardest problems to contend with in the maintenance
When engines are allowed to run with conof locomotives.
nection with pedestal cap links,

—

it is

siderable end play, maintenance costs will run up considerably,,

and a fruitful
cause of breaking frames and straining boilers; also tires are

as it has a detrimental effect on the machinery,

but when

of material, and the added complexity of the modern locomotive, the cost of repairs per unit of work has been actually
decreased. The practice of standardizing many parts of the locomotive, particularly those requiring frequent repairs or renewal
is

375

sometimes loosened, brick arches are dislodged, and the flanges
of driving boxes are sometimes broken. Furthermore, lateral
motion has a detrimental effect on the track, firemen experiencefirebox, and rod failures
occasionally result from the stresses set up by the end play
springing the rods out of alignment.
With some designs of
engines the front side rod collars strike the guides when the
difficulty in placing the coal in the

becomes excessive. Lateral motion
cannot be taken up in engines as ordinarily constructed without
dropping the wheels and removing the boxes from the journals.
Hence as a rule end play is not taken up in drivers unless
engines are shopped for general repairs.
The use of bronze
hub liners results in the less rapid accumulation of lateral, but
on divisions where the track is crooked, the lateral often becomes excessive before engines are entitled to a back shop
overhauling. In order that end play may be taken up in the
engine house without dropping the wheels, and without holding
engines from their runs, a box has recently been introduced
with removable lateral motion plates with babbitted faces.
These removable plates can be used on engine and trailer truck
boxes, as well as on driving boxes.
They have been adapted
as standard on several roads. As an aid in taking up lateral in
engine trucks, it is the custom on some roads to babbitt both
sides of engine truck boxes when engines are undergoing repairs, so that in the engine house it is only necessary to turn
the boxes end for end to take up the lateral.

lateral in the front drivers

With the marked increase

and power of locomotives,
the tire mileage has decreased, but by use of improved heat
treated and Vanadium steel tires, the mileage has been increased in some cases. Vanadium steel tires should be expected
to give nearly twice greater mileage than the ordinary carbon
of weight

steel tires.

Sand traps and operating devices on engines should be outside
of the box, so that they are easily accessible for repairs.

The

from sanders is the careful attenFifty per cent of the sand failures are
due to split and loose pipes not pointing to the rail. Air leaks
in the pipes prevent the accumulation of sufficient pressure to
blow out obstructions, and in some cases moisten the sand in
secret of getting good service

tion given to the piping.

the trap around the end of the nozzle.

Fe and Mikado type engines now
much as 150
gallons of water per minute, when engines are operating at
Hence the need of maintaining tank valves and
full capacity.
siphons, feed and delivery pipes, injectors and boiler checks, in
good condition. The location of boiler checks on the top of the
boiler is probably the best from a maintenance and operating
standpoint. Engines should be equipped with some good form
of feed water strainer so that fine particles of coal which wear

With the

large Mallet, Santa

in use, injectors are often required to supply as

injector tubes

and check valve

seats,

can be removed.

Without question the successful operation of air brakes, sandand blowers depends largely upon the
In the first place all piping should be securely stayed
and clamped; otherwise it is impossible to prevent leakage and
breakage. A new system of clamping has recently been develers, injectors, lubricators

piping.

oped, whereby the pipes are held rigidly in place by suitably
located castings, which are in most cases attached to the boiler.

Copper pipes sometimes give trouble by wearing through
where they come in contact with the sharp corners of metal
cabs and running boards. In order to prevent trouble from this
source, it is the custom on several roads to enclose the copper
pipe at the exposed places with iron pipe of larger size. In
some cases oil pipes have been thus enclosed the full length of
the engine, and when thus protected need never be removed from
under the jacket for repairs. To overcome the trouble experienced with brazed joints, a mechanical joint has recently been
devised which is coming into quite general use. With this joint
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the copper pipe

is

rolled into the sleeve,

much

the same as a

flue is rolled in the flue sheet.

The systematic use of blow-off cocks in connection with soda
ash treatment result in greater life of the flues, longer periods
between washouts, decreased scale formation and fuel economy.
The following rules should be observed in the care of boilers at
terminals:

When fires are being cleaned or dumped, the blower should
be used only sufficiently strong to prevent smoke from emitting
from the firebox door.

The

fires

banked

of all engines awaiting service should be

at the front flue sheet.

Unless
while

absolutely necessary,

fires

injectors

are being cleaned, or

when

should

there

is

not

no

firebox, nor while locomotives are being used on their
without first brightening up the fire.

be used

fire

ning board, brake rigging of engine and tender, notes the piston
travel and locates leaks of every description.
The steam heat inspector examines all valves in the cab and
at the rear of tender, all joints and pipes between engine and
tender, and on front and rear. He tests the governor to operate
at 100 pounds, and reports any leaks or defects in the portion of
the equipment for which he is responsible.
When these examinations have been completed, from four to
five minutes being sufficient, each man writes his report on the
proper form, and sends it by pneumatic dispatch tube to the
engine house office. By this means the reports covering the condition of the engine reach the work distributor's desk almost
as soon as the engine reaches the ash pit.

in the

own steam,

DISCUSSION

W. F. Lauer (111. Cent.) found that the assigning of power
cut the locomotive supplies in half, and L. A. Hardin (C. &

Bapid and accurate locomotive inspection is a matter of the
greatest importance from a maintenance standpoint. Where the
most satisfactory results are attained, inspection is made by a
force of special inspectors who have been trained to inspect
certain parts of the engine. This practice is followed at some
of the important division points on the Pennsylvania Kailroad.
The head inspector examines the outside of the engine and fender, and looks at trucks, wheels, draw gear, brake rigging,
couplers, grab irons, footboards, pilot steps, and all safety appliHe gauges the couplers for height, wear of knuckles
ances.
and heads, examines the knuckle-lock pins, etc. He examines
driving wheels, flanges and tires, main and side rods, brasses,
knuckle pins, crosshead pins, crossheads and guides. He looks
for loose pipes and clamps, oil cups and lids, cracks or breaks
in frame, working of cylinders, missing or defective safety pins,
and examines the valve gear, springs and spring rigging. He
reports hot bearings, leaky washout plates or plugs, or any other
defect that may come under his notice. He has charge of the
other inspectors and sees that each inspector makes out a report

N.-W.)

for each engine inspected.

Clifton,

Another engine inspector starts in under the

pilot

ines the truck, wheels, frame, braces, axles, boxes,
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and examstiffening

pieces, driving boxes, shoes, wedges, pedestal caps valve gear,
eccentrics and straps, and oil pipes, cup lids, draw gear between
engine and tender, spring chambers, buffer casting, ash pans,
dampers, grates and grate rigging, and underneath the tender

he examines trucks, center castings, wheels, frame and side
bearings.

reported in favor of assigning power.
Quite a
number of the members were opposed to the pooling system.
C. B. Hitch (B. & O.) said that the lack of organization was
the secret of terminal delays, and in this opinion he was supalso

A monthly inspection and a
months was believed by W. G.
Griffith to have eliminated many failures on the Pere Marquette.
There was some discussion as to what constituted engine failL. A. North (111. Cent.) thought that
ures on various roads.
the cost of general repairs shown in the paper ($2,000) was a
little low for the heavy power now in use and that it should
be about $2,700. At the Burnside shops staff meetings are held
once a week and the subject of economies is always a prominent
one. H. O. Warner (L. S. & M. S.) is now handling engines on
piece work and where he used to have five men to handle the
engines he now has one. There was some discussion also on
roundhouse fire departments.

ported by

T. Gale (C.

&

pumps every

air

N.-W.).
six

& Ohio at
gave the association a very interesting talk
Wednesday morning on the relation of the general foreman to
shop efficiency, in which he emphasized the importance of good
organization and considerate treatment of subordinates at all
times. Thought, said Mr. Sheafe, is what the general foreman
J.

is

Sheafe, master mechanic of the Baltimore

S.

S.

I.,

getting paid for.
Valves, Cylinders, Crossheads, Pistons and Guides

An

abstract of a paper on the above subject

& W.)

by

T. J. Mullin

given herewith:
Piston valves on superheated locomotives should be examined
once every thirty days, as we find a great amount of carbonization occurs from high temperature, which they undergo due
to the oil used and the water evaporated, while passing through
the superheated units, finally arriving in the valves and cyl(L. E.

The head air brake inspector examines the brake valve, air
pump, gauges, and governors, noting dates on tags. He reports
them for attention after 30 days from the date on tag. He
examines air pipes and reservoirs above the running board to
see that they are tight and properly secured, the sanding devices,
gauge glass and gauge cocks. He is required to try them and
blow them out. He notes the condition of the fire door, the
apron and foot plate, washout plugs, sprinkling hose, etc. He

W.

change of

is

inders.

We

find that in order to gain the speed

power and the saving

of steam, coal and water, that piston valves with the Stevensons

examines the throttle gland to see if the packing will last until
When a boiler is due to be
the engine is due for washing.
washed he calls attention to the need of throttle packing, if
such be the ease, and also if any valves in the cab need packing.
His most important duty is to examine the crown and

valve gear should be set in the negative lead to gain the greatIn setting the
est efficiency of the superheated locomotives.
valves in the negative lead, that the high temperature of the
superheated locomotives attain, the required cushion or back
pressure as formerly acquired by our saturated locomotives. We

side sheets for leaks and to note the condition of the flues.
This examination is made in the presence of the engineer and

find that for passenger service

This inspector also examines the staybolt and boiler washout tags, notes when the engine is due
tor staybolt test or boiler washing, and keeps a book record of
same. When an engine is due for staybolt test or boiler washing,
he chalks the steam chest so the hostlers know that the fire

before he goes

lias

to be

off

knocked

duty.

out.

One duty of the head

brake inspector on roads equipped
to lower the water scoop while the man
air

with track troughs is
underneath gauges it, to see that it is neither too high or too
low. This man underneath is also an air brake inspector, and
he examines all air pipes, hose and connections below the run-

%"

at

50%

cut-off

makes

%"

at

25%

cut-off, freight service

a very economical setting for both

class of service.

Valves of all types of locomotives when shopped should be
examined and put in first-class condition. Slide valves seat
should be faced and slightly spotted. Valve strips should be fit
in valve grooves and strips spotted to the friction plates. Spring
should be properly adjusted so there is not enough friction to
wear grooves in friction plates. But enough to overcome any
chance for steam to escape and cause a blow. Piston valve and
valve chambers when worn jfe" should be bored, and new valve
rings should be perfect fit to valve chamber and should be &"
Old rings reapplied when in shop
larger than valve chamber.
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or in engine house should be at least

iV

larger than valve

sary to remove

it

from

377
its

frame in order

to

apply a leather

chamber.

or gasket.

Piston valve chamber heads should be kept in first-class conCylinder should be
so as to overcome steam leaks.
^g"
out
of
round
and
should
worn
be bushed when
rebored when

The air pump should be made perfectly secure at its location,
and so located that the intake will not be in a position to get
all the dirt and grit from the running boards or ashes from the
pans when fires are being cleaned or dumped. The air pump
steam pipe should be connected to the boiler so as to insure dry
steam at all times. A good lubricator pipe connection is a
great help to the proper operation of the pump. Reservoirs and
other parts which have several pipes connected should be fastened to some place as free from vibration as possible and the
fastening made securely, as improper installation and location
of such parts are responsible for a great many leaks and broken

dition

%"

not over

larger than the original size.

Front and back

cylinder heads should have perfect joints.

On engines converted from saturated

to superheated locomo-

have a tendency to crack from the valve
receiving
ports of the cylinder.
In order to
to
the
chamber
overcome this we are applying a cross-brace from front to
back of it between the valve chamber and the cylinder, shrinking the same and drawing the metal together in order to hold
it when under the high temperature of superheated steam and by
doing this have overcome the cracking of this part of the cyltives, the cylinders

inder.

Piston heads should not be allowed to become more than %"
smaller than the cylinder; cylinder packing should be fitted to
the cylinders; we believe that the Dunbar type of cylinder
packing is the most economical for the length of service and

wear on our cylinders. Pistons should be examined every
shopping as we find that in some cases they are apparently
O. K. until examined and in many cases we find they are worn
flat.
Some we find are checked, by chalking or whitewashing
these parts will show check and cracks in piston rods.
Piston bearings in heads and crossheads should be, in our
All joints
opinion, a taper of %" to 12".
Piston packing.
should be ground, packing properly fit to cup and rods, springs
and retainers measured and made proper lengths and sizes.
By doing this we can overcome one of the steam leaks as
less

required by federal law.

DISCUSSION

W.

W-. Scott (D. L.

& W.) gave

it

as his opinion that remov-'

ing relief valves on superheaters was the best practice, and
another member stated that a good dose of kerosene oil helps
T. J. Mullin found it good policy
to prevent carbonization.

examine packing once a month, as enginemen usually couldn 't
what the trouble was. A method of repairing cracked cylThis
inders on the Chicago & North-Western was described.
had been in use about five months and had effected a great
saving.
W. F. Lauer spoke very favorably of the Layden
packing in use on the Illinois Central.
to

tell

machinery Texas &
Pacific By., favored the convention with an address Thursday
morning. A very apt statement in his address was, "It is not
the things we do that absorb our energy but the things we
don't get done."
A.

P.

Prendergast,

superintendent

of

Practices and Methods of Maintenance and Repairs to the Air

pipes.

When installing an air brake equipment or any part of the
equipment, there are several very important facts to bear in
mind:
First Locate parts convenient for the repair man and the
air brake operator.
Second Do not place parts, whose efficient operation is af-

—
—
fected by heat, too close to the
Third —Locate parts with pipes connected at a place free
from vibration.
Fourth — All parts must be free from any foreign matter
boiler.

before application.

Before any engine leaves the engine house its entire air
apparatus should be given a thorough inspection and test by
competent men, and all perceptible defects corrected. The air
pump should be given an efficiency test to satisfy that it is
capable of supplying the necessary quantity of air under ordinary conditions.
A thing which is very frequently overlooked by inspectors,
especially on locomotives, is— are the brake levers, beams and
hangers the correct ones for this type of engine? Frequently
a repair man, at an outside point, w'll replace one of these
with one of the nearest to correct that he has. This lever
may increase the braking power and under unfavorable conditions would cause wheels to slide, or he may have decreased the
braking power by applying a light beam or the wrong hanger,

which has reduced the efficiency of the brakes.
I believe as good method of inspection as could be installed
is to follow a plan of having the brake tests and inspection
made on arrival of trains, making subsequent disposition of cars
with defective brakes, which, to repair, would require more
time than allowed, and having the formal test made with the
departing engine, which should not require any more time than
to make the test and inspection, and, possibly, stopping a few
leaks in the hose couplings.
At the very best, the regular terminal tests of brakes on en-

many of the defects, and for that reason,
important that as few defects as possible be allowed to
escape repair. However, it does not follow that the repairing
of defective brakes cannot be done without delay to cars which
should go forward promptly.
By assigning a certain track in important terminal yards for
air brake repairs, which require more time than the ordinary
repairs made on the service tracks, and a few men with the
necessary repair materials, such cars are often repaired and go
forward in the first train out, and very few are allowed to go
forward without repairs being made.
All cars in shops or on repair tracks with cleaning dates over
nine months old, should have their brakes cleaned and lubriNot only will the condition of brake cylinders and
cated.
triples fully warrant this, but it is improbable that these cars
will be so favorably located again for months, without causing
gines or cars misses
it

Brake and

Its

Appurtenances

Portions of this paper by C. N. Newman (A. C. L.) follow:
The maintenance of the air brake depends largely on five
principles:

Accessible location of parts which require frequent atten-

methods of inspection; to what extent
terminal repairs; methods and practices of making
repairs to the principal parts.
tion; proper installation;

we make

It is a fact that when time is short and many repairs are to
be made that the parts most accessible will receive the attention and those inaccessible will be neglected.
This results in
lowering the efficiency of the brakes, in neglect of equipment

an increase in the cost of maintenance. I have
located so close to the running boards that it
was next to impossible to remove the bottom head or a valve
cap without removing the pump or the board.
Pipe unions are sometimes located so that it is necessary to
loosen, perhaps, several clamps, and possibly take some part
down in order to tighten them. Very often you will find brake
cylinders so located, especially on locomotives, that it is necesand, after

seen air

all,

pumps

is

delay and switching.

When

triples

need cleaning,

it

is

not a good policy to do this

on the repair or service tracks, but they should be removed
and sent to the shops, or some place fitted with a test plant,
so that, after the operation of cleaning and lubricating, they
can be placed on the test rack and given the required test:

—

—
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then they are ready to be replaced on the car or engine, and
To handle triples in this manner
efficient operation is assured.
does not necessitate the purchase of a large supply of extra
triples, for if all triples are removed from the bad order cars
(which every road has a supply of stored for heavy repairs)

and cleaned, lubricated and tested, you will find you will have
an abundance of extra triples which can be used to replace
This removal from the
those sent to the shop for attention.
"B. O. " cars is not an extra expense, as they should be cleaned
and lubricated before going into service from the repair yards.
When the triples are being removed from "B. O. " cars or
engines, the air and signal hose should also be removed and
applied to other equipment in service, as the rubber hose deteriorates very rapidly.

By

doing

this, the life of the

hose

is

obtained in service.

A common

defect which is frequently let pass without repairs
brake
cylinder
packing leathers. A high priced brake equipis
ment is of no service if the cylinder leathers are not in condition.
Since the introduction of the large and compound pumps,
which are to take care of the increased train, most of us have
been using this increase of air to take care of our air leaks,
which is not only hard on the pump but expensive from a fuel
standpoint.
Just for the sake of illustration
A certain large railroad system, which operates long trains
successfully, has an allowable maximum train line leakage as
follows:

For
For
For
Our

—
—

from 25 to 50 cars 7 lbs. per min.;
trains from 50 to 75 cars 6 lbs. per min.;
trains from 75 or over
5 lbs. per min.
average train is from 50 to 75 cars; the allowable leakage
trains

—

on this train is 6 lbs. per min., or about 65.5 cu. ft. of free air,
which is about the capacity of our single stage 11" air pump.
Suppose to operate an 11" air pump, we require 200 lbs. of coal
per hr. or 4,800 lbs. for 24 hrs.; estimate coal at $2.00 per ton
it would cost $4.70 to pump against a 6 lb. leakage for 24 hrs.
Suppose we were handling 36 such trains, these leaks, in fuel
alone, would amount to a waste of $169.20 a day.

Autogenous Welding

We

have the

Macon

electric

and oxy-acetylene plants installed at
We have done quite a lot of

(Cent, of Ga. Ey.) shops.

welding with them both, but at this writing I am not in a position to give a comparative cost or the efficiency of the two
methods mentioned. We at first installed the oxy-acetylene
plant and used this method altogether, and about two years
later

we

Shortly after the electric outfit
had an accident occur to the acetylene plant.

installed the electric.

was going, we

We
We

then had to resort to the electric for all classes of welding.
have just about completed our new acetylene plant and have
made a few tests on side sheets with the electric and oxy-acetylene.
One of our greatest troubles is breaking in operators and
holding them on the job after they have learned to handle the
torch successfully.

Each

craft does the welding of metals that

—blacksmiths

originate in their respective departments

handle

wrought iron, steel and cast steel; boilermakers all boiler
plates and flues; machinists on cast iron; and coppersmiths get
all the brass and pipe work.
all

One great defect
applied in

is

all sorts of

that

its

ways.

use appears too easy, and

The operators, as a

it

is

rule, give it

but little study, which is responsible for practically all failures,
as the average mechanic, these days, devotes but little time to
study on the things pertaining to his trade. A blacksmith of
the right calibre would, in my opinion, be the right man to
handle the welding, as he has more knowledge of heating metals,
taking care of expansion and contraction, whether or not the
metal is overheated, etc., than mechanics from other departments. At any rate, whoever is put on the job should have a
competent instructor, and should be furnished with all the reading matter that is published from time to time on the subject,
so as to familiarize himself with the work.
Autogenous welding has enabled the railroads to reduce the
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cost of repairs, increase mileage of flues, prolong the life of

worn parts of locomotives, repair broken parts
of machinery, and number of other savings.
As I see it, all
large shops, to have a complete arrangement, should have
them all.
A field in which electric welding has proven very successful
and profitable, is that of welding flues to back flue sheets. We
fireboxes, reclaim

have in service today over 90 locomotives with flues welded to
back flue sheet, making a total of about 27,000 flues. Out of this
number of locomotives in service with flues welded, we have our
first engine to fail on line of road with flues.
We have, however, had some few flues to leak after being in service a short
while, which was due to bad beads on flues when welded in.
If part of bead is off, exposing copper, it is very difficult to
get a good weld.
Our first experiment on flue welding was tried out on engine
No. 1616, a 21"x28" Pacific type engine.
This engine was
shopped May 22, 1913, for new back flue sheet. The sheet was
so badly worn and buckled that it was impossible to keep flues
tight.
As we had just installed our electric welding plant we
were anxious to see what could be done along this line. Flue
beads and sheet were thoroughly cleaned with sand blast, givea
a light working, and welded in. This engine was put back in
service June 1, 1913, and to date has given no trouble leaking.
During this time hydrostatic test was applied and no leaks
developed. This job was done at a cost of $14.68, where new
flue sheet would have cost about $150, and engine held out
of service at least thirty days.

an easy matter to get the full life required by law out
when welded in, thereby increasing flue mileage,,
reducing cost of maintenance, eliminating overtime in round
house and on line of road, and at the same time reducing flue
It is

of a set of flues

forces in shop.

When new flues are to be welded, we apply them in the usual
manner, with copper ferrules, roll bead and prosser. A heavy
bead is built up in welding to flue sheet. This leaves a rough
finish.
Some roads, I learn, shape up beads with a cutter, while
others go over them with a beading tool to smooth over. We
find this is not necessary, thereby saving this extra expense.
The time welding 2" flues will average 14 per hour. In a few
instances the operators have welded as high as 21 flues per hour..
Out of the number of engines mentioned as having flues welded
in, only one full set and parts of three sets have been removed.
Where flues are to be removed that have been welded in, it
only requires a few hours longer to cut off beads. And we
found that flue sheet is in better condition than before welding

up sheet around flue holes to about
have a tool for facing off rough
are removed, making a good clean sheet for

in flues, as welding builds

the original thickness.
surface after flues

applying new

We

flues.

Welding in half side sheets and patches, repairing mud rings,
have proven very successful and profitable with the electric

etc.,

process.

Quite a lot of welding with the electric outfit is being done on
tank work. We have a number of tanks with water bottom
that gave trouble cracking in corners where angle iron and
Corners are cut out and patches welded in,,
rivets were used.
reinforcing same as on boiler work, and we have no furthertrouble with leaks.
Patches, half side sheets, half door sheets, and in fact all
boiler plate work, in preparing for welding, are beveled to 45
degrees, the two inner edges coming together, and sheets seA ripper ^" thick iscurely fastened with temporary bolts.
run through, making a A" opening on inner side. The operator,
in welding, welds from 3 to 4 inches flush with sheet, and goes
back and reinforces weld to about 60 per cent of thickness of
plate.

Cracks in side sheets that extend from one staybolt to another,
V'd out the same as preparing patch, staybolts removed and
Cracks reinforced same as patches. Cracks
holes welded up.
in fire door are handled in same manner. Fire cracks and leaky
are

—
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seams are chipped, caulked and thoroughly cleaned. Caulking
edge then welded, rilling up all cracks. Unless rivets are loose
not necessary to remove, as they do not
loosen up from welding.
We had a number of cast steel car body bolsters that were
cracked and laid aside. They were brought to shop and welded
at a cost of between $3 and $4 each for labor and material.
to begin with, it

New

is

bolsters cost $12.50 each.

While the

electric

welding of cast iron as a general proposi-

tion has not proven satisfactory, especially on parts that' are

under strain or steam and air tight, we are successfully welding
up cracks in smoke box doors and fronts.
Electric welding has proven very valuable and profitable to
us in filling up worn links, link blocks, blade jaws, saddle
pockets and cellar bolt holes in driving boxes; welding new
notches in quadrants, worn places in frames caused by spring
rigging wearing; building up piston fits to crossheads, rod ends
and straps; in fact everything that is worn or broken that it
is possible to reclaim at a profit.
There is no limit to its usefulness, as we always find something new to be done.
To enumerate all the different classes of work we are doing, the cost and
saving effect, would take* up too much time on this subject.
Oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting has passed the
experimental stage, and has made a more rapid growth in the
past few years in railroad work than all the preceding years
combined.
Since quite a number of railroads are now being equipped with
piped gases, it may be well to go into detail and show its many
advantages. The Central of Georgia shop at Macon is now being
equipped with a strictly up-to-date plant, which is being installed by the Oxweld Railroad Service Co. The above company,
as the name implies, handles railroad work exclusively, and
they have done a great deal towards the development of oxyacetylene welding in railroad shops.

The generator house, which is located a short distance from
the main shop, consists of three rooms. In the first room we
have a 400-pound total capacity generator. In the next room
we have a twenty cylinder manifold, and the next room is used
for supplies. The generator is duplex, having two generators
one on each side of gas bell. In this way there is never any
delay in charging generator, for as soon as one generator is
exhausted it is cut out and the other generator cut in. The
manifold works on the same principle, having ten 250 cubic feet

The two gases are piped through

erecting, boiler and tank
most convenient places to reach
the work. Through the erecting shop we have stations between
every other pit, making it possible to reach any part of engine
with short length of hose. The statioDs through boiler and
tank shops have same spacing, making the system, as a whole,
a very complete arrangement.

shops, stations being located at

are installing the low pressure system, which

means acetylene pressure less than one pound per square inch.
The constant pressure gotten in the low pressure system is assurance of
a neutral cone on the blow pipes. The oxygen line carries 40
lbs. pressure in the pipes, with proper adjustments at blow
pipe. The acetylene valve on blow pipe is opened wide, leaving
only the oxygen valve to be adjusted.
The welders are furnished with a small tool box in which they
carry torches, hose and welding heads, so there is no time lost
on beginning their work in the morning.
It might be well to mention before going further, that about
three years ago we had installed at our shops an acetylene outfit,
making our own gases, having only the acetylene pipes through
the shops, and using drums for oxygen. We were using acety-

lene altogether for welding until our electric plant

Shortly after the accident

was

installed,

which considerably reduced the welding with gas, but used it to
good advantage on cutting. Several months ago, while one of
the welders was charging the generator, from some unknown
cause there was a noise and a puff of smoke that carried off the

we began using

gases furnished in drums.
Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting is indispensable in a railroad shop. In cutting it has the field to itself, and there is no

getting around

it.

The

cutting, alone, is

a paying proposition,

saying nothing of its many advantages in welding over other
methods.
Our oxy-acetylene cutting and welding dates back to June,
Engine
1911, when our first important boiler work was done.
1568 had half side sheets and half door sheet welded, and this
job is still good and has given no trouble up to date. Before we
got the oxy-acetylene gas our standard practice in removing
fireboxes was to drill the staybolts on outer side of boiler, then
use a pneumatic ram to break the staybolts. This would take,
on large fireboxes, 36 hours, including staybolts and radial
stays. Our practice now is to cut the fireboxes up into sections
with the oxy-acetylene gas, then punch sheets out. The average
time in cutting out a firebox in this manner is five hours,
thereby saving the breaking of the staybolts and radials.
The cutting torch is used very extensively in boiler department. All patches, all side sheets, all fireboxes, and all holes
in cab, cab and running boards, are cut with the oxy-acetylene
torch.

Thermit welding at Macon shops,
there is nothing I can say of interest on this subject. We have,
however, welded quite a few frames, with Thermit, but the
past few years we have been using oil as we have found it to
be just as good and very much cheaper. We have not entirely
abandoned the Thermit process at Macon shops. Occasionally
we have a broken frame where we cannot get at it to weld with
oil, and unless the frame has to be removed we weld with
Thermit. The welds we have made with Thermit have proved
very satisfactory. Have quite a number of frames welded that
have been in service several years. Some few welds failed in
service, the percentage of failures being very low.
Oil welding locomotive frames has been the practice at
Macon shops for the past two years. Quite a number of welds
have been made during this time which have proven very

As we do but very

little

successful.

The success of oil welding, like all other methods of frame
welding, depends largely on allowances made for expansion and
contraction. It is a very easy matter to make welds as shown
and one two on pedestal legs where
The most difficult job
shown in cut 3 where top and bottom rails
have made two welds of this nature, one of
in cuts

easily taken care of.

cylinders cut into line at a time.

We

acetylene generator.
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the other

still

expansion is very
we have found is
are broken.
We
which failed and

in service.

expense attached to this method of weldtank and two
The entire outfit is mounted on four
small battering rams.
wheel truck which is easily handled .around the shop. Material
used crude oil, fire brick and fire clay, which amounts to about
$2.00; balance of expense being labor, which amounts to about
$6.00; making a total cost for preparing and welding frames
an average of $8.00.
In preparing frame for welding we cut out straight through
frame where broken with acetylene torch, trimming off afterwards with hammer and chisel to get rid of scale and burnt
metal made with torch. Frame is then jacked apart and good
hammered iron inserted, leaving projection of %" all around.
Furnace is built around frame with fire brick, leaving opening
for burner which is placed within a few inches of opening.
When frame is brought close to welding heat, the oil is cut
down, allowing heat to soak thoroughly through frame. Oil is
then gradually increased until frame reaches welding heat, and
jacks are removed letting pressure come on before furnace is
knocked down. Furnace is then knocked down, and hammers
and battering rams used for hammering up dutchman, leaving
the frame slightly reinforced, while the heat is on all surplus
metal is chipped off.
In the case of a fork and binder lug broken off we cut off

There

ing.

is

The

—

but

little

outfit consists of small oil burner, oil
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pedestal leg about 4" from top rail of frame, get out new leg,
machine all over, drill and cut key ways, leaving %" long. It

Binder is put
bolted in position and left hanging down y<±"
up and jack placed under frame, heat is taken and frame jacked
up to within 352 of place and welded. When cool, it comes to
proper length.
With oil welding there is no heavy reinforcing to come in
way of spring rigging braces, shoes and wedges, etc., causing
some alterations to be made in some standard fitting.
is

.

On

the Atlantic Coast Line Bailroad, the following practices

prevail.

heavy work, such as locomotive frames, we use
"Thermit." For light work, such as boiler and tank sheets,
steel car parts, small broken castings, iron, steel, brass, aluminum, etc., we use the oxy-acetylene process.
We find in making autogenous welds one of the principal
points to consider is the shrinkage. To make a perfect weld,
aside from the actual welding operation, the parts when cold
should be free from strains. With Thermit we have made
perfect welds on locomotive frames in almost all localities. In
making these welds the only parts necessary to remove from
the engine are those which will come in the way of setting the
mold and locating the crucible.
Our average cost for making Thermit welds is from $15 to
For

all

$20, not including the

make

sary to

removal or application of parts neces-

the weld.

The oxy-acetylene process is one of the handiest and the
and labor savers we have in our shop.

largest time

We

use the cutting torch for a variety of operations, for

instance, cut

away stock

for Thermit welds, do all sheet cutting,

cut bolts which do not easily

when making new

come

in

removing steam pipes,

equalizers which have slots, the stock, after

crown sheets which have come
down by accident have the distorted sections cut out and tank
sides which have been damaged have the bent or broken parts
cut out, and for application of new pieces and numerous other
With the welding torch we have repaired broken
operations.
cylinders, all kinds of boiler work, broken steam and exhaust
pipes, air pump heads, gear wheels, pulleys, built up the inside
drilling is cut out

by

this torch,

lap of slide valves, malleable

iron

parts

for

cars, parts for

air drill, cast steel parts of various shapes, brass parts such as

and aluminum castings, and in fact, there are
very few parts which are usually found about a railroad shop
which cannot be repaired.
We have experienced some trouble in welding broken flue
sheet bridges, welding spokes in pulleys and other like operations in taking care of the shrinkage.
We have overcome this
in a large measure by preheating.
I consider that autogenous welding has very materially reduced our cost of repairs and in addition our engines are not
kept out of service near so long as they would be had we to take
parts down and repair in the old way.
In our boiler shop, alone, I consider that the oxy-acetylene
lubricators, brass

process has reduced our labor cost 20 or 25 per cent.

welding, but we have done good work so far; such as cutting
out patches in fireboxes, repairing cracked cylinders, cracked
valve chamber bushings, repairing broken brake hanger castings to save the expense of removing them from the frame,

throwing them into the scrap bin. We are filling in the
worn parts of brake hanger pins, thus saving taking them out
and applying new pins, welding brake hanger brackets without
removing them from the frame, welding front end doors and
frames when cracked, cutting off the risers and gates after
Thermit welding, and several other operations of a similar
also of

nature.

The other day we experimented a little on cutting out a
from one of our S.2 type of power, and it took us but
four and a half hours to cut across the top of the two side
sheets, the flue sheet and the back sheet of the firebox, so
that when the staybolts were broken down and the mud ring
rivets driven the box was ready to drop.
This time includes
that of getting everything ready and removing the tanks, etc.,
after the cutting was done. We are next going to see which is
the quicker way of removing the crown bar stay rivets, by

firebox

way or that of cutting off the heads
oxy-acetylene and then driving out the rivet.

driving the old

using three methods of
welding with very good results in each case: viz: oil welding.
Thermit, and oxy-acetylene welding.
If we have any light
frames broken, say through the pedestal jaw or lower rail, or
is

back braces, we resort to oil welding as we consider it much
iheaper and quicker than any other process and have had none
of these welds come back on us.
For broken frames on our
heavy power we use Thermit almost entirely, and with very
great success. It is true we have had one or two cases where
the frames have broken again at the weld, but I do not believe
that the Thermit was to blame so much as the men doing the
job, in not allowing enough for contraction in the cooling
process, and thereby putting an undue strain upon that part of
.

the

frame.

We

have but recently gone into the oxy-acetylene process of

first

with

In the welding of locomotive frames at Dubuque, la., shops
with crude oil, we have been very successful since we commenced about five years ago, having made over 200 welds on
When a frame is
all parts of the frames during that time.
broken on the C-l, A-2 or B-4 class or L-2 class, which is one
of the largest class of engines the company has, when one of
these frames break they are never taken down to repair. If
broken through the back or the brace or the leg, the break is
drawn together with clamps and the exact length is taken, then
a 2" hole is drilled down through the center of the break, then
an air power hack saw saws out the broken parts, leaving a
of an
straight surface, then the frame is expanded about
fit
the
inch with screw jacks, then a tin template is made to

%

opening and a block is machined to the template, making a nice
The block is driven to place, making a nice job ready for
welding. A furnace is then built allowing 2%" from each side
of the block and 3%" on the top and bottom and extending out
about 13" from the frame. The burner is then started and in
about two hours on a section 5"x6%", the frame will be ready

fit.

to weld,

which

is

done by dropping out the jack, allowing the

enormous pressure to come forward and

make a

perfect butt

weld. The burner is quickly removed and small battering rams
are used to weld up the sides. If the frame should not come to

the desired length a heavy battering ram is used and with a
few blows the frame is brought to the proper length. On the
class C-l, A-2 and B-4 where we have put on several new reinforced ends on the main frames, we have never had a weld

way yet, although the new re-inforced ends have broken
which speaks well for our method of welding with crude oil.
One of the particular points in the frame welding is to be
give

sure to get the grain of iron placed the proper way in the
frame. Also the average cost in welding these frames is about
$7.50
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for

making

blacksmith work

and $8.00 for machinist's work,

a total of $15.50.

Experience now indicates that the two methods, electric and
oxy-acetylene welding, have advantages over each other in
For welding flues to back flue
certain different operations.
sheet, filling in on caulking edges, reinforcing small corroded
parts, or where' it is important to confine the high temperature
to as small an area as possible, due to contraction, the electric

process

is

superior.

,

For large boiler patch work, new half or whole side sheets,
long cracks, or in work where suitable provision for contraction
can be readily provided, and in cutting or removing defective
parts on old sheets, the oxy-acetylene excels. It is therefore
clear that in large shops the installation and use of both
methods is not only desirable, but an excellent paying proposition.
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Both systems can be

so installed as to

make

their use con-

venient to each engine pit and other desirable locations, and in
such manner that a number of operators can work at the same
time.

The use of the apparatus and particularly the torch, requires
like everything else, some intelligence and experience to obtain
the best results. The most important feature the operator must
learn is to so manipulate his work to avoid, as far as possible,
excessive contraction of cooling parts.

make what
excessive

at

internal

appears

It is quite possible to

but due to
strains, either the weld or the adjacent

first

successful welding,
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and used wherever the locomotive can receive what necessary
stripping required.

The Thermit process is one of the oldest of autogenous welding in the railroad shop, although there has, even here, been
recent improvements and changes affecting details, which have
Special
brought about further improvements and economy.
railroad Thermit is now obtained already mixed with the proper
proportions of one per cent nickel, one per cent pure metallic
manganese, and fifteen per cent low carbon boiler punchings,
thus relieving the shop entirely from what previously was one
of the most important features for best results.

sheets will eventually crack, materially shortening the life of

Unless a very high quality of crude

much more

oil is available,

kerosene

the repair.

is

In the welding on of new side sheets, the welding should be,
far as possible, done before any permanent fastening or
riveting.
Welding of long vertical cracks or seams of firebox

ticularly of the heavier gravities, leaves a sooty deposit or film

as

sheets can be nicely provided for

by

of cold water each side of crack while
tion and the heating of sheets thereby

a small running stream
the welding is in operaconfined to a very small
fire boxes are best made

Horizontal seams and cracks in
ring rivets are driven. In the application of firebox patches, suitable provision for the contraction of cooling
parts can be frequently provided by slightly dishing or cupping
the new patch to be applied, which is afterwards pulled in
straight by nut and bolt before staybolts are applied.
space.

before

mud

In repairs to

fire

door cracks, experience strongly indicates,

by
cutting out the cracks, replacing by patches, sizes of which
are governed by nature and size of crack. Merely welding up
for back shop practice at least, better results are obtained

old fire door cracks usually leads to future trouble, since the

crack starts from the inside and can be only partially seen
from the outside with result that all of the crack is not completely welded up, and possibly cracks existing on water side
and not visible from outside may be increased by the strain
of contraction from heat of welding a close adjoining crack.
By cutting out cracks visible from outside and welding in
patches of

new material

this trouble is all eliminated.

The welding in by oxy-acetylene of new full, or half side
sheets, or strips from 12" to 24" high all round bottom of throat
sheet, outside sheets or wrapper sheets and back head is a most
decided success from many standpoints, including a first-class
permanent tight job, great economy of both labor and material
as well as the saving of time over the old methods. With the
old method, in case side sheets were in bad condition only at
the bottom near grates, still it was necessary to renew sufficiently high to bring seams and rivets out of fire line. With
the weldiDg process only the defective portion need be renewed
and if necessary, seams made through fire line.
has already shown the peculiar advantages
methods of welding have over one another in different
operations of shop work. The future will doubtless draw still
more distinct lines around their individual fields of usefulness and economy. It is now a frequent practice to burn out
the necessary gap by means of oxy-acetylene when welding
frames with Thermit or even electric frame welding.

Experience

different

The Thermit process

of welding as applied to the railroad

desirable

for preheating,

since

crude

oil,

par-

of carbon on the heated parts which prevents the hot Thermit

metal from coming in direct contact with the stock. Also the
carbon when burned off by the hot metals forms a gas and
causes blows or honeycomb welds. In making Thermit welds it
sometimes happens that upon machining, it is found that the
metal is not perfectly solid, and it is often assumed that this
fact is peculiar to the Thermit process and cannot be avoided.
As welding with Thermit is
This, however, is not the case.
essentially the

same as making a

steel casting, the

same proc-

ess of reasoning will apply to both cases, in so far as the con-

ditions are the same.

of

this is

In making steel castings, the chief cause

the presence of ferrous oxide in the metal and
usually removed by the addition of some very active

blow holes

is

manganese or silicon. Thermit
itself is a mixture of iron oxide and aluminum mixed in such
proportions as to completely reduce the oxide. The manganese
is added to the charge of Thermit to reduce all oxides which
may be present in or on the parts to be welded, and therefore
it is evident that the blow holes which sometimes occur in
Thermit welds cannot arise from this cause. It is the writer's
opinion, based from many observations of frame welding, the
explanation is to be found in the difference of temperature
between the parts to be welded and the Thermit steel when
deoxidizer, such as aluminum,

poured.

When

a weld is

made with Thermit

in the usual

manner and

the parts to be welded are not brought to a high temperature
before pouring, a small volume of Thermit steel is brought into

contact with a larger amount of comparatively cold metal,
which conducts away the heat of the former so rapidly at the
junction of the two metals that it soon becomes too thick to
flow and as the mass cools, the decrease in volume, due to shrinkage, is not provided for by the metal in the riser, resulting in

shrinkage or blow holes.
Therefore, in order to obtain perfectly* sound welds with the
Thermit process it is absolutely essential when the pour is made
that the parts to be welded be at least a bright red heat. The
preheating should be done inside the mould, and in this way
not only the parts to be welded are thoroughly heated, but also
the interior of the mould as well.
C. L. Dickert, (Chairman), B. B. Van Wormer,
M. Newman, A. A. Masters, F. P. Miller, Wm. Hall.

Committee:
C.

discussion.

tion,

Oxy-acetylene, electric and Thermit welding processes were
taken up separately and each process was given a thorough
discussion. Out of seventy-seven engine frames welded on one

reline.
A special small four-wheel truck will provide for all
necessary appliances and tools, which can be carried or shipped

road there had been but two failures, and the cost was $77 for
the oxy-acetylene weld as compared with $217 by the old process.
A. F. Beyer (St. L. & S. F.) stated that they are welding all
their side sheets, not bolting them up until after the welding is
done. Circular patches are corrugated and two staybolts taken
Mr. Beyer reported having
out on each side of the patch.
Mallat
in May, 1913, and the
flues
on
a
superheater
the
welded
had
some trouble in welding
engine is still in service. He has
Vertical cracks are being welded successcast iron, however.
fully at the Silvis shops of the Bock Island, and all superheater
The Collinwood shops of the Lake
flues are being welded in.

repair shop, particularly in its field of frame welding, maintains

advantage in the element of time, portableness in manipulasimplicity of apparatus required and its convenience to
the smaller outlying points of modern facilities. In the back
shop after the engine is stripped, ordinary frame fractures are
Thermit welded in four and one-half to six hours from start to
pour. Mould boxes to conform, to meet all required shapes, are
built up from adjustable iron plates specially designed for the
purpose, and which form part of the welding equipment. The
sand can be used over again if handled with some discretion
and a small amount of fresh fire clay. The crucible lining
should average twenty pours, and then is a simple matter to
its
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Shore were reported piped throughout for oxy-acetylene welding.
The Memphis shops of the Illinois Central have done some
very successful welding of cast iron cylinders, said W. F.
Laurer. Their method is to preheat the cylinder with charcoal
to a cherry red, make a V in the crack and use cast iron in the
welding. The minute the weld is made the cylinder is covered
with asbestos and allowed to cool off for 24 to 36 hours. The
welds are usually made on the outside of the cylinder.

C

L.
In the discussion of the electric welding process,
Dickert (Cent, of Ga.) favored electric welding of flues, stating that when welding electrically with one operator the current
cost about 10 cents per hour and 22 cents with two operators.
Several reported good success in welding flat spots on wheels

with the electric process. I. C. Newmarch (L. S. & M. S.) said
that the big chips from the wheel lathes came in very handy
for flat spot welding.

G. H.

Logan

(C.

& N. W.) had had

but

134

five failures in

Thermist welds, three of which were "man failures." Over a
hundred Thermist welds had been made at the Silvis shops of
the Kock Island with no failures. H. O. Warner (L. S. & M. S.)
reported a case in which he ran short and made the weld in
two heats. This was done to meet an extraordinary situation
but a representative of the Goldschmidt Thermit Co. stated that
due to the expansion and contraction it was always preferable
to make it in one heat. Several others gave instances of the
successful use of Thermit.

Baker, president of the American Kailway Coppersmiths' and Tinsmiths' Association spoke to the convention on
Friday on behalf of his association. He said that they planned
to meet at Chicago at the time of the General Foremen's convention in 1915 and at the same hotel, if agreeable. The matter
was referred to the executive committee.
C.

B.

ASSOCIATION BUSINESS
W. W. Scott was re-elected president for the coming year and
First vice-president,
the following new officers were elected:
L. A. North, 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago; second vice-president,
Walter Smith, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago; third vice-president,
T. Gale, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago; fourth vice-president, W.
G. Reyer, N. C. & St. L. Ry., Nashville, Tenn.; secretarytreasurer, William Hall, 914 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. C. L.

W

Dickert, Cent, of G. Ry., Macon, Ga.,

was

elected chairman of

the executive committee.

About 120 members were registered in attendance.
The topics for the 1915 convention are as follows:
Valves and Valve Grinding.—W. I. Smith, C. & N. W. Ry.,
Chicago, chairman.

D.

Rods, Tires, Wheels, Axles and Crank Pins.
& H., Watervliet, N. Y., chairman.

Shop

Efficiency.

—Geo. H. Logan,

C.

&

chairman.
Oxy-acetylene Welding.—F. A. Byers,

—A.

A. Masters,

N. W. Ry., Clinton,
St.

L.

&

S.

la.,

F. R. R.,
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Springfield, Mo., chairman.

Eoundhouse Efficiency.— N. B. Whitsel,

& N. W.

C.

Ky., Chi-

cago, chairman.

TRACTOR TRUCKS, BUTTE, ANACONDA & PACIFIC RY.
The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific has recently ordered from
Company four additional freight locomotives which will be duplicates of the seventeen 80-ton units
put in service about a year ago. In order to make these

the General Electric

locomotives

suitable

for

very

slow

speed

spotting

service,

there have also been ordered three additional tractor trucks

which can be used in combination with the standard locomotive
units.
These trucks are an ingenious adaptation of standard
parts of the freight locomotives, increasing the tractive effort
of the standard unit to the equivalent of a 120-ton locomotive.

These units will be used especially for spotting cars at the
smelter and also for low speed switching in the Butte yards.
During the present year it is expected that approximately
25 per cent more ore will be transported from Butte to
Anaconda than was hauled last year. This increase arises from
the transfer of ore which was previously hauled to smelters at
Great Falls.
The additional haulage will bring the total
traffic
annual
on the road up to about six and one quarter
million tons.

The three two-axle tractor trucks will each be equipped
with two GE-229 motors insulated for 2,400 volts similar to
those on the locomotive. Cable and connecting plugs will also
be provided for operation with the locomotives, so that the
truck motors will be operated with the other motors from the
same cntroller without change in the main control. The number
of stops will therefore be the same as on the the locomotive;
ten points with six motors in series and seven with two sets
in multiple, each set consisting of three motors arranged in
In operation, each of the tractor truck motors is conseries.
nected in series with one pair of motors on the locomotive,
making a six-axle, six-motor unit which will furnish 50 per
cent more tractive effort than the 80-ton locomotive alone at
about two-thirds speed without increase in current input.
The characteristics of the 120-ton unit are as follows: Total
weight on drivers, 240,000 pounds; starting tractive effort at
30 per cent, coefficient, 72,000 pounds; tractive effort at one
hour rating of motors, 43,200 pounds; speed at one hour
rating, motors in series, 4.8 miles per hour; speed at one hour
rating, motors in series parallel, 10.3 miles per hour.
Mechanically these trucks are similar in construction to the
Instead of a locomotive
trucks on the 80-ton locomotives.
body, however, a platform is supplied, built up of channels,
angles and plates, which are supported on the truck transom.
Struts are provided at the corners to secure the platform to the
Ballast, consisting of cement and iron punchings
side frame.
quantity
sufficient
to bring up the weight of the truck 40
of
tons, is placed between the center channels of the platform
A passageway
in a boxlike structure built for this purpose.
protected by a hand rail extends along
each side of the platform.

In

the

there
at

an

floor,

is

which

platform
extends

the

platform

of

center

a

crane

the

from

angle

for

suitable

supporting

the

eight cables necessary for connecting
the motors of the tractor to those on

This crane can

be
revolved 180 degrees so as to permit
the coupling of the locomotive to
either end of the truck.
When in
the

locomotive.

operation this crane
in

position.

Air

is

rigidly locked

brake

equipment

with the necessary triple valve, auxiliary reservoir, etc., is also installed

Tractor Truck for 2400 Volt

Electric

Locomotives

on the truck.
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Tool Foremen's Convention
The sixth annual convention of the American Kailway Tool
Foremen's Association was held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on July 20, 21 and 22, 1914. The meetings were presided over
by the president, A. M. Koberts of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
J. F. DeVoy, assistant superintendent of motive power of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, favored the association with
an address at the opening session.
Standardization of Reamers.

By

C.

A. Shaffer,

III.

large stock of tools of various descriptions at one time,

we may

from the following list of reamers to start
with, any one of which when completed and put into practical
use should show a good saving as compared with old methods.
Cross-head and piston reamers.
Knuckle pin reamers.

more

sets

Ball joint reamers.

Rod and frame

of which are practically worthless, as they are not long enough
to reach through the work.

A

revision in standards along this

would no doubt result in increased conditions for the
manufacturer and economy for the roads who buy the greater
portion of such tools instead of making them themselves.
One of the main advantages in the use of standard reamers
is that it permits of interchangeability and carrying in stock
finished or rough turned parts for immediate application.
line

Cent. B. B., Chicago.

The writer believes that in the majority of cases standardization of reamers for all the various classes of general work will
show good results if properly carried out. However, if conditions would permit of going into the matter only in a general
way, possibly on account of not wishing to replace all of the
select one or

able length for use on the heavy power of today. Many shops
have a large stock of these reamers on hand, a number of sizes

bolt reamers.

By the use of such standard well designed and constructed
reamers of those first mentioned, it will be seen that a saving
in time of from one to eight or ten hours may be effected on
jobs as compared with the old practice of putting the work into
a machine and boring to a fit. Then, too, the life of the job
will be much greater if done with the proper tools.
A conservative check on the average time being consumed
on several operations in a certain shop on a large road was as
follows:

Bolting cross-head to face plate on a lathe and re-boring for
pin or rod fit, three hours and fifteen minutes to three hours and
forty minutes, as against twenty minutes by using a standard
reamer.

damping rod on horizontal boring mill or drill press, and
truing up knuckle pin hole with a boring bar and cutters, two
hours, against fifteen minutes with a reamer.
Clamping steam or dry pipe to horizontal boring mill and
truing up joints with bar cutters, two hours and forty-five
minutes, against thirty minutes with standard ball-joint reamer
which would make a seat with standard radius.
These are only the initial time savings and much more will
be realized when it comes to assembling, if the parts are standard and can be put together with great ease and speed, instead
of the usual amount of filing, scraping and grinding to produce
a good fit or a tight joint.
The design and construction of standard reamers, which is
not covered by this topic, is a very important factor in the
successful use of such tools, but this has been discussed at
previous meetings in a general way, as regards spacing and
angles of teeth, clearance, material used, etc., and it is no doubt
well that it be left to the judgment of the tool foremen who
can work it out to best suit conditions.
Before making up drawings for such standard tools, one should
carefully study their requirements for limitation of dimensions
for the various types of locomotives, anticipating, if possible,
new power which the road may require. The importance and
economy of this may be seen if you will take, for instance,
commercially manufactured locomotive taper reamers, such as
are catalogued by all the leading small tool manufacturers
for use on rod and frame work. The standard length of these
reamers, in proportion to size, when designed would, no doubt,
meet the requirements of proportionately sized parts of small
locomotives then in general use, but the same tools which are
still being shown in catalogues, come far from being
of suit-

By
On

E. J. McKerman, A. T.

the Santa

Fe

$

S. F. By.,

lines all of our

Toyeka x Kan.

frame reamers for locomo-

%"

tives have tV' taper in 12", and are carried in sizes from
in diameter, advancing by 32ds to 2" in diameter. These ream-

conform as nearly as possible to the manufacturer's or comThat is, we buy from the manufacturer, all
sizes of reamers 1" and under, and make' all sizes over 1" in
our Topeka tool room.
These reamers are carried in lengths
from 5%" long, up to and including 17%" long. We also have
them 1%" to 2" in diameter, and 28%" long. These are called
extra long reamers for use on frame work and also run in 32ds.
ers

mercial standard.

and piston reamers, we have adopted
These reamers are tapered
%" in 12", and are spiral. They run in sizes from 2" at the
small end of the smallest, up to 5" at the small end of the
largest, and have 15" of flute, with a Morse taper shank to fit

As

to the cross-head

nine reamers for this class of work.

When it is necessary to use these
the large boring mills.
reamers in the lathe, they are squared off on the shank, so that
we can apply an open end wrench to screw them.
For our knuckle pin work on side rods we have four reamers.
These reamers run in sizes from 1 21/32" at the smallest end of
the smallest reamer, to 3%" at the small end of the largest
reamer. They have 9" of flute and 1%" taper in 12", with a
These reamers have from a No.
left hand spiral, 68.57 pitch.
4 to a No. 5 Morse taper socket, and also are squared on the
shank so they can be handled with a wrench when necessary.
For our link blade pins, we have one standard taper reamer,
straight flute, 12" of flute, taper

%"

in 12",

1%"

at the small

end, with a No. 4 Morse taper shank. This one reamer takes
care of all of the jaws on our Stevenson link motion.
Our standard reamers that are used in all holes on cylinder
splices; that is, where the cylinders are joined together, are
also used on flanges for truing up the holes after the cylinders
have been bolted up complete. These we term saddle flange
reamers. They are 6" over all, with a square shank, and are
carried in sizes from 1" to 1 55/64, by 64ths. They are fed into
the holes with a %" screw. It is necessary to have this style
of reamer on our line on account of having so many compound
These
engines, and we find they work very satisfactorily.
reamers are fa" taper in 12". We also have special guide reamAll of these
ers which take care of all of the guide work.
reamers, as above stated, have the same taper.
On our general motion work we have two reamers. These
reamers are 17%". and 19%" in length over all, and have a
taper of %" in 10" on the Walschaert valve gear, and on the
Stevenson they have a taper of %" in 12". They are 1%" on
the point, and have a left-hand spiral.
All of the above reamers are made from Crescent special tool
steel, Grade "E, " and I am pleased to say that we have little
or no trouble whatsoever from breakages, due to improper
.

tempering or grades of steel.
As to Bose reamers, will say that we use the shell reamers,
which are secured from the Cleveland Twist Drill Co., and are
known as their Peerless high speed reamers, No. 521. These
reamers have high speed steel inserts, or in other words, the
faces have high speed steel inserts, brazed in. These reamers
give entire satisfaction. They have a taper shank, and we use
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them

from 14" to 16" over all. We make our own
and apply the shells as received from the manufacturer.

in lengths

arbors,

These are standard over the entire system.
By J. T. Meager, P. $ B. By., Beading, Pa.
Reamers for valve rods, cross-heads and piston rods all have
%" taper per foot. We make these reamers with a straight
heavy pitch flute with a variation of the pitch from .000" to
.016" from cutting edge to cutting edge; that is, in milling the
flutes we gain .016" on the first half of the diameter then drop
I find very little difference in the
off until we are back to zero.
lite

of

the straight and spiral flute reamers.

By

For frame reamers we use ^g" taper in 12". We carry in
stock reamers from 6" to 18" in length. The 18" lengths are

and are long enough to cover
power
the
of the Southern Railway.

all

frame

splices used on

length or multiples of that number. A number of members were
of the opinion that the reamers furnished by the manufacturers

were invariably too short for the work necessary on the present
C.

A. Shaffer

members
ments as to length and
ard.
This motion was
all

moved

that blanks

might fill in their requiretaper, with a view of fixing on a standso that they

carried.

Tool

By

Cent.)

(111.

Jr. C. Diebert,

Room Grinding.
C. $ O. By.. Clifton

Forge, Ya.

We

have a surface grinder of our own make and have just
completed an automatic reamer grinder that will prove a blessing to us. After setting the machine it will grind the reamer
without any attention whatever. We also have a small die
This will
grinder for grinding cutters, which is home made.
14"
grind cutters up to
in diameter and grind the radius on
cutters for channeling driving rods, grinds the side, rounds the
corners and grinds the face at one operation. I find that wheel
lathe tools stand tip best with a 7 degree clearance angle and
we use a 10"xli£" hard wheel for grinding these tools.
We make all our special taps and reamers. Taps that must
be backed out we give about 2 degrees clearance and taps that
are run through the work we give a little more. Bolt threading
dies are ground at an angle of 25 degrees.
Chasers having a lead of from 4 to 5% are given a 15-degree
angle, and from 6 to 8 pitch an angle of 20 degrees.
A wheel
larger than the size of chasers is used to grind the clearance.

%

By

J. C. Bevelle, El.

#

S.

TT..

El Paso, Texas.

To get what should be the life of a drill is to see that it
is properly ground at the pint.
The two cutting edges must be
exactly the same length and should be at an angle of 50 degrees
for ordinary purposes.
For general work we insist on a 12legree angle of lip clearance.
This angle, however, should
gradually increase as the center of the drill is approached until
the line across the center of the web stands at an angle of 135
degrees with the cutting edges.

For a heavy feed in self material, the angle of lip clearance
may be increased to 15 degrees, but care should be taken that
the angle at the center is given a corresponding increase. The
failure to give sufficient angle of lip clearance at the

of the drill

is

center

the principal cause of splitting drills up the web.

The breaking of tangs,

due to the fact that the drill
is not properly ground.
Our method of the upkeep of reamers
is not to allow them to be put in the rack until they have been
inspected, and if needed, put in first-class condition before they
can be put in the rack.
We grind all taps on the face of the flute just enough to
renew the edge of the teeth. The points of the tap are ground
with a relief of about 3 degTees. In repairing a tap that has
one or more teeth broken out, they should be removed so as
not to cause damage to the others. In grinding milling cutters
the teeth are sharpened on a cutter grinder using the finger of
etc., is all

means for obtaining the proper current. The
be given an angle of about 3 degrees; that is, the

may

angle between the face of the teeth and the top of the teeth is
about 87 degrees. If this degree of clearance is given, the
cutter will cut free and last well.

We grind peg milling cutters in the following manner. A
groove fa" wide and ^g" deep is milled between each row of
cutters.
The pegs are inserted on a spiral and the groove is
milled to exactly the same lead. With the guide or finger inserted in this groove a steady, even travel is given the cutter,
which allows the operator to save much time. It also permits
a heavy guide, disposes of all spring and assures the
operator that the cutter will be perfectly true when finished.

Heavy roughing

on wheel lathes for turning tires
are ground to the following angles: clearance angle, 6 degrees;
slope,

8

tools used

degrees;

tools for tire turning

DISCUSSION.

large engines.

teeth

back

A. R. Davis (Cent, of Ga.) stated that on his road the lengths
of reamers had been changed and that they are now 6" in

be sent to

the machine as a

him to use

J. E. Dosser, Sn. By. Knoxville, Tenn.

special

August, 1914

side

slope,

14 degrees.

have a clearance of

The

6 degrees

finishing

with a back

slope of 8 degrees.

By Owen
Our observations

D. Kinsey,

111.

Cent. B. B., Chicago.

of grinding wheel performances have grad-

ually been bringing us to coarser grains and softer bonds.

We

have found that a cool free cutting wheel is the most economical in the long run, even though the wheel life is shorter.
Clearance angles should be from 5 to 7 degrees for reamers
and milling cutters. The clearance should not exceed 5 degrees
for reamers, as more clearance only causes the cutting edge to
wear quickly with no apparent advantage. In order to obtain
accurate clearance angles we bring the work centers central
with the wheel spindles by the use of a center gauge. Then
referring to a chart mounted on each machine the operator can
see at a glance just how much movement of the table is necessary to produce the desired clearance.

By Thomas

F. Eaton, B.

4-

O. B. B., Baltimore,

Md.

We have 70 wheels in service and find that it pays to have
one man do the work of inspecting wheels all over the plant.
Im this way we are enabled to keep the wheels in a safe and
efficient running condition.
For the rough grinding of machine tools we use a wheel
with Xo. 24 grain and a medium soft bond, and for the universal tool grinders on finished tools we use a Xo. 60 grain,
grade M.
I have reclaimed a large number of high speed frame reamers
and drills by welding the shanks that are broken off by means
We cut the shanks off square,
of the oxy-acetylene process.
then give them a flat point of about 45 degrees. We then saw
off another piece of carbon steel to make up for the part of
the shank cut off. This is also given a flat point and we then
run on some welding material to each one of the flats separately, and put them in line until they are cold.
I then weld
them together, put them in line again and when cold they are
tried for straightness and ground up on the universal grinder.
These shanks have given good service.
Crown bolt reamers are made with nine teeth, 70 degrees
angle of flute, %" taper per foot, and have a 4 degrees clearance.
Bridge reamers have five to seven flutes, 75 and 80
degrees angle of flute and are ground with 6 degrees clearance.
The reamers in use on piston heads are made with inserted
blades, three of the blades being spiral and the rest straight.
These reamers are ground with from 6 to 7 degrees clearance.
DISCUSSION.

Considerable trouble was reported due to the checking and
cracking of reamers and a number were of the opinion that this
was due to uneven heating in tempering. The trouble had been
done away with in a number of instances by substituting dry
grinding for wet grinding, and the majority of opinions expressed were in favor of dry grinding.

As one member

said, it

had rather of a psychological effect on the operative as the
sparks gave him an indication of the way he was using the tool.
Experiences of welding shanks on broken reamers were reported by a few members, with varied results. Henry Welter
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(L. S.

manufacturer's serial number on

ing.

as this

tect

able

& M. S.) found that the tools stood up well after weldHe added soft machine steel in welding and did not prothe body of the reamer. A. M. Boberts (B. & L. E.) was
do a better job by brazing with the oxy-acetylene

to

heat and did not draw the

temper. A. Sterner (C. E. I. & P.) found that welding tips of
high speed steel on soft steel was working very well. As an
instance he cited an example of from 27 to 30 pairs of wheels
being turned with one of these tools.

sible.

J. B. Hasty, A. T.

<$•

S. F. By.,

San Bernardino,

our road, machines for general repairs are taken to the
tool room, dismantled and all serviceable parts used.
All small
cast gears that require renewal are replaced with steel.

Parts

that cannot be machined in the tool room are handled

by the

machine shop foreman and returned to the tool room, where
they are assembled and machines tried out before being placed
in service.
Light repairs are made throughout the shops by
repair men from the tool room. All machines have serial numbers and a record is kept as to their location.

By

Geo. Tothill, B. E.

$

P. By.,

W. Pike

(C. E.

Du

I.

&

P.) reported that the machine repairs

men

are

employed for this work, one of which does nothing but inspect
the various machines and cranes.
This results in eliminating
many delays. A member stated that he keeps track of the
cost of repairing pneumatic tools and when the cost starts
is

ordered.

Distribution of Shop Tools.

Cal.

On

To handle machine repairs

J.

at Silvis were under the tool foreman and that four

going up, a new tool

Machine Repairs.

By

assist greatly in

the anticipation of repairs in advance of needs wherever pos-

process, while A. E. Davis (Cent, of Ga.) preferred the electric

process because it localized the

would

new machines that come in,
ordering new parts. He urged
all

By Henry Otto, A. T. 4- S. F., Topela, Kan.
Tool checks are given to the workmen in order that they may
draw additional tools the number depending on the department
in which he is employed as follows: machine shop, eight checks;
erecting shop, five checks; boiler shop, ten checks; all other
shops five checks.
The rules of a shop require that all tools except standard kits
be returned to the tool room on the last working day of each

Bois, Pa.

advantage a portion
of the shop should be allotted and thoroughly equipped with
all necessary tools for repairing and testing the various machine and pneumatic tools.
A competent man should be selected to take charge of the work and reporting directly to
the general foreman.
However, he must work in conjunction
with the machine foreman.
Every machine tool should be given a shop number when
purchased, and these records kept by the man in charge of
machine repairs as well as a record of the condition of all
When a machine has outlived its
tools, whether good or poor.
usefulness it should be passed on jointly by the repair man and
machine foreman and a detailed -report made as to its condition, with recommendations as to whether it should be scrapped.
A full set of catalogues of all tools in service should be readily
accessible to the repair man, so that he can order promptly.

By

A

G.

W. Smith,

many

C.

$

to the best

0. By., Huntington,

now

W. Va.

were built before
the introduction of high speed steel, and in that day were considered substantial enough for the work that would be put
upon them. As the result, a great many gear wheels of all
kinds are giving away under the strain. In the majority of
cases the breakage results from overstrain. In order to overcome this we strengthen wherever possible the duplicate part,
and in the majority of cases broken gear wheels, worm wheels,
worms and racks are made of Bessemer steel. A great many
small broken parts of machines are forged and machined to
shape out of Bessemer steel and prove much more durable than
great

of the machines

in use

formerly.

In making repair parts for the machine tools we find it very
economical to keep one or more extra castings ready to be out
in position in case of a breakdown.

DISCUSSION

The quality

of

work and the

selection of material

were em-

phasized as the most important factors in machine tool repairs
by one speaker. The matter of replacing broken gears was

gone into and a number believed in replacing broken gears of
any sort with steel gears. Soft steel for the worm and brass
for the gear were reported as giving good results in worm
gearing; also good cast iron with case-hardened worm. Another
member made both worm and gear out of crude steel and said
he had had no trouble in four years.
C. A. Shaffer (HI. Cent.)

made the point

that in

many

shops,

a tool or part of a machine is broken down, no consideration
given to the cost of repairing. The foreman should see to
it that he knows the costs.
He suggested that the foreman have
catalogues of all tools with which he has to do in order to
facilitate repair ordering and also that he keep a record of the
if

is

Showing Tool Racks

week

for inspection.

Anyone

in

a Santa Fe Tool

comply with

failing to

reported to the general foreman
various department foreman by letter.
is

who

this ruling

in turn notifies the

The department foreman

calls the man's attention to the matter and

ruling for three consecutive weeks he

Room.

is

he violates this
disciplined. In case a
if

found to be defective, is broken, damaged or lost, the
department foreman fills out a tool breakage clearance card.
Lathe, planer and shaper tools, hand drills and soft hammers are
replaced without a clearance from the foreman, by returning
damaged tools to the tool issuing room. The tool breakage
clearance cards are placed on file by the tool checker, and at
tool is

the close of the

month are turned

into the office of the tool

foreman, together with an invoice of the tools on hand in the
tool issuing room. The tool foreman checks over the clearance
cards and then determines the number of tools required for
future needs. The clearance cards are then turned over to the
supervisor of tools who makes out a statement which is then
This statement enables
sent to the superintendent of shops.
the superintendent to keep fully advised as to the tools damaged, broken or lost during the month and party responsible for
same.

The store department keeps in stock a sufficient quantity of
standard tools to supply the needs of the service. If any of the
standard tools on hand run low, the supervisor of tools issues
an order to the general storekeeper who in turn makes out a
shop order to the tool manufacturing department for all tools
required.
The above outline is a general explanation of the
Santa Fe tool checking system.

>
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By Geo. W. Nutt.
room counter over which tools are handed out should
run the full length or width of tool room and shouul be so
arranged as to permit the placing thereon of the tools most freThe

tool

quently called for so that they shall at all times be accessible
to the tool passer. The various other tools should be placed on
the revolving rack located immediately behind and parallel to
the tool room counter.

Each gang foreman on the erecting sides of the shop should
have a tool cupboard where tools such as wrenches, hand
punches, set of die nuts, stud nuts and gang motors can be kept.
These cupboards should be in charge of a tool boy.
All tools not permanently kept in these cupboards should be
returned to the main tool room immediately after they have
served the employes purpose. All motors should be returned to
the tool room to be examined and thoroughly oiled at the end of
each week. All air hammers should be returned every evening.
No method of handling tools, however good, will operate successfully without the hearty co-operation of department foremen who should keep watchful care of tools while in the hands
of men under their jurisdiction.
DISCUSSION.

Various methods of obtaining an accurate check on tools were
discussed.
When checks are lost by the shop man, one tool
room foreman gives him a set with a new number; another gives
him a set with the same number but on a smaller check, so that
the turning in of the larger and original checks can be caught.
A system in vogue at one place is that of giving out new checks
all around every six months.
The general opinion seemed to be
that boilermakers should be given ten checks with from five to
eight to other shop men.
A man who is sent out on the road or to a terminal should
be given the best tools available. From the discussion it was
evident that some foremen were having trouble in keeping
track of tools sent out in this manner. A. E. Davis (Cent, of
Ga.) has standard metal boxes which are kept fully equipped
with tools for men sent out on the road. They are locked with
a padlock, the key for which is kept on the board. When a
man is to go out on the road he is given the box and key, and
the tool room has a complete cheek on his tools.
Sub-toolrooms came in for a share of the discussion, one member having a sub-toolroom for each pit gang. One member of
the gang checks out the tools to his gang. A member stated
that a central toolroom in a big shop resulted in a great loss of
time and sub-toolrooms located in the boiler shop, machine shop
and roundhouse were favorably commented on. One member
was strongly in favor of having all of the tools of a .toolroom,
except the most valuable ones, in sight so that a man can get
what he wants without pulling out drawers and looking under

Fig.

1.

high speed
clearance.

Milling

have 25 teeth and are ground with
They are milled with a 60 degree cutter.
steel,

By H.

We

Cutter for Driving Tire Forming Tools.

B. Miller, Big Four By., Beech Grove, Ind.

were drilling arch tube holes

We made

was expensive.

3^" from

both sides, which

a special tool to drill both holes

%"

The end

is also drille.d for a pilot
This
in
used
the staybolt holes.
which is fluted so as to be
cutter will bore both holes in four minutes and cost $2.05. The

deep and had a

==

wall.

—

T

'

—

I

N.

4"

W.

must be complicated

in its design.

should be the controlling feature in

The

a tool because

On
its

-

it is

special

*• #R.

lis.

the contrary, simplicity
consideration.

shows an arrangement for cutting the jaws in
locomotive side rods. A is the rod to be operated on, B is a
pneumatic clamp which holds the rod A in place and C and C
are inserted tooth, 30" diameter saws. The saws are spaced the
required distance to complete the operation, which is done in
fifteen minutes from floor to floor.

"

illustration

By

We

w~i

'

By., Boanoke, Va.

1

It does not necessarily- follow that

"

i

Special Tools.
J. J. Sheehan,

T. F. Eaton, B.

$

0. B. B., Baltimore,

A—

*m

A

Md.

making one large hole in tube
be drawn out easily. This reamer is of
the shell form with a No. 4 shank screwed into the back, 3"
long, tapped half-way back and $i" smaller at the front end.
It is cut spiral with a lead of 60" to one turn, 5}£" diameter,
has 25 teeth fluted with a convex cutter. For superheater heads
we use a 45 degree reamer with a No. 2 Morse taper shank
inserted to suit small air motor. These reamers are made from
use a special reamer for

sheet so that tubes

from

A machine steel body 14" long was
the outside as follows:
made to cover the widest water space. This had a No. 4 taper
shank for use with air motors. The end was counterbored 1"

shelves.

By

6 degrees

may

Device for Cutting Jaws

in

Side Rods, N.

& W.

Ry.
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made

and are inserted with

of high speed steel
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a

tongue and grove.
It has been the practice to use reclaimed high speed steel
in inserted blade rose bit reamers for all sizes, but in making
reamers under 1%" diameter we have found it more economical
to make them of carbon steel as the high speed blades were so

much stronger than the bodies that the bodies were twisted,
causing the blades to break.

By B. Dolensly, Southern Pacific Co., Bunsmuir, Cal.
(Mr. Dolensky submitted nine illustrations of various tools,
a few of which are shown herewith.)
Fig. 1 shows a milling cutter designed for machining and
resharpening high speed steel-forming tools for finishing driving
The forming tool is annealed, bolted to the milling
and resharpened, being then ready for
lathe.
The milling cutter shown
wheel
service on the driving
is made in two pieces, is of high speed steel and has been in
wheel

tires.

fixture as shown, milled

service for four years.

shows a fluted milling cutter for milling keyways
through the back end of piston rods for crosshead keys. A %"
hole is drilled through the rod at one end of the desired keyway
and the rod is then set up in the milling machine, the remaining
keyway being milled out from the solid stock. The cutters
having straight flues alternately nicked or broken has given
the best service in this class of work, being capable of removing
more stock in a given time than any of the spiral cutters. This
cutter milled out a %" keyway through a 4" rod for a distance
Fig.

of

3%"

Fig.

2

in 55 minutes.

Fig. 3 shows various reamers for reseating ball joints between
These reamers
injectors and pipes leading to and from them.

3.

Injector Reamers.

diameter of arbors from 1" to 1%", and is making slotting mills
with a pitch of 30 degrees or more. Modern practice makes
the cutting edge undercut from 5 to 10 degrees. A. R. Davis
reported that a number of cutters for milling out rod jaws,
having a 37% degrees of the spiral, were proving very efficient.
Special Dies for Cold Work.

By

B. Henrikson, Tool Foreman C.

$

N.

Chicago.

TV. By.,

Cold punching machines in use at the Chicago shops of the
& N. W. might be divided into three classes, viz.:
1. Boiler sheet punching.
2. Sheet iron, copper and brass.
3. Leather and rubber.
Turning first to the dies used for boiler sheet punching, the
first important caution to be observed is to get started right by
choosing the proper kind of material. The best steel for this
purpose is one of a low carbon content, about 85 points for both
punch and die. Both punch and die are hardened and the temperature at which the hardening is done is determined by the
carbon content. The temperature should be higher with low
C.

The
carbon content and lower with higher carbon content.
temperature should be approximately about 1,700 to 1,800 deClearance should be allowed between the
grees Fahrenheit.
punch and die. For ordinary boiler punching on holes on %"
diameter and greater, the hole in the die which receives the
punch should be -fa" greater than the diameter of the punch.
The next class of dies to be considered are those used to
punch sheet iron, tin, copper and brass, and are commonly called
blanking dies. This type of die should be preferably made of
The
special steel of high carbon content, about 110 points.
No.

5 Horse Taper Shank
l-li

Threads

\j£
Fig.

2.

Milling Cutters for Piston

woe,.

\

Rods.

are fitted with feed nuts and are used for refitting joints both
in the shop

(W.

and while the injector

on the engine.

is

L. Stephenson, A. C. L. Ry.,

Rocky Mount., N. C,

sub-

mitted seven sketches of various tools in use at his shop, but
which we are unable to publish due to lack of space.)

By
The

TV.

E. Goodwin, C.

$•

A. By., Bloomington,

»^^

3>
<?

-£ Tap Screw

zf Oil

Holes

.J Screws
13?

—

>i

f-*r

-vie

a.--L-<L

III.

shows a special tool for cutting oil grooves
on the shoe and wedge bearing. The tool is
designed with a tripple gearing with two cutters on each gear,
and so arranged that the grooves will come together with a
center ring. The tool has a roller bearing on each side to fit
against the driving box jaw and keep it from turning.
illustration

in driving boxes,

STEEL PLATE- E Sections
4

O. D. Kinsey

(111.

Cent.) stated that the wide spacing of teeth

on cutters has doubled his milling machine

same time produces a very smooth

cut.

He

work and

*>' I -IE Threads*

JCutter

.

3 Gears -if-8 Pitch 6
J 2 Teeth-

Steel

"•?

L
J THUS STEEL

at the

has increased the

1

,i Set Screw
4\*-S

STEEL
DISCUSSION.

§ Set Screws^

Device for Cutting

Oil

Grooves.
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COMMUNIPAW TERMINAL

method of manufacture varies according to the type of die.
Sometimes the die is forged to shape and sometimes made directly from stock. Tempering of these dies should be carefully done
in order to avoid warping. Where dies are not too large and do

FACILITIES, C. R. R. OF N. J.
reason of demand for increased facilities for rapidly and
economically handling locomotives, the Central Bailroad of Xew
Jersey has had constructed at Communipaw, X. J., a modern loco-

not contain an excess of material in one spot, oil is used for
tempering bath. In the case of heavy dies, however, the heat
of the die causes the oil to bubble, thus forming air pockets on
certain parts of the die. The effect of these air pockets is to
prevent uniform cooling all over the surface of the die, and

motive terminal which for its size, convenience and up-to-date construction is not excelled by any other plant in the country.
The
work was designed and executed by Westinghouse Church Kerr &

when testing the die will be found to be soft in spots. These air
pockets can be done away with to a certain extent when using
oil as the bath by giving the die an up and down motion while
Where it is found that oil cannot be satisfactorily
it is cooling.
used, water is used for the cooling die. The electric furnace is
generally used to heat the dies to the required tempering temperature which should be between 1,400 and 1,500 degrees. No
In the
clearance is allowed between the punch and the die.
ease of dies used on sheet iron, a slip fit should be allowed.
Both punch and die should be hardened. In the ease of dies
used for punching tin the fit between the punch and die should

be tight. The plunger is left soft only the die being tempered.
Bv doing this it is made possible to upset the punch by hammering when either punch or die becomes worn.
The method of making leather and rubber dies is practically
the same as that used in making blanking dies.
DISCUSSION
Tell-tale gauges,

emery wheel

dressers,

beading tool gauges,

are being cold punched very successfully and at the same
time enabling considerable scrap iron to be used up for this
purpose. J. W. Pike is punching wheel defect gauges out of
etc.,

No. 14 polished

steel,

marking them after punching.
ASSOCIATION BUSINESS

The association voted to hold its 1915 convention at Chicago
in the month of July. By vote of the members, F. J. Powell, a
past president, was made an honorary member. A committee
was appointed to report at the next meeting on the matter of
an emblem for the association. The treasurer's report showed
a slight deficit, which it is expected will be fully covered with
the increased membership for the coming year, however. About
sixty-five members were registered out of a total of ninety.
New officers were elected as follows: president, Henry Otto,
A. T.

&

Topeka, Kan.; first vice president, J. J. SheeBy., Boanoke, Va.; second vice president, C. A.

S. F. Ry.,

han, X.

& W.

Shaffer,

111.

Cent. B. B., Chicago; third vice president, J. C.
& S. W. By., El Paso, Texas; secretary-treasD. Kinsey, 111. Cent. B. E., Chicago. E. D. Fletcher,

Bevelle, El Paso
urer,

Owen

Belt Line By., Chicago, was elected chairman of the executive
committee, and the following were appointed as members of the
committee: B. Hendrickson, Chas. Helm, Geo. Xutt and Henry

Welter.

WITHOUT WAITING

for the report of the joint congressional

committee, which has, for two years, been investigating the subject of railway mail pay,

duced a

bill

which would

Congressman Moon had already
still

The railroads have been claiming, and they

still

now

Co., engineers and constructors, Xew York City, in cooperation
with and under the direction of Joseph O. Osgood, chief engineer,
and A. E. Owen, prin. asst. engineer, of the Central of New

Jersey.

The new plant

located on the south side of the main line
tracks about one mile west of the passenger terminal and is in close

proximity to the freight yards, which are located on the opposite
side.
Located with the freight yard on the one side and the passenger yard on the other, the terminal facilities are arbitrarily
divided so that the freight and passenger engines are handled
separately.

The

sufficient track

freight as

may

be found necessary or desirable.

ble to provide a layout of tracks, leading

subjected.

assert that they

fair consideration has been given to the ques-

of compensating them for carrying the parcel post.

The

by the conclusion of the

joint

railroads are prepared to abide

congressional committee upon the fact as to whether or not they

are

now

overpaid.

They are

also

eager to cooperate with the

government in arriving at a policy to govern future methods of

payment which

will protect the government,

secure to the railroads that

pay

to

and

at the

same time

which they are justly

It has been possi-

up and into the terminal,

formerly cared for in the two old engine houses at Fiddlers and
Communipaw, located on the north side of the main track, and

through which were handled 30,823 locomotives during the first four
months of the present year, or an average of 255 locomotives per

During the summer months the number of engines handled
is about 300, which includes all the usual performances
of cleaning fires, dumping ashes, coaling, supplying sand and
water, washing boilers and inspecting, together with any light runday.

per day

ning repairs that may be necessary.
These completed improvements consist of a power house to serve
not only the engine terminal but also to take care of all electrical
requirements of the railroad from the Jersey City water front to

Two

Newark Bay.

ft., and one
two 100-ft. turntables, machine shop, blacksmith
shop, storehouse and office, material platform, oil house, cinder pits,
coaling station, sand storage, roundhouse office and toilet building,
engineers' locker building and telephone tower, with all equipment
and service inside of building and in yard.
The ground is principally cinder fill, varying in depth from two
to ten feet, on an underlying strata of blue clay, sand and bog,
except where the old shore line runs across the west end of the
property.
In consequence all the buildings rest on piles with the
exception of the west half of the roundhouses, where the ground

32-sten, 90

roundhouses, one 34-stall, 100

ft.,

conditions are favorable for footings.

The foundations of the

buildings consist of concrete pile caps and piers where the con-

centrated loads are imposed, with reinforced concrete wall girders

supporting the building walls. The power house, however, rests on
a concrete slab 4 ft. thick, extending under the entire building.

supported on piles spaced equally under the entire

This slab

is

mattress.

All the buildings are constructed of reinforced concrete,

steel

and brick with
all

steel sash,

wooden doors and concrete

floor.

buildings except coaling station are covered with

POWER HOCSE.
The power house is 135 ft. long and 92 ft. wide, with concrete
boiler and machine foundations.
The building proper is of brick
with a structural steel frame for supporting boilers, stack and coal
bunkers. Steel sash and doors are used.

entitled.

& W.

water tube boilers arranged in three batteries of two each are installed, and space is provided for an additional battery.
Boilers are fed by two reciprocating, duplex, outside end packed, plunger type pumps, either of which is capable of
furnishing the maximum amount of water needed for the boiler
plant. Stokers are installed. A lined steel stack 10' 6" in diameter
Six 250 hp. B.

tion

flexibility

especially designed for the quick handling of passenger power,

The roofs of

already underpaid at least $15,000,000 a year for carrying the

and that no

arrangement provides the necessary

to permit of the free use of either of the houses for passenger or

three-ply asbestos felt roofing.

have proved to the joint congressional committee that they were

mail,

is

intro-

further reduce the pay and thereby

extend the injustice to which the railroads are

By

and 75 ft. in height above the roof furnishes natural draft, aided
by automatically controlled turbine type blowers. Feed water and
steam piping are of the loop type. A Cochrane feed water heater
provides feed water at a temperature of about 200°.
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Power House and Water Tanks.

Hopper bottom cars deliver coal into a track hopper; the coal is
then elevated by bucket elevator, discharging into a flight conveyor
which distributes the coal into the bunkers located over the boiler
room. The coal is fed by gravity to the stokers through chutes
with gates operated from the boiler room floor.
Ashes are dumped from the stoker into a hopper directly underneath. The hopper terminates in a gate. A bucket on a car traveling on an industrial track is manually pushed underneath the hopper, loaded by gravity with ashes and then manually shoved to a
point below an electrically driven hoist, which elevates the bucket
and automatically dumps it into a hopper above the railroad siding.
Ash and coal handling arrangement is such that the railroad car is
used to bring in coal and load with ashes without changing its
position.

Three 600 kw. 2200

volta.c.

General Electric turbo-generators are

installed with space provided for a fourth unit.

One steam driven

and one motor driven exciter are installed. Two 2500
compound steam two-stage air compressors furnish air for
the engine terminal, also for operation of switches and signals in
terminal yard between Communipaw and Jersey City and to Elizabethport and Newark on the main line and on Newark branch.
The plant operates normally condensing; in cold weather the
exhaust steam is used for heating the several buildings in the
terminal. A mixing condenser is located in the engine room basement. As the water used for condensing purposes is taken from
the Jersey City mains and metered, condensing water is cooled in
a cooling tower and used over again. An automatically controlled
motor driven centrifugal pump located in the basement of the plant
is used for raising water into elevated tanks when necessary. There
exciter

cubic

ft.

a 1500-gallon underwriters' pump connected onto high
pressure fire lines in yard and buildings. Jacket circulating water
is returned to the water system through a duplex steam pump.
The main switchboard is located on the engine room floor with
high tension switches in the basement where the transformers are
Current is generated at 2250 volts and stepped down to
located.
550, 220 and 110 volts for use at the terminal proper.
A ten-ton Maris hand-power crane spans the engine room floor.
is

also

ROUNDHOUSES.

The roundhouses are constructed of reinforced concrete columns,
and roof girders, with hollow tile and concrete roofs. The

piers

rear wall consists of concrete piers approximately 5 feet wide with
steel sash between,

with an 8-inch brick wall below these windows.

This arrangement permits a maximum window space both for lighting and ventilation. The roof line is broken at the first row of

columns at the front of the building so as to give a row of hinged
Additional ventilation is provided for by
sash over each stall.

means of three-chamber four-inch hollow tile set in the rear wall
above the windows and in the locomotive door lintels. There are
also ventilating openings

Layout

of

Communipaw

Terminal.

above the sash in the roundhouse monitors.

This arrangement follows Central R. R. of New Jersey standard
practice and provides an outlet for any gases that may collect
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the contents of the sewer backing

up into these pits. This was accomplished by constructing a deep sump into which both pits are
drained.
Automatic ejectors discharge this drainage into the
nearest sewer at a higher level.

MACHINE SHOP AND BLACKSMITH SHOP.
Adjoining and directly connected to the 100-ft. roundhouse is
machine and blacksmith shop building. The total length is
200 ft. and the total width 80 ft., and the height is 28 ft. over all.
A monitor 13 ft. wide extends over the entire length of the
building and is provided with continuous top-hunt steel sash,
operated from the machine shop floor.
Toilet and locker room
facilities are provided in a small extension located between the
main building and the 100 ft. roundhouse. Access to this toilet
room and locker room may be gained either from the machine
shop or the roundhouse.
The machine shop space is 140 ft. long by 80 ft. wide and has
a concrete floor throughout.
The equipment consists of small
lathes, crank planers and other similar machines as may be required for light running repairs.
Two motor driven line shafts
near the north wall furnish power for the small machines, a
motor driven wheel lathe for driving and truck wheel work is
the

Machine Shop and Round House.
underneath the ceiling, which is a flat arch, giving an unobstructed
path for gases to pass out through the ventilator openings. Both
houses are heated by the indirect system. The fans and heaters
are located in the fan houses, of which there are two in each house.
The hot air is delivered through underground ducts and is discharged through outlets located in the pits and around the rear
wall.
The floor wearing surfaces are concrete throughout and are
reinforced along the sides of the pits to provide bearing for jacking.
Each house is provided with steam, air and water service on
columns.

In addition a boiler washing plant has been installed in connection with the 90 ft. house, which serves 32 stalls. The piping is of
such size as to permit of the system being extended to the 100-ft.
it be desired at a later date.
Asbestos smoke jacks are at present installed, but the roofs of
the Rouses are so designed and constructed that they could sustain

house should

the weight of cast-iron jacks should it be found desirable to install

them in place of the asbestos jacks.
Both houses are lighted by Tungsten lamps, the wires being carried in conduits under floors and in columns. There is installed in
the 90-ft. house one driver and one truck drop pit, and in the
100-ft. house two driver and one truck drop pit, each extending
over three stalls, which have pneumatic jacks for wheels and
half -ton crane for handling driver boxes, etc.

The entrance doors

to

the stalls

are hinged to

lintel

posts,

which are entirely separate from the building construction proper,
so fastened to the building columns that the accidental wreck-

and is served by a fouroverhead
ton
trolley.
One of the roundhouse tracks is extended
through the machine shop into the blacksmith shop.
In the southeast corner of the machine shop space is provided
for pipe work.
Besides two pipe forges, this space contains an
8-inch pipe machine, pipe racks, benches, etc.
located near the center of the building

The blacksmith and boiler shop is located at the east end of
and is separated from the main or machine shop by
a fireproof wall. This space is 40 ft. wide and 80 ft. long and
the south half is occupied by the blacksmith shop, which is
equipped with five down draft forges, each served with a half -ton
jib crane.
A 2000 lb. steam hammer served by a three-ton jib
crane is located in the center of the blacksmith shop space. The
equipment of the boiler shop consists of motor driven punch and
shears, hand-bending rolls, flangefire and screw Sanger.
Heating
of the building is by direct radiation and lighting by Tungsten
lamps varying from 25 to 500 watts. A concrete ramp is located
This leads to the maat the northeast corner of the building.
terial platform by means of which material may be brought
directly to the machine and blacksmith shops from the storehouse.
the building

STOREHOUSE AND MATERIAL PLATFORM.

and

ing of a door will not

damage

the building structure.

The storehouse

TURNTABLES.

Each roundhouse

is

construction operated

served with 100-ft. deck turntable of heavy

by Nichols'

electric tractors.

Owing

to the

extreme depth of these turntable pits and the shallow grade of the
Bewer in the vicinity, it was found necessary to provide against

W^^^^^k

f8

Hto

100

ft.

long and 60

'

u~*

ft.

ft.

Steel bins

in .width

along the north side of the storehouse.

fST

Interior of

Round House.

wide and directly

Its construction is fire-

and counters are used for storing
material, so that except for any combustible contents the fire
hazard is reduced to a minimum. The building is at present one
story in height, but the foundation, walls and columns are designed heavy enough for a second story should it be found necessary to construct this addition at a later date. The easterly end
of the building is divided by fireproof partitions into offices for
the general foreman and the storekeeper and the toilet and wash
room. The material platform is 48 ft. wide and 80 ft. long and
proof throughout.

extends 12

flu

is

adjoins the blacksmith shop building.

Concrete Coaling Station.
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Submerged Cinder
This

structure

is

reinforced

of

built

concrete

and hollow

Pits,

tile

For the storage of various kinds of
oil

house

material platform.

is

oil

used at the engine

located at the extreme east end of the

This building

is

20

ft.

wide, 48

ft.

long and

one story in height, and is provided with a basement 10 ft. high
in which the various oil storage tanks are located.
The measuring pumps and boxes for filling the storage tanks
are located on the main floor, where space is also allowed for

The building is lighted by
Tungsten damps and heated by direct radiation at a high tem-

storage of waste and grease cakes.

perature to render the

oil fluid in

cold weather.

COALING STATION.

The most interesting structure of the group, on account of its
and construction, is the coaling station. The main building
spans eight tracks and serves an additional track at each end.
The structure is 168 ft. long, 34 ft. wide and 55 ft. high, and is
The bunkers rest on special
of reinforced concrete throughout.
steel I-beam girders encased in concrete, and the hopper bottoms
The sides of
are built of reinforced concrete with hollow tile.

6ize

the

bunkers are heavily reinforced to withstand the side pressure
when the bunkers are filled. A monitor extending the
length of the structure is of steel Trusses with 2 in. plastered

of the coal
full

concrete sides and
is

is

The coal
by two receiving hoppers, from which

provided with an asbestos roof.

received from the cars

discharged by means of reciprocating feeders into bunkers
conveying elevators. These conveying elevators carry the coal to
it

is

the top of the hopper house, where it is discharged on two 30-inch
belt conveyors running

bunkers.

whereby either track hopper elevator or conveyor of one unit may
unit,

OIL HOUSE.

terminal an

with Traveling Crane.

discharge

with concrete wearing surface.

up the conveyor bridge over the top of the

Traveling trippers running on rails above the bunkers

391

and

its

contents into the elevator or conveyor of the other

in addition the trippers are so

into either one of the three bunkers.
possibility

down

of shutting

arranged as to discharge

This flexibility reduces the

down the entire plant, due to a breakminimum. The entire machinery is

or other emegrency to a

electrically

driven.

Suitable stairways, platforms and walkways are provided, from

which an inspection of the apparatus may be safely made While
the machinery is in operation.
Guards are placed over all exposed gears as a protection to the attendants, and in addition
there are 11 emergency stations from which the entire machinery
maybe shut down by pressing a button.
West of the coaling station and south of the machine shop
and storehouse are the coal storage tracks, having a capacity of
Provisions are made for thawing out frozen coal in
forty cars.
the cars on these tracks by means of live steam.
Under the center bay of the coating station at the ground level
there is a toilet and locker room for use of hostlers, cinder pit
and coaling station employees.

SAND HOUSE.
Provisions for the storing and drying of sand are made
building west of the coaling plant.
concrete throughout and
high.

The green sand

is

is

103

This building

ft. long,

dried by

16

ft.

is

in

wide and 14

means of two

a

of reinforced
ft.

coal stoves of

standard Central E. R. of New Jersey design, located in a separate
room in the east end of the building. The dried sand is then
screened and elevated by means of compressed air to two storage
tanks of 15 cubic yards capacity each, located on top of the
From these tanks the sand is delivered to the
locomotive through cast-iron delivery pipes and wrought-iron
coaling station.

discharge the coal into various compartments.

telescoping spouts serving each of the ten tracks.

There are three longitudinal bunkers having a capacity reof -430 tons of bituminous, 813 tons of broken and
These bunkers are each divided
430 tons of buckwheat coal.
into four compartments by transverse concrete partitions.
Each
track is served by three coal chutes so that an engine on any

The cinder pits are located about 60 ft. east of the coaling
plant and are of the submerged type. They are each 200 ft. long.
30 ft. wide and 12 ft. deep, and are heavy reinforced concrete

spectively

one of the ten tracks

may

be coaled with either bituminous,
The conveying machinery is divided

broken or buckwheat coal.
into two separate and distinct units from the track hopper to
the tripper over the bunker, each unit having a conveying caProvisions are made, however,
pacity of 100 tons per hour.

CTNDER PITS.

throughout.

Each pit serves two tracks which are 26 it. center to center.
The pits are parallel and are about 58 ft. center to center with
a track for cinder cars between. The cinders are cleaned out of
the pits by a four-ton electric traveling crane operating a 1%
yd. clam-shell bucket. This crane is located on a steel runway 24u
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6" span and 26

99'

ft. long,

above the

ft.

METHOD OF APPLYING TAIL BAR CROSS BRACES.

Aside from the

rail.

the pit,
economy and speed in handling engines
rangement permits of the coaling of engines from cars by means

over

this

ar-

By
This

of the clam-shell bucket should occasion arise.

buildings

miscellaneous

the

are

engineers'

the

storage building and the roundhouse toilet and

These buildings are 20 and 22

ft.

tool

building.

office

wide and 55

ft.

and 52

H.

C. Spicer,

a very economical

when locomotives

shop.

It is

Fmn., A.

method

C. L. R. R.

of applying tail bar cross

are undergoing repairs in the back

very essential that this bar be kept tight at

all

we expect to get the proper service out of our power.
At present we have to remove deck and all bolts, take the bar
times

if

ft.

blacksmith shop to be built up> back to the machine shop
be planed and then fit and drive it into the frame. This
bar very often becomes loose ^after the engine has been
in service for a short time.
The present method of applying
it is a very expensive one and one which does not to my expeto the

long, respectively.

Both buildings are heated by direct radiation and lighted by
Tungsten lights. The engineers' tool storage building is equipped
with steel lockers of special design for storing the locomotive
engineers' tool chests, etc.

The roundhouse

is

braces

MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS.

Among

August. 1914

and toilet building is divided by a tile
partition into an office room at the east end and toilet and locker
room with steel clothes lockers and toilet facilities at the west
end. The building is so situated that an unobstructed view of all
inbound and outbound tracks in the terminal yard is obtained by

to

rience give the best results.

office

the engine dispatcher in the

The telephone tower

is

office.

located at the east end of the yard and

the operator has full view of all outbound engines so that he
can notify the tower man as to their location. This is a wooden
building with the operator located on the upper floor.

If the bar be applied as shown in sketch by applying a
wedge-shaped key %" at top and %" at bottom, fitted and
driven in tight, there will be no more trouble with loose tail
bars. Even if the key did become loose it could be very easily
removed and a new key fitted in tight at the roundhouse, thus
saving time and labor in removing decks. Too much attention
cannot be paid to tight frame bolts, braces and cylinders. If
this is given proper attention there will be no trouble in

getting the satisfactory mileage.

TUNNEL.

A

provided from the power house to the roundhouse
for carrying all steam, air and water service piping, and in additunnel

is

and power

tion all wires and cables for light

This tunnel.

branch 60

the buildings.

of heavy reinforced concrete construction, water-

is

proofed, and

in

is

6

ft.

wide, 7

ft.

high and 367

ft.

long, with n

long running to the 90 ft. house.
The tunnel is
and affords ample working space for making repairs.

ft.

well lighted

WATER

CENTER DRILLING MACHINE.

SERVICE.

By

J.

A. Jesson.

The center drilling machine shown in the illustration was designed by B. A. Givens, machine shop foreman of the Louisville
& Nashville shops at Etowah, Tenn. It is used principally for
drilling tell-tale holes in staybolts and will average about ninety
per hour. In addition to this it will center stock up to three and

The water piping is divided into two systems. The supply is
taken from a 16-inch water main of the Jersey City water service
and is discharged by city pressure through altitude valves into
two 100,000-gallon steel elevated tanks and then through the low
or service system of piping to eight water columns in the yard for
filling

engine tanks and also into

all

of the buildings for general

use.

A

high pressure system of piping

is

carried around the prop-

and into the various buildings from the
power house for fire protection.
erty

fire

pump

in

the

SEWERS.
lias been installed to take care of
all roof drainage and all drainage from engine pits, power house,
toilets, turntables, etc., and in addition catch basins have been
installed throughout the yard for track drainage.

A

complete system of sewers

%'riuT fii

K

em oi ihit

t

Frame mac/6 of
Wbod
Ci Preferred

YARD LIGHTING.
it"

The engine terminal yard

is

>

lighted throughout by fifteen 125-

volt alternating current flaming arc lamps.

Four of these lamps

\\=M\

*.

are suspended from reinforced concrete poles located around the

inner circle of the roundhouses, the remainder being suspended

from tubular
are

made

steel poles located at

convenient points.

Provisions

Ouioe for Bat face

for lowering these lamps to the ground for trimming.

•

i.

/itte Air Cylinder
2" Tubing BotO
Long 7/irfi at bo»> e

J

All conduits and wires supplying current for this lighting are

Center Drilling

underground.

Fuel

oil

is

piped from an

oil

pit

Machine.

of 8,000 gallons capacity

located between the west ends of the two roundhouses.

a half inches in diameter.

The machine

is

self-centering,

and as

has an air cushion feed there is no danger of breaking the drills.
For centering we use a No. 98 combination drill and countersinK,
manufactured by the Cleveland Trust Drill Co. The driving belt
it

for the machine travels over a pulley on the countershaft seven
inches long.

Method

of

Re-applying Tail Bar Cross Braces.

The twenty-second annual convention of the International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association will be held at the Hotel
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis., on August 18, 19 and 20. The subjects to be covered are live ones and everything indicates that the
association will have the most profitable meeting it has ever held.

—— —
'
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CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVES, WESTERN MARYLAND
RAILWAY.
Twenty consolidation locomotives having a

tractive

power of

61,300 pounds were recently delivered to the Western Maryland

Railway by the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives were built to give the greatest possible tractive power obtainable within the axle load limitations.

The mechanical department of the
ing

physical

conditions

railroad, after carefully study-

division, decided that the
comparatively low factor of adhesion of 3.55 could be safely used.
By the use of this factor of adhesion and a driving wheel 51
inches in diameter, the tractive power of 61,300 pounds was ob-

the

of

the

tained without sacrificing boiler capacity.
teresting to note the wonderful

It

is

therefore very in-

work these engines are doing.

also proves the possibilities of this type of engine with

It

a relatively

small driving wheel for service where speed does not become a

393

has a heating surface for firebox and firebox water tubes of 228.5
square feet, for tubes of 2133.7 square feet, and for flues 785.6
square feet.
The evaporation for firebox and water tube is

228.5x12.570 pounds; for tubes, 2133.7x10.605 or 22,630; for
785.6x11.625 or 9,200 pounds; giving a total evaporation

flues,

The evaporation of the boiler, 44,300 divided
by the evaporation required, 46840, gives a 95 per cent boiler.
Maximum cylinder horse power would not be reached until this
engine was running 31 miles per hour. As the service in which
these engines are working will not require any such speed, a 95
per cent boiler will have ample steam making capacity.
H. R.
of 44,330 pounds.

^ T7

nrnoek, superintendent of motive power, states that

'
'

with the

poorest quality of coal I have ever seen, the fireman had no trouble
in putting

you

up the second pop

;

and

it

full stroke this engine, there is

on hand.

makes no difference how long
always 200 pounds of steam

'

This design was developed by the mechanical department of

factor.

After leaving Cumberland, eastbound, the line runs over an
undulating profile, on which the maximum grade against eastbound traffic is 0.3 per cent, for 74 miles to Williamsport, Md.

the Western

From

gear,

here

it

rises

on a

per cent grade into Hagerstown, about

1

tive

Maryland

Company

in co-operation

as a part of the

Interesting details included are the Baker valve

operating costs.
firebrick

with the American Locomothis road in reducing

program of

arch,

superheater,

Woodard

outside steam pipes,

Consolidation Locomotive. Western Maryland Ry.

On

6 miles.

this division the railroad figured these consolidations

to haul 4,725 tons.

On May
2.30 A.

20th one of these consolidations left Cumberland at
cars, weighing 7,014 tons, and arrived

M. with 114 loaded

engine truck, long main driving box, Foulder main rod and vana-

dium cast steel frames.
The principal dimensions are as follows:
Gauge

M. At this point 15 loads were set
off and the train was given two Mallet helpers, leaving at 10 04
A. M. and arriving at Hagerstown at 11:05 A. M., having been on
duty from the time they were called until released at Hagerstown,
8 hours and 35 minutes. Many such runs have been made since
The astonishing
this time and it is now getting to be common.

Cylinders

the overload which these engines take care of.

Diameter

at Williamsport at 9:18 A.

:

fact to every one

is

Such heavy trains demand exceptional boiler capacity.
boiler is of the straight top type.

The

It is 82 inches in diameter at

and 87 inches

in diameter at the largest course. The
with 239 tubes 2% inches in diameter, 36 flues,
5% inches in diameter and 15 feet 3 inches long. The tube spacing is 13/16 inch.
j.he firebox is 110 inches long and 80*4 inches

th3 front end

barrel

is

fitted

wide, and has a throat depth of 22 inches; measuring

from the

According to the American Locomotive Company's new ratios,
25 inch cyclinders with 200 pounds pressure gives a cylinder horse
power of 2,252. One horse power hour requires 20.8 pounds of
superheated steam.
Total steam required per hour equals 2,252
x 20.8 or 46,840 pounds. Firebox and firebox water tubes have
an evaporation of 55 pounds of steam per square foot of heating
surface.
Tubes 2*4 inches in diameter, 15 feet 3 inches long,
spaced 13/16 inch have an evaporation of 10.605 pounds per

5%

25" x 30"

Valves

Piston

Tractive power

62,500

Factor of adhesion

inches in diameter,

15 feet 3 inches long, spaced 13/16 inch, have an evaporation of
11.625 pounds per square foot of heating surface.
This boiler

lbs.

3.52

Boiler

Type

Straight top

83%"

Working pressure

200 lbs.
Soft coal
Radial

Fuel
Staying
Firebox

Length

Ill"

80%"

Width

%" sides
%" back
%" crown
%" tube

Thickness of sheets, sides
Thickness of sheets, back

top of grate to the center of lowest tube.

square foot of heating surface; and flues

4'-8y2 "

Thickness of sheets, crown
Thickness of sheets, tube

Water Space

4%"

Front

4"

Sides

Back

'

4"

TubesMaterial

Diameter
Thickness

.

Spellerized steel

and 2%"
No. 9 BWG

5%"
5V

2 ",

2%", No.

11

BWG
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Number

5%", 36;

15'-3"

Length
Hecting Surface
Firebox
Tubes and Flues
Arch tubes
Total

2% ",239

.

202

sq. ft.

2919.3 sq.

ft.

26.5 sq. ft.

...'.

Superheating surface

Orate area
Driving Wheels

3147.8 sq.

ft.

594.4 sq.

ft.

61.3 sq. ft.

52"
45"
11" x 20"
9" x 12"

Diameter, outside
Diameter, center
Journals, main
Journals, other

Wheel Base

To begin the work of melting while molding was out of the
question, for the heat arising from the fumes as the flames
rose from the furnace soon made it unbearable for the operators.
At the best one heat could be taken per day of eight hours and
to get two heats required working far into the night.
It was
decided to put in a new furnace and the writer was commissioned to proceed with the construction, but the work was
to be done in the ordinary course of work and not made a
special job.
I had had some experience with furnaces and
decided a natural draft furnace with coke as a fuel would
fulfill every requirement.
A stack had already been made to
be used for some other purpose but it was finally decided to
use

it

first

for a coke furnace if such should be decided on.

move was

to get the casing for the furnace after I

My
had

decided on the size of the furnace.

Driving

16'-8"

Rigid

16'-8"

Total engine

26'-2"

Total engine and tender

68'-0"

WeightIn working order

On
On
On
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driving wheels

244500
217500

lbs.

27000
424000

lbs.

lbs.

trailers

engine truck

Total engine and tender

lbs.

TenderWheels, number

8

33"

Wheels, diameter

6" x 11"

Journals

Tank capacity

9500 gals.
14 tons

Fuel capacity

BRASS FUBNACE.
By

Daniel Freuler.
Iu the preparation of this article it has not been my purpose
to give to the readers of the Railway Master Mechanic something that is new but merely to show what can be done with
some material that in the course of events might go on the
scrap heap, thus utilizing other material for different purposes
and in this way adding to the equipment useful and moneysaving appliances. We had at the Memphis, Tenn., shops of
the Illinois Central a brass furnace to take care of emergency
This furnace was an oil furnace and would melt brass
cases.
all right but it would also melt the molder if he remained within
a radius of fifteen feet of the furnace while melting a charge of
brass, and especially in the limited room allowed for the brass
foundry, as was the case.

I got together with the
foreman and we secured some old quarter-inch plates of
which was made the easing A. It was made deep enough to leave
about four inches between the lower edge of the flue and the
top of a 240-lb. crucible.
The next move was to find some
grates that would swing on trunnions or hinges as does the
bottom of a foundry cupola. I found a pair of grates in the
casting pile that just answered the purpose, as shown by Fig. 3
of the sketch. The lugs, as shown by dotted line, were broken
off.
The two bars 4"xl" were then cut and drilled and trunnion pins riveted on. For a cover we used an old valve chamboiler

ber cover lined with fire brick.
After the excavation was made a concrete pit was put in
with six-inch walls and concrete bottom, allowing sufficient

The bars

B

were then placed on the top
shown in Fig. 1 with the
three-quarter-inch rods in place. Txe casing A was then placed
on top of these, leaving a space of about four inches between it
and the walls of the pit. The casing A was then lined with
fire brick as was also the flue.
The inside dimensions of the
furnace were 22 inches square by 42 inches deep.
The grates were put in place by removing front bar B and
hanging onto pins A and then securing the bar by screwing on
the nuts or rods D. The prop G was then placed in position
and the grates held in place.
The pit was covered with an old flue sheet cut to size, the
flue holes leaving ample opening for draft.
A stack 16 inches
in diameter 36 feet high was used on a base four feet high
on the outside of the building, the flue passing out under the
depth for ash

pit.

of the brick walls of the ash pit as

wall.

After the furnace was finished and placed in operation what
had been a source of worry and trouble was changed to one of
One man and his helper were able to turn out
satisfaction.

Brass Furnace.
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three heats per day iu the hottest days of the

summer time

without more discomfort than the natural heat of the weather
occasioned, and the economy in the fuel consumption was also
marked. It was no longer necessary for the molder to suspend
work while melting a charge of brass. As soon as the -heat
was drawn off he could immediately set up another floor while
his helper was busy preparing the heat and continue his work
while melting the charge.
Since this furnace was installed the foundry has been moved
and enlarged and four such furnaces have been installed, one
It was at first suggested that it might be
pair to a stack.
necessary to use forced draft but on trial it was found that the
draft was all that could be wished.
To clean the grates requires very little time since they ran
be dropped and if necessary removed to clean out the air spaces
when clogged by cinders or other obstructions and- replaced
very readily. To re-line the furnace does not require an expert,
After all, the whole design is not new or original and
either.
my only excuse for offering this to the readers is to show how
much can be accomplished with a very little, and how the
efficiency of a plant can be increased by using just the things
at hand, some of which have served thj?ir usefulness for the
purpose for which they were originally intended and ordinarily
would be consigned to the scrap heap. Then there is a satisfaction in the consciousness of having created something useful
by using something that was soon to be discarded or had
already been thrown away as no longer useful.
Much can be done in this direction if we but turn our atteution to it more than we do, but it seems to be our nature more
or less to disassociate old things with new and to think the
new things require new nfaterial for their construction, and
yet so much of what we use daily is mad/? up of material that
is old and has only changed its form.
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not often be required with the large boiler now- so usual. It is
of the utmost importance that the instrument by means of
which the water is forced into the boiler should be simple,

easy to manipulate, and, at the same time, very reliable in
operation.

In the early days of locomotive working the only way of
introducing water into the boiler was by means o'f a pump,
driven from some moving part of the engine. This seems at
first

sight an ideal

way

of keeping a steady water level in the

water supply to the pump to
the exact quantity that will replace that used as steam, so
that the boiler is automatically fed. Unfortunately, the boiler
boiler, as it is possible to set the

would not always be able to produce steam when the calls
upon it were very severe, and the feed would have to be shut
off for a time; then, when the engine stopped, and with it the
pump, there would be difficulties in filling up the boiler.
If the engine was a single-wheeled one, it was the custom to
place it against buffer stops or scotches, grease the rails below
the driving wheels, open the regulator, and let the engine slip
on the rails until the boiler was full.
If the engine was a
it had to be uncoupled from the train and run up
and down on the rails to pump the water into the boiler.
coupled one,

A

One of two kinds of pumps was usually employed.
longstroke pump, with a long plunger driven from the crosshead of
the engine, or a short-stroke one, with
of the link motion.
It is still the custom to use these kinds of pumps on those
engines in which the exhaust steam is led into the water tanks
to cool it down and prevent its emission in tunnels, as in these
engines the water soon gets too hot for injectors to take it

with certainty.

It

pumps

tion that

may

not be out of place, however, to men-

of this kind will not satisfactorily

hot water, although they will take

PUMPS AND INJECTORS FOR FEEDING LOCOMOTIVE
BOILERS.*

By

A. Woolford.

The locomotive boiler is a very small one in comparison with
its power of producing steam, and the quantity of water that
has to be evaporated while the engine is working a heavy train
consequently the problem of introducing the
is very large;
the
boiler
to replenish it by replacing that which has
water to
been withdrawn as steam is a very important* one that is always
present, or there is risk of the firebox crown being overheated
very quickly.
In the large boilers that are now the vogue on most railways the difficulty of feeding them is relatively less than was
the case with the very few small boilers that were the rule
some few years ago, when the boilers were not only much
smaller than they are now, but were also more out of proportion to their evaporation requirements.
Introducing cold, or even cool, water into a boiler, from
which the hot steam is also at the same time being withdrawn, is likely to cause a fall in the temperature of the water
in the boiler, and with it, necessarily, a reduction in the steam
pressure,

unless

the

water are more or

The water

firing

and the introduction

of

the

feed

less skilfully carried out.

level iu the boiler should be kept

when

as nearly as

a idunger of propor-

tionately larger diameter, operated from one of the eccentrics

it

work very

of a higher temperature

than ordinary injectors will. In some cases, when the water
in the tank is too hot even for the pump to take it, it may
be possible to get the pump to work if the tank lids are opened,
so that air can freely enter the tank and thus save the situation.
It was, however, the limitations of the pumps driven from
the engine itself, and their tendency to "fly off" when the
engine jolted over point crossing, etc., in the rails, that led to
their practical abandonment for ordinary use when a more
satisfactory method of introducing feed water was invented in
the injector. Pumps, but independent steam-driven ones, have
been again introduced of late years to enable the great advantage of hot feed water to the boiler to be made use of, the
best known being that made by Messrs. G. and J. Weir, of
Glasgow.
The most usual method of introducing feed water to the locomotive boiler is by means of injectors, which are the most
simple and compact instruments that have ever been devised
for the purpose.
They have the great advantage over pumps
that practically all the heat in the steam used to operate
them is returued to the boiler with the feed water. They can
also be operated whether the engine is runuiug or standing still,
but have the disadvantage that they will not work with very
hot water.
In the endeavor and hope of adding somewhat to the knowledge
of the reasons for the injector's action, and for

its

limitations in

great variations in the water levels are liable to impose temperature stresses upon the boiler. It is, however, well known

working water into the boiler, a few notes on some of the more
well-known makes are gathered together in this paper.
First, it may be mentioned that there are several different types

that with heavy and fast trains

in

possible to a uniform height

the engine

is

running, as

it is sometimes very difficult
and it will be necessary in some extreme
cases to shut off the water supply for short periods in order
that the steam pressure may not be reduced too much, and then
to fill up with water when the boiler has again recovered itself
somewhat. This "dodging" of water into the boiler should

keep to this

to

ideal,

common
1.

water, or to force
2.

Automatic restarting

3.

Compound

Paper read

(England).

at

the

Institution

of

Locomotive Engineers

may

be intended to

lift

it only.

injectors, lifting or forcing.

injectors or inspirators.

Hot-water injectors.
Exhaust-steam injectors, which may be worked by exhaust
steam alone, or with the assistance of a jet of live steam.
The essential features of everv injector are an outer case, which
4.
5.

*

use:

Ordinary fixed coned injectors, which
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contains three

tapering tubes or cones, arranged in

concentrically with each other.
it,

and

it

projects,

more or

less,

The

first

into the

line,

and

cone has steam led into

mouth of the second

or

water cone, into which the cool water is allowed to enter, and in
which the steam and water condense together; hence it is usually
called the combining cone.
If the steam and water are allowed to meet each other at the
proper temperatures and in a suitable way, au immediate amalga-

mation of the two will result by their condensing together in the
combining cone, and a solid jet of water will issue from the small
end of the cone and pass into the smaller end of the third or receiving cone, which is fixed with its small end facing the small end
of the combining cone. A small space or gap is allowed between
these two cones to enable any surplus steam or water to escape
freely from the inside of the cones.
When the cones are in proper relationship to each other, and the
amount of steam and water is correctly regulated, the resultant
jet of hot water will travel at such a speed that it can meet and
overcome the pressure within the boiler.
The curvatures and shapes of the cones arc very important factors, and they will vary, theoretically, at any rate, with every
variation in steam pressure and degree of temperature of the
water fed to them. In practice it is not possible to vary the shapes
at all, so all injectors made with fixed cones are made to be most
suitable for a pressure about 10 to 20 lb. per sq. in. less than the
maximum pressure they are required for, and then their range of

good working

in practice will be well within their limits.

In

all injectors

that the

first
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that arc used with cold water

or steam cone

is

it

will

be soon

largest in internal diameter, the

combining cone next in size, and the receiving cone is usually
all.
At first sight this would appear wrong, but on
examination of the operations that each is called on to perform,
smallest of

it

will be realized that it is quite in accordance with natural laws.

Giffard's

original

injector

was arranged

adjustable steam and water cones

—that

is,

vertically,

and had

they could be moved

body --and so the injector could be used either to
moving the cones. There
can be no doubt that this adjusting power, which allows of the
same injector being used under various conditions, is one of the
prime reasons why this form of injector has persisted so long iu
general use, as, owing to this power of adjustment, the capacity
of the injector remains the same under very varying conditions
of steam pressure and height of lift.
It is rarely that one is used on a locomotive nowadays, as the
adjustment of the positions of the cones takes time and a certain
amount of skill to carry out properly, and then, if the injector
"flew off," both steam and water valves had to be shut off, and
the whole operation had to be again gone through to start it working again, causing continual anxiety to the enginemen.
So far the simple injector has been considered, and, owing to
its liability to fly off when any great variation in its supply of
steam or water was made as, for instance, the movement of the
water in the boiler in stopping and starting the train, or the
surging of the water in the tanks, especially when the water level
laterally in the
lift or to

The Cartoonist's View

force water at will by suitably

—

of

Long Trains.

;
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them had

fallen low. or by the jolting of the engine running

—

some remedy was long sought after.
and was found in the automatic restarting arrangement.
The action of all restarting injectors depends upon the automatic restoration of a state of affairs in the cones so that a vacuum
can again be formed in the combining cone after a pressure there
over points or crossings

which has caused the injector to fly off has gone.
There are several ways in which this release of pressure can be
carried out; three of the best

known are

the flap nozzle of Messrs.

Davies aud Metcalfe's injectors, in which the combining cone i>
split longitudinally, and part of it hinged at one end.
When the
injector is working properly and a vacuum is existing in the cone,
the flap

is

held tightly closed by

and purposes, a

solid

cone.

it,

The

and the cone
flap

is,

to all intents

automatically opens the

caused in the cone, and the pressure is
vacuum is again
formed, when the injector once more starts to work.
The third measure is that of Messrs. Gresham and Craven 's sliding cone. Here the combining cone is formed of two parts, and
instant that a pressure

is

released, the flap again closing the cone as the

constructed so that the smaller end of the cone can

and thus open a space between

move forward,

and the fixed part of the cone,
out of which pressure can escape, the movable part again closing
when the vacuum is re-formed.
A need in some cases for an adjustable injector which can beeasily modified to suit varying conditions of steam and water has
led to the introduction of the one-movement injectors, in which
the steam cone and combining cone are connected together by
means of mechanism, so that by one movement of the starting
handle the steam and water inlets are simultaneously opened to
the suitable amount that the conditions may require.
Such in
jectors

may

it

be either simple or automatic.

Injectors will deliver

more water

into a boiler with high steam

pressure than with low pressure, but the amount of water deliv-

ered per pound of steam will be greatest with the lowest pressures
is more efficient with lower than with
The maximum delivery is obtained by reducing the amount of steam passed to the injector, and so increasing the vacuum in the combining cone, or by increasing the area of
entry for water to this cone to compensate for the lower vacuum

in other words, the injector

higher steam pressures.

there.

Interior of
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INSTRUCTION CAR, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY (ENG.)
More and more attention

is being paid in England to instrucenginemen and the happy-go-lucky methods of early
years by which the man simply "picked up" his knowledge
are being superseded by more scientific technical instruction.
The Great Eastern Railway of England, which is now being
managed by an American, H. W. Thornton, has recently put
into operation an enginemen 's instruction car.
The interior has been gutted and re-arranged as a school,
exhibition and lecture theater.
Benches with apparatus have
been installed in one section while in another there is a stand
and blackboard for the lecturer and seats for those attending. Working drawings are filed in an easily accessible manner,
and altogether remarkably effective use has been made of the
small available space. There is a complete set of Westinghouse
brake fittings so arranged that the students can study them
under actual working conditions. The vacuum brake is also
represented by sectional ejectors of the ordinary and Dreadnought types, and among the other air-power apparatus there is
water pick-up with its actuating valve, the air-sanding
apparatus, and the air reversing gear complete.
One side of

tion

of

these

is

taken away entirely so as to expose the interior lock-

ing gear and lifting nut.

A

complete set of steam heating fittings is also exhibited
and demonstration and the complicated action of the
reducing valve is made very clear to the student. Furthermore,
there is a sectional model of a superheater, there not being
space for a complete superheater smoke tube and element.
Mechanical lubrication is also made clear, although whereas the
standard lubricator has eight feeds, the one shown in this inIn one the pump is comspection van has only two feeds.
plete and in the other it is sectioned so as to show clearly the
working. Great and special benefit is expected to be derived
by the enginemen from the variable blast pipe fitted in the
van. Owing to the comparatively recent standardization of the
present pattern locomotive, drivers in this country do not seem
for study

to

have fully comprehended

Many

its

significance

and possibilities.
shown with their

apparatus are also
How the first part of the regulator
operates, the reason for injectors choking up, way of prevenother

pieces

of

working parts exposed.

Enginemen's Instruction Car, Great Eastern

R.

R. of

England.

'

'
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and remedy, are

tion

all
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The car will be
The few journeys it has

made

quite clear.

sent gradually over the entire system.
gone so far have strongly emphasized the increasing interest

shown by enginemen in this new device.
The illustration shows the interior of the car. On the right
is the regulator, variable blast pipe, and air reversing gear;
-and on the left "Dreadnought" ejector, model valve motion,
water pick up,

etc.

Armstrong

Gray

E. P.

Howard

Elliott,

the president of the

New

at a dinner in

C.

New Haven

York:

the conductor was punching tickets, a

man

with a nasty sneer:
You have a lot of wrecks on this road, don
'

'

"

'

'You're the

'Oh, no,' said the conductor.

•some time.

first

A. Zweibel succeeds E. A. Sweeley as supervisor car repairs

M. L. Gray has been appointed general foreman of the Atlantic
Coast Line at Charleston, S. C, succeeding G. L. Dibble.

said to him.

't

Santa Fe at Arkansas City, Ark.

—

the other day.

"As

4

of the Atlantic Coast Line at Wilmington, N. C.

—

talk,

P. C.

Lorx

succeeds G. H. Kaiser as road foreman of engines of

the Baltimore

4'

Ohio at Lorain, O.

W. W. Boulineau

has been appointed master mechanic of the

Central of Georgia at Cedartown, Ga., vice R. M. Boldridge.
F. D. Barnes succeeds W. W. Boulineau as road foreman of

you ?

I've seen for

'

engines of the Central of Georgia at Macon, Ga.
Rudolph H. Kauptzky has been appointed master mechanic of

'

the Chicago, Milwaukee

with

THE SITUATION IN BRIEF.
Returns for May reduced to a per mile of line basis and
compared with the returns for May, 1913, show a decrease in
total operating revenues per mile of 10.4 per cent., and a deNet
crease in operating expenses per mile of 6.1 per cent.
operating revenue per mile was less by $70, or 21.7 per cent
than for May, 1913, while that for May, 1913, was 9.8 per cent
greater than for May, 1912.

THE FOLLOWING TABLE

is

interesting as showing the roads

which built locomotives at the company shops in 1913, together with
the

J.

Lines, said

don't encourage back talk among our employes far from
it
but I must say my sympathies are rather with one of our
-conductors who ventured, under great provocation, on a little back

"I

succeeds the late

succeeds B. A. Eldridge as general foreman of the

Atchison, Topeka

BACK TALK.

W.

Eddington as general
foreman of the Corwith, Chicago shop of the Atchison, Topeka 4'
Santa Fe.
J. L.

number

built:

Canadian

Pacific

Central of

New

81

Jersey

4

& Quincy
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Cumberland & Pennsylvania
Chicago, Burlington

Lehigh Valley
Pennsylvania Co.

,

55
2

30

179

(all lines)

& Reading

Philadelphia

10

12

office

Simmons

P.

4"

St.

succeeds

Chicago, Milwaukee

W.

Paul and the Des Moines Union,

He

at Des Moines, la.

succeeds A. Dallas, deceased.
as car foreman of the

J. Retallick

St. Paul at Miles City, Mont.
H. E. Reynolds has been appointed assistant air-brake instructor of the Chicago, Sock Island 4' Pacific in charge of instruction car 1,800, assigned to first district, headquarters Des Moines,
4'

Iowa.
R. C.

Earlywine has been appointed

structor of the Chicago,

Bock Island

4"

assistant

air-brake in-

Pacific in charge of in-

struction car 1,801, assigned to second and third districts, head-

quarters El Reno, Okla.
J. A.

Owen

succeeds A. S.

Touhy

as master mechanic of the

4' Wyoming, with office at Segundo, Colo.
H. P. McCann has been appointed mechanical engineer of the
El Paso 4' Southwestern, with office at El Paso, Tex.
A. W. Redderson succeeds F. J. Stevens as superintendent of
motive power of the Fort Wayne 4~ Northern Indiana Traction,
with office at Fort Wayne, Ind.
H. P. Smith succeeds J. Hinds as master mechanic of the
Grand Junction 4' Grand River Valley, with office at Grand Junc-

Colorado

tion, Colo.

373

Total

L. M. Jacobs succeeds J. W. Hackett as master mechanic of the
Houston Belt 4' Terminal, with office at Houston, Tex.

Ferry has been appointed master mechanic of the LouisHenderson 4' St. Louis, vice J. B. Randall. His office is at
Cloverport, Ky.
W. H. Davis succeeds C. E. Langton as master mechanic of the
Marshall 4' East Texas, with office at Marshall, Tex.
N. W. Martin succeeds A. M. Dustin as foreman boiler shop of
the Minneapolis 4' St. Louis, with office at Minneapolis, Minn.
H. J. Hurley succeeds O. J. Burton as roundhouse foreman of
the Minneapolis 4 St. Louis at Ft. Dodge, la.
R. S. Menefee, roundhouse foreman of the Minneapolis 4" St.
Louis, has been transferred from Morton, Minn., to Des Moines,
la., succeeding H. J. Hurley.
A. J. Gearheily succeeds R. S. Menefee as roundhouse foreman
of the Minneapolis 4" St. Louis at Morton, Minn.
F. C.

THE CHIEF INTERCHANGE

Car Inspectors and Car Foreannual convention at the
will
sixteenth
Association
hold
its
men's
Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, O., on August 25, 26 and 27, 1914.

THE RAILWAY LIBRARY,
son.

1913.

Edited by Slason Thomp-

by Bureau of Railway
Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago, HI.

Cloth, 6x9 inches, 469 pages. Published

News and

Statistics,

Price, 50 cents.

The volume, which

is

published yearly, contains a collection

of forty noteworthy addresses and papers of interest to railway

men, most of which were delivered or published during the year
1913.
Among the authors whose names appear are Theodore
Roosevelt, Samuel Rea, J. T. Wallis, B. H. Meyer, Ralph Peters,
Marcus A. Dow, Charles A. Prouty, Alba B. Johnson, Howard
Elliott and Maj. Charles Hine. The articles cover a variety of
subjects, including wages and the cost of living, cost of maintenance, railway rates, government ownership, management of
foreign railways, workmen's compensation, railway mail pay,
Thirty-five pages at the
labor unions and railway valuation.
rear of the book are devoted to statistics of American railways
and a few statistics with regard to foreign roads.

ville,

H. Quinn has been appointed chief electrical engineer of the
Norfolk 4' Western, with office at Roanoke, Va. Mr. Quinn ira«
C.

formerly assistant engineer of motive power.
J.

man

W. Blackburn

succeeds P. H. Cosgrove as general car fore

of the Oregon Short Line, with office at Salt

L. H.

Thacker has been appointed foreman

San Benito 4 Ei° Grande
office is at San Benito, Tex.

Lake

City, Utah.

car repairs of the

Valley, succeeding T. A. Martin.

His

George Searle succeeds W. A. Rogers as master mechanic of the
San Pedro. Los Angeles 4' Salt Lake. His office is at Las Vegas,
Nev.
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E. A.

Sweeley has been appointed master

Seaboard Air Line, with

office

car builder of the

at Portsmouth, Va.

Mr. Sweeley

recently resigned as supervisor car repairs of the Atlantic Coast

Line.

August, 191+

OBITUARY.
D. J. Malone, superintendent of the Pocatello, Ida., shops of
the Oregon Short Line,

was shot and

killed on July 24

by Frank

Paul Jones

has been promoted to assistant master mechanic of
the Southern Pacific at Sparks, Nev.

Madden,

tin

shop foreman.

Madden then

killed himself.

pong"^ ISI&iiufacturens
LOCOMOTIVE FRAME PLANER.
The accompanying illustration shows a 96"x84" locomotive
frame planer recently built by the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.
in

the

It is especially designed for planing locomotive

shortest possible

The machine

time.

75 H. P. reversing motor and

is

is

frames

driven by a

equipped with electric feed,

rapid power traverse for heads, variable speed controller and
pendant switch.

the different operations is interlocked in such a way as to
prevent accidental engagement of two functions simultaneously.

The amount and direction of the feeds for the cross rail
heads can be changed at each end of the rail. The changes of
feed for the side heads are made in a similar manner, the feeds
for each head being entirely independent of each other and
of the cross rail heads.

shaft on the back side of the planer, giving the operator free

The hand adjustment of the side heads is by ratchet crank
wrench which is mounted on and moves with the head. All
heads have graduated swivels and micrometers on the feed

access to the entire control at the front of the machine.

screws.

There is provided a wide range of cutting and return speed,
which may be varied independently of each other, while the
machine is running, by means of the two handwheels on the
front of the controller case. The handwheels are equipped with
dials graduated for the various speeds.
A shaft runs through the bed with levers on either side for
hand control of the table. These levers are the same as on a
belt driven planer; hence the operator has no new movements

The table is of heavy and very deep box section, without
openings through the bottom wall.
This gives a very rigid
construction and also prevents chips or cutting fluid from
reaching the gears or tracks in the bed.
Three heads are provided on the cross rail and one side
head on each upright. The cross rail heads have handwheels
operating through bevel gearing for convenient adjustment

The motor

is

directly

connected to the

first

driving

gear

of tool slides.

or operations to learn.

A patented pendant switch, carried by a swiveling bracket
mounted on the arch, may be moved to any convenient position.
By means of this switch the operator can start, stop
or reverse the table if the work requires him to be in such
position that he cannot readily reach either of the levers on the

front and back sides of the bed.
At the instant of reversal, the motor, through connections in
the controller, is disconnected from the line and becomes a

powerful dynamic brake, stopping the table at once without
drawing any current from the line.
To prevent the table from running off the bed and also the
breakage of tools or planer, a patented circuit breaker is provided which will stop the motor at once by dynamic breaking.
The newest and most novel feature of this planer is the
electric feed and rapid power traverse which is provided for
all heads.
Both the feed and traverse are operated by a
separate motor mounted on the arch. This motor is also used
for elevating and lowering the cross rail. The mechanism for

BOILER MAINTENANCE AND WATER TREATMENT.
One of the perplexing problems which the mechanical departments of all railways have to contend with to a greater or lesser
extent, is the cost in the upkeep of their locomotives, mainly on
account of the heavy formation of scales, and corrosion and
pitting on the crown-sheets and tubes of the boilers, caused by
acids and impurities in the water.
There are many compounds on the market, which, it is
claimed by the manufacturers, will dispose of the scale by
dissolution, and they are extensively used but with varied
Millions of dollars have been spent in purifier plants
results.

by a number of the railways, also with varied results.
A new method of treatment has been put into effect on a
number of roads with marked success. The material used is
called, by the manufacturers, The Bird-Archer Co., 90 West
street.

New

York, "Polarized.*'

It is

a composition of many
in each case is

iugredients adapted to individual needs, but

based upon metallic mercury. By its use it is said that the periods
between boiler washouts have been increased in some instances
by 500 per cent.
sticks, seventeen inches in length and one
It
is put up in
inch in diameter. Each stick weighs about one pound, and in
appearance resembles fire brick. Several sticks are placed in
the washout holes over the crown sheet and tubes after each

washout.
The mercury is divided into very small particles,
and as the sticks dissolve, the mercury is carried by circulation
The polarized mercury naturally seeks
to all parts of the boiler.
there
is
a ragged edge of scale, it works its
where
metal,
and
the
way under the scale and the heat from the metal causes it to
expand, thus throwing off the scale. The mercury, with other
ingredients, then forms a black metallic oxide coating over the
crown sheet and tubes protecting them from acidity and galvanic
action.

be appreciated that treatment by this method makes
It is
it one not in any way dependent upon engine crews.
applied only when the boilers are open for washouts, at termThis fact eliminates many difficulties
inals and in the shops.
the
past and makes it easy to give the
in
which have arisen
they may need.
treatment
boilers accurately the
It will

96"x84"

Locomotive Frame Planer.
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PEFFER'S HOSE PROTECTOR.

A

great

number

particularly so in hot climates; others thought the transporta-

of the air brake hose failures are' caused

by

with the nipple, and the
Peffer's air brake hose protector is designed to protect the
hose at this point. The device is shown in the accompanying
It is a one-piece malleable shell, closely surillustration.
rounding the hose at one end and being enlarged at the other

damage

401

to the hose at its connection

tion of grain

would be impossible.

seems, however, that

It

practically all of the steel box cars on the Pacific Coast, in the

arid and semi-arid regions of the

West and torrid regions of
the South, have handled all kinds of material equally as well,

and in many instances in a manner superior to that of the
wooden cars and with less claims for freight damage en route
over that of the wooden car. For loose grain one can readily
understand that a steel car is almost ideal, as a wooden car
develops cracks and crevices which are extremely difficult to
prevent from leaking, especially so in old cars.
Patent No. 352,725 covers not only the steel underframing
but covers the steel superstructure, the steel box, the steel
bracing on the box, the diagonal bracing, and in fact covers
all the features of steel box car construction.

WIPING CLOTHS.
The use of wiping cloths in shops has become more popular
of late, due to the fact that they possess a number of advantages over cotton waste as various sized rags can be used for
different purposes such as wiping glass, woodwork and fine
machinery. A high gTade of wiping cloths is being supplied
to railway trade by L. J. Cohen & Co., 23 Branch St., St.
Louis, Mo., and they have
Peffer's

Hose Protection.

In case of a heavy blow being struck the hose this device
takes up the force of the blow and the bell shaped end allows
the hose to bend considerably without chafing against the sides.
end.

is made separate from the protector so
should be broken by strain the protector may be saved
The protector is said to be practically infor further use.
destructible and can be applied at a very low cost. It is beinj:
placed on the market by the Railway Economy Device Co., 1303

The clamping device

that

if it

Chamber

William R.
All Steel

satisfactory

McKeen

of

much further
wiping purposes as they readily absorb oil, paint6 and
water.
For polishing they are exceptionally valuable as they
leave no lint.

for

all

ILLiter&liire

Omaha, Nebraska, "Patent Xo.

Box Car," which

been in

is

352,725,

a patent of unusual importance.

litigation- since 1906.

contested interference cases

— argued

Having passed two hotly
before the highest of pat-

ent experts: Examiner in Chief, Commissioner of Patents and

the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia

—practically

every claim made by Mr. McKeen for new and novel features
of the All Steel Box Car subject matter has been awarded to
him and this substantiates the validity of the patent beyond
question of doubt.

Union Pacific cars Xo. 72,850 and No. 72,851, built in 1906
and 1907 under this patent, were the first two all steel box cars
built, and they have made a remarkable record for efficiency
and freedom from accident as well as for carrying successfully
all kinds of materials in all kinds of climates.
As with seagoing vessels today, a wooden vessel is almost a novelty, so
will in a very limited number of years, a wooden car be something unusual and novel to see.
The scarcity of lumber, the difficulty of obtaining large quantities of lumber necessary in the construction of box cars, has
almost necessitated and forced the entire use of steel in freight
equipment. Then too, account of larger engines, the growth of
business, larger carrying capacity and the greater strength required, steel in box car construction is, philosophically, the
only means of meeting the present day conditions and require-

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting

Co.,

New

coupler, No.

804S.
*

*

*

The

National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland,
No. 67, gives a description and illustration
malleable iron coal picks for locomotive tenders.
circular

*

*

•"National"' forging machine talk No.

Machine

Co.,

Tiffin,

its

issued

4,

by the Na-

O.,

A very

*

*

-*

attractive folder on Mudge-Peerless car ventilators

for steam railways has been issued
It contains

by Mudge &

an interesting chart showing the

Co., Chicago.

air discharged

by

Hollaway, who has represented The Rail Joint

Co.

the ventilator at various rates of speed.

Harry

C.

for several years, has resigned and has opened an office at 647

Railway Exchange building. Chicago.

He

will handle railway sup-

ply accounts.

K. MacEdward, advertising manager of the Detroit LubriMotor Co.
The American Mason Safety Tread Co. has just received an

G.

order for over eighty tons of

two light weight all steel box cars were
turned out of the Union Pacific shops at Omaha many authorities among railway men thought there would be considerable
trouble in transporting hydroscopic and other similar materials,

in

of

has for its subject, "How big
die opening effects economy in the forging machine."

tional

The continual increase in the size of the wooden members of
ordinary car construction had practically reached its limit some
years ago and yet the size of the car continued to increase.
first

O.,

*

cator Co., has resigned to go with the Chalmers

the

York, has just

issued a circular descriptive of its latest type of steam hose

ments.

When

but

of Commerce, Chicago.

June 19, 1914, the United States patent office issued to

It has

proven

only

one-half the price of cotton waste, they will go

STEEL FREIGHT CAR PATENT.
On

not

have shown a considerable saving over cotton waste. These
wiping cloths are composed of soft cotton material such as
aprons, petticoats and wrappers, which have been thoroughly
washed and sterilized, and have had all buttons, buckles and
metal parts removed. It is said that while these cloths are

car flooring for the

new

Karbolith
sanitary fireproof
cars of the Southern, which are

its

steel

'

' •

'

being built by the Pressed Steel Car Co.

The Milwaukee Locomotive Mfg.

Co.,

from $50,000
additions
and planning
pleting important
increased

its

capital stock

Milwaukee, Wis., has
and is com-

to $250,000

to extend its operations.
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Mudge Co.. of Chicago, who have for a period of several years
been authorities on passenger car ventilation, are now manufacturing and selling their own ventilator, which is known by the
trade name Mudge-Peerless.

John

<5c

Park,

Neale, assistant general manager of

B. T. Crane, 3rd, will be advanced from second vice-president to first vice-president.
Sidney G. Johnson has been appointed assistant to the presi
dent of the General Eailway Signal Co., Eochester, N. Y.,
and will have his headquarters at 55 Liberty St., New York. Mr.
Johnson recently resigned.
W. H. Cadwallader, assistant to the general manager of the
Union Switch & Signal Co., has been appointed general manager.

sales of the Car-

negie Steel Company, has resigned to become president of the

John W. Dix has been
appointed assistant general manager of sales and structural
engineer of the Carnegie Steel Company, succeeding John C. Neale.
His office is at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio.

The Middletown Car Company, Middletown,
its

The American Flexible Bolt

Pa,, has enlarged

offices

plant at a cost of $500,000.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company

at 50 Church

St.,

New

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has opened
York, with B. W. Benson, general

manager, in charge.
The Eailway & Traction Supply Co. has moved
1307 to 504, Rector Building, Chicago.

has leased the

two-story building at 334 St. James street, Montreal, Quebec, and
has arranged to open a branch store, where Canadian business

be transacted.
W. H. Bosevear, who has been prominent
for years in the railway supply and machine tool business in
Canada, has been engaged as manager.
Balph W. Perry, chemist and engineer of tests for the Michi-

111.

first vice-president.

Business Association.
0.

B.

Charles B. Crane will retire shortly as president of the Crane
Company, Chicago, and will be succeeded by B. T. Crane, Jr., now

Stephen C. Mason, secretary of the McConway & Torley Company, has been appointed an executive member of the Eailway

John

Allan, who until recently was vice-president and genmanager of the Allis-Chalmers Co., died Julv 28 at Oak

eral

—
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its office

from

will

gan Centra], has severed his connection with the Michigan Central
and has established the Perry Testing Laboratory, for conducting
a general chemical, inspecting and testing business.
The United States Light & Heating Company, Niagara Falls,
N. Y., went into the hands of a receiver on July 13. Two actions
alleging fraud and mismanagement were filed against the company. The following have been appointed as receivers: A. Henry
Ackermann, Niagara Falls, vice-president of the company Guy M.
Walker, of New York, and James O. Moore, of Buffalo.
;

George H. Hansel has organized the Bailroad Valuation Comoffices 25 Broad street, New York.
Associated with
this company are engineers, analysts and accountants of wide
experience well known as experts in valuation work.
pany, with

In the United States District Court in Buffalo on July 21,

Judge Hazel appointed James O. Moore and James A. Boberts
receivers for the U. S. Light & Heating Co., following a case in
equity.
That it was a case in equity and not in bankruptcy was
made evident in the hearing. It was clearly outlined by the
Court that there should be no interruption in the fulfillment of
existing contracts, in the prosecution of pending business or in
the company 's operations in any department.
A. H. Ackermann, vice-president and general manager prior

was immediately appointed general manager to
operate the business because of his familiarity with it, and the

to the receivership,

entire

of salesmen, engineers,

etc., were retained in their
Mr. Ackermann has issued the following statement to the trade and to the public
The action recently sustained in the appointment of the receivers for the property of the

staff

former capacities.

'

:

'

company was a necessary step to conserve the assets for the benefit
all.
With assets of three dollars for every dollar of debt, the
company is amply stable, and the Court 's direction to continue
of

C.

W. Cross

has been appointed Chicago representative of the

Equipment Improvement Company, of 30 Church street, New York.
Mr. Cross started railway work with the Pennsylvania and left the
position of assistant master mechanic at Fort Wayne to become
master mechanic of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, at Elkhart, Ind. He was made superintendent of apprentices of the New
York Central Lines in 1906 which position he now resigns.

the business

reassure the buying

public.

for broad financing,

is the last proof necessary to
There are already under way plans
U. S. L., more aggressive than ever before,
and with the return of general prosperity

own

full share of the business

and

sale of its special electrical products."

and

intends to secure
in

its

the country the

to continue the

manufacture

W.

D. Jenkins has been appointed southern representative of
the Union Eailway Equipment Company, Chicago, with office in
the "Whitney Central building, New Orleans, La.

Colonel H. G. Prout has resigned as president of the Union
Switch & Signal Company and W. D. Uptegraff, formerly vicepresident, has been appointed president pro tempore.

Sydney

G.

Johnson

vice-president of the

Union Switch

i:

Signal

Co. has resigned.

T.

W. Siemon

&

has been elected secretary-treasurer of the Union

Signal Co., succeeding J. H. Johnson, resigned.

Mr. Siemon was formerly treasurer of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Switch

Co.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
has moved its office from the West End Trust building to 503 Coleman building.
The Prime Mfg. Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has been organized
manufacture and market railroad supplies. The company is
capitalized at $2500, with A. W. Prime and H. G. Wild as incor-

to

porators.

Joseph

T.

Byerson & Son, of Chicago, have

established ware-

houses in St. Louis for immediate service of steel to customers in

In doing this they have taken over the
W. G. Hagar Iron Co. and have added to this plant modern warehouses and equipment.

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.

ton, S.

Alba

B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

eral reserve

bank

in the

B

group for the new fed-

Philadelphia district.

New

C, for a subsidiary of the Carolina,

Clinchfield

&

Ohio.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has authorized improvements to eost $350,000 for its Los Angeles division. The work
includes bridge installation, passing tracks and bank protection
work.

The Alton & Jacksonville, an electric line, has been incorporated to build a line between Jacksonville and Alton, 111.
The Baltimore & Ohio will start extension work soon on
eliminating curves and cutting down grades on Ohio Biver division.
Work will be commenced near Sistersville, W. Va.
The Birmingham & Southeastern

will extend its road at an

early date from Eclectic, Ala., to connect with trains entering

Birmingham and Anniston.
The Canadian Northern has opened bids

for completion of

several branch lines in Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

This road has surveys under way for extension of the Eadville
branch toward Weyburn, Sask. Grading contracts will be let
this fall.

the St. Louis territory.

has been elected a director of the class

Pacific Co., New York, and MacArthur
York, have started work on terminals at Charle>

The Atlantic, Gulf &
Bros. Co.,

to

The Chicago & Lake Superior is considering extending its line
Eockdale and Edgerton, Wis.
The Chicago & North-Western has let a contract to Teppard

&

Burrill, Minneapolis, Minn., for the construction of a

from Koepenick. Wis., eastwardly
Wolf river.

line

to the west

bank

branch
of the

—
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Master Blacksmith's Convention
The master blacksmiths held

Mastermechanic

Milwaukee

tion at

month and some very

was presented, as may be seen

A

lished on another page.
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SHORT,

was brought

in the shape

to the meetings

and

The

asso-

membership of about 300 and had a goodly proportion

members

in attendance,

but with the large number of black-

Editorial Director

W. M1DDLETON,

A. D.

etc.,

meeting pub-

amount of material

large

to be regretted that this matter in its entirety could not be

is

ciation has a

WILLIAM

interesting material

in the report of the

presented to a larger number of blacksmith foremen.
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smith foremen in the railway shops of this country,

Editor

would
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Editor

appear that a campaign for additional members would benefit both
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Address

all
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to
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Chicago.

new members,

for by sending prospective

would be aroused and they could more easily be induced to
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member

benefit to the attending

and the type can be used again

The

overcome.

It is just as easy for a

This Publication has a larger circulation than anjt other among mechanical department officers. Of this issue 5,000 copies are printed.

months as

in twelve, if he

enough

in early

Office

The

advantage.

better

to

association-?
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cost

is

but very

more for the

little

in the published

of getting committee reports and papers

difficulty

will of course

knows

be encountered, but this can be

man

it

to get his report in in nine

has to be

in.

There are other

which might very profitably publish advance copies of

Locomotive Cylinder Lubrication
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the opportunity to study the paper and can therefore discuss

proceedings.
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mem-

very evident, for he has
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bers copies of papers in advance of the convention, their interest
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Vol.

if at

This not only benefits the members attending, but should

possible.

and business communications

at the meetings that the papers be printed in

advance next year, and this idea should be carried out

New York

Telephone, Cortlandt 5765

Central Office:

was proposed

It

Telephone, Harrison 4948

new members.

the

first

less

their

haphazard way since the operation of

engine was made possible by doping with tallow at inter-

vals of convenience to the fireman.

valves

The groaning of pistons and

—and the only

was the indication of need of lubrication

one; and the tallow pot furnished the only
der and valve friction for a good

many

means of reducing

cylin-

years in the history of

Just as the use of tallow was unsystematic and the frequency of
application not based on any certain

amount of piston

travel,

the modern hydrostatic lubricator, riding in the cab and delivering
its

drops of

oil

at fixed

time intervals, does not perform com-

pletely its function of lubricating in relation to the varying de-

mand, except as

inefficiently

of the engineman.
the

It has

gauged by the hand and eyesight

proved a very great improvement in

means for lubrication and

it

has reached a high plane of

efficiency so far as it is possible for efficiency to

be obtained by

this principle.
It

was the change from saturated

to superheated steam, however,

which directed particular attention to the problem of lubrication.
There was more anticipation than realization in lubrication troubles
chargeable to the change, but there was, nevertheless, necessity for
greater care in avoiding undue friction with the higher temperatures.

Those familiar with the problem of lubrication have taken note
of the inconsistency of graduating the injection of the lubricant

by time

interval,

and several attempts have been made

to lubricate

;
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according to piston movement

or, in other

words, to supply lubri-

dies
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and other regular

tool

room work; one has charge of repairing

cant when needed and only when needed, as well as in quantities

machine tools and building special machines, and one has charge

Graphite lubricators which

of forging, tempering and grinding lathe and planer tools and

not

demand.

actual

exceed the

to

operate from the valve motion have been invented and applied, but

inspecting emery wheels.

graphite, although a most excellent lubricant, has been found to

be a source of trouble when fed
alleged fact that

in this

accumulates in embarrassing places, such as

it

Experience thus far seems

under the piston rings.

in the recesses

way, on account of the

to indicate that this method of lubrication cannot supersede
in any event, and therefore

oil

follows that the problem of distribu-

it

tion of oil remains.
oil distributers,

One system of

function smoothly.

force feed lubrication

is

quite generally in use on certain roads, indicating satisfaction

while

it

has not been tried at

the force feed system

is

all

All must admit that

on others.

There remains room

correct in principle.

for difference of opinion as to the intrinsic merits of the machines

Proper conclusion as to these merits can only be secured

used.

by

and

test,

should be made,

tests

another mechanical

tunity to work to the best advantage, especially in a large plant,
as

it

places under one head the keeping of the shop in the best

of shape to handle

officer

who has made them may be

admirable one.

lubrication.

convention of the Chief

This rule was recently changed,

home routing of

of a general worn-out condition.

Interchange Car In-

will

it

'

Rules of Inter-

be remembered,

According

to the rule as

it

However, there

it.

is

no time limit within which

the owner must exercise his option, and around this fact consid-

number of the members gave

it

as their experience that

it

was

often a matter of months before they could get action on cases.

Although

it is

true that according to the Code of per

per diem ceases from the day the report of the car

made by

's

Diem Eules
condition

the handling company, some roads evidently find

it

is

advan-

tageous to allow the car to remain on a foreign line for months
before giving a decision as to the disposition of the car.

This

often works a hardship on the handling line, whose sidings become
filled

with cars which are waiting for advice from the owner.

privilege of destroying the car if

The

no reply was received within

30 or 60 days was advocated by some as a remedy for the above

mentioned condition.
tions,

but what

is

ters of this sort

someone

It is possible that this

primarily needed

and

less of

is

might better condi-

closer co-operation on mat-

a disposition to "pass the buck" to

else.

Angus Tool Room
A

prominent

Canadian Pacific

feature

of

the

Angus shop

tool

room of the

organization for handling the various kinds

is its

the organization

is

emery wheels

it.

As

stated in an article on another page,

divided into three departments, each in charge

of a capable assistant.

in the shops.
to,

at present about ninety sets of inserted

A

reading of the

article, together

indicates that the tool

room

at

upon the proper basis and that

set,

and that

all

its

with a study of the illustrations,

Angus shops has been put

the

work

Who Caused the
is,

is

of the highest character.

is

Wreck?

not a short-story magazine.

generally speaking, barred from its columns.

Caused the Wreck "

is so

pointed in

its

The story

title

"Who

moral and so aptly

trates a condition which all thinking railway

illus-

officers

deprecate,

that deviation from the fixed policy seems advisable and

we recom-

mend

that every mechanical officer read

it.

FIRE FIGHTING ON THE
By

One has charge of milling

cutters, taps,

B.

&

O.

by the Baltimore & Ohio to its
employees, the men working for that company are to be constituted
into a vast organization of fire fighters, ready for emergency service
in protecting the property of the public and that of the railroad
against destruction by fire.
virtue of a circular issued

and others whose duties require them
urged by the management to mainagainst fire, either on the property of the

in train service

to travel over the property are

tain a constant vigil

railroad's neighbors or along its

concerning precautions against

In the event that

fires

own

fires

right of way.

Suggestions

are requested of the employees.

be discovered by engineers, conductors or

other employees in train service, they are peremptorily authorized

by

the

company

to lend assistance in extinguishing the blaze; but

the regulation requires that in such emergency any delay occasioned

by assisting

in putting out

a

fire

must be reported at the

first

telegraph station.

While the regulation concerning the suppression of fires has in
view primarily the protection of railroad property, the Baltimore &
Ohio urges its men to take a broad interest in the communities in
which they reside, so that at all times they may render assistance
In the cities and towns, division points
and terminals, the railroad has provided fire-fighting apparatus for
the use of employees in emergency cases; and to increase the effiof direct benefit to society.

ciency of such protection the men are drilled in order that they
keep themselves on the alert. Numerous instances have been reported of railroading forces preventing serious fire destruction.
The campaign waged by the Baltimore & Ohio against fire losses
extends beyond the employees to the mechanical operations of the
property. Locomotive stacks have been equipped with spark net-

from being scattered along the
right of way or on adjoining property, and the fire grates in the
engines are so designed that hot coals are not dropped along the

tings to prevent particles of

of work which fall to

that upon one of these

is

record of the condition of each gauge being kept by the foreman.

Employees

erable discussion centered.

A

room has

an

gauges are sent to the tool room once a month for checking, a

now

to rebuild the car or he can authorize the handling com-

to destroy

is

cars unsafe to load on account

stands, the owner has two options; he can authorize the handling

pany

assistants

published on another page of this issue under the

took place on rule 120 of the Master Car Builders

company

commendable feature

The Railway Master Mechanic

spectors' and Car Foremen's Association considerable discussion

eliminating the

work under as many

blade cutters, of from two to six cutters per

There-

Rule 120

change.

The placing of

day.

Other noticeable features, as set forth in the article referred
are that the tool

Fiction

recent

A

to

taken.

fore they should receive lubrication only when they do move.

the

work from day

except where the word of

move they would not need

If pistons did not

At

its

three different phases of the

which obtain their motive

power from some moving part of the locomotive, have been found

room department the oppor-

tool

assistants devolves the care of all

The use of force feed

to

Such an organization allows the

tracks.

fire
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CORRESPONDENCE.

enfglairs

Editor, Railway Master Meclianic:

A@o TRis Monfli

Referring to the article in your issue for August, page 368, on
Valve Gear Device, " by B. N. Lewis, I quote from the third
paragraph as follows:
"The heavy constant lead (Walschaert
gear) required at short cut-offs, in order to maintain sufficient
port opening, where little opening other than that transemitted by
the combination lever is given to the valve, causes too early a
preadmission of steam at maximum cut-off and decreases the
starting power of an engine so equipped."
The device described by Mr. Lewis will, no doubt, remedy the
above trouble, yet equivalent results may be obtained by proper
valve proportions.
The port opening required at working cut-off
may be attained by giving the valves the required lead, and in
order to reduce and render preadmission negligible so far as starting is concerned, lap should be added.
I have found engines with &-in. lead, 1-in. lap, %-in. preadmisThese
sion in full gear, and ?fc-in. port at 33 per cent cut-off.
engines did not develop full tractive effort, due to insufficient
port.
They were given %-in. lead and 1%-in. lap, the preadmission remained %-in. in full gear.
Indicator diagrams gave entirely satisfactory results and no difficulty was experienced in
starting on heavy grades.
My experience has been that any required port may be had by
giving sufficient lead and making the lap such that no more than
A valve diagram
%-in. preadmission is obtained in full gear.
should be laid out from which the proportions of the valve may be
1 '

(From

the Files.)

H. Barry has resigned as master mechanic of the Cincinnati &
Sandusky division of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
J.

Louis.
J. T. Chamberlain,

removed

master car builder of the Boston & Maine, has
from Lawrence, Mass., to Boston.

his headquarters

Albert Griggs has been appointed assistant superintendent of
motive power of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters
at Danville,

111.

James A. Keegan has been appointed master mechanic of the
Cincinnati & Sandusky division of the C. C. C. & St. L., with headquarters at Delaware, Ohio.

A. M. Land, chief car inspector and foreman of shops of the
Chattanooga & St. Louis, at Atlanta, Ga., has been
appointed master mechanic of the Southern Ware Car Line, with
Nashville,

headquarters at Atlanta.
R. D. Wade, superintendent of motive power of the eastern
system of the Southern railway, has had his jurisdiction extended

He

by an assistant
Washington, D. C. Mr.
W. H. Thomas, the former superintendent motive power of the
E. T, Va. & Ga., has, since the formation of the new company, held
the position of superintendent motive power of the western system.
The second annual convention of the National Blacksmiths Association convened on Tuesday, the 4th inst., at Allegheny City, Pa.
L. H. Sherman has resigned as master mechanic of the Mexican
National at Santiago, Mex.
F. G. Lauer, foreman locomotive repairs of the Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsburgh, at Rochester, N. Y., has been appointed master
mechanic of the road at that place.
E. W. Knapp, locomotive foreman of the Mexican National, at
Monterey, Mex., has been appointed master mechanic of that road
at Acambaro, Mex.
W. H. Thomas, formerly superintendent motive power of the
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, has been appointed assistant
superintendent motive power of the Southern railway, with jurisdiction over both the eastern and western systems. Headquarters,
Washington, D. C.
Col. Adaee F. Walker, the new receiver of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe, arrived in New York from Antwerp on September 3,
and immediately assumed his duties as receiver of the Sauta Fe.
He proposes to remain in New York for some time, familiarizing
himself with the present condition of the property. Then he will
go over the railroad with the other receivers and the principal officers
of the company, and after completing the inspection of the property
he will probably make his headquarters in New York.
to include the

western system.

superintendent motive power with

will be assisted

office at

'

Howard

F.

Parke,

formerly

division

superintendent

of

the

Missouri Pacific at Sedalia, Mo., has been appointed superintendent

of transportation for the Union Pacific, Denver

& Gulf Road,

with

headquarters in Denver.

John E.

Special care should be exercised in dividing the lead and seeing
that the reach rod adjustment

is

such that the proper valve travel

obtained in full gear.

is

George W. Bashaw, Chf. Draftsman,
D.

&

All-steel cars are being experimented with on several railway
Other lines probably will undertake experiments

lines in India.

or await the results of the experiments of lines that

&

Atlantic, a

new company organized

to

causing more or less jambing.

The element of danger

to life is

also being considered.

DECISION.
To say
to

utter

that decision of character

a truism.

The fact

is

a form of procrastination, which
cisive

man

is

is

a valuable asset in

obvious.
is

Indecision

is

life is

indeed

a thief of time. The indeis always thinking

losing time at every turn, he

what he had better do when he ought
he can muster.

And

time, inasmuch as

the quality

it is

is

the

decisive enough; as soon as the idea
it,

are, the greater the

to be doing it, and his
with the amount of decision

more valuable at the present
The more highly civilized
indecision.
The animals are

losing ground.

we

Smith, formerly assistant general manager of the

the

changes in temperature through which cars pass, the wood warps,
This causes a certain
swells or shrinks, and joints are affected.
swaying of the body and throws doors and windows out of plumb,

sula.

C.

now have

matter under consideration.
Metal freight cars have long been in use in India, but passenger cars are usually built of teakwood resting on steel undernames. Owing to the intense heat, and in some cases the great

develop the railway and steamship systems of the Maryland Penin-

George

R, G. R. R., Denver, Colo.

coefficient of efficiency varies directly

Searles, of Baltimore, Md., has been elected president of

the Baltimore, Chesapeake

determined.

tendency to

and do not trouble themselves

is

heads they act on
whether they might

in their

to reflect

The primitive man

Missouri Pacific, has been appointed president and general manager

not have done something better.

of the Western Ry. of Alabama.

sive.
It is the man with the cultural habit of mind who is everlastingly doubting, examining and re-examining, questioning, stat-

C. E. Schaff has

been appointed assistant general manager of the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

announced in 1906 that
to its passenger equipment passenger
coaches, postal cars, baggage cars, express cars, etc.
would be
of all-steel construction, and on January 1, 1914, almost exactly
one-half of its passenger equipment had been replaced with steel
cars.
The Pennsylvania had 6,100 passenger equipment cars in
service on January 1, 1914.
future

additions

also deci-

ing his case and asking advice, and refusing to conclude. He not
only wastes time, but he often makes himself very unhappy, and

St. Louis.

THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

all

is

—
—

in the affairs of this world he is at a disadvantage with the

who uses all his steam for forging straight ahead.
in his heart of hearts he envies those who are never
doubts, he will rarely admit that he

is

man

Yet, though
afflicted

in the wrong.

He

with

delays

because he likes to be thorough, to verify his facts, and to consult
He may be slow, but he is sure; it is
all available records.
necessary to be certain that there are no counter-arguments unmet.

—
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And

him his due, there is something to be said for his
For although decision of character is a valuable
point of view.
asset, it is of different kinds and it may exist on a high plane
A decisive man may have abundant imagination,
or a low one.
to give

but be able to keep
feeble,

and

it

in strict control

may be due

his decision

;

or his imagination

to inability to see

may be

more than

In the latter case, decision may imply great
narrow outlook, or imperfect knowledge, or a slavish adherence to precedents and past custom. But
it is fair to assume that when decision of character is mentioned
In that sense it is undoubtedly
it is meant in a favorable sense.
one thing at a time.

limitations, the limitations of a

mainly temperamental, and not easy to acquire; but habit also
It is a virtue to be thoughtful in decision, it
will play its part.
is quite right that a man should see his way clearly before he

commits himself; but once he has all his facts before
him, there is no sense in delay, and it is in every way desirable
Every time that a
that he should cultivate habits of resolution.
knotty problem presents itself, if he brace himself to make up his
mind, he receives an accession of strength for the next occasion,
and every victory makes the next struggle easier to overcome.
And, per contra, if he fail to exercise that will power, his irresolution is more and more confirmed, until the very thought of a
dilemma acts on him as the anaconda upon the rabbit. Of all
men, engineers have far too much active, executive, constructive
work to do to allow themselves to be paralyzed by their own misgivings.
It is better that they should make mistakes sometimes
irretrievably

than be everlastingly hampered by the dread of making mistakes.
The man of action will have more than his share of successes
to counterbalance the failures, when vacillation and wavering will
only lead to Doubting Castle and Giant Despair.
the bully, and

'
'

Fortune favors

our indiscretions often serve us well when our

deep-laid plots do fail.

'
'

We

were once told of an engineer who,

troubled beyond endurance over a case in which two alternative
courses of action presented themselves, resolved to consult a friend

with a reputation for decision for advice.

He

stated the case at

and cons, his fears and objections, the advantages
and disadvantages, and begged his brother officer to decide for
him. He agreed, on one condition; he would decide, but his deciEeasons, he said, would
sion must be accepted without reasons.
only lead to fresh arguments, and he had no time to devote to
The condition was accepted. "Very well, then, come
them.
back in five minutes and I will let you know." In five minutes
he made his pronouncement, it was followed, and ultimately led
to satisfactory results in every possible way. Years afterward the
waverer expressed his gratitude, but hoped that he might be informed of the reasons on which the decision was based. "No,
no," he said, "I won't give you the reasons, you wouldn't like
them." "But I will I must you were quite right, the results
show you were right. Do tell me. " " Well, it was a difficult
case, I had doubts myself, but one has to make up one's
mind. So while you were away, I just but perhaps I had better
"Yes, yes." "Well then, I just tossed up."
not tell you."

length, the pros

—

—

—

Indian Engineering, of Calcutta.

HANDLING METALLIC PACKING IN ROUNDHOUSES.
By

A. E. M.
Since the advent of the superheater, and even before, the matter
of keeping piston and valve rods packed has been and is a "live
issue." A few words at this time on this matter, consequently,
will not go amiss.
The writer having had the pleasure of visiting most of the railroads in the United States and Canada and observing different
practices in use in the matter of handling metallic packing matters,
more especially in the roundhouses, has come to the conclusion that
especially at all large roundhouses it will be found to be one of
the best-paying propositions to have a good machinist assigned to
do all the packing of piston, valve and air pump rods. If such a
man is onto his job he can save his wages very easily, and then
some, to use a slang expression. It is reasonable to suppose that
the man who would be held responsible will see to it when he packs
a rod that that rod is packed in the best possible manner to insure

''

'

; '
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running without blowing until fully worn out. He will see
to it that the equipment is in good shape and the swab well
lubricated, as he will realize that if his work is not properly done
he will have the same job to do over again the next time the
engine gets back, if the work has not already been done at some

its

other terminal in the meantime.

The packing man should be furnished a small pocket record
book wherein he should keep a complete record of all rods packed
during the day. A printed form should then be used in reporting
to the division master mechanic each week all rods packed during
the week.
These records would indicate, should an engine be
packed quite often, that something was wrong.
Investigation
would show why so much packing had been applied and the proper
remedy to overcome the trouble would then be applied.
In other words, the packing man would become a specialist in
his work. He certainly would try and make a showing. To do this
he would make his business a study, that he might make such a
showing.
He should be encouraged as much as possible by the
roundhouse foremen and others, who would see to it that guides,
pistons, etc., were put in good shape whenever the packing man
would make request on him that such work be done in order to
help packing conditions. On a few roads it has been found advisable to have a monthly inspection of pistons, piston rings, etc.
this, of course, on superheaters only.
On such inspection days
the packing man should also look over his packing and equipment
and see to it that it is in good shape to be replaced. The proper
and best time to do any work necessary on vibrating cups, followers, etc., is while the piston and equipment is down.
It will be found that on a road where this practice is carried
out and watched that there will be practically no packing troubles.
If there are any, the division master mechanic can very easily trace
His weekly packing sheets will keep
it down and stop the trouble.
him advised just what is being done and what points use the most
packing, etc. His clerk can make a diagram or line monthly report
for the general superintendent of motive power, if desired, but the
main object and result would be that the rods will be packed right
and a great deal less packing used, and packing troubles will be
eliminated.

"SAND.'
I observed a locomotive in the railroad yard one day;

was waiting at the roundhouse, where the locomotives stay;
It was panting for the journey; it was coaled and fully manned,
And it had a box the fireman was filling full of sand.

It

'

'

'

It

On

appears that locomotives cannot always get a grip
their slender iron pavements, 'cause the wheels are apt to

slip;

So when they reach a slippery spot their tactics to command,
And to get a grip upon the rail, they sprinkle it with "sand."
It's about this

If your load

If a

way with

common

travel along life's slippery track,

rather heavy,

is

and you're

back;

sliding

locomotive you completely understand,

You'll supply yourself in starting with a good supply of "sand."
If your track

And

if

those

is

steep and hilly, and you have a heavy grade,

who 've gone before you have

the rails quite slippery

made.
If you'd ever reach the summit of the upper tableland,

You '11

find

you

'11

have to do

it

by a

liberal use of

'
'

sand.

'

If you strike some frigid weather, and discover to your cost

That you're liable to slip upon a heavy coat of frost,
Then some prompt, decided action will be called into demand,
And you '11 slip 'way to the bottom if you haven 't any sand.
'

'

'

You can
[f there

get to any station that
's

And you '11

is

on

life's schedule seen,

beneath the boiler of ambition 's strong machine,
reach a place called Flushtown at a rate of speed that 's
fire

grand,
[f for all the slippery places

you 've a good supply of ' sand.
Coal Trade Journal.
'

—

'
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Tool

Room Methods
By W. M.

Pacific

Eailway

Angus Shops

Whitehouse, Tool-Room Foreman.

(Angus
shops) is located on the gallery of the main locomotive shop and
covers an area of about 5,700 square feet. The organization is divided
into three departments, each represented by an energetic
assistant whose duties are to personally supervise the work in
progress of manufacture or repair; such as:
1st, the making and repairing of milling cutters, taps, dies,
reamers, press tools, gauges, jigs and fixtures, drop forging
and upsetting dies.
2nd, the building of special machines, and the overhauling
and repairing of all machine tools.
3rd, the supervision of forging, tempering and grinding of

The Canadian

at

407

tool shop at Montreal, Que.,

hack saws, which are attended to by a first-year apprentice,
whose duties are to cut off (center if necessary) and distribute
to the various machines the stock required to fill the order.
Note the double purpose of the rack it acts as a stock carrier

—

for the turret lathe.

Should the order be for a lathe or'planer tool to machine some
special casting, the assistant assigned to this duty at once goes

shop, gets the tool forged, attends to the

to the blacksmith

grinding, tempering and

If a standard tool is re-

delivery.

quired it is taken from the stock cupboard and delivered by a
tool carrier whose duties are to collect and deliver tools to the
various machines throughout the shops.
Fig. 2 shows the grinding and tool sorting room, with a Sellers
tool grinder and twist drill grinder; also the flange forming

and the stock cupboard in the background. On
the bench is an assortment of wheel lathe roughers, flange
formers and finishers, also the broad finishing tools for the

tool grinders

inside bore of tires.

"A

good workman is always
Believing in the old saying that
surely
apply to a tool that
known by his chips," the same must
can cut off such healthy looking chips as seen in the illustration.
It is our practice to purchase only the larger sizes of
high speed steels as used on wheel lathes and frog planers.
When such tools become too short they are drawn down to the
next standard sized tool and also on down to

%

inch square for

brass finishing tools.

Unlike the manufacturing tool shops who specialize in cermust be flexible and

tain lines of tools, the railway tool shop

readily lend itself to the

making

of

some special intricate

tool

or gauge or to the manufacturing of such standard tools as
boiler shop punches, dies, staybolt taps, reamers, beading tools,

Fig.

1

— Tool

Steel

Rack and Cutting

Off Machine.

all lathe and planer tools.
This includes the inspection and
renewing of all emery wheels.
The main distributing tool room is located on the ground
floor in the center of the erecting and machine shops and contains the necessary standard tool racks and shelves for the

storage of

drills, taps, etc.

The boiler and brass shops have storing and distributing tool
rooms located in their own departments. This arrangement
not only saves the workman's time, in walking to and from
the central tool room, but enables the boilermakers and brass
finishers' tools to be kept separate.
It also tends to relieve
the congestion that would occur every Monday morning; the
rule being that all tools must be returned to the tool rooms by
the men before quitting on Saturday.
A record is made of all checks not redeemed, and the foremen
notified of the

men

return the tools.

pneumatie chisels, snaps, wheel defect and tire gauges, smoke
box netting gauges, etc.
At Angus, beading tools and pneumatic chisels are manufactured in two and three hundred lots, while such tools as staybolt, mud plug and spindle taps are made in such quantities
that seems most advisable in the judgment of the tool shop
foreman. The main object is to always have a stock on hand,
thus enabling the old and worn-out tools to be exchanged for

new

ones.

Fig. 3 shows a

few

of the

many

that are used in the boiler shop.

staybolt taps, reamers,

who have neglected to
foreman's duty to investigate and

in their departments

It is the

ascertain the reason for their neglect.

new

must be written on the
company's special foreman's order form, and are not accepted
until the same has been entered in the tools and machinery
account book, and stamped with the superintendent's office
All orders for repairs or

tools

stamp.

When

work has been completed it is returned to the
central tool room and checked off by a clerk. When an order
is first received it is considered by the tool shop foreman who
makes the necessary sketches and orders such forgings or
the

castings that may be required, after which it is turned over
with the instructions to the assistant who is responsible for the

making of the

tools required.

Fig. 1 shows the tool stock rack, and the high speed

power

Fig. 2

— Grinding

etc.,

Note the method of making

and Tool Sorting Room.
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Fig. 3

— Boiler

Shop Tools.

— Milling

long crown bolt taps, the shanks and pilots being screwed at

each end, thus making it possible to reduce the essential part
of the tap to 24 inches. The illustration also shows an operator rilling an order for twelve staybolt taps 1 inch diameter,
11 threads, Whitworth standard, the stock being cut off and
centered by an apprentice. They are then turned, threaded and
chased on a 16-inch Pratt and Whitney lathe, after which they
are taken to a milling machine and fluted four at a time, using
a special fixture.
Fig. 4 shows the milling operation as generally done by a

second or third year apprentice.
Fig. 5 shows the

method of milling beading

with the
forming cutters and fixture at a rate of 270 per day of nine
hours.
The manufacturing operations of such tools afford a
wide field for the training of apprentices.
Fig. 6
Mounted on a board are the various sizes and styles
of tube expanders with the necessary tools, jigs and fixtures.

—

Fig. 4

September, 1914

— Milling

Cutters.

tools

Fig. 5

Beading Tools.

Standard blue prints giving the size, range, style and class of
engine they are required for, are issued from the drawing office.
Each expander and its various parts are given list numbers,
which enables the stores department to issue orders as per list
and blue print, in quantities large enough to fill all line orders.
MILLING CUTTERS, ETC.

Keeping pace with the modern trend of the times, the Canadian Pacific endeavors to keep to the front where the economical machining of locomotive parts are concerned.
The high
power milling machines and the well designed milling cutters
are fast replacing the older methods of shaping and slotting,
and are doing the work quicker, cheaper and of a superior

qualify.

Fig. 7 shows a group of the inserted blade and solid high
speed milling cutters, and when it is known that we have over
ninety sets of these inserted blade type of cutters, ranging

Fig.

— Tube

6

Expanders, with

Jigs.
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front of the blades, thus

making

practically

a new

set

of

cutters.

Attention might be drawn to the high power milling cutter
with the pilot, also the arbor for driving the same and a com-

made
work such as
parison

Following

in the

development of cutters for the class of

milling the fork ends of side rods.
along the line of improved milling

cutters

we

have developed our standard taper bolt reamers. These are
made in quantities of twelve or twenty-four and are 12, 15
and 18 inches long, the material being a high grade of carbon tool steel. We have adopted five flutes for reamers, varying in sizes from % to 1% inch diameter, with a lead of
18 inches and milled with a double angular cutter 60 degrees
and 30 degrees.
Fig. 8 is a sketch of a standard four lipped tube sheet drill
and reamer combined. It is made of high speed steel with
a machine steel shank, the advantages of this tool being the
use of a heavier feed, the reaming of the hole without changing the speed or tool, a much smoother hole and the size
and life of the tool are retained much longer, making it
possible to drill and ream 1,000 holes at one grinding.
The
success of these tools led us to adopt the same style for
Fig. 7

from two to

— High

Speeding Milling Cutters.

six cutters per set, it can readily

be seen to what

extent milling machines are used at Angus. The cutters shown
include those for milling such locomotive parts as steel axle
boxes, shoes and wedges, slabbing and fluting main and side
rods, straps, fork ends, motion work, etc.
The operator is
grinding a set of concave cutters for radial truck axle boxes.
These cutters are made of the inserted blade type and the form
ground to the required radius with the special fixture bolted on
a No. 2 Landis universal grinder.

counterbores, as shown in Fig. 8 also.
Fig. 9 shows the style of flat high speed steel cutters with
holders that are used for the finishing of brass castings in
the brass shop, the box tools for machining valve spindles,
tools for reseating inspirators,

with a set of special tools for
These nuts are machined on a Prentice semi-automatic lathe the tools consisting of jaws, cutters and the high speed flat tap which was
adopted after considerable experimenting with all other styles.

machining

steel superheater fitting nuts.

GAUGES, ETC.

interchange-

The system of making, checking and maintaining of gauges

machinery steel blanks being drilled, bored and turned.
A false table is mounted on a No. 4 milling machine and set
over at an angle of 12 degrees. The slots are milled y<± inch
wide by 1 inch deep, the cutting edge being radial at the
beginning of the cut; and as the table advances the cutting
edge gradually recedes from the center, thus giving the blade
an increased positive rake. The blades are designed to interlock and project about % inch from the blank. After hardening they are caulked tight and the set of the required number
are mounted on a mandril and ground on a Landis grinder.
"When the blades become short through constant grinding, the
cutters are taken to the milling machine and without removing
the blades an angular portion of the blank is milled from the

for locomotive driving wheels and tires is very strictly ad-

All cutters for the larger machines are

made

able, the

Flg.

hered to and
is

supplied

as follows:

is

by the drawing

A

maintenance regulation card
which gives the correct

office

diameter of the wheel centre, the bore of the tire and the
shrinkage allowance. All gauges for new work are made and

%, % and
The centre
%x2 inch carbon steel. If more

corrected to this card, the tire gauges are made
inch square, cast steel according to lengths.
1

%

or caliper gauge is

made

of

than one gauge of the same size

is

required they are lettered

and must be sent to the tool shop
at least every month to be checked and corrected on the
standard check gauge and a Brown & Sharpe vernier caliper
gauge, kept in the tool foreman's office.
The foreman peralphabetically A, B, C,

8.

etc.,
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Fig. 9

sonally supervises this

work and

also keeps

— High

Speed Steel Cutters, Etc.

a record of the

condition of each gauge.
Fig. 10 shows a

number of

these gauges, including a variety

of others such as profile gauges, wheel defect gauges, alum-

inum tire wear gauge, wheel check, tire thickness gauges, etc.
The outside adjustable caliper and micrometer gauges are
used when shimming tires. They are made at Angus and supplied to all divisional points of the system.

The folding wheel check and needle gauge are designed to
enable an inspector to put them in his grip when traveling on the
road checking wheels for bent axles,

PUNCHES AND

etc.

DIES, ETC.

The blanking and forming of sheet metal on power presses
and the upsetting and forging of metal on forging
machines and drop hammers "hot" are coming more to the
front every day.
The field for this class of work is wide
and the possibilities wider.
The Canadian Pacific, realizing
'

'

cold

September, 1914

'

'

the wide possibilities, have installed such machinery that will
produce the great variety of shapes and forgings required for
shop and line at a cost far below the old style of producing
such forgings by hand.
Figs. 11 and 12 cannot but convince
the reader that a great amount of time, money and patience
have been invested on tools and equipment to produce such

one operation under a power press. On account of the various
lengths of draw bars it was considered advisable to punch one
end at a time.
Particular attention may be called to some of the tools used
to blank the many parts required in the manufacture of oil
cans, and headlight burners especially the punches and dies
for making headlight numbers.
To the railway man Fig. 12 should require no words of
explanation, the board with its samples of locomotive parts,
the dies and trimmers for producing the same in larger quantities, cannot fail to convince him that this method of manufacis superior to the old method of hand forgings.
Our equipment for this line of work consists of a 1500
pound drop hammer and trimming press, a 3% inch universal
Ajax and a 5 inch forging machine. The only special ma-

turing

chine required in the tool shop is a die sinking machine, the
general railway tool shop machinery, such as lathe, planer,
shaper, milling machine and drill press being sufficient to fill
all

other requirements.

The making of these

results.

few of the many sizes and styles of punches
The ordinary boilermaker's punches are manufactured in quantities stocked in the tool shop and distributed
to the tool rooms as required.
The punches and dies for
making the ordinary steel washers are made of high speed
steel and make a complete washer at every stroke of the
special machine, delivering same into a bag all ready to be
weighed. These tools punch on an average IV2 to 2 tons of
washers at one grinding.
The material used for these
Fig. 11 shows a

and

dies.

washers

is

scrap

plate.

There

split cotters, elevation plates for

are also tools for blanking
frog shop work, steam gauge

mounting plates and grease cellar plates.
The laminated draw-bar plates are blanked hot under a
hydraulic press. The pin and rivet holes are punched cold at

10

—A

Variety of Gauges.

dies is assigned

;
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numerous others already familiar to the master mechanic.
The tool shop foreman also supervises the building of special
machinery, the repairing of all machine tools in the locomotive
and frog and switch shops and the overhauling and refitting
of such machines that have been discarded from a central shop
and replaced by modern machines, but are still fit for service
in a back shop.
The methods adopted for the repairing and upkeep of this
machinery depend largely upon conditions that govern the
output of the various departments.

In a great

many

cases

the single purpose machine

Fig. 11

— Punches

and Dies.

A blue print is issued from the drawing
a die sinker.
showing the forging required also a list and die number.
The foreman of the tool shop, the die sinker and the foreman of the department for whom the work is intended consult and
to

office

study the best possible means of making the dies. Attention
might be called to the chain clevis dies This clevis is forged,
the flash trimmed, the holes punched and the clevis bent all
ready to apply to the tender.
The dies for forging safety chain hooks have produced 5000
The slogan
forgings and are still in first class condition.
"Safety First" has been adopted by all railways and is making itself felt not only on the line and in the shops but on
the engines as can be seen by the replacing of the old cast
;

more substantial and safer steel
These are made in two operations, the ball end
forgings.
being first drop forged leaving sufficient stock at the other end
After upsetting
to upset on a universal Ajax forging machine.
same
heat
on the same
trimmed
the
are
at
the forgings
iron hand-rail posts for the

machine.

Mounted on the board may be seen such forgings as, crosshead keys, eye-bolts, axle box wedges, superheater fittings and

is used, for instance: frame planer,
frame slotter, cylinder borer, cylinder planer, etc. The larger
machines forming the base for the building of new equipment,
it is most important that they be kept in good working condition during the period of filling an order for the building of a
number of engines. Taking advantage of the intervals of
setting up work on the machines to make any small repairs and
sketches of any new parts required.
"While it is impossible to foretell when au accident will cause
a machine to break down, experience and familiarity with the
machinery enables us to ascertain the breaking point or parts
affected by excessive wear.
The policy adopted at Angus
shops is to have these parts finished or semi-finished; thus

reducing to a minimum the time required to make repairs.
Electric and oxy-acetylene welding are being used more extensively in the repairing of such machine parts as levers,
brackets, etc., being not only time savers, but cost reducers
and every advantage is taken of its possibilities. The results
of welding are not only gratifying to the repair foreman who
is thus enabled to make a quick repair, but to the foreman of
the department to whom the machine belongs.
The system used in handling repairs to machines is the same
as the one in use for the smaller tools, that is, when a machine breaks down or fails through some other cause, a foreman's order, giving the machine number and location is placed
on the tool shop. The assistant whose duty it is to make the
repairs, ascertains the nature of the failure and takes the
necessary steps to remedy the same, always giving a preference
The number of
to the larger or most important machines.
machines in the locomotive department is over six hundred and
fifty, so you can see it is no easy task to keep these in good

working condition.

WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE
The sum of $2,000
Air Brake Company

in prizes has

PRIZES.

been offered by the Westinghouse

in several advertisements published in various

The company
during the last few months.
would pay this sum of money for the six best stories
submitted, under certain conditions, dealing with the experience
and practical knowledge of railroad employees regarding any striking performance of the air brake manufactured by this company.
The history of braking railroad trains is replete with dramatic
but unwritten narrative and the company believes that by offering
this incentive a considerable amount of this" material will be brought
The conditions stated that the story must be written
to light.
technical

journals

stated that

it

from the practical experience or the personal observation
of the writer or from information obtained first hand from railway
men who actually knew the facts related.
The contest closed August 1, 1914, and the committee of judges
composed of the following men is now engaged in judging the
either

E. Symons, consulting mechanical engineer, Chicago
Willard Smith, editor Railway Be view, Chicago, and K. V. Wright,
managing editor Railway Age Gazette. New York City. Very
entries

:

W.

considerable interest

was displayed in the contest and a large

number of stories were submitted, so that several weeks will elapse
before the judges will be able to announce the winners of the prizes.

The Eailway Storekeepers' Association

will hold its twelfth

annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
Fig. 12

— Dies

and Trimmers.

and

19, 1915.

May

17, 18
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Officers of the Traveling Engineers Assn.

M. M. El Paso & Southwestern R. R.; Pres. Traveling Engineers'

F. P.

ROESCH,

ROBERT COLLETT,

V.

P..

Traveling

Engineers' Assn.

J.

PETTY,

C.

Ry.

;

Trav. Engr., N. C. <£. St. L.
V. P. Traveling Engineers' Assn.

Association.

J.

W. HARDY,

Engr., Southern Coal.
Co.; 3rd V. P., Travel-

Fuel

Coke & Mining

ing Engineers' Assn.

W.

THOMPSON,

O.
M. C. B., N. Y. C. & H.
R.: Sec. Traveling Engineers' Assn.

DAVID MEADOWS.
R.

R.;

Asst. M. M., Mich. Cent.

Treas. Trav.

Engrs' Assn.
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Officers of the RailwayEquipment Manufacturers Assn.

FRANK
Co.;

H. CLARK, Pres. Chambers Valve
Pres. Ry. Equipment Mfrs.
Association.

WV
|

, <

Sg

FURRY,

Ohio Injector Co.; Sec. RailMfrs. Assn.

AUTOMATIC REAMER GRINDER.
By W.
I have

just

grinder and

shows
end of
it

it

it

C. Diebert, Tool

Fmn., C.

&

O. R. R.

and tested out an automatic reamer
has proved a very good tool. The illustration
finished

applied to the grinder.

As the

Galena-Signal Oil Co.; Treas.
Mfrs. Assn.

Equipment

carriage nears the

(A) compresses spring (B) and as
(C) comes in contact
This
the dog, releasing spring (B).

its travel the collar

lifts

Railway

wheel center and reamer center. For our large frame reamera
we use a 6" wheel and 17/64" above reamer center, giving a
5 per cent, angle. This tool has been tested out and gives good
results.
It is very simple and durable.

HE TOOK CHANCES AND CHANCE TOOK HIM.

reaches the extreme travel the stop

with dog (D) and

STACK,

P. H.

way Equipment

The same
The
place
other
end
of
travel.
reamer
operation takes
at the
is revolved one flute at a time by means of the device shown
As the carriage reaches the reversing point
in the end view.
forces the clutch rod forward, reversing the carriage.

the roller (G) comes in contact with stop (F) (see front view)

and forces finger (H) forward, revolving the reamer one flute.
The clearance angle is obtained by the difference between the

By Berton

Braley.

Here lies Antonio Herrowitz,
Or what is left of him.
He was a man of splendid build,
Of vigor and of vim.

He

never feared to take a chance,

Wherever he might be;

He'd take a chance the roof was

He would

not look to

safe,

see.

He M use a drill to tamp a charge,
And take a chance on that;
He'd smoke

in

He happened
And when

any gassy place
to be at.

he rode upon the cage

He would not grasp
He never looked upon
Where

the bar;
the board

rules of safety are.

But, being full of health and strength,

And quite devoid of fear,
He played at hide and seek with
And now he's lying here.

death,

He took a chance with dynamite,
He took a chance with damp,
And in the very prime of life
Fate snuffed his miner's lamp.

He's done with taking chances now,
He's done with mines and such,
And what is left of him lies here;
He took one chance too much.
Automatic

Reamer

Grinder.

—Coal

Age.

'
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GAS-ELECTRIC MOTOR CARS,
The
the

—

'

ST. L. S.-W. RY
Louis Southwestern has commenced to place in operation
lot of eight gas-electric motor cars that are now being

St.

first

received from the General Electric

Company.

September, 1914

seat, and* are each

equipped with two GE-205, 600-volt, box-frame,
commutating-pole railway motors having a total

oil-lubricated,

The motors are mounted with nose suspenThe generating

of 200 hp. capacity.

sion directly on the axles of the forward truck.

Car Xo. 10 is now making the trip between Shreveport, La.,
and Lewisville, Ark., a distance of sixty-two miles. Along the
route are ten regular stops, seven flag stops and four railroad
The time required for the run is 2 hours and 30 mincrossings.
utes.
The car, however, makes one trip each way per day, totaling
Car Xo. 11 recently made the initial run between
124 miles.
lommerce and Sherman, Tex., a distance of fifty-seven miles.
The car left Commerce at S a. m. and arrived at Sherman at
10:40 a. m. Eeturning, it left Sherman at 4 p. m. and arrived
at Commerce at 6:40 p. m.
In the formation of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway are
t

unit

"V"

of an 8-cylinder 4-cycle gas engine of the
connected to a 600-volt, commutating-pole electric
designed to meet the special conditions the service

consists

type,

directly

generator,

demands.

The interior of the cars is partitioned into four compartments.
The cab in front containing the power plant apparatus measures
11 ft. 11 in. long; next is the baggage room, 10 ft. 11% in. long;
then the smoking section, 12 ft. 5 in. long; and the passenger
compartment, 30 ft. 5% in. long. The track is standard gauge.

A "SAFETY FIRST"
By

OIL BURNER.

H. A. Lacerda, Asst. Boiler Insp., N. Y.

The

oil

burner shown

in

the

illustration

C.
is

& H.
in

R. R.

use

at

the

West Albany shops of the New York Central & Hudson River.
In using oil burners in the various shops throughout the country for laying up corners or flue sheet flauges, they are usually
placed on a block of wood or hung on a wire.
This often
proves dangerous and we have had a few accidents on this
This device does away with all the trouble and I
account.
believe it will be of great value to other shops.
The cost of
making it is about $2.00.
•
'

Wanted

—the

man who

will accept the responsibility for the

things he can do and do them; for the things he cannot do and
get

them done.

'

When

asked how near the truth we thought the above came we
we would put it this way:
"Wanted the man who will accept the responsibility for the
things that he criticizes and do them the way he says they should

A\

said

—

be done.
tyn

z'Kiret

'

iffOia

Frequently a

i}' Flange

man

something and then
Side View of Adjustable

Frame Device

for Oil

Burner.

'

'

'

of 1,810 miles.

'

Starting at St. Louis, Mo.,

westerly direction across

Pleasant, one branch terminates at Fort

through

Waco

to

it

Arkansas into Texas.

Comanche and

follows a south-

Tenn.

;

Little Rock, Ark.

and Dallas, Tex.

of the road comprises 242 locomotives,

up

to

him

to accept the responsibility

other runs

Xuruerous lines

of the road connect with important centers like Cairo,
phis,

it

Here, at Mount

Worth and the

to Stepheuville.

and do it in
hundred
and
ninety-nine
times
the way it should be done, nine
out of a thousand he backs out. ami j-ometimes when he does not
hack out and undertakes the job he will come back and lay it down
and acknowledge that "probably the other fellow did it about as
Graphite.
well as it could be done."

ment puts

included the Pine Bluff Arkansas River Railway, the St. LouisSouthwestern Railway of Texas and the Eastern Texas Railroad.
and has a total mileage
Cotton Belt Route
It is known as the

make a kick to the management about
how it should be done, but if the manage-

will

tell

111.:

Mem

The equipment

23o passenger ears

and

opened the new Alberta Central subdivision for business from Forth, Alta., west to Rocky Mountain
House.
Surveys are under way for line north from Monticello, Ark.,

The Canadian

Pacific has

Drew & Xorthern. It is reported that this is
preparatory
to beginning the construction.
final survey
The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio ran the first train over the
extension from Dante, Va., north to Elkhorn City, Ky., on Sepfor the Ashley,

12,445 freight and miscellaneous. cars.
All the gas-electric motor cars for this railway company are
what is known as type KE-70-B-11. The details of construction
conform in general to those of the standard cars manufactured
The specific dimensions of
by the General Electric Company.
the St. Louis Southwestern cars are 70 ft. 1% in. over bumpers
by 10 ft. 6% in. wide over all. They weigh approximately 49
tons, have a seating capacity for sixty-two passengers, two per

Gas-electric

Car for the

tember

1.

The Cincinnati, Indiana & Louisville
Cochrane, a suburb of Aurora,
county. L. S. Cook, Cincinnati,

St.

Louis Southwestern.

Ind.,

is

to

making surveys from
Lamb, in Switzerland

O., is president.

r
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Master Blacksmiths' Convention
The twenty-second annual convention of the International

Bail-

road Master Blacksmiths' Association was held at the Hotel Wison August 18, 19 and 20, 1914.
consin, Milwaukee, "Wis
The
,

meetings were presided over by H. E. Gamble, president. In the
president's address Mr. Gamble made special reference to the
"Safety First" movement. The convention was also favored with
an address by H. C. Manchester, superintendent of motive power
of the Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St. Paul.

are rattled until they are polished.
These wreuches are sized on
a small emery wheel, by grinding
inch. One man can grind 300
in ten hours and one man will heat and punch 300 in ten hours,

&

in sizes

from %-inch

——
——

Extracts from some of the

-I

1

papers and reports follow:

to l^-inch.

«?-"— 4l

'

J

I

li'vi r'j

^

These dies to be

used on Bradleu

Hammer

High-Speed Steel

By George

F. Einkens, Wilmerding, Pa.

To determine the proper forging heat is a matter of experience
on the part of the toolsmith. Anywhere from 1,650 degrees F. to
1,900 degrees F., dependent on the different makes of alloys,
the forging heat used.
To ascertain the best forging heat, let

is;

the toolsmith experiment with the particular brand he

and forge at the highest heat
cised not to work high-speed

is

to

use

Care must be exerforging
steel at too low a heat
below the point of transformation, said transformation depending
on the alloys. Forging high-speed steel below this point will cause
the crystals to crush and rupture.
The point of transformation
will stand.

it

—

termed "non-magnetic," or the point of refinement, or that
point which releases any strains, or the point of uniformity or
equilibrium throughout all parts of the forging. At any rate, it
is dangerous to forge high-speed steel after the temperature has
dropped below a bright yellow.
There are as many methods for hardening high-speed steel as
there are brands.
One method that gives results in hardening
high-speed steel is to heat slowly up to the sweating point, or about
2,200 degrees F., after which cool the cutting point of tool in oil
(if lathe or planer tool), and when thoroughly black, cool rapidly
in compressed air blast.
In hardening taps, threading dies, reamers
and milling cutters made from high-speed tool steel it is good practice to insist on slow preheating in a furnace at a temperature
of 1,500 degrees F., and then submit to a temperature of 2,200
degrees F. or move to an adjacent furnace.
The Westinghouse Air Brake Company use a very simple method
for annealing. They place the steel in a tube or pipe large enough
in diameter and length to accommodate the work.
Both ends of
the tube are provided with a screw cap, which can be screwed on
and off. After the work is placed in the tube and before screwing
on the cap, put in from a tablespoonful to a handful of resin,
screw on the cap, place in furnace at the proper temperature, heat
for six hours and let the pipe and contents cool with furnace

Viii

Punch fbrffio/ts

is

gradually to atmospheric temperature.

For work of large bulk place it in open furnace at 1,450 degrees
and leave in furnace for six hours, then remove and bury in
hot burnt case-hardened compounds or extremely hot ashes and

hi Operation

Fig.

By

1

— Dies

for Forging

and Punching Wrenches.

make wrenches up to 2-inch. Any
wrenches which are too large to be made from spring steel are
formed from tire steel to the required size and the steel is then
sheared off to the proper length required to make the wrench, the
same as we do with spring steel after it has been annealed.
same method we

this

also

We have made for the Lehigh Valley during the past eighteen
months 4,500 wrenches, and they are well pleased with them.
These wrenches are made from hard steel and, therefore, there is
no wear on the jaws.
a small tool for bending cellar bolts. This die can be
used on any power punch by having the plunger out far enough
to clear the front. With this tool a bolt can be bent every stroke
Fig. 2

of" the

is

machine and the short ends can be worked up into cotter

pins.

During the past year 400,000 grab irons were forged in the
system shops of the Lehigh Valley at Sayre, Pa. The following
is the best record made by four men:
Upset the foot on 6,430 ends complete in ten hours, two men.

P.

let

remain until

cold.

The furnace should be so constructed that the oxygen of the air
from the blast and fuel opening will not attack the metal, as this
would result

uneven heating, cracking iu hardThe furnace within heated from
the furnace without by flames that are not permitted to enter
Such a furnace would
the inner furnace would be the ideal.
prevent the oxygen of the air from attacking the work and would
tie
suitable for large pieces, such as drop hammer dies.
For
smaller pieces a muffle should be used.
in scale, blisters,

ening and general bad results.

Tools and Formers

By

J.

W.

Riley, Blkms. Fmn., L. V. E.

A'.,

Mounted on plate

Sayre, Pa.

suit

Dies for forming wrenches from scrap spring steel under the

Bradley

hammer

are shown in Fig.

By

1.

These dies can also be used

method a wrench can be made
inch thick from %-inch scrap spring leaves.
The wrenches are
forged in two heats and one man can forge on an average of 150
blanks in ten hours. After they are forged they are punched hot
on a power punch with a close fitting die and, after being punched.
under a steam hammer.

this

I',-,

Fig. 2

— Dies

for

Bending Cellar Bolts.

machine

to

;
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Punched and trimmed the buns on 10,000 ends in ten hours, one
man.
Bent under punch (single bend) 9,000 ends in ten hours, one man.
The machine for punching is one of the old four-hammer bolt
machines, with the side and bottom hammers removed, a shear
blade attached to the top hammer and a bottom shear blade placed
across for shearing the burrs off. The only burrs we have are on
the bottom of the foot, as the hole is punched nearly through by
a button on the header it does not require much to punch the
hole through. A punch die is arranged in front of the shear blade
and the punch is attached to an extension bar which is placed in
the header holder. The machine runs sixty-five strokes per minute.
The punching of the hole only partly through, with button on
"

—

is

to be forced into the impression in both top

by a

and bottom

and

dies,

series of blows the complete forging is formed.

must be made to conform to a drawing of
intended to be stamped, as this will facilitate
the designing of dies. In the designing of dies the necessary draft
should be allowed in order to prevent the forgings from sticking

The necessary

the article that

dies

is

It must be understood, of course, when designing
whether or not finish is to be allowed, and where general
forgings are stamped very accurately, forgings that are to be
stamped accurately can be made to a gauge by a redropping opera-

to

the dies.

dies,

tion,

This,
cost

and frequently, for extra nice work, it requires separate dies.
of course, means additional expense.
The endurance and
of dies depends largely upon the work that is required from

them.

the header, serves three purposes:

Ninety feet of iron

September, 1914

saved on 1,000 grab irons.
a perfect gauge when upsetting the second

The button hole serves as
end to keep the feet perfectly in line, so there is no twisting to do.
By punching the button into the foot the stock is forced out,

A very good practice after the impressions have been sunk
and completed in the die block and before the dies are hardened
is to try them out by making a lead casting, which is understood
Slight changes are sometimes necessary to be
to be a lead proof.
made, after which the lead proof has been submitted for inspection
hence it is quite important to be governed by a lead proof, as it is
a very hard matter to alter dies after they have been hardened. If
changes are to be made after the dies are hardened, the dies would
first have to be annealed.
The hardening of dies must be good and
the equipment for the treating must be exceptionally good.
The steel that is to be used for die blocks must be suitable
for drop work and in a measure depends largely on the character
of the articles that are to be dropped.

Spring Making and Repairing.

By

We

F. B. Neilson, Finn. B. S., O. S. L., Pocatello, Ida.

have two spring makers, one spring

fitting furnace, rolls,

The spring question is a troublesome one,
and the tendency is, when failure occurs, to increase the spring
with an additional number of plates. I have always been more or
less opposed to doing this, as, in the first place, it causes confu-

punch, shear and press.

The

sion at outside points as well as in the store department.
Fig.

3

— Adjustable

first

Holder for Thermit Crucibles.

same and where the spring has been
number of plates they get away from the standard.
Another trouble that we have experienced is that the springs have
not been marked when applied in roundhouse or outside points,
and the result is when the spring is returned to shop for repairs
we cannot give an intelligent report of the life of the spring,
as we do not know the length of time it has been in service. We
have overcome this trouble, and now when a spring is taken off
of an engine it is marked with the number of the engine and date
from which removed, and the same method is used when applied.
By using this system we can keep account of the length of service
is

forms a perfect foot and leaves so small an amount to punch that
there is no strain on the foot in punching.
Fig. 3 is an adjustable Thermit crucible holder which is very
handy for raising and lowering the crucible when working in
close places, as it gives an adjustment of 6 inches.

Drop Forgings

By

F. F. Hotffle, L.

$

N. R.

R., Louisville,

Ky.

The manufacturing of forgings by stamping the same at the
•hop hammer can virtually be understood and termed as machine
blacksmithing.
Developments along these lines have continued
in recent years and by close observation they have been greatly
improved and the products of the drop forging industry are now
used in a great variety throughout the entire world of mechanical
Drop forgings are understood to be made in suitable dies, which
The separating lines of the two parts must be

are in two parts.

considered which will give the best advantage to the article that

be stamped, the greatest flow of material to meet the force
of the blow, also the proper breaking down of the raw material,
is

to count the plates in the

increased a

the spring has given.

We

under the force of hammer blows.

Again, to consider the proper

clearance of the two parts (dies) that will provide for the neces-

sary relief for the overflow of material, a stripping press is required, equipped with proper stripping dies by which the forgings

can be cleanly stripped of all overflow material. The stripping
press is a very important member of the drop hammer equipment.
One part, known as the top die, is fastened in the ram or hammer itself, which moves vertically between two uprights or guides.
The second part is arranged in the anvil or base of the hammer.
In the operating of the drop hammer the ram rises until released.
then descends and strikes the heated bar metal which is placed on
the bottom die; the force of the hammer blow causes the hot metal

Vanadium

steel,

the test I have given

it

I

am

of the opinion that

it

is

far

Do
superior to a low grade of carbon steel if properly treated.
for
if
not handle Vanadium steel without the use of pyrometer,
you do you can look for trouble.

By

to

in order to cause the least resistance of pressure against the dies

are at the present time experimenting with

but the spring not having been in service for any length of time,
I am unable to furnish an intelligent report as to the results.

From

arts.

thing they do when ordering a certain number of springs

,

F. F. Hoeffle, L. 4 X. R. R., Louisville, Ky.

good there can be no excuse for bad springs, and
if the steel is not good, surely the springmaker can not make
good by any subtreatment he might undertake. Competition among
steel manufacturers is very close and the gradual introduction of
The
open-hearth and Bessemer steel has made it even more so.
it
can
that
that
get
material
mechanical department wants the best
will answer the purpose, and conditions contrary to present good
work cause one to be placed "between the devil and the deep sea."
Therefore, it is suggestive, to get results, that all connected must
If the steel

is

make an honest
It

effort, give care

can be assumed

if

and attention

the chemistry

is correct,

to every detail.

the physical condi-

tion good and the sizes of the steel plate accurate, that the steel
The
maker's responsibility ceases. Good elasticity is expected.
elasticity of a spring is understood to be the amount which a
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spring will deflect or bend, under a given load, without having

form permanently changed.

If the bending or depression

great that the spring will not recover

its

original

its

so

is

form of

set

after which the load has been removed, the strain is understood to
have exceeded the limit of its elasticity and if repeated often will
surely break the spring.

The

elastic strength of a spring is

understood to be the strain
bear without being strained beyond the limits of elasticity.
The ultimate strength is the strain that will cause the spring to
break. The strength depends, of course, upon the physical condiwill

it

tion of the material of which the spring

according to

the

number of

plates

the

is

made, and increases

spring

may

have,

the

width, the thickness and the length.

they bear the greatest load they will carry
as flexible

The spring operating
and elastic.

it

in almost a straight

in this position will display itself

The condition of roadbeds has a great deal to do with the
success and life of springs.
Flat wheels and low joints are very
bad factors, for whenever the flat wheel strikes or the wheel strikes
a low joint, the tremble caused from that jolt will travel from
the wheel base to the spring and its connection. As above stated,
when the spring is constructed to ride and operate in almost a
straight position in service, it will give a flexible and soft riding
motion.

On

the other hand, if the springs are set too high the

would be a hard, quick, jerky and trembling motion.
A well-proportioned spring, when loaded and operating in service,
will have as near as possible a uniform strength throughout.
A
spring well banded will cause an equal advantage to all plates
results

contained in the spring and,

all

conditions being equal, not only

strength but the amount of deflection from any load will be
distributed equally.
its

The
it is

founded on the material of which
tempered, the length, width and thickness

elasticity of a spring is

made, the way

it is

In our shop, we have not had a broken frame in eight months,
and only three in two years off the engine. This is a considerable
change in the past two or three years. We attached a great deal
of importance to our oil welding of frames, but that is now a
practice of the past, as

are the best guides.

boiler shop, as they are kept busy principally on boiler work.
details

it increased the life of the spring and reduced the number of
breaks and kept the engine in service a longer period.
When hardening in oil the oil should be watched, a little fresh

and

finally,

are

Good conduct along these

lines will

have

its telling effect in

general.

Frame Making and Repairing.
West Albany, N. T.
The perfecting of the electric welder with the aid of Blau gas
as applied to making welds on broken frames has practically eliminated the necessity of taking frames off the engine, regardless
of what is broken; and this work is being done every day, with
the minimum of stripping or delaying the other workmen on any
George Hutton, A. Y. C.

other part of the engine.

<)•

fully

described

in

last

The

year's pro-

ceedings.

A

very important feature of frame work, which we will

all be
on to give more thought to, is annealing and heat treatment, especially of cast steel and vanadium, and I fully believe
that until we heat treat our frames besides annealing them we
will always have more or less of the broken frame.
Heat treatment, in my opinion, does not apply to vanadium steel only, but
to any material of which frames are made.
A great deal has
been said about annealing frames or forgings and apply them
on the engine in that state.
In my opinion, this is only an operation which the forging
or easting should go through to make it ready for further perfection, which is heat treatment.
A new frame which is applied to
an engine (annealed only) is in a much weaker condition than

when heat treated.
For anyone to convince himself that heat treating is beneficial
to any forging, whether steel or iron, try two test pieces, one
done in the usual way and one heat treated. Have them pulled
and you will get results which will convince you that heat treatment is the proper practice, and the treatment which is good for
axles or piston rods can be applied to locomotive frames.

There are several methods and formulas for heat treating, such
quenching in oil bath at different temperatures and boiling
water, etc.. which method can be acquired by practice and governed by carbon content of steel forgings or quality of wrought
as

iron.
difficult

H. R.

F.,

proposition to

many

of us here.

But sooner or later the difficulty will have to be overcome as a
means of securing a more reliable frame. All the methods which
have been followed in the past, from the frame made and repaired in the smith shop to the oil, oxyacetylene or Thermit and
the more modern electric welds, have not solved the problem of
broken frames. All of the welds we are making today may be
first-class jobs, but they do not prevent the frame breaking in
another part.

Heat treatment has proven
or

castings

has

to us that the strength of forgings
been increased to nearly double their original
it

would show the same results on

frames.
Difficulties

of warping will have to be overcome in the

same

way

as they were in getting properly annealed frames.
If we go.
back only a very few years, we all thought it nearly an impossible
job to anneal a frame, but today this has been overcome, with
properly adapted furnaces, without any warping; and I maintain
that heat treatment must follow this operation.
There will be
little danger of warping or buckling in quenching if we have the

means of getting perfect and equal heating.

By

when the whole

mass has become pretty well burned, it should be thrown out, the
tank cleaned and filled with fresh oil, as worn out oil loses its
power and will not harden plate steel as they should be hardened.

By

of this method

strength and I fully believe

In the construction of springs the manipulating of all plates
from one operation to the next must be within the law of steel.
A proper furnace is necessary whereby a uniform and correct heat
can be obtained before quenching. Proper heat would remove the
uneven strains and make a much better spring plate. This would
require a little care, a little time and possibly a small increase
in cost.
However, the result could not be questioned, provided

so.

weld in two years.

all

This will seem a rather

Although the difference in temperatures necessary to produce
the best hardening for the different qualities of carbon are seemingly slight, as observed by che heat color, they are very important and are best obtained by the experienced eye of a man of
good judgment. The hardening and tempering of springs is a
comparatively simple matter if the temperer knows the carbon
with which he is dealing. It woidd seem that if the spring maker
was informed of the carbon he had to deal with the results at
large would be much better.
In genera], temperature must be
suited to the carbon; therefore, good sense and good judgment

should be added every day or

oil

taken care of by electric welder, the
preparing of the weld being done by Blau gas, one man doing
the whole job. Electric welder and Blau gas are handled by the

of plates.

oil

we have not made an

Our broken frames are

called

The plates must diminish regularly in their lengths, for with a
spring consisting of a number of plates each of uniform thickness
and width, the springs should be set in a manner so that when
position.
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While

C. E. Lewis.

I believe there is only

one way

to

weld frames right, and

that is at the forge, yet, where the conditions are such that the

frame cannot be removed from the engine, we will have to use
judgment that we can. If we consider the cost, I should

the best

oil. as the oil is much cheaper than Thermit,
and the work can be done more quickly. If the frame is properly
heated you will have no trouble making it hold.
I am not* opposed to Thermit and I think it will make a good weld when
There are a great many places that Thermit
properly handled.
can be used on where you could not properly weld with oil. In
these cases I think Thermit should l>e used.
I believe that the
welding
is
main point in
preheating the frame and here is where

advise welding with

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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advantage over the Thermit. It will take
nearly as long to preheat the frame to the proper heat for welding
with Thermit as it will to weld with oil; at least this has been my
believe the oil has the

I

with barometer, but have found by putting in test pieces that
this method will produce case hardening from 3/32" to 5/64" deep.

Heat Treatment.

By E.

experience.

one thing I should advise in all welds, no matter how
they are made, and that is that they should be annealed by
leaving the furnace on until the frame is cold.
This will give

There

is

better results.

We

we have none to break.
doesn
no breaks
't do much welding.
frames breaking

I believe the

One of

the

main causes of

that the pedestal caps are not properly fitted

is

One other point

up.

am unable
man who has

consider our percentage of welds very good, but I

to say that

is

the engines are entering on the

there will often be a drop of as high as three inches.

what a strain

this is

We

clamp

once.

is

to

They have now

apply heat treatment to their locomotives.

at

their Juniata shops a complete heat-treating plant for the recipro-

cating parts of

all

locomotives,

including main rods, side rods,

table,

all

know

I think if these two points

on the frame.

were followed up there would soon be less broken frames.
We also have found that after the frame has been broken
point, a

E. Gamble, Penn. E. E., Altoona, Pa.

While heat treatment has been applied to almost every part of
the automobile with success, it has not been applied to the locomotive until the last few years.
The Pennsylvania has carried on
quite a little experimental work in this line for the last three or
four years, but it was not until January 1, 1913, that they decided

the turntable at the different round houses.

when

If you will notice

September, 1914

at one

put on, instead of the frame being welded at

I believe this

is

wrong, as

it

will

often cause the frame

many

I believe that
times these clamps
on without the master mechanic's knowledge and the
practice should be broken up.

to break at another point.

are put

Oxyacetylene Welding and Cutting.
[A paper <>n this subject was presented by T. E. Williams, of
Chicago .t North-Western, and will be published in a later issue.

Hi.

|

Case Hardening.

By
will

1

at

the

$ W.

P. T. Lavender, X.

hardening.

We

use a cast-iron

can

I

— Heat

Fig. 4

method employed
Norfolk & Western in case
box, size 20"x20"x48", and in the

you as near as
Boanoke shops of the
give

By., Boanoke, Va.

Treating Plant at Juniata Shops, P. R. R.

the

axles, crank

piston rods and valve motion parts, as well as

(tins,

The plant

a varied line of miscellaneous work.

located in one

is

bottom of this box we place a layer of burnt bone about 2" thick.
We then pack the material to be case hardened in box on top of
the layer of burnt bone, each piece being about %" apart and
In order to
especial care being taken that no two pieces touch.
be sure that the pieces do not touch we use raw bone, which is

of the smith shops, and occupies about 60x100 feet of floor space.

packed between each piece. When box is about full we cover the
material with a 2" layer of bone, and place lid on box. We have

to the right of the furnace.

found that by having the lids to our case hardening boxes

made

we do not have to use fire clay.
The box is now ready to place in the furnace, which is done by
means of an air hoist. We use a semi-muffled furnace, having a
perforated arch between the box and the combustion chamber,
with flues in wall of furnace opposite burner, that run down to

of boiler plate that

bottom, giving an outlet under bottom of box. By the above arrangement we have found that we are enabled to obtain a uniform
heat.

We

then heat to about 1450°

F and

hold this heat as near as

(See Fig. 4.)

There has been installed a cylindrical oil-fired furnace, 6 ft.
diameter inside by 16 ft. 6 in. deep, in conjunction with a quenching tank 14 ft. square and 20 ft. deep, the tank being located

Next

to the tank

furnace,

and 30

oil

in.

on the right

is

located a horizontal muffle type

with a heating chamber

fired,

7

wide, 14

ft.

ft.

long

high, the hearth of this furnace being constructed on a

car.

A

small horizontal muffle type furnace,

chamber 4

ft.

wide, 7

ft.

long,

and 12

oil

in.

fired,

high,

is

with heating
located neav

and water tanks conveniently located, for the
care of small work.
Au electric furnace, with heating chamber
s."xS"xl8" long, is used for experimental work and calibration of
A crane of 12% tons capacity and a span of 54 ft.
pyrometers.
was installed for handling the work in and out of furnaces and

at

hand, with

oil

The material is then taken out of
12 hours.
box and quenched in a bath of proper size of cold running water.
By following the above treatment we generally get a case hardening of about 1/16" or 3/32".
We use sawed raw bone for this work, and have found that we
get better results from raw bone than from anything else, although we have used other case hardening material.

tanks.

B. Euslcey, Fmn. Blks.. C. G. W. B. B., Oelwein, la.
For case hardening in our shop, we use a steel box, a layer of
charcoal first being placed in the bottom, then a layer consisting of

above the floor line about 3 ft. It is lined throughout with 4"x8"
yellow pine, to protect the sides and bottom from injury. Water
4" pipes, and
is admitted at two points near the bottom through two

possible for about

By

1%"

packed on
top of the layer of charcoal. The pieces to be hardened are then
placed on top of this mixture, about %* apart and covered with a
The above described process is
mixture of cyanide and salt.
a mixture of cyanide and salt about

repeated until the box has been

filled to

then*placed on the box and

is

it

deep

its

is

solidly

capacity.

sealed with

fire

The

lid is

clay or sand.

The box is placed in an oil furnace which is used for this purpose
and the heat is brought to a lemon color and maintained at that
point from nine to twelve hours. This method had produced good
As to points of carbon that our case hardening contains.
results.
I have no means of telling accurately, as furnace is not equipped

The

vertical furnace

lined pit, about 12

being

common

ft.

mentioned above
square and 13

to the quenching tank.

is

ft.

contained in a concrete-

deep; one side of the pit
is supplied by

The furnace

8 low-pressure oil burners, the flame of which

is

admitted to the

furnace at a tangent to the inside circumference.

The quenching tank

1

is

built

of concrete, the sides extending

top through two 6" pipes.
have only had the plant in operation about a year, we

'asses off at the

While we

have handled quite a lot of steel, including various alloys, such as
chrome vanadium, mayari and nickel, also special chrome.
While we have obtained some very fine results on the alloy axles,
we are handling mostly carbon steel, which after heat treatment
gives us good satisfaction.

Our method of treatment of

axles

is

as follows:

Heat

in vertical

furnace assumes constant temperature:
quench in water about 70° F. for 8 minutes reheat in horizontal
hours after assuming constant temperature; cooled
furnace for
furnace

8

hours

after

;

<*
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being placed on rails in a pyramid, so they will

in the air after

cool slowly.

A physical test is taken of all heat-treated parts. The sample
is taken with a hollow drill, which cuts a core %" dia. x 6" long.
Thi9 work is done on a horizontal boring machine. If the axles
pass physical test, they are then put through a drop test, after
which they are accepted for service.

Main
in

and

rods, side rods, piston rods,

Crank

a similar manner.

heads, cross-head pins, cross-head keys,

small horizontal

furnace,

all

long work

is

handled

pins, return crank, valve stems, cross-

the

etc.,
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Shop Kinks.
By J. W. McDonald, Fmn., P. R. R., Trenton, N.
Fig. 5 is a die designed to form back end of back
brace, as only part of this brace

is

shown.

It

J.
flue sheet

may be

well to

roughed out under steam hammer,
then taken to machine and upset and punched at the same heat.
This makes a very clean piece of work as compared to making by
hand. The hole is punched with one blow; by doing this you do
explain that this piece

not take as

first

is

much chance

to fracture the metal as

you would when

are handled in the

method of treatment being prac-

same.

tically the

We
in

have found heat-treatment a wonderful lot of good also
our miscellaneous work, such as bolt headers, dies, latch blocks,

hammer

milling machine arbors,

Following

rods,

and

lifting devices.

an outline of our treatment for various parts, as

is

well as for different steels:

Carbon Steel Axles

—

Heat 1,550 deg. F.
Quench water at 70 deg. F.
Reheat 1,100 to 1,200 deg. F.
Cool in

air.

Physical tests.

Over 50,000 Elastic, 85,000 Ultimate.

20%

40%

Elong.,

red.

—

Chrome Vanadium Axles
Heat 1,650 deg. F.
Quench water 70 deg. F.

Reheat 1,100 to 1,200 deg. F.
Cool in

air.

Physical tests.

*

Fia.

5A

— Finished

Brace

End.

Over 85,000 Elastic, 120,000 Ultimate.
,

20%

50%

Elong.,

red.

Mayari Axles—

punching by hand or steam hammer. Fig 5A is the finished product.
The punch die, shown in Fig. 6, was designed to make nut-lock
washers for guide-bars and is used on No. 6 Hilles & Jones shears.
This is accomplished by removing shear blade heads and inserting
a false holder to carry the punch and bottom die. You must make
three operations to get the first washer, but after that you get a
complete washer with every stroke of the machine until you have

Heat 1,550 deg. F.
Quench water 70 deg. F.
Reheat 1,075 deg. F.
Cool in

air.

Physical tests.

Over 70,000 Elastic, 100,000 Ultimate.

20%

Elong.,

Main

50%

red.

l>N

rods, side rods, piston rods, crank pins, etc., follow prac-

/•-1_<?*-*
"3*

same treatment, except the length of heat and length of

tically

T--1

quench.
(i(

In connection with our heat-treating work, we have a laboratory,

(

)))

equipped for full chemical analysis of all steels; also, a
100,000-lb. tensile machine for the physical tests. This alone is a
There are
very important factor in the heat-treating process.
two things which are necessary to know, if we wish to meet with
which

is

One

success in heat-treatment.

is

the steel, and the other

is

—
+

2TTf

o

i--5

3-| .u
-31"-

iz:J

Taper %":/£"

*

the

"-/<?-H*

u

pyrometers.

n<
lb fit

:n

3
One

£

lo fit

Jtiui

bulldozer

Top die.

13

;

ma

-

Miauer

One Thus

Finished iiutlock

(::::;asi

Washer

-«M

*r

\

%
:

y»onuS

(;jff
fi

,||A'

i:

\

f;[fS
w
li

!

}Ast

" °

._ One Thus
TA.St AHO.

dottom Die

One Tha^
.

Y?-> «-*[tr*
y

Finished end

of brace.

tfTap

~Taper£:iZ'

e-JKa

— Dies

Fig. 5

for

Back End

of

Back Flue Sheet Brace.

Fig.

6

— Dies

for

Nut Lock-washers.

U*
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Fig.

Fig.

6A

— Finished

7A

— Finished

Hangers.

Piece After Being Punched.
Finished ring

used up the bar of material, then you must start again with three

The

operations.

shown

finished piece is

in Fig. 6A.

Fig. 7 shows dies and method of forging spring hanger used on

This same method was followed in the manufac-

tender trucks.

On account of not
having forging machine large enough to make this hanger, I was
turing of about a thousand of these hangers.

??"

«T

i2fr-

A

Vi.e Thus

Tool

2
K- <H

Flo.

]

6

First heat
hammered iron In bars and cut to
lengths as shown in Fig?
Fig. I

TT
.

Q

"5

St

q
X-

Fig.

Bar cut

2

in 9" lengths

i

i

i

i

i

i

^-1-

t-r

"l

_C_ZL

IT

Fig

Second Meat

3

End forged down

Fig. 4.

End cutoff

to

Fnd%nro
nd
Cncf
JPteod

proper length

Die tlal. One thus A.jt

QHSD

SE

Fourth heat

Fig. 8.

HL

Third rieat

Fig. 6-

head forged to shape.

One Thus.

Fig

End cur round.

7

(Welding heat) Cut to reg,wired
length*
,
^,

Fig. 8

4

^>

sr Tool M0.3.

A.

Fig.

— Dies

for

Bending Steam Pipe Flanges,

9

Finished Monger

One Thus-

A. St.

Tool

Ma 4

'

Fig.

i

Finished hanger
after ends are turned

sj~
Die

ho? One

thus A.

i-One TtiusScrap tire st.

St.

Tool Tk>.5

Fig.

compelled

for Spring

Hangers.

make them under steam hammer.
represents stock roughed down to

to.

illustration,

shown
reduced, as shown
as shown in Fig. 4.

length,

— Dies

7

as

in

Fig.

2.

in

Fig.

3;

Forging

is

It

the

is

end

then
is

Fig.
size

1,

in

this

and cut to
and end

reheated

then cut to

then placed in die No.

1,

length,

and with

spread so as to start to carry the fibres of
iron, as shown in Fig. 5.
In the next operation, the iron is
reheated to a welding heat, placed in die No. 2, and using tool
tool

No.

3,

the top

is

No. 4, the top end is forged down, as shown in Fig. 6. With the
same heat and same die by using tool No. 5, both ends of hanger
are cut off at same time to proper length, as shown in Fig. 7. In
the fourth heat the bottom of hanger is cut half round, as shown
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
This completes the hanger in the rough.
Fig. 10 shows finished hanger after ends are turned on machine.

Several of these hangers after being completed in the rough were

sawed in about

six or eight sections, then given

an acid

test to

had the flown in the
was found that the metal had

learn positively if the fibre of the metal

proper direction.

In

all

cases

it

Fig.

8A

— Ring

Bent

in

Die and

Then Welded

at Fire.
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flown as intended, as indicated by dotted lines, shown in Figs. 7

and

The

9.

hanger

finished

is

shown

bending machine equipped with 18" cylinder, 30%" stroke, as we
are called on very often to make a number of these rings as well
as others of various dimensions, including angle iron rings

With

and half

attachment you can produce work of this kind
at a very low cost, as well as reducing the hard labor that is
involved in work of this kind, when performing same by hand. The
rings shown, like others when removed, are as near perfect as
this

You

can be made.

%

within
is

will note that the ends of iron do not

of an inch.

This allowance

is

made

The plunger head

done on one side only.

ends of rings to pass under while bending.

on the back end
after bending.

using

The

fill

for slotting exceeded

cost

now made

in forging

machine in

smith shop.

I just recently completed one hundred of these jaws.

The

jaw

finished

By W.
The

is

shown

C. Sco-field,

in Fig. 9 A.
III.

Cent. E. B., Chicago, 111

show some shop kinks of Burnside (Chicago)
Preparing road tools, as you know, generally means

illustrations

smith shop.
that this

expected to be done while you are resting, as no

is

made

and in order to meet the requirements
in our shop the following tools were made:
Fig. 10 shows dies for any power hammer for drawing out,
cutting off and finishing spike maul in one heat. Jt is afterwards
provision

is

for

it,

Fig.

10

bridged to allow
is hinged

is

This head

you can remove ring
formed with the same die by

to raise so

ellipse ring is

shoe on face of both formers with corresponding shape of

a.

the ring in both dies.
to

same

to allow

meet

for scarfing, which

The

machine shop.

slotted out in the

the cost of the complete jaw, as

in Fig. 7A.

Fig. 8 shows dies for bending steam pipe flange on pneumatic

rings.
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in scarf.

This

is

"When welding either ring, use round iron
accomplished by taking a separate heat on

-

Ir

J

4-

!
*<?'
i

i

Impression as shown (Right)
I- Set dies
One opposite side moke rnpress/on reverse

^JIT

a (Left)

-J-

—

Tb fit upsetting

-7/'

_XL_i_-£:

mochine

4h*--+

Plunger one thus Jtee.

lever end.

and cuts
Fig.

— Dies

9

for

Ash Pan Connecting Jaw.

each piece; this completes weld in one heat.

for Spike

Maul.

tempered and ground ready for handle and the output is only
dependent on heating capacity and endurance of operator.
Fig. 11 shows dies for dressing track chisels. The first operator
draws out the head and cuts off while the second operator changes
the cutting off tools in the dies, then draws out the chisel end

c
S$i\- finished

— Dies

The ring

off.

The cutting

off

tools are so

shaped as to reduce

grinding to a minimum. The third operation is the tempering,
for which it is best to have a suitable furnace, as it will greatly
is

seen in

Fig. 8A.

making ash pan connecting jaws. You will
note the amount of metal required to make this jaw; same cannot
To overcome this difficulty I
be gathered from a %"x2" bar.
first punch pieces to shape, as shown in Fig. 1 of this illustration.
We then punch a 7/16" hole on the 1 15/16" end, and also punch
Fig. 9 shows dies for

a 7/16" hole in the straight piece of

%x2"

iron, then rivet the

three parts together just sufficient to carry to machine, after taking

a welding heat.
very low cost.

In this way we get a very satisfactory job at a

You can

see at the finished lever end, there

was

no slotting to be done. Up until the time we designed this die,
this piece was forged solid at steam hammer, and the center was

Fig.

9A

— Hook-end

Jaw Made by Dies

in

Fig.

9.

Fig.

11

— Dies

for

Track Chisels.
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increase the output
tion

and make

it

more uniform.

to grind ready for handle.

is

The fourth opera-

Output, as before,

on heating capacity and endurance of operator.
dies on same lines for steeling clay picks and for

is

We
flat

dependent
also have
and cape

^hfhfh
r
t~
t.p

I

are

made from scrap

and car

repairers.

The

n

ii
ii

.

dies

•
!
i

The

dies are not expensive to

:

i

i

1

'

c

>--<.

-

driving axles, heat treated and hardened with

tool steel inserted cutters.

i

*

i

chisels for machinists, boilermakers

September, 1914

m

-l

n

make, are

cheaply maintained and with fair operator make a first-class job.

steam hammer die for making ends for safety chains
The forging is first roughed out, before
for passenger coaches.
Tig. 12

is

2

-j

J tptfr

23e=I

i*i

i

Cutting Die

t

—

3*

OH &

^trit

*£'-

f£ZO§

Die

H

Cutter

Fig.

12

— Dies

for Safety Chains.

There are two impressions in the dies, making it
appear as though forgings are right and left, which is not the
case, but shape of forging makes it necessary.
The heated blank
is first placed in one impression and taken out, turned over and
placed in the other impression, and as impression in bottom die is
one-eighth of an inch deeper than in top, this will trim off flush.
This makes a beautiful and first-class forging it has every appearance of a drop forging.
Fig. 13 shows steam hammer dies for making engine truck
using the

>

>

die.

—

^

J

'^1

cutting dies

SI

1

i

'

fit

raise the bar a

— Details

of Bolt

BtKt

UJ

1

.

tteoaer

Fig. 14

[tr 4--

Header

Dies.

on top of these, so that the operator need only
to cut. It is advisable to have the dies

few inches

no wider than the shortest bolt to be made, so that no part of the
stock required for the next head is gripped in the dies. A gauge is
bolted in with the dies so that

we can make

bolts off the bar up.

This means a bolt with a good head cut

to five inches in length.

from the bar with three blows.
ASSOCIATION BUSINESS

The report of the secretary-treasurer showed that the
tion has 329 members, as follows:

associa-

and
The report showed that the association had a slight
deficit, and therefore it was voted to increase the annual dues
from $3 to $4. The following officers were elected for the coming

honorary,

9.

President, T. F. Buckley, D. L.

year:
first

vice-president,

W.

secretary-treasurer, A. L.

— Dies for

Engine Truck Frames.

& W. E. K.,
& N. W.

E. Williams, C.

T.

second vice-president,
Fig. 13

Active, 282; associate, 32.

Williams, Boston, Mass.

C.

Scofield,

Scranton, Pa.;
By.,

Chicago;

Cent. B. B., Chicago;

111.

Woodworth, Lima, 0. chemist, G. H.
The city of Philadelphia was selected as
;

the place of the next convention.

frames,
axles.

being our practice to draw out bars from scrap iron
First, the long and short pieces are heated in suitable
it

BAIL WAY MAIL PAY.

furnace and put in dies between adjustable stops and welded in

any preparation. Then the two halves are clamped
together in a jig, heated and welded in corners in same .die. In
this operation the frame is handled in crane.
It certainly makes a
good job and when made in any quantity will prove a paying
dies without

country, authorizes the following statement:

proposition.

Dies for Bolt Header.

By Wm.

We
time.

J.

Mayer, M.

Biles.,

M.

"It
fully

C. E. E., Detroit, Mich.

have been trying for a number of years on the Michigan

Central to

make

We

factory.

did

A

Following a meeting of the committee on railway mail pay, held
discuss the report submitted to Congress by the joint congressional committee on railway mail pay, Balph Peters, chairman
of the committee representing 218 principal railroads of the
to

short bolts with one blow, cutting off at the
fairly

well;

however,

the

bolts

were not

same
satis-

one-blow bolt made under the best of conditions

is

hardly a bolt at all, unless a finn is put on.
This necessitates
trimming the head, so that with this added operation there is no
saving. Being satisfied that we could make a good bolt with two
blows it became a question of cutting the short bolts from the

is most gratifying that the joint congressional committee
and unanimously sustains our main contention that the rail-

roads are

"The

now

materially underpaid for carrying the mails.

committee proposes a plan of payment which will give

the railroads an increase of $3,000,000 a year, and completely

supports the companies in the other leading principles which they

have urged, namely:

"That

the railroads are entitled to a fair commercial profit for

carrying the mails; that apartments in cars fitted up as traveling
that the railroads should be paid

postoffices shculd be paid for;

now perform, and

bar, thus saving the cutting at the shear.

for the terminal messenger service they

14 shows the header, bolt dies and cutting dies, which
solved our problem.
The bolt dies are on the bottom and the

the system of weighing the mails only once in four years

Fig.

and unbusiness like."

is

that

unjust

'
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WHO CAUSED THE WRECK.

The

At the age of twenty I applied at the office of the master
mechanic of the railway which ran past father 's farm for a
position as fireman.
It was in the fall, and as the road needed
men to handle the heavy traffic, I was immediately taken on without being required to serve the preliminary course in wiping.
However, I was, of course, given the usual examination of eyesight
and general physical condition.

My

work was the lightest the company had to offer, firing
With the assistance of the engineer I quickly
picked up the knack of handling the fire and "keeping her hot."
And it is possible that I showed more than the usual aptitude,
for I was selected within a few weeks to go out on the road in
first

a yard switch engine.

pusher service on one of the heaviest locomotives in the

district.

This engine was perfectly capable of consuming 7,000 pounds of
coal per hour, but, luckily for me,

we

thirty minutes on a train in assisting

which

we would

After the

rarely

it

up

worked more than

a heavy grade, after

drift back.

was fast learning the tricks
and arts of my selected trade.
I had joined the brotherhood
and was learning to rely on its power to keep my job for me in
spite of occasional fractures of the rules of the company.
Thanks to the "pooling system," I rarely had the same engine
twice in succession, and some of the power we got was not in
the best condition. If we could finish a run with a leaky engine
we were not much concerned about its repair, because we counted
on some other poor devil getting her the next trip out. In the
days when individual engines were allotted the crews I was told
by the older men that it was customary to remain with the engine
in the roundhouse until repairs were made.
In modern times, however, we got away from the job as soon as we had signed the
regular run in freight service and

arrival book.

One day

I

was marked up

1, for instance, knew that if I merely stayed
chance of promotion did not depend upon special
but would be secured for me in my turn. I did as little

effort,

as I could

my

and grew

managing

into habits of dissipation,

to stay

just within the bounds of absolute requirements.

I had been in

freight service only a short time

demand for men drew
into passenger service.

the seniority

As

I look at

list
it

down

when heavy

me and

I went
now, I did not have much
to

of an appreciation of greater responsibility in my new position
at the head of a passenger train.
I was given to reckless running

make up

time and was only mildly censured for it.
At
a signal set against me and was caught, but
as no accident resulted, 1 was given only a few days' vacation
without pay.
to

one time I

On

lost

"ran"

am about to describe I had been out with a party of friends on an excursion
the night previous to the accident which I

which brought -us home in the early morning. I arrived at my
boarding house just in time to receive the call boy, who told me
was marked up to take out the second section of Number 3, the
fastest train on the road.
Without notifying the trainmaster or
roundhouse foreman of my condition, I took the big new Pacific
I

rush of freight had fallen off I was given a

fall

was bad.

effect

with the job

Contributor.

423

to take out an engine which proved

the turntable and without bothering to closely inspect her, I
prepared to leave the yard.

at

Our traveling engineer, George Howard, came over to the engine
and appeared surprised to see me in the engineer's seat. He said:
"Frank, is this your run today?" I replied that it was.
"Well, look over that machine carefully; Wesley had trouble

pump

with the air
trouble today.

We

yesterday.

don

't

want

it

cause yfou

to

'

was not disturbed by the news, although I had heard of Wesley's difficulty.
I was too tired to move about much and it was
only a few minutes until I had my train and was waiting for the
I

first

section to clear the terminal yards.

As I got the signal "out of town" after the usual test of brakes,
the semaphores in the yards were clearing, one after the other
behind first Number 3. As second 3 we ran on the block of the
first section for several miles, when I got a delay at an interlocking
crossing.
If there had been any trouble with the brakes I could
not find it, for our stops were as smooth and accurate as usual,
and I got away after the crossing delay with the idea of making
up the lost time.
As we spun along at better than seventy miles per hour, I got
dozy and actually could not keep my eyes open.
The fireman,

The engineer trusted me with
was almost impossible to keep steam on
the heavy grades, I would shut off the
gun
until we were
over.
This practice was all right if the grade was not too long.
On the day in question we were struggling up the longest grade
on the division and had pitched over the crest when I discovered
that the water had gone so low that with the change in the level
of the track it disappeared from the gauges.
We were carrying
a heavy fire and before I could bring the water up we had burned
the crown sheet. It burst downward with terrific force. I landed
back in the tender on the coal, but the engineer was scalded to
death.
He died without making a statement and the blame was
fixed upon him.
After coming out of the company hospital I was placed on call
in passenger service and found the runs much easier on account

and nothing went wrong
was not a regular stop.
The approach to this station was a long downgrade with a
curve at the bottom.
A distance or caution signal was located
half way down the grade and at the entrance to the curve was
located the home signal.
Without closing the throttle, I allowed
the engine to tear down the grade at better than eighty miles per

of the short duration.

hour.

to be in a very leaky condition.

tending water, and as

it

'

'

'

A

'

book could be written of my experiences of a year

service; but

it

will suffice to say that

I learned that in case of

accident the proper course was to blame the equipment

thing went wrong.
particular,

One of

the engineers

was a veritable wizard

make

whom

in avoiding

tions of the rules, whether serious or not.

there was a tendency to

in this

when

any-

I fired for, in

blame for infrac-

I learned

also

that

light of infractions of well-needed

provided the crew could get away with it.
had a speed limit of sixty miles per hour, but delays are,
of course, unavoidable, and the crew which brought the train in
rules,

however,

until

called

the

we neared a

signals regularly

station which

The distance signal must have been against us, but the fireman
was busy at the time with the injector, which he was tending. He.

me that the home signal was at danger when
we were very close to it. This had the effect of waking me
from my doze, but I was not fully aware of the situation.
I made a heavy service application of the brakes and then
released and threw her into emergency as I saw the rear end of first
however, yelled to

3 standing in front of the little station.

I started to pull over

on time in spite of delay was not watched too closely with respect

But in my haste I forgot to shut off steam and
therefore could not move it. We struck with terrible force. The
rear car of the first section was well filled and we tore clear

to speed.

through

After three years, another fall's heavy traffic was instrumental
in my promotion to locomotive engineer.
I then joined the engineer's brotherhood at a time when a strike was threatened in a
wage dispute. The difference was settled on our road by a new
agreement which was very favorable to the men.
One of the
conditions was a strict adherence to the seniority list in promotions in service.
This made it impossible for the road to select

seemed as

We

its

men

for picked runs.

the reverse lever.

it.

if

In the cab I scarcely noticed the impact, but
the engine would never stop.

it

Then came the inquest and investigation. My schooling had
me that I must blame the equipment and 1 recalled the
traveling engineer's caution and saw salvation. His caution was
taught

only an ordinary one, but the brotherhood lawyer hired to defend
me made it look black for the road. I had been forced to take
out a defective engine when it was known to be such. I had tried
to reverse

and the lever was

'
'

too stiff

'

'

to move.

I

remarked
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was a good thing that I didn't
on top of the emergency brake application, reversing
of the engine would not have assisted but would have retarded
in confidence to the lawyer that

it

reverse, for,

the stop.

Thirty-two people were dead, and I was exonerated by the jury,
which expressed pretty accurately the opinion of the public.
I

expect to return to service as soon as I recover from the

In the meantime I am
Thanks to our agreement, I

effects of the shock.

pany's expense.

best train, as I top the seniority

NONCONNAH TERMINAL,
The

Illinois Central

new terminal

living at the comshall be given the

list.

ILLINOIS

CENTRAL

R. R.

has completed and put into operation a

Nonconnah, Memphis, Tenn., which represents
the latest practice in locomotive and car repair plants.
The roundhouse is built in the form of a semicircle, lacking
about 35 degrees. It is composed of concrete pilasters with
brick between and a wooden interior framing.
The roof,
which is laid with composition roofing, is constructed in two
longitudinal sections with reversed pitches, the narrower one
at

of small radius being eight feet lower than the other.

down

It slopes

which there are twenty.

In
the strip of wall between the sections of the roof, louvre boards
and windows admit fresh air and light. The entrance doors to
each stall have the upper halves composed of glass, giving
plenty of light; in fact. 34.5 per cent of the combined door
to the top of the stalls, of

Machine Shop Looking East.
nections thus insuring airtight joints so essential to perfect
working condition. All these mains with the exception of the
blowoff line are conducted (entering at the west end) through a

concrete line tunnel below the surface to the washout system
installed in the power house.
The blowoff line is elevated
about 20 feet, being supported by hollow posts with built-up

wrought iron supports on

top.

The roundhouse

is lighted with
high intensity Tungsten
lamps, three of 250 c. p. being placed between each engine pit.
This gives an excellent light for night work. These are supple-

mented by Westinghouse receptacles for extension cord plugs
located on the columns between pits.
The drop pits contain
Watson -Stillman jacks with an 8-ft. lift. Overhead, on a runway a 6-ton air hoist takes care of the handling of heavy parts.
The roundhouse is served by an 85-ft. turntable of modern
design operated by a Nichols electric tractor designed to turn
the whole

minute.

through one revolution under load in one
inspection pocket is provided in the wall of the

table

An

pit for oiling

and inspecting the

tractor.

MACHINE, BOILER AND SMITHSHOP.
These facilities are contained in a fireproof building 149 feet
long by 68 feet wide, constructed with brick walls, concrete
roof and steel window sash. At the end next to the round-

an office and tool room, while on the opposite side
there are combined toilet and locker rooms with an apartment
for air brake repairs, etc. The work benches are arranged in a
continuous line against the northwest and south walls except
for gaps to permit of passage through doorways. This shop is
magnificently lighted, the lighting surface being approximately
50 per cent of the total wall area. The machine and tool equipment is very complete, all tools being individually motor driven,
house

Roundhouse and Machine Shop at Left,
Center and Powerhouse

Offices and
at Right.

Storeroom

in

area is of glass. One wall of the roundhouse serves as a fire
wall in case of further extensions at the eastern end. There is
one fire wall now which divides the roundhouse into two equal
The doorway iu this wall as well as the one communiparts.
cating with the machine shop are provided with steel doors of
fireproof design.

An innovation in heating of roundhouses is presented in the
use of cast iron radiators in the engine pit and on the outer
circle wall pilasters.
Each pit has 432 square feet of radiating
surface and the total for the house including wall radiation is
11,313 square feet.

Each

pilaster has 135 sq. ft. of radiation.

Exhaust steam from the power house is used in heating.
The hoods for the cast iron smoke jacks are fitted with
drain pipes jutting well out on each side from the gutter around
the bottom and serve to carry away the corrosive drippings.
The blow-off, filling and washout pipe lines run overhead
through the triangular openings in the upright beams supporting the overhead frame work, and are suspended by hangers of
rod and angle iron construction. From these lines at every
other stall branch pipes run down the columns to within about
4' 6" of the ground.
Each end of these pipe lines is fitted
with a patent valve. The alternate columns carry the steam
and air lines arranged in like manner. All the air lines are
fitted with a standard cock and Bowes patent air hose con-

is

consisting of the following:

Prentice 24" engine lathe.
Lodge & Shipley 42" engine lathe.
Lodge & Shipley 16" engine lathe.
Gould & Eberhardt 24" crank shaper.

Aurora 36"

drill press.

Acme 1%" doublehead

bolt cutter.

Oser 4" pipe threading and cutting machine.
Planer converted to motor drive.
Forty -two-inch grindstone.
Two grinding wheels.

The boiler shop is equipped with a Lenox throatless rotary
shear which has a capacity up to %" plate. Located in the
smith and pipe shop are two concrete forges equipped with
individual one-horsepower motor blowers.
All the motors used in the shops are operated on a 3-phase,
60-cycle, 440-volt alternating circuit current.

Exhaust steam

is

iron wall radiation.
3,254

square feet.

used for heating in connection with cast
The total radiating surface in this shop is
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OTHER BUILDINGS IX LOCOMOTIVE GROUP.

The roundhouse office
by 99 feet and consists

is

a brick structure of about 27 feet
office, engineers' register room,

of the

The upper
room and locker

locker rooms, lavatories, storeroom and oil house.

story of the building contains a lavatory, rest

room for the use of trainmen. Three hundred well ventilated
steel clothing lockers manufactured by the Durand Steel Locker
Co. are provided in the locker room, adjacent to which is the
lavatory containing shower baths and other first class toilet
facilities.

The storeroom is a splendid example of up-to-date storehouse layout, every facility for the efficient storing of material
having been considered. Adjacent to, and part of the storeroom, is the oil room. This room can be entirely isolated from
the storehouse proper by means of steel fire doors. This room
possesses unique features in the apparatus for handling oil;
three centrifugal motor-driven pumps are installed for tank and
barrel fittings.
Separate tanks are provided for storing the
following kinds and quantities of oil:
Fuel, 12,000 gallons.

After-Cooler at

Southern

End

of

Powerhouse.

Signal, 1,200 gallons.

Superheat valve, 1,600 gallons.

built of radial fire brick

Kerosene, 3,500 gallons.
Car, 3,500 gallons.

Hand pumps
these

oils.

of the self -measuring type are used for handling

A pump

The remainder

The inner wall is
is single walled.
which at the base are 7% feet from
the outer wall.
This affords a cylindrical wall of air, which
confined between the two provides effective insulation.
Connected with the chimney by a breeching of rectangular cross
section are three 150-horsepower boilers measuring 72 feet by
18 feet equipped with Burke's patent smokeless furnaces.
These furnaces project out about six feet in front of the boilers
and are fed through rectangular openings in their arched roofs.
The coal supply is stored in long concrete bunkers or bins,
openings in the wall of which provide the fireman with the
means of obtaining the necessary supply of- coal. There are
also contained in the boiler room three pumps and a BlakeKnowles 800-horsepower open-feed water heater. Adjacent to
the boiler room are located two Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon air comchimney.

Valve, 1,600 gallons.
Mineral seal, 500 gallons.
Black, 3,500 gallons.

of this design for fuel oil is also located

m

the roundhouse, thus doing away with the necessity of frequent trips to the storeroom. The pipe being laid in the tunnel
alongside the steam pipe, no difficulty is experienced in pumping during severe weather.
Adjacent to the oil room is a
waste storage space of sufficient size to carry a thirty days'
supply. The entire oil house equipment was installed by S. F.

Bowser & Co. and represents this company's latest efforts in
Thi? building is lighted by
modern oil house equipment.
Tungsten 220-volt lamps with the exception of the oil room
where the Tungsten lamps are incased in vapor proof globes
and receptacles. On the platform outside and surrounding this

pressors of a capacity of 1,200 cubic feet of free air per minute.

Special attention has been given to the handling of compressed
air, thermometers being applied to the first stage discharge and
the second stage intake and discharge of the compressors for
observation at all times of the temperature of the air. A east

iron after-cooler of unique design is placed south of the

power

house in connection with the air reservoirs, to effect a separation of contained moisture and reduce the temperature of the
one of the few applications of cast iron for air
In the same building and occupying
the eastern end is a boiler washout system designed and erected
by the National Boiler Washing Co.
air.

This

is

cooling in this country.

by Koberts
a creosoted structure 84 feet 6 inches
high. Its bunkers, two in number, have a capacity of 500 tons.
The whole structure rests on a double row of stout piles over
Underneath with its top even with
the coal car storage track.
the earth is a concrete pit which has a capacity of 50 tons of
coal.
The skip and counterweight are operated by means of
an electric -driven winch on the ground floor. This winch consists of a grooved drum 28 inches in diameter geared to a 15horsepower General Electric induction motor through two pairs
The inside pair are ordinary spur gears
of steel cut gears.
while the outside, which turn at a higher speed, are Falk
herringbone type. The results anticipated in using gears of
this type are noiseless running and less wear and tear on the
working parts. The motor is operated by a special Cutler
hammer automatic skip hoist controller. On the controller
panel are mounted four double-pole magnetic switches with
Two of these are used to form a combined main
blow-outs.
reversing element while the other two in conand
line switch
nection with series relays are used for acceleration. There is
also located on this panel a tryout switch and time limit relay
adjusted for a period of ten seconds.
The coal

&

A — Planing

Mill.

B

— Wheel Shop. C — Paint
E — Scrap Platform.

Shop.

D-

-Toilet.

building on three sides are located racks for the storage of
castings and springs.

POWER PLANT.
This building, which is of fireproof construction, is 40 feet by
110 feet, with 25 per cent of its wall area in glass, thus affording splendid lighting facilities.
It has a transverse wall in
the middle to separate the boiler room from the air compressor
room. A reinforced concrete chimney 156 feet high is located

on the south side of the boiler room. For a height of 55 feet
it contains a double wall, thus forming a chimney within a

chute, which

Schaefer, Chicago,

is

was designed and

installed

—

:
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INSPECTION AND CINDER PITS.
is provided on the incoming engine track
near the coal chute, with a shelter for the engine inspector.
The idea is to develop the use of the inspection as much as
possible during as many minor repairs here as possible instead
of at the roundhouse.
There are three single engine pits from which the cinders
are removed by a Browning locomotive crane using a clam shell
Aii inspection

j>it

bucket.

Adjacent to the inspection pit
of tools used by the enginemen.

is

a building for the storage

Scoops, picks,

oil cans,

terns, etc., are cared for in this building in a systematic
ner, the

equipment being gathered, cleaned,

lan-

man-

and cared for

filled

by an attendant, thus relieving the enginemen of the necessity

own

of obtaining their

that an irate customer

for use in the locomotive, drinking

and

toilet

purposes

obtained from three wells 400 feet deep. A pump of 300,000
gallons capacity is located just east of the power house, adjacent to a smaK building in which are housed two Fairbanksis

Morse pumps.
The mechanical

details

were handled by the

office

of the

mechanical engineer under the supervision of R. W. Bell, general superintendent of motive power.

re-

cently said

Careful observation has convinced us that we can increase the
efficiency of our telephone service greatly by impressing upon our
'

'

is

to

meet our customers and the public

through the agency of the telephone that courtesy is the basic
principle of a successful telephone conversation and that the suc-

depends in a great measure upon their ability
So important do
to create a favorable impression over t'he wire.
we cors'der this branch of our business that we make a careful
study of the telephone characteristics and qualifications of our
When we find an irritable, nervous temperament that
people.
cess of cur business

'goes up in the air' when using the telephone, his work is so
arranged that he will receive the minimum number of calls and

men with

the equable dispositions, those not easily ruffled,
who have agreeable voices and pleasant manners of speech, are
entrusted with our telephone trade. A large part of our business

the

is

is

a

is

not offering them a personal affront but

scolding the house, hence they must adopt the policy of the

house, which

ness

rather

and hold his busiby a hasty rejoinder.
Experience has shown this,

to mollify the disgruntled one

is

than

be over-sensitive

and,

soothe the pride but lose a patron.

manager at least that an angry call can in almost every instance
be transformed into a reasonable, conciliatory conversation by the
use of a few well-phrased sentences uttered in a quiet, courteous
manner.

houses with the public are not impaired through careless or indifferent use of the telephone.

which we live is one of many inventions. These
inventions in the main have for their aim the facilitation of business in the saving of time, the corollary of which is the saving

"Who

such queries as

do you

want?"

"Who

are

you?" "You

got the wrong number," "This ain't Blank 90000" and so forth.
Equally as offensive is a drawling, indifferent "Hello" or indistinct

mumbling of

the

name

of the house.

Instead, there should

be a clear, distinct response in an obliging tone indicating a
sense of pleasure for having been called and a desire and readiness to serve.

The head of one large house makes

a business to

call in to

his place of business not infrequently, in order that he

may know

how his telephone calls
who answers improperly.

it

are answered, and woe to the employee

It cannot be gainsaid that courtesy plays
in telephone practice,

and after

all,

easily

an all-important part

telephone courtesy

final analysis, just plain, practical business

is,

in the

sense applied simply,

and gracefully over the wire.

transacted over the telephone and I cannot take any chances

"
with a hasty-tempered man at 'this way in.'
This statement emphasizes the importance of vigilance on the
part of business managers in seeing that the relations of their

The age

down

Great importance attaches to tonal effects in telephone converSharp, imperative tones should not be used, they startle
and irritate with their abruptness, particularly when they convey

The operating head of a large coal-handling organization

it

outset of this article laid

sations.

TELEPHONE SERVICE.

employees whcse duty

The manager quoted at the

few precepts that are instilled into the minds of his force and
which may be applied in every business house:
The telephone
must be answered promptly, with clear enunciation in a cordial
tone.
The name of the company and the name of the person
speaking are given immediately upon taking the receiver from
the hook.
If the person is not the one the calling party wishes
to talk with, he says, "One moment, please, I will have you
transferred," or, "Mr. Blank is out just now, can I be of
service?" or, "Can I have him call you?" When a dissatisfied
or ill-humored customer gets on the line the instructions are imperative that, under no circumstances must the employee lose his
self-control, no matter what the provocation; he can only return
"the soft answer" in a dignified and courteous manner. Employees are taught that they are the house to the party calling;

supplies.

WATER SUPPLY.
Water

September, 1914

FIRST RAILWAY POSTOFFICE.
August

28, 1914,

which the
States.

It

first

was the

fiftieth

anniversary of the date upon

railway postoffice was established in the United

ran between Chicago and Clinton,

equipped compartment car on the Chicago

la.,

in

a crudely

& North Western

Rail-

way.

in

of money.

No modern

device has done so

much

to expedite the

everyday transactions in the commercial world as
It has become such a common factor in the business equation that its use is looked upon as a matter of fact, as
And therein lies the danger we are likely to
commonplace.

handling of

the telephone.

—

become careless

in the

use of

George B. Armstrong was the founder of the railway mail service
United States. The idea of distributing the mail while in
transit to expedite delivery, practically abolishing what was then
known as distributing postoffices, was his conception.
in the

To

the Chicago

& North Western

belongs the credit of supplying

opportunity for the practical exemplification of Mr. Armstrong's idea of establishing the railway mail service, the first

the

first

complete postoffice car being built by that company from plans

it.

complete

furnished by Mr. Armstrong, then assistant postmaster, Chicago,

human element has its important part to play and it
is regrettably true that every human element often renders impoOf none of the thousand and one
tent a perfect mechanism.

in May, 1867, and was placed in service on the Chicago & NorthWestern between Boone, la., and Council Bluffs, la. The advantages of this new system were immediately apparent and it was
quickly installed on a number of other large railway systems. Passenger Department Bulletin, C. <$r N. W. By.

No

mechanical

contrivance

can

of

itself

render

a

service, the

accessories that have been devised and applied to business uses
can this be said with greater truth than of the telephone. Its
proper use can make it the most useful, dependable and profitable
adjunct to an organization, while its abuse can transform it into a

an undertaking. It is simplicity itself
to make it the former; one does not have to be a technician, a
mechanician or an electrician to operate it, nor an expert in any
line save that of courtesy and self-control.

menace

to the success of

The Southern has given a contract to the Consolidated Engineering Co., Calvert building, Baltimore, Md., for a roundhouse
at Forrest yards, Buntyn, near Memphis, Tenn., at an estimated
cost of $60,000.
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Headlight Standardization, C. N. R.
The

installation of electric wiring on locomotive equipment so

might be properly and effectively maintained in service
lias been carefully worked out by the mechanical department of
the Canadian Northern Eailway. This road has finally standardized its electric headlight equipment after about eighteen months
that

it

of actual experimental work, together with observations of systems
in

use on

many

The arrangements adopted are shown

roads.

in

the illustrations.

The lighting

used

is the Pyle-National, type E, the
immediately in front of the cab and
crosswise of the boiler.
A two inch exhaust pipe is bent at an
45°,
long
being just
enough to clear the roof of the cab.
angle of
The generator shelf is a piece of white oak, 17"xl8". The steam
pipe is of copper, drains towards the boiler, and there are no
gaskets, only ball or taper joint unions being used.
The drain
from the turbine is a %" pipe, which extends below the running
board and terminates close to, but not within, the draft opening

outfit

generator being located

Brass

of the ash pan.

The wiring arrangement is shown in the sketch. The main
and arc lamp circuits are of No. 8 B. & S. slow burning,
weatherproof, triple-braid, black wire. All other wiring is made
with No. 14 wire of the same type.
The wires to the cab and
deck lamps are protected by 10 ampere fuses and blocks.
The
leads from the generator pass through a triple to double plug
cut-out and are protected by two 40 ampere, 250 volt, refillable
cartridges.
The arc lamp lead is tapped for the pilot lamp at a
point just within the case and is not inserted in the binding
pest with the arc lead.
All wire splices, socket and receptacle
leads

screws, wire connections in sockets and to switch terminal posts

Armored wire

are soldered.

pipe bushing to which

it is

enters sockets through

a standard

soldered in order to avoid loosening the

socket connections.

Style

?

te per fngiv
Steam Gage
for Urate a JSna Sam

*e - CF'bss.

'.-tor

-icaior

.------

r^—

i

-%*•«*

?

Standard Cab Lights, C. N. R.

Wires from the hood to generator are protected by a suitable
length of rubber tubing.
Above the engineman's seat and just
over the window casing is placed a 40 ampere, single-pole, doublethrow knife switch which operates vertically. When in the down
position it throws in the arc and when in the upper position throws
on the pilot lamp. All the wiring in the cab and outside is placed
in an armored insulating conduit, with the exception of the sec-

Condulet complete wiiheover

'
J

5fule /"ngrne
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Iron
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Locomotive Cab Wiring, Showing Location

between the dynamo and junction box on front face of the
cab.
These are in flexible steel armored conduits. All fittings
are of the standard market type and sockets are of the Edison
keyless type with a brass shell.
Greenfield armored wire is used
to connect overhead leads with gauge lamps and Crouse-Hinds condulets are used throughout.
In order to prevent condensation in
the conduit piping the three wires were braided and made just
small enough to pass through and fill the conduit snugly, thus

tions

excluding as

much

air as possible.

The lamps are of a very

serviceable design, combining an oil

The lamp socket
was probably the hardest item to secure and it had to be made
especially for the Canadian Northern.
The mechanical department thought it well worth the extra expense, however, as there is
no possibility of the socket becoming disengaged from the armored
cable.
The water gauge lamp has a narrow rectangular opening
and is secured to the boiler face plate by brackets. The lamps
for the steam gauge, air gauge and lubricator are somewhat different from the water gauge lamp, as the illustration shows.
well auxiliary with the regular electric bulb.

The headlight ease is
an incandescent lamp as shown. For a long time the incandescent
lamp was placed at the top of the case but it was found that it
jarred loose and also that the excessive heat in this location injured
the wiring. The headlight shelf is of No. 10 plate, 20"x27", and
is provided with a hand hold on the left side.
The case is made
of No. 20 pickled, cold rolled and reannealed open hearth steel,
weighs 80 pounds and has a glass 18" in diameter. The base of
the case is of No. 14 B. W. G. steel with sides bent at two angles,
equipped with an auxiliary reflector for

of

September, 1914

Lights.

doing away with riveting on angle irons. The reflector is of cold
rolled copper, triple plated with silver and the box stand supporting it can be raised or lowered so as to change the focus of the

Allowance is made for expansion of the glass
becomes heated. A feature of the side and front number
glass is the device for holding the glass so that it can be removed
from the outside.
Six steps are provided for each engine, two at either side of
the generator, one at the left side of the headlamp and one at the
front of the headlamp.
An interesting feature is the plug socket, provided near the
headlamp. Snow-plow connectors are provided on all engines and
they are found very serviceable for many special purposes, aa
reflector as desired.

as

it

furnishing connection leads to lamp clusters for auxiliary outfits

making an inspection of the engine

or in

The

New

right of

& Chicago has secured all of the
necessary for the construction of the proposed ex-

The new line will
near Wiggins and

&

yard at night.

Orleans, Mobile

way

tension from Beaumont, Miss., to

ville

in the

cross the

main

New

Orleans, La.,

line of the Gulf

will connect with the

main

&

it is said.

Ship Island

line of the Louis-

Nashville near the Louisiana line east of Pearl river.

Boxley, Haley & Co., of Eoanoke, Va., have awarded contract
amounting to about $125,000 for two bridges over Tug river and
2 miles railroad up Blackberry Creek, for Norfolk & Western.
The Oregon Eastern branch of the Idaho divsion of the Oregon Short Line has been extended from Juntura, Ore., to Riverside, 19 miles.
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BOILER FEED WATERS.*
By W.

We

were gaseous in form. Some solid matter is, however,
usually taken up at the surface of the earth, but it usually consists of organic substances, which we will not discuss in detail

water as we obtain it from its natural
and then take up some of the more important ill effects
arising from its use, the theories that have been advanced for
the cause thereof, and some of the investigations that have
will first consider

at this time.

sources,

Water

we were to pass distilled water down through a
limestone, we would find that it would not take up or
If

i

to the technical

man

is

devoid of all foreign substances, either gaseous, liquid or
Chemically, water is made up of two gases, hydrogen
solid.
and oxygen. Hydrogen gas, when pure, is odorless, colorless,
It has, however, the property of
tasteless and non-poisonous.
Oxygen gas has identically the same properinflammability.
ties as hydrogen, with one exception, i. e., it is entirely devoid
of the property of inflammability. It will not burn, but it is
state,

If it were
all processes of combustion.
not for this fact and the fact that a large part of the atmosphere which you allow to pass into the furnaces under your
boilers is made up of oxygen, you would not be able to obtain
any efficiency therefrom, because there would be absolutely no

combustion of the

means that 50 grains of the carbonate of lime

,

•

water as it leaves the clouds is in a pracand that the first opportunities for its
contamination arise immediately following the beginning of its
descent to the surface of the earth. In falling through the
atmosphere, either as rain or otherwise, it takes up certain
substances. Naturally these substances taken up are dependent
upon the substances contained in the atmosphere through which
it falls, which in turn are to a large extent due to the industrial
conditions existing upon the surface of the earth. But there
is one substance always present in the air, and that is carbon
You, as men interested
dioxide (C0 2 ) or carbonic acid gas.
in the production of power from the combustion of coal, realize
that CO. is the constituent of your flue gases or your stack
gases upon which you base your opinion of the accuracy or the
perfection of the combustion going on in your furnaces.

give up all its free and loosely combined carbonic acid gas,
which would result in throwing out of solution these 50 grains

It is believed that

gas)

—

all

make

and allowed

to stand at ordinary

I

that carbonate of

will often

show deposition of
water

temperature for a short time.

Following the travel of the water through the underlying

up many other and
mineral
in character. If
different substances, mostly solid and
the water in traveling down through the earth comes in contact
first with a deposit of carbonate of lime, commonly known as
strata of the earth,

we

find that it takes

it will take up or dissolve a quantity of carbonate of
amount which it will take up above 3% grains per
gallon being dependent upon the amount of carbon dioxide

limestone,
lime, the

U. S.
the water has previously accumulated in passing through the air
and over the immediate surface of the earth, and the length of

up, to the extent of 20 per cent, of

time the water remains in contact with the limestone. If in
it comes in contact with a deposit

traveling through the earth
of sulphate of lime, or

what we know

in its natural state as

gypsum, we would naturally expect that the sulphate of lime
or gypsum would be the predominating substance in the water.
That is true in a sense. It is not necessarily true, however,
because of this fact: if the water had previously come in contact with a deposit of carbonate of soda (soda ash) it would
not dissolve or take into solution any appreciable amount of
sulphate of lime. On the other hand, if it had come in contact
with a deposit of salt (chloride of soda) before passing through
the deposit of sulphate of lime (gypsum), it would take up a
very much larger amount of sulphate of lime than otherwise
would be the case. You will see from this that the amount of
the different solid substances a water may contain is to a considerable extent, at least, dependent upon the kinds and quantities of other substances previously taken up and present in the
water at the time of its coming in contact with another sub-

at the

stance.

In order to best arrive at the causes of the ill effects of
some waters, it may be further advisable to consider some of
the substances found generally in ordinary boiler-feed and
I have prepared and here present a chart
natural waters.
which shows the substances usually found. I am barring from
consideration at present suspended matter and some substances
This chart, on
which may be considered later, if necessary.
the next page, shows all the substauces which are found in practically all waters, those containing other substances being by far

destructive to metallic surfaces.

we now

follow this water down through the channels of
whether or not perpendicularly through what we
call veins, from whence it is later obtained through wells or
springs, or whether it travels through channels corresponding
to our rivers and creeks, another class of substances is taken up.
earth,

•Extracts from a paper read before the Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

it is

carbonate of lime in a glass, if the glass is filled with the

immediate surface of the earth? That
depends upon the litter or refuse which covers the surface of
the earth upon which the water falls. If the surface is strewn
with decaying or rotting vegetable matter, such as timber,
leaves, twigs, etc., it takes up another portion of carbon dioxide
(C0 2 ), because the process of rotting of timber, for instance, is
nothing more nor less than a slow process of combustion; that
is, a combining of the oxygen of the atmosphere with the carbon of the fuel which you are burning, or the carbon forming
the greater part of the vegetable matter which is in process of
decay. If the water falls upon a surface strewn with animal
matter like we have in the stockyards district in Chicago,
where there is more or less animal matter which is converted
into ammonia compounds, it takes up more ammonia at this
point. Then, again, animal fats like tallow and lard are made
up in part of fatty acids, and these fatty acids are rather
soluble in water, and are readily taken up in moderate quantities by water coming in contact with them, and are extremely
If

show you why

Water from wells

temperature.

itself.

tjie

this point here to

grains only.

lime goes out so readily in ordinary open heaters, for instance,
or in any appliance where water is heated even to a moderate

of these gases being in solution in the water

What happens

3%

of carbonate of lime, leaving in solution the

Assuming now that the water has passed down through the
atmosphere and has reached the immediate surface of the earth,
it has taken up some carbon dioxide (CO*), some ammonia,
undoubtedly some sulphur gases, and probably some oxygen
this

in solution in

water is there simply because of the presence of
carbon dioxide (CO.) which had been previously taken up from
the atmosphere or from the immediate surface of the earth,
due to the decay of vegetable matter or otherwise, since 50
grains of carbonate of lime in such water is held in solution
by the carbon dioxide gas present. And this particular gas
being very readily eliminated from water with a rise in temperature, the carbonate of lime must go out of solution when the
water is heated. Water even at 140 degrees Fahr. will give up
a considerable portion of this carbon dioxide (C0 2 ), and if maintained at 212 degrees Fahr. for a sufficient length of time will

fuel.

made

dissolve

this gallon of

tically pure condition,

(since the air is

layer of

But upon
a quantity exceeding 3y2 grains per U. S. gallon.
analysis of waters that come to our laboratories from time
This
to time we find quantities up to as high as 53% grains.

water in an absolutely pure

absolutely essential to

noticed that the bulk of the substances taken up previous

to this

A. Converse, Secretary, Dearborn Chemical Co.

followed.
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Carbonate of Magnesia

rSilica

4(i7

Carbonate of Iron
Encrusting

or

Scale forming
solids

TOTAL
DISSOLVED
SOLIDS

AluraiDa

Chloride of Soda

Carbonate of Lime
Sulphate of Lime
Carbonate of Magnesia
Sulphate of Magnesia
In presence with excess
of Carbonate of Lime

Sulphate of Soda (Glauber 's Salts
Carbonate of Soda (Soda Ash)

Sulphate of Soda

Non-Incrusting or
Corrosive or Foam-

Chloride of Soda (Salt)

ing Solids

Chloride of Lime

Carbonate of Soda

your attention to a few of these. Silica is
nothing more nor less than ordinary white sea sand. If we
'analyze nice white sand we will find that upwards of 99 per
cent of it is silica.
Silica constitutes the base of our glassware, all of the enamels on our bath tubs, and all that class
of material. Passing down to carbonate of lime, school crayon
is the most common or ordinary form of this substance; all
it contains other than carbonate of lime is a little binder to hold
it together, and an abrasive substance like pumice stone to make
it work satisfactorily for the purpose for which it is intended.Next we have sulphate of lime, well known to you as plaster
of paris. In its native condition it is known as gypsum. Sulphate of magnesia is an interesting salt from more viewpoints
than one. It is one of the things considered by some of us
as mighty nice for use "the next morning after the night
before," about two tablespoonfuls in a half -glass of hot water
I desire to call

It is commonly known as Epsom salts.
(common table salt) is absolutely essential in
human economy.

breakfast.

Chloride of soda
the scheme of

The next substance

is

sulphate of soda.

Sulphate of soda

is

simply a combination of metallic sodium and sulphuric acid.
The sulphuric acid is also a very obnoxious material of itself,
and since a solution of it will dissolve iron readily, it is extremely objectionable when present in a boiler feed water.

You
into

will notice that the substances on the chart are divided

two

classes;

incrusting or scale-forming solids, and non-

incrusting or corrosive and foaming solids.
all

This means that

those substances shown under the former classification can

and do enter into scale formation, these substances being the
silica, carbonates of lime and magnesia, sulphate of lime and
sulphate of magnesia in the presence of an excess of carbonate
Those coming under the latter classification, due to
of lime.
their extreme solubility, cannot and do not enter into scale formation; namely, sulphate of soda (Glauber's salts), chloride of
soda (common salt), and carbonate of soda (soda ash). On the
other hand, however, when present in a water in relatively large
quantities, they do give rise to foaming, corrosion and many
other types of troubles.
The most rational way of explaining the causes of some
of the more common ill effects of boiler feed waters would be
to consider the analyses of waters from several different localities, representing different types, which have been used in
practice a sufficient length of time to enable us to know absolutely the effects of those water, wherein nothing whatever
was used to counteract or change their ill effects. In referring
to these analyses, I will cite the effects of the different waters,

the theories that have been advanced to account for them, and
the investigations that have been

Following

is

analysis No.

made

Undetermined Matter
Total

Salt)

3.600
)

8.214

22.789

180
36.019

The substances named in this analysis are so arranged that
those shown below the horizontal line never enter into scale formation, and those above do enter into scale formation, when
present in sufficient quantity or relatively large proportions.

Those below give rise to troubles of their own kind, more particularly foaming, corrosion, etc. I have selected waters rather
heavily impregnated with substances, for the reason that you
can more easily interpret quantities in whole numbers than in

Chloride of Magnesia

before

(Common

to confirm or refute them.

decimals.

Now what

expected of this water in the way of
It will foam, as we know from experience with
water of like kind. Why does it foam? You will notice that
the larger portion of the non-scale-forming solids consists of
carbonate of soda (soda ash). Carbonate of soda is nothing
more nor less than soda ash. We find in the literature of today
statements to the effect that a water devoid of suspended matter will not foam. Here is a water that does foam, and as far
as the suspended matter is concerned, it contains none. Neither
does it contain a sufficient amount of any substances that, when
submitted to the conditions extant in the interior of a steam
boiler, would give rise to any appreciable amount of suspended
matter during an ordinary run between washouts.
We do,
however, find a total of about 73 grains of the soda salts. They
are soluble to the extent of several hundred grains per gallon,
consequently they soon reach a point where they induce foaming, due to the fact that they change or increase the surface
tension of the water in the boiler itself. You may say that a
little matter of 22.78 grains of carbonate of soda is not much.
It does not appear to be.
But consider a stationary boiler
developing 500 horsepower continuously for 24 hours a day;
it would evaporate about 45,000 gallons of water.
The 22. y
grains per gallon is equivalent to 3.25 pounds per thousand gallons, therefore we would have 14614 pounds of carbonate of
soda in the boiler at the end of 24 hours. Imagine you are
operating the boiler but fourteen days or two weeks; you would
have 2,047% pounds in a boiler probably containing a quantity
of water equivalent to about 3,500 gallons. So you see you have
a very concentrated solution remaining in the boiler, which
would foam without question, and it did so foam the second day
in service following washout, at which time there was in the
boiler not to exceed 130 pounds of the carbonate of soda.
Then another very deleterious condition arose here, viz., the
disintegration and softening of gaskets, which in turn resulted
in a leaky condition.
The gaskets upon the market today are
largely made up either of asbestos or asbestos composition, or
rubber or rubber composition. Asbestos is a mineral product,
and chemists know that it is soluble to a considerable extent in
a strong alkaline solution, that is, a solution of some of the
soda salts. Asbestos as it exists in gaskets is in a very fine,
fibrous condition, consequently when this strong alkaline solution comes in contact with it, the alkali naturally dissolves
these fibers and causes a breaking down or change in the propThese are
erties of the gasket itself, resulting in trouble.
chemical facts and can be confirmed by experiment; consequently, are we not safe in assuming that it is due to the
carbonate of soda, which is the only alkali contained in the
ill

is

to be

effects?

boiler?

1:

Grains,

Per Gallon
Silica

502

Oxides of Iron and Alumina
Carbonate of Lime (Chalk)
Sulphate of Lime (Gypsum)

093
234

None

Now what

about the

effect, if

any, upon the gaskets of the

rubber type? If you will take an ordinary rubber band and
place it in a strong boiling solution of carbonate of soda, or
caustic soda, and allow it to remain there for say 48 hours, you
will find that the rubber band has changed very materially in
character. It has its elasticity, it has swelled to several time*
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its original size in diameter, and it has become of the appearance of cold glue or gelatin. If it can be shown that these
substances in this solution alone will do these things, why should
we not attribute these ill effects to the said substances contained
in the water, where it predominates to the extent it does here?
The correctness of our theory is also absolutely confirmed in
practice, as we find that in no case do we experience these

troubles where a water is used containing practically the same
amounts of the substances shown in the chart under consideration, other than the soda salts.
The next analysis shows a very interesting problem brought
to the attention of the writer several years since:

Grains

Per Gallon
1.576

Silica

Oxides of Iron and Alumina
Carbonate of Lime (Chalk)
Sulphate of Lime (Gypsum)
Carbonate of Magnesia

280

Trace
44.989
-.

Sulphate of Soda
Chloride of Soda

Undetermined

2.404

(Common

4.590

Salt)

Matter

096

Total

me

11.339

is, the acid liberated from the
acting on the metallic iron, decomposing, acting again
and again on the iron, and resulting in corrosion. How did we

cyclic or continuous action, that

scale,

proceed to prove that this theory was correct? In order to
bring about decomposition we know that it was necessary to
have temperature, because we know that sulphate of lime does
not decompose below a certain temperature; so that with the
use of mechanical devices the scale formation in this boiler in
which the experiment was carried on was turbined down to
one-half its original thickness, and it was found that as long as
the scale was kept down to one-half the thickness which it ordinarily formed in a given length of time, no corrosion underneath the scale formation took place. Isn't that sufficiently
strong evidence that the cause of the trouble was first due
to a liberation of sulphuric acid, in turn due to the high temperature governing at the point of contact of the scale with
the surface of the metal, which primarily was due to the thickness of the scale? Therefore, with the prevention of scale formation to a great extent, we keep the temperature down at the
point of contact, and obviate the liberation of sulphuric acid,
and consequently eliminate the corrosion in this case. The
correctness of the foregoing conclusions was confirmed by fol-

lowing out such procedure in practice.
Following is analysis No. 3:
Grains
Per Gallon

65.274

your attention to the fact that about 58
made up of scale-forming salts, and about
Naturally we would
45 out of the 58 are sulphate of lime.
expect this water to give rise to the formation of a large
amount of scale, and it did. Furthermore, we would expect the
scale to be made up of sulphate of lime to a very large extent,
which was also true, as shown by analysis. Now the peculiar
trouble in this case was serious corrosion underneath the scale.
It is not uncommon for some to assume that if we have the surface of a boiler covered over with scale, corrosion would be
In stationary practice it is a common
practically impossible.
inch of scale over the
expression that we would rather have
interior of the boiler than to take the chances of corrosion.
This position must of necessity be considered erroneous. Upon
a thorough investigation it was found that corrosion actually
did take place, and to a very serious extent, and this condition
gave rise to a greater anxiety than the scale formation itself.
Upon a careful analysis of a portion of the scale lying next
to the metal, which was apparently originally a part of the
surface of the metal, it was found that there was an action
going on which compared identically with the action of sulphuric acid upon iron, because sulphate of iron was found on
analysis of the substance taken off of both the surface of the
tube and the side of the scale which was originally in contact
with the tube. The water itself was not acid, contained no
free sulphuric acid, and consequently must be a liberated
product. The theory advanced as a result of the investigation
thus far carried on was that the sulphate of lime constituting
the greater part of the scale lying in direct contact with the
metal did reach a temperature, when the scale had become of
sufficient thickness, which caused a decomposition of the sulphate of lime, liberating sulphuric acid. This sulphuric acid in
turn attacked the metallic iron, giving rise to corrosion. The
sulphate of iron formed as the result of the corrosion, being
an extremely unstable salt, that is, one that does not stay
together very readily, breaks down in the presence of temperature and moisture, and again liberates sulphuric acid, leaving behind the iron in the form of iron oxide. The sulphuric
acid again acts upon the metallic iron, producing more sulphate
of iron, which is in turn converted into oxide of iron.
You might ask why the sulphuric acid leaves the oxide of
iron to go to the metallic iron.
In chemistry every individual
substance has an affinity, and the metallic iron has a greater
affinity for the sulphuric acid than does the oxide of iron which
it left, consequently we have the formation of a new portion
of sulphate of iron.
This is what the chemist would term a
First let
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call

grains out of 65 are

^

595
116

Silica

Oxides of Iron and Alumina
Carbonate of Lime (Chalk)
Carbonate of Magnesia

8.783

4.569

Sulphate of Soda
Chloride of Soda

Undetermined

"

1.836

(Common

3.040

Salt)

088

Matter

19.027

Total

In this water we have an illustration of the correctness of
the statement made, that foaming can be due to suspended
matter. I do not mean now that it is always attributable to
that, as waters absolutely devoid of suspended matter, containing other substances, do foam without question. In this case

we have a water

that contains 19 grains of solid matter, of
which all but about 5 grains are what could be classed as scaleforming substances. As a matter of fact, this water does not

under many conditions give rise to more than a small amount
The carbonates of lime and magnesia when
water
of this type go out of solution in a
from
a
precipitated
very finely divided, oozy, or what might be termed a gelatinous
condition, in which form they are not to a very great extent
retained in a heater, but pass therefrom to the boiler in the
form of suspended matter, where, due to their light gravity,
they travel very readily with the circulating water. The small
particles of these inerusting substances soon begin to generate
steam from their own surfaces, which results in the body of
water in the boiler assuming the condition of a seething mass,
which finally results in a foaming condition. In other waters
of scale formation.

containing these same substances in virtually the same quantities, and also containing even a moderate amount of sulphate of
lime, foaming is Dot usually experienced, owing, no doubt, to
the fact that the sulphate of lime when thrown out of solution
is much heavier than the carbonate of lime, and readily settles

upon the interior surfaces of the

boiler,

and

in so

doing carries

it mechanically a considerable part of the precipitated
carbonates, the mixture readily attaching itself to the surface

with

form of incrustation.
was
carried on for the purpose of determinAn experiment
ing whether or not the foaming experienced in this case was
of the boiler in the

correctly attributable to the precipitated carbonates, as follows:

The feed water was treated
one-half

of the

analysis No.

3,

in such a

manner

as to

remove about

carbonates of lime and magnesia shown by
and then pumped into the boiler, and it was
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it was possible to operate the boilers over a period
of sixty days, with no trouble in the form of foaming. Further

We

found that

experiment developed the fact that the same results could be
obtained by changing the carbonates into other substances by
chemical reactions, and at a much lower cost.
There is another condition that arises from the use of waters
Since the carbonate of lime is thrown out of
of this kind.
solution in a very finely divided and light condition, and gives

form of foaming and priming, we may

rise to trouble in the

correctly assume that the steam space in these boilers

is

full

of these floating particles, in which condition they would naturally carry over with the steam. It is commonplace in districts
where waters of this kind are used to have complaints to the
effect that it becomes necessary to open up the cylinders of the
engines every so often, in order to remove more or less of a
black, putty-like substance.

we found that

Upon

analysis of

many

this so-called putty-like substance

samples,

was nothing
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must not for a moment

with brass

copper ferrules and at times other metallic
accessories, to say nothing of the difference in the character of
many flues, or the flues and shell, or both, all of which tend
fittings,

corrosion in some form or another.

to

prevent corrosion.
[Mr. Converse exhibited several
electrolytic theory of corrosion.]

reaction.

same ready to go back

does not corrosion take place uniformly over the entire
surface, rather than in the form of pitting? Because the comis not continuous or uniform.
Xo
doubt many of you at least have had the opportunity to look
over a chemist's report covering a sample of iron or steel; in
case you have you must have noticed that he did not state the
amount of iron it contained, but he did tell you that it contained carbon, silicon, manganese, sulphur, phosphorus, etc.
Each and every one of these substances, as they exist in the
metal of the sheets or tubes, are chemically combined with a
certain amount of the pure metallic iron or other metals, forming new substances characteristic of themselves, which are very
different from the pure or uncombined iron itself. The balance
of the metal is made up of uncombined iron, commonly known
as ferrite. Since, then, the sheets or tubes are not of continuous uniform composition, and knowing that practically no two
different substances are soluble to the same extent, we can
assume that the compounds of iron which were the most soluble
in the water in contact with their surface would first of all

position of iron or steel

dissolve to the greatest extent,

which would

result in the cor-

rosion showing in the form of pitting rather than taking place

uniform extent over the entire surface.
There have been three principal theories advanced governing
the corrosion of iron and steel during the past several years,
to a

generally referred to as the electrolytic or galvanic, the carbonic acid, and the peroxide theory. Since, however, the electrolytic theory has virtually displaced the other two, it is the

only one which
Science

we

will consider at this time.

us that every substance in existence

tells

is

either

electro-negative or electropositive to every other substance.
also

know

that

it

is

not

uncommon

in boiler practice to

We
have

present a noticeable galvanic current, which, if this theory

must

is

There are three essentials
to a galvanic cell, viz., an electro-positive, an electro-negative
substance or pole, and an electrolyte or carrier. Keferring to
the non-continuity of iron or steel, we have, even in a small
correct,

result in

area of sheet or

two

flue,

corrosion.

the necessary different substances to act

and the presence of a layer of water over
the surface will act as a carrier. Therefore we have the necessary elements for corrosion. If the water carries more or less
common salt, or some other substances, the eurrent-carTying
capacity of the water is enhanced and the tendency to corrosion
as the

poles,

relativelv increased.

We may

have either

wrought-iron or steel flues or tubes in a boiler, which may be
absolutely as good as it is possible to produce, but sufficiently
different in their composition or continuity, or both, to bring
about a possible condition leading up to electrolysis.
Since, as previously stated, there are three essentials to an
electrolytic action, it stands to reason that if we can eliminate
one of these the trouble would be overcome. It is not, however,
possible for us to prevent two substances acting in the capacity
of the two poles of a battery, under favorable conditions, but it
is possible to so change the water being used as a feed supply
as to destroy its ability to act as an electrolyte, and thereby

but a mixture of cylinder oil and carbonates of lime and
magnesia, principally the former. We know that the oil itself
carries none of these substances, consequently there is no other
possible way of its coming into the cylinders except that it be
carried over mechanically with the steam, and that is just what
Even though there is no foaming or priming, the
happens.
finely-divided carbonates of lime and magnesia carry over and
are constantly rubbed together with the cylinder or valve oil,
and produce this putty. This trouble was overcome also by
changing the nature of the precipitated substances by chemical

Why

with

lose sight of the fact that

a properly equipped locomotive the boilers are directly connected

slides

illustrative

of

the

REPAIRING BOILER TUBES
By A. N. Lucas, Gen'l Fmn. Blr. Wrk., C, M. & St. P. Ry.
The subject of repairing locomotive boiler tubes while out of
boiler is an old one and has been brought out at different times.
Still I

make

number of roads that do not appear to

find there are a

use of the best practice in earing for flues and preparing
in the boiler.

been the practice of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
for a number of years, when tubes are taken out of a boiler, to
rattle same carefully; that is, not to rattle them any longer than
It has

two hours should be ample, but many times
flues are placed in the rattler and allowed to hammer themselves
to pieces four or five hours and sometimes longer, and when
they are removed from the rattler they are shown to be highly
polished and in many cases cracked and badly split. This is due
necessary.

One

to the poor

judgment

or

in rattling flues.

taken from the rattler we make a careful inspecand light weight. If any show indication of being
light, flues are weighed up on scale that we have for that purpose
Two-inch flues weighing less than 1% pounds
near flue rattler.
to the foot are not put back in a locomotive boiler. Two and onefourth inch flues weighing less than 2 pounds to the foot are not

When

flues are

tion for pitting

put back in a locomotive boiler.

The best of these

assorted and used in stationary or

pump

Our next operation

it

to

flues

are

boilers.

cut the flue to length for welding.

an extra operation due to the fact that we weld on both
ends of our flues alternately, and to avoid having a weld come too
close to the front flue sheet, which might bother when rolling same,
This

we

is

find

We

it

absolutely uecessary to cut flue to length for welding.

cut our steel flues

up

in pieces 5 inches to 7 inches, 8 inches

may

welding on or safe
ending. These pieces are cut off on a machine we have for that
purpose, which cuts off the piece, bevels and removes the burr at
the outer end in one and the same operation.
We believe in taking the burr off of the inside of the safe-end
This so that flue will pass over flue
piece at the firebox end.
mandrel on welding machine readily. By removing this burr it
also allows us to use a larger mandrel on flue welding machine.
or 9 inches, as the requirements

be, for

This helps us to keep the flue the original size.
Many roads do not take time to remove this burr or use the
larger mandrel, but their flue shows to be contracted at each weld.

We

are using for a 2-inch flue a l^J-inch mandrel, which

is

about

the original inside diameter of flue.

After the flue
front end to

fit

is

cut to length

we heat and open up

flue hole in front flue sheet.

all flues at

This to avoid shim-

ming, which takes time and is poor practice.
Many roads are still welding on but one end of the flue, in some
cases as many as five and six welds, and every weld on a flue is
one more chance for a failure.

Many

times flues are slightly overheated at weld and become

—
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back of the weld. Leaks do develop at these points
and flues do break in two at these welds, sometimes in the rattler
and other times while in service. So I say the less welds you have
>
on a flue the better.
A flue with five or six welds at one end might weigh up all right,
but the old part or the original would not be good for further

SCREW CUTTING INDICATOR.

quite thin just

1

weld on both ends of the
flue alternately, and flue put in service today with safe end at
firebox end. This flue may run from two to three years, and when
removed the bead is cut off at firebox end, and at the front end
I stated before, our practice is to

with flue cutter about

Now

By W.

C. Diebert, Tool

The screw cutting

Fmn,

C.

&

O. Ry.

shown in the illustration, can be
any lathe and makes thread cutting much quicker, as
indicator,

attached to
it is not necessary to wait for the carriage to run back.
Therefore, there is no need of the cross belt for reversing the

Simply throw out the carriage, run it back by hand and
engage the split nut.
The device consists of an indicator fastened to the carriage
and connected by a brass gear to the lead screw. The steel
spindle has an arrow-shaped indicator at the end, over which
is a mica cover.
A number of radial lines are drawn on the
surface of the mica and the instructions for setting the device
lathe.

service.

As

433

1%

inch from end of

flue.

before welding this flue we cut to length for welding and

apply the safe end piece on the opposite end of

Then when

flue.

welded we cut to proper length to go in the boiler, but
only have to cut 1 inch or 1% inches off of the original safe end.
This flue again goes into service for another two or three years,
and when flues are taken out bead is cut off at firebox end and at
front end with flue cutter as before, is then cleaned and cut for welding.
This time we cut the original weld off and the new piece or
safe end is again welded on the front end, which leaves the flue
with but two welds, and this operation continues throughout the life
of the flue. It always gives us a good new safe end at firebox, the
old safe end at front flue sheet.

are as follows:

flu^ is

By

following this method

flue in the front

have a better

it

is

These lines on mica when
used with lead screw hay-

Mica Cover
Fit-tight-

rattler

end of

Attach to

peatedly welded on one end.

A

great

many might

Carriage

object

to

the

cutting of this flue

welding, but unless you do this you cannot

tell

for

where the old weld

come at the front flue sheet.
The cost for cutting flues to length for welding

5crew Cuthnq Indicator

will

%

on mica when
used with lead 5crew
having <an odd number
of threads per inch.

This line

an even number of
threads per inch.

ing

to split a

and we
times than where safe end has been re-

end or to

flue at all

we don't know what
damage a flue in the

-45*-^.

cent per flue, or about 50 cents per 100.

was carried out you would have a
more to you at all times.
tice

I believe

flue that is

as applied to 14"
less

than

if this

prac-

is

feed

worth that much

computed that the average railway journey in the
United States is thirty-flour miles in length; and based on the
number of fatal accidents, it is stated that a passenger might
It has been

rfo-

of Teeth

"

l6

"

4

24

-

i

'
"

take 2,275,122 such journeys with only one chance of being killed.
At two trips per day this would require 3,792 years. If, for

happen on the last day of the
would have been necessary for the traveler to start his
program of two trips' per day in the year 1879 B. C. Science

in

Gear-

Use 12 for Jthds per inch screw
*

"

••

'."

".

K

\\

Srass Gear in Mesh with
Lead 5 crew.

instance, the fatal accident should

period, it

When applied adjust qear so
that arrow and line coincide
with the

nuf closed.

Conspectus.

AN INCIDENT

is

related in a recent issue of the Electrical

World where a workman

in a railway shop approached his forewith a request for a new machinist's hammer, showing his
former tool split into longitudinal halves as the result of a heavyblow.
Being busy, the foreman, in a half-joking manner, said,
Take it to the electric welder we 're out of hammers. ' Without question the workman obeyed.
Later the foreman noticed

Screw Cutting

Indicator.

man

'

'

;

'

the

man

lustily

new hammer.

chipping a nut, and asked him where he got the
The inquiry elicited the fact that the two pieces

For cutting any even number of threads per inch, not fracnut with any arrow under either line, on
all cuts.
For any odd number of threads, not fractional, close
the nut with any arrow under the same line. For any number
of threads per inch containing the fraction %, close the nut
with the same colored arrow under the same line. For any
tional, close the split

of the broken hammer, small and irregular as they were, had been
electrically with a neatness almost defying detection.

number

Whether

threads which are multiples of the lead screw can be caught at

welded

this

was an economical process

or not has yet to be

determined, but as evidence of the electric welder's skill and
general usefulness the incident is well worth chronicling.
No

doubt many other similar repairs to hand tools have been accomand it would be well worth while to have
them brought to light. The time saved in such emergencies may

of threads containing the fractions *4 or

with the same arrow under the same line on

%,

all

close nut
cuts.

All

any point.

AT THE TIME

of the Vera Cruz affair, the

men working

at

plished in boiler shops,

the scrap platform of the West Albany shops of the

often offset the increased cost of such repairs or the replacement
of damaged tools.

raised a fund and purchased a pole
being raised with appropriate ceremonies. The
men employed in handling scrap were of many different nationalities and took this way of showing their patriotism.

THE EXECUTIVE BOAED of the Master Boiler Makers'
Association will hold a meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
111., at 2 p. m., Friday, September 18.
The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

Paul

erect a roundhouse at Beloit, Wis.

is

said to be preparing to

Central

and

New York

& Hudson Biver

flag, the flag

The Chicago & Alton has authorized construction of nine new
roundhouse at Brighton Park, Chicago, at an estimated cost of $12,000.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has purchased 75 acres of land
at Terre Haute, Ind., as a site for yards, which will cost $150,000.
stalls to its

—

'
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THE MAN AHEAD.
The man ahead

He

Among
and

believes in his proposition heart

dispels

temper with cheerfulness,

ill

kills

mixes brains with efforts and uses system and method

in

welding," "Chemical treatment of
and boiler braces," "Flexible staybolts vs. sling
stays in the crown sheet," "Combustion chambers of large mallet and Pacific type engines, " " Radial stays in crown sheets,
Flue cleaning, " " Combustion and feed economy ' and
Boiler
on

staybolt

'

'

finds time to do every needful thing

'

'

'

inspection in service.

work.

He

" Oxy acetylene and
feedwater, " "Load

the papers and reports discussed are,

'

personality.

He

September, 1914

electric

soul.

doubt with a
friction
with
an agreeable
strong conviction and reduces active

his

'

'

but never letting time

find him doing nothing.

He makes

every hour bring dividends, increased knowledge or

healthful reaction.

He

keeps his future unmortgaged with debts; he saves as well

hs earns.

He

steers clear of dissipation

and guards

his

body and peace

of mind.

M. K. Baexum, general mechanical inspector of the Baltimore

That's why he

is

the

man ahead!

The Railway Storekeeper.

C.

K. Abbott, Fmn. Blacksmith,

4'

Ohio, has been appointed superintendent of motive power, with

Mr. Barnum was born April 6,
was graduated from Syracuse University in 1884, with
the degree of A. M. He began railroad work in 1884 as a special
apprentice in the shops of the New York, Lake Erie and Western,
now the Erie, at Susquehanna, Pa. He was then consecutively
machinist and mechanical inspector, and later general foreman of
the same road in Salamanca, N. Y. general foreman of the Louisheadquarters at Baltimore, Md.

DEVICE FOR BENDING IRON

By

J. I. Fussell succeeds S. B. Kent as boilermaker foreman of the
Atlantic Coast Line at High Springs, Fla.

1861, and

St. L. S.-W. Ry., Tyler,

Tex.

The accompanying sketch shows a handy and useful tool for
bending many different shapes at steam hammer, such as driving
box saddles, spring bands, carrier irons and many other parts of
engines and cars.

;

ville

&

Nashville shops at

New

Decatur, Ala.;

assistant master

mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Argentine, Kan.;
superintendent of shops at Cheyenne, Wyo. district foreman at
North Platte. Neb., and then division master mechanic at Omaha,
Neb., on the Union Pacific; assistant mechanical superintendent of
the Southern Railway.
;

In February, 1903, Mr. Barnum was made superintendent of
motive power of the Chicago, Bock Island & Pacific, and in April
of the following year was appointed mechanical expert of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and in 1907 was appointed general
inspector of machinery and equipment for the

He

same road.

left

that road in April, 1910, to become general superintendent of mo-

Device for Bending Iron.

power of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley, remaining in that position until July 1, 1913, when he
became general mechanical inspector of the Baltimore & Ohio.
tive

Plate A, serving as holder for block B, space

D

suit the

to

work to be done, filling in back of that with block C.
When work is completed there is no trouble in removing it, for
making blocks B larger one way than the other gives them a wide
range of usefulness. These dimensions can be changed to suit the
This is a very handy device in a
work, steam hammer die, etc.
railway shop, especially one which is without a bulldozer.

F. C. Schokxdorfer, general foreman of the Baltimore

Southwestern,

has

been

transferred

from

Chillicothe,

$

Ohio

Ohio,

to

Washington, Ind.

W. F. Hayes has been appointed general foreman of
more

$

Ohio Southwestern

at

the Balti-

Chillicothe, Ohio, succeeding F. C.

Schorndorfer.

W.
more

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY FUEL ASSOCIATION.
ceedings of the sixth annual convention.

C.
t)r

Dietz has been appointed general foreman of the BaltiOhio Southwestern at Flora. 111., succeeding J. B. Harward.

Pro-

Leather, 6x9 inches, 343

Published by the secretary, C. G. Hall, 922
McCormick building, Chicago. Price: leather binding, $1 paper

pages, illustrated.

;

binding, 50 cents.

These proceedings appear this year in a handsome flexible cover
of red morocco leather, with gilt edge, and the grade of paper
and quality of the illustrations are in keeping with the rest of the
Honeyvolume. Among the papers and subjects discussed are
comb and Clinker Formation," "Relation of Front End Design
and Air Openings of Grates and Ash Pans to Fuel Consumption
and Sparks," "Uniform Methods of Computing Fuel Consumption," "Sizing of Coal for Locomotives," "Storage of Coal,"
Modern Locomotive Coaling Stations, " " Firing Practice, " " Preheating Boiler Feed Water," "Fuel and Failures" and "Economies in Roundhouse and Terminal Consumption."
'

'

'

'

MASTER BOILER MAKERS' ASSOCIATION.

Proceedings

of the eighth annual convention.

Paper, 6x9 inches, 177 pages,
illustrated.
Published by the secretary, Harry D. Vought, 95
Liberty St., New York. Price, $1.00.
This volume contains the official proceedings of the convention
held at the Hotel Walton, Philadelphia, Pa., on May 25-28, 1914.

M.

K.

Barnum.

'
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D. Page succeeds H. A. Martin as general car foreman of
the Bangor 4 Aroostook, with office at Derby, Me.
T. S. Lowe has been promoted to master mechanic of the Cana-

years he became machine shop foreman for the same road at Cov
iugton, Ky.
Later he was appointed general foreman for the

dian Northern, with office at Limoilou, Que.

the

S.

Hudson has been appointed division master mechanic of
Canadian Northern at Joliette, Que.
A. J. Ironsides, district master mechanic of the Canadian Patransferred from the Manitoba division to the
cific, has been
Alberta division, with headquarters at Edmonton, Alta.
W. J. Eennix has been appointed district master mechanic
of the Canadian Pacific at Calgary, Alta.
G. Glasford has been appointed district master mechanic of the
Canadian Pacific at Cranbrook, B. C.
G. F. Shull has been appointed acting master mechanic of the
Carolina, Clinchfield 4' Ohio, succeeding H. F. Staley. His officii
is at Erwin, Tenn.
YV. C. Fetner succeeds \Y. A. MeCafferty as general foreman
of the Central of Georgia at Macon, Ga.
LeEoy Cooley has been appointed general storekeeper of the
Central of New Jersey, with headquarters at Elizabeth, N. J., vice
T. C.

the

C. B. Williams, assigned to
C. B.

Williams has been appointed purchasing agent of

New

Central of

W.

other duties.

Jersey, with office at 143 Liberty street,

the

New York.

King succeeds G. A. Gibson as roundhouse foreman of the
Vermont at White Biver Junction, Yt.
J. E. Fitzpatrick has been appointed locomotive foreman of the
Chicago 4~ Alton at Bloomington, 111. He succeeds J. H. Schmidt.
J. E, Epler has been appointed superintendent of motive power
i'i

J.

Kentucky Central at Paris, Ky., after which he took service with
C, N. 0. & T. P. as general foreman of the shops at Ludlow,
Ky. He resigned to accept service with the Louisville Southern
as master mechanic at Harrodsburg, Ky.
He left this road to
accept the position of general roundhouse foreman for the Louisville & Nashville at Louisville, Ky., in 1891, after which he was
promoted to the position of master mechanic at the Louisville.
Ky., terminals of the Louisville & Nashville.
He was later appointed master mechanic for the same road at New Decatur, Ala.,
and promoted to the position of general master mechanic for the
same road, holding this position until his appointment as above
Mr. Sullivan is married and has two children. As one
noted.
of his associates says, "Mr. Sullivan measures up to any big man
in the business today.

John

A.

'

Marshall has been appointed road foreman

of engines

of the Northern Pacific at Duluth, Minn.
J. B.

Neish has been appointed master mechanic of

the Northern

Minn.
John Horan has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.
Balph E. Hammond has been appointed assistant road foreman
of engines of the Northern Pacific at Minneapolis, Minn.
Pacific at Minneapolis,

ntral

of the Chicago

4'

Eastern

with headquarters at Danville,

Illinois,

He succeeds J. H. Tinker, resigned.
William Germer succeeds W. H. Booth as road foreman of
equipment of the Chicago, Rock Island 4 Pacific at Little Bock,
111.

Ark.

George H. Eck succeeds P. J. Flynn as general foreman, motive
power department, of the Delaicare, Lackawanna 4~ Western, with
Syracuse, N. Y.
A. G. Phillips has been appointed supervisor of machinery and
tools' of the Delaware, Lackawanna 4~ Western, with office at
office at

Scranton, Pa.

He

succeeds

W. H.

Johnston.

Joseph Billingham has beer appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Grand Trunk Pacific, succeeding G. W. Bobb, resigned.
J. H. Gaston has been promoted from general foreman to master mechanic of the Georgia, with office at Augusta, Ga., as
heretofore.

William O'Brien succeeds F. M. Baumgartner
chanic of the Illinois Central at Clinton,

Fred M. Baumgardxer has been appointed
motive

of

power

in

the

Central

as master me-

111.

District

.as

of

senior inspector

the

Division

Commerce Commission, with headquarters
His experience has been with the mechanical department of the Union Pacific and Illinois Central, having served as
roundhouse foreman, general foreman and master mechanic on
the latter road and having recently been made master mechanic
Yaluation,

Interstate

at Chicago.

at Clinton, Illinois.
F. Mertsheimer has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Kansas City, Mexico 4 Orient, with office at Wichita,
*
Kan.
Lishman
Batman
B.
as master mechanic of the
succeeds H.
Mexican Railway at Mexico, D. P., Mexico.
J. S. Taylor succeeds J. A. Jones as master car builder of the
Meridian 4' Memphis at Meridian, Miss.
Charles Manley has been appointed master mechanic of the
Missouri 4" North Arkansas, with office at Harrison, Ark., vice
J.

P. Dolan, resigned.

P. Singleton has been appointed master mechanic of the

J.

Missouri,

His

Oklahoma

office is at

J. J.

4' Gulf of Texas, succeeding L. M. Sleight.
Denison, Tex.

Sullivan has been appointed superintendent of machinery

of the Nashville, Chattanooga

Tenn.

4' St.

Lowis, with office at Nashville,

Mr. Sullivan served his machinist apprenticeship in the
at Covington, Ky., and at the age of 21

Kentucky Central shops

J. J.

Sullivan.

of

E. E.

Chrysler has been appointed superintendent of shops

Oregon Short Line at Pocatello, Idaho, succeeding the
Mr. Chrysler was formerly master mechanic
late D. J. Malone.
of the Chicago & Alton at Slater, Mo.
W. F. Piper succeeds L. E. Bush as car shop foreman of the
Pennsylvania at Mifflin, Pa.
C. M. Fessler succeeds G. T. Trimble as car 'shop foreman of
the Pennsylvania at Williamsport, Pa.
W. J. Miller has been promoted to superintendent of motive
power of the St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at Pine
Bluff, Ark., vice T. E. Adams, deceased.
J. M. Kilfoyle has been appointed master mechanic of the
of the

St.

Louis Southwestern of Texas, with

E. M.

Sweetmax

office

at Tyler, Texas.

succeeds E. C. Sasser as master mechanic of

the Southern at Spencer, N. C.

Frank Johnson has been appointed master mechanic of the
Southern at Princeton, Ind., succeeding E. M. Sweetman.
E. L. Akans has been appointed master mechanic of the Southern
at Birmingham, Ala., succeeding Frank Johnson.
M. Pineda has been appointed master mechanic of the Toluca.
Tenango 4" San Juan, with office at Toluca, Mexico.
E. A. Billingham succeeds Y. V. Clark as master mechanic
of the Tennessee Central, with

office

at Nashville, Tenn.
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METAL band saw
metal band saw has been placed on the market by H. C.
Williamson, 1840 West Lake street, Chicago.
This new Williamson metal band saw, selling for $175, has a
capacity of a cold

saw which would

cost

from $800

hand hack saws. Should the blade become broken, it can be
brazed and put on to work again, as there is ample adjustment.
Where it is difficult to cut tubing on a cold or hack saw, the band

as

A

to $1,000, be-

sides the necessity of having a grinder for grinding the

saw and

saw does the work without any breaking of teeth. It takes only
one-half horespower to run it, making a saving over other methods
of cutting which require considerable power.

It will cut a 3-inch

round in seven minutes, and will cut off a 5-inch superheater tube
in two minutes.
The table is only 20 inches high, making it easy
to handle heavy bars, axles, etc., and the blade is so arranged that
it can return to the rear of the machine, which makes it possible to
cut any length of stock. Where it cost from $2.50 to $3.50 to cut
a crankpin from an old axle under the steam hammer, the Williamson metal band saw will do it for less than 10 cents, it is claimed.

ELECTRIC CENTER GRINDER.
The Neil & Smith

Electric Tool

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

is

offering a portable electric grinder to maintain accuracy of lathe
centers, in

which no dependence

is

placed upon the operator to

adjust the grinder to produce an accurate result.

All

adjust-

ments and the angle is a set unit, and the center can be ground in
its own running position in three or four minutes, whereas the
old method sometimes takes an hour.
As will be noted in the
illustration, the grinder has a taper shank which is inserted in
the tail stock of the lathe in place of the regular center.

The

center of the spindle in the grinder and the center of the taper

shank are in one line, and the spindle of the grinder is now at
an angle of 60 degrees. The grinder is made interchangeable for
use on different sized lathes in the following way:

has a standard size hole and the taper shank that
stock has a standard size shank on the end that

in the tail

fits

this

hole

in the grinder.
By ordering a number of taper shanks corresponding to the various sizes of lathes, the grinder can be equipped
to keep all lathe centers in the shop to a 60-degree standard.

Williamson Metal Band Saw.
a high-priced man to run it. The Williamson saw is simple and
easy to operate and a boy can take care of it, as it automatically
feeds itself after cut is started. It is very seldom that a tooth
The back can be removed, giving at
is broken out of the blade.
flat

The grinder
fits

table on which to strap special work, and an automatic stop

when cut is finished. The large driving gear also
acts as a pulley, and there are no delicate parts to wear or get
out of order. The blades are inexpensive, costing only $1.65 each,
and when worn out are thrown away or can be cut up and used
shuts off power

ELECTRIC LANTERN.
The illustration herewith shows in detail and assembly a device
manufactured by the Syndicate Mercantile Company, Central National Bank building, St. Louis, Mo.
The device is essentially an electric lantern of great simplicity.
It consists of an attachment to be used with an ordinary dry

by connecting the battery
The circuit is broken
posts through the shell of the metal top.
or completed by a thumb screw shown in the drawing. The light
is strong and diffused
not concentrated as with a flash light.
The device seems to furnish an efficient lantern at slight cost.
cell

battery.

It

is

attached

quickly

—

It is said that the

ordinary battery used in this

way

will furnish

a light for sixty hours intermittently.

KEROSENE BLOW TORCH
Iri

order to reduce the

fire

use
source

blow

hazard, railroads are abolishing the

wherever possible. One
of "danger has been the gasoline
Often when the workman
torch.

of

gasoline

fills the torch with gasoline, or when he
generates gas preparatory to lighting, gasoline is spilled or sprayed in the vicinity

and the burning match only
ctLli

and the

BATTERY?
} «CB

needed to

start a fire that is dangerous to property

OOOlNAP^
t>IJy

is

A3 uStOJ

lives of

workmen.

The more

re-

introduction of the kerosene blow
torch offers an opportunity to get away
from the danger of gasoline. In addition
cent

nUpwwesJ
c«u BEllAI

DooeBtu*
ETC

the safety effected, kerosene develops
40 per cent more heat units than gasoline
and this saving, together with the economy in cost per gallon of kerosene over
to

Kerosene Blow-Torch.

Electric

Lantern.
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CANVAS CAR ROOFING.
By Wm. H. Adams.
It is probable that in proportion to its strength the covering of

a car roof gets the hardest treatment of any portion of the car
except the brake shoes and the couplers, but unlike these it cannot
be made of chilled cast iron or drop forged steel. Formerly many
roofs were covered with copper at large expense but such roofs
could not long resist the crystallizing effect of the incessant severe
vibration, the wrenching strains of the racking

frame work, the

corrosive action of the coal smoke acids, or the cinder scour to

which they were subjected.
Very fortunately at about the time when the weaknesses of
copper roofing were being brought to the attention of the master
car builders with unpleasant emphasis a long series of tests and
protracted experimental work came to

a satisfactory

resulted in the introduction of a specially

known
"Ideal" Portable Electric Center Grinder.

as

'

Conservit

'

'
'

made canvas

issue

and

car roofing

car roofing, which was able to stand the

necessarily severe service conditions with entire success.

This fabric represented the results of the accumulated experience
over gasoline, ruake^

it

seem probable that kerosene will quickly

supplant gasoline as fuel for

all

blow torches.

Safety First
the exploding blow torch preIn these days of
sents a danger that the progressive railroad official is anxious to
avoid.
To meet the demand for a blow torch that insures safety
to life and property, the A. & A. Manufacturing Company are
making a kerosene blow torch which furnishes not only the desired
degree of safety, but other advantages chiefly those of economy
The claim is
of operation and greater heat per volume of fuel.
will
blow
flame.
M. J.
out the
made for this torch that no wind
Egleston, 900 Lytton building, Chicago, is sales agent for the
products of the A. & A. Manufacturing Company.
'

'

'

'

—

KENNEDY TOOL

KITS.

A metal tool kit designed to serve the purposes of enginemen
and shop men in carrying tools is shown in the accompanying illusThese kits are manufactured by the Kennedy Manufactration.
turing Co., 11 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
The kits are made of prepared steel but are no heavier than other
bags and suitcases, their average weight being between five and
seven pounds. They are built to stand the wear and tear of hardest usage, reinforced throughout, fitted with brass side-catches,
strong Corbin locks, wire leather-covered handles, so riveted that
't pull out, and protected by solid corner irons.
They are finished in a durable baked enamel of brown or black
and present an appearance neat and attractive resembling leather

they can

travelling bags or suitcases.

and expert wisdom of three lines of effort.
First
the fabric was carefully and painstakingly made along
construction lines based on the knowledge and experience of the
most successful manufacturers of high grade duck in the world,
who succeeded in designing a fabric adapted to the end in view,
strong in fibre and yarn to resist strain, yet thick and relatively
soft in weave to hold waterproofing and to yield slightly to the
racking and strain without impairing the effectiveness or integrity

—

of the fabric.

The successful treatment of this fabric was the outcome of a
campaign of several years' work on the part of a number of the
foremost experts on the finishing and waterproofing of heavy duck,
while the mechanical characteristics of the fabric and the correct
methods for application and use were worked out by the freight
United States.
Its mechanical strength is greater than roofing copper yet it can
be appUed to irregular or rounded surfaces with the utmost ease.
Instead of highly paid coppersmiths any intelligent laborers can

and passenger car builders

in the

apply such roofing and this ease of application greatly facilitates

and cheapens

An

local repairs.

intelligent

appreciation of the nature

of the service and

methods of application has resulted in this roofing being finished
with a priming and tooth that makes it adhere tenaciously to white
or red lead and which causes paint of any sort to cling to it permanently, although its natural dark brown color is not unattractive.
The manner in which it is prepared renders it permanently waterproof, practically spark proof and immune to the ravages of dry
antirot and mildew and it exercises a distinct rot preventative and

and overlapping construction make
Kennedy kits water-proof, fire, oil and weather-proof. They are
also thief -proof because they can be locked, chained if desired, and
can not be cut open. Sharp or pointed tools can be carried withHeavy material can be
out danger of piercing sides or bottom.
carried without buckling or changing shape of bag.
The joints

septic effect

are riveted throughout.

scouring of cinders has any appreciable effect upon its endurance,
while coal smoke and sulphur acids are resisted on account of its
waterproof qualities and the chemical nature of the preservatives

Material, special features

The inventor, Mr. Kennedy, was for years an engine man on the
Pennsylvania, and the necessity for a tool kit which could stand
rough usage was impressed upon him. In designing the kits, he has
arranged so that all weight falls upon the body of the bag and there
is

no strain on the hinges or cover.

upon the wood with which

it is

in contact.

continuous adhesion, it materially
strengthens and holds together the roof foundation to which it is
applied; moreover, the finishing so compacts and indurates the

Owing

to its strength

fabric that

it

and

its

almost indefinitely the various forms of severe
is subjected so that neither attrition nor the

resists

wear to which

it

and bitumens with which

it is

treated.

Similarly treated fabrics hold the long distance record for permanency and endurance as proved by the bitumen-soaked mummy
cloths

of the ancient Egyptians which have lasted through the

centuries uninjured

and unchanged.

The widespread use of Conservit car roofing has tested it in every
climate and for every class of service, always with satisfactory
and on this account it is steadily growing in popularity.
results
;

of service may be provided for. the
weights
roofing is made in widths from 22" to 130" and of various
manuthe
in
stock
by
carried
is
and
use,
particular
suitable for each

In order that

all

classes

York
facturers, the William L. Barrell Co., 8 Thomas St.. New
for
repair
shipment
City, in the usual sizes, ready for immediate
Kennedy Standard

Kit.

Kennedy Kit Open.

work or new construction.
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Graham Dedge, assistant sales manager
& Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

Seal

SLLilerature
The Canton Foundry & Machine

assistant general

Co., Canton, Ohio, has issued

an

attractive booklet dealing with its portable floor cranes and hoists.

These cranes are on wheels and are very handy for use about the
shop in lifting castings off machines, lifting off steam cylinders,

"The Young Man and
a

*

Collins,

the well

the title of

is

known magazine

which has just been issued by the Westinghouse Electric &
The little book deals with the opportunities afforded a young man in this industry, and the different
lines in which he may direct his activities, as exemplified by the
works of the Westinghouse Electric Co.

writer,

Mfg.

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

*

34-W of

Bulletin

*

the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,

and detailed descriptions of

illustrations

to

*

is

devoted

A-0 "Giant"

class

fuel oil engines.

*

*

*

Maintaining Alignment on the Slides
is the subject of Forging Machine Talk No. 5, issued by the National Machinery Co., of
•

'

'

'

Tiffin,

The Ingersoll-Kaud Co., 11 Broadway. New York, has recently
two new catalogues, form 3024 and 3030, on IngersollRogler air compressors.
The former, form 3024, is a complete
treatise on the " Ingersoll-Rogler " valve and the latter covers
the class ER-1 type of compressor.
Both catalogues are profusely illustrated, showing the details of the machine in section.
claimed that the new line of compressors therein described

is

more air per horsepower input than other compressors.
on account of the distinct advantage possessed by the new type
will deliver

of

The correct operation of the valve

valve.

is

entirely

inde-

pendent of

all

valve gear or other mechanism, resulting in the

also.

resigned.
T. P.

Gaylord has been elected vice-president of the Westing& Mfg. Co., succeeding H. D. Shute.

house Electric

Co.. of Garwood, N. J., has removed its Detroit office from 144 Sevburn Ave. to 1111 Chamber
of Commerce Bldg.
This office is in charge of R. K. Slaymaker.
The Chicago Car Heatixg Company, Chicago, has removed
its southern office from 521 Realty Trust building, Atlanta, Ga..
to 829 Munsey building, Washington, D. C.
The Traxspcrtation Utilities Co. of New York has opened
a branch office at 1201 Virginia Railway & Power Bldg., Richmond, Va. This office will be in charge of Frank N. Grigg.
H. O. Fettixger has been appointed eastern railroad representa
tive of the Ashton Valve Co., Boston. Mass., with office at 12£

Liberty street.

New

York.

He

succeeds

W. H.

Foster, resigned to

become associated with another company.
William M. Kixch, of the Gordon Primary Battery Co., died
at his home in New York on August 29.
Mr. Kinch had been
connected with the Gordon Primary Battery interests for over

elimination

of

friction,

added

and high mechanical

simplicity

W. J. McKoxe, sales manager of the Edgar Steel Seal & Man
ufacturing Co., Chicago, has resigned to engage in other business.

Graham Dodge,

A. T. Gardxer, for many years with the Landis Tool Co..
Waynesboro, Pa., has accepted a position with the Modern Tool
Co., Erie, Pa., and will cover the same territory.
James H. Van Dorx, president of the Van Dorn Iron Works.
Cleveland, Ohio, and the Van Dorn & Dutton Co., died at his home
Cleveland on August 29, 1914.
Charles B. Yardley, Jr., formerly of Jenkins Bros., has been
appointed manager of the railway department of the United States
in

Metal Products

W.
*

*

*

The National Malleable Castings
No. 52, descriptive of

malleable

iron

washers and

bridge pin nuts.
*

*

The particular advantages of

J.

Co.,-

New

Johxsox has

York.

recently been appointed a

member of

the

engineering department of the Stentor Electric Mfg. Co., Inc..

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has issued

its

assistant general manager, will perform his duties

temporarily.

efficiency.

circular

Steel

twelve years.

Ohio.

issued

It

Edgar

The C & C Electric & Mfg.

*

the Electrical Industry"

by James H.

story written

manager

of the

has been appointed

H. D. Shute has been elected treasurer and assistant seeretary
of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., succeeding T. W. Simon,

etc.

*
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"NTC"

regrinding valves are

described in detail in bulletin 7-D of the National

Tube

Co., Pitts-

Three illustrations show a valve (from photographs
taken at three different angles) which was opened and closed
327,094 times. After being reground several times this valve was
opened and closed over 3,046,280 times and is still in use.
burgh, Pa.

New York.
The Southerx Wheel Company,

of St. Louis, Mo., will erect

a $60,000 building at its carwheel plant in Atlanta, Ga., and will
increase its manufacturing of cast-iron wheels.
The Metals Coatixg Compaxy has been incorporated with of
fices iu the Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, to operate in this country
under the Schoop patents, covering a process of coating objects
of whatever nature and material with a great variety of metallic
substances.
This process which was originated by an inventor
of Zurich, Switzerland, consists essentially in atomizing the coat
ing metal in its molten state and spraying it over the surface
to be coated.

Tke Pressed Steel Car Compaxy has completed excavations
and concrete work has been started on its new paint shop in
VYillard Doud, having completed the special engineering work iu
the construction of the new shops for the Belt Railway of Chicago,
has opened offices in the Morton building,

538

South

Dearborn

handling of matters pertaining to the deequipment and operation of railroad and indusshops and power plants. Mr. Doud was formerly shop engineer

street, Chicago, for the

sign, construction,
trial
<>f

(Jar

Browx

Company

to

Hotchkiss-Blue
Chicago,
C.

has resigned as sales agent of the Barney & Smith
become associated with the car building concern of

& Company,

Ltd.,

Railway Exchange Building,

has been appointed manager of sales of the

La

Mr. Rhoades was formerly assistant

&

Thomas A. Griffin, chairman of the board of directors of the
Wheel Company, died August 12 on a steamer en route
from Yokohama, Japan, to Honolulu, H. I.
R. L. Wells, with offices in the Security Bank Bldg., Minneapo
lis,
'

W. Rhoades

Valentine

P. Amory, secretary of the Western Railroad Associawas found murdered in his office in the Peoples Gas Bldg..
Chicago, on August 12.

Edward

tion,

<

111.

Daniels Safety Device Company, 327 South
cago.

i

about $15,000.

Griffin

the Illinois Central.

R. L.

McKees Rocks, Pa. The company also has started excavating for
new passenger car shop and store room, 60 by 100 ft., to cost

Co., Chicago.

Salle street, Chisales

manager of

Minn., has been appointed Northwestern representative of the
Electric & Mfg. Co., covering the states of Minnesota, North

& C

and South Dakota, and the western part of Wisconsin.
J. M. Hopkins, president of the Camel Company, Chicago, has
been appointed an executive member of the Railway BusinesAssociation.
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Fifteenth Annual Convention, Chief Interchanges
Car Inspectors and Car Foreman's
Association
The fifteenth annual convention of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association of America was held at the
PresiHotel Sinton, Cincinnati. Ohio, on August 25. 26, 27, 1914.
Rev.
dent F. C. Schultz called the meeting to order at 9 :30 a. ni.
Henry C. Martin of St. Luke's M. E. Church. Covington, offered the
Mayor .Spiegel of Cincinnati was introduced and
open.ng prayer.
spoke in part as follows
The work that you are going to do in your convention is typical
of our country, when we realize the fact that the great country of
Europe could not have such a convention as you are having today
It is
by reason of being divided into numerous nations and wars.
indeed a great pleasure at this time to welcome you to the great inland city of Cincinnati, and I hope you will be able to call it in the
future what it has been called in the past, the "Queen City of the
West."
We are
I might say to you that we have numerous attractions.
now busily engaged in converting a canal into a bed for interurban
railways.
We are endeavoring to obtain a now Union Station, and
to this end we need the aid of every railway entering Cincinnati,
and besides that we have in Cincinnati numerous things which surely
will interest you as soon as the clouds clear away.
We have a water
works system to which there is no equal in the country. Possibly
some of you will be able to see it, and I am sure you will admit it.
We have a municipal system of education which begins with the
night schools which furnishes throughout the night schools for mechanics and those who are employed during the day giving them
an education during the night up to a university training. We have
a system of education during the day beginning with the kindergarten which carries the child through our district schools and our
high schools to the apex of the university, and we have a university
which combines academic training with scientific training for which
degrees are given, which gives our children an opportunity to become whatever they want to academic training if they desire it, and
the city of Cincinnati is doing it without any state aid.
President Schultz
I will ask Mr. O'Donnell to make a response
to this splendid address of Mayor Spiegel.
Mr. O'Donnell
It is needless for the speaker to state that he
highly appreciates the honor bestowed upon him by your president
in selecting him to say a few words in response to the kindly welcome of His Honor, the Mayor of this beautiful city. Many of you
have heard me say heretofore that the bulwark of our association
rests in Cincinnati.
If it were not for the indefatigable efforts of
Mr. Boutet and his associates in the last ten years to get our association to the point where it is today, I feel (without any apology
to the rest of our co-workers) that we would not have the number
here this morning that we now have.
I ask your pardon, Mr. President, for making this personal remark.
Your Honor, we appreciate all you have said to us. We come from
near and far in this glorious nation which at the present time is
manned by one God-fearing man, the President of these United
States.
We come when the clouds seem somewhat dark, but we
come with the confidence that our country, which has always stood
:

—

—

:

:

for justice and right and liberty, will be the pennant from which
the warring nations will look in the future.
We sincerely hope that
your city will thrive and grow in the future as it has in the past.
I notice that in some of your statistics the tax rate is certainly
an honor to the administration of this municipality. I am not able
to tell what our tax rate is, but the city of Cincinnati with 15.52 a
thousand is certainly a credit.
It shows that you are working for
the people.
I was somewhat surprised to see that it cost $2.00 and
some cents a head to protect the people with the police department.
Down in our country it doesn't cost anything. Mr. Boutet says It
has the best police force in the city.
I haven't seen anything of it
since I have been here.
Mayor Spiegel
We are hard
I desire to correct one impression.
at work preparing our budget, and if we had a levy of fifteen mills
we would be the happiest municipality in the country. We are trying to get within five mills for the city of Cincinnati and five mills
for all the rest of the departments, and if we have ten mills we
shall be happy in getting along with all the departments, including
the police.
President Schultz
I extended an invitation to T. W. Demarest of
the Pennsylvania Lines to address the meeting this morning, but I
am advised that he was called away and will be unable to attend.
I
will now call on Mr. Wright, chairman of the entertainment committee, to address you.
Mr. Wright
The kindly welcome given us by the mayor is simply in keeping with all the conditions that we have found since coming to Cincinnati.
In the past eight or nine years our entertainment committee have not found a case where our work has been
so arranged and such a welcome extended as we have received here
in Cincinnati this year.
The various places of interest that the
:

:

:

mayor has mentioned we found were

all

laid

out.

Our work was

—

taking our
picking out the ones that would best fit in our program
choice and going ahead.
This is largely due to the assistance given
by the city itself to our committee in Cincinnati which took the advance work and helped us out.
So this year our committee has
little credit, but we have laid out a program.
Address of President Schultz.
In opening this, our 15th annual convention. I wish to congratulate the members upon the steady growth and influence of the association.
I feel that not only the members of this association, but
our executive officers, should be congratulated upon the forward
steps that have been taken in the handling of interchange and equipment In the past few years, and particularly the results that will
be accomplished when the changes of rules that were adopted at the
Atlantic City convention the present year go into effect, as a number of changes were made which the members of this association
had an active part in bringing about.
I want to call particular attention to a number of changes which
I
think are Important and should result in revolutionizing the handling of car equipment In this country.
The change in M. C. B.
Rule 1 provides that effective October 1, each railway company must
give to foreign equipment the same attention in the way of repairs

own cars. In discussing this
I
hope that the members will place
this rule as will result in carrying out
the framers of this rule, which, as I understand it,
eign equipment away from home will hereafter not
that

it

gives to its

meeting here.
tion

upon

rule

during

our

such interpretathe intention of
means that forbe neglected.
I

that the interpretation placed upon this rule at this
meeting will result in a condition that will prevent cars not fit for
service from being interchanged after October 1.
It is a well-known
fact that it is the intention of railroad companies at all times to
keep their own equipment in a condition fit for the loading for which
it was intended and they are only offering it to the! r "connections
for loading in good condition.
This rule provides that hereafter

hope, further,

.

cars must receive the same attention, and it is up to those
who have charge of repairs to see that this matter is put squarely
up to their car foremen to see that this rule is carried out. As I
see it, the benefits to be gained from carrying out the wishes of
the framers of this rule which received the unanimous support of
the M. C. B. convention, will result in the investment in car equipment in this country being materially reduced, for the reason that
we have heretofore been obliged to carry a maximum amount of
equipment with the idea that a large percentage would be continually
in bad order and, therefore, unfit for seryice.
From the observation that I have personally made, if the idea
of this rule is carried out, and providing that we now have the
proper amount of equipment to carry on the commerce of this country, I predict that if the equipment will be kept in shape, that the
number of cars necessary to carry on the commerce of this country
can be reduced at least 5 per cent. The saving resulting is apparent.
I also wish to call attention to the foot-note under M. C. B., Rules
37 to 42, which permits us to make an inspection of a combination
of worn out and decayed parts and authorizing the handling line
to make repairs to the car and bill the car owner, instead of the
present plan under which we are obliged to make a joint inspection,
report the car to the car owner, asking his authority to make the
repairs, during which period car is held out of service carrying per
diem, and the handling line had no assurance that the car owner
would pay any attention to the communication and authorize repairs.
I hope that those in charge of the car department will administer
this rule in fairness and not saddle upon the car owner the cost
of damage which is due to unfair usage and not to wear and tear
as this rule intends.
The operation of this rule will work a hardship on car owners unless it is carried out honestly.
A very decided step in advance has also been made in the change
in M. C. B.. Rule 120. and the elimination of Rule 121.
Under the
change in this rule, the movement of equipment home under home
route cards has been abolished, and hereafter the car owners after
having car reported in the proper manner must either authorize the
handling line to make repairs or destroy car at his expense, allowing
the proper credit for scrap.
By the elimination of Rule 121, roads
seriously damaging foreign cars must either repair or settle with
the car owner on depreciated value, excepting in cases where thev
have direct connection with the car owner.
When these rules go into effect, I clearly see the necessity of a
practical man in the office of the superintendent of motive power
to pass upon the bills rendered under foot-note under Rules 37 to 42,
and make a decision as to the advisability of requesting the handling
line to repair or destroy equipment reported under rule No. 120.
I
also see the necessity of the railroad companies providing at large
terminals sufficient facilities to take care of the foreign equipment
that will necessarily be held up at large interchange points as the
result of the enforcement of these rules, and this as I see it, can
best be accomplished by the co-operation between the interested lines
by establishing joint car shops in localities where the equipment
necessarily will accumulate.
Also, it is far more economical to carry
a stock of foreign material at one or two locations in a large terminal
than require each railroad company to stock up with foreign car
material and for the further reason that car shop men employed by
the railroads can turn out a great deal more work on their own
cars than they can on a miscellaneous lot of foreign equipment.
This will result in turning out more equipment by the car shop men
employed by the home road on their own cars than If thev were
shifted hack and forth on foreign and home equipment.
It will also
result in the men employed in the joint shops becoming more familiar
with all foreign equipment by being obliged to work on such equipment at all times. In addition to this, when cars are destroyed under
rule No. 120 a lot of material will be recovered that can be applied
to cars that are repaired and not destroyed.
Such facilities should,
in my opinion, be located in territories where there is a large movement of loaded cars and an equal demand for empty cars to be reloaded.
The saving here will do entirely away with the delivering of
empty cars in such territories if the loaded cars are repaired and
loaded out nsulting in a large saving in per diem, as well as in
switching charges.
I also wish to call your particular attention to the necessity of
our members thoroughly familiarizing themselves with the safety
appliance laws, and also to see that cars are not offered in interchange
with defective safety appliances, and when equipment Is found with
safety appliance defects, it is promptly repaired.
Attention is also called to the growing feeling that the services of
car inspectors can be utilized other than for the purpose of car inspection, and that they can properly record and handle seal records, and
such other data that is necessary to make complete interchange reports in addition to the mechanical records now taken bv them.
This practice has now got beyond the experimental stage and is being
encouraged by the executive officers of the railroads.
All our members should assist in every way possible so that this practice can be
extended.
The arbitration committee has been very kind to us In the last
few years in taking us into their confidence in working out Interpretations and changes in the rules, and I have reason to believe that at
some future date thev will a<rain ask us to loin with them in going
over the rules in order to have a uniform understanding.
I cannot find words to properly express my appreciation of the work
done by the entertainment committee, who have provided for the
foreign
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members and guests of

this convention, entertainment which we hope
will enjoy, and also to those who contributed liberally in order to
make this possible. I feel deeply grateful to Mr. Boutet and Mr. Skidmore and the local members of this association who assisted in arranging details for the convention. Our conventions have always depended
largely for their attractiveness and social enjoyment upon the presence
of the ladies and children, of which I note a large number are present.
I wish to extend to them a most cordial welcome and the thanks of
the Chief Interchange Inspectors and Car Foremen's Association for
their presence and aiding in making this occasion a complete success.
all

In conclusion I wish to thank the officers and members for the
hearty co-operation in carrying on the business of the association for
the past year, and hope that they will extend the same courtesy to

my

successor.

won t stop with slight repairs but will go ahead and make repairs
necessary to keep the car in good first class service.
I cannot see
where there should be any misunderstanding in regard to the billing
whether the word "running" is in there or not. You bill for whatever the rules provide.
Mr. Dement
But you do not make any bill for repacking oil boxes
or adjusting brakes.
Why not have the privilege of billing the car
owner for that?
President Schultz
These are rules that are now laid down to
work by. Of course any suggestion to change them will have to be
made next year. It is a simple instruction and tells us what to do.
I would like to hear a motion as to what the sense of this meeting is
as to this rule.
Mr. O'Donnell
I move you that it is the sense of this meeting
that Rule 1 is interpreted by this body as follows
That all repairs
to equipment on any line, parties to the M. C. B. association rules, will
be handled strictly the same as their own equipment for the upkeep of
the cars.
Mr. Kipp
I understand from the motion that with foreign cars in
our shop, if the trucks were not stenciled and repacked within 12
months, it is the sense of this association that our railroad should
repack and stencil the trucks of that car.
There isn't any railroad
in the country following that practice.
Foreign railroads are not
going into the oiling and packing as extensively as that.
Mr. Boutet
I am heartily in accord with Mr. O'Donnell's motion.
If we are going to get the cars in condition it is absolutely necessary
that some money be spent in repairs not only to vour own cars but
:

:

:

Mr. Boutet
I will ask the privilege of saying a word or two at
I think that all of our railroad officials
this convention at this time.
that
we have an organization such as we have, believing
feel proud
that it has accomplished a great deal of good in discussing the rules
of interchange among ourselves and arriving at a common understanding on same, thereby facilitating the movement of cars through the
:

country.
On behalf of the members of this association, I want to present to
you Mr. Schultz for your faithful services in this organization, this
beautiful gold emblem, which you have so well earned.
It is our
desire that you wear it for many years with credit to yourself and
our association, and every time you look at it may it bring back fond
recollections of each and every member.
President Schultz: I cannot express in words the appreciation that
I feel towards the association, and especially towards Mr. Boutet. in
receiving this badge.
I have a recollection that I was interested in
this association through the efforts of Mr. Boutet.
I want to thank
every one connected with the association for the kindness that has
been shown to me in electing me to this office and the courtesies
shown me since I have been in office.
The report of the secretary was read and on motion was referred
(See report of Thursday's proceedings,
to the executive committee.
Mr. O'Donnell moved that the session hold over until 12 :30.
Carried.
i

President Schultz
We hope you will all give us your ideas so that
I
will ask Vice-President
they can be incorporated in the minutes.
Hanson to please read the rules.
:

RULE

1.

Mr. O'Donnell
It is my idea that the word running repairs caused
so much confusion in the old rule that the Master Car Builders saw
fit to eliminate it and it is up to any road handling cars to see that
the foreign equipment is taken care of as well as their own cars,
for commercial service as well as their own.
My understanding of Rule 1 is that it gives no disMr. Forest
tinction between your own car and a car belonging to your neighbor,
and that we must take care of that car while it is in on our line the
same as if it belonged to us.
The rule practically covers five points
inspection,
Mr. Dement
It is understood that there is
oiling, adjusting brakes and repairs.
no charge to be made against a car owner for the packing and oiling,
or for the adjusting of brakes, or for the inspection. Now what is the
meaning of the word in regards to repairs'; Will we have t<> repair m
foreign car and absolutely give it to the car owner? The committee
on revision turned down some of the suggestions relative to making a
charge against a car owner for repacking and oiling. The rule relates
to these five points.
Heretofore we would put the foreign car on
President Schultz
the repair track. If it wanted a door stop we would put it on. and if
We might as well give them
it also wanted two sills we would not.
That is what it means, and the car will be fit for
all attention.
service.
As far as interchange is concerned, it should not be interchanged unless it is fit for the service for which it was built. It can
only be returned to the delivering line under the condition accepted
in transfer or run in switching locality and returned in same con:

:

:

:

:

dition.
I understand the point raised by Mr. Dement was
Mr. Trapnell
that Rule No. 1 provides that all of these repairs arc gratis tnat we
car,
including
the inspection, oiling, packing and adjustthe
to
of brakes, and Mr. Dement says he does not understand whether
He wanted to know where a line was to be
it is in that position.
drawn. If he will read the second line to Rule 2 it says everything
It becomes owner's
should come under the provisions of these rules.
responsibility, and consequently a bill is subject to be rendered to the
car owner and the car owner will have to accept same.
The remarks made by Mr. Trapnell are
Vice-President Hanson
Formerly Rule 1 read running
absolutely correct, as I understand it.
repairs.
There seemed to be a misunderstanding, or there was no
uniform understanding, in regard to what constituted running repairs.
The Master Car Builders want us, when we get a car on the repair
track, to not only make what we call running repairs, but to make
any repairs that are necessary to keep the car in good first class
We want to consider all cars as far as possible home when
service.
they are on any railroad and the same repairs will be made.
In answer to the question in regard to making the repairs gratis,
the rule covers all of these points and tells you what you can bill for
and what you cannot bill for. This was discussed at several associations and they recommended that the word "running" be left out for
the reason that they seemed to take advantage of the word "running."
feeling that when they got a foreign car on their line that all that
was necessary was to make running repairs. We want to get that our
of the mind of all repair men, and the rules provide what you can
:

make
ment

:

bill
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My understanding of this rule is that we must make
the repairs, regardless of what the repairs are and regardless of whose
car it is.
The most important point in connection with the rule is,
when we go home are we in a position to make these repairs. We
have got to do it and if we are not in a position to make them, it is
up to us to see our superiors and tell them what we have got to
have and what we have got to do.
Mr. Dement
It is the general understanding that we must go out
and repack an oil box and readjust the brakes and make no charge
against the car owner for that?
I do not see any provision in the
M. C. B. rules that won't allow you to make a bill against the car
owner for these repairs. If you are not allowed to make a bill for
adjusting brakes and repacking oil boxes, undoubtedlv vou are not
allowed to make a bill against them for the repairs.
Mr. Hanson
Under the old rule, the word "running" was
in there, you went out and put on an air hose or a brake shoe and
considered it running repairs, but you can bill for it just the same.
The word "running" was left out of the present rules so that vou
Mr. Elliott:

:

:

:

:

:

to

foreign

cars.

William Hanson
In regards to oiling and packing, I think
it is up to the company handling the car to do this In order to protect
itself.
I do not think it is necessary to renew all the packing or
stencil, because there are no railroads doing that themselves.
The
foreign car should be taken care of in order to be run safely over the
line.
If you get a hot box the superintendent of motive power will
soon tell you what to do. Other parts of cars are covered by Rule 107.
Mr. Lynch
I think Mr. Kipp is a little technical.
I want the
motion to prevail.
In order to properly understand the rule, we
cannot follow each railroad company's practice.
This refers to shop
Mr.

:

:

practice.

Mr. Kipp
I
am sorry to hear that talk about technicality. We
are here as men to get a general understanding of these rules.
We
have a motion before us that it is the general understanding of this
association that the same care shall be given to the foreign car as
we give to our own as far as oiling and packing of journal boxes is
concerned.
There is nothing technical about that.
We understand
We read that in our proceedings when we go home and every
that.
car foreman in the country will say
"That is what you decided on
at your convention."
You come into the repair yards and find that
your foreman is carrying out that practice and you say
"What are
you doing?" lie will say: "We are doing just as you agreed at the
convention."
It is evident to me that the Master Car Builders did
not coincide with the recommendation that this association made that
foreign car owners pay for the repacking of their cars. They cut that
out and turned it down.
They did not expect us to do it, otherwise
they would have accepted our recommendation. We recommended that
foreign railroads pay for the repacking of their cars if they had not
been so treated within twelve months, and they would not accept it.
I
do not think that our motion is in order.
Vice-President Hanson:
The reading of the rule might be misconstrued, but it says that we shall give to foreign cars the same
care while on our lines that we do to our own cars.
As far as the
Lake Shore practice is concerned, we have what we call periodical
repacking and we restencil our trucks. When we get a foreign car on
our line we are not going to repack and restencil the trucks except
when we change the wheels, in which case, of course, we repack the
l.oxes but do not stencil the trucks.
The only attention we give
foreign cars is that attention necessary to handle them safely over
our Hue.
We do not pay any attention to the periodical repacking
and restenciling.
That feature might be misconstrued.
I
do not
think as long as the arbitration committee and the M. C. B. Association has decided to not allow charges for such work, that there are
any of us going to get paid for it. This association was in favor
of it and I know two or three clubs recommended it.
The argument
that was put up against it was that some roads might stencil a car
but would not repack it. If we are to be dishonest we can misconstrue
any rule. I claim we can be just as honest in repacking a car as
when we clean air brakes.
Mr. Brady
I believe Rule 1, if it is properly carried out, will do
more to put the empty cars in condition to haul the commodities
throughout the country than any rule that we have worked under
for some time past, and the only thing for us to do now is to carry
it out.
I think it will prove to be of great benefit.
As far as the
oiling and packing is concerned, of course we will give the foreign
cars such attention as they need.
The important matter now is the
repairs to be given to the cars.
Mr. Gainey
In regard to the packing of the boxes, this association, as well as the New England association, made a recommendation to the arbitration committee to the effect that the date of the
last [lacking should be stenciled on trucks or other suitable location.
The repacking of the boxes should depend on the condition of the
packing rather than the stenciling.
The question was put upon the motion and the motion carried.
:

:

:

:

:

RULE

2.

William Hanson
In regard to the first paragraph, I find
that we have a very poor system of defect carding practically all over
the country, due to the fact that we are not educating our inspectors
how to card. I feel that these inspectors are practically handling
the company's pocket book.
You will get a car at any interchange
point where no inspector is located, it will have two or three siding
boards raked, and the railroad that refuses this car at the outside
point is not in a position to protect himself.
The first thing they
do at some points is to jump in and issue a defect card and I think it
is wrong.
I believe if a car is safe to run at all with a defect of that
nature, that it should not be carded.
The idea was to eliminate this
a year or two ago. and the railroad that does it today gets protection
for the reason that the inspectors only take a record of certain defects, not being sure in their own minds whether they should be
carded.
I think that is due to the fact that they are being carded at
some point beyond the first inspection. I believe we should cut that
out as far as we can and do away with defect carding.
Mr. Kipp
I believe all this defect card business is a technicality.
(Laughter).
Some particular point is getting technical. We cannot
legislate brains into a whole lot of inspectors throughout the country.
Mr. Schultz passes a car down to Mr. O'Donnell and Mr. O'Donnell
would say in his judgment that the ear passed Chicago and if it is
Mr.

:

:
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department won't stand for that rule applied as our president
it.
We started in to applv it for two weeks and I guess we
will all lose our jobs when the bills come in for transfers.
AH of
these cars come from Cincinnati over the Big Four loaded with
cotton.
They will run them. The roads East of Buffalo will run
them it is fair, when the empty comes back in two weeks to say
"Take your car and repair it." We are taking all of these cars and
there ought to be a limit of decency on taking the empties back for
the reason that 70 per cent of the interchange are empties West
bound
95 per cent are loaded eastward.
The cars that you take
empty, if they put a load of coal in them you will take it, but you
won't take the empty car. It does not sum up as it should, if we load
•!00 cars with coal and you refuse 150 just because this rule is in the
traffic
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Vice-President Hanson
We have too much of this thing of taking
old dilapidated cars and running them to destination and giving them
to the other fellow.
Under the new rule .everybody is going to get
busy, and they are going to commence refusing these old cars.
If we
refuse to take them from some other railroad, that road is going to
say
"What will we do with these cars when they get to Cleveland
or Buffalo.
We are not going to have them on our hands. If we take
the cars up there and they refuse them and transfer and turn it
back to it, we have them on our line and we haven't the shop
facilities to repair all of them.
We are going to get busy and repair
such cars before loading.
We will find that it will revert to the
owner of the car and he will get busy or get somebody else to repair
them.
The general tendency has been that they will take cars at
Chicago, for example, and run them down to Buffalo or Erie as we
think they are safe to go to destination or our line, it goes over the
road all right but they do not want the car when offered to our connection, but they say they will run it 200 miles, provided you take it
back from them 30 or 60 days later. We do not want to do that. We
cannot say to the other fellow
"You take it back from us." We
received the car and ran it.
The place to refuse the car which is not
fit to go forward is when you accept it from a connection, whether
loaded or empty.
If loaded, transfer and return car.
We have had
meetings in the last two or three months at different points of our
lines, and notified our connecting lines that we are going to tighten
up on our inspection so they could do the same.
We feel we are
receiving too many cars that are not fit to run over our line.
The
transportation department says the transfer bills run up too high,
but when we show them the cars that we have refused and transferred I do not know of a single case where they have not said we
were right.
My superintendent of motive power has told us to
tighten up and we have notified our connection accordingly. The Lake
Shore has had hundreds of foreign cars that we have held for home
route cards.
We have some on our line that have been there over a
year and they say we are not justified in asking for home cards, and
under rule 120 we are not justified in holding the car.
But thev
expect us to repair it.
Have all railroads the faeiliites for repairing these cars? A great
many of us have not and in order to protect ourselves we are going
to refuse them from the other fellow in transfer.
That is why I am
going to stand by the president in what he says on the loaded car. If
we accept a loaded car when we consider it safe to run, we should
not expect the other fellow to take it back.
If it is an empty car
and he does not consider it safe, he should not accept it. But we
should not be tenchnical but try to use good judgment at all times.
There are times that a car can be run 100 or 200 miles with safety
to avoid transfer and brought back
that is what we are doing at
Buffalo now.
But this is going back to the old practice of running
cars on notation.
Mr. Stoll
In my recommendation to the arbitration committee last
spring I asked them to give us a rule whereby the empty car should
be received back in as good general condition as when delivered, and
I gave my reason that in my locality we had half of the roads that
delivered all of the full cars and the other half of the roads delivered
all empty cars, so that the burden was placed on the roads delivering
the empty cars continually.
And the arbitration committee says these
suggestions, as well as several preceding ones, having in mind that
every car. whether loaded or empty, must be in serviceable condition,
must be approved. Consequently, it says that empty cars offered in
interchange must be accepted if in safe and serviceable condition.
Therefore I think we would be over-reaching the limit if we approved
the suggestions of President Schultz
Mr. Campbell
We transfer between 800 and 900 cars a month
<>n account of worn out condition.
The western roads will not accept
cars unless in first class condition, and they understand that under
Rule 120 that if the car is in a worn out condition it is up to them
We
to repair, or. if it cannot be repaired, it should be destroyed.
have got to transfer and they are transferring the same amount in the
Twin Cities. We cannot deliver them.
Mr. Lynch
In regard to transferring these cars, it is my opinion
that the" railroad companies today are not prepared to enforce the
They haven't the equipment and as Brother
rule as yon suggest.
Devaney says, it will mean ."iO to 75 per cent more transfers. Within
the last few months at Buffalo the transfers increased 50 per cent.
The expense of transfer is a small item when compared with the loss
or damage to freight.
It is a serious matter to the railroads as well
as the delay to the shipment.
Lots of cnrs offered in interchange are received all
Mr. Campbell
right under load, and when they come back they have a lot of rubbish
in them.
I have been sending them back to the delivering line and
making them clean the cars.
The discussion was laid over until after lunch.
:
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Messrs. Campbell, Boutet and Wallace. The barrel
contained water.

is

said to have

safe for train ineu he lets it so.
That is the way these things should
be handled and not get technical about side boards being scraped.
Mr. Dement
The way I handle it, if a card is placed on an interchange car and it has a new defect, we immediately apply an M. C. B.
defect card against the delivering line, but if the defects are old. we
immediately take a record. Then, should the receiving line at some
other point be called upon to furnish a defect card, we have the
:

record.

Mr. Brady
I want to ask whether or not the carding of cars "in
interchange at various cities where there are chief interchange inspectors, carding is done under the supervision of the chief interchange inspector or whether it is done under the local car foremen of
the various lines entering the city.
President Schultz
It is done under the supervision of the chief
interchange inspector in all the large cities.
Mr. Boyer (Wabash)
We run between two points where we have
a chief interchange inspector at both points.
When an inspector puts
on a card and he says that the defects are not sufficient to card, the
car passes on to the next interchange point, under the jurisdiction of
the chief interchange inspector.
His assistant looks over the car and
shows the cost was right. We go back to the first man and say that
a card has been issued against us and we would like to have protection at the first point on the record that we have which is denied us.
Therefore it makes our company pay for repairs for which we are not
:

:

:

responsible.

Mr. Devaney
I want to talk
on the second paragraph.
Is a
foreign car originating from a trunk line, delivered to another trunk
line, considered a home car when offered back in the same general
condition? Or, in strict interpretation of this rule, if a party brings
in a car with two draft sills decayed, or delivers it to the next fellow
and he runs it on his line 100 miles and brings it in in the same
general condition, will road No. 1 receive that car?
President Schultz
I think that road need not take the car back
only in case the receiving line makes transfer and notes upon this
car the defects.
If he runs it 100 miles, he will have to take care
of it.
Mr. Dement
Suppose Road 2 runs it and brings it in and puts a
:

:

:

card on it?
President Schultz
Under this rule the only time that road No.
2, the receiving line, could get rid of that car is by making transfer,
or by allowing it to go to a local switching industry.
Properly side
carding the car.
If he in any way accepts this car his record won't
do him any good after Oct. 1st.
Mr. William Hanson
I believe that when we pass a car at these
interchange points pass it to a certain line
that road should accept
the car and use it.
We are having considerable trouble out West.
Some roads say that a car must have one-half inch clearance on each
side bearing.
What do you think about rejecting a car because it
hasn't the amount of side clearance.
Mr. Lynch
That brings up a point as to what might be considered
a car in safe and serviceable condition.
Most roads would take the
loaded car.
I want to take the opposite position.
If we take a car
from you with two center sills broken and I return it to you in the
same condition empty and you refuse to take it. Suppose I load the
car to you again and it is still running, you say it is not serviceable
when empty but it is serviceable when loaded. There is a point there
as to what is a serviceable car.
A car is serviceable under load and
not serviceable when empty.
Mr. Pendleton
We are compelled to accept the loaded car. It
does not make it compulsory to run the loaded car. He could send it
on if he considered it safe to go forward. If he breaks the third sill
and has penalties for a combination of defects for his negligence, it is
up to him. You might accept the load in transfer and get paid for
the transfer, and you can also get rid of the empty car and get it
:

—

:

—

:

:

your line.
Mr. Kipp
If a delivering line delivered to my railroad, or to the
one I work for. a car with two defective center sills, if it is all
right to run to destination 100 miles and unload. I so run it.
And if
we bring it back and offer it to the delivering line and it refused it.
that delivering line cannot deliver any more cars to the railroad
that I work for in that condition.
We are not having any trouble
along that line.
If we bring a car back to them in as good general
condition as when we received it, empty or loaded, they are receiving
them back to us, and that is the proper way.
Mr. O'Donnell
I fully agree with Mr. Lynch, that we are going
to have these old cars for the next five or ten years, and instead of
having 1,800 or 2,000 transfers in our district per month, we wouldhave 8,000, if we applied that rule.
I want to tell you that the
off

:

:

:

:

:

Concerning refuse in cars, the refuse should be
Mr. O'Donnell
handled as bad loads reject the cars and make delivering line clean
:

:

them

At our meeting it was decided that all cars
Mr. William Hanson
from which the receiving line got the road haul would be cleaned
They gave the delivering line an order to
out at their expense.
clean the car out. That means $1.00 switching charge and the actual
time for cleaning out the refuse and it has reduced the number of
Any time we get a car we investigate whether
cars with refuse in.
:

:

:

out.

it

is

a

road car.

out the

If

it

is

simply a switching car we do not give
delivers the car pays for cleaning

The road that

them anything.
"car.

RULE

3.

It says cars
I think paragraphs C and H conflict.
Mr. Trapuell
will not be accepted in interchange after October 1, 1914, unless
equipped with either No. 1 or No. 2 M. C. B. standard brake beams
and then over in H it says that after October. 1916, cars will not be
accepted in interchange unless equipped with all-metal brake beams.
I would like to get the sense of this meeting as to
Mr. Kipp
paragraph M. Do I understand that it is obligatory that the delivering line shall chain these cars?
:

:

—
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made up my mind that

Not at all. If the delivering line sees fit to deliver withAnswer
out any chains, the receiving line has to receive the cars.
Question
Can the receiving line reject the cars on account of not
being chained?
Answer. No.
There are a lot of cars being hauled over the country
Mr. Shaff
with the door and all door fastenings taken off, and they are
No door required." Why should those cars
stenciled ''Rough Freight.
Should they be kept on the road that
be offered in interchange?
desires to handle them in such manner.
Would you transfer a car if it did not have a
Mr. O'Donnell
door and was so marked?
It may be the pleasure of the receiving line
President Schultz
It is not fit for lading.
to avoid a long return haul.
We have them right along with coke going away
Mr. O'Donnell
:

:

—

:

:

:

:

:

and coming back empty.
If the railroads refuse to take them, who should
Mr. Hilborn
That is the question
stand the expense of transferring the load?
We handle qune a number of Pennsylvania cars and
he brings up.
we make connection with two roads that will not receive them. Roth
the 'Frisco and the Seaboard refuse to take the car unless ir lias a
lines
:

side door.
It may be
Mr. Lynch : The question is what is a serviceable car.
serviceable for a certain class of freight, but not serviceable for the
commodity for which it was built. In this case it is perfectly serviceable for that commodity, but what would the chair do in case that
car were returned to Chicago?
If the car was offered to a connection and 1
President Schultz
had my choice in the matter. I would give a transfer against the
If
delivering line for the reason that the car is not fit for service.
a road for its own convenience desires to run its cars in that con-

:

:

dition, I would say it ought to
Mr. Stoll
I believe it is
:

keep them on

wrong

to

its

own

transfer

line.

cars

because they

haven't a side door and are stenciled for rough freight. These cars
You might
are used for a commodity that is not fit for a good car.
You cannot use a coal car for anyjust as well transfer a coal car.
thing else only coal. You could run a car that was stenciled for rough
You can use the
freight just the same as you would a coke rack.
car for lumber, oil or pig iron.
How about the car for a return load ? That is
Mr. Devaney
If you receive a car that
nobody's business about the return load.
has dirt in it and it is stenciled "No side doors required" that car
If they load, the freight on that is supis safe and serviceable.
posed to be great enough to justify that line to return the car back
to the originating point empty.
If I were looking for business I would let the
Mr. O'Donnell :
You do not have to seal these cars.
car go through and forget it.
I believe
I am going to agree with Mr. O'Donnell.
Mr. Kipp
that if a car is fit to carry the commodity with which it is loaded,
we should let it go.
If we are all experiencing more or less trouble
Mr. Pendleton
because of the fact that we haven't a uniform transfer rule, we just
wondered whether or not the rule as applied there would permit
you to transfer the car.
If there is no law that will prevent you letting them
Mr. Devaney
go, and no law that will give you a transfer, how can you put a side
Where is there anything in the rule to
door on and bill the owner.
that effect?
Let us say this association is in
Mr. O'Donnell
Let's try them.
doubt as to how cars marked "Rough freight" by certain roads will
be accepted in interchange after October 1st. believing that this matter
should be brought to your attention, we respectfully ask for your
:

:

:

:

:

decision.

We do not reject a car that has the side
Mr. Wiliiam Hanson
I do
doors either removed or lost, nor do we give a transfer order.
I
not think that the stencil "No doors required" has any bearing.
know that doors have been put on right along and bill made against
the owners, and I never yet heard of one being rejected.
:

RULE

Mr. O'Donnell
As to the rights of the chief interchange inspector.
is the duty of the chef interchanffe inspector to pass on them
as to whether a card should be issued.
We make settlement between the delivering line
President Schultz
and the car owner, and it is given us the right to decide for them
what is due them. The private car owner, if he is a member of the
association, the chief interchange inspector, where there is one
:

:

represents the car owner and the delivering line.
Mr. Devaney
If that delivering line happens to be an innocent
party, will the joint inspectors here agree that they will recompense
the delivering line for the settlement the chief joint inspector makes
at Chicago
a private line car run in Ruffalo and it comes to Chicago you say thnt they are entitled to more. Will Buffalo recompense
the Innocent line?
President Schultz
The inspection made by the car owner would
be the final inspection, and the intermediate line that brought the car
between Chiena-o and Buffalo would have to stand it unless they got
relief at Buffalo.
Mr. Pentdleton
If a car is carded in Buffalo by the interchange
inspector, nine times out of ten he is not going to cover the defects
that the owner is entitled to.
He applies a defect card and you make
a personal inspection with the owners of that car. why wouldn't it be
the proper thing to send that inspector up to Niagara Falls and let
him have the bill come along just as it should. I believe we should
do that and save a good deal of carding and billing.
I believe we
would be a great deal better off and save trouble.
Mr. Bayers
We have refrigerator cars that will be wrecked East of
Buffalo somewhere.
We as delivering line, would haul them back to
St. Louis.
They are carded at Niagara Falls for all defects that
can be seen in interchange inspection. They come down to Chicago
or St. Louis and in an inspection made by the owner by the chief
joint inspector, a great many additional defects are found.
A card
was issued against the Wabash for the additional defects and it is up
to the Wabash to get protection.
In about one case out of 75 we
will get protection and in the other cases the Wabash pays the
difference.
We have been trying to find some wav bv which we can
get back at the receiving line for protection for these additional
defects.
I think Mr. Pendleton's idea is first class if we can bring
:

—

:

:

:

.

it

,

The refrigerator cars have lining under the sills
which prevents you from seeing and you have no right to assume that

exterior evidence.

the

sills

are broken.

out.

:

:

been one bit of complaint that we could give to the exception of
private line cars after having been wrecked and I am willing to take
Mr. Bossert's advice on any car.
Mr. Devaney:
Do you let them go on notation?
Mr. Boutet
We do not attempt to card them. It is almost impossible to enumerate the parts and have it satisfactory to the owner.
This morning we spoke about carding for defects
Mr. Pendleton
that did not exist.
We all know there is considerable of that carding going on, and I believe we should say to ourselves that when we
go back home we are going to pay more attention to that and try
to eliminate some of the carding. ' There is too much carding going
on for slight defects that should not be carded for at all.
Where
we find a man falling down and not using proper judgment, let us
correct him and we can reduce the percentage of carding.
Mr. Boutet
That same system was inaugurated at Cincinnati.
While the inspector's card against the delivering line for defects, every
foreman in Cincinnati has instructions and has issued them to his
inspectors that if they rind a car that has been carded in error they
shall hold up that car.
It is almost impossible to look at a card
and tell whether they have carded more than they had. but by having
the inspectors in line they will take up the cards and we will soon
have the matter remedied.
:

:

:

RULE

17.

Mr. Hall read paragraph E and said
I have had several cases
lately and been in several discussions on that point where it has
been claimed that the solid beam is not as strong as the truss beam,
for the reason that in 1906 the solid beam was not as strong on the
transverse test, but on the direct test it was stronger, and I would
like to know if a beam meets M. C. B. specifications which is tested
:

transversely.
Mr. Radcliff

beam.

If

The M. C. B. proceedings give a test for the brake
were testing a beam I would be guided by M. C. B.

I

proceedings.
Mr. Hall

:

I would like to know if a car is equipped with a truss
applied an M. C. B. solid beam, if it is equally as strong
It is on the transverse test but not on the direct
as the other.
I have claims where a solid beam, M. C. B. is applied to a car
test.
The rule is that it
that is originally equipped with a truss beam.
It is as strong
is at least as strong as the one standard to the car.
I would like to know which is the
in one way but not in another.
proper test.
I have had a
Mr. Devaney
Mr. Hall's question is a good one.
good deal of trouble along that line myself, and some six months ago
I ordered a lot of No. 2 brake beams and I thought I knew how to
They came along
order them through the M. C. B. Association.
In addition to that
with a U-beani. saying 5 pound to the foot.
I took it up with the
they had 8%, which I think should be 8%.
manufacturer and they came back with a lot of specifications that
were so hard for the ordinary man to understand that I quit, and I
rejected the bill, and they proved to me that it was a No. 2 brake
beam. We are applying them. Take the I beam I think anybody who
applies a masters' brake beam in place of any of these truss brafc<?
beams that measure a half-inch web, has an M. C. B. brake beam.
I wanted to know if it was understood by everyMr. Radcliff
body that we would be getting joint evidence if cast iron journal
boxes were applied in place of pressed steel and malleable.
Under this rule you can. It is wrong repairs.
President Schultz
Our line has 20,000 steel cars and a great number
Mr. Radcliff
of them have malleable iron and pressed steel journal boxes.
You can apply any kind of a box to a car the cost to
Mr. Kipp
the owner must be no greater than the original construction.
About the wrong repairs he would be entitled to a
Mr. Elliott
joint evidence card, but if the box was put on before Oct. 1st, 1914.
your joint evidence would be no good.
The president read paragraph B.

beam and

:

I

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

President Schultz
The most trouble I had In the same manner
was lack of complete repairs to cars that once had been in trouble.
We could continually reissue defects cards for the same defect. I
:

It is necessary for the construction of the car

and the car owner is responsible. We have not taken advantage of
that anywhere a car has been wrecked.
Mr. Brady
I believe that the gentleman has reference to the
decision that provides that it is not practical to strip a car for that
inspection of the sills in interchange, and as I understand it when
the cars had gotten home the chief inspector was called and the
inspection showed that the additional damage was adjacent to the
other damage caused by unfair usage.
You go back to the chief
interchange inspector located in the locality where the damage
originated, and if that is shown he gives you a card for your inspection.
I do not think that can be improved upon.
The arrangement in Chicago as far as wrecked cars
Mr. Boutet
passing through Cincinnati has been very satisfactory.
There hasn't

4.

It

—

I would" not issue any additional defect cards
a thorough inspection has been made in Chicago.
Mr. Hitch
I believe we should have a provision in the rules to
cover just such cases of private cars.
We have three or four cases
now where our company is suffering the consequences and we know
the points where the damage occurred in accident and we have no
redress
simply up against it to bear the additional expense of
additional carding on delivery home.
I feel that the rule should provide for joint evidence on such cars as have been received home by
private car Knes and where the guilty party is located that originally
damaged the car, there should be some provision made to compel the
parties at fault to furnish the proper protection.
Mr. Paul
I find that most of the claims of the private line cars
are where they are wrecked.
The additional damage is generally for
sills, and it may be that the car was wrecked five or six hundred
miles away.
I
believi that there is an arbitration decision which
does not permit you to strip a car to find such concealed defects, but
still our line is being penalized for additional damage,
as broken
sills on refrigerator cars, and so far we have been unable to determine
whether the inspection was made, or why the line should be penalized
for broken refrigerator cars that had been in a wreck, as to whether
they were damaged after the wreck or how that inspection was made.
I would like to have your opinion and the opinion of this association as to why the last party delivering a refrigerator car to the plant
after a joint inspection has been made, should be penalized for sills
when there is an arbitration decision which says that you cannot
strip a car for inspection after sent to the repair track.
President Schultz
I think it is entirely unfair to expect the owner
to take a car home where all the evidence shows that it has been
wrecked and you get closer and find a couple of broken sills. The
arbitration decision was meant to cover where there was no other

if

:

from certain

September, 1914

;

—
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We

Mr. Boutet
evidently are not of the same opinion or Mr.
Radcliff would not have gotten up and asked that question, and to
get the matter prnperly settled, I move thsit grey iron parts applied
in place of malleable or steel parts, is wrong repairs.
The motion seconded and carried.
:

RULE

20.

Mr. William Hanson
You have provided for arch bar trucks but
you have not said anything about pedestal trucks. How is he going
:

paid?

get

ro

Mr. Devaney

I have had some of these cases come up with private
believe what we have been doing will carry through.
We made a special agreement. We raised them on the center plate
and the side bearings and billed the actual amount to the car owner.
That is a private understanding but if I would get a foreign car
rejected that is what I would do and bill the owner.
Mr. Pendleton
If you have a Fox truck and put the proper raising under there of steel and rivet it back and it is just as fair to
bill that at owner's responsibility the same as any other kind of a
raise.
You can bill for the material you use.
Mr. William Hanson
Where would you get the proper repairs
from? What kind of material will you carry in stock to renew?
Mr. Devaney: We have all got liar iron and if it goes up 1*4 we
would use bar iron. The thin iron we would draw from the boiler
shop.
It is one of the easiest jobs to do.
Member: 1 have considered it proper to shim under the pedestal
to the bottom of the truck.
Mr. Gainer
I
think the young man is correct.
It is the same
thing as taking a wooden bolster truck and lagging the top of the
you get the same result.
spring
You bring the frame up and it is
much quicker and in my opinion, a better job to do the way he
suggests than to cut the center plates off:
Mr. Pendleton
I was wondering whether or not by filling up the
spring cap the spring would be destroyed easier.
These gentlemen
who have altered a car that way ought to be able to tell us. If it
does not. I do not see any reason why the job would not be just as
good as the other and we all know it is cheaper.
Mr. Hitch
I move that by raising Fox trucks by shimming on top
of the spring cap is proper repairs.
How are you going to raise the truck if you
Mr. William Hanson
do not raise on the springs?
Mr. Elliott
I think the proper way to raise it is to take off the
center plate and the side plate.
It may be in certain conditions you
Otber times. I do not believe you can. It depends on
can do that.
how much you have to raise.
lines.

I

:

still

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

The spring

caps on both the journal box and the
inch deep, your truck is about H& inches low.
Are you going to raise 1% and leave
of an inch on the springs
when it is much betfpr to cut off the four leaves and put In shims
that thick?
It is plain enough if you will simply consider that you
are losing the seatage on springs, and can make a permanent job
by removing the center plates and side bearings and putting on solid
shims.
Mr. Devaney: We have V* -inch top and %-inch bottom. How far
would you allow us to go to raise those with wood? The motion
MUght to carry with it the distance we could do.
Mr. Gainpy
As far as raising the height of the car is concerned,
unless you brine It to the standard height, you cannot charge at all.
and the rules allow you to bring it to the proper height and charge

Mr. Stroke

:

pedestal being only

1

%

:

for

it.

The

Mr. Elliott:
lo

rules permit

it.

why

should

we say we should

whether we know we can do it or not.
The question was put upon Mr. Hitch's motion and the motion was
it

carried.

KULE
Mr. Lynch

33.

the correct thing to do to weld a ladder step
<»r a grab-iron?
It is a common practice to weld a grab-iron, and I
just wanted the sentiment of the body as to whether it is in violation
if
the law or not.
President Schultz
It says it must not be welded at the present
time.
I
understand that after October 1st these parts cannot be
charged to the car owner under any condition.
Mr. Lynch: Will these cars that are already welded be refused in
interchange after October 1st?
President Schultz
They should be considered repairs. One condition that might enter into this.
It says repairing or replacing ladders, handholds, sill steps or brake snafts, whether or not in connection with other repairs are delivering company's responsibility.
If
vou had the end of the car broken off. owner's defect and at the
>ame time the brake staff broken, then what?
Mr. Devaney
My understanding has been that since the recommendation was put to the arbitration committee, where we find a brake
staff broken out at the same time
that is the reason they made this
rule read this way, whether or not in connection with other repairs.
Those defects cannot be cured unless under any condition.
President Schultz
If you want to be relieved from doing the work
vou are supposed to refuse the car.
Mr. Hall
There is an arbitration decision on that No. 955
unless there is evidence to show that the cars have been side switched
or wrecked.
President Schultz
I suggest that we submit to the arbitration
committee this very question, that the balance of the defects are
owner's defects.
It seems to me the entire work should be charged,
including the brake staff, ladders and handhold.
Mr. Burke
It seems to be that the rule is worded this way in
order to avoid controversy in billing.
They even give their reason
that the car is not equipped according to safety appliance law, and
••ven if you equip it, you could not bill the owner.
Is

:

it

:

:

:

—

:

—

:

:

:

RULES

37, 38,

39.

41.

42.

:

ilefects

;

:

What

Mr. Devaney:
.Answer:
You

bill

will

I

bill?

for the three parts

therewith.
Now I get an inter-sill broken,
Q.
A.
Q.

The same

Two

and any work

connection

what do you do?

broken?
A.
Beyond that I would say no bill.
Mr. Devaney
I
do net know where to divide this from Rule 120.
Mr. Pendleton
Mr. Devaney has brouTht out the supposition that
we had two center sills with elon<*a+ed holes and the end sill broken
aew, and two intermediate sills broken new?
Mr. Penr"eten
I qrr> <rolng to tell yon what I believe T would do.
If a connection delivered the car I would issue a defect card for the
:

:

•

and end

sills

sill

and sign

evidence for the

joint

sill.

Mr. Bossert
If you have a broken end sill and two draw sills new,
the elongated holes will have no bearing.
Mr. O'Donnell
We have always understood that the refrigerator
people would go the limit when the center sill showed previous old
:

:

defects.

When we make

Mr. Devaney
and an end

that bill, we have two broken interthat were broken new, then right on the same
we will bill them for two draft sills split and decayed. Would
that be proper?
We ought to get together on that.
Mr. O'Donnell
I think Mr. Devaney would not ask the owner to
pay for four or five items on longitudinal sills.
President Schultz
He wants us to express ourselves as to where
we would make a cut-off.
Mr. O'Donnell
I never cite anything over three items.
Mr. Devaney
It isn't what we claim but what he gives.
We want
to know so we can start right.
You have no right to cut that rule
off any place until you get up to the eight sills.
Mr. O'Donnell
We recommend three or more longitudinal sills.
That is evidence enough that the arbitration committee did not feel
disposed to say that those sills could be broken, outside of two, bv
fair usage.
Mr. Dement
It requires a representative of some other line to
sign that statement, giving in detail the actual condition of that
car.
If there is a combination beyond the two worn out sills, thev
also to go to them, and that statement to accompany the bill, and
the only thing that can be against the car owner is the worn out
sills or split sills caused by elevated holes.
Mr. Gainey read the arbitration committee decision on the matter.
President Schultz
It is not limited to any number of sills.
It
does not require that all of these parts should be decayed.
Mr. Trapnell
A car received with two worn out draft sills, the
receiving line, or handling line, can make repairs and ask no authority
whatever.
In handling the car in that condition it contributes to
the breaking of the end sill and the falling down of the draft timbers
and the coupler, it necessarily causes some additional damage, and the
rule says "or to sills split on this account."
Why are they not
owner's responsibility?
It originally contributed to the condition of
that car.
Mr. Carr
The rule says damaged end sills accompanied by two
longitudinal sills is a delivering company defect.
If you deliver a
car in that condition you may repair it, provided you can get proper
joint evidence.
Mr. Elliott:
The rule says when a combination involves decayed
parts.
If you have three longitudinal sills worn out and two broken,
you are entitled to get a joint statement from the chief interchange
inspector showing the condition of the car just as it is and you
should hill for the two broken inter-sills and also the decayed sills.
President Schultz
You have three broken longitudinal sills and
one decayed end sill. How can you bill the owner under the present
rule?
They have gone one step further to permit you to make
inspection which will be your authority to bill.
The only question is
how far can we go if we have a condition in which we have two
decayed inter-sills and two decayed center sills and two new broken
inter-sills?
Can we bunch the whole thing and bill the owner?
Vice-President Hanson
If we have a car on our repair track and It
has an end sill broken new and two center sills decayed or holes
worn oblong, under the present rules that forms a combination, instead of holding the car we make the repairs and return the car to
source,
we then take it up with the owners and explain the case
and ask them for authority to hill. If they give us the authority,
all well and good.
If not we stand the expense.
This rule has bee'n
revispd to overcome this.
If we have a ear on onr repair tracks after
October 1st that has two center sills broken and an end sill broken,
that is a combination, but if you have two more longitudinal sills
that are decayed, you can have joint evidence and bill for the part
decayed.
But if you should have a broken
end sill and two
longitudinal sills split on account of holes worn oblong, you won't have
to take it up with the owner or take a change on repairing.
All you
ha^e to do is to have joint evidence signed. It is simply to overcome
writing to the owners.
Vice-President Hanson
If you made a bill aea nst the majority
of car owners and you showed any defects that were evidently due
to unfair usage, in a great many cases they object to entire bill
tinder the new rules you can call in joint inspectors, and if you have
four sills or six sills worn out, and you have an end sill broken new.
you can bill for the whole thing. I move that our understanding of
foot note under Rule 42 is that as long as there is no combination of
new parts, that by having a ioint evidence statement siened and sent
in with the bill, you can hill for all parts removed and replaced, as
Ion? as there is no combination of new narts.
Mr. Trapnell
If there are two draft sills split and worn out.
which is owner's responsibility, and there is an end sill and two
inter-sills broken new. what is the delivering line resnonsihle for?
If there are three s'lls. an end sill and two intermediate sills that
are broken new, is the delivering line responsible?
:

sills
bill

sill

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

Answer

:

Yes.

Mr. Trapnell

And

:

says other

it

sills,

so that

if

other

sills

are

damaged from the condition of the draft sill, doesn't that include
them all?
Vice-President Hanson
No. sir. I do not see it that way.
Under
these circumstances you conld bill the owners for any defect.
Yon
could take cars and run them when they are in a defective condition, and you may ha^e two center s'lls that are badly worn and run
the*n nivH] some accident hanpens and you get a combination.
:

If you get a car in an accident there is nothing
comes out in the ordinary handling of cars, it Is different.
Vice-President Hanson
The line handling a car Is responsible
for handling it in that- condition.
As I see it, it is to avoid holding
the delivering or handling line responsible for sills that do enter into
a combination of defects where it Is due to worn out and decaypd
nnrts. and by having joint evidence signed and sent in with the
bill you can bill for all those parts provided there is no combination

Mr. Trapnell

doin«r.

:

Tf it

of

new

defects Involved.

I would like to ask what constitutes a combination?
Mr. Ha'bert
Three parts.
The President
As I understand this rule It covers three parts.
Mr. Halbert
It does not cover five or six and when you tret hevond these three
parts, you are In the rough usage class, 'in St. Louis the wav I am
going to handle this rule will be if there are two decayed sills and
an end sill broken new, I will Issue a joint statement for the full
comhtnatien.
Tf in add tion to that combination therp are t"-o Intermediate si'ls broken new. or one side sill and intermediate sill, I will
sav
"Take your medicine."
Mr. Pendleton
Wp are still anart on this pronos'tfon. I believe
that the rule makes the limit plain.
I believe Mr. Halhert's idea Is
correct as far as signing joint evidence is concerned.
The greatest
:

in

thing.

inter-sills

center

:

35, 3G.

What is meant by that rule, when a combination of
involves decayed parts how far can a man go on that, before
he involves Rule 120?
If you find a car with two draft sills split
and the end sill broken, what kind of a ioint statement will you sign?
The President
The defects as vou find them.
Mr. Devaney

two intermediate
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:
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irouble we liave is with center sills with elongated holes and split
and pulling out.
We tried to get them to eliminate the end sill
from a combination and they would not do it, but they have other
sills to take their places, and it provides for protection for the result
of these conditions.
It would not be
I do not believe it goes further.
necessary to have a joint statement if it was not intended that a man
If he was only going to bill for two sills
could bill for an end sill.
Where two sills are split and he breaks
it would not be necessary.
the end sill then the man making the repairs can render bill against
the owner.
There is a combination of defects, and he cannot bill the
owner without some authority, and they have given him this authority, due to the condition of the two center sills resulting from the
other damage, but I do not believe that covers intermediate sills with
side

sills.

Mr. Lynch
There is another condition that has not been considered.
There are quite a number of wcoden cars that are equipped
with steel bolsters and short draft timbers and it is not uncommon
to find that bolster loose working back and forth, and it splits the
longitudinal sills.
The sills are soft. There are no decayed parts,
but it simply wears them out, splits them, and that is a worse propoI would sign joint statement on a
sition than the two center sills.
case of that kind where there is no elongated sills or decayed parts,
but it is on account of the construction of the car.
The wooden
sills are not sufficient to bear up.
We find that condition not infrequently, and I think that would be owner's responsibility, whether it
:

took six or eight.
The question brought up was where we
V'ce-rresident Hanson
things to consider.
could make a cut-off. There are
Under rule
120 you are either to repair the car at the owner's expense or they
will give you authority to dismantle the car.
Under rule 42 when you
have a car with a broken end sill broken new and you have two or
worn
what
difference
four center sills
out.
is the
whether you handle
The result would be the same.
it under
that rule or rule 120?
Some of you seem to think you could limit yourselves to three sills.
If it is only the center sill and end sill that will form a combination.
If the end sill is broken new and the two center sills wen
worn out you would have a joint statement signed.
Suppose you
had three or four longitudinal sills that were decayed and worn out
you could handle it the same.
Mr. Halbert
If a car has six or eight sills in it and they are
but
all decayed. I will sign a joint statement against the owner
where it has new sills with two longitudinal sills I do not look at
present
rule
42.
The rule to take
it as a combination under our
the M. C. B. gave us that rule simply t<>
effect after October 1st
eliminate the holding of these cars with car owner's defects, wornout draft sills, instead of holding them as we used to prior to this
rule, and the way we are doing now, to get owner's authority to
We can now, under this rule, repair two sills worn out and
bill.
If a car
one sill broken new and put the car in proper condition.
has five or six decayed sills, there is nothing to prevent you signing
But if you only have
a joint statement showing that condition.
two decayed sills and three broken sills, you are beyond the com:

t^

:

;

—

bination.

Mr. O'Donnell
We must all give Mr. Hanson the benefit of his
argument.
Let us wait until tomorrow when we will have a gentleman here who is with the committee in talking over these quesI do not feel, from the
tions, and he might give us his opinion.
decisions in the past and the feelings of the committee that decides
these cases, that we will give you anything on the longitudinal
outside of the three items.
Mr. Hanson might be glad to pay for
two or three sills if you would tell him that they were decayed. I
think on the under frame that we should confine the joint evidence
and the request to the ch'ef interchange man to three items and
:

nothing' less.

If

there

is

any external cause,

call

them

in.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has
Mr. William Hanson
tound objections to the 14-inch grabiron where a 16-inch could be
Whose duty is it to see where they can be applied, the
applied.
interchange Inspector or car owner?
Mr. O'Donnelb: The point he wants brought up is whether the
regular train interchange inspector generally employed should be
safety appliance man.
I
think yon will agree with me that the
Mr. William Hanson
:

:

September,

(

\

)\4

officials should consider the idea of putting men on for that work
and nothing else, because the law is going to take effect.
Mr. Boutet
The point brought up is of great importance to all
of us.
A car equipped with safety appliances by one road and in
their opinion it is properly equipped goes to somebody else, who says
that they did not put the grabiron on just right, and it is a serious
matter for us to instruct our interchange inspectors that they must
cut out cars that do not comply with the interstate commerce laws.
Let us not censure the interchange inspector too readily.
There are
some radical things that exist. If a car is stenciled "U. S. Safetv
Appliance. I do not believe there is anyone but what will take it
up with the owner and let him send somebody to that road to 6ee
that they are properly applied.
It is a serious matter to hold up
freight, but If there is any repairs to be made to the car. I think
the interchange inspector should take up that particular car.
:

Mr. Dement
I do not think we should be technical on these things
as the owner thoroughly knows what he is doing.
I will venture to
say that Mr. Hanson is not the first man that caught one of these
14-inch grabirons. also that the government inspector knows everv
toad that is apnlying them.
The difference between a 14-inch and a
16-inch is a point of law.
I believe if a 14-inch is good enough for
one kind of a car it ought to be for another.
Mr. Gainey, Mr. Skidmore and Mr. Farrin were appointed as a
committee to draft resolutions on the death of F. B. Boutet.
The convention then adjourned to meet at 9 o'clock Wedsesdav
:

morning.

WEDNESDAY
RULE

SESSION.
115.

Hall
I
would like an interpretation of the last paragraph,
says this paragraph will not apply to trucks belonging to
individual ownership.
Does that include all private lines, private
stock car companies? If it were a truck of less than 50.000 capacity.
I would be permitted to settle with the owner for the scrap value of
the truck instead of the depreciated value?
A. Except for private ownership.
Q. It would he proper to settle with a private stock car company
for depreciated value?
A. Yes.

Mr.

where

:

it

RULE

Hanson
I would
members, knowing that after October
Vice-President

:

120.
like

to

ask

the

opinion

of

the

you get a car on your line
in this condition it is going to be up to you to handle it as outlined in this rule, what are you going to do to protect your company
to avoid getting such cars on your line?
Are you going to continue
to take a lot of equipment like you are taking today and run it. feeling
that you are going to dispose of it under our present rule 120?
Mr. Campbell
The only thing you can do is when you get a car
that is pretty badly worn out. transfer it, and if you haven't authority
to bill for the transfer, transfer at your own expense and send it
back.
If you do not rjo that von err going to get loaded up.
The
western lines are doing that now.
I am glad to hear Mr. Campbell talk that wav.
Mr. Kipp
I am
wondering where the worn-out western cars we get come from.
It
is a foregone conclusion that the eastern roads won't get any worni'Ut old cars if the western roads take care of them.
As far as I
am concerned, I would say that the most of us men here would have to
follow out instructions from our general managers.
That is all ri«rht.
but if a competing line sets hold of some freight that we are handling
and the complaint Is made that we are too severe in our inspection,
our general managers will jump on to us and say we are too close
in our inspection and they are losing freight.
Vice-President Hanson
Mr. Kipp infers that if we do not tighten
up on our inspection, or refuse to handle so-called worn-out and
dilapidated cars, and some other road does take them and the attention is brought to the general managers, they will jump on to us and
tell us that we have to take them.
I think we can show him that
we are perfectly justified. I can cite a case that recently occurred
on the L. S. & M. S.
The traffic department had informed our
mechanical department that we were losing business on account of
1st

if

:

:

:

being too technical and unless we loosened up the business would be
diverted to another line.
I got In touch with the mechanical department of the road and their yard foreman said that we were perfectly justified in refusing the'ir car.
We did not lose any business
We nrefer to
and we still continue to refuse that class of car.
transfer them when offered to us and make the delivering line stand
the expense of transfer, rather than haul them over our line 100
miles and have them transferred against us.
I believe if it is put
up to the general managers and they see the cars that they will
sustain you in every case.
I do not believe that there are any of you
who are going to continue taking the old cars that you have in the
past, knowing that when you eet that car on your line you will have
Some of the members seem to be
to dispose of it in some manner.
of the opinion that we will continue to take old. dilapidated cars.
I
am satisfied our mnnaeement will not expect us to do that at all.
If we take a car and run it from Chicago to Buffalo and it is on
our lines SO to 60 days, we won't expect the delivering line to take

back from us.
President Schultz
I think that if there ever was a time when
the car men oueht to use a little backbone, now is the time.
If the
car is transferred against you when it comes back, the first thing
to do is to report it under Rule 120 and dispose of it.
If one of
these cars come to Chicago after October 1st then you better bid
As soon as empty they
good-bye. because they will never come back.
will be destroyed or repaired, as the owner desires.
Mr. O'Donnell
Unfortunately the Master Car Builders have not
inserted in the rule how much letter writing will be carried on to
determine what shall be done with the car.
It appears to me that
thev should have stated that after the receipt of such notice there
shall he no alternative except to repair or destroy the car.
The per
diem is the basis of all our trouble with these old cars, due to the
fact that if you hold an old car two or three months it is practically eating itself up.
You never heard the trouble before the per
diem was inaugurated.
All of these old cars that this certificate
must cover are cars that never reach the home line. We have cars
in our district that the owner does not seem to care whether he
Thev are ecmin^ ner diem and netting along
ever sees them a^ain.
fine.
They do not care whether you send a car home, destroy it, or
run it, so "that they get the revenue out of it.
President Schultz
My understanding is that a car reoorted under
The per diem
Rule 120 automatically "puts the car out of service.
ceases and it compels the owner to act.
it

:

:
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Mr. O'Donnell
He has the physical property but he has uo per
diem.
Does that better the condition of disposing of the car?
Here is my understanding of it
President Schultz
A car owner
will get a report of a car being in this condition
he is then obliged
give
the
reporting
line
to
disposition of that car.
There is his car out
of service, drawing no per diem.
The only thing he can do is to
block your track.
Mr. O'Donnell
There is nothing in this new rule that was not in
the old to force the owner to give you definite advice within thirty
days.
He can come back and say "That car was not in service long
you must have misused the car." In the meantime you are blocking
your tracks. I want to say that I am fearful that you will be in no
better condition after October 1st in getting rid of old cars than
we were in the last two years.
Mr. William Hanson
We got into considerable trouble on Rule 120.
Everybody says he will transfer this car. I have not hrard anyone
say that he would not load these cars. We ought to start to protect
ourselves against loading, not only from an operating standpoint but
from a mechanical standpoint. You want to get the agents educated
not to load a car where there is no inspection, and we will get rid
You cannot stop it by letting the car get
of a lot of had order cars.
on the transfer track. There is going to be a lot of confusion because we do not all see the car alike. If I gave everybody a transfer
who asked me for one we would transfer half of our equipment.
Vice-President Hanson
Whenever a car is transferred against us
we get the movement of the car and find out where the car was
loaded.
It is taken up with the agent and inspector and each case is
threshed out. and when this new rule goes into effect I believe that
everybody throughout the country is going to get more in line to
follow up the individual cases where cars are loaded on their own
lines, if they have to pay for these transfers.
I agree with Mr. O'Donnell to a certain extent that the rule does
not compel the car owner, or, in other words, they can carry this
tning along for four or six months. The Lake Shore was very strong
in trying to get a provision put in Rule 120.
We asked for 30 days,
if possible, or at most 60 days, within which to compel the owners
You should
to give some disposition on the car. or set a time limit.
not leave it to their judgment. As I see the new rule, we can take it
with
owner
sees
can
wait
up
the
and if he
fit he
30 days before he
replies at all and he may ask them some technical question in regard
to the cost of making repairs and simply say, as at the present time
"This car was on our line recently and we do not believe the car
You can have a lot of corneeds sills." and all that kind of stuff.
respondence and carry ihe thing on for six months before they come
While it is too late to do anything
out and tell you what to do.
now, I believe every road in the country should try to have the Master Car Ruilders' convention next year put a time limit of 30 days,
within which the owner must give disposal.
President Schultz
I think 30 days is not as good as we have
We haven't given him any option. We report the car to the
now.
owner and he must act or have it taken out of service. It does not
draw any per diem. On ioint inspection being signed the per diem
stops.
So it seems to be that we have the best lever.
Mr. O'Donnell
The roads that I work for have tried to obey that
rule.
There have been cases that correspondence has gone on for 18
months, and finally they were obliged to take car in and repair it at
their own expense.
If any member of the arbitration committee would
put his eyes on the cars that I have mentioned he would say that
the car was not worth perpetuating, but they have been obliged to
spend $250 of their own money on a ear that has not seen the home
rails in eight years.
If that is justice according to these rules, I
do not see where the justice is.
President Schultz
Heretofore under Rule 120 there was no obligation whatever on the car owner te give you a home route card.
Now
he has two options to exercise.
One is to repair, the other is to
destroy.
:

:

:

;

this

way
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a railroad 1.000 miles long, while they are now obliged to

:

move the car homeward, they might use that car on their line for a
month after they repaired it in local service before they delivered it
to some other line, so we would not know how long they had used
it on their line, and they might have repaired the car a month before
that, and it would make an endless chain, as far as the car accounts
They do
of the country are concerned, in keeping track of that car.
not report that car out of the shop to our railroad.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Vice-President Hanson
Our president says there are two options.
is true, but there is nothing that says he must take immediate
He says he does not want the car out of service. There are
thousands of cars lying around the country that the owners prefer
having on foreign rails because they have no use for them at this
time.
We have three cars at the present time upon which the owners
refuse to furnish home cards, claiming we are not justified in ask'ng
for them under Rule 120. although we sent in the required reports
and joint evidence and we called in several practical car men from
other roads and the minute they laid eyes on the cars they said the
cars should be sent home or destroyed.
Mr. Pendleton
In my terminal we have A. R. A. rule and 24-hour
clause.
If the defects are such as will exceed 24 hours, under M. C.
B. Rule 107. we penalize the delivering line.
If it don't, we penalize
the receiving line. Are we going to run it and penalize the receiving
line, take a chance on the car coming back, or shall we transfer it
and tell them that the car is not fit to go?
Mr. O'Donnell
You could not give a transfer for any car that
would not come under this rule. The transfer of load isn't going to
come under this rule to any great extent. They have been empty in
the district.
You cannot load them.
The transfer situation will
more or less take care of itself. But these are floaters, short-haul
movement. Will this rule be any better than the old?
Mr. Pendleton
That is true, but at the same time we know that
it is going to a point where they haven't any joint inspection
when
tt gets to that point the other "man is going to demand a transfer
against the line, and the first thing he wants to know is why we
permitted this car to go on his line he was penalized for the transfer.
A. R. A. rule would permit it and he pays an excessive cost of
transferring at that point.
We are the fellows that are going to
answer to the receiving line for handling these cars.
Mr. Kipp
The point I wanted to raise has probably been decided
by you through Mr. Pendleton's argument.
My understanding has
always been that where you wanted to give the handling line authority
to repair your car your per diem did not cease.
If you give the
handling line authority to destroy the car the per diem did cease.
President Schultz
This was taken care of by the American Railway Association in its Code of Per Diem Rules which went into eflfect
on August 1, 1914, and in which per diem rule No. 8 provides
"When
a car unsafe to load on account of general worn-out condition, due
to age, deray or corrosion, is rerjorted to owner under M. C. B. Rule
120, per diem shall cease from date of such report.
If owner authorizes the repair of such car, and no repair material is required from
owner, per diem shall begin after repairs are completed, but In no
case to exceed 60 days from date such authority is given."
Mr. Klnp
If you give authority to the handling line to repair
one of our cars the per diem does not cease, and he explains it in
:

That

action.

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

Mr. Trapnell
Considerable talk has been had in this convention
relative to the condition of the car on which you asked home route
cards.
You have been denied and the car departments of the various
railroads have been using sharp practice in reporting cars for home
routes which should not be reported, and the owner in a great many
instances has furnished joint evidence on home route card and sent
the car home.
When the car arrived they found that the condition of
:

the car as reported by the handling line, signed by some other innocent party, did not absolutely exist
that they were put to the
expense of moving the car home while the car should have been
repaired at a grpat deal less expense had it been properly reported.
That makes a fellow very scrupulous about furnishing the desired
information until such time as he gets positive information that the
car is in the condition that it is reported.
Let us be men and treat
one another the same as we would if it were our own car. and sign
up only for the condition of the ear as we find it, and when we do
that I believe we will have less trouble with the car owner.
If he
finds that the condition of his car is properly reported we will have
smoother sailing. I desire to make one other little remark in answer
to my esteemed friend Kinp.
He laid great stress upon the matter
that all the western cars that he got in were bad order cars. We find
in the West and Southwest that all the old cars that should be scrappd
are eastern cars.
;

Mr. O'Donnell
Mr. Trapnell has one part of the question ou re
porting cars, but a car that he can use in the West is out of service
in the Fast.
The eastern lines want cars that are No. 1 for grain.
The cars that we report for home routing would take from $80.00 to
Whereas, he can utilize them for his class of stuff
$150.00 repairs.
in the West and Northwest.
President Schultz
We have personal knowledge where we are
asked to sign home route cards.
We are discussing a condition that
automatically has been eliminated by our footnote, and I do not
th*.nk that as long as a car is fit for service and can be repaired that
the disagreeable condition will exist after October 1st. and we will
only be confronted with a car that should be taken out of service.
Mr. Trapnell
I desire to answer Brother O'Donnell
relative to
the condition in the West and Southwest and Northwest everywhere
except in the East.
We require cars for grain load. My place Is
right on the border of the greatest wheat raising state in the UnionKansas almost two million bushels this year. Don't we need grain
cars?
Haven't we got to have them? Haven't we got to have the
cream of cars to move that commodity east, west, north and south?
We go to enormous expense in our western country to prepare cars
for grain.
The cooperage, the burlap, the paper, the lath, the nail*
and everything else goes to make up a car that isn't in absolute
perfect condition, and we put the car in shane to move the grain.
We need some consideration in our end of the States because we move
the product that keeps you people in the East from starving.
Therefore. I say the remarks of Bro+ber O'Donnell are all right for the
East but more pertinent to the West.
Vice-President Hanson
In regard to what Mr. Pendleton has said,
that under our new rules the car owner has two options, we to
report the condition of the car, accompanied by a joint inspection
statement wheu we have done our duty why should we worry, as- it
is then up to the car owner.
I think we have a whole lot to worrj
about and I guess every car man in the room will agree "with me
that we have a lot to worry about.
We have a lot of cars on our
line that we have been from a year to 18 months trying to dispose
of.
Our superintendents complain about the bad orders and say:
"Why don't you do something with these cars? You have our yards
blocked."
That is why we tried to get a clause put in here that
would set a limit of 30 or 60 days for the owners to give you disposition of some kind, and if they do not do it, you could go ahead
and destroy the car.
I
think the new rule will work out better
than the old rule. When we have asked the owner for authority to
either repair or destroy the car, our troubles are not ended.
As Mr.
O'Donnell said, we have hundreds of cars on our line.
We have
inquired from some other railroads in the East as to how many car?
tbey were holding for home routes and they tell us tbev have verv f ew
Which goes to show that we were either too technical io holding up
the cars and saying they were not fit for use, or the other fellow
was paying do attention or trying to dispose of any of such cars.
I am
inclined to believe that a great many of the railroads stick
some kind of a load in the car and shift it on to the other fellow. The
fellow who has been trying to do right is the one who has been burdened with a lot of bad order cars.
I recently cited a case at our
Chicago meeting were one of our foremen gave us a statement that
it would cost $175.00 to put a car in condition for all classes of
service.
We had a great deal of corresnondence with the owner to
finally he furnished home route cards.
get the car home
After he
got the car home he wrote us and said he simply wanted to call our
attention to the fact that we had said it would cost $175.00 to
repair the car. and when he got it home they put the car in good
serviceable condition for $5.39.
We all kDOw what they did to the
car.
The same day I went out in the Collingwood shoo yards and
found another car belonging to the same railroad that had been recently
repaired and stenciled U. S. Safety Aoplisraee Standard, and the
door posts were all decayed, the sheathing was out at bottom and
all repairs that you could see had been done was a few end sheathing
boards applied between the two end posts and a few on the side ana
one or t«-o in thp roof, or something of that kind.
I do not th'nk
we should transfer any cars unless it is absolutely necessary, but the
great trouble has been we go ahead and load them and the intermediate line thinks these cars will go to a certain point.
He feels
Invariably it will be refused by somethat he will take a chance.
one, and if that road then does what it should it is up to him to
But he has been trying to
hold the car and get home route card.
avoid that responsibility, and when it gets on a line and is refised
where a man wants to do the fair thing: that particular road is
burdened with a lot of old cars and you have your transportation
department and everybody wanting to know why you are holding
these cars.
Mr. Devaney
I do Dot believe it will help relieve the bad order
situation as it is.
While our worthy chairman says the per diem
will stop, we are not sure.
But take it for granted that it does, lots
of railroads have old cars and If the per diem will stop they win
say to either repair or destroy that car this rnle does not give ycro
:

:

—

:

—

:

;

;

:

:

;
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authority to go ahead unless there Is a limit set to destroy that car
It will never he worth the paper it is
If they do not answer you.
When you
written on.
Tightening up the inspection will not do it.
It will increase transfer
tishten up the" other "fellow tightens up.
50 per cent. The footnote to 42 is the solution of the problem, if the
chief joint inspectors of this co intry will give the broad interpretation to Bale 14_'. it will cut down the bad order cars better than
all the inspection and joint inspection you can make, because then
people will be ready and willing to make repairs.
I move you that the sense of this association is as
Mr. O'Donnell
We fully appreciate the efforts being made by the Master
follows
Car Builders' Association to meet the suggestions of this association
we further feel that the new Rule 120. it" sincerely Interpreted by all
the railroads in the country, will have a more or less desired result
but realizing what has taken place in the past, we ask you. as an
executive committee of the Master Car Builders' Association, if it
would not be consistent to take it up with all railroads throughout
the country, to reply to this information more promptly, and if the
replies are" not received within a reasonable time, a joint certificate
will be binding upon the owners of the car.
would like to add to it that in the
I
Vice-President Hanson
meantime it is our understanding from new Rule 120 that we immediately take the matter up and furnish the car owner a statement
accompanied by the joint inspector's statement, showing the cost of
repairs to the car. and that the re are but two options for the car
owner, to give us authority to either repair the car or destroy it in
accordance with "this rule, "in crder that they will know that that is
this body's understanding of the rule, if so carried out. so that when
cars are' offered in nit rcbansre. or show up at the terminal, we will
know how the. cars will be handled.
Mr. O'Donnell: Would you mind adding to that that we also
Put that as a preface
further understand that the per diem ceases?
Here is the idea that I would incorporate in Mr.
to my motion.
:

:

:

:

Hansonls motion
The Chief Interchange Inspectors and Car Foreman in convention
fully appreciate the efforts that have been made by the Master Car
Builders to clear up the situation on old worn-out equipment throughout the country which has caused us much trouble in the past, and
It
we interpret the new rule effective on October 1st as follows
will be the dutv of any road having any such car in their possession
disinterinspector
or
one
to immediately 'eiill in "the chief interchange
t
ested partv to make out the necessary joint certificate as adop ed
by the .Master Car Builders' Association and forward the same with
out delay to the owner, who will immediately respond as to the
disposition of the car. in line with the sense of Rule 120.
We further ask the Master Car Builders' Association throu-rh its
rea'izing what has taken place in the past on
executive committee
such delavs. that the owners of the equipment throughout the country
be appealed to. to co-operate and reply promptly, in disposing of such
:

:

'

—

cases.

Seconded and carried.
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The hose question has

Mr. Kipp
recommended

all been taken care of.
They
hose and that does away with the 1%.
The
difference has always been with the head.
You could not apply a
1% with a W2. We have quite a number of cars and we find quite
generally that where a car goes west some western road will apply
a hose where we allow the car to leave our line without hose, and
we have always stood for them, and it is the same way with any of
When a car leaves our terminal, if the weather
our western trains.
is such that a hose is required, we apply the hose and bill the owner.
The conditions on our own individual road we control. As far as
taking air hose off of the passenger equipment, when we get on the
other fellow's line, if the conditions are such as to require a hose,
and he put6 it on a car, and it is standard hose, you have got to
:

a

pay him for
Mr. Hitch

IV2

it.

I do not know of any one appliance that has been
applied to passenger equipment where there has been more money
involved to the railroad company to manufacture than the steam
hose couplings, and I feel that it is just as important that we should
have a standard steam hose coupling as it is to have a standard
M. C. B. coupler, and I would make that as a motion.
Mr. Oainey
I
agree with Mr. Hitch.
believe this association
I
ought to make a recommendation and have a standard coupling, the
same as hose. One road uses one size and one another, and if you
are interchanging one car in two service, you have got to change
the hose.
Ycu have got to change them in" bad weather and when
yo'i are in a hurry, and probably only part of the train goes through.
You have pot to change the hose on one or the other to get the
coupling in there.
We should have a standard coupling that will
interchange with one another just the same as an air hose.
In answer to Mr. Trapnell's question about billing the owner.
If
we receive a tourist car on our line and we have to put steam hose
on it. we ask the porter for the steam hose.
If he has none, we
have him give us a receipt that we furnished this steam hose, and
we make a bill of that receipt.
Mr. Kipp
move that a committee of three be appointed to
I
decide this question on the steam hose and report tomorrow morning.
:

:

:

Seconded and carried.
The chair appointed Messrs. Gainey, Hitch and Kipp to serve on
the committee.
Vice -President Hanson

It hardly seems right for the Pennsylvania,
for instance, to get eight or ten Lake Shore passenger cars to use in
excursion service and pay whatever the price is, say $10 a day. and
when these cars come back to us and all the tools have been stolen
out of the cars that be considered owner's risk.
It seems to me that
should be a delivering 1 ne risk.
It Is up to them to protect our
property while on their line.
:

Mr. Kipp: My understanding, from information that I have already got from one of the committee, that the delivering line is not
responsible, tbat the owner is responsible.
The only alternative we
have is to take out everything that is liable to be stolen.
We are
already prepared to take out the fire extinguisher and step ladders
and our legal department is looking up the question of whether or
not we can take out any of the tools.
You see. nowadays there is no
use for a hammer and saw and ax in a steel car, and there are some
roar's that are not carrying them today.
Mr. O'Donne 11
Mr. Kipp does not make reply to this question.
Suppose the Erie would borrow 10 cars for excursion service, is It
your idea to strip the cars or give them tools and let them come back
with all the tools In place or a defect card?
Mr. Kipp
I
would say that it would be up to the roads in interest, and if the road using the car had courtesy enou-jh to reimburse
for the parts all right, but onder the rules it is my undeTstanding
:

ask if loose parts of a ccach are conA passenger car returns with missing masidered concealed parts.
terial, gas sticks, step ladders; is that considered missing material?
Tools are at owner's risk, so are the parcel racks in the
Mr. Kipp
They can take a seat bottom out of a
car and the looking glassis.
car and it is owner's risk.
Vice-President Hanson: We lave had exoress ears eome to or locked
and sealed, and when the car is unloaded at Chicago or at the end
It is our practice to
of the line, variojs tools have been missing.
make a pbecfc .as sucn as the car is unloaded and make a report of
In returning the car home the owners would a<k
the equipment.
us for a defect card for missing material, and we would tell them
that we made a check on the car when it got to the destination and
.this material was missing, and as the car came to us locked and
sealed we had no opportunity to make an interior inspection at that
time and we know the material was missing when the car was loaded.
Some refuse to settle
In the majority of cases we are able to settle.
These were especially
but tbey still want us to give a defect card.
..baggage" and express cars.
We do a good deal of interchange with passenger
Mr. Triapnell
car equipment, tourist cars, and we use steam hose the year around.
If a ear .oeires to us from a connecting line with no steam hose
applied because they do net use it in the summer time and it goes
In all probability the hose for the car
west, we have to apply it.
Wouldn't that be ownIs in the Jocker and v- e cannot get in there.
Why not handle it as owner's responsibil ty ? I
er's responsibilitv?
believe we shoul'd have "some method of handling these cars.
We consider a hose on a Pullman car ownMr. William Hanson
er's responsibilitv for the reason that the porters have exclusive
As to the other railroad equipchar-ge of all material on the car.
ment, we check all cars both ways, and when we find any shortage
in equipment we defect card for same when the car is returned home.
As I understand Mr. Trapnell's question,
Vice-President Hanson
the steam hose is not necessary while the car is in the East, but
they want it applied when the car gets West. I should apply it. hut
when the car gets to the end of the line it is up to them to take
We have cases where one company will use a certain
the hose off.
hose that won't intercl anae with cur couplings, and it is up to ns w on
tbnse-,«-ars are offered us to change the hose and keep the hose at
that point return them to the owner, or put them into car at our
own risk, and when car is returned to them we can replace their
We consider that it is our funeral to see that the cars have
hose.
proper nose on while going over our line.
We have the Pullman people furnish the
Mr William Hanson
hose fittings and charge them a half hour for application of all
steam hose on cars that are not so equipped.
The Master Car Builders have a standard steam
Mr. Carmv
hose now but It isn't the standard head where they are having their
Everv road has a different lock and we have
trouble; it is the lock.
Our people in the East won't allow us to
a great deal of trouble.
run a ho<e with a different lock than our own. consequently we have
The New York Central changes
all this trouble of changing the hose.
the hose and charges us up with it. and a great many go back over
In that case
the Lake Shore, and they ha^e the benefit of that hose.
it over
the N. Y. C. should get "the hose back from Buffalo and
In regard to missing material on passenger cars, it
to the owner.
seems to n*e it Is a neor r-'le for a company to got a coach from a
I
neighbor, pay him S10 a dav for it and steal all the equipment.
do not see where you are going to get any coaches.

Hackett

Mr.

I

:

want

to

:

:

:

:

we would be the loser. When you set it off at the inaction point
was all ri--ht and the owner comes along and finds this, that and

that
it

the other gone.
Mr. William Hanson
I would like to have you read the preface of
the appendix to the code of rules, and I believe that you will find
that any parts lost through unfair usage are at delivering line's
:

responsibility.

Mr. Hitch

This rule covers inside or concealed parts, not line exso says
Rule 3, Paragraph c.
The reason I raised that question was, I
Vice-President Hanson
think we ought to have an understanding between us as to whether
or not it is the opinion of this body that that also includes cars
rented to other lines.
Personally, I feel satisfied it does not, and
We have
that we should hold them responsible for missing material.
instructions to all of our points that when cars are delivered to
another line, under these circumstances, they are to make a complete
check of all the equipment, and we expect to get pay for them if
missing when cars are returned.
I think we should have a uniform
pense,

and

—

:

it

:

understanding.
Mr. Oainey
usage.

I

If we take anything out of your car it is unfair
move that the subject be continued in our discussion
:

tomorrow morning.
Seconded and carried.

And thereupon
in

order that

at

Coney

the convention adjourned until Thursday morning
might enjoy the boat ride and good things in store

all

Island.

THURSDAY

:

.

:

:

Mm

SESSION.

Mr. Devaney
Now that Mr. McMunn is present I will state the
Before I hear from Mr. McMunn I
question we had up Tuesday.
expression
from every chief joint inspector here as"
want to get an
sign
joint evidence wherein it involves
how
far
he
would
to just
In case two draft sills were split in a car and end
decayed parts.
The
sill broken, what is the proper way to sign that joint evidence?
next with the intor-sill broken the next is the same with two interThe
sills and end sill broken and two draft sills split or worn out.
next condition will be two inter-sills broken new, end sill broke*n new
and two draft sills split and two draft sills decayed. I would like
to know lost bow they would handle that at their different points.
The contention of the opposing side on that paraMr. O'Donnell
graph was to the effect that the thought of the arbitration committee in adopting this rile was more or less to cover the two center
sills which were elongated and split due to the bolts working when the
end sill, which p-ay be entirely new, may be broken with the two
If you have
center sills, which "form a combination of three parts.
a condition existing like that, and in addition that, after a combination is hrouxht "about, there are any dtcayed parts, especially on
the rnderframing of the car, such as inter-sills or side sills, it would
taking that rule as a basis, to sign Ioint evidence and
not be just
applv to the owner for permission to repair for the reason that the
When
combination is all that we should be expected to pay for.
you go beyond the combination, you are asking the owner for something that" he should not he permitted to bear.
If the superstructure of the car, the door posts.
Mr. O'Donnell
:

;

:

—

:
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the sheathing, or end posts, or any portion of the body or the roof
was decayed, in addition to this combination of parts, they might
give it proper consideration, but they certainly would not entertain
joint evidence for anything over the three identical parts that go to
form the combination, outside of center sills. We have had an enormous lot of cases where center sills will let go and they have been
weak for a year or more, and the owner should in justice bear the
expense of the repairs. Those are the two opposite views.
My contention is, as stated yesterday,
Vice-President Hanson
that under the new rule if we have a car with the end sill broken
new and two center sills broken new, that is a combination the same
we could not bill the owner for that. If we
as under the old rule
have an end sill broken new and two center sills broken on account
of holes worn elongated and the center sills split, we can bill them
for all after having joint evidence signed showing the condition,
whether it is two, four, five or six.
But if two center sills are
broken new and the end sill broken new. these three form a combinaif we still have three or four other sills that are worn out
tion
and should be repaired at the same time, by getting this joint evidence signed, we can make bill against the owner for the other siils.
This convention has asked the arbitration commit! ee
Mr. Boutet
for four or five years back to eliminate in some words the end sill
making a combination with two draw sills. We have practically got
that through joint evidence where we state that two draw sills are
worn out und< r use and the end sill broken on account of the condition of the draw sills.
After the first of October it is not necessary
to sign joint evidence, except to send in with the bill, and we must
:

;

;

:

pay

it.

If

we have two draw

sills

and end

sill

broken from worn-out

condition of the draw sills, and then to say that we have decayed end
sills, what a loophole it would leave to say that we have eight sills
broken and set a joint statement from some other system to show
that the owner should pay for all of that.
Is it fair?
Would we be
treating our neighbor right? How many of us have had a side sill or
an inter-sill decayed bad enotgh to have been renewed, unless it
should have been renewed before?
They would not renew, still we
are going to make for somebody too many wrong bills against car
owners.
President Schultz
Rules 40 and 41 now state that a combination
of end sills and two longitudinal sills form a combination for which
delivering line is responsible, except in cases where one of these
three items is decayed and the other two parts may be broken new.
and is a condition under which we may sign a joint statement which
will be authority for the handling line.
It does not require three
decayed parts to bring about this combination, but if one of the
three parts is decayed, then automatically we may bill the car owner
upon joint statement for repairs.
Mr. Lynch
The footnote explaining that matter says when a
combination of defects involves decayed parts, or involves longitudinal sills.
is
all in the plural.
It
If the one decayed member, or.
rather, if the additional two members are broken, as a consequence
of the decayed member
then I would say it was all right.
I would
sign a joint statement.
But if the two broken members are not the
result of the decayed third member, then I do not think it would be
fair to the owner to sign a joint statement.
Mr. Gainey
For the last four or five years this association has
been recommending to the Master Car Builders that they take that
end sill out of the combination so that proper repairs can be made
while the cars are on the repair track.
It has been the practice
where you have two decayed and an end sill worn out, the car foreman will put the two draw sills in and let the end sill go because
he could not get paid for it.
I think the Master Car Builders recognized that fact, and we can go that far on Rule 42 as to allow you
to make the proper repairs.
When you go further you will have to
use Rule 1.
My reason is that a good many roads throughout the
country have placed a price where they would destroy their cars.
That goes from $15.00 to $25.00. .If you take some of the arguments
we have heard here where you put in seven or eight sills and it runs
up to $100.00 a man is not going to stand for it or pay you for it.
Mr. Stoll
When there are two sills beyond the decayed part you
can sign joint statement you could not with three sills.
Mr. Elliott
We certainly ought to be practical enough to know
what a car owner should do with that car. There are certain kinds
of cars we would put six sills in.
I think that is something that
we will have to leave for the time when we get to the car. I personally feel like the president
that we have to have a combination of
broken parts if you have four sills decayed and two broken, I beIive that the arbitration committee intended that the car owner
should bear the expense of car owner's defects, and the value of
sills or elongated holes are car owner defects.
Mr. Halbert : The arbitration committee refers to a combination
of three parts.
If you have any other combination, as I see it, they
make provision in Rule 120, providing for worn-out or decayed parts.
If it is broken new. as I see Rule 42, it gives no connection when
it goes beyond the three parts.
Mr. Burke
There is one point that has not been brought out.
Take Mr. Devaney's car that has two inter-sills broken new and an
end sill broken new and two draft sills split and worn out.
You
take it for granted that you repair that car.
What can we do with
the two draft sills only.
The arbitration committee have defined how
far you can bill when you repair a combination.
I believe if you
repair these two inter-sills and the end sill and the worn-out draft
sills, it would be your case.
I do not believe you could bill the two

Campbell,

Messrs.

Fletcher

Domes

and Wallace.
of Thought.

Note the Shirting

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

—

;

:

worn-out sills.
Mr. Weal

me that this rule makes the car owner
cars in ordinary service, or ordinary wear
and tear, and this one strengthened the rules by giving us a chance
to get a joint statement that the condition of the car at the present
time is due to decayed parts.
If the center sills are broken on
account of being worn oblong, I claim that the statement should
cover consequential damages.
If you have two worn-out or decayed center sills,
Mr. Giblin
that have failed under ordinary service, they are car owner.
It
takes three parts to form a combination.
My understanding would
two
be then that we should have an additional sill broken new
additional sills broken new. and you could charge the owners along
when
another
sill
broken
with the worn-out sill.
you have
it
But
enters into a combination and you only get paid for the worn-out
center sills.
Under the new rules, when a car comes on the repair
track and you apply a couple of new center sills and find a side
sill that should be renewed, you are certainly supposed to take the
side sill out also, unless the car is in such a condition that you
should handle it under Rule 120.
And that is why I claim that,
regardless of the number of sills, it is the intention of the arbitration
committee that we get cars on our repair tracks that we will not
only repair the end sill and the center sills but will make all repairs
necessary to keep car in good serviceable condition the same as if
the car were our own.
If your own car came on your track with
••enter sills or door posts that needed renewing on account of wear
It

:

responsible for

seems to

damage

to

:

—

and decay, you would change them.
to do with the foreign car.

That

is

just

what iluy want us

I believe Mr.
O'Donnell says that this only refers to sills.
I do
not understand it that way.
If you will read the footnote under Rule
42. it says when a combination of defects involves decayed parts.
That does not say whether it is sills or what it is. If you have an
end post broken new due to the load shifting, and you have got to
renew that one end post and you have the two corner posts decayed,
your joint evidence covers it just the same.
Mr. Kipp
Rule 1 is a good guide as far as this book of rules is
concerned and if we all treated one another's cars as we treat our
own we will not make expensive repairs to another fellow's cars, when
if we had a car in the same condition we would dismantle it.
I
further believe that 42 gives us the right with two defective or
other
sills
worn-out draft sills, consequential demage to any of the
on the car needing repairs, the right to bill the owner if you get
We would not do that, if we
joint evidence, and that will be final.
followed the rules as we should
we would not do that to the same
class of car that belonged to our railroad.
It is my opinion that this Rule 42 simply applies to a
Mr. Lynch
When we have
combination of decayed parts or worn-out parts.
more parts worn out or decayed the car possibly will come under
unless the additional damage is
120.
I do not think that we can
the result of consequential damage caused by the original decayed
parts go any further than the combination in signing joint statement for decayed parts.
Mr. McMunn
It is true I am privileged to attend meetings of the
arbitration committee, but I do not feel that I am authorized or
There was some special
justified in attempting to answer for them.
reason for this note being placed under Rule 42. and I think if we
stop to consider we will probably be able to reason out what that
reason was.
My impression is, there has been a great deal of correspondence back and forth during the past year about center sill6
being decayed, or bolt holes elongated entering into a combination.
It seems that a car with short draft timbers would be decayed center
sills or elongated bolt holes and they would pull out and damage
the end sill and cause a new defect, and possibly damage the entire
Some railroads seem
sill, or the side sill drop giving a combination.
to feel that not a case of unfair usage to a certain extent but that
the car owner should be held responsible for the decayed parts of
a car, or for the center sills and elongated bolt holes.
A number of organizations have called this' matter to the attention of the arbitration committee and it would seem, in accordance
with the action taken at the joint convention, that these complaints
were in a measure justifiable. For that reason this note was placed

"

:

—

:

—

—

:

under Rule 42.
Mr. Uevaney has raised a point as to how the joint evidence
statement would be prepared should he find the end sill broken
new defects, two center sills decayed or elongated bolt holes, and
In my opinion, all that would be
two intermediate sills broken.
necesary for him to do would be to get joint evidence statement
indicating that you have two center sills decayed or elongated bolt
For the
holes
that would be authority to bill for the center sill.
damage new involving a combination, if you had two longitudinal
sills and an end sill, the balance of the repair card would be marked
"No bill." If there wasn't a combination involved if you had an
end sill or two center sills decayed and a broken end sill or two
center sills decayed and a broken end sill, you render bill- for all
of the damage.
If the three parts were decayed?
Mr. Kipp
Answer:
Your joint evidence would be presented indicating deSo long as the parts
cayed parts whatever it may happen to be.
do not involve a combination you would render bill under joint evldence for the decayed parts.
The two additional parts that are broken new enter
Mr. Lynch
into this combination, if not the result of the decayed or former
condition of the car. could you then include it on a joint statement?
If we have a combination of two center sills worn and an end sill
broken, you say that you can include the two broken intermediate

'

•

"

.

;

—

.

:

.

:

claim that we cannot, unless it is the result of the
I
If it is not the result of the decayed
condition of the car.
parts if the additional damage that is caused is not the result or
is a consequence of the decayed parts, then I do not think that we
could sign a joint statement.
Certainly not.
I would say that you could not in case
Answer
of derail, but where you have center sills decayed, or elongated bolt
out, you will see at the time the .draft
sill
pulled
holes and the end
sill is pulled off which is generally the time of tbjs damage to inin that case, it is my opinion that you
termediate sills to the car
sills

.

new.

original

—

:

—

.
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can

damage so long as the new parts involved do not
You are excluding entirely the decayed parts,
elongated parts, from your controversy.
If you damaged two
bill

for all the

form a combination.
<ir

intermediate sills you would render bill to the car owner.
Mr. Lynch
You exclude entirely the decayed parts until it enters
into a combination or beyond that.
Suppose we have to handle that
i*ar in a chain to the repair track?
Mr. O'Donnell
As I understand what Mr. McMunn tells us. It
sustains Mr. Hanson's idea
the decayed parts are redeemable by
themselves, without any other parts.
If in connection with the other
parts you tear the tenents out of the inter sill, you can bill those
two, but just as soon as you get three sills that goes out.
Suppose
there is a combination of three items that are decayed, or one of
them is not decayed but they break, then you get into two more
items for decayed parts, should those be shown separately on your
Why shouldn't that come
Joint evidence two inter sills show decay.
under Rule 120? You get $75.00 on that car if you go into four or
rive sills and the end and draft timbers.
Mr. McMunn
The inspector would have to use his judgment. It
would be hard to get up a set of rules whereby they would be so
dear to everybody that they would be beyond misinterpretation, or
That there could not be a variance of opinion.
I
Mr. O'Donnell
do not think that the remarks of Mr. McMunn
should be taken in our minutes as authentic.
President Schultz
I
believe that under this foot-note to Rule
tl and 42, if a decayed part exists and there are two broken parts
In connection with those, it will be proper to bill the owner under
If there is a decayed part and there are three
these conditions.
new broken parts, then we have got beyond and cannot bill all of
those parts against the car owner, "but will bill for the decayed parts.
Mr. McMunn
You can bill for all damage so long as you do not
You can bill for the two center
have a combination of new parts.
sills, elongated bolt holes on the evidence as long as the new defects
are not involved.
If we have two center sills decayed we can bill for
Mr. Kipp
them under all conditions. If we have two intermediate sills and an
:iid sill that has given out with them, then we can only bill, as I
iiTulerstand you for the two center sills.
Mr. McMunn
You are entirely right.
Mr. Lynch:
Isn't there an arbitration decision where you have
such a combination you cannot bill for the old, broken or decayed
parts.
When you have a combination of defects any defective holes
decayed or worn parts, you cannot bill for them.
You must stand
he cost of all the damage.
President Schultz
This present rule knocks the spots off of
that decision.
It will have no bearing on it whatever.
Mr. Lynch
Did I understand you to say that if you have a comnation of decayed parts, two center sill or end sill, that you can
sign joint evidence, but if you have a combination of new parts, we
then cannot bill on that new combination?
Mr. McMunn
I will assume that you could bill for any part of
the car.
I believe it is the intention under the present rule to allow
the handling company to bill for any damage to the car due to deeay, provided you are covered by joint evidence statement to that
•ft'ect.
You will confine your no bill repair to the parts damaged «ew.
Mr. Devaney
It is my idea that the Master Car Builders intended
that wc should do that work and if the joint man sees there are
other worn out parts he can tell us to repair them and give us authority to bill the car owner, and if there are one or two broken
oarts. add them in.
Rule 1 and 2 makes it imperative, after Oct. 1,
tor us to repair the cars properly.
Mr. Dement
If we are going to do that just as soon as these
two draft sills become worn out. or any part becomes decayed, we
are going to make the repairs.
We will take a case of the Chicago
& Alton, if they receive a rush load at Chicago with two worn out
draft sills and they wanted to rush the car on to St. Louis, and when
It gets there there is an end sill broken, there is no reason in the
world why the C. & A. should not pay for the end sill.
Mr. Hitch
I move that this association refer this matter to the
arbitration committee, to draw a line between the two rules.
Vice-President Hanson
I
hardly believe we ought to do as Mr.
Hitch says for the reason that I believe the M. C. B. Association
feels that they cannot set a line.
It will have to be left to a certain extent to the judgment of the party who has the car in his
possession as to whether you are justified in having a joint statement signed and go ahead and repair the car under Rule 42, or
whether the general condition of the car warrants you in taking it
up with the owner under Rule 120.
I move you that it is the sense of this meeting that under Footnote 41 and 42 of the rules involving combinations, that by having
a.
joint statement signed and sent to the car owner with the bill,
that we can bill for all repairs which are owners' defects, so long
there is no combination which involves all new defects.
That
will take in any additional sills that might be necessary, or any other
I
repairs necessary on the car that are due to worn out condition.
do not believe we can confine ourselves to this referring simply to
sills, because it should cover any repairs necessary on the car. so
long as there is no combination of new parts.
Mr. Boutet
I
would ask Mr. Hanson to separate his motion,
If agreeable to him.
It is rather long.
On the first part you said
all parts of the car that do not form a combination are chargeable
While
to the owner.
I
hardly think it is fair to the car owner.
I
believe it is proper to sign joint evidence, I do not think it is
fair, simply because we get a car with two draw sills broken worn
out, elongated bolt holes, end sill 'broken, you have two inter sills
that are broken, they are partly decayed on top
I
do not believe
it is fair to sign joint evidence for
that.
If you confined your decayed parts, if not broken, I would be with you.
Vice-President Hanson
The reason I brought in the last part
of the rule is that if you get an end sill broken new, two center
sills worn out or split on account of holes elongated, that takes care
We may have three end
I
want to go further
of that feature.
Under the
posts broken new and another end post that is decayed.
present rules if we go ahead and make repairs and send the bill to
the owner under these conditions they will, in 99 cases out of 100,
In order to avoid delays
say there must have been rough usage.
to these cars, in a good many cases we go ahead and make the reSome cases they
pairs and take a chance on satisfying the owner.
Q. K. the bills and in some cases they say they are not justified.
That is the reason I feel that when you have a joint statement
signed, showing the general condition of the car, so long as you
do not have a combination involving all new parts, that you are
justified in billing for all, whether it is a center sill, end post, or
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

—

i

:

:

>

:

•

:

:

:

:

s

:

—

:

:

what
Mr.

owner

it

is

McMunn
is

:

If

responsible

the joint inspector will consider that the ear
for the decayed condition of the ear or the
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iougation of the bolt boles, and that the delivering line is also ento some consideration, there should not be much further need
for argument as I understand it
the joint inspection statement
should cover the defects on that car.
When there is a combinariou of defects involved, we will exclude that from the controversy
entirely
then let the car owner stttle for the delivering company
defects the same as they do now under the rule.
We simply coniine our joint inspection statement to the decayed parts on the car.
It is not necessary to include all the defects existing.
The handling
line is responsible for certain defects and the owner is responsible
for certain defects.
The delivering line or the handling company is
responsible under the rule. These defects are covered in Rules 37, 42,
I believe, and the owner will settle on
the basis.
Mr. Trapnell
I believe we should get right down to business and
not undertake to practice sharp practices on the car owner, and II
the absolute condition is reported to the car owner, the delivering
line will have but little trouble in collecting their bills.
The remarks that I made yesterday will come out and be in conjunction with the remarks made now.
We sho'ild at all times remember that the car owner is entitled to fair representation on the
committee that accepts that car, and that we, as men, give the car
owner all that he is entitled to.
1
move the previous question.
It will be necessary to revise
the motion.
All that we ought to do is to vote on the sense of the
motion.
The question was put upon the motion and carried.
Mr. O'Donnell
There were three other rules, the demolition of
trucks and the new rule on steps and grabirons.
It was brought
out that we are now charging bent sill steps hand-holds and grabirons to the owner ; after the new rule is brought out that all of
these items come under the category of delivering line defects.
We
think that if that is brought out that it would eliminate all items
to be charged to the owner.
charged
Under Rule 33, could they be
to the car owner?
Mr. McMunn
As I understand it. you will not be able to render
a bill for any defects to safety appliances, regardless of how they
have occurred.
You will not be able to render a bill to the owner
after July 1. 1916.
All cars must be equipped with safety appliances or safety appliance standards.
In order to maintain these
standards. I believe it is felt that the delivering company shall be
that a car with safety apheld responsible for all defects arising
pliance defects cannot be offered in interchange.
It seems at the
present time that the existing rule is being abused.
Some railroad
companies are making bills for all sorts of safety appliances, and
to make the rule more binding, it
in order to tie the thines up
was felt that the handling company should be responsible for all
these parts.
The thing is reciprocal. There are two evils and it
seemed to be the opinion that the rule will more clearly meet with
the conditions.
Mr. Hall
Under Rule 115, I wanted to know how we could
What rule could
settle for trucks to cars of 50.000 capacity or less.
have a railroad company's car on my line and it is
I apply If I
settle
for those
could I
destroyed and the trucks are destroyed
trucks* at scrap value, or am I compelled to settle under the rule
Calling attention to the last paragraph, does
for depreciated value?
I want to know who
it apply to trucks of individual ownership?
individual ownership is and how I can settle.
We take the stand that if yon read the first paraMr. O'Donnell
graph of the rule and stop, you understand it. The second paragraph
simply releases the trunk lines and railroad-owned cars or paying
or participating in something that the private lines could not get
•

titled

;

;

:

:

:

;

—

:

:

:

any reciprocal
Mr. Kipp

offset on.

It seems to be the opinion of some of the members
the association that private line cars, or individual ownership
My contention is that
cars, escape the scrap question in this rule.
any party to these rules, whether a railroad company or n private
rules
any railroad company
hv
These
And
line company, is bound
or private line company that is not a party to these rules, gets Into
this exception.
I bejieve I can explain why that rule was formed
Mr. McMunn
;is it is.
At the present time railroad companies as a general propin fact,
osition are scrapping trucks of all cars of 50.000 capacity
have very few trucks under cars of less than 60.000 capacity. The
cars of private ownership, refrigerator cars, tank cars, etc., as a
general proposition their capacity is from 20 to 30 tons. It would be
an injustice to take trucks of these cars and scrap them for the
reason that these people do not require cars of that capacity. They
have no use for a 40 or 50.000 capacity truck, but the railroad
companies have. They have been carrying trucks of this lighter capacitv and when they* would get them home they would scrap them.
The proposition was different with the private lines, and for that
reason it was felt that there should be an exception made to cars
of private ownership.
I would like to ask Mr. McMunn how he gets around
Mr. Kipp
Rule 129 in that respect that says any car owner that is a party
to these rules.
simply answer by saying that we are
I would
Mr. McMunn
now referring to a part of the rule and that is a part of the rule
and they are guided by it.
If I had a private line car, or a stock car belonging
Mr. Hall
to a private stock car line, and they were members of the M. C. B.,
and I destroved the car and destroyed the trucks, how can I settle,
at the depreciated value or at scrap value, for trucks of 50,000
capacity?
You should settle for depreciated value.
President Schultz
If the partv that the trucks belonged to was not a
Mr Hall
member of the M. C. B." and the trucks were 50.000 capacity or
is
less. I would settle and comply with the rule on scrap value
that right?
If it wasn't a member you would have to settle
Mr. McMunn
with vourselves: the M. C. B. would not attempt to legislate.
that that is the interpretation of the
Mr.* Hall
I understand
:

of

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

would like to refer back to Rule 17. paragraph e. I realwe have a circular on what is a standard brake beam, but
we have two ways of testing these beams. If I get a car that is
In one way
equipped with a "truss beam and I apply a solid beam.
rule.
I
ize that

is as strong, the solid beam is as strong as the truss beam on a
transverse test, but the truss beam is stronger on the direct test.
Which test is right?
think the proper committee to answer that
I
Mr. McMunn
would be the M. C. B. committee on brake beams.
Mr. Boutet
I have been asked to bring up Rule 21 as to whether
it gives a wav of applying temporary hand rails on cars with running boards w'ithout roofs as to whether a car without a roof and
with a running board, without hand rail, is a defective car.
At the meeting in October the question was asked
Mr. Boutet
The committee
hv me. if a railroad company could embargo a car.
it

:

:

:

:
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answered

in Circular 18 and said that no embargo can be issued.
involves the construction of the car.
Rule 21 sa.vs you can apply
if the car is a bad order car.
I claim no transfer should be given.
Mr. O'Donnell
We agree that all of these running boards were
iieing removed by the owners of the car, permitting the train men
to go up and down the rack.
If, for any reason, the car under load,
it is just as safe as if there is a roof on the car, but when she is
returning empty, if the delivering line or intermediate line wants to
lake exceptions, I think the owner would pay for applying the hand
rail, rather than lose the running board appliances.
They are not
Jit for
the train men when empty, but when loaded they are just
as good.
Mr. Stoll
The M. C. B. says you must place there a temporary
running board and hand rail to prevent the train men falling down in
the car.
Vice-President Hanson
We raised this question two or three
years ago. At that time we were getting a lot of box cars from the
South, loaded with ties with no roofs, and the question came up as
to whether we would be justified in holding up these cars, refusing or transferring them, or placing temporary running boards with
hand railings and billing the owner.
We had instructions to take
no exceptions to them as we had no right to refuse them, and if we
saw fit to put running boards and hand rails on in returning, the
handling line would pay for it. There was no inducement for the train
inen to go over the car, and we paid no attention to them and are
running them that way today.
Mr. Stoll
I rise to a point of information.
Going through these
rules, you omitted A. R. A. car service. Rule 15. in which there
has been a change made, as I understand it.
They have added
paragraph a, of. car service rule, when transfer is due to defective
equipment and Is not safe to run, according to M. C. B. rules, unless the repairs can be made under load, page 112.
Why was that
omitted from these rules?
President Schultz
T nm familiar with why it was not put in the
It

:

:

:

:

:

The arbitration committee thought it was too broad
I cannot see why it was omitted this year.
and they omitted it.
The rule, as adopted by the association, does not read as it was
put in.
No line is going to pav an;
Mr. O'Donnell
It is just as good.
money for transfer if you can repair the car under load. If you
cannot repair the car under load, you have got to penalize them.
How do you account for the repair of the archMr. Trapnell
bar? I believe that we should arrive at some concrete opinion among
ourselves, so that we can place it in the form of a motion, that the
officers of the C. I. C. I. & C. F. would be in a position to take, the
matter up with the arbitration committee and also a committee of
the A. R. A. who have the information and enforce A. R. A. Rule 15,
and call their attention to the various amount of difference that exrules last year.

:

:

ists

the

up

in this country relative to this rule, especially with the top of
have shown
rule, which says, "unless otherwise agreed."
One place 10 hours, one place
to them the conditions that exist.

We

24, and another place 18 hours' labor necessary tjo repair that car
and ask them to give us a positive ruling on what is necessary and
You will find that two
cut out this "unless otherwise provided.
companies get into a wrangle, it makes no difference how simple
the defects are, they say the receiving line is the judge, and if they
want to transfer the car the delivering line has to pay the bill.
Let us get some interpretation on this rule that will put it into
shape that it cannot be repaired under load and no hardship will
In 287 miles of Kansas City, it says no
be worked on any line.

transfer shall be given for a combination unless

Mr. Lynch
arbitration

:

If

I

commit ice

remember
last

it

exists 24 hours.

was discussed before the
October, and the A. R. A. knew it was
right,

this

I think the arbitration
brought out by the chief joint inspectors.
committee omitted it this year because of the fact that a great
transferable,
and if a car is held up
number of commodities are not
for 36 hours, justified in repairing and cheaper than to transfer, and
I think that it would be a matter for
have a loss to the contents.
the handling lines or the chief joint inspectors to decide, as to

:
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whether you can transfer a ear or stand the chance of having a
limit of
claim for damages.
I think it would be wise to place a
time for transfer.
On certain commodities, such as glassware, which
is liable to be damaged, the expense of transfer is small as comI think it was
pared with the claim that comes in for damage.
out for that reason.
There is a time limit set on any car that
Vice-President Hanson
cannot be repaired under a certain number of hours, according to
what the car is loaded with. On a carload preferred freight, 24
hours if coal or coke, 5 days, and other freight, I believe, 72 hours.
In Chicago we started to carry out the rule
President Schultz
as framed by the A. R. A., that transfer orders will not be given
for cars that can be repaired under load, and we found it necessary
When it is
to modify it in regard to broken metal truck bolster.
broken on owner's car coming home, we do not give transfer order.
We do not expect anybody to splice sills under a loaded car unless
it be a commodity where the load does not interfere with the work.
I
move you that this association recommend to
Mr. Trapnell
the proper committee to make Rule 15 uniform by cutting out "unless otherwise agreed," and state that any car that cannot be repaired under load is the only car that transfer should be given for.
I
know that the same question was before the
Mr. Devaney
You
Just as the motion reads.
arbitration committee last summer.
We tried in St.
can transfer unless it can be repaired under load.
Louis every rule known to man on transfer, and none will satisfy
all, and I believe, from my view, if the interchange inspectors cannot interpret this rule, we will have the same trouble with a general transfer rules.
I think every locality will have to take care of
left

for the money it has
to the effort put forth
lutely laid out for us
say would be that we
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the entertainment committee.
It is due
by the local people here who had this absoin such a manner that all we would have to
have the money for it and pick out the ones
I cannot say too much for the assistance that
that seemed best.
we have received along this line.
cost

:

;

:

:

:

itself.

The motion was lost.
The following communication was read
We, as your committee, appointed to draw up a resolution for
the recommending to the M. C. B. Association, the adopting of a
:

We find in the proceedings
B. standard steam hose coupling.
of the M. C. B. Association, Vol. 47, Part No. 1, page 518 of the
1913 proceedings, that the M. C. B. Association have recommended
We suggested
a steam hose coupling as a recommended practice.
that this association make recommendation to the M. C. B. Association, that this steam hose coupling as a recommended practice,
be adopted as an M. C. B. standard, adding to it a standard locking
device, so that all steam hose couplings may be properly locked
when coupled, so as to be interchangeable.

M.

C.

J.
C.
a.

J.

GAINEY,

M. HITCH,
Kirr,
Mr. O'Donnell : I move that the report be accepted and the recommendation in the rule by the executive committee be passed on
to the Master Car Builders.

Seconded and carried.
Mr. Trapnell read the report of the executive committee as follows
The executive committee met in the mid-winter session and recommended to the arbitration committee the necessary changes in
the rules, which you will find a large number have been incorporated
:

in

the rules.

Your committee also has audited the books
urer and find the same correct as follows
Balance on hand at last audit
Received in general fund from members

of the secretary-treas-

$ 22.19

585.10

$607.29
576.10

Paid out during the year

$ 31.19
reports that they have received invitations from the following cities inviting this association to hold
their next annual convention with them
St. Louis, Atlantic City,
Detroit. San Francisco, Buffalo, Galveston, Niagara Falls, Ontario,
and Chicago, 111.
Your committee recommends that this be referred to the incoming
executive committee for their advice and decision.
We further recommend that the secretary-treasurer be authorized
to procure a past president's badge for each retiring president, the
badge to be of standard design as heretofore procured.
We further recommend that the secretary be instructed to secure
a large ledger to keep the actual standing of all membership.
We further recommend that a committee of three be appointed to
revise the constitution to report at the next meeting.
Committee:
F. W. Trapnell (chairman), A. Kipp, J. P. Carney,
C. J. Stroke, J. J. Devaney, E. R. Campbell, W. R. McMunn, J. W.

And your committee further

:

Stoll.

Election of Officers.

The following

were elected for the coming year
PresiS. & M. S., Collinwood, O.
vice-president,
& W., Middletown, N. Y. secretary-treasurer,
Stephen Skidmore, 6th and Millcreek, Cincinnati, O.
J. P. Carney
and W. J. Stoll were re-elected members of the executive committee
for two years.
William Hansen was elected a member of the executive committee to fill the unexpired term of A. Kipp (elected vicepresident), and C. W. Maddox was elected to fill the fourth vacancy
on the committee.
President Hanson
It has been my pleasure to serve this association for two years as a member of the executive committee and
one year as vice-president.
You have now elected me your president, which to me means that you have confidence in me.
In order
officers
L.

:

dent, F. H. Hanson,
A. Kipp, N. Y. O.

;

;

:

me to make a success in the office it will be necessary for me
to have the hearty co-operation of every member, and I feel that 1
will have this the same as you have given my predecessors.
1 appreciate the honor very much.
At this time I wish to say I feel
that we have not tried to increase the membership as we ought to.
While I have obtained a few members the past year, I am still satisfied that if I had given more attention to this matter I could have
done more.
I
am going to ask that each one bring in at least one
new member and as many more as possible within the next year. As
we have a meeting some place during the year, in addition to this
for

annual meeting, where we get together and h:i <
u
n
in
rnori
derstanding of the rules, and especially the changes, at which time
the executive committee gets together and considers recommendations and changes of the rules, the new features that we inaugurated
last year
that instead of having only the executive committee get
together on that occasion we would also notify all members and
have as many come to that meeting as possible; it would be beneficial.
believe that is a move in the right direction, and I also believe
I
that at our next executive meeting we will have a large representation of the members.
I hope that we will come at that time prepared to discuss any changes that we may wish to recommend to
the M. C. B. Association the following June.
I want again to thank
you for the honor that you have bestowed upon me in electing me
your president, and I hope that you will have no occasion to regret
;i

•

;

(Applause.)
Mr. O'Donnell
ciation through

it.

:
I move that we extend the thanks of this assoofficers and membership to his honor, Mayor
its
Spiegel, for his excellent address, and to the municipality of Cincinnati for the generous and kind treatment it has given us during
our sojourn here.
To the excellent gentlemen of the entertainment committee who
have labored so zealously for the social success of this convention.
To the ladies of Cincinnati for the splendid manner in which they
have taken care of our good ladies from a distance.
To the management of the Hotel Sinton for the generous and

courteous treatment they have accorded us all the while
been under the dome of this beautiful building.

we have

the president and his associate officers for the manner In which
have conducted this meeting and the patience they have exhibited during the many trying moments of the association.
We are leaving the association today with two of our old-time
members retiring from office, Mr. Trapnell and Mr. Campbell. I am
sure I encroach upon the liberty of no one when I say that the association will part with them with much regret, and we hope that
they will stay with us and give us the best they have.
We are further grateful to the trade journals, the Railway Master
Mechanic and the Railway Age Gazette, for their aid and co-operation, for all of which I ask a rising vote of thanks.
Mr. Lynch
I would like to amend the motion so as to Include
Miss Unkenholz. who has been very patient with us.
The motion was seconded and unanimously carried.
And thereupon the convention adjourned to meet in 1915 at the

To

they

:

call

of the executive committee.

LIST OF

MEMBERS

Anderson, C. G., G. C.
Canada.

F.,

C.

I.

C.

&

C. F.

ASSOCIATION.

G. T. R. R, 428 English St, London, Ont

.

Seconded by Mr.
Mr. Trapnell moved that the report be adopted.
Boutet and carried.
Mr. O'Donnell spoke in favor of holding the next convention at
Niagara Falls on the Canadian side.
Mr. Leroy Wright
The duty of the entertainment committee is
to supply amusement during the unoccupied hours for the members
and doing all we possibly can for their families. Sometimes it is a
I have always enioyed it.
?retty big job, and sometimes it is small.
do not think it is out of order at all for me to read the names of
supply
concerns
who
have
without
question
entered into the
the
supplying of the funds which gave us the opportunity of supplying
our entertainment this year. They are as follows:
American Steel Foundries.

C. S.. Asst. G. F., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 147 North Broadwav. Yonkrrs. N. Y.
Arndt. H. J., Electric Insp., G. N. R. R., 502 22nd Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Anderson J. W.. G. C. I., S. A. L., 258 Boulevard and Douglas Ave..
Port Norfolk. Va.
Ashby, J. M.. C. C. I., N. Y. P. & N. R. R., Cape Charles, Va.
Acker, C. B., G. C. F., P. S. & N. R. R., 725 Theresia St, St. Marye.

Armour &

Burke,

:

.Toyce-Kridland Co.

Co.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry
Co.

Acme Supply

Co.

McConway & Torley

Co.

W. H. Miner.
McCord & Co.
National 'Vfn'leable Castings Co.

Bettendorf Co.
Boss Nut Co.

W.

Camel Co.

Procter

P. Neikirk.

& Gamble.
Standard Heat & Ventilation

Co.
Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Co.
Standard Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.
T. H. Symington Co.
Curtain Supply Co.
Swift & Co.
Grip Nut Co.
Fnion Draft Gear Co.
Galena Signal Oil Co.
West Disinfecting Co.
Hewitt Supply Co.
Wesringhonse Air Brake Co.
Hn'o & Ki'bnrn Co.
Those firms have furnished us the finances for your entertainment at this convention, with the exception of the amount which
we turned in to the secretary as being the surplus on last year's
entertainment.
say too much for what we have received in Cincinnati.
I- cannot
In trying to elaborate on the things we have done, you might think
we could have been more entertaining, but when we start out with
the various things that we can do and the money we have to do
them with, it is something to select the things that will best occupy
We cannot always get the concessions that we have reour time.
ceived here, and we have done probably more than any other place

Adams,

Pa.
Allen. C. F., F. C. R.. Southern R. R.. Sheffield. Ala.
Poutet. H.. C. I. I., Carew Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bossert. Chas., Asst. C. I. I., 405 Grand Cent. Sta.,
St..

Chicago.

4704 Justine

111.

J. C, Foreman, Mo. Pac. R. R., 422 W. Davies St.. St. Louis.
Mo.
Baughan, T. M.. G. C. I., C. G. W. R. R.. Oelweln, Iowa.
Bunting, G. M., Foreman, Penn. L.. 1433 E. 93rd St., Cleveland, O.
Berg, A.. G. F. C. D., L. S. & M. S. R. R., 89 Park View Ave., Buffalo.

N. Y.

Blood. A.. G. F.. L. S. & M. S. R. R., 611 East 21st St, Erie, Pa.
Bennett. T., Car Foreman, C. G. W. R. R., South Park, Minn.
Ballentlne, G. F., C. I., N. P. R. R., 2554 Hayes St., Minneapolis.

Minn.

Baltz. V.. C. J. I., Wheeling Terminal R. R.. Wheeling. W. Va.
Brett, W. J., C. F.. G. T. R. R.. 119 Jackson St.. Pontiac, Mich.
Bartlett, K. J., J. C. I.. Soo Line R. R., Trout Lake, Mich.
Brandon, J., C. F., Soo Line R. R.. Portal. N. D.
Burch. R. L.. T. C. I.. K. C. S.. 619 Cotton St., Shreveport, La.
Burns, L. J.. E. I.. C. & O. R. R., The Berman, 8th and Madison
Ave., Covington, Ky.
Blackwood. J. H., G. C. I., C. & O. R. R., Huntington, W. Va.
Black. H. P., G. C. F., C. & A. R. R.. Venice, 111.
Bendixen. J. H.. Vice-Pres.. Bettendorf Axle Co., Bettendorf, Iowa.

Bradv, John. Bettendorf Axle Co., Bettendorf, Iowa.
Brownell, W. A., C. F., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 71 Hoffman
Kingston. N. Y.
Baker. F. H.. C. F., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Ravena, N. Y.
Barker, W. E.. C. C. I.. D. & H. Co., Sidney. N. Y.

St.,
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Brady,

L., G.

J.

F.

C.

D.,

&

L.

N. R. R., 1708

Greenup

St.,

Coving-

Ky.
Barnwell, J., C. C.
ton,

I., M. P. R. R., 5848 E. 11th St.. Kansas City, Mo.
C. D., F. C. D., M. & O. R. R., Cairo, 111.
H., F. C. R., M. C. R. R., 553 Victoria Ave., Niagara Falls,

Brenneman.
Baldwin.

Ont., Can.
Brannon, J., Asst. C. I. I., Carew Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Burkhard, A. A., Asst. G. F., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., West Albany.

N. Y.
Benton,

J. E., C. F., G. T. R. R.. Battle Creek, Mich
G. W.. Dist. C. I., U. T. L. R. R.. Whiting, Ind.
Bohanon, T. E., J. C. I., L. P. R. R., Fulton, La.
Burgess, C. E., 693 Ferdmand Ave., Detroit. Mich.
Bender, Otto, F. C. D., W. R. R., 215 Harbaugh Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Blackburn. R. J., C. C. I., Sou. R. R. and V. & S. W. R. R., Bulls

Bill,

Gap, Tenn.
Brinkman, J.
ton, Ky.
Bowen, L. O.,

A., F. C. R., L.

&

N. R. R., 1816

Holman

St.,

Coving-

I.,

Cerornski. P., C. F., Soo Line R. R.. Bismarck, N. D.
Carey, C. H., C. C. I., E. J. & E. R. R., 9132 Greenwood Ave., Chicago, 111.
Carnev, J. P., G. I., M. C. R. R., 1258 Wabash Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
Church, J. W., C. C. I., F. E. C. R. R., Jacksonville, Fla.
Combs, F. M., C. F.. M. & St. L. R. R., Minneapolis, Minn.
Campbell. E. R.. G. C. F., M. T. R. R., St. Paul. Minn.
Colson. A. C, Gen. Foreman, L. S. & M. S. R. R., Dunkirk, N. Y.
Carr. W. K., G. C. I., N. & M. R. R.. Roanoke, Va.
Charlton. C, Foreman. P. C. C. & St. L. R. R., Cincinnati. Ohio.
Carey. W. M.. Mill Foreman, L. S. & M. S. R. R., 548 E. 103rd Ave..
Cleveland, Ohio.
Cody. E. F.. G. C. F., 44 15th St., Logansport, Ind.
Covert, M. F., Asst. M. C. B.. S. R. L. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Cebulla. F., C. F., G. N. R. R., Superior, Wis.
Cox. W. D., T. I., W. & L. E. R. R.. Toledo. Ohio.
Costley, C. M., C. J. C. I., Cairo Terminal. Cairo. 111.
Chubb. A. J., C. J. C. I., P. M. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Coleman. John, Asst. C. I. I., 758 W. 9th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Carter. J. B.. O. F., C. & O. R. R.. Huntingtcn. W. Va.
Cross, A. B., Rep., Frost Paint & Mfg. Co., 1200 Karpen Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Curran, J. W., G. C. I., B. & O. R. R., 509 Overton St.. Newport, Ky.
Chaffe. F. W., G. C. I., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., N. Y. C. Station, Albany, N. Y.
Calkins. A. E. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Room 610 Grand Central Sta.,
New York, N. Y.
Conerly. J., G. C. F.. M. K. & T. R. R., Dennison. Texas.
Cassidv. G. F.. Foreman. N. Y. O. & W. R. R., Weehawken, N. J.
Caton. S. W., G. C. I.. W. M. R. R., Hagerstown, Md.
Corkran. II.. Billing Instructor, A. C. L. R. R., P. O. Box 542, Wilmington, N. C.
Chase. Albert, Chief M. C. B. Clerk, St. L. & S. F. R. R., 974 N.
Jefferson St., Springfield, Mo.
Crutchfiold, R. L.. Car Insp.. L. & N. R. R„ 83 Park Ave., Ludlow, Ky.
Chisman. A., C. F., P. R. R.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cressey. W. H., G. F. Terminals, 2706 B St.. So. Omaha, Neb.
Clock. Irving. Joyce-Cridland Co, Chicago. 111.
Denne. Arthur. C. J. C. I.. D. L. & W. R. R., Erie R. R., D. & H.
Co. R. R., Binghamton, N. Y.
Dunlan, H., C. P., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 127 Buffam St., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Dunkin. J. B., Foreman, L. S. & M. S. R. R., 14606 St. Clair Ave.,
Collinwood, Ohio.
Dyer, R. H., Div. C. I.. N. & W. R. R.. Portsmouth, Ohio.
Devanney. J. J.. F. C. D., T. R. R. A.. 3426 Eads Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Dyer. Jos.. C. J. I.. Erie R. R., Youngstown, Ohio.
Dermint, S. W., C. I. I., Shrc-veport. La.
Deitche. J. J., G. F., P. M. R. R.. Chicago. 111.
Decker, G. E.. C. F., G. T. R. R.. Durand, Mich.
Dormer. H. J.. G. C. F.. T. T. R. R.. 2028 Michigan St., Toledo, Ohio.
Donahue, J. P., Foreman, L. T. R. R., 310 Georgia Ave., Lorain, Ohio.
Derby, c. Sales Agt.. Joyee-Crldland Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Dunn. P. T., M. M., Penn. R. R., Wellsville, Ohio.
Deyot. Frank, Asst. G. F., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 1002 Fillmore Ave..
Buffalo, N. Y.
Dixey, J., M. C. B., D. S. D. R. R., 819 E. 90th St.. Chicago, 111.
Donahue, T. J., Foreman, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 218 Hauge St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Diebcrt. J. H., F. C. R., L. V. R. R.. 316 Fenton St.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Dodson, C. R.. G. C. F., C. R. I. & P. R. R., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Donohue, T. A., C. I., C. & O. R. R., 2588 Ring Place, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Douglas, J. H., F. C. R., W. & L. E. R. R., 189 E. Broadway, Toledo,
Ohio.
Dunn. G. T.. F. C- D., L. & N. R. R.. 529 Park Row, Inglenork, Birmingham, Ala.
Krickson. Otto, J. C. I.. N. P. R. R.. 6 N. 39th Ave. W., Duluth, Minn.
Eubanks, O. G., C. C. I., A. C. L. R. R., Montgomery, Ala.
Elliott, W. P., F. C. D.. W. F. Co.. 1218 N. 15th St., E. St. Louis, III.

Eyman,

A., C. C. E. J. & E. R. R., 112 Thaver Ave., Joliet, 111.
Etpper. J. E., Columbia Bolt & Nut Co., 4322 N. 41st St., Chicago, 111.
Ebert, H. L., U. T., L. R. R., 10021 Ave. M. So. Chicago, 111.
Emerson. C. H., M. C. B., E. J. & E. R. R., Joliet, III.
Emmerick, F., Asst., C. I. I., 842 Kenyon Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ettwein, Joe, F. C. D., L. S.
M. S. R. R., 1124 Brewster St., Erie,

T.

&

Pa.
Egolf. F. M.,
cago, 111.

Salesman, Curtain Supply Co., 320 W. Ohio

Fryer, H. H., Rep., S. C. L., 29 Live Stock Exchange, Buffalo, N. Y.
Frey, W. J., S. of M., L. S. & M. S. R. R-, Cleveland, Ohio.
Fehl, N., F. C. R., Penn. R. R., 3426 Golden Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fox, G. P., G. F. C. D., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 430 Elk St., Albany,
N. Y.
Farlling, E. S., G. F., J. S Shops, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 517 Washington Ave., Jersey Shore, Pa.
Fortune, A. J., C. F., W. R. R., 372 West Blvd., Peru, Ind.
Forche, Jos., G. C. F., L. E. & W. R. R., Lima, Ohio.
Gainey, J. J., G. C. F., C. N. O. & T. P. R. R. and A. G. S. R. R.,

Ludlow, Ky.
Givan. P. S., Foreman. L. & N. R. R., 115 E. 3rd St., Newport, Ky.
Grandstaff, C. F. B., J. C. I., B. & O. R. R., 1053 Cherry St., Wheeling, W. Va.
Gilman, G. H., M. C. B., N. P. R. R., 1421 Capitol Ave., St. Paul,

Minn.
Gratrick,
apolis,

C. F., C. L. & N. R. R., Deer Park, Ohio.
C. F., C. H. & D. R. R., 1107 Clark St., Toledo, Ohio.
Bettcher. W. H.. C. F., C. H. & D. R. R., Fountain Square Station.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Biedor, C. A., Sales Agt., N. M. Cstgs. Co., Munsey Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Bailey. J.

St.,

Chi-

Farber. A., C. F., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 51 Gerard Place, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Farrell. M.. C. I., Soo Line R. R.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Fullerton. D. K.. G. C. F., N. P. R. R.. Brainard, Minn.
Flannagan, Harrv. Chief M. C. B.. Clerk G. N. R. R., St. Paul Minn.
I'unk. John, G. C. F.. Soo Line R. R., Kolze, 111.
Farran, J. F., G. F. C. R., P. C. C. & St. L. R. R., Box 124, Terrace
Park. Ohio.
Ferguson, J. F., F. C. D., Southern R. R.. E. St. Louis, III.
Fletcher, J., G. F., C. R. I. & P. R. R., 1018 Ella Ave., Kansas City,

Kan.
Fletcher, Henry. G. C. F., Ft. W. & D. C. R. R., Childress. Texas.
Forrest, J. H.. C. F., T. & O. C. R. R., 15 Heisel St., Kenton, Ohio.
Farnum, W. E., G. C. I.. C. & E. I. R. R..- Danville, 111.

451

W.

G., C.

F.,

Soo Line R.

R.,

2632 Buckhanan

St.,

Minne-

Minn.

Greenseth, H., C. F., Soo Line R. R., 2613 Banks Ave., Superior, Wis.
Getzen, J. M., Asst. Arbitrator. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., East Buffalo,
N. Y.
Gallary, T. F., P. W. I., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 186 Fargo Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Grant. E., C. F., Stanley, N. D., U. S. A.
Griffin, J. F., C. F.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Utica. N. Y.
Giles, J. T., F. C. R., P. C. C. & St. L. R. R., Box 651, Dennison,
Ohio.
Govert. W. M., T. C. I., E. J. & E. R. R., Scherville, Ind.
Gainey, M. M., C. F„ C. N. O. & T. P. R. R., 43 Oak St. Ludlow, Ky.
Giblin, T. E., C. F., C. & A. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Hanson. F. H., Asst. M. C. B.. L. S. & M. S. R. R., 639 E. 101st St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Hornby. S.. C. F.. G. T. R. R., 2015 Port Huron. Mich.
Hitch, C. M., G. C. I., C. H. & D. R. R., Central Union Station, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Halbert, M. W.. C. I. I.. Relay Depot. East St. Louis, 111.
Head. Eugene. C. C. C. Dept., W. R. R., Springfield. 111.
Hurlev. S. P., C. F.. N. P. R. R., Minneapolis, Minn.
Helwig, P. W.. G. C. F., M. & St. L. R. R., Cedar Lake Shop, Minneapolis, Minn.
Holcroft, W. H., G. C. F., M. K.

&

T. R. R., 1824 Felix Ave., Parsons,

Kan.

Hall, E. H., Div.. G. F., C. & A. R. R., 4458 Green Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Heil. W. G., F. C. D., M. K. & T. R. R., 306 College Ave., Rosedale,

Kan.
Hogan, M.

„ „

L. V. R. R., 434 Clark St., Waverly. N. Y.
Hewitt. C. C. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. 243 Maple St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Hogsett. J. W., C. I. I., Ft. Worth, Texas.
Howe, E.. G. F., M. C. R. R., Box 407. Bridgeburg, Ont., Canada.
Harvey, H. H., G. C. F., C. B. & Q. R. R., 4420 North Winchester
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hill. H., Foreman. C. C. C. & St. L. R. R.. Elmwood, Ohio.
Hodgson, J. L.. M. C. B., G. T. P., 1044 McMillan Ave., Winnipeg,
F., A. C.

F.,

Man.. Canada.
Heinecke. C. C. Asst. Foreman, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 209 3rd St.,
Union Hill, N. J.
Hittahiddle. O. P., Asst. G. F., W. R. R., 7th St. and Western Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Hansen. Wm.. C. J. I., Room 56 Union Depot. Denver, Colo.
Hood. W. S.. C. C. I.. A. C. L. R. R.. P. O. Box No. 3, Pinners, Va.
Holze. H.. C. F., M. C. R. R., 1517 Indiana Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Hilhorn, A. M., Foreman, I. C. R. R., 1120 N. 15th St., Birming-

ham. Ala.
Herhster, A., F. C. R., L. S. & M. S. R. R., Cleveland. Ohio.
Hacking, E.. G. F G. T. P. R. R., Transcona. Man.. Canada.
Hanlon. M. J.. C. I., P. C. C. & St. L. R. R., 2645 Columbia Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
„
Hooper, B. C, Rep.. Grip Nut Co., 663 McCormack Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Honk-ins. C. C. Rep.. Amer. Steel Foundries, 202 Society for Savings
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
„ .
Holmes, Wm., Res. Mngr., Galena Signal Oil Co., 811 Union Central
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Johnson. A., C. F., A. S. D., 7402 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.
Justis, J. I.. Spec. Insp.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Room 1514 Grand
Cent. Terminal, New York. N. Y.
_ „
Jennings, J., J. C. I., E. P. & J. R. R., 417 N. El Paso St., El Paso,
,

Tpxas
Jorgensen, O., C. F., N. P. R. R.. 957 Desota St., St. Paul, Minn.
Johnston, W. D. M. M.. C. H. & D. R. R.. Ivorydale, Ohio.
Kipp, A., G. C. I.. N. Y. O. & W. R. R.. Middletown, N. Y.
Kyle, T.. Foreman, N. Y. C. & H. R.. High Bridge, N. Y.
Erush, H.. C. F.. Soo Line, Manitowoc. Wis.
Kin^ A., F. C. R., G. T. R. R.. 2310 23rd St.. Port Huron, Mich.
Kemmet. M. A.. G. C. F.. C. R. R. of N. J. R. R.. Ashley, Pa.
Kinter, J. H., Foreman Car Inspectors, Enola. Pa.
Lvnch, G.. C. I. I., Erie Depot, Cleveland. Ohio.
Livingston, G. C, C. F., H. V. R. R., 664 South Hawley St., Toledo,
Ohio.
Lindquist. H., C. F., G. N. R. R., St. Paul, Minn.
Lang, C. W.. C. F., C. C. C. & St. L. R. R., 2885 Erie Ave., Hyde
Park. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Luten. W. R., G. C. F.. C. G. W. R. R., Oelwein, Iowa.
Luriford, G., C. F., Soo Line R. R., 1121 Churchill Ave., St. Paul.

Minn.
Lindman.
Lindner,

Larson,

F. C. R., L. S. & M. S. R. R., Youngstown, Ohio.
F. C. R.. Penn. R. R., Elrama. Pa.
A., C. J. L, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Exchange St., Buffalo.
S.,

W. C,

N. Y.
Lightner. H. A., G. C. F.. I. C. R. R.. E. St. Louis. 111.
Lau?blin. G. F.. Supt. A. C. L. R. R., Chicago. 111.
Lambert. W. H.. Dist. Insp., U. T. L. R. R., Box 614. Lima, Ohio.
Langston. J. W., M. F., St. L. S. W. R. R., 217 Cotton St., Shreveport, La.
LewK R. W.. C. C. I.. I. C. R. R.. Birmingham. Ala.
Lnrrick. A. J.. C. F., B. & O. R. R.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Longdon, M., C. F., B. & O. R. R.. 2452 W. 6th St.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Millhurn. W. G.. C. J. I., 725 North Main St., Fostoria, Ohio.
Martin. H. A.. G. C. F., B. & A. R. R.. Milo Junction, Maine. Md.
Maurer. H. W., F. C. I., Soo Lines, 1000 24th Ave. N. E., Minneapolis. Minn.
Mauphin. L., Foreman. Room 412 Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Moore, J.. Clerk. G. T. R. R.. Durand. Mich.
Meek, A. S., 1306 Rosewelt St., Bloomineton. HI.
Meek, A. S.. 1306 Roosevelt St.. Bloomington. 111.
Mayer, W. H., Supt.. G. A. C. Co., Box 192 Sand Springs. Okla.
Mvers. F. L., F. C. R.. Van R. R.. 3900 Linden Are.. E. St. Louis, 111.
Malone, J. B.. F. C. R.. C. & O. R. R. of Ind., 2588 Ring Place, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
Mooney,

\V. D,, Div. G. P., L. S. i M. S. R. R.. Collinwood Shops.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Martin. Geo., Rep.. N. M. Cstss. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Mansker, K. W.. F. ML P. & C. D., H. & T. C. R. R., Bos 116 Lampasas. Texas.
Morris. Fred. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 143 Elmendorf St.. Kingston.

N.

Y.

Morrison. E. D.. G. F., B. & O. R. R., Martinsburg, W. Va.
Maddox. C. W.; C. C. I.. C. & O. R. R.. 309 N. 28th St.. Richmond. Va.
Marquart. R. H.. C. F.. B. & O. R. R.. 410 X. 14th St.. E. St Louis. 111.
Mann. S.. C. P., 2'.'4 West Grand Boulevard. Detroit. Mich.
Martin, P. A.. A. S. Foundry. 202 Society for Savings. Cleveland.
Ohio.
Mathav. H.. L. ft C. F.. B. R. R.. 152S Chestnut St.. Erie. Pa.
Mathews. F.. Asst.. C. I. I., 6127 Honore St., Chicago. 111.
Malonev. J.. C. I.. T. P. & W. R. R.. Peoria. 111.
Monaean. C. E C. I.. D. ft R. G. R. R., 170 Poplar Ave.. Ogden,
Utah.
Martin. L..
C. B. C. B. & O. R. R.. Baltimore, Md.
Miller. C. J.. M. C. B. C. B. & O. R. R.. A. of D.. Baltimore. Md.
Myer. H. W.. C. P., B. & O. R. R.. "UOl Spring Grove Ave., Cincin..

M

nati. Ohio
Mitchell, J. R..
cago, 111.

McMunn.
Grand

\Y.

R.

p..

Miner

H.

AY.

C. to S. R.

R.. C.

Cent. Terminal.

S..

New

Co.,

X. Y. C.

667,

&

Rookery Bldg,

H. R. R. R..

Chi-

Room 1514

York.

F. C. D.. B. & O. R. R.. Cleveland. Ohio.
McBav. Wm.. M. C. B. Acet., G. T. P. R. R.. Transcona. Man.. Canada.
McNee, P. 8., G. P., C. B. ft Q. R. R.. St. Paul. Minn.
Macpherson. A. F.. Vice-Pres.. Bettendorf Axle Co.. Bettendorf. Iowa.
McDonald, Geo.. Dist. C. I., C. R. I. & P. R. R., 32 Xorth Boeke St..
Kansas Citv. Mo.
McCormack. J. E.. G. C. F.. Sou. R. R.. Box 59 Spencer, X. C.
McBrian. Jas.. Dist C. L. C. R. I. & P. R. R., 423 So. Min. St..
Shawnee. Okla.. 521 X. Aydelotte St.
McCaffertv. E. F.. D. F.. C. BL ft D. R. R.. Dayton. Ohio.
McArthur. C. R.. ;. P., C. R. I. & P. R. R., 1S11 E. Prairie Ave..

McGreevev. P.

J.,

•

Louis. Mo.
I. ML, Supt.. G. A. C. Co.. East Chicago. Ind.
Niebaus. R. H., F. C. D., Wab. R. R.. 4135 Flad Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Nightingale. H.. C. F.. <;. T. R. R.. Elsdon. Iowa.
Xaery. J. S.. G. C. P., C. I. ft L. R. R.. LaFayette, Ind.
Xewby. J. T.. T. C. L. M. & O. R. R.. Mobile. Ala.
Nowieskv. J., F. C. D.. X. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., 132 Person St.. Buffalo. X. Y.
Nelson. J. C_ C. I.. G. T. R. R.. 725 12th St.. Port Huron. Mich.
Xordquist. Chas., F. C. D.. C. ft E. R. R., 5518 S. Peoria St.. Chicago, 111.
Nagle. John. C. F.. M. C. R. R.. Xiles. Mich.
Nix. E. A.. G. C. P., I. C. R. R.. Memphis, Tenn.
O'Donnell, T. J.. Arbitrator. N. F. C. I. A. R. R.. Buffalo. N. V.
O'Neil, R.. F. C. R.. C. H. & D. R. R., Davton, Ohio.
O'Brien. W. J.. M. M.. K. & M. R. R.. Middleport. Ohio.
St.

McXalbv.

.1.
E.. S. M. P. & ML C. B.. A. A. R. R.. Owosso. Mich.
Olberding. A. G.. Local Mngr.. A. B. S. & Fdry. Co., 1310 Traction
Bldg. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Pearce, H. C. C. F.. I. C. R. R.. 240 Walnut St., Freeport. 111.
Patrick. A. ML, J. I.. B. & M. and D. & H. Co. R. R.. 21- North 3rd
Ave.. Mechanicsville, N. Y.
Patton, R. E.. C. F.. G. T. R. R.. 226 Columbus St., Grand Haven.

Osmer.

Mich.
Palmer. V. J.. F. C. D., L. S. & M. S. R. R.. 1526 W. Indiana Ave.,
Elkhart. Ind.
Pendleton, E., C. I. I„ All Lines. Union Station. Peoria. 111.
Pfister. .T. G., G. C. F.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. 304 Park Ave.. Syracuse.

X.

Y.
Plummer, V. L.. Div. F.. O. W. R. R. & X. Co.. Huntington. Ore.
Plummer. A. K.. G. C. F.. C. B. i Q. R. R.. Western Ave.. Chicago. 111.
Parker, P., Div. Gen. Foreman. C. I. & S. R. R.. Kankakee. 111.
Pigeon. W., F. C. I.. D. S. & W. R. R.. Ill Gibson St., Buffalo. X. Y.
Powell. H. G.. C. F.. N. & W. R. R.. 3612 Clarian Ave.. Cincinnati.

Ohio.
Paul. H. G. F. C. D.. S. T. L. & M. B. R. R.. 311 X. 19th St., St.
Louis, Mo.
Quinn. W.. C. F., P. C. C. & St. L. R. R, Pendleton Shops. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Retan. L. H. C. C. A. A. R. R.. Owasso. Mich.
Rogers. J. H.. C. I.. Soo Line R. R.. Pembine. Wis.
Rasmussen. ,1.. C, P., «;. N. R. R.. Minneapolis Jet.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Robertson, H. ML, Shop Supt.. N. P. R. R.. St. Paul. Minn.
Robertson. E. J.. S. c. D.. Soo Line R. R., Shoreham Shop, Minneapolis.

Minn.

Remmick.

B..

Ratcliff. C.

R.

J. H.. C. C. to M. C.
V.. G. C. I.. C. ft O.
Rudowsky. C. A.. F. I.. X.
C.

Y

ft

X. P. R. R.. St. Paul. Minn.
Covington, Ky

R

Box 3S3 White

F.

As-t.

T..

C.

I.

Plains.

1620 Washington Ave., Ft.

Worth, Texas.
Rausher.

Asst.. C. I. I.. 416 Hoge St.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Roem. C. C. C. to M. C. B.. X. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Mott Haven
Car Shops. NVw York. N. Y.
Ruprecht. Gus, C. I.. G. T. R. R.. R. F. D. 3, Port Huron. Mich.
Rairdan. T. A.. N. C. ft St. L. R. R.. Cravens Yards. 106 Madison St..
J..

Chattanooga, Tenn.
P., I. I.. X. Y. C. & H. R. R., Battle Ave.. White Plain-.
X. Y.
Reed. Jas.. M. C. B.. L. S. & M. S. R. R.. Chicago. 111.
Ramsdell. T. ML, M. C. B.. O. R. R. ft N. Co.. Portland. Ore.
Roddie. E. C. G. F.. 111. Cent. R. R.. New Orleans. La.
Rings. J.. C. F.. H. V. R. R.. Yallev Crossing. Ohio.
Robertson. W.. F. C. D.. C. of Ga. R. R.. Columbus. Ga.
Rairden. J. W.. C. I., C. N. O. & T. P. R. R., 301 Anderson Ave.,

Rudowsky.

Chattanooga. Tenn.
Ridalls. C. T.. G. C. F.. C. P. R. R.. 549 Quebec St.. London, Ont.
Roberts. A.. Rep.. Grip Xut Co.. Nashville. Tenn.
Skidmor^. S
F. C. R., Big Four R. R., 6th and Mill Creek, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Schults. F. C. C. I. I.. Chi. Car Interchange Bureau, 405 Grand Cent.
.

Sta..

Chicago.

Schultz.

A.

E..

Chicago. 111..
Schrader. J. R.. G.
Stoll.
Stoll.

W.
W.

J., C.
J.. C.

I.
I.

C.

C.

I..

C.

I.

B..

409 Grand Central

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Mott Haven.
Toledo. Ohio. 22S Terminal Bldg.
22-. Terminal Bldg.. Toledo, Ohio.

P.,
I..
I

.

J. C. J. C. F..
Andes Ave. Geneva.

Scott.

Schuler. F. X.. F.
burn, X. Y.

I.

I..

X. Y. C.
N. Y.

X

Y.

C.

&

II.

& H.

R.

R. R. R.
R.

R..

and

L.

V.

Xew
R.

20 Ynnw.den

Sta..

No.

York.

R..

V.

C.

H. R.

ic

I;.

90 Ideal

R..

Buf-

St.,

C.

U..

I..

Ashtabula, Ohio.

1.

C.

Scheibel. P.

&

C. C. Dept., X. Y. C.

H. R. R.

Car Shops, East Buffalo. N. Y.
Stark. J. L.. Rep., Chi.-Cleveland Car Roofing
Chicago.
Stachewicz.

Swanson.
Kan.

B.. G. F..
X.. S. C. T..

J.

C.

535 Ry. Ex. Bldg..

&

E.

R.

R.,

Topeka.

St.,

408 N. 14th

St.,

E.

St.

111.

H.

Stuff.

Co.,

42 Stanley Ave..

Erie Car Works. Erie. Pa.
A. T. & S. F. R. R.. 130 Clay

Shaver. C. B.. F. C. D.. St. L.
Louis.

R.,

111.

F.

B..

C.

R..

Penn. R.

N.

T. C.

3462 Linwood Ave, Cincinnati.

R..

Ohio.

Shvne.

F. C.
N. Y.

J.,

Buffalo.

I.,

& H.

R.

R. R.. 23 Littlefleld Ave.. E.

Simpson. P.. Supt. Eqpt.. I. R. C. R. R.. Lawrenceville, Ind.
Shunk. F. R.. C. F.. G. T. R. R.. Valparaiso, Ind.
Sweelev. E. A.. M. C. B., S. A. L. R. R.. Portsmouth. Va.
Senser. J. W.. M. C. B., L. S. & M. S. R. R., Collinwood, Ohio, 586
E 103rd St., Cleveland. Ohio.
Straight. C. R.. F. C. I.. N. V. C. & H. R. R. R., Marsh Hill. Pa.
Smnllwood. C. H.. C. I. I., Soo Line and I. C. R. R.. Memphis. Tenn.
Stansberry, H.. C. F.. C. H. & D. R. R.. 6th and Baymiller St..
Ohio.

Cincinnati,

C. L.. Asst. G. Mnsr.. St. L. R. C. L. R. R., St. Louis. Ho.
Spoor. C. E.. M. C. B.. B. & S. R.. Galeton. Pa
Sinaletcn. A., H. V. R. R.. Columbus, Ohio.
Swepston. E. G.. G. C. I.. B. & O. R. R.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Sheehan, J. T.. G. C. I.. C. of Ga. R. R.. Savannah, Ga.
Schlacks. W. J., Rep.. McCord & Co., People's Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Schwartz.

Trapnell, F. W.. C. I. I., All Lines, Kansas Citv. Mo.
Thompson. C. W.. F. C. D.. X. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., S3 Water St..
Lyons. X. Y.
Thayer. R. E.. Asst. Meeh. Editor. Ry. Age Gazette, 608 Dearborn St..
Chicago. 111.
Thonby. R. K.. F. C. D.. A. C. L. R. R.. Charleston. S. C.
TenBroeck, L. J., Foreman, D. & H. and N. Y. O. Jt W. R. R., Sidney.

N

Y.

C, D.

Totten, E.
N.

G. C.

P.,

N.

Y. C.

& H. R.

R.

R..

Ridgefield Park.

J.

F., A. A. R. R.. 115 Monarch St. Toledo. Ohio.
C. D.. X. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Rochester, X. Y.
Teed. Frank. G. C. F.. B. ft O. R. R.. Washington. Ind.
Vittirm, J. E., C. I. I.. All Lines. 396 Xorth High St., Columbus.

Treacv. Geo., C.
Tvler."

W.

F..

F.

Ohio.

Vernon. C. H. A. F. I.. Van R. R.. 1028 X. 15th St.. E. St. Louis, 111.
Westall. W., G. F. F. R.. L. S. & M. S. R. R.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Whitnev. C. ML, Cleves R. F. D.. Miami. Ohio.
Weale. J. H., F. C. D.. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. W. 65th St., New
York. N. Y.
Wallace, Wm., C. F., L. S. ft M. S. R. R.. 1370S Rugley Rd.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Welson. Robt.. C. F., Soo Line R. R.. Manistique. Mich.
Warnholz. L. H.. C. P.. G.
R. R.. Sioux City. Iowa.
Watts. Geo., C. I.. Xat'l Stock Yards. E. St. Louis. 111.
Welson. W.. C. F.. Soo Line R. R.. Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

X

Willis. E.. C. I., G. T. R. R.,
Wilson. W. R., G. F. C. D..

ville.

387 Xorth Saginaw St.. Pontiac. Mich.
L. S. & M. S. R. R.. 103 Emery St..

86
Au-

J.

C.

I.,

L.

S.

& M.

S.

R. R.. R. F. D. 43, Green-

Pa.
C. J..

G. C. P., Belt Rv. of Chicago. S3rd St. and Vincennes

Road. Chicago. 111.
Wilcox. A. P.. M. C.
Buffalo,

B..

Jacob Dold Packing Co., 1834 Seneca St,

X. Y.
H., C.

F.. P. M. R. R.. 22^ Colbourne St.. London. Ont..
Canada.
Weber. G. A.. C. C. D.. L. S. & M. S. R. R.. 539 W. 17th St.. Erie, Pa.
Wright. W. S.. (;. C. P., St. L. & B. E. R. R.. E. St. Louis. 111.
Weiss. J.. F. C. R.. C. H. ft D. R. R.. 524 Linden Ave.. Elmwood

Woollatt.

Place, Ohio.
Wilson. R. D.. Asst. C. C. I.. P. & R. R. R.. 154 W. Windsor
Reading. Pa.
Williams. J. W.. As*t. C. F.. P. S. & N. R. R.. Angelica. X. Y.

Wiegman.

E.

H..

Billing Instr.. A. C. L. R. R.. 720

Market

St..

St..

Wil-

mington, N. C.
Wilson. Z. B.. G. F. C.

D.. Southern R. R.. Box 693 Knoxville, Tenn.
Woollatt. X.. C. M. C. B. C. B. & O. R. R., Baltimore. Md.
Williamson. G. B.. M. C. R. C. P.. ft O. R. R.. 432 X. Payson St..
Baltimore. Md.
Woodward, L. X.. C. I., L. S. & M. S. R. R.. 208 Chester St, Buffalo.

X. Y.
J.. 1268 Main St.. Rochester, N. Y.
Walsh. W. C. Rep., American Steel Foundries. McCormack Bldg.. Chi-

Westervelt.

Wrieht.

111.

L.

Exchange

St..

X.

V

cago.

111.

Asst

1-"..

M. C. R. R.. 1414 South St., Toledo, Ohio.
E. J. & E. R. R.. Joliet, 111.
Sinsleton. W. L.. M. C. B., F. E. C. R. R.. St. Augustine, Fla.
Setzkorn. C. G. F.. A. R. T. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sutton, W. E., C. F.. L. V. R. R.. 445 Broad St.. Waverlv. N
Stenholm, G., C. I.. Soo Line R. R.. Escanaba. Mich.
Stuttard. F.. C. I., G. T. R. R.. Pontiac. Mich.
Snvder. F.. C. F.. Soo Line R. R., Rhinelander. Wis.
Spain. R.. F.. G. T. R. R.. Durand. Mich.
Spaulding. W., Foreman, L. V. R. R.. Athens. Pa.
Sbermanr W. H.. T. I., G. T. R. R.. Port Huron. Mich.
Shamp. Wm., G. I., C. B. & Q. R. R.. Aurora. 111.
Seabnrger, R.. Asst. Foreman. G. T. R. R.. Durand. Mich.
Schaller. A.. A. B. I.. G. T. R. R.. 705 13th St.. Port Huron, Mich.
Sinser. A., C. I. I.. Texarkana, Texas.
Smith. C. D., Foreman. X. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Cornwell on Hudson.
X. Y.
Scullion, T. B.. A<>t. C. P., N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.. Ravena. X. Y.
Schaefer. N.. Foreman. Cin. Eq. Co., 90 Linden St.. Ludlow, Ky.
silk. E. E.. Bettendorf Axle Co.
Smvth. T. P.. C. P., O. S. L. R. R.. Pocatello. Idaho.
St. Cyr. A. T.. Asst. F. L. L. S. & M. S. R. R.. 52 Cook St., R. F. I>.
F.

i,..

.1.

Sapp. W. C. T. C.

Wvmer.
Lines.

All

I..

c;.

Y.

Toledo. Ohio.

X. Y.
Rice.

Stoker

A

J..

Williamson. W. D.,

.

H. R. R. R.,

Stroke. C.
falo. N.

September, 1914

Rep.. National Malleable Casting
S..
Bldg.. Chicago. 111.
P., Rep.. American Steel Foundries.

Wallace. W.
Chicaso. 111.
Zubold, A.. G. C.

Co.,

311

Railway

McCormack

Bldg..

I., H. V. R. R.. 617 Outlook Bldg.. Columbus. Ohio.
Zielke. W. C. C. I.. G. T. R. R.. 2212 15th St.. Port Huron. Mich.
Zachritz, G. P.. G. C. I.. Soo Line R. R.. Excelsior, Minn,
/.orin. C. G. C. I.. Soo Line R. R.. Stevens Point, Wis.

Zweibel. C. A.. G. F. C. D.. A. C. L. R. R.. Jacksonville. Fla.
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one of the most trying periods of our railway history.

ex-

demands of employes whose organizations are taking

orbitant

every advantage of certain political trends, added to the dilatory

and confiscatory rulings of law makers and commissions,
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cuts are not economical.

are unable to take advantage of

opportunities to put into effect plans for improvements in methods

and equipment which would be money savers from the
simply because they

an

call for

start,

initial outlay.

Realizing that these conditions must change, the more reliable,
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grounded supply manufacturers are going ahead in the

solidly

development of new devices and methods and in the improvement
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know

that you

are helpless, but they do need your moral support if they are to
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pany, at

and

you buy

insisting that

supplies, for they

to

the

Com-

Chicago.

go ahead in the improvement of the

Most of you are

art.
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ing that support and deserve credit for that assistance.
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ers
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increased the efficiency of their various details of equipment ex-

pecting your moral support
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now and a more

therefore your
see

tangible species of

duty owing to the art of
each supply representative

legitimate reason for his call and that you

To

facturer

is

proposition the consideration

Railway Supply Manu-

Traveling Engineers' Convention
Grinding Wheel Safety

It

later.

American railroading, that you
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Officer;

have found to be the most progressive in the past,

because they have, undaunted by conditions and discouragement,
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the re-

have to begin there with most of the manufactur-

will not

who has

Chicago, October, 1914

Upon

turn of prosperity none of you wish to begin where you left off

support
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Had

have to buy, and in large quantities.

conditions continued prosperous without cessation, improvement in

power, car equipment,
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the offices of railway officers for hours and days, hoping for the

opportunity to present arguments for the sale and standard adoption of devices

and methods which you have carefully worked out

at considerable expense of time and labor.

found

it

You have sometimes

impossible to obtain opportunity to demonstrate superi-

ority which

you knew you possessed because the

reach was too busy to give
did not dare initiate a

it

officer

you must

the proper attention, and because he

movement which might handicap him

in

keeping every piece of equipment in service in supplying the de-

mands

A

of

traffic.

return to conditions of ultra-prosperity

longer the return

is

We

way

as above, and

the

are sincere in our remarks addressed to the rail-

we

believe that you are not laying

in discouragement because actual orders are small
or

inevitable,

postponed the more marked will be the im-

provement.
officers,

is

down

and infrequent,

because you infer that your efforts in the development of

improvement are not appreciated.

bend every
officer in

effort at this time to

We

believe

devices.

We

up

to

you to

inform every interested railway

the country of your activity in

and labor-saving

it is

believe that

new economy-producing
you have better oppor-

tunity at the present time for securing the attention and consideration of those

who

show them, base

will, later,

their

taking advantage of what you now

recommendations for future purchases upon

—
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what you now teach them, than you

The conclusion

obvious:

is

have again.

will ever

only

If you have an improvement which

with the hope of securing immediate

officer

orders; but if your proposition does require initial outlay, visit

him with the idea of securing

approval and therefore his

his

guarantee of recommendation at the proper time.

second annual convention of the Traveling Engineers' Association,

it is

living

up

for the value of the subjects which

which

gives to their discussion

it

The

mechanical association.

They are

point.

new

the

As

It

is

noted

chooses and for the time

in fact,

;

puts in more working hours at

it

to that motto.

it

it

can be safely said that
than any one other

its sessions

discussions are practical and to the

so specific that the

members can go home and put

which they have gained into practical operation.

ideas

indicative of the

way

in

which the association

regarded,

is

it

will

be noticed in the report that there was an addition of 130 new

to the leeture on the chem-

combustion by A. G. Kinyon was also very significant.

istry of

shows that the members are getting down to the
tion of proper combustion

how

in order to find out

That

of the coal.

is

the problem on

loss as possible.

That

is

Engineers' Association

It

of

is

with

protection

hoods,

American locomotives today
power with as

but

on the many old grinding wheels

There

is,

and

band protection devices and safety engineers and

clusive tests along this line.

The breakage of the wheel

is

not the only danger to the operator

of the grinding wheel, for small particles, by flying off and strik-

ing the eye,

may

—indeed,

in

some

operator than a larger piece might.
the operator

do more damage to the

cases,

So

it is

who does any grinding on rough

highly important that
castings, etc., should

be provided with goggles, which will protect the most valuable and
sensitive portion of his

body from injury.

The

loss

of eyesight,

the loss of the ability to comprehend the world in which he lives,

the greatest misfortune which can befall a man.

is

the use of protection devices for the eyes of

extended rapidly.

Their value

is self-evident

Fortunately,

workmen has been

and cannot be ques-

But there are many old grinding wheels throughout the

country -which need better protection.

That grinding wheel may

break today.

scientific explana-

ounce of energy possible out

to transform the heat units of the coal into

provided

fully

manufacturers should be able to get together and make some con-

THE RAILWAY RATE

and are studying the matter carefully

to get every

quite

need for work

true, considerable divergence in opinions as to the design

tioned.

members during the four days of the convention.
The attendance and attention given

is

which are to be found in every shop and which are often inade-

motto "to

its

improve the locomotive engine service of American railroads," and
can be truly said that

are

where there

strength

Elsewhere in this issue will be found a report of the twenty-

it

to provide protection even if the

quately equipped with band or other protection devices.

Traveling Engineers' Convention

This association has for

is

The grinding wheels placed on the market today by the manufacturers

it is

recently held at Chicago.

to be absolutely safe

wheel does break.

does not require additional outlay on the part of the railway,
visit the railway

way

October, 1914

CASE.

The decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
five per cent rate increase case comes far from solving the problem
of American railroads.
The increase granted will bring some

little

additional income to the railroads operating within the favored

a part of the work to which the Traveling

income thus gained will not be sufficient to offset
it be of such magnitude
that the investing public will be guaranteed fair return on railroad

is

dedicated and

is

it

doing

it

territory, but the

the ever-rising cost of operation, nor will

well.

securities.

Grinding Wheel Safety

A

mas? of

minute

brittle

certainly

is

material moving at the rate of a mile a

capable

causing

of

great

damage and

would seem that such a mechanism would be one of the
sitions to be looked into in a

propo-

first

"Safety First" movement.

it

Unfor-

tunately grinding wheels have not always been given the attention

The grinding wheel

they should.

shop and

a piece of apparatus which

is

make use

a necessary adjunct to every

is

There

of.

is

many shop men have

nothing complicated about

along smoothly and the average

man

has

little

it.

to

runs

It

conception of the

tremendous amount of energy which that swiftly moving mass
So not a great deal of attention

represents.

is

paid to

it

until

some day something happens which brings a realization of the dan-

The attitude of the public and the Government must be
changed from suspicion and distrust to confidence and liberality.

ger involved.

The manufacturers of grinding wheels
responsibility which rests

are fully alive to the

upon them to make

wheels which will

stand the strain to which they are to be subjected.
is

Every wheel

carefully tested at considerably higher speeds than will be re-

quired of

kept on

wheels

in the shop

it

may

and a complete record of each wheel

However, there are many ways

file.

be

damaged and broken, such

in

is

which even perfect

as imperfect mounting,

running at too high a speed, overheating the wheel by heavy
grinding, improper adjustment of the work rest or as the result of

being struck by a heavy casting.

formed as

to

After having the petition of 112 eastern railroads, embraced
what is known as Official Classification Territory, asking for a
flat five per cent increase in freight rates under advisement for
more than a year, the Interstate Commerce Commission handed
down its decision. An increase of five per cent on sixty-five per
cent of the freight traffic was allowed to those roads within the
Central Freight Association Territory.
This in itself constitutes
a moral victory for the railroads and gives promises of better
treatment at the hands of the Commission in the future, since
it
is a practical reversion from the popular restrictive policy
pursued by the Commerce Commission since its establishment. It
partly carries out the assurances of the railroads in 1912 by Chairman Prouty of the Commission that if the time comes when it will
be necessary to allow some increases in transportation charges it
will be the duty of the Commission to permit that advance.
in

what

is

bad practice

Shop men should be fully
in

in-

grinding wheel operation,

but even at that carelessness cannot be entirelv eliminated and the

If the investing public
securities,

new

is

not assured of a fair return on railroad

capital will not be forthcoming

of the country will be unable to

handle constantly increasing

and the railroads

make improvements necessary

traffic.

to

Either rates must go up or

wages which have been repeatedly raised by successive arbitrations
An industry cannot be
with labor unions, must come down.
profitable.
oppressed beyond the point where it is
In 1900, it cost the carriers 64.62 cents in operating expenses
In 1913, the carriers were forced
expend 71.77 cents to obtain one dollar in revenue. Cost of
operation had gone up and rates had come down. If the cost of
operation had remained permanent in 1900 the revenue of the
petitioning carriers in 1913 would have been $100,000,000 more
than it was. American Industries.
to get one dollar in revenue.

to

'

—
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enfq^eare A<£o This

house foreman, of course, did not have any repairs peculiar to
that engine and he scurried around and got from the home company the necessary stuff, and then to protect himself should another

Month

(From the Files.)
of New York City, has been

455

occasion occur, he ordered a duplicate of the cylinder head, bull

which happened to be the parts needed, and carried
were
still on hand when he was pensioned.
Of course that tramp engine
never came that way again and the probabilities are that that
class has long been made obsolete.
As our traveling storekeepers go over the road, following Mr.
Gerber 's plan, let them communicate with the car repair foreman
who at some time had received a foreign car, for which he did not
have an exact center plate, etc., but in order to avoid future occurrences has ordered in and carried the particular casting until
you can scrape off four or five layers of rust with a penknife.
Camp out with that fellow until you get him to see the right way
to do things.

elected president

ring,

etc.,

of the Minneapolis & St. Louis.
Orlando Stewart, formerly superintendent of motive power of the
Fitchburg Eoad, has been appointed superintendent of motive

them

in his local storehouse for nine years; or rather they

"William L. Bull,

power and machinery of the Bangor & Aroostook, with headquarters
Mr. Stewart has been for many years one of the
at Oldtown, Me.
leading mechanical railroad officials of New England and a prominent member of the New England railroad clubs, before which he
has read many important and interesting papers. He is treasurer
The
of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.
Bangor & Aroostook now operates nearly 200 miles of road and
about 60 will be completed this fall. Mr. Stewart expects to erect

new shops for the company next

spring.

George B. Harper, general superintendent of the Kentucky Midland,

is

now operating that road

as receiver.

Doughty, a locomotive engineman on the Truckee division
of the Southern Pacific, has been nominated by the Eepublicans of
Nevada as their candidate for congressman.
James Maglenn has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Seaboard Air Line. This is another step in the concentration of the management of the roads operated under this
organization. It has been previously marked by the appointment
J. C.

manager and the abolishing of the

of a general

division superin-

Heretofore the mechanical department of each of the
roads included in the route has been in charge of the master
mechanic. Mr. Maglenn has held the office for nearly 20 years
on the Carolina Central. His headquarters have been at Laurin-

tendencies.

burgh, N. C, but under the new order will be removed to Baleigh.
John S. McCrum, superintendent of motive power and machinery
of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis at Kansas City, has

resumed his

official

duties after an absence of a year on account

of poor health.

Morris has resigned as general foreman of the Louisville &
Nashville shops at New Orleans to accept a position in the WestS. J.

The managements realize that delays are bad, but they are
more willing and offer less criticism when delayed than in former
years, simply because they have got to contend with the

element, and every railroad as yet at least

"None

human

to have

some

"None to Rot Out,"
worth of material that rots.
Let us go through our lumber yard or inspection point where car
repairers maintain dead woods, peculiar to foreign cars.
See if
we cannot find some that have been on hand so long that a bolt
or nut would pull through them if they were properly fastened.
Six months ago if our management had to come out and told
us that we would be operating our departments as we are today,
we would have thought it impossible. How much further we have
got to go, is hard to tell. Let us be prepared, however, to go the
limit and be loyal to those we are representing. Fair and square
with a fellow, who is up against it for material. Do not cut requisitions unfairly, but follow the conditions at the point where the
material is called for, and we will meet with a hearty pat on the
back from the fellows who are worrying over the financial end of
the companies employing us. Railway Storekeeper.
to Rust

Out"

applies equally to the

and we have thousands of

dollars'

USE OF POWDERED FUEL.

J.

Houston, Tex.
John Henney, Jr., superintendent of motive power of the New
Haven system of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, has also
been appointed superintendent motive power of the Old Colony system to succeed James N. Lauder, deceased. Headquarters Boston,

bound

delays.

ern of Alabama.

D. Begg, who has for a number of years been a machinist in
the shops of the Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo at Columbus,
O., has been appointed master mechanic of the Southern Pacific at

is

Fuel economy and the intimately associated problem of smoke
abatement are receiving much attention. Among the methods discussed, none, perhaps, is of greater interest than the burning of
powdered coal. The experiments made in this direction are of

who are interested in the utilization of peat.
The work done by Lieutenant Ekelund in Sweden, according to the

especial value to all

Mass.

Journal of the Canadian Peat Society, has already demonstrated
that peat has very great possibilities when used in powdered form.
Its composition and physical properties make it in some respects

MATERIAL TO WEAR OUT, BUT NONE TO RUST OUT.

superior to coal for this purpose.

General storekeeper Gerber, of the Southern Railway, announces
that the slogan on the Southern is "All the material you want
'
This, we think very approto wear out, but none to. rust out.

thus stated by an authority

'

priate and would look well stuck upon our fence posts, section
house doors and other outbuildings around stations along with
"Safety First" signs. At least it should hold a very close
position t6 the

'
'

Safety First.

'

Wear

Out, But

to

;

scrap

it.

of the Railway
was often made that
Sometimes I am going to want that; once in my life I was called on."
With a live set of storekeepers nowadays those conditions do not

Eight or ten years before the organization

Storekeepers

'

Association, the excuse

'

'

results in

burning powdered coal are

Coal must be dried to contain not over

2.

It

3.

It

1%

of moisture.

must be pulverized to a high degree of fineness.
must be projected into a chamber hot enough

to cause

instant ignition.
It

must be supplied with

sufficient air for

complete combus-

tion.

The standard of fineness given by the same authority is: 90%
through a 400-mesh screen; 2% to 5% through a 200-mesh screen,
and the balance through a 100-mesh screen.
It must be kept in mind that there is present in powdered fuel
a certain percentage of extremely fine material, depending on the
character of the fuel, its moisture content, and method of pulverThe character of the flame is materially influenced by
impalpable dust, which gasifies instantaneously.
The physical structure of peat is such that a large percentage

ization.

this

of very fine powder would be more easily obtainable than in the
case of coal, thereby increasing the rapidity of combustion.

exist.

We

1.

4.

None

Rust Out."
"Plenty
Let us take up Mr. Gerber 's idea on this and push it. Send it out
to all the storekeepers at local points send it to the car foreman
ask them to look around and see what material they have, be it
one pound or ten that have three or four sheets of rust on it; ask
them to send it in; get it into the field where it is needed or
of Material to

The requirements for best

know

of a case at a junction round house where a

engine was sent to this round house for minor repairs.

tramp

The round-

Another point in favor of peat powder
There
of volatile matters in peat.

tent

is

is

the usual high con-

much divergence

of

—

;
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opinion as to the amount of volatile matter required in coal to
render it suitable for burning as powdered fuel. The majority of
writers seem to think that 30% of volatile matter is a prerequisite,
but some report satisfactory conditions with but 20%. The higher
the volatile, the larger amount of the combustible will be converted into gas by the mere application of heat, and the more

rapid and perfect the combustion.
as high as

60 to

70%

Ontario peats examined contain
volatile matter, and should produce a

highly efficient powdered fuel.

As

is

P. L. Kendall,

M.

C. B. Clerk, Galveston, Texas.

Negligence produces injuries. But what produces negligence?
producer of negligence is that inclination

I believe the greatest

of some employes to hold the

'
'

Safety First

'

'

organization as

something new, an agitation, or as being the exaggeration of their
accustomed easy-going way.
This class may concede the value of safety, in a general sense,
yet they never have pondered the question sufficiently to make, themselves sure that they need such an organization, and consequently
they do not heed its teachings. This failure to heed is but a tacit
acknowledgment that they do not even believe what they continually are being told aboout safety, as, if one believes a report,
he will put that belief into execution, whereas, if he does not
believe it, he will not heed it, excepting by coercion.
We must
get this erroneous idea out of our heads and understand that the
"Safety First" movement is a present-day necessity, discreetly

up to date and amply justified by circumstances.
The safety propaganda itself, of course, is of recent origin,
but the fundamental principle it is endeavoring to inculcate is old
and well recognized. We always have appreciated safety, applicable to everyday life, but when we meet it in its systematic
and modern stage some of us fail to recognize it as quickly as
we should. Until recent years we became so engrossed with the
persistent sweep of industrial progress that we gave little thought
to safety, which of necessity lulled.
During this period the
strength of safety was the individual, and, like all other things
handled individually, its strength was small.
Finally we were aroused by the mutilating effects of such laxity,

we set about to establish safety.
Then we found that hazards had well outgrown our old singlehanded ideas, and it was necessary to organize and combat these
conditions in a modern way. When this was done some were inclined to look upon it as a thing entirely new, when in reality it
was only the resuscitation and broadening of our old dwarfed
and, with a spirit of alleviation,

views.

Ours

is

a day of specialism.

This

industry and profession, and perhaps

than in the medical profession.

who was

We

eye, heart, stomach, liver

dozen specialists.

—

is
is

true in every branch of

not more readily observed

all

remember the physician

in fact, filling the place of a

This was necessary, and

districts, as conditions

did not, and do not«

is

today in certain

demand

these several

specialists, while in other localities they are indispensible to

good

results.

And we must have the safety specialists. The same rules that
govern the medical profession govern safety, from a viewpoint
of specialism, only we are not so cognizant of it.
There was a
day when we did not need organized efforts to combat hazards
and we do not now in all branches of industry, but there are other
branches in which we must have them to secure the good results
we have a right to expect.
It is an undeniable fact that public utilities are fraught with
perils to a more or less extent; this despite the fact that machinery is being manufactured at present with a view to safety.
It is with machinery that men are injured, and, when the use
of such machinery is increased, there will be a corresponding increase in personal injury liabilities, unless they are reduced by
an actuating sense of safety. Every machine added to a shop,
*

From an

article in

The Santa Fe Magazine.

'

every car coupled to a train and every mile of track added to a
road increases the probabilities of personal injury. And so, as

we

build larger locomotives, pull longer trains and increase facilwe must also increase our foresight or safety or
suffer the irreparable consequences.
As there has been such a
ities in general,

tremendous development along these lines of recent years we think
the need for safety specialists is extremely urgent, yet no more
so than the need for employes getting a proper conception of
the
which conception will naturally be-

get cooperation.

The sooner we get it fixed in our heads that Safety First
is
not redtapism, the better it will be for us. Anyone looking upon
'

' '

'

it as such is merely advertising his gross ignorance of
the altruistic
motives of this great body, yet noticeable negligence is good evidence that there is too much of this expensive advertising being

SPECIALIZING ON SAFETY FIRST.*
By

—

October, 1914

reality of this organization,

in the production of peat fuel generally, the important ques-

the removal of the moisture at such cost as to render the
fuel economical.
Mechanical World.
tion

;

We

done.

must, sooner or later, learn that "Safety First" is
less reality than human life, and that it is conducted in a conservative, sensible manner, and that to give it
unreserved cooperation is an indication of wisdom. By the ap-

founded on a no

plication of specialism to safety we have shown that we are
getting as business-like in dealing with this all-important phase
of railroad management as with the material or financial side of it.

We

need to specialize on safety until every avoidable accident
have been avoided, and then we need to specialize on safety
to keep them avoided.
While we have made some good advancewill

ment yet present preventable

injuries are irrefutable evidence of

space for even greater expansion.
Let us look upon
Safety First
'

'

not as something new but as
new combination of two old and approved elements, viz.,
safety and specialism.
The remedy is a good one and the need
'

'

the

is

—

obvious.

"Safety First" means human conservation
The Santa Fe Magazine.

—

THE TRUE ROMANCE.
By Berton
'
'

Romance

dead ?

is

/"he would
" 'Romance

' '

it

means

living!

1

Braley.

—the foreman smiled

at the words of a foolish child,
is

dead?'

Why, man, you're blind
mind

If you'd listen and learn with an open

Instead of speaking in parrot phrase

Of the

'

grand old times

'

and

'

the good old days,

—you'd

If you'd look about you and see

find

Romance is living right now and here
Not dead and gone with the yesteryear!

"Man,
man! can't you look and see
What thousands of wonders have come
These
These
These
These

to

be?

and shafting that whirl and whir,
chunky motors that hum and purr,
lathes and punches which fill the floor,

bolts

hammers pounding, these rolls that roar,
Why they're Romance and they make it, too,
By the magic spell of the work they do
These tools of ours and the men who run them,

—

—

—

Don't dream of miracles they've done them;
They've put Romance in the shape of steel,
They 've turned the shafts, and they 've forged the keel
Of many a ship that fights her way
Through surging combers and flying spray;
The train that thunders along the rails,
The ax that blazes the new made trails,
The cages that carry the miners down,
The dynamos lighting the clanging town,
The aeroplane in the sky 's blue dome,
The plowshare turning the good brown loam,
The myriad wonders of the time
Have sprung to life from the workshop 's grime
And yet you sigh, and shake your head

And murmur

sadly,

'

Romance

is

dead

!

'

"

—American Machinist.

»
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Oxy-Acetylene Welding
By

F. A. Beyer, Gen'l

Fmn.,

St. L.

The Frisco has during the past eighteen months installed and
put in operation nine oxy-acetylene welding plants of the most
modern and efficient design.
These installations are located as follows: One at the new shop
at Springfield, Mo., where all heavy locomotive and passenger
«ar repairs are handled one at the North shop, which is devoted to
;

the finishing of material and to heavy freight car repairs; one at

&

R. R.,

S. F.

Springfield,

Mo.

work performed by this process has
increased since the first month of operation.

tity of

operations to which this process

is

and rapidly
The wide range of

steadily

profitably applied

is

illustrated

by the accompanying statement, showing the savings by individual
items under various general groups.
Careful account has been kept of each operation performed by
this method, and comparison made with the cost of completing the

the scrap reclamation plant, and the remaining six at various
small shops or heavy enginehou?e points over the system.

Flues and Superheater Tubes Welded

in

Black Flue Sheet.

same repairs by methods previously employed.
to

the railroad after

vision

Three-quarter Door Sheet Welded

in

by Oxy-Acetylene.

all

The

total net saving

expense for labor, material and super-

have been deducted was as follows for the period from

April, 1913, to

and including July, 1914:

April

215.23

$

All plants are of similar design, being furnished and installed
by the Oxweld Kailroad Service Co. They consist of a low-pressure duplex acetylene generator and a duplex oxygen manifold

May

1,121.27

June

1,367.47

July

2,033.98

to be used in connection with the cylinders of compressed gas furnished by the Linde Air Products Co.

August
September

At

all

the shops the oxygen

and acetylene gases are piped from

3,335.10
•

5,652,44

October

9,660.86

the central station to all parts of the shop; stations for connecting
hose and burners being located at convenient intervals, so that

November
December

5,247.84

work may be done on the repair pits.
The installation at the New shop

January
February

6,772.68

nine

;

and a

at present

it

is

by far the largest of the

consists of a 600 cubic foot acetylene generator

The capacity of the present generatand a new plant is under construction,
contain a 1,000-foot acetylene generator and a 35-

20-cylinder manifold.

ing station

which will

is

insufficient,

cylinder manifold.

The unqualified success which has attended the use of oxy-acetylene welding and cutting process in the Frisco shops has made these
plants an indispensable part of the shops' equipment. The quan-

'

5,682.56

6,783.20

March

11,875.07

April

9,390.11

May

8,014.60

June

8,661.70

July

11,691.10

W

'

'

V

«4

i

-

i
War A
V*^"'

Broken Splice Leg Welded by Oxy-Acetylene.

Seam

of

Door Sheet and Back Head Welded by Oxy-Acetylene.

—
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The uniformly satisfactory results which have been obtained
from oxy-acetylene welding on the Frisco may be attributed mainly
From
to the careful selection and training of burner operators.
each of the shop crafts the best mechanics available have been
and carefully trained in the art of autogenous welding.

selected

These men, with their thorough mechanical training, understand
thoroughly what constitutes a good repair job, and when once
familiar with the operation of the cutting and welding burners,
produce a superior grade of work.
The welding work is assigned as nearly as possible to mechanics
of the trade to which the particular class of operation usually
belongs; that is, firebox and boiler repairs are given to boilermaker welders; frames and other heavy castings and forgings
are repaired by blacksmith welders; the lighter machinery parts,
such as valve motion, crossheads, etc., are repaired by machinists.
Another great factor in the rapid progress of the Springfield
shop has been the fact that the oxygen and acetylene are supplied
from a central generating station, through pipe lines which reach

No such results as have
been obtained would be possible where portable plants are em-

practically every point in the shops.

ployed.

The range of work

to

which this process has been successfully

applied has been limited only by the capacity of the generating
station.

Parts varying in size from small high-speed

drills to the

largest of locomotive frames have been successfully welded.

By

the use of proper methods, the correct filling material and

have been obtained in the welding of all
of the metals which are used in locomotive or car construction.
Cast iron, which usually proves the most refractory metal, is at
flux, satisfactory results

present being welded with uniformly satisfactory results.
difficulty

was at

ness of the welds

first

experienced, on account of excessive hard-

made

in cast-iron parts.

has taught our welders that

it

is

possible to

Experience, however,

make welds

in cast

iron which are as easily machined as the original metal.

As

will be noticed

It

is

the present

practice to weld in patches, part or whole sheets in fireboxes, and
to

repair cracks which

are

not serious enough to require

patches.

Patches of small size are dished to take care of the contraction
of the weld; the larger patches and part sheets are crimped around
all

in

the Top Rail

In the case of either patches or
bolted up complete before welding

Engine

1266.

the edges for the same purpose.

sheets, the part is fitted
is

begun.

No

difficulty

and

what-

ever has been experienced with patches so applied in the matter
of subsequent fracture through the welds.

from the foregoing staement, firebox repairs

contributed largely to the total saving effected.

also

A Weld

Some

Fifteen full sets of flues have been welded into the back flue

Some of these engines have
been in constant service now for more than a year.
In addition to the engines in which full sets of flues have been
welded, the superheater tubes are welded in all engines of this
type going through the shop.
More than one hundred engines are at present in service upon
which the main frames have been welded by the oxyacetylene

sheet with uniformly good results.

One of the most remarkable of these welds is illustrated
accompanying illustration.
The frame in question was that of a Pacific type passenger

process.
in

locomotive,

broken just

behind the cylinder casting.

A

cross-

frame at this point measured 5%xl3 inches.
The method employed in making frame welds is as follows:
The frame is cut out in a "V" shape from both sides to the
center at an angle of 45 degrees.
The cutting is done with the
section of the

oxy-acetylene

cutting

shipped to remove

all

torch.

The surfaces are then carefully
The frame is jacked or

oxidized metal.

wedged apart, usually about
hold

it

f% of an inch, and jacks are set to
in this position until the weld is completed.
The frame is

then preheated by the use of an ordinary oil burner, the flame
being confined by a quickly erected furnace of loose brick. When
the part to be welded has been raised to a cherry heat the furnace

removed and the welders begin immediately to apply the filling
Two men are employed, one on each side of the frame,
and the weld is completed as rapidly as possible. After the completion of the weld the strain on the jacks is gradually released
as the metal cools, allowing the frame to contract to its former
is

metal.

position.

Not a

single failure of a

frame weld completed by

this process

has been recorded.

The repair of shop machinery

parts, while

in

the matter of

compare with numerous other classes
of work, is an important office performed by the oxyacetylene
process.
Broken-down machines often cause serious delay to the
total saving effected does not

shop's output,

Connection

Rivet Cut Off with Oxy-Acetylene Cutting

Burner.

it

being frequently necessary to wait until new

parts can be shipped from the factory.

On numerous

occasions
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of time and money effected in this way, but a factor of more imis that the bolts are not loosened in the sheets, nor are

portance

damaged as is the case when the cutting off is done
hammer and chisel or nippers. From three to five bolt ends

the ends

with

per minute are cut off by this method.

would be useless

It

to attempt to

enumerate

all

the uses

made

of the cutting burners in the shop, but the foregoing examples
serve to illustrate their great utility.

Concrete examples of the work which has been accomplished, as
illustrated in the accompanying illustrations and comparative cost
statements, will serve better to emphasize the value of the oxy-

acetylene process in connection with the railroad repair shop than

any general description of methods and results.
That an oxyacetylene installation is indispensable to the most
economical operation of a modern locomotive or car shop has been
demonstrated beyond question by the experience of the Frisco
during the past year.

The elements of

success in applying oxy-acetylene welding and

cutting to shop practice are:

An

A

up-to-date,

efficient

generating plant.

piping system throughout the shop.

Employment of competent mechanics

as welders.

Careful training of welders in the art.

Frame

of

Engine

1057,

Intelligent co-operation on the part of shop foremen.

Broken Behind Cylinders, Cut and Ready
for Welding.

during the past year the ability to weld broken machine parts has
avoided serious curtailment of the output due to the breaking

down

of important machines.

The saving

in time

and money which

All

accomplished by work of this kind is an indeterminable quantity,
and no effort has been made in figuring the saving effected, to
place a value on such service.
is

The cutting burners are put to a variety of uses about the shop
and effect large savings of time and expense.
In removing old fireboxes the staybolts are cut out with the
oxyacetylene flame in a fraction of the time and at less than
one-third the cost entailed by the usual method of drilling.
When a front flue sheet is to be renewed the flues are cut loose
in the back end, the front sheet is cut off outside the outer rows
of flues and the full set of flues and sheet are removed with the
crane. The saving in time and expense which this process permits
will be amply apparent to shopmen.
In removing the back end from the barrel of the boiler the rivet
heads are cut off with an oxyacetylene cutting torch. This method,
as is shown by attached statement, saves more than one-half the
time and decreases the cost by $5.51 per hundred rivets cut off
and knocked out.

When new

staybolts or radials are applied the protruding ends

are cut off with the cutting torch.

Not only

is

*

1

B

w

Mt

•

.*»

Door Collar Welded

a material saving

**.

by Oxy-Acetylene.

COMPARATIVE COST OF APPLYING DOOR COLLAR.
Oxy-Acetylene Method.

Cutting out door collar. .$ 7.92
Drilling staybolts and plugs

Flanging,

annealing

straightening collar

9.24

and
.

.

.

Cutting out door collar. .$ 2.38
Chipping for collar
41
Flanging,

2.74

annealing and

straightening collar

up
Heating, laying up and
.

6.60

drilling staybolt holes.

6.60

Truing and fitting
Setting and welding
Applying staybolts

Tapping and plugging
Applying and cutting off

7.92

Cutting off staybolts

Truing and

fitting

.

.

.

.

staybolts

Hammering up

1.32

staybolts.

.66

Applying patch bolts....
Punching and countersink-

7.26

ing

Caulking seam
Total labor
Material
Total
1057.

in

*>

Following are some figures on comparative costs:

Old Method.

The Completed Weld on Engine

1»

Total labor
Material

Total
75

82
$51.83
11.39

$63.22

Saving by oxy-acetylene method, $30.42.

.

.

.

2.74
6.60

11.13

66
26
$24.84
7.96

$32.80
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BETTER MACHINERY AND FUEL ECONOMY.*

COMPARATIVE COST PER ONE HUNDRED OP CUTTING RIVETS.
Oxy- Acetylene Method.
Old Method.
Cutting off heads

Cutting off heads

$ 8.24

Knocking out

Knocking

4.12

By Andrew Westf all,

$ 2.73

out

October, 1914

4.12

Engineer, Wheeling Division, B. & O. R. R.
Better machinery and how to get it should be the watchword
of all employes connected with the operation of a locomotive, and

and roundhouse foreman.
One thing which impresses me strongly is the semi-visible
"swords points attitude" of shifting the responsibility existing
particularly of every engineer

Total

Total

$12.36

$ 6.85

Saving by oxyacetylene method, $5.51,
COST OF WELDING FRAME.
Engine 1266.
Old Method.
Oxy- Acetylene Method.
Dewheeling, stripping, reEemoving and replacing
moving frame
front pair drivers,
$88.20

Welding frame
Planing frame
Slotting frame
Handling frame

9.93

guides,

crossheads,

1.64

spring

and brake

shops

2.25

Eeplacing frame and aecessories and wheeling
engine
86.40
Replacing 108 frame bolts 135.00
Eeplacing pipes
2.40

panies.

We all know that it is the duty of the engineer to handle his
engine in accordance with the principles of economy and safety.
On

rig-

ging

2.46
to various

between the engineers and the roundhouse foremen. It seems to
keep them as far apart as if they were working for different com-

of all

$15.00

Preheating frame
Cutting out frame

1.80

Welding

9.45

1.75

Cost of gas and welding

metal

23.94

.

Total

Total

$51.94

$328.28

Saving by oxyacetylene process, $276.34.
Note This was not a regular shop engine, but was in on account
of broken frame only. All costs in connection with repairs are,

—

therefore, given.

COST OF WELDING FRAME.

Engine 1057.
Old Method.

Oxy-Acetylene Method.

Stripping engine, removing frame
$ 84.24
Transferring frame to

forge shop

engine

Chipping surf ace of
Preheating frame

67

"V"

2.05

1.80

Welding with oxyacetylene 23.40
Preheating to relieve strain
Cost of gas and welding

35.28

1.50

.90

metal

20.28

Total

$54.95

3.69

1.50

frame

under

engine

Beaming 91
Eeplacing 91

11.70
bolt holes..

31.59

bolts, labor

and material

113.75

Eeplacing trailer frame,
spring rigging, etc
.

Total

$ 5.85

Cutting out for weld

1.50

Welding and straightening frame
Transferring frame to
machine shop
Machining frame
Transferring frame to
Eeplacing

Stripping

.

.

$325.87
process, $270.92.

FLANGE

OILING.

A

paper on this subject was presented by F. W. Edwards, of
the Ohio Injector Co. at the Western Eailway Club on September

A

'

:

'

%

41.12

Net saving by oxy-aeetylene

15.

make an intelligent report
work necessary to place the engine in good condition, and
should make this report out in such a manner that the shop men
will have no trouble or excuse for not locating the defects and
making the repairs necessary to prevent failures. Not long ago
I was called to run an engine on which the engineer who brought
it into the terminal, had reported.
After the usual preliminary
report, at the top of the page he wrote
Take the pound out of
the engine, she is pounding herself to pieces."
This report did
did not convey any information, and opened a loophole for neglecting the necessary work.
When I made an examination, I
found that both intermediate driving box wedges needed adjusting, and that the left main wedge was down about three-fourths
of an inch.
The right main wedge bolt was also broken, and
allowed the wedge to fall down on the pedestal brace. This made
it very plain why she was pounding herself to pieces.
Now, the fact is, if the engineer who brought the engine in
had made any effort at all to locate the reasons for the pounding, and had reported them, the proper repairs would have been
up to the roundhouse foreman. All of this work could have been
done in two or three hours' time, and there would not have been
any excuse for the work not being done.
Since the pool system has been in force on the Wheeling Division, we have had some very poor engines, and an improvement
could be made if the roundhouse people would only ask themselves the question "Does it pay to put off the work until some
future date?"
Our engineers should also ask themselves "Am
I justified in not reporting the work when I am not sure it will
be done?"
I followed up a case for ten days for the purpose of trying to
show the people in the shops that it does not pay to put off the
work or to leave some part of it until some more opportune time.
I was called for a Q-l class of engine, and was surprised at the
similarity of the knocks on each side. I measured them and found
the lost motion in the right main rod brasses to be 25/64 of an
inch, and on the left side 23/64 of an inch, a total of
of an
inch that the pistons had to move before exerting their force on
the main pin. Of course this movement is at the beginning of the
stroke with full boiler pressure on the piston, which means a
very bad strain on the pin and rods. In running 100 miles the
drivers on this class of engine would turn about 31,520 times,
and this knock would occur twice in each turn. This means that
we would have this strain 63,040 times on each side of the engine
in each 100 miles.
With the engine working with full boiler
his arrival at the terminal he should

brief outline of the development of the flange oiler

was

pressure, there

is

a force against the piston-head of 90,478 pounds,

given and a number of cases were cited showing the savings
made by the application of the hydrostatic flange oiler, both in
flange wear and rail wear.
The writer urged the purchase of
the best oiler obtainable one that was not an experiment in
order to obtain the best results. The paper brought out quite a
discussion, mostly favorable to flange oilers, although one member
claimed that they were of but little value and that flange wear
could be largely eliminated by equalizing the lateral movements

and when this is considered in connection with the frequency with
which the knock occurs, it can readily be seen why pounds and knocks
should be kept out of the engine. Allowing an engine to run in this
condition also affects the clearance in the cylinder, and means that
more steam is required to fill the cylinder at a time at which it
is of very little benefit, that is, when the crank pin is in the
center.
This additional steam also will have an effect on the
amount of coal burned because the expansion of the steam taking

of the trucks so that the burden would be more equally distributed

place after the valve has cut off the supply from the boiler, will

throughout the entire set of wheels. Another member stated that
flange oilers must be given the proper attention in order to get
results and that their value depended on local conditions, as regards track curvature, etc. A number of members cited cases
where flange oilers had done very effective work.

The exact
not be as great as if this condition did not exist.
could
only
determined
be
amount of additional steam necessary

—

—

*Extracts from an article in the Baltimore

Magazine.

$

Ohio Employes

'

—

"
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from an indicator card, but the loss would be about one per cent,
and if an engine burns eight tons of coal per 100 miles, a condition of this kind would mean that 160 pounds of coal is unnecessarily used, or, one ton in every 1250 miles.

If the brasses

had been filed and the cross-heads lined up, it would have taken
two machinists and helpers about three hours, and by reducing
the strain on the rods and pins, the liability for a very expensive
failure would have been eliminated. Does it pay to put this work
off until the

next trip?

work of this kind whether the
front
or
back
main
rod brasses, side rod bushtrouble is in the
A little care
ings, cross-heads, main wedges or crown-bearings.
It is

up

to the engineer to report

on the part of the engineer will make it an easy matter to locate
By specifying on the work report book just where the
trouble is located, it will not be necessary for the foreman to try
to find out where the trouble is, and will also enable him to give
the machinest who is to do the work, such information as will
enable him to handle it with very little delay.
I have in mind a case of an E-24 class engine with piston packing broken. The foreman in charge where the work was reported,
ran the engine out, and the blow was reported at each terminal
for at least a week. When the engineer would protest to the foreman, he would say that they ran her from the other end that way
and she would have to go back that way, as it was not up to
him.
After the engine had made about 500 miles in this condition and became so bad that it was difficult to handle a train,
Only the fact that the piston
the packing was finally renewed.
the work.
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GREGORY SMOKE CONSUMER.
By

Charles F. Gregory, M. M., Manufacturers' Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

The application of mechanical devices

to locomotives, designed
primarily to eliminate so far as possible the ejection of smoke
from the stack, and secondarily to increase the combustion of the

inflammable particles of carbon escaping from the stack, is a
problem which, until the last two or three years, has not received
very much consideration at the hands of our railroads.

The demand for the installation of such innovations has come,
not from the railroads because of reasons of economy and efficiency,
but from a source which has been productive of many burdens to
our carriers, namely, public opinion, aided and fostered by the

newspapers and other periodicals, all striving for cleaner and more
healthful municipalities, towns and cities.

no question that the smoke nuisance is an evil, harmand property, or that its presence to a greater
or lesser extent, so far as we know now, is absolutely necessary.
It has been recognized that its elimination even to a percentage
of its grand total would be economical and beneficial to all conThere

is

ful alike to health

cerned.

The pressure from the

city ordinances directed at those

also caused the

employment of

ful condition.

and should

among

employes of the railways, irrespective of position or class of service. Regular engine
crews should be kept as near as possible to man the engines on
each division, for when a crew is called from the extra list, they
have to become acquainted with and accustomed to the idiosyncracies of their engine before they can develop its highest efficiexist

all

ency.

who

are occupied in detecting infrac-

and in teaching the firemen more scienmethods of maintaining their fires. This campaign of educa-

tions of the ordinances

tion has not proven entirely satisfactory in its results.

So far as the carriers are concerned
becoming more and more acute in the
terminals.

Many

been

this condition has
cities

and the

larger

of the railroads operating within the city limits

of our larger cities have been compelled, whether they deemed
the expenditures of the amounts involved wise or prudent or justified,

to install on their locomotives various devices

which claimed

to solve the problem.

Most of these devices have been expensive, not only when

Never before have conditions on the American railways demanded as much loyal assistance from their employes as at the
present time. And if every one of us would stand on our own
responsibility and get out of the old rut of trying to shift the
load to someone else (who perhaps has more than enough without
trying to bear part of ours), we would have so marked an improvement that it would be bound to attract the attention of others
and cause them to gird their armor and fight their own battles.
What is a greater honor than to set a good example for our fellow-

men?

SHOCKED THE SUPERINTENDENT.
He

violate the statutes govern-

The existence of these laws has

tific

profitable end,

who

railroads to assume a great deal of expense in the

ing such matters.

inspectors and instructors,

Cooperation means the congenial association of the laboring
of people for the furtherance of a definite, resultful and

entered the superintendent's

busyman

"I am

if

office

in

a kind of bashful,

manner and
the superintendent was in.

well-I-got-no-business-here sort of

he,"

quietly asked the

without raising
that
eyes from
—"whatreplied
do you want?"
One of your trains
my dog a few days ago and I thought
I would stop in and—
official

his

the desk
'

killed

'

"Well, he had no business on our tracks; you should have
kept him tied.
"Yes, I know," meekly responded the caller, "but I didn't,
and he got on the track and was killed, and I thought you ought
'

to—"
won't! We don't pay for killing dogs on this road."
"Who said anything about pay?" replied the ex-dog owner.
"I'd been trying for a month to get some one to drown that
measly cur, and as the railroad has killed him for me, I thought
you ought to be paid for the job. Here's two dollars." Eailroad
Employe.

"But we

its

more and more insistent, until our
larger cities expend large sums of money annually in the employment of inspectors, whose duty it is to report the infractions of

was a tight fit in the cylinder, made it possible for the engine
This would make it appear
to perform any work whatsoever.
that someone was responsible for an inexcusably bad and waste-

class

representing the public, for

press,

abolition has been becoming

and upkeep.

con-

but in the light of maintenance
Their attachment has, therefore, been the cause of

sidered in the light of

first cost,

a considerable outlay of capital.

Our experience with the problem

is

confined to the conditions

existing in St. Louis, where the city has enacted an ordinance im-

posing a fine for the emission of smoke for more than six minutes
in the aggregate in any one hour, and then only while the fires are

being cleaned.
Because of the existence of this ordinance it became necessary
for the carriers entering St. Louis to experiment with such devices
as were offered.
The company with which I am affiliated, the Manufacturers'
Railway Company, installed at some expense one of the most
promising inventions. It did not prove satisfactory and was removed. The dissatisfaction which it caused was due to several
First and of primary importance, it did not accomplish
causes:
the results for which it was designed; it was complicated; was
not durable; required constant attention for maintenance; was
expensive to install, and created a constant overhead charge so
long as

My

it

was

in operation.

thought as mechanical

officer

of the

company

was

then

directed to the solution of the problem so far as that might be
possible, and after some experimentation I produced, perfected
and applied to our locomotives a simple device which has so far

exceeded original expectations that we feel justified in asserting
that we possess one of, if not the most, efficient smoke consumers

on the market.
Its operation has met with comments of great favor from city
smoke inspectors, locomotive engineers, the district inspector of
boilers for the Interstate Commerce Commission and various others

competent to pass judgment.
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Details and Application to Fire

These men have stated in positive language that

it

is

one of

the best things they have ever seen in operation.

The method adopted to achieve the desired result is similar to
most of the inventions on the market for, in fact, all efforts to
eliminate smoke must be founded on the basic principles involving
the combining of oxygen in such quantities and proportions as to
form chemical action when brought into contact with the carbon
;

Box

of

End

,Cro 55
5eci/an

Lonqitudinal Sectbn

View

Gregory Smoke Consumer.

him is the turning of a globe valve wheel. We place particular
emphasis on this fact, because one of the most difficult obstacles
to overcome is the all too prevalent dislike of crews to operate
new mechanical devices. They avoid such tasks wherever possible.
If it is so desired the consumer can be turned on and left working during the course of the day's work, as its motive force,
of

steam,

is

consumed

in such small quantities that

no lessening of

present in the smoke.

the engine's efficiency results.

Most of the applications of locomotive smoke consuming devices
are made in the interior of the fire box, and it is this fact that
causes most of the expense of up-keep, as nothing as yet has been
constructed that will not crumble and fall away from the effects

Another feature of great importance is the inappreciable amount
of noise created by its operation, this feature assisting in securing

of the intense heat in the

fire

box.

The Gregory consumer, for such it has been named,
the problem from the exterior of the fire box, and it is

attacks
so con-

may be

applied from any of the four sides of a
dependent upon the construction thereof.
Practical tests, repeated a number of times, and substantiated by
months of every-day, practical operation, demonstrate conclusively
structed that

locomotive

it

fire

box,

the co-operation of the crews.

The combustible gases introduced into the fire box are at a
temperature so high that absolutely no decrease in the efficiency
of the engine results, and no lessening of the steaming qualities
of the coal, which, in the Saint Louis field, is only a fair grade
of standard Illinois bituminous, is produced.
All of the locomotives of the Manufacturers' Eailway Company

it has been possible to produce by
During most of the time the engines are in
operation, with the consumer working, there is but the emission
of thin streams of blue gas, which is quickly absorbed by the

have been equipped with the consumer, and its evolution here has
demonstrated beyond question its practical, every-day efficiency.
The officials of the Manufacturers' Eailway have expressed their
willingness to permit any one interested to see the invention in
practical operation on its locomotives, and personally, as inventor
of the device, and as mechanical officer of the company, I shall
be glad to demonstrate the workings of the consumer to any one

atmosphere.

who

that

it

heaviest

will eliminate

from

eighty-five to ninety per cent of the

black smoke that

firing with soft coal.

Since attaching the device to its engines, the Manufacturers'
Eailway Company has received no further complaints from the
Bureau of Smoke Abatement, city of Saint Louis.
In construction it is very simple, extremely durable, and once
applied requires no attention, there being nothing to become deranged or disorganized. Its life may well be compared with that

will call

upon me when

in Saint Louis.

The Missouri Press Association

in

its

annual convention

re-

cently held in St. Louis adopted a resolution setting forth that

the railroads should be permitted to receive sufficient remuneration
for the high-class service which they render, and the co-operation

of the locomotive

of legislative bodies and thinking citizens was invited to accomMembership in the association includes the
plish these ends.

globe valve.

newspapers

itself, the only replacement being necessary
probably being the attachment of new black gas pipe and a small

\Yhile no definite statistics are available because of the fact

Company has no
firemen, made as the

that the Manufacturers' Eailway

facilities for

result of the
weighing its coal, reports of
proof
ample
and
substantial
that
its
use is proday's work, offer
This fact alone justifies its applicaductive of a saving in fuel.
tion to a locomotive.
It is operated by the fireman, and the only attention required

and publishers of practically all of the daily and weekly
in Missouri, embracing what is said to be the largest
organization of its kind in the country, and the adoption of the
editors

resolution on

the transportation question

is

regarded as repre-

sentative of public opinion generally.

Plans are under consideration for increasing the capacity
of the shops of the International & Great Northern at Taylor,
Tex., it is reported.

'
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Traveling Engineers' Convention
The twenty-second annual convention of the Traveling Engineers
Association was held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on September
15 to 18, 1914. The first session was called to order on Tuesday
at 10:15 a. m. by the president, E. P. Eoesch, and prayer was
offered by Et. Bev. Samuel Fallows.
The convention was then favored with an address by J. F. De
Voy, assistant superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul. Mr. De Voy stated at the beginning that
he was going to read his paper in order to avoid being misquoted,
but nevertheless he injected many extemporaneous remarks during
"Jim" De Voy wasn't built to read an
the course of his talk.
address. He asserted that the association must go further before it
fulfilled its obligations to the railroads, and then went on to give
statistics as to the condition of railways here

The

and abroad.

can apply any kind of a stoker. On the other hand, there is not
In
one of these stokers that can be applied to a locomotive.
of
on
account
stationary practice natural draft is generally used
the much lower rate of combustion, while on a locomotive, on
account of the higher rate of combustion, it is necessary to use
forced draft at

Even when the

all times.

throttle is closed

it is

necessary to use the blower on account of draft restrictions in the
smoke-box and lack of height to the stack. Experiments to obtain
perfect combustion have been tried

more extensively

in stationary

than in locomotive practice, not because locomotive men do not
appreciate the value of these experiments, but because of the ease
with which they may be conducted on stationary plants as compared with locomotives.
It is found that inadequate draft is

earnings of roads in the United States on a ton-mile basis are

usually responsible for

than they are in Europe. The earnings of the St. Paul for the
fiscal year 1912-1913 were but 79 cents per ton mile, whereas years
ago they were three or four times that amount. It is the duty

that

less

The stationary plant

restricted in either length, width or height.

smoky chimneys; therefore

it

is

evident

necessary to have a properly designed front end, including the exhaust nozzle, ample grate opening and ash-pan opening
it is

large enough to insure free access of air.

Grate opening

is

more

he can to better the present un-

generally found to be restricted by failure to clean clinkers from

satisfactory condition of American railways by using his influence

between the bars than by faulty design. Trouble is sometimes
caused in properly designed front ends by air leaks in the smokeThe effort to overcome fires along the right-of-way has rebox.
sulted, to some extent, in restricting the air opening in the ashpan.
The ash-pan openings are frequently permitted to fill up
with ashes, especially in winter on account of freezing.
On account of their intimate relation we might consider together
the second and third requirements, namely, to thoroughly mix the
combustible gases and the air, and to maintain the temperature
in the fire-box to cause the combustible gases and the oxygen of
the air to unite. We might say without going into the chemistry
of combustion that this is a difficult problem, first on account of
locomotives generally being hand fired there is an excess amount
of air required to obtain the necessary oxygen to mix with the
volatile that is given off from the coal immediately after it is
Therefore the smaller the amounts of coal
placed on the fire.
If heavy charges
fired at a time the better the result obtained.
of coal are applied, there will not be sufficient air to mix with the
volatile and the temperature of the fire will be materially reduced.
The brick arch is a great aid in smoke elimination, as it increases the travel of the gases and gives them a chance to combine with the oxygen of the air before coming in contact with
the comparatively cool fire-box sheets; therefore, the absence of
the arch makes it more difficult to eliminate smoke. When fresh
coal is applied, the steam jets, beside giving a small mixing effect,

of the traveling engineer to do

all

on legislation.

The

and development of the traveling engineer shows that
there is a lack of uniformity in opinion as to what is required of
him.
There are two common extremes on railway s where the
traveling engineer has so many men under him that he never gets
acquainted with them, and where he can ride with each man every
two or three weeks. The best system is where the traveling engineer can ride with each man every one or two months. He should
be allowed some latitude as to the men he rides with, and the fewer
reports required the better the results. What a good trainmaster
is to the operating department a good traveling engineer is to the
motive power department.
Mr. Eoesch in the president's address said that the railways
history

—

have used every known device for economy, but that efficiency
depends on the man who operates these devices. It takes time to
train men, and in employing new men more attention must be
paid to mental characteristics than has been done in the past.
The theory of combustion should be taught to men before placing
them on as firemen. Engine men should inspect and report all
defects that come under the safety appliance laws. This will aid
the inspectors at the terminals. In conclusion Mr. Eoesch urged
the younger members to talk and called attention to the value
of the exhibits which had been prepared.
The secretary's report showed that the association had a membership of 1,027, a net gain of 70 over the previous year. During
the year the association erected a

monument

to the

memory

of C.

B. Conger, one of the charter members, at a cost of $1,075.
The executive committee recommended that the constitution be
changed with regard to honorary members so as to read in effect
that a member who has taken an active part may be made an
honorary member by a two-thirds vote of the executive committee
the total number being limited to fifteen. The recommendation

—

of the executive committee was adopted by the association.

Extracts and discussions of the papers and reports follow:

THE PREVENTION OF BLACK SMOKE.
Bituminous coal, being the fuel in general use on locomotives
and on account of being high in volatile matter is the cause of
nearly all smoke agitation, will be the only fuel considered in this
paper.

In order to eliminate dense black smoke, three conditions

must exist, viz., to supply the fire with sufficient air, to thoroughly
mix the combustible gases and air, and to maintain the temperature in the fire-box to cause the combustible gases and oxygen of
the air to unite. In stationary practice this is much easier to ac-

complish than in a locomotive, because it is possible to obtain a
much longer travel for the gases by proper furnace construction
before the gases come in contact with the boiler sheet which has
a cooling effect on them. The design of a locomotive boiler is restricted,

whereas the design of a stationary

boilei

is

seldom

are helpful in furnishing the necessary air over the

fire.

They

require the constant attention of the fireman, because if they are

not closed after the volatile

is

burned

off

they will inject a sur-

plus of cold air which will have a tendency to reduce the temperature in the fire-box.

made to furnish a uniform grade of coal
hard for the best fireman to obtain the best results
with a grade of coal which is continually changing. Better results
will be obtained if an inferior grade of coal is furnished at all
times, because where it is changed frequently the locomotive is
drafted to burn the inferior grade and the better grade is wasted.
In regard to the relative cost of fuel in connection with smoke
elimination, it has been proved beyond questionable doubt in stationary practice that where plants have been remodeled to overcome smoke a saving in fuel and increased efficiency has resulted.
In locomotive practice the same results have been obtained where
the smoke-preventing devices have been judiciously used, but to
Special effort should be

because

it is

obtain these results constant watchfulness

is

necessary.

Eelative to the cost of repairs, locomotives must be maintained
in

good shape at

Of course

all

this costs

times to enable the crews to eliminate smoke.

money, but

when

it

pays in the long run on account

Minor defects must
no question but that it is a paying
investment because it prevents engine failures and increases the
engine mileage between shoppings.
of the efficiency obtained

be looked after and there

is

this is done.

'
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The question

is

frequently asked:

"Why

do railroads in this

other sources, indicates that the use of briquettes

country fail to control the smoke problem as well as they do in
European countries?" Your chairman, when asked this question
by the city commissioner of smoke, was unable to answer it, but
suggested that conditions there might be very different from ours.

in the elimination of

The commissioner wrote several parties for information on the
subject and among the replies was one from F. R. Wadleigh, of

now used

& Osborn, consulting engineers, Philadelphia,
which we think worth quoting, as it shows that conditions are entirely different in Europe and much more favorable for smoke
elimination.
The following is taken from his letter:
"In the first place, it must be remembered that the European
railways pay much more attention to firing than we do; their men
are more carefully instructed, the observance of proper methods
the firm of Wadleigh

strictly

is

enforced, and every

appliance

is

made

use

of that

will decrease fuel consumption.

lighter than ours, but the locomotives are also

much

in France, at least, the schedule speed of trains

lighter, while

is

higher than

our average.

France and Germany run further without stops than do our trains, which is a factor in fuel economy
and smoke prevention.
The longest non-stop run in Germany is 196 miles at 44 miles
per hour, while in France the longest is 203 miles at 47.6 miles per
'

'

The through

trains of

'

'

hour.

"As
name

to the coals used: All of the railroads in the countries

you

use large quantities of briquettes, the exact amounts of

which I do not know.

The following contracts were placed in 1912 by the Paris,
Lyons & Mediterranean Railways, the largest in France: The
total amount used is 1,830,000 tons, of which 600,000 tons was
imported from England, Germany and Belgium; 90,000 tons large
Welsh Monmouthshire steam this is all double screened coal running about 25 to 29 per cent volatile; 140,000 tons Welsh smalls;
this is for making briquettes; volatile, 13 to 15 per cent; 60,000
tons German smalls for making briquettes; will run about 28 to
30 per cent volatile; these two coals mixed in briquettes giving

smoke from European

of a good grade of coal

is

is

a large lictor

railroads, but the

so small in this country as

i-npt

compared

to the cost of briquettes that their use here is prohibitive, conse-

quently

it is

up

to us to follow

up and improve the best methods

in the complete combustion of bituminous coal.

•

Committee: Martin Whelan, (chairman), A. M. Bickel, P. K.
Sullivan, W. A. Heath, B. J. Feeny.
Discussion.

&

I would like to know of a rule for
amount of free air in the ash pan and through the grates.
A. G. Kinyon (S. A. L.)
The opening in the ash pan should

Petty (N. C.

J. C.

St. L.)

:

the

:

never be less than

90%

thing as getting too

of the flue opening.

much

46%

fall through.

of the total area.

19%

engine down which had only
out a binder

man

is

no such a
be
The air openings in
We had to nozzle an
There

is

air opening; however, grates should

won't

so designed that coal

the grate should be

"Then, they are much more particular as to sizes of coal used.
For instance, on the French railways each class of service has its
locomotive fuel carefully divided as to lump and slack of briquettes
and slack, by weight; passenger service uses 20 per cent slack
and 80 per cent lump or briquettes; fast freight, 40 per cent slack;
yard engines, 80 per cent slack, etc.
"It is true, as you say, that the European trains are much

October. 1014

air openings.

a matter of pressure.

We

Briquetting with-

shouldn't ask the

fire-

we don't make it easy for him. Door
hinges are sometimes worn and the catches are in poor shape. The
to close the door if

still to be shown
have
had
I
considerable ex-

stoker can use inferior grades of coal, but I have
as to the actual saving

it

effects.

perience on hand and stoker-fired Mallets.

W.

Hayes (Erie)
The stoker people told us we could use
anything, but we found that this was not the case. Tests made
C.

:

recently on the Erie indicate that no engine should have less than

100%

150% would
With our "centipede" or triplex locomotive we had
hard work to induce the Baldwin people to give us a 100% opening, but finally got it. Later we made some changes and got 130%
opening. We have a device to determine whether we are getting
of the flue area through the grates and that

be better.

100% opening

into the ash pan.

L. R. Pyle (Soo Line)

It is standard practice on our

:

road to

have atmospheric pressure in the ash pan. Smoke prevention is
best accomplished by having the fire ready before the engine

'

'

;

about 20 per cent volatile; 60,000 tons German briquettes; 100,000
tons Burham coking unscreened; will run about 23 to 27 per cent
volatile;

The
lows

in cities it

A

can be done.

Member:

In Chicago we have 23 switcher engines, 20 of
equipped with steam jets. The trouble is that the crews
are not using the device. With their use we can get a clear stack
from dense black smoke in 7 seconds.
svhich are

W.

C.

Hayes (Erie)

We

:

have several hundred engines with no

smoke prevention device except the brick arch. We get maximum
steam pressure all the time and the engines carry the load. The
crews are

made

responsible for the emission of black smoke.

I re-

cently rode for 35 miles on a heavy tonnage train with the pressure

this is used as slack without briquettes.

specifications as to quality

If the managements will insist on no smoke

leaves the terminal.

on the same railroad are as

fol-

up to the popping point and not a bit of black smoke.
With a vacuum determining device we
.J. E. Ingling
(Erie)
This pan had all the
found 2%" of vacuum in an ash pan.
opening at the front end and by opening up the pan until there
was no vacuum we made a saving of a ton of coal per day. We
have now cut ash pans all we can and have put in netting. On
certain classes of engines we put bricks back over the grates to a
distance of 36". The smoke was eliminated and the engines burned
:

:

"1. Coal must not produce adherent clinkers.
"2. Ash large Welsh, 6 per cent; smalls, Welsh, 9

—

to 13 per

cent; briquettes, 8 to 10 per cent.

"3. Large steam coal must contain from 25 to 35 per cent
volatile substance and the smalls and patent fuel (briquettes)
about 20 per cent.
'
In Germany, Holland and Belgium the proportion of briquettes
used is greater than in France, probably 75 per cent of the total

less coal.

'

Some of these briquettes are of lights, made without any
binder at all. The use of sulphite pitch as a binder is steadily
growing, as it is absolutely smokeless and cheaper than coal tar

fuel.

J. G. Miller (B. R.

&

P.)

:

We

have a damper arrangement for
it to be in-

cutting off the draft, and I will send a blue-print of

corporated in the proceedings.
J. B.

Hurley (Wabash)

:

We

advocate a light

a bright fire
saw is a good

fire,

Even using briquettes with pitch as binder, it must be
remembered that it is much easier to prevent smoke on locomotives
than with raw coal carrying the same or even less volatile.
"The coal used in Belgium on locomotives is usually that which
runs from 17 to 29 per cent volatile, the lower volatile coals (10

an educational proposition.
We recently made tests
E. A. Averill (Standard Stoker Co.)
which show conclusively that the stoker uses less coal. The proper

to 17 per cent) being generally used for domestic purposes or for

be considered.

lime and brick burning.

If the elimination of smoke will save
M. Kidd (N. & W.)
coal and prosecution, it is up to us to educate the firemen.
It is our business to find out what will
L. R. Pyle (Soo Line)

pitch.

In Germany and Holland the loose coal
medium low volatile, about 17 to 25 per cent;
but the great proportion of the locomotive fuel is in the briquette
used

form.

is

generally a

'

Mr. Wadleigh 's

and a
crew.

level fire.

The best smoke suppressor

The whole matter

as well

as information received

from

is

:

basis of comparison

is

the ton-miles per hour; speed

C.

must always

:

:

better conditions.
letter,

I ever

Mr.

McManamy:

It can be done.

To eliminate smoke we must have the com-

I
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bination of a properly designed locomotive and a properly educated

increase the possibilities of securing a higher type of candidates

crew.

for the position of locomotive engineers.

W.

F.

Holtz (Mo. Pac.)

We

:

applied brick arches to a

number

of switchers in Kansas City and found that they caused the crown
sheet to leak.

We had a case where a crown sheet
was blamed to the brick arch and upon investigating found
was due to material collecting at a certain point on the

A. G. Kinyon (S. A. L.)
failure

that

it

:

sented for your consideration would be

sheet.

WEDNESDAY.

lars

The advantage to be derived from stoker firing of locomotives
it

the ability to
is

fire

the engine continually up to

its

capacity,

and

found that the stoker-fired locomotive can either take the

same tonnage as the non-stoker over the road in less time, or a
larger train can be handled in the same time. As a concrete example of this fact we note that in a recent test for the capacity
of locomotives a stoker-fired engine was operated for six hours,
firing an average of 7,800 pounds of coal per hour, which means
a continual capacity of the locomotive firing in excess of that which
could be maintained by hand firing.
It has also been demonstrated that mechanical stokers have permitted the enlarging of the exhaust nozzle area from 5 to 5*4
inches, which means an increase of about three square inches, thus
giving the locomotive greater efficiency.

permitted the increasing of the nozzle

The principal reason that
is

the keeping of the

fire-

doors closed, thus preventing the inrush of cold air which takes

Other advantages
are obtained by not opening the fire-doors, viz.: doing away with
the glare or dazzling light which is produced after dark and which

when doors are opened

place

for

hand

makes the observation of signals more

firing.

difficult.

It also prevents

sudden change in fire-box temperature which produces contraction
of sheets or tubes.

A

properly adjusted mechanical stoker will reduce the use of

fire-hook or rake on fire-bed, as the distribution of coal can be

an advantage, as the frequent use of rake disturbs particles of fuel which are carried by
the draught onto the brick arch or lodged in flues, reducing the
draught, heating surface, and is a loss of fuel.
The application of the stoker has proved to be a benefit from
the standpoint of smoke abatement and there are some stoker locomotives at present being used in the heavy transfer service within
regulated to prevent banking.

This

and

cents,

we

will not try to

of expense and saving.

ADVANTAGES OF MECHANICAL STOKERS.
is

We have not received any information which indicates that the
development of the mechanical stoker has reached a point where
the utilization of cheaper fuel has been accomplished.
In conclusion, we will not attempt to state the cost of installation and maintenance of the mechanical stoker, as the different
types will vary in these items; and as the advantages here pre-

is

is

safe to say that the advantages

Committee:

Whitcomb,
Hensen, A.

J.

H. DeSalis (chairman),

T. B.

Bowen,

We

have not received advice from the membership indicating
is evidence of a change in the type of candidates for the
position of locomotive firemen due to the adoption of mechanical
stokers. But we feel that the following comparison of stoker and
hand firing conditions will be of interest and worthy of considerathat there

S.

V. Sproul, O. E.

0. B. Capps, T. B. Burgess, H. F.

L. Lopshire.
Discussion.

J. F.

service

Meredith (C. C. & 0.)
We have had a Hanna stoker in
August, 1913, and it has given very satisfactory
:

since

service.

We have, or have had, all varieties of
on
stokers
our road and have 40 Mallets equipped with the improved Street type. We are getting fine results from all three
types of stokers which we have in use. With a stoker you have to
fire so light that a stoker failure means an engine failure.
E. P. Boesch (E. P. & S. W.)
We have quite a few stokers and
have increased our tonnage 18 to 20% by their use.
F. Kirby (B. & O.)
We are using 225 to 250 stokers. On one
division, the heaviest on the road, we use nothing but stokers, and
their operation has been successful.
The efficiency of the locomotives has been increased 15 to 20%. Last January for the first
time we furloughed firemen instead of hiring them, and we are
enabled to get a better grade of men as firemen. We use both
prepared and run-o-mine coal.
E. A. Averill (Standard Stoker Co.)
We recently conducted
some very extensive tests of stokers on the Norfolk & Western
and in one case found the efficiency of the stoker for one month to
be 99.7%.
A. G. Kinyon (Seaboard Air Line)
I believe that the underC.

M. Kidd (N. & W.)

:

:

:

:

:

feed stoker presents the correct principle.
F. H. Smith (Hocking Valley):
for up-keep,

results along this line.

to date it

be expected to greatly

multiply with the service of the machines and by the efforts of

Although all types of stokers are not showing an
smoke prevention, the good results of some types
future
developments may be expected to produce good
indicate that
in

may

the various stoker manufacturers.

perience with the Street stoker.

improvement

submit a comparative statement

But from the developments up

the limits of large cities, resulting in practically complete elimination of smoke.

difficult to calculate in dol-

A

We

and we have hauled heavy

Member:

have had two years' ex-

It has cost practically nothing
trains.

We

have 8 Mallets equipped with stokers and have
increased the tonnage and decreased the coal.
The question of
clinkers is up to the man on the engine.
The stoker helps to get
a better class of firemen.
J.

H. DeSalis (chm. committee)

:

The

discussion of this subject

has brought out that the use of stokers has resulted in increased
tonnage, a better grade of firemen, the utilization of a poorer

grade of fuel and a more even steam pressure.

tion:
1. Hand firing conditions.
The duties of men engaged in firing
by hand require that they be educated in the expert handling of
the fire tools such as the scoop shovel, fire-rake and furnace door.
This knowledge is not of a nature that assists the man to understand the requirements and care of machinery that is necessary in
order to become a successful engineer; therefore, men have first
to develop their faculties to fill the requirements of hand firing and

chanical and operating duties in order to qualify for the position

During the morning the convention listened to an address by H.
Son Line. Heads of mechanical departments, said Mr. Bayless, have so many calls on their
time for legislative matters, "safety first" work, etc., that they
haven't enough time for strictly mechanical questions. Therefore,
a trained staff of experts is needed. The traveling engineer has
the opportunity to contribute much, as he is in practical touch
with matters. He must keep before him ways of increasing efficiency.
There is much to find out with regard to superheaters, for

of engineer.

instance.

Those engaged in stoker firing do not
have to devote as much time and attention to the use of the methods employed in hand firing, but are required to operate the mechanical stoking machine which furnishes them with a practical
This meexperience in the care of steam driven machinery.
chanical education should greatly aid in the development from fire-

ter results than a series of tests will.

should also be able to
make many good suggestions in safety first work. Mr. Bayless
stated that he thought the stoker had passed the experimental

man

spector, Interstate

if

successful, then they

2.

may

devote their attention to the me-

Stoker firing duties.

to locomotive engineer.

This,

we

believe, is

an improved condition and should greatly

C. Bayless, mechanical engineer of the

He

can observe headlights in a

way

that will give bet-

He

stage.

On Wednesday

afternoon Frank

McManamy,

chief

Commerce Commission, favored the

boiler

in-

association

with a short talk in which he told of the work being done by his
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department, and said that government boiler inspection has done
much to make the work of the traveling engineer more effective.

The

division of locomotive boiler inspection

is

reporting

all

defects

whether in violation of the law or not. With welded flues many
failures have occurred near the weld, due to poor welding. Never
put a wrench on a washout plug while there is pressure on the
It is a striking fact that most accidents of this sort have
boiler.
occurred when the foreman was either directing or performing the
work.

CARE OF BRAKE EQUIPMENT.

An

elaborate and comprehensive report on the care of locomo-

equipment on line of road and at terminals, together
with methods of locating and reporting defects, was presented by
the following committee:
Geo. H. "Wood (Chairman), B. Hyanes, K. E. Anderson, W. V.
Turner, Edw. Bales.
The report was very complete and covered 36 pages. An abstract of it would hardly do it justice, as it goes very much into
detail.
It brought out a lively discussion, which lasted the rest
tive brake

of

Wednesday afternoon.

The

by early shopping of power may be an item

cost involved

of profit or expense depending largely upon the general condition of the engine and service required, also the demand for power.
In some cases badly worn engines may successfully and efficiently
fill a requirement provided the work is sufficiently light.
Cold
locomotives crowding the roundhouses or back shops, awaiting repairs, represent an enormous investment of unproductive capital,
and if such power is capable of rendering profitable service, although not in first class condition, it may through a special effort,
be left in service with much greater profit than to be completely
idle.

The foregoing conditions indicate that the most

profitable time

for shopping of power depends very largely upon local conditions,

density of traffic in some localities with

many high

class freight

and other important traffic with an increasing public demand for better service, would not warrant the working of power
trains,

in other than

first

tant freight or

class condition,

while branch lines, unimpor-

may

switch service,

provide suitable places to

obtain additional wear from locomotives between shoppings.

An

THURSDAY.

October, 1914

item of expense not commonly recognized

may

be incurred in
an effort to compete with other lines in obtaining a maximum
mileage between shoppings, although conditions of service may be

OPERATION" OF ALL LOCOMOTIVES WITH A VIEW OF OBTAINING MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY AT LOWEST COST.
Realizing, as we do, the magnitude of the subject before us,
the innumerable angles from which it might be reviewed, and the

contrasting.

varying conditions surrounding locomotive operation, your com-

the foregoing should suffice to

deemed it necessary to circumscribe certain fixed
limits in order that some of the prime factors effecting operation
may be dwelt upon and their relation to each other shown, therefore, we have sub-divided the original subject as follows:
First Assignment and distribution of power.
Second Classified or general repairs; when and how made.
Third Location, application and operation of lubricators, injectors and other boiler attachments.
Fourth Terminal inspection and maintenance of locomotives.
Fifth Superheaters, brick arches; their care, operation and

arouse thought as to the most economical time for shopping of

mittee have

—
—
—
—
—
maintenance.
Sixth — Selecting, employing, promoting, examining and

instruct-

Much matter bearing on

the subject might be reviewed, but

draw attention

to the matter

and

power.

Power received from the general repair shops after overhauling
should be known to be in perfect condition before being returned
Mr. Adams, of the
to the operating department for service.
Cotton Belt, has said that power overhauled for the first time
should be in better condition than when received from the builders, and in a measure justifies this statement by adding that power
once in service usually develops certain weak points that should
be changed and strengthened at first shopping; but if not well
done, may cause engine to render inefficient service and increase
the cost of operation and in some cases require shopping for fur-

ing engineers and firemen with a view of securing and maintaining

ther repairs.

good service.
Seventh Terminal and road facilities for turning and prompt
handling of power.
Eighth Handling and firing of locomotives with a view of ob-

The item of breaking in power after over-hauling is an item
worthy of attention, as newly over-hauled engines put on fast

—
—
taining maximum
Ninth—Heat, steam,

power and time that

is

wasted, and

how

it.

Locomotives with weak

some

divisions,

may

many months with nominal
same power

if

or flue sheets,

flues,

result

in

when assigned

obtaining high class

service

to

for

it

is

better to

know

that power

is

properly

Scale matter is another item of hidden expense. It is not unusual for locomotives to use 8,000 gallons of water while making
fifty miles, or over 12,000,000 gallons

therefore, unless such water

is

while making 80,000 miles,

treated or exceedingly pure,

it

will

be seen at a glance that the amount of scale deposited from such

assigned to an adjoining division might give unand expensive

quantities of water evaporated must be great, although the boiler
washing is regular and the best that can be obtained.
Experiments have been conducted by Government experts and
others on scale matter in steam boilers, and its effect on fuel
losses, the result of which show whether such scale is soft or hard
However, this being a subject
it is a poor conductor of heat.

operation owing to an unfitness for the work required.
evident, therefore, that to obtain

maximum

It is self-

efficiency at

minimum

power should be made with due consideration from both operating and mechanical points of view,
observing not only the physical condition of the road bed and
bridges, the capacity and fitness of terminal facilities for the
care, up-keep and turning of the power assigned, but also its
adaptability to meet the requirements of service, in either freight
or passenger, taking into consideration the weight and schedule
cost the matter of assigning

of trains.

Tabulated figures on locomotives maintenance,
New York, show that maintenance of all
clusive of depreciation charges on all railroads
States in 1911 was equivalent to S per cent of the

Son of

by Suffern &
locomotives exin

the

United

total operating

expenses.
figures before

us the problem

is

yet unsolved, as

what per cent of the total
operating expenses are represented in losses caused by reduced

there are no figures available to show

tonnage, doubling

hills,

extra fuel consumption, delays, over-time,

not infrequently brought about by striving to obtain greater
mileage from power between shoppings.
etc.,

result in heating of bearings, cut journals, or injured

cost for running repairs, while this

satisfactory service with frequent engine failures

With such

may

machinery, therefore,

broken in before placing in service.

efficiency.

to avoid

runs

within

itself, will

attention to

not be reviewed at this time, other than to call
cost of operation where scale matter is

increased

allowed to accumulate on the flues or boiler shell in locomotive
causing increased fuel consumption, increased use of steam

boilers,

by excessive use of the blower and in some cases leaky flues or
Locomotive
fire box sheets, resulting in engine failures or delays.
operation and train handling under such conditions is expensive
and unsatisfactory, therefore, should be avoided.
Location of all boiler attachments for safety, accessibility and
convenience of operation and repairs, is a matter which may
appear to some to be of small importance, yet may involve great
expense

if

not properly placed.

An

injector or lubricator placed

beyond the convenient reach of the engineer does not receive the
attention and fine adjustment that economical service would demand, or that the same might receive if properly placed. Sander
valves, hydrostatic flange oilers and other boiler attachments are
equally important.
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Cost of operation being greatly influenced by improper boiler

improper lubrication causing increased friction which
tests have demonstrated decreases the power of the locomotive
from 12 to 15 per cent. Poor sanding of the rail where needed
causing delays and overtime, are matters which render this branch
of the subject one of importance, and one which should receive
feeding,

attention in all railroad shops.

The

lifting injector should be located in the

most convenient

467

of the oiler facing to left.

The height of the oiler should be about
from the seat box deck. The steam valve is tapped into
the dry steam supply at the fountain on the boiler. Between the
steam valve and oiler use a copper pipe, as it is very necessary
that this pipe should be free from scale. From the oil delivery
connection at the oiler the oil delivery pipe is extended with a
gradual fall in the pipe from the oiler to flange nozzle at back
of the front driver wheel. The flange nozzle is located on a center

five feet

place for operation and maintenance and where possible should

line with the driver wheel or about twelve inches

be located in the cab within convenient reach of the enginemen.
The height of the location for the lifting injector is usually gov-

line.

erned by
obtained by locating the lifting injector with the center line of
the injector on a line with the top of the tank, whether placed
the height of the top of the tank, as the best results are

inside or outside the cab.

The clamp that holds the

oil

above the center

pipe and flange nozzle in posi-

tion should be placed six inches above the flange nozzle.
This
permits adjusting the flange nozzle. The point of the flange noz-

placed one and one-half inches to two inches from the flange
and at an angle so that the center line of the flange nozzle will
be on a line with the top of the flange throat and the side of the

zle is

mounted below the bottom of the
tank and is usually placed on a bracket mounted on the tail piece
of the engine frame. There is a serious objection to this method

flange nozzle clears the wheel tread three-fourths of an inch.
The operation of this flange oiler is practically the same as any
other lubricator.
First, it must be filled with the proper oil,

puts a constant strain on the injector steam

asphaltum flange oil. No other oils or greases will do the work
as well.
The steam is turned on full at boiler, the water condenser valve is opened and the feeds are set to feed the required
number of drops per minute.

The

non-lifting injector

of application, as

it

is

pipe and steam pipe connection at the injector and at the fountain where the steam pipe

may be

This strain

is

connected to the boiler steam supply.
some extent by making an expan-

relieved to

sion bend in the steam pipe between the source of steam supply
and injector connections.
A safer application (where it is possible) is to mount the injector on a bracket suspended from the bottom of the mud ring.
This would place the injector pipes under the same influence of
expansion and relieve the strain from the steam pipe and connections.

The

rule of a well balanced

engineman

is

to operate the injec-

maintain as near as possible a certain level of water
in the boiler at all times.
The boiler and water conditions usually
determine that level.
tor so as to

The principal thing
it

is

in maintaining an injector

is, first,

see that

properly repaired and the tube sized maintained to a good

standard.

Also see that the tubes are kept free from lime.
The steam valve and

All of the pipe joints must be kept tight

steam pipe openings, the tank valve, goose neck, hose, hose strainer,
feed water pipe, and branch pipes must all have the proper openings as per the specified size for

tire

different sizes of injectors.

In connection with injector maintenance, the check valve in the
branch pipes and at the boilers must be given the proper attention

and the valves must have the proper

lift.

If these points are

properly watched the injectors will give good results and be free

from

failure.

One of the most frequent mistakes made in the application of
is made with the lubricator.
The instructions
sent out by the manufacturer are frequently cast aside and the
lubricator is applied on the hit or miss plan, when it would have
been much easier had the instructions been followed.
In operating the lubricator the enginemen come in contact with
the instructions issued by the different makers of lubricators and to
locomotive devices

get the desired results he should follow these instructions.

In a general way the operation of the locomotive valve lubridepends on the service requirement, particular attention
should be given to the engine valve, engine valve conditions, and
enough oil should be delivered to the valves at regular intervals
to keep them free from cutting.
To do this the lubricator feed
must be regular under all conditions of throttle opening and steam
must be regular under all conditions. As fast as a drop of oil
cator

leaves the feed tip at the lubricator a drop of oil should be delivered into the steam chest at the

steam chest end of the

oil

delivery pipe.

As the flange oiler subject is a comparatively new one, it will
be proper to be more explicit in the application of the same,
especially those of the hydrostatic type, which have proven to be an
efficient type for all classes of service.
This hydrostatic type is
more familiarly known

as the Elliott system.

The device

consists

of a sight-feed oiler, a system of piping or delivery flange nozzles.

The sight-feed

oiler is

mounted on the

head with the back of the

left side of the

back boiler

oiler facing to right, and the front

As

this is a

the feed tip

is

down drop sight-feed oiler, the oil dropping from
carried from the feed chamber (immediately un-

der sight feed pockets) into the

oil

delivery pipes under the in-

fluence of steam passing through the equalizing pipes.

steam catches the

oil it is

As

the

carried through the oil delivery pipes to

the flange nozzles through which the oil is blown under the influence of steam. As the oil and steam leaves the point of flange

blown against the wheel flange, coating them
that cannot spread to the tread or blow off
of the flange. The fact that this heavy oil does stick to the flanges
prevents flanges cutting and derailments and reduces curve friction.
nozzle together,

it is

with heavy, sticky

oil

With other

styles of flange oilers or flange lubricators, equal care
should be exercised to have them applied and operated as recommended by those who furnish them.

Termial care for all locomotives is essential to good service,
and beyond doubt has greater bearing on locomotive performance
than any other one item.
Engines permitted to work when lame or with steam leaks in the
smoke arch, valves or cylinder packing blowing, or badly stopped
flues, may use extra fuel by the ton while enginemen are striving
to save by the pound.
Engines should be so drafted that they
steam freely, their arches, steam pipes, superheater units, cylinder
packing and valves should be known to be in perfect condition.
Periodical inspection should be made of all draft appliances and
a perfect measurement maintained of the sizes of the exhaust
nozzles, location of draft sheets, etc., by so doing much time and
expense can be saved where re-adjustments are necessary or for
comparison of work with other power of the same class.

Whether inspection and reporting of work is done by the incoming engineer or delegated to an inspector where employed,
may depend on local requirements, agreement or custom, but in
all cases

should be thorough.

The working hours of shopmen being short, and overtime expensive, running repair costs in some cases are necessarily increased by shopmen searching for blows, pounds, or other troubles
because of improper work reports, and in some instances other
work neglected on this account. The cost of maintenance and upkeep of power can be greatly reduced with an increasing benefit
and training to enginemen by the enforcement of strict rules requiring close inspection and properly defined work reports from
them.
Some railroads require both engineers and inspectors to
inspect and make separate work reports with a view of reducing
the chances for delay or accident. Such double inspection should
make the engineer more careful in reporting work, especially if his
is called to over-sights on his part.
Engineers having the advantage of experience and training, together with the responding language of the engine at work, whether
produced by natural sounds of perfect work, or the discordant
sounds of blows, pounds, lameness or other troubles, should be in a

attention
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better position to locate

spector

who

and report necessary work than an

in-

are relieved at points remote

from the engine

house or where busy terminals do not permit time for the engineer
to properly inspect engine on arrival, small work books can be
carried on the locomotive for the convenience

of the engineer,

making notes of needed repairs, delivering same with engine at
each terminal. For this purpose the following form will be found
very convenient and has been successfully used for some time.
Following the matter of repairs, care should be exercised in
up locomotives and preparing them for service, they should

firing

be fired up sufficiently early to insure testing of the air pump,
headlight, injectors and other boiler attachments, to know that
all

are in working order before delivering to the engine crew.

Such precautions
justifies this

will avoid

many

delays and failures which amply

lubrication.

Brick arches, when used, should be kept in perfect condition in
maximum efficiency from their use. Locomotives

order to insure

drafted with the use of an arch

will,

as a rule, be more severe

on fuel should the arch fail and locomotive be run without it.
Terminal repair men should inspect and repair any defects found
trip.

Partly fallen or burned arches are quite liable to tear

holes in the fire

and thus cause extra use of fuel and possibly

result in stopping the flues.

In selecting, promoting and employing of new firemen, care
should be exercised to secure men of good habits and possessing
at least a common school education. They should be required to
pass an examination and be given the necessary instructions to
insure a knowledge and familiarity with the signals, rules and
other important requirements connected with their duty.

Some roads

require inexperienced firemen, after filling out the

necessary application papers, to
freight service with

of examination of firemen on the progressive examination questions, to meet with the best results, depend largely
on local conditions and the man himself. As a rule, it should be

men have some

leisure for application and study.
In all
young firemen should be examined on the first year's
questions shortly after six months' service as a fireman, and there
should be some ruling from the master mechanic or officer in charge

so the

cases possible

as to the disposition

of

those

who

fail

or

refuse to take the

examination.

Coaching and training enginemen is an important factor in
paving the way for skillful and efficient service, and should be
encouraged by all officials. Men who make systematic study of
their business soon qualify to pass favorable examinations

certainly

and are

much more desirable employes than those with equal
who make poor use of them. Employes should be

opportunities

work.

Proper record of the time that engines are at terminals should
be maintained. This for the purpose of checking mechanical or
transportation delays to power, terminal fuel consumption, etc.
The advantages derived from high degree super-heated steam,
are many, and with proper handling and terminal care, will produce remarkable results in the way of increased efficiency and
economy over saturated steam power of equal size and similar
build. With such power and facilities at hand it is highly important that full benefit be derived from its use.
To insure high degree of superheat it is necessary to keep all
flues clean and free from clinkers or soot.
It is equally important to know that the superheater units are free from leaks and
the cylinder packing and piston valve rings are in good condition.
Owing to the free steaming qualities and quick movement of
locomotives of this class, it is possible for steam leaks to exist
without any noticeable effect on the steaming qualities or power
of the locomotive, and for this reason enginemen should be on the
alert for slight blows, as high-degree superheated steam does not
create the same sound as saturated steam, therefore, may be more
severe than anticipated and deprive important parts of necessary

each

and firemen.

of great benefit to both engineers

The question

catches an engine at rest.

Where engineers

October, 1914

make

several

student

designated men, requiring them

these trips until the engineer or engineers with

quired to ride agree that he

is

whom

trips
to

he

in

repeat
is

familiar with the duties and

reis

encouraged to take an interest in this work, to organize clubs and
hold meetings at stated intervals for the discussion of subjects
relating to their work.

The matter of prompt handling and turning

of power is an
important factor on any railroad, as the earnings depend on the

movement of locomotives and

the service delivered.

Terminal facilities suitable for prompt handling and up-keep of
power is, therefore, correspondingly important, especially is this
true at busy terminals where trains are waiting and locomotives
are in demand. Busy seasons in some cases render all terminals
busy and at such a time severe loss may be sustained if conditions
are such that power cannot receive necessary repairs and be turned
promptly.

There should be co-operation between yardmasters, dispatchers

and roundhouse foremen, in order to get best results in turning
power quickly. Roundhouse foremen may be working on eastbound power, while west-bound traffic is waiting, and were this
condition known to the foreman in charge he could have given
west-bound power preference and avoided some delay. A message
in such cases, or advance notice for power, would keep the mechanical department in touch with the operating situation and in

many

cases avoid delays.

Another item of importance

is

the prompt placing of supplies,

delivering coal to coal chute, pulling cinder cars out of the way,

Such duties should not be regarded of secondary importance,
but should be promptly handled, as much depends on this service
to aid in the prompt movement of power.
Blocking roundhouse leads or delaying incoming power in the
yards after its arrival is an item of expense, too frequently caused
by unnecessary blocking of tracks. Power so delayed at a time
when trains are awaiting movement, may cause great loss and
should be controlled by those in charge. Congestion of traffic demands that the greatest care should be exercised by all parties
concerned in favor of prompt handling and turning of power,
and in order to do so co-operation between dispatchers, yardmasters and roundhouse foremen is necessary.
The most poorly designed locomotive is made better by special
care and handling, while the best designed locomotive will not do
etc.

well if improperly handled or fired.

Railroad operating costs are great, and the fuel

bill

is

the

capable of firing a locomotive, and that they would be willing
personally to take him out.

largest single item of this expense, therefore, the largest field for

Firemen promoted to the position of engineer or experienced
are employed for the service, should be required to pass
a mechanical examination under some examining official or board

$20.00 to $40.00 worth of coal per trip,
$600.00 to $1,200.00 per month, and all locomotives on some

men who

before being placed on the engineer 's roster.

Many

railroads are

now using

the

first,

second and third year

progressive examination questions for the edification and advancement of their firemen. Such examinations, as a rule, stimulate

among firemen but among engineers as
Question books are distributed according to the advancement of classes. Then at educational or get-together meetings held
under the direction of the traveling engineer or other officials, the
general interest, not only

well.

subjects are thoroughly reviewed.

Many

engineers take an active

part in these meetings and the interest and discussion aroused

is

loss or gain.

burn from
or per day, or from

It is not unusual for a locomotive to

di-

burn from 20,000 to 50,000 tons of coal per month.
Of this vast amount of fuel burned in locomotive operation, considerable of it does not come under the control of engineer or
fireman. Locomotives having wide fire boxes consume a great deal
of coal at terminals for fire-building or keeping them under steam
visions

going to and from their trains, etc. At least ten to twenty-five per
cent of all fuel used by any one locomotive is consumed in this
way.
Close co-operation should prevail between the heads of the transportation and the mechanical departments in the matter of ordering
Engine crews should be
power and firing up before needed.
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Where we formerly had
we run

prompt

in responding to calls

flange oiler on the Virginia Southwestern.

time to

know

to renew tires every six to eight months, with the oiler

and reach their engine in ample
that the locomotive has all necessary supplies and

18 months.

in proper condition for the trip.

Engineers should have the lubricator properly set and feeding
at least fifteen minutes before starting on a trip, and should exercise care in not slipping the locomotive while starting the train,

more

especially while the fire is light, leaving the terminal.

The use of

lubricants, fuel,

and

supplies on the locomotive

all

being under the engineer 's charge, he should exercise every possible
To obtain economical and efficient service
care to avoid waste.
from the locomotive much depends on the method of handling

and firing, as well as the condition of
the engine, make-up of train and co-operation of dispatchers, trainmen and enginemen. The engineer should strive to handle the
locomotive in such a manner as to render the required service,
working the engine at as short a cut-off as the service and grade
will permit, remembering that steam represents fuel and money.
lubricating, boiler feeding

by 30them when worked
should not be so worked where

Modern superheater locomotives with

cylinders 26-inches

inches requires great volumes of steam to

at a long point of cut-off, therefore,

the grades do not require

Locomotives having cylinders 26-

it.

inches in diameter use steam

when worked

drivers

approximately as follows:

inches;

8-inch cut-off,

at 6-inch, 8-ineh

and

10-

for each revolution of the

inch points of cut-off, respectively,

200 cubic inches.

fill

6-inch

16,960 cubic inches;

cut-off,

12,620 cubic

10-inch cut-off, 21,-

The amount used per mile would depend on the

size of the drivers, however, the foregoing illustrates the impor-

tance of the reverse gear and what

it

can do for the fireman or

coal pile if not properly handled.

J. E. Ingling

The

claimed for
on freight and passenger engines.
We keep a record in the cab of each engine, showing when the
superheater flues were cleaned. The man in the cab then knows
(Erie):

—we have a large number

oilers are all that is

them

and as a result the flues are kept in better conimportant item is the inspection of coal at mines, for
this is the first place to start saving coal. It has also been found
by test that it takes about 300 pounds of coal to get a heavy
train in motion again after stopping at a signal. We should keep
after the transportation people to avoid this condition.
To get
the best results superheaters should be run at 25 to 30% cut-off.
their condition

An

dition.

W.

Any

modification of the working of the

made with

the reverse lever and not by the

Hayes (Erie)

C.

engine should be

On

:

on a wide
open throttle and when it was closed and opened again you could
see the increase in power.
W. A. Buekbee (Locomotive Superheater Co.)
On tests conducted during the last year it was proven that the full throttle
proposition is the correct one. In the last year we found trouble
from the fact that some think that they must have the boiler
chuck full of water. This causes a rush of water into the superheater and cylinders. There are many engines with insufficient ash
pan opening. Another thing that should be given attention is
terminal fuel consumption it is very large.
W. C. Hayes: The Erie has discontinued the use of air and
relief valves with no evil results.
B. J. Feeney (111. Cent.)
When we had pooled engines it was

throttle.

tests of our triplex locomotive I insisted

:

—
:

Handling the injector to properly supply feed-water to the
boiler is also a matter requiring the engineer's attention, whether
handled by himself or the fireman, should be known to be properly regulated.

When

the water supply

is

regulated in keeping

with the amount used and kept at a proper level or uniform
height, flues are not so liable to leak, the engine will steam better

and use less fuel than when the feed water supply is irregular.
The engineer being in charge of the locomotive and supplies
when on duty, should know that the fireman is exercising his best
efforts and judgment, observing also that no coal is being lest
from the tender, the gang-way or pops.
Locomotives may be kept in perfect condition at great cost,
may be operated and fired in a manner 100 per cent perfect,
loaded to full tonnage capacity, yet fail in good returns.
The
matter of hauling empty or half loaded cars of great weight and
size, increases operating expenses and proportionately reduces net
returns, therefore, should be a matter of mutual concern to every

Committee: J. E. Scott (Chairman), P. J. Miller, J. J. McNeil, W. L. Eobinson, C. W. Hyde, F. W. Edwards, M. H. Haig,
G. Tawse.
Discussion.

W. H.

Corbett (Mich. Cent.)

On

:

switchers

we used

to have a

small sand pipe in front of the forward drivers and had trouble

with the pipe stopping up. Then we placed the pipe between the
drivers and had no further trouble.

A Member: I saw a device recently for getting rid of the
sand on the rails after the engine had passed on. It consisted
simply of a steam jet back of the rear driver and it was found
that

it

increased the tonnage.

E. P. Roesch (E., P.
jet

&

S.-W.)

Down

:

in

Mexico I saw a water

used ahead of the driver to wash off and give gripping
This, of course, could not be used in many sections of

power.

the country.

We tried out lead sand pipe
& St. L.)
good success, although we get some wet sand and have
to tighten them up occasionally. If you will thread out the bottom of the sand pipe aways and screw a washer up in you will
be surprised at the good results. With regard to flange oilers,
they have just tripled the life of the flange on our road.
J. C.

Petty (N. C.

:

joints with

A

Member:

We

many

are getting excellent results with the Chicago

who was

Now

engine failures.

responsible for neglect

and we had

without pooled engines, they run from

overhauling to overhauling without failures.
J. W. Eubank (C. & O.)
The "Perfection" valve oil is as
good as superheat valve oil The superheat oil was made to meet
the demands of the railways, but I believe it carbonizes more than
the "Perfection."
L. D. Gillette (Ry. Comm. of Canada)
The doctrine of the
pooled engine is that the shop will take care of the engine and
:

:

the shop don't.

FEIDAY.
CHEMISTRY OF COMBUSTION.

A

very interesting and complete lecture on this subject was

given by A. G. Kinyon, superintendent of locomotive operation of
the Seaboard Air Line.
brief definitions of

Mr. Kinyon started in with simple and

elements and compounds, and built up his

subject to show the influence of proper combustion in a locomotive
fire

railroad in the land.

W.

impossible to find

The

box.

first

part of his lecture was illustrated by a number

of chemical experiments, showing the principles of combustion.

made

He

burning of coal in a locomotive fire box
is a chemical process in which it is absolutely necessary that oxygen come in actual contact with the substance to be burned. The
proper burning of coal is a question of supplying enough oxygen.
The carbon of the coal burns at a temperature of 914°, but the
volatile matter will not burn until a temperature of 1800°F. is
The result of perfect combustion is C O . The blue
reached.
flame sometimes seen at the stack is the result of imperfect combustion the C O given off is uniting with another atom of oxygen
at the stack. Black smoke is the unburned carbon of the hydrocarbons. The steam jet prevents black smoke because it mixes the
oxygen of the air more intimately and entrains air. However,
it sometimes
reduces the temperature of the fire box below
that of the burning temperature of the volatile gases and thus
causes incomplete combustion, although black smoke is eliminated. The second part of Mr. Kinyon 's lecture was illustrated
by lantern slides, showing proper and improper methods of handling a fire. The lecture held the attention of a large audience for
over three hours, which is evidence of the interest shown in the
it

clear that the

—

lecture.

SPEED RECORDERS.

Few

were received to the questions sent, which is due
to the fact that speed recorders, being a new apparatus, have not
replies
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been given a great deal of attention and are not very extensively
used, except by a few of the railroads.
I find that we have in use on the railroads of the United States
the following recorders: Boyer, Flaman, Hausshalter, and Railway; and on some of the private cars we have what is known as
From the informathe Hutchinson Electric and the Warner.

Flaman and Hausshalter are
The Boyer
and the Flaman are more generally used on locomotives, and the
Hausshalter is principally used on cars and trains; while it can
tion obtained, I find that the Boyer,

the principal recorders used on locomotives and trains.

also be used on locomotives, as near as I can learn, it is not used
first named recorders.
The Hausshalter recorder is purely a mechanical device, the
main shaft of which revolves only about forty-five revolutions per
mile, and when placed on a locomotive it enables the engineer to
note at a glance the speed at which he is running, and besides

as extensively on locomotives as the two

gives records on the record tape.

an alarm

It is also fitted with

bell

which can be

automatically at any desired speed per hour.

set

to ring

This enables the

make whatever speed is desired until he hears the
informing him that he has reached the limit allowed.
By use of the alarm bell the engineer can keep his eyes on the
track at night or in stormy weather until he hAsrs the alarm bell.
The time-recording feature of the Hausshalter apparatus is a

October, 1914

It is claimed by the different members furnishing the data
that one of the advantages derived from the use of the speed

recorder

the factor of safety;

is

for a check on trains in the

it

can also be used to advantage

way

of excessive speed, and from
some of the recorders we can get the time of stops, and the number of stops on each trip. The recorders are so constructed that
they register the speed and the stops on a tape placed within the
recorder box. There is an attachment leading to a gauge in the
cab of the locomotive, and where the recorders are used on trains,
the gauge is usually placed where the engineer can see it very
readily without taking his eyes off the track for any length of
time.
He can see the speed that he is running at night as well
as in daytime, which enables him to handle his train at a more
uniform speed. This is of great assistance to him in carrying out
instructions where there are slow orders and also to keep within
the limit of the speed restrictions, which vary on the different
divisions of each railroad.
I also find that it is claimed that the
speed recorder is a great factor in settling disputes in regard to
speed at time of accidents, and in some instances it is claimed

was very

engineer to

that there

alarm

where the railroads have been prosecuted for accidents to people
in passing over crossings and wagons or automobiles being struck
by trains, where witnesses claimed that speed was exceedingly
high, the records of the recorders were used to great advantage
by same being produced at the hearing of the case.

bell

very valuable one, particularly from the engineer's standpoint, as
it proves without a doubt the time of all detention and station

and the distance from the starting point at which they
took place, which shows up the train dispatchers and station men
when they are at fault or slow movement of train crews.
The advantages derived from the Hausshalter apparatus are
that it enables the operating head to see at a glance where the
trains are being held up and when these detentions can be avoided,
stops

;

it

enables the train to be handled between stops at a

speed, that

is,

when

much lower

station stops are longer than need be, or

where a detention is caused by bad dispatching or performance
by baggagemen or trainmen.
The Boyer Speed Eecorder is an oil pump arrangement and the
main shaft turns about 540 revolutions per mile, and gives practically about the same information as all other recorders.
The Flaman, as near as I can learn, is constructed on about the
same principle as the Boyer and gives about the same information
on records as the Boyer or Hausshalter.
We have information that one railroad in the United States has
295 speed recorders of the Boyer type on locomotives and fourteen on private cars; the same road has forty-two Hausshalter
recorders on baggage cars, and one on a private car.
While the Hausshalter apparatus is the only machine on the
market that has the alarm bell attached by its manufacturer, I have
information that there are two different devices called the electric
annunciator that can be attached to speed recorders of any type
that are not provided with the alarm bell.

The

device consists of an attachment fitted to the machine itself

bell, one or more dry cell batteries, as may be
and the required amount of insulated copper wire; a
low voltage electric light may be used if so desired. The attachment fitted to the machine may be so placed that the bell can be
rung when any desired speed is reached and can be rung as long as
the speed is exceeding the adjusted limit. It may be set to ring
for two miles above the limit and if the rate of speed is more than
two miles above the limit the bell will ring until the decreasing
speed reaches and passes below the limit at which the device is set.
The device has been thoroughly tested on six different engines
on one of the leading railroads of the country and the results have
been very successful, as the device has met all the claims made
by the inventors. One great advantage it possesses is that if the
recording gauge is broken or for any reason it is out of service
the bell begins to ring when the speed limit at which it is set is
reached. This device has been patented and can be furnished to
any one who desires it by applying to the patentee. Engineers who
have run engines equipped with this device like it very well and

with an electric
necessary,

consider

it

an additional safeguard.

We

also

find

little

difficulty

that where

experienced in settling cases

we have reports of excessive speed
we have a slow order and there

over a portion of track where

is a question raised as to the accuracy of the report, it has been
found that the records of the recorder when produced were used
to great advantage in settling the argument.
It has also been
claimed that a great deal of benefit is derived from the use of
speed recorders in the way of reducing heated bearings on engines
and cars, from the fact that where a violation of the speed limit
was a general thing on some roads before the recorders were used,
it was found that after the recorders had been placed on the
locomotives and the enginemen had been called in for violation
of the speed limit and cautioned they afterwards lived up to the
instructions, and thereby reduced the likelihood of heated bear-

ings to a great extent.

by maintaining a uniform speed as posan entire division of road it is much easier on the track,

It is also claimed that
sible over

machinery and

cars

and considerably reduces the expense of

maintenance.

In handling the heavy fast passenger trains of the present day
very difficult for the engineer to accurately judge the speed,
especially in dark and stormy weather, and it has been found that
where a speed recorder is being used a more uniform speed is
it is

maintained by the engineers.
From data received it is claimed that by using the speed
recorders the operating expense has been reduced in the way of
accidents to trains running at too high a rate of speed, which
often caused derailments, and from heated bearings, causing delay to trains which results in additional operating expense. With
the use of the speed recorder there has been less trouble in settling claims or damage suits, which reduces the operating expenses. In some of the data received it is claimed that the fuel
consumption has been increased, due to the speed restriction,
from the fact that when trains were permitted to descend grades
at a high rate of speed (from sixty to eighty miles per hour) and
ascend the grades at a speed of from thirty to forty-five miles per
hour the fuel consumption was less than at the present time, when
they have to maintain a higher rate of speed on the ascending
grade in order make the schedule time, and in order to do so they
have to work the engine harder and thereby use more fuel, which
will increase the operating expenses to a certain degree.
Relative to the cost of maintaining the speed recorders, I could
not get anything very accurate. One road gave an estimate cost
of from $120 to $140 per year for each machine in use for material and labor.
Another road estimates the cost of material
and labor at $75 per year for each machine used; they claim that
they cannot give anything definite at the present time, but will

:
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BEARING METALS.

and expect to have some definite information
maintaining
the recorders in the near future.
<m cost of
find the actual cost

Frederick Kekbt.
Discussion.

(Frisco)

G. Dillard

find that speed recorders have reThere should be some variation allowed
miles, so that engineers won't get called if

duced our derailments.
however, at least

five

a fraction over.

it is

J. E. Scott

(Frisco)

We

:

have a large number of Boyer

re-

corders in use on both passenger and freight engines, and on

power engines, including Mallets.
With Mallets, with
the
trailer under
cab, we can place the recorder directly under
the cab.
This keeps the cable short and reduces the chance of
large

error.

With

Pacific type engines,

front trucks and the bronze cable

we have

the recorder on the

passed through considerable

is

In this case we find it difficult to keep the recorder and
indicator corresponding with each other.
distance.

F. P. Eoesch

&

(E. P.

S.-W.)

and

looks like a large clock

is

We

:

use an instrument which

situated in the cab in front of the

In the center of the device is a regular clock and suris a dial which has red and black hands.
The red
hand indicates the speed limit and the black hand moves with the
ehanges in speed. It is one of the best aids the mechanical department has. We have a speed limit of 65 miles on passenger
engines and 35 miles on freight engines.
engineer.

rounding

By
Each degree ®f
bearing

We

:

it
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T. J. Johnston.

frictional heat that is developed in

a machine

a measure of just so much useful power entirely thrown
away in that each degree of heat shown in the bearing above that
of the atmosphere represents just so much heat removed from beis

neath the boiler, which, instead of doing useful work, only produces so much additional waste in the machine. It is therefore
very essential that machine bearings be as nearly perfect as it is
possible to

make them.

In order that a bearing may run cool, careful attention must
be given to several important items; the proper materials must
be selected for the journal and bearing, the wearing surfaces must
be perfectly smooth, and of sufficient area and uniform bearing
These surfaces must, moreover, be furnished with prop-

surface.

erly placed oil grooves which will distribute a lubricant evenly to
every portion.
constant supply of lubricant of sufficient quan-

A

and proper quality must also be provided, and dust, dirt, and
all other foreign matter must be rigidly excluded.
As a matter of
course, the mechanical design of the bearing must be right, but
the selection of the proper bearing materials and the proper applitity

cation of those materials are matters of

first

importance.

A

good bearing material must fulfil the following requirements
It must be of sufficient strength to sustain its load; it must not
heat rapidly;

must be easily worked; it must have good antiit must have a long life with small loss of
material due to wear; and (with the exception of east iron on cast
iron and hardened steel on hardened steel) it will usually be a
material of an entirely different molecular construction from that
of the revolving journal which it must support.
it

frictional properties;

The paper on "Scientific Train Loading" came in too late
and was held over next year. The
secretary stated that it was a most complete and comprehensive
to be printed for distribution

paper.

The report of the committee on progressive examination for
firemen was made by the chairman, W. H. Corbett. It was too long
to read, but Mr. Corbett stated that it had been brought right
up to date. He stated that some roads are trying to make it
standard on their roads and are buying it for the use of the
firemen.

The committee on changes in the constitution and by-laws made
no report.
The committee on subjects reported the following topics for the
1915 meeting:
What effect does the mechanical placing of fuel in fire boxes
and the lubrication of the locomotive have on the cost of operation?
Eecommended practices for the employment and training of new
.

men

for firemen.

The advantages of the use of superheaters, brick arches and
other modern appliances on large engines, especially those of the
Mallet type.

How

can the road foreman of engines improve the handling of

modern trains?
The electro-pneumatic brake.
The effect of properly designed valve gear on locomotive
economy and operation.

fuel

five in all.

officers

;

;

O. Thompson, N. Y. C.

Mich Cent.

& H.

E.; treasurer, David Meadows,

Mr. Thompson was elected secretary for

life.

following were elected members of the executive committee:
Pyle, Soo Line; F. P. Eoesch, El. P.

&

&

S.

W.;

The
L. E.

Al. Beardsley, A.

and E. Hartenstein, C. & A. Chicago was selected as
the next meeting place. A gain in membership of 130 was made
during the convention, making the total membership 1,157. There
were about 550 members and guests registered during the meetings.
T.

S. F.,

many

of which are pat-

Some

more or less success.
of these latter are tempered copper, coiled steel wire, alumi-

num, lignum-vitae, and other hard woods, compressed paper, stone
and glass compositions.

The white-metal alloys are solid materials composed of two or
more items, such as aiuminum, zinc, nickel, tin, lead, copper antimony, and bismuth, in varying quantities and fluxed and alloyed
in various ways.

The journal when running may be completely borne by the

oil

but during the time of starting or stopping the film is broken,
minute irregularities on the surfaces of the bearing and journal

film,

engage, and if the bearing does not yield, as in the case of a steel
bearing and a steel journal, small particles are fused and torn
out, and these accumulate at the entrance point, and may cut
both the bearing and the journal.
steel journal

running in a white-metal bearing, the bear-

entirely different

in its molecular structure, the
bearing inequalities are not strong enough to resist the minute
is

and so, instead of fusing, they yield
Consequently, the bearing surface, instead
of being injured by contact and momentary high coefficient of
and are smoothed

out.

smoothed and burnished, thus preparing the way for a
uniform wedge oil film with a minimum coefficient of running
friction, is

friction.

were elected: President, J. C. Petty, N.
C. & St. L.; first vice-president, A. E. Scott, St. L. & S. F.; second
vice-president, B. J. Feeney, 111 Cent. third vice-president, Harry
F. Hensen, Nor. & Wn. fourth vice-president, W. L. Eobinson, B.
& 0.; fifth vice-president, George Kell, Grand Trunk; secretary,

W.

materials,

ented, have also been used for bearings with

inequalities in the journal,

tonnage rating.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
It was moved, seconded and carried that the constitution and
by-laws be changed so as to permit of the addition of two addi-

making

the materials which are used in the construction
Cast iron, steel, gunmetal, phosphor bronze, and

Numerous other

white alloys.

ing surface

Scientific train loading;

The following

among

With a

the air brakes on

tional vice-presidents,

Chief

of bearings are:

White-metal alloys have other advantages to recommend them
for bearings besides their anti-frictional properties.
They are
very easily worked, and can be melted in an ordinary iron ladle,
so that no special equipment is required for the replacement of

worn bearings

;

they are very long wearing and show but

little loss

of material due to wear even after long service; they tend to reduce shock on machines as well as to deaden noise; and they can

be very readily provided with grooves for lubrication, and are
very easily fitted to a uniform bearing.
A fault to which all white-metal alloys are heir is their liability
to melt and run from the bearing shell, should accidental overheating take place. It is to be remembered, however, that although
other materials do not melt and flow

when overheated, an equal

—
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amount of heating

disastrous results to their

the process of manufacture so standardized as to insure a uniform
quality of alloy.
Except for a few eases, but two babbitts, one

All of the white-metal alloys which are used in the construction

a lead-base alloy, the other a tin-base alloy, each being the best
that can be made, are required for a complete line of bearings,
ranging in weight from a few ounces to several tons. The best
quality of high-garde metal should invariably be used. Electric

will cause equally

properties as bearing materials.

of bearings are somewhat erroneously called babbitt metal.

In

1S39 a patent was granted to Isaac Babbitt for a special type of
bearing enclosing a soft-metal alloy. The features of this bearing
were lips extending around the ends of the soft-metal to retain
it in case of accidental heating and to prevent the soft-metal lining
from being crushed or spread out under severe pressure. The alloy
which Babbitt used in his bearing was probably composed of tin
24
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lb.,

lb.,

lb.

ployes.

88.88% tin,
type, which approximate 90% of tin in their composition, are now
called U. S. Government Standard or Al babbitt, and all other
white-metal alloys on the market for use in bearings, no matter
what their composition, are called babbitt.
Genuine babbitt, when properly made, has a low melting point,
is easily worked, and has good antifrictional qualities, and will
stand a large amount of careless handling, but the constantly increasing cost of tin has made it necessary to secure a good babbitt
with a cheaper metal as a base. Laboratory tests show that a
lead-base babbitt will give very good results, but such tests of
bearing materials are difficult and uncertain and apt to be misleading.

A EAILWAY LIBRARY.
The

& St. Louis maintains at Nashville,
Tenn., a library of over 7,500 volumes for the use of its em-

and copper 4 lb., to each of which was submore tin. This gives a metal composed of
7.4% antimony, and 3.7% copper. Metals of this

antimony 8

sequently added 2

Eailway Journal.

Similarly, chemical tests cannot be wholly relied upon,

since a very great deal is dependent on the actual

making of the

But laboratory and chemical tests taken in conjunction
with actual service tests furnish very reliable data, and a bearing metal developed along these lines may be counted upon to give

Nashville, Chattanooga

These volumes include fiction, history and technical subbound volumes of many magazines. Any employe
may take out a book and keep it for two weeks, at the expiration
of which the period may be renewed for an equal length of time.
Employes stationed at points other than Nashville, of course, have
the books sent to them. The library is very popular and a large
number of employes take advantage of it.
jects, as well as

THE SEVENTH ANNEAL

convention

Railway Fuel Association will be held
cago on May 17 to 20, 1915.

at the

of

La

the International
Salle Hotel, Chi-

The Louisville & Nashville has given a contract
Bros.,

Louisville, Ky.,

to

to

build a roundhouse, shops,

Rommel
etc.,

at

Lexington, Ky.

babbitt.

The directors of the Union Station Company at Chicago
have asked for an extension of time of one year for the ac-

consistent results in practical work.

the

Babbitts made up according to nearly 300 different formula?
It would be of very great benefit
to the users of babbitt if this number were greatly reduced and

financing the project at this time.

are at present on the market.

ceptance of the ordinances providing for the construction of
new Union station, on account of the impossibility of

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis will build a coaling
Hollow Rock, Tenn., at a cost of $20,000.

station at

EM&mE
Blowing
SAFETr-

c

VALVE

SEARCHING WIU>
OATS WASTER
MECHANIC TOR
LOVE LETTERS
HIS WIFE MIGHT

FIMO

The "Safety First" Movement As Seen by

Cartoonist.

:
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PNEUMATIC TOOL EFFICIENCIES.*
By H.
The pneumatic hammer

feed.

a combination of a cylinder, recipro-

cating piston, a valve controlling the flow of motive fluid to and

from the cylinder and a throttle valve in the supply pipe. All
the earlier engines were designed to produce rotary motion or to
work pumps. The idea of using a free piston was first suggested
as a good means of rock drilling. Among the earliest inventors in
this field was George Low, an Englishman, who in 1865 patented
a rock-drill having a hammering piston. Low is perhaps chiefly
interesting as being the first to show a grasping-handle with manually-operated throttle valve within the control of the operator's

Low was

followed two years later by Doering, another
was the first to patent a pressure-operated valve

fingers.

double the power required with slow speed and coarse
These experiments were made with a drill in careful alignment with the work, and not with a pneumatic drilling machine
supported by a springing arm and starting with the drill at anything but right angles to the surface of the work. The result is
that the best effects are obtained by running the drill at slow
speeds. The limits in this respect would be reached if the pressure
required to feed the drill were more than could be conveniently
given by the feed gear or the torque exceeded the strength of the
fine feed,

L. Brackenbury.

is

473

body or cutting edge.

drill

When

the air

is

allowed to flow into the drilling machine, a high

speed of rotation

is set up until the feed is applied by the feed
The more rapidly the feed screw is rotated the quicker
be the penetration of the drill and the slower will the drill ro-

screw.

Englishman, who
for this class of machine, in which the piston and valve are mutually inter-dependent, a principle used in all modern pneumatic ham-

will stall suddenly

mers.

to be a curious paradox, for, apart

The first serious attempt to produce a practical metal-working
pneumatic hammer seems to have been made by Boyer, of St.
Louis, who, in 1883, patented a chipping machine with a graspinghandle and a throttle valve controlled by hand. Benjamin Brazelle,
of St. Louis, in the early eighties obtained a patent in the United
States for a steam pump disclosing a differential-area piston at-

pump

tached to a

plunger, together with a differential-area valve,

will
tate,

with the

final limitation that if the

and there

will

feed

is

too rapid, the drill

be no penetration.

This appears

from considerations of wire
drawing, the indicated horsepower of the pneumatic engine would
seem to be dependent on its speed and the pressure of the air.
The result arrived at is that the maximum speed of penetration is
given by that speed of rotation at which the machine develops its

minimum

horsepower, but

its

maximum

stable torque.

Considerable experience of running drills under test conditions
has proved the importance of applying the feed with judgment.

A man

1896 he brought out a metal-working pneumatic hammer involving

used to this work can get much better results out of a
drill than can another man, equally intelligent and skillful, who
is not so accustomed.
It requires the greatest judgment to feed

Brazelle^s design, but modified to suit the conditions of chipping,

the drill so rapidly that

each of which served to control the operations of the other. Boyer
seems to have drawn inspiration from Brazelle 's invention, for in

was soon found that there was a large field for pneumatic
hammers for closing rivets, and this demand for pneumatic riveters
It

led to the invention of the

piston
length.

it

shall just escape stalling.

The idea of a minimum speed

caulking and riveting.

hammer

in

which a comparatively short

was made to travel a distance much in excess of its own
Boyer was probably the first to make a long-stroke ham-

mer about 1899 by employing a valve at each end of the cylinder
connected together by two rods of small diameter placed in longitudinal passages drilled in the walls of the cylinder.

Meissner of

Louis at about the same time brought out a long-stroke hammer
with one valve only.
The problems presented to the manufacturer of pneumatic tools
differ considerably from those involved in the production of other
St.

machines actuated by a fluid under pressure. The desirable qualities in a pneumatic tool in their order of importance apepar to be
Beliability, power, cheapness, lightness, ease of handling, compactness and low air consumption.

Up to the present probably too little importance has been attached to the last of these. It is not an uncommon thing to find a
large and expensive air-compressor plant eating up power and delivering enormous volumes of air to supply the incessant drain of
leaking pipes and hose, and the intermittent demands of most
wasteful types of to.ols. Perhaps it would be no exaggeration to

say that quite generally the amount of air lost by leaking hose is
almost equal to that used by the pneumatic tools themselves. Suppose there are a number

of leaks equivalent to a circular hole of

at which the pneumatic drill will
run without stalling is of importance, because it should help to fix
the gear ratio to be employed between the pneumatic motor and
This critical speed is probably dependent not
the twist drill.

only on the size of the twist drill and the material it is to cut
but also upon the laws connecting the torque of the pneumatic
motor with its speed of revolution, while this relation in its turn
depends upon the pressure of air supply and the length and bore
of the flexible hose.

The history of other prime movers would indicate the probability
that there will, and should, be an increase in the speed of revolution of the pneumatic motors. Everything is to be gained by obtaining increased power from the same piston by running it faster,
provided the design still ensures reliability and good wearing qualities.

If this change occur,

it

will involve

an increase

in the gear

between the drill and pneumatic motor.
Pneumatic drilling machines may be divided into two classes.
The first class comprises those operated by an engine of the piston
and crankshaft type, the second, those which rely upon some form
of rotary engine. The second type is attractive on account of its
beautiful simplicity, but, so far the author has not found one
capable of giving as large a torque for a given air consumption
The principle difficulty in producing
as those of the first type.
pneumatic engine is the large
rotary
efficient
reasonably
even a
ratio

leakage, which seems almost inevitable.

In considering the

efficiency to

be expected from either type,

If the air supply be at 100 lb. per sq.
in. pressure, the air leak will be about 15 cu. ft. of free air per
min. or about 2 cu. ft. per min. of compressed air. The power
required to compress this will be nearly 2 h.p. In other words, the

we should remember

leak would waste about 120 cu. ft. of compressed air per hr.
The factors governing the design of pneumatic drilling machines
are entirely different from those for fixed machines. In the latter

portional to its linear dimensions, while its area varies as their
square, it follows that the leakage which occurs at a periphery

about 1-10

in. in

diameter.

machine is designed to run the drill at the speeds and
which
will give the quickest penetration without undue wear
feeds
to the drill. In the case of the pneumatic drill, the power is the
governing factor, and therefore the design must be such as to use
that power to rotate the drill at the speed at which the greatest
case, the

penetration

high one.
requiring,
*

From

is

given for the power.

This

is

a slow speed, not a

The author found that an ordinary drilling machine
for the same rate of penetration with fast speed and

a paper read before the Coventry Engineering Society, Cov-

entry, England,

January

23,

1914.

that the problems to be faced by the manu-

facturer of an engine as minute as that required for a pneumatic
drill are peculiar to the production of any small device operated

by a

fluid

under pressure.

Since the periphery of a body

is

pro-

assumes greater and greater relative importance as the size of
that part decreases, and leakage is the principal bugbear of the
designer of pneumatic tools.

The measurement of the brake horsepower of a pneumatic drilling machine offers no particular difficulty if great accuracy be
not required. For commercial purposes a prony brake is quite
satisfactory.
tively small

If,

however,

it

be

desired to investgate compara-

changes of brake horsepower, a number of

difficulties

have to be surmounted.
Two forms of brake have been tried. The first consisted of
a hollow copper jacket resting on a sheave, which was driven by

'
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the

The back center of the

drill.

drill

abutted on

a discarded lathe bed.
a stream of cold water flowing continuously through the copper
jacket.
The latter was lined with lead, so as to bear evenly on
fitted to

To one end

the sheave.

of this copper jacket there was attached

a heavy weight resting On a spring-balance, while a lighter weight

attached to the other end was immersed in a vessel of oil, which
oscillations until they did not exceed about }4

damped down the

Of course the

on the spring-balance.

of the

corrected for the up-thrust

lighter

weight was

This arrangement was

oil.

The brake used with it consists of a
cotton webbing, and the sheave has been made of

only fairly satisfactory.
fine-quality

larger diameter so as to minimize the rise of temperature.
It

was found that over the speed range under

more slowly than

This speed range only was considered, because,
corresponded to the actual rate at which the drill would be run

the revolutions.
it

in practice.

The

CONVENTION.
The forty-fifth annual convention of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association was held at the Hotel Hermitage,
Nashville, Tenn., on September 8 to 11, 1914. The meetings were
presided over by the president, O. P. Wilkins, master painter of
the Norfolk & Western.
In his address he called particular attention to the necessity of training

young men for the painting

department.

The following committee reports were presented:
Finishing Steel Passenger Equipment.
Wright, B. & O. R. R. A. J. Allen, D. L. &
N. Y. C. Lines.
;

Practices in Finishing

investigation, 150

to 200 r.p.m., the horsepower developed increases

October, 1914

MASTER CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PAINTERS'

a support

head. The whole arrangement was
Arrangements were made to keep

carried on an old lathe shifting

lb.

'

:

—Samuel

Wood

Committee

W.

Ry.

;

— John

D.

E. F. Bigelow,

Interiors of Passenger Coaches.

& M. S. Ry.; Arthur R.
McCarthy, Grand Trunk Ry.
Apprentice Systems for the Paint Shop.
Committee B. E.

Committee

Given, C. P. R. R.

E. Breese, L. S.

J.

;

—

Miller, D. L.

& W.

Ry.;

Wm.

Mullendorf,

111.

Cent. R. R.;

M. F.

Shaffer, Penn. R. R.

practical testing of pneumatic

hammers

testing of pneumatic

drills

for power

is

but the

difficult,

is

even more

so.

The

apparatus used in testing pneumatic hammers consists of a massive
east-iron bed provided with T-grooves, so that a heavy block may

be bolted to it in any desired position. Against this block is
placed the handle of the hammer to be tested. The snap of the
hammer abuts against a heavy block, which can swing about a
This swinging block is controlled
vertical pivot fixed to the bed.
by a spring, which can be adjusted by means of a serewed bolt
passing through the fixed abutment.
To the swinging block is
fixed a light-steel arm carrying a stumpy pencil, the point of which
rests on a strip of paper which can be reeled by hand off one
drum on to another. As the instrument is only required to give the
speed of the hammer, and a general idea of the type of oscillation
produced, there is no need to employ a uniform drive for winding

Sand Blasting versus Paint

hammer

appears to be more difficult than the production of a perfect
pneumatic drilling machine, the author believes that the designs
of hammers have reached a point nearer finality than the designs
of drilling machines.

—W.

Committee

Removers.

;

J. F.

D.

Wm. M.

F. A. Weis, Cent, of N. J.;

Moore, Erie.

"Rust Inhibitive Paint,"
"Non-staining Varnish for Locomotive Tanks," "Classification
of Interior and Exterior Repairs of Passenger Cars," and "Standardization of Freight Car Lettering.
The association expressed itself in favor of a standard freight
car lettering through the following resolution
Whereas, The Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association recognize the advertising value of the trade marks of the
railroads that have been in use for years, and realize it would be
useless for us to ask them to dispense with this invaluable medium of reaching the public, but
Other

questions

discussed

were:

'

'

'

'

A

uniform stenciling of freight cars is very desirshop efficiency and economy, and
efforts have been made in the past, both by this association and
by the M. C. B. Association, to accomplish this end, with more or
less success; be it therefore
'

Finally, although the production of a perfect pneumatic

L. E. Ry.;

Joyce, Baldwin Loco. Wks.

'

the paper.

&

Quest, P.

Whereas,

able from

the standpoint of

"Resolved, That we renew our efforts to arrive at this desirable
end and that we appoint a committee to design a series of letters and figures for this purpose, said committee to confer with the
M. C. B. Association for its general adoption on all railroads."
;

AIR-BRAKE STORY AWARDS.
The committee of

three judges, consisting of

W.

Symons,

E.

mechanical engineer, Chicago, Illinois; Willard A. Smith, president
and manager, Railway Review, Chicago, Illinois, and W. V. Wright,
editor, Bailuay Age Gazette, New York, N. Y., in whose
hands the Westinghouse Air Brake Company placed the decision as
to the merits of the stories submitted in the air brake story
contest recently conducted by them, has just rendered its report,
which shows the prize winners to be as follows:

managing

—James

Cain, Engineer,

1st Prize, $1,000.00

Wabash

Railroad,

Peru, Indiana.

2nd Prize, $500.00—H.
cial

Representative,

C.

Woodbridge, General Manager's SpeRochester

Buffalo,

& Pittsburgh

Railroad,

The test committee, composed of J. W. Gibbons, H. Hengeveld
and A. S. Baldwin, also made a report, showing that their work
had proved conclusively that the baking process for plates is more
free from checks and retains the luster of the varnish better than
the air-drying process.

The following

were elected for the ensuing year: PresiGrand Trunk; first vice-president, H.
Hengeveld, Atlantic Coast Line; second vice-president, John F.
Gearhart, Pennsylvania, and secretary-treasurer, A. P. Dane, Boston & Maine, Reading, Mass.
Detroit was favored for the next
place of meeting. The secretary reported a membership of 292.
dent,

T.

J.

officers

Hutchinson,

Rochester, N. Y.

—Alex M. Stewart, Engineer,
Central
$150.00—D. Oxenford, Road Foreman of Engines,
Valley Railroad, New York, N. Y.
$100.00—Carl H.
Chief Engineer, Macon

3rd Prize, $200.00
Railroad,

McComb,

Illinois

Miss.

4th Prize,

Lehigh

5th Prize,

way & Light Company, Macon,
6th Prize, $50.00—Millard
Louisville

&

Rail-

Fuller,

Georgia.
F.

Cox,

Asst.

Supt.,

Machinery,

Nashville Railroad, Louisville, Kentucky.

THE JOINT CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE

on

railway

mail pay finds the railroads are better paid for serving the express
companies than for serving the Government in carrying the mails.

The committee has reported
costs the railroads more and

to Congress that the mail service
yields

them

less

than the express

service.

The report holds that the comparison of mail and express

re-

ceipts furnishes no basis to support the claim that the railroads

THE ENGINE SUPPLY ROOM

of the Santa Fe at Winslow,
a "hot plate" arrangement for keeping oil cans warm
during cold weather. A neat bench is constructed of steel plate,
and directly beneath the bench top are steam coils. A shelf
half-way down also provides a repository for the shorter cans.
Ariz., has

This shelf keeps the

oil

ready for immediate use and was installed

by M. Weber, master mechanic

at that point.

have been overpaid for carrying the mails.
The committee declares the records of the Interstate Commerce
Commission prove that the express payments have been responsive
to the growth in traffic, while the mail payments clearly have not.
The evidence before the committee showed that in a typical
passenger train the express car earned $6 while the mail car was
'

'

'

earning $5.
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Safety Applied to Grinding Wheels
By

R. G. Williams, Safety Engineer, Norton Co.

All rapidly moving pieces of machinery present possibility for

In view of the fact that grinding wheels are
that the cutting surface travels approxat
such
speeds
operated
imately a mile a minute, due precaution should be exercised, first
to eliminate as far as possible, all causes which are known to have
serious accidents.

been responsible for grinding wheel breakages and second, to provide adequate means of protection to men and property if wheels
;

are broken from any cause whatsoever.

The manufacturers immediately before packing grinding wheels
submit them to a speed test. In a speed test the wheel is revolved
at a speed which subjects it to between three and four times the
centrifugal stress it will be subjected to under actual working conditions.
Defective wheels break under this test.
After completing a test, record is made of the order number,
quantity of wheels tested, the specifications as to size, grain,
Each testgrade, process and speed at which they were tested.
ing sheet is taken before a justice of the peace and the man
doing the testing work is required to swear that he has made
a true record of this work. The manufacturer thus has on
a sworn statement of every test made.

file

Instances are knowT n where wheels have been sufficiently dam-

aged (after they were tested and before being put to use) to
to such an extent that breakage occurred when
the wheels were run at ordinary operating speed. Defects which
cause wheels to break thus easily can usually be discovered by
tapping the wheel a light blow with a small hammer. If the
wheel does not give out a clear ring, it should not be used, but
the fact should be promptly reported to the manufacturer.
The design and the condition of grinding machines, as well
as the foundation on which they rest, are very important and
accidents can often be traced to a failure to realize the importance of one or more of these factors.
The modern grinding machine with its heavy spindle, its mass
of metal in the base and its long, closely-adjusted bearings is

weaken them

responsible for the elimination of

many

serious accidents.

Extracts from a paper read before the Tool Foremen

vention.

this

Improper adjustment of work rest.
The work rest should be adjusted as closely as possible to the
grinding wheel as breakages may be caused from something
dropping between the rest and the wheel.
(2)

The grinding surface of the wheel becomes overheated
(3)
from excessive forcing of work.
Instances are known where breakage was the result of the
grinding surface of the wheel becoming very much heated.
Usually the direct cause for such breakages is the fact that
the wheel becomes glazed so that excessive piessure is necessary to keep up production. The remedy is to keep the wheel
sharp with a dresser or obtain a wheel which is better suited
for the operation in question.

Fig. 1 shows a broken wheel in band type protection hood.
The breakage of this wheel was due to the grinding surface
becoming very hot. The heat did not extend to the center of
the wheel and this difference in temperature set up pressure
which was sufficient to rupture the wheel.
Serious accidents have happened where large castings are
ground while suspended by means of a chain hoist and through

carelessness

Machines should be kept in good condition and should rest on
a firm foundation. Machines used for rough work, such as snagging castings, are subject to severe abuse and are seldom kept
in good condition.
Statistics show that a large majority of
grinding wheel accidents occur in foundries, thus emphasizing
the importance of the above points.
*

GRINDING WHEEL BREAKAGES.
heading are given fifteen various causes for wheel
breakages; examples of breakages due to the cause stated and
precaution to prevent such breakages.
When the wheel receives a blow while in operation or
(1)
at rest sufficient either to break it immediately or to weaken
it to such an extent that it readily breaks when subjected to
working pressure. As an example may be mentioned: permitting work or machine parts to strike wheel on the side. The
remedy for breakage of this character is to properly adjust
machine parts so that there is not sufficient space between them
and the wheel to allow the work to become caught, and proper
care on the part of the operator in adjusting machine parts so
that the wheel will not be struck a blow.

Under

's

con-

the

castings

are

allowed

to

strike

against

Careless handling of the
in Fig. 2,

work while being ground,

responsible for

as

shown

many

grinding wheel breakages.
Usually the man performing the operation is not in such a position that he receives injury, but situations of this kind require
an adequate safety device to protect other employees from flying fragments of the wheel.
is

Mounting wheel with one flange and a nut, or using a
large flange on one side and a small flange on the other side
(5)

<fik

%Jf
^^wT '^fcFig.

1.

— Wheel

Broken by Excessive Heating.

the

wheel.

Fig.

2.

— Protection

of

Wheel

for

Snagging Heavy Castings.
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wheel

too tight to

is
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The lead bushing becomes deformed by

fit.

the wheel being screwed on over the spindle, with the result that
each flange only bears on the wheel for a small distance.
The

remedy

is to make sure that the hole in the wheel
that the wheel will slide on the spindle easily.

is

of such size

(10) Wheel breakage due to unrelieved flanges.

As an illusan instance where the operator exerts excessive
pressure on the nut when mounting the wheel. This causes straight
flange to become slightly convex and concentrates the retaining
stresses near the center of the wheel instead of distributing them
uniformly throughout the area of the flanges.
The remedy for
such a situation is to have the flanges (either straight or beveled)
relieved to such an extent that a bearing surface approximately
of the diameter of the flanges is left near the rim.
tration, consider

Fig. 4.

— Rough

Wheel

Forging Placed on One Side of
Causing Uneven Side Pressure.

Fig.

3,-Un-

<;qual

Pressures.

bad practice. The outside
flange became lost arid the small washer was substituted in its
This produces such a severe strain on the wheel that
place.
it either breaks immediately upon attaining operating spee«i
or soon after it is put to use.
Fig. 4 illustrates how an accident was caused in a factory
in the Middle West. The operator had a piece to grind of such
shape that the outside flange on the wheel interfered with the
free use of the wheel.
Without permission from anyone, ho
removed the nut and the outside flange. He then obtained a rough
forged washer in which, for some unknown reason he was very careful to hammer a lead bushing from an old grinding wheel. He then
mounted the wheel as shown at the right side of the slide. The man
lost his life from the breakage which resulted when he attempted to
work on the wheel in this condition. Be sure that the flanges
used are of equal size and their diameter equals at least onehalf of the diameter of the wheel.
Uneven bearing of flanges on wheels.
(6)
This is usually caused by the flanges being damaged to sucn
extent that they lose their original shape in rare instances
flanges have been used which were not machined, but were
taken right from the casting in the sand. Such practice brings
unequal stresses to bear on the wheel and a breakage is the
of the wheel.

Fig.

3

illustrates

^

(11) Excessive tightening of nut.

By

a

,

excessive tightening of the

nut,

of the wheel.
is

amount

1%

It has

inches in diameter a

This

may

properly hold the wheel.

may

be caused by the nut

becoming wedged on the spindle before it has been drawn up to
the flanges, due either to dirt in the thread of the spindle or in
the thread of the nut.
The man mounting the wheel gets the
impression that he has properly drawn up the flanges against
the wheel

when such

is

not the case.

Another cause for wheels running out of truth

is

directly trace-

able to lack of proper attention to the machine bearings.

The

It is possible for a small piece of metal

tends to distribute these unequal stresses.
(13) Spindle becoming overheated.

When

the spindle becomes overheated the heat

the lead bushing of the wheel, which

produced on the spindle and when the machine
is stopped the momentum of the grinding wheel is sufficient to
loosen the mounting.
When the wheel is started again the nut
will not automatically tighten and the wheel will be running
under dangerous conditions.
Wheels should not be allowed to remain partly submerged in

Some people seem

when

started.

to believe that water has a detrimental effect

on grinding wheels.

This

is

not true for the modern grinding

wheels; even those bonded by means of silicate bonds are

made

waterproof.
(8)

The

Inside flange loose on spindle.

on the
spindle.
Accidents have been known to result from the work
being rubbed against a loose inside flange, thus exerting a brake
action on the flange, which in turn causes the nut on the spindle
to crawl, and in this way enough pressure is exerted on the wheel
by the flanges to crush the structure of the wheel.
(9) The wheel screwed on the spindle when the hole in the
inside

flange

should

either

be keyed

or

pressed

is

conducted to

to a point

where

causes the wheel to break.

Wheel running too
workman may

careless

fast.

so equip the

of revolutions of the spindle
size

of wheel in use, or

man 's

it

is

may

machine that the number

far too great for the particular
possibly be that, through a fore-

desire to increase production, he speeds

that they will cut faster.

up the wheel so

Again, where a machine

with cone pulleys and the belt

is loose,

it

is

is

equipped

possible for the belt

and thus greatly
Sometimes ignorant
mount large wheels on a machine which is equipped

to automatically shift to the small cone pulley

increase the

workmen

will

speed of the grinding wheel.

and intended for a very much smaller wheel.
(15) Mounting a wheel so that the nut works

loose,

which

will

cause the wheel to run badly out of truth.

This can happen in three ways:

A

is

water, because they will be badly out of balance

may expand

This can be readily overcome by
proper attention to the bearings of the machine.
it

bearings become highly heated, the bearing metal flows, a heavy

brake action

an

become caught in some way between the wheel and the flanges,
which, if no compressible washer is used, will cause an excessive
strain to be set up at this particular point when the flanges are
tightened.
The use of compressible washers in such an instance

truth.

This in turn

ton

to

(14)

be due to the hole in the wheel being much too large
from the fact that the flanges do not

can

sufficient to firmly hold the wheel.

larger than the flanges.

A

for the size of spindle, or

the

(12) Washers too small or none at all used.
Washers of blotting paper or some other compressible medium
should be used between the wheels and the flanges.
These tend
to distribute the stresses set up when the flanges are tightened
against the sides of the wheel. These washers should be somewhat

logical result.

Wheel running out of

pressure can be

to crush the structure

been calculated that where the size of
man with a 4-foot wrench
exert a pressure between the wheel and the flanges of over a
and a half. The nut should not be tightened in excess of
spindle

;

(7)

sufficient

up between the wheel and the flanges

set

is

machine

is

taken apart for repair and when set up the spindle

turned end for end from

The motor
that

it

its original position.

or shafting which drives the machine

will revolve in the opposite direction

When

is changed so
from which it should.

putting on a new belt an unreliable workman

may

use a

twisted instead of a straight belt.
All of the above mentioned situations can be very easily rem-

edied by a

little

care on the part of some responsible person.

addition to care, belt locking devices

may

be used and be so

In
set

base of the machine as to make it impossible to mount too
large a wheel.
To further guard against such mistakes, it ia a
in the

good practice to have a special notice attached to each machine
giving information as to the size of the wheel to be used, the
number of revolutions per minute at which the wheel should be run,
and the class of work for which it should be used.
PROTECTION DEVICES.
There are two acknowledged ways of providing protection to an
operator in case the grinding wheel breaks while in operation.
One is to surround the wheel, as much as operating conditions

—
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way that could have caused damage.
show conclusively that a well-designed protection hood,
made of the right material and properly adjusted, affords ample
protection for straight-side wheels, even when they are mounted
between standard straight relieved flanges one-half the diameter
the wheel leave the hood in a

The

tests

of the wheel.
possible to break pieces from a wheel by a severe blow
when there is only 2 inches of the wheel projecting beyond the
flanges.
With protection flanges, no matter how little the wheel
projects beyond the flanges, an operator has no protection from
It

is

injury in case a piece of the wheel breaks off outside of the flanges,

whereas with a hood protection

is

almost absolute.

GOGGLES AND SPARK SHIELDS.
There are several satisfactory designs of goggles for grinding,

and every operator doing snagging work should be required to
wear them. Since the particles cut off by grinding wheels are
comparatively small, a heavy type of goggle is not necessary.
Goggles should have side guards of wire or leather, as particles
coming from one side have been known to enter the eye. A glass
spark shield which can be attached to the top of a protection hood
is found very satisfactory where wheels are used intermittently
;

for example, a general purpose wheel in a machine shop.

Fig.

5.

— Plain

Cylindrical

Hoed Made by Norton Grinding

recommended that wire glass be used. Glass spark shields have
not been found entirely satisfactory where wheels are used continuously, due to the fact that the glass soon becomes pitted from

Co.

allow, with a well-designed, substantial protection hood; the other
is

to use

what

is

known

as a beveled wheel in connection with

flanges of a corresponding bevel.

Beveling a wheel causes

present a wedge shape and the theory

is

it

to

that should the wheel

break the pieces will be retained by the flanges, due to the wheel
being thicker at the center than at the point where the outer edges

the heated chips of metal.

Another form of protection from grinding wheel sparks is a
device consisting of a piece of leather attached to the top end
of a protection hood and extending down over the face of the
wheel, a slot being cut in the leather the approximate width of
the grinding wheel.

DRESSERS.

of the flanges bear against the wheel.

The large users of grinding wheels were recently consulted,
with the object in view of finding out which type of protection

A

good many replies showed a preference for
This was probably due to the fact
the protection flange method.
that such experience as had been had with protection hoods was
with designs which were not heavy enough or were made of weak
materials.
Unfortunately, there are hoods in use today which
would not prove adequate iu case of accident.
In order to determine the relative value of an approved type
of protection hood and approved beveled steel flanges, breaking
tests were conducted under actual working speeds.
It was observed that in none of the hood tests did a piece of

was being used.

It is

Grinding wheel dressers are sometimes the cause of accidents.
If the work rest

is

not properly adjusted there

the dresser being caught between

it

is

possibility of

and the wheel and the revolving

cutters sometimes break into pieces large enough to cause serious

damage. A type of dresser is recommended which has a hood as
an integral part of the handle, the hood serving to protect the

The ordinary type of dresser
case the cutters break.
can be made more safe by attaching a thick guard ef sheet iron

user in

over the cutters.

There

is

great need for the standardization of grinding wheel

protection devices.

This subject

is

to be taken

up

in the near

future by the National Council for Industrial Safety and the
National Machine Tool Builders' Association. These two organizations will consider all the important phases of this subject and

endeavor to arrive at specifications which can be adopted as
standard for protection devices used in connection with grinding
wheels.

A WORK REPORT.

—

Engine No.
Boar out flese fluse leekin in fire box and frunt
end examin her petacot pipe she dont burn her fire only in senter
of Box she orter to have a bigger bridge in her noze. Pack rite
piston and rite valv stim they are blowin so bad i kant see no
kind of signals on my side titen on rite mane wedge and redus
left frunt mane rod brass poundin bad, wash out plug in belly
of baileer leeking so bad it washes all the oil off the eksentrix on
no hoghed can make the reckered on her rase up all around she
rides to ruff put a gloab valv in dreen pipe of water glass. Fix
qudroon and reech rod so one man hannel the reverse leever it
takes me and tallerpot both to get her over.
Fix ketch on fire
doar so she will sta she burns the fireboy 's shins and makes him
Troy Chief.
cuss.
.

The Grand Trunk
will

Fig.

6.

— Efficient

Hood

for Floor Stand.

improve

its

will

estimated cost of $100,000.
will begin at once.

work

build a

new passenger

station

and

freight terminals at Black Rock, N. Y. at au

The contract has been

let

and the

—

:
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OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING AND CUTTING.*
By

& N. W.

T. E. Williams, C.

October. 1914

the acetylene process than

by the old method, but the job

enough

is

better to warrant the difference.

Ry., Chicago.

The economy possible as a
There axe three general types of oxy-acetylene apparatus
at the present time, namely:

in use

result of oxy-acetylene welding

considerable and varies directly as the quantity of

is

work handled
or seven thousand dollars a month
all

In a large shop six
a conservative estimate. Two or three examples will be sufficient
to show how the economy is effected.
One of the most striking
examples is that of building up flat spots on tires, with the folin a shop.

Portable apparatus.

1.

:

is

Apparatus consisting of an acetylene generator, manifold

2.

for attaching oxygen tanks, or a storage tank for oxygen, and a

system of piping extended throughout the shop.
Apparatus using both oxygen and acetylene generators, with
3.

lowing economy:

The

of the portable outfit

field

sorts of outside iron

and

is

in cleaning

up wrecks and

steel erecting or raising work.

It

all

may

New

Old
Method.

a system of piping.
Material (turned off tires)

Labor (changing

Method.

$ 70.00

$3.49

30.00

2.72

$100.00

$6.21

tires)

also be used in shop work, but is rather clumsy, due to the weight

of the tanks used to contain acetylene.

Total

around effectiveness, the second type of apparatus is
Practically its only drawback
superior for general shop practice.
is the first cost of the generator, plant and piping system.
Once
In

all

installed, it is extremely flexible in operation.

to

move tanks around.
The third type of apparatus

is

No

practically

help

is

same

the

second except that the oxygen as well as the acetylene

Saving

$93.79

Another good example

is

that of a broken spoke in a trailer

whocl center:

required

the

as
is

gen-

The disadvantage of the system
in
commercial
process of generating oxygen
is
the fact that the
is a very disagreeable one to carry out and requires considerable
special apparatus and some skill.
In some cases it has been the practice of the road to put the

New

Old
Method.
Material (scrap

val.

and welding

Method.
$6.50

niat'l)

Labor

.91

erated on the shop grounds.

welding in charge of one of the various foremen, in addition
to his other duties.
Other roads have a foreman in direct charge
of welding,

who

The force

reports to the general foreman.

welders varies in the different shops, both as to the type of

of

men

employed and their number. Some roads have taken helpers or
handy men and taught them to weld, and some very good welders
have been obtained in this way. In other cases the welding force
has been taken from the force of shop mechanics. The blacksmith
does work which would otherwise have been his; boilermakers do
the boiler work; machinists the machine work and steamfitters
do the pipe work. The welding foreman in all cases should be
a mechanic. Mechanics should make better welders than handymen, as they have a better elementary knowledge of the metals
they are handling.

—

There are two main classes of oxy-acetylene work welding and
cutting.
Both welding and cutting may be subdivided into two
headings boiler work and. work on castings or forgings.
In
boiler work the acetylene torch has practically done away with the

—

method of cutting out sheets or patches by means of an air
hammer or drilling holes. The process of welding is put to
various uses in boiler work.
On some roads running seams, door
holes and patches are welded instead of riveted.
The economy
of the process does not lie in the supplanting of riveting by welding in the boiler shop, but in the roundhouse it is claimed by
roads following this practice that the welded seams require less
old

calking than riveted ones.

Superheater flues are welded into the

tube sheet at the firebox end.

Flues which are badly pitted and

Total cost

$40.00

$7.41

Saving

$32.59

In changing from inside to outside steam pipes there is consaving possible by burning out the smoke arch hole
instead of cutting with an air hammer
New
Old
Method.
Method.

siderable

Material

$0.77

Labor
.

Total cost

$7.50

.30

$7.50

$1.07

Saving
$6.43
example of annealing is shown in the case of guide cup
holes.
These were formerly annealed with a gas torch
New
Old
Method.
Method.

An

Material

$1.25

$0.21

25

.33

Labor
Total cost

$1.50

$0.54

.

Saving

$0.96

The figures on plugging holes in crosshead shoes which formerly
were scrapped are as follows:

Material

Labor
Total cost

New

Old
Method.

Method.

$3.40

$1.41

2.46

.61

$5.86

$2.02
$3.84

Saving, per shoe

which would otherwise have to be scrapped may have the pits
filled up and thus the life of the flue greatly extended.
Grooves
in the wrapper sheet at the mud ring may be filled up and the
expense of patching saved. The advisability of welding cracks in

The above figures are necessarily approximate, but they are
typical of what is possible by the process. There should be means

and some roads do not

leaves the shop, but shortly after going into service the welded

firebox side sheets seems to be questionable

attempt

On

it

at

provided, however, so that the true success of the various jobs

can be accurately known.
piece

all.

oxy-acetylene work as applied to castings and forgings the

cutting occupies only a small portion

of the

field.

It

is

may

The job may

look

all

right

have to be taken out and a new piece applied.

edge of these failures

is

when

it

Knowl-

necessary to the success of the process.

used

mostly to cut away for clearance of bolts or nuts, where the former
of castings and forgings consists principally of building up places
which are subject to wear and have been worn away so much that

IN EAELY RAILROADING on the South Carolina Railroad,
afterwards known as the Charleston & Augusta Railroad, which
was completed in 1833, an experiment was tried by equipping
one of the cars with a sail, in an attempt to use wind as the mo-

they can no longer be used, and the welding up of cracks and

tive power.

practice was to drill holes and then chip out the piece.

blow

holes.

In some cases the cost

may

The welding

be higher to do a job by

*A paper presented before the International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

Although the statement has been made that this was
the first motive power used on the South Carolina road, that is
hardly the fact, as only one car was equipped, and that only as
an experiment, it proving entirely unsatisfactory. N. Y. Central
Bulletin.
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Pacific

Type Locomotives,

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has just received
from the Lima Locomotive Corporation fourteen locomotives of
The engines were
the Pacific type for fast freight service.
designed to handle manifest freight trains and resemble with
some improvements a similar lot of engines secured for the
same service a year ago, and which have proven very satisfactory in service. The principal item of change in the present
engines is the introduction of a 36-in. combustion chamber
This

with a consequent reduction of the length of
change has enlarged the boiler at its greatest diameter and
increased the weight of the engines slightly. This has doubtless benefited the steaming qualities of the engines and to
some extent added slightly to their hauling capacity.
flues.

number

from the combustion chamber the engines have
of interesting improvements.

As

a

the engines are fre-

quently expected to do head end work, front couplers are provided with Miner friction draft rigging, which in this type is
a very compact and satisfactory arrangement.
The engine truck is provided with the Woodard inverted
link self centering engine truck device; main driving boxes are
the long type, 21-in. in length; radial buffers between engine

and tender; Franklin butterfly fire doors; Economy type grate
shaker brackets which insure against dropping of fuel through
the deck; low type tank wells which provide full opening water
supply when in use and when closeted permit the water in the
tank hose to blow back into the tank so as to leave the hose
dry against freezing in winter weather. These tank wells are
operated from the ground and entirely dispense with the ordinary upper operating riggings.
The boilers are provided with auxiliary man-hole domes so
that the interior of the boilers may be inspected without
removal of the throttle valve, and a special form single mani-

used, so arranged that it can be

is

with

necessary repairs

boiler for

the

steam

The cylinders are provided with Lackawanna standard bypass drifting valve arrangement, which provides for the automatic delivery of steam direct from the boiler into the cylinders
for coasting periods.

Live steam from a globe valve in the cab enters pipe "A," as
it into the annular chamber surrounding the spool of the by-pass valve. This drifting valve
indicated in the illustration, and delivers

remains open throughout the entire period of engine service; steam
from the throttle valve enters from the steam chest into pipe " B "
and passes directly into the annular chamber, between the outer

L.

& W.

R.

R.

end of the by-pass valve and guide spindle cover. When the throttle is opened and engine is using steam, the by-pass valves are held
in closed position by the overbalancing steam chest pressure, but
when the engine is coasting and throttle steam is shut off, the live
steam pressure in the spool of the valve, acting on the larger spool
of the by-pass valve, forces it open, causing the packing rings on
the smaller or inner piston of this valve to over-travel grooved
ports "C," in which position live steam is delivered directly into
the entire cylinder space, maintaining an equal pressure on the
opposite face of the piston.

This furnishes sufficient temperature to prevent the chilling of
the cylinder, sufficient steam to break up the

vacuum during

coast-

ing periods and sufficient lubrication to prevent damage to the
cylinder walls.

This makes the engine very free and easy coasting,

avoids carbonization of

oil in

the cylinder and gives a very great

increased life to the cylinder and piston rod packings.

The engines

perform particularly nice in coasting and the device has done so
t-

Boiler

pressure -^_

^

l"

\*

!

Pipe tap

7
Boss on

5team chest

t

pressure

i-Semi-cirxMlor
grooves

Method of Cutting
fbcking Rings

By-Paes Drifting Valve Arrangement.

removed

full

pressure on the boiler.

Fast Freight Pacific Type for the D.

Aside

& W. R. R.

D. L.

fold cab turret

from the

479

By-Pass Valve, D.

L.

& W.

R. R.
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well in service on other engines that

device

it is

The

considered standard.

covered by a patent issued to H. C. Manchester and S. S.

is

One engine

in this lot is provided •with additional

improved

features for experimental purposes. These will be described at
a later date. The engines are provided with Schmidt superheaters and Security arches supported on arch tubes; Tate flexible staybolts in breaking zones; Everlasting blow-off cocks;

Talmage ashpans; Vanadium cast
safety valves; Delco water gauges;

steel

frames;

Hancock

25" x 28"

Cylinders
first

Boiler diameter,

43,200 lbs.
78"

course

91%"

dome course

Boiler pressure

200

Bituminous

Fuel
Firebox, length

.

lbs.

coal

111%"

Firebox, width

75 *4"

Tubes, number
Tubes, length

265-2"

36-5%"

:

17

Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Heating surface, superheater
Grate area
Driving wheels (over tire)

ft.

sq. ft.

3,279

279 sq.

ft.

3,558 sq. ft.

About

1,000 sq.ft.

58

sq. ft.

69"

Wheel base, rigid
Wheel base, engine
Wheel base, engine and tender
Weight on drivers

188,000 lbs.

Weight, tender loaded
Weight, engine

291,000 lbs.

13

ft.

33-10"
66'-4"

165,500 lbs.

Water capacity

9,000 gal.

Fuel capacity

10 tons

A

H. C. Spicer, Fmn., A.

C. L. R. R.

shops cannot take care of this feature as well as a special man
who visits other points and makes it his business to look after
these saving features.

RAILWAY EDUCATIONAL BUREAU.

very important feature in locomotive repair work

is

the use

the most

turned out of shop.

A thought which has occurred to me, which I believe would be a
paying proposition to be considered by the railroad company,
to appoint a practical shopman to travel over the entire
system visiting each shop and having the most economical methods
put into practice in the way of making repairs and turning out
is

work

in the least possible time.

man visiting different shops on the
system or different shops on other systems could pick up some
Different methods and jigs for doing different

operations could be put into practice where the best results could

be obtained.
has

It is very often the case that each shop

management

own

ideas and methods of doing certain operations and, of
some of them are very good ones and at the same time
others are not so good and are very expensive.
There are good
many other instances where a man in the position referred to
could be of good service. Many instructions are issued from time
to time that refer to changing standards and making betterments
which do not seem to be fully understood by all concerned, and,
of course, there are at times a considerable waste and expense
attached.
This could be taken care of by a man in the position
its

course,

referred to

who could

carried out as intended.

see

that instructions

five

years the Union Pacific, Illinois Central and

Central of Georgia maintained an

the

educational bureau and
correspondence school for the benefit of their employes. Its work
was very successful but on account of the necessity of economy,
it was decided to reorganize the bureau on a permanent and selfsustaining basis and this was done on July 1, 1913. The bureau

was located at the Union Pacific headquarters at Omaha. Xeb.,
and D. C. Buell, who had been in charge of the original bureau, was
made director. Xo railway official has any financial interest in the
bureau and the work was turned over to Mr. Buell with the understanding that he was to make a fair living out of the work and
apply any excess profits to increasing the efficiency of the bureau.
From careful records kept during the period when the bureau
was under the management of the roads mentioned, it was decided
that the work could be continued by making a charge of $1 a
month to its students, which entitles the subscriber to instruction
in as many branches as he desires.
The bureau does not sell
courses, but simply requires a subscription for a 12 month
period, necessitating an outlay of but $12.
The bureau already
has the support of a large number of roads and with the addition
of a few more it is hoped to cut this subscription period down to
6 months.
Often students subscribe to expensive courses which
they later find they cannot use, but by this method the subscriber
risks only a small amount to determine if the work will benefit him.

Arrangements have been made with roads in which the road
whereby
the company deducts the amount of the subscription from their pay
checks, in favor of the Railway Educational Bureau.
All of the
roads interested have co-operated with the bureau in every way.
The work of the bureau has been extended to the following
lines, besides the Union Pacific, Illinois Central and Central of
indicates a willingness to have its employes sign orders

Oregon Short Line; Oregon- Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company; San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake; St. Joseph &
Grand Island; Ann Arbor Railroad; Wadley Southern; Wrightsville & Tennille;
Georgia; Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic;
Western Railway of Alabama; Atlanta & West Point; Southern
Pacific, Sunset-Central Lines; Morgan's Louisiana & Texas R. R.
& S. S. Company; Louisiana Western; Arizona Eastern; Southern
Pacific of Mexico; Georgia & Florida; Manistique & Lake Superior; Georgia, Florida & Alabama; Sumpter Valley; Spokane
International; Texas South-Eastern

of this kind were

&

cago, Indianapolis

;

Chicago Great Western; Chi-

Louisville.

Courses are offered in the following subjects: Air brake, locomomechanical drawing, machine design, mechanical engineering,

Quite a saving could be accom-

plished along this line as a

valuable ideas.

For four or

Waycross, Ga.

economical methods and practices in turning out
work and at the same time making substantial repairs such as will
enable us to get the most possible mileage out of the power when
of

and labor for the money expended.

satisfied this

Georgia

A TRAVELING SHOP MAN.
By

am

in-

4'-8%"

Gauge

Boiler diameter,

the desire of the railways to get the best possible

Consolidated

non-lifting

screw type reverse gear; Walschaert valve motion;
Westinghouse air brake equipment and two 11" pumps.
The engines were designed under the supervision of H. C.
Manchester, superintendent of motive power and equipment.
Other specifications are as follows:

maximum

it is

would be one position that would well pay for
its maintenance, should it be inaugurated.
It is a well known
tact that a foreman confined to one shop and never visiting other

jectors;

Tractive power,

sure

results in the saving of time
I

Eiegel.

am

I

481

tive,

gas engine, shop practice, tool making,
railroad

operation,

refrigeration,

traffic,

block
track

signaling,

pipe fitting, plumbing,

interlocking,

work, concrete,

station

surveying,

work,

mapping,

mathematics, electrical engineering, sheet metal pattern drafting,
boiler layout work.

The aim of the bureau is to offer instruction at such a reasonable figure that any ambitious employee can take advantage of
it;

to provide as

the

man who

much

instruction as possible

and

to eliminate

will not study, at the least possible loss.

The Atlantic Coast Line has started work on additions to the
shops at Waycross, Ga.
The Baltimore & Ohio will reconstruct the Lancaster Ave.
bridge at Wilmington, Del.

—

'
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ISSUING INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBORDINATES.
By Louis
"While shop foremen

workmen when

may

Brentnall.

give timely verbal instructions to

directly supervising their

work, yet railroad

must generally issue their orders in writing, so that
same may become a matter of record. It is therefore essential
that the master mechanic should adopt some systematic method
of issuing written orders and filing copies thereof for future
officers

may

continue in effect for
reference, as many
years, while others may require revision from time to time on
account of changed conditions, and possibly a few of them
of these orders

have to be cancelled by reason of the matters to which
they refer becoming obsolete.
will

The need of systematizing the mode of issuing instructions
the more apparent when it is considered that most master
mechanics have mechanical supervision over divisional territory which may include a number of shops, roundhouses, general foremen and assistant master mechanics rather than mere-

is

October, 1914

Special instructions are generally handled by wire.
Frequently there is no time to wait, and answers mu3t be made
promptly.
Telegrams can be considerably shortened by first
writing rough copy at length and placing an underline under
each important feature, and afterwards rewriting the telegram

form so as to include only these main features.
Special instructions should be confirmed by letter, but instead
of writing a letter immediately after sending a telegram it is

in abbreviated

sometimes best to wait for the answer and then state the
whole case at one stroke.
In issuing special instructions
considerable

—

or, in fact,

any instructions

depends upon good indexing in order to later

locate the filed papers.

It is usually best to

divide the in-

—

dexing as pertaining to the several departments car shop, locomotive shop, coach shop, etc. Matters pertaining to car department may be designated as series "1," those pertaining to
lomotive department as file " 2, " and so on. In addition each
letter or telegram may bear an individual file number, as

"33-1."

The prefixed number

"33"

is

the special subject

result that

number, while "1 " shows that the subject refers to the car
department. It is much easier to locate a file in this way than
where various correspondence is filed in a bunch. Thus, when
the master mechanic wants the papers in a certain matter he
need simply tell the officeboy, "Bring the papers about that
The boy knows right away that
car shop planing machine.
they are in file division numbered " 1, " and need only look
for the special subject number which was given to "planing
machine.

into three classes

Verbal instructions may precede special or written instrucThe master mechanic may be directed by the general
tions.
manager to take the president's car into the paint shop for
revarnishing and have it ready for service in ten days, whereupon the master mechanic may 'phone the superintendent to
set the car at the shop and at the same time inform the master
painter that the car should be taken into shop at once. He
may then write a letter reiterating his orders.

ly over a mile of territory or a single shop.

However, a master mechanic should be careful not
subordinates
the

men

are

to tie his

down with various instructions so voluminous that
afraid to move without consulting his portfolio of

may suffer from paresis or become nonenities.
who was more of an officeman than an officer,
men by issuing memorandums and compendium3

orders, else they

One Bottkins,
controlled his

every detail of mechanical service, with the
none of the men could act without first running to
their desks and referring to the master mechanic's favorite instructions.
When the general manager visited the shop and
asked a question, the foreman had to peep at the master
mechanic's circular before he could answer it. And yet Bottkins wondered why his men exhibited no originality!
As a first step toward systematizing his mode of issuing instructions, a master mechanic may classify the orders he issues
pertaining to

—educational,

imperative, special.

Educational instructions of an informative character

may

be issued in the form of circulars or general letters which bear
consecutive numbers or are identified by special subject headings.
If a master mechanic wishes to issue some special instructions as to how a crane should be handled, or how locomotives shall be wiped in the roundhouse instructions which
will probably continue in force for years
he may include same
In so doing he simply requires his foremen or
in a circular.
workmen to embody into their practice certain well recom-

—

—

mended features which had not previously been observed.

It

unnecessary, of course, to tell an engine wiper every turn he
should make, as such details only beggar the instructions by
making the workmen headless, like Bottkins' men. Again, a
new system of timekeeping may have been installed, such as
is

changing from a check plan to a clock system, and the easiest
systematize the operation of the new method is by
General inissuing an informative circular to all concerned.
structions may also be issued by general letters when only a

way

to

few parties are concerned

therein.

Imperative instructions are usually issued through regularly
These may be informative as well as instrucThe first paragraph of the letter may state in concise
tive.
form that which must be done, the time in which it should be
accomplished and the necessity for the work. Some master
mechanics may prefer to "keep under their hats" the reasons
for requiring work to be done, but in such cases the workmen
sometimes imagine that something unexpected will be the outcome and consequently they may fear a ghost when none is to
appear. The second paragraph of the instructions may tell, in
the main, how the work should be done, leaving minor details
to the best judgment of the foreman.
The last paragraph of
the letter should require an acknowledgment of the receipt of
the instructions and precautions should be taken to see that
all replies are received, inasmuch as letters or papers are sometimes lost in the mails.
dictated letters.

'

'

'

The usefulness of the master mechanic's circulars is illustrated by the fact that a year after a circular has been issued
his attention may be called to some delinquency which refers
to a circular which had previously been issued, and therefore
instead of issuing a

new

circular he need simply write a letter

calling attention to the one

Where

there

is

which

is

not being observed.

no particular hurry about sending out a

cir-

and a large number of them are required, it is preferahave a local job printer handle the printing, for the
reason that such circulars look well and cost only two or three
dollars a thousand which is cheaper than a master mechanic
can run them off on a duplicating machine.
However, a
duplicate machine is required in every master mechanic's
office.
The mimeograph, which produces non-fading copy, is an
cular,

ble to

—

excellent duplicating machine, although for ordinary use there

many other meritorius duplicators. One trouble with ribbon duplicating machines is that some of the copies are dim or
become faded in time, and therefore such duplicates are generally used for temporary instructions only.
are

Inasmuch as the issuing of instructions

to subordinates in-

cludes all correspondence, as well as circulars, which enters or
leaves the master mechanic

and

this

circulars

A

's office,

each set of incoming papers

number before reaching the front room,
same file number should be placed on the letters or
dictated by the master mechanic.

should be given a

file

master mechanic's best help in issuing written instructions
is a good stenographer, who becomes proficient not so much
from knowing "pot hooks," but rather from his ability to
grasp the meaning of mechanical subjects, which he acquires
through practice and experience, therefore a good commercial
stenographer might not become a good railroad stenographer.
Again, editorial revision is required as regards some letters
that master mechanics dictate while in a hurry, and the
stenographer should be given to understand that he is to better

—

"
'
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the verbiage

MISPRONOUNCING SANTA

possible to do so or where revision is re-

The master mechanic's stenographer should be one who

quired.

department experience, as a
has really had mechanical
He
stenographer who is promoted from a foreman's office.
general
their
foremen,
all
master
mechanic
know
the
's
should
duties and general matters pertaining to the master mechanic's

when the master mechanic

territory, so that

dictates instruc-

comprehend their import.
may seem, yet years ago there was less

tions the stenographer will be able to

Strange though

it

necessity for issuing instructions than there

is

olden times foremen were depended upon to not only perform
their regular duties but to act as assistant master mechanics,
going ahead and making changes and betterments without
waiting for instructions, but such foremen are a scarcity today.

The master mechanic, however, is not to blame, as he no doubt
has instructions from his superiors not to do thus or so, and
without first obtaining instructions from the master
mechanic.
In those days, when the master mechanic had a
foreman at an outside point, he knew he could depend upon
him to run things without instructions, whereas today he must
instruct him as to what to do, and sometimes he must tell
him how to do it.

second word instead of one).
No wonder many outsiders mispronounce the name of our railroad. There is absolutely no reason
why "Fe" should be pronouuged as "Fee." "Santa Fe" is
Spanish for
Holy Faith,
and the " Fe " is pronounced as if
'

'

'

'

"Fay."

spelled

Not long ago we heard a brakeman who had been

Bennett, Genl. Fmn. Blks., C. M.
Milwaukee, Wis.

P. Ry.,

St.

"Santa Fee going west." In all probability the matter
of the correct pronunciation of the name of the road printed on
paycheck never had been brought specifically to his attention;
but he certainly should have been bright enough to pick up the

his

proper pronunciation at some time during those twenty years.

Don't

any others among us display such ignorance before

let

whom we address. A prospective patron is sure
man who doesn't know how to pronounce the name

those

a

r

to a

round

Half of

ball.

the other half in the dies,

formed in the header and
with stock enough to make the head.

this ball is

The second operation is made in the dies, pressing to the proper
The foot is also made in two operations from the same
The first operation is made in the header by upsetting
stock.
and shaping and the second operation is made by another set of
This brace is made
dies where it is pressed and forged to size.
from 2%" round bar iron cut long enough to forge the head on
one end and the foot on the other. To avoid welding, this work
is forged and finished ready for use at the forging machine.
shape.

to feel that

of the road

know much more about
Santa Fe Magazine.

for which he works isn't apt to
in

any other particular.—\The

The amount of

detail that is

in their successful working, the basis,

is

the road

US.

now being introduced

administration of American railways

At our Milwaukee shops we forge these braces complete in four
operations on a 4" Ajax forging machine and make a set of
The heating is done in coke furnaces.
braces in three hours.
This brace is one of the largest forgings we make in this machine.
The top part is made in two operations with two sets of dies and
one header. The first operation is to upset from 2%" diameter

employ

calling,

AS INDIA SEES
&

in the

of the road nearly twenty years standing on a depot platform

FORGING FRONT-END BRACES.
By Arthur

any properly informed Santa Fe em-

It comes as a shock to

of course under such conditions the foremen can take little

action

FE.

ploye to hear someone else in the service pronounce the name of
the road he works for as if spelled Santa Fee (two es in the

In the

today.
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into the

no doubt the chief factor

we may

say, of the reputa-

tion they are slowly earning of being really first class business

concerns.

It

known

not so

is

many

years ago that those railways were

number of accidents that occurred on them,
for the laxity of discipline among the staff, for the rough-andready tracks that were made to do duty, for cheaply and flimsily

best

for the

built locomotives that ran to scrap in one-half the time of a first
class engine of British construction. Behind it all, however, there
was the business instinct that got the best out of all these apparent
disadvantages and eliminated them all one by one, as soon as it
began to "pay" to do so. At the present day attention is being
turned to small details in an endeavor to turn the working of
railways inside out, as it were, and extract from each system the
last grain of efficiency

it

may

be expected to contain.

words, the working of American railways
tensive,
scientific

just

as

agriculture has

is

In other

growing to be

in-

become by the application of

Indian Engineering, of Calcutta.

methods.

CARS DESTROYED IN ACCIDENTS.
The following table taken from the Baltimore & Ohio Employes
Magazine shows the number of cars destroyed in accidents on the
Baltimore & Ohio Lines during the past five fiscal years, and their
It will be noted that there has been a decided increase

value.

in the last

roads,

two years.

This condition

is

more

and the comment following the table

CLEAR the TRACK
FOR THE

or less true of all

in the

magazine

re-

ferred to will bear thinking over.
BALTIMORE & OHIO

BALTDIQBE * OBK>
N'nVuoi

Cass

Fiscal

n

YlAB
=

%

2Q
1910
1911
1912

1913
1914

518
770
804

SOUTHWESTERN

II!

AND DAYTON

Cars..

a

l!
2*
Q

III

I
$99,790
123,885

55.21

147,877
268,727

24.05
48.19
169.29

350.548

251.29

m

$10,359

53
104
116
227
507

96J3
118^7
328^0
856.60

20,631
15,311

29,581
74,107

AH persons

OQ

THE SWATARA

210.53
110.53
•15.79

2,160

9.00
48.80
•44.64

110.53

5,370

37.62

4,253
5,806

* Indicates decrease.

The cooperation of all employes is earnestly requested in
ducing this appalling loss by more careful handling of cars.
'

'

improvement along

—

will

this line will help cut

pense in switching

a consequent

—and will

down damage

re-

An

expenses can be improved materially

All these factors in operating
if all

of us will lend a hand.

the 19th ef

ROADS.

DAY,

IN
AND ALSO FROM FOUR TO FIVE O'CLOCK,
To aObrd a passage

WONDAY,

HON
RAIL
EVERY

FROM FOUR TO FIVE O'CLOCK

THE MORNING,
IN

THE AFTERNOON.

for the Locomotive and Passenger train to ran

daring those hours between Plnegrove and Tremont. Neglect of
thlo notice will be visited with the almost penalty
of the Law.

JAMES WORRAU,

traffic

loss in revenue service.

ft

IHnst be kept clear

to freight

and inconvenience and exreduce the number of shop cars and

prevent interference to

are notlQed that on and after

APRIL, the Main Track of the

%,

$3,902

99.16
47.80
185.56
615.39

LOCOMOTIVE !

Nrt Vauk
S"°

~«>2

48.65

1,697 227.61
1331 253.47

Nrr Valui

Cab*

CINCINNATI. HAMILTON

pisk<;kove. aphil

Copy

SVC*.

9th..

i*yj.

of a Poster Used

"The

Pilot.")

in

F.V/O.V

CASAL

CO.

the Early Days of Railroading. (From
in Those Days.

There Were Trespassers
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EVENING SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING.

ANOTHER SHOP INCIDENT.
By Frank

Phelps.

explanation of Nate Wright's problem in the
Threshing Machine Machinist," published on page
222 of the June issue: When Wright started to put up the left
side of the link motion he lined up the eccentrics on the left
side with the ones on the right side, regardless of the pin in
the left driving wheel, which caused the two cylinders to pull
against each other at certain points of the revolutions of the

Here

the

is

"A

article

drivers.

Another funny incident took place in the same shop while I
was there. The gang boss that I was working under and the
one on an adjoining pit were both rebuilding the same kind
of engine, an eight wheeler, only one was 22-inch stroke of
piston with 5-foot drivers, and the other was 24-inch stroke
and 5-foot 6-inch drivers. The engine on the other pit was

ready for her wheels before my boss got ready for the wheels
for our engine, so they went out behind the shop and got two
pair of the wheels put out there from the wheel lathe after the
tires were turned up.
They put the wheels under the boiler, let her down, put up
the pedestal braces and went to tram her up to put on the
When they trammed up one side by the axles and
side rods.
set the pins on that side and went around to the other side
the axle^ trammed up all right, but the pins were an inch out
of tram.

The evening school of engineering giving graduate courses will
be a new feature introduced into the University of Pittsburgh
this autumn by Dean F. L. Bishop.
It is the first time this
kind of work has been attempted in this country, although
several

day schools

inch.

the time that they had tried both sides several times
Smith was scratching his head with both hands.

By

When Smith had got good and warm under the collar my
gang boss saw that something was wrong and went over.
Smith showed him that the axles and pins on the left side
trammed up all right and then they went around to the right
They tried
side, where the engine was on one of the centers.
the tram on the axles and they were all right, but when the
tram was put on the pins they were found to be an inch out.
When my boss saw that he looked closer at the wheels and
commenced to laugh. Smith wanted to know what he was
laughing about. He slapped Smith on the back and said: "Look
here. Smith, the farmers out in the country where I was raised
to

put the small wheels on the front axles of

wagons." Smith wanted to know what he meant by that,
and then he showed him they had a pair of wheels that did
not belong to the engine at all. The cubs and laborers had not
noticed the difference in the size of the wheels, as they were so
near the same height and had got mixed up after coming from
the wheel lathe. They had put the largest pair in front. Of
course the perfectos were on Smith.
their

offer graduate work.

For instance, Harvard
it was not suctake time from their en-

established a graduate school five years ago, but
-

r'ul

because

men

could not afford to

Jneering work to attend these advanced courses.
In the Pittsburgh district, there are more engineering graduates
than in any equal district in the United States. It is for this rea'on that the University of Pittsburgh will provide for men who
do engineering work during the day an opportunity to study engineering in the evening. Men who are properly prepared and who
have received their bachelor of science degree may obtain an engineering degree from the University of Pittsburgh.

Many young

engineers find after engaging in practical work

that the courses which they took in college did not fully prepare

them for their duties. Few of them have opportunity to quit
work and go back to their own college for further study, but
many of them can devote their evenings to new courses. It was
recently stated by a prominent engineer that evening graduate
courses of this kind are the only graduate courses in engineer-

ing that will prove successful.

Courses will be offered in the valuation of public
chanical,

civil,

engineering,

Smith, the gang boss, scratched his head and tried it again,
but with the same result. Then they pinched the engine ahead
a quarter turn of her wheels and she trammed all right on that
side, but when they went back to the side where they started
from the axles trammed all right but the pins were out an

knew enough

October. 1914

engineers

in

electrical,

etc.

the

sanitary,

The faculty
Pittsburgh

utilities, memechanical raliway, concrete

will

district.

include

For

some of the best
Paul M.

instance,

Lincoln, professor of electrical engineering, University of Pitts-

of the American Institute of Electrical Enand consulting engineer of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, will give a course in power plants.
Mr. Lincoln was formerly chief engineer of the Niagara Falls
Power Company. Another lecturer is Louis E. Endsley, professor
of Mechanical Railway Engineering in the University of Pittsburgh, formerly professor and head of the Department of Mechanical Railway Engineering in Purdue University. He is a member of the Master Car Builders' Association, American Master
Mechanics' Association, and a member of the Committee on Standard Testing of Locomotives for the American Master Mechanics'
Association.
Mr. Endsley is also a member of the Technical
Board of Detail of the American Efficiency Survey of Motor
Car Units, which is attempting to standardize all automobile
parts.
He has recently completed some experiments on the Penn-

burgh,

president

gineers,

sylvania Railroad dealing with new features in steel car design.
D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of motive power of the
Pennsylvania Lines West and director of the department of

mechanical railway engineering, University of Pittsburgh, will
co-operate with Professor Endsley in the work of Mechanical
railway engineering. Professor R. T. Stewart, head of the department of mechanical engineering, University of Pittsburgh,
and consulting engineer of the National Tube Company, will offer
a course. Professor J. Hammond Smith, head of the department
of civil engineering, will give courses in structural engineering.

Professor Morris ELnowles, director of the department of sanitary

WHAT THE INJURED PERSON

together with Professor G. W. Case and William
Moorehead, Esq., will give the course in the valuation of
This course was given for the first time in this
public utilities.
country last year and the resultant demand was so large that
it has been made a permanent feature of the work.
engineering,

SAID.

S.

The Baltimore & Ohio has a printed accident report form, on
which foremen are required to report mishaps which befall their
men.

One

of the questions is:

"What

does the injured person

."•

Some

of the road's carpenters were working on a bridge over
Chicago river, and one of them fell off. On the report in the
•office was the following:
the

"What

"He
in

does the injured person

says

it

was

a

damn good

say?"

thing he could

swim."

— R.

G. C.

The Chicago Tribune.

The Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific

and the

city of

Musca-

on Monroe street.
The Corvallis & Eastern bridge over Mary's river, four miles
east of Philomath. Oie., was entirely destroyed by fire recently.

tine, la., will build a bridge

Miss Marguerete Gainey. sister of J. J. Gainey, general car
foreman of the Queen & Crescent at Ludlow. Ky., passed away
Miss Gainey was a regular attendant at both the
recently.
Master Car Builders' and the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' &
Car Foremen 's Associations and was known to many of the
members.
A study of the properties and needs of the Denver & Rio
Grande and Western Pacific has been completed by John F.
Stevens.
A readjustment of the affairs of the latter road is
about to be undertaken by a syndicate of New York bankers,
who probably will provide funds for new construction work.
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SHOP KINKS, CANADIAN NORTHERN RY.

A piston extractor of unusual strength and one -which will
draw pistons without damaging the crosshead is shown in
This is in use on the Canadian Northern Ry. It is
Fig. 1.
entirely

piston

made

%"

of

boiler plate shaped to suit contour of

The piston

rod.

is

drawn back

first

point and the long two-piece sleeve

striking

to its

applied to the rod, bearing against the packing gland.
The two collars are then
applied at the crosshead end of the rod, the halves being held

together by

is

%"

bolts.
Taper keys are driven in the ways
between the collars to draw the piston.
Fig. 2 shows a cylinder head truck which is very cheap and
effective.
It is made of %" sheet metal and has a slot down
the center, on either side of which are tV holes to allow for
the insertion of an adjusting device, as shown.
Fig. 3 shows a device for turning driving wheels when valves

are being set.

The bed plate is of cast iron with roller trunnions of same
material, all machined out %" deep and 2%" wide to take
top of rail, and are designed to suit a tire of Q'1 ^" width
maximum.
Three

rollers

are of cast iron, having a chilled face with

corners rounded off to

W

and flange of wheel.

The fourth

radius, to

fit

roller

I' Pin

snugly against tread
is

same outside

of

7*4", but of 0. H. steel, case hardened, having
91 teeth cut in face &" deep and *4" C. P. The smooth-faced

diameter,

rollers

and

viz.,

work on case hardened

2%"

long, held in place

steel roller bearings

by double

The toothed

%"

collars, case

diameter
hardened,

keyed to main operating shaft, which operates in the bed plate.
Three of the
rollers work independently in their respective trunnions and
are fitted over a small case hardened steel axle 2^" diameter
and 7Jf" long, having ends tapered for %" machine screws,
taking a 3%" diameter washer %" thick, for securing shaft
in place.
The trunnions and bed plate are all secured through
of steel tV' thick.

roller is

Fig.

1.

— Piston

Rod Extractor,

N. R.

C.

a system of four 1" diameter tie rods having 12" threaded portion at one end to suit various sizes of wheel diameters.

A combination 1*4" diameter shaft made of O. H. steel and
having 414" worm section 2%" outside diameter, with six teeth
l
teeth per 1" R. H.
Thread is extended out on one side
and meshes into a bronze worm gear having a diameter of
1

:;

9.549"

1%

teeth per inch,

per gear, which

is

%"

C. P.,

making

keyed stationary

a total of 39 teeth

diameter main

to the 2f'„"

shaft.

8-TMs per

Inch

mummmmmmsm
y

O.tl.

Steel Tie Roa
4-f?e?'d.

S'lg.

O.tf.Jteel-tYorm

Thread

%'Oit

Vertical dotted lines indicate position of roller retaining Collar.

tide

/

R.fi.

// Teeth per inch.

{'Soli

^

*?

>

Oil

Chilled

KS
?t

Key way for

Bronze dear

-£-

sl'-A

-#/'-

Bran Busfrg

QH.Stee/cr Cast Steel falter Case

hardened

i-Reg-d. Fin. all

O

7~~

-CI.

7 S,

ham

r=^

O

J

zd1

i-Reqd
?£.

Chilled C.I. or Off. steel
toller 3Reoo
Case

oyer

^

OMStea
.

s
1

no.i.

Feather Key
C.I.

r

apfor /'Mach Screw

OH Steel
Bronze Worm dear
1^7. perl" -*'Cf> 39 Teeth
.

Otl.Steel washer- finall over
for end of shaft retaining
txarig not i-eegti

rollers,

Fig.

3.

— Details

of

OH Steel roller staff CH
Fin. all oyer.

sRefV.

Oh.S Roller Shaft
Hasher Fin all

oner- 6 Req

d

Oft.S Case Hardened
Roller Retaining collar
Finish all over- 6-Req'd

Valve Setting Machine, Canadian Northern Ry.

Bracket

3Regd.

I

\<-£'-4

Cold Po'/ed Bar Pollers
60f?eoti
40 Head

,/»,

/Collar

*Qrio.Z

l".o

'

—
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Pin 3'/z' long
Triangular
section driven
in cored hole
W.I.

//'•

Wx6' Stee Plates
bent to shape a,
located to suit
drop required.

§• Bolts

Drop WeigfiT

Sketch Showing Grab Tongs a>
ilethod of Releasing Tongs from Weight.

Fig.

The stem
tour to

fit

of the

an air

worm

made

4.

— Wheel

Testing

Morse shank conmotor, which may be attached and used as
is

of No. 4

a driver.

The advantage of this arrangement is that the operating
mechanism is out to the side and in plain view of the men
working the device, which is not the case with most machines
of this character. Aside from this the arrangement is simple
to install, as in disconnecting the only parts requiring adjust-

ment are the

rods,

tie

and these are

Where

diameter of the wheel.

worm

as

it is

shown same may be made

fitted

up

to

suit

the

impossible to machine a
of cast steel.

Fig. 4 shows the details of a wheel testing machine, an inter-

the grab tongs and method of releasThey are fashioned something like a pair of pliers
the portion corresponding to the handles passes

esting feature of which

ing them.

and when
between two curved

Canadian

Machine,

is

releasing

the

steel plates the handles are passed together,

at one side,

SAFETY
An amusing

FIRST.

" Safety

story of a

is

button was recently
Henry Spieckerman, of the

First

published in a Chicago newspaper.

'

'

auditing department of the Chicago Milwaukee

&

St. Paul,

his life to the fact that he accidentally swallowed his

owes

"Safety

First" button as he was straightening out the fastener with his
teeth.
The button could be removed only by an operation during
the course of which it was discovered that Mr. Spieckerman 's
appendix was so diseased that his life was in danger. The surgeon who removed both button and appendix asserted that if Mr.
Spieckerman had not swallowed the button, he would have died
within a month.

weight.

constructed of 1" sheathing and has a 3"
spruce lining to a height of 8 feet. The peep opening in the

The building

shown

Ry.

covered with heavy wire
netting.
An industrial track passes through the building at
one side of the testing machine.
operator's cage,

The other ends of the "pliers"
which is inserted in a recess at
three-sided
bar,
under
a
catch
the upper end of the weight.

thus

Northern

^

is

DON'T ROCK THE BOAT.

SIT TIGHT!

Don't rock the boat! That's the watchword today.
duty of every American at this moment. That's
country needs to keep it straight and safe and true

Sit tight!

That's the

what

this

first

—absolutely

to its course

all it needs.

We

have one of the greatest
grain crops in history.
Its value has already greatly advanced.
We have a sound financial system, backed by the greatest store
of gold in the world. Our banks are solid, safe. There is nothing the matter with the United States.
Business conditions are sound.

War

will

mean an unprecedented demand

perts declare

other

American business

nations

destroy,

this

Ex-

for supplies.

will feel a great impetus.

While

While other
be a farm, a factory,

country will produce.

nations are armed camps, this country will

a forge. Trade extension is predicted in all directions.
Don't rock the boat that's the central idea! The swell from
But it will not
the great battleship "Europe," will be felt.
hurt us. It need not even break over the sides. There's nothing
Straight and strong,
the matter with the boat that we are in.
well-seamed, well-caulked, well-timbered, with reasonable guidance
it will bear us safely and prosperously through.
Don 't rock the boat
Keep its head well up against
Sit tight
the sea! Don't let it get into the trough of the waves! Let
every man realize that at this moment calm confidence and calm

—

!

!

thankfulness are the
the favorable

Fig.

2.

Head Truck,

C.

N. R.

duty.

They are absolutely

we

find

ourselves.

by
They are

justified

certain guarantee of a continuance of those conditions.
Chicago Herald.

the

— Cylinder

first

situation in which

A
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Ash Pan Construction
By Walter

R. Hedeman.

Well designed ash pans should provide at least one square
foot of air opening under the firebox, for each seven square feet
That is if the grate surface is 42 square feet,
of grate area.
then there should be six square feet of opening in the ash pan.
This to obtain good combustion. If a grade of coal high in gas
is

used, the proportion should be about one to

five.

The following gives the method of best obtaining this opening,
both on narrow and wide fireboxes, and is the standard practice
of one of our largest railroad systems; said practice having been
thoroughly tried out and found to give excellent results.
On the narrow firebox type of locomotives where the firebox
rests on the frames between the wheels, it is necessary to make
the upper portion of the pan, for about 12 inches deep, either

of perforated sheets, or of wire netting having about
per inch.

The former

is

2%

mesh

preferable and cheaper, the perforated

sheets being a commercial article.

Plate 1''Thick
i' Rivets
Angle Iron ij'tiftj'

dampers at front and back of the pan were used
(same being operated from cab), to increase air openings, but as
these were a source of trouble and expense to maintain, and as
these openings were continuously desired, the damper rigging has
been removed and the size of the openings increased wherever
practicable, and covered with wire netting.

At one

A

time,

shield or

hood

is

Section A-

applied at top of opening, to deflect the

Fig. 2.

ashes to main body of pan, and prevent them from falling on
netting.
Were it not for this hood some hot ashes might find
their way through the netting and ignite the ties or station floor.
An ash pan with perforated plates is shown on Fig. 1.
To protect the pans and keep them from working out of place,
seems to be an unfathomable secret, but some roads permit the
injector overflow waste water to go into pan, which not only prolongs the life of the pan, but also wets the ashes down, and prevents the dust from arising and falling over the machinery.
Permitting these overflow pipes to empty in ash pan also prevents splashing of water on station platforms, and at times wetting the passengers, probably preventing lawsuits.
However there are some bad features, such as causing the
ashes to freeze up in winter time requiring additional labor
It would therefore seem best to permit these
to clean pans.
pipes in pans at all times in warm or mild climates, and in
variable climates to allow them inside in warm weather and out-

side in cold weather.

is

— Ash

Pan with Three Hoppers.

For wide firebox type of locomotives the front and back of pan
the same as on the narrow, except the openings are larger. At

the sides

it is

not necessary to resort to perforated sheets or wire

netting; the desired opening

is

obtained by permitting the pan to

—

be about four inches down from the mud-ring see Fig. 2.
This opening is generally sufficient, with that obtained through
front and back of pan, to give the desired proportion.
This opening is also an additional advantage in that it permits
the blowing or the raking of the ashes

from the

tlatf

Front V7e»

5ec Thru A*le tfood
1.

— General

Arrangement

wings of

In the construction of ash pans they should always where possible
be sloped at an angle to insure ashes falling to hopper by gravity.
Button head bolts should be used and the heads placed on the
inside of pan, these being used to give the least resistance possible
to the ashes. Removable corners should be arranged for as a convenience in getting at mud-ring corners, where frequent caulking
is necessary, and thus prevent taking down the whole pan.

Cross, frame

Fig.

sides or

pans.

of

Ash Pan with Hopper Bottom.

ash pan support

.falf

tear View.

—
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So far as the fireman on an

oil

burner

is

concerned,

He must be

of being on the job all the time.

it is

a case

alert for every

change in the working of the engine, and if the adjustment of the
throttle or reverse lever is altered he must change the firing
valve accordingly.

The

door must be kept closed when firing an oil burner
any one in the cab in case of a possible
explosion in the firebox.
Before firing up, the floor of the firefire

so as to avoid injury to

box of an

burner should be cleaned of any fallen brick or
it may be as smooth as possible
and not drag the fire, and thus avoid any necessity for forcing
the fire, causing black smoke and waste of fuel oil.
If there is steam enough in the boiler to work the blower,
atomizer and heater, same may be used to force the draft. No
less than 20 pounds pressure will be needed for this purpose.
If there is not sufficient steam, the blower-valve pipe must be
connected to the house-supply pipe, and the oil heated to 110
to 115 degrees F., which will just permit of the hand being held
against the tank head without burning it.
Open the blower
valve, then open the atomizer valve and blow the water out of
the pipes, after which close the valve.
Light a piece of oily waste and throw it in near the center
of the firebox and turn atomizer on strong enough to carry the
oil spray to the burning waste.
Next open the firing valve
lightly at first, gradually increasing the supply after the oil
has ignited until steam is being generated without the making
of black smoke.
The more gradual and evenly this can be done
the better it will be for the firebox sheets, the flues and stay bolts.
Crowding the temperature and the pressure up rapidly is to be
avoided at all times if possible. The roundhouse supply of steam
must be used until enough has been generated in the boiler to
operate the blower, atomizer and heater.
The amount of heat required for the heater depends very
largely on the weather conditions.
If the engine is cold and is
to be fired up at some outlying point when no roundhouse steam
is available, to supply the blower, atomizer and heater, the boiler
may be fired up with wood and steam enough generated in this
manner to supply the needs of the occasion. The wood ashes must
all be removed before starting the oil fire in the firebox for the
oil

other foreign substance so that

Fig.

3.

Arrangement

of Slides for

Three-Hopper Pan.

The hoppers should be independent of the pan body, and be
Bottom of hopper should be reinforced with a

bolted onto body.

heavy frame, or
the guide

;

slide casting guide;

cast steel

cast iron is suitable for the slide.

No

is

preferable for

finish is necessary

to either the slide or guide.

A

good

slide or

dumping rigging

is

shown on Fig.

3.

Here the

ash pan hopper slides are operated by a single lever along side of
frame. This permits the quick cleaning of pans at terminals.

A

this ash

good locking device for

Locate Lock

to

pan

slide lever is

m

in

Locate lock 50 handle
clears first hole iv/ten
ash par? hopper are

Suit

1

ffi=3

shown

closed

IP

r

reason before cited.

Too much

oil

should not be fed into the firebox at this time

The

as it might result in an explosion.

4
Fig. 4.

see that it does not go out, as if unnoticed, the oil

might run

in the

pan on the

of

Lock for Ash Pan

Slides.

This lock can be applied to the frame in either of the
positions shown, according as the lever has a forward or backFig.

4.

ward movement for opening the

slides.

BURNING OIL FOR FUEL.*
By W.
The proper burning of

L. French.

a locomotive firebox is a
matter requiring both skill and careful attention to duty and
does not consist of merely turning the oil on at the commencement
of a trip and of closing the firing valve when the trip has been
completed, as one might suppose from a superficial observation
fuel oil in

not a question of physical strength
in connection with the proper placing of the
fuel as in a coal burning firebox, but it is a question of adjusting

of the matter.
and endurance

pit

and when ignited cause an exto the engine and possible

much damage

injury to any one on or about her.

True,

it

is

the firing valve and

its accessories at the proper time, and in the
proper manner, to meet the requirements of the service as to
full steam pressure in an economical manner.
Variations of pressure or temperature are to be avoided as far

as possible, and these

may

box than in one burning

occur more readily in an oil-burning

fire-

If the fire does go out, do

from the heat of the fire bricks. If you do,
there is another chance for an explosion.
Light the fire in the
usual manner with burning oily waste.
The dampers must be regulated carefully to suit the work being
done by the engine; one damper open will furnish plenty of air
when firing up or when locomotive is working moderately.
If engine is not working steam the dampers should be closed,
as too much cold air admission will cause firebox and flues to
leak.
Too little air admission when working steam will cause
imperfect combustion and steam pressure loss.
The stronger the draft the more tendency there is to draw or
put the fire out, and therefore more oil must be fed to keep it
burning than when under a moderate draft.
An overfed fire gives off black smoke, and by watching the

not try to relight

— Application

it

stack indication this can be avoided.
is

shut off the

oil

When

the throttle valve

supply to the burner must be reduced and the

atomizer cut down to a point that will just spray the oil to the
fire.
The blower must be put on as soon as the engineer indicates
is about to shut off steam, and it should be kept on
enough to keep the fire burning brightly until the throttle is
again opened, or if trip is completed until engine is housed and

that he

fire

is

put out.

The working of the atomizer should at

coal.

must be watched

closely to

plosion that would do

"tW

fire

all

times be graduated

to the proper spraying of the feed oil over the firebox for the
• Extracts from an article
men's Magazine.

in

the Locomotive Firemen and Engine-

best results,

and

to

accomplish this the more easily and have
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it must be heated to a temperature
being thick and sluggish and as before
stated, a temperature that will permit the hand to be held on the

from any

tank head will give this

remove it.
Should the tank heater hose or pipe burst, the oil may be
heated after train is stopped in the following manner: Put the
fire out, close dampers to protect the flues and firebox, close the
firing valve tightly and open tank valve, also open blow back
valve and leave it open until oil is again sufficiently heated to
proceed with train. This can ordinarily be done without much
delay; however, if weather is very cold it may be impossible to
get the oil warm enough to proceed at all.
The fireman when
coming on duty should ascertain if the oil tank has been filled
and oil warm. When filling oil tank sufficient room should be
allowed for expansion of the oil when heated, and the man-hole
cover should be closed and clamped.
The main oil valve should be connected to the engine with a
chain, and the safety oil valve by strong cords extending to the
front of cab and so placed that either the engineer or fireman
can reach them readily.
Care should be taken in the adjustment of the atomizer valve
blower, dampers and firing valve. The heater should not be worked
so long as to overheat the oil for good firing results.
Engines
bhould never be moved when there is no fire in the firebox, as it
is injurious to the flues to do this.
Great care should be exercised to keep an even temperature in the firebox, and to do this
the fire must be watched closer than on a coal burning engine,
as both temperature and pressure can be varied more easily on the

the

flow freely at all times,

oil

prevent

that will

The

its

result.

should be heated quickly by turning on the heater

oil

strong enough to give a direct flow of a considerable supply of
steam, and when the required temperature is secured the heater

Opening the heater to a small extent and
is not a good practice.
It takes too
long to heat the oil and increases the water condensation in the
The temperature of the tank must be watched
oil while heating.
closely to avoid its falling too low or becoming excessive and
causing the oil to boil. The oil should be heated, as far as it
can possibly be done, when the engine is standing still.
should be shut
leaving

off.

on continuously

it

The drain cock should be opened at frequent intervals so that
any water accumulations in the tank will be drawn off, and the
danger of the fire going out from this cause will be removed.

An

is placed near the burner so as to
permit it to spray freely when acted

auxiliary super-heater

heat the

sufficiently to

oil

on by the atomizer, and result
the

quick ignition

in

when

reaches

it

fire.

This super-heater consists of a pipe a foot or so in length and
larger than the oil pipe which passes through

it

amount of steam

oil

in

this larger pipe heats the

and a

slight

as it passes

through the oil pipe. Too much steam in this super-heater will
cause an intermittent flow of oil to the burner. There is a drain
cock to this super-heater to carry off the water. This cock should

be open

all

close

into tank.

of the time.
oil

cause, open super-heater valve, open tank

firing

valve wide,
valve and the obstruction ordinarily will be blown
If not, it will be necessary to disconnect pipes and

burner than on the coal burner.

If the flues or flue sheet becomes clogged with soot the engine
will

not steam.

When

this

occurs frequently it

is

usually the

through the firing valve, although
it will accumulate when engine is fired properly but not so
It also forms freely when engine is
rapidly as when over fired.
Sand is used to cut this accumulation of soot
being fired up.
from the flues, and it should be used when engine is working
hard so as to strike the flues with a cutting force. Sand should
be used when going from roundhouse to train if engine is worked
The sand is
hard enough at any time between these points.
put into the firebox through a funnel inserted in an opening in the
fire door that is made for that purpose and the engine should be
working hard enough to carry the sand against the flues with
considerable force to cut away the soot or gum from them.
result

over

of

feeding

oil

The drumming noise sometimes heard in the firebox may be
caused by the atomizer being open too much, too great a supply
of oil being fed to the burner or too great an air admission
through the dampers into the firebox.
Over feeding of fuel oil is more likely to occur when engine is
working slowly, and quite often at such times on grades or about
yards it is necessary to use the blower to keep up sufficient draft
to cause the fire to burn brightly.

The blower should be used whenever steam is shut off but
should be worked as lightly as possible; this is true also of the
atomizer, dampers and firing valve.

When
off;

starting out of a station the injector should be shut

this is true in the case of either a coal or

an

oil

burning

engine.

Slipping

is

to be

avoided on any engine, but more especially

be drawn out, the fact
it could be rebghted in
the regular way, a dangerous condition would arise from the oil
flooding into the firebox and heating to a point where an explosion might ensue when lighted again in any manner.
If the burner becomes choked up from any foreign substance,
it should be blown out by opening the steam valve in pipe to
burner and steam supply valve to heater and closing the firing
so on

an

oil

burner, as were the

fire

to

not noticed and the firing valve closed until

valve.

If the atomizer tube becomes clogged up, open atomizer valve
wide, and if this does not remove the obstruction take

burner and clean

it out.

it

out of

If the oil feed pipe becomes obstructed

INTERNATIONAL
ASS'N.

EAILWAY

GENERAL

FOREMENS

Proceedings of the tenth annual convention, Paper, 6x9

Published by the secretary William
West Broadway, Winona, Minn.

inches, 194 pages, illustrated.

Hall, 1126

The volume contains a report of the convention held

at

the

Hotel Sherman, Chicago on July 14 to 17, 1914, a condensed report
of which was given in the August issue of the Saihvay Master
Mechanic. Among the subjects discussed are: "Engine House Efficiency," "Valves, Cylinders, Crossheads, Piston and Guides,"

"Air Brake Repairs" and Autogenous Welding."

A. J. Wiese, general car foreman of the Baltimore 4" Ohio, has
been transferred from Baltimore, Md., to Garrett, Ind.
C. M. Webster has been appointed storekeeper of the Baltimore 4' Ohio, with office at Parkersburg, W. Va. He succeeds
D. L. Donaldson, transferred.
R. H. Maequart succeeds G. F. Snyder as general car foreman
of the Baltimore 4~ Ohio South Western at Chillicothe, O.
A. L. Moler succeeds H. P. Roby as traveling engineer of the
Bangor 4" Aroostock, with headquarters at Derby, Me.
Benjamin S. Hinckley, purchasing agent of the Boston 4"
Maine, with office at North Station, Boston, Mass., now has charge
of the purchase of all material on that road, the office of manager
The fuel agent also
of purchases having been discontinued.
Hinckley.
reports to Mr.
W. S. Moseley has been appointed mechanical engineer of the
Carolina, Clinchfield 4~ Ohio, with headquarters at Erwin, Tenn.
E. A. Everhart succeeds A. L. Ellis as master mechanic of the
Charles City Western. His office is at Charles City, la.
J. H. Schmidt has been appointed master mechanic of the
Chicago 4" Alton at Slater, Mo., succeeding E. E. Chrysler.
H. C. Ottway succeeds E. 0. Corey as foreman locomotive repairs of the Chicago 4~ Alton at Roodhouse, 111.
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Hartenstein succeeds W. H. Naylor as road foreman of

E. H.

engines of the Chicago 4" Alton at Bloomington, 111.
G. A. Secor succeeds Daniel Downing as general storekeeper
Mr.
of the Chicago 4" Alton, with office at Bloomington, HI.
Secor was formerly storekeeper of the Minneapolis & St. Louis.
W. H. Hauser has been promoted to mechanical engineer of the
Chicago 4" Eastern Illinois, with office at Danville, HI. Mr. Hauser

Wolfe

F. E.

succeeds A. Helmbrecht as locomotive foreman of

the Chicago Great Western at Hayfield, Minn.

William Schuman has been appointed general foreman
Chicago, Indianapolis

4~

Louisville at Lafayette,

Ind.

of the

He

suc-

J.

Wood

H.

Island

has been appointed supervisor of locomotive operadivisions of the Chicago, Bock

Oklahoma and Pan Handle

Pacific, with headquarters at

4"

El Beno, Okla., vice

C. S.

L. D. Bichards has been appointed master mechanic of the
Arkansas division of the Chicago, Bock Island 4" Pacific, vice W.
P. Moran, transferred. His headquarters are at Little Bock, Ark.
J. C. Bhodes, road foreman of engines of the Chicago, Bock
Island 4~ Pacific, has been transferred from Valley Jet., la., to
Des Moines, la.
H. H. Jones succeeds J. A. Owen as master mechanic of the
Colorado 4~ Wyoming, with office at Segundo, Colo.
G. Kehler succeeds T. F. Perkinson as general foreman, motive power department, of the Delaware, Lackawanna 4~ Western,
with office at Elmira, N. Y.
D. Swineford has been appointed general foreman of the
Detroit, Toledo 4~ Ironton at Delray, Mich., succeeding B. Ferris.
J. A. Hannigan has been appointed general foreman of the
Detroit, Toledo 4' Ironton at Springfield, O., succeeding W. J.

E. C.

Kiethley succeeds A. F. Wilcox

as general car

foreman

succeeds S. N. Acree as purchasing agent of the

Mobile, with

4'

office at Norfield,

Smith has been appointed

Miss.

acting master mechanic of

the Nevada-California-Oregon, with office at Beno, Nev.

William B. McMunx has been appointed general car inspector
New York Central 4' Hudson Biver with headquarters at

of the

He

Albany, N. Y.

succeeds F.

W.

Chaffee, deceased.
to

road foreman of en-

gines of the Northern Pacific, with hearqnarters at Jamestown,

N. D.
Giles succeeds G. Lund as foreman locomotive repairs of
office at Squamish, B. C.
I. O. Bhodes succeeds A. E. Hutchinson as purchasing agent of
the Pacific Bailway 4~ Navigation Co., with office at San Francisco,
J. E.

Cal.

Frank Aitken

A. G. Trumbull, mechanical superintendent of the Erie, has
been appointed assistant to the general mechanical superintendent.

New

York.
E. S. FitzSimmons, mechanical superintendent of the Erie, has
been transferred from Cleveland, O., to New York, N. Y., where
he will have charge of the Erie division.

Charles James has been promoted

succeeds S. A. Chamberlain as master mechanic

Grand Bapids, Mich.
has been appointed general foreman car department
of the Pere Marquette, with office at Detroit, Mich. He will have
charge of all car department matters.
C. Sonburg succeeds J. J. Deitche as general foreman of the

of the Pere Marquette at

F. L.

Fox

Pere Marquette, with office at Chicago.
William H. Haskins succeeds U. S. Wilson as general foreman
of the Pere Marquette at Benton Harbor, Mich.
George Searle has been appointed master mechanic of the San
Pedro, Los Angeles 4" Salt Lake, with office at Las Vegas, Nev.,
succeeding
B.

W. A.

Harlan,

Bogers.
oil

burning inspector of the Southern

Pacific,

has had his headquarters changed from Sparks, Nev., to Sacra-

mento, Cal.

of the J. Dold Befrigerator Line, with office at Buffalo, N. Y.

office is at

Bloom

Natchez, Columbia

W.

Davis.

His

Meridian, Miss.

the Pacific Great Eastern, with

Yeaton, transferred.

0. A.

4"

William V. Wick has been promoted

ceeds George Crumbo, resigned.
tion of

Norman

succeeds W. H. Davis as master mechanic of the
East Texas, with office at Marshall, Tex.
J. S. Taylor has been appointed master car builder of the
Meridian 4~ Memphis, succeeding J. A. Jones. His office is at

F. N.

Marsliall

E. F.

was formerly engineer of tests.

October, 1914

to mechanical superintend-

J.

Strum

succeeds C. B. Petrie as road foreman of engines of

the Southern Pacific, with office at Sacramento, Cal.

William Schmalzried has been promoted
Pacific, succeeding

of the Texas

4"

headquarters

are at

O. E.

Linn

Marshall,

W.

to master car builder

D. Minton, resigned.

Hie

Tex.

succeeds B. C. Cooper as road foreman of engines

and trainmaster of the Vandalia at Decatur,

111.

ent of the Erie, in charge of the Ohio division, succeeding E. S.

FitzSimmons. His office is at Cleveland, 0.
F. H. Murray, master mechanic of the Erie, has been transferred from Port Jervis, N. Y., to Jersey City, N. J., succeeding
Charles James.
George Thibaut, general foreman of the Erie at Susquehanna,
Pa., has been promoted to master mechanic at Port Jervis, N. Y.,
succeeding F. H. Murray.
T. S. Davey has been appointed shop superintendent of shops
of the Erie at Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. Davey was formerly master
mechanic at Stroudsburg, Pa.
W. H. Snyder succeeds T. S. Davey as master mechanic of the
Erie at Stroudsburg, Pa. Mr. Snyder was formerly general fore-

man

OBITUARY.
McCuen, formerly superintendent of motive power of
Queen & Crescent, passed away at his residence at Cincinnati,
J. P.

J. E.

Cagle succeeds Frank Osterman as master mechanic of
4~

Indian Territory, with

office at

Bige-

low, Ark.
J. J. Stahl has been appointed locomotive foreman of the
Great Northern, with office at New Bockford, N. D.
E. O. Griffin, general fuel and supply agent of the Inter-

national

4~

Great Northern, has been appointed purchasing agent

for the receivers, with office at Houston, Tex.
C.

J.

Bodemer has been appointed master mechanic

Louisville

4"

Nashville at

New

Decatur, Ala.

He

of

the

succeeds J. J.

Sullivan, recently appointed superintendent of machinery of the

Nashville,

Chattanooga &

St.

Louis, as noted in the September

issue.

T. O. Sechrist succeeds Bobert
Louisville

4'

Moran

as master mechanic of the

Nashville at Nashville, Tenn.

O.,

on October 2. Heart trouble is said to have been the cause of his
death, and the end came peacefully with the members of the family

at this point.

the Fourche Biver Valley

the

J.

P.

McCUEN.
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Mr. McCuen was born and educated at Uniontown,
Pa., and served his apprenticeship in the mechanical department
He
of the Pennsylvania Eailroad workshops in his home town.
came west in the early seventies and became affiliated with the
Queen & Crescent in the mechanical department. He had been connected with that road for over 30 years until his retirement three
at his bedside.

491

He had been

years ago as superintendent of motive power.

con-

nected with the road in an advisory capacity since that time.
He was a Civil "War veteran, having enlisted with the Pennsylvania Volunteers as drummer boy and retired as a private at the
Mr. McCuen
close of the war, receiving an honorable discharge.

was 70 years of age.

laoM^ Manufacturer's
GAS-ELECTRIC CARS,

made in a large industrial plant proved conclusively that
workman actually made a gain of several minutes per day in

recently

C. R. R.

I.

The Illinois Central Eailroad has recently contracted with the
General Electric Company for four gas-electric motor cars, which

a

be placed in commission for supplementary service on some
of the connecting lines of the company.
The railway company
not
advised
where
will
has
yet
all these cars
be placed in operation, but is canvassing the branch line service on its entire system
to ascertain where they may be used to the best advantage.
The

better illumination with which he was supplied. These few minutes
when multiplied by a large number of workmen amount to a

will

initial installation will

probably be distributed partly on southern

and partly on northern branches of the road.
The cars of this company will be what is known as type CRE70-B-8.
The details of construction conform in general to those
of the standard gas-electric motor cars manufactured by the
General Electric Company.
These cars measure 71 ft. 3% in.
over bumpers by 10 ft. 6% in. wide over all, weigh approximately
51.5 tons, seat 86 passengers and are each equipped with two GE205, 600 volt, box frame, oil-lubricated, commutating pole railway motors having a total of 200 hp. capacity. The motors are
mounted with nose suspension directly on the axles of the forward
truck.
The generating unit consists of an 8-cylinder, 4-cycle gas
engine of the "V" type, direct-connected to a 600 volt, commutating pole electric generator, designed to meet the special conditions

the production of a given piece of work, owing entirely to the

considerable

There

item.

shown herewith a night view of an excellently lighted
erecting shop of a prominent eastern railroad. As will be noted,
the illumination is abundant but entirely without glare or shadows,
reaching every part of the shop. The buildings are 528 feet long
and 58 feet wide, giving an area of 30.624 square feet in each
is

building.

The illumination for these buildings is furnished by type Z
Cooper Hewitt quartz lamp operating in a 220-volt direct current
circuit.
This lamp is a modification of the well-known Cooper
Hewitt lamp based on the same fundamental principles, but possessing some essential differences.
The lamp uses the mercury
vapor, and a short tube of pure fused quartz instead of the long
tube of lead glass used in the older types.

Ten lamps are

down

the middle of the building, each

the service demands.

lighting an average of 3,062 feet.

The interior of the cars is partitioned into five compartments.
The cab in front containing the power plant apparatus measures
11 ft. 11 in. long; next is the baggage room, 8 ft. long; then the

down

colored passenger compartment, 9
section, 9 ft. 10 in. long;

11%

in. long.

The track

ft.

10%

the standard 4

entrance

is also

mahogany.

of

passenger

provided.

the wheels conform to

ft.

8%

all-steel construction,

side entrances run between the passenger

and colored

long; the smoking

and the passenger compartment, 22
is

The body of the cars is of
and interior finish, which is
ing

in.

MCB

ft.

gauge.

except the seats

A

rear

platform

bearings, and treads and flanges of

The trucks are of the
bolster and coil equalizer

standards.

heavy swing bolster type with

elliptic

lamp

In the erecting shop there are twelve lamps regularly spaced
the middle of the building at intervals of 44 feet, giving
an average space lighted by each lamp of 2,552 feet. All th«
lamps are hung at a height of 50 feet above the floor.

The lamps are rated

at

consumption of 725 watts,
approximately 16 kilowatts.

2,400
or

a

candlepower
for

total

with an

the

energy

installation

of

Center vestibules with

and smoking and smok-

compartments.

The

in.

shop placed at regular

installed in the boiler

intervals of 52 feet

The

light afforded

by these lamps

purposes, even the locomotive pit

A WELL LIGHTED RAILROAD SHOP.

-tt*sf-

'

The
a portable hand lamp

only other form of artificial light required

is

The

total

lumens per lamp from these units

is

boiler.

14,603, with a

to 60 degrees of 10,800

lamp which, with a wattage of 725, gives a value of
lumens per watt, and 14.9 available lumens per watt.

Not only does the proper illumination of a shop mean a better
and more efficient class of work turned out, but exhaustive tests

-IT'J/lf-

entirely sufficient for all

needed by the workman when he goes inside the
total available in a zone of

springs.

is

being well illuminated.

The

efficiency of the

is

made

20.2 tota*

evident from

the low wattage consumption obtained per square foot, these being

-

Gas-Electric

system as installed

lumens pel

Motor Car for the

Illinois

Central.
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g>Sellin£ >Side
8i|

Ellis F. Mlther, eastern sales manager of the Gisholt Mawith headquarters in New York, has
been appointed general
lies manager of the company, with
office at Madison.
Osgood has been appointed exclusive
J. L.
agent in Buffalo and Roch^ter, N. Y. R. D. Heflin, formerly
representative of the company in New England, has been placed
in charge of the New York office, and will henceforth attend to

' 1 1

chine Co., Madison, "Wis

*
^f^^^i'!MVmB

3

-

,

the interests of Gisholt customers

^Jv_^^-'

and users

in the entire eastern

territory.

F. J. O 'Bkiex has been appointed general sales agent of the
Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Co., Chicago.

i

Charles W. Allen, formerly

and sales manager
manager of the railway department of the Reading Bayonne Steel Casting Co., has become

1

A Well Lighted

associated with the sales department of the Q.
York and Chicago.

Erecting Shop.

shop and .24 for the boiler shop, the former
being said to be the best lighted erecting shop in the country.
The average candle feet obtained are 4.24 for the erecting shop

.28 for the erecting

and 3.53 for the boiler shop.
The employees who are working under the light are universally
pleased with it and the results they are able to obtain. It is interesting to note, however, that when a trial installation of four lamps
was first made, there was a certain antipathy to the light on the

men employed, because

part of the

of the difference in color value,

but this speedily disappeared after they gave

This

trial resulted in the

a

it

thorough

trial.

adoption of the complete installation of

The lamps have been

installed at various times but the entire

months and the maintenance

installation averages practically 16

charges for the period totals $134.54. or $4.58 per lamp per year.

:Sj_Literature
hammers,

turbine

drills,

staybolt

drivers,

air

hose,

*

*

*

*

*

Recent bulletin of the National Tube
description

tains a

full

wauee

unions.

A

*

made on " Ke-

*

The Smooth On Co., Jersey City. X. .1., has issued instruction
book Xo. 15. which is the largest and most complete book they
have ever put out.
It tells about the eight different Smooth-On
iron cements, Smooth-On iron concrete paint and Smooth-On coated
ccinugated iron gaskets.

7V».

of

the Baldwin Locomotive

descriptions and illustrations of Pacific

Works

is

devoted

type locomotives

re-

& Car

was

Co., Streator,

filed

against the Crawford Loco-

on September 26.

111.,

The Central

Terry, general manager of the Denver, Laramie &
Northwestern, has resigned to become connected with the Denver

Johx

L.

of the Rail Joint Co.

R. L.

Browx

M.

C. B. Co.

the

has been elected a director and vice-president of

F. J. O'Brien has been appointed general sales agent of the
Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Co., with office at Chicago.
Oliver K. Brooks, secretary and treasurer of The Xational
Malleable Castings Co., died at his home, Cleveland, Ohio, on Sep14.

The Monarch
nn exhibit

Steel Castings Co. of Detroit, Mich., has opened

in the office

of H. F. Wardwell, their Chicago representa-

Railway Exchange building, Chicago, of Lion and Monarch
Lion coupler pockets for locomotives, and Lion cast

tive.

&

catalogue of appliances for burning fuel

elected chairman of the board of

Mr.
Schoonmaker is a director of the General Electric Co. and the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

W.

E,

Marvel has been

elected vice-president of the Positive

Anchor Co. Mr. Marvel has
Co. to R. L. Brown.

sold his interests in the

M-C-B

The Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Xew York, has been awarded
a contract for the design and construction of concrete ore, coke
and limestone bins, and ore and yard trestles, by the Pennsylvania
Steel Co., Steelton, Pa.

The Gun-crete

Co., of Chicago, has

purchased the Cement-Gun

Construction Co., and have also taken over the construction department of the General Cement-Gun Co. The combined business
Co.,

be conducted under the firm name of Cement-Gun Construction
with offices at 914 South Michigan avenue, Chicago.

H. O. Fettinger, formerly with the Clement Restein
office at

Co. Inc., of Pittsburgh, have issued a very com-

artistic

Schooxmaker has been

S. L.

the American Locomotive Co., succeeding Pliny Fisk, resigned.

Co.,

has

entered the railroad department of the Ashton Valve Co., with

cently built for seventeen different roads.
*
*
*

oil.

Part one gives results of some comparative tests of coal and oil,
and gives descriptions of a variety of burners for different purPart two is devoted to pumping systems for oil supply sysposes.
tems.

located

Trust Co. has been appointed receiver.

will

and

petition in bankruptcy

motive

Rail
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., con-

of several special tests
*

plete

now

Steel Co.,

steel yokes.

*

"Oil and Gas Burning Appliances," is the title of Bulletin
Xo. 5 of the Quigley Furnace & Foundry Co., Springfield, Mass.
This company some time ago took over the patents of the Roekwell Furnace Co.
The bulletin referred to describes a complete
line of burners, pumps, blowers, hose, gauges and tanks.

Tate. Jones

Cambria

couplers.

couplings, etc.

Record Xo.

sales offices of the

New

C. Co. of

Johnstown. Pa., are to be removed within a few weeks to
Philadelphia.
It is expected that not later than November 1 the
entire sales offices will be located on the seventeenth floor of the
Morris building in Philadelphia.

tember

The Independent Pneunialic Tool Co., Chicago, has issued circular "V" descriptive of "Thor'' roller bearing piston air drills.
pneumatic

The general

&

at

office

these units.

to

vice-president

of the Reading Specialty Co., and

Jay

New

York.

G. Coutant, formerly engineer of the plant of the

Lima

Locomotive Corporation, Lima, Ohio, has become associated with
the Railway Materials Company, Chicago, 111.

The New Process Gear Corporation,
ing an addition to
less

its plant.

than two years ago.

Syracuse, N. Y.,

The plant was doubled

is

build

in capacity
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Maintenance

Boiler

Engine failures are of more frequent occurrence daring th*

now upon us and an

winter season

article

on another page dealing

with the maintenance and care of locomotive boilers treats this

The writer

timely subject in an interesting way.

The World's Greatest Railway Mechanical Journal

operation between the shop, roundhouse and enginemen

Published at the World's Greatest Railway Center
Established

for

tial

1878

the .successful

maintenance

of

essen-

is

locomotive

the

boiler

and says "the prevention of engine failures due to leaky
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easy to put

is

it
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it

necessary in
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the use of the injector and the putting of a large

of water into the boiler after the

number of leaky

decrease in the

The proper washing of the
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New
The

Literature
Selling Side

fire

re-

needs

in order to effect a

flues.

boiler at the roundhouse

is

also an

important factor in boiler maintenance and the writer of the
article referred to, gives a

rules for boiler-

There may be some who differ as to the method of pro-

washing.
cedure,

number of very good

but

the

essential

that

emphasized

is

is

thoroughness.

Increased attention to the use of the injector and keeping the

two most important points in boiler mainte-

nance.

Smoke Prevention

Boiler Maintenance

Jack, the
Personals

and the state of

amount

The

has been drawn.

more strongly on engineers

to be impressed

CONTENTS.

Spring Swinging Link
Dairy Cars, B. & O. R.

fire

lation between the use of the injector

Editorial-

Correspondence
The Trouble Man?
Oelwein Tool Room, C. G. W. R.
Success
The Locomotive Stoker
An U?iusual Case of Low Water

Probably the worst example

cause trouble.

will

boiler clean are the

Vol.

to do with the boiler,

changes in temperature in a boiler are certain to result in unequal

of this

Monthly Railway Journal

Entered as Second-Class Matter June

is

should appreciate the very essential fact that sudden and large
to

strains which

A

who has anything

it

\
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The subject
to

smoke prevention

of

railway men and

cities.

Most

is

a very familiar one, both

to the general public, especially in large

of the larger cities

now have

ordinances govern-

ing the emission of smoke and in their enforcement the

rail-

made the target, and unfairly so. The emission of smoke by factories, boats, etc., has not been watched
closely in the past by city authorities, who have found it more
popular to inflict fines on railways. But good has come even
from this condition. At a recent railway convention a mem-

ways

are always

ber said that he wished that the smoke ordinances of a certain
city covered his entire division; that he could tell
left the city limits

by the appearance

Smoke prevention

is

when a crew

of the stack.

simply a question of perfect combustion.

Black smoke escaping at the stack simply means that energy
(and therefore money)

is

being wasted.

Traveling engineers,

and those interested in locomotive operation, are studying the
scientific

explanation of obtaining energy from matter.

burning of coal

is

a chemical action.

The

It requires air, it requires

the air brought into very close contact with the fuel and
requires a high enough temperature to be maintained so that

the fuel shall undergo the proper chemical change.

The

it

all

travel-

ing engineer does not need to be a chemist, but he does need to

know some chemistry

to understand

how he can

get every ounce
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The locomotive

of energy out of his coal.

tory, not just a hole to throw coal into,

firebox is a labora-

November, 1914

vanceinent will come to him because others
Publicity for sound practical facts

and laboratories depend

is

know of

his worth.

necessary in these days.

It iB always helpful to every one concerned.

for results upon men.

There are devices for application to the locomotive which

do

securing perfect combustion and therefore pre-

in

assist

venting smoke, but the question of smoke prevention
tially

a matter of education and

men

down within

if

knew they would be

they

fined for

an evidence of waste and we Americans are

is

we have been and still
many ways. Attention to

to the fact that

wasting "uiergy and material in
in

Its

the recent convention of the Association of Bailway Ele«-

trical

Engineers the committee on data and information presented

some rather interesting
collected

on

figures

and engine men as

firebox

the only sure

415 shops.

With regard

way

what actually goes on
smoke prevention.

to

of

being about twice that of the

It is rather surprising to

latter.

note that 42 per cent of the shops purchase power, while 58 per
cent generate their

in the

own power.

However, the 42 per cent only

represents 30 per cent of the power, leaving 70 per cent of the

power load which

total

generated by the railways.

is

by the fact that

figures are accounted for

more

profitable to purchase

than

it is to install

Some railway men

give as a reason for not contributing to the

name

There are probably not very

in print.

hold this view and certainly they have a right to their

But

is

publicity detrimental

As time

and unnecessary?

passes, there is closer cooperation between all lines of activity on

American railways, as instanced by the many railway associations

and

clubs,

which constantly are taking up the important questions

in their respective fields.

The Master Car Builders and Master

Mechanics' Associations could not have accomplished a great deal
if

each

member had not contributed

his experience

and

his ideas

to its proceedings.

worked out a method of cutting welding
would not deny that he did

costs in half certainly

If the subject

it.

next meeting of his association he would owe

and

to his fellow workers

done along that
meetings

is

regarded as a
Possibly

his association.

men most

it to his

power generators.

In total shop motor horse-

was found to be
comparison, as

However,

5.37.

man who
it is

it

some roads had

that

made

ideas

throughout the year.

man's ideas appear
views in person

However, the data

interesting as

is

recommended, and

to be

is

It

was

hoped that next year's committee

will

is

and

is in

a

interested in his

motor

sizes,

types,

manner of grouping,

way keeping up

and conveying new ones

to

its

the

readers

Is the case materially different whether a
in type or whether he tells his fellows his

In

(which later appear in the proceedings).

in

the country would

undoubtedly bring out some interesting

That such investigations by the Association of Railway

Electrical Engineers

would be well worth while

is

certain.

Wiring Engines
It is surprising that
electric

more has not been done

is

is in

far as can be ascertained there
present.

value, should feel

One road at

least, the

the September issue.

hand

is little

As

uniformity in methods at

Canadian Northern, has standard-

page 427 of

Instead of running the wiring through the

rail as is frequently done, this

road uses an armored insulat-

ing conduit running in a groove in the lagging, and also uses

The cab

worked out and combine an

the electric bulb.

A man may

as it

his ability to himself or others?

such general use at present.

ized its entire headlight equipment, as described on

a duty to give them publicity.
possess ability of the highest order but if no one

in standardizing

wiring and equipment on locomotives, in view of the fact

fully

is

study of

and shop output

for say 10 of the largest and most up-to-date locomotive shops

The man who has ideas which have proved of

of what value

costs,

work and

of as being promoted from time

less specialized

A

especially with reference to the shop output.

armored eonduits in the cab.

it,

was obvious

bearing on the growth of electrical operation in shops.

doing other railway men more good for he reaches more of them.

knows of

it

had not always been

classifications

in the data furnished.

Also

talks at these

giving his methods in the well established technical journal, he

it

a fair basis for

motors aside from those in shop

listed other

and that accurate

service

all

contains no reference to the work done or the

a co-incidence, but quite often the

who we hear

technical journal

of

other roads, having

this is scarcely

number of locomotives put through the shop.

that the electric headlight

interchange

all

per locomotive in service for each road and the average for

results.

them of what he had

time.

The

is

The committee deduced a factor for the shop motor horsepower

railway,

interested in giving others the benefit of their experi-

ences are the ones
to

to himself to tell

came up at the

The man who gets up and

line.

effect, so that

The general foreman who has

of them.

learns

else

cases it

obtain more detailed information as to locomotive shop motors,

Ideas are only of value when they are put into

someone

many

over twice that of any other road.

technical press, that they are not seeking pubhcity and do not

care to have their

in

These

power at roundhouses and back shops

power the Pennsylvania Lines East leads

opinion.

show that

to the generators, these tables

the alternating current machines are more largely used than the

de-

Publicity

many who

equipment of shops

electrical

from forty-three of the leading roads and representing

are

The education of traveling

high efficiency.

engineer.;
is

over

At

direct current machines, the capacity in kilo-watts of the former

waking up

rt

it

so.

Black smoke

tails

up to

is

the city limits could have done

the rest of the division,

not doing

it

The crew which kept

in the cab to see that it is done.

the smoke

just

engine can be

without emitting clouds of black smoke and

fired

the

An

discipline.

Shop Motors

essen-

is

makes

Many

it easier

oil

lights have also been care-

auxiliary in connection with

roads favor the open wiring in the cab

for the

man who has

to do

any repairing.

It is questionable, however, even with the lower cost, whether this

system would prove as satisfactory as the conduit.

Here

a

The man who rushes here and there with half -developed theories
will soon be checked, but the man who knows that his ideas have

comparatively new problem upon which some work could be prof-

been proved sound should not be ashamed to express them.

itably done.

Ad-

is

'
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{From

the Files.)

Complaint is being made that the hall at the Great Northern
Hotel in which the Western Eailway Club is meeting is entirely
too small The membership and attendance has increased so fast
At the October
that the club has outgrown its meeting room.
of the Lake
builder
car
master
general
meeting, A. M. Waitt,
M. C. B.
"The
on
Shore & Michigan Southern, presented a paper
Mr. Waitt presented considerable data obcoupler in 1894."
throughout nearly
tained from over forty roads and stated that
too prominent
altogether
noted
an
will
be
attached
tables
all the
'

'

shank."
The technical press comments on the frequency of train robberies and suggests that the Federal government is lax in not pro-

class of breakage, namely, in the

tecting railway trains.

A

large

number of robberies have taken

place.

495

M. E. Wallace, chief draftsman of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Aurora, 111., has resigned to accept a similar position
with the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. F. H. Clark succeeds Mr.
Wallace as chief draftsman of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
The new works of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. at
Brinton, Pa., are being fitted with machinery and will be opened
shortly.

The Buffalo, N. Y., Express says
One of the livest places in
East Buffalo nowadays is the north yard of the New York Central,
where the old cars are broken up. The cars are placed on the
side tracks and the Poles in the neighborhood are invited to help
'

'

:

themselves to the wood, with the provision that none of the iron

be taken. Yesterday nearly 100 cars were placed on the tracks
and by evening there was left but a mass of trucks and iron.
People of all sizes, sex and conditions were busy all day with saws,
hammers and axes in laying away firewood for the winter."
In commenting on a freight wreck caused by a falling brake

beam a writer says " it is more dangerous to ride on cars equipped
with brake beams than to rob a bank.
B. M. Galbraith, general master mechanic of the St. Louis
'

engineers' air brake valve has been patented by J. F. VoorIt is designed so as to admit air under
hees, of Philadelphia.
pipe
when the pressure in this pipe is less
train
pressure into the

An

than desired, so as to maintain in the train pipe whatever pressure is necessary for operating the brake mechanism or to relieve
the pressure to any desired extent.
The Lehigh Valley has placed in service a lunch car, provided

South-Western, being hard pressed for

additional

locomotives,

new locomotive fell into
the Bed river at Garland City, Ark., and going into quick sand
was given up for lost. He got together a force of six men and in
about sixty days, recovered the locomotive. It was almost as good

recalled that in years past a practically

as new. having been well preserved.

with a eounter such as used in lunch rooms.

The Brooks Locomotive Works of Dunkirk, N.

a

Y., has just rilled

large order of locomotives for the Brazil Central Bailway.
cow wearing a bell was run over and killed on a railway near

A

London, England, and the owner sought to recover damages from
the railway company. On the trial of the case it was proven that
the engineer blew the whistle loudly, trying to frighten the cow
away from the track. The farmer's lawyer also proved that the
<;ow was equally attentive to business as the engineer, in ringing
her bell and exerting herself to scare the engine off the track.
The jury gave a verdict for the cow.
A series of tests of M. C. B. couplers has been conducted at Melrose Park, Chicago, under the auspices of the Chicago Tire &
Spring Co. The tests were witnessed by a large number of railway

ATLANTIC CITY CONVENTIONS.
The 1915 conventions of the American Bailway Master Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders' Association
will be held at Atlantic City, N. J., on June 9 to 16, inclusive.
This was decided upon at a meeting of the executive committees of
these two associations and the executive committee of the Bailway Supply Manufacturers' Association, held at the Hotel Biltmore, New York, on October 22. The headquarters at Atlantic
:

be at the Marlborough-Blenheim hotel as
before and it is expected that the convention hall on the pier will
Several ballots were taken in deciding
be somewhat enlarged.
upon the place of meeting for 1915. as Chicago and San Francisco were nlso strongly favored.
City next year

will

men.

The master mechanics and superintendents of motive power of
roads running into St. Louis held a meeting to discuss the question
H. M. Smith, of the Terminal Bailway,
of smoke abatement.
Steam jets and other appliances were discussed but it
presided.
was decided that the best means of preventing smoke was careful

handling of the locomotive.

The Boston &

Albany has received a couple of

eight wheel

locomotives from the Schenectady Locomotive Works, for fast passenger service between Springfield, Mass., and Albany, N. Y. The

weight on the drivers is 74,000 pounds and the heating surface
1,844.7 square feet, an unusual area for engines of this weight.
The main pin has the peculiarity of being hollow. The total
wheel base of engine and tender is 55 feet 7% inches.
An automatic abutment for metallic rod packing has been
patented by F. J. Cole, mechanical engineer of the Baltimore &
Ohio.

It limits the

from flyiEg back or

movement of the springs and prevents them
sticking.

The erection of the new shops of the Louisville, New Albany &
Chicago at Lafayette, Ind., is progressing rapidly.
It is reported that the Big Four will build new shops at Indianapolis next spring. The plans were made a year ago.
The daily newspapers have circulated a report that the Pennsylvania is building a locomotive at Altoona, equipped with ball bearTheodore Ely denies it and brands the story as a fake.
ings.
Considerable space is given in railway papers to the air-brake
decisions, covering the controversy between the Westinghouse and
the

New York

companies.

James Meehan, for many years superintendent of machinery

& Crescent, has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the South Carolina & Georgia.
of the Queen

A NOVEL SUGGESTION FOR SUPERVISION.
In an article in the Chicago Tribune on October 27, E. P. Bipley, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, advocated
a system of government supervision of railroads in which the
roads would be grouped similar to the regional reserve banks,
with one or more representatives of the government on each board
of directors, and backed by a Federal guarantee.

"The present system of regulation is
"Some method of economy must

night

five

magnificent

same time for Kansas
of comfort.

five

leave

City.

Each

modern device

carries every

Possibly one of these trains

—two

—could

certainly

Six trains leave Chicago for

care for the business.

and

trains

failing," said Mr. Bip-

be worked out.
Every
Chicago at practically the

ley.

for St. Paul.

Two

Omaha

nightly

trains could do the business

much

cheaper and much better.

"Under
tices

the present system of regulation the greatest injus-

have been done the stable and

—dishonesties—

Certain irregularities

in

efficiently

certain

managed

roads.

corporations have

been seized upon for a justification for putting a strait-jacket
To me it seems
on the entire transportation of the country.
perfectly clear that this system, under which private individuals
are expected to furnish the cash, while a group of lawyers at

Washington provide a management of their own theories, canSomething certainly will happen, and that
very soon. Is there no relief save in government ownership, with
its waste, inefficiency, and disastrous politics!
"Suppose all the unnecessary train service, now forced by railroad competition, all ticket and freight solicitors and their offices,
Think
and all the unnecessary duplications, were eliminated?

not possibly continue.

"

'
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Suppose the railroads were allowed to co-operate T
groups were established, somewhat after the
manner of the regional reserve banks! Each group of railroads
could be governed by a board of directors in which the government could be fully represented.
"The government should say to each of the lines serving certain territory, 'We will guarantee that your net earnings for the
next five years shall not be less than the average for the last
five and you also shall be guaranteed 6 per cent on any additions and betterments which, with our consent, may be made on
In return we demand one or more seats on your
the property.
board and the power of absolute veto upon any act or proposed
act which we may consider disastrous to the community or otherof the saving.

Suppose

railway

Would not

wise improper.'

the net earnings of

all

November, 1914

The hose that has been found

most durable and satishose and the data for the durability
claim is taken from the repair man 's record book. As there is
but one man doing all hose work, this is quite easily kept track of.
factory

is called

to be the

"moulded"

There is also a great difference in the price of moulded hose and
armoured hose, in 6ome cases as much as 30 cents per foot
I have been in railroad shops where the armoured hose has been
supplied and have seen the men remove the wire and throw it
away. Of course it may be said that hose should not have mate-

thrown upon

it or get run over by trucks, etc., but I have
yet to see hose used in a locomotive boiler or erecting shop which
does not occasionally receive Buch treatment.

rial

Observer.

the railroads

be at once improved and the guaranty of the government at once

THE TROUBLE MAN?

Immediate restoration of confidence would result.
This system would give us all the admitted benefits of common

rendered safe?
control

—

of the economies incident to

all

common ownership

and,

same time, protect the rights of the public. It would do
away with the enormous wastes of the competitive system and
at the

permit business to follow the line of least resistance.

"1

do not belittle the difficulty of such an arrangement and I
realize that everything would depend upon the men selected for
euch

I

control.

offer

this

scheme as

know

my

personal solution

of

my

board of directors would
follow me in my suggestions. There is one thing that to my mind
is certain, however, and that is that we must make a choice soon,
very soon.
We must choose between the starving of the railroads into a semi-paralysis, absolute government ownership, the
the problem.

I do not

that

restrain of

they see fit to call their "trouble men." They are usually
sent out where there is trouble, or at least it would look that
way to an outsider, but the name "trouble man" is not a good
or proper definition for such work as the writer knows they
perform. They perform services very often; in fact, most of
the time, where there is no trouble at all.
They are called
upon to make tests of all kinds to demonstrate in a practical

way

believed, if the
it

why

shift

for themselves without

any kind or the adoption of the system I have pro-

'

CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor Eailway Master Mechanic:

In regard to autogenous welding, will say that we have
used the Thermit method for welding frames, but we are
about ready to install the oxy-acetylene method, with which
we expect to weld frames and do any other kind of welding
that we find necessary. We welded a flue sheet in one of our
engines with the oxy-acetylene method at a cost of about
$68.00, which otherwise the flue sheet would have had to be
.

removed and would have cost at least $300.00, besides the
time which the engine would be out of service. In the case
where we welded the flue sheet the engine was only out of
We have not had any experience with
service three days.
the electric welding.

N. B. Whitsel, G. Fmn. Loco. Dept.,

C.

& W.

I.

R. E.

—

Editor Eailway Master Mechanic
At this time when every economy

is

being carried into effect

would be well for locomotive shop men to take
notice of the possibilities of reducing the cost of shop air hose.
A few weeks' observation of this one item of expense alone has

by the railways,

Away back in 1905 George A. Post delivered an address
before the Railway Club of Pittsburgh, wherein he said or
proposed to give the railway supply man a title, "Commercial
Engineer," I think this is what he wanted to call them.
Quite a few railway supply concerns have on the road what

the practicability of the devices handled by the concern
they represent. In the course of their work they are called on
to ride locomotives at all hours of the day or night.
They
may be found working in the roundhouse or back-shop and are
always ready to show someone who may not be familiar with
their devices just how it should be applied or used. They can
be found one day associating and working with mechanics in a
roundhouse or shop, faces and hands covered with grease, and
they next day they aje equally as well at home in the general manager's office, where they may be found explaining the
fine points of their device to the general manager in order
that when the salesman or "Commercial Engineer" comes
round to take his order he may know where he is at. Generally speaking, these same "trouble men" are of the highest
caliber in more ways than one.
Generally they have been
through the school of hard, practical experience. There will
be found among them ex-locomotive engineers, traveling engineers, mechanical engineers, master mechanics, general foremen; in fact, most "trouble men" are graduates of some such
position, having been formerly actively identified with some
railroad company.
This all makes their services very valuable to railway supply concerns in the line above mentioned,
and if there are any more who know what " bull-dozere,
"lost motion," "superheaters" and all that are, why, it's
this same "trouble man," and the writer thinks it's about
time he had his official title changed to something more dignified and that would explain in a word or two just what he was.
I think "Service Engineer" would about fill the bill.
If not,

turning of the railroads loose to
posed.

A. E. M.

it

enabled one locomotive shop to reduce the air hose expense much

amount was here stated.
was found that wire bound or armoured
hose was not at all efficient or economical.
The air motors were
not performing to any where near their capacity owing to being
throttled on account of the hose having had material thrown upon
it or perhaps run over by shop trucks, which crushed it to such
an extent as to almost close the air passage. The wire did not
allow the hose to open up to its original conformation.
In a
shop maintaining an air pressure of 100 pounds I have found that
half-inch hose need not be more than three-ply thick, and that
three-quarter-inch hose is quite efficient and strong when five-ply

annual convention at Atlantic City, N. J., on October 12 to 16.
The papers and reports were, of course, of primary interest to
electric railway men, but contained considerable of interest to
steam railway men also.
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION of Railway Surgeons held its
eleventh annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on October 14 to 16. Among the papers presented was one on "Lighting

not too heavy for the operator to

as a preventive for accidents in car shops," by G. R. Cravath.

more than would be
In the

thick.

first

place

This gives a hose that

is

and carry from one pit to another.
to hose is caused by carelessly dragging
after but slight investigation.

lift

That most of the damage
it about the shop is evident

not!

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY

elected for the

Officers

Beasley

;

coming year are: President, Dr. G. F.

vice-president, Dr. G. P. Raster

Mitchell, Chicago.

Association held its

;

secretary -treasurer, L. G.
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R. R.

Boom Foreman.

The tool room at the Oelwein shops of the Chicago Great
Western K. B. is one of the many busy little tool rooms which
are characteristic of our American railroads.
Oelwein, la., is a
live little city of about 7,000 inhabitants, and is the hub of the
Chicago Great Western system, which has in operation about
1,500 miles of road, radiating in four directions from this point.
The shops, therefore, being centrally located, are called upon to
furnish and keep up practically all stock repairs and tools for the

blacksmith's window and exchanged for a finished one.

entire system.

Our trouble with leaky joints became more serious
when superheaters were applied, and G. M. Crownover, superintendent of motive power, designed taper joints and rings, giving
them a taper of 12 degrees and practically all our locomotives are
now equipped with these joints. It is two years now since the first
application was made and the results have been remarkable, for all
leaky joints have been eliminated. It was up to the tool room to
furnish reamers to ream out the joints and after trying to get

applies to hand chisels,

etc.,

This also

the necessary cupboards being pro-

vided for same.

air is passed

into

to insure the

air

For hardening high speed tools the
and taken out of the top of a small reservoir

being as dry as possible.

The inserted blade taper reamer, shown in Fig. 3, is for reaming out nigger heads and steam pipe joints. We have done away
with the ball joint, which is a very radical departure in steam
pipe work.

The dimensions of the tool room are 38'x64\ The layout of the
room is shown in Fig. 1. The equipment is as follows:
One 21"xl0' Le Blond lathe.
One 24"xl0' Lodge & Shipley lathe.
One 14"x6' Lodge & Shipley lathe.
One No. 3 Brainard universal milling machine.
One No. 3 Hendey-Norton milling machine.

#' II

m

.

RMi

+m

;w
.

Fig. 2

One
One
One
One
One
One
One

— Oelwein

Tool Room, Chicago Great Western R. R.

12"x36" bath grinder.
Q. & C. No. 4 shop saw.
Marvel No. 2 draw-cut saw.
12" Yankee drill grinder.

Brown & Sharpe
12"

Door
Wine/outs

universal grinder.

drill press.

A

view of one end of the tool room is shown in Fig. 2. This
shows the tool dresser with equipment, consisting of a forge,
20"x20"x36" coke furnace with fan blast, coal and coke bin, 75-

pound American Engineering Co. air hammer, and an iron water
tank 20" wide, 40" long and 36" deep, with an oil tank 12" in
diameter and 30" deep, set in one end of it. A compressed air line
is connected at the bottom of this tank to keep the oil in circulation when hardening long tools.
The illustration also shows the
necessary steel cupboards, tool racks, etc All machine tools are
dressed here and then ground on a safety grinder to their proper

von/,press

=

®
/W
5r

g. C±3

Grinder

n V^

Office

^g.

Cupboard
Furnace

an.whea

.

is

worn out or needs dressing

it

is

brought to the

Desk

•jpboont

L

Mm- Lathe,

TjnW

»_«,

C\

f**?H

qnnder
I

I

\5teeJ\

I

I

$

UniV

Stem gage

htsfif

bench
I

/fact

^/tee

|

Bencn

64'
a tool

I

>bodrti
Cup,

shape.

When

General
Foreman!

-Werxfi

No. 5 safety grinder, motor driven.

Fig.

1

— Tool

Room

Layout.

3

—

—
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fiu<ttt/MN//W/d
.""«.;,,,

Taper to suit
condithns

IZthdi

Fig. 5

Reamer

for

Crown

Bolt Holes, Etc.

-

<5?

T
loot steel

harden*

0/
Fig.

3

— Inserted

1if}*

«2

Blade Taper Reamers, Etc.

«rn$

under the scale and rough out with different kinds of cutters, I
by making a cutter of machinery steel, with

*&<*

solved the problem

inserted blades of high-speed steel.

I also

made some

of carbon

steel, dipped them in water and did not draw the temper.
These
were used for finishing, but I found out I could nearly always get
a good joint the first time with the inserted blade reamer. The
steam pipes are reamed on a radial drill press and the steam pipe
holes in the cylinder with a motor driven angle reducing attach-

M-)

*'"*<#

Tool
steel

*r

tlo !

'aper pin

ment.

At one end of

a steam and air
hydraulic tester and one weight tester.
illustration,

is

Fig. 4 shows the ball-bearing racks

The one on the

—Gauge

shown in the photographic
gauge repair bench with one

Fig. 6

the tool room, not

left is for

for Callpering

Wheel Centers.

for the cellars on the bottom of the strap are also drilled and the
in use at our tool room.

holding milling cutters.

The stand

is

and has four shelves or %" iron disks, with %"
and riveted around the various
The diameters of these disks vary from 18" at the top to
disks.
26" at the bottom.
The rack shown in the illustration has 280
cutters on it and room for more. It sets on the bench, in a location
The rack on the right speaks for
to be handy to the machine.

holes for the oil cups are drilled and tapped on the machine with

one setting.

The

eccentric strap

clamped

is

fastened in the turret jig and

just a matter of pulling the pins which

3'-6" high overall

after

iron pins flattened out at one end

hold the turret in the correct position and turning the turret to suit

itself

—the

blacksmith doesn't have to go far for his chisel or

The

flatter.

jig in the center of the illustration

by E. A. Barnes, assistant machine foreman, and
ing holes in eccentric straps.

is

was designed
used for

The two halves are put together in
down through both straps, mainThe jig is so arranged that the holes

the rough and the holes drilled

taining the standard centers.

drill-

is

it

the hole which
jig

we

dollars

is

it is

to be drilled

By

and tapped.

the use of this

save on each set of four straps 8 hours and 20 minutes, or in

and

cents, $1.25 per engine.

This jig

is

patented.

Fig. 5 shows a style of taper reamer much used for various jobe
where it is necessary to keep a number of holes one size, such
as crown bolt holes, air pump piston heads, etc. The bushing A is
threaded to screw onto the body of the reamer, B, which can have
two or four *4" slots or keyways milled along the threaded portion
for set screw C to fit in. In this way it is possible to get a cloee
adjustment and make a fool-proof reamer. It can only go in up to
where the bushing is set.
Fig. 6 shows a style of gauge used for calipering wheel center*
and tires. The outside caliper is the correct size and the length

of the inside one is minus the allowance for shrinkage. The two
hooks shown are bent so that the inside rod rests in one and tho
catch slips over and holds the same in place so as to keep them
together

when not

in use.

-

c^? jpn

^

r-r«M

>/»

Top

peas %"dh.

W

iron flotenet, one &xt
riveted to top plate.

_s i&'AJCI" Sf-uore fi/ate.

L. C

— Ball

Fig. 4

Bearing Racks and Eccentric Strap

Jig.

Fig.

7

Handy Tap Wrench Rack.

—
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k

sketch shows where
reamer is used on
beJI stand
This

— Handy

Fig. 8

A

Device for Reaming Out Bell Stands.

handy tap wrench rack

is

fastened to the band by three

shown

in Fig. 7.

%"x2"

and riveted to
the top plate which rests on

The top flange is riveted to
a stationary flange and pedestal. A groove

to same.

The top

plate

is

braces, bent

is

cut in both flanges

and %" balls inserted. The bottom flange is driven onto a 2"
round stem, which Btem enters the top flange about %" to help
steady the revolving parts.
Eatchet wrenches can be
through 1%" holes in the top plate.
Fig. 8

a

slipped

handy device for reaming out

bell stands without
Shaft A is made of machinery
steel of suitable length.
Cone bushing B slides over shaft A and
cone C slides along cone bushing B. "When used, cone bushing B
is inserted in the hole of the yoke or stand, cone C slipped on and
tightened by nut D, which brings it central. Shell reamer E is
slipped on shaft A, which is then passed through the outside
hole and bushing in the yoke.
The spring is then tightened by a
split nut at F and the reamer put through by motor or hand. After
is

removing them from the

the hole is reamed out, the device

is

unloosened and adjusted on the
Shell reamers can

other side; the operation then being repeated.
run in '64ths with a back spiral of 1" in 14".

a gauge for obtaining quickly the diameter of anything cylindrical. It is made of a cylindrical piece of machinery
steel, having an inside diameter at one end of IY2", which tapers
down to 1*4" at the other end. There is a 3/32" slot extending
nearly the whole length along one side. The taper is so graduated
that a series of 15 marks spaced *4" apart give a difference in
diameter of 1/64" at each mark. The hole has a taper of %" per
Fig, 9

— Triple

Fig. 10

boiler.

Device Milling Three Expanders at Once.

Fig. 10 shows a triple device for milling three reamers or rosebits at once.

It is

shown cutting three expanders and

Fig. 11

is

a ball bearing tool rack, the construction of which

Our

tool

is

Each new man on
is as follows:
given a key number and the tool room then

him eight brass tool checks corresponding to his key numAfter drawing a tool, his check is put in its place. The
ber.
checking board has the names and key numbers of all employes so

issues to

that

man

A

worktell at a glance to whom a check belongs.
on leaving the employ of the company has to have a clear-

we can

I^Hott

%z"J/or

l%»

iyg

\%
1%.
\%.

\%
\%
\%'u

1%
\%

C 3h"S/ot
S" Pipe outstjedia

1fa

\%

Taper
'/a"

'32
t*55

'It

1%

t=3

%.''per /'.

opart

is

Concrete

15 marks or rings

%/ difference

every

length.

'o

:

SssItoHole

11

1%' Outside diet
Fig. 9 — Handy Gauge

o

for Cylindrical

Objects.

may

checking system

entering the service

foot.

!*-•

quite a

be easily understood from the illustration.

is

-X

is

labor-saving device.

.

Fig.

*

11

Tool

Rack.

—
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THE LOCOMOTIVE STOKEE.*
By Clement
The

— —+j9%'

4'4

»
-

fo'h

F. Street.

a locomotive with a shovel is the most crude operation being performed on our railways today.
This seems to be
firing of

quite generally recognized as

tm

is

shown by the almost continuous

which have been carried on during the past
twenty years, with a view of producing a successful locomotive
stoker. When these experiments were first begun, it was with the
idea that the stoker would be, primarily, a fuel saving device, and
its labor-saving features were considered as secondary.
With the
advent of the large locomotive this view has changed, as the limit
of the size of the locomotives which could be built has been fixed
by the capacity of a man to shovel coaL With the advent of the
successful stoker, this limit has been removed, and it is now possible to build locomotives to burn any quantity of coal which may
be desirable. In addition to this, the use of the stoker has inseries of experiments

I

creased the capacity of

many

The

locomotives already in service.

today the first consideration, and any
question of fuel saving, although important, has become secondary.
question of capacity

is

THE SUCCESSFUL STOKEE
The successful locomotive stoker

now

substantial numbers are

and are considered an
locomotives being
Jig for

Tapping and Drilling Eccentric Straps.

SUCCESS.
begins to swell.

man

gets into a position too big for him, he

This

is

not a comfortable process, and

it

spoils

his disposition.

You will be quite assured of this if you attempt to be friendly
with anyone in this predicament, on the grounds, perhaps, that
you knew him in the old days when he was a mortal. He will
soon put you in your proper place, and you will return, a sadder
and a wiser man, to the Old Farm.
Very small people indicate their realization of their own shortThey bluster in the
comings by talking very large indeed.
endeavor to distract attention from their deficiencies; they use
language in great quantities, to conceal thought. The open space
between the man and the job, however, is sadly noticeable.
You may recognize a big man by his simplicity and lack of
ostentation. Being bigger than his job, instead of smaller, he is
Indeed, he considers his own
not overpowered by its dignity.
reputation in the eyes of his fellows more important than the
reputation of his position.

He

is

quiet, simple,

unassuming, friendly; and yet there

is

a

mysterious something that squelches the too-eager advancer, and

makes
It is

unnecessary to turn on the cold water.
very good to be big, no matter how small the position you

it

and morally one is larger than one's work,
and advancement comes, up
to the point where the job is as big as the man.
There advancement stops.
Fortunately, there is such a thing as growth, and while the big
man is advancing, he is also growing. So that he is always just
occupy.

the C.

&

If mentally

the world very soon finds this out,

a bit bigger than his job.
This is what we call success.

equipment of the largest

The B. & O. has about 220

O. about 80, the C. B.

11, the Virginian 7,

&

& W. about

140,

Q. about 65, the Hocking Valley

and the D. M. &

&

stokers

N

8,

New York

the El Paso

&

South-

and
some six or eight other roads are using them experimentally.
The Baltimore & Ohio has just placed in service 30, and the
C. B. & Q. 25 locomotives of the 2-10-2 type, which have a
tractive power of about 71,000 lbs. and which would never have
been built had it not been known that a stoker could be secured
which would fire them properly.
J. R. Gould, general superintendent of motive power of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, has designed, had built, and just placed in
service six Pacific type passenger locomotives, which are known
to be beyond the capacity of any one man to fire in the service
for which they are intended, and they would not have been built
had it not been known that a stoker could be secured which would
fire them properly.
The Norfolk & Western has 105 Mallet locomotives fitted with
stokers, and which could not be shovel-fired in the service in which
western

cumstances will permit.

When

Locomotive Btokers in

is here.

in regular daily successful operation

essential part of the

built.

HEBE.

in use, the Pennsylvania Lines about 300, the N.

ance from the tool foreman before he can get his time. All tool*
are required to be returned to the tool room every night, if cir-

a email

IS

6,

the B. R.

P.

6,

the

Central Lines

5,

they are used.

In a published interview regarding the Erie Railway "centi-

pede" type

locomotive,

S.

M. Vauclain,

vice-president

of

the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, makes the following statement:
"This type of locomotive would never have been suggested,
however, were it not for the fact that we are now able to feed
a locomotive boiler any amount of coal up to its capacity to
burn it.
Thus the human equation heretofore preventing the
use of large power units has been overcome, and it is my belief
that we are just beginning to enter the field of large power units
for

of the trunk lines of this country.

freight service

If

it

can be proven that we can operate locomotives of 150,000 pounds
tractive effort, with the same engine crew as heretofore and with
less physical exertion on the part of the fireman than with the
locomotive of only 50,000 pounds tractive effort, it would appear
reasonable that such units of power will be in demand, not only

by the railroad companies but by the employees as well."
The fact that the above locomotives have been built and that

Drill Chips.

additional ones of equally large dimensions are being designed,

THE CENTRAL RAILWAY CLUB

September meeting
listened to a paper on "Locomotive Arch Brick," by George
Wagstaff, of the American Arch Co.
The paper described the
materials used in the manufacture of arch brick, namely, flint
clays, plastic clays and calcined clays, after which the writer
at

its

outlined the manner of making the bricks.
recent developments of the brick arch

stated that there are

now between

A

was given

short sketch of
in which it

was

together with the large

number of

stoker-fired locomotives

now

In

regular daily operation, proves conclusively that the locomotive
stoker

is

no longer an experiment, and that

it

is

a practical

success.

WHAT

A SUCCESSFUL STOKEE?
matter to fire a locomotive with a
does not seem to be generally known that practically

It is not at all

stoker

and

it

a

IS

difficult

29,000 and 30,000 engines in

the United States and Canada equipped with

fire brick.

•A paper delivered before the WVstPrn Railway Club,

Oct. 20, 1914.
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every stoker ever applied to a locomotive has fired it and done
a very good job. The Kincaid, which was one of the first brought
out, did an excellent job of firing, and about 50 of them were

Heyden and the
were built and applied

and upwards of 70
of the latter
to locomotives. These and a
number of others have failed, but not because they would not fire
a locomotive. The second machine which I built did as good a job
of firing as any stoker I have ever seen, but it would never have
been a success. The actual firing of a locomotive is only the beginning, and a very small beginning, of the solution of the problem
applied, so did the

Strouse,

of producing a successful stoker.

We

see frequent statements that

some one has brought out a

new

stoker which has fired a locomotive over a division without
opening the fire door and without hooking the fire. This means
nothing to any one who has followed the development of the stoker,
as we all know that nearly every machine experimented with has at
•ome time done this on one locomotive working under unknown
conditions and with the stoker in the hands of an expert.
No stoker can be considered as having passed the experimental
stage until at least 100 of them are in regular service and in pooled
locomotives.
If my stoker was ever near the point of being a
failure it was after I had over 200 of them in service, as it was
only after this number were in use that I really began to find out
what the machine would and what it would not do.
A locomotive stoker of the scatter type in order to be a successful and a commercial machine must do, if not all, at least most of

the following:

must not break down.
must do at least 90% of all manual labor in taking
coal from the tender and distributing it over the grate.
3rd. It must distribute coal evenly over the grate and provide
means for firing heavy on any one section or zone in case the locomotive does not burn an even fire.
4th. It must be constructed so that the fireman can at any time
inspect the fire, rake it, and do shovel-firing without shutting off
It

1st.

2nd.

It

the stoker.

must have several

It

5th.

definite

have a capacity in excess of the

any

and marked

maximum

rates of feed,

requirements, and feed

The

fire

501

by a stoker

carried

must have all parts easy of access for making inspection,
repairs and lubrication.
8th. The cost of inspection and running repairs must not be in
It

excess of 75 cents per 100 locomotive miles.
9th.

It

must be

so simple in construction that the average fire-

man can understand
operate

the function of each part

it successfully,

and be able to

after having received instructions during

only one or two trips over a division.
10th.

It

amount of

It

12th.

It

must handle wet coal.
must keep a locomotive hot under

a lower grade of coal than

1st.

It

The

first

is

is

admitted

all

conditions with

required for shovel-firing.

is reliability.

The

machine must not break down, and any machine which is liable
to frequent break-downs is foredoomed to failure.
This is true,
even with a machine which does not obstruct the fire-door and
which can be shovel-fired. With this type of machine it is possible,
of course, for a fireman to take the shovel and bring his train to
a terminal, but if the locomotive is loaded to its full capacity its
speed will necessarily be greatly reduced, and he will obstruct the
entire road.

time

is so

still

has to

much occupied

does not have sufficient opportunity for
watching the operation of the machine, making necessary adjustments and seeing that it is working properly.
in doing this that he

must distribute coal evenly over the grate and provide
firing heavy on any one section or zone in case the
locomotive does not burn an even fire.
Very few locomotives will burn a fire evenly all over the grate
and a successful stoker must, therefore, be constructed to meet
this characteristic and feed continuously and steadily a larger proportion of the coal to that section where it is burning heavy than
to the section where it is burning light.
4th. It must be constructed so that the fireman can at any time
inspect the fire, rake it, and do shovel-firing without shutting off
3rd.

It

means for

the stoker.

A

know just what
by making frequent

successful stoker firemaii will at all times

and he can do

condition his fire is in
inspections of

it.

If

it is

this only

so hot he cannot see it he will run the

hook in and feel it. With the best of machines and under the
most favorable conditions it may be found that a few shovels of
coal added at a certain place will help out materially, and conditions are liable at any time to arise which make this absolutely
essential for securing the best operation.

A

who

a locomotive over a division without openmaking a careful inspection of his fire by some
other method which will give him an equally good opportunity for
In order to
so doing, is not doing a good job of stoker-firing.
fireman

fires

door, or

fire

secure the best results the fire should be thoroughly inspected at
and the stoker should be constructed
so that this can be done without interfering in any

operation and certainly without shutting
5th.

It

must have

coal continuously at

it

way with

its

down.

and marked rates of feed,
requirements, and feed
which
it is set and mainrate at

several definite

have a capacity in excess of the

any

definite

maximum

tain that rate regardless of variations in steam pressure or grade
throttle control will
amount or condition of the coal fed to it.

A

not do

this,

as there

is

a

sufficient variation in the load placed

the stoker to have this control

make wide

on

variations in the speed

The driving engine of a stoker, under normal conditions, is
working at not more than four or five horse power. A piece of
slate, or large lump of coal, or some foreign substance entering
the machine, will immediately double or treble the load on the
With a throttle control, this will invariably result

stoker engine.

machine slowing down, or stopping, with a corresponding
reduction in the amount of coal fed to the fire-box. There must
be some sort of an automatic governor on this engine, which will
take care of these wide fluctuations in the load. Without this,
a fireman will never know the rate at which coal is entering the
The requirements
fire-box, and is working entirely in the dark.
placed on a modern locomotive in freight service are altogether
too strenuous to allow of depending upon uncertainties. A fireman must have some means of knowing just what his machine is
doing; also, he must be able to duplicate results; that is, after
having made a trip over the road, he must be able to take the same
machine, or another machine of the same design, set it to do the
in the

must not break down.
requirement of a successful stoker

coal, his

at which the machine runs and delivers coal to the fire-box.

must have the opening through which coal

covered with a screen which will reduce to a minimum the liability
of the admission of foreign matter which will cause clogs.
11th.

stoker- fired locomotive,

chine operator instead of a coal shoveler and if he
shovel an appreciable

least every thirty minutes,

7th.

a

saving device and unless it saves at least 90% of the manual labor
of firing a locomotive it does not meet the primary requirement of
a stoker. With a successful machine the fireman becomes a ma-

amount or condition of the coal fed to it.
6th.
It must be> constructed so that feeding to it bolts, spikes,
rocks and any other foreign matter which may be in the coal will
not result in a breakage and so that such matter or articles can
be removed without taking the machine apart, in case they cause
a clog.

lighter than with shovel-

Several attempts have been made to introduce stokers with
which the fireman had to shovel all the coal into a hopper. This
is an impractical proposition because a stoker is primarily a labor

ing the

definite rate at

much

and a fireman, who has been trained to stoker-firing, finds it very
difficult indeed to take up hand-firing, or, if he has formerly been
hand-firing, go back to it. Consequently, it is of vital importance
that a stoker be reliable, and not subject to failure.
2nd. It must do at least 90% of all manual labor in taking coal
from the tender and distributing it over the grate.

which it is set and maintain that rate regardless of variations in steam pressure or grade

coal continuously at

is

firing; the exhaust nozzle is larger for

T
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work which he knows
duplicate results.

it

has done before, and know that he will

If he cannot do this, he must spend a consider-

able length of time

when

starting out on a run

and getting

his

machine adjusted and working properly, while with definite information, he knows just what the machine will do, and can start
right from the terminal. A right kind of a start is always important on any job, but it is vital to a locomotive stoker.
It must be constructed so that feeding to it bolts, spikes,
and other foreign matter, which may be in the coal, will
not result in a breakage, and so that such obstructions can be removed without taking the machine apart, in case they cause a clog.
6th.

rocks,

One of

the things a stoker designer has to figure on

is

the fact

impossible to keep foreign matter out of a stoker. It
makes no difference what precautions may be taken in providing
that

it is

some foreign matter

screens, or other protection,

through.

Of

course, a great

many

articles,

is bound to get
such as small bolts,

and other things which will go through the machine, will
cause no trouble whatever, but on the other hand, a great many
such things as bolts, spikes and waste will clog the machine, and
nuts,

made of ample strength, will cause breakThe properly designed machine should be able to withstand
without breakage the feeding to it of an obstruction which will
unless all the parts are
age.

top

it

instantly.

In order to do

this, all

of the different parts of

the machine must have more strength than the engine, and the

only result of a clog of this nature must be that the machine will
stop.
This is a pretty severe requirement on any machine, but
it

being met and must be met by any machine which

is

is

a

success.
7th.

It

must have

all

parts easy of access for

making

inspection,

repairs and lubrication.

One of the most important characteristics of a stoker is that it
be easy to inspect and lubricate. Like any other piece of
machinery, it must have regular and systematic inspection, lubrication and care. It is of vital importance, therefore, that all parts
of the machine shall be easy of access, and located where they can
shall

a minimum length of time. A machine should be
built so that an inspector can start it up, inspect all its working
parts and see that it is in operating condition, in not more than
be inspected

in

ten to fifteen minutes.

If

it

what

it

takes a greater time than this, the

One inspector should be
able to care for a full equipment of stokers in one round-house:
if this inspection can be made in a period of fifteen minutes or
inspection will not be

should be.

machine, he can easily do so, but if it required a greater
time than this, he will not be able to get around, and some of the
machines will be neglected.

less per

8th.
The cost of inspection and running repairs must not exceed
75 cents per 100 locomotive miles.

There are records of a number of locomotive stokers having been
two years without a
single failure or receiving repairs of any nature. These machines
are now superseded by those of improved design and it can be
confidently expected that records of this kind will be the rule
rather than the exception with the improved machines. The average cost of inspection and repairs to the old machines, where records have been kept, is from 50 to 60 cents per 100 locomotive
miles and it is expected that the cost on the new machines will be
even less than this, but 75 cents is a good, safe figure which any
well designed machine should come well within.
9th.
It must be so simple in construction that the average fireman can understand the function of each part and be able to operate it successfully, after having received instructions during only
one or two trips over a division.
There is a remarkable difference in the way different men take
to stoker-firing.
Some of them seem to comprehend the entire
mechanism at a glance, and will make a successful run the first
trip over the road. In fact, there are numbers of cases on record
where they have made their first trip without an instructor and
without having the machine even explained to them.
This has
been done, however, with a machine which has each feature of
adjustment located so that the effect of each change can be seen,
in regular daily service for a period of over

and

its effect

at once noted.

This

is

very important, and levers,
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rods and valves leading to hidden attachments should be studiously
avoided.
It must have the opening through which coal is admitted
with
covered
a screen, which will reduce to a minimum the liability
of the admission of foreign matter, which will cause clogs.
10th.

All coal, when

comes from the mines, is liable to contain track
and other foreign matter, and while in
the tender, is liable to have other things added to it. At one time,
half a keg of track bolts were dumped into a stoker. Pieces of
ties are frequently found, and a small piece of hard wood can
make a lot of trouble if it gets in the right place for so doing. A
piece of waste is a very bad thing, and is liable to be in most any
pile of coal on a tender.
A coal pick or a monkey wrench, or a
hammer, can do considerable damage. Without a screen over the
tank opening, any of these things, if in the coal, are almost sure
to get into the stoker, but if a good, substantial screen is provided,
it is very seldom that any of them get through, and if they do,
they are of dimensions too small to cause a serious clog, or a
it

spikes, bolts, slate, rocks,

breakage.
11th.

It

must handle wet

much

coal.

Some
when

of the coal being used in

becomes wet it forms
a sticky paste, which will not run and which plasters onto anything it comes in contact with, and forms a hard cake as it dries.
This is about the hardest proposition the stoker has to contend
with, but the successful machine must handle it, and is doing it
12th.
It must keep a locomotive hot under all conditions and
with a lower grade of coal than is required for shovel-firing. One
of the first things to be discovered in experimenting with the
stoker was the fact that it was possible, with it, to burn a poorer
grade of coal than could be used with shovel-firing. This is true
with stationary boilers as well as locomotives. As a result of this
feature of stokers, large quantities of coal which were heretofore
considered refuse, and thrown in dump piles, have been gathered
up and burned under stationary boilers, and the same thing is
being done on locomotives.
A stoker which requires as good a grade of coal as is used for
shovel-firing, under the same conditions, has never been a success
on a stationary plant, and it is not believed it ever will be on a
locomotive.
One of the problems which the railways are always
up against is that of poor coal, and a properly designed locomotive
stokers contains so

dirt that

it

stoker will eliminate practically all complaints of poor coal.

If

not do this, it is not meeting one of the principal requirements of such a machine.
It is not my desire to exaggerate the difficulties of stoker-firing
a locomotive, or to set forth specifications which are needlessly
severe, and in the above I have tried to outline my personal opinion
of what a locomotive stoker should do. There are a great many
features which could be added to this list and which are desirable,
it will

although, in

With a

my

opinion, not essential.

scatter type of stoker, the tendency is for a considerable

proportion of the dust and finer particles to be carried out of the
stack by the heavy draft, and in order to secure the best results

from

this type of machine,

vent this.
ployed,

is

particles,

This
type,

is

One of

some provision should be made

to pre-

the methods, which has been successfully em-

to provide a screen, which takes out the dust and finer
and deposits them across the back end of the bridge.

considered a very important feature of a stoker of this

and while a machine not having

locomotives successfully,

it

will

it

will

undoubtedly

fire

certainly not give as good fuel

economy as a machine having this feature. If, therefore, the best
results as to fuel economy are to be obtained, something of this
nature must be provided.
A large number of locomotive stokers are now in regular daily
service doing all of the different things outlined above, and there
is no reason why any well-designed stoker of the scatter type
should not meet all of these requirements.
WHAT SIZE OR CLASS OF LOCOMOTIVES SHOULD HAVE STOKERS
very evident that in the near future all locomotives in
main line train service will be fitted with stokers, but the question
today is where to begin, and to which class should they be applied
It

first.

is
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This question can be answered in two ways:
First.
It can be confidently stated that, under average conditions, any locomotive, freight or passenger, which has a maximum
tractive power of 50,000 pounds or over, should be fitted with a
stoker.

Second.

Any

freight locomotive, which burns 4,000 pounds or

over, of coal per hour, continuously, for periods of one hour or
over, should be fitted with a stoker.

There are a large number of freight locomotives, having less
than 50,000 pounds maximum tractive power, which are burning
4,000 pounds of coal per hour or over, and are harder to fire than
others having a greater tractive power.
There are freight locomotives of over 50,000 pounds tractive power, which are not burning 4,000 pounds of coal per hour, for periods of one hour or more,
are not being worked to their full capacity, and it might be questioned whether they need stokers in the class of service in which
they are working. It is not usual to find this latter condition, as

any such locomotive,

worked to anywhere near its full capacity,
is burning over this amount of coal, and should have a stoker.
In passenger service there are very few locomotives of over
50,000 pounds tractive power which are not fitted with stokers,
and they aU should be, if it is expected to work them to their full
if

capacity, as it is out of the question to do so with shovel-firing.

A

fireman in passenger service, however, can shovel a much larger
coal per hour than he can in freight service, because
the length of time which he must work is so much shorter that he

amount of

not liable to become exhausted before reaching the end of a

is

division.

WHAT

IS TO BE

A

are working, or the number working, means an immediate and
corresponding reduction in the earnings of that railroad.
The primary object of applying a stoker to a locomotive is to
enable the operation of that locomotive to its full capacity at all
times and under all conditions, and this object
wherever stokers have been applied.

is

being attained

rating

of the shovel-fired

superheaters was pushed up to
was found, however, that it was not practical to
run shovel-fired and stoker-fired locomotives on the same division,
as even with the less tonnage, the speed of the former was so much
It

than that of the latter that they could not keep out of the
way, were continually delaying trafiic, and now all trains on this
division are being hauled by stoker-fired locomotives.
On another division of the same road, before stokers were apless

plied, these locomotives

were hauling 5,000 adjusted tons. After
the stokers were applied, this tonnage was gradually increased to
6,500 tons, and at one point on the division, with a river grade,
they are hauling 85 to 115 all-steel, 70-ton coal cars, giving a tonnage of from 8,600 to 8,900 tons.

On

difficulty

On

whatever in doing

this.

Mikado locomotives of upwards of 60,000 pounds tractive power, attempts were made to shovel-fire them,
and the best they could do was to haul about 5,000 tons. Now,
stokers are being used exclusively on these locomotives, and the
other roads, having

regular rating

is

6,000 tons.

There

is

not a single case where

successful stokers have been applied to freight locomotives wherein

there has not been a material increase in the tonnage rating, and

main reason for, and the principal advantage to be
gained from the application of stokers.

this is the

The reason that

tonnage is possible is the fact that
and maintain the maximum steam pressure
on his boiler at all times and under all conditions. It is not an
uncommon occurrence, on heavy freight trains hauled by the locomotives referred to above, for the engineer to work his cylinders
at full stroke, with the throttle wide open, both injectors on and
maintain a speed of 18 miles an hour. There is no difficulty in
maintaining full steam pressure under these conditions and at
this speed. It would be impossible for one fireman, or any number
this increased

the fireman can secure

another division of the same road, fast freight trains
with shovel-fired locomotives, were made up of from forty-five to
fifty loads.
After the application of stokers these trains were instill

creased to eighty-five and ninety loads, and better schedule time
is being made than was possible with shovel-fired locomotives and
the lighter trains.

At another point on this same road, fast freight trains are being
ran over two divisions a total distance of 187 miles with the

—

the

fire-box

door reduces the fire-box temperature to a point

which makes

full steam pressure impossible.
In spite of the increased tonnage, there has always been an increase in the average speed of heavy freight trains, which is a
great advantage where the trafiic is heavy. As a result of this,
the train dispatchers are some of the strongest advocates of stokers,
as they say with stoker-fired locomotives they can handle the traffic

much more

This increased train
rapidly than with shovel-fired.
speed results in a marked reduction in the over -time of train crews,
as with the stoker-fired locomotive it is very exceptional for them
to exceed the 16-hour law.

There are only a few places where stoker-fired and shovel-fired
locomotives of the same dimensions have been worked on the same
division, and in the same class of service. Wherever this has been
done the stoker locomotives have hauled a greater tonnage, and at
a higher speed, than was possible with the shovel-fired locomotive.
On one division of a railroad, with Mikado type locomotives,
having a tractive power of 54,000 pounds, the tonnage rating,
without superheaters, and with shovel-firing, was 4,750 tons.
Superheaters were applied and the rating was made 5,000 tons.
Stokers were applied and the rating was made 5,250 tons; then
5,500 tons, 5,750 tons, and it is now 6,000 tons; at the same time
the

same engine crew. Before the stokers were applied, the firemen
were always changed at an intermediate point, and sometimes the
engineer.
This better service is partly owing to the less amount
of work required from the firemen, but mainly to the much higher
rate of speed which is being maintained. With shovel-fired locomotives, at lower speeds, it was a common occurrence for these
trains to be unable to make the two divisions without exceeding
the 16-hour law. With the stoker-fired locomotives they have no

of firemen to do this with the shovel, as the continual opening of

GAINED BY THE APPLICATION OP STOKERS f
locomotive is the only thing on a railroad which earns money.
When all the locomotives on a railroad are being worked to their
full capacity, the earning power of that railroad is at its maximum.
Any reduction in the rate at which the locomotives of a railroad

5,500 tons.

503

—

Another advantage which follows the use of stokers is in that
fires, both at terminal and on the

the time required for cleaning

very much reduced. A stoker fire clinkers much less than
a shovel fire, and statistics show, as a result of this, that it requires
less than one-half as much time to clean a stoker fire as it does a
road,

shovel

The

is

fire.

stoker

is

to a locomotive very nearly

what the automatic

automatic feed on any machine tool
feed is to a machine tool.
always has resulted in an increased output and better work done
by that machine tool. A machine job is always a better job than
a hand job. With hand work there are necessarily introduced inacA.n

wide variations in results, and undesirable conditions
from every standpoint. This applies just as much to a locomotive
stoker as it does to the automatic feed on machine tools. With
the stoker, the wide variations in steam pressure and quantity of
This is true, not
coal burned are, to a great extent, eliminated.
the avershovel-firing,
because
but
with
done
cannot
be
because it
long
continued
only
natural,
as
a
age fireman will not do it. This is
repetition of the same operation, even when it is not hard labor,
becomes burdensome and monotonous, and so long as the human
machine is constructed as it is, its efficiency will not hold up under
a long continued strain. On the other hand, the efficiency of a
machine is always the same.
There has been a great deal of discussion on the question of fuel
saving by locomotive stokers, and in some quarters there is an impression that a stoker-fired locomotive will burn more coal than a
shovel-fired. The actual results show very clearly that, under average condition, with an equal grade of coal, a stoker-fired locomotive will not burn any more coal than a shovel-fired, in proportion
It is, however, an invariable rule,
to the amount of work done.
that stoker-fired locomotives are worked harder than shovel-fired,
and are also given a poorer grade of coal. On many roads using
curacies,

—
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stokers, they are giving the locomotives fitted with

of coal which

them a grade

so poor that it cannot be used successfully for

is
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very rapid combustion.

In order to secure the full capacity of a
locomotive boiler, this rapid combustion is absolutely essential.

I do not know of a single instance where
and shovel-fired locomotives are running side by side
with the same tonnage, same speed and same grade of coal.' In
every case the tonnage and speed are increased, and the grade of
coal is poorer when the stokers are used. As a result of this, the
coal consumed per hour is, of course, greater with the stoker-fired
than with the shovel-fired. The coal consumed per unit of work
done, however, is altogether a different question, and the work done
by a stoker-fired locomotive is usually so far in excess of that which
can be done by a shovel-fired that it is impossible to make a com-

The modern locomotive, when working to its full capacity, must
burn at least 100 pounds of coal per square foot of grate, per hour,
and many of them require as high as 150, or even 175 pounds.
If coal is to be burned at the rate of from 100 to 150 pounds of
coal per square foot of grate per hour, it is vital that it be all
very nearly of a uniform size, as any lumps of 3, 4, 5 or 6 inches
applied to a stoker fire will result in uneven burning of that fire,

parison.

fire and cause trouble, and if it does not cause trouble, will not
produce as good results as can be produced with coal of more uni-

shovel-firing at

all.

stoker-fired

This same thing applies to the amount of water evaporated per
pound of coaL The boiler of a stoker -fired locomotive is, as a rule,
not worked at as economical a point as one which is shovel-fired,

and the rate of evaporation

much

is,

therefore, not so good.

I regret very

to have to say that there are no absolute figures to

On

demon-

roads which are using any appreciable number
of stokers, the question of fuel saving has been given very little, if
strate this.

all

any, consideration, as the advantage to be gained by the increased
tonnage and increased speeds is so great that any questions of fuel
economy sink into insignificance in comparison with it.
Please do not understand me as attempting to belittle the question of coal economy, as it will, in the long run, be a very important consideration in connection with stoker-firing, and as more machines are placed in service, the stoker-firing becomes
eral, it will

be given more and more consideration.

ent time, however, the

first

question

is

At

After this has been thoroughly developed, and we learn
what we can do along this line with the stoker, the question
of fuel economy will be given more consideration, and in addition
motives.

many

other questions, such as simplicity of construction,

cost of repairs, and general
and more important.

become more

efficiency of stokers will

is

that

My

safety valve.

it

makes

it

too easy to waste steam through the

reply to this

that a fireman

who

waste
steam through the safety valve with a stoker will do the same thing
with a shovel. A railroad officer put this argument very hard to
me as being a very bad feature against the stoker, and the next
day, on his own road, I heard the safety valves on a switch engine
blow full open for seven hours without closing once. During that
same period a large number of trains, both freight and passenger,

came

into the

remainder of the

form dimensions.

When

By

is

will

same terminal, and the pop valves on every

stoker-fired

than

with

shovel-fired

cause the fireman has better control of his

fire.

locomotives,

With

first

locomotive stoker, I insisted on

A. A. Masters, Genl. Finn., D.

&

H. Ey., Watervliet, N. Y.

We

just had a case of low water in one of our water tube boilbrought about under peculiar circumstances.
The feed water pipe passes through the lower end of boiler and
then through a baffle plate which closes two-thirds of the boiler.
The baffle plate is about thirty inches from the end of boiler and
ers,

way

to its top in order to eliminate the

fluctation of water on water glass

of both sides of the baffle plate

is

when

filled.

Boiler circulation

provided for by leaving opening

around the feed water pipe of about three-quarters of an inch.
These boilers are washed, cleaned and inspected monthly.
However, just before washout was due on this particular boiler,
several of the vertical tubes blew out and let the water entirely

r->

Water

Boiler

r

loco-

y

was stoker-fired. If the firemen were doing this with a shovel,
what would they do with a stoker if this objection be valid? The
fact of the matter is that there is less reason for waste at the pop
with

my

AN UNUSUAL CASE OF LOW WATEE.

motive, without exception, were wide open, and not one of them

valves

I introduced

having coal of the above characteristics. I also insisted that coal
prepared in this way should be furnished on the tank, and that a
crusher on a tank was a bad proposition and should be avoided.
I am confident that the success which is now being enjoyed by the
scatter type stoker is largely owing to the fact that this was insisted upon.
As yet, I see not the first reason for making any
in
my
change
views on this subject, and am more than ever convinced that any scatter type of stoker, which attempts to use
run of mine coal on the tank, will never be a success.

extends two-thirds of the

It has been stated that one of the objections to a stoker on a

locomotive

will take

fire,

the pres-

that of capacity of loco-

A lump of these dimensions, lying
much more time to ignite and burn than the
coal, and is, therefore, sure to make an uneven

in unsatisfactory results.

in the

more gen-

just

to this,

and

Baffle plate

Plugged with scale
and mud

leak

I/*

be-

shovel-firing

he must leave a terminal with a heavy fire and full steam pressure,
but with a stoker he can start out with very little fire, so long as
it is clean, with his steam pressure from 15 to 25 pounds shy, and
feel confident that he can have full pressure within ten or fifteen
minutes at any time, and without regard to how the locomotive is
worked. In fact, he knows the fire cannot get away from him
that he is absolute master of the situation at all times and can
control it without physical exertion.

—

PREPARED COAL.

Diagramatic Sketch of

Low Water

in

a

Water Tube

Boiler.

Examination showed water two-thirds of the
Further investigation, however,
showed that where the feed water pipe passes through baffle plate,
mud had accumulated, entirely closing this hole and leaving only
out of the boiler.

way

to

the

top

of the glass.

In order to secure the best results from stoker-firing a locomotive
with bituminous coal, the physical characteristics are more import-

the space over the top of baffle plate open.

ant than the chemical analysis, and better results are often secured
from coal of inferior quality, in proper physical form, than from
that of a better grade, in improper size. The ideal coal for stoker-

of boiler and the result was that when feed water was passing
into the boiler, the space between the baffle plate and end of
boiler was filled before the boiler became filled to water level.

firing is secured by passing run of mine coal over a screen with
about two-and-one-half inch square openings.
Ordinarily, this
gives about twenty-five to thirty per cent of fine slack, or dust, and
the remainder in lumps of all sizes, up to two-and-one-half inches.

Evaporation also took place more rapidly beyond the baffle plate
than at the end, causing water to show in the water glass when
there was little or none in the boiler, which resulted in the boiler

When

coal of this character is spread over the grate

the scatter type stoker,

it

gives a uniform, even

fire,

by means of
and produces

A

leak had developed in the feed water pipe just inside the end

becoming burned.
We are now guarding against this by cutting six additional
two inch holes through the bottom of the baffle plate.

:
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Properties,

Treatment and Selection of Iron and Steel*
By James H.

Each new year brings

Herron, Consl. Engr., Cleveland, O.

to our attention startling developments

the composition, treatment

in

and use of

iron,

and other

steel

what we think we know today, may be of

alloys, so that

little

use

tomorrow.

One of the

that

difficulties

engineers have met with in the

and

and their treatment, has
been in the very general character of the numerous books written
and the articles appearing in the technical press upon the subject.
use of data relative to iron

When
its

505

steel,

the treatment of the subject has been sufficiently exact in

detail to be of use, the instructions could only

extent in the form of iron carbide or cementite. The tendency of
combined carbon is to render the metal hard. The structure of
combined carbon is shown in Fig. 2 which is a highly magnified
section of the combined portion of grey iron.
In the structures,
the light portions represent carbide of iron and the dark portions
iron.
When a large proportion of carbon is in the form of combined carbon the iron is white. White iron has little value owing
to its hardness, except where it is to be given some subsequent

treatment.

There

be applied to

is

some question of the influence of the various proporand combined carbon on the strength

some problem entirely foreign to the one in hand, and to modify

tions of graphitic carbon

the treatment to suit the needs might be somewhat hazardous.

of iron.

Unfortunately it is extremely hard to handle this
but a general way, and the engineer must learn to
ciples to his particular problems.
The subject can
materials
taking
different
in the order in
the
by

subject in any

apply the prinbest be handled
which they are

less

It

is

it

would

generally found that

fall off as in the case of steeL

the influence of the carbon in

various forms on the strength of cast iron

Of the numerous elements entering

an alloy of iron and carbon, the latter varying
depending in part upon the
•conditions of smelting and in part upon the impurities present.
The characteristic qualities of cast iron are, in fact, all due to
is

2.2 per cent to 4.00 per cent,

the presence of the large

constant the strength doubtincreases with the combined carbon up to about 1.00 per
is

is

its

somewhat uncertain.

into cast iron as impurities,

has perhaps the greatest influence. It varies from less
than 1.00 per cent to 3.50 per cent and its presence has much
to do in influencing the physical properties of the metal.
Silicon
silicon

CAST IRON.
Cast iron

the total carbon

cent from which point

the most familiar to the engineer.

from

When

amount of impurities

The

commonly known as a softener owing to its influence upon the
By means of his control over
silicon and sulphur, the foundryman exercises his greatest control

is

condition of the carbon present.

influence

over the physical condition of the metal.
Silicon possesses the
property of precipitating the carbon present, driving it out of the

found in two forms, graphitic and
combined, the proportion of which influence the physical properties of the metal.
When the graphitic carbon is in excess the
fracture is greyish in color and the iron is known as grey iron.
When the combined carbon is in excess the fracture is either
mottled or white, and is known as either mottled, or white iron.
This latter depends upon the amount of combined carbon present.

combined form and into the graphitic form. With as much as
3.00 per cent of silicon present, with a slow cooling and low
sulphur and manganese, a grey iron may be obtained with almost
no combined carbon.

in

it.

of these impurities will be considered as follows

The carbon

in cast iron is

Of the impurities present
as

it is

in iron, graphite is unique,

rarely found in other metals.

inasmuch

It is present in the

form

of flakes or thin plates, in sizes varying from microscopic proportions to approximately
square inch in area, disseminated
throughout the body of the metal and forming an intimate mechanical mixture.
magnified section of grey iron with graphitic carbon in excess is shown in Fig. 1. The graphite is represented by
the dark areas and the iron is indicated by the light areas. This

%

A

shows clearly how the flakes of graphite destroy the continuity
of the metallic mass. The composition of this iron was as follows:

Per

Carbon (Graphitic)
Carbon (Combined)
Manganese
Sulphur
Phosphorus

cent.

2.S7
0.16

By

its

control over the carbon, silicon has a

marked

influence

There are times when the shrinkage is exceedingly important and may be the dominating factor. W. J.
Keep in his book on Cast Iron (published by John Wiley & Son)
has carefully computed from experiments, and plotted in the form
of a diagram, the relation of silicon to strength and shrinkage.
Excess silicon also tends to coarsen the structure of the metal.

upon the shrinkage.

The

of sulphur upon cast iron

is directly opposite to
each increase in the sulphur present tends
to increase the amount of combined carbon in the iron.
It is

effect

that of silicon, that

is.

usually considered that 0.01 per cent of sulphur neutralizes 15

times as
effect

much

silicon,

i.

e.,

equals 0.15 per cent silicon in

upon the condition of the carbon

its

in the iron.

Sulphur also makes the iron hot short or brittle when hot,
shows a greater tendency to check or
shrinkage crack in cooling than low sulphur iron.
The amount
of sulphur should therefore not exceed some pre-determined limi
For this reason a limit for sulphur is usually made a part of
specifications for grey iron castings.
so that high sulphur iron

t-,

0.42

0.096
0.566

Silicon

2.02.

Manganese increases the

total carbon in pig iron

and

also in-

creases the proportion of carbon in the combined state, although

This shows high graphitic carbon, and indicates a weak structure.
There is a question whether the graphite crystallizes out between
the grains of the metal or merely fills in the interstices between
the grains of the metal after they are formed. While the graphite
may be but 3.00 per cent by weight, this amount would represent

about 12 per cent by volume.

It therefore covers an appreciable
part of the effective area, consequently, weakening the structure
in proportion to the amount present, but rendering the metal more
easily machined.

of cast

iron,

Graphite also tends to decrease the shrinkage
but at the same time increases the porosity.

Grey iron castings usually contain 2.00 per cent or more of
and the remainder combined carbon.

graphitic carbon

Combined carbon

is

found

in all

grey iron to a

less or greater

ag& g

•A paper read before the Cleveland Engineering

Society.

Fig.

1.

Fig.

2.

:
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its

:

influence

is

much

less

Manganese tends

than sulphur.

to

neutralize the effect of the sulphur in increasing the combined
There should be enough manganese present in the iron
carbon.
to veil the sulphur.
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amount of graphite carbon present is, less than shown "in Fig. 1.
HEAT TREATMENT OF CAST IRON.
The simplest fo^m of treatment for cast iron is annealing,
when the castings are too hard for machining. This is especially
the

Heating above the

range and slow
Fig. 4 shows

Phosphorus tends to increase the combined carbon, especially
when the silicon is low and the phosphorus high. It also has the

true of thin castings.

effect of lengthening the time of solidification, or tends to slower

a photomicrograph of a structure of material of the following

cooling and therefore neutralizes its own effect by giving more
time for the separation of graphite. This is a condition of greater

composition

Per Cent

Carbon (graphitic)
Carbon (combined)
Manganese
Sulphur

fluidity.

It will

be seen from the above that

the impurities present

all

a greater or less measure, influence the condition of the carbon present, which is the alloying element and
which confers upon the iron its properties. The specifications for
grey iron castings adopted by the American Society for Testing
Materials in 1905 give a good guide for the buyer of iron
in cast iron, only in

castings.

The sulphur content and

the description of the classes

critical

cooling tends to the formation of graphitic carbon.

3.88

0.08
0.47

0.104

Silicon

The
ings,

1.36

silicon content in this iron is desirable for cylinder cast-

but by the slow cooling from annealing the carbon has been

practically all precipitated in the graphite form, leaving but 0.08

of castings, together with the tensile strength, are given as fol-

lows:
to be as follows:

The sulphur contents
Light castings

not over 0.08 per cent

Medium castings
Heavy castings

not over 0.10 per cent
not over 0.12 per cent

In dividing castings into light, medium, and heavy classes, the
following standards have been adopted:
inch thick shall be
Castings having any section less than

%

known

as light castings.

Castings in which no section

is less

than 2 inches thick shall

be known as heavy castings.
Medium castings are those not included in the above

classifica-

tion.

Tensile Test:

Where

specified, this shall

not run

less

than:
Fig.

18,00 lbs. per sq. in.

Light castings

Medium castings
Heavy castings

21,000

lbs.

per sq.

24,000

lbs.

per

in.

sq. in.

burden of the composition falls upon
the foundryman. Unfortunately all foundrymen do not take the
precautions necessary to know their raw material and many castIt will be noted that the

Fig.

5.

per cent in the combined form.
condition of this kind

is

The

very weak and

6.

from a
an appreci-

structure resulting
is unfit

to resist

able tensile stress.

The most important heat treatment given cast iron is the malleablizing process. It was not until the advent of metallography
that the nature of the changes taking place in the process was
understood.

Malleable iron has physical properties between iron

The iron is melted either in a cupola, or air
furnace and cast into shape as in iron castings. After cooling,
the fracture would be all white in the smaller pieces and white with

and

steel castings.

more in thickness. This
which is malleable iron untreated.
It will be noted that the carbon in this material is practically all
in the combined form, which is necessary to the best results in
the process. After castings are cleaned, they are packed in annealing pots and heated to a temperature of from 1,500 to 1,750
degrees and kept at that temperature for about 60 hours. Under
these conditions the carbon is precipitated in the form of graphite,
not in flakes as in grey iron, but in the form of finely divided
particles, probably spherical in shape, to which the name of temFig. 6 shows the appearance of this
pered graphite is given.
graphite gathered together in approximately circular areas.
The appearance of the fracture gives to this casting the name
When malleable castings are annealed in
of "black heart."
mill scale, iron ore, or other oxidizing substances a thin decarbonized rim of from 1-64 to 1-16 of an inch in thickness is produced.
When the packing material is of a neutral or reducing
character the appearance of the castings are black throughout.
Such castings do not possess the strength of the white rimmed
the center mottled in pieces of 1 in. or

structure

Fig.

Fig.

3.

4.

ings are delivered that are either coarse grained or too hard to

machine.
SEMI-STEEL.

We have a class of iron castings known as semi-steel, where
wrought iron or soft steel scrap is used in the melt. The added
steel present tends to reduce the total carbon and silicon acd
decrease the amount of graphite present. Whether the combined
Thomas
is hard to determine; probably not.
Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry gives
the strength of cast iron with additional wrought scrap as follows:
100 parts cast iron; 10 parts of wrought iron increases the
carbon
Turner

is

increased

in the

strength 2 per cent.

20 parts of wrought
30 parts of wrought iron increases the strength 60 per cent.
40 parts of wrought iron increases the strength but 33 per cent.
The maximum result is therefore produced with 30 per cent
iron increases the strength 32 per cent.

of wrought scrap.

Fig. 3 shows a semi-steel

and as

will be noted

is

shown

in Fig. 5,

castings.

The

so-called

"white heart" castings produced abroad are made
is carried on

only in light sections where the decarbonization

throughout the entire casting.
Malleable castings will vary in ultimate strength from 30,000
to 50,000 pounds per square inch and with a slight elongation and
reduction of area.

The

specifications in part for malleable castings

as adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials are as
follows
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Castings for which physical requirements are specified shall not
contain over 0.06 per cent sulphur nor over 0.225 per cent phos-

where

phorus.

dent.

annealing of the material is possible. Fig. 8 shows
the structure of open hearth iron.
The coarse structure is evifinal

The analysis of

this material is as follows:

Per Cent.

a standard test bar for castings under
specification shall not be less than 40,000 pounds per square inch.
The elongation measured in 2 inches shall not be less than 2%

The

^07

tensile strength of

per cent.

Malleable castings shall neither be

They must have received

nealed.

"over" nor "under"

an-

their full heat in the oven at

Carbon
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulphur

0.070

Silicon

0.027

0.028

0.006
0.021

least 60 hours after reaching that temperature.

Total

"WROUGHT IRON.

Owing to the comparatively small amount of wrought iron
now manufactured, and the seeming difficulty experienced in
getting the genuine article, it hardly seems necessary to indulge in
an extended discussion relative to the effect of the various impuriWhen ready for market it is frequently impossible to disties.
tinguish wrought iron from soft steel.
A chemical analysis or
miscroscopical examination is sometimes necessary to properly
Owing to its low physical value and relative high
classify them.
cost, wrought iron is now rarely used in structural or machine
parts; it finds its greatest value where resistance to corrosion is an

important factor, such as sheets, pipes, etc.
In the puddling process the iron is melted in a bath of liquid
cinder.
The cinder adheres to the small particles or is gathered
together in appreciable areas. In the refining process some of the
cinder is worked out of the material, but enough remains to
These cinder inclusions are
identify the iron by its presence.
shown in the dark areas in P'ig. 7.
The advocates of wrought iron claim that the slag or cinder
present forms a covering for the grains of iron, thereby protecting
them from the action of the elements. Laboratory tests for corrosion seem to be of little value since the condition to which the
material % would be subjected cannot be duplicated in such tests.
It is unfortunate and due to the high cost that a greater supply
of wrought iron

is

not available for general purposes, since there

are many uses to which

it

could be put to greater advantage.

The

usual specifications for wrought iron are as follows:
Tensile, not less than

48,000

Yield point, not less than

25,000

wrought iron and claim certain properties, such as
resistance to corrosion, etc. Open hearth iron is made in the open
hearth furnace at a high temperature and is therefore considerably
overheated in the manufacture. In the form of sheets this condition of overheating is probably rectified in the subsequent an-

nealing, but in bars the material possesses a coarse structure

and

shows what is known as a "fiery fracture."
The working temperature of open hearth iron is comparatively
limited it must be worked at a comparatively high heat, resulting
in the coarse crystalline structure as above noted.
Where the
temperature falls below this point the iron is brittle and is therefore not susceptible to mechanical refining. Open hearth iron has
;

it

STEEL.

an alloy of iron and carbon, or iron,
carbon and other metals.
The dividing line between steel and
Steel, like cast iron, is

cast iron

is

at a carbon content of 2.2 per cent,

amount
wrought iron.

a carbon content greater than this

under this amount

is steel

or

is

i.

e.,

all iron

cast iron,

with

and

all

The physical properties of steel are greatly influenced by
the amount of carbon, alloying elements and impurities present.
The process of manufacture has much to do with the value of the
metal for various purposes. We will not go into a discussion of
these various methods, but will more particularly consider the
selection of steel from the physical properties, together with the
chemical, inasmuch as the latter influences the physical.
Of the various elements entering into commercial steels, some

The value of
determined largely by these elements pro
and con. Not only should their presence be considered, but the
amount of each should be accurately determined. They will be
taken up in the order in which they are usually considered.
The general influence of carbon on steel is greater tenacity. It
also renders the steel harder and stiffer.
The tensile strength is
increased from 600 to 800 pounds per square inch for each addiare of value while others are a decided detriment.

the steel physically

is

tional point of carbon, while the ductility is decreased about 0.5

Steel having a
carbon content of 0.20 per cent begins to show an appreciable
hardening effect when cooled quickly. Steel in the normal state

dynamically

stitutes for

recommend

amount

probably high.

begin to show evidence of brittleness when the carbon has
reached approximately 0.70 per cent. The greatest value of steel

Certain manufacturers are offering open hearth iron as sub-

to

is

low although

is

will

22

OPEN HEARTH IRON.

little

the oxygen content

of impurities

per cent for each additional point of carbon.

Lbs. Per Sq. In.

Elongation in 8 in. in per cent

0.152

It will be noted that the

except for use in sheets and other parts

is

probably with a carbon content of approximately

0.35 per cent.

Manganese increases the

tensile strength of steel by about
inch
per
square
for each additional point, while the
pounds
100
ductility is probably somewhat decreased, but this is not marked.
For medium steel the manganese content is usually from 0.40
per cent to 0.60 per cent. Higher or lower manganese may be
specified for special purposes, depending upon the amount of

other impurities, although for steel to be heat-treated, especially

manganese is objectionable.
manganese of more than 1.00 per cent should be avoided,
owing to its increased harduess and tendency to brittleness, except in special cases. Manganese enters into special steel as an
alloying element where the quantity is greater than 5.00 per cent
The so-called manganese steel of market has a manganese content varying from 7.00 per cent to 12.00 per cent.
Phosphorus increases the strength of steel, but owing to its
in the presence of high carbon, high

Steel with

tendency to render the metal cold short or brittle, it should be
considered as an impurity and avoided as much as possible. The
lower the phosphorus content the better, with a possible exception
of spring

steel,

where there

is

For constructional purposes,

Fig.

7.

Fig.

8.

frequently a
steel should

minimum

limit specified.

be specified with phos-

phorus not to exceed 0.04 per cent which is the general specification for open hearth steel. Where a structure is subjected to
only a condition of static loading, Bessemer steel may be acceptable and the phosphorus content limited to 0.08 per cent
Sulphur has a tendency to render the steel hot short and is
therefore to be avoided in any steel that is to be forged or otherwise worked hot. Sulphur is detrimental to steel that is to be
quenched in any way. The quality of hot shortness is likely to
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much

cause

trouble,

especially

material that

in

be case
hardened or otherwise heat-treated. The sulphur for good results
should not exceed 0.06 per cent. This is the limit in Bessemer
steel.
It is much better to keep the sulphur content below 0.04
per cent which is the generally accepted specification for open
hearth steel.
Silicon is generally supposed to render steel cold short or britis

but there is little evidence that silicon in a small quantity
do this. In ordinary steel the silicon is usually limited to 0.20
per cent but there are special fcilicon steels where the silicon content
may exceed 2.00 per cent. As an alloying element silicon tends to
increase the tensile strength but decrease the elongation and reducwill

tion of area.

Nickel in steel has a strengthening effect or tends to increase

from 1.00 per cent to
5.00 per cent and in proportion to the amount present.
In low
carbon steel the unit increase is about 5,000 pounds for each 1
High carbon steels show more gain
per cent of nickel present.
the value statically with the nickel present

With a nickel content of 3.50 per cent
of which much steel is used, and in the annealed condition, its
presence tends to increase the elastic limit from 50 per cent to
75 per cent depending upon the amount of carbon present. By
than low carbon

steels.

may

proper heat treatment of the material the above values

raised as high as 100 per cent over steel where the nickel

is

be
not

present.

Nickel tends to increase the strength of the material without
decreasing the ductility, which is perhaps its important feature.

but somewhat retards the

It also tends to increase segregation,

absorption of carbon in the case carbonizing process.

Chromium
it

make

in steel tends to

it

intensely hard

and give

a high elastic limit in the hardened or suddenly cooled state,

so that it

is

neither deformed permanently nor cracked

by

It is stated that the hardness imparted

by chromium in

not accompanied by as much brittleness
to this property it has a wide

as that induced

1

Titanium

steel.

These alloying elements can be present in any desired
quantity
and the alloy takes its name from the third alloying element.
Quaternary alloys, in the same way, would be alloys having
three alloying elements in addition to the iron. Again
as carbon

one of these the remaining two are as found in
hrome-Nickel steel.

i-

(

<

hrome- Vanadium

Silieo-Manganese

steel.

steel.

The alloying elements may be present in any proportion, the alloy
taking its name from the third and fourth element
ANNEALING.
Annealing is not always considered a heat treating operation
although it is in reality such. In annealing, the material is
heated
to a temperature slightly above the critical point
and permitted to
tool slowly.

There is a softening operation which is frequently called annealing and comprises the healing of the material
to a temperature slightly below the critical point when it is either
permitted to
cool slowly, or is quenched.
The latter is known as "water annealing." The length of time that castings or other large
parts
are heated for annealing is very important in order
that all
structural changes may take place at the proper temperature.

HEAT TREATMENT.
Heat treatment, as generally understood, comprises the heating
of the steel to a temperature stightly above the critical point;
quenching in oil or water; reheating to some temperature to give
the desired physical properties and cooling slowly.
The initial

ex-

tremely violent shocks.
steel is

hromium steel.
Manganese steel.

to

tle,
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by carbon; owing

adaptability for .machine parts that are to be extremely hard or

subjected to great pressure.

from

The chromium

varies in quantities

0.3 per cent to 3.00 per cent.

Chromium tends to accelerate
much steel containing chromium

the case hardening process and
is

used in this

way

for certain

purposes.
It

was not

until about the year 1900 that the effect of vana-

in Bteel

became generally known. Before that time it was
This was due to scarcity and, con-

dium

especially used in tool steels.

sequently, the high cost of vanadium, prohibiting its use in the
different kinds of ordinary steels.

Vanadium owing

Fig.

and nitrogen, combines with these gases when they are
some other element where the bond
This results in compounds of
is weaker than with vanadium.
vanadium with oxygen and nitrogen which pass off with the slag
thus removing from the steel the objectionable oxides and nitrides.
In addition to the above, vanadium seems to possess the propfor oxygen

either free or united with

erty

of

retarding segregation,

more homogeneous.

thereby rendering

It also seems to possess

on the other alloying elements,

i.

e., it

the

material

an intensifying

effect

renders the effects of these

elements greater than in steels without vanadium, but otherwise of
a similar composition.

Vanadium is seldom used in steel without some other alloying
element present in considerable quantity, and in the so-called
vanadium steels the resistance of fatiguing stresses is high.
All steels are divided into, Binary, Ternary and Quaternary
alloys.

Binary alloys are those which have one alloying element in addiThis may be carbon or any other element. Since
tion to iron.
carbon is nearly always present in alloys of iron, carbon steel
is therefore a typical binary alloy.
Ternary alloys, are those which have two alloying elements in
Since carbon is invariably
addition to iron as above stated.
present in iron alloys it is therefore one of these elements. Ex-

ample of ternary alloys are as follows:
Nickel

steel.

9.

to its affinity

Fig.

10.

temperature to which the material is treated is very important and
should not greatly exceed the critical point.
The effect of high
temperatures on grain size is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. This is
a soft commercial steel and shows the influence of the heating

temperature upon the structure of the material.
The importance of determining the correct temperature and
exercising the greatest care in heating cannot be over emphasized.
This is especially true of the higher carbon and alloy steels. If the
value of the steel is not actually impaired, a resulting condition
may occur which would render the treatment valueless.

The physical properties of the heat treated material are influenced by the final re-heating temperature, and should it be
desired to have a high elastic limit with

perature

is

little ductility

selected along the lower range of the scale.

the tem-

Should

great toughness be required the higher ranges are selected, depending upon the degree desired. In this way a selection is made
of the material and the heat treatment given to meet a specific
physical condition. Alloy steels, with few exceptions, should be

heat treated, since their best properties are otherwise lost
Heat treatment may be carried one point beyond the above
treatment and, for certain purposes, the more elaborate treatment

may

be justified.

This involves a second quenching and tends to

give the steel a fibered structure.

One of

the most important forms of heat treatment

carbonizing or so-called case hardening.

is

case

Steel to be carbonized

is

.

::
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were spur pinions, with 14 teeth, 6 pitch, 2% in. pitch diameter,
1-inch face and 1-inch bore.
Teeth were of standard depth and
shape and were held in a chuck with load on edge of tooth.
The initial displacement cr elastic limit was determined by following up the load with a venier tooth caliper. All carbonizing
^2 inch deep with the furnace heat showing 1,450 to 1,500 degrees
Fahr. for 8 hours and 1,600 degrees for 3 to 5 hours, a total of

packed in some carbonaceous material and heated for a given length
of time at temperatures varying from 1,600 to 1,750 degrees F.,
depending upon the depth of penetration of the carbon desired.
It is impossible to give

nature

of

the

any rule for the penetration, since the
medium, the temperature at which

carbonizing

run and the material used, are important factors in
determining the depth of case. Many of the earlier writers gave
rates of penetration of the carbon per hour, which might have
been justified where only one carbonizing medium was known.
Now almost any rapidity of penetration desired may be obtained
the heat

is

by varying the material, carbonizing mixture and time.

509

11 to 13 hours.

20 Carbon O. H. Case Hardening Steel:
Elastic

It is neces-

sary to pre-determine the length of run for the particular conditions existing by using several test pieces and pulling them from

No.

Strain,

pounds.

pounds.

Soft
Case hardened with one tempering heat
1,450 deg.; 90 scleroscope hardness..

1

the furnace at frequent intervals until the depth of case required

2

Same drawn

3,500
8,400

9,000

8,000

9,450

8,200

9,675

8,000

9,800

to 400 deg.; 85 scleroscope

hardness
•

Breaking

Limit,

Case hardened with«two tempering heats

3

1,600

and 1,450 deg.; 85 scleroscope

hardness

m

Same drawn

to 400 deg.; 80 scleroscope

hardness

One and One-Half Per Cent Nickel 18 Carbon.

Natural Alloy

Steel:
1

Soft

2

Case hardened with one tempering heat;
92 hardness

4,000

Same drawn

9,000

400 deg.; 87 hardness.
8,600
3
Case hardened with two tempering heats.
8,750
Same drawn to 400 deg.; 82 hardness.
8,400
Three and One-Half Per Cent Nickel 13 Carbon. O. H.
to

.

.

10,150

10,450
10,600
10,750
Nickel

Alloy:

Soft

1

4,000

tapering off from the eutectoid composition to the composition of

Case hardened with one tempering heat
1,350 deg. 90—95 hardness
Same drawn to 400 deg.; 85 hardness.
3
Case hardened with two tempering heats
1,550 and 1,350 deg.; 90—95 hardness
Same drawn to 400 deg.; 85 hardness..
Five Percent Nickel 15 Carbon. O. H. Alloy

the base material.

1

Soft

2

Case hardened with one tempering heat
13,000
1,350 deg. 90 hardness
Same drawn to 400 deg. 85 hardness. . 12,700
Case hardened with two tempering heats

li

Fig. 11.

;

.

a photomicrograph of case carbonized steel
showing clearly the outside zone, where the cementite is in excess;
the eutectoid zone composed of pearlite and the graduated zone
is

obtained.

Fig. 11

is

In much case carbonized work, stich as gears, and where it
is subjected to shock, the carbonizing should be done under conditions of time and temperature, that the carbon content of the
outside zone can be as near the eutechtoid composition as possible.

.

is

common

of service and

permit material to cool in
treatment,

i.

e.,

case carbonized parts

a double heat
heat for the refinement of the core, quench in oil,
give

practice to

subsequently heat at a lower temperature for the refinement of
the case and quench in water, after which the material may be

drawn

From

to the extent necessary for the physical properties desired.

seem to be
necessary, if the carbonizing temperature be comparatively low, say
about 1,600 degrees. In this case the parts are permitted to cool

9,500

11,650

9,250

11,950

Steel:

.

and 1,350 deg.; 90 hardness

13,000

to 400 deg.; 85 hardness.

13,880
14,800

14,100

12,800

14,850
Nickel
Tempering
calling
for
treatment
as
Steel
heat
Chrome

1

.

.

2

—

hardened and soft. It represents average
which were gotten from a considerable number of test

strength of gear teeth

pieces in the different kinds of steels referred to.

All test pieces

Broke at 22,450.

Quenching heat 1,425; draw 475;
65

—70 hardness

No

set before breaking.

Elastic limit 5,000 lbs.

Soft

Chrome Nickel Tempering

Steel calling for heat treatment as

follows
1

2

3

Broke at 17,640.

Quenching heat 1,480; draw 525;

—78 hardness
Quenching heat 1,480;
60—65 hardness

No

75

results obtained in gears, this practice does not

in the carbonizing boxes, are re-heated to refine the case or to a
temperature of about 1,350 degrees. This confers upon the material, properties which seem to be about equal to those which are
conferred by the double heat treatment. Under these conditions
parts may be with a fair degree of success quenched from the
carbonizing heat.
Mr. Andrew Gleason of the Gleason "Works, Eochester, N. Y.,
in a paper presented before the National Machine Tool Builders'
Association, October, 1913, gives the following report of tests for

results

11,850

follows

good properties are desired, to
the carbonizing mixture. It has become

It is always well, especially if

common

1,550

Same drawn

in the outside case is greatly in

excess of the eutechtoid.

11,400

9,400

4,500

;

3

to case hardened parts under certain conditions

when the carbon

9,700

;

This would overcome largely the possibility of chipping or flaking

which

.

Soft

draw 850;

set before breaking.

Broke at 19,400.

No

set before breaking.

Elastic limit 5,200 lbs.

In conclusion he states that the increased strength as the result
of the double heat treatment after carbonizing is comparatively
This is doubtless due to
slight, particularly in the nickel steels.
The stock
the long and low carbonizing heats that were used.
for these particular experiments was selected for case hardening,
based upon the experience of the Gleason Works, and according
to their experience he stated that the ordinary machinery steel
with the same carbon content would vary in some cases, twice

He also stated that
as much as the results given by the test.
the natural nickel alloy steels are subjected to a variation similar
to the carbon steels, while the special steels selected, or the high
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^rraile alloy steels

way from

used, did not vary

more than 10 per cent

either

the figures given in the report.

for

This same rational treatment in case hardening can be applied
Case hardening is particularly necessary where selec-

while

neers,

not

November. 1914

generally

recognizing

such

condition,

allowed

the low unit stresses assumed.

it in

Generally in iron eastings

it

is

to all parts.

cations as those adopted by the

The parts desired to be kept soft can
tive hardening is required.
be copper plated or covered with fire clay or certain kinds of
enamel.
This same method can also be employed where a much
greater depth of case is desired in one part than in another part

Materials.

of the material.

steel casting

STEEL CASTINGS.
Perhaps it might be well to touch briefly on steel castings,
inasmuch as they are not regarded in quite the same way as the
rolled or forged material. Insofar as the composition is concerned,
steel castings can be regarded very much as any other steel; the

results.

If

selected to

special

well to follow reliable specifi-

American Society for Testing

are desired, composition

results

meet the need; also

may be

selective chill

may be

resorted to

for various degrees of hardness.

Where a greater strength

is

required than in cast iron, the semi-

can be resorted

to, and it seems to give satisfactory
a question whether semi-steel castings can be
depended upon to show a consistent ductility. There are tests
of these castings which show an appreciable elongation, although

There

is

influence of the impurities present in the material will be the same,

as also the introduction of alloying elements.

In the heat treatment of

steel castings, proper annealing is of
Unfortunately commercial annealing
is not what it should be, and if much is expected from the material it should be properly annealed or heat treated.
By heat treating large steel castings with the carbon range of 0.20 to 0.60
per cent the elastic limit can be increased about 50 per cent with
little decrease in the ductility.
Some interesting tests on the
treatment of steel castings is presented by C. F. Young, C. D. A.
Pease and C. A. Strand in the February bulletin of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers. These are the result of some tests
at the Pennsylvania shops at Altoona. Steel castings for general
use should not exceed a carbon content of 0.35 per cent.
SELECTION OF MATERIAL FOR SPECIFIC NEEDS.
The selection of material for any purpose is one of satisfying
a definite physical need. This may be one of strength, regardless
of size, or one of toughness at a given strength, or again may be
one depending upon limited space or weight, or whether it must
be cast or can be forged, etc.
Before proceeding in the selection of material for specific needs
a careful analysis should be made of the conditions under which
service must be rendered and the stresses to which the particular
part will be subjected.
These stresses may be static, dynamic,
or a combination in varying degrees of both, and the extent of
each and of any character, as tension, compression, torsion, etc.
The condition of weight and space is very important where possibly a gear of a given size must transmit a given power without

the

greatest

overloading.

importance.

The

first

condition then in selecting steel

the proper analysis of the condition

and

stresses to

is

one of

which the part

be subjected.
In the selection of castings it becomes a matter of deciding
whether they shall be of iron, semi-steel, malleable iron, or steel.
In castings that are only subjected to a condition of static loading
and where no limits of space or weight are prescribed, iron castings
answer the purpose in every way. They not only offer the easiest
problem in castings, but are subject to less shrinkage and are much
easier to machine than castings made from other material.
For
is to

machine parts
and form the bulk of such castings. There are, of course, conditions of loading where it is not one of static condition, but in a
measure dynamic, as in the steam engine, but the rate of change
in the 6tress is uniform and the reversal of stress takes place in
an appreciable length of time so that it may be considered perthis reason iron castings are satisfactory to use in

fectly feasible to use castings of this character if a unit stress is

Steam engine builders allow a very low
cast iron.
In machine design, unit stresses

selected sufficiently low.

unit stress on all

allowed are inversely proportioned to the service expected. Many
designers do not exceed a unit stress of 2,000 pounds for ordinary
conditions, assuming that the requirement varies

maximum

minus.

Owing

to

from zero

to a

the high value positively of cast

iron, the compressive stress is usually

regarded as negligible. In
steam cylinders or other containers for an elastic flued, the unit
stress is often as low as 400 pounds. As a rule castings are subjected to a stress as above given, t. e., from zero to a maximum
This conditiou of loading has not in the past been
one
of
dynamic character, but it is, nevertheless. Engiconsidered
plus or minus.

Fig.

there is no

Fig.

12.

way from

13.

the test or analysis of ascertaining the

proportion of steel entering into the mixture.

Where

still

additional strength

is

required and a considerable

toughness, the malleable casting offers an excellent solution, espe-

where the castings are small. The malleable casting should
not be confused in value with steel forgings as the only part that
cially

is

at all ductile

is

the outside skin.

Malleable castings are of

about twice the value of grey iron castings.

Where combined strength and
casting

ductility are required, the steel

the only form that can be used where a cast shape

is

One

necessary.

of the great objections to steel castings

is

is

the

danger of superficial - blow-holes, so that where a clean finished
surface

is

required

is

it

well to substitute

some other form of

casting, unless sufficient confidence can be placed in the foundry-

man

to furnish the proper material.

that castings can be

made

free

There

is

no question but
if proper pre-

from blow-holes

it has been my personal observation that
both vanadium and titanium treated steels have been in every
way satisfactory for castings. Not only have the steels been free
from blow holes but they have been rendered much denser by the

cautions are taken and

expulsion of the occluded gases.

In this connection it might be well to consider the subject of
the proper design of castings and give a few principles which
may not be generally understood. Castings should, if possible be
of uniform cross section with the corners well rounded and generous

fillets

in the angles.

This

is

especially true in steel castings

where the shrinkage is large. When iron and steel solidifies, the
crystals forming tend to set themselves normal to the surface,
consequently when the corners are square, a plane of weakness is
formed, the plane bi-secting the angle at the corner.
In forgings and bar material the engineer has a wider range
to select from and after the analysis of his condition can select
that which will in nearly every

The

way comply with

his requirements.

cheapest material that will satisfy this condition should be

selected,

but

it

should not be overlooked that a more expensive
may be the cheaper and

material of higher value reduced in size

more satisfactory. Before considering this matter in detail it
would be well to discuss the relative values of the various classes
of forgings and bar stocks.
The value of the hammer forging is in the mechanical refining
which takes place throughout the entire mass due to the equal
hammering of the forging.
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hammer

In the drop forging the

tends to

hammer one part

much greater than other parts, resulting in unequal
which tend to either weaken the material or cause a subsequent distortion. With the proper heat treatment a drop forging
will be of equal value to the hammer forging, provided it has had
care in heating for the forging operation. Unfortunately there is
a tendency to overheat the steel to have it conform readily to the
shape of the die and to reduce the work, involved in forging, to a
minimum. This is of course a great mistake and constitutes the
chief objection to drop forgings.
There is one point in drop
forging that should not be overlooked, namely, that all drop forg-

MAINTENANCE AND CARE OF LOCOMOTrVE BOILERS.*

of the forging
stresses

ings subjected to any very considerable stress should be either

annealed or heat treated before being used. This is very imperative with gears where they are to be subsequently hardened or
tempered, and

it

should be done prior to the machining operation,

from the annealing operation may

so that the distortion resulting

be machined out.

3^

Fig. 12 indicates the structure of

normal

the

forging.

Fig.

13

shows

per cent nickel steel in

same

steel

properly

annealed.

Bar stock

one of the best forms in which to receive material.
If properly handled at the mill it should possess the best properties
obtainable by mechanical refining.
For a matter of strength only under static loading, carbon
steel of the lowest carbon content to meet the requirements can

be

is

Where

selected.

made

limited to size or weight, a selection

must be

either in the carbon steels heat treated, or the alloy steels,

and they should be treated

in the lower ranges of the temperature

scale.

When a certain ductility or hardness is required this must be
taken into consideration. Nickel steel especially possesses strength
with ductility. This combination requires treatment in the medium
ranges of the temperature scale, or toughened.
For high ductility the lower steels untreated or the higher steels
Extreated in the high ranges of the scale should be selected.
tremely ductile steels show the least strength.

and those containing

nickel treated,

Carbon steels,
show the greatest ductility.

Case carbonizing gives the greatest hardness consistent with
toughness.

The material for the case may be

selected to suit the

need for strength or toughness. When moderate hardness combined with strength are required, the high steels containing
chromium should be selected. This is especially desirable when
limiting conditions of size or weight exist.

It is impossible to get

the hardness of case carbonized material with toughness in steels

of this kind.

The

selection of structural steel is comparatively simple.

There

seems to have been a tendency to increase the strength by increasing the carbon and manganese, but this is hazardous in the face
of possible dynamic stress, and

it

is

much

th^ir

factor

a

better to use

extra material and keep the carbon content in the

Some engineers base

medium

little

range.

of safety on the ultimate

The elastic limit should be
considered the real measure of strength of any steel.
Nickel steel of above 0.25 per cent carbon is becoming popular
for structural purposes. This steel has a value of from 15,000 to
20,000 pounds unit value over carbon steel of a similar composistrength, but this should not be done.

There

tion.

mon

question but that eventually

it will

be com-

practice to heat treat structural steel.

It has
a

is little

way

been the author's endeavor to treat this subject in such

as to present the general principles involved.

This manner

of treatment will probably be of the greatest benefit to the many.

MENDING MALLEABLE CASTINGS by
suggested in the Iron Age:

the following method

The fracture

chipped away in
the form of a V-groove, and the part surrounding the fracture
is then heated with an oxy-acetylene torch to a bright red and
sprinkled with a bronze flux, followed by a few drops of Tobin
bronze melted from the welding-rod. If the bronze remains in a

is

work

is

not hot enough; but if it spreads and
adheres to the surface, the temperature is right, and the groove
should be quickly filled, and at as low a temperature as possible.
little

globule, the

is

By
As we

J. F.

Raps, Genl. Boiler

Ins., HI.

are on the verge of another winter,

Cent. R. R.

might not be amiss
up the maintenance and care of the locomotive boilers, as during this season of the year the number of
engine failures due to no steam and flues leaking is greatly increased.
They are aggravated by three distinct causes, namely:
improper work at the round-house, improper firing and improper
it

at this time to take

handling of the feed water.
In these days of long hauls, increased tonnage and high speed,
the locomotive boiler is a very important item in railroad economy,

and there is no part of the locomotive which requires more careful
and painstaking care than the boiler.
Each one, from the
engineer to the cinder-pit man, should contribute his share toward
keeping it in a serviceable condition and in the highest state of

and

efficiency

operation of

the

511

accomplished by the hearty coconcerned with the handling and operating of the

this can only be

all

locomotive.

Let us first deal with the shop organization, as a great deal
depends upon the proper method of handling the work on running
repairs.
After the locomotive has been turned out of the shop
and before being placed into active service, the roundhouse inspectors should make a thorough inspection of the front end appliances, ash pan and grates, in order to ascertain if they have
been properly applied and are in perfect condition. This is very
essential in order to avoid engine failures, due to being improperly
drafted or having some defect develop in the newly applied front
end rigging or grates, but more especially to overcome the setting
of fires on bridges or along the right of way. A like inspection
should be made after each trip and a report made on regular
form showing condition. Any defect reported should be repaired
immediately.

The cleaning of flues is a very important factor in locomotive
performance, as stopped-up flues will cause a poor steaming engine.
Whenever an engineer reports steam pipes leaking, engine
not steaming or hot at door, examine the flues

first

to

make

sure

that they are clean, as invariably the above conditions are due to
flues.
The proper method of cleaning flues is with the
auger and compressed air. Flues should be thoroughly blown out
with air at the termination of each trip. When flues are stopped
up they should be bored with an auger of sufficient length to reach
from end to end and then blown out thoroughly with air. Special
attention should be given flues in superheated locomotives.
In

stopped-up

locomotives with brick arches the bottom flues must be maintained

and no locomotive should be allowed to go into
This work should be dene
stopped up.
previous to boilermakers entering the fire box in order that they
may check the work to see that it has been properly performed.
The brick arch, which has gained such a prominent part in the
in clean condition
service with

any

flues

economical operation of the locomotive, should receive a great deal
of care and consideration.

by leaky

By

its

use the trouble experienced

very materially decreased and their life greatly
Care should be taken to see that the arch is properly

flues is

increased.

cleaned off after each trip and

maintained in perfect condition.
The engine should not be allowed to go into service with holes in
the arch or with part of the arch missing, as trouble is likely
to be experienced either with the flues leaking or a poor steaming
is

engine.

The work on flues on running repairs should be performed in the
Flues showing cinder-pit leak, to be caulked
following manner:
by hand with standard beading tool. Flues blowing or leaking
enough to allow water to run down sheet, should be expanded
with a straight sectional expander; the use of the roller is not
Special attention should be given to flues when the
permissible.
boiler is washed out. All leaks should be stopped with a sectional
of flues in lower part
expander while the boiler is hot and a
of sheet should be beaded with a light air hammer and the standard beading tool, while the boiler is empty. The flues should be

"V"

inspected after the boiler is refilled and any leaks tightened up.

From

the Illinois Central Magazine.

—
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This

is

especially important, because the inequalities in tempera-

ture occasioned by the cooling and washing have a tendency to
break the joint of the flues in the flue sheet.
Now we are about to take up one of the most important operathe washing of the boiler.
tions performed at the roundhouse
This subject is so extensive and the methods used so conducive

—

of good or bad results that I will give a few concise rules govern-

ing the proper method of preparing and washing the boiler.
Locomotive boilers are required to be washed as often as
1.

may be

necessary to keep them clean and free from scale and

sediment.

should be thoroughly cooled before being washed
points excepting where improved hot water washing systems

Boilers

2.

at all

are installed.

When

there is sufficient steam pressure to work it, start the
and fill the boiler with water until the steam pressure will
no longer work the injector. Then connect water hose to feed pipe
and fill boiler full, allowing the remaining steam pressure to blow
through syphon cock or some other outlet at top of the boiler.
Open blow-off cock and allow water to escape, but not faster than
3.

injector

it is

forced in through the check, so as to keep the boiler com-

pletely filled until the temperature of the steel in the fire

reduced to about ninety degrees, then open

all

box

is

blow-off cocks and

allow boiler to empty itself as quickly as possible.

While the boiler is cooling the boiler washer is to loosen
wash-out plugs. All wash-out plugs and arch tube plugs must
be removed at every washing.
Removing the plugs or opening the blow-off cocks is forbid5.
den until the water coming from the boiler is cooled to 90 degrees.
4.

all

The object of this method is to cool the boiler equally.
The crown sheet shall then be washed, starting on
6.

sides

and

then washing through holes in backhead.
7.

The door ring

to be

washed

next.

Wash arch tubes next. It is very essential that the pneu8.
matic or other cleaner be used every time boiler is washed and all
concerned are instructed to strictly comply with these instructions.
9.

Then wash through plug

holes in barrel or boiler just ahead

of firebox, using bent nozzle in order to thoroughly wash
flues.

Wash

flues

down

through plug holes at front of barrel, using

bent nozzle.
10.

nozzle,
11.

Wash

belly of boiler, starting at front end, using bent

washing scale toward

Wash

firebox.

legs of boiler through plug holes in side

and corner

of firebox, using straight nozzle in corner holes and bent nozzle

through side holes, revolving same to clean the side sheets. Rods
any accumulation that water pressure will
not move.
12.
After boiler is washed out it should be thoroughly inspected through all plug holes before plugs are replaced, to see
The work of inspecting should be
that no accumulation is left.
to be used to dislodge

taken care of by foreman boiler maker or inspector.
The removal of all plugs is imperative. The plugs should
13.

be put back with a coating of graphite and oil made to a paste.
This enables the plugs to be removed readily.
Boilers should be washed out with a minimum of 100
14.

pounds pressure.
It must be remembered by those

when orders
the washing of any boiler
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the roundhouse with a perfectly dry set of flues, then start either
the right or left injector and watch the result caused by the

change in temperature of the water around the flues. The engineer
and fireman should carefully examine the fire box sheets and flues
as soon as they take charge of the locomotive, reporting any leaks
or defects to the roundhouse foreman.
If the flues are all open, in good condition, and there is no mud
on the flue-sheets, there is absolutely no reason for a failure due
to flues leaking, yet there arc cases where tonnage is reduced or
trains set out, and on making an inspection of the flues, they are
found to be in good condition, but loose in the sheet, which is
prima facie evidence of the improper use of the injector.
After the cause and effect of the inequalities of temperature
in the boiler is thoroughly understood by the enginemen and
hostlers, it should not be difficult for them to fully appreciate the
damage done to the flues and fire box sheets by the injection of
water at a temperature of about 200 degrees lower than the water
in the boiler.
It is a common practice to fill the boiler at terminals while the blower is on and the fire door standing open, in
order to eliminate the black smoke. Whenever it becomes necessary
to fill the boilers while standing at stations or on sidings, a bright
fire should be maintained, using the blower and applying fresh
coal if necessary.
The fire door should be closed while the injector is working.
It is not desirable to put a large amount of
water in the boiler at one time, unless it is necessary in order to
protect the crown sheet. Enginemen should endeavor to leave their
locomotives at the cinder pit with a full boiler of water and a
good fire in order that the hostlers will not be required to fill the
boiler just previous to blowing off.
Care should be exercised by
the hostlers in blowing off and in no instance should the boiler be
blown off when the fire is dirty, and too much water should not be
blown out at one time. In no case should the water be reduced
over one gauge. Hostlers should see that there is plenty of water
in the boiler to allow for refiring, before knocking the fire, as it
is very poor policy to put water into the boiler while cleaning or
knocking the fire. Care should also be taken to see that the fire
is clean and in good condition in locomotives that it is necessary
to herd on account of short lay-over or shortage of roundhouse
room.
The successful maintenance of the locomotive boiler in service
'
is summed up in just one word, ' Co-operation. ' First, by the foreman and mechanics turning out a perfectly tight boiler from the
locomotive works or the company shop. Second, the careful inspection and work of the roundhouse organization in keeping boiler
tight and free from mud and scale. Third, in the careful handling
by the enginemen. The best care and workmanship will be of no
avail, however, if the boiler does not receive intelligent treatment
'

while in service.

LET US SMILE.
The thing that goes the farthest towards making life worth while,
That costs the least and does the most is just a pleasant smile.
The smile that bubbles from a heart that loves its fellowmen
Will drive away the cloud of gloom and coax the sun again.
It's full of worth and goodness, too, with manly kindness blent
It's worth a million dollars, and doesn't cost a cent.
The Little Blue Flag.

—

in charge that,

are issued to boiler washers to slight

in order to get the locomotive ready for

a certain run, they are
storing up trouble for the future. Although it might not be in
evidence at that time, the day of reckoning is sure to some. Blowing-out can be resorted to in some instances to save washouts, with
either incrusting or alkali water, but care must be taken to see
that the fire is in proper condition, that is, clean and bright.
The prevention of engine failures due to leaky flues does not rest
entirely with the roundhouse boilermakers, regardless of the fact
that they are compelled to assume the responsibility in most instances. One may take a locomotive with practically a new set of
flues, and by the improper use of the injector, cause most of the
This can be demonstrated by getting into the fireflues to leak.
fire
has been drawn and the locomotive placed in
box after the

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL

for Industrial Safety held its
third annual safety congress at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, HI.,

on October

13, 14

and

15, 1914.

On October

15 an address on

was given by W. B.
Spaulding, chairman central safety committee, St. Louis & San
Francisco R. R. R. H. Newbern, Pennsylvania R. R.; M. A.
Dow, New York Central Lines, and E. L. Tinker, El Paso &
the "Safety Problem of the Railroads"

Southwestern system, took part in the discussion of the subject.

The Master Boiler Makers' Association
annual convention at Chicago,

HI.,

on

May

will hold its ninth
24, 1915.

The American Association of General Baggage Agents
hold

its

next convention at Los Angeles,

Cal.,

on

May

will

12, 1915.
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CLASSIFICATION YABD LIGHTING.

An

interesting discussion of the lighting of railroad yards
given in a paper recently presented by Messrs. H. Kirschberg and A. C. Cotton, on "Eailroad Illuminating Engineering
Track, Scale and Yard Lighting," before the Pittsburgh
section of the Illuminating Engineering Society.
is

—

The authors

state

that the freight haulage capacity of

a

road is as dependent on the scale and yard capacity as it is
on motive power equipment, and that a congestion in the
yards will reduce the earning power just as effectively as the
disablement of a locomotive or other rolling stock.

The lighting of an area, such as is presented by this class
of yard, affords some unique problems, the successful solution
of which greatly facilitates the movement of freight traffic.
The yard is not to be considered as an open area, but, in
a series of streets three or four feet wide, with
buildings (freight cars) about fourteen feet high on both sides.
reality, as

One

of

most effective installations of lighting in a
yard recently made is that of the Pittsburgh &

the

classification

McKees Eocks, just outside the city limits
This yard contains about twenty racks,
extending for approximately one-half mile.

Lake Erie Eailroad

at

of Pittsburgh, Pa.

The source of light is the Cooper Hewitt quartz lamp,
mounted on steel towers, as shown in the accompanying illustration.
The installation consists of eight units, the lamps
being rated at 2,400 candlepower, with an energy consumption
of 726 watts, resulting in an efficiency of .3 watt per candle.
Direct current at 220 volts is supplied to the lamps from the
power plant of the company located nearby.

The towers, which are twelve

feet square at the base, are

100 feet high and are spaced about 400 feet, in two rows, one
on each side of the yard, or approximately 225 feet across.

suspended from a short mast arm, which extends
out over a platform for the attendant, access to which is had
by means of a ladder mounted on the side of the tower.

The lamp

is

A

chain and cut-out, however, permit the lamp to be lowered
from the ground, thus obviating the necessity of the lamp
attendant climbing the tower.

As

the quartz burners have a life of several thousand hours,
and the globes are at such a height as to be out of the smoke
zone, almost no cleaning or other attention is required.

Classification

Yard

of P.

&

L. E. at
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The ideal condition of illumination of the yard is, of course,
make it as light by night as by day, so that the riders,
when directing the cars to their proper spaces in the yard, may
be able to see clearly the location of other cars and thus prevent them from excessive "bumping."
The illumination of the McKees Eocks yards, which has
to

been installed under the direction of D. P. Morrison, electrical
engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Eailroad, very nearly
approaches this ideal condition.

The

light given

by the lamps spaced

floods the yards, enabling the

men

as they are completely

to see with proper clearness,

not only every track and car but also the switches at the
head of the yard. The illumination is such that one may readily
read a newspaper at night. The entire absence of shadows and
glare greatly facilitates the movement of the cars throughout
the yard, by permitting the exact location of each to be easily
determined, and also greatly adds to the safety of the men and
tends to prevent accidents.
Possibly the best commendation given the efficiency of the
made by one of the railroad offi-

installation is the statement

"the yard men never lose any chance to praise it."
Considering the well known reluctance of the average individual to praise his working conditions, this statement is
cials that

peculiarly significant.

In addition to the increased speed in handling cars gained
through the better lighting, conditions are made much easier
for the men returning on foot to the head of the yard, as when
the yard is poorly lighted it is difficult for them to avoid in-

coming cars, switches, posts and other obstacles, and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie employees are particularly pleased with
this feature.

The fact that the lamps

are

mounted

at such a height per-

mits an excellent distribution of the light which possesses an
inherent color value that is particularly suitable for outdoor
Another feature that peculiarly adapts the
illumination.
quartz lamp to this

field

of lighting

is

the steadiness of the

light.

The International Eailway General Foremen's Association
will hold its eleventh annual convention at the Hotel

Chicago, HI., on July 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1915.

McKees Rocks, Showing Lighting Towers.

Sherman,
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INTERCHANGE OF CARS.*
By H.

it

has delivered the car to connecting line or to

its

destination.

In the efforts of the railroads to increase their efficiency to meet

demands of the transportation

the ever increasing

business, the

one of the matters that is today occupying
transportation and mechanical officials,
attention
of
the
the
the Interstate people, and the shippers, for they are vitally ininterchange of cars

is

terested.

While considerable has been accomplished in the improvement
through the terminals, much is yet to be
accomplished.
A great deal more could be done when cars are
empty by having all of them put in such a condition that they
are safe to haul the commodities they are built to carry, or at
least such commodities as originate on your line, to any destinain the getting of cars

Make it the duty of some person to see that your inspectors
do not allow any cars to get out on your line that are not in good
condition, and see that all agents along your line have a good
general knowledge of a car and the M. C. B. rules, more especially

This will save a great

many

transfer orders

which cost money, not only in the
cost of the transfer of the cars, but in the number of claims that
are made by the shipper, when he finds that his shipment has been
transferred.
It will also get the shipment to its destination in
being given against your

line,

much less time.
The matter of claims seems

many

to have been overlooked

persons, but I assure you that

by

a gTeat

matter that is costing
the railroads vast sums of money every year. "What is the company's interest is our interest, and if we would all follow these
rules it will be a great benefit to interchange.
"We have been
passing from one condition to another in the car department so
rapidly that it is going to take several years to overcome the
it

is a

we

are experiencing now.
days of car construction we would construct a
draft arm of 3%" by S 1 ?" timber, while now it is almost impossible to get a stick of timber large enough (considering space)
that will stand the shock which cars are now subjected to.
This
is only an example to compare the
car construction of today
with that of previous years.
This condition has been brought
about by the heavy motive power and heavy car equipment that
difficulties that

my

In

modities of the country and to meet obligations, caused
increase of salaries of the employees

upon them by the

and the legal

by the

are able to

and federal authorities. This, in a few
when all of the railroads of the country
replace their wooden cars with steel equipment of

sufficient strength to

Any

local

withstand the strain put upon them.

railroad official will

cars in accordance with the

they will

tell

tell

ML
you that they want

you that they are interchanging
C. B. Bules,
to live strictly

or in other words,

up

to the

M.

C. B.

It appears that the

M.

C. B. Rules

have as many interpretations

as the

father will have excuses for taking his hopefuls to the

circus,

and we

will claim

all

know

that there are many.

that his interpretation

is

Still

each person

the only correct one, and I

have no doubt that some of you will say this is wrong; that there
can be only one interpretation to any one rule.

Unfortunately there never has been any rules or laws so plain
but what somebody can and will misunderstand them or see something in them that another fellow does not see.
Sometimes this

an honest difference of opinion and sometimes
•

A

Club.

where there are two
and one repre-

line,

Finally the case

by the other fellow card-

is settled

mad and

causes him to become more technical in his inspection

to enable

him

who

gain his point, sticks a feather in his hat and goes

will

to get even with the other line, while the inspector

"I told you so."
bad for efficiency, it causes delay, and delay to
cars is the worst enemy the transportation department has to
fight.
Some people will tell you that, according to M. C. B.
Rules, it is necessary for the delivering line to inspect and set
out all cars for repairs or transfer and card for delivering line
around and says,

Xow

this

is

defects that are safe to run before the cars are delivered.

Others will tell you that you must set all of your cars for interchange on a certain delivery track, where the cars will be inspected by the receiving line. After inspection the delivering line
must come back and take out all of the cars for repair or transfer, take the cars marked shop to the shop and put defect cards
on all cars that are required. Others will tell you that what is

known

as

Now

'
'

twentieth century inspection "

let us see if

we cannot

get at a

is

M.

C. B. Rules.

common understanding

of

matter and avoid confusion by seeing what the
rules say. The preface of M. C. B. Rules says in substance that car
owners are responsible for ordinary wear and tear in fair service
and railroads handling the cars are responsible for damage done
to cars by unfair usage, derailment, accident, etc.
The rules then
this particular

go to define a large number of defects

in

accordance with the

preface.

M.

C. B.

Rules are given us as a basis on which to work. The
it does not matter where a car is

writer takes the stand that

inspected, whether in the delivering or receiving line's yard, as

may

be agreed upon by the roads interested.
Sometimes local
conditions determine this question so there can be no hard and
fast rule about that.
It is understood that the delivering line
is

held responsible for any

to cars

damage that may have been caused

by unfair usage, derailment or accident, or any missing

material that cannot be charged to the owners of cars in inter-

Rules.

is

take a case out on your

ing the car, after the car has been delayed some three or four
weeks. This, of course, makes the inspector of the delivering line

restrictions

years, will be overcome

it

senting the other line.
The inspectors have gotten into a disagreement regarding the condition of a car. The car foreman
will go to that point and ask his inspector what the trouble is
and the inspector will tell his foreman that the car has three
broken sills.
The foreman will examine the car and find three
of the sills with a crack from one half inch to one inch at or
near the transom and he will tell his inspector that these are not
bad enough for repairs.
His inspector 's answer to this will be that he has been compelled
to card for such defects as these all the time since the present
rules were in force and the other inspector 's foreman upholds his
inspector in setting out such cars, which they will not accept
without a defect card.
The foreman will take the side of his inspector and tell his
master mechanic that the car should be carded and that the
defects are of such a nature that they have been carding for all

early

the railroads have been compelled to adopt to transport the com-

laid

You may

Again

interpreters; one inspector working for your line

of the time.

tion within reason.

the loading rules.

a notion taken with the view to see

from other people.

The subject of interchange of cars has given the majority of
you a great deal of concern, as it is a matter of importance to all
persons engaged in the operation of any railroad in this country.
You must all realize that it is of very little use to receive a
car of freight at one point, haul it out the line and then have it
iefused by some other line, as the railroad has not completed its
service until

how different they can be
seems that the lenses in our eyes
are made so that we cannot see but one side or what is to the
advantage of our road on any particular case.
is

Boutet, Chief Interchange Inspector, Cincinnati, O.

November, 1914

it

seems that

it

paper delivered before the Southern and Southwestern Railwav

'hange.

Let us take the situation at Cincinnati. The majority of interchange is made through switching lines or through two or three
yards by the delivering line, the distance between some of the
delivering line and receiving line yards being twenty-six miles.
There are several methods by which inspection and interchange
could be made, all of which the writer claims is within scope of
M. C. 3. Rules.
First.
It could be made by the receiving lines putting their
inspectors in the delivering line's yard and after the cars are side
carded, inspecting and marking out such cars that they want repaired,

transferred

or

carded.

Cars passing the inspectors as
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O. K. for service could be switched out

and delivered

to

Fourth

the
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This

system.

some

has

many advantages

receiving line.

writer's opinion has a great

Cars could be inspected by the delivering line's inspectors and cars that they think should be repaired or transferred
and defects that they think should be cared for, should be carded

other systems.

and delivered to the receiving line.
The inspectors could be placed under the chief interThird.
change inspector and cars inspected in the delivering line yard.
Gars that are required to be set out could be marked out, those

condition going from your line to the other line.

Second.

requiring repairs could be repaired, those requiring transfer could

be transferred and those requiring cards could be carded.
Fourth. Cars could be given a safety inspection in the deliver-

ing line yard by the delivering line's inspectors to see that the
cars are safe to go to the repair or transfer track of the receiving

When

they are delivered in the receiving line's yard they
Cars that
could be inspected by the receiving line's inspectors.
require repairs or transfer are set out for necessary work and the

line.

You have

let

the disadvantage of bad order cars to your line either
is offset by the cars in the same

The advantages are numerous.
the advantage of having your own inspectors in your
own -yard directly under your own supervision and you can require
them to use their judgment, according to the instructions given

by you in the marking out of the cars for repairs or transfer.
Every ear that they mark out is brought to the immediate
attention of the car foreman and for every car marked out that
should not be marked out, you have the remedy which you can
apply directly. The consequence is that they do not mark any
cars out that you do not want marked out and in this manner
save a lot of switching and confusion.
if

a car should have a cotter key out or a bey bolt or

other slight repairs which the inspectors could not

would be necessary for the lines to have twice
as many inspectors or more than would be required under the
other plans, as no road would agree to have a car inspected in a
foreign yard and then switched and handled by a foreign road,
without again being inspected when received in their yard.
You would have the advantage of having all bad order cars set
out in the delivering line yard, consequently, you would only
receive good cars or only such bad cars as were made such after
First system.

It

make

in lees

have them make
mark
these repairs, but if the car was in the other person 's yard the
inspector would make the claim that he was sent there to inspect
time than they could

ent plans.

the

of the

You have

Again,

us see the advantages and disadvantages of these differ-

over

all

for repairs or transfer, which

cars requiring cards could be carded.

Now

but in

disadvantages,

you

the cais out,

and not repair them.
The fourth manner, as described above,

will

cars

interchange

is

done at Cincinnati, as

plished the best results.

it

is

way

the

that the

believed to have accoin

is

It keeps the cars

moving with

little loss

of time and does not set out cars that do not require setting out,
only setting out such cars that are liable to cause damage.

The

inspection.

inspectors in the receiving line yard card for all defects on cars

should be taken into account that no inspector would
take any responsibility if he was placed in the delivering line yard
and if there was any question at all he would set the car out.

that they do not wish set out.

His foreman would not take any great exceptions to this, for
if the delivering line foreman would come to him and tell him that
his inspectors were too close, the only answer he would get would
be that "they were not any closer than your inspectors, for your
inspectors are doing the same in my yard, and when you have your
inspectors set out only such ears as should be set out, I will have
my inspectors do the same thing." The consequence would be, if

defects.

Again,

it

you did not have a chief interchange inspector or assistants located
in each yard both day and night, your line would be blocked in
twenty-four hours with cars that the receiving line's inspectors had
set out for repairs or transfer,

them should not have been
way to destination.

You have

in fact a great number of
but should have been on their

when

set out,

delayed freight, caused extra switching and conse-

The

assistant chief interchange inspector visits each yard each

day, carding all cars set out for repairs, combinations and heavy

This manner of carding has been in effect a little over two
years and while there have been some cases in which the inspectors

have been wrong, where we have been compelled to give rebuttal
cards to straighten the trouble, I have the first case to find where
the inspector wilfully misused the cards.

back of cars for bad condition, except through
instructions of the chief interchange inspector, which consequently
put the set back cars at a minimum.
This manner of interchange is believed by the writer to be the
best system of interchange in the country today, as there is less
friction and contentions than we have ever had with any other
system that has been tried at this point. I believe that it compares
favorably with any other large interchange point in the country

There

is

no

set

down by

quently created additional expense, and also created a feeling
with the shipper that you had not attempted to give him the

and it does not deviate from the
M. C. B. Eules.

proper service.

now bring out a few points with regard to twentieth century inspection," as it is known and handled by us at Cincinnati.
A train of cars will come in on one road, and, when they are

principles as laid

'

I will

has never been found that the delivering
line will inspect and card all cars that the receiving line wants
carded, or set out all cars that the receiving line thinks should

Second system.

It

the

'

side-carded, the inspector goes over them.

If the cars are for

be set out, either for transfer or repairs, nor will they card all
cars for defects that the receiving line wants carded. This system

connections, he will inspect those cars to see that they are safe

has been tried at every large interchange point in the country

go.

and has never proved satisfactory.
You have all of the work to do over, as you are not satisfied
that the other fellow has given you all that you should have had
and as you have to answer for the safety of equipment going
over your line, you want to know positively that it meets all
requirements and will have your own men inspect the cars as they
come to you.
Third system.

men you employ

This does not always prove satisfactory, as the
are under another man's jurisdiction

,nd super-

and you are not always able to get results that you require.
The instructions that you require for your particular line are not
always carried out in the manner you desire, as the instructions
issued to inspectors are of a general nature and about on a par
with what all the roads require. In this way you have your work
to do over f'»r about the same reasons as given in the second
vision

system.

go to the repair or transfer track, and then will let the cars
Some of our interchange is over roads with very heavy pulls,
and they have to be pretty careful with the ears that are safe
to

When

to go over.

the cars reach the receiving line's yard, they

by the receiving line's inspectors. As I stated, he
does not set out the number of ears that he would if he was
in the other fellow's yard, for his foreman is directly after him,
and as soon as he sets out a car, that should not be set out, he
gets after him to know why he didn 't let that car go on. On the
other hand, under the other systems, if he was in the delivering
Conseline's yard, he is going to keep any censure from himself.
are inspected

quently he will set out anything the least bit suspicious to him.

He

delays the ears, because they have to be switched out over

there,

snd possibly some

We

be done.
spection.

that

it

'
'

little

thing amounting to ten cents has to

avoid all of that under the "twentieth century in-

I have never found a case in the little over two years

has been handled that way, where the inspector misused a
where it should not exist.

card, or put on the card

—
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We
much

foreman

invite the

come over

to

there,

man's own yard, and under his own supervision, consequently
there is no occasion for him to find fault, except to attend to the
defect card. I have found some cases where the inspectors were in
error, and I have given rebuttal cards to straighten the matter up.
If a car wants a cotter key, or something like that, they usually

mark

was in the other fellow's yard,
keeps the inspectors working, and
only in such numbers as are actually required to do the work.
We avoid the necessity of having double the number of inspectors,
consequently a good deal of idle time is saved, which is always
don't

the car up.

he would set

it

If

Again,

out.

it

it

We

have found that in some cases, where a
surplus number of inspectors get together, they bring up points,
and are always stirring up trouble.
At first, they would not open box lids to search them. They

likely to

breed trouble.

CAB FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

and we don't have

of that kind of business to report, because they are in the

November, 1914

That

and growing organization, the Car Foremen's Assoits annual meeting at the Drill Hall,
Masonic Temple, Chicago, on Tuesday evening, October 13. As
this evening is always devoted to an entertainment for members
and their families, there was a large attendance which necessitated
the use of the banquet hall on the nineteenth floor also. At the
live

of Chicago, held

ciation

business meeting, held early in the evening, the secretary reported

new members had been received during the past year
and applications of 44 new members had been received that evening.
The following new officers were elected: President, C. J.

that 498

Wymer, general foreman, Belt Ry.

vice-president,

1st

;

La

A.

Mar, master mechanic, Pennsylvania R. R.
2nd vice-president,
A. L. Beardsley, master mechanic,* Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Ry.; treasurer, M. F. Covert, assistant master car builder, Swift
& Co. secretary, Aaron Kline, 841 No. Lawler avenue, Chicago.
;

:

would say

"we

are only inspecting the cars, not the inside parts

They would not put a cotter key in, or
anything like that, but, when they have inspectors in their own
There
yard, they will do what the company wants them to do.
are agreements with some of the companies down there that inor

concealed parts."

spectors only have to do certain duties, but there's a

way

to get

around the most of them. There's usually somebody else to put in
his place, if he is arbitrary. We find them trying to help the matter along.
We have tried to take it to the employees of the railroad that, as an employee, his duties go further than his particular
work, if he has got time to do it, and that these little things
can be done in much less time than it would take to make an
entry on the book and mark the car out. They figure up there that
it costs about $2.00 a car to switch a car out and get it in service
again.
That's not on the mechanical department; it puts it on
the transportation department, but the money comes out of the
have tried to get away from this departmentizing so much,
to get them to realize that what's to the departments

and tried

company's interest, and that, if a man in the
mechanical department can save the transportation department
interest is to the

$2.00,

it is

extract from the address of the

states very well the history

"At

his place to do

it.

new

president, C. J.

and purpose of

it

this organization.

6,

being 'the discussion of subjects of

tion, the object

Wymer,

1897, among a few
was decided to create a permanent organiza-

a meeting held in Chicago, October

local car foremen,

common

in-

engaged in the repair and interchange of cars'.
It resulted in the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago being organized and legally incorporated under the laws of the State of
Illinois with a charter membership of nine members, three of
whom have served this association as president and all have con-

terest to those

tributed largely to

its success.

"The membership
who

of this association

is

composed largely of men

are constantly on the firing line and our meetings have been

confined

almost exclusively to

the

of

discussion

subjects

of

peculiar interest to them, and to this particular feature of our

we

policy

same pocket.

We

An

attribute

the

marvelous success of our organization.

We

meet on equal terms, discuss our problems in an unvarnished
way, good fellowship is promoted, our knowledge increased and
we go back to our tasks with greater respect for our occupation,
with a broader view of our problems and make more useful employes for the companies we represent.

The car department is an important factor in the railroad
and its importance is more and more recognized each succeeding year. Our duties are being enlarged upon and we are increasing our usefulness, and we feel that we should encourage,
'

'

STUD WRENCH.
The accompanying
been

illustration

made a standard

over the system.

It is

and removing stud

shows a stud wrench that has

for use in Canadian Northern shops all

made

bolts.

and
1%-inch hole is

of tool steel,

A

of the hinged portion, and 11 teeth,

&

along the edge opposite the pivot pin.
Drill

service

l£ Hole and Hie Out

II

is

used for applying

drilled in the center

inch deep, are filed out

The swinging portion

Teeth

is

£'PD ,^'Oeep

rather than discourage, the acceptance of added responsibilities,

can only mean growing recognition and better opportunities
for our men.
as

it

"When we
men and
tent

consider the responsibilities entrusted to car fore-

car inspectors especially,

man more

than

average

we must

intelligence

recognize in a compe-

and judgment.

The

safety of the traveling public, the safe transportation of com-

merce,

is

we should

recog-

and give the best service we

possi-

entrusted to their judgment; therefore,

nize our responsibilities fully

bly can.
It is a duty we owe to our companies, ourselves, our
families and to the public at large."

During the evening the past presidents were brought to the
platform and after the new officers had been called upon, Mr.
Wymer, with a few apt words, which were happily chosen, pre
sented each of the past presidents with a gold badge.

Wrench

for Applying

slotted to receive the lever,

Both

or

Removing Studbolts.

which also has 16 teeth to correspond.

sets of teeth are ease-hardened.

The teeth of the swinging portion are on a cam section, so that
by bringing forward the handle, the full 1%-inch hole is open,
and the wrench may be slipped over the projecting stud. Swinging
the handle in the opposite direction causes the cam teeth to grip
the stud, forcing

it

against the stud in the other portion, gripping

The following are the past presidents of the

association: T. B.

Hunt, T. R. Morris, W. E. Sharp, J. C. Grieb, Le Grand Parish,
Henry La Rue, C. R. Powell, I. S. Downing, 0. M. Stimson, T. H.
Goodnow, Peter Peck, W. O. Davies, W. B. Hall, George Thomson, F. C. Schultz and George F. Laughlin.
The orchestra played many popular songs and afterwards furnished music for the dancing. A buffet luncheon was also served
and special entertainers furnished amusement for what proved to
be a highly successful evening.

The wrench may be swung back and forth in
applying or removing, the same as a stillson wrench, but has
the advantage of not slipping off the stud, and in consequence
may be operated much more rapidly. Canadian Railway $ Marine

hold

World,

1915.

the stud securely.

The American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers will
its next meeting at San Francisco, Cal., on March 2 and 8,
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Officers of the Car Foreman's Association

C. J.

Wymer,

A.

Gen'l Fmn., Belt Ry.;
President.

Aaron

A. L. Beardsley, M. M., A. T. &. S. F. Ry.;
2nd Vice President.

Kline,

La

Mar, M. M., Perm. R.
1st Vice President.

R.;

Secretary.

M. F. Covert, A. M. C. B„ Swift's Car Line;
Treasurer.
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ELECTBIC HEADLIGHTS.*
During the

last

two years more locomotive headlights have been

than in all the previous years of electric headlights.
Most of these equipments were installed in compliance with the

installed

As

laws of various states.

the interpretation of these laws has

it was only natural that the
were not made until near the expiration of the time
This resulted in the equipment being installed
set by the law.
in a somewhat haphazard manner, by inexperienced men, and lack
of uniform methods.
Very few of the railroads today have adopted a standard wiring
system, and where such systems have been adopted, they have
not been lived up to. Many railroads are now trying to standardize wiring and equipment, however.
For many years a series type of generator has been in use,
and it was generally conceded to be the only practical machine.
In the last two years all manufacturers of headlight equipment
have standardized on a compound wound machine. While both
types have their advantages and disadvantages, the majority of
the equipments sold today are of the compound wound type.
Three voltages are in use, namely, 6 volt for incandescent lamp
machines, and 30 volt and 110 volt machines for arc or incancandescent.
The 6 volt machine has not found favor on account
of the constant attention necessary to the commutator and the
many cases where these low voltage generators will not pick up.
The 30 volt machine is undoubtedly the best voltage for arc
lighting, but at the present time, it has not been possible to manufacture an incandescent lamp for this voltage that is durable.
The 110 volt machines have been used by few railroads and for
headlight work do not seem practical.
The location of the generator on the engine has caused considerable worry to most mechanical departments, and there is a
wide difference of opinion at the present time. Where possible,
it seems most practical to locate the generator directly in front

caused quite a difference of opinion,
installations

of the cab.

To determine

the voltage of the generator seems to be one of the

hard problems to solve. With the compound wound machine there
is usually about 1% volts drop in the series field coil and practiDetermining the voltcally the same drop in the engine wiring.

November. 1914

have blue prints showing their wiring standards and list of materials.
Wiring in the hand rail has many disadvantages and usually
costs more than a separate conduit.
Nevertheless the majority of
the railroads today are wiring their engines through the hand rail.

Using a

1 in. conduit with condulets at outlets with a special

connection box on the cab, so that the cab or conduit can be
removed without interfering with the wires, offers the best solu-

The cost of such a system will be
than one using armored conductors, and where it is necessary
to take down the hand rail and drill for wires, will be cheaper
than open wiring in the hand rail.
tion of this wiring problem.
less

Wiring of cabs can be done either with wooden cleats, using
and reinforced lamp cord for drops, or a conduit
system.
The disadvantage of a conduit system in the cab is the
difficulty of making repairs by the average headbght man in the
roundhouses.
With the open wiring it requires little experience
The expense of this system is about
to make necessary repairs.
ceiling buttons

A standard fixture for the
water glass and steam gauge lamps should be adopted by each
They should be designed so that the socket will be
railroad.
attached by means of a lamp guard or other means by which

one-third of a conduit installation.

the socket can be taken off for repair.

The

practice of soldering

on sockets should be discouraged.
The committee last year recommended S. B.
and while the majority of railroads are using
fixtures

others

who

feel that the

copper wire.

The

W.

P. copper wire,

this wire, there are

Xo. 8 wire should be D. B. R. C. stranded

cost of this wire will be almost four times thp

weatherproof insulation, and it is extremely doubtful if it
made to last four times as long. There are many argu
ments in favor of stranded copper wire, but its high cost of this
cost of

could be

wire

is

the greatest objection.

Where slow burning weatherproof wire

is

used, the slow burning

insulation should be on the outside with the weatherproof on the
inside.

The committee recommends that a standard list of repair parts
be carried in stock at each terminal point, and that the general
Such a stock
stock be concentrated at a general storehouse.
.an be carried for about $15. When the number of engines justifies

it

an extra generator should be carried in stock at terminal

age by the speed of the turbine has long been the practice, but

points.

the advent of high speed machines has caused the speed indicator

While all railroads have been experimenting for some time with
Mazda, tungsten and nitrogen lamps for headlights, there is not
on the market at the present time a concentrated filament high
candle power lamp that has a sufficiently long life to justify its
There seems no question but that such a lamp will be prouse.
duced within the next few months, as all the manufacturers are now
working along that line. When these lamps are a commercial

to give very inaccurate results.

give the

same voltage

at the

Then, too,

same speed.

all

On

machines will not

account of the fra-

gile construction of a voltmeter, their use could not

be encouraged

The committee believes that the
age headlight man can judge from the candlepower of the

for roundhouse employees.

in the cab without the arc burning whether the generator

the correct voltage or not.

This method requires

much

is

averlights

giving

less

time

and has worked out well on many roads.
The committee would recommend that a standard candle power
and voltage for cab lamps be adopted. It has been found that
the voltage of compound wound generators of the 30 volt type has
a variation in the cab of from 5 to 10 volts, from when the
This
arc load is on to when only the cab lights are burning.
makes it necessary for the cab lamps to be capable of standing
about five volts more than the working voltage of the generator
with the arc load. At the present time, lamp voltages run from
28 to 40 volts used with 30 volt machines.
The result has been
that the lamp manufacturers have not carried a standard headlight lamp and the cost to the railroads have been proportionately

lamp will be a relic of the past on engines, as well
as for shop and yard lighting.
A system of weekly headlight reports is recommended, showing
the number of engine lighting failures, amount of repair parts
This report should be
used and the labor of headlight men.
signed by the headbght man in each roundhouse and O. K. 'd by
article the arc

This report should be forwarded to the men n charge
of headlights over the entire system.
The committee calls attention to the battery headlights which
;

his foreman.

are used with good results on the Southern Pacific.

The lamps

candlepower nitrogen filled tungstens and require 13
are
amperes at 6 volts. The lamps are mounted in standard oil lamp
They also use three cab lamps and two blizzard lamps
reflectors.
140

on each locomotive.

higher.

Many

have built over the old headlight cases used for oil, using
While this seemed to be a necessary expedient at that time, an effort should be made to purchase 18x

The batteries have the capacity to run the entire lighting equipment for 13 hours. The batteries have an e. m. f. of 6 volts and
a capacity of 300 amp. hrs. and the cells are made up of ironThey are mounted on top of the boiler and are
clad lead plates.

10%

removed each trip with a jib crane for charging.

of the railroads in equipping their

engines with head-

lights

the shallow reflectors.

It

in.

is

reflectors,

as the

old reflectors are generally

hard to get a perfect beam of light

worn

out.

with these shallow

reflectors.

Few

roads agree on a uniform system for wiring engines.

Some

The Air Brake Association

will hold its twenty-second annual

convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
•

A committee

report
Electrical Engineers.

presented before the Association of Railway

and

7,

1915.

111.,

on

May

4, 5,

6

+

:
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Theoretical Discussion on Staybolt Breakage
By W.
From

the following considerations,

is

it

L.

Turner and B. E. D. Stafford.*

possible to arrive at

some idea of the magnitude of the stresses and strains which are
set up in locomotive firebox stays, due to the combined influences
of flexure (which is caused by differences of expansion of the
outer and inner sheets) and tension.
If a rod of metal of unit length, and of uniform temperature
throughout, be raised in temperature through 1° F.
length by a certain fraction of

its

its

it

will increase

original length.

"Another

additional rise in temperature of 1° F. will be attended by another

equal increment of length, and so on.

This ratio of the increase

of length per degree F. to the original length,

of linear expansion

efficient

'
'

of the material.

is

termed the "co-

This being known,

possible to determine the change which will take place in the

it is

length of a given bar for a given rise in temperature, viz.

For
Let L
Let C
Let I
Let t

= Length of original bar.
= Co-efficient of expansion (taken as .000007").
= Increase of length.
= Number of degrees rise in temperature.

— = C or = CL.

rise

I

L
L+

=

=

Then for

+ CLt = L

t° rise,

I

= CLt.

+

Final length
I
L
Ct)
(1
(1)
Let us determine the movement or displacement of a member
which is subjected to the combined action of two expanding rods:
Eeferring to Fig. 1, let one of the rods be horizontal and the
.-.

which it is connected by means of bolts or stays.
Eeferring to Fig. 2 (deflection chart), it will be seen that this
sheet is fixed along the bottom rivet line and is free to expand
vertically upwards. It is not fixed on either of the vertical edges,
so we must assume that it expands horizontally equally in both
directions, and consequently we must take a datum line through
the center from which to base our calculations.
Referring now to Fig. 3 (deflection chart), it is easy to see
that if both plates do not expand equally together, the bolts connecting them, if rigidly installed, will be placed under a bending
stress.
The plates will expand equally if they are both always
same
temperature, but if not, there will be differences proat the
portionate to the difference in temperature between the two plates.
In practice, there is certainly a considerable difference existing,
not perhaps when the locomotive is well in running order but
especially so when it is being fired up or cooling down. Difference

and circulation, are the chief
causes which prevent the outer sheet immediately assuming the
temperature of the firebox plate. We need, therefore, take no
in thickness of plates, incrustation

I

Then for 1°

In practice, we have an example of a plate expanding in
the case of a locomotive firebox sheet, and also of a boiler sheet to
ter.

account of the absolute temperature of either of the sheets, but
must only concern ourselves with the existing differences.

Let us assume that we know these differences, and have

cal-

culated the deflection produced on any given bolt or bolts. We
next require to find out, by considering the strains produced in
the flexure of beams, the extent of stresses in the staybolts corresponding to these deflections:
Let S
Fibre stress in pounds per square inch.
c
Distance of fibre from neutral axis
radius of bolt

=
=

=

bottom of thread.
Modulus of Elasticity
26,000,000 pounds per square
to

=

=

E

inch for staybolt iron.

B

= Radius

I

= Moment

of Curvature of Elastic Curve.
ir

of inertia of section

=

d4
for circles.

64

P = Load

on end of beam.
Length of beam, in inches, under

=
M = Bending moment = PI.
A = Deflection, in inches, of beam.
I

For any beam

them both be fixed at points F x and F2 to
•
immovable
two
walls.
Let P x be the position of a member P,
which is connected to the extremities of these rods, and which is
free to follow any path caused by their joint expansion.
Upon
other vertical, and let

,

the rods

now being

to cause

P

to take

raised in temperature, the vertical one will tend

up some position on the

line Pjfe, while the hori-

zontal rod will simultaneously tend to force it out along the line

Completing the rectangle of forces, the resultant force is
found to lie in the direction of the diagonal, P1P2, of the rectangle,
and the resultant position of P will be at P 2 , the end of the diag-

P^a.

onal.

The resultant

P

deflection of

is

E

M

c

R

I

P/3

A =

Deflection.

Ai = Resultant Deflection,

We

=

^hz

P^

+

V2

(2)

any given point on the

An

article in

Bolt Co.

'
'

Staybolts,

'

'

(4)

3Ec

(5)

must be remembered that these formulas are only true when all
beam are in the elastic condition. By means of
them, it is possible to determine the limiting stresses and deflections for any material in the elastic state.
Take the ease of an iron staybolt, 1" diameter, where,
Elastic Limit
30,000 pounds per square inch.
S
E 26,000,000 pounds per square inch.

plate.

Of

course

in all directions

from the

cen-

the house organ of the Flannery

=

=
=
= 4".
c = .428".
I

We

have

X

16

26,000,000

X

30,000
*

SV

APc

3

=

necessary to assume that certain points are fixed in position
in order to find the expansion of other points,
If this is not the

expand equally

3E7

EI

free

Solving for S, we obtain

it is

case, the plate will

=

the fibres of the

now assume

or change of position of

12

X

It

P\P

that F\, Pi, Fo is the boundary line of a
metal plate, and can accordingly calculate the resultant movements

can

3

SI

its

Z*

Then

Al

—=

M1Z

= —

EI

3

H=

V = Vertical

(3)

and for a cantilever beam with the load concentrated at
end

S

P1P2, which length may be easily calculated.
Let
Horizontal Deflection, Pjri

S

- = — ='—

shown by the length of the

line

flexure.

=

A =
3

X

.428

.0144"
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%4 "

is less

than

most

fibres

beyond the limit of

or

elasticity.

not to be inferred that a bolt will necessarily break quickly
if its deflection reaches this amount, or a slight amount over it.
Breakage of staybolts is simply due to fatigue caused by numerous
It

42

but any greater deflection will put the outer-

This

is

repeated bendings backward and forward. Experiments have shown
that so long as the material is elastic throughout, it cannot be

broken by any number of reversals, however great, but, if this is
not so, the number required to break it will depend on the degree
In
to which the material is strained beyond its elastic limit.
practice, there is a large number of bolts which have just passed
this limiting deflection, but which do not always break down in
service, since the time required to put them through the large
number of reversals necessary for fracture is greater than the life

A2

5560

lbs.

per sq.

and

let

A2 ==
S

For finding the

Formula No.

<S 2

= Fibre

30,000

stress due to flexure alone

lbs.

=

3

deflection of

E

— Layout

and

Ai =

tables.

a staybolt due to the expansion of

=

V

DTC.

VH 2 + ^2«

See Table

I.

Vertical deflection.

Resultant deflection.
Distance in inches from

Temperance of

C =

Co-efficient of

fire

expansion

For determining the limiting

Datum

Line.

sheet over outer boiler sheet.

=

.000007".

and

stresses

deflections for

any

material in the elastic state, as in the bending of a staybolt, where

amount of deflection is required which
up to the yield point or Elastic Limit:
the

J2

Formula No. 3

A2 —

will strain the material

(S—Si)
See Fig.

3.

3Ec

— Deflection.
= Elastic limit fibre stress = 30,000 lbs. per sq.
Si = Fibre stress due to tension alone.
= Length of bolt under flexure.
E = Modula of Elasticity = 26,000,000 lbs. per sq.
c = Radius of 1" bolt, bottom of V thread = .428".

Where A2
S

in.

I

in.

Formula No. 4

A

T=

50

X A2
See Table

2.

difference of 50° F. in temperature of fire sheet over outer

boiler sheet taken as

Fig. 2

and

Ai
'a

Then,

to the staybolt deflection chart

per sq. inch.

A2-EC

24,440

Horizontal deflection.

=
Ai =
D =
T =

in.

=

H—
V

us proceed to work out a formula to give us

limit fibre stress

1

Formula No. 2

Where

This limiting deflection.

= Elastic

X

firebox sheets:

the limiting deflections, taking into account the effect of tension.

Let

16

.0117'

The following apply

.5754
Call this Si

— 5560)

the rigid staybolt beyond the limit of elasticity.

Hitherto, no account has been taken of the fibre stresses due to

=

(30,000

=

3 X 26,000,000 X .428
33,384,000
Therefore the allowable deflection of a staybolt 4" long is .0117".
Any deflection greater than this will put the outermost fibres of

of the firebox sheet.

All such stresses
tension caused by the pressure in the boiler.
must be added to those caused by bending. We consequently see
that owing to this, a smaller deflection will be required to put the
staybolt in the breaking zone than if there has been no such pulling action. Taking the case of tension, we have for bolts 4" pitch,
.856" diameter bottom of thread (.5754 square inch area) and a
pressure of 200 lbs. to the square inch, a pull of 4 x 4 x 200 lbs.
to be resisted. The fibre stress per square inch will be
4 X 4 X 200

November, 1914

a basis.

3—

of Staybolts In Side Sheet.

Allowable Limits
Fig.
of Staybolt Deflection.
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Table

I-

—Resultant deflection of stavbolt (A,) due to
Fire sheet temperat

Vert
Bolt

B

A

D

C

E

Lire

fire sheet expansion.
50^-F. higher than outside boiler plate.

H

G

F

I

J
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WELDING ON THE CENTRAL OF GEORGIA RAILWAY.
K

L

By

II

Ron

C. L. Dickert, Asst.

M. M., Macon, Ga.

and oxy-acetylene welding is being used on
of Georgia Railway to great advantage. Both plants
ary, with wiring and piping conveniently arranged
erecting and boiler shops, for handling work at any
Electric

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

De-

Bolt

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

flec-

Row

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

tion

Hon

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

A,

.0176
.0178
.0180

.0162
.0163
.0166
.0171
.0176
.0182
.0189
.0196
.0205
.0214
.0223
.0233
.0244
.0254

.0148
.0150
.0153
.0157
.0163
.0170
.0177
.0185
.0194
.0203
.0214
.0224
.0235
.0246

.0134
.0136
.0140
.0144
.0151
.0158
.0166
.0175
.0184
.0194
.0204
.0215
.0226
.0238

.0120
.0122
.0126
.0132
.0139
.0146
.0155
.0164
:0174
.0184
.0195
.0207
.0218
.0230

.0106
.0109
.0113
.0119
.0127
.0135
.0144
.0154
.0165
.0176
.0187
.0199
.0211
.0223

.0092
.0096
.0100
.0107
.0115
.0125
.0134
.0145
.0156
.0167
.0180
.0192
.0204
.0216

.0078
.0082
.0088
.0095
.0104
.0114
.0125
.0136
.0148
.0161
.0173
.0185
.0198
.0211

.0065
.0069
.0076
.0085
.0095
.0106
.0117
.0129

.0051
.0057
.0065
.0075
.0086
.0098
.0110

0142
0154

.0136
.0149
.0162
.0176
.0189
.0203

.0037
.0045
.0055
.0066
.0079
.0092
.0105
.0118
.0132
.0145
.0159
.0172
.0186
.0200

.0025
.0035
.0047
.0060
.0073
.0087
.0101
.0115
.0128
.0142
.0156
.0170
.0184
.0198

1

2
1
4

(I1S4

.0189
.0195
.0201
.0208
.0216
.0224
.0234
.0243
.0253

.1

A
7
8

8
10
11

12
13
14

0264

To obtain deflection

for

any number

temperature

of degrees

(

.0167
.0180
.0193
.0207

0123

X). multiply the 50° reading by

•

0016

.0030
0044

Vert
Bolt

Each method of welding,

.0141

.0155
.0169
.0183
.0197

X

B

its elastic

M

K

Row
Horz
Bolt

Row
33.2
34.8
36 6
38 3

36.1
38
39 7

39

42
42 8
43 6

1

40.0
41.0
41.8
42.3
42 8
42 9

43.2
43 7
43.8

41 2

44 4

44.6
44.7
45.0
45.0
45 2
45.4

39. S
41.3
43 1
44.8
45.4
45 8
46.6
47
47.1
47.2
46.9
46.8
47.0
46.9

43 6
45 6
47.1
48.9
49.0
49.3
49.7
49 7
49.7
49.4
49 2
48.8
48.9
48.5

48.7
50.9
52.3
53.4
53.2
53.4
53.2
53.0
52.5
52.1
51.5
50.7
50.7
50.2

55

53.7
52 7
52.3
51.8

63 5
64.5
66.0
65.8
64.3
62.4
61.5
60
58.6
57.5
55.8
54.7
54.1
53.4

Tables

1

1

56.8
58.3
59 2
58.2
57,7
57.2
56.5
55.4
54 5

75.0
75 6
75
74.2

90
89 8
86 8
82.9

71

1

77 9

68.3
66.0
64.0
61.8

73 6
70 5
67 4
64 4
62 3
60.1
58 3
57.2
55.7

M

7

£8.0
56.7
55 8
54 7

114 7

1.-8

108.7

137.7
120
106 8

101 5

94

86.0
79 6
75
70.7
67.2
64 4

62.0
59.7
58.4
56 9

1

93.6
84 7
78 5
73.8
69.3
66 2
63 2
61.0
59.4
57.7

365 6
206 6
0.0

234
177.1

V

140 4

117.5
101.3

123 7

104.2
91 7
83 3
76.9
71.2
68
64.6
62 1
60.3

89.6
81.6
75.6
71.5
67.6
64 4
61 7

60.0
58.3

58.6

A,

and

2.

Deflections according to other differences in temperatures

may

be

x

found by multiplying the 50° reading by

—

Temperature of 75°

F.,

what would

be the deflection of bolt A. It
Fifty degree reading in Table 1 shows for bolt A.l. a deflection
.0176 X 75

= .0264"

of .0176" for 75° the deflection would be

50
Fig. 2 represents the layout of a locomotive firebox side sheet

with staybolts pitched 4" apart.
The heavy circles show staybolts covering what is known as the
"breaking zone" of the rigid or ordinary staybolt, which is
simply a straight bar of iron threaded its entire length and screwed

through outer shell of boiler, across the water space and into firebox sheet, when both ends are riveted over, thus forming a rigid
stay, securely connecting firebox to outer boiler shell.

under stress of unequal sheet expansion, inducing an alternating
stress, which when repeated continually, renders the material struc-

weak as the

stress exceeds the elastic limit.

Fig. 3 shows the allowable limits of staybolt deflection not to
exceed, covering the several lengths of water space stays generally

used in the types of firebox shown from mud ring to crown line,
and any deflection greater than these shown, for each row and
length, will strain the staybolt material and render same useless.

Table 1 shows the resultant deflections of staybolts
plate is 50 °F. higher than temperature of outer shell.
tion greater than that
this

shown

in the

same row, Fig.

when

firebox

Any
3,

deflec-

based on

difference of plate temperature, will render the bolt

weak

and unsafe.
Table 2 shows the difference in the amount of temperatures,
between plates under expansion, which will deflect a staybolt beyond
the elastic limit by repeated bending in the locations given.
These charts and tables are presented for the purpose of pointing
to the fact that inequality of sheet expansion in locomotive boilers
is

a most vital subject to consider in dealing with the causes that

lead to staybolt breakage, likewise proving the futility of the rigid
staybolt,

and the advantages of the

ditions existing.

as I see

it,

has

its

advantages: electric

for welding flues to back flue sheet; oxy-acetylene for cutting,
welding cast iron, and brazing brass. Both systems make a very
complete arrangement in a railroad shop, and to get the full benefit
of cutting and welding of this nature each shop should be equipped
with them both.
Both methods are being used extensively on general work. The
best method for each class of work is determined only after a
thorough test has been made, from an economical and efficient
standpoint.
The electric welding outfit is a paying proposition
on flue welding alone, saying nothing of its unlimited field for
welding on boiler, firebox work, steel and wrought iron parts of
all sorts.
The oxy-acetylene, likewise, is a paying proposition for
This
cutting, welding cast iron, malleable and brazing brass.
method also has an unlimited field for welding on boiler, firebox
work, steel and wrought iron parts.
One great advantage we find with the electric is the extreme
localization of the heat, thus avoiding large heated portions of
metal adjacent to the place where the weld is being made. Consequently, when the work cools no strains are set up, causing
failure of weld or buckling of sheets.
This holds true especially
in welding in firebox patches, half side sheets, half door sheets,

The oxy-acetylene, however, can be handled very successfully
on this same class of work, but more care is used in figuring on
and taking care of expansion and contraction.
Our greatest trouble has been that the welding appears too
easy to the operators, and at times we have failures with both
systems due to carelessness of operators, most failures being man
failures that could be avoided by operator using good judgment.

The preparation of patches or any part to be welded is practically the same with both systems.
On boiler plate work, each
piece to be welded is beveled 45 degrees, bringing the two inner
edges together, and the piece to be welded in is bolted securely
with temporary bolts and ripper tV' thick is run through seam
to get rid of feather edges. This done to insure a thorough weld
on inner side of sheets. The weld is reinforced 60% of thick-

Other parts to be welded are beveled
manner.
When welding flues to back flue sheet they are applied in the
usual manner, with copper ferrules, roll, bead and prosser. When
applying copper ferrules, care should be taken to get ferrule below
face of flue sheet, as a good weld cannot be made where copper
ferrule is exposed. After flues are applied test pressure is put on
boiler and all leaks stopped. Flues are then welded to sheet.
Where flues that are in service are to be welded the sheet is
cleaned with sand blast and flues reworked before welding in. Flues
are welded in all heavy power as they pass through shop. On superheater engines, both large and small flues are welded in. Welding in flues has practically eliminated our flue troubles. In several
instances we have been able to save application of new flue sheet
and flues by welding in with the electric welder. One engine in
particular was shopped for new back flue sheet and as we had
just installed the electric outfit we decided to experiment by welding in flues. This was done May 22, 1913; the engine is still in
service and to date has not given a minute's trouble.
We use the oxy-acetylene burning torch to a great advantage in
removing fireboxes. The box is cut up in sections to scrap specifications, staybolts and ra dials are drilled through wrapper sheet and
back head, and rivet burster is used for breaking loose staybolts
from wrapper sheet. The burning torch is used for cutting out
patches and half side sheets, cutting out frames for thermit welding, cutting up scrap boilers, etc.
We are building up crosshead fits on piston rods when loose,
ness of sheet for strength.

Under temperatures of working pressure all heat absorbing plates
expand more or less according to the varying temperatures of furnace and boiler operation, and the relative sheet expansion is very
irregular and affects staybolts accordingly as they bend and deflect

ture of the staybolt as

throughout
point with

etc.

50
thus, with a difference of Plate

are station-

both systems.

.0057
.0071
.0085
•0099
.0113
.0127

50

—

Table 2 Difference in the temperature of plates required (T =degrees F) to strain each bolt to
limit according to its location in side sheet

the Central

flexible stay to cope

with con-

in

a

like

—
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and truck boxes, worn links
reverse levers, worn engine frames, plugging
holes and, in fact, all parts of locomotive and machinery that can
be reclaimed economically, with electric and oxy-acetylene.

worn guides, cellar
and motion work,

bolt holes in driving

We

have been very successful in welding cast iron with oxyacetylene; however, it is a very difficult job and requires an expert
operator. We find it necessary to preheat the entire piece to be
welded, before welding then after weld is. made, while piece is
;

covered over with ground-up asbestos and allowed to
hot,
cool. This is done to prevent cooling off too rapidly, bringing about
undue strains, which in most every case would fail when shrinkage
is

it

takes place.

We

have not been able to weld cast iron successfully with the
we have made some few welds on cast-iron
which are holding up all right so far.
rings,
smoke-box doors and
But on parts that are under pressure or strain we have not been
electric outfit; however,

able to weld successfully.

Our operators are blacksmiths, boilermakers, machinists and copBlacksmiths do all welding on wrought iron, steel and
cast steel; boilermakers do all boiler plate, tank, ash pan, cab and
sheet steel work; machinists handle all cast iron and malleable;
and coppersmiths handle pipe work and brazing brass. We have
regular men on this work and teach others in each department to
One man is assigned to
fill in when the regular operator is out.
generators,
keep up equipcharge
plant,
oxy-acetylene
look after
welding, and
malleable
ment, etc. He also handles cast iron and
assists other operators when necessary.
persmiths.

Frame welding is mostly done with the thermit process, which
has proven very satisfactory, and we have gotten the cost down to
a minimum. We have, however, welded a few light sections of
frames with the electric and oxy-acetylene, they having been in
service some time and have given no trouble.
methods of welding, commonly known as autogenous welding, have stepped into railroad shops and filled a long
With their aid we have been able to reduce cost of
felt want.
Mileage
repairs on work that they are especially adapted for.
of flues is increased; maintenance cost of flues decreased; we reclaim worn parts that otherwise would have to be renewed at a
much greater cost; remove fireboxes with the cutting torch; weld
broken locomotive frames without removing from boiler; apply
patches, half side sheets and door sheets; cut up scrap boilers, etc.
In fact, we figure a saving on everything that is being done with
the different methods of welding in use in our shop.

The

different

HARDENING STEEL IN A FORGE.
By
Many

Albert A. Dowd.

factories use the lead-bath system for hardening high-

steel, and while this arrangement may be very convenient
and save considerable time, it is more than doubtful whether the

speed

results obtained are really economical because of the variations
in cutting efficiency,

which are largely caused by this method.

Several years ago, while making some tests of high-speed steels

of various makes to determine the most satisfactory results under
very severe working conditions, I had occasion to visit the black-

While waiting for
work he was doing, I watched the
hardening process with considerable interest. The blacksmith took
a tool and warmed it for about half a minute over the forge fire
until he had taken the chill out of the steel, and then plunged
smith shop to have some tools rehardened.

the blacksmith to finish the

the cutting edge into a lead bath having a temperature of about
1500° F. After it had attained a bright red color, it was quickly
to another lead bath, the temperature of which was kept
2050°
at
to 2100°, thus bringing the tool up to the required heat
very rapidly, after which it was quenched in an oil and brine bath,
I handed the tools which I had brought in over to the blacksmith
and told him that they were soft and I wanted them rehardened as
soon as possible. They were sent back to me, having supposedly
been put through the same process of hardening as those which I
had seen while in the blacksmith shop. After regrinding they

removed

were again tested and found wanting, being only a little better
This was very disappointing and looked as if the
than before.
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In order to make certain regarding
the point, I decided to make another test with a couple of entirely
new tools on the same piece of steel.
It has always been a fixed impression with me that a tool should
be heated very slowly for hardening, because the rapid heating
has a tendency to open up the structure of the steel to such an
steel

was not up to the mark.

extent that the molecules are so separated that they become
tenacious.
tained,

When

quenched, a close-grained structure

is

less

not ob-

and soft spots are very apt to be found, while there

is also

a lack of cohesion that leaves the tool in such condition that

it

and is therefore short-lived. To test this matter.
I asked the head blacksmith if he would handle them in a somewhat different way, as I wished to test the cutting of the two tools
which had been hardened differently. The first tool was hardened
by placing it in a forge with an ample supply of fuel between
it and the blast nozzle, and was heated gradually until the cutting
edge had attained a bright-red heat. The blast was then forced
and the temperature raised quickly until the color had just verged
on a pure white on the cutting edge about 2200° F. It was then
quenched in a bath composed of 25 gallons of paraffin oil and the
same quantity of lard, and 1 bushel of salt. It should, of course,
be understood that only the cutting edge was carried to the heat
mentioned, and the tool when being quenched was kept in constant
fractures easily,

motion, the cutting edge only being dipped in the solution at first,
but finally the whole tool was immersed until cool. No attempt was
made to draw the temper. The other tool was simply heated over
the forge fire until it was well warmed through, and was then
carried to a bright red in the first lead bath and brought up to
the final heat in the other, the quenching process being the same.
The tools were marked for identification, and were ground and
tested.

The

test

showed that the

was superior

first tool

any of the
was also conTools which had been
to

others which had been tested, while the second one

siderably better than any previous

lot.

by the lead-bath method in the first place were sent back
by the forge method. After this they were tested
and gave excellent results. Among the points brought out by these
experiments were that the structure of the steel was undoubtedly
injured when the tools were heated too rapidly, and also that the
temperature of the highest lead bath fluctuated between 2000° and
2100°, as shown by the pyrometer test, the combination of these two
factors having had such an effect on the tools that their efficiency
was impaired. In the first place, the structure of the steel was
injured, and in the second the heat of the final lead bath was
insufficient by from 100° to 200° to give a heat sufficiently high
for hardening. When using the fire end of the pyrometer in the
high temperature lead bath it was noted that the needle of the
indicator was so sensitive to even a slight movement of the blacksmith 's hands as he tried the heat of the lead with the fire end,
that it was difficult to determine the heat exactly, as the needle
vibrated between 1950° and 2100°.
treated

to be rehardened

The heat was therefore increased

until the needle fluctuated be-

tween 2100° and 2200°, and another tool was carried through by
the lead-bath method and showed a greater life and a much greater
cutting efficiency.
Although none of the tools hardened by this
method was quite as good as those which were forge-treated
throughout, they were very much better than those treated by the
original method and put into the first lead bath in a comparatively
cool state.

There are some manufacturers who have dispensed with the lead
bath in treating high-speed steels and use the forge method entirely, judging the heat by the color of the heated metal, and one
of these obtained the hardest and longest-lived tools I have ever
seen.
There was one high-speed tool which was used on chilled
inch, a speed of 40 feet,
cast-iron tire moulds with a feed of
inch for four months withand a chip ranging from %. inch to
out regrinding. At the end of this period it was still in first-class
working condition. This is a remarkable record for a roughing
tool, and I have never known it to be equaled.
The tool was
hardened by the forge method throughout and cooled in the soluIron Age.
tion previously mentioned.

^

%
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STEAM LOCOMOTIVES OF TODAY.*
Steam and

electric locomotives as rivals in the

same

this country,

field

has

been a favorite subject for discussion before engineering societies
and it is easy to start arguments in favor of each of these rivals

among

the partisans interested.

motive

is to

Whether or not the steam locobe displaced by the electric is, of course, an important
question which will in time be settled by the court that settles all
such questions, that of the treasurer's figures.
For the present
and for the immediate future the burden of transportation falls
and

upon the steam locomotive. If the steam
be perpetuated it is fitting that it should be improved to the utmost limit. If it is to be finally displaced it is
will continue to fall

locomotive

is to

fitting that it shall be so improved in order that progress to
something better shall be intelligently developed upon a solid
foundation. This discussion will be confined to the steam locomo-

progress in the recent past and

523

but physical limitations more rigidly restricted the
in Europe.
Our problem is to
secure maximum efficiency combinel with great size, great weight
and great power which is more difficult. Since the development in
the size and weight has been tremendous, even though these limits
may not yet have been reached, it is now appropriate to concentrate on efficiency.
size

and weight of locomotives

For a number of years the physical capacity of the fireman
horsepower through the fire door determined the capacity
of the locomotive at speeds.
Mechanical stokers have removed
that limitation. It is now possible to fire six tons, and more, of
coal per hour into a locomotive firebox.
This has changed the
problem into one of getting the maximum amount of heat out of
the coal and using it economically in the cylinders. With the large
to shovel

figures

now

prevailing for drawbar pull and weight

it

is

fitting

possibilities for the

that closest attention should be given to the best possible use of

PROGRESS IN CAPACITY.
While efforts individual in character and extent were made in

every pound of metal and every pound of coal. Due to recent
application of several economy producing and capacity increasing
factors great improvements have already been made with promise

tive, its

its

near future.

this country before that time, the first consistent

and systematic

the utmost

power of locomotives within given
restrictions of weight and cross-section clearance was inaugurated
20 years ago. This plan began with an eight-wheeled or American
type passenger locomotive, built for an eastern railroad in January, 1895. This locomotive weighed 116,000 lbs., with 74,500 lbs.
on driving wheels. It provided a tractive effort of 21,290 lbs.
While this locomotive was not the most powerful in passenger
service at that time, it was the first of a chain of passenger locomotives leading in a connected series, by the same builders, up to
and including recent designs of the Mountain type, representing
plan

to

secure

the largest passenger type of present practice.

of more to come.

The

Among

53,000

capacity.

This progress has been rapid, perhaps somewhat too rapid with
respect to improvements in operating facilities and progress in

other

features

of

railroad

equipment.

It

has

been

rendered

by corresponding developments of factors making for
greater efficiency in boilers and in engines. During the past 20
years in this country locomotive development in capacity and in
possible

efficiency,

particularly

during the past

to efficiency, has been remarkable

and

years with respect
worthy of record with

five
is

progress in marine and stationary engineering.

In Europe the relatively high cost of fuel led to efforts to
improve efficiency before this problem aroused serious attention in
•Report of the subcommittee on railroads for presentation at the
annual meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at 29
West 39th street, New York, on December 2, 1914. The report is signed
by G. M. Basford, F. H. Clark and W. F. Kiesel, Jr.

making up heating

Firebox design.
Front and design, draft appliances, exhaust nozzles.

Ashpan design

as to air openings.

Superheating.

Compounding.
Feedwater heating.
Firebrick arches and circulating supporting tubes.
Valve gear.

largest of the

Today the most powerful freight locomotive has two leading
and two trailing wheels and 24 driving wheels. It gives a tractive
effort of 160,000 lbs. and weighs 410 tons.
This locomotive has
hauled a train of 251 freight cars weighing 17,912 tons, exclusive
of the locomotive. The total length of the train was 1.6 miles, the
maximum speed attained was 14 miles per hour. This required a
maximum drawbar pull of 130,000 lbs. This locomotive has six
cylinders and three groups of driving wheels.
A freight locomotive has recently been built having two cylinders and a single group of driving wheels which develops a
tractive effort of 84,500 lbs.
Such has been the progress in

and capacity increasing factors

Boiler design in relationships of the factors

Detail design to secure reduced weight of reciprocating parts

lbs.

lbs.

these economy producing

surface.

This type has

Mountain type weighs 331,500 lbs.,
on driving wheels and produces a tractive effort
of 58.000 lbs. or about three times the tractive effort of the first
design of the series built during a period of 20 years.
In the year 1898 the engineering and railroad world was interested by the appearance of the largest and most powerful locomoThis was the Consolidation type with
tive built up to that time.
a two-wheel leading truck and eight driving wheels. This locomotive was built in Pittsburgh and for a number of years was
the largest and most powerful of its type, and the largest and
most powerful locomotive in the world. Its total weight is 330,000 lbs. weight on drivers 208,000 lbs. and tractive effort
with 240,000

efficiency

are the following improvements:

four-wheel leading trucks, eight driving wheels and two trailing
wheels.

Then the great work of building up the

of the average locomotive to the standard of the best will follow.

and other parts.
Use of high-grade

alloy steels to reduce weights.
Mechanical stokers.
Labor-saving devices for the engineman and fireman.
Improved counterbalancing to permit of greater weight on
driving wheels by reducing dynamic stresses.

And

yet to come

is powdered fuel with possibilities unknown
and in importance. Powdered fuel is in reserve, promising
the ideal method of complete combustion under control more perfect than is possible with present methods other than oil burning
and perhaps with economies impossible to obtain with oil.

in scope

PROGRESS IN EFFICIENCY.
Valuable comparisons may be drawn from the best results of
ten years ago and of today. At the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1904 the tests made by the Pennsylvania Railroad revealed
important figures concerning locomotive performance at that time.
It was shown to be possible to obtain equivalent evaporation from
and at 212 deg. of 16.4 lbs. of water per sq. ft. of heating surface, indicating the power of locomotive boilers when forced.
It

was shown that when the power was low, the evaporation per
pound of coal was between 10 and 12 lbs., whereas the evaporation
declined to approximately two-thirds of these values when the
These results compared favorably with those
boiler was forced.
stationary
practice, whereas the rate of evaporain
good
obtained
tion in stationary practice lies usually from 4 to 7 lbs. of water per
In steam consumption the St. Louis
showed a minimum of 16.6 lbs. of steam per i. h. p., per hour.
In coal economy the lowest figure was 2.01 lbs. of coal per i. h. p.,
the minimum figure for coal per dynamometer h. p. was 2.14 lbs.
These records were made after the superheater had become a
factor in locomotive practice and they represent economies attained by aid of the superheater in one of its early applicaThis is important in the light of the recent development
tions.
of the superheater. These remarkable figures have never received
the attention which they deserve from engineers.
They serve,
however, to show that 10 years ago a steam locomotive had
attained results which were worthv of the best attention of the

ft.

of heating surface per hour.

tests

'
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engineers

Since then

of the time.

made and today

greater

RAILWAY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

has been

progress

locomotives of larger capacity than those con-

cerned in the St. Louis tests have given better results.

The

of Railway Electrical Engineers held its
annual convention at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on
October 27 to 30, 1914. The sessions were presided over by the
president, C. E. Gilman, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
In his address at the opening of the convention, he spoke of the
work accomplished in past years and outlined the future work

number less than 16 lbs. A reduction of
10 per cent in fuel and 12 per cent in water is remarkable as a
result of a development of 10 years.
This coal performance was
recorded by a Class E 6 S Pennsylvania Eailroad locomotive
while running at 320 r. p. m. and developing 1245.1 i. h. p.
The
locomotive
same
gave a fuel rate of 1.9 lbs. while running at the
Bame speed and developing 1750.9 i. h. p. The best water rate
was given by Class K 2 S A Pennsylvania Eailroad locomotive
while running at 320 r. p. m. and developing 2033.1 i. h. p. These

of the association.

14.6 lbs. with a large

high powers indicate that the locomotives were not coddled as to
output of power in order to show high efficiencies, but that high

accompany actual conditions of operation in severe
As to power capacity expressed in terms of evaporation,

efficiencies

it is

interesting to note that the

from and

maximum

Association

seventh

Voluminous records of recent investigations of locomotive performance taken from the Pennsylvania Eailroad test plant at
Altoona show that the best record of dry fuel per i. h. p.-hr. down
to the present date is 1.8 lbs. with a large number of less than
2 lbs., while the best performance in dry steam per i. h. p.-hr. is

service.
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equivalent evaporation

On Tuesday

afternoon the committee on loose leaf binders made
At the mid-year meeting this committee made a re-

report.

its

port recommending a 6x9 inch size of sheet and only a progress
report was made at this time.
The committee on data and information contributed some interesting matter on car lighting, shop

and station equipment and traveling cranes.
was presented

lighting units in railroad service

A

summary of

in

the following

table.

Total

Number

Eeported

Lamps
D. C. Lamps
Magnetite Arc Lamps
Flaming Arc Lamps
A. C. Arc

Per Cent

9,600

21

8,096

17.7

1,429

3.1

1,252

2.3

734

1.6

hour on

500-watt Tungstens

These figures of high e'rEciency
were obtained from locomotives which represented not only very
careful, general and detail design, but their design included
several of the improvements making for greater capacity and
higher efficiency, without which the results could not have been

400-watt Tungstens

1,576

3.5

250-watt Tungstens

11,205

24.7

9,030

19.8

at 212 deg. per sq. ft. of heating surface per

the Altoona test plant

is

23.3 lbs.

attained.

Having

in

mind the

facts that steam locomotives are power

150-watt Tungstens
Nitrogen Filled Tungstens
Cooper-Hewitt
Quartz Tube
Nernst Lamps

489

1.7

1,516

3.3

55

.1

570

1.2

plants on wheels, built to meet rigid limitations of weight, both
static

and dynamic, and that the use of condensers

is

impossible,

engineers in general must admit the high character of the work
of locomotive designers which has attained these results.

Greater efficiency which

revealed on the test plant and through

is

reports of engineers would be important because

progress
ance.

is

being

made

proves that

it

in the possibilities of locomotive perform-

Improvement which

is

revealed by operating statistics and

which, therefore, appears in the records of the treasurer
is

the real test in this case.

It is important to

know

's

office

that increased

power of locomotives attained largely through the development of
economy producing and capacity increasing factors has produced
results which the financial reports of railroads prove beyond question. A recently published list of train tonnage on 45 prominent
railroads indicates

that

16 of these roads have increased their

average freight trcin loads by over 30 per cent during the last
five years.
Credit must be given to the improvement in the loco-

motive for most of this development.
These figures reveal the
value of increased power and efficiency of steam locomotives and
the end

is

not yet in sight.

WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE.
American locomotive development to its present state would have
been impossible without the use of the improvements already mentioned.

It is believed that all these are

capable of

still

further

Other tables were presented showing car lighting costs and the
number of lamps, generators, shop motors, electrically operated
transfer tables and turntables in use on roads in this country.
Four tables were devoted to the number of the various types of
motors in service. The committee stated that a very chaotic condition exists in the matter of motor sizes for traveling shop cranes
and presented a table grouping the cranes reported by tons capacity
together with the horse power of the various motors. The following comment was made on this table
There is an extremely wide
variation in motor sizes, take for instance, the 5 ton crane: Here
we find a variation in main hoist motors from 2 h. p. in the first, to
30 h. p. in the last. A similar variation and lack of uniformity
seems to exist in both traction and side movement motors, and
further, there seems to be no definite relation between the sizes of
side movement, traction, and main hoist motors. A similar variation seems to exist among all the crane sizes.
The first order of business on Wednesday morning was the report of the committee on standards. Its recommendations covered
axle pulleys, generator pulleys and taper fits on armature shafts.
The committee co-operated with the car lighting companies in
'

:

'

'

its

work.

Charles E. Sugg, of the Atlantic Coast Line, presented

the report of the committee on electric headlights which
lished

elsewhere.

is

repub-

The report on electric traction is also reproThe committee on industrial trucks recommended

development, making for still greater economy in the use of fuel
and, therefore, promising greater power capacity. It is the object

duced elsewhere.

of the committee to present power capacity for discussion by
those who are engaged in perfecting and improving steam loco-

and a potential of 24 volts for general industrial truck service.
Standards for tires and wheel sizes were also given, a 2" depth
of tire being recommended. Wednesday's program was concluded
with the reading of a paper by Frederick H. Millener, of the
Union Pacific, on "The Wireless Telegraph and the Wireless
Telephone as an Adjunct in the Operation of a Eailroad." Dr.
Millener gave a review of the work he has done in this line of
the Union Pacific and illustrated it with lantern slides.
On Thursday morning the committee on head end equipment

motice practice in this country. It is the hope of the committee
that engineers who are devoting their attention to the design of
locomotives as a whole and those who are engaged in the develop-

ment of the various

details

which have contributed to the high

steam locomotive of today will discuss the progress
of the recent past and reveal possibilities for future development
efficiency of the

and improvement

in capacity

and

efficiency.

a standard capacity of 4000 pounds, a speed of 5 miles per hour

presented the results of

KANSAS

CITY, Mo., on November

station, of which

it

is

justly proud.

1,

opened up

its

new Union

The project included the

construction of a belt line around the city and the construction

of two freight yards, in addition to the new $6,000,000 station.
entire project cost over $40,000,000.

The

main

its

investigations which consisted in the

of a description of the head-end system recently placed in

operation on the Northern Pacific by the Gould Coupler Co.

The

an extract from the report:
'
The saving on other roads of course depends on the wages
paid to train electricians and other details of operation, but
following
'

is
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any case

it

would no doubt be considerable.

This because

the efficiency of the locomotive is approximately four tLues that

of the turbine at one-third load and also because with the Unit
Axle System all manual attention on the road is unnecessary.
It has also proved unnecessary on the Northern Pacific to add
local or terminal inspectors due to the use of this system.
The
men who have taken care of the steam head end sets have no
trouble taking care of the unit axle machines.
In fact, due to
the fact that no terminal charging is necessary with the Unit
Axle system, they have more time to spend on inspection of machines.

"The

saving in coal, which we find amounts to approximately

one and one-half tons per night, not only effects a considerable

money

saving, but also

makes

it

easier for the

power

to handle

the trains in cold weather."

A

committee of which S. W. Everett (A. T. & S. F.) was
chairman, presented standard rules for car wiring, covering conduits, wires,

switchboards, regulator lockers, fixtures, generators

and suspension, battery boxes, charging receptacles and fans.
Reports were also received on outside construction and yard lighting and on illumination.
The later report was confined to the
completion of the report on the day coach lighting tests; the investigation of special subjects;

the illumination of classification

yards, and a resume of recent developments in arc

and incandes-

cent lamps.

The committee on wire

specification

had prepared a compre-

hensive report on the subject which was read to the convention.

was read. A report on
yard facilities for charging batteries was also presented to the
convention.
The following officers were elected for the coming
year: President, H. C. Meloy, L. S. & M. S. Ey., Cleveland 0.;

On Friday

the report on shop practice

1st vice-president, E.

2nd vice-president,

W.

Jansen, Illinois Central K. B., Chicago;

C. J. Causland,

Penn. R. R.; secretary-treasurer,

A. Andreucetti, Chicago & North Western Ry., Chicago. The
manufacturers ' exhibit was an excellent one, covering both the ball
room and the Red room.
J.

GAS-ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR, S. P. & S. RY.
The Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway has contracted
with the General Electric Company for a gas-electric motor
car, which will be the first car of this type to be employed
on this railway. It is the intention to place the car in operation between Portland and Rainier, Ore., on the Astoria-Columbia division of the road.
Steam trains are now making two round trips each way per
day between these two cities, 45.8 miles apart, leaving Rainier
7:40 a. m., arriving at Portland 9:40 a. m., and leaving Portland 12:50 p. m., arriving at Rainier 2:40 p. m.; leaving
Rainier 3 p. m., arriving at Portland 5 p. m., and leaving
Portland 5:35 p. m., arriving at Rainier 7:25 p. m.

The
miles.

total distance for the four single trips per

The

gas-electric

motor car

will

day

is

183.2

be required to haul

525

regularly one 25-ton trailer, seating 60 passengers.

when

At

times,

heavy, it may be necessary to haul two trailers
of this capacity on both round trips.
The schedules of trains
traffic is

composed of the motor car and two trailers will be increased
10 minutes each run, with stops of not more than 30 seconds.
The maximum grade on this section of the railway is one-half
of one per cent, extending over a distance of about 3 miles;
but, in general, the road follows the Columbia river grade and
is

nearly level.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway runs from Spokane, Wash., through Portland, Ore., to Warrenton, Fort
Stevens and Holladay on the coast. It connects with Seattle,
Wash., over the Great Northern Railway and the Northern
Pacific Railway.
Other connecting lines are the Oregon Trunk
Railway, Oregon Electric Railway and the United Railways.
The road embraces a total of 556 miles, standard 4-foot, 8%inch track gauge.
The rolling stock equipment comprises 69
locomotives, 98 passenger cars and 740 freight and miscella-

neous cars.

The

gas-electric

motor car for

as type RE-70-B-21.

The

this railway is

details

what

is

known

of construction conform in

general to those of the standard cars manufactured by the
General Electric Company. It will be noticed, however, that
the baggage room in the car is about twice the usual length
in order to transport the large quantity of express handled,
particularly the heavy shipments during the fruit season.

The specific dimensions of the car are 70 feet 11% inches
over bumpers by 10 feet 6% inches wide over all. It weighs
approximately 51 tons and has a seating capacity for 68 passengers.
The interior is partitioned into four compartments.
The cab in front, containing the power plant apparatus, measures 11 feet 11 inches long; next is the baggage room, 20 feet
10% inches long; then the smoking section, 12 feet 6 inches
long; and the passenger compartment, 20 feet 5% inches long.
The car is equipped with two CB-205, 600-1200 volt, box
frame, oil-lubricated, series, commutating pole railway motors
having a total of 200 horsepower capacity. The motors are
mounted with nose suspension directly on the axles of the
forward truck. They are insulated for 1200 volts so that they
may be interchanged, if desired, with the motor equipments
on the cars of the Oregon Electric Railway, which operates
on the 1200-volt system. The generating unit consists of an
8-cylinder, 4-cycle gas engine of the "V" type, direct-connected to a 600-volt, commutating pole electric generator, designed to meet the special conditions the service demands.
The body of the car is of the all-steel type of construction,
except the seats and interior finish, which is of mahogany. A
rear open platform entrance with body and platform railings
The bearings and treads and flanges of the wheels
is provided.
The trucks are of the heavy
conform to MCB standards.
spring bolster type with elliptic bolster and coil equalizer
springs.

Gas-electric Motor Car, S. P.

&

S.

Ry.
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HOW

TO USE THE TECHNICAL JOURNAL.*

the time is advisable for anyone. Mere quantity
mentally detrimental. If one might advise, it would
be to suggest enforced systematic reading of all articles particularly bearing on the line of work the reader is immediately engaged upon, and the optional reading only of such other articles

ing articles

In 1880, the engineer treasured and indexed almost every scrap
of printed matter on any engineering subject that came his way.

Today his task is to sort out, discard and eliminate that which
he can no longer use, and limit himself to the inspection and reading of that which bears principally on his selected professional

November, 1914

of reading

all

is

This ought not to be much of a task.

as interest him.

In course

specialty.

of time as his experience broadens, engineering reading will be-

That we cannot keep abreast of the times without reading the
is obvious.
That if we carefully read all
the engineering journals in our chosen specialty we would have
no time left to earn a living is easily capable of demonstration.
What, then, is the proper attitude to adopt toward this everincreasing flood of information that pours in upon us so relent-

come

engineering journals

lessly?

subscribers' attitude toward paper.
we look about us to see how our fellow engineers solve this
matter we shall find a great variety of attitude toward the problem.
Some engineers simply do not take engineering journals,
If

reading one occasionally here and there as opportunity offers.
Others take all they can afford to take and let them pile up around
the office, often unopened and unused.
Others still limit themselves to a select few, which they carefully bind and shelve. Still
others read journals when they can, and throw them away when
they move on.
paper,

As a

rule,

and endeavors

fashion to preserve

however, the engineer prizes his technical

its

some

and formless sort of
information for future use. Generally he

in

ill-defined

any practical scheme which makes his rapidly accumulating material of much value to him after it has once passed
under his eye, and for a large number of engineers technical
journals are only professional newspapers with which to idle away
an hour or so and satisfy their curiosity. That their value is
something much more than this, or should be more than this, is
so apparent as to need no denial.
The problem of the engineer with his technical paper is much
affected by his age, station and aim in life.
To the man who is
engineering only to get money and more money, the engineering
journal is a newspaper, in which he may notice mainly where
there are better jobs than his own that may be sought after and
fails to find

perhaps obtained. To the man who is anxious to fit himself every
year of his life for something better it is an opportunity, quite
unequaled many years ago, for a great variety of study. To the
young engineer the engineering journal, properly read and noted,

a part of a post-graduate course in engineering. To the middleaged man it is a mine of data, bearing in all sorts of ways on
his work; and to the mature specialist only does it begin to become
burdens
repetition of experience, and its volume of
is

matter on Bubj
digested.

him at least, been well
how each of these classes

Iready, to

Let us see

outline

i;

car

the n atter contained in the engineering

the indifferent, who, after thejr

jour.
al is

wur

looked over, let it

go to waste or

idleness.

PROBLEM OF YOUNG ENGINEER.
The young engineer and the college graduate need, most of
practical experience.

all,

It is safe to say that engineering literature

have any proper perspective for him until he has been
connected in some capacity with engineering work himself, be it
in ever so modest a capacity. With the actual doing of engineering work, however, should come contemporaneously the reading of

will never

particularly along the lines in which he is
Nothing can be more instructive, broadening, and enlightening to a man doing a particular kind of work than reading
about similar work at the same time. It follows, therefore, that
the young engineer should, as early as possible, take at least one
first-class engineering journal and own it himself; bind it if he can
afford to, but lay it away in an orderly manner, in any event.
If he can afford two journals so much the better.
It is to be doubted if laborious reading of all kinds of engineertechnical

journals,

working.

Railway Journal of a paper presented by
consulting engineer, Chicago, at the Convention
of the Federation of Trade Press Associations, Chicago, September 2426.
While this is from the viewpoint of the professional engineer, it
contains many hints of value to the railway man.
* Abstract

in the Electric

John W. Alvord,

burdensome and more interesting because its relation
practical matters will be more and more appreciated, and the

to

less

discriminating use

Of
is

of engineering literature better understood.

course, all this appbles to engineering societies as well; but that

another story.

probably not wise for the youug engineer to indulge extensively in card indexes, filing systems, and the like, for topically
arranging his available engineering journal articles.
Few men
know very early in life where fate and interest will land their
future attention, and filing systems and special indexes are expensive and time consuming, and when indulged in without definite
aim nearly always quickly become too voluminous and thereby
useless.
If any suggestions are made along this line, it would
be to start a loose leaf, letter size (8%-inch x 11-inch page) notebook and note in it (separate pages for separate subjects) only
what appears to be extremely useful, either in exceedingly brief
abstracts from articles, or diagrams and costs.
The young engineer is tempted to read much about large enterthe Panama Canal, big bridges, astonishing tunnels, great
prises
dams. This does no harm, and probably holds his interest for the
time being. Gradually he learns that, for him at least, the chief
value of the technical journal does not lie in its dramatic side,
necessary as that may be for our general information, interest
and pleasure, but its chief value lies in a fund of small things,
which make up routine work of the ordinary every-day job. These
are to be watched for, and noted, as practically useful to the
average man.
THE MIDDLE-AGED READER.
We next come to the man in early middle life, actively engaged
in his profession, and note at once that his problem with the
technical journal is the absence of "time." Absorbed in a multitude of responsibilities, harassed with unexpected difficulties, worn
out at night with the long day of strain, how shall he derive
any useful good from the multitude of journals which his more
ample income can readily afford, but which pile high on his table
Whether or no such
after every brief absence from the office?
an engineer shall make any effort systematically to assimilate, file,
and study current technical journals depends in part upon the
nature of his routine. If he is largely engaged in administrative
work, or is a salaried officer in a large enterprise with a comparatively limited range of problem or a limited call for miscellaneous
data, he may generally be content with a cursory examination of
the engineering journal such as will keep him qualified on his
undertaking, and the preservation of such journals in bound form,
with the standard published indexes. If, however, he is entering
upon novel work, or work presenting a great variety of problems,
overlapping into a great variety of fields, ambition will compel
him to do more than this, and some form of special indexing will
appeal to him more or less strongly as he feels the need more often
It

is

—

for research in up-to-date material.

The average

a technical article with only
a brief inspection a sentence here and there, a headline, and a
moment's reading of the summary and conclusion. Long familiarity with matter of a similar character gives him the assurance
that he can detect in this rapid review anything novel, new, or
original, and can fairly pass judgment upon it in a general way.
The working engineer who has had some experience with technical literature can form the same habit, and save much time.
It is really wonderful how much repetition there is in engineering
It thus
writing and in the production of engineering papers.
of
seeing
same
much
the
under
the
necessity
are
happens that we
in
varying
form,
for
facts and principles repeatedly published
some one is always attracted to really read them, with consequent
benefit to himself, under the belief that thev are new and novel.
editor can judge of

—
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The mature engineer notes that a large amount of engineering
literature is of the purely descriptive order, merely giving outline

of work that has been accomplished without going into reasons
or principles.'

has

its

All this kind of writing

proper place, but

One

tions.

all

valuable and useful, and

is

of this class of literature has

of the most severe of its limitations

is

rarely

it

and

in these

the most valuable lessons to the seeker after truth.

One is
much

describes mistakes, errors of judgment, or failures,
lie

its limita-

that

obliged to read between the lines or read with reservation,

as one does in reading accounts of battles in the daily press.

It

always wise to look back and note the origin of the dispatches
in such cases.
A tremendous lot of engineering literature is written which is
of little permanent value. Often it represents the writer's struggles
Often it is compiled largely from a
to understand a subject.
Fortunately the editors of the technical
desire for publicity.
papers can limit this kind of reading by care in selection.
is

SEPARATING WHEAT FROM CHAFF.
But amid all these drawbacks a discriminating mind will always
find a great deal of wheat amid the chaff, and the wheat that will
be gleaned will be of differing kind and amount, depending upon
the type of mind of the reader, his present problem, and his
What, therefore, shall he
desire to systematize his information.
do with his special selection when once he thinks he has separated

from the

it

raw material?

flood of

Several courses are open to him:

may

on his memory and the published index to
few engineers
really make much practical use of this method.
The intervening
index and the bother of a search prove to be discouraging to that
degree that a proposed reference search is abandoned in about
First,

his

he

rely

bound volumes.

It is safe to say, however, that

The

is one in
one can put his hand immediately and accurately on the thing itself, be it a book, pamphlet.
or a data sheet.
Second, he may keep a special card index of important data and
reference to valuable articles.
This at once involves labor and
attention which few busy men can give and which, if done by

one-half the suggested attempts.

which, with the least

amount of

ideal filing system

effort,

assistants or librarians, largely loses its personal value to the one

who needs

it.

The same objection as

to the discouraging effect

of intervening indexes holds good here, too, and

it is

to say that of all the contrivances for indexing the
to handle readily

Third, he
loose-leaf

may

and examine rapidly
standard

letter-size,

articles of special value

to be filed in regular office

difficult

the card index system.

abstract important data in a limited

transparent paper,

remove or detach

is

further safe

most

from out

way on

and he may
his journals,

system, like correspondence.

file

The writer has tried all of the above methods at considerable
cost in time and patience, and has, for many years, settled upon the
third method.
With all its admitted limitations it seems to be
office which is expected to find out information
on a great variety of subjects in a limited time, and with the least

the best for an

amount of

effort.

plishments of his friends, and the addresses of society presidents
and articles on the ethics of the profession. Of failures he is the

keen student. The personal column appeals to him, and if he is
of rightmindedness he is conscious of more pleasure than formerly
in the accomplishments of those who have succeeded and succeeded
well in dire and burdensome responsibility. More often than the
young man he will turn back for his satisfaction to papers that
served him well in times past, and perhaps smile at the lack of
improvement that later attempts to deal with their subject often
show.
Technical papers, along with the technical societies and their
proceedings, form the repository of the professions; they are the

interchange of experience, the

the

come

finally

advancing years.
literature of use?

much passed

common

store

Without them we would be strangely

draw.

more or

less

common

the mature and experienced engineer of

How
It

can he

fifty or sixty

By Paul

H.

illustration

the finished link

is

shown

in Fig. 6.

Precaution must be exercised in the amount of stock used in
the jaw in order to get the jaws to fill out uniformly at P as

M

shown in Fig. 6. The point
of the heading tool shown in Fig.
4 must start to drive the stock at the same time as the point N or
the desired results will not be obtained as shown in the illustration of the finished link (Fig. 6).

On

the last operation the back

stop of the machine must be used.

Throughout

all

the operations the steel must be heated to a

welding heat.
In order to retain the desired welding heat in
conveying the forging from the furnace to the machine dies I
have used EZ welding compound to keep the heated metal from
oxidizing when coming in contact with the air.
In working or
welding iron, clean sand is very good. The above forging has
been tested both as to tensile and torsional strength and found

.Stock

w**"

O.H Steel

life,

need for engineering literature lessens. Out of the mass of
seemed to him so overwhelming and endless in his
youth and early manhood, fundamental principles emerge like
peaks out of the clouds, and upon these as foundation all detail
classifies itself simply and naturally, and therefore he feels less
need for accumulated data or particular description. Probably no
one enjoys engineering reading as does the mature engineer, for he
can read between the lines and find much to instruct as well as
interest, and yet while he is probably the most interested and
his

detail which

intelligent reader of engineering literature that the journals have,
his ambition as a collector is

gone and

filing

systems no longer

appeal to him.
If his acquaintance

is

wide,

lie

reads with interest the accom-

are

Grove, Ind.
shows the manner of making a Pullman or
motor truck swinging link on a forging machine. This is made
of open hearth steel. Fig. 1 shows the material prepared for the
dies and sheared to a length with enough material for two links,
thus enabling the operator to do without the aid of tongs. Holes
of i|" diameter are punched and %" round iron is used for
rivets.
The stock size is %"x4". Two heavy strokes under a
steam hammer rivets the two pieces together, giving for the first
The stationary die and the
operation a bar size of l^'x^'.
heading tool form and weld the spring plank bearing head, the
material being dropped into the die in a vertical position and
formed as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the finishing or shaping die.
The work is put
into these dies from a horizontal position. This illustration shows
the heading and stationary die, the machine stroke having gone
to its full length, thus finishing the second operation.
Fig. 4
shows the link jaw and heading tool on the third operation. Fig.
5 shows the link jaw and heading tool in the stationary die and

The

make engineering and technical
when an engineer has

years of age and has led an active

We

SPRING SWINGING LINK.
Cain, C. C. C. & St. L. R. R., Beach

safe to say that

is

helpless.

all

indebted to everyone who records his experience for
use, and that debt we should endeavor to helpfully

entirely satisfactory.
to

upon which we

repay in kind, but wisely, concisely and thoughtfully.

THE MATURE ENGINEER.

We

527

Spring Swinging Link.

—
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their efficiency has

JACK, THE TIME KILLER

been somewhat of a question among forge shop foremen. However, at present, the forging machine is progressing far beyond
any equipment on the market. My own experience and recent

There's a prospect to see in the morning;
But before Jack attempts any work,

The method of making machine forgings and

tests

taken on forging machine forgings convinces

DAIRY CARS,

B.

&

me

He

settles the war for an hour or more
In a talk with the telephone clerk.

of this.

He looks at a couple of letters,
And sketchily skims through the news,
And says that the dope bears out his fond hope

O. R. R.

Advanced steps in the interest of public health have been taken
by the Baltimore & Ohio with the placing of four modern and

That the Giants are going to

He goes out to luncheon at noontime,
And sits 'round and puffs a cigar,

sanitary dairy refrigerator cars in service to handle milk daily

Ohio and the Pittsburgh market.
The new cars which were built in the Mount Clare shops, at
Baltimore, according to specification approved by the United
between points

in

While he stoutly contends to a couple of friends
That this fighting is going too far.
He is back on the job at two-thirty

States Department of Agriculture, will insure the arrival of milk

And

Pittsburgh at a temperature of forty-five degrees from the
Newton Falls, Chardon, East Claridon,

in

points after a run of five hours.

and intermediate
All possibility of the growth

of bacteria while milk

is

transit

At

removed, health authorities

same type as postal

cars,

as

tallies are

scored

or hotel in the evening

out the Russian campaign.

He

'round

sits

till

bedtime deploring

The prices of foodstuffs and cotton,
Then he climbs into bed, wearied out and half dead,

In appearance the cars are
being sixty feet long and so con-

And wonders why

provide practically hermetical sealing, which is
essential in the hauling of milk for long distances from dairy

structed

board where the

for a full hour or more.

the bunch of his newly born hunch
That the plans of the Allies are vain.

with the general cleanly appearance.
the

home

his

He plans
He tells all

and railroad officials stating that the new cars will retain their
uniform temperature for forjy-eight hours with but one icing
when the thermometer registers ninety degrees.
The interior finish of the cars is of white enamel, affording
every precaution against the harboring of germs and in harmony

a quarter past four,

till

strolls to the

And "fans"

Painesville, Chicago Junction

is in

sticks

Then he

creameries at Ravenna,

West Farmington,

lose.

to

business

rotten!

is

—Author

Unknown.

regions to central markets.

"Milk Refrigerator"
The

is

lettered

on their sides in gold

cars have double floors of yellow pine

leaf.

and are covered with

most improved sanitary floor covering in use.
The material permits of a thorough flushing of the cars in clean"ilexolith," the

ing the equipment.

The

cars are designed for brine refrigeration

and represent the

highest development in scientific refrigeration of milk.

In each
end are ice bunkers, extending from floor to roof, containing six
brine tanks in which are carried ice and salt.
Two bulkheads
five inches thick

with refrigerator doors, are built across the cars

William Harrison succeeds William Deveny as general foreman
Topeka 4~ Santa Fe at Newton, Kan.

of the Atchison,

M. W. Roloson succeeds E. P. Gray as general foreman of the
4~ Santa Fe at Arkansas City, Kan.

Atchison, Topeka

B. A. Eldridge succeeds K. S.
Atchison, Topeka

Sf

of the Atchison, Topeka

ity for thirty ten-gallon cans.

the Atchison, Topeka

was the

prolonged effort by the Department of
Agriculture that every safeguard be taken for the protection of
milk from deterioration en route which suggested the new cars.
result of

The practice of dealers is to pre-cool before loading, so that the
new cars will be saved a change in temperature and bacterial
growth

be prevented.
The average haul of milk to the Pittsburgh market is 130 miles,
from points in northern Ohio, but the possibility of contamination
while in the new-design cars has been removed. Experts from the
will

Department of Agriculture are showing keen interest in the new
equipment, and it is likely that the specifications will be adopted
as the standard in the future construction of dairy cars.

Daily

records of the temperature are being taken, together with data

W.

Hartley

D.

Atchison, Topeka

4"

Santa Fe, with

office at

Topeka, Kan.

succeeds A. G. Cunningham as foreman of the

4~

Santa Fe, Coast Lines, at Barstow, Cai.

S. C. Dcnvs succeeds R. S. Cook as purchasing agent of the
Cedar Eapids 4" Iowa City, with office at Cedar Rapids, la.

Everhart has been appointed master mechanic of the

E. A.

Western, succeeding A. L.

Charles City

Ellis.

His

office

is

at

Charles City, la.

A. J. Eichenlatjb succeeds J. B. Rogers as general foreman
of the Chicago 4" Eastern Illinois at West Frankfort, 111.
0. E.

Chicago
L.

Shaw
4~

succeeds H. G. Love as general car foreman of the

Eastern

Chapman

the Chicago

on changed conditions in dairy product transportation through the
advent of the new cars.

Ashmore.

The Chicago & Alton is building an eight-stall roundhouse and
a small machine shop and power house at Brighton Park, 111. The
buildings are of concrete and brick construction.

foreman of the

111.

B. P. Phelps has been appointed engineer of shop extension of

as to the quantity of ice consumed and other information bearing

Before the cars were put into service, they were opened for
public inspection and were visited by health authorities, physicians, milk dealers and representatives of the press.
The cars
are in regular service between Chicago Junction and Pittsburgh,
at which points icing stations have been established.
They are
expected to make a round trip before being repacked and will
arrive in Pittsburgh from Chicago Junction and Painesville on
train No. 10, at 10:10 p. m.
B. 4' 0. Employees' Magazine.

as general

H. Gallagher succeeds A. F. Reeves as road foreman of engines
4" Santa Fe at Chicago.

on each side of the center doorways, thus creating two cold storage
compartments with a floor space of 176 feet each and with capacIt

McCune

Santa Fe at Chillicothe,

Illinois at Danville, 111.

has been appointed assistant master mechanic of

North Western at

4"

So. Pekin,

111.,

succeeding C. D.

Ashmore

succeeds L. Chapman as foreman of shops of the
North Western at Chadron, Neb.
J. O. McArthur has been promoted to master mechanic of the
Chicago, Burlington 4" Quincy at Casper, Wyo. He was formerly
assistant master mechanic at this point.
Brandt as general foreman of the
A. G. Pierce succeeds J.
Chicago, Burlington 4" Quincy at Edgemont, S. D.
C. D.
Chicago

4"

L

D. C.

McCarthy

of the Denver

succeeds J. 0. Lasswell as traveling engineer

$

Dio Grande, with office at Salida, Colo.
A. G. Titus succeeds D. C. McCarthy as traveling engineer of
the Denver 4~ ^ t0 Grande at Grand Junction, Colo.
F. Kixzel succeeds D. Swineford as general foreman of the
Detroit, Toledo

4"

Ironton at Delray, Mich.
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succeeds P. G. Clark as superintendent of motive

power of the Georgia, Florida

Sr

Alabama, with headquarters at

Bainbridge, Ga.

W. H. Sample has been appointed master mechanic of the
Western lines of the Grand Trunk, succeeding G. Vliet, deceased.
His headquarters are at Battle Creek, Mich.
G. Markey has been appointed master mechanic of the Ontario
lines of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.
G. K. Donnelley has been appointed assistant master mechanic
of the Ontario lines of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at
Allandale, Ont., and the title of master mechanic of the Northern
division has been abolished.

T.

McHattie

and the

has been appointed master mechanic of the East-

of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal, Que.,

-ern lines

title

of master mechanic of the Ottawa division has been

abolished.

E. K.

Trunk

Battley has been appointed general foreman of the Grand

Me,
T. "W. Callahan, master mechanic of the Great Northern, has
been transferred from Whitefish, Mont., to Minot, N. D.
J. Delaney, master mechanic of the Great Northern, has been
transferred from Minot, N. D., to Whitefish, N. D.
H. F. Staph succeeds D. P. Phalen as locomotive foreman of
the Great Northern at Butte, Mont.
Felix Gagnon succeeds J. M. Bourdeau as roundhouse foreman
at Deering,

of the Intercolonial at St. Flavie, Que.
G.

W. Tamsitt

Sr

Orient of Texas succeeding Charles

Woodard. His office is at San Angelo, Texas.
W. J. Miller succeeds the late T. E. Adams as superintendent
of motive power of the St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters
at Pine Bluff, Ark.

P. G.

He

chinist.

Fred H. ColAmerican Maillustrated.
Pub-

editors of the

Leather, 7x4 inches, 673 pages, fully

by the McGraw-Hill Book

lished

Co., Inc., 239 West 39th St.,
York, N. Y. Price, $3.00.
This is the second edition of this handbook and in addition
to adding one hundred and sixty pages to the book, the authors
have carefully revised every section and brought the whole work

New

down

The book

intended for the man who is
shop practice, whether he be in
the shop itself or in the drafting room. It contains some matter
which every foreman or draftsman knows, but this is necessary in
to

date.

interested

order to

the

in

make

details

is

of

a comprehensive machinist's handbook. Howin his mind the mass of data and information relating to his own particular work and herein lies the value
of this volume. It contains complete information on all subjects
in which the machinist, his foreman, and the draftsman are interested and the authors have recognized the wisdom of providing
a thorough index, one of the most essential features of a book of
ever,

it

no man can keep

this sort.

In a number of instances the results of tests and the best pracof well-known manufacturers are reviewed, as in the chapter
on reamer and cutter grinding. This has been done with a view
of giving the reader the benefit of the work of the manufacturer
in short concise form that he may have at hand all the best data

on the subject. To illustrate the character of the matter: the
chapter on gearing covers 43 pages and by means of line drawings,
matter, and tables, gives complete information by
which the draftsman can lay out spur gears, bevel gears, spiral
gears and worms. The chapter on screw machine tools, speeds and
feeds, touches on hollow mills, dies and taps, forming tools, how
descriptive

Nelson has been appointed

ment, of the San Antonio, Walde
Tex.

Frank A. Stanley, associate

tices

has been appointed acting master mechanic of

the Kansas City, Mexico

AMEEICAN MACHINISTS' HANDBOOK. By
vin and

S-

general foreman, car depart-

Gulf, with office at Pleasanton,

succeeds A. F. Hawkins.

forming tools and hardening spring
collets.
There is a chapter of 63 pages on that important subject, "Milling, and Milling Cutters," explaining the action of
to find the diameter of circular

OBITUARY.
Franklin W. Chaffee, general car inspector of the New York
Central S- Hudson Biver, has passed away since the recent convention of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors

& Car Foremen's

Mr. Chaffee was born at Springfield, Mass., December 17, 1850. He commenced railroad service about 45 years ago
in the car department of the Boston & Albany and later went to
the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md. About thirty years ago
he was appointed general car foreman of the car department of
the New York Central & Hudson Biver, at Albany, N. Y., and
soon after was made master car builder. On January 1, 1901, he
was appointed general car inspector of the New York Central &
Hudson Biver, which position he held until death. Mr. Chaffee
was a man of fine character, conscientious, and loyal in his supHis efforts and ambition were untiring
port of his employers.
and those who came in contact with him in business know of his
fairness and honesty.
His associates have lost a valuable friend
and co-worker, and deeply mourn his loss.
Charles J. Drury, master mechanic of the St. Louis S" San
Francisco, at Sapulpa, Okla., died of typhoid fever, on September 30. He was a son of M. J. Drury, superintendent of shops
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Topeka, Kan. Mr. Drury
was 36 years of age and was born at Chicago Junction, Ohio. He
Association.

commenced railway work in July, 1895, as machinist apprentice for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and afterwards was employed as
machinist for the Santa Fe, the Southern Pacific, the Kansas City
Southern, the El Paso & Southwestern, and the Chicago, Bock
Island & Pacific. He was appointed roundhouse foreman for the
Santa Fe at La Junta, Colo., in July, 1906, and remained with
the Santa Fe in various positions until February, 1913. He then
became master mechanic of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Ft.
Smith, Ark., and the following February was appointed superintendent of shops at Springfield, Mo. He was promoted to division
master mechanic at Sapulpa, Okla., on September

1.

the milling cutter, giving tables of pitches and angles, tables for

At the rear is a val92
section
a
page
devoted to a dictionary of shop
also very fully illustrated.
The volume is a good

milling screw machine cams, indexing, etc.

uable feature,
terms, which

one and

is

—

is

what

—an

claims to be

it

American machinist

's

hand-

book.

CAR INTEKCHANGE MANUAL.
150 pages.

Compiled and published by

Paper covers, 6x9 inches,
McAlpine, Cleveland,

J. D.

Price, 50 cents.

O.

This volume

is,

as

stated in the foreword, a

information for master car builders and

useful

compendium of
car inspectors.

an abstract of all decisions of the arbitration
committee from case one to case 966. The second section is a car
interchange guide and contains reference tables giving price lists
for couplers, wheels and axles, and journal bearings.
Various
It contains first

miscellaneous costs are given, such as the cost of material for

and the labor for applying. Several pages are devoted
and net charges on metal brake
beams and parts. An index of M. C. B. rules and decisions on air
The volume is a
brakes, journal bearings, and so on is given.
very useful one to car men in general and particularly to car
inspectors and repairers, who will have constant use for the inflooring

to prices, scrap value, material

formation contained.

A STUDY OF THE OXIDIZATION OF

COAL.

By H.

C.

Porter and O. C. Ralston. Paper covers, 6x9 inches, 30 pages.
Technical paper 65 issued by the Bureau of Mines, Department
of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

This paper treats of the absorption of oxygen from the air
by coal and gives the results of investigations by the Buieau of

Mines on the escape of gas from broken coal. The rate of oxidizawas obtained on samples of coal from Sheridan county, Wyom-

tion
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Washington county, Pennsylvania,
and Fayette county, West Virginia. In the conclusions it is
ing, Franklin county, Illinois,

stated that the rate of oxidizability varies approximately as the
percentage of volatile matter and that the tendency of coals to
deteriorate in storage or to develop heat spontaneously conforms
to their relative oxidizability.

The paper

is

of especial interest

to fuel engineers.

OCEAN TRAFFIC AND TEADE. By B.

Olney Hough, Editor

The American Exporter. Cloth, 6x9 inches, 430 pages,
trated.
Published by the LaSalle Extension University,
cago.

illus-

Chi-

Price $3.00.

Nine-tenths of our foreign trade is carried by water and it
amounts to over two billion dollars yearly. This in itself, says
the author, justifies a treatise on ocean traffic and trade.
title
its

The

indicates accurately the subject matter of the book and

treatment

is

most complete.

To shippers and

to

manu-

facturers especially the book contains a great deal of good in-

formation and to those interested in transportation generally
The opening chapters 'leal with
it is a very readable volume.

the various

November. 1914

steamships and service, tonnage, shij
and ocean shipping routes. There
is a long chapter on charters and ocean freight rates, a chapter
on shipping agreements and two chapters on handling import
and export shipments.
The subject of marine insurance if
classes

of

regulations, seaport facilities

gone into quite extensively. The concluding chapters are
devoted to the finances of shipping companies, getting foreign
business, developing export trade, and foreign loans and collections.
The last chapter is entitled "America's Opportunity
in the Markets of the World," and was written especially with
regard to the influence of the European war on foreign trade.
also

The book

with photographs and a large number
of reproductions of various forms used in foreign shipments.
The author has made the book a practical shipping gnide and
has made especial effort* to set the shipper right on the matter
The volume is of interest tc
of handling foreign freight.
everyone and is especially to the point at this time, wher.
Americans are begining to realize what ocean traffic and its
is illustrated

interruption

means

to this country.

moW^ JSI&nufacturens
ROTARY AIR COMPRESSOR.
At the recent exhibition of foundry appliances in Chicago a

The

rotary air compressor of unusual interest was shown.

size

exhibited has a displacement of 85 cubic feet per minute, and
in single stage, pressures up to 100 pounds per square inch can

be delivered. The speed is approximately 400 r.p.m. The compressor weighs only 1,400 pounds without its sub-base, is 46
inches long, 35 inches high and 28 inches wide.
The illustrations show the mechanism but the movement of
Both the
the parts is not easily understood without study.
case and the rotor revolve at the same speed and in the same
In each of the pockets
direction, but on different centers.
shown in the cross-section an intake and a discharge valve are
located.
These valves connect through suitable passages in
the rotor and the hollow rotor shaft.

One of the

greatest advantages of this compressor

is

the ease

with which effective cooling can be maintained. The heat of
compression is practically eliminated at its source by radiation.
The outer wall of each pocket gives a radiating surface very
large in proportion to the volume of air compressed. Further-

POCKET A

VANE SUDES
6

IS

IN SLOT
PIVOTED TO SHOE

IN

more, the effective cooling area is constant, not reduced during
compression. The entire outer surface of rotor case, revolving
at high speed and constantly exposed to fresh air, forms the
effective cooling area.
The discharge temperature does not
exceed 300 degrees when the intake temperature is 60 degrees.
Sealing of the air in rotary compressors has been a difficult problem, but is effectively obtained by simple means in
this design.
During compression the pressure in the leading

pocket

is

always greater than in the following pocket, and

leakage.

The

rotor and case revolve in the

fit

on the

is smooth running and low in power conbe driven by belt or direct-connected motor,
atall speeds up to the maximum. It is auto-

The compressor
sumption.

and

is

It

may

efficient

matic in action and requires

little attention.

The machine is made by the Wernicke-Hatcher Pump
Grand Rapids. Mich.

SHOE SLIDES ON
SURFACE OF ROTOR

5ECTION-Y-Y

Transverse Section Through Rotor and Case.

same direction and
The small relative

at the same speed, without side thrust.
motion and slow relative speed permit a close sealing
*ide walls, without undue friction.

POCKET A

CASE

it

presses the vane against walls of the slot, preventing back

Single Stage Rotary Compressor.

Co.,
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fiLLiter&ture
The Lutz-Webster Engineering

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

has issued

4, giving descriptions and prices of Lutz compression
tools, including drill posts, drill sockets, ratchets and wrenches.

Bulletin No.

*

*

*

Circular No. 53, of the National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, O., describes and illustrates malleable iron fire shovels, used

for caboose car stoves, depots and section houses.
*

*

*

The Smooth-On Mfg. Co., Jersey City, X. J., has issued a booklet
on "Smooth-On for Foundrymen, " telling of the difference between Smooth-On castings Xo. 4, grade A and B. A folder has
also been issued on iron

cement Xo.
*

*

7,

for concrete construction.

*

The Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, Xew York, has issued
form Xo. 8207 on "Little David" drills, for metal and wood boring, and form Xo. 8013 on "Little David" pneumatic chipping,
calking and scaling hammers.
SECTION-X-X
Longitudinal Section Through Rotor, Rotor Case and Hollow Shaft.

HAUCK KEROSENE TORCH.
A
ket

kerosene torch of novel design has been placed on the mar-

by the Hauck Mfg.

Co., of Brooklyn,

X. Y.

It

was

espe-

designed to take the place of the gasoline torch.
The most important feature is the construction of the bronze

cially

passage ways are especially large and so arranged that only one plug has to be unscrewed in order to clean
the whole burner instantly. By a special oil regulating valve the
flame can be adjusted to any size from 8" long by 1" in diameburner.

The

oil

ter to the finest* point.

As kerosene

contains

more heating units than

temperature obtained with this torch

is

gasoline,

much higher than that

the

*

*

*

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. issued some elaborate
literature in connection with the American Electric Railway AssoThis included "Railway Exciation convention held last month.
change Data," "Heavy Traffic Centers," "Train Operation for
Interurban Service," and a "progress"
City, Suburban and
leaflet, showing the progress made by the company in electric
railway apparatus during the past year.
*

*

*

The Railway Appliances Co., Old Colony Bldg., Chicago, has issued an attractive catalogue of the "Ray" snow flanger, for use
Full descriptions are also given of
on locomotives and cars.
various types of snow-plows.

of

g>Selli??£ /Side
H. C. Hequemboukg, general purchasing agent of the American
Locomotive Company, has resigned to accept the vice-presidency of
the Standard Chemical Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Harvey White, southern representative of the Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company, Chicago, has been promoted to the
R.

position of signal engineer of that company.

M. Wtjerpel, assistant general manager of the General Railway
Signal Company, has been appointed assistant to the president
S. G. Johnson, who was recently elected viceof that company.
president, will be in full charge of the sales department, with

A

department of publicity and
headquarters at Rochester, N. Y.
education has been created and H, M. Sperry has been appointed
the manager.

L

Hauck Kerosene Blow Torch.
makes
wires and

the gasoline torch, which

it

machine parts,

pipes, preheating bearings before

cables,

especially suitable for brazing

babbitting, thawing out pipes, burning off paint, annealing, tem-

pering and dressing tools.
It

is

also claimed that strong

effect the flame in

any way and

wind
it is

or cold weather will not

therefore especially recom-

mended for outside work.
The torch is also furnished in connection with a light furnace
mended for outside work. The torch is also furnished in connection with a light furnace for melting solder

and heating soldering

coppers.

Squire,

The Buda Company,

has taken over the repair link
for wrecking chains patented by John E. Buckley, former foreman
blacksmith of the Illinois Central.
Chicago,

111.,

Charles Hyland, formerly foreman boiler maker of the Michigan Central at Jackson, Mich., has been appointed boiler expert
for the Flannery Bolt Company of Pittsburgh, to succeed the late

Tom

R. Davis.

Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Company, has resigned as a director of the American Locomotive
Company, and Andrew Fletcher has been elected a director to
succeed him.

The Western
C.

Winslow, president of the Horace L. Winslow Co.,
Horace
has also been elected vice-president of the E. G. T. Colles Co.,
The offices
builders of feed water heaters and steam specialties.
have been removed to 990 Old Colony building, Chicago.

sales territory for the torch is in charge of Willis

vice-president

building, Chicago.

and general manager, Western Union

W.

E. Jenkinson,

tive of S. F.

signed.

who has been western railroad representaCo., Inc., of Fort Wayne, Ind., has re-

Bowser &
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Jesse C. Bader now has charge of the western sales branch of
the McMyler Interstate Company, Cleveland, Ohio, with offices at
1503 Fisher building, Chicago.

W.
and

Kyle

T.

has joined the sales force of the Okonite

Company

be located at the general office, 253 Broadway, New
Mr. Kyle has been connected with the Duplex Metals

will

York.

Company, Chester,

manager.

Pa., as district sales

Rumbley and

F. N.

J.

W. Stjernstedt,

of the Western En-

gineering Sales Company, Rialto building, San Francisco, Cal.,

been

have

appointed

of

representatives

Track

the

Specialties

Company, New York.
T. B. Van Dorn, first vice-president of the Van Dorn Iron
Works Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected president of
the company, succeeding his father, J. H. Van Dorn, who died
recently.

The Canton Culvert Company, Canton, O., has changed its
name to the Canton Culvert & Silo Company.
V. W. Robinson has been appointed representative in Michigan
for the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, with headquarters
F. J. Passino, the former Michigan representative,
has been appointed representative in the Southwest, to succeed
H. F. Finney, promoted to a position in the general sales office
at Detroit.

Tom

in Chicago.

H. II. Westinghouse has been elected president of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, to succeed the late George Westing-

The Anchor Brake & Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has
been incorporated by Arthur M. Kracke, Edmund P. Kelly and
Richard G. Brennan, 209 South La Salle street, to manufacture
brake shoes and railroad supplies. Capital stock is $50,000.

The Central Locomotive & Car Works,

Chicago

Heights,

has received an order for rebuilding 500 freight cars from

the Erie,

it is

6aid.

At the annual meeting of the American Locomotive Co. held
New York recently, the retiring directors (W. H. Marshall,
A. H. Wiggin and A. W. Mellon) were re-elected to serve for
three years.
The present officers of the company were also

in

re-elected.
I.
H. Case has resigned as railroad representative of the
Dearborn Chemical Company at Chicago.
The Pennsylvania Tank Car Company, of Sharon, Pa., is
said to be working at full capacity and turning out four tank cars

daily.

The Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub Plate Company,
cently reorganized, has elected

new

officers

as

follows:

re-

Company

as mechanical

The Warner-Reiss Sales Company,

St. Louis,

Mo., has been

succeeded by the Warlic Heater Manufacturing Company.
offices remain at St. Louis, Mo.

is

He

survived by his wife, Mrs. Mathilda Horner Davis, and three

children, Joseph,

John

H. T. Randolph, and Mrs.

J.

W.

McConnell.

Patterson, resident manager of the Galena Signal
home in that city on
October 13. Mr. Patterson was born in Baltimore, Md., on
February, 13, 1839, served his term as machinist's apprentice
in the shops of the Baltimore & Ohio at Cumberland, Md., and
was later general foreman in the Baltimore & Ohio shops at
Portsmouth, Ohio. Later he was appointed master mechanic
of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago, now the
Big Four, at Cincinnati, and served in that position for 25
years. For the past 24 years he had been connected with the
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Spencer Van Cleve, president of the Erie Foundry Company,
died on September 29.
Charles M. Gould, vice-president and treasurer of the Gould
Coupler Company and a son of its president, died on October 20
S.

Oil Co. at Cincinnati, Ohio, died at his

at his

home

at Bayside, L.

I.

A. J.

Sams, president; A. H. McCormick, vice-president, and W. G.
Wolfe, secretary and treasurer. The offices of the company are
at 207 Commerce Building, Pittsburg, Kan.

The

OBITUARY.
Tom

enter the employ of the Flannery Bolt

expert, which position he occupied at the time of his death.

house.

111.,

Davis.

R.

R. Davis, mechanical expert of the Flannery Bolt Com-

pany of Pittsburgh, died at

his home in Dravosburg, Pa., on
October 12, 1914, after a lingering illness of many months. He
was born in Allegheny City, Pa., July 13, 1854, being the only child
of the late Capt. Jos. H. and Mary Wallace Davis, and was educated in the public schools of that place. In 1872 he began work
as machinist's apprentice with the Allegheny Locomotive Works
(now the Pittsburgh plant of the America Locomotive Company).
In 1875 he was fireman on the P. F. W. & C. Ry. and the next
year was promoted to engineer. In 1877 he entered the employ
of the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company as special salesman,

leaving that company in 1880 to accept the managership of the

Monongahela Mfg. Company of Monongahela City, Pa. In 1883
he returned to work for the Crosby interests, leaving them in
1892 to enter employ of the Garlock Packing Company at Pittsburgh as mechanical expert. In 1898 he entered the employ of
Homestead Valve Mfg. Company, leaving that company in 1904 to
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Motor Car Dangers
The use motor passenger cars for branch
roads

Mastermechsnic

becoming quite frequent and an accident which occurred

is

emphasizes the fact that the gasoline which these cars

this fall

must necessarily carry constitutes a source of danger.
August a

collision
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is

fire

first

accident investigated by

was

On

involved.

caused by igition of this highly inflammable
list in this

accident was

much

larger than

The rapidly increasing use of these

otherwise would have been.

motor
Eastern Office:

'

:

substance, the casualty
it

Telephone, Harrison 4948

'

the commission wherein a gasoline motor car

account of the

Office of Publication

The

Commerce

report of the chief of the division of safety, Interstate

ZIMMERMAN,

OWEN

1

in which

Kansas City Southern

forty-three persons were killed and thirty-eight were injured.

COMPANY

Commission, states

CHARLES

Early in

between a passenger motor car and a passenger

train occurred on a line of the

Published at the World's Greatest Railway Center
Established 1878

on steam

line service

cars, carrying large quantities of gasoline, introduces such

an additional element of danger as to demand extraordinary pre-

Telephone, Cortlandt 5765

when such

cautions against the possibility of collisions

cars are

used."

A
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Office

the investigation, the fireman of the passenger train said that

the gasoline tank on the motor car seemed to burst, throwing gasoline

back over the locomotive and allowing

firebox.

Many

of the passengers in the motor car were burned

beyond recognition, as the entire car was enveloped

Accidents of this sort of course are not frequent, and as stated
in the report previously referred to, this is the first accident in-

volving a motor car which has been investigated.
is
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little

realized

collision

could be done to

prevent the tanks from bursting in a head-on collision.

the point to be brought
533
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Joint Car Shops
Machine Tool Capacity
Boiler Inspection Report

this

Makers of motor cars have guarded the gasoline

of operation for the motor car
Editorial

However,

a costly proof of the danger caused by gasoline in a

of this sort.

No. 12

in flames at

once.

tanks as well as possible, and probably but

Chicago, December, 1914

from the

ignite

it to

home

quite well established.

is

The

field

Therefore

that this inherent danger be fully

is

and that great care be used

to safeguard the operation

of motor passenger cars, especially if locomotives also run over the

same

line*.

Joint Car Shops
During the past year or two, suggestions have been made
looking to the establishment at certain large terminals of car
repair shops for the use of all roads entering such terminals.

idea has again been brought to the front and
this is a

more opportune time

the fact that the changes
into

effect

desired one

on October

would seem that

to consider the matter, in view of

in the

1.

it

This

Master Car Builders' rules went

Among

these

changes

by which the owner must authorize

is

that long

either the destruc-

tion or rebuilding of a worn-out car on a foreign line.

This elimi-

nates the hauling of empty worn-out cars back to the owner and
therefore does

away with much

lost motion.

As

a result, a larger

percentage of bad order cars will be repaired in foreign shops.

The advocates of

joint car repair shops claim with very good

reason that they would cut car repair costs and at the same time

provide a better supply of cars.

It is obvious, too, that such a

plan -could only be effective at large interchange centers such as

Chicago or St. Louis.

A

joint repair shop at an important center

would do away with the necessity of the various roads maintaining
individual repair plants, would do

away with

the necessity of each

road carrying a large amount of repair parts in stock and would
allow

many

parts of dismantled cars to be reused.

The problem presented by the joint repair shop

is,

however, that

—
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of an equitable and satisfactory arrangement between the roads

In order to insure that such a plant would

using such a shop.

work to the highest

would be necessary that each road

efficiency, it

in the territory chosen for the experiment, should enter into the

company were organized

If a stock

proposition.

to handle the

proposition, a fair basis should be taken for the share of each

However, most important would be

railway in such a company.

the organization of such a shop and the methods of handling

This shop should authorize repairs, see that they are

repairs.

and

cially well

organized staff to cope with the

Mr.

would undoubtedly encounter.

who advocates

inspector at Chicago,

would make

which

difficulties

it

interchange

chief

Schultz,

the plan in an article pub-

page believes that the present M.

lished on another

made

It should have an espe-

see that each road is properly billed.

He

such a shop self-sustaining.

B. prices

C.

states that a shop

could be rented to try out the proposition, before the establishment
of a

new plant

for the purpose,

would be the thing to

and

if this is possible it certainly

making a heavy investment

do, before

in

a new plant.
in line with the standardization

is

been gradually taking place in railway

equipment and

in order to reduce costs.

bearing on the idea

is

been said and which

may come when
will

A

factor which will have a

much has

being worked on at present.

The time

the freight cars of our railways will be standard,

common by
shops may be a

be owned in

joint car repair

event, the joint shop is well

The establishment of

all roads.

number of

decrease in the
in 1913

and 555

is

best shown, perhaps,

In any

step towards this end.

worthy of serious thought and of

trial.

the largest return on the

must work at
chine tool.

its full

capacity.

amount

invested, a shop

The same holds true of the ma-

ized; a tool is purchased for use in the shop often because it is

certain work.

an outlay.
it will
is

and

deemed necessary

is

is

the real work of the division of loco-

motive boiler inspection

—

decrease accidents, and the figures

show that

it is

The report

attaining

also

its

end.

shows that after having made an investigation

of the specifications of
tives

to

locomotives there were

which had a factor of safety below four.

that there

is

handle

in order to

entirely different

is

being done on

from the work for which

it

it

efficiently as

it

is

it

not

was

consuming a large amount of power in running

It is not being

worked

and

to its capacity

less cost

is

doing

on a lighter machine.

not always possible to keep such a machine supplied

with the work on which

it

can work most

efficiently,

care should be exercised before such a machine
ascertain whether there will be enough
it is

it is

would on the work for which

it

work which could be done at a
True

older

If a heavy planer for use on side frames, for instance,

installed, as it is

the platen.

which

was intended;

used with a short table movement on small castings,

working as

The report

states

imperative need of increasing this factor in order to

provide protection against hidden defects.
It is noteworthy that no prosecutions for violations have been
filed

during the past year.

Eailroad

position to comply with the law

better

are showing a dis-

officials

and recognize the fact that the

boiler inspectors are co-operating with

them

in order to bring about

Mr. McManamy, the chief inspector always

conditions.

emphasizes this idea of co-operation whenever he talks before

men and he

impresses

all

with his fair-mindedness.

Light and Accidents
The shortest days of the year are with us and
to again impress the fact that the

occur at the time

maximum number
It

is

the shop to see that enough artificial light
the workmen.

A

may

it

be well

of accidents

when we have the minimum amount of

This has been shown by statistics.

daylight.

a good time to look over
is

provided to safeguard

poorly lighted passageway back of a machine

or an overhead obstruction in a dimly lighted corner

Accidents happen

cause of a serious accident.

to see

may be

the

too frequently

all

what he

doing,

is

Paint-

ing walls white, cleaning up fixtures and dropping a Light here

One shop has

and there makes mighty good accident insurance.
the entire interior, including

and

wood and

this with its excellent lighting

steel work, painted white,

system makes the illumination

of the shop very striking.

After such a machine has been in shop for awhile,

work which could equally as well be done by one of the

is

locomo-

11,153

Often these machines are large and involve quite

sometimes be found that work

machines.

than

less

This

the previous year.

so at least he should not have the handicap of poor light.

In these days machine tools are quite highly special-

especially adapted

in 1912, 820

a matter of about 32 per cent

in 1914,

by the

It will be seen that there has been a

when the employee has the opportunity

Machine Tool Capacity
To bring

was 856

accidents, which

in 1914.

marked decrease

another

is

the standard car, about which

is

The improvement

52.9.

which has

evidence that the roads realize that they must work in greater

and

was

railway

The proposition

harmony

it

December, 1914

adapted to keep

it

going at

but great

is

purchased to

work of the

sort to which

full capacity.

Interest the

A

Foreman
may

great enthusiasm for the prevention of work accidents

be aroused by large safety meetings of workmen, but unless the

immediate bosses of these men have been aroused at the same time

and become possessed of a conviction that
results of all this effort will not long continue.

blanket"

will stick,

A

the good

foreman 's

'
'

wet

any enthusiasm

will speedily extinguish all the fire in

thus aroused and things will continue as before.

Having captured the "boss"

the rest of the problem

It is agreed that supervision

paratively easy solution.

tion is the straight road to greater safety

— the

is

of com-

and educa-

true solution of

the injury prevention problem.

The best supervisor

is

the foreman because he

is

always on the

ground and for the same reason, assuming that proper regard has
been had as to his competency when selected, he

is

the best edu-

cator for the knowledge he imparts will be practical, of present ap-

Boiler Inspection Report

plication,

The third annual report of the chief inspector of locomotive
boilers has recently been

issued

and

it

shows that this depart-

and permanent value and

his situation such that he

may

not only know that his instructions are understood but he can
see that they are followed.

The safety missionary the safety com;

ment has made noticeable headway during the past three years.

mittees; safety literature and prizes will be distinct and valuable

in the fiscal year

aids to the foremen in inspiring the necessary co-operative spirit

The percentage of locomotives found defective
ending June 30, 1912, was 65.7, in 1913 it was

60.3

and in 1914

among

all their

men.

The Frisco Man.

'

'
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WILLIAM E. MAGEAW.

enfq^ans A@o TOs Month
(From the

files.)

Twelve roads entering Chicago have entered into a special agreement for the interchange of cars, the plan being to make the car
owners responsible for the defects in their own cars. The executive committee chosen under the agreement consists of J. N. Barr,
(chairman), W. Lavery, A. M. Waitt, William Garstang and Peter
Peck.

The numerous friends of Eobert Quayle
of his
of the

by the
nected

with pleasure
appointment to the position of superintendent of motive
Chicago & North Western, which position was made vacant
resignation of William Smith, who for years has been conwith the mechanical department of that road.

The Northwest Eailroad Club has

will learn

elected the following officers:

President, E. A. Williams, mechanical superintendent, Soo Line;

Paul &
Duluth; 2nd vice-president, George Dixon, general foreman, Great
Northern secretary, C. A. Seeley assistant secretary, T. A. Foque,
engineer of tests, Soo Line; treasurer, J. O. Pattee, superintendent
of motive power, Great Northern.
A. W. Twombly, master mechanic of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford at Taunton, Mass., is making turnbuckles by taking
a good quality of pipe, cutting it to the desired length and inserting in each end a wrought iron plug. The plugs and pipe are
then welded and the whole is then planed crosswise, making two
1st vice-president, Geo. D. Brooke, master mechanic, St.

;

;

William E. Magraw, President of The Bailway List Co., Chicago, 111., died November 24.
He was taken with appendicitis
Thursday morning, November 19, and was operated on the same
Conditions seemed favorable to recovery for the

day.

days, but peritonitis set in and he passed

work for many years.
spent in

He came

to Chicago in 1895

trade journal

which he enthusiastically pushed for many years.

List,

effected

and Mr, Magraw, who had been

its

Railway Engineering and Mainteadopted by the company in the fall of 1909,
and since that time Mr. Magraw had devoted all of his tremendous energy to the development of all three publications, which
he found pleasure in designating (from the colors of the covers)

added to his
ance of

the

'
'

responsibilities.

Way was

Bed, White and Blue.

'

Those associated with Mr. Magraw were, of course, aside from
his family, in the best position to appreciate the sterling qualities

who were fortunate in his acquaintwas extreme generosity.
He was

actually

His greatest
ashamed of

fault
it

and would attempt

A

befriended him in any

way had a

lien

'

Henry Bartlett.
Under joint car

inspection at Columbus, O., B. Fitzpatrick,
master mechanic of the P. C. C. & St. L., states that there has
been a saving of over nineteen hours per car during the past four
months. It has been decided that a car is delivered to a connecting line when it is placed on the proper track, with suitable billing.

with a view

of adopting the tonnage system of rating locomotives.

In the face of the financial depression caused by the panic of
1893, labor troubles and radical legislation, nearly two thousand
miles of new track was laid in the United States during the year
1894.

The American Bailway Association

held its fall meeting
on Wednesday, November
Beports were presented by the following com18, at 11 a. m.
mittees: executive committee; committee on transportation; committee on maintenance; joint committee on automatic train stops;
at

the

Blackstone

hotel,

Chicago,

committee on relations between railroads; committee on the safe
transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles; committee on electrical working, and the committee on nominations.

to

place the credit

who had once
on all Mr. Magraw posIn times of adversity
sessed, provided he needed assistance.
Magraw 's smile or gentle joke was always in evidence. He worried much because he wished to save others worry, his family
most of all. Himself a high principled man, a lover of frankness, loyalty and truth, he could not condone dishonesty or
for his various generous acts elsewhere.

'

series of tests

president for some

time, continued as president, with the Railway Master Mechanic

ance.

The Panhandle has been conducting a

In the

spring of 1909 a reorganization of The Railway List Co. was

H. Quereau, formerly engineer of tests of the Chicago, Burling& Quincy has been appointed assistant to D. Hawksworth,
superintendent of motive power of the Burlington & Missouri
Valley with headquarters at Plattsmouth, Neb.
The December meeting of the Western Kailway Club was held
in the lecture hall of the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
The
members went out in the morning to inspect the transportation
exhibits, had lunch at the Windermere Hotel and held the regular business meeting at 2:00 p. m.
A discussion of J. N. Barr's
paper before the November meeting on "The Scrap Pile" was
held, together with a discussion of the M. C. B. coupler. The paper
of the day was then presented by William Forsyth, the subject
being
Locomotive Fuel.
William Buchanan, superintendent of motive power of the New
York Central & Hudson Biver has conducted some efficiency tests
on engine 999 which is hauling the Empire State Express. The
total weight of the train including engine and tender is 311.6 tons
and the coal consumed per ton mile is 0.100 pounds.
The Biddle Bailway Car Electric Lighting Co. has placed on themarket an axle system of car lighting.
Amos K. Barrett, superintendent of motive power of the Boston
& Maine has resigned on account of ill health. He is succeeded by
'

few

and after a
work he became associated
In
with the Railway Review as western advertising manager.
connection with this work he later became an officer of The
Railway List Co., having purchased The Monthly Official Bailway
short time

not at once apparent to others

C.

first

five o'clock

Tuesday.
Mr. Magraw was born at St. Peter, Minn., May 3, 1858. At
an early age the family moved to St. Paul, where Mr. Magraw
received his education and where he was engaged in newspaper

apertures in the pipe.

ton

away at

William E. Magraw.

person

:
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Aside from his family, Mr.

disloyalty in others.

other interests but his business.

He

Magraw had no

did not take vacations be-

cause he could not enjoy them; he spent practically
time at his home or at his office.

all

of his

roads do more than their share of car repairing, and many do less.
Everyone agrees that each railroad knows how many miles, all
told, freight cars

move on

its rails.

The

bears to the total of the entire country

Mr. Magraw married Miss Lida Marshall on October 6, 1887.
Four children were born to them, two dying in infancy. The
sorrowing widow and two daughters, Elizabeth and Euby, survive
to contemplate what to them appears a desolate life robbed of
the care of the kindest of husbands and fathers.

A GENERAL CAR REPAIR FUND.
By

December, 1914

ratio

is

which

this

mileage

also easily ascertained.

The percentage of each road's car mileage to the total car mileage represents the percentage of the total car repair expense which
each road by rights should bear, so the advocates of a car repair
fund maintain. In other words, they promote the law of averages,
and pro-rate the expense of car repairs about as it would be prorated if all of the roads of this country represented a single system.
They commend to the roads as a whole the practice which even

now

M. Lucore, Asst. Genl. Mgr., Sunset-Central Lines.
Optimism envelops the human race. Not all possess it, but a
sufficient number do to make it a dominant quality.
It must be
admitted that on occasion a pessimistic air is assumed. When,

obtains on existing trunk lines, whereby branches or divisions
are charged with their proportion of expense, based on business
handled.

however, such rare intervals arrive, the acts or ideas of others are

commencement of a season, should contribute to a general car
repair fund, and then month by month remit to or draw on this

F.

made the subject of attack, rather than our own. Broadly speaking, we may be counted on, everywhere and always, through thick
and

thin, to entertain a feeling of confidence,

and even

affection,

we have ourselves embraced.
There is another human trait, even more pronounced than optimism. It is known by the name of laziness. This trait is rather
for ideas which

more wide-spread than

And
family.

others,

and rather

less beneficial.

another trait stands out in bold relief in the

still

It is this:

When

human

It is the thought that based on the above figures, each road, at the

fund in keeping with their proportion of the total mileage performance. Obviously the road doing more than its pro-rata share
of car repairing would from month to month reimburse itself by
drawing on the car repair fund likewise a road doing less than its
pro-rata share of repairing would month by month remit to the
car repair fund, to whatever extent it failed to perform its pro;

rata share of repairing.

individuals discuss important questions,

All the proposed figures being easily verified, would overcome

they quickly lose themselves in a labyrinth of detail, and soon

much of

forget the main issue.

railroads covering car repair expenses.

They become side-tracked through clashing
over questions altogether incompetent, irrelevant, and immaterial.
This unskilled, lazy
bewilderment.

way

of thinking tends to lead one into general

It is apt to leave one indisposed to undertake a

task which involves dry questions.

—

—

Rules intangible things that they are framed to cover the
matter of repairing freight cars, to the average mind are so dull
and uninteresting that they do not hold one's thought. The mind
to visible
instinctively turns towards things which are animate

—

objects.

too

help in their formation.
spite,

however, of everything that retards progress in evolving

must be admitted that once in
a while a step is taken so important a stride that the optimism
of the Tace justifies us in forgiving ourselves for the laziness of

rules for repairing freight cars, it

—

now

It is readily agreed that

afforded for inaccurate accounting.

The need of changed accounting methods to meet changed conThe change of October 1st,
1914, whereby foreign cars can no longer be sent home for the
purpose of repairs accentuates this need by increasing the amount
of repairs which will hereafter be done to foreign cars.
Those who will engage themselves in the task of thinking along
purely plodding lines are urged to join in the campaign now
For the encouragement of those who
constructive work, yet

who

realize the crying need of

hesitate to subject themselves to the

ridicule of those holding different views, let it be constantly re-

membered that every advance in the rules under discussion which
has been made since ears first came to pass from one railroad to
another, has been combatted; the more important the change, the
greater the opposition.

Think what can be accomplished by a body of qualified men meeting at stated intervals, working out methods of spending, in a

the race.

On October

1st,

1914, the car repair rules, at a single bound,

were advanced fully twenty years. This refers to the change under
which foreign cars are repaired as thoroughly as system cars.
Thanks to those who have labored to skill themselves in consecutive
and useful thinking, car handling has been advanced by a simple
change in a single rule. Safety to property and to human life
itself iias been safeguarded under our very noses, and most of
us are still loafing along, and don 't know yet of the change.
These same minds having accomplished the advance already referred to without thought of reward, beyond that which comes to
everyone through the exercise of his natural talents, are even now
working away on a simple plan of financing car repairs. Their
ideas are not altogether harmonized as to detail; in the main,
however, they stand out distinct and clear. The essential points
they wish to establish are that the creation of a car repair fund
for and by the railroads as a whole will accomplish
(1) A large money saving to American railroads, and

Far greater equity to car owners.

Car repair charges may then be made against the general car
performance of the whole country, rather than against each particular car making the performance.
Everyone agrees that eacli
road knows the sum total of money it spends in any particular
period in repairing freight cars system and foreign. Everyone

—

agree also that the ratio of each road's car repair expense to
Some
the total of the country is ascertainable with equal ease.
will

is

launched to perfect this phase of the service.

wonder then that bare rules are improved but slowly.
Nothing in them catches, much less holds, attention. In the very
nature of things the few, instead of the many, must work upon
these dry details which go to make up car rules, not hoping for

(2)

much opportunity

ditions has been obvious for years.

Little

In

the objection to the present system of settling between

business-like way, a

fund for the upkeep of the cars of

this country.

heavy repair work can be arranged for
is light
that car repair parts will be
standardized and that one dollar can eventually be made to do well
what is now being done rather poorly?
Is it not obvious that

periods in which business

—

CHICAGO MEETINGS,

A.

S.

M. E.

The Chicago section of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers has announced that its meeting to be held on January
8, 1915, will be a railroad night and the subjects will be "LocoThe subject
motive Superheaters" and "Locomotive Stokers."
for the meeting of February 26 vail be "Ice Making as a Byproduct of Central Stations," and on April 2 the subject will be
'
All meetings
' Power Plant Apparatus and General Equipment.
'

'

will be held in the red room of the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago,
beginning with a dinner at 6:30 p. m., to be followed by
All interested are invited to attend,
speaking at 8:00 p. m.

whether they are members or not.

SAFETY-FIRST work

& North Western, where
Richards, has made remarkable

on the Chicago

inaugurated by R. C.
In the fifty-three months ending June 30, 1914, there
were 369 fewer deaths and 11,258 fewer accidents among employes than in the corresponding preceding period.
it

was

first

progress.
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Pacific

Type Locomotives,

The Chesapeake & Ohio has recently received and placed in
which are believed to exceed
in tractive power any Pacific type locomotive previously built.
The part of the line between Charlottesville, Va., and Hinton,
W. Va., a distance of 175 miles, crosses three mountain summits,
viz.
the Blue Eidge, North Mountain and the Alleghanies and
forms a difficult problem to economically handle the through
passenger traffic. The mountain resorts, among which are the Virginia Hot Springs and the "White Sulphur Springs of West Virginia, demand the very best of service and equipment.
Trains of
service six Pacific type locomotives

—

all steel cars, weighing 674 tons are a regular daily problem
and this has required the regular use of expensive double headers.
Based on the experience with other locomotives on this part

ten

of the

was decided that a locomotive could be

line, it

built with

power to handle these trains without double heading.
Everything considered, the Pacific type appeared to be the best
suited and designs were gotten out for the engines, as described
sufficient

in this article.

Pacific

No

worked out to give as good proportions as possible and fuel saving and power producing features were used to build as powerful
a machine as possible within the dimensions.
The engines are
considered to be beyond the capacity of a fireman and are equipped

"C

The large
stoker

made

'
'

Street stokers.

boiler

and wide

firebox

and the application of the

the arrangement of the cab a difficult matter and this

was facilitated considerably by the use of non-lifting inspirators,
Baggonet reverse gear and placing the steam turret outside of
and in front of the cab. Clearance restrictions made it necessary
to place the bell off the center of the boiler and the headlight
dynamo in front of the smoke box.
The boiler is believed to be larger than any previously applied
to the Pacific type, the firebox being exceptionally wide and deep.

wagon top type with a radial stayed fire83-11/16" outside diameter at the front course

It is of the extended

box.

The barrel

is

and 90" outside diameter at the largest course. No combustion
chamber was used as clearance limitations forbade the increase in
diameter a conical type boiler would have required with the first
course of the diameter used. The fire box has an average depth of
84" and is 120%" long by 96%" wide, with water spaces of 4%"
on the back and sides and 5" at the front. The crown and sides of
the firebox and the roof and sides of the shell are made from
single continuous pieces.
The crown sheet is supported by a row
of sling stays attached to a heavy "T" bar in front and by
Bcrewed and riveted radial stays, except the six center rows which
are screw stays with hexagon heads. One inch screwed staybolts
are used with Tate flexible staybolts in the breaking zones.
The boiler contains 244-2%" tubes and 43-5%" flues and is
Gage,

4'

8%"

& O.

Ry\

with a manhole for permitting interior inspection without

disturbing the throttle valve.
The frames are 6" wide and braced by box castings.
extension

is

the

American self-centering type.

A

The piston
simple and sub-

stantial Walschaert valve gear with the valve stem guide integral

with the steam chest cover

is

used with 16" piston valves.

The tender tank of the water bottom type is equipped with the
Street stoker conveyor and has a capacity of 9,500 gallons of
water and 14 tons of coal. It is carried on a substantial frame of
rolled steel and plate construction.
The tender trucks are built
with side frames of the Andrews type, with elliptic springs and
heavy cast steel bolsters. 36" forged steel wheels are used with
6"xll" M. C. B. axles.
The requirements that must be met in order to make the schedule
time on the Clifton Forge division are extremely difficult. West
bound from Mechums Biver to the summit of the Blue Ridge is
a continuous uncompensated grade of 75 feet to the mile with curves
One train of ten steel
of. 10° and covers a distance of 14 miles.

Locomotive for Passenger Service. C.

innovations were attempted, but the different factors were

with type

fitted

C.
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&

O. Ry.

weighing 674 tons, is scheduled at 22% miles per hour on this
grade, while another train of eight steel cars, weighing 551 tons,
is scheduled at 29 miles per hour.
From Staunton to the summit
of North Mountain, a distance of 13 miles, the conditions are still
cars,

more

difficult.
The first six and one-half miles contains four and
one-half miles of up grade, varying from 75 to 80 feet to the mile

and the

and one-half miles is a continuous grade of 80
The scheduled speed for the first mentioned train
is 25% miles per hour and for the second, 35 miles per hour for
this 13 miles. The schedule over the remainder of the division permits but little time to be made up. While some of the most powerlast six

feet to the mile.

ful passenger locomotives in existence are in use on this division,

new locomotives are handling these trains more satisfactorily
than any of the older designs.
They were built at the Biehmond works of the American Locomotive Company to specifications prepared by the railway company,
and while they have been in service but a short time, they have
these

demonstrated their ability to do the work for which they were
designed.

The

equipment includes the Schmidt superheater, Cole
outside journal trailing truck, radial buffing device, American arch,
Franklin pneumatic grate shaker, Cole long main driving box,
Trojan packings, Vanadium steel frames and rods, Mellin by-pass
special

Hancock 5,500 gallon capacity non-lifting inspirators, WatNathan lubricators, Westinghouse-American driver
brakes and Westinghouse-Farlow draft gear.
The principal dimensions and ratios are as follows:
valve,
ters

sanders,

Fuel, Bituminous coal

Tractive effort, 46,500 pounds
Weight in working order
Weight on drivers

312,605 pounds
191,455 pounds
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Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in working order.
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender
Length over all

56,675 pounds
64,475 pounds
.

.497,105 pounds

.

13

ft.

34

ft.

in.

9

in.

71

ft.

11%

in.

82

ft.

6%

in.

Batios.

Weight on

drivers

Total weight
Tractive

+

effort

+ tractive

4.12

effort

tractive effort

X

diam.

6.72

drivers

+ equivalent

heating

sur-

face

538.00

Evaporative heating surface
Equivalent heating surface

-f-

grate area

+ grate

55.80

area

74.30

+

Firebox heating surface
equivalent heating surface
Weight on drivers -f- equivalent heating surface
Total weight
equivalent heating surface

4.74

32.25

+

Volume of both

52.30
18.55

cylinders, cu. ft

Eqiuvalent heating surface -f- volume of cylinders
Grate area -f volume of cylinders

322.00
4.33

Cylinders.

Kind

Simple
27 in. X 28

Diameter and stroke

in.

Valves.

>>

a

Kind

Piston

o

Diameter

16

O

Greatest travel

6 in.

«3

s:

in.

Outside lap

1

4)

Inside clearance

%

n
v

Lead

3/16

in.
in.
in.

a.

n
a
v

Wheels.
Driving, diameter over tires

69

v
>

Driving, journals, main, diameter and length

o
E

Driving, journals, others, diameter and length.

o
o
o

.

.

v

23

in.

X

14

in.

.10%

Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck journals, diameter and length

33

Trailing truck wheels, diameter

45

Trailing truck journals, diameter and length.

h

7

o
CO

n

.

.

in.

11% X

_l

a.
>»

in.

3%

Driving, thickness of tire

in.

X

12

9% X

.

in.

in.

16

in.

Boiler.

Style

Wagon

Working pressure

185 pounds

Outside diameter of

first

ring

top

in.

83|J

120%x96%

Firebox, length and width

%

Firebox plates, thickness
Firebox water space

in.

%

and

in.

4%"

back and
sides, 5" front

w

2%

Tubes, number and outside diameter

244

Tubes, material and thickness

Seamless

in.
steel,

.125 in.
Flues,

number and diameter
and thickness

Flues, material

43

—5%

Seamless
.150

Tubes and flues,
Heating surface,
Heating surface,
Heating surface,
Heating surface,
Heating surface,

20
1263
2933

length
flues

tubes
firebox

total

in.

ft.

6 in.

sq. ft.
sq. ft.

255.4 sq.

ft.

27.4 sq.

ft.

arch tubes

Superheater heating surface

in.

steel,

4478.8 sq.

ft.

991.0 sq.

ft.

Grate area

80.33 sq.

Smoke
Smoke

20

in.

14

ft.

stack, diameter
stack, height

above

rail

ft.

9%

in.

Tender.

Frame

13

in. steel

chan-

nels

Wheels, diameter and material
Journals, diameter and length

36" forged steel
6x11 in.

Water capacity

9500 gallons

Coal capacity

Equivalent heating surface

14 tons

= 4478.8 +(991x1.5)== 5965.3.

—

—
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THE RAILROAD SITUATION.*

DUPLICATING- BACK FLUE SHEETS.
By W. E. O'Connor.
One of

the troublesome repair jobs, which

the layer out in the railway repair shops,

is

often

is

By Samuel

met with by

the renewing of back

The troublesome part may well be attributed

flue sheets.

to the

fact that the contour of the flanged portion of the sheet bears

no definite relation to the center

line or axis

with respect to sym-

metry.
Prior to the introduction of hydraulic pressing machines, for
flanging boiler plates, the practice for renewing back flue sheets

Many methods have since been brought
repair men as to which is the most expedi-

was slow and cumbersome.

by the leading

forth

way

ent and reliable

At

for handling repairs of this sort.

employed patterns covering the
staybolt, brace and foundation ring

the shops where the writer

is

disposition

of

rivet holes

have been established to

flue-holes,

suit

the several classes, so

when engines pass through the shops for classified repairs,
including a new back flue sheet, the new sheet is gotten out, in so
that

far as the punching of the pilot holes for flue bolts, staybolt, brace

and foundation ring

rivet holes is concerned, as

shown

December. 1914

in half-

Rea, President, Pennsylvania R. R.

Although holding no commission to speak for the railroads as
a whole, the seriousness of their present position may warrant an
an expression of my views on the general railroad situation. It
is no difficult task to sum up the present railroad situation.
We
can all see that something is wrong, but no useful purpose will
be served unless we can suggest some constructive methods of
improving railroad conditions.

Examine, for instance, the Eastern railroads, which reach the
and heaviest traffic of the country, and you will find greatly diminished gross revenues and a still
centers of the largest population

greater proportionate reduction in net revenues; their purchasing
powers are stringently curtailed, and their credit has been greatly
weakened. This condition arises from causes largely beyond their
own control, so that the return earned during the past year upon
the money invested in the road and equipment of these railroads
amounted to less than 4. per cent. This serious condition is not
new, but it is now acute. We have been living on hope at least

when the downward trend was clearly indicated; how
much longer we can exist on that precarious asset, I will not

since 1910,

venture to say, except to suggest that

it

advice, or enthusiasm, or all combined, to

takes more than hope,

pay wages and

taxes,

provide satisfactory service, pay dividends, and retain a proper
credit basis to obtain capital for

improvements and extensions.

traffic will not cure the railroad malady, for rememup
to the present all their economies and efficiency,
that
obtained by increased train loads, etc., have been offset by inThese companies therefore need
creased costs, wages and taxes.

Increased

ber

not merely the very moderate increase in rates for which they

o

petitioned the Interstate

o
o

revenue

o

various other

o

revenue.

o o—©—e o o o o o
Fig.

000006000000

A

full

Duplicating Back Flue Sheets.

can be secured by working out in practice the
means suggested by the commission for increasing

consideration of the railroad position and the effects

of public regulation

must

of any

the rate case

finally

decision

in

favorable (as

we

evident that the time
view,

Fig.

In the meantime, the old sheet being removed,

1.

special templates of light bar iron, one-fourth inch

by one inch in
section, are shaped to either side of the old sheet from points at
the top center to the rivet line at the foundation ring. Next the
templates are placed on the new sheet, as shown in the half -view,
Fig. 2, so that point a, the vertical height, and points x y, the
horizontal width at the rivet line, are cut by similar points on the
templates taken from the old sheet. Now the brake and trimming
lines for the flange are drawn in.
The flange turner checks up the shaping of the flange with the
templates, cutting similar points as explained in the layout after

annealing the sheet,

etc.
Also points for the disposition of the
on the rim of the flange are lifted from the old sheet
on the templates and transferred to the respective sides, on the
rim of the new sheet, completing the layout. The Boiler Maker.

rivet holes

THE RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION,

composed
and immigration officials, met in Chicago on
November 9. One of the speakers advocated an auxiliary sixfoot standard road bed along with the present standard of 4
feet 8% inches, to be obtained by laying an extra rail.
The idea
was that this would permit of much larger box cars being used
and thus effect economies in operation. Nothing was mentioned,
however, about a few little things in connection with the plan,
of

development

such as bridges, tunnels, yards,

The

etc.

Railroad & Navigation Company
terminal buildings at Spokane, Wash. It will

Oregon-Washington

has started on

its

consist of an 11-stall roundhouse, a

also all the

-0-

Fig. 2

I

that

Commerce Commission, but

machine shop, 80 feet by
120 feet, a power house, 40 feet by 50 feet, a coiling plant,
cinder pit and coach cleaning facilities.

is

not, however, stop there.

trust
ripe

structive railroad legislation

I need not remind

it

and

Irrespective

now pending, whether
will be)

for

it

or unfavorable,

it

be
is

suggestions concerning con-

policy.

—and what would

you that after agriculture

agriculture be without railroads?

—the

railroads are not merely

the most important industry in the country, but they are also in

performing functions which are
a public character. They are owned in
part by an army of individuals, actually holding their stocks and
bonds, and in part by institutions such as savings banks, insurance companies, universities, hospitals and other philanthropic
enterprises, in the welfare of which many more millions of individuals are vitally concerned.
These are largely dependent upon
income derived from the money they have invested in the service
of the public, and rightfully they hold railroad managers responsible for this income.
It should be the business of government
regulation, not merely to see that the public is properly served by
these railroad managers, but also to see that the owners of the
properties are fairly compensated, and that their revenues are
their essence public institutions

by

their very nature of

sufficient to

properly discharge their duties to the public.

Other-

wise the managements of these companies will be prevented from

discharging their obligations to the public and their
The railroads must give the public good service and their
operations must be continuous in good times and in bad. Moreover,
the railroads of the country pay over $140,000,000 in taxes every
year, a sum equal to 5 per cent on nearly three billions of dollars,
requiring over 10 per cent of their net operating revenues. They
pay good wages to their own employees and furnish profitable
employment for the industries which furnish railroad materials
and supplies.
But apparently the interests of everyone have been safeguarded
efficiently

owners.

* An address at the Chamber of Commerce mefting,
on December 3, 1914.

New York

City,
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tinder public regulation except the interests of those

the money for the public service;

upon whom we must

investors

and we must

who

protect these

rely for future capital.

in the last decade to protect the railroads

furnish

Failure

and railroad investors

541

a year of benefit from them while the commission is
determining their reasonableness. Is the public welfare promoted
thereby? From practical experience and in a spirit of fairness
lose nearly

and

and the period of such suspenand the determination of the question at issue, ought to be

justice, I should say it is not,

has at last produced a lack of confidence in public regulation,

sion,

and we now know that through the weakness of the railroads the

restricted to sixty days after the date of filing

whole country

is

suffering.

Upon

this great industry, through the

many

hastily enacted federal and state laws, and
and adjust the machinery necessary to enforce these laws by reasonable and practical methods, a mistaken
policy of repression has been imposed, which has not permitted

operation of too

by

failure to provide

charges to increase with the enforced increase in the

railroad

This has caused loss to existing

cost of their operations.

rail-

and has precluded the building of new lines, and the making of needed improvements and betterments on the present roads.
The inherent weakness of the present situation is that we as a
people seem to have assumed that the present railroads and their
equipment and facilities are complete, and are sufficient for present and future needs, and that the chief function of public regulation is to curtail their revenues, increase their expenses and
In this growing country, the present
lessen the margin of return.
railroads are far from -adequate, and therefore the policy of repression is bound to bring, if it has not brought already, a day
of reckoning. Let us not forget that if we expect people to
continue supplying their savings for our railroads, present and
future, their earnings must continue to be what these investors regard as reasonable and sufficient, and they are not likely to be
governed by the opinions of legislators, or commissions in this
respect.
The present policy of repression must be modified and
lack of confidence must be removed, or these millions of investors
roads,

will seek other

There are some particular features of the railroad situation,
incidental to public regulation, to which I would direct attention.

rate schedules

Another trouble

in the present situation is that the Interstate

Commerce Commission has been overburdened with work and with
responsibilities, many of which must be deputed to a large corps
of subordinates, so that in many instances direct consideration
by the entire commission is impossible. The work of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, as

designed in

originally

1887,

was

to

prevent unjust discrimination in rates or service, to see that rates

were reasonable, to secure publicity of railroad rates and practices, prescribe uniform railroad reports, and primarily act as a
The commission
referee between the public and the railroads.
was given limited but well defined powers within reasonable scope.

Now, however,
extended.

It

new

as the result of

of railroad

trol

laws, the scope of its con-

and development has been largely

operations

could materially assist railroad development, but

so far it has proven impossible for seven

men

in one center to

act not merely as regulators but as administrators of the railroads,

leaving the financial results and responsibility of that adminis-

by the companies and their owners.
There is also a certain amount of disagreement between the
federal and state laws and orders of commissions, and of failure
to recognize the inroads on railroad revenues of new laws, orders
and of governmental awards.
tration to be borne

Let

me

use just one example of the commercial chaos resulting

from such

avenues to utilize their capital.

new

with the commission.

Interstate

The recent

conflict.

difference in the views of the

Commerce Commission, on the one hand, and the Public

Service Commission of

New

York, on the other, in connection with

busi-

the allowances to industrial railroads, has, during the last eight

ness depressions, because of arbitrary, heavy and frequently un-

months, resulted in freight rates, via the lines of the New York
Central (whose route is intrastate) from one of the large industries at Buffalo to New York City, and to other places on its line,

The

railroads are existing under

conditions that breed

burdens imposed upon them, by legislatures, state and
and there are still many wasteful legislative experiments forthcoming unless the authors discover that the pubPublic opinion is now conlic will not willingly pay their cost.

justifiable

and

national,

vinced, I feel, that the railroads are entitled to

more equitable

treatment under public regulation, and that opinion has opened
the way for me to offer some suggestions.

The present

situation

is

not the result of premeditated action

or of a clearly defined punitive public policy

;

it is

the result of

lower than via any of the other trunk

tween Buffalo and

New York

lines,

as their routes be-

are intrastate, and there

is

nothing

that the other railroads could do to meet this situation, injurious
as

it

their

was, not only to themselves, but also to industries local to
lines.
The same situation, arising from the same cause,

existed in the state of Pennsylvania, as between the Pennsylvania

Company and

Railroad

other

trunk

lines.

These

differences

be reconciled for the welfare of the public and the railroads.

our failure to fairly adjust our national conception of the rights

must

and duties of these common

In the practice of public regulation, from the constructive side,
I would at this time suggest:
First That the Interstate Commerce Commission should be
materially increased, and so organized as to be able to deal
promptly with the very important railroad questions affecting all
parts of this large country, and thus conserve the time and energy
The addiof railroad officers, the public and the commission.
tional membera of the commission should be selected from men
having experience in railroad management, operation, traffic and
finance, and if men of broad business experience were also added
it would be very helpful.
Second That the position should be placed beyond political
influence, by a long tenure of office, and with compensation sufficient to attract and retain men of the widest experience and

carriers,

and

to adopt our

new laws

for public regulation to rapidly changing commercial and financial
It is not, therefore, a case for mere sterile criticism,
but for mutual study and co-operation to the end that the evils

conditions.

now
lie,

existing

may be

clearly recognized

and

corrected.

The pub

the railroads and the commissions, state and federal, should

unite in an effort to ascertain and finally establish the principles

upon which wise regulation should hereafter proceed, so as to

re-

tain for the people at large the advantage of our American sys-

tem of private ownership and operation under public regulation,
and avoid being forced into another system far less desirable in
a country such as

Can

it

this.

reasonably be contended that any large and important

business enterprise, whether individual or corporate, could be sucif, notwithstanding radically changed condiand substantially increased costs of production, it could only
increase prices subject to the power of an administrative body
which on its own initiative and without a hearing might suspend
the increased prices for an extended period? Under the existing
federal law, increases in railroad rates, no matter how reasonable
or justifiable, may be suspended without any hearing, for at
least four months after they would have become operative.
In
practice, this means five months after the rate schedules are filed
with the commission, and the suspension may be extended by the

cessfully conducted

tions

commission for a further period of six months.
possible even if the

new

It

is,

therefore,

rates are justifiable, for the railroads to

—

—

We

recognize the necessity for men of this
greatest ability.
character and technical experience in dealing with banking and
other broad business enterprises, and we must recognize that
equally wide experience

is

just as essential to deal intelligently

and wisely with the railroad problems.
Third That the regulatory power of the Interstate Commerce
Commission should be clearly extended to the supervision and
control of all rates and practices which directly or remotely affect

—

interstate transportation or commerce.

Fourth

—That

the Interstate

given the power to

interfere,

Commerce Commission should be
by appropriate action, whenever

necessary to maintain a rate structure approved by, or satisfactory

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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to, it,

even though, to accomplish

this, it

should be necessary for

the commission to prevent reduction of rates which would have a
contrary effect, or to compel advances of rates found by the com-

An unreasonably low rate may
be beneficial to some one or more shippers, but the rates of some
other shippers are sure to be disadvantageously affected thereby.
mission to be unreasonably low.

—

That for the existing repressive policy of public legisa constructive policy should be substituted, and existing
legislation should be so modified as to permit the railroad companies to do their full share in the development of the country's
resources.
It will naturally follow that the commission should be
enabled, and indeed required, in the determination of questions
involving railroad rates and practices, to deal with the questions
before it, not merely from the standpoint of the shipper and the
carrier, but from the larger standpoint of the entire country, and
on such economic and business lines that due and controlling
weight may be given to these larger interests essential to the
public welfare. Such a change in public policy and legislation is
requisite to encourage the investment of private capital for railroad extensions and additional facilities.
Fifth

lation,

For

instance, I seriously question the practical utility of railroad

valuation, for I believe that very few railroads are overcapitalized,

and I know the public is not required to pay higher rates on weak
roads than on the more conservatively capitalized railroad lines.
Therefore, while the railroads are cordially and fully co-operating
in the work of federal valuation, yet under present conditions
and when economies are being enforced everywhere, I look to the
commission, under such an equitable public policy as I have in
mind, not to commit the country and the railroads to so vast an

expenditure until one system, or the lines in one section of the
country, shall first be valued and the results demonstrated to the

December, 1914

although I cannot overlook the fact that the Eastern railroads are
earning a return of less than 4 per cent on their property investment.
If this is not approaching confiscation, how much less
must we earn before reaching that point? Surely the country
does not want impoverished railroads unduly restricted in the conduct of their business. What it does want is strong, aggressive

and improved with private capital, efficiently managed
and operated, subject to equitable public regulation.
What I have suggested may not meet all the difficulties in the

lines, built

public

regulation of railroads.
Other helpful suggestions will
doubtless be forthcoming from railroad and business men and commercial bodies, etc., and, I trust, from some statesmen.
There

can be no difference of opinion that public regulation must be
equitable so far as the railroads are concerned, and must be
adjusted to promptly respond to business conditions.
Such a
change will encourage initiative and enterprise in railroad man-

agement and

money has

and abroad, that their
protection of our laws and that they will be

will assure

the full

investors, here

equitably dealt with.
I believe in regulation

that

we do not encourage

by commission, and I urge,

therefore,

destruction of such regulation, but rather

conservation, by adapting it, as we have banking regulation
and other laws, to suit the needs of the country as they change
from time to time. We must look beyond the present obstacles
and view the whole subject from the statesman's standpoint.
Under an enlightened policy of public regulation, but not repression, the railroads will be placed and kept in a strong position to
meet increased traffic demands, as well as to live healthfully in
times of depression. If we now by equitable dealing insure their
its

strength, one of the greatest obstacles to the recovery of financial

confidence and business enterprise can be removed.

country.

Sixth

—That,

AMBULANCE TRAINS IN ENGLAND.

as another necessary result of a constructive and

equitable policy towards railroads, and with a commission

amply

The Midland Bailway of England has recently supplied two

strengthened to deal with railroad questions, Congress would no
doubt refer to the commission for investigation and report such

military ambulance trains for the

legislation as affected wages, employees'

working hours and conand unnecessary
men on trains, non-compensatory mail and parcel post service,
railroad valuation, improved stations, grade crossing elimination,
and other matters which seriously affect railway revenues and
expenses. Due weight to these heavy expenditures would thus be
given in approving rate schedules, and a tangible basis would be
thereby provided on which to continue the regulation of these

and

ditions, increased taxes, boiler inspections, extra

dations

War

Office,

consisting of ten

These coaches were taken from traffic, converted
in
the shops of the road at Derby.
The accommoup

coaches each.
fitted

of

each

train

consist

accommodations for medical
compartments.

of

officers,

five

hospital

wards,

sleeping

nurses and staff, and special

matters (if essential to the public welfare) without injustice to
The inability of the railroads to protect themselves
in respect to increased wages fixed by governmental action could
not be more forcibly presented than in the November, 1913, report
the railroads.

of the Board of Arbitrators under the Newlands act, relating to
conductors' and trainmen's wages on which your president served
as chairman.

—

Seventh That the extraordinary power to suspend rates without a hearing should be limited to a period not exceeding sixty
days after being filed with the commission, or some such reasonable period.

If after such hearing as could readily be had within

and data already posby the commission, from the current and special reports
made by the railroads, under its uniform accounting regulations,
the commission could not be satisfied that the increase proposed
ought not to be made, the rate should rightfully become effective,
and the present confusion and delay would end. The railroads as
an act of self-preservation will always endeavor to make their
service and facilities satisfactory, and rates reasonable, because
only in this way can they make friends, encourage business and

this period, coupled with the information

sessed

earn

profits.

In conclusion I say that considerable emphasis has been laid
upon the fact that the railroad companies, and their owners, are
deprived of an appeal to the courts for the protection of what
they conceive to be their just rights as against the orders of the
commission.

I

am

public regulation

willing,

however, to continue relying upon
to protect the railroads,

and public opinion

Interior of

Ward

Car.

shows a view of one of the ward cars with
the beds in place, but not made up. These beds can be folded up
It will be noted that they
against the walls when not in use.
are arranged in upper and lower berths, there being 20 in each
In
car.
All the cars have clerestory roofs and are vestibuled.

The

illustration

order to maintain

cleanliness,

the

interiors

of the coaches are

painted with white enamel and the floors are covered with linoleum.

Port Huron, Mich, has raised a bonus of $100,000 to insure
the rebuilding in that city of the shops of the Grand Trunk.
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THE MODERN TUBE FOR LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE.*
By

P. J. Conrath,

Tube Expert, National Tube

Co.,

and uniform surface, which has been proved

Fittsburgh, Fa.

manufactured today, is made of a
special grade of open-hearth steel by either the lapweld or seamless
The material selected for this purpose is kept up to the
process.
highest standard in chemical and physical properties in order to
produce a strong and ductile tube which will successfully withstand
the rigid requirements of service. The methods of manufacture are
improved, the tests severe, and the inspection most careful, so that
the finished tube will be adapted to meet not only all the demands
of locomotive service, but also expanding, flanging and beading,
and the exigencies of repair requirements from time to time.
Let us consider the development of the locomotive tube. In

The modern

boiler tube, as

the building of the

first

locomotive, copper tubes were probably

used, but the necessity for a less expensive material soon led to

the use of welded charcoal iron.

This tube was

made by

first

the

buttweld process of drawing the heated plates or skelp, as it is
known to the trade, through a bell-shaped ring which forced or
butted the edges together.

Buttweld charcoal iron tubes were used for some time, but later,
when the lapweld process of manufacture was invented, this improvement was applied to tubes for boiler service. The lapweld
tube was, of course, better adapted to stand the manipulation
required

in

turning over and beading and the increased steam

and therefore gave improved service.
Charcoal iron, however, from the nature of

manufacture,

its

is

produced in comparatively small quantities, because the manual
labor involved does not permit the handling of heats or lots larger
than 500 pounds, and as a consequence does not produce the uniis

service.

Charcoal iron

only about half as strong as steel in the direction at right angles

to the center line of the tube,

strength

When

is

and

this is unfortunately just

where

required.

was applied
was a mild, wellrefined iron, purer than charcoal or wrought iron, but was classed
This
as steel, because it was refined in the Bessemer converter.
steel is equally strong in all directions and marked a considerable
the Bessemer process of purifying pig iron

to the tube industry in 1886, the resultant metal

improvement over charcoal iron.
Then in 1887 the seamless process for making tubes was introduced, and ten years later its value was shown by the fact that
railroads were becoming rapidly interested in the development of
its possibilities.
Seamless tubes were made of soft basic openhearth steel, Bessemer being unsuited to the process. Subsequent
tests also proved open-hearth steel to be better adapted for lapwelded tubes, as it was found to be much less liable to become
brittle while in service.

The improvements

in the

method of manufacture of

this steel

gave such gratifying results as to finally lead the largest manufacturers of tubular goods to abandon altogether the production of
charcoal iron boiler tubes, devoting their attention to the manufacture of the special grade of steel which experience has proved to
be the best material for the purpose.

The market now affords
locomotive service;

lapweld

seamless

iron,

(cold-drawn

and hot-rolled), and lapweld steel tubes. When the action of
corrosion on the two metals, iron and steel, is compared, and the
durability and economy in service is investigated, the conclusion
is equal to charcoal iron in this respect for tubes will be
found to be fully confirmed.
Those interested in looking into this matter should examine the
reports on the steel boiler tubes which have been submitted for
several years past to the annual conventions of the Master Boilermakers' Association. These reports all represent unbiased service
tests and are authentic and reliable.
Besides the greater strength, ductility and uniformity obtained

that steel

in

making tubes of basic open-hearth

steel,

treating the metal, which better enables
action,

known
•

A

has been

successfully

it

developed.

a special process of

to withstand corrosive

This

special

process,

as Spellerizing, produces in the tube an exceptionally dense

paper presented before the

St.

of corrosion, especially in the
In the manufacture of "Spellerized" lapweld
tubes, the bottom surfaces of the steel blooms are alternately
knobbled and smoothed down by passing the hot bloom first through
a series of rolls which have a regular series of knobs cut on their
pitting.

working surfaces, and then through plain rolls whicn in turn smooth
down the roughened or knobbled surface, the operation being repeated several times.
This produces alternately a roll-knobbling
or kneading and a smoothing down of the surfaees of the plate,
rendering the texture more dense and uniform, strengthening the
resistance of the tube against corrosion.
It has also been found of advantage to devise a special test for
"Spellerized" lapweld tubes intended for locomotive service. This
test is made on each of the two crop ends cut from every boiler
tube, and consists of a horizontal flattening, vertical crushing and
flanging test, made on the cold tube in one operation, while held
This test insures that
in a specially designed hydraulic machine.
the weld is as strong as other parts of the tube, and that the physical properties are uniformly up to the standard requirements. This
is

an eliminating

test,

and

is

given in addition to the hydrostatic

inspection and other tests to which these boiler tubes are subjected
It is an eliminating test because any
under the rigid conditions of the test, a trace of

in the course of manufacture.

tube

is

scrapped

if,

is

developed.

The manufacturer has been hampered ever since the first tube
was made by a variety of specifications. It has been our object
to make the best tube possible for locomotive service. The American Bailway Master Mechanics' Association specifications of 1913
were adopted as the result of their committee's labors to reconcile
the different specifications, and was a great step in advance. The
manufacturer can make a better tube under this specification than
under any of the older ones, and with more assurance of uniformity
in quality as soon as this standard becomes universal.
It is rapidly becoming a well-known fact that soft basic openhearth steel tubes, either seamless or lapwelded, withstand the

se-

vere treatment encountered in the process of expanding into the flue
sheet better than charcoal iron.

The

steel,

being more rigid than

The life of the
governed by the number of times it can be worked
without destroying the life of the material. The steel, being more
dense and rigid, will stand more working and reduction without
any ill effects to the tube, either in splitting or breaking off of
the iron, requires less attention while in service.

tube today

beads, etc.

is

Owing

to its density, the steel has greater holding

power than the iron, thus considerably reducing maintenance cost,
and giving increased mileage between settings of tubes, as well as
reducing engine failures due to leaky tubes to a minimum. The
steel beads are stronger than the charcoal iron, and are thus better
able to resist the stresses incident to modern service, and eliminate
the bulging of tube sheets.

The practice

in a large

number of shops

is

to use steel almost

exclusively for safe ending rather than to use iron and steel alter-

There seems to be no difficulty in welding steel safe ends
on steel tubes under these conditions. In safe-ending, it is best to
bring the body tube to a bright orange heat (1750° F.) for expanding to admit safe end, and allow it to cool to at least a blue heat
Precautions should be taken not
before reheating for welding.
to overheat the metal near the weld, which may occur if there is
nately.

practically three classes of tubes for

charcoal

in service particularly

efficacious in resisting the effects

form of

weakness or any other defect

pressure,

form product now required for locomotive
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Louis Railway Club.

much difference in thickness between the body tube and safe end.
The recent application of electric butt welding to safe ending is
The important advantage is that the
worthy of consideration.
metal away from the weld is not so readily overheateJ.
The
process appears easy to control, is economical and should give a
continuous, fine-grained structure throughout the weld. Some laboNorfolk

&

made show

buttwelds made at the
Western shops to have 90 per cent of the strength

ratory tests recently

electric

itself.
This railroad has for some time past been
using this method of welding on safe ends and with very satis-

of the material

factory results, attracting the attention of the mechanical officials

of a number of other railroads,
adopt this method.

who

will in all probability

soon

;
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Rail-

Material Installed

road

A

Water

Length

Condi-

of
Service

Not

Charcoal iron and lapweld
steel tubes in opposite sides

Cause

No. Discarded

.

months

14

Iron

Steel

14 out
of 176

stated

Remarks

of
Rejection

,

tions

December. 1^14

49 out
of 176

.

Pitting

of same engine.

B

C

Tests made on three engines using half-sets of lapweld steel and charcoal iron
tubes on each engine.

Bad

Three years

(3
re-settings)
Test contin-

None

None

Steel tubes are in as good
condition
iron.
Tubes
as
still

in

service.

ued

Very

Charcoal iron and lapweld

25

60,000 miles

75

Pitting

bad'

steel.

Engines in which iron and
tubes were used were
in same service under same
steel

conditions.

D

H

Bad

Tests made on one engine, using lapweld steel
tubes on right side and
charcoal iron on left side.

Ingot

iron

and

months

11

6

3

Pitting

(Test continued)

Bad

lapweld

Iron— 15,000

Tubes removed and examined after 11 months. All
put back in boiler except 9
which were discarded.

3%

All scrapped

Pitting

None

All scrapped
(One at end
of eight

Pitting

miles

steel tubes.

Steel—30,000
miles

Very

Swedish iron and lapweld
steel in opposite sides of
same engine.

I

14

months

(When

bad

ex-

amined)

months)

They report

that 18 to 24
service is obtained
from steel best service from
charcoal iron was 12 to 14

months'

;

months.

E

Extremely bad

See "Remarks."

Now

See "Remarks"

using

lapweld

steel

tubes on this division and
obtain 25%
more mileage

and have

less

pitting

than

with charcoal iron.
Table

1

— Service

Corrosion Comparisons.

Nearly 90 per cent of the locomotives in America are now
equipped with steel safe ends, although some railroads adhere to
the use of charcoal iron body tubes carrying steel safe en?.s. The
reason for this apparent inconsistency

is

not plain, for

it

is

the

safe end that must endure the most severe service.

With respect

to durability in the flue sheet, there is

evidence on record to show that the mileage
is

made with

abundant

steel tubes

considerably greater, under the same service conditions, than

In the tables are given some comparative
figures on the corrosion of iron and steel tubes, and the mileage
obtained in actual service of various railroads, which are indicated

No.

2479, palling

an average 450-ton

train,

during 28 months

completed in June 1913, ran a distance of 245,675 miles on one set
of lapweld " Spellerized " steel tubes.

After testing out, side by side in service, the two classes of
tubes, charcoal iron and steel, the leading railroads now recognize
the value of the steel tube in service, the saving in shop work, and
the great economy in first cost and increased mileage.
In this paper it is the desire to present the facts, both from a

and practical standpoint, pertaining to the relative
value of iron and steel boiler tubes as gained from the experience
of manufacturer and consumer, all of which points to the one con-

with charcoal iron.

theoretical

One of the most remarkable examples of unbroken
probably the greatest tube mileage made in America, is
shown by the Lehigh Valley in fast passenger service.
Engine

material has displaced iron in other parts of boiler construction.

by

letter.

service,

A

Manv

of vou undoubtedlv are familiar with the manufacture

Mileage

Rail-

road

clusion that steel tubes will ultimately replace iron, just as this

Remarks

Water Conditions
Iron

Steel
101,000

Not

50,000-60,000

(One engine)

Was

Test made on one engine equipped with lap-weld
under same conditions as the charcoal-iron

stated

considered good

steel tubes

previously used.

C

B

F

G

H

95,000

46,000

(Average)

(Average)

80,500

40,000

(Average)

(Average)

70,000 to 75,000
100,000 to 125,000*

Freight 20.000

Bad

Engines equipped with lap-weld steel tubes tested in
comparison with engines equipped with charcoal-iron
tubes under same conditions.

Probably most severe in country

Tests made on engines equipped with lap-weld steel
tubes under same conditions as the charcoal-iron previously used.

Not

stated

78,000

40,000 to 50,000

(One engine)

(Average)

Test on engine equipped with Swe-

Not

stated

Tests made on engine equipped with lap-weld steel
tubes under same conditions as the charcoal-iron previously used. Tubes still good and in service.

Not

stated

Nearly all
After 13 months engine was shopped.
beads on Swedish iron tubes were in bad condition
those on Shelby seamless tubes were apparently as good

dish iron on one side and Shelby seamless tubes on the other side of same
engine.

*One engine on

this

About three years ago the use of charcoal-iron tubes
this railroad was abandoned in favor of steel tubes
after comparative tests on these two materials.
on

to 25,000
Passenger 40,000
to 50,000

as ever.

road in fast passenger service equipped with "Spellerized" lap-weld steel tubes made 245,675 miles beThis exceptional case is probably the largest tube-mileage ever made in America.

fore tubes were removed.

Table 2

— Flue

Sheet

Practice.
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of cold-drawn, seamless steel tubes, but probably few have heard
anything regarding the. manufacture of hot rolled seamless tubes,
which is practically a new process, and I might devote a few minutes to explaining the manufacture of this tube, which like the

cold-drawn

is

pierced hot, considerably larger than its finished size,

then reduced by passing to a series of
the tube both in size and thickness of wall.

placed alternately between

rolls,

rolls,

each

roll

reducing

Small gas furnaces are

which, as tubes pass through, keep

working of the metal, and the
same degree of heat
with.
it was started
Then it is allowed to cool gradually, and in
this way is annealed throughout, which gives us a very soft and
uniform material.
It is a well-known fact that hot metal will gather oxide from
the air, which is beneficial to the material. In this case, while tubes
are passing from one roll to the other, they are coated with oxide,
which is worked into the surface of the metal by the rolls, and

up the temperature adaptable
tube

is,

to the

practically speaking, finished at the

forms a protection to the tubes, whereas, when tubes are drawn
removed while drawn through the die, or
in other words, the surface of the metal is removed, which in all
cases is a protection to any material. In my opinion, the only reason a tube was ever drawn cold, was to insure a uniform gauge.
The finishing of a seamless tube hot is, I might say, of recent date.
The process has been perfected, however, so that we can finish a
tube hot and get a uniform gauge throughout. This being a fact,
there is no good reason why the material should be worked cold,
which cannot be of any benefit to the material. All of our tubes
are made of basic open-hearth steel and will give equally good

cold, all of this oxide is

service.

I will say, from a practical standpoint, that a great deal of
your tube troubles on the road are due principally to the water;
it starts through the ingredients in the water, and that starts in

turn the tubes to leaking.
One of the most important things

is

proper care of the locomo-
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THE MALLET LOCOMOTIVE IN FREIGHT SERVICE.*
By

J. F.

Walsh.

In this paper I wish to give you an outline of the efficiency we
accomplished on the Chesapeake & Ohio by the introduction and
substitution of the Mallet type of locomotive in place of the ordinary Consolidation locomotives in heavy freight train service.

With very rare exceptions, until the Mallet type of locomotive
was introduced on the Chesapeake & Ohio as a through freight
engine, it had been used almost exclusively as a pusher, or helper,
locomotive on heavy grades; but in view of the fact that over 70
per cent of the freight tonnage on the Chesapeake & Ohio is coal,
which carries with it a very low rate, and in view of the continued

became necessary to increase the train
order that there might be left at least a small margin of

increases in expenses,

load in

it

It was, therefore, concluded to order a sample Mallet locomotive to determine what results we could get from it in our
through freight train service. The results obtained were so favorprofit.

we placed an

able that in a few months

order for 24 additional

By the introduction of the Mallet locomotives
of 5.712 cents per 1,000 ton miles, or
saving
accomplished
a
we
37.55 per cent in the case of handling the freight traffic on the
Hinton division where those locomotives were placed in service.
The Mallets hauled a 70 per cent greater average train load
than the Consolidations at the same average speed of 17 miles per
Mallet locomotives.

hour.

The 25 Mallets replaced 44 Consolidation locomotives which
This resulted in the reduction
in the number of trains daily over the division to the number of 17.
This result effected also a reduction of 27.6 and 42.6 per cent,

handled the same volume of

traffic.

wages of engine and train crews per
simplifying the various transgreatly
as
well
as
miles,
ton
1,000
saving
in
the wage item alone amounted
portation difficulties. The
respectively, in the cost for

to over $6,800 per month.

as washing, and in carefully cooling them

Because of the additional economy obtained with the superheater and brick arch in combination with the compound cylinders,

Another thing is misuse and abuse of the locomotive, as we
term it, on the railroad. An engineer can be of the greatest help
in the way of increasing tube mileage on a locomotive; in fact,
after the tubes have been properly set, it is up to the engineer to

the Mallets saved 43 per cent in coal per ton mile over the Consolidation type engine. This means that the Mallet will burn no more

tives in service, such
off.

help take care of the flues.

might say that I do not care how good a set of tubes may be
installed in a boiler, without the engineer's assistance you will
I always lay
not get the expected mileage out of the tubes.
great stress on the pumping engines which should never be done
while standing still, if it can be possibly avoided.
Another thing is where the engine is worked very hard with the
injector shut off; that will have a tendency to bring boilers to a
very high degree of heat, and then engines are allowed to stand on
The cold water will rush to
side track with the injector working.
contraction,
and the sudden conthe bottom and cause a sudden
traction is what loosens the tubes, and then you have them leaking.
I

Another thing
cinder-pit.

is in

connection with the engine going over the

If I were in authority, I would never allow an engine

to be pumped, if

it

can be avoided

—from the time

it

lands in the

under steam again.
yard and is relieved from
If an engine is placed on the cinder-pit with three gauges of
water, it will not be necessary to again put water in the boiler
until engine is fired up and again under steam.
The water is not in circulation when the engine stands still,
the train, until it is

and the cold water will rush to the bottom and strike the back
flue sheet, where the boiler is hottest, and there is a sudden contraction, and that is what causes trouble.

The Oregon-Washington Kailroad & Navigation Company will
construct a roundhouse for 30 locomotives, and additional freight
handling facilities at The Dalles, Ore.
Preliminary plans have been completed and surveys are being
made for proposed construction of eight or more bridges over
the O. W. R. & N. R. R. Co. crossings at Portland, Ore., by the
city bureau of bridges

and highways.

coal than the Consolidation engine in doing 75 per cent more work.
In other words, the fireman 's work on the Mallet was no harder

—

on the average probably easier as far as coal shoveling was conIn addition to
cerned than on, the Consolidation locomotives.
could
be handled
traffic
more
cent
70
per
results,
important
these
of the
use
the
by
existing,
then
facilities
with the same track

—

Mallets.

The opportunity

offered

by the increased power available

in the Mallet, type of increasing the capacity of the division or

relieving existing congestion of traffic without the construction of

any additional new track,

is

an advantage which would probably

bear the greatest weight with the operating

officials

of railroads.

In the case at hand, for instance, 41 freight trains were run
daily over the division with the Consolidation locomotives without
exceeding the

maximum

track capacity.

5 cents per 1,000 ton miles in the cost of
operation is quite impressive when it is considered that on the
basis of the traffic on the division where these Mallets were
operated it would mean a net saving, all things considered, equal

The reduction of over

to the interest on $1,500,000 of 5 per cent bonds.

Assuming that the total cost of 25 Mallets would be $125,000
more than the cost of the 44 Consolidation locomotives which they
replaced (it is certainly not a low estimate), and at 13 per cent
yearly for interest and depreciation, this would amount to an addithe
tional fixed charge of $16,250 per year. The items comprising
prepared
were
locomotives
of
classes
cost of operation of the two
from carefully kept, accurate records, permitting of fair and
reasonable comparisons, and covers a period of eight months from
February

1,

1911, covering the time that the 25 Mallets were in

Hinton division. The item maintenance, in each
followincludes only running repairs. It will be noted in the

service on the
case,

ing table that the decrease due to Mallets

is

.05712.

•A paper presented before the Cincinnati Railway

Club. Nov.

10.

1914.
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COMPARISON OF COST PER 1,000 TON MILES OF MALLETS AND CONSOLIDATIONS IN ROAD SERVICE.
Cost Per 1,000 Ton Miles
Item.
With
With
Mallets

Fuel
Wages, engine crew
Wages, train crew
Maintenance (running repairs only)
Roundhouse expense

.

.

Consolidations

normal starting tractive effort of the superheater locomotive was
reduced about 8,800 pounds as compared with the saturated steam
Mallet, though at the speeds at which the engines were operated

.0009

00009

.00006

.09499

.15211

shortly afterwards equipped with a Schmidt superheater, and the
boiler pressure reduced to 200 pounds.

which largely consisted of

coal,

and a maximum tractive power of 41,140 pounds.
comparison of the principal dimensions of the Consolidation

and the Mallet locomotives is as follows:
COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF MALLETS AND CONSOLIDATIONS WHICH THEY HAVE REPLACED.
2662 Type
280 Type
Mallets

Consolidations

Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailer

337,500

lbs.

176,200

lbs.

23,500

lbs.

21,100

lbs.

Total weight of locomotive

400,000

lbs.

197,300

lbs.

Weight of tender
Wheel base, rigid
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total of engine
Wheel base, total engine and

163,000

lbs.

131,700 lbs.

39,000 lbs.

22,

in.

25

ft.

3

9*4

in.

56

ft.

6 in.

ft.

200

Fire box, length

96%

Fire box, width

244-2%

2%

Heating
Heating surface, fire box
Heating surface, water tubes ...
Heating surface, total
Superheating surface
Grate area
Tender, water capacity
Tender, coal capacity

Maximum normal tractive power
Maximum tractive power
(working simple)

22 x 28
56

in.

lbs.

108%

surface, tubes

in.

in.

83%

Tubes, length

ft.

10

in.

in.

on other railroads using practically the same type of Mallet locois mentioned above, that type of engine is by no means

motives as

either difficult to operate or maintain, as is quite generally sup-

posed by railway operating officials.
They are not at all difficult to lubricate; although carrying a
high boiler pressure with a high degree of superheat, we have

no difficulty whatever in lubricating them with identically the
same quality of Galena valve oil and lubricating oils as has been
used for 30 years past upon saturated steam locomotives.
The ease with which Mallet locomotives start long trains has
made them popular with officials in charge of the car department,
as they are not nearly as destructive to draft appliances as the

smaller types of locomotives.

They are

enginemen and firemen, and I
most practical, economical and useful locomotive for heavy train tonnage, and that their introduction on
divisions of railways where the grades are heavy, or where exceedingly heavy train tonnage is to be moved, is certainly the proper
move along the lines of that efficiency of which we hear so much.
On account of their unusual length, the weight is well distributed, and they are therefore no more destructive to roadbed and
bridges than the ordinary Consolidation locomotive or smaller type
also popular with the

believe, today, are the

of locomotives.

is

mind that the Mallet locomotive
a double locomotive and that to obtain the best
from it much depends upon the attention the machines

practically

results

receive at roundhouse terminals.

in.

;

and

23
5041
911

lbs.

90

in.

each trip.

75

in.

of the locomotive and the interior of the cab, clean, sanitary and

36-5y2

9000

329

in.

2 in.

in.

14 ft. 9 in.
2527 sq. ft.
1

57 sq.
26

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

2710

sq. ft.

46.9 sq. ft.

15 tons

7000 gals.
10 tons

73,200 lbs.

41,140 lbs.

gals.

attractive to the

This leaves the machinery, as well as the upper works

attractive.

The more

interest the

men who operate

attractive the
it will

machine

take in

it

kept, the

more

and the more

satis-

is

factory results will be obtained from the operation of

which

is

along the lines of the

much

it,

all

of

desired efficiency.

THE FTRST EXHIBITOE
Panama-Pacific

International

in the Transportation Palace at the

Exposition

to

erect

the

building

which its exhibit will be made is the Western Pacific-Denver &
Rio Grande-Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System. The exhibit
consists of an immense globe, 44 feet high and 51 feet in diameter.
On the face of the globe is shown a map of North America, with
the lines of the system from San Francisco to St. Louis traced
and illuminated electrically. The globe stands on an imposing
pedestal with arched entrances. Projecting between the entrances
in

sq. ft.

ft

made

ft.

sq. ft.

72.2 sq.

additional cost

in.

in.

24 ft.
4674 sq. ft.
344 sq. ft.

little

70
200

in.

5%

With very

man who operates
them. One prominent railroad with which I am familiar makes
it a practice to thoroughly wash them off with warm water after

87,800 lbs.

Most of the loaded freight movement upon which those engines
operated was eastward from Hinton, W. Va., where the ruling
grade is 30 feet to the mile and about 13 miles long. After
passing Allegheny it is practically all down grade into Clifton
Forge; 15 miles of this being a descent of 60 feet to the mile.
The average tonnage of the Consolidation engine eastbound out
of Hinton was 1,850 tons with the Mallet locomotive the average

—

devices of proven value, resulted in the maximum economy in
operation of increased capacity per pound of fuel consumed.
From my experience as well as from continued close observation

they can be kept clean and

working pressure

Tubes, diameter

17
ft.

56

end

Tubes, number

ft.

ft.

and 35 x 32

Driving wheels, diameter
Boiler, outside diameter at front
Boiler,

17

10

These Mallet locomotives, by the use of correct proportions and
careful construction of details in combination with fuel saving

It should, however, be borne in

80

and stroke.

maximum

the superheater locomotives seem to develop as much, if not more,
power than the saturated steam Mallet locomotive which was

stroke,

Cylinders, diameter

result of the reduced boiler pressure the

.00015

of 194,000 pounds, cylinders 22 inches in diameter by 28 inches in

tender

200

to

.047

with a scattering of lumber and general merchandise, was being
handled by the Consolidation locomotives having a total weight

48

was reduced

therefore

.054

engine.

A

pressure

034
031

from the successful performance of the single locomotive of that
type which was purchased from the American Locomotive Co., and
which, as mentioned above, was purchased for trial purposes with
a view of determining the adaptability of the Mallet as a road
traffic,

boiler

pounds.

05712
Decrease due to Mallets
As mentioned above, the introduction of the Mallet locomotives
on the Hinton division of the Chesapeake & Ohio followed directly

that time the freight

As a

.05

I

At

and the

heater,

0002

Supplies

.

tonnage eastbound out of Hinton was 3,700 tons.
With the original sample Mallet locomotive we carried a boiler
pressure of 225 pounds.
When the additional 24 Mallet locomotives were ordered they were equipped with the Schmidt super-

0285

.00012

.

December, 1914

is

the reproduction of a

supporting base.

modern locomotive

front, carved in the

Railroad tracks, car wheels, engine

smoke are some of the appropriate designs that go

to

bells, curling

make up

the

decorative features.

The Northwestern
shops at Willits, Cal.

Pacific will erect

a depot, roundhouse and
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Scrap Handling Plant, B.
An

instauce of the greater attention

now being paid by

the

railroads to the reclaiming of discarded material and obtaining

greater revenue through the sale of materials unfit for further

new scrap handling plant of the Boston &
Albany at West Springfield, Mass.
The plant consists of a storehouse 25' x 40', with connecting
shed 25' x 50' housing the motor driven tools. A high platform
10' wide on the sides and 30' wide on the end extends around
three sides of the building.
Beyond the 30 foot end of this
platform, and level with the ground, extends a low platform 45'
wide and 200' long, on which the scrap is sorted. This lower
level platform is constructed of cinder and screenings and is
composed of 15 long bins 10' wide with a large bin 50' wide
in the center.
A truck, for loading and unloading, extends the
entire length of the platform, on each side, and a 5 ton gantry
crane, running on rails laid on a continuous concrete foundation,
use, is afforded in the

The bridge ends are

up of plates and angles.

built

Heavy

gusset plates connect girders and bridge ends and prevent girders

from getting out of square. All connection holes were drilled
and reamed after parts were assembled and squared and only
finished body round bolts with lock nuts were used for connecting
these parts.

The truck wheels are extra heavy with double

flanges,

the

treads being accurately machined or ground to equal diameters.

The trucks are bronze bushed and revolve on turned

steel axles of

large diameter fitted in bored holes in the reinforced bridge ends

separator.
The fatter two pieces of machinery are driven
from a line shafting operated by a 7% H. P. motor.
The gantry crane is a standard 3 motor, 5 ton capacity crane.
The span of wheels is 80' and maximum travel of hook from lower
to upper limits is 22'.
Clearance from under side of girders to
The wheel loading, with maximum lift, is
base of rail is 22'.
The main hoist is driven by a 22 H. P* motor and
28,000 lbs.
lifts at a speed of 40' per minute.
The trolley running on the
bridge is driven by a 3 H. P. motor and travels at the rate of

wheel.

chip

125' per minute.

!The bridge

is

operated on the rails by a 22 H. P. motor and

travels 200' per minute.

All motors are 2 phase, 60 cycle, 440
and of the General Electric type. They are enclosed on
four sides and top by galvanized corrugated iron with necessary

volt,

doors for inspection.

The following points of construction of the gantry crane are
The web plates of the box section girders
are reinforced by heavy stiffener angles placed near the bridge
drive motor and are connected by a diaphragm, preventing distortion of girders by motors or gears.
The bridge motor is
of especial interest:

bolted in a horizontal position to a heavy structural steel bracket

The motor gears are enclosed and run
The cross shaft is of extra heavy steel

riveted to the girders.

in self-oiling bearings.

and

is

strong to skid the truck wheels with crane

sufficiently

fully loaded, thereby preventing distortion in shaft

handling.
able

split,

The shaft
babbitted

is

Cteoronce
leg

The

£*

line ibr

shaft

cross

shaft

vertical

to

connected to

is

thrust bearings,
to

—

O -if

*?

foot

of

lever

brake,

The

is

6

on

located

conveniently

-

controllers are

operator's

drum type with separate

cage.

The

grid resistance, the

The

cage is equipped with slate switchboard having mounted thereon
the four pole main switch and independent enclosed fuses for each
motor and all necessary wiring connections. The conductor wires
are stranded rubber covered cable of ample capacity. All wiring

run in iron conduit.
rYfrxtcw]

provided */tin wire gvanto

nel iron

frames arranged

of mIO *ffe ^'diamond mesh

and

—-I

\k~n"*t- Chestnut

Showing

the

operating handles being in convenient reach of the operator.

teetm
Elevation

in

simple in construction and extremely powerful in action.

Granite top
roofing

End

medium

pats,

all

Cross Section.

|

and the

steel, having a factor of
which are accessible for oiling and
examination.
The extra heavy bronzed bushed rope sheaves are
turned and grooved to fit rope and revolve on turned steel pinB
held in position by key plates, which are easily removed to permit
the withdrawing of pin, which is drilled for center oiling. The
hook revolves on hardened and grooved steel balls running between hardened and grooved steel plates.
The hoisting mechanism is controlled by mechanical load and
electric brakes.
Limit switch is provided for opening main
current of motor to prevent crane from injury due to careless
operation, if hook is raised to a dangerous height. A powerful
foot brake of the post type is provided and is operated by a

safety

ho of roll.

Cl_i_

the

get out of line.

2d gouge gotv. cor. iron
to wiihin 4' of floor

if-

shaft

The hook frame and yoke are of

frame covered mth

-»'

,<-(,'

vertical

The vertical shafts are carried in universal
making it impossible for the shafting and gears

~s
r

the

bridge truck wheels through

the

of cut bevel gears.

is

of crane

-Kf

due to careless

supported at uniform intervals by adjustwhich can be removed without

bearings

disturbing any other part.

I

suddenly.

and securely held by heavy plates. Bronze washers are provided
between ends of truck wheels and web plates. The truck wheels
may be easily removed by jacking up bridge ends sufficiently
to remove weight from wheels, withdrawing axle and rolling out

The

f

The crane bridge girders are box section type, built up of
two web plates, four heavy angles and universal mill top and
bottom cover plates. The web plates are reinforced at frequent
intervals by heavy vertical angles conected together by diaphragms
to prevent vibration and diagonal skewing, when crane is started

on centers, for a distance of 400', spans the entire layout.
tools in the shed consist' of a pair of Alligator shears,
driven by a 7% H. P. motor; a drop hammer, driven by a 7%
H. P. motor; one bolt threader and nut tapper and one magnetic
80'

I

547

Partition.

faint 2 coats outside and ? coats ins/be
Concrete to be class '8'

Storehouse and Scrap Platform at West Springfield, B.

&

A. R.

R

lock.

to

in chan-

swing
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Scrap Platform, Bins and Crane, with Lifting Magnet, B.

The operator

's

cage

thoroughly braced.

is

It

built of
is

heavy angles and plates and

is

connected with foot walks extending

is

generated

December. 1914

&

A. R. R.

company's power plant located about

in the railroad

a quarter of a mile away.

and

Current

is

up

generated at 440

volts,

power house by

entirely across the crane on the bridge drive side, affording easy

2

access to bridge motors, gears and bearings.

transformers to 2,300 volts, transmitted to the scrap platform

The cage is covered
with sheet metal casing and fitted with windows and a door.
The foot walk is fitted with plank flooring, and angle iron toe
guard and hand rail.
The lifting magnet is of 3,500 lbs. capacity and has a lifting
surface three feet in diameter.
The magnet is lifted by the
hook of the crane, and when not in use is set on the platform.
Direct current for this magnet is supplied by a 7% KTV 230 volt
G. E. motor generator set bolted on the side of the bridge
girders of the crane and controlled by the operator from the
Current consumed when lilting 3,500 lbs. is about 45
cage.
amperes

at

230

60

cycle

is

and again stepped down

stepped

the

at

440 volts.
The four trolley wires
hard drawn round
motors are Xo.
copper trolley wire.
"Wires are supported on 40' wooden posts
spaced 75' on centers, wires being anchored to the end poles and
supported on insulated spools on the intermediate poles.
Current for operating the gantry crane is collected by four small
trolley wheels, each making contact with the under side of its
supplying current for

to

all

wire.

Trolley

wheels

.•spective

trolley

insulated

arm placed on the bridge
down

cabin, the feed wires leading

are

supported

on

an

girder,

over the operator's

to the

main switch

in

the

operator's cabin.

volts.

Current for operating

phase,

all

motor driven

tools,

lifting

magnet,

gantry crane and also for lighting storehouse, shed and platform.

Although

this

new scrap handling plant has been

only since January 1st, 1914,

a

saving of 10c per ton on the

x>

Layout

of

West

Springfield Scrap Plant. B.

&

A. R. R.

in operation

Scole qf Feet
Off
JO'
o

ISO"

—

:
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JOINT CAR REPAIR SHOPS.*

handling of scrap has been affected. Prior to the construction
of this plant scrap was sorted and broken by hand labor at "West
Springfield

and

points

other

at

from

all

points and

is

along

the

Under the

line.

forwarded to the scrap platform
there broken and sorted into bins awaiting

present arrangement, scrap

is

may

sale or reclamation for further use, as the case

be.

Under

the old method, for a period of eight months, 9,748 tons of scrap

were handled, compared with 19,196 tons of scrap for a similar
period under the new method, showing a saving 'in favor of the
new method of 21.6% in the cost per ton of scrap handled.
Comparing the use of the new gantry crane atone, with the
old method of handling by manual labor and hand crane, for a
period similar to that above mentioned, a saving of 63.3% in the
In addition, the

cost per ton of scrap handled has been effected.

net value of material reclaimed from scrap and

made

fit

for use,

549

By F.

C. Schultz, Chief Interchange Inspector, Chicago, HI.

For a number of years I have been advocating the establishment
of joint repair shops at large terminals to take care of foreign
Such shops should be established in

cars.

number of

large

districts in

which a

Loaded cars that arrive

industries are located.

in these territories in bad order, and are unloaded, necessarily
have to be returned to the delivering line for repairs. Such cars
should be repaired in these districts and reloaded, thereby avoiding
the hauling of the car back empty to the delivering line, and also
creating a supply of good order cars for loading at industries
in

such districts.

If such cars were repaired,

the necessity of hauling of

empty cars

into

it

would also avoid

these

districts

for

loading, as the necessary supply would be created.

The available cars

in the various territories for such joint
taking Chicago as an example, would amount to about
250 cars per day, including both light and heavy repairs necessary
to put the cars in a serviceable condition for loading.
In addition

shops,

would accumulate in these
companies should be permitted to forward
to such shops, foreign bad order cars which accumulate in their
terminals, so as to entirely relieve the railroad companies' shops
from the necessity of repairing foreign equipment. It is a well
known fact that car repairers working on cars owned by the
road they are working for, are able to do a great deal more and
better work than they are able to do when working on a miscellaneous lot of foreign cars.
It is also far more economical to
carry such necessary foreign material as is needed at a joint
shop than it is to carry a supply at each of the shops of the
to the available cars that necessarily

railroad

territories,

various railroads entering into a large terminal.

The M.
and

C.

Crane Operator's Cage and Method of Collecting Current.
house in Background.
during

the

above

more than the

period

total

of

time,

amounted

to

Store-

over $1,000.00

cost of labor for running the entire plant,

method practically nothing was reclaimed.
The reclaimed material consists of brake shoes, brake pins,

while under the old

connection

brake levers,

firehooks, bolts,
flat

rods,

couplers,

follower

nuts,

spikes, side irons, tie plates, shovels,

washers,

M.

1st,

and 120, have
brought about the accumulation of a large number of foreign
bad order cars which will have to be disposed of under the above
mentioned rules, and if such repairs were made at a joint shop,
a great deal of the material removed from the cars which the
car owner orders dismantled under M. C. B. Rule 120 could be
used when making repairs to foreign cars.
If joint car shops were established, an organization should be
C. B. Eules Nos. 1, 2

created to supervise the repairs

made

to such cars in the following

manner

round and

To authorize

First:

making an

repairs that are necessary by

inspection of the cars.

irons, etc.

The

B. Eules which went into effect on October

in particular

1914,

installation

Second

was made from plans prepared by the engiwhom we are indebted for the

:

Third:

neering department of the road, to

To
To

see that the repairs are properly made.

see that bills are properly rendered for the

work

done, by billing against the car owner for owners' defects and

above information.

the delivering line for delivering line defects.

THE SITUATION IN BRIEF.

The question

Eailway operating income for September, reduced to a per mile
of line basis and compared with that for September, 1913, shows
a decrease of $3, or 0.9 per cent, while operating income per mile
for September, 1913, showed a decrease of 81.1 per cent from that
of September, 1912. Total operating revenues per mile for September decreased 6.0 per cent as compared with September, 1913,
operating expenses per mile decreased 8.5 per cent, and net oper-

work at once
near East St.
about $275,000, and is asking for bids
an 18-stall roundhouse, shops and other
The Southern

will start

shops,

if

will necessarily arise as to whether

established

jointly

by the

carry

The

present M. C. B. Rules covering labor and material, as I under-

stand

it,

are worked out with this end in view, and I personally

believe that the present

shops self-sustaining.

M. C. B. prices are adequate
One of the great advantages

to

make such

to be gained

on new engine terminal
Louis,

such cars to repair tracks should also be considered: to illustrate

111.,

at a cost of

for the construction of
buildings.

A

moving under load from one railroad to another via a
switching line to an industry, if found in bad order when unloaded
car

returned to the- switching line for delivery to the originating

line

tion at St. Petersburg, Fla.

reduce the switching and

The Chesapeake & Ohio, the Southern and the Norfolk &
Western, will build a reinforced concrete viaduct over the James
river at Lynchburg, Va,
The McCormick Contracting Co., Easton, Pa., has been
awarded the construction of an 800-foot dock adjoining the present up-river property of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, at

quickly, as well as reduce the liabiltiy of

The improvement

will

themselves and pay a reasonable interest on the investment.

The Tampa & Gulf Coast which recently completed an extension to St. Petersburg is making plans to build a passenger sta-

Toledo, O.

or not joint

railroads,

by having a joint car shop, would be the creation of a car supply,
thereby saving a large amount of money, both in intermediate
switching charges and per diem, which accumulates while such
cars are being moved back and forth.
The delay of moving

ating revenue per mile decreased 0.5 per cent.

facilities at Denverside,

car

will cost $750,000.

is

where repairs are

finally

make

made.

A

joint

car

shop would

the car available for loading

damage due

more

to accident

on account of handling bad order cars.
The establishment of such shops would necessarily have to be
under a corporation, the stock to be divided and held by the
interested

lines,

as the proposition would be entirely too large

to be handled on an assessment plan.
*

A paper

In order to try out the

presented before the Car Poremans Association of Chicago.
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feasibilities

of establishing a joint

details, that it

car

terminals, so that there would not be any necessity of advancing

a large amount of

money

for the purpose of acquiring grounds,

would be necessary to establish
a new shop, and if the plan worked out in a very short period
we would be able to determine as to whether or not this plan
would be feasible and would be able to proceed on a more
buildings, machinery, etc., which

elaborate basis.
If the above mentioned trial at a leased shop, which

may

not

be entirely up to date and modern, should prove advantageous
and satisfactory, there could not be any question but that the
operation of a modern shop would not only be practical but would
be a good investment to the railroads.

Another matter that would have to be looked
question of the proper

amount

into,

would be the

to be allowed to the terminal line

from such shops.
understanding, that when a car is delivered

for switching charges to and
It

is

my

switching line
carries with

under load, a switching

it

charge

is

If this

after

the

Cleary, Chief Clerk D. L. & W. R. R.
Reviewing car department work in recent years, we become
impressed with the apparent constant increase in correspondence
incident thereto, and as we study the conditions we are led to
believe that with due care and observance of instructions, some of
it at least could be noticeably curtailed and a more pleasing condition brought about.
Time expended in correspondence should be used judiciously
and as effectively as on any of the other features of car work, and
if it is possible to clear the situation with one letter, do not permit
oversights or errors to be the cause for writing two.
We pride
ourselves on our frugality in the use of lubricants and material
of all kinds and in the manipulation of forces rendering as much
result as possible, and why not now, of our own initiative, show
our ability to cope with the needless correspondence situation.
"To Labor Less and
Let us endeavor to follow the motto
We
are
all
aware
that
palpable errors are
Accomplish More.
accountable for much unnecessary correspondence, and which of
us is not aware of this annoyance invited by furnishing a wrong
transfer or adjustment order, a wrong number or initial in connection with M. C. B. foreign repair bills or looseness in a report
giving an account of a train accident. Allow me to cite an exam-

By Frank

:

'

to

a

made which

the return of the empty car to the originating

is correct, the movement of cars from industries,
same are unloaded, to the shops for repairs would
be about the same as though the cars were returned to the
originating line empty, and switching charges should only be
allowed for the service of switching the car from such shops after
This, however, would not apply
the repairs had been completed.
to cars delivered empty to such lines by railroad companies for
repairs at joint shops, and in such cases I presume separate rates

line.

CAR DEPARTMENT CORRESPONDENCE*

shop to work out the

might be well to lease a shop at one of the large

'

ple of the latter.

A

trainman makes a report of an accident to his

report

A

secretary of the General Foremen's Association,

has changed his local address at Winona, Minn., from 914 to 1126

West Broadway.

is

accepted by his superiors as sufficient information as to

man is instructed to make a report on this
shows the numbers and initials of cars and parts
of each damaged and assigns as the reason for the accident that
car department

accident.

He

*A paper read

before the Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.

waster car painters

r£solvin& to
pot four coats
on cars to keep
THEr-i

train, involv-

ing derailment and damage, and assigns as a reason that a brake
beam dropped down on one of the cars moving in his train. This
the cause.

would have to be made.

William Hall,

December, 1914

WARMER
New

Year's Resolutions, As Seen by the Cartoonist.

—
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a brake beam dropped down, and this report
He has failed in his mission
unsatisfactory.

is

incomplete and

—has

to the report to the officials

unnecessary

caused delay

and has caused the writing of several

letters.

In order that his report will be acceptable from a car departit must show the cause of the brake beam dropThis may be a broken brake head, brake hanger,
ping down.

ment standpoint,

track conditions or the absence of cotter keys, allowing the dis-

placement of

bolts.

or initial defect

was

It

must show also whether the originating
movement, or partly

entirely new, occurring in

old, and whether the defect could or could not have been detected
by the inspectors through which the car passed.
In like manner a trainman reports an accident and assigns
The car department man to meet
a broken wheel as the cause.

the requirements goes into detail showing* the cause of the wheel

breakage, such as a prolonged application of the brake, a worn
flange or a seamed tread. He also shows the name of the manu-

Also arranges for proper inspection of
Should he fail in
triple and retainer under certain conditions.
any particular, he contributes the usual amount of unnecessary
Eeports of this character should be made with
letter writing.
facturer and the date.

the least possible delay and

by

all

means before

letters of inquiry

from our officials are necessary.
This and all correspondence possible should be handled without
the necessity of inquiries, and strange to say we are generally able
to make reply to an inquiry on the day we receive it, whereas
the original should have received this attention.
It may appear from this that more is expected of the car department man than from the trainman. This is not so. The
nature of this work in the department that he is engaged in
demands that special information mentioned be furnished.
I will now approach the wider field of error and the one that
furnishes its full quota of unnecessary correspondence and tracing
the work of rendering foreign car repair bills— and we need
consider but one feature of this to account for numerous letters
and corrections, "Wrong Numbers and Initials."
We will assume that we have several reports of repairs returned
to us as it proves that the car record office could not locate any
movements of the cars on the line about the dates that reports
show repairs to have been made. We ascertain that corrections
must be made which generally will run along as follows:
We find that the initials reading N. Y. C. & St. L. should read
N. C. & St. L.; N. Y. C. & H. E. should read N. Y. C. & St. L.;
C. M. & St. P. should read C. M. & P. S. ; C. R. I & P. should read
C. R. I. & G.; Can. Pac. should read Central Pacific, and numerous
others along this same line, which occurs through a similarity in
the initials, but the wrong recording is by no means justified and
with ordinary care could be entirely avoided.
Add to this the wrong number feature, such as 7715 should be
7751, and you have the situation complete with the exception of
the equipment bearing numbers of six figures introduced of recent
years and which has a tendency to increase the wrong number

—

to the

many changes
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introduced from year to year leads

me

to

believe that a biennial change of the rules would be desirable, were

not that perhaps more weighty reasons demand the annual
change to meet the carrying requirements of this most advanced
age of car building and transportation.

it

It may appear to some that the difficulties outlined thus far
have been overdrawn or that recourse was had to imagination
to produce the conditions described. However, I believe on close
observation that it is simply a fair representation of what is
going on around us on all lines and I am satisfied that it has
assumed its present proportions through lack of care on the part
of employees taking numbers and initials from the cars and by
men in supervisory positions not offering any criticism t(\ the
individual responsible at the .time corrections are made.
By
making corrections without the knowledge of the responsible party
and allowing him to continue paves the way, not merely for a continuance of this annoyance, but to an increase, making the con-

and unwieldy.

ditions chaotic

some little care and attention to
perform the work of handling numbers and initials correctly that
continual failure on the part of those engaged in doing it would
be accounted for by the absence of supervisory attention on the
part of men directly in charge of the work. Of equal importance
with the repair bill condition is the work of transfer and adjustment orders and defect cards as established under our Niagara
Frontier Association rules and many indeed are the avenues of
error in the performance of this work.
It is such an easy matter with

A

's inspector issues a delivering line 's defect card
informed in due time of tracing that it has been improperly issued and that it should have been issued against some other
line and the inspector being questioned, explains it by showing
absence of symbol marks indicating the delivering line and as
symbol marking is part of the system of the Frontier Inspection,
no member of the association should be required to adopt extraordinary methods to arrive at proper deliveries but by the expected
co-operation of the delivering line, receive the needed information
to transact business properly and promptly and not be required
to perform the needless work of corrections of the items re-

receiving line

and

is

ferred to.

Let us have some concern for the arbitrator and his office who
the defect cards and transfer orders bona fide by their
" O. K. " stamps, but who have not within reasonable reach, the

make

records of the various lines to test the correctness of car numbers,
initials

or deliveries

and are therefore depending

forces of each individual line to

make accurate

solely

on the

reports and avoid

complications which if allowed to continue, will

mar

of the most progressive system of freight car inspection

name
known

the

the Niagara Frontier Car Inspection Association.
I have referred to the difficulties in preparing foreign repair
bills

and the

liability to error, etc.,

but this was chiefly from a

clerical standpoint.

me now

such charges, have

your attention to the work of issuing defect
cards and keeping them well within the spirit of the Master Car
Builders' code of rules, covering the issuance of same and which
appears to be the greatest difficulty in the matter at present. I
have reference to defects upon which inspectors' opinions and
may I say foremen's opinions differ as to whether they are suffiAnd while we
ciently extensive to require a defect card or not.
know that good effort has been put forth by the arbitrator and

grown from a simplicity to a rather arduous task, requiring close
scrutiny and precision in making proper charges of owners' defects and requires ability and experience to recognize the outlines
of what constitutes combination of defects denoting rough han-

foremen in instruction and personal appeals that the judgment of
inspectors might become uniform and universal, still we know
that a margin of difference of opinion still exists and causes its
share of correspondence in an endeavor to straighten out each

dling.
Still the foreign repair bills corrected for errors of this
nature are comparatively few to the corrections made for wrong

will agree

taking.

You

will

observe

that

the

wrong

initials

prove the

greater

source of annoyance, as this means a correction in the

the bills

made up which

is

amount of
not occasioned by wrong numbers.

Considering the errors in repair

by numbers and

initials,

than those occasioned
we find that the Master Car Builders'
bills other

code of rules, which form the basis of

all

numbers and initials, the latter work having remained as simple
as it was at the inception of the rules and again the evidence is
furnished that carelessness is responsible for errors and subsequent
loss of labor in making corrections.
The great care to be exercised and study required in making foreign repair bills according
to the present code and the ever increasing danger of errors, due

Let

call

individual case.

But while we wish

for the time that inspectors

more closely on the subject and
spirit of the Master Car Builders' rules, our
man with hook and chalk who struggles from
embarrassing question, "what constitutes a
require a defect card?"
In conclusion,
all

let

the difficulties

me

harmonize with the
hearts go out to the

day to day with the
defect too slight to

say that the foregoing does not embody
to contend with in car department

we have
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correspondence but they represent some of the cardinal features
that lead to useless labor and the elimination of them may lead

improvements generally.
There is 'work for all in bringing about the desired result.
Let us educate, co-operate with and encourage those about us
who may be in need of our assistance to the end that as a department force not as individuals our service may become most effectual
to

and

satisfactorv.

BLUE FLAG HOLDER.
The car department of the Canadian
flag

holder that appears to meet

all

Pacific is using a blue

requirements, the appear-

ance and general construction of which are shown in the
tration.

The

sizes of materials

clamp for gripping the

rail

illus-

used are as follows: the spring

head

made of one

is

piece of

%"

important

feature

I%"x%*'x4%",

the mast

is

made of

l 1 *"

attached to a stick that

conspicuous if the wind

that permits the flag

folded so that

it

is

when wrapped around

the cross bar to be

very compact and convenient to carry.

The

secured to the cross bar by means of a light strip of
metal and four small stove bolts, and the lower edge of the flag
is weighted with a piece of steel bar, thus ensuring the full area
flag

is

always being

in

view regardless of wind conditio

*

is

an

when

the

flag

wind

attached
is

to

a perpen-

not blowing and if

horizontal, the flag may not be very
blowing strongly from the direction of

is
is

the observer.

At night

it

is

equally as useful as in the daytime, the only

change required being to wrap the flag around the cross bar and

hang a lantern over the bar, the folds of the flag serving to prevent lantern from creeping off.
One of the most important advantages of this arrangement is
the fact that makes possible the enforcement of rules requiring
that flag be located a specified distance away from the car that
is protecting.
This is important, as flags displayed against a
lark object, like a car painted black, are not as conspicuous as
they would be if placed some distance in front of same.
it

McKEEN SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

O. D. seamless tubing,

This is cylindrical for a distance of 9"
fg" thick, 32" long.
from the lower end and above this point one side is pressed in
so that the cross-section is crescent shape, thus forming a recess

ordinary

the

dicular mast hangs limp

half round, the footpiece used for forcing the clamp over the rail
is

as

December. 1914

The Motley County Eailway recently purchased a 300-horsepower gasoline switching locomotive from the McKeen Motor
Car Company, of Omaha, Neb.
The locomotive made the trip,
Omaha to Matador, Tex., under its own power and is used in
freight and switching service between Eoaring Springs Junction
on the Quanah, Acme & Pacific and Matador, Tex. This locomotive has a tractive effort of 12,000 pounds at 6 M.P.H.
The
motorman 's position in the center and on the right side of the
locomotive with an uninterrupted view in all directions, which,
together with the air reverse control, enables the execution of
signals with quite superior facility to that of his contemporary,

the steam locomotive engineer, whose vision or outlook
or less restricted

by the

and tender.

boiler

Of

is

more

the general fea-

tures only the cab resembles the 200-horsepower locomotives built

by the McKeen Motor Car Company, the 300-horsepower design
being in the 0-4-2 class.

The frames are of
inches in diameter.

east

and the driving wheels are 42

steel

The engine bed

is

a steel integral casting

forming an efficient brace and reinforcement
one side frame to the other.

The

in

tying together

cab, an all-steel structure, covers the entire length of the

locomotive frame between the bumper beams and is so bolted
to the frames and buffer beams as to add very materially to the
strength of the locomotive.

All equipment,

the cab are conveniently located

man 's view

in

any direction.

Straight

acetylene.

air

brake

accessories, etc.,

in

and do not obstruct the motorThe headlights are operated by

is

used on the locomotive, which

has a Gregory brake valve permitting the operation of automatic

Arrangement

in

brakes on train.

Daytime.

Arrangement At

Night.

The diameter and stroke of the internal combustion slx-cylinder engine is 11 in. and 15 in. respectively, the general design
and details corresponding to the McKeen Motor Car Company's
Among the new characteristics is the use of two
latest model.
The
exhaust pipes, which extend through and above the roof.
which
adds
engine is equipped with an air-reversing mechanism
materially to the convenience and ease of the motorman.
o-in.

Two

air compressors are attached to the engine crank shaft, in

addition

there

emergency

is

an

auxiliary

air

compressor

in

the

cab

for

service.

The ends of the front or main driving axle and rear driving
axle have counterbalance crank discs which are connected by side
rods.

The power transmission, pneumatically operated, is effected by
means of sprocket on the crank shaft, through a Morse chain to
a sleeve working free on the rear driving axle, and is then transferred through a multiple disc friction clutch, from which it is
by a Morse chain to the forward driving axle where,
by an octoroon clutch, the power is either magnified by a series
of gears to produce heavy tractive effort and high torque for
delivered

or is delivered direct to the driving wheels.
thus magnifying the torque of the internal combustion engine
great starting effort is obtained for this style of locomotive.
At the same time the locomotive once in motion, the higher

starting purposes,

By
Flag Holder Ready Tc Carry.

Spring Clamp Withdrawn

from Clamp. Ready
Apply to Rail.

to

»
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In compiling this code, it was apparently their idea to place on
only such appliances as would be of need to protect the life and

limb of the employee and yet not encumber corporations with an
unnecessary expenditure of money.
While I am not an authority as to the exact reasons given for
each dimension and clearance, deduction points towards a few of

them as follows:
"Hand-brakes shall be of an efficient design and work in harmony with the power brake." Should it not work in harmony a
separate set of brakes would be necessary.
The brake shaft should not be less than an inch and one-quarter
diameter.
in
An inch and a quarter was found to be the smallest
practical diameter to withstand the maximum power to set the
'

'

'

'

brakes with a small allowance for safety.
Welds, on account of the uncertainty of true welding, were impractical.

A

fifteen-inch brake wheel was found to be of such size as to
provide sufficient leverage to set the brake with the strength of an

McKeen
economy

Gasoline Switching Locomotive.

obtained by cutting out the gears and operating the
direct connection.
This is a very simple mechanism, the motoris

man's control of which

is

much more convenient than that of

steam locomotives.

UNITED STATES SAFETY APPLIANCE STANDARD.*
By

E.

M. Berg, Inspector of Contract Work,

L. S.

& M.

S. Ey.,

East Rochester, N. Y.
The topic of " U. S. S. A. Standard" is very near to each one
of you or should be, on account of the great pressure being brought
to bear upon it by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is not
my intention to try to tell you what is the interpretation of each
one of the statements given to us in that act, however, but it will
be my endeavor to bring back to you the advancement and reasons
for this act as it comes to me in looking over Government reports
and to recall to you in a way, why safety appliances have become
standardized.

In the early stages of railroading, the equipment of the different concerns was but a matter of conjecture to the individual
heads of that road, and, as railroading was but in its infancy,
interchanging of
was not thought

its

of,

own equipment with that of another road
and the necessity of standard equipment, as

was not needed; but as the commercial possibilities
grew it became necessary to bring this equipment and the rates
to a standard whereby delay in the transporting of commodities
would be eliminated and the public given better and more evenly
rated service. Having grown from a private business to one of
national scope, the railroad affectod the people more directly than
before as it became a necessity. This brought about Federal action
and the Interstate Commerce Commission was appointed to regulate commerce and that which appertains to it.
Freight equipment was being damaged, the lading lost or demolished and the numerous accidents, caused the Interstate Commerce
Commission to co-operate with the more aggressive roads, and in
1895 the standard height of draw bars was given out after consulting with the American Railway Association.
In 1898 it became necessary to have all trains engaged in interstate commerce
equipped with fifty per cent automatic brakes, amended in 1910
well as rates,

to read at least eighty -five per cent; the locomotive to be equipped

with automatic driving-wheel brakes. Along with this came the
automatic couplers, and as a matter of safety, grab irons or hand
holds were required to be securely fastened to the ends and sides
of cars.

The rapidly increasing business was so great; causing accidents
with such rapidity on account of the inefficient appliances provided
to protect the employee, that the Interstate Commerce Commission
had to again assert itself and co-operate with the employee, as well
as the employer, and established in 1911 a set of dimensions and
clearances for freight equipment that would govern all common
carriers engaged in interstate traffic.

average man.
Any other material, other than malleable iron,
wrought iron or steel, would either not be of sufficient strength or
would not be of enconomical value.
The location of the brake shaft is in such a position that it will
not interfere with the efficiency of either the running boards, or
end ladder.
A four -inch clearance around brake wheel being allowed as a

minimum

man can

effectively operate the brake

with efficiency and safety.

The one-half inch
ances
it

in ordinary

safety.

bolt used almost exclusively on safety appli-

such that will withstand a

is

may

This

maximum

strain expected of

wear and tear of service allowing a margin for
also be said of rivets.

The brake shaft

step, goose

loquially termed, being

of

neck or stirrup, as

"U"

it

may be

col

shape, entertains the greatest

degree of efficiency, while setting the brake,

it

guarding against

tangling up the brake chain.

The square

fit

at the top of brake shaft allows greater results

by not permitting the brake wheel an undesired amount of freedom as is often found the case of a round fit. The taper of two
in twelve being one of common use in mechanical work, was allowed
so as not to permit the

And

brake wheel to

slide

down on

so on with the rest of the dimensions, all

mum

amount of efficiency at an economic
Running boards are given a width that

the mast.

giving the maxi-

cost.

will allow a man to walk
on without the necessity of stepping off when he becomes momenThe latitudinal one
tarily unbalanced by the motion of the car.
being wider, as it is placed near the end of the car and where one
may become more affected by the height, also to cover extreme
widths allowed for locations of ladder on side of car.
The nineteen-inch spacing of ladders is the average height of
man's
a
foot from the floor when his knee forms a right angle.
The sixteen-inch length of tread is long enough to conveniently
place both feet on the ladder-round without interference or extra

precaution.

The eight-inch spacing from end or
ladder

is

a

maximum

side

of car to inside of

distance to conveniently reach around from

one to the other without stretching.
The end and side ladder rounds coinciding produce safety on
account of the dependability upon where one is to step when he
passes from one to the other.
A two-inch clearance is given because the length from the middle
of the second phalanx of the middle finger of a man's hand

is

approximately one and one-half to an inch and three-quarters. The
other quarter inch is allowed as a margin of safety, also it allows
a depth great enough to secure foot hold.
Foot guards are applied to keep the foot from slipping off the
ends of the rounds.

The end clearance of twelve inches allow a minimum space of
twenty-four inches for a man to utilize to work in or in climbing
an end ladder between two cars, should he be forced to go between
them.

A

paper read before the Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.
September 23. 1914.
*

distance wherein a

Such

is

a

minimum space used by

the average sized man.

Roof hand holds are spaced between eight and

fifteen inches,
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on account of the average length of a man 's f ore-arm with fist
doubled up being fifteen inches; eight inches allowing a more convenient distance with location such as to secure a safe application.

The

and upper end hand holds is such that it is
a man 's head, a convenient distance for a man
The lower end hand holds
to reach without losing his bearing.
being located in such position as to be easily accessible should a
man be forced to use them while between cars. The additional
end hand hold used with outside end sill is located at such a height
as to be conveniently used in passing between two coupled cars.
These are a few of the deductions which have appeared feasible to me and I have found it a matter of great convenience when
studying this act to couple these deductions with the figures themselves, they allowing me a basis upon which to work.
location of side

in a line parallel to

PORTABLE RIVETING STAKE.
By A. N. Lucas, G-enl. Fmn. Boiler Wk., C, M. & St. P. Ry.
am sending you herewith photograph and blue print of what

I

we

portable riveting stake.

call a

shops and

made up

especially to take care of sheet iron work,

pump and

such as petticoat pipes,

stationary stacks, roundhouse

Every boilerdoor shades and cylinder casings.
maker throughout the country will understand the benefit of haviflg a good riveting stake that is ready for use at all times.

jacks, firebox

-?i

':

"Ml

I

Portable Riveting Stake.

This for general use in boiler

ends of the stake without having them interfere with each other
at all, and the best of all is, there is no danger, for you cannot
tip it over on account of the weight of the casting and its construction.

It is right in line with the "Safety First" movement, where
with the old methods, weights and horses were continually falling
and getting out of place. It can be readily moved around by

using the rail as a lever.

-

it*

^^^^
ass-

^r

-^

_

*^^

If

*

4li

^1
-

lying across two horses with cast iron weight to hold same down,

rail

rail

at other end.

At

other times you will see

projecting from the end of a bench, or a piece of

placed through a hole in the wall.

which weighs about 400 pounds.

the required height, flanged a piece of
casting,

and on top of

readily.

We

%"

this flanged plate

offset so that a piece of

60-pound

In common with other trunk lines the railroads centering in Chicago filed tariffs early this year, withdrawing all allowances for
the switching services performed by the local industrial roads.
Several months ago the United States senate directed the Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate the relations between
the Louisville
Louis.

These methods often take up valuable shop room and also block
up the gangway. Due to this fact we decided that a good portable
riveting stake would be as handy a tool as we could have in a
boiler shop, and by having same on wheels it could be moved to
any convenient place in the shop. When the weather is fair it
could be wheeled outdoors and used with just as good results.
In making up this portable riveting stake we used an old cinder
pit casting,

The passengers killed, all causes,
responding period in 1913.
number 52 in 1914 and 68 in 1913, for the three months mentioned.
The grand total, for the period of passengers, employees, tresOf the
passers, etc., numbers 2108 in 1914 and 2341 in 1913.
first mentioned number, 1369 were trespassers, nontrespassers, employees not on duty, etc. These figures, of course, deal with steam

According to an order handed down by the Public Utilities
Commission of Illinois, all industrial railroads in the Chicago
shipping district are held common carriers and entitled to receive
allowances and participate in the through rates of trunk lines.

^

In a large number of boiler shops very little attention has been
paid to riveting stakes. Many times you will see a piece of rail

a piece of

by the Interstate Com-

railways only.

Portable Riveting Stake.

men are working

as reported

1914, show quite a material decrease over the figures for the cor-

M

while

RAILWAY FATALITIES

merce Commission for the months of January, February and March,

rail

We

cut this off to

material to

we

fit

over the

riveted pieces of steel

The

&

Nashville and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
& Nashville officials refused to allow the

Louisville

examiners of the commission access to the correspondence files on
the ground that its files were private and contained communicaJoseph W. Folk,
tion between the railroad and its attorneys.
for the Interstate Commerce Commission, filed a brief
on December 11, in which he contends that the federal government
has the same power of visitation over corporations that the state
has with respect to a franchise granted by the state. If this contention is sustained it would give the Interstate Commerce Com-

counsel

mission the right to scrutinize

all

the business affairs

of the

railroads.

would pass through same

then bolted the flanged piece to top of casting.

At the front end of the casting we applied a %" plate, bolting
same on with tap bolts, cutting out top end %" deep and the width
of bottom web of rail in order to act as a guide and rest to hold
rail up and in place at all times.
We then applied sheet iron
both
sides,
plates on
as shown in the illustration, which gives us
a box to care for our rivets, drift pins and bolts.
By using rail 10 or 12 feet long we can use a man at both

Ironton will build a frame five-stall
roundhouse with concrete engine pits, and a frame freight house
20 feet by 90 feet in area, and with a platform surface of 2,500
square feet at Delray, Mich. The work will be done by the

The

Detroit, Toledo

&

company's forces.
The Iowa Railway & Light Co. will spend $500,000 next year
for a new terminal station and depot and other improvements
at Cedar Rapids, la.
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Thirty-Ton Stock Cars,
times consisting of con-

Stock car construction, while at
siderable variations in design of

all

securing the side framing to the side

sills, etc.,

the same general lines of
side posts

details

such

wooden underframe and decking with

and braces similar to box
it

is

method

has always followed

cars, but modified to suit the

application of heavy slats on the inside only.
are used, however,

as

of

When hay

racks

customary to apply sheathing outside hay

555

C. P. R.

attached to wooden side plate by means of gussets taking several
The lower ends of the end posts are
bolts through the timber.

connected to the

end

sill

sill

plate passing over the top of the wooden

and riveted

uniting the center
lining consists of

to

sill

2%"

the

center

steel

thereby

sill,

construction and end framing.
T.

&

4 feet above flooring, with

securely

The end

G. pine or spruce for a distance of

1%"

thickness the

balance of the

height.

racks.

The fact that

so-called

stock

cars

are used

for

many

other

This construction produces a car that

and

will

withstand

satisfactorily

is

usual

economical in
service

kinds of freight, such as lumber, rails, ties, pulpwood, pipe, etc.,
seems to have been ignored by many designers and builders. As
a matter of fact, if a careful check was made on some roads they
would find stock cars were used for this class of traffic considera-

cost

bly more than for live stock.

ings inside of slats to support temporary decks.

Even though the percentage of

this traffic does not

run high,

more severe
end shocks than box cars because, with the exception of rails or

the ends of stock cars will, on the average, receive

either for stock or other service,

be easily

The

and

if

damaged

first

conditions

in accident can

and cheaply repaired.

last

order of these ears were equipped with socket cast-

This temporary

deck is so designed that if similar castings are applied, the same
When these
deck will be interchangeable in any 36-foot car.
castings are applied to a car. the sheathing board immediately

similar loads of steel, the majority of the materials handled are
piled high in the car and some of them, particularly pipe and
pulpwood, are slippery, which causes them to produce very heavy
shocks, while, on the other hand, box cars being used for a
greater variety of lading, do not so frequently have a load of
this description.

This condition

is

not taken care of in

of which have been recently

many

designs,

some

described in railway papers, and

for this reason the accompanying illustrations of the latest type

of car built by the Canadian Pacific will be of interest as showing
how a very substantial end may be easily and economically applied to car of otherwise standard construction.

This car

is

of

a standard design that has given excellent service for some years,
except that more recently

with

steel

center

sills

in

all

the

new

connection

cars have been constructed

with reinforced ends,

illustrated in the drawing, to eliminate draft gear troubles.

The end construction is practically identical with the latest
40-ton steel frame box cars, same consisting of two 5" 11.6 lb,
Z bar end posts, heavy angle corner posts, a 5" 11.6 lb. Z bar end
plate securely attached to end post, and corner posts securely

\^S^

Ss'S,

as

*

1

4

^
Interior of C.

Thirty-ton Stock Car, Canadian Pacific Ry.

P.

R.

Stock Car.
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Details of Thirty-ton Stock Car. Canadian Pacific Ry.

below the fascia

is removed to provide ventilation for lading carupper deck. This alteration does not show in the illustration as the photograph was taken before the board was

many

ried in

the race track.

removed.

grandstand.

STEAM EAILWAY AT THE EXPOSITION.
Of the

means to be taken to eliminate the bugaboo of
leg-weariness from the grounds of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition during 1915, the most elaborate and effective
will

several

be the

little

steel track.

intramural steam railway, with

"With

its

eight or ten

modern

its five

miles of

Pacific type engines.

17 feet in length, each weighing 12 tons, equipped with air brakes,

standard automatic couplers, and electric headlight, each hauling
a train of ten miniature passenger coaches, and running on a
regular schedule on a double-track system, the Exposition Marina

railway puts the finishing touch to the metropolitan appearance
and business facilities of the exposition.
Despite the extremely narrow gauge of the track, only 19 inches,

each of the coaches, with a width of 42 inches and a length of
20 feet will contain ten transverse seats, will seat twenty passengers.
tion,

With ten coaches
sixteen

to each train, and eight trains in opera
hundred people can be put in motion at once.

city speed regulations, the trains will make only
about ten miles an hour between stations, of which there will be
seven, including three terminals, elaborately fitted up with train
sheds, elevated platform and turn-tables.

Conforming to

The

route,

commencing

at the terminal at the southeast corner

of the Palace of Machinery, near the
will be northerly across the plaza

Panama Canal

concession,

of the exposition ferry slips

to the water front thence west along the Marina,

around three
Yacht Harbor, diagonally across the gardens of the
California Building, thence westward between the bay shore and the

sides of the

race

and
One branch swings around the eastern end of the

state buildings, branching between the live stock yards

course to a terminal at the

south entrance to the track

The other continues along the Marina

close to the

water front, to a point just west of the Fort Point Life Saving
Station, where will be located the main railway yards, engine
house and turn tables.

Of

the six stations, one will be located on the

Marina at the

water's edge, just north of the Palace of Mines, a second will be
in front of the California building, a third at the intersection
of the Avenue

of Nations with the Marina, in front of the
Colorado and Michigan state buildings, a fourth, which will be
very attractive architecturally, between the stadium of the stock

and the grandstand of the race track, and others at the
The main loading station, at the beginning of the
line at the Machinery Palace, will be 300 feet in length, with
five tracks, between which will be elevated loading platforms, terminating in a turn-table for reversing the baby engines.
The
entire line, about two and a half miles in length, will be double
tracked, with rails weighing 13 pounds to the foot.
This railway
concession is in the hands of L. M. MacDermott of Oakland, who
has worked out to successful completion the many unique problems connected with the installation and operation of the miniature
exhibits

terminals.

line.

The Chicago, Burlington & Q_uincy has finished track laying
on the extension from Casper, Wyo., to Orin Junction.
Laying of steel is underway at Golden Valley-Dunn Center
Martin Woldson Co., of Spoextension of Northern Pacific.
kane, Wash., has the contract.
Grading has been completed for 14 miles on Glenrose & WalJ. H. Farr, Walnut
nut Springs and a mile of track laid.
Springs, Tex.,

is

interested.

,
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Handling Boiler Shop Materials, American Locomotive Co.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern will build a roundhouse
and repair shops at Coalburg, Ohio, in the near future, it is said.
The New York Central & Hudson Eiver has awarded 300 tons
of steel for alterations of the Forty-fifth and Forty-sixth street
viaducts, New York City, to Levering & Gerrigues
The New York, New Haven & Hartford has awarded a con-

The Louisville & Nashville has placed a contract with Rommel Brothers, Louisville, Ky., for roundhouse and repair shops

tract for 550 tons of bridge steel, it

in the

is

reported.

The Florida railroad has ordered the erection of a union depot
by t h e railroads entering Ocala, Fla., to he completed by June
1,

1915.

yard at Lexington, Ky.

—
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ELECTRIC ABC WELDING.*
By

and therefore where most needed." (C. B. Auel, American Ma-

H. Bryan, of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

J.

The art of welding, which may be broadly

chinist, 1911.)

METAL ELECTRODE PROCESS.
The metal electrode process of welding is a somewhat

defined as the joining

together of metals into intimate and permanent union, dates back
to the early days of history.

Until within the last half century

the only practicable method of making a weld was by a process
with which we are familiar, namely, that of heating the pieces to
be joined at the point where the union was to be made, then, when
they were almost at fusing point, placing them in their proper

This is a comrelation and completing the weld by hammering.
paratively simple operation, and one which is carried out daily in
every cross-road blacksmith 's shop. There are, however, limitations
to the score of this class of work, and until the introduction of the
process which we are considering, these limitations were insurmountable. The introduction of the electric arc welding process
and the kindred ones of incandescent electric welding and gas
welding has, however, very greatly increased the field of possibilities, and we are now able to produce results which were pre-

The method of joining the metals by the use of the
one branch of what is known as autogenous welding.

may

by causing them to melt, then mix and unite as they cool.
It differs from older methods in that successful results may be
produced without hammering or pressure.
Coming now to a consideration of electric arc welding or, more
a commercial process,

it

may be

divided

two general classes as follows:

into

—

— Slavianoff

is

or metal electrode process in which the arc

drawn between the metal to be welded and a metal electrode.
These two processes are generally spoken of as carbon electrode
and metal electrode welding respectively.
In addition to these there is the Zerener process, in which the
arc is drawn between two carbon electrodes, as in an arc lamp,
and the metal to be welded is placed in contact with the arc.
This is, however, not considered as a commercial proposition in
this country at least, as its field of application is limited,
itself is

and the

unwieldy.

CARBON ELECTRODE PROCESS.

"In

APPARATUS REQUIRED.
essential requirements for arc welding are:

First

—A suitable source of direct current supply.
—A steadying resistance to be placed

Second

in series with the

arc, together

with means for adjusting same,

i.

e.,

suitable control

equipment.

—A means of holding the electrode
Fourth—Protective covering for operator.
Fifth — Suitable
material.
Sixth—Miscellaneous material such as

Third

so that

it

can be

properly manipulated by the operator.
filling

flux, fire-clay

making molds,

or carbon

etc.

DIRECT CURRENT SUPPLY.

Taking up

equipment in order, the direct current supply can

this

be obtained in any one of several different ways.

If direct current

from a shop or commercial circuit, welding can be
done directly from this source of supply, but this method has been
found to be very wasteful of power and should not be resorted to

is

available

except where welding
vals.

An

only to be done at very infrequent inter-

is

additional disadvantage of the use of the shop circuit

for insulating the

work from ground, the shop

made

circuit is grounded,

with attendant danger to other employees in the shop, as well as

is

apparatus

substituted for the carbon.

as a source lies in the fact that, unless arrangements are

First Benardos or carbon electrode process in which the arc
drawn between the metal to be welded and a carbon electrode.

Second

is

The

This term

pressure,

briefly, arc welding as

trode

electric arc

be defined as the fusing together of two metals without

later

development than the carbon electrode method, and, as has already
been indicated, it differs from the latter in that a metallic elec-

blocks for

viously impossible to obtain.

is
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A

the welding operators.

much more economical method

is

that of using a motor generator set, the motor being constructed

with characteristics suitable for operation on the shop or other
circuit,

and used

In case electric

to drive a low voltage generator.

power is not available, the generator may, of course, be driven by
belts from a steam or gas engine or from a line shaft.
The generator may be either shunt or compound wound, the
shunt wound machine being satisfactory where only one arc is to
be operated, while the compound wound machine is preferable if
Experience
several arcs are to be supplied from the same unit.
has shown that generators giving a potential of 75 volts or thereabouts will enable satisfactory results to be produced.

carbon electrode welding the metal to be welded

is

made

one terminal of a direct current circuit, the other terminal being
Upon closing the circuit by bringing the
a carbon electrode.

carbon electrode into contact with the metal and then withdrawing
it to a distance, an arc is drawn between the two terminals.
Through the medium of the arc, which is the hottest flame known
(having a temperature between 3,500° and 4,000° Centigrade

CONTROL APPARATUS.

As

different welds require different strengths of current, it is at

once evident that there must be some means of regulating the current supply. This is usually effected by inserting resistance in the

to 7,200° Fahrenheit), the metal may be either entirely
melted away, molded into a different shape or fused to another

Without this
would occur at
the moment the electrode was touched to the work when striking
the arc, and, even after the arc is drawn and normal operation
begun, the series resistance is necessary for the purpose of steady-

piece of metal as desired.

ing the arc,

6,300°

"In

attempts to weld by this process the carbon electrode was made the positive side of the circuit and the metal to
be welded the negative. Practice, however, shows that it is better
to reverse these conditions, for, if not, since the flow of current is
the

to negative, particles of carbon will find their

into the welds, thus tending to

consequently difficult to machine.
is

way

make them exceedingly hard and

A

further very important advan-

gained by making the metal to be welded the positive
It is a well known fact that in a direct current arc the

terminal.

highest energy consumption

—about 75 %

of the total

—and

there-

fore the highest temperature occurs at the positive terminal, and,
while no very extended data are available regarding the behavior
of arcs having either or both electrodes of metal, there is considerable information regarding arcs

and

it is

assume that,
not a wide differ-

fair to

with reference to this particular point, there is
ence between them. Since the positive is at the highest temperature, the greatest

amount of heat

is

at the point to be welded,

A

1P14.

paper delivered before the Western Railway Club, November

17,

with the arc.

much

as

is

the case in the ordinary arc lamp.

ELECTRODE HOLDERS.

A

must be provided for both carbon
There are a number of
electrode and metal electrode welding.
suitable electrode holder

forms of these

in use at the present time, all of

which are arranged

with either a spring or a positive clamp for holding the electrode,
the construction of the holder being such that the electrode may be
removed in a minimum of time. The metal electrode holder differs

from that for the carbon electrode in that it is lighter and more
compact. The carbon electrode holder has a disc shield on the
handle to protect the hand of the operator from the head of the
arc, which, when heavy currents are used, would cause discomfort.
This shield

is

not necessary for metal electrode, as the gloves of

the operator constitute ample protection.
Protective equipment is necessary for the operator on account

of the fact that the exposure to the rays of the arc causes an
irritation and subsequent peeling of the skin if the exposure has

been
•

it in series

resistance, a condition of practical short circuit

first

from positive

tage

welding circuit connecting

sufficiently long, say, several minutes.

similar to sunburn

and

is

The

irritation is very

uncomfortable, but no serious cons©-
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quences ensue, and at the end of a few days all traces of the burn
disappear. The clothing has been found to be ample for the pro-

For the eyes and face of the operator a

tection of the body.

hood or shield is provided, both of these being arranged with windows of thick colored glass through which the welding is observed.
Experience has shown that, where carbon electrode work is being
done, especially when the work is being carried on in an enclosure,
the hood is preferable to the shield or mask, as it gives entire protection from reflected light, which is not the case with either of
the latter devices.
The hands and wrists of the operator should
be shielded by gauntleted gloves, which are preferably of leather,
although canvas gloves have been found to be satisfactory. The
window of the hood or shield should be provided with several
pieces of glass in layers, one or more of red and one or more of
blue or green, the combination of these colors being much more
satisfactory than any one of them used alone.
In addition to the protective covering for the operator himself,

arrangements should be made for a suitable enclosure around the
work and operator so that the intense brilliancy of the arc will not
interfere with other workmen in the vicinity.
FILLING MATERIAL.

When

the carbon electrode

is

used, the filling material

is

usually

of the same metal as that being worked upon and may be used in
any convenient form. For instance, when welding steel and iron,
material

filling

may be

form of rods, clippings from boiler
For cast and malleable iron, soft iron

in the

plate, steel chippings, etc.

punched iron scrap or special cast-iron filler may be used.
These filling materials are fed into the welds and fused into

rods,

place

much

as solder

is

applied with a blow-torch.

than a single application

The current required for carbon electrode welding varies from
a

minimum

of about 200 amperes to a

y8

inch to

%

inch.

The length most generally

about 12 inches. Copper, bronzes and brasses with a low
percentage of zinc may also be welded by this process, in which
case the electrodes should be of the same material as that being
used

is

welded.

Where

the zinc content of brasses

is

high,

it volatilizes-

an extent as to make the work porous and brittle,
PROCEDURE.
In making a weld by the carbon electrode process, the work is
connected to one terminal of the machine, usually the positive, the
electrode holder being connected to the opposite terminal.
The
work, if small, may be laid upon a metallic table which forms the
positive terminal.
The resistance of the circuit having been
adjusted to what is considered the proper value for the work in
hand and the circuit breaker and main switch being closed, the
operator assumes his position in front of the piece to be welded,
taking the electrode holder in one hand and having flux (if same
is used) and filling material within easy reach.
He finally closes
the window of the hood, touches the carbon electrode to the metal
to be welded and instantly withdraws it to a distance of 2 inches
or more, thus striking the arc. Experience has indicated that with
a long arc there is less opportunity for carbon particles to enter
the metal and in this way produce a hard weld; the heating effect
is also more regular and more evenly distributed.
For these reasons the arc should be as long as possible, about 3 inches to 4
inches being the usual length. If the arc is found to be too fierce
or to go out due to insufficient current, the resistance in circuit
may be increased or decreased accordingly.
After the arc is drawn it is allowed to play upon the work,
being given a rotary motion by hand. The object of this motion
is to heat a comparatively large area of the surface about the
weld so that the consequent cooling will take place more slowly
and there will be less danger of cracking the work or of making
a hard weld. When the metal flows, the flux (if used) and the filling material should be added a little at a time, the arc, of course,
being continued until the metal is thoroughly melted and the
weld made. As soon as the metal commences to cool it should be
hammered thoroughly in order to prevent sponginess and to give
the metal a finer grain. All oxide and other impurities must be
kept out of the weld. It is advisable, therefore, to make, if possible, one continuous application of the arc.
When, however, more
to such

maximum

amperes, or even more in very heavy work.

of around 700

In general, however,

300 or 400 amperes have been found to be sufficient for ordinary
carbon electrode work.

As
is

indicated in the foregoing, carbon electrode welding

is

more

A

or less of a puddling process.

generated, and this

is,

in

many

considerable

cases, objectionable

of the expansion of the work, in which strains

is

amount of heat

may

on account

be set up on

In work where trouble of this
be experienced, pre-heating may often be used
small work this may be done by the use of the

subsequent cooling and shrinking.
nature

is

liable to

On

to advantage.

The arc is drawn just as in welding, but it is
moved about over the piece without being held in any one place
long enough to cause fusion. With larger pieces, a temporary
furnace may be made by laying fire brick together loosely to form
an enclosure around the casting and over it. Heating may be
done in any convenient manner either by the use of oil, gas or coal.
When the work has reached a red heat, the cover is removed and
the welding done without taking the piece from the furnace. After
carbon electrode.

the welding has been completed, the cover

work allowed

is

replaced and the

to cool slowly, either with or without a second appli-

cation of heat.

metal electrodes are used for welding iron and steel they
should be of best quality of soft iron or steel wire and may range

from

necessary, care should be taken to

is

remove all the scale. This may readily be done in most cases by
means of a stiff wire brush. Similarly the metal should be cleaned
before commencing the weld. To accomplish this, chipping may
be resorted to or the piece may be tilted, the arc applied and the
impurities allowed to run off by gravity as fast as melted.

When

in diameter
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METAL ELECTRODE PROCESS.
The metal electrode process, though a considerably later development than the carbon electrode method, has a field of application
very distinct in many cases from the older process. A principal
advantage of its use in work where it is desirable to localize the
heat to the greatest extent possible, thus minimizing strains due
An example of this is
to expansion and subsequent contraction.

welding of sheet metal or of a broken bridge in a flue sheet.
Another advantage of this process is that it enables welding to be
done in a vertical plane or even from the underside of the piece
to be repaired. This class of work is done daily in railroad shops
in the

and crown sheets of locomotive

in repairs to the side sheets

fire-

boxes.

The method of using the metal electrode differs from that of the
carbon electrode in the fact that a much shorter arc, generally

%

inch to V\ inch in length,
filling material as

forms the

and

also in that the electrode

is

used,

it

melts and flows into the fused por-

tion of the work.

With

the metal electrodes

much lower currents are used than in
The maximum value hardly ever

the carbon electrode process.

exceeds 150 to 175 amperes.

For a greater portion of the work a

current of about 100 to 130 amperes
the

amount of current required

will

found satisfactory, although
vary with the size of the elecis

trode and the class of work being done.

CUTTING BY USE OF CARBON ELECTRODES.

The carbon

electrode process is also well adapted for cutting of
In cutting the arc is drawn just as in welding and is
played along the line to be cut, provision being made for the
melted metal to run off. Very rapid work of this sort can be done,
The heat generated varies
especially if heavy currents are used.
approximately as the square of the current so that a comparatively

metals.

small increase in current will give a considerable increase in the
rapidity with which work

may be

done.

This process of cutting

used to advantage in work such as cutting off risers and sink
heads from castings in a steel foundry, cutting up scrap, and the
is

like,

where rapidity and cheapness are of more importance than

absolutely smooth finish and accurate work.

APPLICATION.

In spite of the fact that arc welding as a commercial process is
of comparatively recent origin, it has been found to have a considerable and ever-widening field of applicability.
It has shown
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have a distinct range of usefulness, in which it is unsurpassed either by blacksmith welding or by any of the systems of
gas welding.
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ment has shown

have not been previously welded in. This is due to the fact that
the welding builds up the sheet around the flue holes to about the
original thickness.
Where welded flues are to be removed it only
requires a few hours longer to cut down the beads, and by the use
of a special tool for facing off the rough surface after the flues are

present high standard of maintenance involves constant attention

removed a good clean sheet

to rolling stock to keep

Flue welding has not been entirely satisfactory in every case, but
it is believed that the difficulties which have been experienced have
been due to methods used and not to the process itself, and these
difficulties seem to be diminishing with the increasing experience
which is being obtained on this class of work.

itself to

In the repair work of steam railroad shops arc welding equipitself to be an exceedingly valuable adjunct.
The
it

in first-class condition; reductions in the

expenditures for this maintenance have been necessitated by present-day financial conditions in the railroad field. This combination
has been an important factor in the introduction of electric welding equipment as a valuable agent in repair work.

Among

the

principal uses of arc welding equipment in steam railroad shops

is left.

FIRE-BOX REPAIRS.

are the following:
Closely related to flue welding

Flue welding,
Fire-box repairs,

Frame

repairs,

Building up of worn parts.
Besides these there are innumerable minor uses for the equipment.

Flue welding is being done by practically every large railroad
shop in the country at the present time, and this welding is, almost
without exception, being done by the electric arc process using
The advantage of welded flues lie in the
the metal electrodes.
fact that the results obtained are practically permanent since the

and sheet are bonded together without a joint. A welded
which scale or other troubles do not develop could remain

flue

flue in

were

not for the federal limitation of three
The elimination of leaky flues means not only that road

in place indefinitely

years.

it

failures due to this cause will be entirely eliminated with attendant

delays and expense, but also that maintenance expense on this

account

is

reduced to a minimum.

In this connection, I would

quote from the proceedings of the International Railway

like to

ment.

In the case of cracks,

Where a
replace

may be

which

welding has proved very successful
and profitable is that of welding flues to back flue sheets. "We have
in service today over ninety locomotives with flues welded to back

making a

electric

about 27,000 flues. Out of this number of locomotives in service with flues welded, we have our first
engine to fail on line of road with flues. We have, therefore, had
some few flues to leak after being in service a short time, but this
was due to bad beads on flues when welded in. If part of the bead
is off, exposing the copper (ferrule) it is very difficult to get a
good weld.
flue sheets,

'
'

Our

first

type engine.

total of

experience on flue welding was tried out on a Pacific

This engine was shopped for a new back flue sheet.

The old sheet was

worn and buckled that it was impossihad just installed our electric welding
plant and we were anxious to see what could be done along this
line.
Flue heads and sheets were thoroughly cleaned with sand
blast, given a light working and welded in.
The engine was put
back into service June 1, 1913, and to date (July, 1914) has given
no trouble by leaking. During this time hydrostatic test was
applied and no leaks developed. This job was done at a cost of
$14.68, where a new flue sheet would cost about $150 and the engine
held out of service at least 30 days."
so badly

ble to keep flues tight.

This report was

and serves

We

made by one

to indicate

of the members of the association,
some of the work that is being done along

In this connection the repairing of

General practice varies as regards the best method of welding
In most cases, however, the flues are applied in the usual
flues.
manner with copper ferrules and rolled, beaded and pressed. The

head is then welded to the flue sheet, leaving a fairly rough finish
which has not been found to be objectionable. The time of welding flues will probably average 15 per hour, although as high as 25
per hour have been reported. This time is for 2-inch flues. Fiveinch superheater flues are being welded at about one-fourth this
rate.

found to be in
the case where flues

It is interesting to note that the flue sheet is

better condition upon removal of flues than

is

necessary to

tioned.

A mud

ring

is

mud

rings might also be men-

often found to be badly corroded at the

bad water. Where this is found to
can in many cases be cut out at the corners
thus giving access to the corroded portions of the

corners of the fire-box, due to

mud

case, the sheet

ring which

may

that has been cut out

The section of the
then put back and welded into place.

be then built up.
is

same method may often be used

sheet

The

in the repair of a cracked

mud

ring.

Broken locomotive frames are very satisfactorily repaired by
The frame is prepared by notching
either from one side or from both sides, preferably the latter; the
notch is then filled in by the use of the metal electrode. A reinforcement is also built up around the frame at the place where the
weld is made, so as to give extra strength at this point. The electric arc process of welding is probably cheaper than any other for
this class of work and is found to be just as permanent as can be
obtained by any other means. An additional advantage of its use
lies in the expedition with which the work may be completed, as no
dismantling of the locomotive is necessary beyond that required to
the use of the electric arc.

allow the welder to secure access to the broken parts. Cases have
been known where a frame has been welded without drawing the
fire.
One railroad (B., F. & P. B. R.) reports that it has in service
at the present time 65 welded locomotive frames and has had only

one failure. This failure was attributed to the fact that the arc
weld was in close proximity to one made by another process. In
work of this sort it is often found desirable to preheat the member
of the frame opposite the one which is being welded in order to
insure the absence of strains upon cooling.

Tender tank repairs can also be

these lines.

it is

by the use of the carbon electrode and
Half side sheets, door sheets, etc., are

cut out

a new section welded in.
being welded in without difficulty.

of the fire-box,

in

shape, so as to enable the

sheet has gotten into such shape that

it, it

covering the experience of one road (the Central of Georgia)
field

necessary that the sheet be

"Y"

weld to extend through the whole thickness of the sheet. The " V "
is cut either by the use of the carbon electrode, or preferably by a
chisel.
It is then filled in, using the metal electrode anL a slight
reinforcement built over the outside of the weld.

be the

"A

the subject of fire-box repairs.

etc., it is

cut along the crack into a notch, or

General Foremen's Association, the quotation in question being a
part of the report of the committee on autogenous welding and
:

is

The defects to be repaired include cracks in the side, flue, door and
crown sheets, leaky stay-bolts, leaky seams, etc. Also sheets will
often be found to be in such condition that repairs are impossible,
and it is necessary to put in patches. All of this class of work
can be done very satisfactorily by the use of the arc welding equip-

easily

made, the methods used

being similar to those applied to boiler work.

SAVIXGS EFFECTED BY ARC WELDIXG IX RAILROAD SHOPS.

The following figures were taken from records
made in a large railroad shop in the middle West

of actual repairs
at various times,

the figures given being a comparison between the actual cost of

welding and that of putting the apparatus back into service by
methods previously used, either by replacement or by repair of the
old parts. The arc welding costs were based on a power cost of 51
cents per hour for the carbon electrode and 17 cents per hour for
the metal electrode, together with cost of labor and an overhead
charge of 40%.

It

might be mentioned

in passing that the

power

December.
costs
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used are slightly higher than those usually obtaining in

shops of this nature:
Cost
Cost of by other
welding, methods.

Plugging 51 holes in expansion plate, holes 1
inch dia. by V2 inch deep
$
Repairing mud ring
Cutting four 6-inch holes in tender deck sheet

2.75

$ 10.15

6.50

34.57

%

eccentric strap, broken through neck.

.

.

.

Repairing mud rings
"Welding two spokes in driving wheel center
"Welding cracks in bulkhead in tender tank

Welding cracks

in side sheets

1.08

8.35

1.08

41.28

6.50

24.57

7.98

99.98

2.33

8.00

26.15

31.79

134.89
869.58
Repairing fire-box
.40
225.00
Building up flat spots on locomotive driver
Numerous other figures could be presented showing similar savings.

With reference

to the last item given above, namely, that of

building up flat spots on locomotive drivers, the repair in this case
is

effected

by welding at the roundhouse without withdrawing the
The tire is simply built up at the flat

locomotive from service.

spot and filed to shape, using a templet.

Against this the cost of
repair by other methods would include the sending of the locomotive
to the shop and having the entire set of drivers turned down, which
usually means putting the locomotive out of service for at least a
week or ten days, as well as the loss of at least one year 's wear on
Taking the loss of revenue from the idle engine, the
the tires.
cost of the older method might easily be $500 or more.
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

welding.

In addition to the use of this process in their

shops for repairs to their rolling equipment, they are using arc

welding for a wide variety of track work, such as
and switch repairs, low joints, etc.

rail

bonding, frog

In fact, the electric railway shop offers
to original dimensions.
almost as wide a range of applicability for this process as does that

electric roads all over the

country are using the arc

welding process as a means of making track repairs and also in

new

very considerable, on account of the fact that one side of the
is grounded and the operator is in constant danger

of serious or fatal injury

Taking the

construction and rebuilding of lines.

Welding of

rail joints

being very extensively done. The method of making a joint by
this process consists of using a strap or plate which is put across
the joint just as is the ordinary splice-bar, except that the joint is
not made up complete by bolting, as is the case with the other meth-

The plate may be clamped

to place or

may be

The welding

held by one

done by the use
of the metal electrode which is applied to the top and bottom edges
and the ends of the plates. The advantages of this method of making joints lie in the fact that a permanent joint is secured, that no
additional bonding is required, and last, but not least, that the cost
of making up a joint complete by this method is considerably less
than by other methods of making welded joints.
bolt through the end of each rail.

A

from shock.

of these objections, the difference in power

required can be easily seen by considering a concrete case.

If for
a given operation the current required is 200 amperes, the total
power used will be in the case of the 75-volt motor generator set

200 times 75, which equals 15 KW. In case the current is taken
from a 600-volt circuit, the power required will be 200 times 600
Assuming that this amount of power is
equals 120 kilowatts.

50%

required for

of the total time, the kilowatt hours per oper-

X 5, or 75
KWH. Where

ator per ten-hour day would be in the one case 15

KWH. And

in the second case 120

the motor generator

is

X

5,

or 600

used there will be, of course, a certain

amount of additional power required to supply the no-load losses
of the set when running light. Assuming these to be for the day
25 KWH, the total amount of power used in the first case would be
100

KWH,

KWH in favor of the low
KWH the difference would be

the difference being 500

At

1 cent per

$5 per day, or on 300 days per year $1,500 saved by the use of the
motor generator set.
The foregoing figures are, of course, very approximate, but even
if

the power cost should be only one-half cent or one-half as great

still be in the neighborhood of $750, so
would appear that the purchase of the low voltage motor generator and equipment would be justified, as the first cost of such
an equipment for one operator would only be around $1,100 or

it

$1,200.

MARINE REPAIR WORK.

An

industry of comparatively recent origin

of marine boilers.

is

that of the repair

Practically every large harbor

now

contains

one or more repair barges.

These barges are equipped with an
arc welding equipment and a compressor for furnishing air -for
sand blast and pneumatic tools; they are employed in the repair
of the boiler equipment of vessels that may arrive in the harbor in
need of such repairs.

The barge

is

brought alongside the vessel

through convenient port holes to the point where work is to be
done, thus enabling the necessary repair work to be accomplished
without any loss of time on the part of the steamer.

GENERAL REPAIR WORK.

is

ods.

first

while the latter lies at the dock; cables and air hose are carried

of the steam railroad.

number of

is

welding circuit

as shown, the saving would

The shop repairs made by electric railways range from the filling
of a worn dowel hole in a bearing cap to the reconstruction of a
railway motor. Sheet metal gear cases which have holes worn in
them are easily repaired by placing a new sheet over the hole and
welding around the edges. Dowel holes which are worn may be
filled with solid metal and then drilled and reamed to the proper
size.
Armature shafts with worn keyways or worn tapers are built
up and remachined to proper size. Worn journals may also be
built up and returned so as to fit standard bearings.
Parts of
trucks which have been worn by long service can be brought back

A

A large number of electric railways are at the present time
doing welding from the trolley circuit, using resistance in series
with the arc to hold the current at the required value. Satisfactory work can be done by this method, but it has two very important disadvantages; one of these being that it is extremely wasteful
of power, and the other, that the danger to the welding operator

voltage equipment.

Electric railways have found an instrument of great value in
jlectric arc

The repair of low joints and "cupped" rails needs no comment
beyond the statement that the methods used are exactly the same
as those used on frogs and switches, namely, building up to a proper
height by use of the metal electrode and bringing to finished surface by grinding.
WELDING FROM 600 VOLTS.

inch thick

Welding
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is

source of considerable expense on roads where traffic

heavy
lies in cross-overs and frogs.
These wear rapidly under the pounding of traffic and will need frequent repair or renewal.
These
repairs can be made speedily and cheaply by the use of the arc
and the results obtained will he almost as permanent as in the case
with the original material.
is

There are a number of minor applications of arc welding equipment, among which may be classed general repair work in large
shops,

work

in steel plants, cutting

up

scrap, etc.

Industrial plants employing a large

number of machines

will

oftentimes be able to reduce their maintenance expense very considerably

by the use of arc welding equipment.

Repairs to be

taken care of in these shops consist of broken shafts,

worn journals
The welding

and keyways, broken gear-teeth, worn rolls, etc., etc.
equipment may be installed permanently and wiring carried to
different sections of the shop where welding is likely to be required,
or the repair equipment may be made portable and suitable connections arranged for the motor end of the equipment. Still another method is that of installing the motor generator and wiring
permanently, and using a portable welding control panel which is
connected to the circuit by plugging in at the point where work is
to be done.

Mention has already been made of the cutting

off of risers

on
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This work

done by the use of
may be cut off
very rapidly and without removing them from the sand if desired.
This method is far cheaper in the case of large castings than the
heavy castings in

steel foundries.

the carbon electrode with heavy currents.

is

Risers

use of oxyacetylene or the cold saw.

In
is

steel mills still

another point where the welding equipment

of value will be found.

It occasionally occurs that the tap holes

become plugged with cinder or
Without the use of the electric arc, this would necessitate in many cases the loss of the heat and the closing down of the
furnace to allow the chipping out of the slag or metal by hand,
which is a very slow and tedious process. By the use of the carbon
electrode, however, the obstruction may be cut away so rapidly
that in most cases operation of the furnace need not be suspended.
The carbon electrode is used and heavy currents, around 750 to
or tuyeres of blast furnaces will

cold metal.

1,000 amperes,

may be

employed.

Where

the obstruction consists

mainly of metal, it is only necessary that one terminal be connected to the furnace so that a path of reasonably low conductivity
Where, however, cinder is present
to the obstruction is secured.
in such quantities as to make the obstruction of high resistance,
it may be necessary to drive an iron bar through the cinder in
order to obtain satisfactory results, the bar being burned away

and with

it

the cinder.

may be opened

With currents as indicated above, the hole

at a rate of about 30 inches per hour.

MANUFACTURING.
The arc welding process has been found by experince

to be very

well adapted to certain classes of commercial manufacturing operations, replacing smith welding and showing very great savings.

An example

of this

may

be seen in the case of a large electrical

manufacturing company. Here certain lines of motors and generators are constructed almost entirely of steel; the yoke or frame
ring is made by rolling a slab of open hearth steel around a manThis, of course, leaves a gap which must be closed, and the
drel.
carbon electrode process is used for this work. An indication of
the saving in cost on this class of work will be shown later. As
to the quality of the work, it is found to be fully equal to that
produced by fire welds, both from the standpoint of a homogeneous weld and from that of ease of subsquent machining. Similar applications can be found in very many metal working plants.
It is not to be inferred from this that arc welding is a manufacturing operation primarily, as such
field

of usefulness

lies in

candescent welding, which

is

not the case.

Its greatest

repair work, as distinguished from inis

not at

all suited to

anything except

repetition work, as in manufacturing quantities of duplicate pieces.

INSTALLATIONS.
The earlier installations of arc welding equipment employed a
motor generator for each operator, but this method was soon
found to have several disadvantages in shops where two or more
In the first place electric arc
operators were to be employed.
welding is essentially an intermittent process, and experience has
shown that the arc will be in actual use not more than 50% of the
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most cases. From this it can be seen that the load
factor of the motor generator would be below and that the cost
of power would be correspondingly higher. In the second place,
such an installation is necessarily more expensive than one employing a motor generator of sufficient capacity to supply all operators within a reasonable range, and it would also be more expentotal time in

Again, the efficiency of the
smaller equipment will necessarily be lower than that of the large
The general practice now allowed is that of installing a
unit.
motor generator of sufficient capacity to supply all operators withsive as far as regards maintenance.

permanent wiring being
and panel outlet for the individual operators located at
points where it is desired to do welding.
in a range of 500 to 600 feet of the set,
installed

A

word as

to the size of outfit required

may

not be amiss.

No

hard and fast rules can be laid down, as no two installations
and the matter of selection of
apparatus of proper capacity is largely one of judgment and ex-

will be alike in their requirements,

It may be said, however, that in general for miscellaneous repair work around large industrial plants a 300-ampere

perience.

equipment, which

is

of sufficient capacity to take care of two opera-

where necessary, light carbon electrode work, is usually satisfactory. For electric railways
for track work, a 200 or 300-ampere outfit will be found to be
about the proper size. In the repair shop, the track repair outfit
may be used or a separate outfit may be installed if conditions
tors on metal electrode work, or to do,

justify

it.

In steam railroad shops installations are usually made of sufficient capacity to take care of not less than four to six operators,
and the larger shops can occasionally use even greater capacities
to advantage. Where a greater number of operators are to be
supplied, however, it is generally found to be more economical to
install additional outfits in other sections of the

ing
This

is
is

shop where weld-

to be done, rather than to put in one large central plant.

on account of the fact that as this work is usually more or
copper becomes an item for considera-

less scattered the cost of line

tion.

800 to 1,000 amperes
These are large enough to take
care of six or eight operators on metal electrode work respectively,
but most of the operations found in these industries will be performed with the carbon electrode, and the large capacity will be
found advantageous in that it will enable more than one opera-

In steel foundries and

steel mills, outfits of

capacity are usually installed.

tor to be

employed using the carbon electrode,

or,

when

necessary,

the full capacity of the machine can be concentrated at a single
arc, thus

enabling extremely rapid work to be done.

In conclusion, it should be noted that arc welding is not to be
considered as a panacea for all the ills that the metal worker
There are many classes of work for which it is entirely
is heir to.
unsuitable, but its range of usefulness is so wide that it has long
since fully justified its existence.

Quebec Car Ferry, N. T. Ry.

'
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CAE FERRY,
By George

S.

The boat

N. T. RY.

(Formerly Consl. Mech. Engr., N. T. Ry. Comm.)
It may seem somewhat strange that the effect of ocean tides
should have to be considered by a land transportation company
like a railway, but the National Transcontinental Railway car
This railway has been built
ferry at Quebec is a case in point.
by the Canadian Government from Moncton, N. B., on the Intercolonial Railway to the city of Winnipeg. It will very shortly be
turned over to the Grand Trunk Pacific to operate, while the government will receive a specified rental for fifty years, after which

The car ferry plies between Quebec and Point Levis, and has
been built to specification by Cammell, Laird & Co., of Birkenhead, England. This flat bottomed boat is of steel, 362 ft. long
and 65

It has a draught of about 15 ft.

beam.

and

is,

in fact,

a twin screw steamer, the propellers of which are driven

by two

ft.

pumps

65 tons of fresh water and

are independent of the main

engines.

The

vessel

is

fitted

with electric light throughout and electric

provided for lifting and lowering the end gangways and
hauling
for
the cars on and off. Special arrangements are nu»de
for heating the coaches during the trip. Double windlasses are
gear

is

provided, one on each side, with slip drums for mooring.

Above

the highest position of the train table a raised gallery runs round

with a bridge and wheel house, from which the operations of
steering and maneuvering are directed. A crew of fourteen men

it,

will

the operating rights revert to the government.

carries 250 tons of coal,

All the auxiliary

stores.

Hodgins,

563

handle the ferry, and

General Wolfe's
city on

it will

men passed on

September

where
memorable assault on the

travel over the waters

their

12, 1759.

condensing engines, supplied with steam
marine
boilers, working under natural draught.
eight
large
from
The vessel has been built to Lloyd's special survey and is arranged
sets of triple expansion

for the carriage of passenger and freight trains across the St.
Lawrence river at all seasons of the year.
The striking feature of the ferry is the arrangement of three
car tracks, each 272 ft. long, placed upon what has been called
This deck is a movable structure above the main
the tide deck.
It is in fact a huge table supported on columns like the
deck.
On each side this
elevated railways of Chicago and New York.
enormous table has ten supporting columns, or twenty in all. The
columns are stayed by lateral bracing to provide for longitudinal
and transverse thrusts. These columns terminate in lifting screws
which are hung on ball bearings from above.
The lifting of the tide table or train deck is effected by machinery of special construction. The engine is of the four-cylinder
high pressure type, driving a double helical spur gear, which in
turn gives motion to a second shaft placed athwartship.
At
each end of this shaft is a pair of mitre wheels driving the fore
and aft main line shafting on the port and starboard sides of
At equal distances along this shaft are arranged
the vessel.
worm and wheel gearing for turning the lifting screws. The
worms are of forged steel and the wheels are cast iron. The

Is Interrogated by the Politicians As to
Reasons, If Any, He Has for Continued
Existence. (Exchange.)

The Railway President

What

—

screws are driven through a loose forged steel sleeve with sliding

key fitted into the box of the wheel. The screws are fitted with
heavy gun metal nuts screwed with buttressed threads, and these
nuts are supported from the upper structure by ball bearings of
special design.

AMERICAN RAILWAY TOOL FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Proceedings of the sixth annual convention. Paper, 6x9 inches,
145 pages, illustrated. Published by the secretary, dwen D. Kin-

The fluctuations of the tide at Quebec are such that this table
can be raised or lowered through a distance of 18 ft. and the
engines are capable of pushing up the table loaded with a train
of nine cars or a maximum weight of 1,440 tons or 2,880,000

sey,

pounds, at a speed of one foot a minute. The table has at each
end adjustable landing gangways which are hinged on the ends
of the tide table and which are raised or lowered at their free

a complete report of the meetings of the association held at
Chicago on July 20, 21 and 22, 1914. Among the subjects contained are "Standardization of Reamers," "Tool Room Grinding," "Safety Applied to Grinding Wheels," "Machine Tool
Repairing," "Distribution and Delivery of Shop Tools," "Special Tools for Drilling, Reaming and Milling," "Special Dies
for Cold Work." This association has a live membership and its
proceedings contain matter of interest to every tool foreman and
shop man.
MASTER BLACKSMITHS' ASSOCIATION. Proceedings of
the twenty-second annual convention. Cloth, 6x9 inches, 298 pages,
illustrated. Published by the secretary, A. L. Woodworth, Lima, O.
The annual meeting of this association for 1914 was held at
Milwaukee on August 18, 19 and 20, and this volume contains the
paper and addresses delivered before the meetings, together with

ends by electrically driven machinery. It is thus possible to place
the ferry at the Quebec side and take a train across, and some
hours later, when the level of the water has risen or gone down,

by the action of the

tide, to

readjust the train table and so pre-

serve the loading level at practically the

same height with reference

to the shore approaches.

Not only has

the ebb and flow of the tide to be taken into con-

sideration, but the vessel is expected to

operate in the winter

when the severe
to form over the

cold of Quebec causes a substantial ice bridge

way through

ice,

In order to enable the vessel to cut its
is placed on the water line
at the bow.
The propeller is driven by a separate engine of the
compound, surface condensing type. The cylinders are 15x32x21
the

river.

a propeller wheel

The propeller is made of
course not used in the summer.
inch stroke.

nickel

steel,

and

is

of

While fully loaded the ferry is capable of making 15 miles
an hour, and it is calculated that it will make the 2% miles across
the river in three-quarters of an hour.
This time includes time
for adjusting the train deck and running the cars on and off.

7223 Ridgland Ave., Chicago.

This volume reflects especial credit on the association and

its

The matter is well arranged, the illustrations are clear
and readable, and the whole is a very attractive book. It contains
secretary.

The subjects discussed are as follows: "Carbon
and High-Speed Steel," "Tools and Formers," "Electric Welding, " " Drop Forgings, " " Spring Making and Repairing,
Piece Work, " " Frame Making and Repairing, " " The Oxyacetylene Process," "Case Hardening," "Heat Treatment of
The proceedings are in the usual form, which has been
Metals.
standard with the association for a number of years.
the discussions.

'

'

'

'

'
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W. Warcup

C.

rcsohskkjr
H. B. Hayes succeeds

J.

Minneapolis

A. Cassady as master mechanic of the

Alabama Great Southern. His office is at Birmingham, Ala.
Frank K. Moses has been appointed master mechanic of the
Ohio Chicago Terminal, with headquarters at East
Chicago, Ind.
He succeeds J. W. Fogg, resigned.
E. J. Laxghurst has been promoted to road foreman of engines
of the Baltimore 4~ Ohio, with office at Parkersburg, W. Va.
J. Shiver succeeds E. J. Langhurst as assistant road foreman
of engines of the Baltimore 4" Ohio, with office at New Castle, Pa.
E. S. Foster succeeds A. L. Moler as traveling engineer of the
Bangor 4" Aroostock, with office at Derby, Me.
H. F. Staley has been appointed master mechanic of the
Boyne, Gaylord 4~ Alpena, with office at Boyne City, Mich. Mr.
Staley was formerly master mechanic of the Carolina, Clinchfield
Baltimore

4"

Ohio.

4-

Sturrock

A.

John Flynn

been

has

Canadian Pacific
J. A. Moore,
transferred from
Potter, on leave

master

appointed

mechanic

of

the

C, succeeding A. Mallinson.
car foreman of the Canadian Pacific, has been
White Biver, Ont., to Muskoka, Ont., vice E. E.
at Nelson, B.

of absence.

J. A. Moore as car foreman of the
Canadian Pacific at White Biver, Ont.
W. H. Wortman succeeds A. Sturrock as general foreman of
the Ogden shops of the Canadian Pacific at Calgary, Alta.
D. D. Cossar, locomotive foreman of the Canadian Pacific, has
been transferred from Moose Jaw, Sask., to Winnipeg, Man.
T. S. Bertram, locomotive foreman of the Canadian Pacific,
has been transferred from Revelstoke, B, C, to Moose Jaw,

succeeds

Sask., succeeding D. D.

Cossar.

W. Gillespie has been
of

Central

the

Vermont,

charge

mechanical superintendent
of

motive

power and car

The offices of master
departments, reporting to the president.
power
and master mechanic
of
motive
superintendent
car builder,
have been abolished.

W. F. Weigman has been appointed general foreman car department of the Charlestoun 4' Western Carolina, with offices at
Augusta, Ga.
J. W. Brewer has been appointed foreman of locomotive repairs
of the Chicago 4" Alton, at Glenn, 111.
W. A. Housan has been appointed general foreman of the
Chicago

4"

Eastern

Illinois, at Mitchell, 111., vice T.

E. Hendricks.

Fuller succeeds H. B. Forsberg as shop foreman of
Chicago 4~ North Western, at Superior, Neb.
W. Smith succeeds C. W. Owens as shop foreman of
Chicago 4" North Western, at Deadwood, S. D.
0. D.

the

Wanamaker

houses, etc., with headquarters at Chicago,

McElrath

succeeds J, H.

engines of the Chicago, Pock Island
J.

D. Beynolds succeeds G. Mitchell as machine shop foreman
4" St. Louis at Marshalltown, la.

J.

of the Minneapolis

Wikle

succeeds H. F. Leonhardt as paint shop foreman of
the Minneapolis 4~ St. Louis at Marshalltown, la.
P.

W. Jans
Minneapolis
A. H.

succeeds B. B. Gillett as roundhouse foreman of the
4~

Louis at Winthrop, Minn.

St.

McDonald

succeeds J. H. Henley as road foreman of
engines of the Missouri, Kansas 4~ Texas at Muskogee, Okla.

H.

C.

Oviatt has been appointed assistant mechanical superin-

tendent of the

New

York,

New Haven

4"

Hartford, with

office at

New

Haven, Conn. He will have charge of the new bureau of
fuel economy.
H. Selfridge succeeds H. A. Gillies as general shop foreman of
the Oregon Short Line at Salt Lake City, Utah.
W. C. Burel succeeds H. Selfridge as foreman of the Oregon
Short Line at Montpelier, Ida.
V. E. McCarty, traveling engineer of the Oregon- Short Line,
has been transferred from Nampa, Ida., to Pocatello, Ida.
G. H. Watkins succeeds F. G. Grimshaw as assistant engineer
of motive power of the Pennsylvania, with office at Pittsburgh.
Pa.

Joseph Slutzker succeeds G. H. Watkins as assistant master
mechanic of the Pennsylvania at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ivy L. Lee, executive assistant of the Pennsylvania, has resigned
become a member of the personal

to

New

staff of

John D. Bockefeller,

York.
A. Seiders has been appointed fuel inspector of the Phila4' Reading, with office at Beading, Pa.
Mr. Seiders was

I.

delphia

Wood

John Scheifele

A. Seiders as road foreman of
Reading at Beading, Pa.
John O. Boyer has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Philadelphia 4" Reading at St. Clair, Pa.
F. L. Carson has been appointed acting superintendent of motive
power of the San Antonio 4~ Aransas Pass, with office at San
succeeds

engines of the Philadelphia

Antonio,

I.

4~

Tex.

H. McCann succeeds J. H. Buxton as superintendent of
motive power of the San Antonio, Uvalde 4~ Gulf, with headE.

quarters at Pleasanton, Tex.

A. P. Neff has been appointed general foreman, locomotive
shop, of the Southern Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal.

He

succeeds

G. H. Goodwin.

Cavender succeeds D. F. Knapp

as master car repairer

of the Southern Pacific at Portland, Ore.
J.

Sturm, master car repairer of the Southern

Pacific, has

been

transferred from Stockton, Cal., to Boseville, Cal.

W.

B.

Parker succeeds

J.

Sturm

as master car repairer of the

Southern Pacific at Stockton, Cal.

•

Stiffey has resigned as superintendent of motive power
4' Ohio Central and the office has been abolished.
Bowersox,
master
mechanic, will assume the duties of the office,
C.
with headquarters at Bucyrus, O.
S.

S.

111.

of the Toledo

D. W. Higgins succeeds W. D. Oakford as road foreman of
engines of the Chicago, Hock Island 4~ Pacific, at Fairbury. Neb.

H. E.

been appointed master mechanic of the
Louis at Marshalltown, la,

H. H. Harris succeeds G. Moser as machine shop foreman of
the Minneapolis 4" St. Louis, at Minneapolis, Minn.

F. E.
the

has been appointed electrical engineer of the
Chicago, Eoclc Island 4" Pacific, succeeding F. J. Glover, resigned.
He will have charge of engine and car electric lighting and the
inspection of electrical appliances in shop, roundhouses, power
E.

has

St.

formerly road foreman of engines.

appointed
in

4~

December. 1914

as

4" Pacific,

road foreman of
at Eldon, Mo.

T.

McClymont

Toronto, Hamilton

has been appointed foreman boiler maker of the
4"

Buffalo at Hamilton, Ont., vice F. Fell.

A. Cassady succeeds H. B. Hayes as master mechanic of the

Cincinnati,

New

Molt

B. E.

Orleans

4~

Texas Pacific at the Ferguson shops

succeeds T. J. Precious as locomotive foreman of

the Great Northern at Gold Bar,

Wash.

A. Zendritza succeeds J. Goldstrand as car
Great Northern at Fargo, N. D.

W.

D.

foreman of the

Bennett has be£n appointed master mechanic

City,

Mexico

4'

William Gemlo, master mechanic of

of the St. Louis

4"

San Francisco at Springfield, Mo., died on November 4 at the

of the
Orient of Texas, with headquarters at San
Angelo, Tex., vice G. W. Tamsitt, resigned.

Kansas

OBITUABY.
James Bissett, formerly master mechanic
age of 50 years.

Position Wanted:

Locomotive engineer wants position.

Have

had 5 years' experience in road service and two years in conCan pass mechanical examinations. Good standstruction work.

the Minneapolis 4" St.
been
Louis, has
transferred from Marshalltown, la., to Minne-

years.

apolis.

Dearliorn

ing in passenger service.

Can furnish best of

references.

Age 35

Address J. L. H., care Bailway Master Mechanic. 431 So.
St..

Chicago.
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iiSfig'^ ISIefflufacturens
LOCOMOTIVE DISTRIBUTION BOX.

pump mechanism to stay in a fixed
which permits the working parts to be made
simple and more compact than is usually the case. The piston is
packed with leather rings, the valves are of the ball type and all
passages are made amply large with the result that the constructhe ram, thus allowing the

number of electric headlights in use
on locomotives has brought up a number of questions in connection with wiring the locomotive, and many different methods are in
With the shopping of a locomotive and the consequent
use.
The rapid increase

in the

vertical position

removal of the cab, it is in many cases necessary to disturb the
wiring and in fact to entirely rewire the engine.
In order to do away with difficulties of this sort and to save

tion is practically fool proof.

wire and

freezing,

Central Electric Co. of Chicago has designed
on
market
a distributing box which is placed on the
the
and placed
front end of the cab. The wires from the cab terminate in this
box, as does also the conduit from the head end.
fitting, the

This jack

operated with a special

is

oil,

which as well as acting

as a lubricant prevents rust on working parts, the possibility of

and has no detrimental effect on the packings. The
is by a key operating a small needle

releasing of the pressure
valve.

but 18 inches long, one man weighmaximum pressure with but slight
effort.
The lever is made curved in shape and the socket has a
hole in each of its four sides to allow convenience in operation
from practically any position.
These jacks are now built in 5 and 10 ton sizes with a ram stroke
of 10 inches, and are guaranteed to stand a 50 per cent overload
without detrimental effect to any of their parts.

While the operating lever

is

ing 125 pounds can obtain the

MONARCH TIRE HEATER.
The type of
is

tire heater

adjustable to any size

and expander shown
tire,

in the illustration

as six or eight units are used ac-

cording to the diameter of the wheel, thus making them adjustable
The heater is
a tire of any diameter from 2% to 10 feet.

to

Locomotive Distribution Box.

To remove the cab

only necessary to remove the cover of

it is

the distributing box and disconnect the wires from the terminal
block.

versed.

When

the cab is replaced the operation

With the use of

this

is

of course re-

box neither the wiring

in the cab

or in the locomotive is disturbed.

EMERGENCY HYDRAULIC JACK.
The Watson-Stillman Co., New York, has
new type of hydraulic jack that embodies

just brought out a
original features in

hydraulic jack construction.
to

Primarily the design was intended
demands of an emergency jack for street railwaj
has proved adaptable for any shop or factory where

cover the

use,

but it
work

lifting

7

is

occasionally or constantly performed.

By

referring

to the illustration the following features will be noted:

The claw can be moved vertically and adjusted to the most
convenient height and can, with the cylinder, be swung in a complete circle without changing the position of jack or of the
level.

The cylinder

is

the

pump

moving part of the jack instead of

Monarch Tire Heater.

and the flame is surrounded with the necessary
The distribution of the heat is uniform and is so

heavily reinforced
tire

clay muffle.

arranged that

The

"A,"
ozs.)

oil

not hard on the

Sectional

View

at Right.

the work.

(see sketch), which is low pressure

conducted

through

the

admits air into the mixer " D,

Emergency Hydraulic Jack.

men doing

or gas is conducted through the metallic flexible hose

the air
is

it is

hose

" which

"B. "

(not over 16

The cock

atomizes the

Section of Monarch Tire Heater.

oil;

"C

finally
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the cock

'

•

E

'

admits

make the combustion com-

sufficient air to

related

plete.

lyn,

These heaters use any kind of oil and have recently been placed
on the market by the Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., of Balti-

Co.

more, Md.

specialties,

December. 1914

with

offices

684a Hancock

at

street,

Brook-

X. Y.

The Pennsylvania Tank Cab

Co., the

Petroleum Iron Works

and Pressed Steel Products Co. have been incorporated in Ohio
by C. H. Todd, G. P. Bard, J. L. Considine, J. P. Sweeney and
G. C. Mittinger.

SAFETY LATHE DOG.

A

The Power Specialty Company,

lathe dog which combines the convenience and efficiency of

common

dog with a perfect shield for the set screw
head has been brought out by Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago.
The objectionable special wrench is eliminated and the extra
leverage provided by the safety cap makes the adjustment of
the set screw by hand easy and fast.
The construction of the
dog is easily understood by reference to the illustration.
the

lathe

of

New

York, manufacturer

of the Foster superheater, has moved its Chicago office from the
Peoples Gas building to the Harris Trust building.
J. A. L. Waddell and John Lyle Harrington have announced

of the firm of Waddell & Harrington, Kansas
Mo.
"William F. Bauer, assistant manager of the railway department of the Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, X. J., has
been appointed manager of the Chicago office, succeeding Charles B.
dissolution

the

City,

Frayer.

The Union Switch and Signal Company
ing changes and appointments:

has

made

the follow-

central district, Chicago office:

W. H. T albert, resident
manager
manager George Marloff office
S. E. Gillespie and J. L.
Lucks, engineers: eastern district, Xew York office: A. Dean, resident manager; H. McCready, office manager; H. W. Griffin, E. P.
Tuttle, J. W. White and H. H. Hamilton, engineers, and T. H.

V. K.

Spieer,

representative;

special

;

;

,

Patenall, resident manager, Montreal, Que.

George W. Lyndon, formerly secretary and treasurer of the
Association of Chilled Car Wheel Manufacturers, was elected its
president at the Xew York meeting of the association held recently.

H.

Hequemboubg has

C.

resigned as general purchasing agent

of the American Locomotive Company, and the purchasing and
i-torekeeping departments have been placed under the jurisdiction

of Leigh Best,

vice-president.

Mr. Hequembourg

is

now

vice-

president of the Standard Chemical Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Safety Lathe Dog.

The

interior of safety cap is shaped to

the set screw, so that

with

it.

when

the cap

conform

head of

to the

turned the set screw turns

is

the head of screw slipping up or

down

inside the safety

cap.

ELLiter&ture
The Independent Pneumatic Tool
E-2 descriptive of

circular

Co.,

"Thor"

*

•

Prout has been elected president of the Hall
Signal Company, and William P. Hall is now viceSwitch
W. J. Gilpresident and chairman of the executive committee.
Colonel H.

of Chicago, has issued

portable electric

drills.

•

<£.-

lingham has been appointed general sales manager, with headquarW. A. Peddle has been appointed actters at Xew York City.
ing chief engineer, and W. H. Lane, chief engineer, has been
granted leave of absence on account of ill health. Colonel Prout
in July last resigned as president of the Union Switch & Signal

Company.
C. E. Harrison has resigned as
Smith Car Co., and H. M. Estabrook

made by

the company.
*

J. S.

McChesney &

tive of the

»

»

Co., Chicago, has issued a bulletin descrip-

Kreutzberg

air meter.

Among other uses
shops.
On account

found quite valuable for use in
and simple construction it can be cut into any pipe
detecting any leakage of air.
»

has been

of

its light

line,

thereby

has been appointed boiler expert of the Lukens
and the Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Firebox Co., with
headquarters at Coatesville, Pa. Mr. Smythe was formerly with
the Parkesburg Iron Co., Parkesburg, Pa,

electric

Co., Cincinnati, 0., has recently

number of new adaptations.

&

Steel Co.,

A. L. Moler has been elected vice-president of the Durbin
Train Pipe Connector Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ealph H. Wilson, southeastern representative of the Walter
A. Zelnieker Company, St. Louis, has been appointed advertising
E. F. Prichard, formerly auditor of the St. Louis Car

manager.

Company,

St.

Louis. Mo.,

Among

these

is

a portable

center grinder, an electric screw driver and direct con-

nected electric saws.

recently.

Co.,

ties.

Ellsworth Haring has terminated
mann, Boker & Co. and has organized a

his connection

Co., Philadelphia,

3.

Eli F. Hart, chairman of the board of the Rodger Ballast Car
Company, died at his home in Chicago on November 23.
Charles Dyer, vice-president of the Xational Dump Car Com-

437 N. Main street, Tulsa.
now establishing a plant at Corning, X. Y., for the manu-

facture of concrete

secretary of the Detrick

Morris G. Condon, of H. B. Underwood &

>Sellingf >Side
Okla., is

as southeastern

& Harvey Machine
Company, died at Baltimore on Xovember 22.
Charles A. Moore, president of Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
Xew York, died of heart disease on board the steamer Rotterdam

died on December

The Plastic Eailkoad Tie

succeeds Mr. Wilson

representative.

Alexander Harvey,

issued a catalogue of its portable electrically driven tools, which

includes a

Barney &

will continue as sole receiver.

OBITUARY.

*

#

The Xeil k Smith Electric Tool

it

co-receiver of the

Smythe

J. A.

Iron

Bulletin 34-S of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, is
These compressors
devoted to small power driven compressors.
sizes
and types now
supplement the line of over four hundred

G.

with Her-

business in tool steel and

pany, died Xovember

8,

1914, at his

home

in Denver, Colo., at the

age of 70 years.
David P. Sanders, for years manager of the factory of Harlan
& Hollingsworth Corporation at Wilmington, Del., died on November 9 at the age of 77 years.
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